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INDEX TO VOLUME XVII.1 

Aeration of the Soil,.244 
Agricultural Society, U. S. 34, 64, 227, 260 

324,329 
Agricultural Society, Monroe county.. ..292 
Agricultural Society, N. Y. State,.97 
Agricultural Exhibition, Paris,_228, 357 
Agricultural Chemistry,_ 162 
Agriculture, experience in_110 
Agriculture and the Press,.145 
Agriculture in Connecticut,.241 
Agriculture in South America,.219 
Agriculture in France and England,.... 107 
Agriculture, Californian....209 
Agriculture, care in....249 
Agricultural improvement in 1855,_  42 
Agricultural College, Md.,..'.130 
Agricultural Exhibitions, value of.369 
America at the French exposition,.357 
Another large corn crop,....35,109 
Animals should be kept warm,.49 
— Improving the breed of.82 
— shelter for, in winter.. 50 
— fattening should be kept quiet,.84 
— become parents too early,..185 
— breeding, a few hints on...183 
Ants, to destroy,.323 
Apples for cows,..  49 
Apples the sheet anchor of American ag¬ 
riculture,.    93 

— for New England,.289 
— for winter, to preserve.  289 
— wormy.  222 
Apple-tree borer,.222 
— crop, the..   317 
— jelly,.323 
Architecture, styles and changes,..#_52 
Artichoke, cultivation of..268 
— as a field crop,_366 
— Jerusalem.368 
Association, W. N. Y. Fruit growers’... 58 
Ashes in manure heaps,..  68 
— unleached for corn, .  68 
— coal, for fruit trees,.93 
— leached, as a manure,....145 
— on potatoes,.121 
Ash, prickly, as a hedge plant,__253 
Asparagus, the cultivation of..318 

B 
Banners, hang out your_145 
Banyan tree of Ceylon,..257 
Barley, cultivation of.106,113 
— winter.326 
Bark Louse, remedy for. 258 
Barns, whitewash for..85 
Barometers, natural.228 
Beans, white, cultivation of.....74 
Bean, Carob,.237 
Beans, to pickle kidney...323 
— English horse.243 
Berberry, holly-leaved.224 
Bees, every farmer should keep,.85 
Beets, baking.128 
Beef, Hereford,.186 
Blue grass, cultivation of,.178 
-pastures, management of.299 
Black walnut as a shade tree,.. ..222 
Black ants, to destroy.226 
Book notices, 35, 67, 99, 131,163, 196, 229 

357 
Bones, save the old___  87 
Bricks, wetting. 180 
Breeding animals, a few facts on,.183 
Brine, poisonous properties of..184 
Butter, coloring with carrots,..46 
— to preserve along time,. 226 
— why is it dear,..128 
— making, a few words on,...233 
— from a tree,_   287 
Bulbs, flowering. 321 
Bulbous roots, facts respecting,.33 
Buffalo, domesticating the..48 
Building, a few general rules for,.88 
Bug, yellow striped.130 
Bushel, U. S. standard.145 

Buckwheat guano for.__  68 
Buckwheat, cultivation of_171 
— to kill striped bug.221 
— Italian.227 
— for fodder,.241 
Bull, short horn, Duke of Glo’ster,.216 
Budding, a few hints on...287 

C 
Cabbage with corn,....  ..110 
— worms,_  254 
Calves, raising_ 85 
— water for ..150 
— five in one year,. 121 
Camomile red, to destroy insects,_14 
Camellias, how to bloom.317 
Camels,.  212 
Canada thistles, to kill. 241, 244 
-finality on...245 
-again,...27o 
Canada West, Provincial fair.260, 300 
— more fine stock for. 356 
Canadian friends, to our.356 
Carrots and oats,.49 
— for cattle,.121 
— yellow, as food for cattle,.142 
Cattle, cost of raising.22 
— bone disease in.48 
— broken horn in.68 
— heavy herd of_152 
— large importation of.135 
— swallowing nails,.270 
— feeding.250 
— great sale of improved.196 
— to the breeders of Devon.  .227 
— for Iowa,.310 
— scratching posts for.121 
— great sale of Short Horn',.151, 259 
— salt for.184 
— care in breeding_  216 
— Short Horn.216 
— sores on, remedy for.  331 
— Hereford.186, 325, 355 
— L. G. Morris’ sale of.228, 259 
— vermin on. 84 
Caterpillars, attend to.221 
— molasses for.220 
Celery, the way to grow good_26 
Chapped hands, remedy for...44 
Charcoal a3 an absorbent,.304 
Cherry, Bigarreau Tardif d’Argental, ...125 
Cheese dairy house,.23 
— manufacture of..201 
— making from a few cows,. 272 
— cream, easy way to make.277 
Chemistry, posted in....307 
Chickens, attend to the....121 
Chrysanthemums in China,.158 
Churches, designs for country..30 
Churning on a new principle.98 
Clay a valuable paint,....272 
— as an absorbent,.236 
Clover, plowing in on clay soils.76 
— sowing. 76 
— on spring crops. 82 
— hay,.1.228 
— seed,...266 
— use of to enrich land. 268 
— French.272 
— seed, gathering.244 
— sowing___  105 
— lime on__ 240 
— wheat midge on.270 
Cold weather and the fruit buds in the 
west,.    93 

Cold weather and fruit trees,. 98 
Correspondence, editorial from C. W. 17, 45 
Corn crop, good. 79 
— stubs, to break,.  82 
— grinding in the cob for swine,.84 
— experiments with..111, 139 
— cultivation of.,..137 
— cheap compost for.140 
— how to protect growing.174 
— cobs, value of___  273 
— how to harvest...278 

Corn, can the hand hoe be dispensed1 ” 
with in its cultivation,...175 

Corn, machine for husking....275 
— curing for fodder.279 
— crop, a large.. 36,72 
— in Nicaraugua,.236 
— acclimating seed,.114 
— husker,.  368 
Cottage, a side hill.. 50 
— a plain one story. 88 
— small bracketed.187 
— a cheap suburban_ 345 
Cows, good_    49 
— to dry.67 
— a prolific.148 
— holding up their milk,_301 
— improving native.311 
— how to choose milch.311 
— will flax chaff kill.343 
— hay for in summer.245 
— protect your..246 
Cranberries, cultivation of....124 
Crimea, fruits of.  287 
Cultivator plow or horse hoe,.146 
Curculio, the.192, 225 
— on the peach,.283 
Curing corn stalks,.304 
Cucumber, Negley’s seedling,...324 
Cucumbers,.225 
Currants and gooseberries,.318, 352 
— double flowering.224 
— bushes, soap suds for.158 
Cuttings, striking.349 
Cut flowers preserving.258 

«D 
Daisies, white, and Canada thistles,.241 
Dahlias, cultivation of.222 
— tie up your.285 
— a few first rate for next year,.347 
Dandelion, a great.255 
Dates, cultivation of...  289 
Decoration, hints on the art of.354 
Deutzia gracilis,.220 
Ditches, open, on clay land,.V...303 
Dogs, distemper in.148 
— beware of....246 
Domestic flower stands,....195 
Draining prairies,..141 
— apparatus, Fowler’s.181 
Drains, cutting in the spring and fall,.. .115 

E 
Early rising,.226 
Earth or clay as an absorbent,.236 
Eeonomv, rural, of Franco and Great 
Britain,.107 

Effects of irrigation,.272 
Eggs, hatching double yolked.150 
— preserving_258 
Eggs-traordinarv,.186 
English tenant-farmers’ pluck,.236 
— horse beans,...243 
Equestrianism, lady.290 
Essays short, premiums for ..355 
Evergreens, pruning.194, 318 
— effect of the last winter on.220 
Ewes, medicine for.120 
Exchanges, a word to our....291 
Exhibition, Birmingham cattle and poul- ' ^ 
try.13* 65 

— Canada West.11, 260, 300 
— New Jersey State Ag. Society,...297 
— Horse, at Boston. 356 
— Illinois State Ag...261 
— Monroe Co.,.  .324 
— N. Y. State Ag.325 
-Premiums of..„_332 
— Ohio State Ag...325 
— N. Y. State Poultry..97 
— American Pomologies!.314 
— Royal Ag. Society.273 
— State and country, in 1856,.261 
— Seneca county___325, 339 
— Vermont State Ag.825 
Exhibitions, fast driving_at Ag.,........211 
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F 
Facts Worth Remembering,.55 
Fairies’ Frolic, The. 61 
Fallowing, Summer.388 
Farms, N. Y.. Premium for. 11 
Farm Laborers, Scarcity of in England 19 
— The Profits of, should be invested in 

Improving it.44 
— A Profitable.234 
— .An English.237 
— Notes,':.340 
Farmers’ Winter Evenings,. 18 
— Should be Reading Men,. 33 
— Club, The London.143 
— An Illinois.2^9 
— Important to.  279 
— Give us Your Experience,.324 
Farming, Profits of.143 
— Western .182 
— The Pleasures of..249 
Flaxseed Oil and Cake,. 78 
Flowering Shrubs,.192 
Flowers, Cultivation of.317 
— for immediate effect,.157 
— Names written with.195 
— Rosewood Plats for.286 
— Suspend your..258 
— Tie up your.195 
— Cultivation of Wild..320, 348, 376 
— Love of.1.322 
— To preserve cut.258 
Flower Stands,..   195 
Forsythia vindissima,.194 
Fowls, Indigestion in.217 
— Corn and cob meal lor.50 
— How to fatten.%.299 
Foxes killing lambs,.216 
Frosts, early, look out for. 290 
Fruit-Growers’ Society of N. Y.,_27, 256 
Fruits, The small.89, 193 
Fruit in Illinois,.... 60 
— in Oregon,. 91 
— for market, Raising.94, 125 
— Are we raising too much.221 
— Raise and use more.253 
— Prospects,.•_259, 286 
— Price of in California.319 
— Cultivation of at the West,.353 
— Marketing,.223 
— Buds and cold weather,. 93 
— Trees and cold weather. 98 
-Soil for.159 
-newly planted, supports for.159 
— _■— Underdraining for.196 
-Fertilizers for..284 
-A few words on planting.288 
■-in the Crimea,.287 
Fruitfulness, To produce.286 
Furniture Paste,. 31 

G 
Galls on Horses,.212 
Gapes in Chickens,.247 
Gardening for Youth,.. .32, 63, 96, 129, 161 
Gardening, .156 
— a higher art than Architecture,.282 
Gardens, Compost for.249 
— Two fine.   223 
Garden, The Farmer’s.122 
— Frames, To make linen or cotton 5 

transparent for.349 
Garget, Cure tor.  131 
Gas Lime, Yalue of as a Manure.142 
Geese, Mongrel. 85 
Genesee Farmer, Notices of... 66 
--for 1856,. 84 
— — Change of Proprietorship,.162 
-Premiums,...., .261 
-Reminiscences of.336 
-Next Volume of.356 
Gherkins, Pickled.323 
Girls, Farmers’-.160 
Glass Mdk Pans,.  205 
— Tiles for Roofs,.242 
— for garden structures, Different kinds 

of.. A....349 
Gooseberry and Currant Trees,... .318, 352 
Grafts,..321 
Grain Culture in Ireland,. 45 
— Warehouse, A great. 35 
— To prevent Mice from Destroying.. .247 
— Australian.306 
— shipped direct from Chicago to Liv¬ 
erpool,.342 

Grape Cuttings,. 93 
Grapes, Native.......874 
Grass Land’, Improvement of...267 
-Irrigating.114 
— of the Brazillian Pampas,.257 

INDEX TO VOLUME XVII. 

Grape, A new Seedling.356 
Grapes at Fair of Mass! Hort. Society,.. 98 
— Native.374 
Greenland Lady’s Dress,.128 
Guano, Peruvian & Mexican, for wheat. 16 
— on Corn,. 98 
— for Buckwheat, Dwarf Pears, &c.,.. 68 
— Home-made.144 
— Ichaboe.162 
Gypsum or Plaster as a Manure,.208 

Iowa, More stock for.310 
Irrigation, A word on. 77 
— Effects of.272 
Irrigating grass lands,.114 
— with the drainage of the barn-yard,. 175 
Items, Miscellaneous. 98 
— Suggested.307, 339, 306 

J 
Johnston, Mr., Interesting letter from. .278 
— Professor. 34 

H 
Haarlem Sea, Draining of.176 
Hams, Curing.1S6 
Hand Hoe, can it be dispensed with in 
cultivating Corn ?.175 

Harness, Blacking for.279 
Harris, Dr. J. W., Death of. 65 
Hawks, How to catch.275 
Hay, Unloading by horsepower.212 
— for Cows in.Summer,.245 
— Salt and Lime for.278 
Haystacks, Ventilating.228 
Heavy land, should it be plowed in the 

fall, for corn?.366 
Hedges, Pric'kly Ash for...253 
Hedge Plant -, California.2S2 
Heifers should ealve late in the Spring, 80 
Hemp, Cultivation of.113 
— will it kill vermin?.205 
— Chinese.237 
Hen, A good..".121 
Hens, Care of in Winter. 17 
— lay, How to make.325,356 
Hints, Maxims,’. 33 
— for the Season,.105, 169 
Hogs, Good.84, 183 
— Berkshire.150 
— Chinese.184 
— Disease among.217 
— Fattening.298 
— Salt for.310 
Hops & Wheat, Carbonaceous manures 
for.121 

Horse, balky, training. 82 
— To get out of a fire.147 
— Remarks on the.148 
— How to judge.183 
— with the Heaves,.247 
— contrary, Treatment of.279 
— Distemper, Tar a remedy for.120 
Horses, Canadian.84 
— Founder in. 85 
— An excellent food for.12q 
— Warts on.84, 120 
— Clover Hay for.205 
— attend to their legs,.217 
— Food for.245, 247 
— sores on, Remedy for.331 
— Salt for.833 
— Sunflower used for Founder in.301 
— Errors in shoeing.341 
— Hear the petition of.344 
— Race, Yalue of.344 
Horse Hoeing, The origin of.Ill 
Horticulture in Western New York,.... 93 
— Progress in.233 
— Care, labor and thought in.2S5 
Horticultural Society, Mass. 98 
— Hints for the Month,.155, 189, 346 
— Exhibition, Genesee Valley .224 
— Notes.319 
Horticulturist, Colored plates in.194 
Hotbeds, Farmers’. 92 
Houses, Country. 24 
House, Farm.311 
Housewives, Hints for, 62, 95, 128, 160, 226 

299, 324 
Iloven in Cattle, Remedy for.215 
How to feed a Roadster in traveling,. ..247 
Hyacinth, Cultivation of.193 
Hybridization,.. 2S2 
Hydraulic P,ams,.242 

I 
Ice Cream, The best...258 
“ I Meant,” “ Oh, but,”.333 
Imitations, Floral.290 
Improvement, Agricultural, in 1855.... 42 
— of Soils by Science,.302, 338 
Implements, Paint your.145 
— Farm.146 
— Breeds of cattle necessitate improved 
Husbandry,.  310 

Indiana, Notes from.252 
Indian corn,.  265 
Inquiries and Answers, 36, 67, 100, 131, 163 

197,229,261, 326,357,383 
Insects, Protection against.157 

K 
Kitchen garden, The farmer’s.155 

L 
Lady Bugs,.221 
Lambs, Diseases of.149 
Land, Price of, in this country and in 
Canada.206 

Late crops, do they require less ammo¬ 
nia than early ?.361 

Lawes, J. B., and Justus Von Liebieg.9, 41 
Layer, A great.121 
Leaves and Flowers, Plaster casts of.. .257 
Lemon Tree,.’.156 
Letter from C. W.,.162 
Lettuce and cucumbers,.225 
Lightning rods, Supports for.ISO 
Lilac, Grafting, on ash stock.326 
Lily, Japan, Culture of the.221 
Lime, Application of. 43 
— in manure heaps,.203 
— on grassland,.2C3 
— hastens the maturity of the crop.205 
Ling, or Water chestnut,.219 
Locust, Yellow.117 
— Trees on railroads,.251 

M 
Machine for breaking stones,.145 
Mahogany, To darken.... 24 
Male, Influence of the, in breeding,.... 21 
Manure should be well mixed with the 
soil,. 14 

— artificial, Frauds in.176 
— — for fruit.223 
— heap, Thickness of a.243 
— Manufactured, good evil spoken of. .337 
— barn-yard, Application of.303 
— for the garden,.192 
— for fruit trees,.284 
— Plaster «s.105, 208 
— for hops and wheat,.147 
— Lime as. 43 
— Sheep, for meadows,.279 
— Oil as....209 
— special, Theory of.113 
— Shade as...140 
— Salt as.140 
— Spurry as a green.206 
— Guano as .16, 68,9S, 108,162 
— from distilleries,.366 
Mange in cattle,.'49 
Mangel wurzel,.171 
Manufacturers of agr’l impl’ts, Hints to. .118 
Mare, mule-bearing, Good points of_120 
Market garden, Good.321 
Massachusetts, Flood in.291 
Maxims,.33, 93 
M’Glashan’s app for transp. large trees.375 
Meadows, Sheep manure for.279 
Mechanics in the West,.183 
Merchant’s clerk, and the plough-boy.. 249 
Mice and fruit trees.159 
— and the failure of seed corn.205,247 
— Camphor a remedy for.344 
Mignonette.257, 322 
Milch cow’, Points of a good. 49 
-in winter. 49 
-Experiments in feeding.IS5 
-Turuips for.1S6 
Milk clean.118 
— skimmed, Yalue of.153 
— regularly.186 
Millet.307 
— for soiling and for fodder.112 
— Culture and value of.144 
Moles or wire worms.209 
Mowing match.267 
Mules vs. Horses.151 
— Cure for heaves in.227 

N 
Name, What’s in a.221 
Napoleon III. as a model farmer.177 
New York State Fair Premiums.332 
Nightsoil, Facts about. .lo9 
Notes for the Morlth, bv S. W., 18, 46, 77, 

; 117, 113,176, 271. 3c5, 334 
— about corn,.364 
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o 
Oats, Cultivation of.106 
— with wheat.144 
— Experiments on.173 
•— thick or thin seeding.3°5 
Oaks, American, in Paris.235 
Ohio, Extract of a letter from. S3 
— Letter from.-43 
— North-western, Notes from.331 
Oil your hoe-handles.179 
— as manure.209 
Oil-cake. 73 
Onions, Cultivation of.106 
Open ditches, on clay land.303 
Orchard, The. 56 
Oregon, Fruit in. 91 
Ornithologists, A case for.186 
Osage Orange. 57 
-Ilardiness of..153 
-as a hedge plant.233 
Our enjoyments.242 
Oxen, Shoeing large. 67 
— vs. Horses.183 
— Shoeing.271 
Ox, sullen, How to move a.121 

P 
Paint for barns and houses.ISO 
Palm House at Kew,.  374 
Paper manufacture.182 
Parsley, To dry,-for winter use.315 
Pastures, Woodland.271, 335 
Pawlonia, Great growth of a.235 
Pea, Southern. 63 
— Japan.157 
Peas, Cultivation of.106 
— should be planted deep.116 
— for pork making.212 
Peaches, Curl in...157 
Peach crop in Michigan.130 
Pear Trees, productive and profitable.. 27 
-Summer pruning of... .233 
Pear, A large.324 
Pears, Ripening.313 
— Summer. 63 
— at Mass. Horticultural Show.93 
— Winter, should be kept in barrels. ..351 
Peaty soils, Improving. 75 
Peat and peat charcoal as absorbents of 
ammonia.304 

Pickled peaches.323 
— peppers.323 
Pie-plant, Culture of.254 
Pigs can see the wind. 84 
— Disease in.130 
— Pork from Essex and Neapolitan. ..150 
— Berkshire.r.. .153 
Pilgrim rose.256 
Pine, French, on waste land.191 
Plants, Preserving, in winter.347 
Planting, Ornamental. 25 
— Pleasures of.286 
— and managing fruit trees,two modes.373 
Plaster damaged by exposure.:.. 106 
Plows at the Paris Exposition. 19 
Plow, Michigan double, for Europe... .113 
— Howard’s prize.212 
Plowing. .105 
Plowing, Japanese. 85 
— by steam.146 
— under clover, weeds, &c.179 
— Fall, should be done early.270 
— the crops, &c.306 
— fall, About.343 
— Manner of.367 
Plums, American, in England.319 
Pomological Society, Ohio. 27 
-American, 6th session.. 163, 292, 314 
Potatoes,. 35 
— Cultivation of. 73 
— Seed. 79 
— Butt ends vs. seed end3.117 
— Ashes on.121 

— To produce seeds on early.263 
— Chinese.239,356 
— Notes on.115,331 
— Attend to your.120 
Poudrette.109 
-Seeding.144 
— farms, Protection to.245 
Prairie farms, Shelter for... •..243 
Premiums. .64, 228 
— Agricultural.176 
Prospects, Cheering. 64 
Pumpkins, Ripe, and sound corn.116 
Putty, To soften hard.,305 

Quince trees, Effect of the winter on.. .196 

R 
Rabbits, Management of.143 
Raise more turnips.237 
Ram, Southdown, Enormous price for a.291 
Rape,. 19 
Raspberry. North River Antwerp.347 
Rats wanted, kid gloves going yip.160 
— Ferrets to destroy.211 
— Bait for.306 
Recipes, Original domestic.379 
Reserved flower plats,.236 
Rhododendron, McDowell’s.• 93 
Roads and road making,.116 
Roller and its uses,. 87 
Rolling kind after corn planting,.179 
Roots, Amount of. from clover & grasses,110 
Root crops, Cultivation of.13S, 172 
Rotation, Systems of. 55 
Rose bugs,.225 
— Pilgrim.256 
— Beauty of Greenmount.257 
Royal Botanical Society of London,... .255 
— Agricultural Society, Exhibition of. .273 
Rural New Yorker,.65, 307 
— Annual for 1357,.324, 356 
Rata bagas and turnips, Cultivation of. 177 

S 

Sale, L. G. Morris’.223, 259 
Salt causes wheat to ripen earlier,.140 
— your cows,.184 
Savings banks. 144 
Sawing wood, Machine for. 87 
Scours in cattle,. 22 
Seasons later than formerly.1S8 
Seeds, Trial of, from the Patent Office,.. 15 
— Choice, &c. 66,131 
— Vitality of.289 
Seed corn, Acclimating.114 
— wheat, To clean chess out ot... .235, 273 
— Raise your own.277 
— American, in England.336 
Seneca county, A day in.204 
-wheat crop,.210 
-Agricultural Society,.325 
Shade Trees, Planting.94, 222 
— as a fertilizer.  140 
Sheep of Great Britain,.20, 47, 84, 119 
— Feeding, in winter.21 
— Cheviot. 47 
— Lincoln and Cotswold. 81 
— South Downs.119 
— killed by dogs,.120 
— Mange in.150 
— Foul noses in. 186 
— Coarse hay for....2o9 
— Scab or itch in.214 
— and misfortunes,.215 
— How to catch.247 
— Mixture for marking.247 
— distemper,.27S 
— rack,.326, 343 
Shelter, Winter, for farm animals.50 
Shingles, Boiling, in lime and salt.182 
Shirt ironing,.-.195, 226 
Shrubs, two beautiful spring flowering. .224 
Sick animals, Diet for. 84 
Silecian sheep shearing,.196 
Snow a great protection from cold,.236 
Soaking seed wheat in strong brine,_304' 
Soil cold from lack of underdraining,.. 77 
— Thorough pulverization of.173,244 
— Exhaustion of.174 
— Change of.175 
— Mulching and stirring.285 
Soils, Improvement of, by science,.312, 313 
— Peaty. 75 
Spring and flowers,. 95 
Song, A Farmers.323 
Sores on horses and cattle, Remedy for. 331 
Sowing, Thick and thin.340 
Stallion, Suffolk, An improved.80 
Stallions, Governmental depot for.279 
State and county shows in 1850,. ..261, 291 
Steam plow,.324- 
Stockhardt’s chemical field lectures,....299 
Stock-breeding, Care in.216 
Strawberries,.98, 153, 319 
Strawberry, New test for the.2S7 
— Hovey’s Seedling vs. McAvoy’s Su¬ 
perior.....156 

— Annual notes on.250 
— New foreign varieties of.251 
— Cultivation of the.231 
— Hooker's Seedling.326 
Stump machines,. 86 
Subscribers, Notices to.  99 
Subsoiling versus drouth,. 16 

Striped bug, Buckwheat a cure for."... .221 
Sugar cane, Chinese.333,3S2 
Sun-flower,.347 
— oil,.367 
Swine, Essex. 83 
— Suffolk, in Ohio. 49 
— at Fair of Mass. Horticuit’l Soeiety,. 93 

T 
Take care of your eyes,.123 
Tea, How to make, properly.323 
The Arrow and song,.195 
— Farm,.249 
— Long ago,.258 
— Old homestead,.195 
— Poor ye have always with you,.357 
— Valley of the Sacramento,.509 
— Weather and the crops,.261 
Thorough farmer, Be a.369 
Thorough-bred,.  339 
Tomatoes, Culture of.156 
Tomato pickles,.323 
Tools, Take care of your.303 
Transplanting large trees,.126, 232 
Trees. On the age of. 2 7 
— large, Setting out.157 
— Trimming.153 
— of Paradise,.158 
Turkies, young, Management of.213 
Turnip crop of England,. 16 
—• — A good. 35 
Turnips,....245, 303, 30J 
— with corn,. 141 
Two interesting experiments,.377 
Two crops, and how they paid,.365 

U 
Underdraining and irrigation in N. Y. .121 
— in France,.174 
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J. B. LA WES AND JUSTUS VON LIEBIG. 

Liebig’s late pamphlet on The Relations of Chem¬ 
istry to Agriculture, and the Experiments of Mr. 
J. B. Lawes, has produced considerable excitement 
in Germany. Dr. Wolff, Professor of Chemistry 
in the celebrated Hohenheiin Academy of Agricul¬ 
ture and Forest-fculture, and a man who, in the 
language of Mr. S. W. Johnson, of Yale College, 
unites “eminent scientific ability with practical 
knowledge,” has written a masterly reply to Liebig, 

and enters warmly into the defence of Messrs. 
Lawes & Gilbert, whose scientific reputation the 
great advocate of the “ mineral theory” has savage¬ 
ly assailed. This has called forth another paper 
from Prof. Liebig, and which has been translated 
by Mr. S. W. Johnson, and will be found in the 
Country Gentleman (Oct. 11-Nov. 8). The great¬ 
er portion of it has only a remote bearing upon the 
subject under discussion. Prof. Liebig appears to 
avoid, as much as possible, the real issues of the 
question. When the result of any of Mr. Lawes’ 

experiments throw doubt on Liebig’s views, he 
cries out: “ Must not every farmer see that conclu¬ 
sions founded upon experiments conducted in a 
manner so rough, so utterly lacking circumspection, 
are utterly valueless!” But when any of the re¬ 
sults of these same experiments confirm any of 
Liebig’s opinions, ho tells us: “The facts which 
he” [Mr. Lawes] “has ascertained, teach so many 
important doctrines in reference to the cultivation 
and manuring of the soil, that I hold them to be of 
very special value to the theory of agriculture.” 
And in another place he says of these “utterly 
valueless'1'1 experiments: “It must be acknowledged, 
what I said at first, that of all the investigations 
that have been made, none are so eminently adapt¬ 
ed as his” [Mr. Lawes’] “to advance the mineral 
theory.” “ Air. Lawes’ experiments thus demon¬ 
strated—“The trials of Lawes confirm this view.” 
— “Mr. Lawes has proved.”—“But the experi¬ 
ments of Mr. Lawes furnish perfectly definite and 
reliable faofcs relative to this subject.” — “The re¬ 
sults of Mr. Lawes demonstrate precisely.”—From 
the result of Mr. Lawes “ it is perfectly certain.”— 
&c., &c. 

To us it is “ perfectly eertain” that the same ex¬ 
periments can not bo “ utterly valueless” and of 
“very special value f' and we are quite unable to 
understand how “experiments conducted in a man¬ 
ner so rough, so utterly devoid of circumspection,” 
can “demonstrate,” or “prove,” or “disprove,” or 
vender “ perfectly certain” anything at all: and yet 

“ of all the investigations that have been m?A«, 
none are so eminently adapted to advance the min¬ 
eral theory.” Indeed, exclaims Liebig, in anothei 
place, “ I consider them the firmest suppor t of the 
theory.” This is proving too much. The mineral 
theory is confessedly a deduction; &od the induct¬ 
ive experiments which are its “firmest support” 
are “ utterly valueless.” 

But to the question. As we have said, Mr 
Lawes found a definite increase of wheat from an 

application of ammonia to a soil abounding in all 
the mineral elements of plants. But under the 
most favorable circumstances he has never obtained 
as much nitrogen in the increase of grain and straw 
as was supplied to the soil in manure. He con¬ 
cludes from this, that in the growth of wheat there 
is a great loss of ammonia AYithout attempting to 
determine the exact proportion, he states that his 
experiments indicate that for one pound of nitro¬ 
gen (ammonia) organized in the wheat plant, fiva 
pounds are evaporated into the atmosphere, and 
are lost to the faim. On the other hand, his experi 
meats with turnips, clover, beans, peas, and tares, 
prove that in the growth of these so-callod “fallow 
crops” no such loss takes place. Liebig, as has 

been stated, took no notice of these views of Mr. 
Lawes, but Dr. Wolff has forced them upon hia 
attention; and in his reply to Dr. Wolff, Liebig 

alludes to them as follows: 

“In the writings of experienced agriculturists, I find 
as quite a general rule, that they do not hold a field 
rich in ammonia (freshly dunged) to be especially 
adapted for the cultivation of wheat, but recommend 
some other crop (potatoes) to precede wheat on 6uch 
soils. 

“But the experiments of Mr. Lawes furnish perfect¬ 
ly definite and reliable facts relative to this subject. 
He has found that a field which had previously re¬ 
ceived no ammonia nor ammonia-salts, can yield a 
medium harvest of 1125 lbs. wheat and 17.56 cwt. 
straw for seven years in succession, without any arti¬ 
ficial supply of ammonia, and in the last years the 
yield was greater than at first. 

“From this it is perfectly certain that a soil, other¬ 
wise good, will yield almost an average crop of wheat 
without an addition or excess of ammonia; and that, 
no matter what the quantity of ammonia may have 
been contained in the soil originally, and given up to 
the plant, or lost, this loss was without effect on the 
crops of the succeeding years. 

“It is.therefore allowable to pronounce the asser¬ 
tions of Dr. Wolff—that wheat requires for perfect 
development more ammonia than the soil contains in 
natural form; that the soil suffers a loss of ammonia 
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by Ihe cultivation of wheat, becoming in consequence 
!tbs fertile, are wanting all foundation in fact, because 
the results of Mr. Lawes demonstrate precisely the 
contrary. * * * The erroneous assertion of Dr. 
Volff rests originally upon the equally erroneous in- 
erpretation which Mr. Lawes has given of the fact 
'at ammonia salts increased the yield of his wheatfield. 
“While Mr. Lawes harvested 17 bushels wheat and 
^ cwt. straw from one acre of unmanured field, 

mnually for seven years, a plot of equal size and qual- 
*.v, which 1 eceived in the first year 5 cwt. of dissolved 

/)ones, and 2 cwt. of silicate of potash, and in the fol¬ 
lowing six years 326 lbs. of ammonia salts (the aver- 
isge) annually, yielded 25 bushels, or a yearly increase 
of 8 bushels of wheat, and a corresponding larger pro¬ 
duce of straw. 

“ JNow, since this plot as a part of the same experi¬ 
mental field, would undoubtedly have grown 17 bush¬ 
els without any manure, he ascribed the increase to 
the action of the ammonia salts without taking any 
account of what had been added the first year. 

“ Further, since in order to produce one bushel more 
of wheat, than the unmanured plot would have yield¬ 
ed, Mr. Lawes added 41i lbs. of ammonia salt; and 
since one bushel of wheat contains 1.2 lbs. of nitrogen, 
and 42-^- lbs. of ammonia salts contain 6^ lbs. of nitro¬ 
gen, he harvested in the grain and straw five times 
less ammonia than he added to the soil. This is the 
fact. The false conclusion that he deduces is, that the 
culture of wheat is accompanied by an enormous loss 
of ammonia, since, at the lowest estimate, 5 lbs. of am¬ 
monia must be added to the soil in order to get one 
bu-hel of increase per acre. 

“In order to draw a general conclusion from the 
observed fact, i. e. to be able to speak of it as a matter 
of settled experience, Mr. Lawes should have deter¬ 
mined in accordance with the rules of research the 
general conditions which determine the production of 
one bushel of wheat and the corresponding amount of 
straw in all cases; as well as the special conditions 
which caused the increase in his experiments. 

“If now it is true that 6 lbs. of ammonia were neces¬ 
sary to produce one bushel of extra yield, and that of 
this ammonia 5 lbs. were lost (evaporated through the 
plant), it must also be true that 6 lbs. of ammonia were 
removed from the soil of the unmanured plot, to pro¬ 
duce every bushel of ordinary yield, and of this ammo- 
.jia 5 lbs. also were lost to the soil by volatilization. 

■ “Since now the unmanured plot yielded in seven 
years 123-f bushels of wheat, it follows that the soil 
must have contained, or received from the air or rains, 
618f lbs. of pure ammonia or 8850 lbs. of carbonate of 
ammonia (salts of hartshorn), and that in seven years 
this quantity of ammonia was rendered useless for 
future harvests by the wheat culture. 

“Such a conclusion it is impossible to support by 
any fact. What we know with certainty is that during 
6even years 214 lbs. of nitrogen were annually removed 
from the soil of the unmanured plot by the crop grown 
upon it, or 149 lbs. in total; but how much ammonia 
was contained in the soil, and was consumed in the 
production of 17| bushels of wheat, we know nothing 
about. 

“Sinee now, Mr. Lawes did not know how much 
ammonia the wheat plant requires from the soil in 
order to give one bushel of yield upon the unmanured 
plot, how could he know that for every bushel of in¬ 
creased yield (gain by manuring) precisely 6 lbs. of 
ammonia were necessary. 

“ If it had accidentally occurred to Mr. Lawes to 
tianure his field with four, five, or six cwt. of ammonia 
falts, instead of with 3^ cwt., and if in those cases the 
Field was not increased (as we may with certainty 
issume would happen) then he might with the same 

justice assert that the loss of ammonia is 6, 8, or 10 
lbs. for every bushel of increased yield. 

“ Or if Mr. Lawes had applied ammonia salts at the 
rate of 2 or 1 cwt. instead of 3£ cwt. the acre, and 
then, after previous manuring with dissolved bones 
and silicate of potash (whose action he has not taken 
at all into account), had harvested the same increase 
of 8 bushels; his conclusion that the soil suffers a lose- 
of ammonia, would doubtless have been vastly modi¬ 
fied. He has made the loss and not found it. The 
number 5, for the amount of ammonia, and the quan¬ 
tity 1 bushel for the increased yield, ore not expres¬ 
sions for a natural relation between manure and crops. 
The first does not express the weight of ammonia 
necessary to produce a maximum of increase, equal to 
one, and ascertained by a series of observations, but is 
a mere stroke of fancy. It never seem§ to have oc¬ 
curred to Mr. Lawes to determine the minimum of 
ammonia which was effective upon his field in pro¬ 
ducing maximum crops.” 

The pith of the controversy lies here; and Lie¬ 

big puts forth his whole strength. We have rarely 
met with a finer specimen of special pleading. It 
is, however, the only portion ofi his lengthy paper 
which is to the point. The case against Mr. Lawes 

is stated in as strong a light as possible, and no 
doubt many who read only one side, will be de¬ 
ceived by the plausible sophistries of this greatest, 
ablest, and, we are sorry to add, most unscrupulous 
of controversalists. He seems to “stick at nothing” 
that will help him to make out a case. Neverthe¬ 
less, we are glad that Dr. Wolff lias succeeded in 
forcing him to attack Mr. Lawes’ main position. 
We have given Liebig’s whole argument, and will 
now briefly examine it. 

It is true, as Liebig states, that Mr. Lawes’ soil 
yielded 17 bushels of wheat per acre annually for 
seven years, without any manure; and we may 
add, indeed, for thirteen years. It is also true that 
mineral manures—the ashes of the wheat plant— 
•alone, do not enable it to produce any larger crop. 
It is further true that 17 bushels “is almost an 
average crop of wheat.” On the other hand, it is 
also true that where this same soil has been annu¬ 
ally supplied with ammonia alone, much largei 
crops have been obtained — on an average of seven' 
years, as Liebig admits, half as much again; and, 
we may add, last year (1854) as much as 34-^ bush¬ 
els per acre were obtained; and this, it must be 
observed, after ten successive crops had been grown 
(and removed from the soil) by the aid of ammonia 
alone. The province of Agricultural Chemistry, 
Liebig tells us, is to produce more grain and more 
meat, and not simply grain and meat which have 
been produced for centuries without her aid. We 
fully agree to this; the object of agriculture is not 
to maintain merely, but to increase the productive¬ 
ness of our fields. How can this be done ? Liebig 

says truly that the 17 bushels of wheat annually 
grown on Mr. Lawes’ experimental field, by the 
aid of good tillage alone, is “almost an average 
crop.” But the object of Agricultural Chemistry, 
according to Liebig, is to increase the productiveness 
of our fields. This Mr. Lawes has done. Instead 
of 15 or 20 bushels of wheat per acre, he has grown 
30 and 40 bushels, and in 1854 as high as 55 bush- , 
els; and, in a private letter recently received, Mr. 
Lawes informs us that some of the plots this year 
(1855) more than double the unmanured plot, the 
yield on which is still 17 bushels per acre. 
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On this soil, by good tillage alone, 17 bushels of 
wheat are annually grown. The object is to get a 
heavier crop. It was supposed that “ as the crops 
on a field diminish or increase in exact proportion 
to the diminution or increase of the mineral sub¬ 
stances conveyed to it in manure,” that superphos¬ 
phate of lime, potash, soda, lime, magnesia, sul¬ 
phuric acid, chlorine, and soluble silica, or the 
ashes of the wheat plant, would increase the crop; 
but they did not. Liebig’s patent wheat manure 
was also tried in vain. But ammonia, in whatever 
form used, increased the crop. Six pounds of am¬ 
monia gave an extra bushel of wheat. But this 
extra increase only contains nitrogen equal to one 
pound of ammonia, and it is supposed that the re¬ 
maining five pounds are evaporated through the 
plant, and that this loss of ammonia is necessary to 
the growth of the plant, or, at all events, there are 
at present no other known means of enabling the 
farmer to increase his wheat crop over 17 bushels 
per acre. 

Liebig denies that any loss of ammonia takes 
place; but he has no evidence, aside from Mr. 
Lawes’ experiments, on which he bases his denial. 
His argument is this: — If the plot without manure 
produces 17 bushels of wheat per acre, and one with 
102 lbs. of ammonia 34 bushels, and if the increase 
is due to ammonia, it follows that the 17 bushels 
grown on the umnanured acre must a’so have re¬ 
quired and removed from the soil 102 lbs. of am¬ 
monia. This we most fully admit. But Liebig 

says: “Such a conclusion it is impossible to sup¬ 
port by any fact.” This is his whole argument. 
It is “ impossible” that the soil should contain, or 
that the rain and air should supply such a quantity 
of ammonia. A strange argument this, to be made 
by the very man who taught that if plants were 
supplied with a sufficient quantity of mineral ele¬ 
ments in an available condition, they would obtain 
all the ammonia they required, from the atmos¬ 
phere ; and that, in the language of Prof. Hoesford, 

“ the ammonia spread on fields in the ordinary dis¬ 
tribution of barn-yard products, is of no moment. 
The quantity with usual falls of rain greatly exceeds, 
in the course of a season, any conceivable supply by 
human instrumentality.” Now that it suits Liebig’s 

purpose, we are told that it is impossible that the 
soil, the atmosphere, and the rain combined, could 
supply 102 lbs. of ammonia—an amount contained 
in 600 lbs. of Peruvian guano, or in 5 tons of good, 
or 10 tons of poor, barn-yard manure! Further¬ 
more, Liebig, in his Chemistry in its Application 
to Agriculture and Physiology, when speaking of 
the quantity of ammonia brought to the soil in rain 
water, says: “If a pound of rain-water contains 
only one quarter of a grain of ammonia, then a field 
of 26,910 square feet must receive annually up¬ 
ward of 88 lbs. of ammonia.” An English acre 
contains 43,560 square feet; and according to this 
estimate, which we are given to understand is a 
low one, 142 lbs. of ammonia are brought to an 
English acre of soil by the rain which falls in twelve 
months. This estimate was made to show that 
farmers need not be at any pains to provide ammo¬ 
nia for their crops, as the atmosphere would supply 
a rich abundance—and, indeed, 142 lbs. of ammo¬ 
nia would provide more nitrogen than the grain 
and straw of the heaviest wheat crop contains! 
Now, when Mr. Lawes contends that the atmos¬ 
phere and rain-water can not supply the wheat 

plant with sufficient ammonia for a large crop, be¬ 
cause it destroys ammonia during its growth, Liebig 

turns round and oracularly declares this destruction 
“impossible,” because “the soil” [of the unmanured 
wheat plot] “must have contained or received from 
the air or rain, in seven years, 618-| lbs. of pure am¬ 
monia.” In other words, it is impossible this de¬ 
struction should take place, because the soil, the air, 
and the rain combined, can not furnish in a year 
88£ lbs. of ammonia per acre, while, according to 
Liebig’s own estimate, the rain-water alone furnish¬ 
es 142 lbs. of ammonia. It is difficult to argue with 
a writer 'who resorts to such pitiable subterfuges. 

(To be concluded next month.) 

NEW YORK PREMIUM FARMS FOR 1854. 

The last volume of the Transactions of the JYcw 
York State Agricultural Society contains an ac¬ 
count of the farm management of W. P. Ottley, 

Phelps, Ontario county, and of G. W. Coffin, Ame- 
nia, Dutchess county, N. Y., to whom the society 
awarded the first and second premiums on farms. 

Mr. Ottley’s farm contains 100 acres;—soil, a 
gravelly loam and muck with a tincture'of clay; sub¬ 
soil about the same, with a lighter color, and porous. 
Mr. O. says: 

“ I consider the best mode of improving my soil is 
a three year lay of clover, turning it under about the 
month of June for wheat, or the first of May for corn, 
with the application of barn-yard manure.” 

Is not clover apt to die out the third year? and 
would it not, therefore, be better to plow it up the 
second instead of the third year, as there would be 
more clover to turn under ? If this is cropping the 
land too heavily with grain crops, the barley, instead 
of being followed by wheat, could be seeded down 
for a year or two with clover. Will our readers give 
us their experience on this point? 

Mr. O. usually plows from seven to ten inches 
deep. He has used the “ subsoil plow,” as it is termed 
in the report, but which, as we learned by correspond¬ 
ing with Mr. Ottlf.y, is in reality the Michigan dou¬ 
ble plow—a very different implement from the true sub¬ 
soil plow, which only breaks up the subsoil without 
bringing it to the surface. The first crop after the 
subsoiling was unusually light, but the succeeding 
crops were productive, and the results on the whole 
satisfactory. Mr. O. has not tried true subsoilir.g, 
but intends to do so, and thinks that he will obtain 
in this way the benefits arising from a deep soil with¬ 
out diminution of crop the first year. 

Mr. Ottley’s method of cultivating corn is as fol¬ 

lows: 

“ Take a three year lay of clover, cover it with ma¬ 
nure if possible, break it up immediately before plant¬ 
ing with a double plow, eight inches deep, harrow 
with light harrow to avoid tearing up turf, then drill 
three and a half feet in width of row, dropping one 
kernel at eight inches in row, together with ashes and 
plaster; then roll, and as soon as up pa«s through 
with one-horse cultivator. Continue to cultivate till 
the middle of June; hoe once ; cut up about the first 
of September, five rows into one, shocks large, as the 
stalks will be of a better quality ; husk during fall; 
product usually 50 bushels per acre.” 

Is it better to plant corn in drills, as above, or in 
hills, three and a half feet each way, four kernels in 
the hill, horse-hoeing each way? 
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“Barley is sown on corn stubble, plowed as early ns 
possible; seed drilled in, two and a half bushels per 
acre, from the first of April to the first of May. Pro¬ 
duct from 2s to 50 bushels per acre.” 

The method of cultivating land for wheat is not 
given, except .when it is sown after barley, when it is 
as follows:—plow as soon as the barley is oftj with 
double plow, from eight to ten inches deep, in lands 
two rods wide; harrow fine just before time to sow; 
drill in the seed, two bushels per acre; clean out fur¬ 
rows and water furrows. Product usually from 25 
to 35 bushels per acre. Clover and timothy seed 
are sown with the wheat 

Oats are drilled after corn as soon as the land can 
be got in good order, three bushels of seed per acre; 
cut when fully ripe with reaping machine, bind, and 

.stock the same as wheat. Product about 75 bushels 

.per acre. 
.potatoes and carrots are cultivated as follows: 

'‘Q&e potato in each hill, split ; plant as early as 
posdble, harvest when fully ripe. Usually plant but 
one acre in corn-field; use no manure; hoe once; 
pi'oduet.light, owing to the prevalent disease. 

“ Carrpts ~sow thick in drills eighteen inches apart; 
plow ground., manure high with rotted manure, sow 
the first of June, hoe as soon as up; continue to hoe 
and thin out till the weeds cease to trouble. Product 
from 600 to 800 bushels per acre.” 

Mr. Ottley also .obtained the second premium for 

experiments in draining, there being none offered 
winch were considered worthy of the first premium 

this is not a true indication of the estimation 
w.ldch underdrawing is held in the great State of 

New y. orkl Mr. O. laid 200 rods of stone drains in 
nine .aqtes, and the result was quite satisfactory. He 
says: 

“ The increased value of the land, taking the field 
(twelve ;aere3) together, I estimate at $5 per acre an¬ 
nually, better than before its being diained. It is safe 

t reckoning: that draining will pay for itself with inter- 
* ,cst of co&t in two years.” 

Mr. O. also laid down 100 rods of tile underdrains, 
ftvem two to two and a half feet deep, and four inches 
wide at bottom. The cost was, for digging, 12£ 
<eea.ts per rod; tile on ground, 16 cents per rod; lay¬ 
ing and filling, 3 cents ; total, 31 £ eents per rod. 
The drain laid with stone cost, for digging, 20 cents, 
and for laying the stone and filling, 20 cents; total, 
40 cents per rod, or 8£ cents more than the tile 
drains. Unnecessarily high as is the price of tiles, it 
pays better to use them than stones in moat cases. 

The Farm of G. W. Coffin.—-The farm of Mr. 
Coffin, which obtained the second premium, con¬ 
tains 108 acres, two-thirds of which is a limestone 
loam, and the other third black slate. Like Mr. Ott¬ 

ley, Mr. C. looks to elover or “ grass ” for increasing 
the fertility of the soiL He says: 

“The best mode of improving the soil is to keep it 
stocked down to grass, taking care in pasturing not to 
allow too close feeding off, and such portions as have 
furnished the winter stock of hay, should receive a 
dressing of manure, as soon after the hay has been re¬ 
moved as convenient. August is the best time. A 
thick mat of grass left on the land in autumn, answers 
the double purpose of protecting it from the searching 
wind and biting frost, affording a rich bed of manure 
os well adapted to its growth as any that can be ap¬ 
plied. Barn-yard manure is an invaluable source of 
improvement A complete and thorough breaking 

down of the 6oil when preparing it for crops, especially 
for seeding to grass, seeding with a bountiful supply of 
timothy and clover.” 

Mr. C. made some experiments with artificial ma¬ 
nures on grass, which are worth recording. Soil, 
tenacious limestone loam, old sod of red top, June 
grass, and white clover. The results were as follows: 

lbs. bay per acre. 

Without manure of aDy kind.... ..2,COO 
400 tbs. of Peruvian guano, costing $10.. 4.080 
800 tbs. plaster, costing $2 60 ... 2,480 
400 lbs. superphosphate of lime, costing $10___3,040 
Unleached ashes, 26% bushels, costing $3.31_ 3,840 

The ashes are much the most profitable manure 
for grass in this instance. There can be no doubt 
that the continued exportation of hay from a farm 
tends greatly to exhaust it of potash, more so, per¬ 
haps, than any other crop except potatoes; and it is 
therefore reasonable to suppose that unleached ashes, 
containing so much potash, would have a good effect. 
But if the ashes were beneficial because they sup¬ 
plied potash, to what shall we attribute the iucrease 
obtained from the guano, which contains scarcely any 
potash? If we could place full confidence in the ex¬ 
periment, we should conclude that the ashes acted by 
accelerating the decomposition of organic matter in 
the soil, and rendering ammonia available. 

An experiment was made on potatoes with the 
following result: 

Ten hills without any manure gave_13 lbs. 
“ with handful of fresh ashes...  6% “ 
“ with handful of compost hen manure.  19% M 
K with handful of plaster_  19% “ 

The manures were applied in the hill at the time 
of planting; the ashes proving too strong, but each 
of the others increased the yield at the rate of about 
&0 bushels per acre. 

Superphosphate of lime was used on corn “ with¬ 
out any apparent effect,” while “plaster increased 
the growth greatly.” And yet superphosphate con¬ 
tains a considerable quantity of “ plaster.” It should 
at any rate have increased the growth to the extent 
of the “plaster” it contains. We fear such experi¬ 
ments are not very reliable. 200 lbs. of guano ap¬ 
plied to oats “ advanced their ripening about six 
days.” The same amount of superphosphate “ had 
no apparent effect.” 

An experiment in suckering corn showed that it 
did neither good nor harm. 

After six years’ careful experimenting, Mr. C. is 
“compelle-d against all former notions” to believe 
that corn for seed should always be taken from the 
small end of the ear; that from the large end, how¬ 
ever, he finds better than that from the middle. 

Mr. C. usually grows about two acres of corn for 
feeding green in August and September, when the 
pastures become short. 

He turns over green sward from first of June to 
tenth of July, and sows at .otervals of two weeks. 
Makes broad furrows, three feet apart, and scatters 
from fifty to sixty grains to the foot covering by 
passing the harrow once across the furrows. 

“ Four times as much cured fodder,” he says, “ can 
be produced in this way as is generally taken from 
the same amount of ground in hay.” 

Mr. C. thinks “ Indian corn is the most reliable 
crop, and though requiring a greater amount of labor, 
is still one which pays the producer a higher per 
centage than any other.” His method of cultivation 
is as follows: 
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Usually plow sod land that has laid from eight to 
ten or even fifteen years. If the land is naturally dry, 
turn the farrows flat; if heavy and inclined to be 
moist, lap the furrows. Plow from four to 6ix inches 
deep, harrow lengthwise of the furrows, and mark 
with a drag, three feet apart each way for medium 
eized varieties of corn, and further apart one way tor 
larger. Distribute from four to six grains about in the 
hill, and cover one inch deep. Plant about the 10th 
of May, eight quarts to the acre. After trying various 
methods of preparing seed corn by soaking and rolling 
in different substances, I have abandoned the whole, 
and plant as it comes from the cob. Prefer applying 
stimulants on the young plants as soon as they make 
their appearance; use plaster and ashes — one part of 
the former to two of the latter, mixed—a small hand¬ 
ful applied to two hills. I have thrown the plow aside 
in cultivating, and use a steel tooth cultivator twice 
in a row each way; have a man follow with a hoe to 
set up the injured corn and attend to such weeds and 
grass a" are in and near the hill. As soon as it attains 
to the height of about six inches, have all hills contain¬ 
ing more than four spears thinned to that number. 
Apply plaster and ashes in about the same quantity 
as at first, and by the time the corn is twelve to fifteen 
inches high it has received its last cultivation by horse 

ower. In case of a wet July weeds start up some, 
ufc are taken out either with the hoe or by hand. 

The sod lies as it was turned in the spring, its inverted 
surface having been moved for a few inches deep only. 

“I have tried experiments in harvesting, and find 
that the most grain is obtained by cutting at the 
ground and stouting (or stooking) if it is done at the 
right time. A little observation will decide when that 
is, as the corn becomes glazed, husks turn white, and 
the leaves die along the edges—usually from the 10th to 
20th of September. Put twentv-five hills in a stout, and 
on husking make two bundles of each. Secure the 
stalks as soon as possible after hulking.” 

Mr. 0. has used the suhsoil plow on a portion of 
several fields of different soils aud for different kinds 
of grain; but except in one instance, although seve¬ 
ral years have since elapsed, there was “ no percepti¬ 
ble difference in the yield or growth at any time.” 
The exceptional case was: 

“ Tn a field on another part of the farm, less loam 
and more clay in the soil; used the subsoil plow to 
about the same depth (18 inches) on one land only: 
sowed the whole lot to oats, and could see soon after 
they came up that on the land subsoiled they looked 

ellow and sickly for the first two weeks, but then 
egan to improve, keeping on until they presented the 

same appearauce as the rest of the lot, no one being 
able to perceive any difference up to the time of har¬ 
vesting. On gathering, the difference was so apparent 
that one could have almost told wit.h his eyes shut as 
soon as he came to this land. Although there was 
about the same growth of straw as on other portions, 
yet the bundles were much heavier and heads better 
filled. The amount produced by subsoiling must have 
been as much as eight bushels to the acre more than 
where the common plow was used only. No percepti¬ 
ble difference in the gra-s this last summer.” 

We have no means of knowing from the report, 
but we opine that Mr. C. used the true subsoil plow, 
and not the double plow used by Mr. Ottley. 

There are many other interesting points in Mr. 
Coffin’s practice to which we might allude did our 
space permit. We will conclude with the following 
extract in regard to the neglected subject of irrigation: 

“There is a never-failing stream of hard water run¬ 
ning through the middle of my farm, a distance of one 

hundred and thirty rods, and in that distance falls six¬ 
ty feet. It is taken from its entrance on the farm, and 
conveyed in an open ditch along the sloping grounds 
that descend towards the natural stream, and turned 
out so as to spread ovor about five acres of meadow. 
These meadows are near the barn, and are fed down 
in the fall and spring until they exhibit a prospect of 
no great yield of hay. The water is turned on gene¬ 
rally the first week in April, and changed from week 
to week to different places, until the fore part of June, 
when it is allowed to spread out upon a pasture lot 

“ So enormous has the growth of grass become by 
the last of June, that we often cut the heaviest por¬ 
tions and secure them before the month is out Three 
tons per acre have been cut from the watered portions, 
while that adjoining, without water or irrigation, 
would scarcely yield a ton, though the soil and grasses 
were of the same nature.” 

There are hundreds of farms where the same sys¬ 
tem of irrigation might be practised with equally 
gratifying results. 

Soot as a Manure.—Soot is used in England 
to considerable extent as a manure for wheat. It 
contains much ammonia, and Boussingault attrib¬ 
utes its high fertilizing effect to this ingredient. The 
experiments of the late Professor Anderson showed 
soot to be a valuable manure for wheat, for timothy, 
and for other grasses, while it had no good effect 
on clover. 

Thick and Thin Sowing of Wheat.—A seed 
firm in England, Hardy & Son, of Waldon, Essex, 
who are advocates of thin seeding, give the following 
tabular statement, showing the distances required for 
planting or sowing various quantities of wheat grain: 

There are from 16,000 to 20,000 grains of wheat con¬ 
tained in one quart, or 608,000 to 640,000 m one bush¬ 
el, and 6,272,640 square inches are one statute acre of 
land. Taking the latter number as a rule, it necessarily 
follows that about 10 square inches are thus allowed 
for each grain, admitting all the land to be sown uni¬ 
formly without furrows, or 14 grains on each square 
foot, or 132 on each square yard, or 4000 on each 
square rod, at one bushel of seed for an acre. The fol¬ 
lowing simple tabular form will, we trust, serve to 
show the different distances from each plant, at this 
ratio, from more or less quantities of seed, which may 
or may not be thought most proper to be sown by any 
of our agricultural friends. For general sowing on a 
large scale we ourselves think proper to draw a line of 
distinction, say one budiel or somewhat less for an acre, 
avoiding either extremes; bearing in mind, however, 
the fact and possibility of growing a large amount of 
produce from a small quantity ; and the impossibility 
of reaping an average crop from a full plant of a large 
quantity of seed. 

Per Acre. 
Grains 
for an 
acre. 

Grains 
for a 
rod. 

Grains 
for a 
yard. 

Grains 
for a 
foot 

Inches 
f>r each 
grain.t 

3 bush.* gives about 1,920,000 12,000 896 44 4 
2 “ “ 1,280,000 8,000 264 29 • 
1 “ “ 640,000 4,000 132 14 ID 
2 pecks u 820,000 2,000 66 7 29 
1 F.i u 160,000 1,000 88 3* 49 

Id “ “ 80,000 500 16* IK SI 
40,000 250. 8X 1 161 

1 quart “ 20,000 125 4 0 §24 

1 pint “ 10,000 62 2 0 641- 

* “ 5,000 B1 1 0 1299 

* At 20,000 grains in a quart, and 6,272,640 inches in an acre, 
t Omitting fraction* 
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MANURE SHOULD BE WELL MIXED WITH THE SOIL. 

The Country Gentleman, in alluding to several 
large ruta bagas reported in that paper, says : 

In the year 1836, when the ruta baga crop was 
much more extensively cultivated in Western New 
York than at present, a root was selected from a crop 
raised by Wm. ft. Smith, of Maeedon, Wayne county, 
which weighed ffteei\ pounds — and from a crop raised 
by Edward S. Townsend, of Palmyra, in the same 
county, three were found of equal size to this, and one 
which weighed eighteen pounds. It would apparently 
not go into a peck measure. The soil was very deep 
and fertile, being the site of an old removed stable, the 
season was wery favorable, and plenty of room was 
given for growth—a thing too often neglected, and 
which the ruta baga especially needs. Several square 
rods yielded at the rate of 1200 bushels per acre — the 
piles of these monsters were indeed striking. The 
weighing was done in the presence of one of the edi¬ 
tors of this paper. * * * These show the great 
importance of a very highly enriched, and still more of 
a well intermixed soil, for the same amount of manure 
as existed on the site of the old stable, applied in the 
common way in the season of sowing, would certainly 
not have produced one-third the size, as multitudes of 
experiments have proved. We should be glad if our 
scientific agriculturists, in the course of their reason¬ 
ings and discussions on the relative value of yard ma¬ 
nure and guano, would take into consideration the man¬ 
ner of application to the soil. For it will be reasoning 
to no purpose, to go into a calculation just how many 
miles and rods it will pay to draw manure, without 
knowing whether, when it reaches its destination, it is 
to be thrown on the top of the earth, and perhaps half 
of it plowed under in lumps as large as a fork-full, and 
there remain ; or whether it is finely pulverized and 
thoroughly intermixed by repeated harrowings and 
occasional plowings. Where the latter mode of treat¬ 
ment is thoroughly applied, the effect of a ton of yard- 
manure is often at least quadrupled, when compared 
with the ordinary careless manner of burying — such 
at least is the result of the experiments we have wit¬ 
nessed. And the superiority of old enriched soil with 
the fertilizing ingredients completely diffused, as in the 
ruta baga crop above mentioned, amply corroborates 
the opinion. 

Prof Way, in one of bis lectures before the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England, alluded to this sub¬ 
ject. His experiments, he said, showed that the soil 
was no idle spectator of what took place in it; that 
it was not a mere meeting place for the roots of 
plants and the food they were to grow upon, but 
that it was actually the stomach of the plant. 
Or he might go further, and say, that nature had 
actually given to the soil the function and office 
which in animals is performed by the gastric juice 
and the chyle—that of preparing.and digesting the 
food of plants. This is perhaps somewhat fanciful, 
but that it is very advantageous to thoroughly incor¬ 
porate manure with the soil, no observing farmer can 
doubt. This can not always be safely done by “re¬ 
peated harrowings and occasional plowings,” inas¬ 
much as under ordinary cases they would drag to the 
surface decomposing manure, and expose it to much 
loss. Yret every farmer should be convinced that it 
is desirable to mix the manure as much as possible 
with the soil, whenever it can be accomplished with¬ 
out loss or inconvenience. At any rate, more care 
should be exercised in spreading, shaking out, and 
plowing under the manure. 

For root crops, it has always been recommended 
to ferment the manure to a considerable extent before 
its application. The reason for this rule laid down 
by practical men, is probably to be found in the fact 
that thoroughly decomposed, or what the London 
gardeners term “spit” manure, (because it is cut with 
a spade,) can be more easily mixed with the soil. 
A practical English farmer is in the habit of apply¬ 
ing manure to the land intended for turnips, soon 
after harvest, in the fall, plowing it in, and giving the 
land two or three plowings and harrowings before 
the turnips are sown in the spring. He has found 
from experience that this is the best method ot using 
manure on his soil, which is rather heavy. The 
writer of the article above quoted is one whose state¬ 
ments are always within bounds, and whose observa¬ 
tions are entitled to consideration, and he says, from 
the experiments he has witnessed, the effect of ma¬ 
nure thoroughly incorporated with the soil “is often 
at least quadrupled when compared with the ordi¬ 
nary careless manner of burying.” 

In determining the relative value of yard manure 
and guano, recourse should be had to careful analysis. 
If manure acts beneficially in supplying food for 
plants, then the relative value of manures, other 
things being equal, is in proportion to the relative 
amount of the organic and inorganic plant-food which 
they contain. The “manner of application to the 
soil’’ may be left out of the question, for it does not 
affect the actual value of the manures. If a ton of 
yard manure contains as much fertilizing matter as 
100 lbs. of Peruvian guano, we shall not be far 
wrong in considering it of equal value to the guano, 
even though from bad application it produces a less 
effect on the crops. Because, from the careless man¬ 
ner in which yard manure is applied on some farms, 
it is found unprofitable, are we to conclude that “no 
farmer can afford to draw manure a mile, even if it 
is given him,” while the actual value of the manure 
is much more than sufficient to cover this expense? 
In determining the relative value of manures, the 
only safe rule is to conclude that each is applied in 
the best manner. 

Red Camomile to Destroy Insects.—The Jour¬ 
nal d'Horticulture de Belgium states that a powder 
made from the flowers of the red camomile (Pyre- 
thrum roseum) emits “ an odor so strong and pene¬ 
trating that it kills all the insects and all the vermin 
of which until now no certain agent of destruction 
has been found.” An Armenian merchant traveling 
in the south of Asia, observed that the inhabitants 
sprinkled themselves with a powder to prevent the 
sting of insects. He found that the powder was 
“ nothing else than that made from the flowers of the 
red camomile.” The plant is quite hardy, and is now 
cultivated to a great extent in Southern Russia. In 
Trans-Oaucassia alone 88,000 lbs. of powder are an 
nually made for consumption in the Russian Empire 
Baron Folkersham has published a paper on the 
cultivation of the red camomile. He says :—“ This 
powder preserves you from fleas and bugs; it kills 
flies, gnats, maggots, lice, and even the worms which 
are produced in the wounds of our domestic animals.” 
He hopes it will be tried on insects injurious to hor¬ 
ticulture, and adds that if experiments demonstrate 
the efficacy of the powder in this respect, each per¬ 
son could cultivate in the corner of his garden plants 

1 enough to kill the insects, &c., which ravage his field. 
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TRIAL OF SEEDS FROM THE PATENT OFFICE. 

Mr. Levi Bartlett, whose able article on Rape, 
in the present number of the Genesee Fanner, will 
be read with interest, has given the Country Gentle¬ 
man the results of his experiments with seeds distrib¬ 
uted by the Patent Office. ‘'Ye have space this 
month for only a few extracts in regard to the 

“Cabbage and Turnip Tp.ibe.— Of the cabbage and 
turnip tribe of plants, I had several varieties. For the 
turnips, the first week in June carted upon a plat of 
green-sward, warm fresh manure at the rate of thirty 
cart-leads per a^re; ground well plowed, rolled and 
harrowed—drills 27 inches asunder; a sprinkling of 
Be Burg’s superphosphate dropped in the drills; seed 
sown by the hand, and covered by the head of a rake. 
The plants came up well, and were not attacked by 
any kind of insects. They were gradually thinned, so 
as to stand in the drills from 18 to 24 inches. 

“The two first drills, bn the north side of the plot, 
were sown with ‘Ashcroft’s Swedish turnip,’ labelled, 
‘A large variety, with a reddish top, and yellow flesh, 
hardy, and of quick growth.’ With me they have 
proved fully equal to the above description. The top 
of the bulb is reddish, not the leaves. For the table, 
they are now the best variety that I have ever grown, 
and a large portion of them are almost as perfect in 
form, a? if turned in a lathe. Should they prove as 
good in future trials, they will become a great favorite 
with turnip culturists. 

“The two next drills, ‘River’s Stubble Swedish 
Turnip,’ labeled, ‘large and first-rate sort in every 
respect, especially for late sowing.’ This variety came 
fully up to the chalk; the bulbs were rather larger, 
but not so handsomely formed as Ashcroft’s, and we do 
not think them as good for the table. This turnip 
would probably succeed well on bubble ground, after 
a crop of wheat or barley had been harvested. 

“ The two next rows, ‘Sutton’s Purple Topped Hy¬ 
brid Turnip from England, the hardiest, largest, and 
Cnost nutritious of all hybrid turnips’—so said the 
printed label upon the package, and I shall not contra¬ 
dict the statement. They prodoced enormous leaves, 
and I gave them a wide birth, about two feet each way, 
which is near enough. This, with the two next varie¬ 
ties are of the English, or flat kind. They were sown 
too early. The seed, according to the ideas of some of 
our ‘old fogies,’ should have been kept out of the 
ground till the full moon in July. The three kinds 
produced heavy crops, but grew somewhat corkv. 
They were fed to my oxen and young cattle. 

“Two rows ‘Yorkshire Paragon Turnip, a fine, new 
white globe variety, very large and solid’ — so said 
the printed notice upon the package ; and as far as I 
could determine, they proved ‘ true to their kind.’ 

“Two rows of ‘Lincolnshire Red Globe Turnip ; a 
superior variety, more solid and larger than any other 
variety.’ If they can grow better turnips of this va¬ 
riety iu Lincolnshire, England, than I have raised this 
season, I should like much to see samples of them. 

“ One row * German Greens,’ a fine plant for boiled 
greens. The leaves are thick, succulent, and like the 
Scotch Kale, very much crimped. A plant well wor¬ 
thy more general cultivation. A few roots taken up 
in the fall, stored in the cellar, and sat out in the 
spring, and a dozen or two of seedlings, properly cared 
for, would keep up a succession of greens from early 
spring till autumn, and would save the ‘women folks’ 
the labor of scouring the fields in search of a mess of 
dandelion.” 

TYe saw, last fall, a very fine crop of “Greens” in 
the garden of Mr. Dingwall, of Albany, equal to any 
we ever saw in Great Britain, where they are found 

in every garden. The leaves when young and prop¬ 
erly cooked, are very tender and delicious. In Eng¬ 
land they withstand the winter, but in this latitude 
they must be covered with soil, or taken up and 
stored away in the cellar during winter. 

“ Two rows ‘ Kohl Rabi.’ This plant seems to he a 
‘ fusion ’ between the cabbage and turnip. The hold 
rises in a thick stem about eight inches out of the 
ground, terminating at the top into a globular fortn, 
somewhat like a large Swedish turnip, the bulb of a 
milk green color. This vegetable is sweeter, more nu¬ 
tritious, and more solid than either the cabbage or 
white turnip ; produces a greater weight per acre than 
the latter it' is also hardier and keeps better than anv 
other bqRvand imparts, when fed to cows, but little of 
that flavor known as ‘ turnipy,’ either to butter or 
milk. The seed sown at the time of sowing the Swed¬ 
ish turnip, and cultivated in the same way. The bulbs 
may be kept sound and nutritious until ve”y late in 
the spring, even later than those of the Swedes or rufta 
baga turnips. The above is principally copied from the 
last Patent Office Report. I cultivated about 200 
plants of the Kohl. I cut up half a dozen of them, 8d 
day of October* They averaged six pounds per bulb. 
These, however, were of the largest 6ize. 

“The next row was sown with Early York and Mi¬ 
lan Cabbage seed. I will here remark, that the plants 
removed and set on similar land, did altogether better 
than those left and cultivated in the drill. From this 
I infer that transplanted cabbage do best.” 

There can be no doubt on this point. 

“On the 12th of June, carted at the rate of 30 loads 
of partially fermented manure upon sward land adjoin¬ 
ing the turnip ground already described; plowed, 
rolled, and harrowed, the same as for turnips. On the 
14th commenced setting cabbage plant3. The two 
north rows were ‘ pure Early York,’ seed from the 
Patent Office; holes for the plants were dug with a 
hoe; plants set by hand, not dibbled. 

“First row, 12 plants, east end, Peruvian guano, 
(about a teaspoonful mixed with the soil excavated by 
the hoe,) next 12, superphosphate; next 12, Mexican 
guano; next 12, same amount of gelatine, (an artificially 
prepared manure, manufactured from old boots, shoes, 
scraps of leather, &c.; a sample of about 20 pounds 
was sent to me to experiment with from the manufac¬ 
turer, Boston.) Second row had the different kinds of 
manure reversed, that is, the gelatine was used in the 
hills of‘the 12 plants opposite the guano—the guano 
to the 12 plants, west end of second row—superphos¬ 
phate and Mexican guano, reversed in the second rows. 
Very much to my surprise, I was never able to dis¬ 
cover the least difference in the plants, from the differ¬ 
ent manures, from the time of planting till harvesting.’’ 

The 30 loads of manure probably made the land 
so rich that it did not need artificial fertilizers. 

“The two next rows, planted with ‘Milan, health¬ 
ful or salutary cabbage, selected by the agent ol the 
office in France.’ This cabbage very closely resembles 
the choicest variety of Savoy, growing much larger, 
with more compact heads than any Savoy I have ever 
raised. For the table I put them down No. 1. A 
heavy, warm rain the 2d day of October, caused many 
of the York, and some of the Milan, to ‘burst their 
boilers.’ Next day I cut a large wheelbarrow load of 
the Yorks; they averaged six pounds each — rows 2 
feet apart, plants 18 inches in the rows. Great num¬ 
bers of the Milans weighed from 12 to 14 pounds each. 
The manure used on the balance of the ground was 
about an equal mixture of the four kinds aboyo 

named. 
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“ The two next rows, 4 Mammoth Broccoli.’ They 
produced a large amount of foliage, but none flowered.” 

Mr. Bartlett well remarks: 

“ The turnip crop has been said to be the sheet an¬ 
chor of British Agriculture ; but the climate and tem¬ 
perature of old England and New England are quite 
dissimilar. With such seasons as the past summer and 
autumn, the turnip can be most profitably grown here; 
but with such seasons as 1853 and 1854, it is a preca¬ 
rious crop. Those two seasons, the fly took the plant 
in the seed leaf; then the drouth, lice on the leaves, 
fingers and toe8 and rot, nearly used up the crop of 
cabbages and turnips on half an acre. The past season, 
neither fly, louse, drouth, rot, or scarcely fingers and 
toes, have injured any of the several varieties of cab¬ 
bage and turnips I have cultivated. 

“But notwithstanding the risk of an occasional fail¬ 
ure of the turnip crop, I think it would be for the in¬ 
terest of most farmers to grow them in connection with 
other green forage, both for autumnal and winter feed¬ 
ing. Some sort of succulent food, in connection with 
the dry winter foliage, usually fed to our cattle, is in¬ 
dispensable to their perfect health and thrift.” 

THE TURNIP CHOP OF ENGLAND. 

The Mark Lane Express has an article on “ The 
Failure of the Turnip Crop and its Consequences,” 
from which it appears that owing to the fly, drouth, 
mildew, finger .and toes, grubs in the crown and at 
the roots, “the injury is general, and the crop on the 
whole worse than we have witnessed for many years 
past,” The Express thinks the failure is owing in 
some degree to the too frequent cultivation of tur¬ 
nips on the same land, — one-fourih of the arable 
kmd being in turnips eyery year. It says: 

“ The continuous propagation of any description of 
plant upon the same laud for a series of years teuds to 
«. depreciation of its productive qualities, and such 
depreciation is pretty certain to be carried out to the 
plants also, as we yearly proceed.” 

This is a conclusion which the facts presented do 
not warrant. It does not follow that because a soil 
cultivated tor a series of years without proper ma¬ 
nuring decreases in fertility, that therefore the plants 
grown on this soil will deteriorate and become more 
liable to disease. It may be so, but we ar6 opposed 
to laying down as a “ fixed fact ” that which is merely 
probable or potential. The following sentence, how¬ 
ever, embodies an important truth: 

“Upon a proper rotation of crops the main success 
•f all cultivation depends; the cereals alternating with 
the legumes, root crops, and grasses, constitute the 
true applicatiou of the science of agriculture.” 

To make Hard Water Soft.—Water is frequent¬ 
ly hard from holding in solution a quantity of car¬ 
bonate of lime. It may be rendered soft by the ad¬ 
dition of a little quick lime. The rationale of the 
process is this:—-Carbonate of lime is insoluble in 
pure water, but soluble in water containing carbonic 
acid. Any water, therefore, that contains carbonate 
of lime in solution contains free carbonic acid. When 
yuick lime is added, this free carbonic acid unites 
with it, forming the insoluble carbonate of lime; 
which, together with the carbonate of lime originally 
in the water, falls to the bottom of the vessel, and 
tlie supernatant water is soft 

Peruvian and Mexican Guano for Wheat.— 

There are persons claiming to be “ scientific ” who 
assert that the guano obtained from the rainy coasts 
of Mexico is superior to that from the rainless is¬ 
land of the Pacific, because the former frequently 
contains the greatest proportion of phosphates. We 
have frequently expressed the belief that this Mexi¬ 
can guano—having lost by leaching and fermentation 
all or nearly all its ammonia—would be of far less 
value for wheat, corn, etc., than the highly ammoni- 
ated Peruvian guano. The Rev. Wm. Clift, of 
Stonington, Conn., writes the American Agricultu¬ 
rist that he has used on wheat Mexican guano, which 
was analysed by Dr. Chilton, and advertised as “ fully 
equal to the best Peruvian guano,” side by side with 
Peruvian guano, the same quantity (464 lbs.) per 
acre being used in each case. The soil w’as “ a grav¬ 
elly loam, not in very good heart.” We give the re¬ 
sult in Mr. Clift’s own words: 

“The seed came up well and the whole piece looked 
promising. As it was the first piece of wheat grown 
in the neighborhood for twenty years, it had the full 
benefit of close observation, and the whole category 
of wheat evils was prophesied upon it, from the blast 
to the weevil. 

“ The portion of the field dressed with Peruvian 
guano soon showed its superiority. The line where 
the dressing began was distinctly marked by a deeper 
green and a larger growth ; and this difference was 
maintained up to the ripening of the grain. This part 
of the field was so heavy that some of it lodged. 
There was a larger growth of straw, longer heads, 
plumper kernels, and more of them. We had to reap 
the whole of this part of the field, while the most of 
the other was easily cradled. The Mexican guano was 
so manifestly “no where,” that we did not think it 
worth while to accurately measure the yield of straw 
and grain upon each part.” 

Subsoiling versus Drouth. — The Secretary of 
the Queens County (N. Y.) Agricultural Society, 
Mr. John Harold, in his report in the Transactions 
of our State society, mentions the following fact in 
regard to subsoiling: 

“ During the month of August we were invited by 
one of our members to go over his growing corn and 
take note of his method. The land had been snbsoiled, 
and although the drouth was severe, the leaves were 
a fine dark green and the silk luxuriant, seeming 
scarcely to suffer from the great heat. In the adjoin¬ 
ing lot, only separated by a post and rail fence, the 
stalk was drying up and the ears small and poorly 
filled. A spade was procured, a hole dug; about eight 
inches deep we came to a hard-pan, and with consid¬ 
erable labor broke through it. Below, the earth was 
as dry as ashes. The subsoiled lot of our friend was 
then tried; the qpade went down into a mellow soil, 
and at two spades’ depth it was moist and mellow. 
No wonder his corn looked flourishing.” 

Will Mr. Harold inform us whether the true sub¬ 

soil plow.was used, or the Michigan double plow? 

Winter.—There is no less truth than poetry in 

the following lines from Tom sons Seasons: 

“ All nature feels the renovating force 
Of Winter, only to the thoughtless eye 
In ruin seen. The frost-concocted glebe 
Draws in abundant vegetable soul, 
And gathers vigor for the coming year.” v 
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE FROM CANADA WEST. 

Hamilton, Dec., 1855. 

American buyers are rapidly exchanging Yankee 
currency *br Canadian wheat ; and it would seem 
that Canada must soon become drained of ivheat, or 
the States of money, so rapidly is the trade going on 
at every li'tle village or railroad station where wheat 
can be shipped. The Canadian farmer pockets his 
well filled purse, and will tell you, with a self satisfied 
smile, of the years gone by, when he was compelled 
to sell his crop of wheat at from three to four “ York 
shillings” a bushel, after hauling it ten or fifteen 
miles. Now he can get sixteen shillings, and find a 
market within a mile or two of his home. It is not 
surprising that Canadian farmers are endeavoring to 
increase their wheat crop. Laud is cleared in a 
hurry, or partially cleared ; and wherever there is 
soil euough to cover a grain of wheat, there it is 
sown. Other crops for the time are neglected, and 
the Canadian farmer is determined to make hay 
while the sun shines. 

The soil here is finely adapted to wheat-culture, 
and the average is large. Every farmer with whom 
I have conversed, has given his average at more than 
thirty bushels. Wm. Hersee, of Blenheim township, 
raised SOI) bushels on 22 acres; Wm. Tennant, of 
the same town, raised 861 bushels on 21 acres, being 
41 bushels to the acre; Alex. Mann, 333 bushels on 
II acres, new land, just broken up; John G. Bas 
tedo, 95 bushels on 2-J acres. Wm & L. LI. Daniel, 
and others, iu the 4th concession, Blenheim, showed 
me some of the finest specimens of wheat I have ever 
seen. Our Canadian friends must be careful not to 
kill the goose that lays such golden eggs. The 
favorite “rotation” here /Canada West) seems to be 
wheal, theu summer fallow, and wheat again. 1 
occasionally see a field of clover, though but very 
seldom. It is a question of some importance whether 
this almost entire devotion of tillable land to wheat- 
culture will not teud to invite the attacks of destruc¬ 
tive insects, and facilitate their increase and conse¬ 
quent destructiveness. 1 hear some complaints of the 
Hessian fly, and also of the wheat midge, which has 
proved so destructive to the wheat crop of the Gene¬ 
see Valiev the past two years. 

The people of Canada West are well pleased with 
the “reciprocity treaty,” as well they might be. It 
not only raises the price of wheat, but of all other 
produce, to within a fraction of the price given in 
the States. Stop at any hotel in this part of the 
country, and even in distant country villages, and 
you will find Yankee purchasers of wheat, pigs, 
poultry, and of almost every article that the farm 
produces. It is amusing, if not edifying, to take a 
seat in the bar-room of an evening, and hear the dis¬ 
cussions carried on between these American buyers 
and the neighboring farmers and loungers that “ hap¬ 
pen in.” The Americans seem to think themselves 
republican missionaries, whose duty it is to advocate 
and defend republican principles; while the Canadi¬ 
ans are equally intent on sustaining the policy of the 
“allies,” the justice of the war with Russia, the beauty 
and fertility of the country, and especially the supe¬ 
riority of Canadian wheat and women. 

There is a great scarcity of fruit in all the country 
where I have traveled. Indeed, a good apple is not 
to be found in one farm-house in a score, and at the 
public houses you are fed on apple-sauce and pies 

made of dried apples. This is bad enough at any 
time, but at this season it is barbarous. Apples are 
selling at Hamilton, and most other towns of Canada 
West, at $1 per bushel. It would pay to send apples 
here from Rochester. 

I was pleased to see so many stump machines in 
active operation. On the pine lands, .this seems to 
be the only way to get rid of the stumps. An old 
gentleman whom 1 found pulling stumps, informed 
me that he had waited twenty-five years for his 
stumps to rot, and now he had become tired of wait¬ 
ing, and was determined to have them out. My 
curiosity was excited by a person I saw boring the 
pine stumps with an auger. On inquiring the object, 
I found he was boring a hole in each stump, an inch 
in diameter and three or four deep, and then putting 
in the hole about a table-spoonful of saltpetre. 
This, he had been informed, after remaining about 
six months, would cause the stump to burn freely, so 
that when once set on fire it would be entirely con¬ 
sumed, root and branch. 

Nothing has pleased me so much, in my travels, as 
the Canadian barns. The farmer may live in a poor 
log house, apparently destitute of comfort and con¬ 
venience, but behind it you will see an excellent 
frame barn, well made, and large enough to hold a 
couple of the barns common on our side of the Niag¬ 
ara river. The lady of the house will tell you that 
they are to build a new house next summer. Indeed, 
it would seem that about two-thirds of the Canadian 
farmers are about to build new houses next year, and 
the other third have just finished building. Mechan¬ 
ics are scarce and wages high, and I have seen scores 
of farmers who would have built houses the present 
season if they could have procured workmen. Can¬ 
ada has never known such a season of prosperity, 
and I have seen but one man in the Province who 
dared to speak of hard times or the scarcity of 
money—those standing topics of grumblers. 

I was surprised to find so many American settlers 
here. I should judge that nearly one-fifth the resi¬ 
dents here are Americans, and full another fifih 
Scotch. The Scotch seem to be the best of farm- 
eis; and the native Canadians are a kind-hearted, 
free-souled set of men. 

Less pork is used here than in the farming districts 
of the States, and few of the hogs I have seen killed 
here weigh over two hundred pounds. All seem to 
show a preferance for small pork. On almost every 
farm is seen a fine flock of long-wooled sheep—regu¬ 
lar mutton sheep. Canada farmers will not touch 
Merinos. 

I may resume this rambling letter next month. 
J. Y. 

Care op Hens in Winter.—Farmers as a general 
rule neglect their hens in winter. They are left to 
pick up what they can find about the barn-yard; if 
they get sufficient food, well; if not, no matter. This 
is cruel, and decidedly unprofitable. If it will not 
pay to keep them in good condition, it will not pay 
to keep them at all. They should have a warm and 
clean place to roost in, and the farmer should see 
that they never suffer from lack of food. A little 
light grain or buckwheat, with a few boiled potatoes, 
turnips, mangel wurzel, or other succulent food will 
generally be paid for by the eggs laid during winter 
and in the spring fourfold. Hens starved during 
winter will not furnish many eggs the coming spring. 
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NOTES BY S. W. 

I am indebted to my friend Samuel Clark, ex- 
Member of Congress from Kalamazoo, Michigan, for 
the Patent Office Report for 1854. In my opinion 
the best contribution in the report is from Professor 
Charles T. Jackson, of Boston, Mass.; not because 
his views of vegetable chemistry are all entirely new 
and original, but only that they are graphically ex¬ 
plained and their verity is endorsed by the practical 
experience of every educated observing farmer; which 
is higher praise than can be awarded to that portion 
of the learned who advocate original but impossible 
theories long after they are exploded by the lessons 
of practical experiment. 

After noticing the fact that soils generally are 
abundantly supplied with the mineral ingredients for 
crops, except the alkalies and phosphoric acid, he 
says these are generally found in ashes, guano, and 
superphosphate of lime, all of which are now known 
to farmers as the most valuable of saline manures. 
But with still better reason he says:—“A certain 
amount of vegetable matter or humus is necessary to 
the formation of a good and enduring soil; and though 
saline manures will often by themselves produce a 
good crop on a poor and apparently exhausted soil, 
they do, nevertheless, sometimes fail, owing to the 
want of a sufficiency of humus to retain the moisture 
requisite to healthy vegetation, as also for the pro¬ 
duction by slow oxidation of carbonic acid gas re¬ 
quired for the foliage.” To which may be superadded 
the fact that the same vegetable humus also contri¬ 
butes to the above recited indispensable saline ingre¬ 
dients of plants after its mechanical office has ended 
with its decay. Methinks hereby hangs the secret of 
the persistent fertility of the great alluvial West, 
where vegetable matter in every form of decompo¬ 
sition is always present in the soil. Even on those 
old fields which have been planted to maize for thirty 
years without manuring, the large amount of vegeta¬ 
ble matter fed in the field annually, or left on it to be 
plowed in for another crop, more than compensated 
for the cereal ears removed from the soil. 

Let any man try the following experiment:—Take 
two plots of moderately fertile, well-drained soil, two 
rods each; treat one writh guano, or its equivalent in 
hen dung; the other with long stable manure, con¬ 
taining even less nitrogen; spade in the manure even¬ 
ly and deeply to both plots, and plant them early 
with Indian corn. The guanoed plot may do best 
the first few weeks, but even if the season is none too 
dry, the other plot will in the end give a much larger 
increase of both ears and stalk; and if the same 
plots are planted with corn without manure the next 
season, the plot treated with long manure will distance 
the other still more, both from the beginning to the 
end of the race. 

As Dr. Jackson well says, “ vegetable manures al¬ 
ways form acids, or electro-negative substances. An¬ 
imal matters, by their decay, produce alkaline, or 
electro-positive matters, chiefly ammonia and basic 
salts; hence it is obvious that when vegetable aud 
animal matters are mixed together, we shall have a 
combination between the acids and alkalies resulting 
in the formation of neutral salts; and since the vege¬ 
table acids have an active affinity for ammonia, with 
which they readily combine, they prevent the escape 
of this valuable gaseous manure, and preserve it in 
its most available condition for the nutrition of 

plants.” Hence the importance, in order to make 
the most economical as well as effective use of ammo- 
niacal manures, like Peruvian guano, tafeu, etc., that 
they should be composted with dry swamp muck, 
rotten wood, etc., before they are applied to the soil. 
Dr. Jackson says that plaster when mixed with 
swamp muck or decayed peat will aid in fixing am¬ 
monia, while plaster alone is insufficient; as a substi¬ 
tute when muck cannot be had, he advocates the 
growing of green crops, clover, spurry, field peas, or 
buckwheat to supply the soil when plowed in with 
that vegetable mold so necessary to enable the soil 
to retain moisture and prevent the escape of the am¬ 
monia applied to it. But methinks such a green 
crop, rich as it is m nitrogen, as well as in all the 
other elements of plants, would almost suffice of it¬ 
self as an amendment to the soil, without the aid of 
Peruvian guano. 

But there is another office which vegetable ma¬ 
nures perform in the soil not less important than those 
already enumerated, to wit: the power of their acids 
to decompose the minerals of the soil into available 
plant food. Dr. Jackson says:—“Acid matters of 
all kinds tend to decompose the minerals of the 
soil, and that decomposition results in bringing out 
in an available form for vegetable nutrition the 
alkaline matters of calcareous rocks and' their de¬ 
bris, which constitute the mineral bases of all soils. 
Rocks, before ferruginous and brown, come out of 
the peat bog perfectly white; and granite has its fel¬ 
spar and mica decomposed and their alkalies extract¬ 
ed, while only pulverulent mica remains. A rock 
containing limestone is found deprived of it, and cav¬ 
ities are left where the calcareous matter formerly 
existed. In a similar manner all recent vegetable 
mold acts on the comminuted minerals of the soil, 
disengaging from them their alkaline ingredients/ 
Hence the alkaline -wealth of calcareous clay loam 
and limestone soils in Western New York. b. W.— 
Waterloo, JY. Y. 

Farmers’ Winter Meetings.—The Boston Culti¬ 

vator well says: 

“Associations for the discussion of agricultural sub¬ 
jects are among the most useful means of improvement. 
It matters little what these associations are called, if 
they only bring farmers together and induce them to 
interchange ideas. The farmers of a neighborhood, a 
school district, or a town, may have their stated meet¬ 
ings for this purpose. A simple organization only is 
necessary, for conducting business in an orderly man¬ 
ner, and preserving such a record that the light elici¬ 
ted may not be lost, A president, secretary, and 
board of managers, would comprise the officers. The 
topics brought before the association, might be intro¬ 
duced by lectures, or by special dissertations, from 
suob persons as are deemed capable of doing justice to 
them. Each member can then express his own views; 
and when the discussion is concluded, it will be proper 
to take the sense of the association by the passage of 
a resolution embodying the facts which have been 
reached. 

“ Meetings of this kind stimulate to reading and 
thought, and their records, through the medium of the 
press, awaken attention and diffuse intelligence through 
the community. The ideas thus brought out will be 
regarded with interest by coming generations, as show¬ 
ing the state of agricultural knowledge at the present 
time.” 
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THE RAPE PLANT. 

Agreeably to your request, I herewith furnish 
you with the results of my experience in the culture 
of the rape plant for the two past seasons. In the 
spring of 1854 I received from the Patent Office a 
package of rape seed. It was sown about the 15th 
of June, at the time of sowing Swedish turnips. 
The land the previous year (1853) had been well 
manured and planted with field carrots and parsnips. 
The manure used for the rape and turnips was guano, 
at the rate of 300 lbs. per acre. Both kinds of 
plants came up well and grew finely, but the rape 
took the lead altogether. As I hoed them I thinned 
the plants to the distance of eight or ten inches. 
Sometime in August I found the plants stood too 
thick in the drills, and commenced cutting every 
other plant and feeding them to my cows; but in the 
course of two weeks they had become so infested 
with lice that I abandoned them to their fate. The 
extreme drouth of that season and the lice killed 
nearly every plant before the frosts came. My 
Swedes and cabbage were but little better. 

This year, the first week in June, I carted upon a 
plot of grass land warm, fresh manure, at the rate 
of thirty cart-loads per acre, which was evenly spread 
and turned under by the plow from six to eight inches 
deep ; the iuveried sod was pressed down with a 
heavy roller, then well harrowed lengthwise the fur¬ 
rows; with a kind of horse rake drills were marked 
out at the distance of twenty-seven inches; a sprink¬ 
ling of De Borg's superphosphate was deposited in 
the drills; seed sown by hand and covered by the use 
of a common hay rake. The plants came up in a 
few days and were not injured by the “ fly ” or “ any 
other creature ” through the season. 

In July I commenced thinning the plants (feeding 
them to my cows morning and evening) till they av¬ 
eraged about two feet each way. This brought it 
up to sixty-five days from the time the land was 
plowed. At this time I cut at the surface of the 
ground every other plant on an average plot. The 
lightest plants weighed three pounds four ounces ; 
the heaviest, nine and a quarter pounds; the whole 
number averaged a little over five and a half pounds 
per plant. There were fifty-six plants per square rod; 
but to be sure of not over stating, I will call it fifty 
plants per square rod, which gives just twenty-two 
tons per acre of the choicest kind of green food for 
cows, etc., in less than sixty-five days from the time 
the seed was sown. I then commenced cutting the 
plants, twice daily, for my cows till they were used 
up (by which time I had a full supply of Early York 
cabbage to succeed as green food for my cows). Nu¬ 
merous sprouts sprang from the stumps, which pro¬ 
duced several tons per acre of second ‘crop. In cut¬ 
ting my rape plants, they were taken off at the sur¬ 
face of the ground. '1'his was wrong. The stumps 
should have been left some lour inches long, and then 
they would have produced a much larger second 
crop. The past season with us has been very wet 
and cool, perhaps much resembling the climate of 
England, which is much more favorable to the cab¬ 
bage and turnip tribe of plants than our usually dry 
and hot summers. 

In England and other portions of Europe, the rape 
plant is extensively cultivated both for green forage 
and for its seed, from which large quantities of oil 
are extracted for illuminating purposes. The rape 

cake (the refuse after the oil has been expressed) is 
a concentrated and a valuable manure, especially for 
the turnip plant. 

Some two years since, a quantity of rape seed was 
imported by the light-house board, with a view of 
testing the practicability of cultivating the plant in 
this country for the purpose of manufacturing oil.* 

Large quantities of this seed are annually imported 
into the United States at an expense of $3 or $4 
per bushel, for feeding to cage birds. 

When the plant is cultivated for its seed, it is sown 
in August, and blossoms and perfects its seed the 
following summer. I am doubtful whether the plants 
would survive the winters here at the north; but in 
the latitudes where the cabbage and turnip will with¬ 
stand the winter, the seed might be profitably grown. 

From the results of my experiment in growing the 
rape plant the past season, I think most farmers 
would find it for their interest to cultivate it for the 
succulent food which its thick, fleshy stems and leaves 
supply to cows when other green fodder is scarce. 
Perhaps the better way would be to sow a patch as 
early in May as the season will admit, and one or two 
later sowings, in June and July. 

The past summer, from the tenth of July till the 
10th of September, my family numbered from four¬ 
teen to eighteen persons, eight of them boarders 
from Boston. I kept but two cows—milk and 
cream were used with the greatest freedom—yet, du¬ 
ring the two months we churned from four to six 
pounds of butter per week. The cows ran in an old 
wire-grass pasture that has been grazed over eighty 
years; but a wheelbarrow load of the rape plant, 
night and morning during the time, tells the secret 
of the story. Levi Bartlett—Warner, JY. li. 

Scarcity op Farm Laborers in England.—The 
London Farmers Magazine, in alluding to the dif¬ 
ficulty of obtaining hands, says that “ instead of two 
men looking after one master, two masters are look¬ 
ing after one man.” The war has something to do 
with this, the improved condition of Ireland some¬ 
thing, but emigration has been the great means of 
improving the condition of the farm laborers of 
England. The article alluded to says: 

'‘Those districts which depended on a periodical in 
flux of Irish laborers for their harvest, receive them 
no more. They have solved the problem of a self-sup¬ 
porting emigration. The Highlanders who performed 
in the same way the periodical labor of the Scottish 
lowlands are emigrating to Canada, where they can 
obtaiu land of their own. The English rural popula¬ 
tion are shaking off their dread of foreign parts. They 
are acquiring a better knowledge of them and of tho 
prospects they afford to the laboring man of becoming 
a land owner and employer of labor himself.” 

Of the Plows at the Paris Exhibition Hor¬ 

ace Grekly says: “The chief anxiety of the contriv¬ 
ers would seem to be that each should be thoroughly 
guarded, at whatever cost, against running too deep 
into the ground, though to that excess they manifest 
not the slightest inclination.” We will venture to say 
that Mr. G. found little in European experience to 
sustain his -ultra notions in regard to deep plowing. 

* This 3eed was distributed and sent to various sections of tho 
country through the agency of the Patent Office, each package ac¬ 
companied with a circular, giving directions for its cultivation, etc. 
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BLACK-FACED RAM AND EWE. 

THE SHEEP OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE BLACK-FACED SCOTCH OR HEATH BREED. 

The origin of this breed of sheep is somewhat 
nneertain. It is found in the more northerly divi¬ 
sion of the chain of mountains which extend from 
the high lands of Derbyshire on the south to the 
confines of Scotland on the north. The elevation 
of this tract is from 1200 to 3000 feet. Prof. Low, 
in his work on the Domestic Animals of the British 
Islands, says: 

“This breed posesses characteristics which distin¬ 
guish it frem every other breed in the British Isles. 
It i9 of the smaller races of sheep, with respect to the 
weight at which it arrives; but it is larger and more 
robust than the Zetland, the Welch, and the ancient 
soft-wooled sheep, which it displaced. It somewhat 
resembles the Wallachian; and as the latter has an 
affinity with the Persian, it may be conjectured that it 
is derived from the east. But it is more natural to 
assume that its peculiar characteristics have been com¬ 
municated to it by the effects of food and climate, in 
the rough, heathy districts from which it is derived.” 

The characteristics of this picturesque breed 
readily distinguish it from the other breeds. Both 
the male and female have horns; very large, and 
spirally twisted with two or more curves in the 
male, but sometimes disappearing in the female. 
The limbs are lengthy and muscular, and the gen¬ 
eral form is robust; but the shoulders are not so 
low as in the Welch breeds, nor are the posterior 
limbs so long. The face is black, rather thick at 
the muzzle; the eye bright and wild; the body 
somewhat short and square. They are very active, 
of a hardy constitution, and well adapted to endure 
the privations and severe climate of the hilly dis¬ 
tricts in which they are kept. They have also the 
important property of finding a subsistance upon 
the heather in which the Highlands generally 

abound, and which affords them food even when 
the surface of the ground is covered with snow. 
Though a pure mountain breed, their habits are not 
so restless, and they are more docile than might be 
expected, and thrive well in the lowland inelosures 
where they are kept. The ordinary weight of the 
wethers, when killed at the age of four years, is 
fifteen pounds the quarter; but some are made to 
exceed this weight, when properly treated and 
sufficiently fed from an early age. The mutton is 
not so delicate as that of the Welch sheep or the 
South Downs, but it is more juicy, has more of the 
venison flavor, and is preferred to every other by 
those who are used to it. The mothers are good 
and hardy nurses, and are able to bring up their 
young, when they themselves have been exposed 
to severe privations. The Farmer's Magazine says: 

“In snowy weather, this wild and hardy breed will 
dig up the snowy surface to reach the herbs beneath, 
and support life under circumstances in which the 
more delicate races would perish.” 

They do not, like the Welch sheep, prefer the 
summits of the mountains, but feed wherever pas¬ 
turage can be obtained, aDd are not so nice in the 
choice of herbage as the South Downs, Merinos, 
and other races derived from countries yielding the 
finer grasses. 

Latterly, considerable attention has been paid to 
this breed. Not only are the points and weight of 
the animal improved, but the fleece, which pos¬ 
sessed certain defects, has been improved also. 
The wool, which is loose and shaggy, is lessened in 
value by the “kemps” or hairs mixed up in it. 
“These,” says Prof. Wilson, “of course reduce the 
quality of the fleece, which can be used only for 
the coarsest goods. Good feeding, and a judicious 
selection in breeding from animals the most free 
from this defect, have already effected a marked 
improvement in this respect.” The fleece, when 
washed, averages about three pounds. 
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Many crosses are met with between this breed 
and others, both long and short-wooled. “That 
with the long-wooled Leicester,” says Prof. Wilson, 

“ and with the short-wooled South Down, appear 
to be the most successful.” 

The ram and ewe which form the subject of the 
accompanying engraving, obtained the fi-rst prizes, 
in their respective classes, at the Fair of the High¬ 
land and Agricultural Society of Scotland. 

FEEDING SHEEP^ IN WINTER. 

Late in the fall of 1854, John Johnston, Esq., of 
Fayette, Seneca county, N. Y., purchased 331 Span¬ 
ish Merino sheep for $600. During the winter they 
were kept in a city, warm, comfortable yard, and led 
all the wheat and oat straw they would eat, and half 
a pound of oilcake, and three-fifths of a pound of 
corn per sheep per day. He sold them in the spring 
at $6 per head. The cost of oilcake and corn was 
$1.63 per sheep. This is great profit. 

Mr. JonNSTON prefers carefully selected Spanish 
Merino sheep to any other for feeding in this way. 

Mr. J. W. Colborne, of Springfield, Vermont, 
states in the Country Gentlemen that he had 123 
four year old wethers, a cross between the full blood 
Spanish Merino and Saxony, for which he was offered 
in November $2 per head, and his “neighbors con¬ 
sidered it a very generous offer—it was all they 
would have brought at that time.” He concluded to 
fatten them, and we give the result in his own words: 

“ I commenced feeding them with corn (unground) 
on the 24th of November, and followed it without 
change (except in quantity) until the 29th of March, 
when they went to Cambridge market, with the fol¬ 
lowing results: 

Sale of 123 head at $6.50 per head__ $811 80 
Value of sheep in November...$246 CO 
20 tons English hay of good quality. 200 00 
200 bushels corn at 80c. (the market price). 160 00 
Cost of getting them to market by railroad.. 44 28 

-$650 28 

Profit.$161 52 
Or a fraction over $1.31 per head. 

The secret of this great profit in fattening sheep, 
is not merely in the increased weight of the sheep— 
not in real increase of mutton — but in the much 
higher price which good mutton commands in the 
spring than in the fall. Two dollars a head for these 
sheep in the fall would probably not have been, after 
deducting the value of the pelt, more than three cents 
per pound for the mutton; whereas, it is quite prob¬ 
able the mutton of these same sheep in the spring 
sold as high as nine or ten cents per pound. 

We make these remarks to caution our readers 
against supposing that the above figures necessarily 
indicate great rapidity in fattening. 

Mr. Colburne says: 

“I commenced this flock of wethers with twenty 
quarts of corn per day, and from time to time in¬ 
creased gradually as they would bear it without pro¬ 
ducing the scours, until they would take seventy 
quarts per day, with as much good hay as they would 
eat without waste. It will not pay the cost and trou¬ 
ble to grind any kind of grain for sheep, though it al¬ 
ways should be done for cattle or hf gs. No whole 
grain passes the stomach of a sheep undigested.” 

Our experience in regard to feeding whole grain 
to sheep is in accordance with the above. The fol¬ 
lowing remarks are also well worthy of attention: 

“My sheep and cattle yards have open sheus wr . a 
southern or eastern exposure. Cattle are stabled 
nights, and mostly stormy days; sheep go out and in 
at their pleasure ; pure aqueduct water in each yard, 
with a box of St. Ubes’ salt constantly supplied, which 
I consider quite as essential in winter as in summer; 
yards and sheds kept dry by straw and other coarse 
litter. A large stable connected with my sheep yard 
enables me to shut them off when putting hay into 
their racks, or grain into their troughs, so that they all 
go to their feed together and share as equally as pos¬ 
sible.” 

We shall be pleased to hear the experience of ant 
of our readers who are in the habit of fattening 
sheep during winter—especially as to the rate of in¬ 
crease, and as to whether the Merinoes fatten as rap¬ 
idly for the food consumed as the coarse-wookd 
breeds. 

INFLUENCE OF THE MALE IN BREEDING. 

The last Journal of the Royal Agricultural So¬ 
ciety of England contains a valuable article on ti e 
hereditary diseases of sheep and pigs, by Finley 

Dunn, of the Edinburgh Veterinary College. Mr. D 
alludes to what he terms an “ ingenious hypothesis * 
which has been “lately propounded ” by Mr. Orton 

of Sunderland, but which, if we mistake not, we have 
before met with, though where, we cannot at the mo¬ 
ment recollect. Mr. Orton’s main proposition is 
this: 

“The male animal influences especially the external, 
and the female the internal organization of the off¬ 
spring. The outward form, general appearance, and 
organs of locomotion are chiefly determined by the 
male; the vital organs, size, general vigor and endu¬ 
rance, by the female.” 

Mr. Harvey, in commenting on Mr. Orton’s paper, 

makes, among others, the following remarks: 

“The mule is the produce of a male ass and the 
mare; the hinny, (or as it is called the muto), that of 
the horse and the she-ass. Both hybrids are the pro¬ 
duce of the same set of animals. They differ widely, 
however, in their respective characters—the mule in 
all that relates to its external characters, having the 
distinctive features of the ass — the hinny, in the same 
respects, having all the distinctive features of the 
horse; while, in all that relates to the internal organs 
and vital qualities, the mule partakes of the characters 
of the horse, and the hinny of those of the ass. 

“Mr Orton, speaking of this, says: — ‘The mule, 
the produce of the male ass and mare, is essentially a 
modified ass; the ears are those of an ass, somewhat 
shortened ; the mane is that of the ass, erect; the tail 
is that of an ass; the skin and color are those of an 
ass, somewhat modified ; the legs are slender, and the 
hoofs high, narrow, and contracted, like those of an 
ass; in tact in all these respects it is an ass somewhat 
modified. The body and barrel of the mule are round 
and full, in which it differs from the ass and resembles 
the mare. The hinny, (or muto), on the other hand, 
the produce of the stallion ana she-ass, is essentially a 
modified horse; the ears are those of a horse somewhat 
lengthened; the mane flowing; the tail is bushy, like 
that of the horse; the skin is fine, like that of the 
horse; and the color varies also like the horse; the 
legs are stronger, and the hoofs broad and expanded, 
like those of the horse. In fact, in all these respects, 
it is a horse somewhat modified. The body and t-p-r- 
rel, however, of the hinny are fiat and narrow 
which it differs from the horse, ana resembles its m< d 
er, the ass.’ ” 
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We may mention that Yarro, an ancient Roman 
writer alludes to the above fact as follows: — “A 
hinnus [the produce of a horse and an ass] is less 
than an ass in the body, commonly of a brighter 
color; his ears, mane, and tail like those of a horse. 
The mule [the produce of an ass and a mare] is lar¬ 
ger than the ass, but has more of the characteristics 
of that animal in its parts than the hinnus.” 

Equally conclusive, although perhaps less striking 
instances, may be drawn from other sources. Thus 
it has been observed that when the Ancona or other 
sheep are allowed to breed with common ewes, the 
cross is not a medium between the two breeds, but 
that the offspring retains in a great measure the short 
aud twisted legs of the sire. 

Buffon made a cross between the male goat and 
ewe; the resulting hybrid in all the instances, which 
were many, were strongly characteristic of the male 
parent, more particularly so in the hair and length of 
leg. Curiously enough, the number of teats in some 
of the cases corresponded with those of the goat. 

A cross between a male wolf and a bitch illustrates 
the same law ; the offspring having a markedly wolf¬ 
ish aspect, skin, color, ears, and tail. On the other 
hand, a cross between the dog and female wolf afford¬ 
ed animals much more dog-like in aspect—slouched 
ears and even pied in color. If you look to the de¬ 
scriptions and illustrations of these two hybrids, you 
will perceive at a glance that the doubt arises to the 
mind in the case of the first, “ What genus of wolf 

is this ?” — whereas, in the case of the second, “ What 
a curious mongrel dog!” 

Mr. 0. adduces facts to show that the same law 
holds good among birds and fish. 

COST OF KAISING CATTLE. 

In the Agricultural Circular sent out from the 
.Patent Office, farmers in various sections of the 
country were asked what it cost to raise cattle. We 
find in the last Patent Office Report the following 
replies: 

Arkanzas.—A. Gordon, of Lewisburg, Conway 
county, says: 

“ Cattle are raised at a cost of from $3 to $5 per 
head, at the age of three or four years.” 

Iowa. — J. W. Raynolds, of Newbern, Mario 
county, says: 

“ The cost of raising a steer till three years old is 
Si 2.” 

Illinois.—E. Babcock, of Riley, McHenry county, 
says: 

“Wild hay is generally worth, with us, about $2 
per ton. One ton of hay per head, with the gleanings 
of the corn fields and corn shucks, and perhaps two 
bushels of corn each, is sufficient for the winter. 
Say $5 per head for winter keeping, and $1 more will 
cover all expenses for the year.” 

Martin Monday, of Yer million county, Ill., says: 

“ The cost of raising a three year old steer is about 
$15.” 

Michigan.—C. F. Mallory, of Romeo, Macomb 
county, says: 

“ Cost of raising till three years old, $5 a year.” 

Ohio.—S. S. G. Franklin, of Cuba, Clinton coun¬ 
ty, says: 

“The cost of raising a steer three years old is $24, 
or $8 a year.” 

JYcw York.—Lorenzo Rouse, of Paris Hill, Onei¬ 
da county, says: 

“The cost of raising a steer till three years old 
would usually be about $25 to $30, but they are gen¬ 
erally obtained by picking them up singly about the 
country, or by purchasing from droves which come 
annually from the west, usually from Ohio. Some of 
our farmers find a profit in stalk feeding their cattle 
in the-Avinter, thereby not only.making a home mar¬ 
ket for their root and grain crops, but greatly increas¬ 
ing their supply of manure. Success in either case 
will depend, as a matter of course, in a great degree 
on judgment in purchasing, skill in feeding, and fre¬ 
quently on luck in marketing.” 

S. A. Collins, of Sodus, Wayne county, N. Y., 
says: 

“ The cost of raising cattle till three years old is not 
far from $25 per head.” 

Maine.—Francis Fuller, of Winthrop, Kenne¬ 
bec county, says: 

“The cost of raising a heifer to the age of two years, 
or the period she first gives milk, is about $15. The 
cost of a steer at that age would be about the same.” 

Virginia.—Dr. II. M. Price, of Nicholas Cour 
House, says: 

“ The cattle of this county usually are sold to the 
“ valley farmers,” to be fattened for market, at four 
years old. The cost of raising to this age is about $2 
or $3 a year.” 

Texas. — Z. P. Wharton, of Egypt, Wharton 
county, says: 

“We have no breeds of cattle except the Mexican 
stock, which the Americans found in the country when 
they first came here. The oxen are of large size and 
make good teams. The cows are good milkers. The 
beef of these cattle is very excellent. The cost of 
raising cattle on our prairies is almost nothing. At 
three years old they are worth $12 ahead; at five 
years old, $16. Cost of driving to the Gulf markets, 
$1.50 per head. A few Durham bulls were brought 
into this vicinity from the Western States, but from 
the abundance of food they soon became so large and 
strong as to be dangerous to our herds, and were, con¬ 
sequently, shot. Therefore we had not an opportuni¬ 
ty of ascertaining the results of a cross upon our com¬ 
mon stock.” 

These are all the answers sent in on this subject. 
They are interesting certainly, but not sufficiently 
full and explicit to render them of any great value. 
The fact is, few farmers can make even an approxi¬ 
mate estimate of the cost of raising cattle with any 
degree of certainty. 

An English farmer says “ good sheds, dry beds, 
small yards or boxes, regularity in feeding, and small 
quantities at a time, are the great essentials in feeding 
all animals, and strict attention to these principles 
would save an immense quantity of valuable food.” 

Scours in Cattle. — A correspondent of the Al¬ 
bany Cultivator says that he had a cow which scoured 
badly, and thinking “ she might as well die one way 
as another,” he gave her “ a handful of saltpetre,” 
and she got better forthwith, and is now as well as 
ever. 
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CHEESE DAIRY HOUSE. 

CHEESE DAIRY HOUSE. 

We should be glad if some of our correspondents 
would give us a description of some good dairy house, 
which has been found in practice to be adapted to 
the wants of butter and cheese making. Detached 
dairy houses are an “ American institution.” There 
are a few in the celebrated dairy district of Holstein, 
and other .parts of the continent of Europe, but in 
England they are almost unknown. They possess 
many advantages over dairy rooms attached to the 
house, especially where a large number of cows are 
kept The following description of one, taken from 
Aliens Rural Architecture, will, we hope, call atten¬ 
tion to the subject, and induce some of our experi¬ 
enced correspondents to suggest improvements.. We 
have seen dairy houses in the northern counties of 
this State which appeared to embody every improve¬ 
ment that could be thought of: 

“This building is one and a half stories high, with a 
broad, spreading roof of 45 ° pitch; the ground plan 
is 10 feet between joists, and the posts 16 ieet high. 
An ice-house is at one end, and a wood shed at the 
opposite end, of the same size. This building is suppos¬ 
ed to be erected near the milking sheds of the farm, and 
in contiguity to the feeding tioughs of the cows, or 
the piggery, and adapted to the convenience of feed¬ 
ing thTwhev to whichever of these animals the dairy¬ 
man may select, as both, or either are required to con¬ 
sume it; and to which it mav be conveyed in spouts 
from the dairy-roon 

“Interior arrangement.—The front door is protected 
by a light p^roh, (a), entering by a door (b) the main 
dairy room. The cheese presses (c, c) occupy the left 
end of the room, between which a passage leads 
through a door (l) into the wood shed, (It), open on all 
sides, with its roof resting on four posts set in the 
ground. The large cheese table (d) stands on the op¬ 
posite end, and is 3 feet wide. In the center of the 
room is a chimney (e) with a whey and water boiler, 
and vats on each side. A flight of stairs (/) leading 

into the storage room above, is in the rear. A door. 
(6) on the extreme right leads into the ice house (<j). 
There are four windows to the room — two on each 
side, front and rear. In the loft are placed the shelves 
for storing the cheese, as soon as sufficiently prepared 
on the temporary table below. This loft is thoroughly 
ventilated by windows, and the heat of the sun upon 
it ripens the cheese rapidly for market. A trap-dv.or 
through the floors, over which is hung a tackle, admits 
the cheese from below, or passes it down when pre¬ 

pared for market 

“The cheese house should, if possible, be placed on a 
sloping bank, when it is designed to feed t.hq whey to 
pigs; and even when it is fed to cows, it is more con¬ 
venient to pass it to them on a lower level, than to 
carry it out in buckets. It may, however, if on level 
ground, be discharged into vats, in a cellar below, and 
pumped out as wanted. A cellar is convenient —in¬ 
deed, almost indispensable — under the cheese dairy , 
and water should be so near as to be easily pumped 
or drawn into the vats and kettles used in running up 
the curd, or for washing the utensils used in the work. 
When the milk is kept over night, for the next morn¬ 
ing’s curd, temporary tables may be placed near flu* 
ice-room, to hold the pans or tubs in which it may b* 
set, and the ice used to temper the mill? to the proper 
degree for raising the cream. If the dairy be of sued 
extent as to require larger accommodation than the 
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plan here suggested, a room or two may be partitioned 
off from the main milk and pressing room, for washing 
the vessels and other articles employed, and for setting 
the milk. Every facility should he made for neatness 
in all the operations connected with the work. 

Different accommodations are required for making 
the different kinds of cheese which our varied markets 
demand, and in the fitting up of the dairy house, no 
positive plan of arrangement can be laid down, suited 
alike to all the work which may be demanded. The 
dairyman, therefore, will be-t arrange all these for the 
particular convenience which he requires. The main 
plan and style of building, however, we think will be 
generally approved, as being in an agreeable architec¬ 
tural style, and of convenient construction and shape 
for the objects intended.” 

COUNTRY HOUSES—STYLES OE ARCHITECTURE. 

Mr. Editor: — You will accept my thanks for those 
cheap plans for country houses you gave us in your No¬ 
vember number, and the larger and more costly one in 
the December number. The fact is, on this subject we 
need information. Almost every one who builds no.v, 
undertakes to make a house different from the old 
style of buildings, and I have thought sometimes the 
great idea was to get something different from his 
neighbors. Now, I see in these new buildings many 
things that appear to me without design or object, 
a great display of gaudy ornaments, quite the opposite, 
1 think, of neatness and good taste. And yet we are 
told, when calling in question the good taste of the 
builder, lhat this is the Gothic style, and that style 
requires just such ornaments ; aud the other is Grecian, 
and all right. Now if we knew anything of the his¬ 
tory and distinctive character of these styles, we could 
use them properly, or condemn their improper use 
understandinglyy'I have no doubt the inf rmation 1 
need is to be fo'mid in large and expensive volumes, but 
cannot you give us the cream of the thing in ihe 
Farmer, as we are apt to look to you for information 
m all known and perhaps some unknown subjects? 
R. J.—Chautauque Co. 

Whoever travels over our country, will notice 
some strange freaks in the way of ornaments to build¬ 
ups. People seem tired of the old tasteless style, 
and for want of knowledge and 
good taste, and not from want of 
disposition to do the right thing, 
pile on the ornaments without the 
least taste or propriety. 

We have only space in the pres¬ 
ent number to give some idea of 
the ornaments of the different 
styles, but in our next we will com¬ 
mence an article on the Different 
Styles of Architecture — their 
Character, Changes, <£*c. We 
take the following valuable hints 
on the subject of ornaments from 
Reptons Landscape Gardening: 

‘‘‘Op Ornaments, Ac.— The English language does 
not admit of a distinction between those ornaments 
which comprehend utility, and those which are merely 
ornamental, or, rather, enrichments; thus, columns 
may be called architectural ornaments, but the sculp¬ 
tured foliage of the capitals are decorations and enrich¬ 
ments.^ In the progress of sculpture, we may trace it 
as an imitative art; from its origin, in the rude mis¬ 
shapen blocks of granite in Egypt, to its perfection, in 
khe works of Greece, which are selected or combined 

forms of beauty, ideal forms, surpassing those of nature. 
We may, afterward, trace its decline, in the labored 
exactness of imitation, as in Chinese figures, where in¬ 
dividual nature is so closely copied, that even color and 
motion are added to complete the resemblance. 

“Much has been said, of late, concerning the study 
of nature in all works of art; but, if the most exact 
imitations of nature were the criterion of perfection, 
the man who paints a panorama, or even a scene at the 
theatres, would rank higher than Claude or Poussin. 

In that early stage of painting in England, when the 
exhibitions were first opened, they were crowded with 
portraits in colored wax, artificial flowers aud fruits, 
and boards painted to deceive and surprise by the 
exactness of their resemblance ; but they never excited 
admiration like the marble of Wiltow, the wood carved 
by Gibbon, or the animated canvas of Reynolds. Mr. 
Burke observes, that ‘it is the duty of a true artist tc 
put a geuerous deception on the spectators;’ but in toe 
close an imitation of nature, he commits an absolute 
fraud, and becomes ridiculous, by the attempt to per 
form impossibilities. If it is the mark of a low imagina¬ 
tion to aim at the vastness of nature, an endeavor to 
copy the minutice of nature is not less a proof of inex¬ 
perience and bad taste, since both are equally inimita¬ 
ble. 

‘Si la Nature est grande dans les grands ckoses, 
Elle est tres grande dans les petites.’ **'■ 

[If Nature is great in great things, she is very great in little ones.] 

The model furnishes hints, not portraits; yet such is 
the love of exact imitation in common, minds that 
copies are made from copies, without end. 

“For this reason, houses are built to resemble castles, 
and abbeys, and Grecian or Roman temples, forgetting 
their uses, and overlooking the general forms of each, 
while their minutest detail of enrichment is copied and 
misapplied. In works of art we can only use the forms 
of nature, not the exactness. Thus, in furniture, if we 
introduce the head or the foot of an animal,* it may be 
graceful; but if we cover it with hair, or feathers, it 
becomes ridiculous. And in the parts taken from the 
vegetable kingdom, to enrich'the ornaments of archi¬ 
tecture, imitation goes no further tfoan the general 
forms, since we scarcely know the individual plant; 
although some writers have mentioned the Reed, the 
Acanthus, and the Lotus. 

“ It is a curious circumstance, that the general forms 
of enrichments may be thus classed: The Gothic are 
derived from the bud, or germ; the Grecian from the 
leaf; and the Indian from the flower ; a singular coin¬ 
cidence, which seems to mark that these three styles 
are, and ought to be, kept perfectly distinct. 

To Darken Mahogany.—Drop a nodule of lime in a 
basin of water, and wash the mahogany with it. 

Imaginary sketch, to show the forms of enrichment in Gothic architecture from the 
bud; Grecian from the leaf; and Indian from the flower. 
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ORNAMENTAL PLANTING, &c. 

Although we are forced to believe that horticultu¬ 
ral taste is improving somewhat in this country, how 
few there are, of the many who undertake ornamen¬ 
tal planting, that accomplish what they desire. In 
fact, a most lamentable ignorance upon this subject 
exists. Go where we may, abundant evidences attest 
this fact. Still, there is no country where such gen¬ 
eral desire exists among the people, to ornament and 
beautify one’s home, as in this. 

To succeed in improving a place, and making it 
attractive, as one wishes, the following must be done 
well: 

1. Preparation of the Soil. 

2. Laying out the Ground. 

3. Selection of Trbes. 

4. Management after Planting. 

Much depends upon the preparation of the soil, 
which, if poorly or imperfectly done, all after opera¬ 
tions will be very unsatisfactory. The summer pre¬ 
ceding the time that the ground may be wanted for 
planting, it should be graded, well drained, and sub¬ 
soiled deeply, either wdth the plow or spade. If the 
ground is not already in good condition, it should be 
made so, by applying a thick coat of rich, well-rotted 
compost. 

To produce the best results, great care must be 
taken in laying out the? grounds properly. For ex¬ 
tensive places, a person of experience in such matters 
should be sought; but in grounds of small dimen¬ 
sions—say half an acre or less—which must be very 
much lessened by walks, other modes may be adopt¬ 
ed In these cases, it would be well to give a sketch 
of the lot and buildings, with distances, and submit it 
to some person who has had experience in such 
matters. The suggestions he might make would go 
far toward accomplishing what you desire, and would 
perhaps save much expense. 

A proper selection of trees requires a general 
knowledge of plants, their habits, etc., which is ac¬ 
quired thoroughly only by constant and close obser¬ 
vation for years. It is all important, too, to know 
what plants will thrive well in certain localities and 
situations, and what will not. A very suitable per¬ 
son from whom to obtain this information, would be 
a professional European gardener who has had some 
years experience in this country; or some private 
person who under his personal supervision has a 
varied collection of ornamental trees, shrubs, etc. 
But a nurseryman who is dealing considerably in 

such plants, would be good authority, as he ha? 
most abundant means at hand to inform himself, and 
is in constant communication with parties residing 
throughout the different parts of the United States 
and has a better opportunity of knowing the results 
of the experience of others than most persons. The 
proper trees and plants for certain situations—in fact, 
a particular place for every plant—what should be 
placed here to hide an unpleasant object, what there 
to produce an agreeable effect, and every other detail 
—should be determined upon before a single article 
is ordered. 

Planting too close is the great fault with nearly 
every planter; not enough space is allowed for the 
plants to grow. Immediate effect governs such, 
when they ought to look far enough in the future to 
judge what would be the appearance of their grounds 
in ten, fifteen, or twenty years hence. 

All plants, unless set out for hedges, screens, or 
for clumps, should be placed far enough apart to give 
ample room for each plant to unfold itself, present¬ 
ing at one view a finely-formed, well-grown plant. 
One of our most common plants, when well devel¬ 
oped, is much more an object of admiration than 
would be hundreds of more rare plants crowded 
together within a small space. 

The after treatment which should be given plants, 
differs somewhat—some requiring pruning, others 
staking and training; but all want good, deep culti¬ 
vation, and the ground about the plants should be 
kept free from weeds, and every autumn apply a top¬ 
dressing of manure, which should be spaded or forked 
into the ground the following spring. 

There are few persons who can be induced to wait 
—things must be done upon the go ahead principle. 
In this way, scarcely one in ten accomplish the object 
they undertake. The desire to ornament and beautify 
their grounds, is particularly strong after completing 
a new house, or remodeling an old one. Liberality 
is his motto. Catalogues—almost books in size—of 
extensive nursery establishments, reach him per return 
mail. His former ignorance of names and the char¬ 
acters of ornamental trees and plants is not removed 
by reading over and over the descriptions of perhaps 
hundreds of varieties, and in despair he selects plants 
quite indiscriminately, amounting to as many dollars 
as he is inclined to expend. The nurseryman fills the 
order, and probably with well grown, fine plants; but 
our new planter’s ideas, with hardly an exception, 
differ widely from those of the nurseryman. He is 
disappointed at the start. The plants he has received 
look much different from what he expected, in almost 
every particular. The plants in pots he expected, 
from the price, would be almost trees in size; in fact, 
inches ought to be feet. But in some things the 
price and plants tolerably correspond. The nursery¬ 
man is thought hardly honest, and our planter votes 
at once that he has been deceived, and seriously 
thinks it is a duty he owes the public that the treat¬ 
ment he has received should be exposed. He finally 
concludes that instead of throwing the plants over 
the fence, he will plant them after his original design. 
They are soon planted; and fully as little judgment 
has been given the preparation of the soil as there 
was displayed in selecting the plants. The ground is 
perhaps undrained, and certainly not subsoiled or 
trenched. And then to produce, as it were, the fin¬ 
ishing touch, plants that require fully a space of 
twenty to thirty feet, must be content with four to 
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six. The results are, as would naturally be supposed, 
the shrubs, &c., make feeble, slender growth; some 
die after the first summer; and even then, part of the 
more robust-growing plants within three years so 
trespass upon each other as to make them unsightly. 
It would be considered almost sacrilege to thin them 
by taking out some and giving more room to the 
others, so they are allowed to flourish as they can, 
which renders them more and more unsightly the 
longer they are allowed to remain. This is not the 
case with one only, but such is the experience of 
hundreds. There is, however, much information of 
this kind which is being diffused among the people; 
so that before many years shall have parsed, the plea 
of ignorance will hardly be considered a sufficient 
excuse. 

THE WAY TO GROW GOOD CELERY. 

If you have the convenience of a green-house, 
take (about the first of March) a box, say two feet 
square and six inches deep, bore five or six holes in 
the bottom, and fill one inch dee]| with broken char¬ 
coal or broken potsherds for drainage, then fill the 
box three inches deep with lighf, rich soil—if one- 
third of it be leaf mold and lake or river sand so 
much the better—press the sqil down firmly with 
the hand so as to leave it about four inches deep, 
drainage and all, make-the surface of the soil smooth 
and even, then sow seed of Seymour's Superb White 
and Seymours Superb Red celery; barely cover the 
seed with fine earth, and press it all down gently with 
a piece of board or the bottom of a flower pot; wa¬ 
ter it gently, and cover the box with some pieces 
of glass. .Place it in the warmest part of the green¬ 
house, and shade it with a piece of newspaper in 
bright, sunny days. 

If you have not a green-house, make a small hot¬ 
bed, about the first of April. This will be soon 
enough, for it will be very difficult to keep up a heat 
earlier than this. If the manure to*be used be fresh 
and rank from the stable, it should be prepared by 
shaking and mixing and throwing it up in a heap to 
ferment and pass off the rank steam, ten days or a 
fortnight before it is wanted to make up the hot-bed. 
The hot-bed is made by throwing up manure into a 
heap three feet high and one foot larger every way 
than the box which is to stand upon it. In making 
the hot bed the manure should be well mixed and 
beaten down with the back of the fork, not trodden 
with the feet, for when trodden it will heat unevenly, 
and when beaten down with the fork it will heat 
evenly and all settle down together. When the hot¬ 
bed is made and the box placed on it, put in about 
four inches deep of light, rich garden mold; then 
put on the sash and cover it with some old mats or 
dry litter for three days; at the end of the third day 
examine the bed, and if very hot leave the sash tilted 
at the back about one inch all night to let off the rank 
steam. The next day level the earth and sow the 
seed as recommended for the box in the green-house. 
Keep it covered in cold nights and shaded from hot 
sun until the plants get two or three inches high ; 
then admit more air in warm diys to harden them off. 
If there should be more room in the bed than is 
wanted for the celery, it can be filled up with early 
cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce, tomatoes, etc. When 
the mold looks dry water lightly with warm water. 
The temperature of the water should be between 75° 

and 85°, and this is about the right temperature of 
the hot-bed. The first week in May, if the celery 
has grown pretty well, it will be three or four inches 
high, and will be ready for transplanting, or pricking 
out, as gardeners term it. To do this, I dig a pit 
one foot deep, four feet wide, and any length that 
may be necessary to receive the required number of 
plants. The earth that is thrown out of the pit is 
thrown all round it, so as to leave it when cleaned 
out two feet deep; I then fill this pit eighteen inches 
deep with well-fermented stable manure. If the ma¬ 
nure is dry by over-heating, I give it a good water¬ 
ing and shake it up well, shaking and mixing it as I 
put it into the pit, and beating it down with the back 
of the fork. This done, if you have not a spare hot¬ 
bed frame, place some boards all around the pit and 
put on about four inches deep of light, rich garden 
earth; and when nicely warmed through, take-a mar¬ 
ket basket and a common three-pronged dinner fork 
and take up the plants carefully from the seed-bed, 
without breaking, and with a little ball of earth 
about their roots, if possible. Then with a small 
garden trowel dig holes four inches apart each way 
in the new bed, and put one plant into each hole, 
pressing it down firmly with the fingers. When all 
are planted, give water enough to settle the earth 
about their roots. The temperature of the water 
should be between 75° and 85° ; for celery can no 
more bear with impunity the sudden transition from 
heat to cold, than ice can the transition from cold to 
heat. 

About the 10th of June I prepare my celery 
trenches. To do this well, I dig a trench two feet 
wide and one foot deep, throwing the earth alternate¬ 
ly on each side of the trench. When the trench is 
made I wheel in enough manure from old hot-beds to 
fill the trench six inches, and dig it in, mixing it well 
with the soil. When all is dug, smooth it with the 
back of the rake. I am aware that many people 
think that one foot wide and one foot deep is enough 
for a celery trench, but it is not enough in width, for 
it will be found on examination that celery sends its 
roots more laterally than in a downward direction be¬ 
fore earthing up, and after earthing up it actually 
throws its roots up into the bank; therefore I con¬ 
sider it better not to begin to earth up too soon. A 
very prevailing way of making celery trenches is to 
dig the trench eighteen inches wide and one foot 
deep, beveling down the sides, making a complete 
gutter, and planting the celery along the bottom ;— 
consequently the earth is always pulverizing and run¬ 
ning down with every heavy rain into the hearts of 
the plants, rotting them or materially checking their 
growth; hence we see so many uneven rows of celery. 

If the weather should be wet or cloudy about the 
10th of June I plant out at once. I take them up 
carefully with as large a ball of earth as will adhere 
to their roots, planting it entire, first picking off all 
the small leaves aud suckers around the base of the 
plant, should there be any. For my late and winter 
celery I plant about one foot apart in the rows—that 
to be used earlier about nine inches. When planted 
give them a thorough soaking of water. If the 
weather should be, and continue to be, hot and dry 
for some time, I give them a good soaking of water 
once or twice a week, using all the soap suds and 
clear manure water that I can get. Do not be afraid 
of giving too much water at this time of year to cel¬ 
ery; if you literally flood the trenches once or twice 
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a week for three or four weeks, it will do a great deal 
of good, providing you do not wash the earth into 
the hearts of the plants. 

If the first celery is wanted for use by the middle 
of September, I begin by the middle of August to 
earth up that planted nine inches apart. To do this 
I take each plant separately and pick off all the 
small bottom leaves and suckers, if there be any; then 
straighten up the leaves of each, holding them 
tightly in one hand while I tie a piece of matting 
around them with the other, keeping the heart in the 
middle. When all are tied up in this way, if dry 
weather, I give a right good soaking of water, and 
fill in the earth about three or four inches, or just as 
high up as the crowns of the plants, but no higher ; 
then take a knife and cut all the strings. They should 
be earthed up in this way about every fortnight or 
three weeks at most. The earthing up of the late 
celery, or that to be used in winter, need not be com¬ 
menced before the first week in October; then to be 
earthed up at intervals of two or three weeks, as re¬ 
commended above, but with a little more care, the 
leaves being longer and stronger, and having spread 
out on the surface of the ground, will be more diffi¬ 
cult to get up without breaking. About the middle 
of November, or just before severe weath r is ex¬ 
pected, bank up those rows that are to stand out all 
winter. Make the bank at least eighteen inches thick 
at bottom and one foot thick at top on each side of 
the plants, leaving the whole bank three feet thick at 
bottom and two feet thick at top, and nearly as high 
as the top of the leaves. When this is done, if cold 
weather is likely to set in; cover the whole top with 
clean, dry straw, and lay boards on the straw in such 
a position as to shield the plants from the snow and 
wind as much as possible. All this should be done 
before any severe frost touches them; for although it 
takes a great degree of cold to kill celery, but little 
will suffice to destroy its flavor. Just the last thing 
before winter is expected, take up a good supply and 
pack in the cellar or woodshed or any place where it 
will not freeze or be heated over 4U°. When taken 
up strip off any broken leaves and trim off any loose 
roots; then tie each plant round with a small piece 
of bass matting to prevent the leaves from breaking 
and the dirt from getting into the hearts of them. 
The best place to keep the plants, in my opinion, is 
one corner of a cellar;—place a board to keep the 
earth up, then place the plants upright as closely as 
they will stand and fill in between them with moist, 
clean sand, if to be had readily, if not, fine earth will 
do. When this supply is gone, or the weather breaks 
up, get in another supply. Celery may be kept in 
this way fresh and good until the last o( March or 
beginning of April. J. Salter, Gardener to John 
F. Bush, Rochester, JY. Y. 

Fruit Growers’ Society of Western New York. 
—The Annual Winter Meeting of this Society will 
be held at the Court House, in Rochester, on Tuesday 
and Wednesday, January 8th and 9th, 1856, at which 
an exhibition of Winter Fruits will be made. An 
interesting discussion on fruit growing will take place, 
and new and valuable information be given. Contri¬ 
butions of fruit are desired, and particularly speci¬ 
mens of the newer varieties. 

All the members, and every other person interest¬ 
ed, residing in the twenty-three western counties, and 
elsewhere, are cordially invited to attend. 

PRODUCTIVE AND PROFITABLE PEAR TREES. 

Forty Dollar Pear Tree.—Mr. C. A. Nealey, for 
merly a resident of this town, but now a farmer of 
Eddington, in Penobscot county, hauled into the village 
last Tuesday morning, forty bushels of pears, and in 
one hour retailed all cf them from his wagon at two 
dollars a bushel. The pears were of a superior quali 
ty, and bought expressly for making preserves. Mr 
N. informed us that he gathered twenty bushels of thio 
lot from one tree. We should think that the farmer* 
in this region might take the hint — it costs but a trifle 
to grow the trees.—Ellsworth (Maine) American. 

This is pretty good for Maine, but it is not ahead 
of Western New York, as witness the following 
In the Jllbany Cultivator for 1852, page 373, it is 
said that “ Wm. S. Lapham, of Macedon, N. Y., haa 
a pear tree standing in a corner of his house-yard, 
which is probably over twenty-five years old, and 
which yielded the present year fifteen bushels of fine, 
smooth pears, which sold on the ground at two and 
a quarter dollars per bushel, or about $34 for the 
crop.” In the same neighborhood, the Cultivator 

adds, Israel Delano “ gathered from two trees of 
the Virgalieu, forty-two bushels of pears, all of 
which were sold at two and a quarter dollars per 
bushel, or $94 for the two.” 

At one of the pomological meetings held during 
the New York State Fair, in 1853, mention was made 
of “an old tree growing in Western New York, 
which had annually yielded from $20 to $30 worth 
of pears, at two and a half dollars per bushel.” 

The Ohio Pomological Society.—This society 
will hold its regular Biennial Session on the second 
Tuesday in January, (the 8th), in the city of Cleve¬ 
land, and continue in session so long as the interest 
ol the same may require. 

The society, though instituted for the region cf 
Ohio, nevertheless of necessity takes in the wider 
range of our country—in view of which a resolution 
was unanimously passed that all fruit growers and 
pomologists out of the State be invited. 

Communications may be addressed to the Presi¬ 
dent or the Secretary. Packages of specimens ot 
fruit should be marked “For the Pomological Soci¬ 
ety,” and directed to the “ Care of F. R. Elliott, 
Cleveland, Ohio,” to whom members and others will 
report themselves to learn the place of meeting and 
lor other information. 

ON THE AGE OF TREES. 

In speaking of the age of trees, we insensibly use the 
term age in the same manner as we do when speaking 
of animals. We talk of old trees, old animals, and old 
houses, as if the same processes had gone on in one as 
in the other. Yet, when we come to examine the 
nature of the changes which have taken place during 
the age of the one and the other, how different they 
are. Not more does the process of change in the old 
house differ from the tree and animal, than does lha 
same process in these two. The animal nas but one 
life, and this life is dependent on the harmony of the 
whole organization; whilst, if we examine a tree, we 
shall find it has, (so to speak,) many lives. Each bud 
is capable of an independent existence; nay more, 
many parts of the tissues of plants are capable of pro¬ 
ducing buds, and each cell has its separate and inde 
pendent existence. It is here, then, that we see how 
different must be the circumstances under which age is 
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attained in a tree, from those which produce it in an 
animal. 

Plants are called annual, biennial, or perennial, as 
they endure for one, two or more years. The differ¬ 
ence depends on this, that the tissues of some plants are 
unable to resist the meteorological influences to which 

Beech Tree—Exogen. 

they are exposed, so well as others. The reason of this 
difference in the tissues is not well made out. It is, 
however, well known, that a plant in this country may 
be an annual, on the Continent, a biennial, and, in the 
Tropics, a shrub, or tree. This is the case with the 
castor-oil plant, Ricinus communis. 

In perennial plants, the tissues which resist climatal 
change carry on a kind of low vitality, as seen in the 
trunks of trees, in this country, in the winter. At 
more favorable periods, these tissues begin to grow in 
certain directions; buds, and leaves, and new tissues 
are formed, and deposited, in various parts of the plant, 
more especially covering the old, and growth or in¬ 
crease is the consequence. Even in plants not pro¬ 
ducing leaves, this process goes on, and year after year, 
new tissues are added to the old. This is especially 
evident in sea-weeds, which thus exist through very 
long periods of time. Thus, Professor Schleiden says, 
“On the great fucus bank of Corvo and Flores, we 
might yet find, floating about, plants of Sargamim, 
which had been cut in strips by the bark of Columbus; 

and in the northern drift, we might expect to discover 
Lichens that had been transported with the soil in 
which they grew, from Scandinavia.” Nor is this con¬ 
jecture at all unreasonable, from what we know of the 
nature of the process of growth in these plants; but 
we have no means, in eryptogamic plants, of accurately 
ascertaining the length of time they have been grow¬ 
ing. Nor is this possible in endogenous plants, or even 

Sections of a Stem as it appears in May and June of 

the Fifth Year. The white spaces show the swettuw cam¬ 
bium. D 

Sections or a Stem at the end of the Ftpth Year. 

The envelopes and layers of liber are too thin to be shown by 
the pencil. 

in all exogens; but in tbe latter, the stem presents, 
very generally, a series of zones, and each zone has 
been found to correspond with one period of vegetation. 
This period mostly represents a year, hence, by count¬ 
ing the number of zones in the trunk of an exogenous 
tree, we may form an estimate of the years it has ex¬ 
isted. It is in this way that the ages of many very old 
trees have been arrived at. The following list of old 
trees has been published by Moquin-Tandon, in his 
Teratologic Vegetale, and is reproduced in the Fnglish 
t ranslation of Schleiden’s Principles of Scientific Botany. 
There are known, 

Years 

Palms of. 200, 800 
Cercis. 800 
Cherodendron.  327 
Ulmus (ElmJ.   8£>5 
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Cupressus (Cypress) . 
Hedera (Ivy). 
Acer (Maple). 
Larix (Larch). 
Castanea (Chestnut). 
Citrus (Lemon, Orange, &c.,) 
riatanus (Blane).. 
Cedrus (Cedar). 
Juglans (Walnut). 
Tilia (Lime). 
Abies (Spruce). 
Quercus (Oak). 
Olea (Olive). 
Taxus (Yew). 
Schubertia (Taxodium). 
Leguminossea. 
Adahsmiia (Baobab). 
Dracaena (Dragon Tree). 

Years. 
.. 383 
. 448 
. 516 
. 263,576 
. 360, 626 
.400, 509, 640 
. 720 
. 200, 800 
. 900 

, .364, 530, 800, 825,1036 
. 1200 
.600, 800, 860, 1000, 1600 
.71)0, 100O, 2000 
...1214, 1466,2588, 28S0 
.3000, 4000 
.2052, 4104 
. 6000 
.. 6000 

We might add considerably to this list, but it already 
supplies a sufficient number of illustrations of our gen¬ 
eral remarks. 

The means, by which the age of these trees has been 
ascertained, are two—first, from historical data, and 
second, from counting the zones. Thus, the colossal 
Dragon-tree of Oratava is known to have existed, in 
almost its present condition, in 1402; and comparing 
it with the younger trees in its neighborhood its vast 
age is inferred. The Yew trees at Fountain’s Abbey, 
in Yorkshire, are known to have sheltered the monks 
whilst the abbey was building. The abbey is now in 
ruins, but the trees retain their vigor; the lowest age 
that can be assigned them is twelve centuries; they 
are probably much more. But where trees have been 
cut down, the method of counting zones lias been had 
recourse to. There is no difficulty in this where the tree 
is sound ; but in many instances, the older trees are, 
the more likely they are to be decayed in their center. 
The plan then adopted is, to take a square inch, count 
the zones in it, multiply this number by tbe number of 
inches from tbe b'rk to the pith, which will then give 
the whole number of zones, and the age of the tree. 
This was the plan adopted by Adanson in calculating 
the age of the Baobabs of Africa, and which has also 
been employed in calculating the age of other gigantic 
trees. The numbers, however, thus obtained, can only 
be looked upon as approximations to the truth, seeing 
that the zones of wood vary very much in thickness, not 
only one with the other, but in parts of the same ring. 

Size is no indication of the age of a tree, as various 
species grow at very different rates, and the same 
species under different circumstances. The following 
table shows the different rates at which some common 
trees grow. 

1st Year. 2d Year. 3d Year. 

Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In. 

Oak, circumference , 0 10* 0 11* 1 0* 
Larch “ 1 0* 1 3 1 4 
Elm “ 2 7* 2 9 S 11 
Lombardy | « 
Poplar ) 

1 8 2 0 2 3* 

Lime “ 1 8* 1 10* 2 0 

Some trees attain an enormous size by their rapid 
growth. Species of Eucalyptus have been measured 
that reached a height of 250 feet, and measured 70 feet 
round their trunks. 

The death of trees does not appear to arise from any 
natural period being assigned to the existence of their 
living tissues, or reproductive powers. When the tis¬ 
sues of a tree are very old, they lose their vitality, 
especially in the center of the trunks of the trees ; and, 
on being exposed to the atmosphere, or moisture, they 
readily decay. The process of new growth is some¬ 
times more rapid than this decay, and thus trees exist 
with enormous cavities in their interior. The time, 
however, comes, sooner or later, when a separation 
takes place between the roots and branches, and then 
the tree ceases to exist, although the tissue that has 
been conveyed away from it, in the form of slips and 

grafts, may still continue to flourish. Thus, the old 
stump of the Ribstone Pippin Apple is but struggling 
for life in Ribstone Park, while the slips from its 
branches adorn a thousand orchards, and supply the 
thousands upon thousands of bushels of Ribstone Pippin 
Apples that are annually consumed. 

Horizontal or transverse and perpendicular 
section, of the stem of an Exogen of three year’s 
growth. In the center of each is seen the pith, a, 
Composed of cellular tissue ; surrounding it is the me- 
adllary sheath, b; and exterior to it are three rings of 
wood, each consisting of c, c, dotted ducts, and d, i, 
woody fibre. The last ormed is in contact with thu 
bark. e, e, in which the layers are indistinct. Carpcn- 
Ur's Vegetable Physiology. 

Horizontal and vertical section of the stex 
of an Endogen, showing the bundles of ducts, woody* 
fibre, and spiral vessels, irregularly disposed tlirojugw 
the whole stem, a, a, portions of cellular tissue ; b, 
spiral vessels; c, c, dotted ducts; d. d, woody fibra. 
The cellular portion of the skin, which in Ezogeni ia 
separated by the first introduction of wood into pith 
bark, here remains permanently intermingled with it. 

[The accompanying engravings, representing sections 
of Exogen and Endogen, will explain themselves. The 
number of zones in trees will probably give a tolerable 
approximation to the years of growth in temperate 
climates; but even here, two may be formed in one 
year, if any great check of the growth suddenly occurs 
during the summer. In tropical climates the indica¬ 
tion is far more doubtful; A»anson’s computation, 
made in this way, carried the age of the Baobabs to 
from 5000 to 6000 years. It has been stated that 
monthly rings are formed in the tronics of South Amer¬ 
ica, {Hopkins Researches in Magnetism.) Some plants, 
such as the Cacti and Cycadese, require more than one 
year for the formation of a zonr W'ood.] — London 
Gardeners' Magazine of Botany. 
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faftbs' JUpdnunt. 
DESIGNS FOR COUNTRY CHURCHES. 

A few days ago an Englishman remarked to us 
that the ladies were the architects of this country. 
They assemble together drink tea, and discuss the 
conveniences and inconveniences of their several 
houses, and when a new house is to be built, its ar¬ 
rangement is the subject of discussion among the 
ladies of the neighborhood—and therefore American 
farm houses in general are far superior to those of 
similar character and cost in England. There was 
much truth in this observation, and the thought 
struck us immediately that the Village Church was 
an appropriate subject for the exercise of female 
taste. We have therefore concluded to open the 
present year with an excellent article from A. J. 
Downing on this subject: 

“Wiiat, among all the edifices that compose a country 

town or village, is that which the inhabitants should 

most love and reverence,—should most respect and 

admire among themselves, and should feel most pleas¬ 

ure in showing to a stranger? 

“We imagine the answer ready upon the lips of eve¬ 
ry one of our readers in the country, and rising at 
once to utterance, is — the Village Church ! 

“And yet, are our village churches winning and at¬ 
tractive in their exterior and interior ? Is one drawn 
to admire them at first sight, by the beauty of their 
proportions, the expression of holy purpose which 
they embody, the feeling of harmony with God and 
man which they suggest? Does one get to love the 
very stones of which they are composed, because they 
so completely belong to a building which looks and is 
the home of Christian worship, and stands as the type 
of all that is firmest and deepest in our religious faith 
and affections? 

“Alas! we fear there are very few country churches 
in our land that exert this kind of spell, — a spell 
which grows out of making stone, and brick, and tim¬ 
ber, obey the will of the living soul, and express a re¬ 
ligious sentiment. Most persons, most committees, 
selectmen, vestrymen, and congregations, who have 
to do with the building of churches, appear indeed, 
wholly to ignore the fact that the form and features of 
a building may be made to express religious, civil, do¬ 
mestic, or a dozen other feelings, as distinctly as the 
form and features of the human face;—and yet this 
is a fact as well known by all true architects, as that 
joy and sorrow, pleasure and pain, are capable of ir¬ 
radiating or darkening the countenance. Yes, and we 
do not say too much when we add, that right expres 
sion in a building for religious purposes, has as much 
to do with awakening devotional feelings, and beget¬ 
ting an attachment in the heart, as the unmistakable 
signs of virtue and benevolence in our fellow creatures 
have in awakening kindred feeling in our own breasts. 

“We do not, of course, mean to say, that a beautiful 
rural church will make all the population about it de¬ 
votional, any more than that sunshine will banish all 
gloom ; hut it is one of the influences that prepare the 
way f >r religious feeling, and which we are as unwise 
to neglect as we should be to abjure the world and 
bury ourselves like the ancient troglodytes, in caves 
and caverns. 

“ To speak out the truth boldly, would be to say that 
the ugliest church architecture in Christendom, is at 
this moment to be found in the country towns and 
villages of the United States. Doubtless the hatred 

which originally existed in the minds of Puritan an¬ 
cestors against everything that belonged to the Romish 
Church, including in one general sweep all beauty and 
all taste, along with all the superstitious and errors of 
what had become a corrupt system of religion, is the 
key to the bareness and baldness and absence of all 
that is lovely to the eye in the primitive churches of 
New England — which are, for the most part, the type 
churches of all America. 

“But, little by little, this ultra puritanical spirit is 
wearing off. Men are not now so blinded by personal 
feeling against great spiritual wrongs as to identify for¬ 
ever all that blessed boon of harmony, grace, propor¬ 
tion, symmetry, and expression, which make what we 
call beauty, with the vices, either real or supposed, of 
any particular creed. In short, as a people, our eyes 
are opening to the perception of influences that are 
good, healthful, and elevating to the soul, in all ages, 
and all countries — and we separate the vices of men 
from the laws of order and beauty by which the uni¬ 
verse is governed. 

“The first step which we have taken to show our 
emancipation from puritanism in architecture, is that 
of building our churches with porticoes, in a kind of 
shabby imitation of Greek temples. This has been 
the prevailing taste, if it is worthy of that name, of 
the Northern States for the last fifteen or twenty years. 
The form of these churches is a parallelogram. Along 
row of windows, square or round-headed, and cut in 
two by a gallery on the inside; a clumsy portico of 
Doric or Ionic columns in front, and a cupola upon the 
top, (usually stuck in the only place where a cupola 
should never be — that is, directly over the pediment 
or portico)—such are the chef d’ceuures of ecclesiasti¬ 
cal architecture, standing, in nine cases out of ten, as 
the rural churches of the country at large. 

“ Now, architecturally, we ought not to consider 
these churches, at alL And by churches, we mean no 
narrow, sectarian phrase, but a place where Chris¬ 
tians worship God. Indeed, many of the congrega¬ 
tions seem to have felt this, and contented themselves 
with calling them “ meeting houses.” If they would 
go a step further, and turn them into town-meeting 
houses — or at least would in future only build such 
edifices for town meetings or other civil purposes, then 
the building and its purpose would be in good keep¬ 
ing, one with the other. 

“Not to appear presumptive and partial in our crit¬ 
icism, let us glance for a moment at the opposite pur¬ 
poses of the Grecian or classical, and the Gothic or 
pointed styles of architecture — as to what they really 
mean ; for our readers must not suppose that all archi¬ 
tects are men who merely put together certain pretty 
lines and ornaments to produce an agreeable effect and 
please the popular eye. 

“ In these two styles, which have so taken root that 
they are employed at the present moment all over Eu¬ 
rope and America, there is something more than a mere 
conventional treatment of doors and windows; — the 
application of columns in one ease, and the introduc¬ 
tion of pointed arches in the other. In other words 
there is an intrinsic meaning or expression involved in 
each, which not to understand, or vaguely to under¬ 
stand, is to be working blindly, or striving after some¬ 
thing in the dark. 

“The leading idea of the Greek architecture, then, 
is in its horizontal lines—the unbroken level of its 
cornice, which is the “ level line of rationality." In 
this line, in the regular division of spaces both of col¬ 
umns and windows, we find the elements of order, 
law, and human reason fully and completely expressed. 
Hence the fitness of classical architecture for the ser¬ 
vice of the State, for the town hall, the legislative as¬ 
sembly, the lecture room, for intellectual or scientific 
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debate, and in short, for all civil purposes where the 
reason of man is supreme. So, on the other hand, the 
leading idea of Gothic architecture is found in its up¬ 
ward lines—its aspiring tendencies. No weight of 
long cornices or flat ceilings can keep it down ; upward, 
higher and higher, it soars, lifting everything, even 
heavy, ponderous stones, poising them in the air in 
vaulted ceilings, or piling them upwards towards 
Heaven, in spires, and steeples, and towers, that, in 
the great cathedrals, almost seem to pierce the sky. 
It must be a dull soul that does not catch and feel 
something of this upward tendency in the vaulted 
aisles, and high, open, pointed roofs of the interior of 
a fine Gothic church, as well as its subdued and mellow 
light, and its suggestive and beautiful forms; forms, 
too, that are rendered more touching by their associ¬ 
ations with Christian worship in so many ages; not, 
like the Greek edifices, by associations with heathen 
devotees. 

“ Granting that the Gothic cathedral expresses in its 
lofty, aspiring lines, the spirit of that true faith and 
devotion which leads us to look upward, is it possible, 
in the narrow compass of a village church which costs 
but a few hundred, or at most, a few thousand dollars, 
to preserve this idea? 

“ Wre answer, yes. A drop of water is not the ocean, 
but it is still a type of the infinite; and a few words 
of wisdom may not penetrate the understanding so 
deeply as a great volume by a master of the human 
heart, but they may work miracles, if fitly spoken. 
For it is not the magnitude of things that is the meas¬ 
ure of their excellence or power; and there is space 
enough for the architect to awaken devotional feelings 
and lead the soul upward, so far as material form can 
aid in doing this, though in a less degree, in the little 
chapel that is to hold a few hundred as in the mighty 
minster where thousands may assemble. 

“And the cost, too, shall not be greater; that is, if 
a substantial building is to be erected, and not a flim¬ 
sy frame of boards and plaster. Indeed, we could 
quote numberless instances where the sums expended 
in classical buildings of false proportions, but costly 

execution,* which can never raise other than emotion# 
of pride in the human heart, would have built beauti 
ful rural churches, which every inhabitant of thetowr/ 
where they chanced to stand would remember wit? 
feelings of respect and affection to the end of all time. 

“And in truth, we would not desire to make thf' 
couutry church other than simple, truthful, and har 
monious. We would avoid all preteusions to elaborate 
architectural ornament; we would depend upon tht 
right proportions, forms, outlines, and the true expres¬ 
sion. Above all, we would have the country church 
rural and expressive, by placing it in a spot of green 
lawn, surrounding it with our beautiful natural shade 
trees, and decorating its walls (for no church built in 
any but the newest settlements, where means are ut¬ 
terly wanting, should be built of so perishable a ma¬ 
terial as wood) with climbing plants — the ivy, or 
where that would not thrive, the Virginia creeper. 
And so we would make the country church, in its very 
forms and outlines, its walls and the vines that en- 
wreath them, its shady green and the elms that over¬ 
hang it, as well as in the lessons of goodness and piety 
that emanate from its pulpit, something to become a 
part of the affections, and touch and better the hearts 
of the whole country about it. 

Furniture Paste.—Put turpentine into a glazed 
pot, and scrape beeswax into it, which stir about till 
the liquid is of the thickness of cream; it will then be 
good for months, if kept clean; and furniture cleaned 
with the liquid thus made, will not receive stains so 
readily as when the turpentiue and wax are heated 
over the fire; which plan is, besides, very dangerous; 
but if the heating be preferred, place the vessel, con¬ 
taining the 'wax and turpentine in another containing 
boiling water.—Household Receipt-Book. 

“* We have seen with pain, lately, one of those great temple 
churches erected m a country town on the Hudson, at a cost of 
$20,000. It looks, outside and inside, no more like a church than 
does the Custom House. And vet this sum would have built the 

| most perfect of devotional edifices for that congregation. 
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GARDENING TOR YOUTH. 

PARTS OF A PLANT. 

On entering upon the subject proposed in a preAr 
ous number, namely, Gardening for Youth, it will 
be necessary in the first place to understand a little 
botany—just enough to know the principal parts of 
a plant, and the most remarkable functions for each. 

The Seed. — If you remove the shell and inner 
skin from a hazel-nut or filbert (fig. 1), you will find 

that the kernel easily sepa¬ 
rates into two pieces through¬ 
out nearly its whole extent, 
being held together at the 
smaller end by a small body, 
which tapers towards each of 
its extremities. This little 

body is called the germ, and may be compared to a 
bud containing the rudiments of a tree like that from 
which the nut was taken. The two larger portions 
are termed the seed-lobes, and contain enough nour¬ 
ishment to support the young plant until it has 
formed roots and leaves, and is able to provide for 
itself. The kernel, or seed, has no tendency in itself 
to alter its form, if kept dry and exposed to light; 
but if buried a little way beneath the surface of 
damp earth, it swells and bursts its coverings; the 
seed-lobes are changed into green fleshy leaves, and 
between them the germ lengthens upwards and down¬ 
wards, expanding first one leaf and then another, 
and sending out from its lower end downy fibres or 
roots. All the nourishment which it receives at 
present, is derived from the enlarged seed-lobes, 
called seed leaves in this stage of their growth; con¬ 
sequently, if they are destroyed, the young plant per¬ 
ishes likewise. 

The true leaves, which shoot up between the seed- 
leaves, are generally different in form from the seed- 
leaves, as may be observed in the young cabbage 

and the stem. The flat part of the leaf is composed 
of a network of tubes like those of the leaf-stalk, the 
interstices being filled up with a number of minute 
cells, which contain a green juice, and the whole is 
covered, above and below, with a thin, transparent 
skin. This thin skin, or cuticle, is perforated over its 
whole surface, both upper and under, with numerous 
pores, so small as to be invisible to the naked eye; but, 
nevertheless, perfectly adapted to the purpose of giv 
ing out all the superfluous moisture and air received 
from the roots, as well as of absorbing from the atr 
mosphere all that it contains necessary tor the growth 
of the plant. The leaves also perform the function 
of preparing the various juices which are destined for 
the use of all parts of the plant; they are, conse¬ 
quently, as important as the roots. 

At the base of every leaf is 
a bud (fig. 4), which contains 
either rudiments of leaves pre¬ 
cisely similar to those described, 
or rudiments of flowers. Gen¬ 
erally, only a portion of these 
come to perfection, most plants 
having, as it were, a reserve of 
these useful organs, to be called 
into life if required, and in trees 
they are carefully protected 
from cold in winter by scales, wool, 

When the plant 
size and strength, it is enabled to 
produce a new organ yet more 
delicate and complex than the 
leaf; this is the flower or blossom. 

A perfect flower in its 
natural state consists 
of a green cup or 
oalyx, the leaves of 
which, if there be 
more than one, are 
called sepals; the 
corolla, the colored 
leaves of which are 
called petals; sta¬ 
mens and pistils. 

The beauty of the flower mainly depends on 
the perfection of the corolla; the production 
of seed depends exclusively on the presence 
of stamens and pistils. The art of the flor¬ 
ist consists in increasing the number, size, 
regularity, and bright tints of the petals. 

In the rose (fig. 5) the calyx consists of 
five sepals, which remain attached to the 
plant after the petals have fallen off'; the 
primrose has a calyx of one leaf, divided 

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 

f lanfc (fig. 2.) They usually consist of two parts 
(fig. 3); the leaf-stalk, which is a collection of tubes 
inclosed in a thin rind, and destined to convey juices 
and air upwards and downwards between the leaf 

into five segments (fig. 6); the tulip has no calyx. 
The corolla of the poppy consists of five petals 

(fig. 7); that of the primrose has but one, which is 
divided into five segments (fig. 8); and some plants 
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V 
Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. 

have no corolla, but these are rarely cultivated by 
gardeners. 

A stamen consists of three parts; the filament, 
which is a thread of tubes for conveying nourishment 

to the other parts; the anther, a case 
usually of two cells, which, when ripe, 
burst and shed a quantity of fine powder, 
called pollen or farina (fig. 9). The 
honeysuckle contains five such stamens; 
the poppy a countless number. 
The place of the pistil, or, if there be 

more than one of the pistils, is in the very center of 
the flower. Its summit is called the stigma, and its 

lower part the germen, and these are gen¬ 
erally separated from one another by a 
third part, called the style. In the prim- 

- rose, the stigma is globular (fig. 10) and 
W the style long; in the poppy the stigma 
f is radiated, and there is no style (fig. 11). 

The germen contains the rudiments of the 
seed, and when enlarged is usually called 

the seed-vessel or fruit. No flower can produce per¬ 
fect fruit unless some portion of pollen fall on the 

stigma; therefore, few double fiouers — 
that is to say, flowers in which the sta- 
mens and pistils have been changed by 
excessive cultivation into petals, produce 

1 seeds. In the case of dahlias, China 
asters, &c., there would seem to be an 
exception to this law; but it is only an 

apparent one ; for what is called a single dahlia or a 
single China aster, is not in reality one flower, bat 
an assemblage of small flowers or florets, of which 
the yellow central ones are furnished with stamens 
and pistils, and the spreading, petal-like ones are fur¬ 
nished with pistils only. Consequently, when the 
central florets are changed into spreading florets, 
they still continue to have pistils, and are capable of 
producing seeds, provided that pollen, either from the 
same flower, or from another flower of the same kind, 
falls on them. But in the case of a double stock or 
wall-flower, both stamens and pistils are wanting; 
these flowers, therefore, are always barren. 

This is as much as is necessary for you to know at 
present about the structure of a plant, but if you 
desire to become a good gardener, it will be neces¬ 
sary for you to make the science of Botany your 
study; and you will find that every new discovery in 

Fig. 11. 

Maxims.—Grow nothing carelessly; whatever is 
worth growing at all, is worth growing welL 

Many kinds of garden seeds lose their vegetative 
power, if kept over the first year ; be sure, therefore, 
to sow none but new seeds. 

Melons, cucumbers, and other plants of the gourd 
tribe, form an exception to this rule; their seeds 
should not be sown until they are several years old, 
for they will then produce plants with scanty foliage 
but abundant fruit. 

The seeds of most weeds will retain their vegeta¬ 
tive power for an unlimited number of years; take 
care therefore, that all weeds are destroyed as soon 
as they appear, so that they may not ripen their seeds. 

« —- ^ ■»- 

Love of Fame.—The love of fame not regulated 
by principle, is more dangerous to the welfare of 
society, than the love of money. 

Fact noticed respecting Bulbous Roots. — The 
Magazine of Horticulture says:—“ What is in com¬ 
mon language termed a bulbous root, is by Linnaeus 

termed the hybernacle, or winter lodge of a young 
plant. The bulbs in every respect resemble buds, 
except in being produced under-ground, and include 
the leaves and flower in miniature which are to be 
expanded in the ensuing spring. By cautiously cut¬ 
ting (in the early spring) through the concentric coats 
of a tulip root longitudinally from the top to the 
base, and taking them off successively, the whole 
flower of the next summer’s tulip is beautifully seen 
by the naked eye, with its petals, pistil and stamen. 
The flower exists in other bulbs in the same manner; 
but the individual flowers of others being less, they 
are not so easily detected, or so conspicuous to the 
naked eye. In the buds of the Daphne mezereon, 
and in those of the Hepatica, and at the base of the 
Osmunda lunaria a perfect plant of the future year 
may be found, complete in all its parts.” 

Farmers should be Reading Men.—Boys, you 
who intend to be farmers, hear what the Rev. J. A. 
Nash says: 

“Science — we do not mean hard names, but truth 
as developed in nature — claims and should receive 
your attention. We insist upon it that the farmer 
should be a scientific man. A little reading, in con¬ 
nection with the extensive observation his employment 
favors, would make him such. Agriculture itself is 
the grandest noblest, and most useful of sciences. 
The loftiest intellects in the world are this moment en¬ 
gaged upon it. are delving deep for its hidden truths, 
and will yet bring them out for the benefit of mankind, 
it is yours to practice it, but study it also. Read your 
agricultural papers with an earnestness next after!ha’, 
with which you read your Bible. Ooe may be a goof 
farmer without being much of a man; or he may bi 
the latter without being the former. We confess to t 
little ambition;—we should want to be both. If w? 
had a son leaving us for this employment, we woulfi 
say don’t be an unintelligent farmer. After counselling 
him on the higher obligations of a reasonable being, 
we would say, putting the least important first, make 
your farm a model farm, and yourself a modej. man ; 

and we would say, you cannot do it without reading; 
and past education, however good, can not, must not 
be relied upon.” 

Hints.—"When I see a man hanging around the 
store, shop, or tavern, or loitering about home, be¬ 
cause he has nothing to do, I am apt to think he likes 
company better than work, and is unwilling to work 
for what he can earn; that he promises to work for 
more persons at a time than would be best, and that 
he could find those in his neighborhood who would be 
glad to hire him to work in order to obtain their just 
demands. I am apt to think, too, that he owes for 
some pig, bushel of corn, a few pounds of pork, 
house rent, or some other necessary, which on quar¬ 
ter-day will look rather squally. But I am apt also 
to think if he becomes punctual in paying these little 
debts, faithful in his business, not extortionary in hia 
wages, punctual in all his promises, and rendering 
himself useful to his employers to the best of hia 
abilities, that he would be apt to find his business on 
the increase, wages improving, less sauntering, a firm 
demand for his labor, an increase in his pocket, a 
sweeter nap at night, a pleasanter wife, and withal— 
and what is best of all—a clear conscience. 
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<£Htor's ®8&U. 

The Genesee Farmer for 1856.—The first number 

for the new year, dear reader, is before you, and we 

think it will not only compare favorably with any 

previous issue of this old and favorite journal, but 

with any agricultural publication in Europe or 

America. With additional editorial assistance, and 

the best our country affords, with increased experience, 

and every necessary facility for making a National 

Agricultural Journal of which every intelligent agri¬ 

culturist may be proud, we appeal to our friends eve¬ 

rywhere to aid us in extending our circulation. Eve¬ 

ry one has friends and neighbors who would be bene¬ 

fit ted by taking the Gcmesce Farmer,*—and they would 

cheerfully do it if solicited* Let every subscriber con¬ 

sider himself an agent, authorized to form clubs and 

extend the circulation and usefulness of the Genesee 

Farmer as far as in his power. Hundreds are doing 

so now, and to them we are under great obligations. 

Let still others take hold of this work. 

Those who have sent 60 cents for a single copy, can 

send $1.50 more for a club of five, or $2.50 more for a 

club of eight. Those who have sent $2.00 for a club 

of Jive, can send $1 more and increase the club to eight, 

and be entitled to a copy of the Rural Annual for 

getting up the club. 

Look at the Premium List for 1856, and see what 

iberal offers we make our agents. 

United States Agricultural Society. — TTe have 
received the following circular from the President of this 
society: 

“ The Fourth Annual Meeting of the United States Ag¬ 
ricultural Society will be held at Washington, D. C., on 
Wednesday, January 9, 1S5G. 

“ Business of importance will come before the meeting. 
Reports from its officers will be submitted, and a new elec¬ 
tion be made, in which it is desirable that every State and 
Territory should be represented. 

“ Lectures and interesting discussions are expected on 
subjects pertaining to the objects of the association, by 
distinguished scientific and practical agriculturists. The 
Transactions of 1855, containing a full account of the late 
Exhibition at Boston, will be distributed to such members 
as arc present. 

“ The various Agricultural Societies of the country are 
respectfully requested to send delegates to this meeting ; 
and all gentlemen who are interested in the welfare of 

' American Agriculture, who would promote a more cordial 
spirit of intercourse between the different sections of our 
land, and who would elevate this most important pursuit 
to a position of greater usefulness and honor, are also in¬ 
vited to be present on this occasion. 

“ MARSHALL P. WILDER, President. 
“ W. S. King, Secretary.” 

Reaping Machines.—The whole number of reaping 
and mowing machines estimated to have been sold in the 

United States during the past season is upwards of fifteen 

thousand, possessing a value of two millions of dollars. 

It is estimated that the farmers of Jefferson county, N. 

Y., made in 1854 three million pounds of butter and the 
same amount of cheese. 

Professor Johnston.—In view of the great loss which 

has befallen the agricultural world in the decease of the 

late Professor Johnston, of England, we think that at this 

time the following extract from an article in the Novem¬ 

ber number of Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine will 

prove particularly interesting to our readers who have for 

many years been acquainted with his numerous and valu¬ 

able writings on scientific and practical agriculture. 

“ Death has struck a bright name from the roll of Sci¬ 
ence, by removing from us Professor Johnston, of Dur¬ 
ham. It is no exaggeration to say that the death of this 
eminent wTriter is a national loss ; for by it the country has 
been bereft qf one who has done more than has ever yet 
been done to preach science to the masses, and to set its 
laws, discovered in the laboratory, a-wrorking in our fields 
and factories. The professional pursuit of science has two 
phases. One of these consists in the discovery of occult 
laws of nature, and the detection of valuable properties in 
matter ; the other consists in publicly setting forth these 
discoveries in such a way that they become known and ap¬ 
preciated by the masses, and, being applied in the arts of 
life, prove a permanent addition to the comforts and re¬ 
sources of mankind. Distinguished in the first of these 
departments of science, Professor Joiinston was without 
an equal in the second. Though not devoid of high spec¬ 
ulative power, his love of the useful, and his eminently 
practical turn of thought, attracted him ever to subjects 
of national importance. To the farmers especially, strug¬ 
gling with the competition of foreign grain, his science 
did good service ; and if our fields are now greener, our 
crops heavier, and our stock fatter, we owe somewhat of 
this great boon to him. To convert the truths of science 
into tangible results,—that ■fras his chief aim,—and wrho 
ever succeeded so well in it as he ? Untiring industry and 
a prescient tenacity of purpose marked his career. Con¬ 
scious of good talents, and of a strong natural predilection 
for scientific pursuits, the development of this aim of his 
life, though at times moving but slowly, or even to appear¬ 
ance standing still, was ever uppermost in his thoughts. 
While he taught as a tutor, or trained as a schoolmaster, 
the aim of his life was still present to him,—still quietly i 
and resolutely worked after, and in due time it came. He 
broke from the obscurity of his little-noticed noviciate in¬ 
to a reputation which is more than European. And now, 
when he had reached the zenith of his poyvers—when the 
fruits of long years of patient and admirably directed study 
were being so attractively developed, he has passed away, 
leaving the traces of his matchless handiwork in many a 
department of applied science, but with no one for the 
present to take up his mantle. 

“ To such regrets at the loss which science has sustained 
by the death of Professor Johnston, we must add others 
of a personal character. Not seldom has the Professor’s 
graphic and ever-interesting pen contributed to this mag¬ 
azine : and his untimely death recalls vividly to mind a 
tribute which he paid to a fellow-worker in science, cut 
off in circumstances very analogous to his own. Two 
years ago, when alluding to a wmrk of Dr. Pereira’s, he 
spoke of its author in the following touching and most 
generous terms, than which none fitter can now he used in 
regard to himself:—‘ Snatched suddenly from the midst of 
his labors, there are few in any way familiar with the sub¬ 
ject who will not regret the extinction of so much learn¬ 
ing, and, apart from all private considerations, that the 
world should have so prematurely lost the benefits of his 
ripening judgment and experience, and the result of his 
extended reading and research. Yet how many precious 
cabinets of collected knowledge do we see thus hurriedly 
sealed up forever ! How often, when a man appears to 
have reached that condition of mental culture and accmu- 
lated information, in which he is fitted to do the most for 
the advancement of learning, or for promoting the mate¬ 
rial comfort of his fellows—how often does the cold hand 
suddenly and mysteriously paralyse and stop him ! He 
has been permitted to add only a small burden of earth to 
the rising mound of intellectual elevation—scarcely enough 
to signifv t.o after-comers that his hand has labored at the 
work. Nevertheless, lie may have shown a new way of 
advancing, so that to others the toil is easier and the pro¬ 
gress faster, because he lias gone before.’ ” 
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A good Turnip Crop.—The Biggar (Scotland) Far¬ 
mers’ Club recently awarded a silver cup to Mr. William 

Gibson, of Overburns, Lamington, Scotland, for the Lar¬ 

gest Crop of Turnips on Five Acres in One Field. A por¬ 
tion of the field with White Globe turnips produced 48 
tons 16 cwt. (gross) per Scotch acre, which, we believe, is 
about one-fifth larger than the English acre. The other 
portion of the field was sown with the Green Top Yellow 
variety, and produced 23 tons 4 cwt. per Scotch acre. On 
another farm entered for competition, this latter variety 

yielded 38 tons 5 cwt. per acre. In the former case the 
land was manured with 20 yards dung and 3 cwt. Peruvi¬ 
an guano per acre ; and in the latter with 15 yards of dung, 
3 cwt. Peruvian guano, and 2 cwt. superphosphate of lime 
per acre. The turnips were sown in drills 30 inches apart, 

and hoed out in the rows about 11 inches apart. 

Another large Corn Crop.—The Germantown Tel¬ 
egraph contains an account of a crop of corn raised the 
past year by J. and E. Thornton, of Byberry, Penn., one 

acre of which, by actual admeasurement yielded one hun¬ 
dred and two bushels and twenty-one quarts of well-cleaned 

corn. 
“ The field contained nine acres, timothy sod, had been 

mowed three times; there were sixty ox-cart loads of 
barn-yard manure spread on the field in the fall—plowed 
from the 5th to the 15th of April six inches deep, rolled 
and well harrowed. The corn was planted in the first 
week oP May, in rows four and half feet wide and two 
feet apart in row's, three grains in each hill, afterwards 
thinned down to two stalks ; a gill of ashes, unleached, 
was applied to each hill at the time of planting. The 
corn was worked with cultivator and plow one way.” 

A Great Grain Warehouse.—It appears to be ad¬ 
mitted that Chicago is the greatest grain market in the 

world ; the daily receipts of grain being estimated at 111,- 
000 bushels. The following account of a grain warehouse 
in that city gives some idea of the magnificent scale on 

wjiich the grain business is conducted in Chicago: 

“ The building is 80 feet by 180, and capable of storing 
300,000 bushels. The receipts of grain per day amounted 
to 40,000 bushels, from boats, railroads, and teams. By 
means of elevators, 5,000 bushels can be discharged from 
the vessel and stored in two hours and a half. A vessel 
can be loaded from the storehouse with 15,000 bushels of 
wheat or corn in three hours. Railroad cars can be dis¬ 
charged and the grain stored in fifteen minutes each.” 

Farmers’ Reading Rooms.—By a notice in our ad¬ 
vertising columns it will be seen that Saxton & Co, New' 
York, have established a “Farmers’ Reading Room” at 

140 Fulton street, furnished with all the agricultural and 
horticultural journals of the United States and Europe, 
the free use of which they offer to all their friends. An 
opportunity is here offered to agriculturists visiting the 

eity to pass an hour with pleasure and profit such as is sel¬ 

dom enjoyed, and of which they should not fail to avail 
themselves. 

Great Wheat Crop.—California farmers either raise 
extraordinary crops or tell extraordinary stories. Witness 
the following:—The San Jose Telegraph says that Mi¬ 

chael Marshall, living near Reed’s Mills, adjoining San 

Jose, raised 87 bushels of wheat to the acre. Another 
California paper mentions another wheat crop in that 

State which, on the whole crop, averaged over 60 bushels 
to the acre the present season. 

Bound Volumes.—The volumes of the Genesee Far¬ 

mer from 1847 to the present time, half-bound in sheep, 

5or sale at this office at 62J cents per volume. 

To those who form Clubs for 1856.—We do not 
ask that all the members of a club should receive their 
papers at one office. We are willing to send to as many 
Post Offices as there are members of the club, if necessa¬ 

ry for the convenience of subscribers. But where it is 

practicable, Post Masters would accommodate us by keep¬ 
ing a list of the subscribers at their office, and allowing 
us to send the whole number to their own address. This ; 
saves us the trouble of writing on all the papers. Many 
have done this the present year. I 

Our friends ordering the Farmer will be particular in » 
giving the names of the Post Office, County, and State ; \ 
also in writing names plain, as by this much perplexity : 
may be avoided to ourselves and subscribers. V 

Agricultural Books and Libraries.—We refer all 
to our offer of Agricultural Books. We know of no bet¬ 
ter way in which a young man could obtain a few good 
Agricultural Books than by obtaining subscribers to the 
Genesee Farmer. The fall and winter months afford 
leisure, and the price of the Farmer is so low and its 
merits so well appreciated, that few will refuse to subscribe 
if solicited. We will send specimen numbers and show¬ 
bills to all who apply. 

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directo¬ 

ry for 1856.—Copies of this work will be sent by mail 
free of postage to any one remitting to this office the price 
of the book—paper cover, 25 cents: cloth, 50 cents. 

To our Canadian Friends. — We shall continue to 
furnish the Farmer to our Canadian subscribers free of 
American postage. 

Salt.—The quantity of salt manufactured the present 
season at the Onondaga Salt Works, at Syracuse, N. Y.. .' 
is about six millions of bushels. The average price i i 

about $1.40 per barrel, making the whole crop worth $1,- 

600,000. 

Notuts of Nth> Books, -jptcio&ual*, 

Instruction for the Analysis of Soils, Limestone, and Ma¬ 

nures. By Jas. F. W. Johnston. Cleveland, Ohio : S. B. Shaw. 

We have received this manual from the publisher, and 

cannot better inform our readers in regard to it than to 
quote the following from the author’s preface:—“ This 
little work is not intended to compete with treatises on 
chemical analysis, such as those of Rose and Fresenius, 

which are the text books of the accomplished analyst. 
Originally published as an appendix to my lectures on ag¬ 
ricultural chemistry and geology, it has been much in de¬ 
mand also in a separate form. I have, therefore, given to 
this third edition a more widely practical bearing, by in¬ 
cluding limestone, clays, ironstones, manures, and natural 
waters among the substances to be analyzed. * * * 

To the schoolmaster, the farmer, the pharmaceutical chem¬ 
ist, and druggist, the youthful student, to the rural, the 
training, or normal school, and the agricultural laboratory 

I offer it as a first help to practical and economical chem¬ 
ical analysis.” To commend it would be superfluous. 

Transactions of the New Hampshire Agricultural Societt 

for 1854. 

A copy of the above work was received so late before 
going to press that we are unable to give it a satisfactory 
examination. The appearance of the volume is very cred¬ 
itable, and judging from the titles of some of its essays, 

we should think it contained much valuable matter, but 

will defer further notice until a future number 
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Tillage and Farm Cottagfs. The requirements of American 
Village Houses considered and suggested, with designs for such 
Houses of moderate cost. By H. YV. Cleaveland, Wi. Back¬ 

us, and Samuel D. Backus. New York : D. Appleton & Co. 

From a limited examination of this work we deem it a 
valuable acquisition to the community at large, and espe¬ 

cially to those intending to build, with moderate means, 
but at the same time desirous of combining in their struc- 
*^>*es taste and convenience. The designs here furnished 
are for buildings varying in cost from $575 to $3,000. The 

engravings in the volume are elegant, and the whole work 
is executed in that high style of art which characterizes 

everything emanating from the press of its celebrated pub¬ 

lishers. For sale in this city by D. M. Dewet. 

Appleton’s Cyclopedia of Biography, Foreign and American. 
Embracing a Series of Original Memoirs of the most distin¬ 
guished persons of all times. Edited by Francis D. Hawks, D. D. 

^ With numerous Illustrations. New York : D. Appleton & Co. 

We have received a specimen sheet of this work, and if 
we may be allowed to judge of what the whole will be 

from the pages before us, we will say without hesitation 

that it will be one of the most valuable works of the kind 
ever published in the English language, and will soon be¬ 
come a standard for reference. The execution is admi¬ 
rable. — 

The Year Book of Agriculture : or, The Annual of Agricul¬ 
tural Progress and Discovery, for 1855 and 1856. Exhibiting the 
most important Discoveries and Improvements in Agricultural 
Mechanics, Agricultural Chemistry, Agricultural and Horticul¬ 
tural Botany, Agricultural and Economic Geology, Agricultural 
Zoology, Meteorology, etc. Illustrated with numerous engra¬ 
vings. By David A. Wells, A. M. Philadelphia: Childs & 

Peterson. 

This work, which is principally compiled from the stan¬ 

dard agricultural and horticultural journals of this coun¬ 
try and Great Britain, contains in a small compass a mass 

of information exceedingly valuable to all engaged or in¬ 
terested in rural affairs. For sale by E. Darrow & Bro., 

of this city. 

Uncle John’s First and Uncle John’s Second Book. Price, 
31M and 37K cents. 
These are two little gems for children learning to read. 

The lessons are skillfully graduated from the very simplest 
to those that are more difficult. The matter is entertain¬ 

ing and instructive, and illustrated by a great number of 
beautiful engravings ; they are handsomely bound, and are 

just the articles for Christmas presents to the little ones. 

Published by D. Appleton & Co., Broadway, New York 

and for sale by D. M. Deyvey, Rochester. 

Mexico and its Religion. With Engravings. By R. A. Wilson. 

New York: Harfer & Brother. 

The above is an interesting work from one whose ex¬ 

tensive acquaintance with the subjects of which he writes 
enables him to treat them in a superior manner ; and from 
a hasty perusal of its pages we should think that its merits 

would successfully advocate its claims to popular favor. 

Rose Clark. By Fanny Fern. New York: Mason & Brothers. 

.417 pages. Price, $1.25. 

An extremely interesting work, and equal to any of the 

other productions from the pen of its talented ar.d cele¬ 

brated authoress. For sale in this city by D. M. Dewey- 

Out of Debt Out of Danger. By Cousin Alice. Price 75 cts. 

A charming story for young people, finely written, and 
inculcating an excellent maxim. Published by D. Apple- 

ton & Co., Broadway, New York, and for sale by D. M. 
Dewey, Rochester. 

Practical Cookery and Domestic Economy. By Miss Hall. 
New York and Auburn : Miller, Orton & Mulligan. 

A book of 436 pages, containing a host of recipes. For 
•ale by D. M. Deyvey, Rochester. 

Wanzer, McKim & Co., Publishers, Buffalo, N. Y., an¬ 
nounce the forthcoming of a new work, entitled “The 
Sacred Plains,” by J. H. Headley. It will be published 
in one volume, 12mo., cloth, and will be elegantly illustra¬ 

ted. In their circular they say The author has strictly 
adhered to sacred history and geographical accuracy in fix¬ 
ing his facts, and he has greatly added to the interest of 
the volume in having woven in an amount of interesting 

matter and entertaining detail concerning the various 
scenes, which cannot fail to engage the earnest attention 
of the reader.” 

Henrietta Robinson. By D. Wilson. New York and Auburn : 
Miller Orton & Mulligan. For sale in this city by D. M. 
Dewey 

This is a well written account of those acts which have 
caused the unfortunate subject of this volume, under the 

above fictitious name, to acquire that unenviable notoriety 
in this country which she now possesses. 

The Refugee : or, the Narratives of Fugitive Slaves in Canada. 
Related by themselves; with an account of the history and con¬ 
dition of the colored population of Upper Canaria. By Benja¬ 

min Drew. Boston : John P. Jeyvett & Co. 1856. 390 pages. 

For sale by D. M. Dewey, Rochester. 

The Mysterious Story Book : or, The Good Step-Mother. Bv 
Whom ? Price, 75 cents. 

This is another well written book for the young, illus¬ 
trated with a number of elegant engravings. Published 
by D. Appleton & Co., Broadway, New York, and for 
sale by D. M. Dewey, Rochester. 

Jnqutrus an& gUsfcirrjs. 

E. L.— Toronto, Iotva. The Messrs. Foyyler & Wells, 

New York City, advertise for sale a Hand-Mill that will 
grind wheat or corn for family use. Do not knotv the 

price. By addressing them you will obtain full particu¬ 
lars. 

I have waited some time in hopes of seeing some notice of a 
disease—blight or whatever it may be called—that appeared in this 

town the last summer and affected the plum trees. In August I 

noticed the leaves were dropping off my plum trees, and on exam¬ 

ining them found the leaves were eaten on the under side and some 

small holes pierced through, and there were small black worms on 

the leaves from one-sixteenth to one-fourth of an inch in length. 

Nearly all the plum trees were similarly affected, some, however, 

more than others; the plums did not ripen, remained sour, and 

finally dropped off. Some of my trees put out new leaves in Sep¬ 

tember. I should like to be informed whether this is a solitary case, 

aud if there is any remedy or preventive. Wm. H. Hydorn—He¬ 

bron, Pa. 

The black worm is no doubt the slug worm ( Tenthredo 

or Selandria cerase) which destroys the leaves of the cher¬ 

ry and of the pear, and frequently infests the plum. It is 
easily killed by dusting ashes or lime over the tree when 
the dew is on; if once does not suffice, the operation 

should be repeated until the foe is destroyed. Of course 
it was impossible for the fruit to ripen when the trees were 
divested of their foliage. 

Cultivation of Barley.—I should like to be informed through 

the medium of the Genesee Farmer the most suitable soil for rais¬ 

ing barley. I have a few acres of newly cleared land which is too 
wet for winter wheat, and spring wheat grows too rank to fill well. 

Subsoil is clay, with a slight surface of vegetable mold. The cul¬ 

tivation of barley has received but little if any attention in this 

section of the country, and any information you can give will bo 
thankfully received by your patrons in this vicinity. H. C. Elt- 

Richfield, Ohio. 

Will some of our correspondents give us their experience 
on this subject ? 
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PREMIUMS^ FOR 1856! 
We a»k the attention of our friends every where to the Premiums 

ire offer for the coming year. There is no better way to procure 

good agricultural reading than by obtaining subscribers for the 

Genesee Farmer. 

1. To every person who sends us a club of eight subscribers at 
our regular terms, (three shillings each) we will give one copy of 
the Rural Annual for his trouble. 

2. To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers at our club 

terms of three shillings each, one extra copy of the Farmer and 

one copy of the Rural Annual. 
3. To every person sending us Twenty-four subscribers, as above, 

two copies of tire Rural Annual, and one extra copy of the Farmer, 
or. any agricultural work valued at 50 cents, postage paid. 

4. i'n any person ordering Thikty-two copies of the Farmer, 

three copies of the Rwal Annual and one extra copy of the Far¬ 
mer, or, any agricultural book valued at 75 cents, postage paid. 

o. For Forty, four copies of the Rural Annual and one extra 

copy of Ihe Farmer, or, any agricultural book valued at $1,postage 
paid, or, four extra copies of the Farmer. 

o. For Forty-eight, five copies of the Rural Annual and one 
extr a copy of the Farmer, or, any agricultural book valued at $1.25, 
postage paid, or, five extra copies of the Farmer. 

For lar ger numbers, books or papers given in the same propor¬ 
tion. 

ffjT To save expense to our friends, we pay the postage on all 
these works, and persons entitled will state what they wish sent, 
and make their selections when they send orders; or if their list 
is not complete, if wished, we will delay sanding until the club is 
full. 

Premiums for the Greatest Number of Subscribers. 

In order to excite a little competition among our friends every¬ 
where, as well as to reward them for their voluntary labors in be¬ 
half of our journal, we make the following liberal offer. Those 
who do not get the premiums offered below are sure of the above, 
60 that we have no blanks. 

1. FI <TY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
shall send us the largest number of subscribers, at the club prices, 
before the 15th day of April next, so that we may announce the 
successful competitors in the May number. 

2. THIRTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person 
who shall send us the second highest list, as above. 

3. TEN DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
■hall send us the third highest list, as above. 

Our object in offering books is to increase their circulation 
throughout the country. Those who prefer nursery trees, plants. 
&c., can be accommodated; and if any prefer the money, we will 
make arrangements accordingly. 

Clubs are not required to be at one post office or sent to one ad¬ 
dress. We send wherever the members of the club may desire. 

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory.—We have 

just published a very neat little book of 120 pages with the above 

title. It is devoted to the Orchard, the Vineyard, and the Flower 

Garden and Laum: and we shall only express the opinion of all 

who have seen it, when we say that it is the best little work yet 

published on the subjects of which it so plainly and carefully 

treats. Anxious to make the circulation of this useful little work 

as general as possible, we make the following proposition, to those 

who form clubs for the Genesee Farmer: For four dollars we 

will send eight copies of the Genesee Farmer and eight copies of 

the Rural Annual. For eight dollars we will send sixteen copies 

of the Genesee Farmer and sixteen copies of the Rural Annual, and 

one extra copy of each for the person who gets up the club. 

Any person sending us $3 for a club of eight of the Genesee 

Farmer shall receive one copy of the Rural Annual for his trouble. 

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's Own Paper. 

THE GENESEE FARMER, 
A monthly journal of 

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE, 
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF 

Farm Buildings, Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c. 

VOLUME XVII. FOR 1856. 

E issuing a prospectus for the Seventeenth Volume of tJtf Gch- 
ssee Parmer, the publisher flatters himself that it is to a wiuet, 

known, too extensively circulated, and too well read, to render if 
necessary to state at length the design of the work. Those who 
Mad the Fanner are the best judges of its value, «od those unac¬ 

quainted with it are requested to examine its pages. He will only 
say that for the year 1856 he will furnish a paper that for size, 
beauty, and ability, will not be excelled in this country. 

The new volume will commence on the first of January, and will 
be printed on new type and superior paper, and each number 
will contain about one-third more reading than at present. Eaeh 
monthly number will consist of thirty-two large pages, making 
a volume of 384 pages, with several hundred engravings, (with 
title page, index, &c., suitable for binding), at the close of the year. 
No one would sell the volume at the end of the year for its cost. 

Our Illustrations are numerous, appropriate, and expensive, 

consisting of Farm Buildings, Improved Implements, Domestic 
Animals, Choice Fruits, Flowers, Shrubs, &c., &c. 

We number among our Contributors hundreds of the best prac¬ 
tical Farmers in the country, and our readers have through our 
pages, the benefit of their wisdom and experience. No thinking 
man can read any number we issue, without receiving some us*''il 
hint in regard to the management of Crops, Stock, or the Orchard, 
of more value than the price of the volume. Our large cheulacion 
enables us to furnish a paper for three or four shillings equal, a' 
least, to the best in the country for value and beauty. 

An earnest advocate of improvement of both the Mind and the 
Soil, the Farmer seeks to advance the rural interests of the coun¬ 
try, and elevate the profession of Agriculture to its proper position. 
To accomplish this, it has labored long and faithfully, and not with¬ 
out some success. It is one of the oldest, and its position as the 
cheapest, and at least one of the best agricultural journals 

in the country is fully established, and we confidently ask for it 
that support which it merits from the Farmers, Gardeners, and 
Fruit Culturists of the United States. We invite all who feel the 
importance of sustaining this work, and extending its usefulness, 
not only to subscribe themselves, but to introduce it to the patron¬ 
age of their friends. 

Fifty Cents a Year, in Advance. 

Five Copies for $2; Eight Copies for $3; ana any larger number 
at the same rate. 

53^” All subscriptions to commence W-th the year, and the en¬ 

tire volume supplied to all subscribers. 

fcjlr* Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improvement 

are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subset iptions. 

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-paid 
or free) at the risk of the PubLsher. Address 

JAMES VICK, 

November, 1855. Rochester, New York. 

1856. 
EVERYBODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY. 

THE RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICUL 
TURAL DIRECTORY. 

CONTAINING directions for the prepartion of the grornd for 
the Orchard and Fruit Garden, planting, pruning, eb . A! 

plain directions for making and planting the Lawn ai d Floww 
Garden, and a Catalogue of Nurserymen in the Un>ted States, Can¬ 
ada, and Europe, etc. Illustrated with Sixty Engru-jh.gt. 

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS, 

THE FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Preparation of the Ground.—Suitable Soils, Dimming, Subsoiling, 
and Trenching, Manures, etc. 

Directions for Planting, Pruning, etc.—Proner Season for Trans¬ 
planting, Laying out the Ground, DLt* acts m which Trees should 
be Set, Planting, Mulching, Pruning. Stf.ki’ig, etc. 

Diseases.—Fire Blight, Leaf BL.ght, Black Knot on the Plum, 
Yellows in Peach Trees, Bursting of the Bark, or Gura on Cherry 
Trees, Mildew on the Peach, Cu:l of the Leaf in the Peach. 

Insects Injurious to Fruit frees.—Aphis, or Plant Louse, Wooly 
Aphis, or American Bli^at, Scaly Aphis, or Bark Louse, Apple 
Tree Borer, Apple Worrj, Canker Worm, Caterpillars, Cherry or 
Pear Slug, Curculio, /jits, Peach Tree Borer, Rose Bug, Leaf Rol¬ 
lers. 

Animals Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Birds, Field Mice, Moles, Cats, 
Hogs, etc. 

Dwarf Trees f rr *he Garden. 
List of Fro.iU Recommended by State Societies. 
List of Fruits Recommended by ihe American Pcmological So¬ 

ciety. 
THE VINEYARD. 

Soil and Position, Preparation of the Soil, Laying off, Planting 
Trcatueuq Pruning and Training, Rubbing out and Pinching. 

THE LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN. 

Preparing the Soil and Laying out the Garden. 
Planting the Lawn and Garden.—Deciduous Trees, Evergree* 

vrees, Shrubs, Roses, Bedding Plants, etc. 

LIST OF NURSERYMEN IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA. 
AND EUROPE. 

Published at the office of the Genesee Farmer, by James Vi or- 
For sale at retail, paper coverB, 25 cents; cloth covers, 50 o«»t». 
Wholesale, paper covers, $2 per doz.; $12.50 per hundred; $60 f<* 
500; cloth, $4 per dozen. 
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ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early as the 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

FOR SALE. 
THE FINEST SPORTING PROPERTY IN CANADA. 

THE place is known as “ Ryerson’s Island,” and contains 191 
acres per deed—is situated about one mile east of Long Point, 

iu Lake Erie, and about eight or ten miles frotn Port Rowan and 
Normandale in Norfolk county. 

The soil is very rich. Corn, cabbage, tomatoes, potatoes, and al¬ 
most all vegetation is of the most luxuriant growth, and can be in 
market nearly three weeks before the same are produced on the 
main land. A small portion is under cultivation. It offers great 
advantages for raising Cows, Oxen, Sheep, and all kinds of Stock, 
as an extensive Grazing or Market Farm. Twenty to thirty or for¬ 
ty tons of excellent hay can be had just by cutting and curing 
Wild Grapes are very abundant and large. Every spring and fall 
it abounds with Wild Fowl—Wild Ducks innumerable, of almost 
every variety—(one gentleman shot and bagged 86 in part of one 
day last year)—Geese, some Swans, Plovers in flocks, Woodcocks, 
Pigeons, etc., all summer. Turtles of different kinds and size are 
very plentiful. Deer, Coons, Muskrats, etc., are in great numbers 
on Long Point. The Fishing advantages are still greater, 

either with hook and line, nets, or otherwise. The fish are caught 
in great quantities, and are very large and fine. The delicious 
Muscalunge, weighing from 30 to 40 pounds; the Sturgeon, from 
75 to 100 pounds; the Cat and White fish, and Herring are very 
plentiful. The Pleasure Boat is a great luxury here, being just 
‘hr enough from the main shore not to be annoyed. It can be 
made a superior place of Public Resort, being known to large 
numbers of sporting gents, all along from New Orleans, Canada, 
New York, etc. It is very healthy, and can be reached from dif¬ 
ferent, points along the lake by Steamboat, which leaves Buffalo in 
the evening, and an ives early next morning; there are also Rail¬ 
road advantages approaching. Terms very reasonable. Apply to 

RICH. RICHES, Ryers'm’s Island, 
Jan.—4t. Normandale P. O., Canada West. 

TO AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES. WE would particularly invite the attention of those societies 
who are about to make up their Premium Lists for 1856 to 

our large collection of Agricultural Books, which are peculiarly 
adapted for premiums. 

The awarding of Agricultural Books in the place of small Money 
Premiums has been extensively adopted, and has given the highest 
satisfaction. 

ADVANTAGES OF THIS PLAN. 

It promotes the dissemination of much-needed information among 
farmers. 

It combines the advantages of a Diploma with a Premium of In¬ 
trinsic value. 

It substitutes a permanent and expressive token of honor for the 
pittance which is frequently humiliating to the recipient. 

It avoids the fostering of a mercenary spirit among competitors, 
and better comports with tlie dignity of an honorable emulation be¬ 
tween friends and neighbors. 

We will take pleasure in furnishing to applicants a catalogue of 
our publications which we consider most appropriate for the use 
of Agricultural Societies for premiums, on which a liberal discount 
will be given. C. M. SAXTON & Co. 

Jan.—It. Agricultural Book publishers, 140 Fulton st., N. Y. 

C. JL SAXTON & CO’S AGRICULTURAL BOOK ROOMS, 
140 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK. CM. SAXTON & Co. have removed to their new and commo- 

• dious rooms, No. 140 Fulton street, where, in addition to 
their large stock of Agricultural Books, may be found a 

FARMERS’ READING- ROOM, 

Supplied with all the Agricultural Journals of the United States, 
ana the best Agricultural and Horticultural Periodicals of England, 
France, and Germany; the free use of which they tender to all 
their friends. Jan.—It. 

LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILL. THIS is doubtless one of the most important inventions of mod¬ 
ern times for the farmer and stock grower. Its simplicity and 

durability recommend it to every one desiring such a machine. It 
occupies but little space, and is easily operated by any farm hand. 
Prices from $40 to $65. For sale at the Chicago Agricultural 
Warehouse and Seed Store, 45 Franklin street, Chicago, Ill. 

Jan.—2t. HENRY D. EMERY. 

PLEASANT AND PROFITABLE EMPLOYMENT. IN every town and village, for any number of young men, to sell 

Valuable Books, and to canvass for our Popular and Scientific 

Journals. Ml who engage with m$ will be secured from the possibil¬ 

ity of loss. Profits very liberal. Please address 

FOWLER AND WELLS, 
Nov.—3t. 308 Broadway, New York 

CHICAGO AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE & SEED STORjs 
Warehouse and Sale Room 45 Franklin street, between Jonn and 

Randolph streets. 

THE subscriber, formerly connected with the “ Albany Agricul¬ 
tural Works, Albany, N. Y.,” has opened a depot in Chicago, 

where may be found at all times a complete assortment of 

FARM MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS, 

of most approved kinds : also a full stock of Garden if Field Seeds, 
Full Catalogues furnished gratis on application. 

Jan.—2t HENRY D. EMERY. 

NEW PATENT WIND-MILL. OF superior and simple construction, and easily applied to the 

driving of all kinds of farm machinery, shop use, etc. To¬ 
gether with all articles usually found in Agricultural Warehouses. 

Garden and Field Seeds, OSAGE ORANGE and LOCUST SEED 
and PLANTS. 45 Franklin street, Chicago, Ill. 

Jan. 2t HENRY D. EMERY. 

EMERY’S PATENT PORTABLE HORSE POWERS, THRESHERS, Separators, Saw Mills, Corn Shelters, Feed Cut¬ 
ters, etc., for sale at 45 Franklin street, Chicago, Ill. 
Jan.—2t. HENRY I). EMERY. 

RASPBERRY AND STRAWBERRY PLANTS, GRAPE 
VINES, CURRANTS, AND RHUBARB, 

AT VERY LOW PRICES TO NURSERYMEN AND FOR FIELD 

PLANTING. 

Q A AAA Hudson River Antwerp, 20,000 Fastolf, 10,000 Fran- 
OvJjVJLflJ conia, 10,000 Rivers’ Large Monthly, 10,000 Kne- 
vett’s Giant, and a general assortment of all valuable varieties, in¬ 
cluding Brinkle’s Orange, the most beautiful and best of all Rasp¬ 
berries. 

GRAPE VINES—Isabella, Catawba, Diana, Herbemont, Clinton, 
Bland, Elsingburg, and Brinkle. 

CURRANTS—an assortment including, Large Black English, 
Black Naples, Wyatt’s Victoria, and Large Red and White Dutch. 

RHUBARB—Victoria, Downing’s Colossal, Linneus, Cahoon, and 
a great variety of seedlings. 

STRAWBERRIES—Boston Pine, Early Scarlet, Hovey’s Seedling^ 
and McAvoy’s Superior. 

OSIER CUTTINGS — triandra, purpurea and Forbyana; also, 
Beveredgi. 

C. W. GRANT. 
Newburg, Orange Co., N. Y. No?.—3t. 

BOOK AGENTS WANTED 
TO SELL THE 

BEST SUBSCRIPTION WORK EVER PUBLISHED! 
ENTITLED 

PIONEER HEROES OF THE NEW WORLD 
COMPRISING the lives of the most famous Discoverers, Explo¬ 

rers, and Conquerors of North and South America; an ac¬ 
count of the foundation of Colonies, and the Settlement of States 
and Provinces; the history of the sufferings and privations of the 
early settlers, and their wars with the native inhabitants; a de¬ 
scription of the most important Expeditions of Survey ; and a view 
of thS gradual extension of Discovery and Civilization in the West¬ 
ern Hemisphere. 

Our hearts are closely linked to the stirring deeds of our pio¬ 
neer fathers, and in this volume is found the most reliable and 
graphic account of their unexampled achievments and thrilling 
adventures ever written. 

This work is magnificently embellished with colored illustrations. 
The superb character of these engravings, which are colored by 
machinery, gives a large superiority over other historical works, 
and enhances the prestige of success to the agent. A beautiful 
map accompanies each volume gratis. Address the publishers, 

MILTON F. HEWES & CO., 
Dec.—2t 77 Gornhill, Boston, Mass. 

NEW HORSE-POWER FOR FARMERS AND MECHANICS. 

THE VERMONT WIND-MILL, 
‘Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks; rage, blow.”—King Lear. 

WIND is at once powerful, inexpressive, and blows everywhere. 
Just the thing for farmers and mechanics; just the thing 

for a thousand uses; to grind grain, paints, apples; to turn lathes, 
grindstones, scour, polish, cut, saw, in the high lofts of buildings, 
over city and country, on mountains, in villages, and on prairie*. 
To work on marble, cut slate, straw, thresh grain, and pump water 
for railroad stations, for stock, for household use, fountains, ponds, 
etc., to drain land, and to do the work of millions of muscles eve¬ 
rywhere. The VERMONT WIND MILL will do all this and more. 
It will adjust its own sails to the wind, is simple, strong, cheap, 
and durable, beautiful in theory, certain in action. Manufactured 
by the Inventor’s Manufacturing Company. 

Agents Wanted for the sale of this new motive power. Towwt 
County, and State Rights for sale. Address 

FOWLER AND WELLS, 
Dec.—2t 80S Broadway, New York. 
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BOOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
Furnished by the proprietor of genesee farmer. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 eta. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
1 lie American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
Tne American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 25 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

25 cents. 
The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &c. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
Tue American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 
t’lie American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilize; s known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Hu.st's Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
Slnckiiart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
Tue Farmer’s Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen's Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Pu Jps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents. 
Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 

cents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner's American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1 vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 
Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By Stevens. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran¬ 

dall. Price $2. 
Stephens's Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 

Skinner. Price $4. 
Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man and 

Woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 
Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents. 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 
Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints on arranging 

Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion; Price 
50 cents, 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower’s Guide in Orchard and Garden. Be¬ 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 
Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 
The Fruit Garden. P. Barry. Price $1. 
American Fruit Culturist. J. J. Thomas Price $1. 
Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. Price $1.50. 
Cole’s American Fruit Book. Price 50 cents. 
The Stable Book. Stewart. Price $1. 
Lindley’s Horticulture. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Munn’s Practical Land Drainer. Price 50 cents. 
Ladies’ Companion to the Flower Garden. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Norton’s Elements*of Scientific Agriculture. Price 75 cents. 
Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds. Smith. 

Price $1.25. 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do. 
■in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

FARM FOE SALE—A GREAT BARGAIN. 

A farm of 282 acres, four miles south-west of Geneva, Ontario 
county, near the Geneva and Rushville plank road, and about 

three miles from the.Gorham station of the Canandaigua and El- 
mif'ar taih'oad, will be sold for the low price of fifty dollars per acre, 
to-Close up an estate. It is situated in one of the most beautiful 
and fertile sections of Western New York. The farm is under ex¬ 
cellent cultivation, well fenced and with good buildings, and has 
80 acres of woodland. It will be divided into two farms if desired. 
Terms easy and title perfect. For further particulars enquire of 
D. C. Mann, at the office of the Rochester Daily American, E. H. 
Hurd, Esq., Geneva, or C. S. Butler, on the premises. Jan.—tf 

ICHAB0E GUANO. JUST received by the brig Wave Spirit, direct from the Ichaboe 
islands, a cargo of this superior Guano (which is the first cargo 

arrived since that brought by the ship Shakspeare, in 1845). This 
Guano is now landed in excellent order, and will be sold in lots to 
suit purchasers. Samples and analyses will be sent by addressing 
the agent. As the quantity is small, early application will be ne 
cessary. Farmers who cannot remove what they desire, may have 
it remain on storage until April 1st, at 18% cents per ton per month, 
which includes insurance. 

Price, $40 per ton of 2,000 lbs. 
A. LONGETT, Agent. 

Nov.—tf. 34 Cliff at., corner of Fulton, New York. 
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THE SATURDAY EVENING POST. 
ESTABLISHED AUGUST 4, 1821. 

WEEKLY EDITION BETWEEN 80,000 AND 90,000. 

In issuing their prospectus for 1856, the proprietors of the Post take it for granted that the public are already 
tolerably wwll acquainted with the character of a paper that has grown strong during the storms and sunshine of 
THIRTY-FOUR YEARS. Their object always has been, as it remains to be, to publish a weekly paper for the 
family circle, which shall not only amuse, but also instruct and improve those who may read it. To accomplish this 
object, the best articles are selected or condensed from foreign and domestic periodicals, and original articles of an 
instructive character procured, when possible. 

Letters from Foreign Lands ; the most interesting portion of the Weekly News of the World ; Sketches of Life, 
Adventure, and Character; Selected and Original articles upon Agriculture; Account of the Produce and Stock 
Markets, and a Bank Note List are included among the solid information to be constantly found in the Post. 

But the mind requires a wider range—it has faculties which delight in the humorous and lively, the imaginative and 
poetical. These faculties also must have their appropriate food, else they become enfeebled, and, as a consequence, 
the intellect becomes narrow and one-sided, and is not able to take an enlarged and generous view of human nature 
and its destiny. To satisfy these heaven-implanted cravings of our mental being, we devote a fair proportion of the 
Post to FIClTON, POETRY, and HUMOR. 

Among our contributors in the first two of the above departments, are several of the most gifted writers in the 
land. We also draw freely for Fiction and Poetry upon the best periodicals in this dountry and Great Britain. We 
design commencing a new story by Mrs. Southworth, author of “ The Deserted wife,” “ Miriam,” &c., in our first 
paper of January next. 

ENGRAVINGS, illustrative of important places and actions, of Agricultural and other new Inventions, with 
others of a humorous, though refined character, are also freely given. 

The postage on the Post to any part of the United States, paid quarterly or yearly in advance, at the office where 
it is received, is 26 cents a year. 

TERMS—CASH IN ADVANCE. 

Single copy, - $2.00 a year. 13 copies, (and one to getter-up of club,) $15.00 a yean. 
4 copies, - - - - - - 5 00 “ 20 “ (and one to getter-up of club,) 20.00 “ 
8 « .10.00 “ 

Address always post-paid, DEACON & PETERSON, 

No. 66 South Third st., Philadelphia. 

jZar* SAMPLE NUMBERS SENT GRATIS TO ANY ONE, WHEN REQUESTED. ^ 

We annex a few notices of the Post from its Exchanges : 

This is one of the few large papers filled with life and thought, 
instead of lumbering trash. Its management is marked hy liberal¬ 
ity, courtesy, ability and tact. It employs the best literary talent, 
and (-pares no pains or expense. As a family paper, one of literary 
and general intelligence, we cordially commend it.—Cayuga Chief, 
Auburn, N. Y. 

In another column is an advertisement of the Saturday Evening 
Post.. Our readers may rely upon it, that Deacon & Peterson will 
he as good as their word. So far a3 we can judge by years of ob¬ 
servation, these publishers do rather more than they promise; and 
their paper is edited with very marked ability. It is singularly free 
from silly sentimentalism and bluster, but it is of a healthy tone 
on all subjects, always moderate in language, but always mildly 
advocating the right. We find it, one of the most generally attrac¬ 
tive papers in our exchange.—Saturday Visitor, Pittsburg, Pa. 

We have heretofore spoken in high terms of the merits of the 
Past, 8.S one of the best papers on our exchange list, and we regard 
it as one of the best literary papers to be found anywhere. Its ed¬ 
itorials are written with ability, and taire a liberal, independent, 
and comprehensive view of men and things.—Star and Adv., 
TFrigktsville, Pa. 

The editorial department is conducted with ability and skill, and 
the news department, for a weekly paper, is exceedingly full and 
complete. Ail things considered, the Post is not excelled, for fam¬ 
ily reading, by any paper that wt know of.—Gazette, Fulton, N. Y. 

* This is one of the oldest weekly papers in Philadelphia. It has 
lived on through all weathers—adversity has tossed it, and pros¬ 
perity filled its sails—and yet it is the same staunch, strong barque. 
—Spectator, Oquawka, III. 

Tlifs is one of the best family paper? upon our exchange list. 
Sts original and well selected matter is of the first order.—North 
Western Democrat, Minneapolis, Minn. Ter. 

It is emphatically one of the best literary newspapers in the 
whole country, and deserves the unparalleled success with which 
it fias met under its present enlightened and liberal proprietorship. 
The greater its circulation in this State, the less, probably, is our 
gain pecuniarily ; yet we must pronounce it a most excellent jour¬ 
nal, and worthy of the patronage of everybody. The contributors 
to the Post are among the finest writers in America, and the edi¬ 
tor’s articles are always characterized by truth and taste.—Jersey 
Blue, Camden, N. J. 

We regard it as the best of the Philadelphia literary papers. Its 
editorials are written with ability, and take a comprehensive view 
of whatever is discussed.—Echo, Johnsto'icn, Pa. 

The long period during which this sterling paper has been estab¬ 
lished, and its iocent immense circulation (being between 80,000 
and 90,000) are ample guarantees to all who desire an excellent 
paper thatt they will get the worth of their money by subscribing 
for the Post.—Clarion, Lockhart, Texas. 

It is a paper of the largest size, and is edited with ability. It is 
highly spoken of by its readers, some of whom have clung to it 
for the last quarter of a century. It is too well and favorably 
known to need lengthy commendation. It tells its own story each 
week, and if you send for it once, you will be very sure to do so 
again.— Valley Times, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

It is deservedly one of the most popular public journals in the 
United States, combining, as it does, in a literary point of view, all 
the interest of the best magazines with a vast amount of general 
intelligence.—Republican, Litchfield, Conn. 

We are in weekly receipt of this invaluable family journal, and 
should feel very much at a loss without it, as we consider it the 
best literary paper now published in the United States, without any 
exception.—Democrat, Cambridge, Md. 

j&F- TO EDITORS.—Editors who give the above one insertion, or condense the material portions of R (inclu¬ 
ding our terms) for their editorial columns, shall be entitled to an exchange, by sending us a marked copy of the papet 
eoctaining the advertisement or notice. 



J. B. LA WES AND JUSTUS VON LIEBIG. 

(Concludid.) 

We have, in our former articles, brought forward 
what we deemed conclusive evidence, that there is a 
great loss of ammonia in the growth of wheat. Lie¬ 

big endeavors to set it aside by saying that the am¬ 
monia in Mr. Lawes’ experiments acted beneficially 
because it rendered the phosphates of the soil soluble. 
We conceive that we have fully answered this objec¬ 
tion in our former articles, and hope our readers will 
refer to them. Assuming that the action of ammo¬ 
nia is in rendering the phosphates soluble, Liebig 

says: 
“ If it had accidentally occurred to Mr. Lawes to 

manure his field with four, five, or six cwt. of ammo¬ 
nia salts, instead of 3+ cwt., and if in those cases the 
yield was not increased (as we may with certainty 

assume would happen), then he might with the same 
justice assert that the loss of ammonia is 6, 8, or 10 
lbs. for every bushel of increased yield. * * * It 
seems never to have occurred to Mr. Lawes to determ¬ 
ine the minimum of ammonia which was effective upon 
his field in producing maximum crops.” 

We trust Liebig had not Mr. Lawes’ papers be¬ 
fore him when he penned these sentences, otherwise 
he is inexcusable. Ammonia has been applied in 
these experiments in hundreds of instances, and in 
various proportions; and in all cases it has produced, 
where unaffected by modifying causes, an increase, 
within certain limits, in proportion to the quantity of 
ammonia; and in no single instance has an increase 
of wheat been obtained except by a great destruction 
of ammonia. Quantities of ammonia, varying from 
14 lbs. up to 180 tbs. per acre, have been applied; 
and even in these extreme cases, the increase of wheat 
is in proportion to the ammonia supplied in manure: 
the former produced 21£ bushels, the latter 50 bush- 

I els of dressed wheat, or 55 bushels (of 60 tbs. per 
bushel) of total grain, per acre. The amount of 

! ammonia applied to this latter plot would be con- 
! tained in about 815 tbs. of commercial sulphate of 
. ammonia. And yet Liebig says we may “uith cer- 
l tainty assume” that if Mr. Lawes had accidentally 
j manured his field with 4, 5, or 6 cwt. of ammonia 
* salts, he would have obtained no greater increase 
i than from cwt. Now, as we have shown, he did 

1 aPP^7—not “accidentally,” however—more than 4, 
, 5, or 6 cwt., and obtained a proportional increase. 
< We may “with certainty assume,” therefore, that Lie¬ 

big has made a great mistake on this point 
The objections which Prof. Liebig has made to 

Mr. Lxwtes’ experiments, are so utterly with founda¬ 

tion in fact, that nothing but his great reputation 
renders them worthy of notice. 

Our remarks are already far too extended, but we 
have just received the last Journal of the Royal Ag¬ 
ricultural Society of England (Vol. XVI, Part 1), 
in which we find a “ Report to the Earl of Leicester, 
on experiments conducted by Mr. Keaey, on the 
growth of wheat, at Holkham Park Farm, Norfolk, 
by J. B. Lawes,” which affords much light on the 
subject under discussion. It is a report of an experi¬ 
ment in growing wheat four years in succession, by 
the use of the various organic and inorganic elements 
of plants, somewhat similar to that on the Kotham- 
stead farm, with this important difference : The soil 
at Rothamstead is a heavy wheat soil ; this in Nor¬ 
folk is “a light, thin, and rather shallow brown sand 
loam,” which, previous to the introduction of turnip- 
culture by the late Wm. Coke, on this very farm, was 
considered incapable of growing wheat. A greater 
contrast than betw’een it and the Rothamstead soil 
could scarcely be imagined. And yet the results are 
the same. 

The same manures were applied to the same acre 
each year, and the whole of the produce removed. 
We have not space for the details, but the following 
are the aggregate results of the four years : 

The first acre, on which no manure at all was used, 
produced in four years, 93£ bushels, or au average of 
a little over 23£ bushels per acre each year. 

The second acre, dressed each year with 300 lbs. 
sulphate of potash, 200 lbs. sulphate of soda, 100 
lbs. sulphate of magnesia, and 350 lbs. of superphos¬ 
phate of lime (200 tbs. calcined bone-dust and 150 
lbs. sulphuric acid), produced, in four years, 92 bush¬ 
els, or an average of 23 bushels per acre each year. 

The third acre, dressed each year with 200 lbs. 
each of sulphate and muriate of ammonia, applied in 
the autumn, produced, in four years, 125£ bushels, or 
a little over 31J bushels per acre each year. 

On the fourth acre the same quantity of ammonia 
applied as a top-dressing in the spring, gave, in four 
years, 124 bushels, or an average of 31 bushels per 
acre each year. 

On the fifth acre, the same quantity of mineral 
manures (sulphates of potash, sodu, and magnesia, 
and superphosphate of lime,) as applied on the second 
acre, and 200 lbs. each of sulphate and muriate of 
ammonia, produced, in four years, 145 bushels, or an 
average of 36J bushels per acre each year. 

The sixth acre, dressed with a ton of rape-cake 
(2000 tbs.) each year, produced, in four years, 147\ 

bushels, or an average of 36g bu. per acre each year. 
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The seventh acre, dressed each year with 14 tons 
of farm-yard dung, produced, in four years, 135J 
bushels, or an average of 33g bushels per acre each 
year. 

Without manure the soil produced 23 bushels of 
wheat per acre ; the addition of mineral manures 
alone gave no increase; ammonia alone gave an in¬ 
crease of 8 bushels; ammonia and minerals, an in¬ 
crease of 13 bushels. From this it is evident that 
the amount of minerals annually available in this 
naturally poor 3oil, were considerably in excess of the 
quantity of ammonia annually available from natural 
sources ; in fact, that there were minerals sufficient 
for 31 bushels, while there was only enough ammonia 
for 23 bushels. But the quantity of minerals annu¬ 
ally rendered available by the disintegration of the 
soil, &c., although considerably in excess of the natu¬ 
ral supply of ammonia, was not sufficient for more 
than an annual crop of wheat of 31 bushels per acre. 
To obtain more than this, it was necessary to supply, 
in addition to ammonia, a greater or less quantity of 
the mineral elements of plants. When these were 
supplied, the produce rose to 36 bushels. 

The fact that, under these circumstances the min¬ 
eral manures were taken up by the plants, and gave 
an increased crop, is conclusive evidence that they 
were in an available condition, and that their failure, 
when used alone, in these and in the Rothamstead 
experiments, is attributable to a lack of ammonia in 
the soil, and not to their being in an unsuitable form 
or improper proportion. It demonstrates that al¬ 
though a soil abounds in the mineral elements of 
planls in an available condition, sufficient ammonia 
or nitrogen can not be obtained from natural sources 
for a full wheat crop. It is additional proof, if such 
were needed, that ammonia does not act solely, or in 
any great degree, by rendering phosphates or other 
minerals soluble. 

The ton of rape-cake was calculated to afford as 
much ammonia and minerals as were supplied in the 
artificial minerals and ammonia salts on plot 5. It 
also contained, in addition, a large amount of carbon¬ 
aceous matter. It will be seen that the increase of 
wheat is nearly identical in the two cases, and it fol¬ 
lows that the carbonaceous matter had no beneficial 
effect on the wheat crop. This also is a result exact¬ 
ly in accordance with the Rothamstead experiments. 

Similar results to the above have also been ob¬ 
tained from experiments made on the farm of the 
Duke of Bedford, at Woburn, on a soil and subsoil 
naturally of the poorest possible description. 

It will be recollected that Prof. Liebig endeavored 
to set aside the exceedingly important fact that tur¬ 
nips, which contain only a relatively small proportion 
of phosphoric acid, require in the soil, in an available 
condition, more of this substance than wheat, the ash 
of which contains five times as much as that of tur¬ 
nips. We showed that he founded his objections on 
a shigle typographical error, which he might have 
discovered on the next page. We shall not again 
allude to the results of Mr. Lawes experiments on 
this point; they are so conclusive that he must be 
blind indeed who can not see that they explode the 
idea that we can tell what manure is best adapted 
to this or that particular crop, from an analysis of its 
ashes. Our object in alluding to the matter, is to 
mention that, in the last Journal of the Royal Agri¬ 
cultural Society, Dr. Augustus Yoelcker, Professor 
of Chemistry in the Royal Agricultural College, 

iAO«u — *- 

Cirencester, England, gives an account of some ex¬ 
perimental trials made on the farm connected with 
the College, to ascertain “the comparative value of 
different artificial manures for raising a crop of 
Swedes” or ruta bagas, the results of which also 
accord with those obtained by Mr. Lawes. We have 
not room for the details of the experiments, but will 
quote a few of the remarks of Dr. Voelcker : 

“An extended experience has proved, in the most 
positive manner, the specific action of phosphatic ma¬ 
nures, and the decided advantages which result from 
their application to root crops.” 

“Numerous comparative field experiments have es¬ 
tablished the superior value of superphosphate of lime 
as a manure for root crops, and have shown likewise 
that the greatest fertilizing effect of guano is realized 
by applying it to a white crop or to grass land.” 

“Ammonia does not exhibit the same powerful effect 
on other crops which it does on the cereals.” 

“ Ammonia does not benefit root crops in an equal 
degree ns white crops; whereas, phosphatic manures 
exercise a specific action on roots, which causes them 
to swell, and thus to increase the crop.” 

“ Phosphoric acid, applied in a form in which it can 
be readily assimilated by the growing plant, more than 
any other fertilizing constituent, benefits root crops.” 

“On the whole, we may learn from these experi¬ 
ments, that the value of different artificial manures for 
a crop of Swedes, and no doubt also for other root 
crops, principally depends on the amount of phos¬ 
phoric acid contained in them in a form in which it 
can be readily assimilated by the plants.” 

The experience of practical farmers also agrees 
with these experiments, in according to available 
phosphoric acid a high value as a special manure for 
turnips. One manufacturer alone sold, in Great 
Britain, last year, 14,000 tons of superphosphate of 
lime to be used as a mauure for—what ?— for wheat, 
which contains so much phosphoric acid ? No ; but 
for turnips, which contain so little. 

Agricultural Improvement in 1855.—The Boston 
Cultivator, in an excellent article on “The Old Year 
and the New,” thus speaks of the agricultural im¬ 
provements that have been made during the past year: 

“Respecting agricultural improvements during the 
past year, we are not aware that any very striking 
novelties have been brought out, except sundry inven¬ 
tions in the mecanieal line, whose utility, for the most 
part, remains to be tested by use. General progress 
has doubtless been made, though progress in this de¬ 
partment is, and from the nature of things must be, 
slow. If the ‘kingdom of heaven cometh not with 
observation,’ even so come improvements in agricul¬ 
ture. The dissemination of knowledge is comparatively 
easy, under present facilities, but its origination is more 
difficult. True, much has been heard within the past 
ten years in regard to a ‘new era’ in agriculture. An 
important step in the introduction of this era, was to 
be the use of certain mineral manures. After the shed¬ 
ding of much ink in support of this idea, there is some 
evidence of the prevalence of more i ational views in 
thefaet that the originator of the ‘mineral manure the¬ 
ory’ denies that he ever believed it I Truth is gradu¬ 
ally educed from the chaos in which it has been con¬ 
founded with error, and its ultimate triumph is sure.’* 

Plants indigenous to a country must, from the 
very nature of things, always be easier to cultivate 
than exotics. 
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THE APPLICATION OF LIME. 

A well-known Virginia farmer, who is generally 
" down” on everything having any affinity to agricul¬ 
tural chemistry, writes us as follows: 

“I respect your science more than I do that of most 
agricultural editors, and am about to prove my sin¬ 
cerity by asking you, without alluding to me, how¬ 
ever, to write an editorial, giving the views of Prof. 
Way on the application of lime—I have no access to 
them myself—and their adaptability to stiff clay flats, 
wet, but rich when drained and limed—diluvium. 

“ The question of applying lime to such soils is one 
of much interest to me, as I have several hundred 
acres of just such land in cultivation to which I should 
be happy to introduce you if you can trust yourself 
among slave owners.” 

The views of Prof. Way, (Chemist to the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England,) referred to, we 
presume are those contained in a lecture of his de¬ 
livered some three years ago, portions of which were 
pretty extensively copied into our agricultural papers 
at that time. 

Prof. Way had made a series of investigations on 
the “ absorbtive properties” of soils. He found that 
ordinary soils possessed the power of separating from 
solution in water the different earthy and alkaline 
substances presented to them in manure; thus, when 
solutions of salts of ammonia, of potash, magnesia, 
&c., were made to filter slowly through a bed of dry 
soil, five or six inches deep, arranged in a flower-pot, 
or other suitable vessel, it was observed that the 
liquid which ran through, no longer contained any of 
the ammonia or other salt employed. The soil had, 
in some form or other, retained the alkaline substance, 
while the water in which it was previously dissolved 
passed through. 

Further, this power of the soil was found not to 
extend to the whole salt of ammonia or potash, but 
only to the alkali itself. If, for instance, sulphate of 
ammonia were the compound used in the experi¬ 
ments, the ammonia would be removed from solu¬ 
tion, but the filtered liquid would contain sulphuric 
acid in abundance—not in the free or uncombined 
form, but united to lime; instead of sulphate of am¬ 
monia we should find sulphate of lime in the solu¬ 
tion; and this result was obtained, whatever the acid 
of the salt experimented upon might be. It was 
found, moreover, that the process of filtration was by 
no means necessary; by the mere mixing of an alka¬ 
line solution with a proper quantity of soil, as by 
shaking them together in a bottle, and allowing the 
soil to subside, the same result was obtained. The 
action, therefore, was in no way referrable to any 
physical law brought into operation by the process 
of filtration. 

It was also found that the combination between 
the soil and the alkaline substance was rapid, if not 
instantaneous, partaking therefore of the nature of 
the ordinary union between an acid and an alkali. 

In the course of these experiments, several different 
soils were operated upon, and it was found that all 
soils capable of profitable cultivation possessed the 
property in question in a greater or less degree. 

Pure sand, it was found, did not possess this pro¬ 
perty. The organic matter of the soil, it was proved, 
had nothing to do with it. The addition of car¬ 
bonate of lime to a soil d’d not increase its absorp¬ 
tive power, and indeed it was found that a soil in 

which carbonate of lime did not exist possessed in a 
high degree the power of removing ammonia or pot¬ 
ash from solution. 

To what, then, is the power of soils to arrest am¬ 
monia, potash, magnesia, phosphoric acid, &c., owing? 
The above experiments lead to the conclusion that it 
is due to the clay which they contain. In the lan¬ 
guage of Prof. Way, however, 

“ It still remained to be considered, whether the 
whole clay took any active part in these changes, or 
whether there existed in clay some chemical compound 
in small quantity to which the action was due. This 
question was to be decided by the extent to which 
clay was able to unite with ammonia, or other alkaline 
bases ; and it soon became evident that the idea of the 
clay as a whole being the cause of the absorptive pro¬ 
perty, was inconsistent with all the ascertained laws 
of chemical combination.” 

After a series of experiments, Prof. Way came to 
the conclusion that there is in clays a peculiar class 
of double silicates to which the absorptive proper¬ 
ties of soils are due. He found that the double sili¬ 
cate of alumina and lime, or soda, whether found 
naturally in soils or produced artificially, would be 
decomposed when a salt of ammonia, or potash, &c., 
was mixed with it, the ammonia or potash taking the 
place of the lime or soda. 

Prof. Way’s “discovery,” then, is not that soils 
have “absorptive properties”—that has been long 
known—but that they absorb ammonia, potash, phos¬ 
phoric acid, &c., by virtue of the double silicate of 
alumina and soda, or lime, &c., which they contain. 

Soils are also found to have the power of absorb¬ 
ing ammonia, or rather oarbonate of ammonia, from 
the air. 

“ It has long been known,” says Prof Way, “ that 
soils acquire fertility by exposure to the influence of 
the atmosphere—hence one of the uses of fallows. * * 
I find that clay is so greedy of ammonia, that if air, 
charged with carbonate of ammonia, so as to be highly 
pungent, is passed through a tube filled with small 
fragments of dry clay, every particle of the gas is ar¬ 
rested,.” 

This power of the soil to absorb ammonia is also 
due to the double silicates. But there is this re¬ 
markable difference, that while either the lime, soda, 
or potash silicate is capable of removing the am¬ 
monia from solution, the lime silicate alone has the 
power of absorbing it from the air. 

It is on this fact, that the views of Prof. Way, to 
which our correspondent refers, are based. Lime 
may act beneficially on many or most soils by con¬ 
verting the soda silicate into a lime silicate, or in 
other words converting a salt that will not absorb 
carbonate of ammonia from the air, into a salt that 
has this important property. There is no manure 
that has been so extensively used and with such gene 
ral success as lime, and yet “ who among us,” says 
Prof. Way, “can say that he perfectly understands 
the mode in which lime acts?” We are told that lime 
sweetens the soil, by neutralizing any acid character 
that it may possess; that it assists the decomposition 
of inert organic matters, and therefore increases the 
supply of vegetable food to plants; that it decom¬ 
poses the remains of ancient rocks containing pot¬ 
ash, soda, magnesia, &c., occurring in most soils, and 
that at the same time it liberates siliea from these 
rocks; and lastly that lime is one of the substances 
found uniformly and in considerable quantity in the 
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ashes of plants, that therefore its application may 
lbeneficial simply as furnishing a material indis¬ 
pensable to the substance of a plant. 

These explanations are no doubt good as far as 
they go, but experience furnishes many facts which 
cannot be explained by any one or all of these sup¬ 
positions. Lime, we all know, does much good on 
soils abounding in organic matter, and so it frequently 
does on soils almost destitute of it. It may liberate 
potash, soda, silica, &c., from clay soils, but the ap¬ 
plication of potash, soda and silica has little benefi- 

■ ial effect on the soil, and therefore we cannot ac¬ 
count for the action of lime on the supposition that 
it renders the potash, soda, &c., of the soil available 
to plants. Furthermore, lime effects great good on 
soils abounding in salts of lime, and therefore it can¬ 
not be as a source of lime for the structure of the 
plant- that it operates. 

None of the existing theories, therefore, satisfac¬ 
torily account, for the action of lime. Prof. Way’s 

views are more consistent with the facts of practical 
experience ,* but they are confessedly hypothetical; 
and his more recent investigations do not confirm the 
idea that lime aots beneficially by converting the 
soda silicate into five lime silicate. 

Thus, six. soils were treated wfitli lime water till 
they had absorbed from one and a half to two per 
cent, of their weight of lime. This, supposing the soil 
to be six inches deep, would be at the rate of about 300 
bushels of lime per acre. The amount of ammonia 

the soil was determined in the soil before liming, 
.after liming, and then after being exposed to the 
Limes of carbonate ammonia till it had absorbed as 
much as it would. The following table exhibits the 
results: 

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. 

Au%*onia in 1,000 grains 
unnatural soil, 0.293 0.181 0.085, 0.109 0.127 0.0S3 

Atyimania in 1,000 grains 
of soil after liming,..:. 0.169 0.102 0.040 0.050 0.051 
momma in 1,000 grains 

after liming and 
exposure to the vapor 
•ox ammonia,_ 2.226 2.066 3.297 1.076 3.265 1.827 

Ammonia in 1,000 grains 
sail after exposure to 

aAimonia without lim- 

**«8*-3h-- 1.900 2.557 3.286 1.097 2.615 2.028 

No. 1. Surface soil of London clay. 
i\ro.,2. Same soil from 1}4 to 2 feet below the surface. 
No. 3. Same soil 5%. feet below the surface. 
No.‘4. Loam of tertiary drift 4 feet below the surface. 
No, 5. -Gault clay—surface soil. 
No. 0. Gault clay 4 feet below the surface. 

It is'evident that lime neither assisted nor inter¬ 
fered with the absorption of ammonia, and hence fee 
beneficial effect of liming on such soils must be ac¬ 
counted for on some other supposition. This nega- 
f i ve result, however, does not disprove the truth of 
Prof. Way’s hypothesis, for it may be that the sili¬ 
cate- salt in the natural soils was that of lime and 
not that of soda. Indeed, the extent to which the 
.natural soils absorbed ammonia-—equal, in No. 3, to 
■about 7,000 lbs. of ammonia per acre, equivalent to 
the quantity contained in 700 tons of barn-yard ma¬ 
nure-shows this to have been the ease. 

The lime liberated one-half the ammonia contained 
in the soil. 

“ This result,” says Prof. Way, “is so nearly the same 
m all cases, that we are justified in believing it to be 
due to seme special cause, and probably it arises from 
the existence of some compound silicates containing 

ammonia, of which lime under the, circumstances can 
replace one-half—forming, for instance, a double sili¬ 
cate of alumina, with half lime and half ammonia— 
such compounds are not unusual or new to the che¬ 
mist.” 

This loss of ammonia from a heavy dressing of 
lime is very great. A soil five inches’ deep weighs 
in round numbers 500 tons, or 1,000,000 lbs. The 
soil, No. 1, contained .0293 per cent, of ammonia, or 
in an acre, five inches deep, 293 lbs. After liming it 
contained .0169 per cent., or in an acre, five inches 
deep, 169 lbs. The loss by liming is 124 lbs. of am¬ 
monia per acre. This is equal to the quantity con¬ 
tained in 800 lbs. of good Peruvian guano, or 12 £ 
tons of barn-yard manure. 

In commenting on this great loss of ammonia from 
liming, Prof. Way observes: 

“Is it not possible, that for the profitable agricultu¬ 
ral use, the ammonia of the soil is too lightly locked 
up in it ? Can we suppose that the very powers of the 
soil to unite with and preserve the elements of manure 
are, however excellent a provision of nature, yet in 
some degree opposed to the growth of the abnormal 

| crops which it is the business of the, farmer to culti¬ 
vate ? There is no absolute reason why such should, 
not be the case. A provision of nature must relate to 
natural circumstances; for instance, compounds of am¬ 
monia may be found in the soil capable of giving out 
to the agencies of water and air quite enough of am¬ 
monia for the growth of ordinary plants and the pre¬ 
servation of their species; but this supply may be to¬ 
tally inadequate to the necessities of man. * * * 
Now it is not impossible that the laws which preserve 
the supply of vegetable nutrition in the soil, are too 
stringent for the requirements of an unusual and ex¬ 
cessive vegetation, such a^ the cultivator must pro¬ 
mote.” 

“ In the case of ammonia locked up in the soil, lime 
may be the remedy at the command of the farmer— 
his means of rendering immediately available stores of 
wealth, which can otherwise only slowly be brought 
into use.” 

“In tlw3 view, lime would well deserve the some¬ 
what vague name that has been given it, namely, that 
of a ‘stimulant;’ for its application would be in some 
sort an application of ammonia, while its excessive ap¬ 
plication, by driving off ammonia, would lead to all 
the disastrous effects which are so justly attributed 
to it.” 

“ I do not wish to push this assumption too far,” 
says Prof. Wat, in conclusion, “but if there be any 
truth in it, it points out the importance of employing 
lime in small quantities at short intervals, rather than 
in large dose3 once in many years, [as is the general 
practice in England.”] 

The Profits of the Farm should be invested in 

improving the Farm.—The Homestead says: 

“We hold that no farmer can afford to invest his 
money off his own land until he has spent all the money 
that can be usefully spent in improvements thereon. 
When there are no more demands from the wasting 
manure, the useless swamp, the cold wet upland, the 
bush pasture, the dilapidated barn, the scantily fur¬ 
nished tool room, and the thousand other openings that 
allow profitable labor, he may begin to consider the 
case of Shingles, Tape, and the other candidates for his 
capital.” 

Chapped Hands.—A good remedy for chapped hands 
is to wash them in water slightly acidulated with vin¬ 
egar or lemon juice, or wash them in milk. 
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE FROM CANADA WEST. 

Paris, C. W., January, 1856. 

Wren I wrote ray last from Hamilton, although I 
had traveled hundreds of miles in Canada West, and 
conversed with a3 many hundreds of intelligent Canada 
farmers, and had learned, much that 1 did not before 
know of this country, and unlearned still more that I 
thought I knew, jet the country is so extensive, and 
settled by people of so many different countries, and so 
entirely dissimilar in character, that I find I have much 
yet to learn, before I become fully acquainted with the 
country or its people. When I last wrote, 1 had scarce¬ 
ly seen a German in Canada. Since that time I have 
traveled north of the pretty village of Woodstock, 
and west of “Stratford-on-the-Avon,” where for miles 
in every direction, almost every settler is a German. 
But wherever I go, I see the same signs of prosperity. 
Abundant crops reward the even tolerably indus¬ 
trious farmer, and these crops bring so unusually high 
a price, that a smile of satisfaction is to be seen on 
every countenance. These now comparatively wealthy 
farmers relate their early toils and privations with 
the greatest satisfaction. For years they struggled 
in the forest, deprived of all the luxuries, and many 
of the necessaries of life. Their only means of rais¬ 
ing a few dollars to pay taxes or interest on their 
land, was to leave their farms and go into the States, 
or the more cleared parts of Canada, and work during 
harvest, leaving their wives and children to take care 
of their own small crops. Having thus valiantly en¬ 
dured the hardships of frontier life, and conjured 
prosperity and independence, they have a right to 
rejoice over their well-filled barns and purses. May 
these old pioneers long live to enjoy the fruits of their 
labors, and may their souls enlarge with their means, 
until they find themselves surrounded with all the 
refinements and luxuries of life, and hearts to enjoy 
them. In too many cases, those who are by necessity 
deprived of the comforts of life in their earlier days, 
endure the same privations in after life from choice, 
la the one case, it may be a great virtue; in the other, 
it is meanness. Competence enables its possessor to 
enjoy innumerable blessings—education for his chil¬ 
dren, a comfortable home filled with articles of beauty 
and good taste, a good library, and tasteful garden, 
and time for reading and mental improvement are not 
the least of these blessings. We have seen too many 
rich poor men among the “well-to-do” farmers of 
Canada who are toasting, because they are hoarding 
instead of using their wealth. 

Since my last I have heard more complaint of the 
wheat-midge and the Hessian fly. Some farmers I 
have conversed with have sustained serious losses. 
One gentleman, living in Dumfries, informed me that 
for several years his wheat crop had averaged forty 
bushels to the acre, but this year it did not reach 
fifteen, from these causes. 

The hay crop in Western Canada was very much 
injured, and many say their crops were entirely des¬ 
troyed by the season of rain that proved so injurious 
to the wheat of the Genesee Valley during harvest. 
In consequence of this scarcity of hay, it is selling 
at more than $20 per ton in the villages west of 
Hamilton, on the line of the Great Western Railway, 
and there is a great demand for straw-cutters. Some 
* Yankee * would make a good speculation by bring¬ 
ing a few hundred good straw-cutters to this part of 
Canada. 

Potatoes sell higher here than in the States— 
about five shillings per bushel. This high price is 
partly occasioned by the rot, but principally from the 
fact that raising wheat appears to absorb almost the 
whole attention of farmers. We would urge our 
friends to plant potatoes in their orchards instead of 
wheat. They would be the gainers, even though 
half the crop should rot 

I think I spoke, in my last, of the scarcity of apples. 
As I travel further west this scarcity is more appar¬ 
ent. I have not seen an apple for sale as far west as 
Woodstock, but an old friend at that place informed 
me he had bought a few bushels lately at $1.25 per 
bushel. In the town of Norwich, south of Wood- 
stock, I am informed plenty of good fruit is raised, 
and a friend informs me that in the fall he has counted 
a hundred teams in a day, belonging to farmers of 
the towns north, all making their way to this fruit¬ 
growing town for their winter stock of apples. This 
town, I am informed, was originally settled by mem¬ 
bers of the Society of Friends from Pennsylvania, 
who with their usual foresight planted good orchards 
as soon as the land was cleared—and now are reap¬ 
ing the reward. 

The spirit of speculation is rife here. The walls 
of every tavern are decorated with finely lithographed 
maps of unheard-of villages. Streets are laid out 
and named, and the lots contain from a tenth to a 
quarter of an acre, according to their nearness to the 
business of the place. Accompanying these maps, in 
many cases, are attractive show-bills, stating that on 
a certain day there will be an auction sale of the 
most desirable business property, and sites for rural 
residences. These sales are preceded by ample 
refreshments, furnished without cost by the owner of 
the property. Intoxicating liquors, we have reason 
to believe, compose the greater part of these 11 ample 
refreshments.” In riding by stage from Stratford to 
Woodstock, I noticed a large piece of land that had 
apparently been cleared a year or two,, but had not 
been fenced, and inquired why this land was not 
fenced and cultivated. The driver informed me that 
this was the village of Shalcspeare, maps of . which 
I had seen all over the country! About half a mile 
further on I came to a cluster of houses, with three 
taverns, (two of them, at least, miserably kept, as I 
had good reason to know,) and this was the cen.ter.of 
the village. About four miles further south I came 
to the much-talked-of village of Inkerman. Here 
are found a log tavern, a brick tavern partly finished, 
and a blachsmith shop. There must be an end to 
this kind of speculation. 

In what is called the plains here, or oak openings, 
there is a great scarcity of timber for rails, and they 
are purchased of farmers in the timbered districts for 
$20 per thousand. Farmers here, particularly in the 
town of Burford, are talking seriously of trying the 
Osage Orange for hedges. Those who undertake to 
raise a hedge to protect their fields, must not think 
of doing it in a hurry. It is a work of time, and 
must be done well to be of any service. 

We will give an article on Hedges in season for 
spring planting. J. V. 

In 1847, out of 3,313,579 acres of land in Ireland, 
under grain-culture, 2,200,870 acros were oats— 
twice as many acres as of all the other kinds of gram 
together. The moist climate of Ireland is far better 
for oats than for any other grain crop. 
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NOTES BY S. W. 

After reading Liebig’s “ Reply to his Reviewers,” 
in the Country Gentleman, I looked in vain for those 
editorial remarks his sophistical recriminations on his 
opponents so deservedly merited. It is therefore with 
much satisfaction that I now find in the last Genesee 

Farmer, from the pen of Joseph Harris, one of the 
late editors of the Country Gentleman, the beginning 
of a truly able analytical criticism of Liebig’s last 
“ Reply to his Reviewers;” as translated by S. W. 
Johnson for the Country Gentleman. 

How strange that an astute, brilliant wrriter, one 
who has really attained the highest elevation in 
chemical science, should thus descend to sophistry 
and special pleading, and the most unscrupulous 
garbling of experimental facts, in order to discredit 
the results of those long repeated practical experi¬ 
ments, which go to disprove in extenso the truth of his 
own promulgated theory ? It is still more strange 
that the learned Baron should in this controversy be 
found so far inconsistent with himself and his theo¬ 
ries, as to accuse Mr Lawes of being unable to show 
“ by any fact,” that the unammoniated soil could re¬ 
ceive a natural supply of ammonia, sufficient for the 
growth of seventeen bushels of wheat to the acre, 
when he himself persistently contends that the atmos¬ 
phere, dew and rains, will supply all the nitrogen re¬ 
quired by plants, if the soil contains a supply of the 
inorganic or mineral elements, to form the ashes of 
the plants to be grown on it. 

Mr. Lawes has proved by more than seven years 
consecutive experiments, that when the soil was well 
supplied with the mineral elements of plants, and 
even with Liebig’s patent manure, no more than sev¬ 
enteen bushels of wheat could be grown on an acre. 
Whereas by the addition of ammonia salts alone, the 
yield per acre has been doubled. But I must refer 
the reader to Mr. Harris’ review of this controversy, 
and for the analysis of Liebig’s arguments, as con¬ 
tained in the Genesee Farmer of September, Octo¬ 
ber, 1855, and January current. I congratulate the 
farmers of Western New York, that Mr. H. is now the 
Agricultural Editor of the Genesee Farmer at Roch¬ 
ester. While an editor of the Rural JYew-Yorker 

and the Country Gentleman, he did more to expose 
the empiricism of mere theorists, and the commercial 
frauds in special manures, superphosphates, guano, 
kc., than any other agricultural writer of the day. 
He has the advantage of being a practical farmer’s 
son, but what is better, he has a large vocation for 
his calling, and has profited much by several years’ 
practice on the experimental farm of Mr. Lawes at 
Rothamstead, where he had the benefit of the learned 
Dr. Gilbert’s scientific instruction. 

I like the review in the last Farmer of the “ man¬ 
agement of the premium farms of New York.” There 
is so much farming, even in the Empire State, alto¬ 
gether below criticism, that it is refreshing to have 
much to commend, wdth the little that is exception¬ 
able, in the details of manuring and tillage of a pre¬ 
mium farm. Seneca county has been fortunate in 
State premium farms, but I trust that this circum¬ 
stance will not weigh with the intelligent State Soci¬ 
ety Committee unfavorably to giving the premium to 
the farm of Mr. Gove at Ovid, if it deserves it. It 
te truly a pattern farm; a matchless soil treated and 
cultivated and improved in a masterly manner. 

Jas. Stevenson, a farmer here, has this fall laid a 

mile, (320 rods,) of three inch, horse shoe tile drain, 
including a four inch tile main drain, in a five acre 
meadow, at a cost of 25 cents a rod, his own labor 
plowing out the beginning of the drains not included. 
The cost of the tile was $10 the 1000 pieces, 14 
inches long each. At 12£ cents a rod, the digger 
made two dollars a day; he dug the drain 24 
feet deep on the average, and laid the tile on the 
hard clay bottom. Mr. S. had two inch pipe laid for 
his cellar drain; this fall he had water in the cellar, 
and on opening the drain he found from two to four 
frogs in every piece of pipe. These reptiles had evi¬ 
dently got into good winter quarters. 

Fermented manure for root crops has been often 
recommended. I should as soon recommend Mexican 
guano in preference to Peruvian. To get the largest 
yield and the largest beets, trench in long unfermented 
manure late in the fall, or as early in the sp«ing as 
the soil is dry, and the growing crop will have the full 
benefit of all that ammonia and carbonic acid which 
the fermented manure has generally lost. In our hot 
season thi3 fermentation in the trench is pari passu 
with the growth and requirements of the plant; at 
least it is so in heavy soils. S. W.—Waterloo, Jan. 
llth, 185C. 

Coloring Butter with Carrots.—The use of coloring 
matter, as annato in cheese, to give it a rich yellow 
shade which is never natural, is extensively practiced, 
and meets with general approval; but when a similar 
process is proposed for butter, great objections are 
raised against it. Samples improperly or too highly 
colored probably originated this prejudice. If, without 
any injury to the quality, we can give winter butter 
the rich yellow hue of the beet June or autumn, the 
sense of sight will be gratified, and, through the imag¬ 
ination, also the. palate, for it requires a practiced taste 
to distinguish between them. But we think the flavor 
as well as the appearance is improved by the process. 
No one will object to a half bushel of carrots a day fed 
to each cow, and the desired result will thus be ob¬ 
tained ; but as the supply is usually too limited, we 
must forego this free use, and economise the coloring 
principle. A single large long orange carrot may b® 
grated into a quart of milk, and this, strained through 
a thick cloth, may be placed in the churn with cream 
sufficient for ten pounds of butter. The good part of 
the color of the carrot wdll go into the butter, impark¬ 
ing a rich yellow hue, while the bad part goes into th® 
buttermilk, making it reddish brown. A good grater 
is made for this purpose by punching holes in a sheet 
of tin, and nailing its edges to a board, the middle 
being curved upwards. This grater is also very con¬ 
venient for preparing horseradish. Two or more car¬ 
rots can be used if one does not color the butter high 
enough, but caution is necessary not to use too many. 
Those who have employed carrots in this way will 
continue them, and to those who have not, we say, 
give them a trial.—Homestead. 

Wheat in California.—F. G. Appleton, of San 
Jose, Santa Clara county, California, writes to th# 
Patent Office as follows: 

“In February, 1852, I sowed ten acres with Chilian 
bald wheat, and had an average yield of 60 bushel® 
per acre, 60 pounds to the bushel. In January to last 
of March, 1853, I also sowed eighty acres, and had an 
average yield of 47 bushels. In January to the mid¬ 
dle of March, 1854, I again sowed one hundred and 
fifty acres, and had an average yield of 42 bushels.” 

This beats even the “ Genesee country.” 
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CHEVIOT RAM AND EWE. 

THE SHEEP OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

CHAPTER II. 

THE CHEVIOT BREED, OR LONG SHEEP. 

The Cheviots, as their name implies, had their ori¬ 
gin in the Cheviot hills in Northumberland. They 
occupy almost all the pastoral hills of the south of 
Scotland, especially from the center of the country to 
the eastward. They are localized in some of the 
best parts of the Grampian mountains, and#are to be 
found as far north as the hills of Caithness and Suth¬ 
erland. “ They may therefore,” says Stephens, “ be 
regarded as a hardy race,” though not equal in this 
respect to the Black-faced breed. 

In the white face and want of horns, the Cheviots 
resemble the Leicester. The wool, which extends 
over the whole body, is short, thick set, and of fine 
quality, fit for the manufacture of inferior broadcloths. 
The body is long, hence they are sometimes called 
the long sheep, in contradistinction to the short sheep 
or Black-faced breed. They are full behind the 
shoulder, a long, straight back, round in the rib, and 
well proportioned in the quarter; the legs are clean 
and small-boned, and the pelt thin; face longer than 
that of the Leicester, muzzle not so fine, ears larger and 
not set so high and handsomely upon the top of the 
head, and there is a rugosity of the skin across the 
bridge of the nose. The eye lively and prominent, 
the countenance open and pleasing. In disposition, 
suspicious with an inclination to rove, rendering them 
somewhat unkindly to feed, at least at an early age, 
and as compared with the Leicester. 

#Nevertheless, “all authorities concur,” saysMoRELL, 
“in stating that the Cheviot breed possesses consider¬ 
able fattening properties, and can endure much hard¬ 
ship, both from starvation and cold.” It is fit for the 
butcher when three years old, and at two years old 
when crossed with the Leicester. The wethers aver¬ 
age from 12 to 18 lbs. per quarter, but some have 
been exhibited at the Highland cattle shows, weigh¬ 
ing 30 and 32 lbs. per quarter. 

Sir John Sinclair’s description of the original 
Cheviot as it wae-ia i402y vri^be 

“ Perhaps there is no part of the whole island wh -rt 
at first sight a fine wooled breed of sheep is less to be 
expected than among the Cheviot hills. Many parts 
of the sheep-walks consist of nothing but peat bogs 
and deep morasses. During winter the hills are cov 
ered with snow for two, three, and sometimes four 
months, and they have an ample proportion of bad 
weather during other seasons of the year, and j et a 
sheep is to be found that will thrive even in the wildest 
part of it. Their shape is excellent, and their fore 
quarter, in particular, is distinguished by such justness 
of proportion, as to be equal in weight to the hind one. 
Their limbs are of a length to fit them for traveling, 
and enable them to pas3 over bogs and snows, through 
which a shorter-legged animal could not penetrate. 
They have a closer fleece than the Tweeddale and Lei¬ 
cester breeds, which keeps them warmer in cold weath¬ 
er, and prevents either rain or snow from incommod¬ 
ing them. Their fleece is shorter, and consequently 
more portable over mountainous pastures. They are 
excellent snow travelers, and are accustomed to pro¬ 
cure their food by scraping the snow off the ground 
with their feet, even when the top is hardened by frost. 
They have never any other food, except when it is pro¬ 
posed to fatten them, than the grass and natural hay 
produced on their own hills. Their weight when fat, 
is from 17 lbs. to 20 lbs. per quarter; and when fed 
on heath and kept to a proper age, their meat is fully 
equal in flavor to any that the highlands can produce.” 

Since then, the Cheviot has been extensively crossed 
with the Leicester, with a decided improvement, so 
far as early maturity and fattening are concerned, but 
with a corresponding reduction of hardness of con¬ 
stitution and fineness of wool. It is said, however, 
that the cross between the Leicester and Cheviot is 
a “ better endurer of cold, though less patient of 
hunger,” than the cross between the Leicester and 
Black Faced sheep. 

The Cheviot has been crossed with the South 
Down, but it is said with indifferent sutcess, as the 
produce could not endure the rigors of mountain 
pasturage in winter. 

Some idea of the terrible storms to which the 
Black-Faced and Cheviot sheep are exposed, may be 
obtained 
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herd’s Calendar,” by the celebrated Ettrick Shepherd, 
James Hogg: 

“ ‘For thirteen days and nights the snowdrift never 
once abated; the ground was covered with frozen snow 
when it commenced, and during all the time of its 
continuance, the sheep never broke fast. The cold was 
inten e to a degree never before remembered, and 
about the fifth and sixth days of the storm, the young 
&heep began to fall into a sleepy and torpid state, and 
all that were so affected in the evening, died in the 
night. About the ninth and tenth days, the shepherds 
began to build up huge semicircular walls of their 
dead, in order to afford 6ome shelter to the remainder; 
but shelter availed little, for the want of food began 
to be felt so severely, that they were frequently seen 
tearing one another’s wool. 

‘“When the storm abated on the fourteenth day, 
there was on many a high lying farm, not a living 
sheep to be seen. Large misshapen walls of dead, 
surrounding a small prostrate flock, likewise all dead 
and frozen stiff in their layers, were all that remained 
to the forlorn shepherd and his master. In the exten¬ 
sive pastoral district of Eskdale-muir, which previous¬ 
ly contained more than 20,000 sheep, only forty young 
wethers were left on one farm, and five old ewes on 
another.’ ” 

Another writer says: 

“The sheep seem possessed of an instinctive fore¬ 
sight of the approach of these storms, and will hurry 
to a place for protection, when the shepherd himself 
sees not a cloud, and ‘dreams not of the wind.’ ‘ 1 had 
left,’ says one of these mountain shepherds, ‘my sheep 
under their accustomed shelter, and where I had never 
failed to find them safe and comfortable in the morn¬ 
ing, and I was plodding my weary way homeward ; 
but before distance and darkness closed them from my 
sight for the night, I looked back to see if they had 
given over work, (digging for their food from under 
the snow,) when I was surprised to see them on their 
march down hill towards a plantation which would 
afford securer shelter, and to which I had been accus¬ 
tomed to drive them when I feared the coming tempest. 
They had fallen into row3, pacing one after another 
until they reached the plantation, and there was no¬ 
thing to suggest to my mind the return of a drift, but 
their movement and their bleating. They passed 
through the plantation, and took that side of it which 
would afford them a safe shelter from the south-west 
hurricanes. It, however, happened that, although 
their instinct had admonished them that a tempest was 
impending, it had not taught them from what quarter 
that tempest would come, and it soon began to blow 
from the north-east, from which they had no defence. 
When I came to them in the morning, the wreath was 
higher than the dyke, and was leaning over upon the 
trees. Some of the strongest sheep had kept treading 
down the snow as it gathered around them, and Were 
on the top of the wreath; but many of them further 
back were quite immersed in the snow. However, by 
means of probing and digging, I got them all out, ex¬ 
cept two that had been crushed by the weight of the 
snow.’ ” 

We believe there have been some Cheviot sheep 
imported into Canada. We should be glad to hear 
bow they have succeeded. There can be little doubt 
that they would prove a valuable acquisition on many 
a hilly farm in the north eastern portions of this 
country and the British Provinces. 

Our engraving represents a Cheviot ram and ewe, 
the property of Mr. James Brydon, of Moodlaw, 
Langholm, Scotland, which obtained prizes at the 
Highland Societies Meeting, at Edinburgh. 

Bone Disease in Cattle.—This is a somewhat 
common disease in New England. We have seen it 
stated that the bones of the diseased animals are soft 
and gelatinous, as in young animals, lacking sufficient 
phosphate of lime to give them strength. This is 
attributed to the “ exhaustion of the soil ” of phos¬ 
phates, and to the consequent deficiency of phos¬ 
phates in the grass grown upon it. The diseased 
animals manifest a craving after old bones, and bone- 
meal is recommended as a remedy, and is sold in Bos¬ 
ton, we are told, in considerable quantity for this 
purpose. 

The facts in regard to this disease warrant no such 
conclusions in regard to its cause. If the soil is de¬ 
ficient in phosphate of lime—it cannot be exhausted, 
or no plant would grow on it—there is no evidence 
that phosphate of lime will be deficient in the plants 
grown upon it, while we know that an application of 
soluble phosphate of lime does not increase the pro¬ 
portion of phosphates in the turnip plant, although 
it greatly increases the crop. A small, immature 
plant generally contains more ash—more phosphates 
—than a large, fully developed plant; and, while we 
cannot state that such is the case, it is more reason¬ 
able to suppose that a poor soil would produce the 
former rather than the latter. 

<lBut,” says an objector, “bone-meal effects a cure, 
and is not this evideuce that the animals need phos¬ 
phates ?” Let us see. The Boston Cultivator says: 

At a late discussion among the members of the Hills¬ 
borough (N. H.) Agricultural Society, Mr. Burns, of 
Milford, stated that he considered ground oyster shells 
the best remedy for the bone disease in cattle. He 
gave a handful to a cow two or three times a week. 

Here is evidence that a cure can be effected with¬ 
out the ’aid of phosphates, for the oyster shells are 
composed of carbonate, not 'phosphate of lime, as in 
the case of bones. 

Domesticating the Buffalo.—A correspondent 
of the Country Gentleman, who hails from Estun, 
Indian Territory, west of Arkansas, says: 

“The Creek Indians sometimes drive out cows to the 
Buffalo range, and there kill their calves and supply 
their places with young buffalo. These on their return 
grow up apparently as tame as the other young cattle 
of the drove with which they range. Though the 
males when full grown, are sometimes vicious and dan¬ 
gerous, pursuing those who chance to offend them. 

“I can not learn that any full-blood buffalo have 
ever been raised from this half-tamed stock. But there 
have been numerous instances of a cross between the 
buffalo bull and common cows. 

“Various attempts have been made to break and 
work these ‘black-horned cattle,’ as the Indians call 
the buffalo, but with very indifferent success. For al¬ 
though of strength inferior only to Barnum’s team of 
elephants, they are so intractable and unruly as to be 
‘more plague than profit.’ 

“Two years since a drove of some twenty ‘three 
year old’ buffalo were driven east from the vicinity of 
Fort Gibson. It was said their destination was one of 
the large stock farms of Kentucky, where an effort 
was to be made to raise them. Of their further- history 
I am uninformed, but I hope the effort may pr ove suc¬ 
cessful. For the white man and his iron horse are fast 
invading the last retreat of the buffalo and his hunter, 
and unless they give up their roving habits and wild 
life, and become cultivators of the soil, both will soon 
remain only in the history of the past.” 
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Good Cows.—Mr. E. M. Shepard, oi Norfolk, 
St. Lawrence county, N. Y., furnishes the Country 
Gentleman the following statement of the products 
of his dairy the past year: 

“We have kept an account t>f butter made this sea¬ 
son— have milked five cows — two came in June 1st, 
two July 1st, and one September 10th, but milked her 
during the summer up to coming in. From those cows 
we have made, up to Nov. 15th, and it would, perhaps, 
be no more than right to say five cows from June 15, 
to November 15 —152 days: 

Butter, ?95 lbs., at 21 cen’s per lb.$166 95 
Cheese, 135 tbs. at 10 cents. 13 50 
Calves, raised 6, sold 3 at $15, and 3 on hand ..   90 00 
Allowing ldO lbs. of pork to 1 cow would be 500, at $10 per 
cwt________50 00 

And then say 2 quarts of milk per day for family use. 6 08 

$326 53 

Or $65.30 per cow, without counting any milk sold or 
butter made in winter.” 

It is not stated, but we believe the cows are of 
the Ayrshire breed. 

Nathaniel Baker tells the Granite Farmer that 
he has a “native” cow which in seven and a half 
months gave ‘25.19 quarts of milk ; that “each seven 
quarts of milk makes seventeen ounces of butter, 
which is equal to 888 pounds, worth 25 cents per 
pound—equal to $97.” 

Points op a coon Milch Cow.—The London 
Farmers Magazine gives the following characteris¬ 
tics of a good milch cow : 

“ Tiie head should be small, but rather long and nar¬ 
row at the muzzle; the eye small, hut quick and live¬ 
ly: the horns small, clear, bended, and their roots at 
considerable distance from each other; neck long and 
slender, and tapering towards the head, with little 
loose skin hanging below; shoulders thin ; hind-quar¬ 
ters large and capacious; hack straight, broad behind, 
and joints of the chine rather loose and open; carcass 
deep, and the pelvis capacious, and well over the hips, 
with fleshy buttocks; tail long and small; legs small 
and short, with firm joints; udder capacious, broad, 
and square, stretching forward, and neither fle-div, low 
hung nor loose; the milk veins large and prominent; 
teats short, pointing outwards, and at considerable dis¬ 
tance from each other; skin thin aud loose; hair soft 
and woolly; the head, bones, honis, and all parts of 
least value, small, and the general figure compact and 
well proportioned.” 

Milch Cows in Winter.—The American Farmer 
has an article on this subject, from which we extract 
the following sentences: 

“It is essential to the secretion of milk, that milch 
cows should be comfortably housed through the win¬ 
ter months; their apartments should be well ventilated, 
moderately warm; their stalls should be well bedded 
and kept clean. Their food should be succulent and 

.nutritious; besides long provender, they should receive 
messes of slop, composed of chopped roots of some kind, 
cut straw, meal of some kind or bran mixed with cut 
straw, fodder or hay of some kind. The idea of expect¬ 
ing a milch cow to give any considerable portion of 
milk in winter when fed upon straw alone, and that 
scantily doled out to her, is, to say the least, a fanciful 
conceit—one that will never be realized. Milch cows 
should be salted twice or thrice a week, and have 
access to a good, warm, well-protected yard, in good 
mild weather.” 

Animals should be kept Warm.—We have been 
contending for years that, within certain limits, 
warmth is equivalent to food. Farmers cannot be 
reminded of this too often. They require line upon 
line upon this subject. Prof Nash says: 

“An animal eats; the carbon of his food enters the 
blood, and with it passes through the lungs. He 
breathes; the oxygen of the air enters the lungs, com¬ 
bines with the carbon of the food, and forms carbonic 
acid gas by a process similar to combustion. This com¬ 
bination creates animal heat, which warms the blood, 
and courses with it through the whole body, to keep 
all the parts warm. In a very cold stall the carbon 
of the food is all consumed for fuel; in one that is 
comfortable, a pait of it is left to promote animal 
growth. In the latter ease the growth pays for the 
food; in the former there is no pay.” 

Carrots and Oats.—This winter we have tried this 
feed on our horse, and are fully convinced that it is 
the cheapest and best feed we ever used. We give her 
about half a peck of carrots with two quarts of oats in 
the morning, aud she has done quite as well as when 
we gave her six quarts of oats per day.—Oxford. Dem. 

Very likely; but she probably eat more hay. 
Carrots are a cheap and nutritious food for horses— 
every farmer should raise enough to give his horses 
a peck a day in the winter, and especially in the early 
part of the spring—but it is foolish to contend that 
a bushel of carrots is equal to a bushel of oats. 
Such exaggerated statements are calculated to retard 
rather than enhance the general cultivation of carrots. 

Apples for Cows.—A correspondent of the JYew 
England Farmer says: 

“ I live in a country where in times past apples fed 
to cows were said to dry up their milk. I think that 
may have been the case when fed in large quantities. 
I have been feeding a cow some four or five quarts a 
day, regularly, and never had one give so much or so 
rich milk before. As apples will not generally keep 
through the winter in cellars, they may be spread out 
on the barn floor, and frozen, then piled up and cov¬ 
ered with hay or straw, where they will keep, .and 
may be used as wanted by pouring water upon them. 

Mange in Cattle.—The Boston Cultivator says: 
“The disorder termed the mange arises from the 
excitement of the skin, probably brought on by dis¬ 
arrangement of the organs of digestion in consequence 
of poverty engendered by hunger and want of shel¬ 
ter. After these are supplied, a wash made of gun¬ 
powder and water—charcoal, nitre, and sulphur — 
will be found a valuable application. Mange is an 
infectious disorder ; remove therefore the sick beast 
from the rest of the herd.” 

Suffolk Hogs in Ohio—A gentleman from Ohio, 
who has kept, and we believe still keeps, Suffolk hogs, 
expressed, in a recent conversation with us, his con¬ 
viction that they are too small and too tender for 
Northern Ohio. A larger, coarser, and hardier breed, 
lie thinks, is more profitable. The Suffolks are favor¬ 
ites with us, and we were sorry to hear it honestly 
affirmed, by one whose opinion is entitled to consid¬ 
eration, that, the introduction of this breed had been, 
and would be, a serious injury to the farmers of Ohio. 
Is it so ? 
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ON FEEDING CATTLE. 

Messes. Editors:—All farmers know the ad¬ 
vantage gained by the proper management and hous¬ 
ing of cattle. They know, too, the benefit derived 
from cutting their food, such as straw or stalks. 
Coarse timothy hay, cut and mixed with straw, will 
cause the cattle to eat their mess with a hearty relish. 
A good way for preparing the mess is to place the 
cut stalks in a tub or tight box, and pour boiling 
water upon them ; then sprinkle a little salt over 
them, and put a little bran or meal on top to keep in 
the steam. Feed, when cold, in quantities not less 
than a bushel at a meal. The stalks should be cut 
in pieces an inch or an inch and a half in length. If 
longer than that, cattle are apt to leave them. 

Cattle, young stock especially, are injured by cold 
wind and storms, and should be protected by warm 
sheds, if nothing more. Another object of impor¬ 
tance is to have water in the barn-yard or in its im¬ 
mediate vicinity. How often we see cattle turned to 
water in the morning, and after going forty or fifty 
rods, drink their fill of cold water and stand shiver¬ 
ing for hours in the cold. These chills are an injury 
to cattle, and should if possible be avoided. 

Although for want of convenience it is not practi¬ 
cable for every farmer to feed and care for his stock 
as he would wish, yet there are many who might, by 
a proper course of feeding, prevent their cattle from 
coming out spring-poor. W. N. C., Flushing, Mich. 

Corn and Cob Meal for Fowls.—The Maine 

Farmer says : 

“We find it good economy to grind the corn and 
cobs together fine for poultry. They will eat it just 
as well and as readily as if the cobs were not there. 
In this way you turn your cobs into eggs and chickens. 
We have this winter f6d such meal out to hens, geese, 
and ducks. We put it into a shoal trough, made by 
tacking together boards four inches wide, like a Y, and 
gave it to them dry. It all disappears before them, 
and does them good. Hens and other poultry, you 
know, like to have some grass to eat, and they do bet¬ 
ter if fed during the winter with some substitute for 
grass, than if fed upon nothing but dry grain. The 
corn cob is somewhat like grass in its chemical ingre¬ 
dients. To these, cabbage, ruta bagas, and apples, cut 
fine, may be added, all of which they will eat readily 
and thrive upon, if they have enough, even in mid¬ 
winter.” 

Cob meal a substitute for grass! Rather a noveJ 
idea that. If “enough” “cabbage, ruta bagas, and 
apples” are given, is there any necessity for any other 
substitute for grass ? It is generally considered un¬ 
necessary to grind grain for fowls, and we are satis¬ 
fied that there is not nourishment sufficient in the 
cob3 to pay for the grinding of the cob and corn. 

That is to say, the 7£ lbs. of cob in a bushel of ears 
of corn is not worth three cents—the price usually 
charged for grinding a bushel of ears of corn. At 
this rate, it costs $8 per ton to grind cobs, and few, 
we think, will contend that they are worth any such 
a price. Where it is necessary to grind the corn, 
however, the cost of grinding the cobs can not be 
estimated at more than $4 per ton, at which price, 
when hay i3 worth $15 or $20 per ton, cobs may he 
worth grinding. We make these remarks principally 
for the purpose of calling out the experience of our 
correspondents. 

WINTEE SHELTER FOR FARM ANIMALS. 

The Valley Farmer, an excellent agricultural pa¬ 
per published at St. Louis, says : 

“The advantages of protecting farm stock from the 
raiD, sleet, and chilling blasts of winter, in stables and 
sheds, are not so well understood and so highly appre¬ 
ciated in the West, as among the more prosperous class 
of Eastern farmers. 

“The custom of suffering cattle to run at large in all 
kinds of weather during winter, without some place 
where they can find shelter, to say the least of it, 
shows a great want of economy. Catile well protected 
from the cold and storms of winter, will enter upon 
the grass in spring, in good condition, while those ex¬ 
posed, if brought out alive, will appear mere skeletons, 
and will lose half the summer in regaining the flesh 
they have lost during winter. 

“ A large, expensive Pennsylvania barn is not re¬ 
quired in our western climate for the protection of 
stock, but very simple and cheap sheds may be erected, 
with materials within the reach of every farmer, which 
will answer all the necessary purposes. This may be 
done by setting two rows of posts six feet high, with 
forked tops, and ten or twelve feet apart. In the forks 
lay poles on the line of the posts; across these, other 
poles or old rails may be laid, forming a roof, upon 
which a quantity of straw may be piled sufficiently 
high to turn off the rain. Around the north, or ex¬ 
posed sides, old rails or slabs from the sawmill may be 
placed on end ; thus securing cheap and comfortable 
protection to siock during the severe storms of rain, 
snow and winds of the winter season. These sheds 
will last several years, and the saving each winter will 
be equal to many times the cost.” 

A HILL-SIDE COTTAGE 

\Ye are indebted to that excellent work, Tillage 
and Farm Cottages, by Cleaveland & Backus Bro¬ 

thers, for the accompanying beautiful design for a 
hill-side cottage. 

It is intended for a situation below the road on 
which it fronts. Gentle swells by some valley side, 
or on the outer margin of a plain, often furnish sites 
well adapted to this plan. As to basements, the au¬ 
thor says: 

“ Basements, as they are usually made, more or les3 
beneath the surface of the ground, are our aversion. 
Too often they are damp, almost always ill-ventilated. 
If city houses must have them, they should rank, and 
generally do rank in the class of necos-ary evils. The 
man’s sanity might almost be doubted who should put 
a basement to his house in the country. But it often 
happens that the form of surface and nature of the 
ground, are such as to allow the two sides or ends of a 
house to be of different depths, thus admitting entrance 
from without, on two floors. In some families, such a 
division of the house divides also its duties and labors 
to great ad vantage. To give such a story its highest 
value and avoid the needless use of stairs, it should 
contain all the rooms and appliances needed for the 
labor of the household. The apartments should bo 
entirely above ground, well lighted and ventilated. 
The ground outside should be lower than the floor, and 
shorn d descend from the house, not only for drainage, 
but to prevent the settling within of the denser gases 
and vapors. The floor should be elevated somewhat 
above the ground, and the side walls should be “furred 
off” with wooden strips to which the laths are to be , 
nailed, thus forming an air chamber between the out¬ 
side stone and the inside plastering. The cellar, back 
of the rooms, should be separated from them by an air- 
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A HILL-SIDE COTTAGE. 

tight partition, and well ventilated, to prevent the in¬ 
trusion into the house of its damp or impure air. A 
due regard to health demands the use of every precau¬ 
tion to secure dryness, to retain warmth, and to ex¬ 
clude those insidious vapors, charged with disease and 
death, which are wont to gather in dark and low 
places. 

“Such a story should be a real story, not a low, 
mean, back place, but a respectable portion of the 
house. Let the door be screened if necessary, and let 
the whole be made pleasing by the judicious disposi¬ 
tion of dower and vine, and shrub and tree. Houses 
thus built cannot easily be regular in form and arrange¬ 
ment. Nor is it desirable that they should be. In 
placing such a structure, the surface, rather than boun¬ 
dary of the ground, should be consulted. The house 
must be fitted to the declivity, even though it do not 
conform exactly to the street.” 

Internal Arrangement.—“The windows opening on 
the veranda and on the small balcony at the end, are 
long and are hung on hinges. The basement has a 

fuel cellar, f, a vegetable cellar, v, c, a closet, c, and 
the important rooms l, b, and k. In the attic plan 
there are four bedrooms and as many closets. These 
rooms are ten feet high in the highest part, and but 
two feet and nine inches at the side; a result which 
is due to the lower pitched roof. The stairs are of a 
compact form and occupy but little space. The posi¬ 
tion of the upper flight determines that of the lower, 
and makes necessary the lecess iu the stonewall 
shown by the basement plan.” 

“ The position, on the whole, most eligible for this 
house is one in which its shaded side should face the 
west, and it’s parlor windows look ont upon the south. 
The road might wind round its southern end, with a 
sufficient space between for shrubbery and lawn, while 
the garden might stretch down toward the vale.” 

“ Height of basement, 7 feet. Main story, 8 feet 6 
inches. Cost, $1,375.” 

If any of our readers should wish to build after 
this design, they can obtain further information, and 
working designs, by addressing Cleaveland & Backus 
Brothers, Architects, 41 Wall street, New York. 
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ARCHITECTURE — STYLES AND CHANGES. 

In answer to a correspondent in the January 
number, we gave some remarks on the different 
styles of architectural ornaments, and promised to 
continue the subject of architecture in the present 
number. In fulfilling our promise we can not per¬ 
haps do better than to quote another chapter from 
Jtevton's Landscape Gardening and Architecture. 

Fig. 1. Imaginary composition, showing, in the background, the castellated Gothic style 
of architecture; next, the ecclesiastic Gothic; then, the mixed Gothic; next, the Gre¬ 
cian, or classical style; and, lastly, Indian architecture. 

In this oountry we have very few purely Gothic, 
or even Grecian buildings. A glance at the above 
engraving will show that they are scarcely suited 
to human habitations, much less for private resi¬ 
dences. Still, all buildings of architectural preten¬ 
sions partake somewhat of the character of one or 
the other, and it is well that the leading features of 
each should be understood. 

“The Gothio Styie.—The Castle Character require? 
massive walls, with very small windows, if any are 
allowed to appear externally. The correct imitation 
of this, in modern times, must produce the effect of a 
prison. 

“The Abbey Character requires lofty and large aper¬ 
tures, almost equally inapplicable to a house, although, 
in some few rooms, the excess of light may be subdued 
by colored glass. But in the Abbey Character it is 
only the chapel, the collegiate church, the hall, and the 
library, which furnish models for a palace; all the sub¬ 
ordinate parts were the mean habitation of monks, or 
students, built on so small a scale, and with such low 
ceilings, that ttiey can not be imitated in a modern 
palace, without such mixture and modification as tend 
to destroy the original character; therefore it is neces¬ 
sary now (as it was formerly) to adopt the mixed style 
of Queen Elizabeth’s Gothic, for modern palaces, if they 
must be in any 'style of what is called Gothic. 

“Until the reign of Queen Elizabeth, the large! 
buildings! in England had either been castles for secu¬ 
rity, or colleges and religious retreats. Many of these 
had been converted into palaces, or altered to adapt 
them to royal residences, by such changes in their orig¬ 
inal forms, as, at length, introduced that, mixed charac¬ 
ter called Queen Elizabeth's, or House Gothic. 

“Yet, a mixed style is generally imperfect; the 
mind is not easily reconciled to the combination of 
forms which it has been used to consider distinct, and 
at variance with each other; it feels an incongruity 
of character, like an anachronism in the confusion of 
dates: it is like uniting, in one object; infancy with old 
age, life with death, or things present with things past. 

“The Grecian Style.—Under this character are 
included all buildings in England, for which models 
have been furnished from Greece, from Italy, from 
•Syria, and from other countries, unmixed with the 
Gothic style; for in all these countries some intermix¬ 

ture of style and dates, in what is called the Grecian 
character, may be discovered: and we are apt to con¬ 
sider, as good specimens, those buildings in which the 
greatest simplicity prevails, or, in other words those 
that are most free from mixture. Simplicity is not loss 
necessary in the Gothic than iu the Grecian style; yet 
it creates great difficulty in its application to both, if 
no mixture of dates is to be allowed in the respective 
styles of each. Thus, the English antiquary will dis¬ 

cover, and perhaps be offended at, 
the mixture of Saxon, ftorman, 
and the several dates of subsequent 
buildings called Gothic; but the 
man of taste will discover beauty 
in the combination of different 
forms in one great pile, or he 
must turn with disgust from every 
cathedral and abbey in the king¬ 
dom. In like manner, the traveler 
and connoisseur in Grecian antiq¬ 
uities, will not only object to more 
than one of the five orders in the 
same buildings, but will detect the 
intermixture of even the minutest 
parts in detail; while the man of 
taste will discover beau'y and 
grace in combination of forms, for 

which there is not authority in the early, and, there¬ 
fore, most simple edifices of those countries. It is by 
such combinations only, that the Grecian style can be 
made applicable to the purposes of modern habitation. 

“The best models of pure and simple Grecian archi¬ 
tecture, w'ere temples, many without a roof, and all 
without windows or chimneys. Such models might be 
imitated in our churches, or public edifices; but houses 
built from such models would become inconvenient, in 
proportion as this external simplicity is preserved. 
For this reason, Inigo Jones, and our early architects 
in the Grecian style, took their models from buildings 
of later date (chiefly Roman), where the different 
floors are marked by different orders placed one over 
another. 

“As the taste for Grecian architecture became more 
correct, and, by the works of Stuart and others, the 
more simple original models became better known in 
England, various attempts have been made to adopt it 
in modern houses; but a palace, or even a moderate 
sized residence, can not be entirely surrounded by a 
peristyle, like a Grecian temple; and, therefore, the 
portico alone has been generally adopted.* 

“The Modern Style.—The numerous difficulties in 
reconciling the internal convenience of a house to the 
external application of Grecian column^ of any-order, 
at length banished columns altogether, and introduced 
a new style, which is, strictly, of no character. This 
consists of a plain building, with rows of square win¬ 
dows at equal distances; and if to these be added a 
Grecian cornice, it is called a Grecian building: if, 
instead of the cornice, certain notches are cut in the 
top of the wall, it is called a Gothic tiki!ding. Thus 
has the rasre for simplicity, the dread of mixing dates* 
and the difficulty of adding ornament to utility, alike 
corrupted and exploded both the Grecian and the 
Gothic slyle in our modern buildings. 

“Without a bigoted attachment to either, every one 
must confess that there are a thousand beauties and 

“* The difficulty of adapting any order of columns to the win¬ 
dows of a house, is evident from the portico being sometimes con¬ 
fined to the ground floor only, sometimes extended two, or even 
three, floors, and sometimes raised on a basement of arches, un¬ 
known to the Grecian character. A more classic expedient haa 
been devised by the ingenious author of the Antiquities of Greaia 
Magna, in his designs for Harford and Downham colleeos; but 
such lofty portion of windows, though allowable in a public build¬ 
ing, would be inapplicable to the purposes of a private house. 
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graces in each, which deserve our admiration, although 
they can not, without violence, be made subservient 
to modern residences!. 

“ * Tliis remark is every day confirmed by the too slender groins 
of Gothic arches, to imitate stone, in plaster, or cast iron, and the 
too slender columns of Grecian architecture in wood, painted to 
imitate stone and marble. 

Fig. 4. Sketch exhibiting the principle of forming abutments fox 
Gothic arches, as generally adopted in ecclesiastical buildings. 

“In this inquiry, no mention has yet been made of 
the difference at' climate, and the influence it may be 
supposed to have on the different styles, because grace 
and beauty of form, in ornament and decorations, may 
be considered, without always annexing ideas of util¬ 
ity; if they can be blended, it is the perfection of art 
in every province; and, in the choice and adaptation 
of new forms to new uses, consists the genius of the 
artist. 

“But there is another consideration of greater im¬ 
portance, which relates to the material of which the 
building is constructcJ. 

“The eye will not be pleased with that to which Ihe 
mind can not be reconciled: we must he satisfied that 
the con-trucfion. is safe, and that the material is equal 
to its'office. The resistance of iron is gree‘*er than that 
of Stone; but if iron columns be made to represent 
stone, they will appear too light and weak. On the 
contrary, if slone columns be made to resemble metal, 
they will appear too heavy and massive. And if either 
of those mate rials he made to imitate wood, not only 
the relative strength of each must be considered, but 
also the Principles of Construction, which are totally 
different in the Grecian and Gothic styles.* 

Fig. 2. Sketch exhibiting the principles of pressure in Grecian, Gothic, and Indian 
architecture. 

“Of Grbcian Constuction.— According to the law 
of gravitation, all matter at rest keeps its place by its 
own weight, and is only to be removed by superior 
force acting in a different direction. A perpendicular 
rock, or a solid upright wall, will preserve the same 
position so long as its substance endures. On this 
p. inciple of perpendicular pie-sure all Grecian archi¬ 
tecture is founded. Hence have arisen the relative 
proportion^ and intereolumniations in the differen’ 
orders, from the heaviest Doric to the most graceful 
Corinthian, the distances being regulated by the 
strength of the parts supporting and supported. 

“Although it is probable that the first buildings 
were of wood, and that rude trees suggested the pro¬ 
portions of tlm Doric order, yet, the origin ©f Grecian 
architecture was, doubtless, derived from one stone 
laid fiat upon another,, and the aperture, or void, be¬ 
tween two upright stqnes, was covered by a third 
placed across them: thus the width of the opening was 
limited by the length of the cross stone; consequently, 
this mode of structure required large blocks of stone, 
when that material was used [see fig. 3]. 

“The difficulty of procuring such large blocks as 
were required for this mode of construction, suggested 
the idea of producing wide apertures by a different 
expedient; aud this introduced the arch. 

Fig. 3. Sketch exhibiting the progress of Grecian architecture, 
from the columns and beams formed of the trunks of trees, \vi:h 
the bark on, to the Doric order, with fluted'shafts, &c. 

“Of Gothic Construction.—In every arch, whether 
a segment of a circle, an ellipsis, or in the pointed 
arches, called Gothic, there is a great lateral pressure. 
This constitutes the leading principle of construction 
in Gothic architecture, which depends on its abuttals 
[see fig. 2]. An arch may sometimes abut against a 
l ock, as in bridges ; or against a pier of masonry, as in 
castles, drc.; but, in light Gothic structures, the abut¬ 
tals consist of buttresses to counteract the lateral pres¬ 

sure; and where such buttresses 
are not sufficiently heavy, addi¬ 
tional weight is used under tne 
various forms of pinnacles, or 
finials, which have often been 
mistaken for mere ornaments, of 
no use in the construction; ami 
these are sometimes placed at a 
distance, when they are connect¬ 
ed by what are called flying but¬ 
tresses, like those at Henry the 
Seventh’s chapel [see fig. 4]. 

“ Of Indian Constpxctiox. — 

Under the name of Indian Archi¬ 
tecture, may be included Hindustan, Gentoo, Chinese, 
or Turkish; which latter is a mixture of the’other 
three. But this construction is distinct from the 
Gothic, in having little or no lateral pressure; and 
from the Grecian, in having a different mode of apply- 
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ing the perpendicular pressure; for although, at the 
first sight, we might be led to suppose the arches con* 
strueted on a center, like those of Europe, yet, on a 
closer examination, they will be found to consist of 
horizontal strata, supported by what is technically 
called ‘corbelling out' or placing the materials in such 
a position that the aperture may be larger at the bot¬ 
tom than at the top, by each stratum of stone over¬ 
hanging the other [see fig. 2]. From the specimens 
discovered in the Indian excavations, there is no doubt 
but the original idea was taken from those subterrane¬ 
ous caves or grottos. 

Fig. 5. Imaginary sketch, exhibiting the principle of perpendicular 
pressure in the artificial vaults made in the native rock in India, and 
also in the arches of buildings in the Indian style. 

“The people who formed these awful wonders of 
antiquity, instead of erecting buildings on the surface 
of the ground, began their operations by cutting away 
the foundation of a rock, to obtain room below, with¬ 
out endangering the superstructure; and thus, by 
degrees, the Indian architecture seems to have grown 
from the rudest excavations of Troglodite savages, to 
the most beautiful forms discovered in the temples of 
Salsetta, Elora, and Elephantis. 

“When these natural subter¬ 
raneous vaults were imitated 
above ground, in buildings of 
l iter date, the same construc¬ 
tion prevailed; and, therefore, 
both in the arches and domes 
of the Indian style, we observe 
the same principle of perpendic¬ 
ular pressure [see fig. 6]. 

“Application of Indian 

Architecture.—Having already 
shown the difficulty of adapting 
either the Grecian or Gothic 
styles to the character of an 
English residence, this newly 
discovered style of architecture 
seems to present a new expedi¬ 
ent for the purpose, in the forms 
made known to this country by 
the accurate designs of Mr. 
Tiiomas Daniell, and other art¬ 
ists, which have opened new 
sources of grace and beauty. 

“To the materials of wood 
and stone we have lately added 
that of ca9t-iron, unknown in 
former times, either in Grecian 
or Gothic architecture, and 

“ In Grecian architecture, the artist is confined to 
five (or, rather, only to three) different orders of col¬ 
umns, so restricted in their relative proportions that 
they are seldom used externally, with good effect, in 
modern houses, and are generally found too bulky for 
internal use. Indian architecture presents an endless 
variety of forms and proportions of pillars, from the 
ponderous supports of the cavern, to the light, airy 
shafts which enrich their corridors, or support their 
verandas. This alone would justify the attempt to 
adapt a style, untried, for the purpose to which other 
styles have been found inapplicable or inadequate. 

“ It is difficult for an artist at once to divest 
himself of forms he has long studied. This will 
account for the confusion of Grecian and Gothic 
in the works of John of Padua, Inigo Jones, and 
others, about tire same date, which occasioned that 
mixture of style condemned in after-times for the 
reasons already assigned. The same thing may 
be observed in the first introduction of Gothic, 
mixed with the Saxon and Norman which pre¬ 
ceded it: and the same will, doubtlees, happen in 
many instances, during the introductory applica¬ 
tion of Indian architecture to English uses, while 
a false taste will both admire and condemn, with¬ 
out any true standard, the various forms of 
novelty. 

“ If I might humbly venture to suggest an opin¬ 
ion on the subject, I should recommend the use 
only of such Indian forms, or proportions, as bear 
the least resemblance to those either of the Grecian 
or Gothic style, with which they are liable to be 
compared. If the pillars resemble Grecian col¬ 
umns [compare fig. 6 with fig. 7], or if the aper¬ 

tures resemble Gothic arches, they will offend, by 
seeming to be incorrect specimens of well-kuown 
forms, and create a mixed style, as disgusting to the 
classic observer as the mixture in Queen Elizabeth’s 
Gothic. But if, from the best models of Indian struc¬ 
tures, such parts only be selected as can not be com¬ 
pared with any known style of English buildings, even 
those whom novelty can not delight, will have little 

which is peculiarly adapted to 
some light parts of the Indian 
style. 

Fig. 6. From an endless variety of columns used in Hindoo architecture, the above few 
examples are inserted, that their relative proportions may be compared or contrasted with 
those of the orders to which Grecian architecture is necessailly confined. 
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Tuscan. Doric. Ionic. Corinthian. Composite 

Fig. 7. Specimens of columns of the different orders of Grecian architecture, 
given with a view of facilitating the comparison between them and the 
Hindoo buildings. 

cause to regret the introduction of new beauties. 
Without stiictly copying either the mosques, or the 
mausoleums, or the serais, or the hill-forts, or the 
excavations of the east, the most varied and graceful 
forms should be selected, with such combinations, or 
even occasional deviations and improvement, as the 
general character and principles of construction will 
admit; for which purpose the specimens [see figs. 6 
and 7] are submitted for consideration as general 
hints, rather than as finished designs.” 

FACTS WORTH REMEMBERING. 

Corn Meal should never be ground very fine. It 
injures the richness of it. 

Timber cut in the spring and exposed to the weather 
with the bark on, decays much sooner than that cut in 
the fall. 

If the small end of posts are placed in the ground 
they will last much longer than if placed with the butt 
ends downwards. 

Wounds in Cattle are quickly cured by washing 
several times a day with a mixture of the yolk of eggs 
and spirits of turpentine. 

Salt is necessary to the health of horses, cattle, and 
sheep, and they should be supplied with it at regular 
stated intervals throughout ail seasons of the year. 

Poisonous gas (carbonic acid) in wells may be tem¬ 
porarily removed by dashing dowrn a few pails of cold 
water. Then they may be cleaned out safely. 

At the head of one of the graves in “ Old St, Mary’s,” 
Md., there stands a cedar slab, which, as the inscrip¬ 
tion indicates, was placed there in 1717, and is still 
perfectly sound. 

It is said to be a first rate way to treat balky horses, 
by hitching a good steady horse and team behind them. 
They will soon forget their peculiar propensities and 
be glad for a chance to move the other way. 

Plaster (sulphate of lime) when in solution is de¬ 
composed by carbonate of ammonia—carbonate of lime 
and sulphate of ammonia, which is not volatile, being 
formed. In the dry state, no decomposition takes 
place. 

The great rule in relation to animals holds perfect in 
its application to vegetables; breed only from the best 
animals; defects and imperfections have always a tend¬ 
ency to propagate themselves, and are always, in a greater 
or less degree, transmitted. 

Durability of Posts.—In a recent discus¬ 
sion, one member said he had used burr-oak 
posts 7 years, and thought they would last 6 
or 7 years longer. White-oak will last, ac¬ 
cording to another member, 10 or 12 years; 
locust 20 years or more. Another stated 
that cherry rotted in 8 or 9 years; white-oak 
in 10 or 14 years; black-walnut in 9 or 10 
years; locust 20 years. Much depends, it 
was affirmed, on the character of the soil; 
moist land causing a sooner decay than dry. 

To Thaw Frozen Pumps.—Some throw in 
salt, some heat iron rods, &c., but an incom¬ 
parably better way is to place a small lead 
pipe within the pump, and pour in hot 
water by means of a funnel. The pipe 
should be as long as the frozen portion ; and 
conducting the boiling water right on the 
ice, removes it with astonishing rapidity, 
say one foot per minute, the pipe settling as 
rapidly. Where pumps are liable to freeze, 
it is well to bave a lead pipe always at hand. 

Feeding Cattle.—Cattle standing in cold muddy 
yards, exposed to the weather, consume about twice as 
much as those in sheltered stables kept clean and lit¬ 
tered, and free from the accumulations of manure. 

To prevent rats from burrowing into cellars, either 
make a good water-lime floor, or else build the wall on 
a close-jointed flagging, laid some inches below the bot¬ 
tom of the cellar, and projecting three or four inches 
beyond the wall. The rat burrows down next to the 
wall, reaches the flagging, and cannot pass through it, 
never in any case working back to the edge. 

Systems of Rotation, says the Illustrated Annual 
Register, must vaiy according to the nature of the soil 
in different regions of country, the amount and kind of 
manure at command, the cleanness of the land, the na¬ 
ture of the market, and the proper distribution of labor. 
One of the best farmers we have Jcnown, had his farm 
laid out in equal fields, and adopted the following ro 
tation: 

1st year — Wheat after clover. 
2d “ Corn, potatoes and ruta bagas, with all 

the manure made that year. 
3d “ Barley. 
4th “ Wheat, seeded with clover. 
6th “ Clover pastured. 

A piece of low ground was kept for meadow, and 
was occasionally top-dressed, and rarely broken up and 
re-seeded. A rougher portion of the farm was occupied 
with summer-fallow, wheat, clover, and grass for pas¬ 
ture. This farm was a strong fertile soil;—poorer land 
would need a longer season in grass, which would 
admit a larger number of live stock, and as a conse¬ 
quence produce a greater amount of manure. 

The following may be adopted, with variations ac¬ 
cording to circumstances: 

THREE COURSE SYSTEM. 

1. Corn and roots, well manured. 
2. Wheat. 
3. Clover—one or more years, according to the 

fertility and amount of manure at hand. 

FOUR COURSE SYSTEM. 

1. Corn and roots, with all the manure. 
2. Barley, or peas, or both. 
3. Wheat. 
4. Clover—one or more years. 

Oats are always a severe crop, and an excellent 
farmer of our acquaintance who adopts the above, 
never permits oats to grow on good wheat land, but 
confines the crop to the more moist portions of his farm, 
adapted only to this and to meadow and pasture. 
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THE GECHAKD. 

The Ground for an orchard should be a good dry 
soil, well drained, and thoroughly and deeply cultiva¬ 
ted. Every farmer who knows how to prepare his 
ground for a good crop of corn or wheat, will need 
no directions on this point. Thirty feet each way is 
as near as apples should be planted. In most cases, 
we should prefer five feet more each way. When the 
ground has been well prepared, planting is a simple 
matter. l)ig a pretty large hole for each tree, and 
after examining the roots, and cutting off ail that are 
braised or damaged in any way, fill up the hole with 
fine good earth so as to leave the tree only an inch 
or so deeper in the ground than it was when growing 
in the nursery. The collar, or part where the trunk 
and roots unite, should be only slightly covered with 
earth. After the hole you have made is sufficiently 
filled with fine earth, place the tree in it, spread the 
roots in their natural position, fill in the earth a 
little at a time, and pack it in carefully between the 
roots. If, after the hole is nearly filled, some water 
is thrown in, it will aid in settling the earth firmly 
around the roots. 

Even when a tree has been removed from the nur¬ 
sery with great care, a large portion of the finer roots 
are unavoidably destroyed in the removal; consequent¬ 
ly there are not sufficient roots to sustain the top, and 
unless the branches are pruned so as to make up for 
the loss of roots and thus keep up a balance between 
the branches and the roots, the tree will languish, 
and perhaps die. It will therefore be of the greatest 
advantage to prune pretty ciosely after planting. 

After your orchard is planted, cover the earth 
around the trees, two feet or more each way, with 
coarse manure, chip manure, or any convenient mate¬ 
rial that will keep the earth cool and moist, and pre¬ 
vent the growth of weeds. 

These directions are so simple that many will be 
disposed to think their publication quite unnecessary. 
When it is remembered, however, that not one half 
of the trees taken from nurseries ever live to bear 
f; uit because these simple rules are not heeded, their 
importance -will be at once apparent. Within the 
last two months, we have seen hundreds and thousands 
of trees dead and dying fiom carelessness in planting. 
We have seen a whole orchard of young trees planted 
three feet deep; and, with a miserable attempt at 
economy, we have seen orchards planted in swamps* 
because the ground would not grow anything else. 

Apples for the Orchard.—We have frequently, 
of late, been asked what kinds of apples the farmer 

should plant; and many we know have made a mis¬ 
take in planting kinds unsuited to their situation and 
circumstances. 

Summer Apples ripen at the farmers’ busy season; 
and they soon decay. If you live near a town 
or large village, where you can carry your trait to 
market conveniently, and be always sure of obtaining 
a sale for it, it might be well to raise summer apples 
for market; but if you are not so situated—if you 
live far from a good market—you lnd better only 
raise summer apples enough to supply the wants of 
your family, and those neighbors who are too improv¬ 
ident to raise their own. The Red Aslracan, Yellow 
Harvest, &c., are good summer varieties. 

Fall Apples keep longer than Summer Apples, and 
consequently are better i'or the farmer to raise in this 
respect. Most of the fall apples will keep through 
October. The Fall Pippin, St. Lawrence, Autumn 
Strawberry, Porter, and Hawley, are good full sorts. 

Winter Apples, however, are the kinds that the 
farmer should raise for a crop — the long-keeping 
sorts. These should be picked carefully by hand, 
and before barreling should be carefully assorted. 
When cared for in this way, they can be kept until 
the state of the market or other things may make it 
prudent for the farmer to sell. Baldivin, R. 7. 
Greening, Spilzenburgh, JYorthern Spy, Roxbnry 
Russet are good, long-keeping winter sorts. 

Farmers too often make a mistake in raising fruit 
they are compelled to sell in a few days after gather¬ 
ing, no matter what may be the state of the market. 

Soil and Treatment.—Different kinds of fruit re¬ 
quire somewhat different soils, as well as different 
treatment. 

The Cherry should not be very highly manured, 
especially the Heart and Bigarreau classes, as high 
manuring causes a growth so rapid as to endanger 
bursting of the bark upon the body and main 
branches, and also increases the danger of winter¬ 
killing. 

The Peach, also, although good for nothing in a 
turf, or if deprived of good cultivation and frequent 
stirring of the soil, is not benefited by any excess of 
barn-yard manure. A simple crop of wheat, oats, or 
other sown crop, will almost ruin a Peach orchard; 
while potatoes, beans, roots, and even corn will not 
injure the trees, especially if not planted too close to 
them, and accompanied with light manure. 

Dwarf Pears, on the contrary, being worked 
upon Quince stocks, require high cultivation and 
liberal manuring. The Quince roots being fibrous, 
and not disposed to go deep or far for nourishment, 
must have a liberal supply near by, to enable them 
to meet the great demand which the Pear in its 
productive state makes upon the roots. Soils with a 
considerable proportion of clay, if well cultivated, are 
consequently well adapted for these trees. 

The Plum, also, seems to prefer a stiff soil, and 
will bear liberal manuring. 

The Pear upon its own roots, that is, when worked 
upon Pear stock, is quite easily suited as to soil and 
manure; but if highly manured, its rampant, succulent 
growth makes it an easy prey to the fire-blight if 
attacked. Deep and thorough stirring of the soil is 
generally sufficient for them, without much manure, 
but in poor soils manure will be necessary. 

The Apple is perhaps the most tractable of all the 
fruits; growing upon all soils, and struggling along 
under great difficulties; but it will show care and 
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manuring as soon as any, and should be liberally 
manured when the soil is not already rich. 

Grape Vines also delight in being well manured, 
and will not give the best satisfaction without a dry 
bottom, and abundance of rich soil. 

"Where the circumstances permit one to choose 
among various soils, we should prefer to plant 

Pea/s upon the most clayey portions. 
Dwarf Pears on Quince stocks upon clay; and if 

any trees are to go in cool and damp situations, plant 
the Dwarf Pears. 

Cherries, only upon dry, warm situations, sandy, 
gravelly, stony or loamy. 

Peaches do best on sandy loam, gravelly or stony 
land, and even upou quite poor sand. 

Plvms do best on clayey loam. 
Quinces do best on rich clayey loam. 
Grapes, and all the berries and small fruit, do best 

on a strong loam, dry and rich. 
Pruning.—Although this operation can be per¬ 

formed at any time during winter, yet we consider the 
beginning of March the most favorable season, par¬ 
ticularly for peaches and apricots. All gardening 
should be done with neatness, but above all things, 
let your pruning be neatly performed. We have seen 
trees “pruned ” that looked as though cattle had 
been “ browsing” among them. When you wish to 
remove a shoot, do so by means of a clean sloping 
cut, at the back of a bud. As soon as the bud 
pushes, this wound is readily healed. To do this 
well, however, the operator must have a keen knife. 
‘‘Those things,” says Thompson, of the London Hor¬ 
ticultural Society, “which some men call pruning 
knives, blunt and notched, a sort of cross between a 
file and a handsaw, used for grubbing up weeds, draw¬ 
ing nail3 and trimming roots, are never seen in the 
hands of a man who understands his business or at¬ 
tends to it. To a gardener, his pruning knife is as 
much an object of solicitude as his razor. Indeed, of 
the two, he would rather hack his chin than his plants.” 

If trees are properly pruned from the beginning, a 
pruning knife will perform all the necessary thinning 
out, &c., annually, and the butchering system so much 
practiced, of cutting off large limbs, will be avoided, 
and the trees will not only present a more pleasing 
appearance, but will produce a finer crop of fruit 

Grape Vines that have not already been pruned, 
should be attended to first; and nothing will repay a 
judicious pruning better. The crop will be larger, 
and the flavor of the grape much improved. Cur¬ 
rants and Gooseberries should be pruned rather close, 
in order to get perfect fruit. Deciduous ornamental 
trees, shrubs and roses should now be pruned. Orna¬ 
mental trees only require the decaying and irregular 
branches to be cut away. With few exceptions, de¬ 
ciduous shrubs and roses require annual pruning. 

Mice.—In some parts of the country, mice are 
very troublesome in winter—eating the bark of the 
tree near the ground, and thus killing it. A gentle¬ 
man in Stratford, Canada West, where the mice are 
very troublesome, informs us that he lost many 
trees by these animals, until he made an effort to save 
them, by painting the trunks from the ground a few 
inches up with a composition of tar and tallow—two 
parts tallow and one part tar. This he puts on the 
trees just as winter sets in, and since pursuing this 
course he has not lost a tree from this cause. If the 
grass is kept from around the trees, mice are seldom 
troublesome. 

THE OSAGE OKANGE. 

As a hedge plant in this country, the Maclura, 
[Maclura Jlurantiaca,) or, as it is more commonly 
called, the Osage Orange, is constantly becoming a 
more general favorite. There are many other native 
plants, no doubt, which in particular localities, and 
with proper treatment, may be grown into equally as 
good a hedge as the one now under consideration; 
but for the various soils and climates of the United 
States, the Osage Orange has proved itself eminently 
superior to any other one plant which has ever been 
tried for the purpose. It appears to thrive equally 
well in the Eastern, Southern, Middle and Western 
States; in the southern part of Canada West, it has 
also been found to succeed. In the more northern 
portions of the Eastern and Western States and Ca¬ 
nada, it cannot withstand the severity of the winters, 
but as a general rule, wherever the Peach may be 
grown the Osage Orange will be found to be able 
to endure the cold. In this vicinity, the young shoots 
are killed back annually from four to six inches, 
which, however, proves rather beneficial than other¬ 
wise. To form a good hedge of this, as well as of 
any other plant, it will be necessary to give it con¬ 
stant attention; no one need flatter himself that by 
merely setting straight rows of plants along his lines, 
that in a few years his premises will be surrounded 
by an impenetrable barrier; but will find, as very 
many already have found to their sorrow and chagrin, 
that they have only been producing a living monu¬ 
ment of their indolence or ignorance. In growing a 
hedge, everything from the commencement must “be 
done decently and in order,” and in this, as in many 
other operations, “ the more haste the less speed.” 

If one is anxious to procure a hedge in the shortest 
time, he can obtain the plants one or two years old 
ready to be set, from parties in different .sections of 
the country, who raise them expressly for sale; but 
if he is willing to wait longer, he should procure the 
seed from some seedsman on whom he can rely for 
their good quality, and grow the plants himself. If 
the seeds should be obtained in the fall or early win¬ 
ter, they may be mixed with moist sand or loam in a 
box with a few holes in the bottom, and placed out 
of doors, exposed to the weather, until ready to plant 
in the spring, only taking care that after they have 
thaw’ed out in the spring that they do not get dry 
before they are sowed. But if they have remained 
dry until planting time, they may then be placed in 
a vessel, and water heated to a temperature of about 
100°, or as warm as the hand will bear, poured upon 
them, and allowed to remain in some warm place 
about a week, renewing the water every day; at the 
end of this time the water should be poured off, and 
the seeds covered with a cloth kept constantly moist. 
They should not be more than two or three inches in 
thickness in this situation, as, if they are in a large 
body, fermentation will be liable to take p^ace and 
destroy their vitality. In this condition they may 
remain another week, wrken, if the seed is good, they 
will have commenced to sprout, but if this does not 
occur so soon, wmter, to supply the loss by evapora¬ 
tion, must occasionally be added until signs of ger¬ 
mination appear, w’hen they may be immediately 
planted. 

The seed bed should be dry, rich, well worked, 
thoroughly pulverized, and freshly dug at the time of 
planting. Sow the seeds, like peas, in rows, about 
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fifteen inches apart; or, if a large quantity is to be 
raised, plant double rows about a foot apart to ad¬ 
mit the hoe between, and allow three feet between 
the double rows for a cultivator. The best time to 
plant is as early in the season as the ground becomes 
warm, usually in this locality during the first part of 
the month of May. As soon as the plants are up a 
couple of inches, commence working among them, 
and cultivate them once every two or three weeks or 
oftener if necessary during the season. All weeds 
growing near the plants which the hoe or cultivator 
do not disturb must be pulled out by hand. Fre¬ 
quent stirring of the soil and keeping it perfectly 
clean are indispensable operations in raising good 
plants. One year old plants, if well grown, will do 
to transplant to the hedge-row, but in most cases it 
will be found beneficial in the end to allow them an¬ 
other year in the seed bed before removal; the second 
year, the only attention required is clean culture, as 
before. In the tall, before they are to be transplant¬ 
ed, the most convenient way to manage them is to 
dig them, tie them into bundles of a hundred or more, 
and heel them in or bury them about two-thirds their 
depth in a slanting position in a dry place, where 
they may remain until they are finally to be dis¬ 
posed of 

Where the hedge is to be set, a strip of land six 
or eight feet wide should be plowed up and worked 
the previous season, or planted with some root or 
hoed crop; potatoes, peas and beans are among the 
best. When the buds begin to swell in the spring, 
the land should be deeply plowed and dragged fine, 
and will then be in a proper condition to receive the 
plants. Stakes may now be driven firmly in range 
along the whole line, and a strong cord from one 
hundred and fifty to two hundred feet long be stretch 
ed quite tight by the side of them; a stone laid on 
every rod or two of its length will keep it close to 
the ground and prevent its moving while working by 
it. The plants to be prepared for setting should have 
their tops and roots shortened to a uniform length of 
about six or eight inches each; with a common garden 
trowel they may now be set along the line six inches 
apart, and at least an inch deeper than they previ¬ 
ously stood. The soil should be pressed firmly about 
the roots, which may be most expeditiously done by 
inserting the trowel two or three inches from the 
plant and crowding it towards it. In this manner 
the whole length of hedge may be set. If, in the 
course of a couple of weeks, any plants should be 
found not to start, they should be removed and others 
put in their place. As soon as weeds or grass begin 
to show, run a light plow with one horse on each side 
of the row, turning the furrows towards the row on 
both sides; and as soon as they again appear, plow 
again, turning the furrows in the opposite direction, 
and thus continue to cultivate the land on each side 
until the season shall have so far advanced that the 
weeds and grass no longer start. The plowing should 
be continued each season for at least three years. 
Late in the fall of the first year, before the ground 
freezes, a furrow should be turned up against the row 
on each side, to prevent the roots being thrown out 
by the frost. In the spring of the second year, as 
soon as the bads begin to start, all vacancies should 
again be supplied, and the tops of the plants cut 
down within three inches of the ground with pruning 
shears, which are manufactured and sold expressly 
for this purpose. Some time in June, before the 

shoots have completed their growth, they should 
again be cut back to about nine or ten inches in 
height—which will be all the attention they will re¬ 
quire this year. The next year, as before, early in 
the spring, cut back again within six inches of the 
previous cutting, leaving the plants now about fifteen 
inches in height; in June again repeat the-operation, 
cutting six inches above where they were cut in the 
spring. By this time the row of plants has assumed 
somewhat the appearance of a hedge. In its different 
condition it will require a slightly different treatment. 
As impenetrability, and especially thickness at the 
base, are the principal objects to be secured, our atten¬ 
tion hereafter in pruning must be directed particu¬ 
larly to the acquisition of this end. A form approach¬ 
ing the pyramidal is, according to the greatest expe¬ 
rience, the best into which a hedge may be clipped. 
The lower part of the hedge should be clipped some 
time during the winter, while the plants are in a dor¬ 
mant state, and the upper portions left to be pruned 
until that time in the spring when it is making its 
most vigorous growth; this treatment will have a 
tendency to dwarf the plants and make them thick 
at the base. Five or six years will suffice to pro¬ 
duce a hedge of the Osage Orange, that will in point 
of utility entirely supply the place of primitive, un¬ 
sightly rail and board fences, and will last for ages 
with little expense to its owners, besides adding a 
new and beautiful charm to our country landscape. 

WESTERN N. Y. FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION. 

The Second Annual Meeting ©f the Western New 
York Fruit Growers’ Association was held in this 
city, January 8th and 9th. The attendance was 
large, and the show of winter fruits the best we have 
ever seen in this country. 

The following questions were proposed for di» 
cussion: 

1st. Can the cultivation of fruits for market on an 
extensive scale, be recommended to the farmers of 
Western New York? 

2d. If eo, what kind or class of fruits, as Apples, 
Pears, Peaches, <tc., are likely to be most advantage¬ 
ous or remunerative, under all the circumstances? 

3d. How extensively is it safe to embark in tha 
cultivation of Winter Pears ? 

4th. Is it advisable to plant Pears on Quince for 
extensive market orchards ? 

P. Barry opened the discussion. 

The question “Can the cultivation of fruits for mar¬ 
ket on an extensive scale be recommended to the far¬ 
mers and land-owners of Western New York?” he 
would answer in the affirmative, without the slightest 
hesitation. The circumstances of Western New York 
are now very different from those of a few years ago. 
Railroads now place us within a few hours of New 
York city. They also put the Western States in easy 
communication with Eastern markets. Hence wheat 
growers are turning their attention to the cheap lands 
of the West, justly considering it poor policy to com¬ 
pete in grain growing on land worth $100 per acre, 
with as good soil costing but $2 or $3. The farmer 
should try some other crop—one which his advantages 
of- locality, soil and climate, will render remunerative. 
This Association would recommend the cultivation of 
Fruits, and why? Because the position, soil and cli¬ 
mate of Western New York is all right There is no 
better place in the world. The soil is proverbially fine, 
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and especially suitable for the raising of fruits. It is 
no longer a question as to its adaptedness, as fruit 
growing has been carried on for years on an extensive 
scale, and with the most profitable results. All the 
fruits succeed here remarkably well. Only one such 
cold season as last year has occurred in fifteen years, 
and its like may never be known again. 

Look at the geographical features of our country. 
West of us lies Lake Erie, stretching 260 miles further 
west, and north of us is Ontario, with an area of over six 
thousand miles. These great bodies of water, not be¬ 
ing so quickly penetrated by the cold as the earth, 
give us a more even temperature, and a more gradual 
change from warm to cold, and from cold to warm. 
And then look at our central lakes right in our midst, 
which never freeze over. Think of what an influence 
these bodies of water exercise on the climate of our 
country. Can we be better situated than we are in 
regard to a market? Here we have the New York 
Central and New York and Erie roads running through 
our midst, and no matter where a man is located, he 
can reach New York with its more than half a million 
consumers, Philadelphia, Boston, and other large cities, 
in a day. From all these reasons, he would repeat, he 
had no hesitation whatever in saying that the farmers 
of Western New York ought to turn their attention 
to fruit growing on an extensive scale. He would say 
to her farmers, curtail the amount of your lands under 
cultivation, and pay more attention to your fruit trees, 
for you will find it more profitable to work less ground 
and make the best use of it, than to monopolize a great 
extent of farm land with a less paying crop. 

H. C. Smith, of Rochester, said farmers in Western 
New York had got only about five or six shillings 
(75 cents; per barrel for their apples this year, and he 
would ask whether the same ground planted with po¬ 
tatoes would not be more profitable. 

P. Barry hoped some other speaker would reply to 
this question. Farmers take no pains to sell their 
fruits. If they would make arrangements before hand, 
and pick them in proper season, they would have no 
difficulty in obtaining a remunerative price for them. 

Dr. E. W. Sylvester, of Lyons, Wayne Co., said 
if people do not cultivate and take care of their orch¬ 
ards, they cannot expect good fruit from them, or fruit 
that will bring a good price. He had picked from one 
of his Spitzenburgh trees this year, five barrels. He 
had forty trees to the acre, giving two hundred barrels 
of apples, which can be sold at one dollar a barrel and 
barrels found. His man picked from eight to ten bar¬ 
rels per day, and put them up, and he calculated the 
profi'ts of one acre at $175. This is above the true 
estimate, as a general thing, but orchards may be 
brought to this point by good cultivation. He knew 
orchards, the owners of which, year before last, re¬ 
ceived eight and nine shillings per barrel, and made 
$100 to the acre, without any extra cultivation. The 
owner of a farm of 183 acres, on which there was an 
orchard of about five acres, said year before last, he 
had received $510 for his apples. The last year he got 
about four hundred barrels, but had not yet sold them. 
Here is an orchard of five aches averaging $100 to the 
acre, and he (Dr. S.) doubted whether he received more 
than $1,000 from the balance of his farm. 

S. H. Ainsworth, of West Bloomfield, Ontario Co., 
said one of his neighbors had three acres of orchard 
that he had taken some little pains with in the last 
few years, from which last year he sold the fruit for 
$525. He thinks that another year he will receive 
from $700 to $1,000 from that orchard, which consists 
mainly of Northern Spys and Roxbury Russets. Last 
year was the seventh since they were grafted. Another 
of his neighbors 6old his apples year before last, for 
$125, from one acre of ground. The year before, he 

received $112, and the last year $75. The apples were 
sold in home markets. All the orchards in his section 
could be made to yield in like manner, as the ground 
on which these stand is no better than the average. 

Arch. Stone, of Hinmanville, Oswego Co., said in 
his section of the country they had had no market for 
fruits, and no apples worth marketing, until within a 
few years. Now they had a better market, and that 
encourages the growing of better fruits. The Roxbury 
Russet is their best winter apple, but a bushel will 
bring more in the spring than a barrel in the fall. The 
Baldwin he should think was best adapted to their soil 
and climate. He knew one tree that two years ago 
produced twenty-eight bushels, which sold for about 
$40. La9t year there was in the neighborhood of 
$150,000 brought into the county for fruit sent out. 
Their Agricultural Committees estimated one acre of 
orchard as equal in value to twelve in other crops, but 
he thought the figures large enough at five to one. 

L. C. Smith, of Livonia, Livingston Co., said if there 
were two sides to this question, we had heard but 
one as yet. If it was a fact that we of the portion of 
country that raises the famous Genesee wheat have 
come to a point that we must give up that business 
and turn our attention to the raising of fruit, he 
wanted to know it, and to hear it fully established. 

L. B. Langwortiiy, of Greece, thought apples would 
pay at five shillings per barrel in a decently cultivated 
orchard, but much larger profits can be made. A gen¬ 
tleman of his acquaintance had sent some twenty 
thousand bushels of apples to England in a year, and 
at a very great profit. He (Mr. L.) had sent the New¬ 
town Pippin to the West Indies and made well of it, 
and therefore he thought we may decide that apples 
can be transported. He had known the Virgalieu pear 
to sell in New York at $18 per barrel. If properly 
cultivated, there is no fruit as fair and as sound as that 
ofWestern NewYork, and it will ever command areadv 
sale, and take the preference in any market in the world. 

H. E. Hooker, of Brighton, had been asked in one 
of the questions, whether it is advisable to plant Pears 
on Quince stocks. He supposed there were none there 
who had had sufficient experience on this point to be 
able to judge, still he thought we might arrive at 
something like a conclusion when we throw all the 
little experience we have had together, and compare 
results and consider causes. He was in favor of plenty 
of room and light among trees. By planting 680 pear 
trees on an acre, the hardy sorts will produce in the 
neighborhood of a bushel, more or less. These 680 
bushels, at the price fine pears command in the autumn, 
$4 a bushel, give us $2,720 from one acre of ground! 
Half that number of trees, and at $2 a bushel, give us 
$680. Dwarf pears, such as White Doyenne, Louise 
Bonne de Jersey, Duchesse d’Angouleme, Bartlett, and 
a few other select varieties, may be made to produce 
this wheu five years old. In reference to the prices 
here mentioned as not likely to be realized for winter 
pears: 340 bushels Easter Buerre, at 150 pears to the 
bushel — which is few enough, and they have to be 
large ones with which 150 will fill a bushel — makes 
51,000 pears to the acre. These sold at ten cents each 
— and in New York they sell for a shilling and eighteen 
pence—gives us $5,100 for a single acre! 

S. H. Ainsworth said that the profit ot wheat in this 
section is about ten dollars per acre. Those who have 
been raising apples in good orchards will average at 
least fifty dollars a year above all expenses. Of pear 
orchards we have but very few in our county. One is 
that of Mr. Chapin, of Canandaigua, which had been 
set nine years. Six years after being set out, he sent 
some fruit to New York, and obtained $8 a barrel for 
it. The next year he had thirty barrels ot fine pears 
from his three acres. For those be obtained $15 a 
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barrel, mating $450. Tlie year before last he had fifty 
barrels, which he sold ia New York for from $18 to 
$20 a barrel — mating nearly a thousand dollars. This 
last year his crop was partly a failure, which he thinks 
was owing to planting corn in bis orchard, and close 
up to the trees;. When his pears were nearly grown 
they dropped off without ripening, and he lost nearly 
all. It was a pretty good crop of corn, but worth lit¬ 
tle in comparison to the pears he would have had. 

A Virgalieu tree from 60 to 70 years of age stands 
on the old Judge Howell farm near Onondaga. That 
tree for 40 years in succession has borne every year, 
and for the last 20 years has averaged not less than 
three bushels a season, which sold for $3 a bushel. A 
gentleman of Onondaga county sold from three trees 
$137 worth of pears Another gentleman in Onondaga 
has three Virgalieu trees. He has sold their product 
for $60 a year for several years back, and has been of¬ 
fered $50 for the fruit on the trees before picking; The 
soil is loose, with a heavy clay subsoil. They are all 
pear stocks. These trees have had no extra attention. 
Those trees of Judge Howell have had scarcely any 
attention for a number of years. If these estimates 
hold good in other cases — and he knew no reason why 
the}7 should not, in any good soil — then the cultiva¬ 
tion of pears will pay the farmers of Western New 
York, thirty times as much as the raising of wheat. 

P. Barry said, in opening the discussion, he had over¬ 
looked a matter of considerable importance. That is, 
we are here in the northern limits of the fine fruit 
growing region, and the consequence is, that our win¬ 
ter fruits are preserved better than in any other sec¬ 
tion. In New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Ohio, their 
winter fruits become fall fruits, and will not keep in 
winter equal to those grown in colder sections. Now, 
we have here on the table winter pears that you can 
not find anywhere else in near so great perfection. 
This is one thing which should be borne in mind by 
our fruit growers. Some say that these warm climates 
will always have the advantage of us in competition, 
but in this respect they have no chance whatever. 

In regard to the distance apart trees should be plant¬ 
ed, L. Burtis, of Rochester, said that he did not agree 
with those gentlemen who consider twenty-five feet 
too nigh for apple trees. He had traveled through 
every county in the State, and through a large portion 
ot several other fruit growing States, and where he 
had seen trees growing close together, he had always 
found them loaded with fruit, while ho had also found 
many orchards with trees thirty to fifty feet apart, with 
little or no fruit. He concluded therefore, that by setting 
trees close they protect each other from the wind and 
storms, and are consequently in a better condition for 
bearing and sustaining a heavy wop. He would plant 
trees twenty feet apart. They would then fully pro¬ 
tect each other, and can be cultivated a9 well as if 
further apart. 

L. B. Lavgworthy believed the theory was true that 
the roots spread as far as the branches do, and there¬ 
fore his opinion was that we plant our trees too nigh 
together. Thirty-three feet is the general rule, but he 
had always held that forty feet is better than a less 
-dhtanee; then you can have crops of some kind with¬ 
out injuring the trees. Apples are like all other crops, 
if they are crowded too much they must be reduced, 
either in size or quantity. 

L. Colby, of Nunda, had been cultivating pears for 
about thirty years, and had been able to make stand¬ 
ard's bear as soon as those on quince. By transplanting 
them three times, and each time clipping the roots, we 
cause the usually few and long roots to branch out, 
thu3 hastening their bearing. He had a Seckel tree 
four or five feet high that bore 68 perfect pears the 
first year after setting. It bore some the first year. 

He found that the quince stock injures the flavor, and 
renders the tree more liable to blight. 

John M. Mattison, of Tompkins Co., related his suc¬ 
cess with the King apple, of which he had sold nearly 
100 bushels for $2.50 per barrel. This season he had 
ten trees from which he picked 105 bushels I Three 
trees which had been seven years grafted produced 
in that time 51 bushels. Its great size was the only 
objection fruit dealers had to this apple. He thought 
pears would thrive better on pear than on quince 
stocks. 

H. E. Hooker was sorry to see the comparative 
merits of the pear and quince stock left in just the 
shape it now stood. He never had seen on pear stocks 
specimens of pears exhibit so high a degree of fineness 
as those on quince. 

II. C. White, of Buffalo, thought the cultivation of 
apples should be mainly recommended by this Society, 
as they require less skill and attention than any other 
fruit. Farmers generally could not cultivate pears 
with profit, with their present knowledge and habits. 
He thought more attention should be given to the Isa¬ 
bella grape, which he was certain would be made re¬ 
munerative— if it would not pay in the market it 
would on the table. He hoped the cultivation of fruits 
would be impressed on the attention Of the farmers of 
this section. Farmers should not expect winter apples 
to bear a remunerative price if sold in September; but 
if kept until a proper season they would be profitable. 

The following list of fruits were recommended for 
general cultivation in Western New Y"ork: 

Selected Pears.—Bartlett, Louise Bonne de Jersey, 
Virgalieu, (or White Doyenne,) Lawrence, Vicar of 
Winkfield, Glout Morceau, Easter Buerre, Sheldon, and 
Flemish Beauty. 

Apples.—King, (it was proposed to add of Tompkins 
County, as several spurious varieties were in cultiva¬ 
tion, some of which were described by members pres¬ 
ent as much inferior to the Tompkins Co. King, a vari¬ 
ety stated to have come originally from New Jersey 
but never distributed till grafted, where it now pre¬ 
vails;) Rhode Island Greening, Northern Spy, Baldwin, 
Gravenstein, and Fall Pippin. 

Fruit in Illinois.—The Prairie Farmer states 
that around Chicago the thermometer ranged from 
24° to 32° below zero, and says: 

“We have just examined our peach trees, and find 
the fruit buds dead; but this is not the worst of it— 
the new wood is dead; and it is to be feared that most 
of the old trees are so badly frostbitten, that they will 
die out, body and branch. * * * Nothing can 
now be done, though we advise cutting back, very se¬ 
verely, before the sap starts in February and March.” 

Last year, throughout Western New York, the 
thermometer fell from 20° to 26° below zero. All 
the peach buds were killed, and it was feared that all 
the young wood and most of the old trees were killed 
also. On this supposition, thousands of peach trees 
were cut back so severely that nothing but the trunk 
and a few of the large branches were left. These 
trees made a vigorous growth the next summer, and 
will doubtless bear fruit in a year or two. Those not 
cut, however, did equally well—making the finest 
growth we ever saw before—and will brobably bear 
a good crop next year. We say, then, do not be too 
hasty in “cutting back very severely;” wait till the 
sap starts, and you will then be able to see what you 
are about. 

We shall be glad of the experience of our readers 
on this subject. 
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IppHmnti. 
THE FAIRIES’ FROLIC.* 

BT E. W. B. CANNING, STOCKBRIDGE, JIA 33. 

CHAPTER FIRST. 

Musing alone tlie other day, 
And giving fancy transient play, 
I dropped into that phase of life 
The poet speaks of in his dreams — 
When truth that is, and truth that seems, 

Blend in fantastic strife.” 
While thus entranced, appeared to me, 
As real as a thing could be, 
The curious fantasies that follow, 
Which, although due not to Apollo, 
Gave me some grains of truth to swallow; 
For truth sometimes, as it would seem, 
Is taught us even in a dream. 

Methought I saw an ancient codger, 
Whom I, for short, appellate “ Roger ; ” 
(It might have been Tom Harrigood, 
Or other name of longitude.) 
Said Roger was a hard-faced man, 
And o’er his brazen features ran 
Some dozen lines or more, which care, 
And avarice, and wear and tear.” 
And selfishness had furrowed there. 

Broad acres Roger could command 
Of pasture, field, and meadow land, 
Whereon he raised tremendous crops, 
That rivalled even his chimney-tops. 
Potatoes — “ Carters ” and “ Meshannocks," 
Sand-Lakes” and “Pink-eyes,” “Rappahanocks,” 
Mercers” — in bushels bv the score. 
When rot to walk his fields forebore ; 
Half-miles of corn, green, stout, and tall; 
Wheat, rye, and oats and barley — all 
(Pardon my fancy for such yarns) 
Determined seemed to burst his barns. 
To mention not his tons of hay, 
That scented the capacious bay, 
Or rose in mimic mountains where 
He stacked the surplus,1 rich and rare. 
Omit, too, all those minor things 
Of which no decent poet sings : 
Carrots and cabbage, onions, beans, 
Squashes and pumpkins, beets and greens, 
All of a California size, 
Which made old Roger bless his eyes. 
And then his dairy ! What a store 
Of milk-pans, brimmed and running o’er ! 
Cheese by the hundred, large and sound, 
Like Falstaff's stomach, plump and round. 
Such were the good things Roger had: 
But every good hath eke its bad. 
There were some other things he’d not, 
For his ideas never shot 
Higher than steam of dinner-pot. 
Of the true and the beautiful, 
He, as his ancient milking-stool 
Was ignorant; and much I fear, 
Woe never cost his eye a tear, 
Or his purse six-pence — save his tax, 
And that stuck to his hands like wax. 

To sum the whole, 
(If you were on such trial bent,) 
Just bait a mouse-trap with a cent, 

You’d catch his soul. 

And now’t is time, this story telling, 
Briefly to speak of Roger’s dwelling. 

• We need offer no apology for publishing in our Ladies’ De¬ 

partment “ The Fariea Frolic,” ft ora the Knickerbocker Magazine, 
to the exclusion of an article we had prepared for this number; 
npt that this is applicable to the ladies, but no “Roger” can com¬ 

plain of the room it occupies. 

It was the same (save greater wear. 
And thumped by later tempests) where 
His sire and giand-sire life had tried, 
Toiled, married, moved, grew old, and died: 
Guiltless of paint for fifty years, 
Sad as a Hottentot in tears ; 
With storm-beat boards, whose creak and waii 
Asked vainly for another nail. 
No tree of grateful shade grew nigh, 
To cool the beams of hot July: 
But down they shot, like hissing ball 
Sent into doomed Sebastopol. 
Stumps two or three were there, to show 
Where maples, many years ago, 
Had dared in honest pride to grow. 
Alas ! their owner thought them made 
For back-logs rather than for shade : 
They shadowed, too, a carrot-patch, 
So down they went with all dispatch. 
Of fruit-trees, ne’er a one had he, 
Nor for them cared a “ sumarkee : ” 
I’m wrong, for in one pasture grew, 
Or rather stood, a sorry few, 
Which for their hold had fought the storm 
A hundred years, and moss and worm. 
They looked like apple, and his axe 
Had spared them, for they paid a tax 
Of cider (though’t was very small,) 
Whene’er they strained to bear at all. 
Of other kinds, peach, pear, or plum, 
Cherry or quince, had sooner come 
In grounds of Pandemonium. 
His yards to better ends, thought he, 
Could open and devoted be. 
Carts, harrows, plows, and chips and muck, 
And various kinds of farming truck, 
Lay scattered round — the veriest clutter. 
But greatful as his bread and butter. 
Old Roger’s field-crops were his pride ; 
But give him these, and all beside, 
Except his stock, was balderdash ; 
And as for fruit — such foolish trash 
His boys could steal, he took for granted. 
On moonless nights, and when they wanted. 
Careful, on such nocturnal rummage, 
The owner sought not him for damage ; 
And only for such legal jogging, 
The boy’s were called to take a flogging. 

CHAPTER SECOND 

Thus endeth part first of my story. 

One day. absorbed in vain self-glory. 
In corn-field, on a pumpkin, sat 
Old Rogur. Down he put his hat, 
Then plied a horn of Holland gin. 
Which he had bought for medicine; 
And, leaning ’gainst a tree that grew 
Where it could never damage do, 
Composed himself his crops to see, 
And fell into a reverie. 
And now the strangest thing of all 
Transpired, to which I beg to call 

Your strict attention ; 
Fearing that, in this latter day, 
When spirits so fantastic play, 
You ’ll think that what my muse may say 

Is pure invention. 
Was I mistaken that I heard 
A signal-whistle? —when appeared 
An army of the quaintest things 
That e’er employed or legs or wings. 

So odd they seemed, 
That sure I am no mortal e’er 
Saw beings so grotesque and queer. 

Save when he dreamed. 
The nearest picture of their looks 
You ’ll find in ancient story-books — 
Of elf and ogre, sprite and fairy. 
Some winged, some clawed, some smooth, some 

Grimacing, frolicking, [hairy; 
Dancing, and rollicking, 
Kicking and leaping. 
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And hopping and creeping; 
Some turning somersets 
Over tall violets; 
Some little joses 
Each other’s noses 

Pulling, and hiding behind the bright roses. • 
Brimful of fun 
And mischief, they run 

And scamper like mice, old Grimalkin to shun. 
Well, such a host as this beset 
Old Roger, and he ’ll ne’er forget 
The awful way they treated him 
Till feathers sink and lead can swim. 
All seemed with earnest zeal to be 
The champions of some favorite tree, 
Which he, with hatred unalloyed, 
Had always warred on and destroyed. 
Each little imp possessed, I ween, 
His own peculiar magazine : 
Capacious pockets, hugely stored 
With various fruits — a motley hoard, 
Which he, with hearty aim inspired, 
Right plump at Roger’s target fired. 
Here flew a peach and there a plum, 
While fore-and-aft the cherries come. 
Alarmed, he squirmed on every tack, 
And caught on every side a whack ; 
Hard apples bounded from his pate, 
And thumped his ribs at shocking rate. 
The little torments mocked his fears, 
Plugged at his eyes, his nose, his ears, 
His mouth, his cheeks, his sides, his breast. 
Without a single moment’s rest. 
Now, with a mad, spasmodic grasp, 
Old Roger sought a foe to clasp. 
Clutching around him far and near; 
But, with inimitable leer, 
Of his intention well aware, 
They left his fist fast-closed in air; 
Then, full of glee, like hail and rain, 

^ They poured their missies in again. 
J Perhaps a listener might have heard 

The pigmy-torturers fling a word 
1 Amid their sport, like this, to wit: 

• Please tell me how those apples fit t 
4 Take that, and that I 

And learn, old rat! 
1 Your war on our domain to quit. 
' At him, my braves ! 

Till peace he craves — 
No sin his villain blood to spillI 

We ’ll pommel him 
Till stars are dim ; 

He’s worse than the Nebraska-Bill." 
No lack was there of hearts and hands 
To execute these said commands. 
Battered and bruised and blind and numb, 

r■ Old Roger thought his hour had come. 
With conscience, then, fast growing tender, 
An unconditional surrender 
He deems it best to make, until 
He time may have to write his will. 
So, with an accent far from bold, 
He calls : “ Peccavi! ” “ Quarter ! ” “ Hold ! ” 

“ Cease ! ” quoth the leader of the host: 
Each Lilliputian at his post 
Repaired at once, from arms and cries, 
But still looked daggers through his eyes. 
Then came a parley, and a truce, 
The terms of which I beg excuse 
For not repeating, as they ’re long, 
Inapt for weaving into song. 
Their purport may be gathered well 
From the brief sequel I shall tell; 
And I ’ll for Roger’s credit say, 
He kept them to his dying-day. 

Long years elapsed, and Roger’s home 
Had quite a different place become: 
Fiuo rows of thrifty, shady trees 
Lifted their verdure to the breeze ; 
The plum, the apple, and the peach 
And pear were all within his reach; 

While, nailed to every garden wall, 
His grapes were neither few nor small. 
In fact, his nursery was famed 
The country o’er, for model named. 
Still greater cro-ps increased his joys ; 
He grew in wealth, and then his boys 
Went forth no more o’ nights to sin — 
Their “ mother knew that they were in." 
His neighbors dropped the name “old codgers'* 
’T was now respectful “ Mr. Roger.” 

His dwelling, too, kept pace with all: 
The shingles new, and painted wall; 
His fences straight, upright, and stout; 
His door-yards neat and clear throughout. ^ 
In fine, whoe’er might Roger scan, 
Found him a wholly-altered man. 
The little sprites who nightly came 
To frolic on some funny game, \ 
Declared he’d met their expectation, 
Needing no further visitation. 

And now, my friends, the moral hear; 
Then you and I are this time clear. ^ 

MORAL. 

Not crops, alone, gigantic, can 
Of a curmudgeon make a man : 
And wondrous’t is, how raising fruit 
Can civilize the human brute. 

HINTS FOR HOUSEWIVES. 

Vegetables should be cooked in Salt Water. 

— It is well known that after potatoes are boiled 
and the water poured from them, if they are well 
shaken up, with the addition of a little salt, their 
flavor is much improved. Why, we know not. Pro¬ 
fessor Boethger, a German chemist, speaking in 
reference to boiling vegetables in water to which a 

little salt is added, says: 

“If one portion of vegetables be boiled in pure 
(distilled or rain) water, and another in water to which 
a little salt has been added, a decided difference is per¬ 
ceptible in the taste and odor, and especially in the 
tenderness of the two portions. Vegetables boiled in 
pure water are vastly inferior in flavor. This inferior¬ 
ity may go so far in case of onions, that they are ab 
most entirely destitute of odor or taste, though when 
cooked in salted water, they possess, in addition to the 
pleasant salt taste, a peculiar sweetness and a strong 
aroma. They also contain more soluble matter than 
when cooked in pure water. Water which contains 
1-420th of its weight of common salt is far better for 
cooking vegetables than pure water, because the salt 
hinders the solution and evaporation of the soluble 
and flavoring principles of the vegetables. This ex¬ 
plains the advantage of the general use of salt in 
cooking, and the impossibility of correcting, by subse¬ 
quent additions of salt, the want of flavor in vegeta¬ 
bles that have been boiled without it.” 

Sausage Meat is bgst preserved in new cotton 
bags a foot long and two or three inches in diameter, 
which after filling are dipped in and coated with 
melted lard. When used, the bag is sliced off with 
the meat, as it is much easier to make new ones than 
to preserve the old. 

Churning.— In churning butter, if small granules of 
butter appear which do not “ gather,” throw in a 
lump of butter, and it will form a nucleus, and the but¬ 
ter will “come.” 

Mince Pie Meat will keep well for several months, 
boiled, chopped, and packed down in a stone jar cov¬ 
ered with molasses. 
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j) o itUr's 
GARDENING FOB YOUTH. 

ANNUAL PLANTS. 

In our last number we explained and illustrated 
the principal parts of a plant; it will be necessary, 
in speaking of plants, that these distinctions be quite 
familiar. ^Without now referring to the botanical 
divisions of classes and genera, we will here say that 
plants, in reference to the production of their seeds, 
are divided into annuals, biennials, and perennials. 
Annuals are such as are produced from the seed, at¬ 
tain their full growth, flower, form their seeds, and 
die in one season; as, for example, the pea, bean, 
wheat, oats, &c., &c. Biennials require two years 
from their germination to their full development; 
flowering at the close of the second season, produ¬ 
cing their seed, .and then decaying. Familiar exam¬ 
ples of this division are found in the cabbage, beet, 
onion, &c. Perennials are such els flower and con¬ 
tinue to live year after year; as, for example, the 
forest and fruit trees, the rose, the lilac, the common 
garden pink, lilies, crocuses, hyacinths, &c. Among 
plants cultivated for the beauty of their flowers, the 
annuals exceed all others in number, in variety and 
brilliancy of colors, and in rapidity and ease of pro¬ 
pagation, and therefore justly deserve the attention 
of every one who by the culture of flowers attempts 
to adorn that cherished spot called home. To enu¬ 
merate all the varieties of annuals would be a labo¬ 
rious task, and we shall therefore only mention a few 
of the mo3t beautiful, and give some general direc¬ 
tions for their cultivation. 

Aster Chinensis—China Aster.—The China As¬ 
ter was introduced into Europe by Father D’Incar- 
ville, a missionary in China. He carried the seeds 
from China to Paris in 1730, and since then they 
have been disseminated throughout the world. Per¬ 
haps no flower has been so completely transformed 
and improved by careful culture as this. When first 
brought to notice it was a very ordinary affair, hav¬ 
ing merely two or three rows of petals suriounding 
a large yellow disk; now, one who never saw it ex¬ 
cept in its natural state, would scarcely recognize the 
beautiful offspring of 60 ugly a parentage. Perfect 
flowers are, however, by no means common; on the 
contrary, only the poorer sorts are generally known. 
Among the many hundreds we saw on exhibition at 
the various horticultural shows in different parts of 
the country during the last season, there was not one 
really good specimen, and but very few that were 
even tolerable. In a good flower the petals should 
be thick and smooth at the edges; the flower should 
be double to the center, round and even in outline, 
and regular in the disposition of the petals; the color 
for a self should be decided, and for a variegated 
flower each color should be distinct, without inter¬ 
mixing. The plants are easily propagated by sow¬ 
ing the seed on a gentle hot-bed or a warm border 
as early in the season as practicable; when they are 
two or three inches high they should be transplanted 
singly into a rich, dry soil, a foot apart 

Balsamina— The Balsam.—This plant is a native 
of the East Indies, China, and Japan, and was car¬ 
ried to Europe in the sixteenth century. It is no 
doubt familiar to many of our readers by the com¬ 

mon name of Lady Slipper. When well grown the 
densely crowded column of large double flowers is a 
remarkably beautiful sight, but fine specimens are 
very rarely seen. It has many distinct shades of color 
besides producing variegated blossoms of every con¬ 
ceivable sort. The principal single colors are white, 
red, purple, scarlet and rose. The flowers, when per¬ 
fect, are so large and double as closely to resemble a 
medium size, well formed rose. Its propagation and 
treatment may be the same as for the Aster, only be¬ 
ing particularly careful that the soil into which it is 
transplanted is quite rich and well worked. 

Bartonia aurea—Golden Bartonia.—This is one 
of the most beautiful of the California Annuals. It 
was first brought to notice in 1835. Dr. Lindlet, 

the celebrated Botanist and Yegetable Physiologist, 
observes: “It is only beneath the bright sunshine 
that its splendid flowers unfold. In the early morn¬ 
ing the plant is a shabby bush, with pale, greenish 
gray branches, and weedy leaves; but as the sun ex¬ 
ercises his influence, the petals gradually unroll, as if 
in acknowledgment of his power, till every branch is 
radiant with gold; and so metahc is the lustre of the 
inside of its petals, that one would really think they 
must be composed of something more solid and en¬ 
during than the delicate and perishable tissue of a 
flower.” The seeds should be sown about the mid¬ 
dle of spring, in a warm, rich, moist soil. 

Campanula—Bell Flower.—Species of this plant 
are to be found in every part of the world. It 
has long been cultivated, and its graceful, pendant, 
bell-shaped, blue flowers are universally admired. The 
seed may be scattered thinly over a bed in any com¬ 
mon garden soil, and lightly raked in as, early in the 
spring as the ground becomes warm. If the plants 
stand too thick after they are up a few inches, they 
can be transplanted. 

Calandrinia speciosa—The Showy Calandrinia. 
—This pretty little flower is a native of Northern 
California, where seeds of it were first obtained in 
1832. The seeds should be sown, any time during 
the spring, in dry and exposed situations, where it 
can have abundance ot light and heat. It requires 
very little water, and flourishes best in weather when 
most other plants are burnt up. 

Convolvulus purpureus—The Purple Convol¬ 
vulus.—The Purple or Major Convolvulus is well 
known in this country under the name of Morning 
Glory. It is a native of Asia and South America, 
and was probably introduced into European gardens 
early in the seventeenth century. The flowers vary 
much, displaying many shades and combinations of 
white, reddish-purple, bluish-purple, and violet.. It 
appears to the best advantage when trained on strings 
reaching from the ground over windows or against a 
wall. The seeds should be sown early in the spring 
in shallow drills, and lightly covered. The plants, 
when up, should stand about an inch apart. 

Convolvulus tricolor—The Three-colorcd Con¬ 

volvulus.—It is known commonly under the name 
Convolvulus minor, or Dwarf Convolvulus. It is a 
beautiful flower, with three distinct colors—yellow, 
blue, and white; and is a native of Spain, Portugal, 
Sicily, and the North of Africa. It is worthy of 
very general cultivation. The plant grows about six 
or nine inches high, and blossoms profusely. The 
flowers always fold in cloudy weather and at night. 
The seeds may be sown early in the spring, an inch 
or two apart, in a dry, light, and rich soil. 
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tutor's ®alrb. 
Cheering Prospects.—"We are happy to inform the 

friends of the Genesee Farmer that its circulation the 

present year wiLl far exceed our most sanguine expec¬ 

tations. Up to the present date, (January 28,) our 

subscription list, as compared with the list at the same 

time last year, is as 25 to 13. This is nearly double. 

But as at this date last year, not quite half our ulti¬ 

mate subscription list was received, we shall doubtless 

this year also double our present list. These are mo6t 

cheering prospects, for which we are principally in¬ 

debted to those true friends of rural improvement who 

have so energetically acted as voluntary agents for the 

Genesee Farmer. They will aecept our sineere thanks. 

We would ask subscribers at Post Offices where only 

one or two numbers of the Genesee Farmer are now 

taken, to get us np a club of eight. The prejudice 

against “ book farming” is gradually wearing away, 

and it is now a comparatively easy matter to get sub¬ 

scribers. There are surely in your neighborhood seven 

men besides yourself who, were they asked, would be 

willing to pay the paltry sum of 37-£ cents for a paper 

which contains much more agricultural and horticultu¬ 

ral matter than any of the dollar monthlies in the coun¬ 

try, and nearly as much as any of the luio dollar week¬ 

lies, and more than those whose loud pretensions and 

constant self puffing have enabled them to attract con¬ 

siderable attention. 

Those who have sent 50 cents for a single copy, can 

send $1.50 more for a club of five, or $2.50 more for a 

club of eight. Those who have sent $2.00 for a club 

of five, can send $1 more and increase the club to eight, 

and be entitled to a copy of the Rural Annual for 

getting up the club. 

Look at the Premium List for 1856, and see what 

liberal offers we make our agents. 

Our Premiums.—In the May number we shall an¬ 

nounce the successful competitors for the premiums which 

we have offered for the greatest number of subscribers 

obtained previous to the 15th day of April. We trust that 

our agents will keep this in mind, and not abate their 

efforts until they have done their best. 

To those who have not yet undertaken to compete for a 

premium, we would say, it is not too late; by energetic 

and industrious action, you may yet gain the first rank. 

Do not hesitate to commence because others may have 

gained a start upon you—“the race is not to the swift, nor 

the battle to the strong,” 

Let every agent renew his efforts. ' How few have done 
all they can do. If you do not succeed in obtaining a 

large premium, you are sure of one for every club of eight 

or more. 
Subscribers or agents desiring copies to use in obtaining 

subscriptions, will be supplied gratis by applying to us, 

or any they may use of their own numbers, and soil or lose, 
we will willingly replace. 

United States Agricultural Society.—The Fourth 

Annual Meeting of the United States Agricultural Society 
was held at Washington January 9—12. Many delegates 

were prevented from attending by the delays on the rail¬ 
roads caused by the heavy snow-storms, so that the meet¬ 
ing was not large. 

From the Report of the Treasurer it appears that the 
receipts at the exhibition at Boston were $31,808.58, and 

from sales, &c., $5,363.96. There was paid out, for pre¬ 
miums, $10,295.98, other expenses, $25,054.44 ; leaving 

a balance of $1,822.12 in the treasury. 

The President read a series of resolutions from the Illi¬ 
nois Legislature, asking appropriations from Congress for 

agricultural purposes. Referred to a select committee, of 
which Prof. Henry, of the Smithsonian Institute, is chair¬ 
man. 

D. J. Browne, of the Patent Office, read an interesting 

paper on the improvement of the horse in the United States. 
He recommends that depots for stallions of approved breeds 

be formed in the several States and Territories, and that 

breeding horses of one or both sexes be imported from va¬ 

rious parts of Europe, Northern Africa, and South Ameri¬ 

ca. An adequate appropriation should be made by Con¬ 

gress for the purpose, or it could be done by the States 
themselves through their Agricultural Societies. 

Capt. Van Vleit, U. S. Army, read a paper upon the 
Rocky Mountain Sheep. 

Prof. BAiRD, of the Smithsonian Institution, exhibited 
specimens of the horns, hoofs, head, and hair of the Rocky 

Mountain Sheep, and urged several reasons why the ani¬ 
mal should be domesticated, stating that, wild and difficult 
of access as they were, an appropriation of from $100 to 

$200 would induce some hunters about Fort Larimie to 

persevere in their efforts until several pairs of these ani¬ 
mals could be obtained, which would be sufficient to war¬ 
rant an attempt at their domestication. 

D. J. Browne spoke of the attempt to domesticate the 
buffalo and cross the breed with that of the tame cattle, 
and went into some details showing the doubtful success 

of the attempt. 
B. P. Poore gave a description of an attempt his father 

made to domesticate imported sheep of a fine breed among 
the hills of Georgia. The result of the experiment was 

that most of the sheep died, and the shepherds who had 
been brought over to take care of them insisted that the 
reason of their death was that the country was too wild 
for them. Mr. Poore thought that if this country was too 

wild for the European sheep, it must be the very place in 
which the experiment of domesticating the mountain sheep 

would meet with the greatest success. 
D. J. Browne offered a resolution that the Executive 

Committee be empowered to import seed wheat from the 
Mediterranean and Black Sea. which, “ when cultivated in 
various sections of the United States, matures several days 

earlier than the ordinary varieties in use,” and is more pro¬ 

lific. 
Mr. Kimmel thought the importations could be made 

through our American Consuls residing in the countries 
where these .varieties grow. He spoke of an attempt he 
had made to domesticate a kind brought from a part of 
Europe ten degrees further north than the place in Ameri¬ 
ca where it w-as planted. The result was, that in the 

course of a few years it had assumed the same appearance 

as native wheat. 
Mr. Browne thought wheat should be brought from a 

warmer climate than that of the place in which it was 

planted. 
The second day was occupied in a warm and somewhat 
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personal discussion on meteorology, between Lieut. Maury 

and Prof. Henry. 

Afterwards the “ Executive Committee” tested a dozen 
cff Mr. Longwokth’s sparkling Catawba, sent by that 

gentleman for the “ Secretary’s acceptance.” 

The Third Day was occupied in the election of officers, 
which resulted as follows : 

For President.—Marshall P. Wilder, of Mass. 
Fur Vice Presidents—J. D. Lang, Maine ; H. F. French, 

New Hampshire; F. Holbrook, Vermont; Simon Brown, 
Massachusetts ; Joseph Cooke, Rhode Island ; John A. 
Rockwell, Connecticut; Dr. J. P. Beekman, New York ; 
Geo. Vail, New Jersey; Isaac Newton, Pennsylvania; J. 
YV. Thompson, Delaware ; A. Kiminel. Maryland ; G. \V. 
P. Custis, Virginia; H. K. Burgwyn, North Carolina ; R. 
F. Walston, South Carolina; K. Peters, Georgia; C. C. 
Cl iy, Jr., Alabama ; J. Perkins, Jr., Louisiana ; J. T. 
Worthington, Ohio; M. L. Underwood, Kentucky; J. 
Bell, Tennessee; Jos. A. Wright, Indiana; J. T. Kenni- 
cott, Illinois ; Thomas Allen, Mississippi; 11. Beebee, Ar¬ 
kansas ; J. C. Holmes, Michigan; D. L. Yulee, Florida; 
T. J. Rusk, Texas ; J. W. Grimes, Iowa ; P. Ord, Cali¬ 
fornia ; YV. YV. Corcoran, District of Columbia ; J. M. 
Gallegos, New Mexico; H. II. Sibley, Minnesota ; P. YV. 
Gillett, Oregon ; C. Lancaster, YVashington Territory ; E. 
Hunter, Utah ; 1». B. Chapman, Nebraska. 

Executive Committee.—J. A. King, New York ; A. S. 
Elwyn, Pennsylvania; D. Jay Browne, District of Colum¬ 
bia ; YV. H. H. Taylor, Ohio*; 11. P Waters, Mass. 

Secretary.—Wm. S. King, Massachusetts. 
Treasurer.—B. B. French, District of Columbia. 

Philadelphia has been fixed upon as the place for hold¬ 

ing the next Fair. 

TnE Rural New Yorker for January 26 contains a long 
article from Dr. Fitch, the State Entomologist, for which 
it probably paid pretty handsomely. Such a thing is so 
unusual with the Rural, that its modest publisher, instead 
of treating us with the usual paragraph about the enor¬ 
mous circulation, unparalleled popularity, immense influ¬ 
ence, and astonishing usefulness of his paper, varies the 

tune as follows: 

“ It may not be improper to add that, aside from the 
matter furnished by its editors, this number of the Rural 
contains articles which cost us some fifty dollars, and the 
engravings are worth nearly an equal amount. Those who 
complain at the slight advance on the club price of the pa¬ 
per, need scarcely be assured that our profits this year, 
even with an increase of from ten to fifteen thousand sub¬ 
scribers, will not enable us to make greater dividends than 
heretofore,—for we could better afford to furnish such a 
paper as the Rural was two years ago, at its then price, 
than we can the present volume at the advanced rate of 
dub subscription.” 

The past experience of the Rural man has doubtless led 
him to believe that its readers have a capacious swallow; 
but this time he is 6urely presuming too much on their cre¬ 

dulity. Let us see. If we are to credit the Rural's own 
statement, its circulation last year was 35,000. Now “ an 
increase of from ten to fifteen thousand subscribers” would 

give forty-five to fifty thousand. Say 40,000. The “ slight 
advance on the club price of the paper” is 25 cents. It 
follows, therefore, that the profits are $ 10,000 greater than 

they would be at its former price ; and yet we are told that 
“ we (the Rural) could better afford to furnish such a pa¬ 
per as the Rural was two years ago, at its then price, than 
we can the present volume at the advanced rate of club 
subscriptions” ! I 

YVhat kind of paper “ the Rural was two years ago” it 

does not beeome us to speak. Of the cost of publishing 
the paper then and now we may hazard an opinion. 

First, the paper the Rural was printed on two years ago, 

and the press-work, cost more than they do now—and these 

are the great items. (YVe are informed that the Rural now, 
pays for press-work three cents per “ token”/ess than it 
did two years ago. This, on an edition of 40,000, is a 
saving of about Jive hundred dollars a year!) The cost 
of setting up the paper, proof reading, &o., was nearly or 
quite as much two years ago, as at present. Folding, 
mailing, &c., the same, of course. The only difference 
then, if there be any, must be in the cost of editing the 

paper and of the illustrations. The “ able corps of assist¬ 
ant editors” is the same now, we believe, as it was tw o 
years ago, minus Joseph Harris. His salary, small as 
it was, would doubtless be much more than sufficient to 
pay the half dozen “ special contributors” whose names are 
now given in the Rural. Each of these gentlemen wrote 
for the Rural two years ago, as much in the aggregate, 
probably, as they do now. So much, therefore, for the in¬ 
creased, or rather decreased, cost of editing the paper. 

Of the illustrations, two years ago, we have nothing to 
say—we admit that they did not cost, the Rural much. But 

do they cost it any more this year? “ Yes;” replies an 
innocent Rural reader, “ in the number for January 26, it 

is said they cost near $50.” Such is certainly a fair infer¬ 
ence from the language above quoted. Let us see. The 
first cut is “ Hallock’s Cross-cut and Circular Saw-mill;” 
(a really valuable machine, by the way,) a cut which the 

Rurarl was paid eight dollars for putting in. It has been 
in the Rural before, and will be found in our advertising 
columns. 

The next cut is the “ Lawton Blackberry,” which was 
engraved for the publisher of the Genesee Farmer. As 

a second hand cut it may have cost the Rural one-tenth of 
the original cost of engraving—say one dollar. 

The third cut is a “ Deaf and Dumb Alphabet,” a com¬ 

mon second hand thing, which may have cost the Rural 

fifty cents or a dollar ! 

The fourth and last cut is a silly charade—the only origi¬ 
nal cut in the paper—costing, perhaps, two dollars ; and 

yet the Rural has the face to tell its readers that “ this 
number contains engravings worth nearly” fifty dollars! 1 
Go it, Neighbor ! Swagger and pretension have done 

you good service so far, and become you well. But don’t 
talk so much about “low-priced” papers. 

P. S. YVonder if the story about the fifty thousand sub¬ 
scribers is as reliable as the story about the fifty dollar 
cuts ? 

Death op Dr. T. YV. Harris.—This well-known ento¬ 
mologist, died at Cambridge, Mass., of dropsy on the chest, 
on the 16th ult. Dr. H. has been for many years librarian 

of Harvard University, a position which enabled him to 
pursue his favorite studies with great advantage. His 
work on “Insects Injurious to Vegetation,” as well as his 
frequent contributions to our agricultural and horticultural 
journals, have been of great benefit to this branch of 

science. 

Birmingham Cattle and Poultry Show.—A lady 
correspondent, writing to us from England, adds in a post¬ 

script : “ I have just attended the great Cattle and Poul¬ 
try Show at Birmingham. There were 1,800 pens of poul¬ 
try ! The cattle were splendid. The Herefords and De¬ 

vons take the lead, at least so I should judge. There were 
few Leicester sheep present, the Cotswolds and the Shrop¬ 
shire Downs being evidently the favorites. The show on 
the whole was magnificent, but, from its select character, 

to me less interesting than many of the American Fain* 

which I have attended,” 
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The Genesee Farmer.—Never since the commence¬ 
ment of this periodical have its prospects been more flatter¬ 

ing, or its success and usefulness more certain. We have 
now on our books the names of nearly twice as many 
subscribers as we had at the same date last year. It is 

gratifying to know that our efforts to furnish the farmers 

of this country with a cheap, useful and reliable agricultu¬ 
ral journal are so well appreciated. Let our friends and 

the friends of agricultural improvement still continue their 

efforts to increase our circulation, With proper effort on 
the part of each subscriber, our subscription list may still 
be much increased. Our friends who have interested 

themselves so successfully in behalf of our journal will ac¬ 

cept our best thanks. The Genesee Farmer is not inferior 
to any agricultural journal in the world. Its matter is 

prepared for its pages alone,—and we have no object but 
to advance the interests of our readers. Its price is so low 

that the poorest farmer can take it without inconvenience, 

and the richest cannot afford to “ get along” without it. 
We give a few extracts from our business letters, showing 

the estimation in w hich the Farmer is held by its readers: 

“ I have taken the Genesee Farmer nine years, and like it very 
much.” E. R. S., Bigalow’s Mills, Ind. 

“ I read quite a number of agricultural works, but find no one 
that contains so much valuable information for so little money." 

H. S., Rochford, Ill. 

“ I cannot get along right without the Farmer. I have taken it 
for the last three or four years, and I feel lonesome without it.” 

J. W. McC, Algonquin, 0. 

“ We cannot do well without the Farmer. I find every number 
has been worth one dollar to me in my agricultural pursuits. We 
find it gives us new ideas, and a taste for scientific farming.” 

J. B. H., Linden, Ind. 

“ We have a Town Agricultural Society, formed two years ago, 
and have held two Fairs. If we could award a goodly number of 
the Farmer as premiums, I think that by extending its circulation 
among us much good would be done." J. B., Virgil, N. Y. 

“ “There is no agricultural paper that I read with more care and 
profit than I do the Genesee Farmer; no where else do I find, as 
scientific research and investigations, such practical suggestions as 
are always to be found in the Farmer." 

H. J. F., Palmyra, N. Y. 

“I have taken the Genesee Farmer two years, and think it is a 
very valuable paper, and one that ought to be read in every family. 
I was the only person that took it in this neighborhood, but I 
thought the Farmer contained too much useful information for me 
to enjoy its benefits alone, I have therefore got up a club.” 

D. C. H., Rainham, C. W. 

, “lam trying to cultivate a small farm here in Illinois, and as I 
used to be a mechanic, and worked everything by pattern, I think 
farming should be done on the same principle; therefore, I have 
persuaded my neighbors to put in with me and send for the pat¬ 
terns. You will therefore send twenty-four copies of your excel¬ 
lent paper.’’ E. L. T., Parks’ Corners, 111. 

“I am well pleased that thou hast purchased the entire interest 
in the Genesee Farmer. I will see that it has fair play in these 
parts. We have a club nearly ready to send. I have induced my 
friend-to act as agent, while I will bring it to the notice of 
our neighbors I believe it is rather the best agricultural journal 
published.” J. H. A., New London, Ind. 

“ I shall endeavor to circulate the Farmer among our farmers as 
much as possible. It is a paper I think worthy their patronage. 
The useful and instructive matter which it contains, the good style 
in which it is executed, as well as the extremely low rate at which 
it is published, are all inducements for its promulgation. I shall 
endeavor to add more names to our club this winter.” 

F D., Staunton, Va. 

“ With little trouble I have formed a club. If every subscriber 
would take the same interest in the Genesee Farmer, it would be 
of very great imp jrtance to the publisher and an hundred fold 
more to themselves; for as is good tillage and well manured land 
to a good crop, so is a large subscription to a well regulated and 
well conducted agricultural paper. Farmers must learn, sooner or 
later, that to succeed in farming successfully they must feed the 
editois as well as the farm. A lean horse never plows deep.” 

J. C. A., Seymour, N. Y. 

“ As the time has arrived for renewing my subscription for your 
valuable paper, the Genesee Farmer, I hasten to send in my sub¬ 
scription for the year 1856. I should be utterly lost without it. 
It has been my study since and including the 7th volume, and I 
really have no desire to part with it now under any circumstances. 
In fact it is like an old friend, and I hope it will long continue, as 
it now is, a blessing to all who take it and read it.” 

G. A., Stockbridge, Wifl. 

“ With pleasure I act as your agent, and notwithstanding the 
various papers published in the West treating upon the best modes 
of farming, theie is not one in my opinion that will be as useful 
to the farming community as the Genesee Farmer.” 

L. A. E., Mishawaka, Ind. 

“ May your excellent journal visit the Keystone State until every 
farmer within her domain shall be made acquainted with its pages, 
and thereby learn that a farmer’s duty does not altogether consist 
in holding the plow, but that he may let go for a little season tnd 
peruse some well written article on plowing, and then return with 
renewed vigor prepared to give mother earth a dose that will 
make her smile on her once prodigal but now dutiful son.” 

“I am still interested in your journal, and rejoice in its pros¬ 
perity ; and I hope it may have a still more extended circulation.” 

A. Y. S., Edinburgh, 0. 
- — » m- 

Choice Seeds.—We would call the attention of our 

readers to our advertisement of Vegetable and Flower 
Seeds. Having found it impossible to obtain in this coun¬ 

try a good article of the finer sorts of these seeds, and hav¬ 
ing many inquiries for them from many parts of the coun¬ 

try, we have imported from France an assortment which 

we offer for sale. As wre have planted seed obtained from 

the same source annually for the last three or four years, 
we can with the most implicit confidence recommend them 

for their freshness and genuineness. Manjr kinds of these 

seeds it is impossible to obtain elsewhere, and all of them 
we know to be very superior. The list of flower seeds we 
would especially recommend to notice, as it is very full, 

and embraces the most beautiful and highly prized sorts. 
They can be sent by mail to any part of the country. 

Form Clubs.—We send hundreds of copies of the 

Genesee Farmer to Post Offices where only a single copy 
is taken. We would ask each of these subscribers to con¬ 

sider himself an agent, and form a club. Those who have 

sent 50 cents for a single copy, can have a club of five sent 
by forwarding $1,50 more, or a club of eight by sending 

$2,50 more. Those who have sent $2,00 for a club of 

Jive, can increase it to eight by forwarding $1,00 more. 
Let all examine our club terms and premium list on last 
page. 

To those who form Clubs for 1856.—We do not 
ask that all the members of a club should receive their 
papers at one office. We are willing to send to as many 

Post Offices as there are members of the club, if necessa¬ 

ry for the convenience of subscribers. But where it is 

practicable, Post Masters wrould accommodate us by keep¬ 
ing a list of the subscribers at their office, and allowing 

us to send the whole number to their own address. This 

saves u3 the trouble of writing on all the papers. Many 

have done this the present year. 
Our friends ordering the Farmer will be particular in 

giving the names of the Post Office, County, and State ; 
also in writing names plain, as by this much perplexity 
may be avoided to ourselves and subscribers. 

Agricultural Books and Libraries.—We refer all 

to our offer of Agricultural Books. We know of no bet¬ 

ter way in which a young man could obtain a few good 
Agricultural Books than by obtaining subscribers to the 
Genesee Farmer. The fall and winter months afford 

leisure, and the price of the Farmer is so low and its 
merits so well appreciated, that few will refuse to subscribe 
if solicited. We will send specimen numbers and show¬ 

bills to all who apply. 

Bound Volumes.—The volumes of the Genesee Far¬ 
mer from 1847 to the present time, half-bound in sheep, 
for sale at this office at 62£ cents per volume. In addition 

to the price of the volume, those who order them to be 

sent by mail should inclose twenty-five cents for each 

copy, to prepay postage. • -. 
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Market Reports.—We intend to give in tabular form 
on accurate report of the prices of farm products in the 
principal markets of this country. Camada, and Great Bri¬ 
tain. It is crowded out this month. 

Glances and Glimpses : or, Fifty years Social, including tvrcnty 
years Professional Life. By Harriet K. Hunt, M. D. Boston : 
John P. Jewett & Co. 

An interesting autobiography. For sale by D. M. 
Dewey, Rochester. 

TnE Rural Annual and Horticultural Directo- 
rt for 185G.—Copies of this work will be sent by mail 
free of postage to any one remitting to this office the price 
of the book—paper cover, 25 oents: cloth, 60 cents. 

To our Canadian Friends. — We shall continue to 
furnish the Farmer to our Canadian subscribers free of 
American postage. 

Noitmr of Nth) Books, ^trio&uals, fct. 

Lives of Atrocious Judges : Lives of Judges infamous as Tools 
* of Tyrants and Instruments of Oppression. Compiled from the 

Judicial Biographies of Lord John Campbell, Lord Chief Jus¬ 
tice of Englaud. With an Appendix containing the case of 
Passmore Williamson. Edited, with an Introduction and 
Kotes, by Richard Hildreth. New York and Auburn : Miller, 
Orton & Mulligan. 

This work is executed in good style, and considering the 
sources from which its contents are drawn, must prove re¬ 

liable and valuable. The appendix relates to a case with 
which we are all familiar, and which deserves the atten¬ 
tion of every intelligent citizen. Our country as yet has 
furnished comparatively few examples of judicial corrup¬ 
tion, and we sincerely pray that this republic may never 
witness within its borders- similar examples of “ wicked¬ 
ness in high places” as is here recounted. For sale by D. 
M. Dewey, Rochester. 

The Prince of the House of David : or, Three years in the 
Holy City; being a series of the Letters of Adina, a Jewess of 
Alexandria sojourning in Jerusalem in the days of Herod, ad¬ 
dressed to her father, a wealthy Jew in Egypt, and relating as 
by an eye witness all the scenes and wonderful incidents in the 
Life of Jesus of Nazareth. Edited by the Rev. Professor J. H. 
Ingraham, Rector of St. John’s Church, Mobile. New York : 

| Dana & Co. 

It was the editor’s hope, in writing these letters, to tempt 

tlie' daughters of Israel to read what he wrote, and receive 
and be convinced by the arguments and proofs of the divin¬ 
ity of Christ as here presented. Adina, the writer, a Jew¬ 
ess, is assumed to have been a resident of Jerusalem during 
the last four years of our Saviour’s life ; and to have writ¬ 
ten to Alexandria, to her father, numerous letters, describing 
all events of interest, and especially giving a minute narra¬ 
tive of the wonderful events in the life of Christ whom she 
daily saw. For sale by E. Darrow & Bro., Rochester. 

Summer Vacation Abroad. By Rev. F. Db W. Ward. Roches¬ 
ter : E. Darrow & Bro. 

The above is the title of a 12mo. work of about 300 
pages just issued in this city, and will be found to be ex¬ 

tremely entertaining and instructive. It is a record of 

travels through the most interesting portions of Europe ; 

and as its author is a man of much experience, and both 
an earnest Christian and a ripe scholar, his statements and 
opinions may be received with entire confidence. 

The London, Edinburgh, North British and West¬ 
minster Reviews, and Blackwood’s Magazine are 

republished by Leonard Scott & Co., No. 54 Gold street, 
New York, and can be had singly at $3 each per annum, 
or any two for $5, or the whole for $10. We cannot re¬ 
commend these well known British periodicals too highly. 

Ekna, the Forest Princess : or, Pilgrimage of the Three Wise 
Men to Bethlehem. A legend of Germany in the olden time. 

( Translated from the German of Gustav Nieritz, by Mrs. H. C. 
Conant. Rochester : E. Darrow & Bro. 

A beautiful moral tale of the time of the Roman Em- 

£«ror Augustine, and exceedingly interesting to youth. 

** Zaidee, a Romance,” from Blackwood's Magazine, | 

has been published in book form by John P. Jewett & ; 
Co., Boston. It is, beyond compare, the best work of the 1 
kind we have read for a long time. D. M. Dewet, Ro- . 
Chester, has it. 

Devon Herd Book, Vol. III.—The American Editor 
of the Devon Herd Book, Sanford Howard, Esq., editor 
of the Boston Cultivator, gives notice that he is ready to 
receive lists of animals to be inserted in the third volume, 
issued during the present year. 

Am. Herd Book, Vol. III.—It is the intention of L. F„ 
Allen, Esq., to prepare another volume of the American 

Short-horn Herd Book. Breeders can obtain a circular 
giving all necessary information, by addressing L. F. Al¬ 
len, Black Rock, N. Y. 

Inqutitw aitb Snsbatr*. 

(Wm. Ayres, Burlington, Ind.) The price of Dadd’s. 
Cattle Doctor is $1,00. 

(Henry M. Selden, Haddam Neck, Conn.) Cannot fur¬ 
nish Fowler & Wells’ Books. 

(J. C. C., Zanesville, Ind.) Probably R. L. Allen, 19 
and 101 Water street, New York, has Italian rye grass 
seed for sale. - 

(J. N. S.. Marion, O.) We believe the Bedford or 
Woburn breed of hogs has become extinct. We know of 
no breeder in this country or England that has them pure. 

To Dry Cows.—In answer to the inqniry in the Octo¬ 
ber number, I wrould give the following method of drying 
cows, and which I have practiced with success in weaning 
colts. Milk only for two or three times, and each tim# 
take hog lard, as hot as you can bear it, and rub it on the 
bag. If this is well done a few times, the cow or mar& 
will go perfectly dry, without leaving any hard lumps in 
the bag. or injuring the animal in any way. H. R.— 

Mercer Co., Pa. 

[The lard acts only as a mollient. It is imperfect milk¬ 
ing, or drawing out only a portion of the milk, and at long 
intervals, which checks the secretion, and soon causes the 

milk to cease altogether.—Ed.] 

(W. Prince.) Shoeing Large Oxen.—You are not 
alone in having your “ heavy yoke of cattle lamed by shoe¬ 
ing.” We have heard many such complaints. Consider¬ 
ing the difficulty of shoeing cattle, and the liability to in¬ 
jury, you may well question the advantage of the process.. 

A correspondent of the Maine Farmer says: 
" One error in shoeing oxen is in the length and shape 

of the shoes.” “ If the shoes are long and crooked,” he says,. 
“ they cf course cause the weight of the ox to bear on the 
inner edge of the shoe or center of the foot, causing the 
hoofs to cant in an unnatural position. This may do for 
small, light cattle, but with heavy oxen it is quite different. 

“ In shoeing large oxen there should be one inch of the 
toe or forward end of the hoof left bare—and be sure that 
the shoe sets flush with the outside of the hoof. Then the 
heel of the shoe should not be crooked or turned in too 
much ; but our blacksmiths are apt to be in too great a 
hurry, and if a shoe comes within hailing distance of a 
good fit they must nail it on in preference to selecting a 
better.” 
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(II. L.) The Boston Cultivator, edited by Sanford 

Howard, Esq., is the “ best authority on stock matters” in 

ihfe country. As a general agricultural and horticultural 

paper, the Country Gentleman, published at Albany, N. Y. 

has no superior in this or any other country. The New 
England Farmer, edited by Simon Brown, Esq., is also 

a most excellent paper. Either of these weekly papers 

earn be had at $2 per annum. 

(J. W., Waukesha, Wis.) Basket Willow.—The low, 
swampy soil you describe will be the best kind of land for 

the osier, after it is properly drained. Willow culture will 

be quite as profitable in the West as in the Eastern States. 
At present, in St. Louis and other western cities, willows 

bring two cents per lb. more than in New York. There 
is annually imported into this country from France and 

Germany about fifty thousand dollars worth of willows. 

There is no reason why we should not grow at least all the 
willows we need for home consumption. The expense and 

labor of pealing have been the great drawbacks to the cul¬ 

tivation of willows in this country, Mr. Colby, of Ver¬ 

mont, has invented a machine, which, judging from the 
model he has shown us, will do the work better than it can 

be done by hand, and at a cost not to exceed $10 per ton. 
After the second year, you may expect two tons per acre, 

and possibly three tons. Pealed willows are now worth 

$150 per ton. The demand we believe wall continue equal 

to the supply. 

Ashes in Manure Heaps —I should like to inquire whether 
ashes, either leached or unleached, are a benefit or a damage when 
thrown into a manure heap. S. M. Bliss—Corydon, Pa. 

Unleached ashes would have a tendency to drive off the 

ammonia, and would thus be injurious. Leached ashes 

would do no harm. 

■Wind Mill, &c.—What is the price of the Vermont wind mill— 

one that will do the work of two horses ? (1) 
Where and at what price can a pair of full blooded Yorkshire 

pigs be obtained? (2) V. L. Collier, Jr., Gallatin, Tenn. 

(1) The price of a Vermont wind mill of two horse 
power is $150. The agents, Fowler & Wells, also offer 

“ a reasonable reduction to those who are first to purchase 
a mill in their own town.” 

(2) Address IIungerford & Brodie, Rural Hill, J'ef- 
ferson county, N. Y. 

Broken Horn on Cattle.—One of ray cows has knocked off 
one of her horns. Can you give me a remedy. W. Jones. 

The Homestead recommends the following: 

“ Make a bag of coarse strong cloth of suitable size and 
shape to cover the remaining core, fitting rather loosely, 
and run a large string into it near the top ; pour in some 
tar, slightly warm in cold weather, slip it on the stump 
and secure it with the cord passing around the base of the 
other horn. This will stop the bleeding, protect the wound, 
and no farther attention will be necessary. In a few 
months the bag may be removed and no harm will result, 
except in appearance, from the accident.” 

Wire Fence, &c.—Please inform me what number of wire is 
best for a fenee, till hedge can he raised; and how many pounds of 
wire will make a fence one mile in length by using four wires in 
the fence, or one wire four miles long; and what kind of fixings is 
used for stretching the wire, and the best plan for fastening the 
wire to the post; also, if posts set twenty feet apart is close 
enough. 

Will Osage orange make the best hedge for fence ? How should 
seed be prepared before planting in order to sprout quick ? How 
would the barberry answer for a yard hedge, and where can the 
seed be obtained? John Frank— Webster City, Iowa. 

We should be glad of the experience of our readers on 
these points. 

Southern Pea,—I noticed in the June number of the Farmer 
an account of the southern pen, as being very good for fodder and 

for enriching the land. I should like to obtain some of the seed. 

Can you inform me where I can get a bushel of the seed. Henky 

C. Knapp—Lancsville, Conn. 

You can probably get the southern pea from R, L. Al¬ 

len & Co., 189 and 191 Water street, New York. We 
saw some southern peas grown on Long Island last sum¬ 

mer which were very good. As a general thing we should 
not expect it to do well further north than Philadelphia. 

Hav-e any of our readers in the West used this pea, and 
with what success ? 

Unleached Asses for Corn.—Last spring I bought upwards of 
100 bushels, of unleached ashes, and put from a pint to a quait on 
a hill of Corn, hut left some rows in the middle and on each side 
without anything on them. I fully expected to see the corn where 
the ashes were put far outgrow the other, but to my surprise, and 
some little regret, I could not see a particle of difference during 
the whole summer. What was the cause; and do you think the 
ashes will manifest themselves next summer by giving a more vig¬ 
orous growth to the corn. George Cattell. 

Probably your soil needs organic matter, especially am¬ 

monia, more than it does potash and the other mineral ele¬ 

ments of plants ; and a3 the ashes supplied only the latter, 

they did no good. Ashes may act in two ways, either by 
furnishing the mineral substances which enter into the com¬ 

position of the plants, or by rendering available the organic 
matter of the soil. Now if the soil is destitute of organic 
matter on the one hand, or is not deficient of mineral plant 
food on the other, the ashes would do no good. Let us 

know whether the ashes do any good on the next crop. 

Will you or some of your numerous practical readers please an¬ 
swer some or all of the following interrogatories : 

1st. The easiest method of permanently destroying that great 
pest to my warm gravelly loam, the running blackberry vine. 

2d. The best time to cut bushes to subdue them. 
3d. The best and safest plan of applying lime to corn, where lhne 

is dear and a distance to cart it. 
4th. Whether it would pay to apply 100 lbs. of guano per acre 

to buckwheat on poor light land. 
5th. I have a door yard in which I wish to set some trees. What 

kind of dwarf pears had I better get ? I should like such as are 
early, and also thrifty and long-lived. What kind of grass will 
make the nicest and quickest sod ? I want some that will be per¬ 
manent. I have had to remove all the sod in leveling it. 

6th. Will lucerne grow and do well in our climate ? An Or¬ 

ange County Subscriber 

We hope our experienced correspondents will answer 

the above. 
On poor, light land, Peruvian guano is an efficacious 

manure for buckwheat, unless the weather is too dry. Last 

summer Mr. Henry Sabin, of Lee, Mass., showed us a 

field of buckwheat where he had sown 75 Its. of Peruvian 
guano per acre. The whole field was guanoed except two 
strips twelve feet wide. The effect of the guano was most 
astonishing. The buckwheat was at least five times as 
good where the guano was used, as on these strips. On 

one land Mr. S. in sowing went over the land twice, thus 
giving it 150 lbs. per acre. Here the buckwheat was some¬ 
what too heavy. The guano was mixed with equal parts 

of muck, sown broadcast and harrowed in with the seed. 
Mixing it with muck lays the guano dust, and renders it 

less unpleasant to sow. 
The Madeleine, Doyenne d’Ete, Osband’s Summer, 

Dearborn’s Seedling, Tyson and Rostiezer are good varie¬ 
ties of summer pears. They are vigorous growers, and do 
well on the quince. They ripen in the order named, from 

the middle of July to the first of September. These six 
varieties will.give you a constant supply of delicious pears 

for six weeks. 
Of later, or autumn varieties, the Bartlett, Seckel, Flen>\ 
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ish Beauty, Louise Bpnne of Jersey, White Doyenne’ 
Duchess d’ uArtgouleqae, will fitrhish you a constant supply 
of autumn pears. 

Red top, (Agrostis vulgaris,) and while clover, {irifoli¬ 

um repens,) will make a good sod. We have heard Ken¬ 
tucky blue grass recommended for this purpose, but have 
no experience with it. Timothy should not be used. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
r<> secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early as the 

lOtii of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE STATE AGRICULTU¬ 
RAL SOCIETY 

’ll1 ILL be held at the Capitol on the second Wednesday 
' i of February. Premiums will be awarded on Farms, Essays, 

G ain ami Root Crops, Grains and Seeds, Butter, Cheese, Draining, 
Irrigation, Winter Fruits, &c. B. P. JOHNSON, Secretary. 

At. :icultural Rooms, Albany, Jan. 1, 1856. Feb.—It. 

SEEDS- 
VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS. I HAVE just imported from France, and now offer for sale the 

following list of Seeds. They embrace the very best and rarest 
sorts, and are’ recommended as quite superior. 

VEGETABLES. 
CAULIFLOWER—Early Paris, Large Lenormand. 
CABBAGE—Superfine F.arly York, Small Early Savoy, Large 

late Dutch Drumhead, Winningstadt. 
BROCOLI—Early White. 
CELERY—White Solid. 
CELKRIAC, or Turnip-rooted Celery. 
CARROT—Early Sliort-horn. 
RADISH—Rose Winter, Early Oval, Long Scarlet. 
EGG PLANT—Long Purple, White. 
XOHL-RABI—White above ground. 
ONION—Giant or Round Madeira. White Lisbon, Blood Red. 
CUCUMBER—Early White. 
SP1NAGE—Very LargeEnglish. 
MUSK VIE LO N—Nutmeg. 
WATERMELON—Spanish. 
PEFPER—Common Red. 

FLOWERS. 
Balsam, double mixed. Lamarckia aurea 
Lathyrus odoratus. Lavater trimestis rosea. 
Aster <1111060813 pyramidalis. Leptosiplion densiflorua. 
Portnlacca, mixed varieties. “ Androsacca. 
Phlox Drummondii. Papaver, mixed varieties. 
Pettfnia, hybrid varieties. Delphinum, “ 
Nemophila insignis. Seabiosa atropurpurea. 

“ maculata. Schizanthus pinnatus. 
Bartionia aurea. “ Grahami. 
Convolvulus major. “ retusus. 

“ minor. “ retusus albus. 
MYabilis jalapa. Mimosa pndieans. 
Calandrinia elegans. Tagetes patula. 
Campanula var. “ variegata. 
Dianthus Cliinensis Sore pleno. Candytuft, many varieties. 
Centaurea var. Zinnia elegans. 
ipomea quamocKt. Mimulus Cardinalis. 
Lupinus, mixed varieties. Amarantlius, red globe. 
Clintonia pulchella. “ orange. 
Coreopsis varieties. “ white. 
Draeocephalum Moldavicum. Aquilfgia Canadensis. 
Enothera purpurea. “ hortensis. 
Eselioltzia Californica. Digitalis purpurea. 
Gentiana amarclla. Antirrhinum, mixed varieties. 
Cheiranthus annuus. Yiola tricolor grandiflo a. 
Godetia rjibicunda. Pt-nstemon, several varieties. 
Xerantbemqm. Dianthus caryophillus. 
Kaulfutsia Amjnelloides. Cheiranth.us incannuus. 

And many other sorts which wo have not room to mention in 
detail. 

These seeds are neatly pnt up and marked, and are offered at the 
rate of sixteen sorts for one dollar, and will be forwarded by mail, 
postage paid, to any part of the United States. 

Orders should be' addressed to JAMES VICK, 
Proprietor of the Genesee Farmer. 

CHINESE OR JAPAN POTATO-DIOSCOREA BATATAS WM. R. PRINCE & CO., Flushing, N. Y., can supply imme¬ 
diately, for rash remittances, genuine sound Dioscoreas, in 

packages, at $5 and $10 per package, in sealed tin cases, which go 
safely bv Express; or they will retain them subject to order to be 

tent in March, either dry or growing in small pots. Feb.—It. 

CRANBERRY PLANTS. 
UPLAND AND LOWLAND VARIETIES. 

BELL or egg shaped is the . best variety to cultivate on ‘damp* 
wet, or poor swampy land, where nothing ebse will grow, often 

producing from 200 to 300 bushels per acre. 

UPLAND CRANBERRY 
Are more prolific, but smaller and superior fruit. They grow on 
poor, cold, unproductive land and hill sides in Canada. ’ Plants of 
this varietv will be for sale in May. 

Also, NEW P.OCHELLE BLACKBERRY Plants. 
Circulars relating to culture, price, Ac., will be forwarded to ap¬ 

plicants by enclosing a postage stamp. 
For sale by F. TROWBRIDGE, 

Feb.—It. Dealer in Trees, Plants, &e., New Haven, Conn. 

TO NURSERYMEN. THE Subscribers offer for sale the following articles : 
50,000 Mazzaid Cherry Stocks,.  $5 per 1,000 
20.0110 Horse Plum Seedlings,. 12 per 1,000 
75,000 Grafted Apple Trees, (one year,)_25 per 1.000 
75,OoO Grafted Apple Roots,. 10 per 1,000 
50,000 Osage orange, (2 and 3 years,) $5 and 6 per 1,000 
30,000 American Arbor Vitte,.$25 to 35 per l,0t0 
2,000 Hybrid Perpetual Roses,.18 per 100 

Also on hand a good assortment of well grown Trees for Orchard. 
Gardc-n, and Ornamental planting. 

30,000 Viminaiis Willow Cutiings—$2,50 per 1,000. 
W. T. & E. SMITH, 

Feb.—3t. Geneva Nursery, N. Y. 

FARM FOR SALE. 
1 A A ACRES of land, situated in the town of Victor, Ontarie 
HtU county, one mile and a lmlf from Fisher’s Station on th. 
New York Central Railroad, and three miles from the village o< 
Victor. One hundred and fifteen acres under cultivation, twenty 
five timber. Soil, gravelly loam; weil watered by never failing 
streams, springs, wells, fish pond, Ac. Some 500 fruit trees of the 
most choice varieties; two good commodious frame houses; a large 
barn with basement, with new home barn, and other out-build¬ 
ings. Ill health induces the subscriber to part with one of the 
best farms in one of the pleas intest locations in Western N. Y. 

Part of the purchase money can remain on credit if desired. 
Victor, N. Y., Jan. 18, 1866. P. PARKS. 

Feb.—It. 

CHICAGO AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE & SEEL GIGES 
Warehouse and Sale Room 45 Franklin street, between John an* 

Randolph streets. 

THE subscriber, formerly connected with the “Albany Agricul 
tural Works, Albany, N. Y.,” has opened a depot in Chicago 

where may be found at all times a complete assortment of 

FARM MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS, 

of most approved kinds : also a fall stock of Garden if Field Seeds 
Full Catalogues furnished gratis on application. 

Jan.—2t HENRY D. EMERY. 

AGENTS WANTED!! 
MAKE MONEY WHEN YOU CAN. 

THE Subscribers desire to procure the undivided time of an 
Agent in every County of thetUnited States. Efficient an<S 

capable men may make several dollars per day, without risk or 
hum'ouggery of any kind. Full particulars of the nature of the 
business will be given by addressing the subscribers, and forward¬ 
ing One Post Office Stamp to prepay postage. 

Feb.—It. FUREY & CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 

TOMPKINS’ COUNTY KING. SCIONS or Trees can be furnished of the above variety, culti¬ 
vated from, bearing trees. Also, oilier new varieties, such as 

Wagener, Primate, &c. Also, scions of all the leading varieties. 
Also, a large quantity of the Viminaiis Willow, for the bas¬ 
ket trade. Cuttings furnished of the above variety- for $2,50 per 
1,000. W. T. & E. SMITH, 

Feb.—3t. Geneva Nursery, N. Y. 

LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILL. THIS is doubtless one of the most important inventions of mod¬ 
ern times for the farmer and stock grower. Its simplicity and 

durability recommend it to every one desiring such a machine. It 
occupies but little space, and is easily operated by any farm hand. 
Prices from $40 to $65. For sale at the Chicago Agricultural 
Warehouse and Seed Store, 45 Franklin street, Chicago, Ill. 

Jan.—2t. HENRY D. EMERY. 

NEW PATENT WIND-MILL. OF superior and simple construction, and easily applied to the 
driving of all kinds of farm machinery, shop use, etc. To¬ 

gether with all articles usually found in Agricultural Warehouses. 
Garden and Field Seeds, OSAGE ORANGE and LOCUST SEED 

and PLANTS. 45 Franklin street, Chicago, Ill. 
Jan. 2t HENRY D FMFP.Y. 
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HILLOCK’S AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE, 
[ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

CROSS CUT AND CIRCULAR SAW MILL COMBINED. 
THIS Machine received the First Premium at the New York 

State Fair, at Elmira, 1855. 
The above cut represents a new and useful Machine recently 

perfected by the Subscriber. It is made strong and durable, 
and is very simply constructed, requiring little skill to operate 
it, and is not liable to get out of order. It can be driven by any of 
Ike ordinary Horse Powers used in Threshing. The saws can be 
both used at one time, or separately, as may be desired. In saw¬ 
ing wood, the limbs and small trees can be cut with the circular 
saw, while the cross cut is sawing the bodies of the larger trees; it 
is useful in sawing barrel heading, stave and shingle bolts, slitting 
fence stuff, boring caps, and a variety of olher purposes for which 
such saws are employed. The prices are as folio nrs, delivered at 
the several places of shipment in Rochester. 

Combined Machine, with one Circular and one Cross Cut 
Saw,...$75 00 

Si ngle Machine, with one Cross Cut Saw,. 35 00 
Double “ “ two “ Saws,.. 50 00 
Cap Augur Attachment, extra,__ 
Circular Saw and Table,... 40 00 
Emery’s Patent Railroad Horse Power for two horses,_ 120 00 

“ Threshing Machine and Separator,. 40 00 
Hall’s eight or ten Horse Power.110 00 
Slitting arrangement, from $7 to $10, according to the size of the 

Saw. 

The combined Saw Mill is capable of cutting from 30 to 40 cords 
of stove wood per day, if properly driven. It is warranted to be 
well made, of good materials, and to work as represented. 

CERTIFICATES. 

Webster, January 4, 1855. 
Mr. E. D. Hallock—Dear Sir: The Cross Cut and Circular 

Saw Mill combined, which I purchased from you, works to my en¬ 
tire satisfaction, and I can cheerfully recommend it as a very use¬ 
ful and labor-saving machine. It can be operated with three or 
four horses on the sweep power, in running either saw singly, and 
five or six horses will furnish sufficient power to run both at the 
same time, sawing wood as last as the same number of men can fur¬ 
nish it to the machine. Very respectfully yours, 

Sherman Ferris. 

Pembroke, September 12, 1855. 
Mr. Hallock : The combined Saw Mill I bought of you works 

first rate. I attached it to Emery’s two horse power, which runs a 
single saw as fast as two men can get the wood off. I am satisfied, 
with sufficient power, the combined mill can cut all the wood in a 
day that any man could desire. Yours, &c., 

E. D. Long. 

The Subscriber is sole agent in Rochester for the sale of EME¬ 
RY’S CELEBRATED HORSE POWERS, Threshers and Separa¬ 
tors, and other machinery manufactured by Emery Brothers, at 
Albany, N. Y. Also. Circular and Cross Cut Saw Mills, Feed Mills, 
(Little Giant and others,) Hay, Straw and Stalk Cutters, Corn 
Shelters, and other machines adapted to Horse Powers. He also 
keeps constantly on hand a full supply of Plows Harrows, Culti¬ 
vators, Hay and Straw Cutters for hand use, Reaping and Mowing 
Machines, Grain Drills, Hand Cider Mills, Churns, Cheese Presses, 
Spades, Shovels, Manure Forks, Hoes, all of the most approved 

patterns. Haying Tools of all descriptions; Budding and Pruning 
Khives. and a great many other useful articles for farm and garden 
operations. 

Also, GRAIN, FIELD and GARDEN SEEDS in their season*, 
and warranted good anc true to their names. 

He manufactures HAND SEED DRILLS for sowing all kinds of 
small seeds, such as carrots, beets, onions, kc. Also, Clover and 
Timothy Seed Sowers for hand use. The one prioe sj’stem is 
strictly adhered to, and all articles wanantod as represented. 

All machines furnished at manufacturers’ prioes, freight 
being added on heavy articles only. 

%* Orders by letter or otherwise promptly attendod to. 
For further particulars address 

Feb.—It. E. D. HALLOCK, Rochester, N. Y. 

RARE AND VALUABLE SEEDS. THE Subscriber will forward to any readable address, packages 
of the following seeds by mail, free of postage, or postage 

paid, on the receipt of price, or the entire list in one envelope, for 
$1 in gold, a current bank bill, or postage stamps. 

Cent*. 
Nepaul Barley, beardless and skinless, per package,...26 
Biennial Rye, two crops from one seedirg, “ .12% 
Pure Poland Oats, forty pounds to the bushel,.12% 
Orange Watermelon, rind peels off like the orange,.25 
Ice Cream or White Sugar Melon, of Alabama,.25 
Chinese Huo-sung, substitute for Asparagus,__ _25 
Five Foot Cucumber, 5 feet long!...12% 
Negley's Seedling Cucumber, new and fine,.12% 
Cylindrical Pumpkin, 2 feet long,....12% 
Glass Melon, very small, for preserves,__12% 

N. B.—A Descriptive Catalogue, embracing many other varie¬ 
ties, will be sent on application’by mail. 

SEND FOR THE CATALOGUE. 

Address, (Free,) I. W. BRIGGS, P. M. 
County Line Farm, West Macedon, Wayne Co., N. Y. 

Feb.—4t. 

SYRACUSE NURSERIES. 
DISSOLUTION. THE copartnership heretofore existing between Alanson Thorp, 

Wm. Brown Smith, John C. Hanchett, and Alfred Fahnestock, 
under the firm name of Thorp, Smith. Hanchett & Co., is hereby- 
dissolved. Dated Syracuse, January 17th, 1856. 

ALANSON THORP, 
WM. BROWN SMITH, 
JOHN C. HANCHETT, 
A. FAHNESTOCK. 

The business of the Syracuse Nurseries will he continued by the 
subscribers, under the firm of Thorp, Smith & Hanchett, to whom 
the property and effects of the late firm have been transferred, and 
who are duly authorized to settle all claims or demands in favor of 
or against said firm. ALANSON THORP, 

WM. BROWN SMITH, 
Feb.—It. J. C. HANCHETT. 

---—— r 
EMERY’S PATENT PORTABLE HORSE POWERS, THRESHERS, Separators, Saw Mills, Corn Shellers, Feed C»t* 
ters, etc., for sale at 45 Franklin street., Chicago, Ill. 
Jan.—2t. • HENRY D. EMERY. 
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BOOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 26 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

25 cents. 
T ie Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, Ac. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use cf Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 
The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Buist’s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
St<>ckhart’8 Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
IViIson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer’s Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen's Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents. 
Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 

cents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 
Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By Stevens. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran¬ 

dall. Price $2. 
Stephens's Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 

Skinner. Price $4. 
Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man and 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 
Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 
Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints on arranging 

Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion. Price 
60 eents. 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower's Guide in Orchard and Garden. Be¬ 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 
Quinhy’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 
The Fruit Garden. P. Barry. Price $1. 
American Fruit Culturist. J. J. Thomas Price $1. 
Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. Price $1.50. 
Cole’s American Fruit Book. Price 50 cents. 
The Stable Book. Stewart. Price $1. 
Lindley’s Horticulture. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Munn’s Practical Land Drainer. Price 50 cents. 
Ladies’Companion to the Flower Garden. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture. Price 75 cents. 
Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds. Smith. 

Prioe $1.25. 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do. 
in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

ICHAB0E GUANO. « JUST received by the brig Wave Spirit, direct from the Ichaboe 
islands, a cargo of this superior Guano (which is the first cargo 

arrived since that brought by the ship Shakspeare, in 1845). This 
Guano is now landed in excellent order, and will be sold in lots to 
suit purchasers. Samples and analyses will be sent by addressing 
the agent. As the quantity is small, early application will be ne¬ 
cessary. Farmers who cannot remove what, they desire, may have 
it remain on storage until April 1st, at 18% cents per ton per month, 
which includes insurance. 

Price, $64 per ton of 2,000 lbs. 
A. LOXGETT, Agent. 

Nov.—tf. 34 Cliff st., comer of Fulton, New York. 
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FARM FOR SALE-A GREAT BARGAIN. 
farm of 282 acres, four miles south-west of Geneva, Ontario 
county, near the Geneva and Rushville plank road, and about 

three miles from the Gorham station of the Canandaigua and El¬ 
mira railroad, will be sold for the low price of fifty dollars per acre, 
to close up an estate. It is situated in one of the most beautiful 
and fertile sections of Western New York. The farm is under ex¬ 
cellent cultivation, well fenced and with good buildings, and has 
80 acres of woodland. It will be divided into two farms if desired. 
Terms easy and title perfect. For further particulars enquire of 
D. C. Mann, at the office of the Rochester Daily American, E. H. 
Hurd, Esq., Geneva, or C. S. Brother, on the premises. Jan.—tf 
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PEEMIUMS_FOR 1856! 
We ask the attention of our friends everywhere to the Premiums 

we offer for the coming year. There is no better way to procure 

good agricultural reading than by obtaining subscribers for the 

Genesee Farmer. 

1. To every person who sends us a club of eight subscribers at 
our regular terms, (three shillings each) we will give one copy .of 
the Rural Annual for his trouble. 

2. To eveij person wbo sends us Sixteen subscribers at our dub 

terms of three skillings each, one extra copy of the Fanner and 

one copy of the Rural Annual. 

3. To every person sending us Twenty-four subscribers, as above, 
two copies of the Rural Annual, and one extra copy of the Farmer, 

or, any agricultural work valued at 50 cents, postage paid. 

4. To any person ordering Thirty-two copies of tne Farmer, 
three copies of the Rural Annual and one extra copy of the Far¬ 

mer r or, any agricultural book valued at 75 cents, postage paid. 

5. For Forty, four copies of the Rural Annual and one extra 
copy of the Farmer, or, any agricultural book valued at $1,postage 

paid, or, four extra copies of the Farmer. 

d. For Forty-eight, five copies of the Rural Annual and one 

extra copy of the Farmer, or, any agricultural book valued at $1.25, 
postage paid, or, five extra copies of the Farmer. 

For larger numbers, books or papers given in the same propor¬ 
tion. 

gjp" To aave expense to our friends, we pay the postage on all 
these works, aud persons entitled will state w.hat they wish sent, 
and make their selections when they send orders; or if their list 
is not complete, if wished, we will delay sanding until the club is 
full. 

Premiums for the Greatest Number of Subscribers. 
In order to excite a little competition among our friends every¬ 

where, as well as to reward them for tbeir voluntary labors in be¬ 
half of our journal, we make the following liberal offer. Those 
wbo do not get the premiums offered below are sure of the above, 
so that we have no blanks. 

1. FI -'TY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
shall aend us the largest number of subscribers, at the club prices, 
before the 15th day of April next, so that we may announce the 
successful competitors in the May number. 

2. THIRTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person 
who shall send us the second highest list, as above. 

3. TEN DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
shall send us the third highest list, as above. 

Our object in offering books is to increase their circulation 
throughout the country. Those who prefer nursery trees, plants. 
&c., can be accommodated ; and if any prefer the money, we will 
make arrangements accordingly. 

Clubs are rot required to be at one post office or sent to one ad¬ 
dress. We send wherever the members of the club may desire. 

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory.—We have 

just published a very neat little book of 120 pages with tlie above 

title. It is devoted to the Orchard, the Vineyard, and the Flower 

Garden and Lawn : and we shall only express the opinion of all 

who have seen it, when we say that it Ls the best little work yet 

published on the subjects of which it so plainly and carefully 

treats. Anxious to make the circulation of this useful little work 

as general as possible, we make the following proposition, to those 

who form clubs for the Genesee Farmer: For FOUR dollars we 

will send eight copies of the Genesee Farmer and eight copies of 

the Rural Annual. For eight dollars we will send sixteen copies 

of the Genesee Farmer and sixteen copies of the Rural Annual, and 

one extra copy of each for the person who gets up the club. 

Any person sending us $3 for a club of eight of the Genesee 

Farmer shall receive one copy of the Rural Annual for his trouble. 

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's Own Paper. 

TIIE GENESEE FARMER, 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF 

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE, 
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF 

Farm Buildings, Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c. 

VOLUME XVII. FOR 1856. 

rr issuing a prospectus for the Seventeenth Volume of the Gen¬ 
esee Parmer, the publisher flatters himself that it is too widely 

known, too extensively circulated, and too well read, to render it 
necessary to state at length the design of the work. Those who 
read the Farmer are the best judges of its value, and those unac¬ 

quainted with it are requestod to examine its pages. He will only 
say that for the year 185b he will furnish a paper that for size, 
beauty, and ability, will not be excelled in thm country. 

The new volume will commence on the first of January, and will 
be printed on new type and superior paper, and oach number 
will contain about one-third more reading than at present. Each 
monthly number will consist of thirty-two large pages, making 
a volume of 384 pages, with several hundred engravings, (with 
title page, index, <kc., suitable for binding), at the close of the year. 
No one would sell the volume at the end of the year for its cost. 

Our Illustrations are numerous, appropriate, and expensive, 

consisting of Farm Buildings, Improved Implements, Domestic 
Animals, Choice Fruits, Flowers, Shrubs, &c., &c. 

We number among our Contributors hundreds of the best prac¬ 
tical Fanners in the country,, and our readers have through our 
pages, the benefit of their wisdom and experience. No thinking 

• man can read any number we issue, without receiving some useful 
hint in regard to the management of Crops, Stock, or the Orchard, 
of more value than the price of the volume. Our large circulation 
enables us to furnish a paper for three or four shillings equal, at 
least, to the best in the country for value and beauty. 

An earnest advocate of improvement of both the Mind and the 
Soil, the Farmer seeks to advance the rural interests of the coun¬ 
try, and elevate the profession of Agriculture to its proper position. 
To accomplish this, it has labored long and faithfully, and not with¬ 
out some success. It is one of the oldest, arid its position as the 
cheapest, and at least one of the rest agricultural journals 

in the country is fully established, and we confidently ask for it 
that support which it merits from the Farmers, Gardeners, and 
Fruit Culturists of the United States. We invite all who feel the 
importance of sustaining this work, and extending its usefulness, 
not only to subscribe themselves, but to introduce it to the patron¬ 
age of their friends. 

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance. 

Five Copies for $2; Eight Copies for $3; ana any larger number 
at the same rate. 

All subscriptions to commence with the year, and the en¬ 
tire volume supplied to all subscribers. 

23^” Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improvement 
are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subsciiptions. 

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-paid 
or free) at the risk of the Publisher. Address 

JAMES VICK, 

November, 1855. Rochester, New TorJt. 

18 5 6. 
EVERYBODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY. 

THE RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICUL¬ 
TURAL DIRECTORY. 

ONTAINING directions for the prepartion of the ground for 
the Orchard and Fruit Garden, planting, pruning, etc. Also 

plain directions for making and planting the Lawn and Flower 

Garden, and a Catalogue of Nursirymen in the United States, Can¬ 
ada, and Europe, etc. Illustrated with Sixty Engravings. 

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS. 

THE FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Preparation of the Ground.—Suitable Soils, Draining, SubsoiKng^ 
and Trenching, Manures, etc. 

Directions for Planting, Pruning, etc.—Proper Season for Trans¬ 
planting, Laying out the Ground, Distances at which Trees should 
be Set, Planting, Mulching, Pruning, Staking, ete. 

Diseases.—Fire Blight, Leaf Blight, Black Knot on the Plum, 
Yellows in Peach Trees, Bursting of the Bark, or Gum on Cherry 
Trees, Mildew on the Peach, Curl of the Leaf in the Peach. 

Insects Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Aphis, or Plant Louse, Wooly 
Aphis, or Ameiican Blight, Scaly Aphis, or Bark Louse, Apple 
T ee Borer, Apple Worm, Canker Worm, Caterpillars, Cherry or 
Pear Slug, Curculio, Ants, Peach Tree Borer, Rose Bug, Leaf Rol¬ 
lers. > 

Animats Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Birds, Field Mice, Moles Cats, 
Hogs, etc. 

Lhcarf Trees for the Garden. 
List of Fruits Recommended by State Societies. 

List of Fruits Recommended by the American Pomological So¬ 
ciety. 

THE VINEYARD. 

Soil and Position, Preparation of the Soil, Laying off, Planting, 
Treatment, Pruning and Training, Rubbing out and PinchiDg. 

THE LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN. 

Preparing the Soil and Laying out the Garden. 

Planting the Lawn and Garden.—Deciduous Trees, Evergreen 
Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Beddrng Plants, ete. 

LIST OF NURSERYMEN IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, 
AND EUROPE. 

Published at the ofSee of the Genesee Farmer, by James Virx. 
For sale at retail, paper covers, 25 cents; cloth covers, 50 cent*. 
Wholesale, paper eovers, $2 per doz.; $12.50 per hundred; $60 Utt 

500; cloth, $4 per dozen. 
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CULTIVATION OF POTATOES. 

John Haxton, in his Prize Essay on Light-land 
Farming, in the Journal of the Royal Ag. Society, 
recommends the following method of cultivating 
potatoes on dry sandy soils : 

“The land is plowed and half dunged in winter 
cross-plowed and worked fine early in spring, then 
laid off into five and a half or six yard stetches by 
single furrow lines. Along these lines a half manuring, 
say 6ix tons of manure, are deposited in small heaps. 
The land is then plowed, and the dung and potato sets 
placed in every third furrow. Three plows work after 
each other; four women, having each an equal length 
of land, place the sets, and an equal number, similarly 
placed, carry the manure from the heaps and spread it 
above. The next bout of the plows cover all up; and 
so the work proceeds with great regularity and expe¬ 
dition. About a week before the plants are expected 
to come to the surface, the land is well harrowed, 
which loosens and kills all surface weeds. The subse¬ 
quent working consists in horse-hoeing, hand-hoeing, 
and earthing-up.” 

In our climate, plowing and dunging in the winter 
is out of the question. The same object, however, 
may be attained by plowing under a dressing of 
manure in the fall. The land could be “cross-plowed 
and worked fine early in the spring” equally well — 
and this is the best point in the process. The com¬ 
plete decomposition of the manure, and its thorough 
intermixture with the soil, can not be too highly 
recommended for potato-culture. The advantage of 
covering the sets with manure in this dry, hot climate, 
is somewhat doubtful. Coarse, unfermented dung 
would do more harm than good on sandy land in 
a dry season. Good compost, on the other hand, 
might help to keep the soil moist, beside furnishing 
the plants with appropriate food in a proper condi¬ 
tion for direct assimilation. If, then, manure must 
be used, let it be well composted, or at least thor¬ 
oughly decomposed. 

But it seems to be the opinion of most cultivators, 
that manure applied directly to potatoes increases 
their liability to disease; while it is certain that un¬ 
less the land is in good condition, a meagre yield only 
will be obtained. It should be the object of the 
potato grower, therefore, to make the land rich at 
least a year previous to planting. 

To do this, we must first ascertain what manurial 
substances are moA required by the potato. Those 
chemists who think the composition of the ash of a 
plant a correct indication of its manurial requirements, 
tell us that, as half the ash of potatoes is potash, 

manures containing much potash, such as unleached 
ashes, should be used. We know, however, from the 
most conclusive experiments, that this deduction from 
chemical analysis is erroneous, as applied to wheat 
and turnips; and therefore we can have no confidence 
in it when applied to potatoes or any other plant. 
In fact, so far as wre can judge from the experiments 
recorded, and from the general opinion of experienced 
farmers, manures rich in ammonia, rather than those 
abounding in potash, have the greatest effect in 
increasing the growth of potatoes. Bich ammoniacal 
hog-manure, Peruvian guano, &c., every one knows, 
have a great effect on potatoes. There can be no 
doubt that their action is mainly due to the ammo¬ 
nia they contain; for while the former contains a 
large quantity of potash and all other constituents of 
plants in addition to ammonia, the latter contains 
comparatively nothing else but ammonia and phos¬ 
phate of lime. But phosphate of lime does little 
good on potatoes, and therefore the effect of guano 
must be attributed to the ammonia it supplies to the 
potato plant. 

If, then, a large crop of potatoes is required, the 
soil must be made rich in ammonia; and fortunately 
there is no natural way of doing this without" supply¬ 
ing to the soil all those inorganic elements which are 
indispensable to the growth of all plants. 

Potatoes and wheat are the same in their leading 
manurial requirements. The previous crops, and 
treatment of the soil best adapted for the production 
of wheat, are also best adapted for the production of 
a large crop of potatoes, with this important differ¬ 
ence : For wheat, the soil must be compact; for 
potatoes, as loose as possible : for wheat, putrescent 
manures are in many coses desirable; for potatoes, 
they are objectionable, as tending to increase the 
potato disease. 

Of all plants cultivated in this country, none are 
so good to precede wheat as red clover. None 
enriches the soil so much for potatoes. But a tough 
clover sod, turned ovey immediately before planting, 
prevents, to a greater or less degree, that thorough 
after-working of the soil, with the horse and hand-hoe, 
which is essential to the production of a good crop 
of potatoes. To get the enriching advantages of the 
clover sod without this drawback, should be the aim 
of the potato-grower. How can this be best accom¬ 
plished? Will some of our experienced farmers 
answer the question. 

As will l^e seen from the above extract, the Eng¬ 
lish plant potatoes in rows about twro and a half feet 
apart, and one foot between the sets. A larger crop 
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unquestionably, can be obtained by so doing than by 
planting in hills, as is most commonly done in this 
country; but more labor is required to plant them, 
keep clean, dig, &c. An intelligent farmer, near this 
city, who has cultivated potatoes in rows for many 
years, and who is well satisfied that a much larger 
crop is obtained, abandoned the practice from the 
belief that the extra yield will not pay for the extra 
labor. Will not some of our correspondents give us 
their experience on this point ? 

Potatoes should be planted as early as the ground 
can be got into good condition. In the experiments 
of Mr. H. H. Eastman, of Marshall, Oneida county, 
N. Y., one plot, planted the 18th of May, gave 142 
bushels per acre; another, planted the 23d of May, 
gave 131 bushels; and another, under similar condi¬ 
tion, planted the 8th of June, gave only 100 bushels 
per acre. This was in 1852. The next year, similar 
experiments were made, with the following result: 
Those planted May 9th, gave 104 bushels; May 30th, 
70 bushels; and June 18th, only 45 bushels per acre. 

Harrowing the ground a few days before the plants 
are expected to break through, is practiced by many 
of the best farmers in this vicinity, with great advan¬ 
tage. It breaks the crust of the soil, and kills or 
checks the weeds, and thus greatly lessens the labor 
of hoeing. In harrowing, be careful not to turn too 
short, or some of the potato plants will be pulled up. 
With ordinary care, little damage need be anticipated. 
If a few plants are pulled up, the loss is nothing as 
compared with the advantages of killing the weeds, 
loosening the soil, &e. 

CULTIVATION OF THE WHITE BEAN. 

Mr. Lawes has made a series of experiments on 
beans, the results ot which have not as yet been pub¬ 
lished; we may say, however, that he finds, on a soil 
similar to that on which his wheat experiments were 
made, that beans are not materially benefited by an 
application of ammonia,—a manure which has an as¬ 
tonishing effect on the wheat crop. On the other 
hand, potash, which had no effect on the wheat, or 
indeed on any other crop he experimented on, proved 
beneficial on the beans. This is not the result of a 
single experiment, but of an extensive series carried 
on for several years. 

We conclude from these experiments that wheat 
requires for the production of a good crop much more 
immonia than the atmosphere, rain and dews supply; 
while beans, if supplied with the proper mineral sub¬ 
stances, and a soil in the proper mechanical condi- 
.ion, can obtain from these natural sources nearly all 
4ie ammonia an average crop requires. 

The same is true of peas. 
It will appear strange that th°se crops, which con¬ 

tain more than three times as much nitrogen as a crop 

of wheat, should require much less ammonia (nitro¬ 
gen) for their growth than wheat. Such, however, is 
the fact, and a more important one to the practical 
farmer is not to be found in the whole range of agri¬ 
cultural chemistry. 

Another fact, brought out by Mr. Lawes’ experi 
ments on feeding animals, is important in this connec¬ 
tion: while about one-half the food consumed by ani¬ 
mals is passed off into the atmosphere by respiration, 
See., and is lost to the farm, nearly all the nitrogen 
(ammonia) is found in the excrements — the loss 

being principally carbonaceous matter, such as starch, 
sugar, oil, gum, &c. 

It follows, then, that by growing beans, peas, &c.; 
and consuming them by animals, and returning the 
manure to the land, the soil is made much richer in 
ammonia, the substance so much needed by wheat, 
corn, oats, barley, and the grasses. 

The same is true of clover, vetches, and turnips, 
and probably of lupins and all leguminous plants. 

Does it not then appear strange, that, considering 
the comparatively high price of beans, and the excel¬ 
lent opportunity they afford for cleaning the land, 
this crop is not more extensively and generally culti¬ 
vated ? 

The English “ horse-bean” thrives best on clayey 
soil, but the white bean commonly cultivated in this 
country prefers a rather sandy loam, and will yield a 
fair crop on sandy soils so poor as to produce scarce¬ 
ly any other crop. Although this is the case, beans 
by no means object to a better “ pasture,” and its cul¬ 
tivation is most profitable on soils of good quality, 
and in rotation with wheat and other cereals. 

Relative to the culture and produce of this crop, 
the late Judge Buel says: 

“ Beans may be cultivated in drills or in hills. They 
are a valuable crop, and with good care are as profita¬ 
ble as a wheat crop. They leave the soil in good tilth. 
I cultivated beans the laet year in three different ways, 
viz: in hills, in drills, and sowed broadcast. I need 
not describe the first, which is a well known process. 
I had an acre in drills, which was the best crop I ever 
saw. My management was this: On the acre of light 
ground, where the clover had been frozen out the pre¬ 
ceding winter, I spread eight loads of long manure, 
and immediately plowed and harrowed the ground. 
Drills or furrows were then made with a light plow, 
at the distance of two and a half feet, and the beans 
thrown along the furrows about the 25th of May, by 
the hand, at the rate of at least a bushel on the acre. 
I then gauged a double mold-board plow, which was 
passed once between the rows, and was followed by a 
light, one-horse roller, which flattened the ridges. 
The crop was twice cleaned of weeds by the hoe, but 
not earthed. The produce was more than forty-eight 
bushels by actual measurement.” 

Beans should always be cultivated in drills or in 
hills, in order to admit the free use of the horse and 
hand hoe. In Albany and Rensselaer counties, the 
bean is extensively cultivated. An old clover sod is 
turned under as soon in the spring as the ground is 
in good condition, and the surface afterwards well 
worked with a cultivator, harrow, &c. About the 
middle of May, plant in rows two and a half feet 
apart, and two feet apart in the rows, leaving about 
six plants in each hill. The best crop we ever saw 
was on a field of fifteen acres near Albany. Soil a 
sandy loam; corn the previous year. The beans were 
drilled in rows two and a half feet apart and ten 
inches apart in the drills. A horse cultivator was 
passed twice between the rows, set a little wide the 
second time so as to go nearer the plants. They were 
hand-hoed twice, hilling up slightly the last time. A 
shovel-plow passed between the rows after the first 
hand-hoeing and the second horse hoeing, would les¬ 
sen the labor of the last hand-hoeing, and prove oth¬ 
erwise advantageous. 

In his Prize Essay on Practical Husbandly, in the 
last volume of the Transactions of the New York 
State Agricultural Society, W. C. Watson, of Es¬ 
sex county, N. Y., says: 
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“ Beans, as a field crop, have never received the 
consideration, in this country, due to their value for 
cultivation, or importance as an article of human sus¬ 
tenance. They are rarely cultivated as a separate 
crop, but are usually grown in connection with corn. 
Many intelligent farmers, however, object to this prac¬ 
tice, alleging that the beans detract from the product 
of corn, and that the value of the former crop does not 
compensate for the deterioration of the latter. 

“When beans are planted by hand, the operation is 
roverbially slow and laborious. This objection, which 
as been a decided and serious one, to the extensive 

* cultivation of this crop, is now obviated, by the intro¬ 
duction of the planter. A man and horse, with this 
implement, may plant several acres in a single day, de¬ 
positing and covering the seed with great accuracy, 
either in hills or drills. The planter should be so 
gauged as to cover the seed at least two inches in 
depth. 

“ Warm and light soils are the most favorable to the 
culture of beans. They do not flourish on very moist 
or tenacious earths. If the soil is too rich, they in¬ 
cline to a luxuriant, but barren growth of vines. With 
the aid of plaster, light sands, particularly on an in¬ 
verted turf, often produce a good harvest of the small 
white bean. The rows should be placed at a distance 
of about two feet, so that the cultivator may conve¬ 
niently operate between them. The hills stand from 
fifteen to eighteen inches apart. When planted in 
drills, the seed should be dropped about two inches 
asunder. [Tin's is thicker seeding than we have ever 
seen practiced.] The common corn planter may be 
graduated to plant beans in either method, and at any 
distance. Five plants are sufficient for a hill, although 
it is advisable to deposit more seed, in order to pro¬ 
vide for the ravages of worms and bugs. 

“ The worm and grub are formidable enemies to the 
bean, and it is difficult to guard against their attacks. 
Fall plowing, and an application of salt or lime to the 
soil before planting, and a top dressing to the young 
plant of charcoal dust, ashes and plaster, are all re¬ 
commended as partial remedies. Late planting I re¬ 
gard as the best security against them. In hoeing, 
when their ravages appear, they should be carefully 
sought out and destroyed. Land of medium fertility 
affords the. best and safest soil for the bean culture. 
They require industrious and careful tillage, and should 
be kept free from weeds, with the earth loose and 
fresh about them. Beans are sometimes sown broad¬ 
cast, and plowed in, with favorable results. About 
two bushels of seed to the acre are required in this cul¬ 
ture, which is attended, after planting, with no addi¬ 
tional labor or expense, except the harvesting and 
storing the crop.” 

Early frosts often injure or destroy the crop if 
planted too early. A farmer from Orleans county, 
where probably more beans are grown than in any 
other county in Western New York, informs us that 
he sometimes plants as late as the first week in June, 
with good results. He thinks the crop for the last 
ten years has been nearly or quite as profitable as 
wheat, and since the prevalence of the wheat midge, 
much more so. 

“But,” says a wheat-grower at our elbow, “if 
those farmers who have suffered so much from the 
wheat midge should sow less wheat and more beans, 
will not the supply exceed the demand, and the price 
fall so low that their cultivation will be unprofitable?” 
The price may fall; but if it should, beans will pay 
to cultivate for feeding to sheep on any wheat farm 
in Western New York, so long as good mutton is in 
demand. 

Some will object to this statement, but it must be 
recollected that the production of beans impover¬ 
ishes the soil but little, and that the manure made 
from them is worth nearly three times os much as 
that from Indian corn. 

IMPROVING PEATY SOUS. 

The best means of improving the texture of peaty 
soils is claying, but unfortunately clay-marl is seldom 
found in proximity to peaty soils. The next best 
material is sharp sand or gravel, (the latter is used 
with much success in New England,) w’hich, when 
laid on the surface of grass, has the effect of causing 
the white clover to spring up with renewed vigor. 
As sand sinks very rapidly into peaty soils, it should 
never be plowed in, but merely harrowed and kept as 
near the surface as possible. The land should there¬ 
fore be plowed very shallow for many years after an 
application of sand, in order to keep it as long as 
possible near the surface. 

It has been supposed that barn-yard manure pro¬ 
duces a weak straw on these soils, but Haxton, in 
his Prize Essay on Light Land Farming in the Jour¬ 
nal of the Royal Agricultural Society, details an ex¬ 
periment which seems to discountenance this idea. 
He says: 

“ The writer has found, by a ratber long and exten¬ 
sive experience, that grain crops even on rich peaty 
soils are generally increased in quantity and quality 
by an application of farm-yard manure. The opinion 
that this sort of treatment would render the straw soft 
and liable to fall is very prevalent, but so far as the 
writer’s experience goes the very opposite is the result. 
One instance may be mentioned as an illustration. A 
piece of deep black boggy land was sown with vetches, 
which w'ere manured with dissolved bones and guano. 
The crop was a poor one, having been injured by hoar¬ 
frost in the early part of the summer. After the re¬ 
moval of the vetches one portion of the land was top- 
dressed with rotten rock—the rough brown sand of 
the amygdaloid rock of the trap formation—at the rate 
of 500 loads per acre. Another portion was manured 
with 12 loads of farm-yard dung, and the whole was 
sown with oats. Tne crop after the rotten rock was 
much root-fallen, and the straw was soft, while that 
after the dung was tall, stout, and yielded nearly twice 
as much grain. This is not mentioned to disparage the 
use of sand or gravel on peaty soils, as in the above case 
the rotten rock had too short time to act, hutfto show 
that an application of farm-yard manure, instead of 
softening the straw, had the effect of making it stiffer.” 

Be Systematic.—Order is a necessary element in 
the success of every man, but in no class is its strict 
observance more requisite than with the husband¬ 
man. Show us a farmer who is orderly in the loca¬ 
tion, management, construction, preservation of his 
buildings, in the erection and maintainance of his 
fences, in the division of his farm into lots, in the se¬ 
lection, planting, and care of his fruit trees, in the 
preparation and cultivation of his soil and the putting 
in of his seed, in the rotation of his crops, in the 
management of his stock, in the purchase and care of 
his farming implements, in the preparation of his 
fuel, in the curing and marketing of his products, in 
short, one who is governed by these rules—“ A time 
for everything, and everything in its time”—“ A place 
for everything, and everything in its place”—and we 
will show you an intelligent, successful, prosperous 
and happy man. 
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PLOWING IN CLOVES ON CLAY SOIL'S, 

A gentleman in this vicinity informs us that two 
years ago he broke up a heavy clay soil in raid-sum¬ 
mer, turning under a fair crop of clover. The surface 
was afterwards harrowed and cultivated at intervals 
of a few weeks, in order to keep it free from weeds, 
and to ameliorate the soil and form a good seed-bed. 
It was sown to wheat in the fall, without another 
plowing. The crop was not an average, probably 
less than it would have been had the field been sum¬ 
mer-fallowed ; that is, broke up in the spring and 
plowed twice afterwards, with several borrowings, &c., 
during the summer. On plowing-the field in the fall, 
after the wheat was harvested, he found to his sur¬ 
prise that the clover was nearly or quite as perfect 
as when plowred in. The stalks and leaves were not. 
decomposed in the least. 

What was the cause of this ? 

Heat, moisture, and oxygen, or atmospheric air, 
are the essentials of of fermentation or decomposition. 
The compact nature of clay prevents, to some extent, 
the admission of air, and hence decomposition is re¬ 
tarded. It may be that, in the instance alluded to, 
the soil perfectly excluded the air, and that this 
hypothesis alone is sufficient to account for the phe¬ 
nomenon—a phenomenon which many farmers have 
witnessed. 

The exclusion of the air, however, is not the only 
cause why clay soils retard the decomposition of clo¬ 
ver, manure, and other organic substances, mixed 
with it. The experiments of Prof. Way indicate 
that clay has a remarkable action in reference to the 
fermentation of organic matters. 

In one experiment, Prof. Way took three quanti¬ 
ties of fresh urine, of 2000 grains each, and placed 
them in similar glasses. With one portion, its ovra 
weight of white sand was mixed; with another, its 
own weight of white clay; the third being left with- 
out admixture of any kind. 

When smelled immediately after mixture, the sand 
appeared to have had no effect, while the clay mix¬ 
ture had entirely lost the smell of urine: they were 
all decidedly acid to test paper. The three glasses 
were covered lightly with paper, and placed in a 
warm place, being examined from time to time. In 
a few hours it was found that the urine containing 
sand had become slightly putrid; then followed the 
natural urine; but the quantity with which clay had 
been mixed did not become putrid at all, and at the 
end of seven or eight weeks it had only the peculiar 
■smell of fresh urine, without the smallest putridity. 
The surface of the clay, however, afterwards became 
covered with a luxuriant growth of Conferva, which 
did not happen in either of the other glasses. . 

This is a remarkable experiment, and one capable 
of throwing light on many subjects hitherto envel¬ 
oped in thick darkness. The reason that the sand 
accelerates the fermentation of urine, is no doubt 
this: All bodies possess a surface attraction for 
gasses, and of course, therefore, for common air. 
This attraction, which enables them to condense a 
certain quantity of air on their surfaces, is in direct 
relation to the extent of those surfaces. In mixing 
sand with the urine, we are in fact exposing the latter 
to a Largely increased surface of air, the oxygen of 
which is necessary to commence the putrefaction, 
and thus hastening the changes which sooner or later 
would occur in the urine naturally. 

The quick vinegar process, or Schnellessigfabri- 
kation of the Germans, whereby cider, or any liquid 

! containing sugar and a nitrogenous or fermenting 
j body, is converted into vinegar in a few hours by fil¬ 
tering it through beech-wood chips, is a case in point. 

Rut what shall we say of the action of the clay ? 
That it retards or changes the nature of putrefaction 
is evident. But the question is, does it prevent the 
conversion of the animal matters into the ordinary 
products of decay; or does it allow of that conver¬ 
sion, and absorb thos ■- products as they are formed ? 

Other experiments made by Prof. Way show thatr 
urine filtered through clay will not afterwards ferment. 

As plants can take up their food only in the inor¬ 
ganic state, [one plant can not live on another plant, 
as such; its organism must first be destroyed, and 
the elements of which it is composed be reduced to 
their inorganic state,] if clays have the pow'er of 
arresting decomposition, it follows that the chief value 
of plowing in clover, &c., on heavy clay soils, consists, 
the first year, in ameliorating the soil, rendering it 
lighter, more porous, &c., rather than in supplying 
food for the plants ; and it is a question worthy the 
consideration of farmers, whether clay soils can not 
be ameliorated by mechanical means, such as plow¬ 
ing, &c., cheaper than by plowing under long, unfer- 
mebted manures. 

It follows, too, from these experiments, that if we 
want manures to furnish food lor plants on clay soils, 
they must be thoroughly decomposed before being 
plowed under. Perhaps it would be better, under 
some circumstances, to spread them on the surface of 
the soil. We have seen, on heavy land, barnyard 
manure so applied late in the fall, on wheat, with 
good results, — better, the first crop, than when 
plowed under. 

Sand accelerates decomposition. When clover is 
plowed in on sandy soils, it probably decomposes with 
greater rapidity, as with the urine in the expeiirnent, 
than though kept moist in a heap unrnixed with saud. 

We throw out these ideas, in order to call the 
attention of observing, practical farmers, to the inter¬ 
esting facts above recorded, and in the hope that 
they will furnish us with their experience on the vari¬ 
ous points bearing on this important subject. 

Sowing Clover. — An old Vermont farmer remarked 
that he was greatly prejudiced years ago against Hover 
from thin sowing; stalks were large and tangled; 
couldn’t mow it, and cattle wouldn’t eat it. He now 
sows twenty or twenty-five pound* to the aoie; liis 
crop stands very thick, but not more than two feet 
high; cures it in. small cocks, and makes beautiful 
hay. Land needs rest, like all else ; give it a o >od bed 

of clover that it may have a long, refreshing sleep.— 
'Exchange. 

English farmers frequently sow as much as twenty 
pounds of clover seed per acre, but it is not all of 
one kind. Red clover, on many of their light lands 
is an uncertain crop, and they seed tnick and use 
different kinds in order to secure a “ catch.” In this 
country “twenty or twenty-five pounds” of clover 
seed per acre is generally quite unnecessary, but it is 
better to seed thick than to have the plants thiu on 
the ground. The “ long, refreshing sleep ” in clover 
should never be longer than three years, and in many 
cases two years is long enough to let laud lie down 
in cloyer. * 
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A WORD ON IRRIGATION. 

There are thousands of farms where, at a trifling 
expense, several acres of meadow land may be irri¬ 
gated with great advantage. The effect of judicious 
irrigation on grass laud is perfectly astonishing. The 
late Philip Pusey, of England, states that on irri¬ 
gated grass land of moderate quality, he has kept 
at the rate of thirty-six sheep for five months. In 
other words, by irrigation, grass land may be made 
to produce three times as much food as land culti¬ 
vated with turnips, under the most favorable cir¬ 
cumstances— and turnips, ruta bagas, &e., can be 
made to produce more food per acre than any other 
cultivated crop. 

This, it must be observed, is in England, where the 
climate is much more favorable to the growth of 
turnips than with us. The extenrive introduction of 
the turnip crop has been one of the grand means of 
improving British agriculture—a large amount of 
food is produced at a comparatively slight tax on the 
elements of fertility in the soil, and its consumption 
on the farm furnishes a great quantity of rich manure. 
The nature of our climate leads us to believe that 
turnips can never be as extensively cultivated here as 
in England, but we may attain, to some extent, the 
same object by irrigation. The extra produce of a 
water meadow consumed by animals, will provide an 
extra quantity of manure for the upland, or arable 
portions of the farm. Boussingault thinks this the 
only way of increasing the fertility of a farm without 
going off the farm for manures. The subject is one 
well worthy the attention of American farmers. 

SOIL COLD FROM LACK OF UNDERDRAINING. 

A writer in the Quarterly Review states that one 
pound of water evaporated from one thousand pounds 
of soil, will depress the temperature of the whole soil 
ten degrees. Simpson, in his essay, “ Climate of the 
British Islands in its effect on Cultivation,” says : 

“Every gallon of water carried off by evaporation, 
reqaires as much heat as would raise five and a half 
gallons from the freezing to the boiling point! With¬ 
out going to extreme cases, the great effects of the heat 
thus lost upon vegetation can not fail to be striking, 
und I have frequently found the soil of a field higher 
in temperature from 10° to 15°, than that of another 
field which had not been drained, though in every 
other respect the soils were similar. I have observed 
the effects of this on the growing crops, and I have 
seen not only a much inferior crop on the undrained 
field, but that crop harvested full three weeks after the 
other.” 

Parkes, in his experiments a*t Chatmores, found 
that the temperature of the drained soil averaged 10° 
more than that of soil undrained. He also found 
that the temperature of land that was well under-, 
drained was highest after a shower. This was doubt¬ 
less owing to the greater temperature of the water 
carried down into the soil. 

Owing to the shortness of our growing season, it 
is no slight benefit which under-draining—not to 
mention other obvious advantages—is capable of 
conferring on the American farmer, in not only ena¬ 
bling him to plow the land earlier in the spring and 
later in the fall, but in so increasing the temperature 
of the soil that it is enabled to mature the crops two 
weeks earlier than though it was not drained. 

NOTES EY S. W. 

Your explanation of Prof. Way’s experiments 
and views of the action of lime in soils, and on the 
growth of plants, is truly interesting. It would seem 
that in the midst of experimental facts he is still in 
doubt. Humiliating as this is to the cause of agri¬ 
cultural science, it is far better than that dogmatism 
in opinion which too often mars the truth in general, 
and chemical science in particular. This should not 
be so. Ill-digested scientific dogmatism is the great 
stumbling-block to the farmer’s progress, making him 
in fact what he is inclined to be from indurated pre¬ 
judice and habit, a mere follower of hereditary 
recipes ! When I ask a rich-feeling farmer to take 

| an agricultural paper, and he replies to me in that 
j offensive egotism which indorses his own ignorance, 
11 can but feel that even book-farming is somewhat 
j to blame for his contumacy. An astute lawyer once 
said to me, that he “ who stood in need of clients, 
must strive harder to be useful to them than to con¬ 
vince them of his own learning.” Now, I cannot 
resist the opinion that Prof. Way, Mr. Lawes, and 
Dr. Gilbert, are precisely that sort of men, who 
would rather be useful to the cause of agricultural 
science, than to dazzle the world by a display of their 
scientific attainments. So far from being mere ab¬ 
stract men of chemical science, shut up in the labora¬ 
tory, they are co-workers with the farmer on the farm; 
not for a season, but for many consecutive seasons, 
experimenting on every sort of soil, with all sorts of 
manures, each of which is thoroughly tried and the 
effects noted, through all varieties of seasons, wet and 
cold, warm and dry. They are rather learners than 
teachers; and as such, teaching by example, shedding 
forth the light of science without dazzling their read¬ 
ers by its glare ! When the farmer comes to under¬ 
stand their language, which he may with a very little 
knowledge of chemistry, he begins to live a new life, 
or rather a new phase in life, in which toil and 
drudgery are ameliorated by that mental enjoyment 
which- is extra, and not created by the comfortable 
hope of a material harvest! 

But a propos of lime as a manurial amendment, 
that oasis in the desert of blowing sand, the farm of 
A. Anthony, Providence, R. I., was brought up to 
the clover-bearing point by leached ashes and swamp 
muck, after which cow manure and swamp muck kept 
up its great fertility. A. told me that he had tried lime 
as a substitute for ashes, but on such barren sand lime 
was too active, aside from its poverty in mineral mat¬ 
ters. On the other*hand, on the clayey lijmestone lands 
of Eastern Pennsylvania, lime is found to be an invalu¬ 
able amendment to the soil; not perhaps as a restorer 
of a thoroughly exhausted soil, for they say there that 
such soils will not bear much liming, but only as a dis¬ 
solvent of the inert vegetable matter left by stable ma¬ 
nure and clover in a well-treated soil. It is also said 
there, that the richer the soil, the more lime it will bear 
profitably. Hence the common argument that lime 
accelerates the decomposition of inert vegetable fibre, 
and is there any doubt that it also acts chemically to 
liberate ammonia and dissolve mineral plant-food? 
That lime i3 not as useful to a sandy soil, may be ac¬ 
counted for, at least in part, from the fact that sand 
has no power to retain the ammonia liberated by lime 
in the soil; while clay, on the other hand, is a great 
absorbent and retainer of that grand arcanum in the 
structure of plants, the carbonate of ammonia. 
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It has been found that no flat, wet, undrained 
soils, are much benefited by liming, or any other 
amendment, except draining ; after which, especially 
on clays, liming is considered to be only next to 
stable manure as a sweetener and warmer of the soil. 
In Eastern Pennsylvania, where experimental farm¬ 
ing is at the maximum, lime and green clover are 
considered absolutely necessary to supply the defi- 

' ciency of stable and compost manures. Cheap 
anthracite coal favors lime-burning; so that many 
farmers have lime-kilns expressly for burning lime for 
the benefit of their farms. 

The thermometer to day (11th Feb.) has risen to 
44° in the shade—a point many degrees higher than 
it has before attained since the middle of December; 
but in proof of our very temperate climate, the mer¬ 
cury'has not fallen below 0.7° this winter, and that 
only for two or three nights. S. W.—Waterloo. 

FLAX SEED AUTD OIL CAKE. 

By the Census Returns of 1850, it seems there 
were raised in the United States, in 1849, 562,810 
bushels of flax seed. How far these figures may be 
correct, is uncertain, though doubtless they approxi¬ 
mate somewhere near the true amount. We have 
other statistics, relating to the imports of flax seed, 
that can be more fully relied upon. By Custom 
House returns, there were imported into the United 
States, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1855, 
1,102,545 bushels of flax seed—in money value, 
amounting to 1,009,381 dollars. Exported during 
that year, 5,808 bushels, amounting to 6,016 dollars. 
Supposing the domestic crop of 1854 to be the same 
as when the last census was taken, we had for the 
year ending the 30th day of last June, the sum total 
of 1,658,847 bushels of flax seed, most of which, we 
presume, was used for the manufacture of linseed oil. 

During the fiscal year above named, there was not 
a single pound of oil cake imported into this country; 
but, on the other hand, there was exported from this 
to foreign countries, 739,589 dollars worth of Amer¬ 
ican oil cake. Over 695,000 dollars’ worth of this 
cake went to England; firstly, to make beef and 
mutton, to feed its dense population; secondly, to 
supply manure to grow turnips and wheat, and to 
keep up the fertility of their long-cultivated soils. ‘ 

I do not know the relative amount of oil cake 
derived from a given weight of seed, or how many 
cents’ worth of cake a dollar’s worth of seed will 
make-; but as there was but little over a million dol¬ 
lars’ worth of the imported seed- retained in this 
country, and almost seven hundred and forty thousand 
dollars’ worth of cake exported, I presume a much 
larger amount of cake was shipped from this country 
than was derived from the imported seed. How far 
such a procedure may comport with the farming 
interests of our country, is a question of grave import, 
and one that shoulcb be candidly and fairly discussed 
in all its bearings; and, Mr. Editor, I know of no one 
so well qualified to impart information upon this par¬ 
ticular subject, as yourself. Never having visited my 
“Faderland ” I know nothing personally of its agri¬ 
culture, but I have read somewhat upon British hus¬ 
bandry; from this source I know something of the 
value of oil cake for fattening cattle and sheep, and 
of the high estimation in which it is held there. With 
suitable rations of oil cake, turnips, or other roots, 
and chopped straw, the animals are expeditiously and 

profitably fattened; hay, frequently, being entirely 
dispensed with; and the manure of cake-fed stock is 
almost enough enhanced in value to pay the cost of 
the oil meal. 

Of how little value is a large portion of our straw 
for feeding purposes, unless accompanied with roots 
or provender; and how small a proportion of our 
farmers provide either for their stock. It is for lack 
of this “ provident care” that so many millions of our 
cattle and sheep are annually turned to pasture every 
spring merely skin and bones—literally walking skel¬ 
etons. In England, they have dear land and cheap 
labor, and meats are somewhat dearer than with us; 
yet the difference in our favor in the price of oil cake 
here and there, must be equal to the freight and in¬ 
surance, and profits on it of some two or three 
“ middle men” that step in between the oil manufac¬ 
turer here and the* farmer there; and this, with our 
present high prices of beef and mutton, may make it 
quite as profitable for American farmers, in many 
sections of the country, to feed oil cake to their stock 
as it is for the English farmer. It might not be 
profitable for the western farmers to substitute oil 
cake for Indian corn in feeding either their beef or 
store cattle. But here, in New Hampshire, hay is 
worth from $15 to over $20 per ton, and corn from 
$1.121 to $1.25 per bushel; and yet, at these prices, 
thousands of cattle and sheep are stall-fed upon hay 
and corn for the Brighton and other markets. 

To me, it seems to be a serious question to our 
farming and national interests, whether it is best to 
make our beef and mutton upon hay and corn, or 
partially substitute roots, straw, and oil cake for that 
purpose. If English farmers can make it profitable 
to annually purchase of us some three-quarters of a 
million of dollars’ worth of oil cake, then it is a mat¬ 
ter worthy of careful discussion how far it may be 
profitable for us to use our oil cake, instead of send¬ 
ing it abroad. Levi Bartlett.— Warner, JY. H. 

THE CHINESE YAM, OR DIQSCOKEA BATATAS. 

The agriculturists of our country are apparently 
very desirous of additional information in regard to 
the various plants which may be advantageously 
and extensively adopted in our farm culture, and it is 
a gratification to me to tender my feeble aid toward 
the establishment of a true national independence of 
every other country so far as regards those plants 
which our wide-spread Republic} is susceptible of per¬ 
fecting. With this object in view, I have taken 
especial pains to inform myself fully in regard to the 
Chinese Potato, or Dioscorea batatas, both as to its 
alimentary position in China and Japan and to its 
appropriateness for adoption by our country; and 
the more I have investigated, the more astonished I 
have become, at its indisputable claims over every 
other esculent we possess, and at finding that the 
half, and more than the half, of its remarkable useful 
properties remain to be told. The surprise so often 
expressed, as to how food was attainable by the one- 
third of the inhabitants of the globe concentrated 
within the limits of the Chinese Empire, may now 
find its elucidation. On consulting several Chinese 
agricultural works, which have been republished in 
the French language, I find the Dioscorea batatas 
to be therein a subject of extensive and general com¬ 
ment. It is there stated that its culture is universal, 
and extends over every portion of that vast country 
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And it is further declared to be a grand resource of 
the nation — “une grande resource nationale,” and 
that the abundance of its crops, their excellence in 
quality, and the universal consumption, have rendered 
it the alimentary basis (together with rice) of that 
immensely populous empire. It is eaten boiled, 
roasted, and even in a raw state. It is also dried 
and ground into the meal or flour everywhere in use 
throughout that country. Indeed, it would appear 
to occupy, in an alimentary point of view, the whole 
space which in our country is occupied by both the 
common potato and by Indian corn. 

The varieties there cultivated are very numerous, 
the skin and flesh being of different shades, varying 
in consistency and flavor, and one variety is highly 
esteemed for its medicinal properties. 

In five Chinese works which I have consulted, I 
have found the following statements : 

The Rice—white variety, (the one we possess,) 
when well cultivated in a soil that has been trenched 
and rendered permeable to the depth of five feet, 
will produce, on a space of ground ten feet long and 
three feet broad, sufficient food to support a man 
throughout a year. 

It would thus appear that this vertical root 
enables them to make up, by deep culture of the 
soil, whatever deficiency exists in that country super¬ 
ficially, toward the maintenance of its excessive pop¬ 
ulation. 

The only kind of manure recommended, is that of 
cattle and horses, well decomposed ; and poudrette is 
specially objected to by every writer, though we doubt 
not that guano might be thus appropriated. 

In their directions for general culture, they state 
that the ground is usually mellowed to the depth of 
two and a halt feet, but that three feet is preferable, 
and that the manure should be plowed or trenched 
in as deep as possible. The sections of root, each 
having one or more eves, should be planted five to 
six inches deep ; and this planting takes place in 
China the first week in April. 

When treated in this way, the plants will grow 
vigorously, and will not fail to yield an abundant 
crop. Some cultivators allow the stalks to trail on 
the ground in like manner as our sweet potato; but 
others, as soon as the stalks have attained sufficient 
growth, place poles for them to run upon, which they 
quickly entwine. 

In the autumn, before the ground becomes frozen, 
they dig up sufficient of the large roots, and place 
them in a cellar, for winter use; and the small roots 
and tubers are put in a cellar and mixed with sand, 
or are buried in a hole in the open ground, inter¬ 
mixed with sand, as the reserve for spring planting. 
Such portion of the crop as is not wanted for use or 
for sale during the winter, may be left in the ground, 
and can be extracted in the spring, if desired, or left 
to grow through the second season, when the crop 
will be increased three-fold over the weight of the 
first summer’s growth. 

What strikes one’s mind at once as giving preemi¬ 
nent importance to this root, is the fact that it is in a 
condition for use a.t all seasons of the year, and may 
be dug up fresh every day, from spring to autumn. 

In order to settle the question of its perfect hardi¬ 
hood in our climate, we have left twenty hills stand¬ 
ing out the present winter, during which the mercury 
has been 10° below zero. Wm. R. Prince.—Flush- 
ng, JY. Y. 

SEED POTATOES. 

I have more than once read accounts of experi¬ 
ments on the advantages of using large or small pota¬ 
toes for seed. In all of them, however, there appeared 
to me to have been a defect, namely, the amount of 
ground occupied by each kind of seed was not re¬ 
corded, and apparently not considered essential to 
the accuracy of the experiment. 

In April, 1855, I planted 5 lbs. each of large, me¬ 
dium, and small [too small for profitable table use] 
potatoes. They were Pink-eyes. The 5 lbs. of large 
numbered 15 potatoes, and were cut into quarters; 
the medium-sized were cut into halves (lengthwise); 
and the small ones were not cut. I will call them, 
for brevity, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. They were planted in 
parallel rows, in hills. No. 1 occupied 20 hills (three 
pieces in each hill); No. 2, 27 hills (three pieces in 
each hill); No. 3, 31 hills (three whole potatoes in 
each). Ten days after the plants were up, No. 1 
were much the most vigorous; No. 2, second best; 
No. 3, poorest All were treated alike in after-culti¬ 
vation. 

I dug them on the 11th of October. No. 1 pro¬ 
duced five gallons; No. 2, six gallons, 1 quart; No. 
3, six gallons, three quarts. The produce of No. 1 
I thought were rather better in size than Nos. 2 and 
3; that is, rather fewer small ones among them. 1 
further ascertained that No. 2 produced five gallons 
from 22 hills ; and No. 3, from 23 hills, the same 
quantity as 20 hills of No. 1 produced. 

The conclusions to be drawn from the above ex¬ 
periment, seem to me to be these : That small seed 
produces more in proportion to the seed sown, by 4 
to 3, because it occupies more ground; but that 
large seed yields more to the acre, by about one- 
seventh ; and that of medium size, one-twelfth. It 
must, however, be borne in mind, that it requires 50 
per cent, more of large seed to plant an acre, if they 
aie cut into only four pieces (i. e., about twelve 
bushels instead of eight), and that we are planting 
the most valuable part of the previous crop, both for 
sale and use. John MaoKelcan.— The Retreat, 
Ancaster, C. JY. 

A Good Corn Crop.—A correspondent of the 
Country Gentleman, residing at New Britain, Ct., 
gives the following account of the management and 
yield of a corn crop: 

“ Field contained one acre and 71 rods, green-sward. 
Manured with 120 horse cart loads of stable manure, 
plowed 8 inches deep, and well harrowed. Marked in 
rows each way, 3 by 3£ feet apart. A single handful 
of the following compost was put in each hill—2 parts 
night soil, 6 parts loam, 1 part ashes, and 1 part fresh 
slaked lime. The night soil and loam were comported 
a year before using. Variety of corn—long eight- 
rowed; planted dry wit-h hand planter, May 16th. In 
a part of the field, only the compost was covered be¬ 
fore planting. All came up well, and was immediately 
dropped with ashes and gypsum. At the first and 
second hoeing, the cultivator was used, and at the third, 
a small plow. At the second hoeing, three and four 
stalks were left in a hilL 

“ The corn was cut up and carted to the barn before 
husking. The yield, by actual measurement, was 245 
bushels of ears, each containing 17 quarts of corn—a 
fraction over 90 bushels of shelled corn per acre.” 

One hundred and twenty loads of stable manure (?} 
ought to give a good crop without the compost, &c. 
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A SUFFOLK STALLION 

AN IMPROVED SUFFOLK STALLION. 

For heavy dray horses, the Clydesdale is the 
favorite breed in London and most of the cities in 
England and Scotland; and in some of the agricultu¬ 
ral districts, where improved modes of cultivation 
make slow progress, the old-fashioned, thick-legged, 
snail-paced, elephantine race of farm horses are still 
to be found, dragging their slow length along, three, 
four, five, and six, one ahead of another, attached to 
an antedeluvian plow, or to a monstrous wagon with 
six-inch tires and other things in proportion. Such 
an exhibition can still be seen every day in many 
parts of England ; but their number is lessening 
every year. It has been proved, that a span of 
active, muscular horses, attached abreast to a plow, 
will do more and better work than three horses 
tandem, with a boy to drive and a man to hold the 
plow. 

Strange as it may appear to an American farmer, 
the introduction of the two-horses-abreast system 
met with decided opposition for many years, but it 
at length prevailed; and now,- instead of being the 
exception, it is the rule in all the best-farmed districts 
of England. This new system of plowing led the 
way to many other improvements, not the least of 
which is the gradual introduction of a new style of 
hor e, of les3 weight, but greater activity-—a horse 
that weighs one-third less, eats one-third less, and 
does one-third more work. Such a horse is the Im¬ 
proved Suffolk. On the farm connected with the 
Royal Agricultural College, at Cirencester, there are 
)r was, a few years ago, four spans of horses of the 
various breeds; and it was found that the Suffolks 
would do more work with less food, than any of the 
others. It is, indeed, the general opinion among in¬ 
telligent farmers in England, that a Suffolk team will 

do more plowing in a day, and return home in better 
condition at night, than any other of their powerful 
farm horses. 

Our engraving is an excellent likeness of the Suffolk 
stallion owned by Mr. Thos. Cati.in, of Butley, Suf¬ 
folk, England, and which took the first prize of £50 
at the meeting of the Royal Ag. Society of Eng¬ 
land, held at Windsor, July, 1851, in a competition 
never before or since equalled in the world. Look at 
his compact, strong, and yet graceful form. There is 
no waste matter — nothing stupid or clumsy about 
him. His movements are active and graceful, and 
none can help admiring the justness and beauty of 
his' proportions, while his strength is as that of an 
unicorn. 

There are two or three Suffolk stallions in the 
United States and Canada, but those we have seen 
are not favorable specimens of the breed. We 
believe a good* Suffolk stallion would be very useful 
in correcting some of the more prominent defects in 
our farm horses, the majority of which, although 
active and hardy, are light-bodied, and fit only for 
the road before a light carriage ; and where we do 
find any considerable degree of strength and robust¬ 
ness, we generally find coarseness and clumsiness. 
- —-- 

Heifers should Calve late in tiie Sfrtn.g.—An 
English writer considers it a matter of importance 
that heifers should be so managed as to have their 
first calf late in spring, when there is an abundance 
of succulent food, inducing a large supply of milk 
This is much better than to have them come in early 
in spring, when they have dry food only. The habit 
at first formed is apt to remain with them, and if they 
commence by giving a good supply of milk, they are 

I apt to be good milkers afterwards. 
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A COTS "W OLD RAM 

THE SHEEP OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

* CHAPTER III. 

LINCOLNSHIRE AND COTSWOLD. 

The Lincolnshire is the largest breed of sheep in 
Great Britain. According to Ellis, the oldest agri¬ 
cultural writer by whom any description of them is 
given, they were “ the longest-legged and largest-car¬ 
cassed sheep of all others, and carried more wool on 
them than any sheep whatsoever.” For many years 
there was considerable rivalry between the breeders 
of Lincoln and Leicester sheep; the former, it was 
claimed, giving more wool of better quality, and the 
latter the most mutton. At length, says Youatt, a 
union was established between them; a Lincoln ewe 
was put to a Leicester ram, and the progeny certainly 
displayed, and to a very great and profitable extent, the 
excellence of the male parents. The wether attained 
its maturity a full year sooner than it was accustomed* 
to do, and with less comparative expense of food even 
at that time; and when the ewe was drafted, she too 
was sooner ready to be sent to market, and weighed 
considerably more than she was wont to do, and was 
in higher repute and more readily sold. 

Mr. Clark, of Canwick, iu 1827 exhibited two 
wether sheep in Lincoln market, the fleeces of which 
had yielded each 12 lbs. of wool. They were slaugh¬ 
tered, and the carcass of the larger one weighed 261 
lbs.; the fore-quarters were each of them 73 lbs., and 
the hind-quarters 57£ lbs. On the top of the rib the 
solid fat measured nine inches in thickness ! 

By judicious breeding, and by means of the im¬ 
proved system of turnip husbandry, and high feeding, 
the sheep are now rendered fit for market at one 

year old, and weigh from 80 to 100 lbs. each, on tl 
average. When kept till two years old, they ar 
very heavy. Thus, three slaughtered a few yean 
since, aged respectively three, two, and one year ola 
weighed 386 lbs., 364 lbs., and 284 lbs. 

Cotswolds.—The meaning of the name Cotswola 
is a sheep-fold, and a naked hill or plain. The Cots- 
wold hills, the native tract of this ancient breed ot 
sheep, are of moderate elevation, covered with sweet 
and nutritious herbage; and though formerly a bleak, 
wild, and uncultivated district, given whclly to sheep 
walks, it is no\y inclosed, cultivated, and greatly im¬ 
proved. The sheep also have undergone a like im¬ 
provement; so that they now rival the New l^eicester 
in symmetry and early maturity, while they possess a 
heavier fleece aud carcass, They have been crossed 
with the Leicester with decided advantage; their size 
and fleece being slightly reduced, but their tendency 
to fatten and early maturity, as well as the quality of 
the mutton, are much improved. They have also 
been crossed with the Hampshire Downs, thereby 
improving still more the quality of the mutton, but 
greatly reducing the weight of wool and carcass. 

The experiments at Rothamstead show that for 
the food consumed the Cotswolds increase in weight 
more rapidly than any other breed. (See Genesee 

Former, for 1853, page 241.) 
The Cotswolds, especially in the Southern States, 

have been pretty extensively introduced into this coun¬ 
try, and are yearly becoming more and more popular. 
There are a few in the Northern States and in the 
Canadas, and they stand the climate equally as well 
as the Leicester and South Down. They are known 
in some parts as the New Oxfordshire. Their weight 
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of carcass and fleece has been well sustained in this 
country. Mr. Reywold, of Delaware, has killed 
Cotswold wethers weighing 200 lbs. dressed, and they 
frequently weigh from 30 to 40 lbs. per quarter. 

In England, the Cotswold is called the “poor man’s” 
sheep, because their mutton can be produced cheap. 
In London, Cotswold mutton sells at from two to 
three cents per pound less than South Down. But 
the Cotswold increases, lor the food consumed, 
enough more to make up for the less price obtained; 
and it is an open question which is the more profita¬ 
ble breed. In this country, at present, Cotswold 
mutton probably sells as high as South Down, and 
therefore Cotswolds must be the more profitable 
breed. The time, however, will come when con¬ 
sumers will be more discriminating. 

Our engraving represents a Cotswold ram owned 
by Mr. Geo. Hewer, of Ley Gore, near Northleach, 
Gloucestershire, England, for which the first prize of 
$125 was awarded at the meeting of the Royal Ag. 
Society of England, held at Windsor, July, 1851. 

Improving the Breed of Animals.—A writer in 
the London Farmers' Mazazine truly observes: The 
principles of breeding animals have rather been illus¬ 
trated than discovered by animal physiology—the 
very principles of that science having been taught 
before a single scientific axiom had been applied. 

The watching of physiological tendencies, and 
availing themselves of these judiciously in practice, 
was long anterior to scientific research. Emulating 
the skill ,of the wily progenitor of the Jewish race, 
and intelligently perceiving what was required, a 
Culley and a Bakewell attempted and attained the 
production of sheep and of cattle, “ ring-streaked, 
spotted and speckled,” at pleasure. Seeing the neces¬ 
sity of economising food, they set about producing 
those animals which came to maturity early, and so 
produced vastly more food from the same amount of 
vegetation. Knowing that fat was an element of 
favor in a northern clime, they endeavored to obtain 
auimals with a tendency to secrete large quantities. 
In order to this, they observed the qualities indicative 
of those propensities; and knowing that it is as true 
in physiology as in mathematics, that like produces 
like, they selected and bred from these until they 
stamped their qualities permanently and invariably 
and indelibly on the race. With these they managed 
to combine symmetry of form. 

Training a Balky Horse. — In India, when a 
horse becomes stubborn and refuses to move, instead 
of whipping him, a3 is our custom, or setting fire to 
straw under his belly, as is sometimes practiced in 
England, a rope is attached to his foreleg, and one 
or two persons go ahead and pull at the rope. It is 
said this will start the most refractory horse. The 
Michigan Farmer says a horse became balky in 
Detroit a short time since, and neither whipping or 
coaxing could make him stir. A rope was fastened 
round his neck, and he was dragged a short distance 
by another team, but this did not effect a cure. The 
rope was then taken from his neck, passed between 
his legs, and fastened firmly to his tail. In this man¬ 
ner he was drawn a short distance, and when the rope 
was taken off, the hitherto unruly animal was per¬ 
fectly obedient to the will of his master. We have 
seen this method tried, with similar results. 

EXTRACTS FROM A LETTER FROM OHIO. 

Inclosed are $3, for which you may send me eight 

copies of the Genesee Farmer. It is now more than 

a year since I stopped taking the Farmer, and al¬ 

though I take two other agricultural papers, I find 

none that meets the wants of the farmer as well as 
your journal. 

Agricultural papers are much needed by the farm¬ 
ers on our prairies here. People must be taught the 
value of manures, &c. I know of farmers near one 
of the greatest markets for vegetables in the West 
(Sandusky City), who will give their manure to any 
one who will haul it away; and frequently the manure 
lies for years in the barn-yard before it is removed, 
and then it is done only to save moving the barn or 
prying cattle out of the miry yard in the spring, or to 
keep off fleas in the summer. Our prairie generally 
is very rich, ) et manure never will hurt it if applied 
right. The soil through this portion of Ohio is well 
adapted to growing all kinds of farm produce. 
Wheat, Indian corn, and oats, are the principal crops. 
There has been a great falling off in the wheat crop 
during the last two or three years, owing to the in¬ 
sect destroying it; and farmers, in consequence, have 
turned their attention more to corn and oats, and to 
the raising of stock. Potatoes generally yield very 
well, and either the Irish or the sweet potato can be 
grown with facility. More attention is given to the 
raising of good fruit than formerly; perhaps owing 
to the high price which it commands in market, and 
the more ready sale. 

Farming here on the prairies has been profitable 
for a number of years past. Crops have been unusu¬ 
ally good, especially two and three years ago, during 
those dry seasons, which favored the low prairie very 
much. Many have made great improvements in 
their farms, by ditching and draining, thus bringing 
many more acres under cultivation ; but in some in¬ 
stances they do not so well cultivate what they had 
in use before, for, among some western farmers, the 
more land they get under cultivation, the less they 
work it. Edwin Woolterton.—Milan, Erie Co., O. 

Clover on Spring Crops.—Clover may always be 
sown upon small grains with profit. We sowed 
clover, says Jesse Buel, upon four acres of rye and 
two of barley, last spring, and notwithstanding the 
dry weather, it took well. After pasturing the rye 
stubble some ten or fourteen days, the autumn feed 
was sold for $12,50. The barley ground has afforded 
an abundance of fine feed.. Say the six acres required 
a bushel of seed, at $6, and that the fall feed was 
worth $18, there will be a profit of $12, or $2 per 
acre. But the clover lay will furnish at least thirty 
tons of vegetable food to the next season’s crop, if 
turned under the first of May, which will be no in¬ 
considerable increase to the profits. 

To Break Corn Stubs.—The following plan which 
I adopt for breaking off corn stubs may be of use 
to some readers of the Genesee Farmer. Procure 
a stick of timber 6 inches square, and 15 feet long, 
hitch a pair of horses to it, and draw it round a corn 
field when the ground is hard frozen, taking four rows 
at a time. In this way a large field may soon be 
cleared. It will break them off even with the surface 
of the ground. Geo. Sharpless—McClcllandsville, 

Delaware. 
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ESSEX SWINE. 

The Improved Essex holds the first rank among 
British breeds of swine, especially as “porkers.” 
During tlie last dozen years, in the hands of the cele¬ 
brated breeder, W. Fisher Hobbs, of Marks-Hall, 
Essex, it has probably taken more prizes at Smith- 
field, and at the shows of the Royal Agricultural 
Society, than any other breed. The late Lord 
Western originated the breed, it is believed, by 
crossing the Berkshire 
with the Neapolitan, with 
a slight dash of the Chi 
nese and the old Essex 
hog. Stephens, in his 
Book of the Farm, 
speaks of them as fol¬ 
lows : 

“ As to the breed which 
shows the greatest dispo¬ 
sition to fatten, together 
with a due proportion of 
lean, I never saw one 
equal to that which was 
originated by Lord West¬ 
ern, in Essex. * * They 
were exceedingly gentle, 
indisposed to travel far, 
not very . prolific, how¬ 
ever, but could attain if 
kept on to a great weight, 
and so compact in form, 
and small of bone and 
offal, that they invariably 
yielded a greater weight 
of pork than was judged 
of before being slaughter¬ 
ed. The offal was small, 
and more delicious ham 
was never cured than 
they afforded.” 

Martin says, “These 
animals fatten quickly, 
grow rapidly, and yield 
very superior meat. The 
hogs, when fattened, will 
sometimes weigh 26 or 
28 stones (14 lbs.), often 
18 or 20”—equal to 252 
to 392 lbs. • 

The Essex has smaller 
heard and ears than the 
Berkshire, feathered with 
inside hair—a distinctive g h 
mark of both; has a short ® g 
snubby nose, very fine ® g 
bone, broad and deep in 5 | 
the belly, full in the hind | L 
quarters, and light in the 
bone and offal. “They 
feed,” says Richardson, remarkably quick, grow fast, 
and are of an excellent quality of meat. The sows 
are good breeders, and bring litters of from eight to 
twelve.” 

L. G. Morris, Esq., of Mount Fordham, West¬ 
chester county, N. Y., has imported, at various times, 
the cream of W. Fisher Hobb’s stock. He has got 
the best that money would purchase. There are no 
better, if as good, in England. 

Some object to the Essex on account of their 

color. This is a fanciful rather than a real objection. 
Others assert that they will not stand the heat of this 
climate. In regard to this, we can say that we were 
at Mount Fordham on one of the hottest days of last 
summer, and saw “Fisher Hobbs,” “Aunt Chloe,” 
“Topsey,” and a host of black, chubby, fat little 
beauties, enjoying themselves in a clover field, as 
well, apparently, as they could at Marks-Hall. Cer¬ 
tainly they appeared to suffer no inconvenience from 
the heat. 

A variety of the Sussex breed is closely allied to, 
and may be identical with the Essex. Some of this 
variety were introduced into this country several 
years since, by Mr. Henry Parsons, now of Guelph, 
Canada West. Sanford Howard, Esq., of the Bos¬ 
ton Cultivator, says he “obtained some of the stock 
of Mr. Parsons, and from the experience of several 
years, can say he never had any swine that gave more 
weight of carcass in proportion to the food consumed, 
and never any equal to them in quality of meat.” 
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Canadian Horses.—The Journal of the JYew 
York State Agricultural Soeiety for February con¬ 
tains an interesting “Report as to the Provincial 
Fair of Canada East, held at Sherbrooke, September 
12-14, 1855, to the Executive Committee of the 
New York State Agricultural Society,” by H. G. 
Foote, of Ogdensburg, N. Y., one of the delegates 
from this State. We extract what he says in regard 
to the heavy draught horses. 

“A remarkably fine display of draught horses was 
made. The animal which took the first premium was 
a four year old, and his weight was represented as 
about 1,700 lbs. ; the second best horse exceeded this 
about one hundred weight; the third best was a cross 
of the blood of the two former, which was as “ the 
Clyde” upon a Morgan mare. He had the eye, ear, 
head, action and fire of the Morgan, with the giant 
frame of the Clyde. He was a splendid animal, but 
was not a pure blood, and so stood No. 3. All the 
draught horses of any note were of this blood- We 
noticed two half-bloods, two years old, each judged to 
exceed 1,200 lbs. These were termed “ heavy draught” 
horses, while the stallion that took the first prize for 
“ light draught” horses, was estimated at 1,600 lbs. 
This was a noble specimen, and the Governor-General 
of Canada, Sir Edmund Head, who was present, honor¬ 
ed him by calling him from the ring, and by special 
notice. In looking at these horses, I could but con¬ 
trast them with the light limbed, thin skinned, small 
and fretful animals after which our farmers bob and 
jump, by convulsions, when fastened to a heavy break¬ 
ing up plow. The Scotch farmers, who mostly had 
these animals in charge, assured me a span would 
draw a plow ten inches deep in breaking, with the do¬ 
cility and steadiness of oxen; and that they would 
turn their two acres per day of such plowing, and 
show no exhaiKtion.” 

Good Hoas.—We find the following in the Boston 
Cultivator: 

“Mr. Cyrus Stow, of Concord, Mass., gives us an 
account of four Suffolk pigs, fatted by him. We saw 
them a short time before they -were killed, and noticed 
that, though not remarkably large, they had great 
weight of carcass for the bone and offal. They were 
bred by Mr. C. B. Clark. Mr. Stow says: 

“ ‘ These four pigs (all sows) I bought on the 8th of 
February last. They weighed 145, 140, 130, 100 — 
total, 515 lbs.— at 5-£ cents = $28.32F Deduct for 
shrinkage forty per cent., would leave 309 lbs. dead 
weight when I purchased them. They were .killed on 
the 15th of December, and weighed 449, 374, 366, 367* 
— total, 1556 lbs. I sold three of them at my door at 
11A cents per pound, and kept the other for my own 
use. Aggregate value of the four, $178.94; deduct 
cost, $27.48, leave? a gain of $150.61|. They were kept 
by me 309 days, and gained, as I calculate, 1247 lbs., 
or a trifle over a pound each, per day — nothing to 
brag of if they had been high fed—but they were kept 
very cheaply, and had but little meal until the last 
month of the time, when they were fed with cob meal 
(corn and cobs ground together). The remainder of 
the time they had the wash of the house and the skim¬ 
med milk of two or three cows, with small potatoes 
and pumpkins boiled up with a little meal. I keep 
five cows, and sell about one-half of the milk.’ ” 

The American Vet. Journal states that an excellent 
diet for sick animals, is simply scalded shorts. When a 
horse has taken cold, with discharge from the no?trils, 
the mash may be put into the manger while hot, with 
a view of steaming the nasal passages. 

Grinding Corn in the Cob for Swine.—The 
Valley Farmer, in a sensible article on this subject* 
observes: 

“Independent of the nutriment contained in the 
cob of Indian corn, we believe that where the whole 
is properly ground together, the cob pei forms a very 
important part in the economy of fattening swine; as 
corn, when fed alone is too concentrated, and fails to 
afford sufficient distension to the organs to insure per¬ 
fect and healthy digestion.” 

As applied to ruminant animals, this is a valid ar¬ 
gument; but swine require much more concentrated 
food than sheep, cows, or even horses; and it is in 
our minds quite questionable whether corn, together 
with the other substances generally fed to pigs, is 
any too nutritious, or that it will be profitable to 
grind cob and corn together for pigs, in order to 
dilute the corn meal. Better dilute the corn with 
roots, pumpkins, apples, &e., or with bran. 

Fattening Animals should be kept quiet. — For 
young, growing animals, exercise is necessary, in order 
to fully develop the frame. In feeding, tranquility is 
equally indispensable, a singular exemplification of 
which was made in the course of the experiments of 
the Earl of Egremont, in 1777, related in the Annals 

of Agriculture, .upon some porkers, seven of which 
were put up to fatten in the ordinary manner in a sty, 
and another of the same litter, but smalk'r than the 
others, was put into a cage one week later. All were 
fed alike on barley meal. "When slaughtered the 
one fed in the cage exceeded in weight any of the 
others. The cage was made so that he could not 
turn round, and had not sufficient room to rise up 
and lie down. Therein be no doubt that too much 
exercise, exposure to cold, foe., retard fattening. 

“Pigs can see "Wind,” says an old proverb. The 
uneasiness displayed by pigs prior to atmospheric 
changes, is well known. This is attributable to the 
extreme nervous excitability of the skin and mucous 
membrane, which makes this animal feel any sudden 
change in the condition of the -atmosphere more 
acutely than the majority of our domestic animals. 
Farmers should bear this in mind, and provide places 
of shelter for their hogs, open to them at all times. 

Warts on Horses. — A correspondent of the 
Country Gentleman says:—“One year ago I had a 
fine young mare that had no less than half a dozen 
warts, from the size of a pea up to that of a half 
dollar. After many unsuccessful trials I applied mu¬ 
riatic acid (with a feather) daily, and had the pleas¬ 
ure of seeing them disappear rapidly, and in a few 
weeks there was not one wart to be seen. It is a safe 
and speedy cure.” 

To Remove Yermtn from Cattle—Dissolve cam¬ 
phor gum in new rum, making the liquid pretty strong 
of camphor, and apply it on various parts of the body 
of the animal. It is a harmless application, so far as 
the animal is concerned, leaving the coat free and 
clean, but destroys the lice. In about two or three 
weeks after the first application, rub on the liquid 
again, in order to kill the young vermin that may 
have hatched out. 

When fed to horses and cattle, a heavy crop of 

carrots is soon transmuted into carrats of gold. 
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Raising Calves.—A correspondent of the New 
England Farmer practices the following method of 

raising calves: 

“ Let them suck one half the cow gives for four or 
five weeks, keeping fine hay before them, and giving 
them once a day a handful of meal or oats, or a few 
crusts of bread soaked in water, then learn them to 
drink porridge made of skim milk and buckwheat 
flour, or meal that has been sifted. In this way they 
seldom scour at all; and if one does, I take a little 
white pine charcoal, finely pulverized, and mix with 
lard enough to make it adhere; spread this mixture on 
a piece of br^ad, and give it, which is a certain cure. 
I feed in this way until they are three months old, 
when they will do to wean. A few oats should be 
given once a day a while longer. During the first 
winter they should be kept in a warm stable, and have 
all th% good hay they will eat; after this they will 
grow well and keep in good condition on meadow hay. 
In this way it is no uncommon thing for my three year 
old steers to weigh 3000 lbs. 

Every Farmer should keep Bees.—A writer in 
the Valley Farmer thus eloquently discourses about 
bees: 

“In olden times, the promised land was said to be 
flowing with milk and honey. The homes of many of 
our farmers may be said to be literally flowing with 
milk; but how few are flowing with honey. Cows 
are plenty—but where are the bees? Wild in the 
woods; hiding their sweet treasures beyond our reach. 
Why are they not tamed—domesticated ? Bees are as 
useful as chickens, and as easily raised. They afford 
us a luxurious food—healthy, and might be cheap. 
Bees require no feeding, little expense and attention. 
They want only a comfortable home, covered from the 
storm and sun, and protected from the marauding mil¬ 
lers. They will make their own living, and do con 
siderable towards the living of the farmer. Not many 
swarms can be prosperously kept in one place, but 
every farmer may raise honey enough for home use 
and a little to spare. Every gardener, every villager, 
mi.ht do it. A single swarm of bees, well attended 
to. will soon produce as many swarms as can be suc- 
ce sfully kept in one place. All that bees make is 
clear gain. They get their treasures from flowers. 
We should have bees enough in the country to have 
one always sipping at every flower. The flower is all 
the time producing honey. The bee should be all the 
time gathering it. If we had a bee all the time at 
every flower, honey enough would be producecf to sup¬ 
ply the world. It is a means of wealth, health and 
pleasure. Let bees be cultivated,—let every farmer 
have them. They are as useful as cows, and far less 
trouble. A little attention will teach one to manage 
them.” 

Japanese Plowing.—This is done with a small 
plow, with a single handle and beam, the share being 
like an iron scoop, of no great diameter. It is drawn 
by an ox, with traces, and a wooden saddle, while a 
small boy leads him by a stick attached to a ring in 
his nose, and a man holds the handle of the diminu¬ 
tive earth scratcher. 

Remedy for the Founder in Horses.—Take a table 
spoonful of pulverized alum, pull the horse’s tongue 
out of his mouth as far as possible, and throw the alum 
down his throat; let go of his tongue and hold up his 
head uutil he swallow. In six hours’ time, no matter 
how bad the founder, he will be fit for moderate ser¬ 
vice. 

Mongrel Geese.—The Boston Cultivator, which 
is excellent authority, says: 

“The offspring resulting from a union of the wild 
goose (Anser Canadensis) and any variety of the do¬ 
mestic goose, is incapable of propagation. It is com¬ 
monly called, in this vicinity, “ the mongrel goose.” 
The flesh of this bird is highly prized by epicures, and 
usually sells at a higher price in Boston market than 
that of any other poultry. The day before Thanks¬ 
giving, when turkeys were selling at eighteen to twenty 
cents per pound, and Bremen and other large geese at 
a Yankee shilling (one-sixth of a dollar) per pound, we 
asked the price of mongrel geese, and were told that 
they were selling at three dollars apiece. Their weight 
was probably about ten pounds dressed. This w as an 
unusually high price, but they frequently bring two 
dollars apiece. 

“These mongrel geese are very easily reared.^They 
grow very rapidly and require nothing but grass till 
a short time before they are killed. In fact they aro 
sometimes killed in good condition, directly from the 
pasture. A wild gander and tame goose, or a wild 
goose and tame gander may be mated together, and 
they are sure to bring up their annual brood, perhaps 
for half a century. 

“The wild gander will seldom mate with more than 
one goose; he is no Mormon, and when left to his na¬ 
tural instincts, seems to abhor polygamy, though in¬ 
stances have been known in which these principles 
were overcome by domestication. But any tame gan¬ 
der will mate with several geese, whether with the 
wild species or any tame breed. The wild goose does 
not breed till she is three years old, but after that age 
is more certain to rear young every year than the com 
mon goose. The broods range from four to seven gos 
lings, and all that are hatched are pretty sure to grov 
up, as they are hardy and not liable to accidents.” 

Milking.—The Massachusetts Ploughman says-. 

“ The milker should sit close to the cow, and should 
endeavor by all means to be on good terms with her— 
for if he scolds and kicks, she will be quite likely to 
return the compliment. Sit close, and let the left arm 
be in contact with the leg of the cow. Then she can¬ 
not set her foot into the pail if she is disposed to do it. 
She cannot kick while her leg is in contact with your 
left arm, for a blow requires space between the agent 
and the object. 

“ The quickest is the best milker, for there will be a 
flow in less than a minute from the commencement of 
the process. Take advantage of this, and not let the 
milk flow back again. Milk out all that the cow will 
give, for the last of the milk, or strippings, is worth 
more than four times as much for butter as the milk 
that first comes.” 

Potatoes.—The London Gardener's Chronicle says 
that the potato disease is on the decline. The use of 
salt, mixed with the manure, is highly recommended. 
Chlorine and potash are necessary for potatoes. These 
are produced by the use of salt and ashes, with barn¬ 
yard manure.—American Institute Farmers' Club. 

Chlorine and potash are as necessary for every 
other agricultural plant as potatoes. 

Wash for Barns.—The Horticulturist gives the 
following as the best for this purpose: Hydraulie 
cement, 1 peck ; freshly slaked lime, 1 peck ; yellow 
ochre (in powder), 4 lbs.; burnt umber, 4 lbs.; the 
whole to be “ dissolved ” in hot water, and applied 
with a brush. 
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WILLIS’ STUMP MACHINE. 

STUM? MACHINES. 

Will you please tell us the best apparatus for pulling 
stumps? There are thousands of pine stumps here, 
which are very much in the way. D. Edwards—Little 
Genesee, JY. Y. 

A correspondent of the Genesee Farmer recom¬ 
mends the following as a cheap and simple stump 
machine, where the land was not very heavily tim¬ 
bered and the stumps are now considerably decayed: 

“In the sketch, 1 is a round pole 10 feet long, 4 
inches fci diameter at the largest end, which is well 
banded Into this is inserted a bar of iron 2 by 2$ 
inches, drawn to half that size at the end inserted into 
the pole, and 2 feet long. Near the end of this two 
notches are cut, a little over 4£ inches apart. In the 
middle between these, a hole is punched, and a link 
6 inches long inserted, as seen in Fig. 2, which repre¬ 

sents the bar, large hook to hitch 
under a root of the stump, a link in¬ 
serted in each, and a connecting 
hook. The links are made of round 
£ inch Swede’s iron, the connecting 
hook of 1£ do.; the large hook of a 
bar of old sable iron 18 inches long, 
bent round edgewise. 3 is a frame 
consisting of two oak planks 3 inches 
thick, 8 wide, and 7 feet long, pin¬ 
ned together at the end through a 
piece of 4 inch scantling, between 
the planks. There are two rows, 4-£- 
inches apart, of 1£ inch holes through 

these planks, the holes being 3| inches apart in the 
rows, from center to center. The holes in the right 
hand row are one inch lower than the opposite ones in 
the left. Through these holes two iron bolts, as large 
as the holes, are made to pass, for the bar or lever to 
re3t upon. 

To use this machine, it is set up as seen in the figure, 
4 being a board for a brace, the lever placed between 
the planks, the notches resting on the two bolts, and 
the hook hitched under a root. Now elevate the end 
of the lever, (which needs a short pole attached by a 
ring to the end of the long one,) withdraw the left 
hand bolt and raisfc it one hole higher; now depress the 
end of the lever and raise the right hand bolt; and so 
on as high as you wish. The cost of the machine was 
$7—iron $4, making $3. Any blacksmith and carpen¬ 
ter can construct one. With a team and sled, and 
stone-boat to draw the machine about, I have seen two 
hands, on a lot that had been cleared fourteen years, 
pull in a day from 9ixty to a hundred stumps, mostly 
from ten to eighteen inches in diarm te .” 

Willis’ Stump Machine, manufactured at Orange, 
Mass., is highly recommended by Hon. Simon Brown, 

of the JYew England Farmer, by Prof. Nash, and 
others who have seen it work. It is not only used 
for pulling stumps, but is applicable to moving build¬ 
ings, rocks, &c. 

A strong chain is put around the foot of th° stump 
to be removed, as represented in the engraving on the 
left. This chain passes over shears, or strong timbers 
so placed as to give the power at the stump an up¬ 
ward direction. In many cases this part may be dis¬ 
pensed with, and the chain pass over the stump. The 
chain continues onward to the lever, on wheels, to 
which the horse is attached. This lever is fastened 
to an ordinary stump. When the horse has passed 
on, according to his present position, the length of 
the lever, he is turned in the other direction, and at 
the same time, the outer chain is dropped, and the 
inner chain is hooked into the leading chain, and the 
horse passes to the extent of the lever in the other 
direction. 

A pair of oxen may be used, if more convenient. 
When the stumps are thick, a large number may be 
pulled without removing the lever from the stationary 
stump. The largest stumps may be easily extracted 
with this machine. A pair of horses or oxen is a 
sufficient team to take it from place to place, and 
three men are sufficient to manage it in the hardest 
work. The removal of 100 stumps is considered a 
day’s work. 

Always give the soil the first meal. If this is 
well fed with manure, it will feed all else—plants, 
animals, and man. 
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MACHINE FOR SAWING WOOD. 

Machine sawing, as it is called, is getting very 

popular in some parts of the country, and deservedly 

so in every case I have known, when the machine 

was not more than fifty per cent, below par. 

The best machine I have seen was in Michigan— 
driven by a four horse lever power, with a railroad 
and car at the joint of the pitman, so as to make the 
saw play as level as possible; a machine saw ; two 
logs a few inches apart for the log to be sawed to 
ride on; a capstan, or upright windlass, with a small 
cable chain dogged into the back end of the logs, 
passing under the saw; a guide just back of the saw, 
also a tail-piece on the end of the saw, and a light, 
movable guide to steady it. The saw was raised 
while in motion by the tail-piece; a man at the cap¬ 
stan would move the log along in a few seconds, the 
man at the saw would let it on the log, and the saw¬ 
dust was immediately flying as fast as one could de¬ 
sire. The owner took a hand and two horses with 
him, and two men and two horses more were required, 
which the employer furnished as he moved from 
place to place; and though the logs were small, he 
sawed for ten cents per cord, or $4 per day. 

I bought an old slow motion threshing power, got 
a frame made to strain a cross-cut saw, like a buck¬ 
saw. 1 had to make the breast of the saw one-half 
or two-thirds of the length nearly straight, otherwise 
I have the Michigan rig; and by giving one hundred 
revolutions of the crank in a minute, I have sawed 
off, with two horses, a green beech two feet in diam¬ 
eter in one minute; and think it would not be abuse 
to my small span of horses to make them saw a cord 
of stove wood in ten minutes. My sawing rig was a 
crazy affair at first, but, by constructing the greater 
part of it a second, and some even a third time, I 
have an excellent machine saw. The weight of my 
saw and frame is less than seventy pounds,- and con¬ 
sequently it must be set down very solid. Twelve of 
my neighbors last winter drew logs for me to saw, 
and they usually had a load of blocks to draw 
bac.k. My price is twenty-five cents per cord, or one- 
third of the blocks. When the log is half sawed up 
get the diameter, which multiplied into itself and 
the product multiplied by the number of euts and 
one-tenth added, gives the measure after splitting and 
piling, at the fineness we usually split it. 

A slow-motioned machine will do considerable 
business with a machine saw, especially if'the saw is 
stiff enough to bear a heavy pitman and a long crank. 
In such cases the saw should not be filed to cut much 
from the crank, but mostly towards it. I know of 
such an one that performs nicely with one horse, and 
consequently is not strained. It will saw stave bolts, 
stove wood, etc., as fast as the owner desires, as he 
tends and rives, or splits, without help. 

Almost any kind of power may be adapted to saw¬ 
ing. For five winters I sawed my toughest logs to 
split, with a sheep churning power, sometimes as fast 
as one cord in two hours, and the sheep kept fat. 

You need not call a machine A No. 1 unless each 
horse and hand can comfortably saw ten cords per 
day from fair logs. Many will not do half that, and 
men who undertake to saw with them are not likely 
to succeed in this business, which is yet in its infancy. 
I would advise but one or two men in each neighbor¬ 
hood to go into the business, to get good machines, 
and to saw during the winter as much as they can. 

I would like to be informed as to how the tread 
powers perform sawing logs. I suppose they are 
better than the lever ones driving circular saws ;— 
however, mine will do something in that line, although 
I am obliged to add five-fold to the speed of the dri¬ 
ving wheel. I have a rig similar to the saw table 
used for cutting off slabs, nine feet long, which will 
cut off limbs as large as two men can lay on. 

The motion of a tread power has to be regulated, 
as the force is uniform, let the sawing be hard or 
easy. I am told a spring pole is used to add to 
the weight of the saw. 

Our best sawing rigs do not cost over $20; and 1 
know of one respectable one that I should think did 
not cost $10, saw and all. But 1 do not advise cheap 
machines, without the builder knows well what he is 
about. J. W.—Hannibal, A*. Y. 

THE ROLLER AND ITS USES. 

The roller is in many ways serviceable on a farm, 
and it is an implement which every farmer, with tri¬ 
fling aid from the smith, may shift to make for himself. 
It may consist of a log of two or three feet in diame¬ 
ter, and eight or ten feet long, nicely smoothed on the 
outside, with gudgeons in the centers of the ends, a 
frame, and tongue and shafts to draw and guide it by. 
After sowing small grains and grasses, the roller should 
follow the harrow. It breaks down the clods, smooths 
the surface, and presses the earth to the seed, and 
thereby causes more of it to vegetate and grow than 
otherwise would; for if the earth does not come in 
close contact with the seed, it remains dry, and is lost. 
In the spring, as soon as the fields are dry, and firm 
enough to resist the feet of the cattle, the roller is very 
beneficially applied to meadows and winter grain. At 
this time the surface of tilled ground is crusted, and 
generally checked with small fissures, which expose 
the collar (the part which connects the roots and 
leaves,) and roots to the drying influence of the sun 
and wiuds. The roller breaks and pulverizes the crust, 
and renders the soil more pervious to heat, and closes 
the fissures. It is also serviceable in partially cover¬ 
ing the crowns of the plants, which induces them to 
send out new roots, and to send*up more seed stalk-. 
This effect is particularly noticeable in barley, when 
the roller is passed over it, after it has become three 
or four inches high. If winter grain is harrowed in 
the spring, the roller may follow the harrow. 

In rolling grass lands it is necessary to attend in a 
particular manner to the season, as it cannot be per¬ 
formed to advantage when the surface is either in too 
dry or too wet a condition ; if too wet, the ground 
will become poached by the cattle’s hoofs; and if too 
dry, the roller will make little impression in leveling 
the surface; and it is generally necessary, if the roller 
be of wood, to add to its weight for grass grounds, by 
placing stones in the box which is attached to it for 

that purpose. 

Save the Old Bones.—The value of bones in al¬ 
most any form, as a manure for field or garden, should 
induce farmers to save them for this purpose. In the 
winter, especially, large quantities might be gathered, 
to be broken in spring and mixed with compost, or 
applied directly to the soil. For pear trees—Tor 
grass lands, for most kinds of vegetables—nothing 
better can be found. Then save the old bones, and 
though you fail in making “ improved superphos¬ 
phate,” you will not Jail in benefiting your land, and 
increasing its productiveness by the application. 
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DESIGN FOR A ONE-STORY COTTAGE. 

PLAIX ONE-STORY COTTAGE. 

We are no advocates for one-storied houses. The 
cost of foundation and roof is nearly as great as for 
houses of two or three stories; and we can not be¬ 
lieve it healthy to sleep so near the ground, unless 
more than usual precautions are taken to ventilate 
the bed-rooms. But there are those who must con¬ 
tent themselves with a small cottage; and it would 
be c’early inappropriate to make a two-story house, 
when the dimensions of the ground floor hardly ex¬ 
ceed the proper height of a story. In places exposed 
to violent winds, a low house is often most suitable. 

One-story houses have some advantages. The 
rooms are all on a level, greatly facilitating the in¬ 
door work. There is no climbing up stairs; nor can 
“ children break their necks by falling down them, or 
from chamber windows.” 

The accompanyiqg design for a cheap one-story 
cottage, we take from Village and Farm Cottage?: 

“ It is needless to say for whom this plan was in" 
tended, as the whole family is in sight. The owner, 
whom you see so busy with hammer’ and nail, is one 
of that independent sort, who like to do things in their 
own way. On the edge of the village he bought a 
piece of ground, but partly cleared, and which nobody 
else had thought of. Here, amid the spared trees, he 
put his house. He wanted but three rooms. A veran¬ 
da, where he could sit in the shade, and enjoy the 
fresh air, he was resolved to have. To carry out his 
own views of convenience and comfort, he disregarded 
the advice of neighbors, who insisted that it would be 
quite as cheap, and much better, to build his house 
“ regular and square.” He did nothing for mere fancy. 
The cornice is unornamented, the front door plain, 
the window caps are strips of plank sustained by three- 
cornered blocks. An evident purpose pervades every 
part of the plan. At first it looked so plain, compared 
with neighboring houses, which were tricked out in 
gingerbread finery, that people laughed, and called it 
barn-like. Hot so now. Prairie roses, planted and 
trained by the owner’s own hand, already supply the 
want of pilaster and cornice. Honeysuckles will soon 
climb the slender columns of the veranda, and hang 
between them in fragrant festoons. Ere long, grape¬ 
vines will display their purple clusters, where now the 
bean-poles stand. The maize-patch, at present some¬ 

what too near, will be replaced by grass and flowers; 
and then, perhaps, some who once scorned the homely 

dwelling will stop to gaze, and long to enter 

“Let them enter. They will find every thing in 
order within. The interior of the house was planned 
to suit its mistress. Each room is entered directly 
from the entry, and this being the only connection 
between them, no one can be used as a passage way to 
others. The kitchen, with all its sounds and odors, is 
effectually separated from the sitting-room. Each of 
these rooms is supplied with a pantry, and a back-door 
opens out from the latter. The inside walls are neatly 
papered. The doors and trimmings are plain and 
substantial. 

“Height of rooms, 8 feet 6 inches. Cost, estimated 
at $650.” 

A few general Rules for Building.—Prefer lasting 
to perishable materials, even if more costly. A small, 
well built erection, is better than a large decaying shell. 

Discard all gingerbread-work, and adopt a plain, neat 
and tasteful appearance in every part. Far more true 
taste is evinced by proper forms and just proportions, 
than by any amount of tinsel and peacock decorations. 

Where convenient or practicable, let the plan be so 
devised that additions may be subsequently made, 
without distorting the whole. 

The first floor of any house, however small, should 
be at least one foot above ground, to guard against 
dampness.—Illustrated Annual Register. 
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THE SMALL FRUITS. 

There is both pleasure and profit in growing fruit. 
The farmer of course grows fruit, as he does wheat 
and corn, for profit. Yet, in addition to this profit, 
it furnishes his family with the most delicious luxuries 
earth can yield. The well kept garden is the home 
of beauty. To the si£ht, the smell, and the taste, 
the garden affords the highest gratification. Those 

who reside in villages 
and in the suburbs of 
cities, cultivate fruit for 
the pleasure it affords. 
There is enjoyment in 
planting, in pruning, in 
cultivating, in watching 
the buds and the blos¬ 
soms, and the full ripen¬ 
ed fruit. To-all, but 
more particularly the 
latter class, wo must 
recommend the culti¬ 
vation of the smaller 
fruits, as affording the 
greatest amount of 
pleasure for the least 
means and.space. 

Strawberries, we place first, because the earliest 

fruit to delight our appetites. The strawberry re- 

quires a good, deep soil; that is, a soil plowed or 

dug eighteen inches deep, and enriched with well- 

Hovey’s Seedling Strawberry. 

rotted manures. The plants should be set about a 
foot apart each way, and kept free from weeds and 

Burr’s New Pine Strawberry. 

Fastolp Raspberry. 

runners. After the bed has been planted about two 
years, start another, and by the time this begins to 
bear well, the old one will be pretty much worn out. 
Those who plant for the market would do well to 
plant in rows about two feet apart, and one foot in 
the rows. This allows the use of the cultivator be¬ 
tween the rows. Strawberries may be planted during 
any of the spring months, and from the middle oi 
August to the middle of September. If done late in 
the spring, or during the warm weather of August, a 
showery day should be selected. 

Red Antwerp Raspberry. 

The following would be a very good assortment 
for a small collection: Staminates — Large Early 
Scarlet, and Boston Pine. PistMates—Burr’s New 
Pine, Hovey’s Seedling, and Crimson Cone. The 
latter is a beautiful berry, but rather too much acid 
for the taste of some. When eaten with cream and 
sugar, however, it is not excelled, and most of the 
Strawberries we see in market are of this variety. 
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Raspberries.—This delicious fruit receives little 
of the attention its merits deserve. It is hardly 
possible to purchase a quart of raspberries in any one 
of our smaller towns or villages. It succeeds the 
strawberry in ripening, and will well repay the best of 
care. A cool, moist location on the north side of a 
fenee or a slope is the best; and the soil should be 
rich and deep. 

The plants should be 
set out early in the 
spring, three to four feet 
apart, and be kept clean 
and well cultivated dur¬ 
ing the season. Each 
plant should have a stake 
three or four feet high 
driven firmly beside it, to 
which it can be loosely 
tied. Every spring ex¬ 
amine the plants and cut 
out the old canes that 
bore the previous year, 
and trim out the young 
suckers so a3 to leave 
only six or eight canes 
in each stock. Then take 
off about a foot of the 
ends of the shoots that 
are allowed to remain, 
and tie them up neatly 
to the stakes.' In Sep¬ 
tember it is well to pinch 
off the ends of each 
shoot This will check 
the growth, and help to 
ripen the canes. 

As the finer varieties 
of raspberries are some¬ 
what tender for our cli¬ 
mate it is well to protect 
them in winter, and per¬ 
haps the best way is to 

lay down the canes in 
the fall, and cover them 
lightly with soil. If a little earth is placed near the 
roots on the side where they are to be bent down, 
there will be no danger of their breaking. We give 
a few of the best varieties, with descriptions, from 

R. G-. Pardee’s work; 

Fastolf.—This fine variety originated at Fastolf 
Castle, near Yarmouth, England, where it attained a 
high reputation, which it has nobly sustained in this 
country. It is not quite so hard for market fruit as 
the Antwerp, but is rather soft, a^d of rich, high 
flavor, and the fruit is very large, of a bright purplish 
red, and is a large bearer. It requires winter pro¬ 
tection. 

Red Antwerp.—This variety has long been the 
standard sort, both in this country and Europe, and 
is a very fine fruit. So many spurious sorts are now 
sold under this name, that it is difficult to obtain the 
genuine, in many places. The Common Red Ant¬ 
werp is smaller and round ; while the true is large, 
regularly long conical, dull red, with a rich, sweet 
flavor. The canes are of good strength wrhen well 
cultivated, and the fruit ripens early in July. It also 
requires winter protection. 

Knevett's Giant.—We have sometimes thought 
this variety a better bearer than the Red Antwerp, 
but we do not know as it has any superiority other 
than being more hardy. This, however, bears a much 
larger crop in consequence of winter protection. 

The Blackberry.—Considerable effort has been 
made of late, to improve the blackberry. The High 
Bueh and the White Blackberry have both received 

some notice, but the only one that really seems wor¬ 
thy of cultivation is the “ JYew Rochelle, or Lawton. 
Blackberry.” It was discovered in the fields at New 
Rochelle, on the Hudson River, and brought into 
garden culture. It was afterwards disseminated by 
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Mr. Lawton. It is perfectly hardy, and throws 
up vigorous, upright shoots, many of them over an 
inch in diameter, with lateral branches, all of which 
are covered with fine berries, a portion of them ripen¬ 
ing daily, in moist seasons, for six weeks. They have 
been found so large that 72 filled a quart. 

The Currant.—This is perhaps the most valuable 
of all our small fruits. It can be used in so many 
ways, ripe or green, bears so abundantly, flourishes 
s© luxuriantly under good care, and bears ill usage 
with such a good grace, that we consider it indispens¬ 
able in every garden, large or small. It may be cul¬ 
tivated either in the form of a bush or of a small tree, 
and all old and superfluous wood should be cut out, 
and the suckers removed. Thorough manuring, with 
proper pruning, will produce you abundance of fine 
currants. When the plants are six or seven years 
©Id they should be replaced by young ones. 

men have been selling gooseberry plants, either im¬ 
ported from England, or propagated from English 
sorts, for the last fifteen or twenty years, and yet 
gooseberries are as scarce now as ever. It is hardly 
possible to purchase a quart of gooseberries in any 
of our markets. And yet the plants should come to 
perfection in two or three years. We have no doubt 
that for every bushel of gooseberries raised in this 
country, from English sorts, $500 have been spent 
for plants. This is rather a dear joke, and unless 
some method is devised for growing fruit free from 
mildew, it would seem well to abandon the thing for 
a while. 

In England, the gooseberry is the favorite fruit of 
the poor. It bears enormously, and almost under 
any treatment, and is a popular and delicious fruit. 
Here it is quite different. We have seen miserable 
specimens exhibited and named, at our horticultural 

Houghton’s Seedling Gooseberry. 

The Black Naples is said to be the best black 
currant. The Black English, with proper culture, is 
very fine. 

The White and the Red Dutch are fine and pro¬ 
ductive. 

The White Grape is a good white currant. 
The Cherry Currant is the largest of all red cur¬ 

rants, but rather sour for our taste. 
The Victoria is a fine and distinct variety, both in 

fruit and foliage. The bunches are remarkable for 
their length, frequently measuring six inches, and 
numbering thirty berries and upwards in a bunch. 
The fruit is in size between the Dutch and the Cherry. 
The color is a very light, beautiful red, and in season 
it is later than any other. 

The Gooseberry.—In England this is the finest 
and most popular of all the small frtiits. The climate 
of this country is not adapted to its culture, and the 
English varieties almost invariably mildew. Nursery- 

shows, all covered with mildew, that would be thrown 
aWay in England. Occasionally statements are made 
in the agricultural journals, that some person has dis¬ 
covered a remedy, and succeeded in growing goose¬ 
berries free from mildew. But the remedy that suc¬ 
ceeds in one place and season, fails in others. There 
is, however, an Americrn variety called Houghtons 
Seedling, which is less subject to the disease than 
any other. Berries rather below medium size, oval. 
Skin thin, reddish-brown. Flesh very fine, tender, 
and sweet. Those who desire to plant should give 
this the preference. 

I _ m i m - 
Fruit in Oregon.—A correspondent of the Court- 

! try Gentleman states that the fruit crop of Oregon 
for 1854 sold for $200,000. One grower, whose old¬ 
est trees were brought across the plains ten years 
since, and then no larger than pipestems, sold his. 

I crop in San Francisco for the sum of $20,000. 
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FARMERS’ HOT-BEBB. 

When we consider Low easily a hot-bed can be 
made, it is surprising how few farmers avail them¬ 
selves of its advantages. Our seasons are so short, 
and we have occasional frosts so late in the spring, 
*hat without a hot-bed or a cold frame, it is impossi¬ 
ble to have a good garden. With it, every farmer 
may have his table constantly supplied with the most 
delicious vegetables of the season, without any ex¬ 
pense except a little care and attention. 

Hot-beds should be placed in a dry situation, ex¬ 
posed to the east and south, and protected by fences 
or buildings from the north and north-east. A hole 
2 to feet deep, and a little larger than the frame, 
should be dug and filled with fresh horse manure, 
treading it in pretty solid to prevent too rapid fer¬ 
mentation. The manure should be almost two feet 
higher than the ground, and level at the top. As 
soon as it has settled somewhat, and commenced to 
heat, the bed should be covered with light mold 
from ffix to eight inches deep, according to the plants 
to br? grown. 

A frame 9 feet long and 6 wide, with three sashes, 
ach as is shown in the annexed engraving, is. a con¬ 
venient size. Every farmer should have two of them, 

Dne of which could be used as a hotrbed, and the 
other as a cold frame. 

Celery is a most delicious salad, seldom grown by 
American farmers. It requires but to be known to 
be appreciated. The great difficulty in getting good 
oelery lies in the great length of time required for the 
germination of the seed, and the slow growth of the 
plants while young. To obviate this, the seed should 
be sown this month in a hot-bed. A square foot of the 
hot-bed would be' enough to start all the plants re> 
quired. Five seeds in a square inch is not too thick. 
When from one to two inches high, the plants should 
be pricked out into the cold frame, and when four 6r 
five inches high they should be transplanted into a 
warm border. Some will object to so much labor, 
but it is the only way to get strong, stocky plants. 
Of their subsequent management we will treat in a 
future number. 

A few radishes and lettuce should be sown early 
in March. The former will be large enough to eat, 
and the latter can be transplanted into the cold frame 
in time to allow tomatoes, melons, &c., to be- sown 
after them. 

Cauliflowers, cabbage, &c., may be sown any time 
this month iu the hot-bed, and when two or three 
inches high, if the weather is not warm enough for 
them in the open ground, they should be transplanted 
into the cold frame. From this they may be set out 
on the ground where they are to remain, or what is 
better, they can be transplanted into a warm border, 

where they will become strong, hardy plants, and in 
the mean time the ground can be made ready for 
them. 

The hot-bed will require daily attention. Some¬ 
times a few minutes neglect, when the heat is steam¬ 
ing up from the fermenting manure beneath, and the 
sun’s rays pouring down from above, is sufficient to 
scorch and destroy the plants. The seeds should not 
be sown till the bed has attained a moderate and 
steady heat. Afterwards, the temperature of tne 
frame should be kept as uniform as possible. At 
night the frame should be covered with a mat or 
blanket, and on warm, sunny days the sash should be 
put partially down so as to admit plenty of fresh air. 
If the day is cold,'the frame must be kept closed. 
The soil should be kept thoroughly moist, but not 
too wet. The water ought not to be used cold from 
the well, nor in large quantities at a time, but should 
be slightly warmed and applied in the evening with 
a fine-rosed watering-pot. 

Celery, lettuce, cauliflowers, cabbage, and other 
plants which are transplanted without difficulty, may 
be sown in the loose, light, thoroughly decomposed 
mold of the bed, but melons and cucumber seeds 
should be planted in small blocks of inverted turf, 
with an inch or so of loose mold. The roots of the 
young plants penetrate into the turf, and the plants 
and turf can be removed together into the open 
ground without checking the growth of the plants. 

CHOICE VEGETABLES. 

For some years past we have taken particular 
pains to import into this country the rarest and best 
vegetables of Europe. Among the beet varieties 
that we have had the pleasure of introducing, we w ill 
name and describe a few worthy of general culti¬ 
vation. 

Early Paris Cauliflower.—This is an excellent 
variety of a superb vegetable, and is peculiarly adapt¬ 
ed to our climate. It forms beautiful large white 
heads, and will “ head ” as readily as cabbage, and is 
in every way as easily raised. We have cultivated 
the variety for four years, and the more wre know of 
it the more we prize it. Beautiful specimens from 
seed imported by us, were exhibited at the last ex¬ 
hibition of the Horticultural Society of the Valley 
of the Genesee, and after taking the premium, and 
receiving special notice from the committee, were 
sold at a high price. Every market gardener, and 
every one who grows vegetables for family use, should 
grow the Early Paris Cauliflower. 

i The Lenormand Cauliflower.—This is a rather 
larger and later but superb variety, and is also wTell 
adapted to culture in this climate. 

Early Oval Rose Radish.—This is a beautiful 
early radish. It is mild, tender and crisp, and bears 
no more resemblance to the tough things that are com¬ 
monly sold for radishes, than a “choke-dog” pear 
does to a fine Virgalieu. It is an excellent variety 
for forcing in hofibeds. 

Chinese Rose Winter Radish.—This is the finest 
winter radish. It is of a beautiful deep rose color, 
and of excellent flavor. It should not be sown until 
about the time of sowing turnips. For winter use 
they should be covered with earth in the cellar, and 
they will keep fine and crisp until spring. 

Early French Short Horn Carrot.—This is the 
best carrot growm for the table. Its flavor is pccu- 
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liarly mild and sweet, and it is prized by the French 
for soups. 

For a number of years wre have imported a small 
supply of these seeds, but not half enough to supply 
our friends. This year we ordered a larger quantity, 
and have just received direct from the establishment 
of Messrs. Yilmorin & Co., Paris, France, a fine 
collection of both vegetable and flower seeds, a list 
of which may be found in our advertising columns. 

Coal Ashes for Fruit Trees.—A correspondent 
of the Homestead recommends those who are troub¬ 
led to get rid of coal ashes to sift them every morn¬ 
ing round the base of fruit trees and shrubs. He 
says: 

“There is some virtue in them as manure, and there 
is also the benefit of their protection against changes 
of temperature. I believe it is generally admitted 
that frost, of itself, does not injure trees or shrubs, or 
vegetables, but that it is generally the alternation of 
cold and warmth — freezing and thawing—which does 
the mischief Now if a suitable body of ashes be de¬ 
posited around a tree, say some three or four inches 
(or more) in depth, directly around the collar, and 
gradually slanting off, it soon settles down into a com¬ 
pact mass. This not only prevents the penetration of 
frost, but diverts any superabundance of moisture 
caused by the falling rains and thawing snows of late 
winter and early spring. 

“In many cases a coating of manure is to be recom¬ 
mended as a first application, to be followed by a coat¬ 
ing of sifted ashes. 

“The presence of snow on the ground is no obstacle 
to the deposit of the siftings, and the work should be 
regularly pursued in all weathers throughout the 
winter. 

“ An apple tree in the garden of a friend, hitherto 
unproductive, bore an^abundant crop last year. Other 
causes may have produced this result, but in my opin¬ 
ion it was chiefly in consequence of the fact that his 
coal ashes were all sifted, by mistake, around the base 
of this one tree. 

“Our peach and apricot blossoms are often blasted 
by the frost3 which sometimes occur quite late in the 
spring. My theory is that the danger may be obviated 
by retarding the blossoming of the trees, and I know 
of nothing better for the purpose than coal ashes, ap¬ 
plied as above indicated, and suffered to remain until 
late in the season.” 

McDowell’s Rhododendron.—The January num¬ 
ber of the Horticulturist gives an engraving of a new 
Rhododendron, found by Mr. McDowell in Macon 
county, N. C. It grows to the height of four or five 
feet, and is easily transplanted and cultivated. It is 
stated that no American flower exceeds this in beau¬ 
ty, and in magnificence it is second only to the Mag¬ 
nolia. Its color is a bright crimson, approaching 
scarlet, and the panicles are composed ot twenty or 
thirty flowers, forming a conical mass as largo as a 
man’s head. The leaves are evergreen, of a deep 
color. The spot where found is on the top of almost 
inaccessible mountains. 

Grape Cuttings.—A well known grape grower 
of Cincinnati, Robert Buchanan, says that he sold 
last year from his vineyard, 14,000 cuttings, and 
thinks that the whole number sold in one season 
would number 2,000,000 cuttings and 300,000 stalks. 

Cold Weather and the Fruit Buds in the 

West.—We have received a great many letters from 
various parts fh the Western States, expressing the 
belief that the cold weather from the 8th to the 12th 
of January has killed most of the peach buds. In 
several parts of Wisconsin the thermometer descended 
20° below zero. At the present writing (January 
25) the peach buds are believed to be all right in 
Western New York. Our coldest night was 12° be¬ 
low zero. The Ohio Cultivator says: 

“ It is generally admitted that the weather on the 
9th inst. was the coldest ever known throughout Ohio. 
The mercury in some parts of the State descended to 
18° or 20° below zero, as is known by reliable reports 
from Cleveland, Sandusky, Cincinnati, Columbus, Dela¬ 
ware, and numerous other places. This is an average 
of several degrees colder than the cold snap in January, 
1852, although in this vicinity, and in several other 
parts of the State, we think the degree of cold was 
nearly as great at that time as this. 

“ It is too soon as yet to speak with certainty of the 
effects on fruit buds; but from past experience, as well 
as present appearances, it is probable that peach buds 
are generally killed, and some of the trees much dam¬ 
aged. Apples and other hardy fruits we hope are un 
injured.” 

Horticulture in Western New York. — The 
Year Book of Agriculture says: 

“The progress made from year to year in the culti¬ 
vation of fruit is a marked feature in American agri¬ 
culture and economic industry. It is stated that at 
least one thousand persons, in the vicinity of Rochester, 
New York, alone, are employed in the cultivation of 
fruit trees, the sales of the products of whose labor 
amounted, in 1854, to half a million of dollars. More 
fruit trees, it is also 6aid, are raised in Monroe county, 
New York, than in all the United States besides, and 
these find a market in every district from Maine to the 
interior of California. Indeed, throughout the whole 
of Western New York, fruit is rapidly becoming one 
of the staple productions.” 

Apples the Sheet Anchor of American Agki* 
culture.—The Rural JYew Yorker says: 

“Speaking of apples, H. T. Brooks, Esq., President 
of the Wyoming County (N. Y.) Agricultural Society, 
expresses the opinion that apples may be to American 
husbandry what turnips are to that of Great Britam, 
and his experiments in feeding them to his domestic 
animals, justifies a high opinion of their value. They 
can be grown with greater ease and certainty, at any 
rate.” 

How many bushels of apples can be obtained from 
an acre of good, thrifty, well-managed trees, taking 
one year with another? Will some of our corres¬ 
pondents answer? 

Maxims — Generally speaking, the smaller the 
quantity of fruit on a tree, the higher the flavor j 
therefore, thin all fruits in moderation, but avoid ex 
cess? a single gooseberry on a tree or a single bunch 
of grapes on a vine—no matter how fine it may be— 
is a disgrace to good gardening. 

Though rapid growth is desirable in succulent 
vegetables, this is not the case with most flowering 
shrube, which form bushy, and therefore handsomer 
plants when grown slowly. 
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PLANTING SHADE TREES. 

Messrs. Editors:—It is one of tie distinguishing 
features of the tillers of the soil, to exercise a more 
fraternizing feeling than that of any of the mechani¬ 
cal branches, in imparting information for the public 
weal. Happy for our calling, few, if any, enlightened 
minds fear the result individually, of imparting “secrets 
of the trade,” and thus all profit by a general inter¬ 
change of ideas and experience. True we sometimes 
find screwed up souls, who on telling some little trick, 
that makes so and so work easy, expressly desire the 
information to be kept for the benefit of we, with 
striet injunctions not to make it common property 
to the world by publishing it in the papers. It is 
needless to say this injunction is too exclusive—if it 
is worth knowing—to prevent departing from such 
confidential advice. 

Now, Mr. Editor, this is a terribly rambling stat 
ment, as we have certainly no new dogma to propose, 
and started merely with the intention of saying a few 
words on planting shade trees, preceding it by some 
sort of introductory remarks. 

There is nothing new in what follows, and all are 
perfectly familiar with the details of planting trees who 
lay any claim to the first principles of gardening. 
For such it is not written, but for that large class of 
persons who select a very large tree with very small 
roots, and expect to soon luxuriate under its pleasant 
shade. We will relate a case in point which occurred 
.orae two years ago. A gentleman in this city, well 
known for his rare talents, though not in this sphere, 
on ascertaining some fine shaped shade trees growing 
on this place were to be removed, expressed a desire 
to obtain three of them if they would grow. On 
being informed if properly removed and replanted 
there would be no difficulty about their growing, began 
already to anticipate the delightful shade they would 
soon afford his naked dwelling, though several ineffec¬ 
tual attempts had previously been made at planting. 
The trees being some fifteen feet or more high, and 
robust, some care was necessary in the removal 
to ensure success. A trench was commenced some 
four or five feet from the boll of the tree, and the 
soil gradually worked from the roots, especially the 
fibres, with a fork, breaking as few as possible, till 
the whole was laid bare. After the trees were all 
up, the gentleman in question coming along, was sur¬ 
prised to see so many roots, and to our horror, pro¬ 
posed to cut off most of them, or double them up in 
planting, as the stone he proposed taking up in the 
side-walk would only allow a small hole for the roots. 
Here then, laid all his previous difficulties; the roots 
having to be cut in conformity to the size of the hole 
rather than disturb the flag-stone. Being inexorable 
as to the way of planting, if at all, the stones were 
removed, and place sufficiently large was made to 
take all the roots comfortably, some fresh soil added 
to ameliorate the “Albany clay,” and now he would 
not take fifty dollars for his trees. 

So much for a little extra but necessary trouble. 
The principal reason why so many shade trees are 
planted, and yet so few ever thrive and become trees, 
is owing to the mania for large trees, whether the 
roots are proportionable or not. If all those who 
contemplate planting a shade tree in front of their 
dwellings, would seek for trees with plenty of roots, 
rather than a large head, and carefully dispose those 
roots in the fresh soil, and if poor in its nature, bringing 

a little fresh to mix with it, for which nothing is bet¬ 
ter than street earth laid by some time to sweeten, 
they would have the satisfaction of ascertaining that 
such extra care is compensated by success, while the 
reverse will as surely follow the opposite treatment. 
Edgar Sanders—Albany, JY. Y. 

RAISING FRUIT FOR MARKET. 

Messrs. Editors: — At the present time there 
seems to be a perfect mania created for fruit rais¬ 
ing. Our nurseries are propagating and sending 
out their millions of trees annually, and large num¬ 
bers are rushing into fruit raising. Our horticultural 
societies are adding fuel to the flame, and urging far¬ 
mers to abandon wheat and grain culture, on which 
our portion of the State has grown rich, and turn 
their attention almost exclusively to fruit raising. 
Who has forgotten the Multicaulis and Tree Corn 
rage, or the later Shanghai fever ? Almost every 
year something comes up to work on the excitable 
natures of the “universal Yankee nation.” Many of 
these are valuable, and if judiciously managed, may be 
productive of great profit. It is the same with fruit 
culture. I have no doubt that farmers may largely 
increase their orchards, especially of those kinds not 
perishable. Judiciously managed they may be made 
the most profitable portion of the farm. But does 
not reason and experience show the fallacy of the 
position taken by some leading nurserymen, that if 
all Western New York were stocked with orchards, 
the market would still be good. I have no doubt 
that the demand will increase, and new markets be 
opened every year, but not in ratio with the supply, 
if all farmers rush headlong into fruit growing. 

The proper and reasonable course, and in the end, 
’the most profitable one, would be, if a farmer has a 
farm well adapted to grain growing, and is himself 
well acquainted with growing grain, to continue in 
the course that has made himself and this part of the 
State wealthy—in fact, to let “ well enough alone.” 
And on the other hand, should grain fail, and fruits' 
succeed, we might then with profit engage largely in 
fruit culture. I do not by any means wish to dis¬ 
courage judicious tree planting, but on the contrary, 
hope to see proprietors of small farms, mechanics and 
laborers, set out sufficient trees to supply their fami¬ 
lies, and meet the market demand. 1 have for many 
years tried to influence this class to set out more trees. 
Some of them, I am glad to say, take pride in beau¬ 
tifying their homes, and stocking their land with trees 
for family luxury, but very many of them show a 
lamentable carelessness in this respect. May not all 
good citizens speed the time, when every one who 
possesses a few roods of ground may sit under his 
own vine and fruit tree, and enjoy unmolested the 
luxuries of his owm hands. F. W. L.— Greece, JY. Y. 

[We agree with our correspondent that, it would 
be unwarrantable, at the present time, for the farm¬ 
ers of Western New York to abandon grain growing 
and turn their attention exclusively to the culture of 
fruit, but a great demand exists for the best varieties 
of long-keeping Apples and Pears, and such sorts 
may be very generally planted with flattering pros¬ 
pects of producing remunerative results.—Ed.] 

Those who have Lima beans not sufficiently ripened 

for seed, will find them excellent for the table. 
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fafom' Jtprltimtt. 
SPRING AND FLOWERS. 

“ The stormy March is come at last, 
With wind, and cloud, and changing skies; 

I hear the rushing of the blast 
That through the snowy valley flies. 
****** 

But in thy sternest form abides 
A look of kindly promise yet; 

Thou bring’st the hope of those calm skies, 
And that soft time of sunny showers, 

When the wide bloom on earth that lies. 
Seems of a brighter world than ours.” 

The storms and frosts of another winter are almost 
at an end. Old winter, with his stern countenance 
and whitened locks, is retreating before the smiling 
face of spring. The warm sun and showers of April 
will soon warm into life the vegetable world. The 
present is the time to make the necessary arrange¬ 
ments for your garden the coming season. Study the 
subject a little, and procure the seed you will want 
to plant, so that when the proper time arrives there 
may be no confusion or delay. Many, when they see 
the fine gardens of their neighbors, resolve that an¬ 
other season they too will embellish their homes with 
flowers, that will signalize it as the abode of taste 
and refinement; but when the spring arrives, for want 

. of proper forethought and timely preparation, it is 
allowed to pass unimproved until it is too late. A 
timely hint will, at this time, be sufficient. 

A lady asks information as follows: 

Mr. Editor:—I live on a new place. Our house 
was only finished last fall; consequently I havo noth¬ 
ing but bare ground, which will look barren and un¬ 
pleasant enough in the spring. Now, I want to make 
it look as possible next summer, and therefore would 
like to plant those things that would grow quick, and 
make a show as soon as possible. Any advice you can 
give me that will aid me in accomplishing this object, 
will be of advantage to me; and I have no doubt 
there are others of your readers similarly situated, that 
would be thankful for the information I seek. E. L.— 
Brantford, C. W. 

It is with pleasure we receive and answer all such 
communications as the above. Our correspondent 
must not feel so anxious to have a fine show the 
coming season, as to neglect planting those things, 
that, though of but little account in the general ap¬ 
pearance the first year planted, so well repay, in after 
years, for the labor bestowed upon them For a 
show of flowers the first year, you must depend upon 
Annuals. We have given descriptions of them in 
previous volumes of the Farmer, and in the Youth's 
Department of the present year will be found des¬ 
criptions of some of the best. The Balsam, Aster, 
Ten Week Stocks, Phlox Drummondii, Petunia, Por- 
tulacca, Convolvulus, Cockscomb, &c., will furnish 
you a beautiful show of brilliant flowers nearly the 
whole season, and with little labor. Some other de¬ 
sirable varieties you will also find advertised in our 
list of seeds recently sent us by L. Yilmorin, of 
Paris. 

Another lady writes us as follows: 

“Do, Mr. Editor, recommend the ladies to plant 
those most beautiful of all plants the Climbing Roses 
and Shrubs. The Ayrshire and Prairie Roses cannot 

be excelled for beauty, and then there are the Honey- 
suckle, the Chinese Wistaria, the Bignonia, and many 
others that should be more generally planted.” 

Nothing in the vegetable world do we consider 
more beautiful than the climing and trailing shrubs. 
We admire and love the beautiful and graceful dra¬ 
pery of nature. How useful, too, in the hands of 
the gardener, in covering an unsightly fence or out¬ 
building. Then climing shrubs will make beautiful 
that which was unsightly and offensvie. 

HINTS FOR HOUSEWIVES. 

Bread from Grown Wheat.—Place the flour in 
a pan under the stove, or where it may become hot, 
and keep so for five or six hours, until thoroughly 
dried through. Knead the dough harder by working 
in more flour, and bake slower and longer, so as to 
dry out the moisture, and you will have light dry, 
white bread. A little alum will improve it, if the 
wheat was badly sprouted. 

The editor of the American Agriculturist says he 
has seen bread made from new grown wheat, accor¬ 
ding to the above recipe; it was “ free from clammy 
moisture, and of good quality.” 

Salt in Starch.—Our wife informs us that putting 
salt in starch, while it gives the clothes a good appear¬ 
ance and makes them iron smooth, is destructive of 
the cloth, and should never be practised. The same 
piece of linen was divided and used in two families, in 
one of which salt was added to the starch. In this 
family the linen failed very soon, while in the other it 
wore remarkably. Other circumstances confirm the 
opinion that it was the salt that produced this result. 
We use a bit of spermaceti, or a piece of lard as large 
as a small chestnut, in a quart of starch, and consider 
it a great improvement,—Homestead. 

Receipt for Joining Glass.—Melt a little isinglass in 
spirits of wine, and add a small quantity of water. 
Warm the mixture gently over a moderate fire. When 
mixed by thoroughly melting, it will form glue perfect¬ 
ly transparent, and will re-unite broken glass so nicely 
and firmly that the joining will scarcely be percepti¬ 
ble to the most critical eye. Lime mixed with the 
white of an egg forms a very strong cement for glass, 
porcelain, &.C.; but it must be done neatly, as when 
hard, the superfluous part can not easily be smoothed 
down or taken off. 

To Clean Combs and Brushes.—To enough tepid 
water to cover the bristles, not the top of the brush, 
add a few drops of the spirits of hartshorn, an ounce 
of which may be had for sixpence at any apothecary’s; 
dip the brush several times, shaking out the water 
carefully, and the mixture will act like magic, leaving 
it clean and pure, needing only to be dried by a towel, 
no rubbing it needed. Combs may be done in the 
same way without injury. 

Johnny Cake.—1 pint of sour milk, 1 egg, 1 spoon¬ 
ful of molasses, 2 spoonfuls of wheat flour, Indian meal 
sufficient to make a light batter, 1 teaspoonful of sale- 
ratus, dissolved in warm water. 

Black Wedding Cake.—2 lbs. brown sugar, 2 lbs. 
butter, 2 lbs. flour, 24 eggs, 14 lbs. currants, 6 lbs. 
raisins stoned and chopped a little, 2 wine glasses 
brandy, lb. citron, 4 nutmegs, oz. mace, cloves to 
your taste. 

White Wedding Cake.—1 lb. flour, 1 lb. pulverized 

I loaf sugar, £• lb. of butter, 1 lb. of the white of eggs, 
I 3 nutmegs, oil of lemon to your taste. 
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GARDENING FOE YOUTH. 

ANNUALS CONTINUED. 

Dianthus Ohinensis— Chinese Pink.—This plant 
is a native of China, and was carried to Paris by 
some French missionaries in 1705. In its foliage it 
closely resembles the common garden Pink, but the 
flowers are much more beautiful, as their colors are 
varied and combined in manners so various as almost 
to exceed belief. It also differs from the common 
Pink in being annual; it may, however, be preserved 
two or three years by cutting off the seed-pods as 
soon as the flowers begin to decay, and never suffer¬ 
ing it to ripen seeds. The seeds may be planted in 
a hot-bed in March, and the plants removed to the 
open ground in May, or they may be sown in the 
garden as soon in the spring as the ground is warm. 

Lupixus—Lupine.—There are many species of 
this plant, many of which are very beautiful. The 
White Lupine was cultivated by the ancient Greeks 
and Romans, as it now is in Italy and other parts of 
Europe, as an article of food. In the north of Italy 
and the south of France, it is grown on poor soils 
and plowed under as a manure, as clover is with us, 
and it may yet be found a profitable crop for this 
purpose in (his country. Numerous species of this 
plant are indigenous to the United States, and some 
of them, if brought into the garden, would prove 
worthy of cultivation. The Lupinus nanus, or 
Dwarf Lupine, a Gut of which is annexed, is a very 
pretty dwarf plant, with blue or purple flowers in¬ 
termingled with a tint of rose color and white. It is 

a native of California, where it was first procured in 
1834. Seeds may be sown during any of the spring 
months in common garden soil. 

Petunia.—The Petunia should be found in every 
• good collection of annuals. It is a South American 
plant, and bears flowers of a great variety of colors, 
in great profusion and in constant succession until 
.destroyed by the frost. Plants may be propagated 
either by cuttings or seed. 

Gompheena globosa — Globe Amaranth. — No 
plant can supply the place of this for winter boquets. 
The flowers, as its name (Amaranthus—without with¬ 
ering,) indicates, will retain their beauty undiminislmd 
for years, justly causing it to be styled by poets, the 
everlasting flower, fit emblem of immortality. M ilton, 

when speaking of angels assembled before the Deity, 
says: 

-“ to the ground 
With solemn adoration down they cast 
Their crowns, in-wove with Amaranth and gold; 
Immortal Amaranth, a flower which once 
In Paradise, fast by the tree of life, 
Began to bloom, but soon for man’s offence 
To heaven removed, where fir6t it grew, there grows 
And flowers aloft, shading the fount of life. 
And where the river of bliss, through midst of heaven, 
Iiolls o’er Elysian flowers her amber stream ; 
With these that never fade, the spirits elect 
Bind their resplendent locks enwreathed with beams; 
Now in loose garlands thick thrown off. the bright 
Pavement, that like a sea of jasper shone, 
Impurpled with celestial roses, smiled.” 

The Globe Amaranth has been cultivated from a 
very remote period. There are three varieties, the 
white, the red, and the orange colored; tbe last is a 
new variety, having been introduced into this coun¬ 
try about thiee years since, and is yet quite rare. 
Beautiful boquets for mantel or parlor ornaments 
can be made with the cereals—wheat, oats, barley, 
&c., and the common grasses, with the different col¬ 
ored Amaranths intermingled, which will last a year 
or two in perfection. To grow good plants, the soil 
in which the seeds are sown should be made quite rich. 
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<£Htflr's ®aUe. 
New York State Ag. Society.—The Annual Meet¬ 

ing of this Society took place at Albany, February 12—14. 
There was a good exhibition of fruits, especially of ap¬ 

ples ; but the show of grains, &c., was not equal to that of 
last year. 

There was considerable discussion in regard to the per¬ 
manent location of the State Fairs, but nothing was done. 
The constitution can not be altered, except by a two-thirds 
vote and a year’s previous notice in writing. At the An¬ 
nual Meeting in 1855, Mr. Hall, of Onondaga, gave notice 
that at the next meeting he would offer a resolution that 
the State Fairs be located at “ one or more places.” The 
meeting decided that, under the present Constitution, the 
Fairs always had been, and always would be, held at one 
cr more places, and that therefore it was unnecessary to 
alter the Constitution in this particular. Mr. Clark, of 
Otsego, thought the meeting had “ dodged the question,’’ 
and notices of several motions were given, which will 

again bring the subject before the Society at the next 
Annual Meeting. 

The committee appointed to nominate officers for the 
ensuing year, and to name a place for holding the next 
Fair, reported as follows : 

President. 

THEODORE S. FAXTON, Utica, Oneida county. 

Vice Presidents. 
1. Jonathan Thorne, New York. 
2. Edward G. Faile, Westfarms, Westchester county. 
3. Herman Wendell, Albany. 
4. William Knox, Canajoharie, Montgomery county. 
5. Enoch Marks, Camillus, Onondaga county. 
0. Francis M. Rotch, Lewisville, Otsego county. 
7. D. W. C. Van Slyck, Lyons, Wayne county. 
8. Alonzo S. Upham, Le Roy, Genesee county. 

Executive Committee. 
Hugh Crocker, Utica. 
C. S. Wainright, Rhinebeck, Dutchess county. 
George J. J. Barber, Homer, Cortland county. 
Ai.aric Hubbell, Utica. 
James Brodie, Ellisburgh, Jefferson county. 

Corresponding Secretary. 
Benjamin P. Johnson, Albany. 

Recording Secretary. 

Erastus Corning, Jr., Albany. 

Treasurer. 
Benjamin P. Kirtland, Albany. 

They recommended Utica as the place to hold the next 
Fair. It was proposed to strike out Utica, and dnsert 
Watertown. The question was put to the meeting, and 
carried. The next Fair, therefore, is to be held at Water- 
town. The officers were unanimously elected. 

On Wednesday evening, Dr. Fitch delivered an inter¬ 
esting and instructive lecture on Entomology. He stated 
that in Egypt, and other eastern countries, where insects 
ar.e so terribly destructive, the government employed per¬ 
sons to destroy their eggs. Versailles expends $4,000 per 
annum for this purpose. It is necessary to understand the 
habits of the insects, before means can be adopted for 
their destruction. In regard to the parasite which keeps 
the wheat midge in check in England, and to which he 
alluded in his lecture before the Society in 1855, he stated 
that he had corresponded with entomological societies in 
England, and that they would endeavor to obtain some of 
these parasites and forward them to this country. The 

chintz bug, during the last year, had been very injurious in 

Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and other western States, 
destroying not only wheat, but corn, and was more injuri¬ 
ous than the wheat midge. Some have set fire to their 
crops, in order to lessen the number of bugs the coming 
season. The mildness of the weather in these States favors 
their propagation. The cut-worm, which severs corn 
plants, is imperfectly known. It is not the sluggish crea¬ 
ture which those who have seen it only in the day-time 
suppose. In the night they are active, and crawl from one 
field to another. A single furrow around the field would 
form a barrier over which few would be able to pass. 

The lecture was listened to with great interest. 
On Thursday evening, S. W. Johnson, Esq., of Yale 

College, delivered a lecture on Agricultural Chemistry. 
He thought soil analyses of little or no practical value. 
We must look to experiments in the laboratory and the 
field combined, for the development of new principles in 
agriculture. In Europe, there are a great many “ experi¬ 
mental stations,” with laboratories attached, which are 
doing great good. In Saxony alone there are four. We 
need such here. Our present “ model and experiment;.! 
farms” have not, as yet, made one judicious experiment— 
one that could, by any possibility, demonstrate anything. 
He alluded to the recent investigations of Mr. Lawes and 
Prof. Way, in terms of high commendation, though he 
thought some of the conclusions draw'n from them were 
not warranted, — it was not demonstrated that ammonia 
was specially beneficial to wheat, and phosphoric acid to 
turnips. No reason for this opinion was given. 

After Mr. Johnson’s lecture, the retiring President of 

the Society delivered the closing address, and introduced 
the President elect, who briefly addressed the meeting, 
thanking them for the honor conferred upon him, and 
promising to do all in his power to promote the interests 

of the Society. 

The New York State Poultry Show was held in Vai 
Vechten Hall, Albany, Feb. 12—14, and was the best wt 
have ever attended. M. M. Kimmey, of Cedar Hill, Alba¬ 
ny county, exhibited 30 coops. His Silver-penciled Ham¬ 

burgh fowls were the most beautiful we have 9een for 
some time. He showed a pair of three years old Ilong- 
Kong geese, which weighed 45 lbs.; and a pair of three 
years old Bremen geese, weighing 42 lbs. By way of con¬ 
trast, he showed a Bantam hen, four years old, which 
weighed only ten ounces. His white and grey Dorkings 

were very fine. Thos. Gould, of Aurora, Cayuga county, 

exhibited some beautiful Lop-eared rabbits. Mr. How¬ 

land, of Cayuga county, showed some well-marked wild 
turkies. Game fowls were well represented, as were also 

the Polands, Black Spanish, Shanghais, &c. 

Chinese Yam.—We trust the communication of Mr. 
Prince, on the Dioscorea batatas, will not give our read¬ 
ers the fever. There is no evidence that this plant will 

prove “ a substitute for the potato,” or that it will be a 
valuable addition to the esculents of the country. The 
price charged for them (one dollar each) is extravagant. 
Another year it will probably be more reasonable. In 
proof of this, we would say that they are now selling in 
Paris at six cents each. We received some roots at that 
price a short time since, and shall be able to speak more 

decidedly after another season. 

Prize Essay on Grasses.—The New York State Ag. 
Society, at their last annual meeting, awarded a prize of 
$40 to Sanford Howard, editor of the Boston Cultivator, 

for an essay on Grasses and Herbage. 
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Massachusetts Horticultural Society. — We are 

indebted to Eben Wight, Esq., for Reports of the Com¬ 

mittees for 1855 of the Massachusetts Horticultural Soci¬ 

ety. We give a few extracts: 

“ Pears.—During the past season we have had an exhi-^ 
bition of all varieties of pears grown on quince, equalling* 
in size, fairness of skin, and flavor, the best specimens ever 
6hown in former days. In some instances, the growers 
Attribute the result to a free use of De Burg’s superphos¬ 
phate of lime,—:in others, to the liberal use of ground bone. 
Without*a free use of some kind of manure, and good til¬ 
lage, we should not expect a good return.” 

The following varieties are said to “ have more than 
sustained their former reputation 

“ Easter Beurre, Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre Sterckman, 
Doyenne Sterckman, Glout Morceau, Beurre Langlier, 
and Beurre Superfin.” 

“ Blackberries.—During the past season, Blackberries 
have been shown in abundance, and of superior size. The 
High-Bush is the variety which has been the most abund¬ 
ant ; there were but few of the Lawton. Of this latter 
we have too little experience to pronounce on its merits ; 
of its fruitfulness there seems to be but one opinion, and 
should its flavor, size, and solidity for market, prove equal 
to the High-Bush, it will find a ready sale.” 

Grapes.—J. Fiske Allen says: 

“ Of hardy grapes, the Isabella and the Diana have 
been, as heretofore, the favorites. The last named well 
rewards the careful cultivator for his extra attention in 
cutting out surplus bunches and all small berries.” 

C. A. Brackett says: 

“ The Diana, with me, has proved a great grower and 
free bearer — the bunches of good size, and the berries 
large, some of them measuring seven-eighths of an inch in 
diameter. It is a matter of surprise that this, the most 
delicious of our native grapes, should have received so 
little attention, while new varieties, greatly inferior to it in 
point of flavor, have been heralded as the greatest acquisi¬ 
tion to our list of hardy vines.” 

The committee say: 

“ The Diana has this year proved early, and superior to 
any former year; and we can recommend this variety, be¬ 
lieving it will not fail to give a good crop in any season. 
Mrs. Diana Crehore presented a fine display of extra 
fine bunches and berries, from the original vine.” 

Of the Delaware grape it is said: 

“ The Chairman of your committe has had it growing 
on the same trellis, during the past season, side by side 
with the Isabella and several other native vines, and while 
all others were seriously affected with mildew or blight, 
the Delaware was entirely free.” 

“Strawberries.—Messrs. Hovey have exhibited several 
foreign varieties, for the first time, which, for fruitfulness, 
&c., give promise of becoming a valuable addition to our 
already large stock. The Capt. Cook is of a delicious 
“ pine apple” flavor; this and the Bicton Pine, a white 
variety, proved the most desirable of the several varieties 
shown.” 

-—a i e> — 

Irish Agriculture.—A correspondent of the London 
Times, in commenting upon the progress of Irish agricul¬ 

ture, states that during the past foui teer years the value 

of farm stock in Ireland has increased from $110,000,000 
to $175,000,000, and that the number of horned cattle has 
risen from 2,000,000 to 3,250,000, while the quality has 

correspondingly improved. Still, however, of the 20,000,- 
000 of acres which Ireland comprises, only about one- 
fourth is under direct tillage, and fully one-third in pas¬ 
ture. 

Guano on Corn.—Mr. Ralph Burroughs, of Ser- 
gentville, N. J., writes that he had a field of seven acres, 

half of which he manured with 150 lbs. of guano, and the 
other half with barn yard manure. The guanoed part 
traa as good as the manured part. 

Cold Weather and the Fruit Trees.—J. L. Gal¬ 

loway, of Milford, Clermont Co., Ohio, under date of Feb. 

20th, writes : “ All the Heart and Bigarreau cherries, and 
almost all kinds of pears, are killed here, by the unusu¬ 

ally severe winter. I have lost some three or four thou¬ 
sand trees, worth four or five hundred dollars. Twenty- 
three degrees below zero was the most severe cold that we 
experienced here. Peach buds are all killed, but I think 
most of the trees will survive.” 

Last winter the thermometer in this vicinity fell to 26 0 
below zero, and though the buds of cherries and pears 

were somewhat discolored, they survived. We trust such 

will be the experience of our correspondent. 
The Prairie Farmer, published at Chicago, under date 

of Feb. 21st, says: 

“ There is no longer any doubt in regard to the partial 
or entire destruction of the current year’s growth of many 
young orchard trees in this part of Northern Illinois. The 
apple alone seems to have escaped. The pear, when the 
growth was good, shows the effects of the severe weather 
even more than the peach, in our grounds.” 

The Ohio Cultivator of Feb. 15th says: 

“ It is now evident that peach trees have suffered consid¬ 
erable injury throughout the Western country, by the 
severe cold of the past month. Such has always been the 
case, we believe, when the mercury has reached as low a 

oint as it did on the 9th and 10th ult.—18 to 20 degrees 
elow zero. * * Cherry and pear trees also are much 

injured, where young and of thrifty growth, especially 
those removed the past fall. Many persons have expressed 
the belief that their peach trees are all killed, because on 
cutting beneath the bark, they find that the wood is badly 
discolored, looking like mahogany ; but I would caution 
such not to be too hasty in pronouncing them dead. Wait 
a few weeks longer, and during next month examine the 
bark carefully, and see if it has changed color or appears 
dead. If on scraping the bark on the larger limbs with 
the edge of a knife, or cutting it slightly, it appears green 
and plump, you may presume that the tree will recover, 
even though the small shoots are all killed, and the wood 
has become dark colored.” 

It is the general impression in this vicinity that the peach 

buds are at present uninjured throughout Western New 
York. 

Churning on a new Principle.—Mr. Edgar Conk¬ 

lin, of Cincinnati, writes us that he has invented a new 
method of churning. The object of churning being to 

break the films of casein which encase the globules of but¬ 
ter in cream, he thinks the present process as unw ise as it 

would be to attempt to crack a bushel of walnuts by 
pounding the heap, instead of one at a time. Instead of 
beating the whole of the cream at once, with dashers, he 

proposes to take a small portion of the cream at a time, 
and, by means of a force-pump, dash it with great force 
into the body of the cream. He has tried this process, and 
it works to his entire satisfaction. He has applied for a 

patent. 

D. Edwards, writing from Little Genesee, Allegany 
county, N. Y., Feb. 15., says i “Yesterday was the coldest 
day ever experienced in this locality. Mercury 30® to 40° 

below zero, varying in different towns and situations. 
Snow about two feet deep. No rain since 23d December. 

Wind Power.—A company has been formed which de¬ 

signs to erect and put in operation fifty flouring mills on 
the Illinois Prairies, next season, propelled by wind power. 

This will carry mills to the very granaries of the western 

farmers. 

To our Canadian Friends. — We shall continue to 

furnish the Farmer to our Canadian subscribers free of 

American postage. 
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G. \V. Hunt, of Sublimity, Marion county, Oregon, 
says: “We can say, in all sincerity, for the benefit of the 
non-takers of the Genesee Farmer, that, embarking as we 
did in the business of farming when young, the Genesee 

Farmer has been hundreds of dollars advantage to us. At 
any rate, we commenced poor, and have waxed fat from 
our farm, and have been a subscriber from the commence¬ 

ment. We are living in a house the plan of which we 
received from the pages of the Genesee Farmer, and 
although a novelty in the country, it just suits our taste.” 

It is pleasant thus to be reminded that the quiet and 
peaceful influence and usefulness of the Genesee Farmer 

is not confined to any particular spot, but extends through 
our wide-spread country, from the Atlantic to the Pacific. 

E. S. Hayward, Esq., of Brighton, will accept our 
thanks for a barrel of superior Northern Spy apples. 
They had not been touched since they were put in the 
barrel last fall, and we found them in excellent condition. 
Mr. H. thinks the practice of assorting apples every few 
weeks, not only unnecessary, but injurious. Those apples 
that are bruised in the fall, will rot to a greater or less 

extent, but sound apples are seldom injured by contact 
with decaying ones. The more apples are handled, the 
more likely are they to get bruised, and consequently to 
decay. Mr. Hayward is one of our most successful and 
experienced fruit-growers, and his opinion, though con¬ 
trary to the general impression, is worthy of consideration. 

L. G. Morris, Esq., of Mount Fordham, Westchester 
county, N. Y., wishes us to say that the Catalogue of his 
stock for 185G will be out next month. He has none of 

1855 left. 

Form Clubs.—We send hundreds of copies of the 

Genesee Farmer to Post Offices where only a single copy 
is taken. We would ask each of these subscribers to con¬ 
sider himself an agent, and form a club. Those who have 
sent 50 cents for a single copy, can have a club of five sent 
by forwarding $1,50 more, or a club of eight by sending 
$2,50 more. Those who have sent $2,00 for a club of 

five, can increase it to eight by forwarding $1,00 more. 
Let all examine our club terms and premium list on last 

Page.__ 

To those who form Clubs for 1856.—We do not 
ask that all the members of a club should receive their 
papers at one office. We are willing to send to as many 
Post Offices as there are members of the club, if necessa¬ 

ry for the convenience of subscribers. But where it is 

practicable, Post Masters would accommodate us by keep¬ 
ing a list of the subscribers at their office, and allowing 
us to send the whole number to their own address. This 

saves us the trouble of writing on all the papers. Many 

have done this the present year. 
Our friends ordering the Farmer will be particular in 

giving the names of the Post Office, County, and State; 
also in writing names plain, as by this much perplexity 
may be avoided to ourselves and subscribers. 

Agricultural Books and Libraries.—We refer all 
to our offer of Agricultural Books. We know of no bet¬ 
ter way in which a young man could obtain a few good 
Agricultural Books than by obtaining subscribers to the 
Genesee Farmer. The fall and winter months afford 

leisure, and the price of the Farmer is so low and its 
merits so well appreciated, that few will refuse to subscribe 

if solicited. We will send specimen numbers and show¬ 

bills to all who apply. 

Bound Volumes.—The volumes of the Genesee Far¬ 

mer from 1847 to the present time, half-bound in sheep, 
for sale at this office at 62^ cents per volume. In addition 
to the price of the volume, those who order them to be 
sent by mail should inclose twenty-five cents for each 
copy, to prepay postage. 

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directo¬ 

ry for 1856.—Copies of this work will be sent by mail 
free of postage to any one remitting to this office the price 
of the book—paper cover, 25 cents : cloth, 50 cents. 

Natters of Nefo Books, ipmoMtals, &c. 

Journal of the U. S. Ag. Society. 

We are indebted to Marshall P. Wilder, Esq., Presi¬ 
dent of the U. S. Agricultural Society, for a volume of its 
Transactions for 1855. It contains a report of the Annual 
Meeting of the Society held at Washington, D. C., Feb. 28, 
1855, and of the Third Exhibition of the Society held at 
Boston, Oct. 23-27, 1855. These occupy 201 of the 261 
pages of the book. Then we have an article written by 
the late C. P. Holcomb, of Delaware, being a labored at¬ 
tempt so show that the Reciprocity Treaty, which permits 
Canadian wheat to come into this country duty free, is a 
gross injustice to American farmers. Then comes another 
article in favor of high duties on foreign goods, by John 

Jones, of Delaware, and which occupies 4 more pages. 
Then we have 3 pages about a crop of Poland oats—the 
only practical article in the whole book, and this will be 
found in the Transactions of the Neva York State Ag. 

Society for 1854. Then follows 40 pages occupied with a 
list of the members of the Society. Such is the Journal 
of the United States Agricultural Society for 1855. Com¬ 
ment is unnecessary. 

The Attache in Madrid : or Sketches of the Court of Isabella 2d. 
Translated from the German. New York : D. Appleton & to. 

This work embodies the most valuable information, 
written in a charming style, in reference to modern Spain 
and Spaniards, that we have ever had the pleasure of 
perusing.. The writer saw every thing, from the private 
levee to the public bull-fight; from the moonlight dance 
of Manolas to the regal balls of the Duchess d'Alva ; from 
the needle-work of the Spanish maiden to the glorious 
paintings of Titian, Velasquez, an-d Murillo; and he has 

put upon paper all that was worthy of record, which came 
under his notice. But this is not all; he has given us r 

kind of political history of modern Spain. 
For sale by D. M. Dewey, Rochester. 

Rachel Gray. A Tale Founded on Fact. By Julia Kavanagh. 
author of Nathalie, Madeline, Grace Lee, &c. New York, Ap¬ 
pleton & Co. 1856. 

The readers of Grace Lee, Women of Christianity, and 
other works of Miss Kavanagh, will anticipate much 

pleasure from the perusal of Rachel Gray. We venture 
to say they will not be disappointed. The London Athen¬ 

aeum, one of the most fastidious of critics, pronounces it 
“a charming story,” one which “no one can read and not 
feel a good influence from it.” D. M. Dewey, of this 

city, has it. 

The City Architect. A series of Original Designs for Dwellings, 
Stoics, and Public Buildings, adapted to Chics and'Villages. Il¬ 
lustrated by drawings of Plan?, Elevations, Sections, Details, &c. 
By 'William A. Ranlett, author of Cot’age Architecture. 

This is a valuable work for those for whom it is designed. 
Published in monthly parts by DeWitt & Davenport, 

162 Nassau St., New York, Price 50 cts. per number. 
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Ernest Linwood. A Novel by Caroline Lee Hentz. Boston: 
John P. Jevyett & Co. 1856. 

An exciting and well written story, by an accomplished 
American authoress, whose death we have just been called 

to mourn. 

New Music.—Horace Waters, the great Music Pub¬ 

lisher and Piano Dealer, 333 Broadway, N. Y., has sent us 

the following popular piece of music : 

“ Jeaxnie Marsh op Cherry Vabley,” Song and Chorus—Words 
by Gt-ntrai Morris ; Music by Thos. Barer. Price 25 eta. 

Jeannie (who, by the bye, we understand to be no ideal 

personage) has excited the poetic muse of G.*n. Morris, 

and furnished new inspiration to the most original and 

melodious of all our ballad composers. Thomas Baker* 

who has produced an admirable melody,—light, sparkling, 

and graceful as is the fair theme of both poet and musician. 
This song pos-esses all the elements of immense popularity, 

and will soon be found on every piano throughout the 

country. For the benefit of our fair readers we copy the 
words of the song, as written by the General: 

Jean hie Marsh of Cherry Valley, 
At whose call the muses-rally ; 
Of all the nine none so divine 
As Jeannie Marsh of Cherry Valley. 
Sh minds me of her native scenes, 

Where she was born among the cherries; 
Of peaches, plums, and nectarines, 

Pears, apricots, and ripe strawberries 1 
Jeannie Marsh of Cherry Valley. 

Jeannie Marsh of Cherry Valley, 
In whose name the muses rally; 
Of all the nine none so divine 
As Jeannie Marsh of Cherry Valley. 
A sylvan nymph with queenly grace, 

An angel she in every feature; 
The sweet expression of the place, 

A dimple in the smile of nature ! 
Jeannie Marsh of Cherry Valley. 

Erqutms anil Stitsfotrs. 

(James B. Conser, Strattonville, Pa.) We know of no 
such work as the “ Rise and Progress of Agriculture.” 

You will find an interesting history of agriculture in Lou¬ 
don’s Encyclopedia of Agriculture. 

(M F. Mendenhall, Jamestown, Guilford Co., N. C.) 

The address of B. F. Iveson is Columbus, Georgia. The 

price of his grass (Ceratochloa breviaristata.) is $5 
per peck. We have seen statements highly commendatory 

of it, and others from disinterested parties—among whom 

we may mention Frank. G. Ruffin, the editor of the 

Southern Planter, at Richmond, Va.—that are not so 
favorable. 

Cultivation of Barley.—Messrs. Editors :—I no¬ 

tice in the last number of the Genesee Farmer, an inquiry 
respecting barley, from H. C. Ely, Richfield, Ohio. Hav¬ 

ing had some little experience in the culture of barley, I 
send you my mode of plowing, sowing, &c. 

The soil best suited for this grain is of a light, dry na¬ 

ture, but we raise it here on clay subsoil, with success. I 
sow as early as the ground can be got into a mellow con¬ 

dition after sowing the oats. We sow at the rate of two 

bushels per acre. If it is late in the spring, ^little more 
should be sown. A light harrow should be used to cover 
the seed. Twenty-five to thirty bushels per acre is consid¬ 
ered, with us,’a good crop. If the land is wet, it is better 

not to sow until it works fine, even if you have to wait till 
late in the season. Barley is an excellent crop after pota¬ 

toes, when the land has been well cultivated. Dkofannah 

Knox,, Mt. Healthy, Ohio. 

Application of Lime, &c.—I thank you for complying \filh my 

request to give me Prof. Way’s views, which are uot as definite ay 

I had led myself to suppose they were. One economical question 

is still unsettled. How much lime should be used ? I know the 

views of Johnston, and of Stephens, and indeed of most other 

British authors of note. But I had thought that Way recom¬ 

mended the use of much smaller quantities than they recommend, 

coming down to a minimum of five bushels. If this quantity be 

sufficient, it is obvious that it i-s much better, whether cheapness 

or rapidity of improvement is considered, to make an annual ap¬ 

plication. What think you of it ? (1) 

\ One or two more questions I would ask you. 

How would you use the plastering of old walls from houses? 

I have several hundred bushels. I know the chemistry of the sub¬ 

ject, hut cannot find any recommendation of the quantity to be 

used. (2) - 

How do you use the compost from dead animals? I have a 

pile of it. (3) 

I think you have misunderstood me in the matter of agricultural 

chemistry. The science I admire and believe in. The quackery I 

am always ready to pelt. For instance, you have lately proved 

what, strange to say, nobodf except Bousbixgault has heretofore 

disputed, that gypsum, in its ordinary condition of dry powder, 

will not combine with carbonate of ammonia and decompose into 

carbonate of lime and sulphate of ammonia. I know it as a prac¬ 

tical fact, from trial on a large scale, with twenty-five fattening 

beef cattle. I also thought it would in some cases expel ammonia, 

because I had injured an experimental plat of turnips by mixing 

gypsum with guano. With no more chemistry than a gentleman 

generally obtains at college and retains scantily amid the varied 

duties and pursuits of life, I have a very high respect for the re¬ 

sults that induction, line yours in the case above, will give us, but 

no confidence in the dicta of men like Liebig, whose genius, (and I 

think he has a great deal of it,) is occasionally prostituted to lame, 

or still worse, like Johnston, whose vanity and attachment to the¬ 

ory leads sometimes, I fear, to absolute falsification, whilst his abil¬ 

ity makes it rather dangerous to attempt his exposure. But I have 

no opinion of him since Lis hook on America. “ Falsus in uno, 

falsus in cmnibue.” 

(1) Prof. Way, in one of his lectures, recommended the 
application of lime in as small quantities as five bushels 

per acre, as an experiment. “What do we thiuk of it?” 

We think it is very desirable to make experiments with 

lime in various quantities, from 5 to 500 bushels per acre ; 

on ordinary soils, wre fear 5 bushels would have little or no 

beneficial effect. So far as our own experience extends, 

100 bushels per acre is better than a less quantity, and in 

many cases 200 bushels is none too much. We found this 
opinion rather on the experience of practical farmers than 

on chemical theory. We are wrell aware that there are 

many instances recorded where a small quantity of lime 
has a good effect. C. W. Johnson speaking of the appli¬ 

cation of lime to peaty soils, says: “ How excellent such 
an addition is to these soils, even when applied at the rate 
of four bushels per acre, has been proved by some exten¬ 

sive experiments of the Scotch planter, the growth of< 

whose young woods has been very materially and rapidly 
promoted by merely placing a handful of lime under each 

plant.” The Farmers' Encyclopedia says: “The quantity 
of lime applied per acre of necessity varies with the des¬ 

cription of the soil ; that w’hich contains most organic mat¬ 

ter will, of necessity, bear a larger proportion than that 
which is more free from vegetable or animal remains. The 
quantity usually appplied is much too large. In Ireland, 
it is sometimes applied to old pasture lays intended for 

potatoes, at the rate of 400 bushels per acre, and in some 
of the moors in Derbyshire, 1500 bushels per acre have 
been found not too large a quantity. In Scotland the 

quantity usually applied to light land i3 160 bushels per 
acre ; for stiff clay soils, from 240 to 360 bushels. On the 
stiff clays of the Waal of Kent, the quantity usually em¬ 
ployed is about 100 bushels per acre, and that is often re¬ 

peated every five ye$js on the fallow, before wheat, for 
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many years.” We should be glad of the experience of our 
/ readers in the use of lime as a manure. 

(2) It may be used in. considerable quantity. You need 
not fear that it will injure the crops, if applied at the rate 

100 or more bushels per acre. 
(3) Spread it on to the soil just as it is, and plow it in. 

Half a ton of animal matter—say a dead horse—would 

furnish a fair dressing for an acre. We have seen flesh, 
fish, blood, &c., plowed into the soil in their fresh state 
with good results. We should prefer, however, to make 
them into a compost with the soil of old headlands, peat, &c. 

HORTICULTURAL. 
(J. L., Pendleton, Niagara county, N. Y.) Grafting 

Wax.—There are numerous recipes for making grafting 
wax. One pint linseed oil, one pound of beeswax, and 
six pounds of rosin, melted together, make a good grafting 

wax for use in moderate weather. If too stiff, a little 
more oil and wax should be added; but the wax must not 
bo made too soft, or it will melt and run in the summer’s 
sun. Thomas says an excellent grafting wax is made of 
three parts of rosin, three of beeswax, and two of tallow. 
The wax may be directly applied when just warm enough 
to run, by means of a brush ; or it may be spread thickly, 
with a brush, over sheets of muslin, or thin tough paper, 
which are afterwards, during a cold day, cut up into plas¬ 

ters of convenient size for applying ; or the wax, after cold, 
may be worked up, with wet hands, and drawn into thin 
strips or ribbons of wax, and wrapped closely around the 
inserted graft. In all cases success is more certain when 
the wax is closely pressed, so as to fit closely to every part, 
and leave no interstices; and it is indispensable that every 
portion of the wound on the stock and graft be totally ex¬ 
cluded from the external air. In oool weather, a lantern 
chafing dish, or hot brick will be found necessary to soften 
the plasters before applying them. 

(H. A., Berlin, Pa.) Dw arf Trees.—Pears are dwarfed 
by budding or grafting them on the Angers quince. They 

will not succeed on the common quince. They have been 
grown on the “ common thorn,” and on the mountain ash, 
but these stocks are far inferior to the quince. 

“ Can apple trees be dwarfed on the common stock?” 
Severe root pruning dwarfs them to some extent, but the 
practice cannot be recommended. For “ the mode of rais¬ 

ing dwarf trees,” &c., see Barry’s Fruit Book. 

(B. Smith, Watervliet, N. Y.) Weeping Willows.— 

Take off cuttings from one to two feet long, and from one 
to three inches in diameter. They should be of voung 
wood, not over three years’ growth. Bury them till the 
ground is ready for planting, Keep the ground free from 
weeds, and if several shoots start from the cuttings, re¬ 
move all but one. Let this be the strongest, and next fall 

you will have trees five or six feet high. 

(WM. Clarke.) Planting Peach Trees.—On such 
deep, rich soil, abounding in organic matter, we should 

fear that peach trees would grow too rank and too late in 
the fall. It would be well to put a bed of coarse, sandy 
stones or gravel under each tree. If you have any dry, 
gravelly or sandy upland, you can raise good peaches. If 
your soil is very clayey, try jteach trees worked on plum 

stocks. 

(John Jones.) Planting Trees in a Wheat Field. 

We cannot recommend this practice, but if you will or 
must do it, dig up the wheat for a space of six or eight 
feet around the tree, and keep it free from weeds by the 

use of the fork, spade or hoe during summer. 

(E. C. S., Orange Co., N. Y.) Buckthorn Hedges.— 

On the rich soil of the west, the Osage Orange is the most 
popular, but in the Eastern States the buckthorn is the 
favorite hedge plant. Prepare the ground by plowing and 
working it deep and well, and if manure or compost can 
be plowed in, so much the better. Get plants two years 
old, and set them in single rows six inches apart, or in 
double rows a foot apart. You will require about 1,800 
plants for 100 rods of hedge. 

(J. Williams.) Dwarf Pears. — Pears on quince 
stocks do well on deep, dry, loamy soils. A gravelly soil 
is not so good. The best dwarf pear orchard we kpow is 
on a rather,heavy, rich loam, thoroughly underdrained. In 
fact, with good cultivation, dwarf pears succeed well on 
nearly all soils. 

(B. Kingsley.) Mountain Ash.—The seed of the 
mountain ash will not grow the first year. After w ashing 
it out, mix it with light earth and lay it in a heap in the 
ground, covered three or four inches deep. Leave it there 
for one year and then sow. 

Trimming Dwarf Trees.—Will you or some of your correspond¬ 

ents give through your valuable paper Borne useful hints respecting 

trimming and training dwarf pears and apples. Also information 

about the China or Japan Potato, its success in America, and 

where seed can be obtained. C. H. Case—Bosanqurt, C. TV. 

We should be glad if some of our experienced corres¬ 
pondents would answer the above inquiries. The seed of 
the Chinese Potato cannot be obtained in America. The 
tubers can be obtained from Wm. R. Prince, Flushing, 
L. I., and from Thokburn & Co., New York. See om 
advertising columns. 

FRUIT 2c ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, &c„ 
FOR SALK BY JAMES VICK & CO. T'HE Subscribers are prepared to receive and execute all orders 

for Fruit and Ornamental Trees, to be delivered the present 
Spring. 

We are well aware of the impositions that have been practised 
heretofore by tree agents, but as we intend devoting our entire 
attention to the business of selecting, packing, and shipping Treea 
Ac., and not being connected with any nursery, we are determined 
to hold no other object in view but that of supplying our patroiu 
in every instance with the best articles. 

We will purchase Trees, &c., only from the most reliable nurse¬ 
ries, attending personally to the selections. If our customers 
leave the selection to us, we will furnish the varieties best suited 
to their respective localities. As we are well acquainted with all 
the nurseries in this State, and know exactly where to find tbs 
suitable stock, it is still further guaranteed to our customers that 
their wants will be supplied in the best manner. 

Mr. Vick has been connected with the horticultural community 
for many yoars as the proprietor and publisher of the Genesee 
Farmer and Horticulturist, and for many years pa t. persons from 
all parts of the country have urged upon him the necessity ol 
forming arrangements that would meet the wants of the public by 
attending to the selection of orders, seeing the articles packed and 
shipped, thus affording a guarantee that the requisi:e attention 
would be paid to all orders sent forward. In order to meet their 
views he has formed a copartnership with Mr. Geo. Marshall, who 
has been connected with the nursery business for the past five 
years, and fie begs to assure the public every attention will be paid 
in every respect to all who may favor them with their orders. 

As a still further assurance that we will execute to the letter 
every wish of our patrons, and our ability to meet our engagements, 
we beg to refer to the following gentlemen : 

Hon. Washington IIu.nt, Ex-Governor of New York. 
Hon. II. Stilwell, Ex-Mayor of Rochester. 
A. Karnes, Esq., Banker. 
J. C. Campiskll, U. S. Collector. 
H. Sakgeant, Dep. “ 
Lee, Mann & Co., Prop. Rochester Daily American. 
Curtis & Butts, “ u “ Union. 
A. Strong & Co., “ “ “ Democrat. 
D. D. T. Moore, of Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

All letters addressed to us at Rochester, N. Y., will meet prompt 
attention. 

Persons sending orders must enclose the cash, a draft, or satis* 
factory note for amount of order. 

I Catalogues will be supplied upon application. 
JAMES TICK & CO., 

1 March 1. Rochester, N. Y 
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ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early a3 the 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

C. M. SAXTON <& CO’S 

AGRICULTURAL BOOK ROOMS, 
140 FULTON ST., NEW YORK. 

OUR NEW BOOKS FOR MARCH. 
W*E have just published the following important books, which 

are valuable adcitions to our large list of Agricultural 
works: 

I. 
Chorlton’s Complete Grape Grower’s Guide. 

An illustrated Treatise on the Propagation and Cultivation of 
the Grape in the Vineyard, the Cold Grapery, the Forcing House, 
and Retarding House; also, on the Diseases of the Vine, their Pre¬ 
vention and Cure. Price 60 cents. 

II. 

The Cranberry and its Culture. 
By B. Eastwoi d, of Denni3, Mass. Containing full instructions 

for the preparation of the ground, planting and cultivating the 
vines, as practised by the most successful cultivators; with plates 
‘llustrating the different varieties. Price 75 cts. 

III. 

The Strawberry Culture. 
By R. G. Pardee. A new edition, revised, with many important 

additions; containing also Directions for the Cultivation of the 
Raspberry, Blackberry, Currant, Gooseberry and Grape. Price 60 
•cents. 

To be obtained of all Booksellers, or sent by us, pre-paid, to any 
part of tho Union, on receipt of price. mar—It. 

PRICES OF FERTILIZERS FOR SPRING, 1856. PERUVIAN GUANO, No. 1, with Government brapdand weight 
on each Bag,.;__per ton of 2,000 lbs. $54.00 

Ichaboe Guano,.-. “ “ 40.00 
Improved Superphosphate of Lime,_. . “ “ 45.00 
Bone Dust, Ground...per bbl. $2.25 to 2.50 

“ Turnings... “ 2.37 to 2.50 
“ Sawings.... “ 3.00 
“ Mixed fine ground. “ 2.75 to 3.00 

Plaster of Paris. “ 1.00 to 1.25 
Poudrette _... “ 1.50 to 1,75 
Tea-few..... -per ton of 2,000 lbs. 85,00 

There is an inferior grade of Peruvian Guano with the Govern¬ 
ment brand upon the bags, which can be detected by the figure 2 
under the weight mark. A. LONGETT, 

mar—3t 31 Cliff street, corner of Fulton, New York. 

HIGHLAND NURSERIES, NEWBURGH, N. Y. A SAUL & CO., in calling the attention of the public to their 
• establishment, deem a lengthened notice unnecessary. They 

would merely state, that the stock of their nurseries which th-y 
offer for sale the coming spring, is full in every department, and of 
the best quality, including all the recently introduced PEARS, and 
other fruits, both Dwarf and Standards. Also all the novelties in 
the Ornamental department, both Deciduous and Evergreen, in¬ 
cluding the new and rare Conifers, Weeping trees, Shrubs, &c., as 
well as a full stock of all the leading articles to be had in the 
trade. 

For particulars in detail they refer to their general Catalogue, a 
new edition of which is ready, and will be forwarded to all post¬ 
paid applications, on enclosing a postage stamp to pre-pay the 
same. 

A large quantity of Hedge plants, Osage Orange, Buckthorn, &c. 
Dealers and planters of trees on a large scale, dealt with on the 

most liberal terms. 
Newburgh, March 1, 1856—2t. 

CHINESE POTATO, OR DIOSCOREA BATATAS. IMPERIAL rice-white variety, genuine, sound, and of American 
growth, in parcels at $5 to $10 each, in tin cases, that go safely 

by express. 
Japan Potato, or Dioscorea Japonica, (entirely distinct,) $18 

per hundred. As the supply is limited, orders must be prompt, 
with cash enclosed, and they will then be sent immediately, or re¬ 
tained and sent later if desired, either dry or growing in pots, and 
a treatise on culture therewith. 

Osier cuttings of the best kinds very low, in quantity, Liquorice 
and Snmach plants, new annual hardy Chinese Sugar Cane seeds, 
Eaith Almond tubers, 2,000 Lawton’s New Rochelle Blackberry. 

March—lt*2 WM. R. PRINCE & CO., Flushing, N. Y. 

PREMIUMS_FOR 1856! 
We ask the attention of our friends everywhere to the Premiums 

we offer for the coming year. There is no'better way to procure 

good agricultural reading than by obtaining subscribers for tne 

Genesee Farmer. 

1. To every person who sends us a club of eight subscribers at 
our regular terms, (three shillings each) we will give one copy <,f 
the Rural Annual for his trouble. 

2. To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers at our club 

terms of three shillings each, one extra copy of the Farmer and 
one copy of the Rural Annual. 

3. To every person sending us Twenty-four subscribers, as above, 
two copies of the Rural Annual, and one extra copy of the Farmer, 
or, any agricultural work valued at 50 cents, postage paid. 

4. To any person ordering Thirty-two copies of the Farmer, 
three copies of the Rural Annual and one extra copy of the Far¬ 
mer, or, any agricultural book valued at 75 cents, postage paid. 

5. For Forty, four copies of the Rural Annual and one extra 
copy of the Farmer, or, any agricultural book valued at $1,postage 
paid, or, four extra copies of the Farmer. 

6. For Forty-eight, five copies of the Rural Annual and one 
extra copy of the Farmer, or, any agricultural book valued at $1.25, 
postage paid, or, five extra copies of the Farmer. 

For larger numbers, books or papers given in the same propor¬ 
tion. 

23?” To save expense to our friends, we pay the postage on all 
these works, and persons entitled will state what they wish sent, 
and make their selections when they send orders; or if their list 
is not complete, if wished, we will delay sending until the club is 
fall. 

Premiums for the Greatest Number of Subscriber. 
In order to excite a little competition among our friends every¬ 

where, as well as to reward them for their voluntary labors in be¬ 
half of our journal, we make the following liberal offer. Those 
who do not get the premiums offered below are sure of the above, 
so that we have no blanks. 

1. FIJTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
shall send us the largest number of subscribers, at the club prices, 
before the 15th day of April next, so that we may announce the 
successful competitors in the May number. 

2. THIRTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person 
who shall send us the second highest list, as above. 

3. TEN DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
shall send us the third highest list, as above, 

Our object in offering books is- to increase their circulation 
throughout the country. Those who prefer nursery trees, plants, 
&c., can be accommodated; and if any prefer the money, we will 
make arrangements accordingly. 

Clubs are not required to be at one post office or sent to one ad 
dress. We send wherever the members of the club may desire. 

The Rural Annual a.nd Horticultural Directory.—We have 

just published a very neat little book of 120 pages with the above 

title. It is devoted to the Orchard, the Vineyard, and the Flower 

Garden and Lawn: and we shall only express the opinion of all 

who have seen it, when we say that it is the best little work yet 

published on the subjects of which it so plainly and carefully 

treats. Anxious to make the circulation of this useful little work 

as genera! as possible, we make the following proposition, to those 

who form clubs for the Genesee Farmer: For four dollars we 

will send eight copies of the Genesee Farmer and eight copies of 

the Rural Annual. For eight dollars we will send sixteen copies 

of the Genesee Farmer and sixteen copies of the Rural Annual, and 

one extra copy of each for the person who gets up the club. 

Any person sending us $3 for a club of eight of the Genesee 

Farmer shall receive one copy of the Rural Annual for his trouble. 

ICHABOE GUANO. 

JUST received by the brig Wave Spirit, direct from the Ichaboe 
islands, a cargo of this superior Guano (which is the first cargo 

arrived since that brought by the ship Shakspeare, in 1845). This 
Guano is now landed in excellent order, and will be sold in lots to 
suit purchasers. Samples and analyses will be sent by addressing 
the agent. As the quantity is small, early application will be ne¬ 
cessary. Farmers who cannot remove what they desire, may have 
it remain on storage until April 1st, at 18% cents per ton per month, 
which includes insurance. 

Price, $54 per ton of 2,000 lbs. 
A. LONGETT, Agent. 

Nov.—tf. 34 Cliff st., corner of Fulton, New York, 
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SEEDS. 
VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS. 

I HAVE ju^t imported from France, and now offer for sale the 
following list of Seeds. They embrace the very best and rarest 

sorts, and are recommended as quite superior. 

VEGETABLES. 
CAULIFLOWER—Early Paris, Large Lenormand. 
CABBAGE—Superfine Early York, Small Early Savoy, Large 

late Dutch Drumhead, Winningstadt. 
BROCO LI—Early White. 
CELERY—While Solid. 
CELER1AC, or Turnip-rooted Celery. 
CARROT—Early Short-liorn. 
RADISH—Rose Winter, Early Oval, Long Scarlet. 
EGG PLANfT—Long Purple, White. 
XOHL-RABI—White above ground. 
ONION—Giant or Round Madeira, White Lisbon, Blood Red. 
CUCUMBER—Early White. 
SPLVAGF,—Verv Large English. 
MUSKMELON—Nutmeg. 
WATERMELON—Spanish. 
PEPPER—Common Red. 

FLOWERS. 
Balsam, double mixed. 
Lathyrus odoratus. 
Aster Chinensis pyramidalis. 
Portulacca, mixed varieties. 
Phlox Drummondii. 
Petunia, hybrid varieties. 
Nemophila insignia. 

“ maculata. 
Bartonia aurea. 
Convolvulus major. 

i “ minor. 
Mirabilis jalapa. 
Calandrinia elegans. 
Campanula var. 
Dianthus Chinensis flore pleno. 
Centaurea var. 
Ipomea quamoclit. 
Lupinus, mixed varieties. 
Clintonia pulchella. 
Coreopsis varieties. 
Dracocephalum Moldavicum. 
Enothera purpurea. 
Escholtzia Californica. 
Gentiana amarella. 
Cheiranthus annuus. 
Godetia rubicunda. 
Xeranthemum. 
Kaulfussia Ammelloides. 

Lamarckia aurea 
Lavater trimestis rosea. 
Leptosiphon densiflorus. 

“ Androsacea. 
Papaver, mixed varieties. 
Delphinum, “ 
Scabiosa atropurpurea. 
Schizanthus pinnatus. 

“ Grahami. 
“ retusu8. 
“ retusus albus. 

Mimosa pudicans. 
Tagetes patula. 

“ variegata. 
Candytuft, many varieties. 
Zinnia elegans. 
Mimulus Cardinalis. ^ 
Amaranthus, red globe. 

“ orange. 
“ white. 

Aquilegia Canadensis. 
“ hortensis. 

Digitalis purpurea. 
Antirrhinum, mixed varieties. 
Viola tricolor grandifloTa. 
Penstemon, several varieties. 
Dianthus caryophillus. 
Cheiranthus incannuus. 

And many other sorts which we have not room to mention in 
detail. 

These seeds are neatly put up and marked, and are offered at the 
rate of sixteen sorts for one dollar, and will be forwarded by mail, 
postage paid, to any part of the United States. 

Orders should be addressed to JAMES VICK, 
Proprietor of the Genesee Farmer. 

RARE AND VALUABLE SEEDS. THE Subscriber will forward to any readable address, packages 
of tbs following seeds by mail, free of postage, or postage 

paid, on the receipt of price, or the entire list in one envelope, for 
$1 in gold, a current bank bill, or postage stamps. 

Cents. 
tfepaul Barley, bearcless and skinless, per package,.25 
Biennial Rye, two crops from one seeding, “ .--12% 
Pure Poland Oats, forty pounds to the bushel,.12% 
Orange Watermelon, rind peels off like the orange,.25 
Ire Cream or White Sugar Melon, of Alabama,.25 
Chinese Hoo-eung, substitute for Asparagus,..25 
Five Foot Cucumber, 5 feet long!_12% 
Negley's Seedling Cucumber, new and fine,....12% 
Cylindrical Pumpkin, 2 feet long,..12% 
Glass Melon, very small, for preserves,....12% 

N. B.—A Descriptive Catalogue, embracing many other varie¬ 
ties, will be sent on application by mail. 

SEND FOR THE CATALOGUE. 

Address, (Free,) I. W. BRIGGS, P. M. 
County Line Farm, West Macedon, Wayne Co., N. Y. 

Feb.—4t. 

TOMPKINS’ COUNTY KING. SCIONS or Trees can be furnished of the above variety, culti¬ 
vated from bearing trees. Also, other new varieties, such as 

Wagener, Primate, kc. Also, scions of all the leading varieties. 
Also, a large quantity of the Viminalis Willow, for the bas¬ 
ket trade. Cuttings furnished of the above variety for $2,50 per 
1,000. W. T. & E. SMITH, 

Feb.—3t. Geneva Nursery, N. Y. 

BOOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, kc. Price 25 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

25 cents. 
The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, kc. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 
The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Buisf s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
Stockhart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer’s Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents. 
Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 

cents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1 vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 
Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By Stevens. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran¬ 

dall. Price $2. 
Stephens’s Book of the Faim; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 

Skinner. Pi ice $4. 
Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50'cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man an1' 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun 

try. Price 50 cents. 
Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents. 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 
Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints on arranging 

Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion. Price 
50 eents, 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower’s Guide in Orchard and Garden. Bn- 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 
Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 
The Fruit Garden. P. Barry. Price $1. 
American Fruit Culturist. J. J. Thomas Price $1. 
Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. Price $1.50. 
Cole’s American Fruit Book. Price 50 cents. 
The Stable Book. Stewart. Price $1. 
Lindley’s Horticulture. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Munn’s Practical Land Drainer. Price 50 cents. 
Ladies’ Companion to the Flower Garden. Downing. Price $1.25 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture. Price 75 cenis. 
Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds. Smith 

Price $1.25. 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do. 
in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

FARM FOR SALE-A GREAT BARGAIN. 
A farm of 282 acres, four miles south-west of Geneva, Ontario 

county, near the Geneva and Rushville plank road, and about 
three miles from the Gorham station of the Canandaigua and El¬ 
mira railroad, will be sold for the low price of fifty dollars per acre, 
to close up an estate. It is situated in one of the most beautiful 
and fertile sections of Western New York. The farm is under ex¬ 
cellent cultivation, well fenced and with good buildings, and has 
80 acres of woodland. It will be divided into two farms if desired. 
Terms easy and title perfect. For further particulars enquire of 
D. C. Mann, at the office of the Rochester Daily American, E. H. 
Hurd, Esq., Geneva, or C. S. Brother, on the premises. Jan.—tf 
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1856. 
EVERYBODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY. 

THE BUBAL ANNUAL AND HOBTICUL- 
TUBAL DIRECTORY. 

CONTAINING directions for the prepartion of the ground for 
the Orchard and Fruit Garden, planting, pruning, etc. Also 

plain directions for making and planting the Lawn and Flower 
Garden, and a Catalogue of Nurserymen in the United States Can¬ 
ada, and Europe, etc. Illustrated with Sixty Engravings. 

SYNOPSIS OP CONTENTS. 

THE FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Preparation of the Ground.—Suitable Soils, Draining, Subsoiling, 
and Trenching, Manures, etc. 

Directions fur Planting, Pruning, etc.—Proper Season for Trans¬ 
planting, Lajung out the Ground, Distances at which Trees should 
be Set, Planting, Mulching, Pruning, Staking, etc. 

Diseases.—Fire Blight, Leaf Blight, Black Knot on the Plum, 
Yellows in Peach Trees, Bursting of the Bark, or Gum on Cherry 
Trees, Mildew on the Peach, Curl of the Leaf in the Peach. 

bisects Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Aphis, or Plant Louse, Wooly 
Aphis, or American Blight, Scaly Aphis, or Bark Louse, Apple 
Tree Borer, Apple Worm, Canker Worm, Caterpillars, Cherry or 
Pear Slug, Curculio, Ants, Peach Tree Borer, Rose Bug, Leaf Rol¬ 
lers. 

Animals Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Birds, Field Mice, Moles Gats, 
Hogs, etc. 

Dwarf Trees for the Garden. 
List of Fruits Recommended by State Societies. 
List of Fruits Recommended by the American Fomological So¬ 

ciety. 
THE VINEYARD. 

Soil and Position, Preparation of the Soil, Laying off, Planting, 
Treatment, Pruning and Training, Rubbing out and Pinching. 

THE LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN. 

Preparing the Soil and Laying out the Garden. 
Planting the Lawn and Garden.—Deciduous Trees, Evergreen 

Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Bedding Plants, etc. 

LIST OF NURSERYMEN IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, 
AND EUROPE. 

Published at the office of the Genesee Farmer, by'James Vick. 

For sale at retail, paper covers, 25 cents; cloth covers, 50 cents. 
Wholesale, paper covers, $2 per doz.; $12.50 per hundred; $60 for 
500; cloth, $4 per dozen. 

TO NTJESEKYMEN. THE Subscribers offer for sale the following articles : 
50,000 MazzaTd Cherry Stocks,__$5 per 1.000 
20,000 Horse Plum Seedlings,.12 per 1,000 
75,000 Grafted Apple Trees, (one year,).... 25 per 1.000 
75,000 Grafted Apple Roots,..10 per 1,000 
50,000 Osage orange, (2 and 3 years,) $5 and 6 per 1,000 
30,000 American Arbor Vitae,.$25 to 35 per 1,000 
2,000 Hybrid Perpetual Roses,.18 per 100 

Also on hand a good assortment of well grown Trees for Orchard, 
Garden, and Ornamental planting. 

30,000 Viminalis Willow Cuttings—$2.50 per 1,000. 
W. T. & E. SMITH, 

Feb.—3t. Geneva Nursery, N. Y. 

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's Own Paper. 

THE GENESEE FARMER, 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF 

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE, 
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF 

Farm Buildings, Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c. 

VOLUME XVII. FOR 185S. 

Fifty Cents a Year, in Advance. 

Five Copies for $2 ; Eight Copies for $3; and any larger number 
at the same rate. 

• 213^ All subscriptions to commence with the year, and the en¬ 
tire volume supplied to all subscribers. 

Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improvement 
are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions. 

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-paid 
sr free) at the risk of the Publisher. Address 

JAMES VICK, 

November, 1855. Rochester, New York. 
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HINTS FOR THE SEASON. 

Ox account of the shortness of our sowing season, 
everything that can be done to facilitate spring work 
should be attended to immediately. If not already 
done, plows, harrows, whiffletrees, clevises, harness, &c., 
should be put in order. Seed should be prepared, 
plaster obtained, and everything that can be done 
should be postponed no longer. 

Sowing Clover.—Where clover is sown on winter 
wheat, it is not necessary to wait till the ground is 
free from snow. Indeed, many farmers prefer to sow 
clover seed on the top of a slight coat of snow. For 
our own part, we think it better, under many circum¬ 
stances, to wait till the ground is in good working 
condition, and then sow the seed and harrow it in. 
For this purpose light harrows should be used, so 
light that a span of horses could easily draw thr«e of 
them, four feet square each. Almost every English 
farmer has such a set of harrows, for covering small 

^ seeds. An active span of horses will harrow from 
fifteen to twenty acres per day. There need not be 
the slightest apprehension that such harrows, or in¬ 
deed heavier ones, will injure the wheat; in fact the 
experience of German and English farmers, and of 
those who have adopted the practice in this country, 
proves that it is very beneficial to the wheat plant. 

Spring wheat and oats frequently grow so thick 
near the ground as to prove injurious to young clover 
plants. Barley is the best spring grain to sow clover 
with. Care should be used not to cover the seed too 
deep. Experiments show that clover seed does best 
when but slightly covered. Thirteen beds were sown 
with twenty seeds each, the seed in each successive 
one being buried a quarter of an inch deeper than 
the preceding, and varying from the surface of the 
ground to three inches deep. The following were 
the results obtained: Of those sown on the surface, 
17 grew; of those covered one-fourth of an inch deep, 
16; h inch, 14; \ of an inch, 11; 1 inch, 11; llinch,8; 
1| inch, 4: 11 inch, 4; 2 inches, 0. From the surface 
to one-half an inch deep, the seeds mostly came up; 
but when buried deeper than this many of the seeds 
were smothered, and at two inches deep and deeper, 
none came up. 

In rotation with wheat, clover alone should be sown 
—10 to 12 pounds per acre being the usual quantity. 
But where it is intended to seed the land down for 
ueveral years, timothy, red top, and other grasses 
should be sown in addition to the red clover—say 
for soils of medium quality, 4 quarts or 8 ibs. of red 
clover, 1 peck of timothy, and | bushel of red top. 

Some farmers are in the habit of soaking their 
clover seed in water for a few hours, and then mixing 
it with plaster till it is dry enough to sow. This, it is 
said, insures a catch. 

Sowing Plaster.—In Western New York, the 
use of plaster in conjunction with clover is one of the 
best means of keeping up or increasing the fertility 
of wheat farms. It is the general impression—and 
general impressions are usually correct—that plaster 
has little influence on wheat, barley, oats, &c., but on 
clover, peas, and corn it is usually very beneficial. 
Plaster may be either sown with the clover seed, or 
in the fall or spring following. The latter is the gen¬ 
eral practice, but the former has its advocates. There 
are those who think that when plaster is sown on 
wheat. with the clover, it promotes the growth of 
straw to an injurious extent, but however true this 
may be under some circumstances, we are satisfied 
that it is not always or even generally so. Some of 
the best farmers in this county sow plaster on wheat 
for the benefit of the clover, and are convinced of 
the advantages of the practice. 

An easy way of sowing plaster on clover, and on 
wheat or any other grain, is to take a one-horse wagon, 
and place a half barrel or wash tub at the hind end* 
into this put the plaster. The sower seats himself on a 
board laid across the box, with his back to the horse; 
a boy drives the horse at a moderate walk, and the 
plaster is distributed in the track of the wagon, in a 
breadth of from 16 to 20 feet. A quantity of plas¬ 
ter may be placed in the fore end of the wagon with 
which to replenish the half barrel when it is exhaust¬ 
ed. In this way a man and a boy will sow as much 
as six men with pails, and with far less labor. 

Plowing.—It is of course desirable to plow as 
much land in a day as possible, but it is a mistaken 
economy to flop over furrows 12 to 18 inches wide, 
especially for spring crops. Better plow an acre and 
a half 8 or 10 inches wide, than three acres in this 
common but unphilosophical manner. The object of 
plowing is to pulverize the soil, and let in the air and 
light. On this account, the operation should be de¬ 
ferred till the land is dry enough to turn up mellow 
for no amount of harrowing and rolling will make a 
good seed bed on soil plowed when wet. For wheat 
it is possible to make land too loose and light, but 
for spring crops little danger need be apprehended 
on this account. We are earnest advocates of deep 
plowing, but, if we may use a vulgar phrase, there is 
danger of running it into the ground. It is next to 
impossible, after land has been flopped over 10 or 12 
inches deep, to get any harrows, cultivators, or imple- 
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ments of any kind, to stir, loosen and pulverize it to 
this depth. If land is plowed 10 or 12 inches deep 
every six or eight years, and 6 or 7 inches deep in 
the interim, and the harrow and the cultivator be freely 
used to loosen and clean the soil, as good crops will 
be obtained as when that system of deep plowing is 
adopted so indiscriminately recommended by some 
radical agricultural reformers. 

Subsoil plowing, or breaking up the subsoil with¬ 
out bringing it to the surface, is almost universally 
beneficial. Certainly we have never known it injuri¬ 
ous, but we cannot say as much for deep plowing. 
We have had several instances come under our own 
observation, where the fertility of a soil has been 
greatly reduced for several years, by plowing it from 
12 to 15 inches deep. 

Barley.—This is the first spring crop which de¬ 
mands the farmer’s attention. The earlier it can be 
sown, after the land can be got into good condition, 
the better. We have spoken of its cultivation on 
another page. 

Oats.—This is the next crop to be sown. On 
heavy clay lands, and on low swampy soils, oats suc¬ 
ceed better than barley—the former soils, as a gene¬ 
ral rule, yielding the heaviest grain—the latter the 
greatest quantity of straw. Two bushels of seed is 
usually considered sufficient on the latter class of soils, 
and two and a half on the former. In England, four 
bushels are frequently sown, and formerly five was not 
uncommon. There is much said just now about the 
White Poland oat; it is a good variety, but no better, 
in our opinion, than many others. Indeed, we know 
those who have sown it for several years, who have 
abandoned its cultivation. A larger number of 
bushels per acre, and as great an aggregate weight 
can be obtained with the common oat as with the 
White Poland. Its greater weight per bushel makes 
it attractive. 

Peas—The bug is a great drawback to the profit¬ 
able cultivation of peas. A year or two since we 
persuaded a gentleman in this vicinity to grow peas 
for the purpose of fattening hogs early in the fall. 
He sowed ten acres, five acres of the Canada gray, 
and five acres of white peas. An excellent crop was 
obtained from both kinds. Instead, however, of feed¬ 
ing them to hogs early in the fall, before the bug had 
time to injure them, he concluded to keep them for 
seed. They were stacked in the barn, and when 
threshed in December, he discovered, too late, that the 
bugs had nearly destroyed the whole. Such has 
doubtless been the experience of many of our readers, 
and thousands have abandoned pea culture altogether. 
But we are still of opinion that on all wheat farms, 
peas may be grown with profit as food for hogs, 
^hey can be fed out the latter end of August, and in 
September and October, before the bug has injured 
them to any great extent. Peas impoverish the soil 
but little. They contain twice the amount of nitrogen 
of any other of our grains except beans, and thus, while 
experiments demonstrate that they impoverish the 
soil but little, their consumption by animals on the 
form furnishes a large amount of manure, which is 
exceedingly rich in ammonia—the substance most 
needed by wheat and other cereals. 

Peas do well on an inverted sod. They flourish 
with good cultivation, on all ordinary land, though a 
strong wheat soil, reduced to a fine tilth, suits them 
best. In England, peas are almost invariably sown 
in drills about 12 inches apart, and hoed. Although 

labor is much higher in this country, we believe the 
increase of peas will more than pay for the expense 
of hoeing, while the land will be left clean and in fine 
condition for sowing to wheat the same fall. Two 
bushels per acre are usually sown broadcast; if drilled, 
a bushel and a half will be sufficient, though it is not 
well to be sparing of seed. 

In order to avoid the bug, some writers recommend 
to sow peas as late as the middle of June. This 
remedy, although generally effectual, is in most cases 
worse than the disease. We should sow as soon after 
the barley and oats were put in as possible. In this 
way, if the land is in good condition, a heavy crop is 
obtained, which smothers the weeds, and is ripe in sea¬ 
son to allow ample time for preparing the land for 
wheat. One to two bushels of plaster per acre will 
generally be found beneficial to peas. 

Onions.—Farmers pay too little attention to the 
cultivation of the onion as a field crop. Aside from 
the peculiar flavor for which it is so much esteemed, 
the onion contains in a dry state, about 30 per cent 
of nitrogenous compound, or “ flesh-forming princi¬ 
ples.” The climate of this country is well adapted 
for the cultivation of the onion, and we have little 
doubt that ordinarily as much nutritive matter can 
be obtained from an acre cultivated with onions, as 
with any other root crop, except, perhaps, mangel 
wurzel and carrots. In 1853, Mr. J. Longfellow, 

of Byfield, Mass., raised on half an acre, 386j| baskets 
of ripe onions, weighing 57 lbs. per basket. This is 
over 22 tons per acre. Amos Cole, of Perinton, in 
this county, has raised “on a single half acre, 368 
bushels.” Mr. E. Brown, of Marblehead, Mass., 
raised 407 bushels on half an acre, or 23 tons per 
acre. A correspondent of the Cultivator, residing 
at Chester, Orange Co., N. Y., raised in 1850, on nine 
square rods, 64 bushels, or 1,138 bushels, or 32 tons 
per acre. This is sufficient to show that onions, re¬ 
garded simply as a nutritious food, are well worthy 
the attention of farmers. It is true that in preparing 
the ground, sowing and weeding, the onion requires 
more labor than other crops. It is the labor of weed¬ 
ing that farmers most dread. If the land is thor¬ 
oughly prepared, and manure free from seed is used, 
and the onions are sown in rows 15 inches apart, and 
the hoe is run through them as soon as the plants can 
be distinguished from the weeds, the trouble and ex¬ 
pense of weeding is far less than is generally im¬ 
agined. 

Six to eight pounds of seed per acre is usually 
sown in drills from 15 to 18 inches apart. Some will 
think this too much seed, but it is better to have too 
many than too few plants, as it is easy to thin them 
out, which should always be done, leaving the onions 
about six inches apart in the rows. Care must be 
used not to bury the seed too deep. It is desirable 
to sow as soon as the soil is in good working order. 
Late sowing is one of the principal causes of scul¬ 
lions. If sown by hand, it is well to soak the seed 
in tepid water twenty-four hours, and dry it with 
plaster before using. 

Plaster Damaged by Exposure.—“The qualities in L 

plaster to which its action as a fertilizer are rttributa- j| 
ble are undoubtedly dissipated, in some degree, by e*- j 
posure to the weather.”—Ag. Exchange. 

This is “undoubtedly” a mistake. There are no 
“qualities” or substances that can possibly escape by 
exposure to the weather. 
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THE RURAL ECONOMY OF FRANCE AND BRITAIN. 

M. de Lavergne, an eminent Frenchman who has 
devoted much time to the study of Agriculture, and 
the practical management of his landed property, and 
who for a time filled the Chair of Rural Economy in 
the Agronomical Institute at Versailles, has spent 
much time in the rural districts of England, Scotland, 
and Ireland, and has given us a most interesting com¬ 
parison of the rural economy of France and Great 
Britain.* 

Corn, meat, cheese, and wool are the four articles 
on which the productive powers of British agricul¬ 
ture are concentrated, and the results obtaiued by 
modern farming are such, as not only to prove highly 
beneficial to the community, but to eclipse in a very 
extraordinary proportion, the ag icultural, produce, 
and returns of the most favored countries in Europe. 
The principal object of M. de Lavergne is to dem¬ 
onstrate the truth of this assertion, and to explain 
the causes which have produced this result, so highly 
creditable to the British farmer. 

The extent of land under cultivation in France 
bears to the land under cultivation in the United 
Kingdom, the proportion of three to two. England 
proper, contains about thirty-two million acres, a little 
more than a third of the total extent of the British 
Isles, and one-fourth of that of France. France does 
not possess an equal extent of well cultivated land. 
Some detached districts, especially in French Flan¬ 
ders, may be equal or even surpass it in fertility, 
but “ thirty-two million acres equal in cultivation to 
the thirty-two million acres in England, France does 
not possess.” Yet neither the soil nor the climate of 
England can claim any pre-eminence over France; 
on the contrary some of the most fertile counties, 
such as Lincoln, were formerly mere fens and marshes, 
and “the system of agriculture, which has made the 
fortune of England, sprang from the soils and bleak 
atmosphere of Norfolk.” 

M. de Lavergne says: 

“It is the same with the climate. Its mists and rains 
are proverbial; its extreme humidity is little favorable 
to wheat, which is the prime object of all cultivation; 
few plants ripen naturally under its dull sky ; it is pro¬ 
pitious only to grasses and roots. , Rainy summers, late 
autumns, and mild winters, encourage, under the influ¬ 
ence of an almost equal temperature, an evergreen 
vegetation. Here its action stops. Nothing need be 
asked of it which demands the intervention of that 
great producing power the sun. 

“How superior is the soil and climate of France! 
In comparing with England the thirty-six departments 
grouped around Paris, we find more than fifty-five mil¬ 
lions of acres which surpass in quality, as they do in 
extent, the thirty-two millions of English acres. 
Scarcely any mountains; few natural marshes; exten¬ 
sive plains, soiind almost throughout; a soil sufficiently 
deep, and of a nature most favorable to production; 
rich deposits in the broad rollings of the Loire and 
Seine with their tributaries; a climate not so moist, 
but warmer—less favorable, perhaps, to meadow vege¬ 
tation, but more suitable for ripening wheat and other 
eereals. All the productions of England are obtained 
with less trouble, and in addition, other valuable pro 
ducts, such as sugar, textile and oleaginous plants, to¬ 
bacco, wine, fruits, die.” 

• The Rural Economy of England, Scotland and Ireland. By 
Leonce de Lavekgnk. Translated, with notes, by a Scotch Farmer. 
Edinburgh; lb55. 

M. de Lavergne proves that, in spite of these nat¬ 
ural advantages, England is better cultivated and 
more productive, over an equal extent, than the best 
districts of France. 

France cultivates a number of crops almost un¬ 
known among the English, such as the vine—which 
covers not less than five millions of acres, and pro¬ 
duces at least twenty dollars to the acre—rape, to¬ 
bacco, sugar beet, madder, the olive, and the mulber¬ 
ry, while the agriculture of England consists in a 
large extent of natural or artificial pasture; two root 
crops, the turnip and the potato; two spring cereal^ 
barley and oats; and a winter one, wheat—linked to¬ 
gether in a series of crops destined exclusively for the 
production of meat, beer and bread. 

“The diversity of our climate, and what is more 
our national genius, which naturally aims at quality ia 
variety, as that of England seeks quantity in uniform¬ 
ity, give us promise of immense progress in those crops 
which to a certain extent, are dependent on art. Still 
it is impossible to be blind to the fact that as matters 
stand, the English, with their two or three crops upon 
a large scale, produce by the universality and simplic¬ 
ity of the means they employ, much superior results 
in the aggregate—results which we also obtain in par¬ 
ticular parts of France, where the same system is fol¬ 
lowed. Those of our departments most resembling 
England in the nature and distribution of their crops 
are those also which attain, upon the whole, the best 
returns.” 

This is high, but well deserved praise of the four 
course system of British agiiculture, the principle of 
which is the alternation of green crops with the 
cereals—a principle which is as applicable to the ag¬ 
riculture of this country as to that of England or 
France, for though we cannot grow turnips to the 
extent common iu England, yet we may grow some 
other crop having the same qualities. 

In nothing is there a greater contrast between 
French and British agriculture, than in sheep hus¬ 
bandry. In France, the main object is wool, in Eng¬ 
land mutton. One half of the French sheep are 
Merinoes, or half-bred Merinoes. England long ago 
abandoned the propagation of the Spanish breeda 
By careful breeding, several of the British breeds of 
sheep will average, at two years old, eighty to a hun¬ 
dred pounds nett, of mutton. France has thirty-five 
million sheep, which produce one hundred and thirty- 
two million pounds of wool, or about 3| lbs. per 
head, and 316 million pounds of mutton; whilst 35 
million British sheep produce at least the same quan¬ 
tity of wool, and 792 million pounds of mutton. “Eng¬ 
land feeds two sheep per hectare, (2£ acres) whilst 
the average for France is only two-thirds of a head; 
and the produce of the English sheep being double 
that of the French, it follows that the average re¬ 
turn of an English sheep farm, is six times greater 

than^a French one” 
France possesses ten million head of cattle, Eng¬ 

land and Wales five million, Scotland one million, and 
Ireland two million. In France, the number of cattle 
annually slaughtered is four millions; in the British 
isles two millions. The former, according to official 
statistics, afford 660 million tbs. of meat, or 165 ib& 
each, while the latter afford 1,100 millions, or 550 tbsi 
per head. 

“This disproportion is perfectly explained, indepen¬ 
dently of the difference in race, by the difference iu 
age of the animals slaughtered. The French cattle are 
slaughtered either too soon or too late; the paramount 
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necessity of maintaing cattle intended for labor, obliges 
ns to kill a great number of calves at that age when 
growth is most rapid. In our four millions of head, 
figure two and a half millions of calves, which on an 
average give not more than sixtv-six pounds of meat. 
Those that survive are not slaughtered until an age 
when growth has long ceased—that is to say after the 
animal has for several years continued to consume food 
which has not served to incease its weight. The Eng¬ 
lish, on the contrary, kill their animals neither so 
young, because it is when young that they lay on flesh 
most rapidly, nor so old because they have ceased to 
increase; they seize the precise period when the animal 
has reached its maximum growth.” 

M. de Lavergne estimates that English cows give 
twice the milk obtained from French cows. This 
arises from the practice of working milch cows, which 
prevails to a greater or less extent in France, and our 
author declares that “ the working of horned cattle, 
whether necessary or not, entails a loss instead of 
being profitable.” 

Nor only in the production of meat, but in the 
production of cereal grains, does M. de Lavergne 

award the palm to British farmers. He says: 

“With us, the average production is 131 bushels of 
wheat and 11 of rye per acre, deducting seed. Adding 
to this the maize and buckwheat, and dividing the 
whole by tiie number of acres sown, the average result 
for each acre is rather more than seven bushels of 
wheat, about three bushels of rye, and a little more 
than one bushel of maize or buckwheat — making a 
total of about twelve bushels per acre. In England, 
the production is 28 bushels of wheat—say more than 
double in quantity, and in money value, three times 
as much. This superiority is certainly not to be at¬ 
tributed, as in the case of the natural and artificial 
meadows and roots—and, to a certain extent, also with 
oats and barley—to the soil and climate, but to supe¬ 
rior cultivation, which shows itself chiefly in limiting the 
wheat crop to the extent of land rendered fit for its pro¬ 
duction.” 

We have italicised the closing remark, in order to 
call particular attention to it, for we are persuaded 
that our own system of agriculture might be im¬ 
proved by reducing the quantity of land annually 
sown with the high-priced cereals. Scotland and 
Ireland are included in the above estimate, but taking 
England by itself, the results are much more striking. 

“ That small country, which is no larger than a fourth 
of France, alone produces 104 million bushels of wheat, 
48 million of barley, and 90 million of oats. If France 
produced in the same ratio, her yield, deducting seed, 
would be 400 million bushels of wheat, and 560 million 
bushels of barley oats and other grain—equal to at 
least double Her present production; and we ought to 
obtain more, considering the nature of our soil and 
climate, both much more favorable to cereals than the 
soil and climate of England. These facts verify this 
agricultural law—that to reap largely of cereals, it is 
better to reduce than to extend the breadth of land sown, 
and that by giving the greatest space to the forage 
crops, not only is a greater quantity of butcher meat, 
milk, and wool obtained, but a larger production of 
grain also. France will achieve similar results when 
she has covered her immense fallows with root and 
forage crops, and reduced the breadth of her cereals 
by several millions of hectares.” 

Although, in draining land thoroughly, your purse 

may be drained, yet the full crops that follow will 

soon fill it again. 

THE COMPOSITION AND ACTION OF GUANO.— 
INFORMATION WANTED. 

The March number of the Penn. Farm Journal 
contains an article on guano, from the pen of Dr. A. 
A. Hayes, of Boston, from which we make a few 
extracts for the purpose of eliciting further infor¬ 
mation. 

“ The guano which we will first consider is that best 
known, derived from the rainless regions, the Chincha 
Islands off the coast of Peru, Ichaboe on the coast of 
Africa, and other localities.” 

Is Ichaboe a 11 rainless region ?” and if it is, why 
is not Ichaboe guano as good as Peruvian ? and why 
will not farmers give as much for it as for Peruvian ? 
We have seen genuine Ichaboe guano sold in Eng¬ 
land for $22 per ton, when Peruvian was selling for 
$46 per ton. Ichaboe contains usually from 5 to 7 
per cent, of ammonia, Peruvian 16 to 18 per cent. 

“The bulk of the ammonia present in Peruvian 
guano is not the simple carbonate, or a sesqui-carbon- 
ate, but the bi-carbonate.” 

This may be true of samples of guano that have 
been wet and undergone fermentation; but so far as 
our experience extends, it certainly is not true of 
genuine “ Peruvian” guano. Dr. Ure, who has had 
much experience in analyzing guano, says in the last 
edition of his “Dictionary of the Arts and Sciences,” 
Peruvian guano “ may contain, at the utmost, four or 
five per cent, of the carbonate (of ammonia,) but 
such guanos must have been acted upon powerfully 
by humidity.” This is not more than one-seventh of 
the amount of ammonia, actual and potential, that ia 
contained in good Peruvian guano; and this quantity, 
it will be observed, is only found in inferior or dam¬ 
aged samples. In a sound sample of Peruvian 
guano from the Chincha Islands, Dr. Ure found only 
one per cent, of sesqui-carbonate of ammonia, equal 
to 0.34 of ammonia, or about one-fiftieth part of the 
whole quantity of actual and potential ammonia in 
the guano. We will not dispute Dr. Hayes’ state¬ 
ment that it is the bi-carbonate, and not the sesqui- 
carbonate or carbonate of ammonia, that is found in 
guano—it matters little which; but we are confident 
that the “bulk of the ammonia present in Peruvian 
guano,” is in the form of neither of these volatile salts, 
but in the form of urate of ammonia, and other fixed 
salts, which by fermentation in the soil are converted 
into carbonate of ammonia. 

“A certain fermentative principle present in it (guano) 
acts upon the organic constituents of soils. * * m 
Experiment has not only proved this, but has also 
shown that in that universal manure derived from the 
barn-yard, the same fermentative principle exists, con¬ 
stituting fits most valuable constitutent.” 

We would respectfully ask what this “ fermentative 
principle” is; and where and when the “experiment” 
was made that has proved the existence of this prin¬ 
ciple, and that it is “ the most valuable constituent9 

of barn-yard manure ? 

“The great activity and power of the chemical ac¬ 
tion which takes place in the mass of the material com¬ 
prising the guano heaps, has had the effect to break 
down the granules of the phosphate of lime, as voided 
by the birds, into an impalpable powder, in which 
state it is ready to be assimilated by a growing crop.* 

Peruvian guano is referred to. We had always 
supposed that owing to the absence of moisture, 
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little or no change’took place in the deposits of gu¬ 
ano. Are we mistaken ? We have frequently found 
feathers, feet, wings, and other parts of birds in guano, 
and is it not surprising that the “activity" of the 
“ action” which is sufficient to break down granules 
of phosphate of lime, does not destroy all traces of 
animal life ? 

FACTS ABOUT NIGHTSOIL. 

Judging from the statements made by some writers, 
we conclude that there is much need of definite 
knowledge in regard to poudrette. On this account 
we have been at some trouble to collect the following 
facts, which we commend to their careful study: 

On an average, males from 15 to 50 years of age, 
void in the course of a year: Faeces, 95 lbs.; Urine, 
1049 lbs. Total liquid and solid excrements, in their 
fresh state, 1144 lbs. 

These contain: 
Of dry substance—faeces, 23f lbs.; urine, 39\ lbs. 

Total, 63£ lbs. 
Of mineral matter—faeces, lbs.; urine 12 lbs. 

Total, 14£ lbs. 
Of carbon—faeces, 10 lbs.; urine, 12 lbs. Total, 

22 lbs. 
Of nitrogen—faeces, 1 1-5 lbs.; urine, 10 4-5 lbs. 

Total, 12 lbs. 
Of phosphates—faeces, l£ lbs.; urine, 4-£ lbs. To¬ 

tal, 5j| lbs. 
The most valuable constituents of poudrette, as of 

all other raamures, are the nitrogen (ammonia) and 
phosphates. It will be seen that the liquid excre¬ 
ments contain about nine times as much nitrogen as 

the solids, and about three times as much of the 
phosphates. 

One hundred pounds of the dry substance of mixed 
human excrements, contain about 10 lbs. of phosphates 
and 17£ lbs. of nitrogen, equal to 21 lbs. of ammonia. 
Could such an article be manufactured, it would be 
as cheap a fertilizer at $70 per ton, as Peruvian 
guano is at its present price. 

The mixed solid and liquid excrements, in the con¬ 
dition they leave the body, contain as much as 94 or 
95 per cent, of water. It would require, therefore, 
from 16 to 17 tons of fresh excrements, or the quan¬ 
tity voided by 30 men during a year, to make one 
ton of dry manure. 

The value of the liquid and solid excrements, ac¬ 
cording to this estimate, is about $2.33 per head, per 
annum. Faeces being worth 25 cents, and the urine 
$2.08. 

One hundred pounds of fresh faeces contain 25 lbs. 
of dry substance. 

One hundred pounds of fresh urine contains 3£ 
lbs. of dry substance. 

One hundred pounds of the dry substance of the 
faeces contains 5 lbs of nitrogen, and 5£ lbs. of phos¬ 
phates. 

One hundred pounds of the dry substance of the 
urine, contains 27 lbs. of nitrogen, and 10| lbs. of 
phosphates. 

One ton of poudrette made from faeces, and ren¬ 
dered perfectly dry without any loss of ammonia, 
would be worth, according to the piesent price of 
Peruvian guano, $20; while a ton made from urine 
would be worth $108. 

The poudrette of commerce is undoubtedly made 
chiefly from the faeces. De-odorizing materials are 

also used, such as charcoal, peat, &c., and these of 
course, weaken the manure. Then, again, it would 
be extremely difficult to get the article perfectly dry. 
The probability is that it contains from 10 to 15 per 
cent, of water. So that while a ton of perfectly dry 
manure, made without loss of ammonia, (supposing 
this was possible,) would be worth $20, it is certain 
that a ton of poudrette containing a considerable 
portion of absorbent and de-odorizing material, and 
some two or three hundred pounds of water, will be 
worth very much less. Indeed, from the difficulty of 
driving off half or two-thirds of the water without 
inducing rapid fermentation—and from the large 
quantity of absorbent material that would be re¬ 
quired to retain this ammonia—we do not think that 
a poudrette can be made from faeces that would be 
worth more than $12 per ton. If instead of de-odor¬ 
izing absorbents, hydrochloric acid ware used to re¬ 
tard fermentation and retain the ammonia, a some¬ 
what more concentrated fertilizer might be obtained. 
But in this case it would be difficult to make the 
poudrette so dry that it would not contain 20 per 
cent, of water; and if sulphuric acid were used, the 
poudrette would be still more deliquescent. So that, 
even by the use of acids, it would be difficult to make 
a poudrette from fmces worth more than $16 per ton, 
the pure, chemically dry article being worth $20 
per ton. 

A highly concentrated fertilizer could be made 
from urine—worth, as we have said, $108 per ton ; 
but 28£ tons would be required to produce one ton 
of dry poudrette. 

A Great Corn Crop.—The American Farmer 
publishes a well attested statement from G. W. P. 
Smith, of Snow Hill, Md., one of the competitors for 
the premium offered by the Maryland State Agricul¬ 
tural Society for the best yield from one acre of corn, 
from which it appears that he harvested one hundred 
and fifteen bushels, one gallon and one quart, from 
one acre of land. 

The land was plowed about 11 inches deep, early 
in the spring, after having been heavily manured 
broadcast with new rotted stable manure, night-soil 
and wood-yard dirt. On the eight day of May, the 
land was run out with a large plow, in rows 4 feet 
apart, in the bottom of which superphosphate of 
lime, mixed with Peruvian guano in about the pre¬ 
portion of one part of the former to two parts of the 
latter, was dropped. The mixture was then covered 
with a light plow, and the rows again opened and the 
corn dropped, after being dampened with salt water 
and rolled in plaster of Paris. It was then covered 
with an ordinary harrow, and rolled. As soon as the 
corn appeared above the earth, it was given a toj£ 
dressing of superphosphate of lime, at the rate of 200 
lbs. to the acre; and this was followed by a slight 
sprinkling of plaster of Paris. The corn was left to 
stand at about 11 inches apart in the rows. It was 
harrowed twice, plowed once, and the plow was fol¬ 
lowed by the cultivator once, which is all the tillage 
the crop received. 

Pasturing and Harrowing Wheat, when too 
luxuriant, were practiced by the ancient Romans. 
Virgil says :—“What commendation shall I give to 
him, who, lest his corn should lodge, pastures it while 
young, as soon as the blade equals the furrow V 
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AMOUNT OF ROOTS FROM CLOVER AND GRASSES. 

That the roots of plants left in the soil serve to 
enrich it, there can be no doubt. It has been esti¬ 
mated that the roots left in an old pasture or meadow 
field, are equal to four times the weight of that year’s 
hay crop. In other words, if a ton and a half of hay 
had been reaped, six tons of dry vegetable matter 
remain in the soil in the form of roots. This esti¬ 
mate is deduced from a series of experiments made 
by Hlubek, in the agricultural garden at Lay- 
bach. The grasses he experimented on were sown in 
beds of equal size (180 square feet), and mown on 
the fourth year after sowing, just as they were com¬ 
ing into flower. The roots were then carefully taken 
up, washed and dried. The results of some of these 
trials were as follows : 

Kind of Grass. 

Produce in 

Grass & Hay 

Produce in 

Roots. OoS 

Grass. Hay. Fresh. Dry. is §i 

1. Festuea elatior—Tall Fescue- 
grass, _ _ _ 

lbs. 
124 

lbs. 
36 

lbs. 
56 

lbs. 
22 

Ibs. 
61 

2. Festuea ovina—Sheep’s Fes¬ 
cue grass, __ 90 30 80 266 

3. Plileum pratense — Timothy- 
grass, ____ 90 25 56 17 60 

4. Dactylis glumerata — Rough 
Dock’s-foot, __ . 202 67 22^ 33 

5. Lolium pereruie — Perennial 
Rye-grass, 60 17 50 300 

6. Alopecurus pratensis — Mead- 
ow Fox-tail,_ 106 35 24 70 

*7. Triticum repens — Creeping 
Couch or Quieken-grass,.. 

8. Poa annua—Annual Meadow- 
grass, _ 

120 60 70 116 

111 
9. Bromus mollis and racemosus 

—Sol't and Smooth Brome- 
grass,_ 105 

10. Anthoxanthum odoratum — 
Sweet-scented Vernal grass I 

93 
.1 

A mixture of white clover, of ribwort, of hoary 
plantain, and of couch-grass, in an old pasture field, 
gave 400 lbs. of dry roots to 100 lbs. of hay; and in 
a clover field, at the end of the second year, the fresh 
roots were equal to one-third of frie whole weight of 

reen clover obtained at three cuttings—one in the 
rst, and two in the second year—while in the dry 

state there were 56 lbs. of dry roots to every 100 lbs. 
of clover hay which had been carried off. 

The Sheep’s Fescue and the Perennial Rye-grass, 
beside the dead roots which detach themselves from 
time to time, leave, at the end of the fourth year, a 
weight of living roots in the soil equal to three times 
the produce of that year in hay. If we take the 
mean of all the above grasses as an average of what 
we may fairly expect in a grass field, then the amount 
of living roots left in the soil when a four-years-old 
grass field is plowed up, will be equal to one-sixth 
more than the weight of that year’s crop. 

In the case of clover, at the end of the second year, 
the quantity of dry vegetable matter left in the form 
of roots, is equal to upward of one-half the weight of 
the whole hay which the clover has yielded. We do 
not know of any experiments that prove it, but we 
have little doubt that the annual increase of clover 
roots, after the second year, is far less than in ihe first 
and second years, and that there is little gained by 
letting land lie down with clover more than two years. 

As a general rule, whatever increases the foliage 
of a plant, increases the roots also; and hence it is 

that an application of plaster to clover, even though 
all the clover is removed from the soil, proves bene¬ 
ficial to the following grain crop from the increased 
quantity of roots left to decay in the soil. 

THE CULTIVATION OF SPRING WHEAT. 

Winter wheat is much more productive, and makes 
a finer flour than spring wheat. On this account 
alone, if on no other, winter wheat will always be 
preferred to spring wheat where the soil and climate 
are favorable to its production. But there is a large 
part of the United States where at best, winter wheat 
is an uncertain crop, and spring wheat a certain and 
profitable one. 

Spring wheat requires good cultivation. The soil 
should be more thoroughly pulverized than for winter 
wheat, and should be made as mellow and active as 
possible. On this account it must on no considera¬ 
tion be plowed when wet. Better sow late with the 
soil in good tilth, than early with a cold, clammy 
seed-bed. 

There are those indeed, who think it better as a 
rule, to sow late than early, but this opinion is found¬ 
ed on the success of late sown wheat in such seasons 
as that of 1854, and does not hold true in ordinary 
years. Late sowing usually produces more straw and 
less grain, and it is not advisable to sow very late 
on rich soil, for the crop will be laid. 

It is useless to expect a good crop of spring wheat 
unless the soil is naturally dry or has been ■well 
drained—no crop suffers more from standing water. 

Barn-yard dung should generally not be applied 
directly to spring wheat. It is better to make the 
land rich by manuring the preceding crop, or if the 
land has laid down two or three years in clover, and 
a portion of the clover is turned under, it will gene¬ 
rally be rich enough. Peruvian guano sown broad¬ 
cast and harrowed in with the seed at the rate of one 
to two hundred pounds to the acre, has a good effect 
and will be found profitable in the Eastern States. 
Unleached wood ashes and plaster have a better 
effect on spring wheat than on winter wheat, for the 
reason, we presume, that the former requires a more 
active soil than the latter. 

Two bushels of seed per acre is about the usual 
quantity. We should prefer more rather than less. 
The seed should be prepared with chamber-lye, or 
with salt waters trong enough for an egg to swim in, 
and immediately dried with quick lime. 

As to which is the best variety of spring wheat, 
there is great difference of opinion. The Fife, the 
Canada Club, the Black Sea, and the Tea are the 
most popular kinds in this vicinity. 

Experience in Agriculture. — Xenophon, who 
lived 400 years before the Christian era, remarks, in 
his “essay” on Greek agriculture, that “no man can 
be a farmer till he is taught by experience ; observa¬ 
tion and experience may do much, but practice 
teaches many particulars which no master would 
ever have thought to remark upon.” 

Cabbage with Corn.—Mr. Brooks, of Princeton, 
at one of the Legislative Agricultural Meetings in 
Boston, alluded to the practice of planting cabbage 
among Indian corn. He knew an instance where 
cabbage was planted in alternate rows with corn, and 
the cabbage sold for $150 per acre. 
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EXPERIMENTS ON INDIAN CORN. 

In the year 1853, Mr. H. H. Eastman, of Mar¬ 
shall, Oneida county, N. Y., made sor^e experiments 
with various manures on Indian corn. In transfer¬ 
ring the results of these experiments to our columns, 
we took occasion to say that the experiments were 
made on too small a plot of land to be reliable. Mr. 
E. made some similar experiments on corn, last year, 
the results of which were communicated to the New 
York State Agricultural Society, at its last annual 
meeting. For the sake of comparison, we have 
thrown the results of the experiments in 1853, and of 
1855 into a table, which will enable our readers to 
judge how far we were right in our opinion of the 
reliability of such a system of experimenting : 

Experiments made by H. H. Eastman, of Marshall, Oneida 

County, N. Y., with various Manures on Indian Corn, in 

the Years 1853 and 1855. 

Description of Manup.e. 

Bushels of 
shelled corn 

per acre. 

1853 1855 

53 >4 52% 

110% 
92% 

82% 
43% 

4. Quick lime, in hill, _ _ 50 % 
71 

57% 
52% 5. “ on top of hill,__ 

6. Gypsum, in hill,.. 
7. “ on top of hill,___ 

77 % 
79% 

62% 
57 

8. Ashes, in hill,..... 
9. “ on top of hill,____. 

77% 
75% 

53% 
66% 

10. Lime, gypsum, and ashes, equal parts, in hill,. 
11. “ “ “ “ on hill, 

81 % 
73 

55% 
61% 

12. Guano, table-spoonful, in hill,.. 
13. “ “ on top of hill,.. 

84 
100 C*

 C
O 

—
J 

4
- 

K
K

 

14. Superphosphate of lime, in hill,. 
15. “ “ on top of hill,. 

91% 
75 % 

64% 
77% 

16. Poudrette, in hill,. 80% 
73 % 

72% 
17. “ on top of hill,.. 

18. Nightsoil composted, double handful in hill,.. 57% 

19. Hog manure, djuble handful in hill,. 84% 

68% 
48% 

20. Unferm’ted horse manure, half spoonful in hill, 
21. “ “ “ “ on hill, 

22. Hen manure, handful in hill,.. 82% 

23. Carbonate of lime,____ 72% 

24. Poudrette, guano, superphosphate, equal parts, 
table-spoonful in hill,... 

25. Do. do. do. do. do. on top of hill,. 
74% 
57% 

26. Guano and superphosphate of lime, table-spoon¬ 
ful of each, in hill,_.... 

*
*

 27. Do. do. do. do. on top of hill,. 

In 1853, the experiments were made on 25 hills of 
corn ; in 1855, on 40 hills, — in other words, on the 
one hundred and ninety-third and the one hundred 
and twenty-first part of an acre : so that any error in 
weighing, measuring, &c., is multiplied by 193 or 121 
in ascertaining the acreage produce. 

Look at plot 3. Compost on the top of the hill 
in 1853 gives an increase of 17£ bushels; in 1855, a 
decrease of 9^ bushels of shelled corn per acre.! 

What contrary results plots 4 and 5 present! In 
1853, lime in the hill causes a decrease of 3 bushels, 

lime on the top of the hill gives an increase of 17| 
bushels; while, in 1855, lime in the hill gives an in¬ 
crease of 5 bushels, and lime on the top of the hill 
no increase at all,—the results in 1855 being pre¬ 
cisely the reverse of those in 1853. 

On plots 6 and 7, in 1853, gypsum on the top of 
the hill gives a better crop than gypsum in the hill; 
but in 1855 precisely the opposite result is obtained. 
The same may be said of plots 8 and 9, with ashes; 
and of plots 10 and 11, with gypsum, ashes, and lime; 
and of plots 14 and 15, with superphosphate of lime. 
It is difficult to conceive that difference in soil and 
climate can account for such anomalous results. 

We make these remarks in order to show that 
although some of cur agricultural societies have 
called special attention to these experiments by an 
award of premiums, &c., they are really incapable of 
demonstrating anything—except it be the inaccuracy 
of such a system of experimenting. 

The Origin of Horse-Hoeing. — Horse-hoeing 
beans, wheat, &c., was a common practice in Roman 
agriculture, the origin of which is thus given by 
Pliny : 

“We must not omit,” says he, “a particular method 
of plowing at this time practiced in Italy beyond the 
Po, and introduced by the injuries of war. The Sa- 
lassi, when they ravaged the land lying under the 
Alps, tried likewise to destroy the panic and millet 
that had just come above ground. Finding that the 
situation of the crop prevented them from destroying 
it in the ordinary way, they plowed the fields ; but 
the crop at harvest being double what it used to be, 
taught the farmers to plow among the corn” [wheat]. 
This operation, he informs us, was performed either 
when the stalk was beginning to appear, or when the 
plant had put forth two or three leaves. The wheat 
being generally sown in drills, or covered with the 
plow, so as to come up in rows, readily admitted this 
practice. 

Weeding and stirring the soil were performed ; the 
first by cutting with a hook, or pulling the weeds up 
with the hand ; and the second by sarcling or hoeing. 
Beans were hoed three times, and wheat twice; the 
first time they were earthed up, but not the second 
or third ; “ for,” says Columella, “ when the wheat 
ceases to tiller, it rots if covered with earth.” Lupines 
were not sarcled at all, “ because, so far from being 
infested with weeds, they destroy them.” 

Corn Cobs for Wire Worms.—A correspondent 
of the Maine Farmer, J. II. Cole, of Vassalboro', 
says: 

“ Having a piece of ground, last spring, to sow with 
wheat, that had for years been infested with wire 
worms, and taking the hint from the fact that pieces 
of dry corn cobs deposited in the hill with seed corn 
will prevent the worms from eating the kernels, before 
plowing the ground I sowed on ' hree bushels of brokers, 
dry corn cobs to the acre, and plowed them in, leaving 
a strip across one end without cobs, and sowed the 
whole to wheat, I observed it carefully, and found 
that though considerable was eaten and dead -where 
the cobs were not sown, there was no damage done 
where they were. When cobs are put in ground in¬ 
fested with wire worms, whether the cobs are put in 
the hills of corn or plowed in, if we examine them we 
shall find the worms have worked themselves into the 
pith of the cobs at one or both ends, and when in 
them they are not preying upon the growing crop.” v 
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MILLET FOR SOILING AND FOR FODDER, 

A pretty thorough examination of the recorded 
experience of practical farmers during the last twenty 
years, has led us to the conclusion that in this cli¬ 
mate no plant has given such general satisfaction for 
soiling purposes or for fodder, as millet. In Ger¬ 
many it is cultivated principally for the seed, which 
is frequently used instead of rice. In this country it 
is generally raised for fodder, or for fodder and seed 
together. Large crops have been grown. In 1841, 
Mr. G. Jones received a premium from the Tomp¬ 
kins County Agricultural Society, for having raised, 
on two acres, five and a half tons of millet fodder and 
sixty-three bushels of seed. Twenty quarts ol seed 
were sown per acre on the 8th of June, on new land. 
T. B. Shepard, of Buffalo, N. Y., says, in the last 
volume of the Genesee Farmer, page 181 : 

“In 1851 I sowed four acres of millet (four quarts 
per acre) the 16th of June, and had as much fodder as 
from any eight acres of grass that year—and it .was a 
good year for hay. I have raised from four to eight 
acres every year since, and have invariably had good 
crops of not only fodder or hay, or straw equal to as 
many tons of the best timothy hay, but from twenty 
to thirty bushels of seed to the acre, equal to as many 
bushels of corn to feed to any kind of domestic ani¬ 
mals. I feed the most of my seed, after having it 
ground, to milch cows, preferring it to Indian meal, as 
making more milk and of as rich quality. The last 
season I had six acres of millet, which has been worth 
more than $50 per acre, or $300 for the six acres. I 
have fed 35 cows on the straw since the 25th of Janu¬ 
ary, and have enough left to last until the 1st of May, 
and got 120 bushels of seed from the lot. The ripest 
of the seed, some sixty bushels, I have sold for seed, 
and the balance I am now feeding to my horses, and 
find they do as well on the meal put on cut hay and 
straw, as they did when I fed an equal quantity of corn 

and oat meal.” 

The great German agricultural writer, Albert I). 
Thaer, says: 

“ Millet requires a warm, rich, sandy, well pulver¬ 
ized soil. It succeeds better when sown after some 
crop which has been abundantly manured, than it does 
when sown immediately after an amelioration of unde- 

composed manure. 
“ A soil must be tilled to a great depth for its recep¬ 

tion, and plowed three time?, besides being harrowed, 
rolled, and thoroughly freed from weeds. Many farm¬ 
ers dig their ground to a great depth previous to sow¬ 
ing it with this plant; but a good plowing answers 
the purpose equally well. Millet is in general very 
successful on newly drained land, provided that it is 
in good condition, and also land which has been left 
in repose for several years; in the latter case a single 
plowing is sufficient, if the soil is subsequently har¬ 
rowed, and well broken up with a roller, before the 
seed is put into it. When this class of soils are too 
dry for linseed, there is no more profitable means of 
employing them than by sowing them with millet. 

“Millet should be sown in May; a harrow is then 
passed lightly over the soil, and, where the ground is 
dry, a roller must also be used. The seed must be 
thoroughly ripe, perfect, and free from disease. 

“ As soon as weeds make their appearance among 
millet which is just shooting above ground, they must 
be eradicated by weeding. This is absolutely neces¬ 
sary. * * * The best way is to tear up the weeds 
with hand rakes constructed for the purpose. This 
mode of proceeding answers far better than hand- 
weeding, as by its means not only all the weeds may 

be eradicated, but the supernumerary plants may be 
thinned off. The effect of this cultivation on the suc¬ 
cess and vegetation of the crop is wonderful; after it, 
the millet shoots up so rapidly that the weeds seldom 
have time to grow again, or, if they do, it is in very 
small numbers, and they may easily be pulled up.” 

Mr. A. Y. Moore, of Schoolcraft, Mich., in a letter 
published in the Country Gentleman for April 5th, 
1855, says: 

“Millet has been a favorite crop with me for the 
last five or six years. There is no kind of hay that my 
stock of all kinds prefer to millet; and if the land is 
rich, and it is well put in, and good seed, it produces 
well. I have had as much as four tons to the acre. 
After it is taken off in the fall, the land is in good order 
for wheat, by being once well plowed; not yielding quite 
so heavy a crop as a summer fallow, but quite good.” 

Mr. L. M. Bartlett, of Lasalle, Mich., says: 

“For hay (cut when seed is half ripened) it is supe¬ 
rior to any crop I have ever tried. On rich lands it 
may be made to yield from four to six tons per acre. 
It is excellent for horses, when well cured; they are 
particularly fond of it. Cattle prefer it to best 1 imo- 
thy or clover. * * I have been feeding my entire 
stock on this kind of hay for the last fortnight, and all 
seem satisfied, even the calves.” 

Mr. Moore’s method of cultivation is as follows: 

“ I will now give you my process. I plow early in 
the spring, at the time that I plow for oats or corn— 
harrow once—then after oats are sowed, corn planted, 
and other work done up, say from the 1st to the 10th 
of June, plow the ground again, harrow well, and sow 
about twelve quarts seed per acre; barrow well again, 
and it should be rolled, in order to make a smooth 
surface for mowing. It comes up slow and fine, but 
grows very rapidly in hot weather, say July and 
August. It is fit to cut in September, when the seed 
is out of the milk, or pretty solid. It does not hurt 
by standing, even till frost comes, except that it lose? 
seed. Some folks cradle and bind it in sheaves, but I 
prefer to mow it, and put it in cock green ; let it cure 
in cock; it may want airing, but put it in cock again 
to undergo the curing process. If it should rain and 
wet the hay, open the cocks till dry, and put it up 
again. It is a very rich, nutritious feed, in conse¬ 
quence of the abundance of seed, which all kinds of 

stock are fond of.” 

There is some difference of opinion as to the proper 
quantity of seed per acre. Jesse Buel thought four 
quarts per acre sufficient, while others recommend as 
much a3 twenty-eight quarts per acre. If raised for 
seed, and sown in drills two feet apart, as Judge 
Buel recommended, probably a peck to the acre 
would be all the seed required ; while if sown broad¬ 
cast for soiling purposes, as much as three pecks 
might be sown with advantage. The richer the soil, 
the more seed should there be sown. If sown thin, 
on rich land, the stems are coarse and hard, and not 
so good for fodder. 

Millet is doubtless an exhausting crop on a wheat 
farm. It draws heavily on the soil for those elements 
most needed by wheat, barley, oats, corn, &c. We 
would not advise its cultivation on land intended for 
wheat When raised for fodder, or for soiling, a rich 
alluvial soil, abounding in organic matter, and which 
will not grow wheat, is just the kind of land for it 
Large crops can be grown on such land in dry, hot 
summers, when all other forage crops are light So 
that the land is rich enough, the weather can not be 
too hot or the soil too dry for millet 
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THE CULTIVATION OF BARLEY. CULTIVATION OF HEMP. 

r The best samples of American wheat are much 
superior to the English, but our barley will not com¬ 
pare with theirs. The short, dry, hot summers of 
this country ripen the barley before it has attained 
its perfect development. Nevertheless, although this 
climate is not well adapted for the production of bar¬ 
ley of the best quality, yet there are many reasons 
why barley will always be a favorite crop with Amer¬ 
ican farmers. On wheat farms, it is supposed to ex¬ 
haust the soil less than a crop of oats or c 3rn, and it 
is harvested early enough to allow of ample time to 
prepare the land for the following wheat crop. The 
straw of barley, when cut before it is dead ripe, and 
especially if the land has been seeded down with 
clover, as is the practice in England, is preferred by 
cattle to that of wheat or oats, i 

Owing to the shortness of our season, it is very 
desirable that barley should be sown as early in the 
spring as the soil can be got into good condition. 
Light, warm, gravelly soils, if in good heart, and the 
ground be not too dry, are most favorable for the 
production of barley. Good crops, however, are 
often obtained from rich bottom lands when the seed 
is put in in good condition. Fine tilth is absolutely 
necessary to insure a good crop of barley. We have 
known excellent crops obtained after potatoes or 
corn, without plowing in the spring, the land being 
well worked with the cultivator and harrow. 

In England, three bushels of barley per acre are 
usually sown, and a few years ago as much as four 
bushels was not uncommon. In this country two 
bushels is considered sufficient, though two and a half, 
in our opinion, is better. The seed should be well 
covered with the harrow, and the ground be left as 
fine as possible. When the barley is about an inch 
high it should be rolled. If more convenient, how¬ 
ever, the rolling may be done at the time of sowing. 
In rolling when the barley is up, it is better to roll 
round the field, and thus avoid turning short, and 
pulling up the grain. 

Barley should never be sown on recently inverted 
old sod. Oats are a much better crop for such land. 
The best crop of barley we ever saw was on a heavy 
clay soil that had been summer fallowed the preced¬ 
ing summer, with the intention o.‘ sowing it to wheat. 
For reasons which we need not mention, wheat was 
not sown, and early the next spring, the field was 
sown to barley, and sucn a crop we never saw before 
or since. Barley, howev or seldom does well on heavy 
clay soils—nothing ilk.-* as well as oats. 

A Nut fop. the Sfkiual Manure Theory Men 

to Crack.—Professor Wax truly says: “The crops 
which are most benefited by the application of gyp¬ 
sum, contain far less of either lime or sulphuric acid, 
than those upon which this manure produces no kind 
of effect.” We may also add that the same may be 
said in regard to phosphate of lime, potash, &c. The 
crops which are most benefited by their application 
contain the least of these in their ashes. When will 
those writers, who recommend the manures corres¬ 
ponding to the ashes of the plant to be grown exam¬ 
ine this subject ? 

Every farmer should see daily every animal he has, 
and inspect its condition. Weekly visits, as with 
some, soon result in weakly animals. 

We make the following extracts from an excellent 
I article on the Cultivation of Hamp, in the Valley 
j Farmer, published at Louisville, Ky., and at St. 
| Louis, Mo. It is excellent authority on this and kin¬ 
dred subjects: 

“The chief supply of hemp for Naval purposes in 
the United States, is derived from Russia. Recently, 
efforts have been made by the United States govern¬ 
ment, to obtain a supply tor the Navy from our own 
soil; these efforts promise to be successful. American 
water-rotted hemp is ascertained to be superior to that 
of Russian growth. Hemp of the best quality may be 
grown in Kentucky and Missouri, sufficient to meet all 
the domestic and Naval demands of this country, and 
there is no good reason why it should not be grown, 
and render us independent of a nation thousands of 
miles distant. * * * * 

Soil and Preparation.—Hemp should never be sown 
on foul or worn land. Such land will never yield 
hemp of a uniform length and quality; but the land 
should be clean, dry, light and rich; these are requi¬ 
sites that must always be considered, or much labor 
will be spent in vain. 

Hemp is frequently permitted to follow hemp on the 
same land, when a similar course with almost any 
other crop would not be tolerated by a good farmer. 
Hemp is said to be less exhausting to land than the 
cereal grains, and it leaves the ground in more perfect 
order for the same crop than any other. If hemp is 
to be sown on ground that produced hemp the year 
previous, the plowing should be done as early in the 
spring as the c mdition of the land will admit of thor¬ 
ough preparation. Under no circumstances should 
land for this or any other crop, be worked unless it is 
so dry as to pulverize well. 

If hemp is to be sown on sod land, it should be broken 
up in the fall. On clover, and more particularly timothy 
sod, it is better to plant one year in corn, Vefore sowing 
with hemp; if the corn has been well cultivated, the land 
may be put in fine condition for this crop. * * * 

The first plowing should be deep according to the 
depth of the soil. Let it lay in this condition until 
about the time of sowing, then it should be well har¬ 
rowed with a heavy harrow, and then well rolled. 
The use of the roller, unless upon very mellow land, 
should be regarded as indispensable in preparing land 
for this crop. After it is well rolled it should be cross 
plowed, again rolled, and then harrowed. It is now 
ready for the seed. 

Quantity of Seed per Acre.—In regard to this, as in 
most other crops, there is a diversity of opinion amorg 
farmers, but we believe the experience of a majority 
of them is in favor of sowing from four to five peeks 
of seed to the acre, according to the quality of the soil 
—the richer the land the greater quantity of seed 
should be sown. 

The seed should be sown upon freshly harrowed 
land; after the seed is cast it should be again harrowed 
and then cross harrowed. If the previous work has 
been well done, the soil will be open to a free circula¬ 
tion of the warm air to the full depth the land had 
been plowed, inviting the roots to penetrate uniformly 
and deeply, beyond the casualty of drouth. 

Time of Sowing.—The time of sowing this crop va¬ 
ries according to the opening of the season, and the 
strength of the land upon which it is to be fown. 
Strong land will bear the earliest sowing. If sown too 
early, the growth is apt to be short; if too late, it is at 
the expense of the quality of the lint Between the 
degrees of latitude 38 and 39, the proper time of sow¬ 
ing will generally range between the 20th of April 
and the 15th of May.* 
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IRRIGATING GRASS LAND. 

The following from an interesting article on “ Ma¬ 
nures,” by John W. Lincoln, Esq., of Worcester, 
Mass., published in the Patent Office Report, will be 
read with interest. Irrigation is a subject worthy 
the attention of every American farmer: 

“There is another fertilizer which I think much 
tnore of than any other—I mean th<*.t of water. I have 
practised irrigation for more than thirty years, and I 
know of no means by which land can be improved so 
certainly and so cheaply as by water, where it can 
easily be obtained. 

“ I have on my farm a copious spring; it is situated 
on the side of a hill, within a few feet of the spot 
where the water is discharged from the earth. I have 
made a ditch, but little descending in its course, on the 
side of the hill; turned the water into the ditch, and 
use it in irrigating the land. The quantity is sufficient 
f >r watering some two acre?, and the remit has been 
highly beneficial. 

On most farms situated in part on a side hill, there 
are usually one or more streams of water descending 
from the higher parts of the hill to the valley below; 
although they may not be lasting, they usually con¬ 
tinue from the early part of the spring until about the 
first of June, and sometimes longer. All such streams 
may very profitably be used in irrigation. I have on 
my farm a run of waters so situated, and use it most 
profitably on what is called the catch work plan of 
irrigation; and, although the supply of water fails 
earlier in the season than I could wish, yet I have the 
benefit of it until I have secured a thick growth of 
grass, sufficient to secure the land in a great degree 
from the effects of a drouth, should one occur before 
haying, and thereby make sure of a greater grass 
crop than I could otherwise have obtained. 

“The expense attending this improvement is very 
inconsiderable. An intelligent man, with one to assist 
him, with the aid of a level, will in a short time stake 
out the course of his ditch on the side of the hill, giv¬ 
ing a slight descent from the place of taking in the 
water in the direction it is to run—1 inch in 10 feet 
is sufficient; then, with a team and plow, turn the 
land from stake to stake, which should be at short dis¬ 
tances, to make the ditch more perfect down hill. It 
will be desirable to take two furrows in the same 
direction. The ditch is then easily finished with a 
hoe. After one ditch is made, another, some 20 or 30 
feet farther down the hill, may be made to receive the 
Water flowing over from the first, and again distribute 
it equally for use, and so continuing to the bottom of 
the hill. When the water is admitted into the ditch, 
which should be formed so that the water will trickle 
over its banks for its whole length, it will from the in¬ 
equality of the land, soon form itself into little rills; 
hence the necessity of a second ditch for another equal 
distribution. There are frequently on these side hills, 
hollows, and places where a dam may be made at a 
small expense; and a reservoir may be formed for re¬ 
taining and better controlling the water, which will 
add greatly to the benefits that may be secured from 
this improvement, 

“I have known land watered in this manner to pro¬ 
duce as large a crop of grass as could be dried on the 
ground, for many years in succession, having no ma¬ 
nure except that which it obtained from the water, 
and from the dropping of the cattle when feeding off 
the after feed. This land has since passed into other 
hands; the use of the water has been discontinued, and 
the crop of grass is comparatively very small-mot one 
quarter what it was formerly. 

“The cost of this kind of irrigation is usually very 

small, generally less than the value of the improve¬ 
ment for a single year. 

“There are commonly, on the sides of every stream, 
quantities of land which may be irrigated to great 
advantage. For the purpose of taking out the water, 
a dam would be necessary across the stream, and the 
expense must depend upon its location; and whether 
it would be expedient to erect such a dam would very 
much depend upon the quantity of land that could be 
irrigated by its aid. Frequently, by going farther up 
the stream, a slight dam may be sufficieut to turn out 
the water, although it will require a longer dikh to 
convey the water to the land to be irrigated. The 
longer the ditch, the larger it should be to convey the 
proper quantity of water. There is much land where 
this improvement may profitably be adopted. They 
who are disposed so to do will find it much to their 
advantage to employ-a persou skilled in the use of a 
level to stake out the work for this improvement. 

“My farm is on the bank of Blaekstone river, across 
which I have a slight dam, by which I take out the 
water and irrigate about 30 acres of land ; and on no 
other land do I get so profitable a crop. It requires 
much attention, to be continued daily when using the 
water, in turning i from place to place, that all may 
alternately be watered, and preventing it from run¬ 
ning too long in the same place, which would be at¬ 
tended with injury. If, by the use of water, a drifting 
sand may be converted into a luxuriant field, how 
much benefit, then, may be expected when water is 
applied to a good soil 

Harrowing Wheat in the Spring.—A. S. Smith, 

Nichols, Tioga Co., N. Y., writes the American Ag¬ 
riculturist that about 18 years ago his grandfather 
had a piece of fall-sown wheat on new land, which, 
showing no signs of vegetation in the spring, was 
sown with two bushels of oats and one bushel of 
plaster per acre, and harrowed in. He says : 

“At harvest we had the largest crop of grain I ever 
saw cut on the ground with a cradle. It yielded about 
20 bushels of wheat and 30 bushels of oats per acre. 
We tried it bolted for bread, but it was not palatable 
for man though we had the best lot of horse feed in 
the neighborhood. I was well convinced at the time, 
and forever after, that the harrowing and plaster 
brought that wheat forward. Since that time I have 
harrowed new ground wheat several times, and invari¬ 
ably with great success. The harrow should be very 
sharp, and not a very heavy wood,” 

Wheat should be harrowed the same way as the fur¬ 
rows or drills, and only when the ground is quite dry. 

Acclimating Seed Corn.—-In an article on this 
subject in the Country Gentleman, W. E. Boise, of 
Blandford, Mass., states that he has often brought 
seed corn from low sandy land in Connecticut, that 
would barely ripen with him the first season, but by 

cultivating it a few years, it became as early as corn 
usually raised in the vicinity. 

Seed corn brought from near Mount Monadnoc, 
New Hampshire, ripened earlier the first than the 
second year’s planting, but by selecting seed for a 
number of years from stalks that ripened first, and 
produced from two to three ears, he obtained an early 
and very superior variety. 

He recommends farmers who lost their corn by the 
frost last year, to obtain seed corn that was sown on 
high land, and from a latitude north of their present 
location. By so doing they will be “almost sure of a 
variety that will ripen before the autumnal frosts.” 
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NOTES ON POTATO CULTIVATION. 

In the March number of the Genesee Farmer 
you call for the experience of farmers in pot ato cul¬ 
tivation. I give you mine for the information of 
brother farmers, as far as I am competent I gene¬ 
rally raise about five acres every season, and have 
tried various experiments. 

I have become satisfied that to raise good potatoes 
and plenty of them, land needs high manuring; and 
where coarse dung is to be used, I prefer applying it 
in the fall and plowing under so deep as to cover it 
thoroughly. Then in the spring before planting, plow 
again, as deep as you have team to do it. Yet one 
of my neighbors raises great crops of potatoes by 
applying coarse manure directly on the potato set, 
and covering both with the earth to sufficient depth. 
The best potato crop I ever raised, was grown in the 
following manner: I placed a shovel full of hog ma¬ 
nure upon each hill, and also a handful ot unleached 
ash°s, before covering. Variety, Round Pink eyes. 

Yield at the rate of 280 bushels per acre. They 
were planted in hills 3£ feet apart each way, about 
the 8th of June. The tops grew rank, and I think 
had it not been for early frost, which killed them, the 
yield would have been larger. 

During the past three years, I have planted my 
potatoes in drills about three and a half feet apart, in¬ 
stead of planting in hills, as I had done formerly, and 
as the result, I can raise nearly as much again from 
the same ground, and not apply over one-fourth more 
work. I mark the ground—after it is plowed and 
well harrowed—to a reasonable depth, according as 
the season bids fair for wet or dry, marking deep if 
likely to be dry, and shallower if wet. I then place 
the potatoes in the rows about eighteen inches apart, 
and if the ground has not been manured sufficiently 
before plowing, 1 drive my wagon with manure along 
the rows, spreading the manure in the rows on both 
sides, and behind the wagon as far as convenient I 
then cover with the hand hoe; and if there is no ma¬ 
nure applied to the sets in the rows, cover with the 
plow. I never plant but one potato in a place, no 
matter how small that may be, and I frequently cut 
the larger ones into two or more pieces, according to 
size. By planting only one potato in a place, I get 
fewer small potatoes and more large ones. 

The time for planting, is from the first of May 
until the middle of June. I prefer late potatoes for 
winter and spring use. 1 mostly plant Pink-eyes and 
Mercers ; they command a ready sale at any time, 
and are as good a potato for the table as any in gen¬ 
eral use. 

In cultivating potatoes in this way, the horse culti¬ 
vator or drag should be passed through between the 
drills as soon as the rows can be traced by the tops, 
or sooner if the weeds are starting. In this way I 
keep them down, and save much labor in hoeing. 
When the potatoes are from four to eight inches high, 
I go through twice in a row with the plow, throwing 
the soil to the drill. A man with a hoe follows and 
hauls the dirt around the plants, thus covering all the 
weeds and plants that the plow misses; this is done 
almost as quick as the plowing. When the grass and 
weeds begin to start again, I spread the wings of the 
cultivator so as to reach from drill to drill very near¬ 
ly, and pass once through the row, thus turning the 
dirt between the drills slightly; and in a few days 
plow them twice in a row for the last time, throwing 

the soil to the drills. Let the hoe follow the plow 
each time. My potatoes are then clean, and so large 
that the tops will nigh cover the ground. This mode 
of culture might not answer on all soils, but this is 
my experience on prairie soil, which is generally of a 
black color, and a little sandy. 

I have never observed any difference in regard to 
the disease, when manure wras plowed under and thor¬ 
oughly mixed with the soil, or applied directly in the 
hill. A few years ago when the potato disease was 
very destructive, my potatoes rotted as bad where 
there was no manure as where the richest manure in 
considerable quautity was applied. I think they 
were not quite as bad where unleached ashes was 
used. 

With regard to planting potatoes on clover sod, it 
is beyond a doubt the best place to plant if no ma¬ 
nure is to be used, and as good crops are often raised 
upon this, as upon the same kind of land with some 
manure. The clover sod should be plowed early in 
the spring, and dragged thoroughly, for late plowing 
will not give it a chance to rot sufficient to plant and 
tend with ease. Then before planting take a large 
two-horse cultivator and stir the soil well; then pro¬ 
ceed as in old ground. By this means the sod rots first, 
and furnishes food for the potatoes to grow upon. 
By the time it is necessary to put the plow amongst 
the potatoes, the sod is rotted sufficient to work with 
ease as deep as is necessary the first time, and the 
second plowing may go as deep as the ground was 
plowed before planting, if necessary. 

The thorough dragging before planting tends to 
rot the sod, and when the cultivating is over, the 
ground is quite fit for planting with ease with the 
hand hoe. Perhaps some may think this is too much 
work, but they will find that the better order the 
ground is in, the better will be the crop—more than 
sufficient to “ pay.” On most soils, deep plowing pays 
the best Some compost or well rotted barn-yard 
manure thrown over the land before cultivating, 
greatly increases the crop. E. Woolverton—Milan, 
Ohio, March, 11th, 1856. 

Cutting Drains in the Spring and Fall.—A 
correspondent of the Ohio Farmer, C. Springer, 

Meadow Farm, Ohio, says : 

“Some six or 9even years since, I put one hundred 
and sixteen rods of French drain, in a meadow, which 
redeemed from swamp and sour-grass about one and a 
half acres, which is now worth, for pasture or hay, 50 
per cent, more than the balance of the field. This was 
all done with the spade and shovel, at a cost of nine¬ 
teen cents per rod; stone being convenient, and count¬ 
ing nothing for boarding or the use of the team. 

“This last job was done in August But last March, 
one year ago, I made some twenty rods, under about 
similar circumstances, with the spade and shovel, which 
cost but ten cents per rod. These two experiments 
show the difference in expense, between making your 
drains in the spring, when the frosts and rains of win¬ 
ter have loosened and softened the soil, and making 
them after the ground has settled, and become dry 
and hard.” 

The drains were cut about 18 inches deep, and 18 
inches wide; stones, about the size of a brick, were 
laid on each side the drain and covered with a flat 
stone, or “leveling the whole up with spawls;” place 
a little straw on the top, and throw in the soil with a 
shovel or plow. 
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SOUND COEN AND KIPE PUMPKINS. 

Corn is easily raised if managed in the right way 
and at the right time. The ground should be plowed 
eight or ten days before planting, that it may be 
thoroughly aired and warmed. The seed should be 
the best that can be procured, and planted when 
warm weather has fairly set in. 

My plan is to soak the seed some thirty-six hours 
in a solution of saltpeter, say one ounce to eight 
quarts of seed, with sufficient warm water to cover 
the whole. Corn prepared in this way is not relished 
by crows, and will soon present itself, with broad, 
dark green leaves. In marking corn ground, if in- 
t3nding to row but one way, the rows should be due 
east and west. As much depends on this as on any 
one thing, in raising sound corn. My reason for this 
opinion is, that when corn is planted in this way, the 
sun shines upon the ground (no matter how big the 
plants are) from morning till night. When rowed 
but one way, and that north and south, as is the cus¬ 
tom generally, the ground is shaded from five in the 
afternoon till eight the next morning, making a dif¬ 
ference of five hours—no small consideration. The 
one method has a tendency to keep the ground warm 
all night, while the other gives it a good chance to 
get cold. 

Since following the above rule my sound corn has 
been thirty bushels to one of soft. 

As to the manner of securing corn and corn-stalks, 
if the ground is not wanted for fall wheat or rye, I 
prefer letting the corn remain on the hill. When the 
corn is well glazed, I cut off the stalks close to the 
ear, bind and shock them in the field for winter use. 
I consider corn left to ripen in this way will yield 
better, and be much sweeter and heavier than when 
cut up by the roots. The extra fodder below the 
ear is not an equivalent for the time spent in husking 
at a season when everything else requires our atten¬ 
tion, to say nothing of many other disadvantages. 

If left on the hill, you can husk when you please, 
and secure your corn with one half the labor that it 
takes when cut up and put in shocks. In the one 
case you have the satisfaction of moving your limbs 
and enjoying the fresh air, as you move your basket 
from hill to hill, stripping down the clear white husks, 
exposing to view corn that is as hard and substantial 
as the hands that husk it; while in the other, you are 
confined to the field, the barn, or some miserable old 
hovel, perched upon a bunple of damp corn stalks, 
with another thrown across your legs, endeavoring to 
extricate the slippery, half-rotten corn from its moldy 
covering. 

Such are the lessons I have experienced in raising 
this best of all grains, when ripe and sound, but if not, 
the very poorest. Being particular to let the sun in 
upon corn ground, the advantage of planting pump¬ 
kins by themselves, will be at once seen. I will here 
give my experiment in raising this vegetable last year. 
Early in the spring I broke 70 rods of old pasture 
expressly for pumpkins. The reason I did this was, 
the year before I planted a portion of this lot to corn 
and pumpkins, and the wire worm destroyed the corn, 
leaving the vines unharmed. The first week in June 
I fitted the ground, and planted. Rows 4 feet apart, 
hills 2 feet in the row, one seed in a hill, put in with 
the thumb and fore finger, two inches deep. Hoed 
but once, at the time the fifth leaf made its appear¬ 
ance. The vines soon covered the ground, forming a 

complete mat, covered with blossoms, and bees into 
the bargain. 

Many predicted at this time but few pumpkins, and 
I had but little faith myself. However, time passed. 
The first frost in September laid the leaves low, and 
revealed to my eyes a sight they never beheld before 
—the ground completely covered with large, bright 
yellow pumpkins. I had upon this 70 rods of ground, 
15 loads, worth in the field $1.25 per load, which 
amounts to $18.75 from seventy rods of ground, or 
$42.84 per acre. The cost of cultivating an acre is 
about $6, leaving a profit of $36.84. 

It is my opinion that farmers would gain by plant¬ 
ing corn and pumpkins separately. Although some 
may think this a small profit from an acre of ground, 
I consiker it “ some pumpkins ” for Allegany. J. C. 
Adams—Seymour, Jlilegany Co., JY. Y. 

Roads and Road Making.—The Ohio Cultivator 

gives some good hints on this subject, from which we 
extract the following: 

“Having elected an efficient Supervisor, let us set 
him to work. Our roads are too wide. No road can 
be kept in good condition unless it is thrown up in the 
middle. From the center the water should run off of 
once to the ditches. It ought not to be allowed to run 
in the wagon rut, cutting it into a gutter. We have 
never seen one of these wide roads so thrown up. It 
ought therefore to be made just wide enough for two 
wagons to pass each other. 

“ One of the best ways to carry the dirt to the cen¬ 
ter is, to take off the shovel from a shovel plow, and 
fasten to the plow a heavy oak board, one foot wide, 
and two and a half feet long, beveled at the lowest 
edge, which will be better if ironed. With this imple¬ 
ment and a horse, the work can be rapidly done. No 
stumps should be left in the road. 

“Having made it, the great difficulty is to keep it in 
order. This would be no difficulty, however, if the 
Supervisor would closely watch when the water is be¬ 
ginning to wash a gully, or to run in the wagon track, 
and immediately call out a hand to prevent it. A road, 
in this way, might always be kept good, so far as it is 
possible to do so. In wet weather, in a clay soil, roads 
will get deep; no underdraining will prevent it. It is 
the ruts and stumps which make our roads so bad; 
and the course indicated would prevent the one, and 
eradicate the other. And such a course would, in the 
end, save a thousand per cent of the labor now given 
to our roads.” 

Peas should be Planted Deep.—The Ohio Far¬ 

mer says: 

“In the culture of peas, one old routine is almost 
invariably practiced, viz.: Plant them about two inches 
under ground, in drills, and as they grow, draw earth 
up to them, so that when they come into bearing, and 
just when they require the most nourishment, moisture, 
tfcc., they get the least, for all showers of rain, by means 
of the drills, or ditches, run rapidly off the ground, 
and the sun has far more effect in drying rapidly after 
rains; to these add the fact that a shallow planting, 
and so drawing up earth afterward, nearly all the roots 
are near the surface; hence, early maturity, and as 
early decay. Experiments in planting, four years, at 
different depths, have shown that the pea will grow 
freely in good, mellow, loamy soil, at a depth of one 
foot; but at the same time, we would recommend plant¬ 
ing in generality of soils, at say, six to eight inches 
deep; by so doing, your peas will come as early as 
when planted only two inches deep—will grow strong¬ 
er, produce more, and continue longer.” 
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NOTES BY S. W. 

The failure of that experiment noticed in the last 
Farmer, of plowing in clover to a clay soil, was 
doubtless owing to the omission of that cross plow¬ 
ing, which would have let in heat and oxygen from 
the atmosphere to decompose the green clover be¬ 
neath. But the full benefit of long or undecomposed 
manure, plowed or trenched into a heavy soil, is only 
realized in a warm, dry season, and then only under 
thorough tillage. Although many short crops of In¬ 
dian corn were grown here in the dry hot summer of 
1854, yet under skillful tillage and manuring, the crop 
of that cereal never was greater; on the other hand, 
the best of tillage and manuring failed to mature a 
single great crop the last cool, wet season, for the 
very reason that the manure applied to it would not 
decompose and furnish the growing plant with the 
necessary carbonic acid and ammonia, during the 
long days and short nights throughout which alone 
corn matures or rather fills its cereal product. But 
the undecomposed manures are not lost; this year’s 
crop will have the mechanical as well as the chemical 
benefit of the undecomposed matters of last year. 
The reason why a sandy or gravelly loam is quicker 
than clay, is because its higher temperature decom¬ 
poses vegetable matter faster, and this is one reason 
why sandy land loses its manure so much quicker than 
clay loam. But the main cause is found in the fact 
that clay has greater affinity for ammonia, and a pow¬ 
er to retain it which sand has not. 

Much is written of late on the relative value of 
small and large potatoes for seed. Experiment fully 
proves that large potatoes are best, if they do not 
cost too much; medium or less sizes do well for seed, 
but it will be found that very small seed potatoes are 
not to be relied on, even on the best soil, as the vines 
will inevitably be slender, and the tubers few and 
small; such at least, is the result of one experiment 

It is said that some men can digest a well written 
article at a glance; but I confess that it was only on 
the second reading of your leader in the last Genesee 
Farmer, on the “ Cultivation of Potatoes,” that I was 
fully impressed with its importance to the potato 
growing farmer. How true it is that although pota¬ 
toes require the same manurial ingredients as wheat, 
yet the mechanical structure of the soil should be 
entirely different. Wheat requiring a compact alum¬ 
inous soil; potatoes, muck, or a loose and friable 
sandy or gravelly loam. Repeated experiments have 
proved that hog or distillery manure is the best for 
potatoes; as those who have repeatedly tried it have 
had large and early yields and but little rot. Old sod 
plowed under in the fall is probably next to it, but 
unless manured in the hill the incipient plants may 
suffer for food before it is supplied by the fermenta¬ 
tion and decomposition of the old sod, particularly if 
the season is cold and backward. 

How long our winter is to lap on to the spring re¬ 
mains to be seen. Thus far, March 10th, there is no 
amelioration of winter weather by night, and very 
little by day; the two past mornings found the mer¬ 
cury at five degrees below zero at sunrise, and at 
noon to-day it is only ten degrees above zero. This 
is the coldest winter of the century, although in this 
particular locality, the mercury has not in any in¬ 
stance sank so low, by 15 degrees, as it did during the 
two cold nights of February, 1855. Then some of 
our grape vines were killed to the roots, and no peach 

buds escaped. Thus far this year they have kept 
alive. But if we credit the ancient records, the pres¬ 
ent winter will not compare in severity with the win¬ 
ters of 1717 and 1741. It is recorded that in the 
latter winter a man drove a horse and sleigh on the 
ice from Hurl Gate down Long Island Sound, and 
continued on to Cape Cod. Dr. McSparren, of 
Narragansett Church, leaves record, that from the 
top of Tower Hill no open water could be seen at 
sea. S. W.—Waterloo, JY. Y. 

Potatoes — Butt Ends vs. Seed Ends. — John 
Brown, of Long Island, communicates the following 
to the Granite Farmer: 

“Several years ago, I made some experiments to sat¬ 
isfy myself concerning the disputed point as to which 
is the best portion of a potato to plant in order to ob¬ 
tain the largest and best yield. The exact result has 
been lost, and as 1 have often since heard and read as¬ 
sertions directly contrary to the conclusions which I 
then deduced, I resolved to repeat the experiments. 
Last spring I planted four rows of equal length, side 
by side, with two varieties of potatoes. In one row I 
planted none but the seed ends, so called, including 
about one-third of the potatoes, and in the next row I 
planted the butt ends of the same potatoes. I had 
one row of seed ends and one row of butt ends of a 
variety called Peach-blows. The yield of these four 
rows was as follows: 

Pink-eyes, butt ends.217 pounds. 
“ seed ends_170 “ 

Peach-blows,‘butt ends_ 225 “ 
“ "seed ends.179 “ 

The potatoes raised from the butt ends were much 
larger than those from the seed ends, and appeared to 
be from a week to ten days earlier. This result cor¬ 
responds with that of my former experiment. Had 
the whole field been planted with butt ends, the yield 
would have been more than five hundred bushels to 
the acre. I also planted two rows next to the above ; 
in one of which I put only large potatoes, half a tuber 
in each hill, cut lengthwise so as to divide the eyes 
equally, and in the other row I dropped only small 
potatoes, one in each hill. From the former I dug 181 
pounds, and from the latter 134 pounds. I should add 
that the average yield of the field was about 180 lbs. 
to the row; and that large (not the very largest) pota¬ 
toes were used for seed cut lengthwise with a half of a 
tuber in each hill.” 

The Yellow Locust.—Mr. S. Cune, of Brattle- 
boro’, Vt., writes the Country Gentleman as follows: 

“I will tell you how I managed to get a grove of 
yellow Locust trees. About twenty years ago, I sowed 
half a pound of locust seeds in beds, the same as I sow 
beets or carrots. I prepared my seed by pouring hoi 
water on it and letting it stand a few hours. The next 
spring, I took up my seedling trees, and set them out 
on a piece of ground that was so poor that it would 
hardly turf over. I plowed some furrows twelve or 
fifteen feet apart, laid the roots of my seedling trees 
into them, about two feet apart, covered them with 
my hoe, righted them up with my hands and let them 
go without further cultivation. At this time I have a 
beautiful grove of trees, straight and thrifty, and many 
of them long enough for fence posts. The effect on 
the land is wonderful. It produces ten times the food 
it did before the trees were set out. "When I took 
possession of my farm, I found that acre had been 
skinned until it was almost worthless. Now it produce# 
double the feed of any acre of pasture I have. I take 
no little pride in showing my trees, and the luxuriant 
growth of white clover under them.” 
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WHEAT HOEING MACHINE. 

Since the days of Jethro Tull, wheat drilling, 
dibbling, hand and horse hoeing have been more or 
less practiced in Great Britain. Drilling wheat, bar¬ 
ley, oats, peas and tares in rows 7 to 12 inches apart 
fa nearly universal. Dibbling—dropping one seed on 
each square foot, and so using but a few quarts of 
seed per acre—is adopted only by such men as 
Hewitt Davis, Mechi, and Huxtable. They have 
found that while it sometimes gave large crops, yet 
they always had more or less that missed and had to 
be plowed under in the spring, and the loss from such 
eases more than counterbalanced the gain from sow¬ 
ing less seed. These enthusiasts, though they will 
not own it, have dropped the system. Hand-hoeing 
twice at a cost of $2 per acre is found very profitable, 
from increasing the yield of wheat, and still more, 
from leaving the land clean for the following turnip 
srop. 

Wheat hoeing by machinery is a delicate operation. 
It requires a steady hand to steer straight and avoid 
cutting up the plants. With Garrett’s Horse-hoe, 
here figured, wheat hoeing has been cheaply and ef¬ 
fectively performed, and there appears to be good 
reason to expect that the practice will soon become 
more general. Wheat can be hoed with it for twelve 
cents per acre. 

The engraving gives such a correct idea of the 
machine, that little explanation is needed. The thills 
can be fastened on any part of the frame. The axle- 
tree is movable at both ends, go that it can be ex¬ 
panded or contracted to suit all lands and different 
widths of drills. Each hoe works on an independent 
lever, and thus adapts itself to all inequalities of sur¬ 
face. The hoes can be set to any desired angle by 
means of the crank on the left side of the machine ; 
it is attached by chains to the jointed iron on which 
the levers are suspended. The swing steering appa¬ 
ratus is seen at the back of the machine. The cut¬ 
ting blades are made of steel, and of various sizes. 
Cost, in England, from $75 to $100. 

Every farm wagon or cart should have the cubic 
feet and bushel contents graven upon the bed before 
it leaves the maker’s hand. A cubic yard is 27 cubic 
feet; and a cubic foot is 1,728 inches; a cubic cord is 
128 cubic feet. 

Fences operate in two ways; if good, they are a 

defense, if poor, an offense. 

The Michigan Double Plow for Europe.—We 
have sometimes recommended our English friends to 
try the Michigan double plow in plowing their wheat 
stubble in the autumn for turnips the next spring. 
For breaking up the soil to a great depth, and for 
smothering weeds, the British farmers have no imple¬ 
ment that can be compared to it. A pair of their 
heavy horses would take it along easily fifteen inche« 
deep. The Canada West correspondent of the Mark 
Lane Express, also recommends it to English farmers 
as follows: 

‘We would recommend to the attention of English 
farmers an American plow, which we here now use to 
great advantage. It is wide on the sole, and has, pre¬ 
ceding the ordinary mold-board, a smaller one mortised 
into the beam, and regulated in hold by a screw; this 
turns a thin paring of say two or three inches from the 
surface into the bottom of the furrow, and is invalua¬ 
ble in clover-lays or dirty stubble. In spring, after it, 
you will see no grassy, stubbly strip marking each fur¬ 
row, but all is a clean, fallow-like surface, ready to 
work with the cultivator or grubber into a most beau¬ 
tiful seed bed for peas or spring grain, giving the seed 
the advantage of the frost-mellowed surface soil, with¬ 
out danger of a foul tillage. A pair of stout horse3 
work this plow readily, and where the land has been 
previously subsoiled, can go to a great depth.” 

Hints to the Manufacturers of Agricultural 

Implements.—A correspondent of the Cultivator 
says: 

“I must beg to give a hint to the manufacturers of 
implements, as to the very indifferent materials they 
use for such purposes—which is the old brash, soft, 
porous ash. Now the proper kind of ash is the best 
material which can be procured, for such purposes, but 
on the other hand, the kind designated above is, I think 
I may safely say, the most worthless of all woods. The 
time has passed when farmers were unobservant of the 
difference in the materials in the labor-saving machines 
which they are now inclined and able to buy to so 
great an extent. They must now be made well in 
order to sell well. 

“To these same manufacturers, I would also suggest 
that they would make a much greater aggregate of 
profit, by offering their articles at a fair price, instead 
of demanding sums so far disproportionate to the actual 
cost and a legitimate profit. Farmers are anxious to 
surround themselves with all these appliances of ease, 
but not at too extravagant a rate.” 

Milk Clean.—In some careful experiments made 
by Dr. Anderson, the quantity of cream obtained 
from the first drawn cup of milk was in every case 
much smaller than the last drawn; and those between 
afforded less or more as they were nearer the begin¬ 
ning or the end. The quantity of cream obtained 
from the last drawn cup from some cows, exceeded 
that from the first in the proportion of sixteen to one. 
In others the proportion was not so great. “ Proba¬ 
bly,” says Dr. Anderson, “on an average of a great 
many cows, it might be found to run, as ten or twelve 
to one." The difference in the quality of the cream 
was also much greater than the difference in quantity. 
From this it appears, that the person who by bad 

milking of his cows, loses but half a pint of his milk, 
loses in fact about as much cream as would be af¬ 

forded by six or eight pints at the beginning, and loses, 
besides, that 11 part of the cream which alone can 
give richness and high flavor to his butter 
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’SOUTHDOWN RAM, “YOUNG YORK,”. IN TWO POSITIONS.,* 

THE SHEEP OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

CHAPTER IV. 

SOUTH DC WNS 

In England, sheep are generally classed into middle 
vsooled and long wooled. At the head of the middle 
wools stand unquestionably the South Downs. They 
are one of the oldest breeds of sheep in Great Brit¬ 
ain, and have occupied from time immemorial, the 
chalky downs of Sussex and other counties of Eng¬ 
land. Arthur Young, who saw these sheep in 1786, 
speaks of them as affording fine wool, but being very 
deficient in carcase, having “a thin chine, low fore¬ 
end, and rising back-bone.” Their zealous advocate, 
and the breeder to whom they are indebted more 
than to any other, for the estimation in which they 
are now justly held, the late John Ellman, says of 
them; “This breed was formerly of a small size, and 
far from possessing a good shape, being low and thin 
in the neck, high on the shoulders, low behind, high 
on the loins, down on the rump, the tail set on very 
low, perpendicular from the hip bones, sharp on the 
back, the ribs flat, not bowing, narrow in the fore¬ 
quarters, but good in the leg, although having big 
bone.” # 

By judicious selection and care in breeding for 
many years, great improvement has been made in the 
form of the carcase, in early maturity, and in the fat¬ 
tening qualities of the breed. Formerly they were 
seldom fit for the butcher till four years old; now they 
are usually very fat at from fifteen to eighteen months 
old, and it is a rare thing to find a flock of wethers 
even two years old. The following points of a good 
{South Down we condense from Mr. Ellman’s discre¬ 
tion of this breed: 

The head small and hornless. The lips thin, and 
the space between the nose and the eyes narrow. 
The under jaw or chop, fine and thin; the ear tolera¬ 
bly wide and well covered with wool. The eye full 
and bright, and not prominent. The orbits of the 
eye—the eye-cap or bone—-not too projecting, that it 
may not form a fatal obstacle in lambing. 

The neck of a medium length, thin towards the 
head, but enlarging towards the shoulders, where it 
should be broad and high, and straight in its whole 
course above and below. 

The breast wide, deep, and projecting forward be¬ 
tween the fore legs. 

The shoulders should be on a level with the back, 
and not too wide above. 

The ribs coming out horizontally from the spine, 
and extending far backwards, and the last rib project¬ 
ing more than the others; the back flat from the 
shoulders to the setting of the tail; the loin broad 
and flat; the rump long and broad, and the tail set 
on high, and nearly on a level with the spine. The 
hips wide; the space between them and the last rib 
on either side as narrow as possible, and the ribs gen¬ 
erally presenting a circular form, like a barrel. The 
belly as straight as the back ; the legs neither too 
long nor too short; the fore legs straight from the 
breast to the foot—not bending inward at the knee— 
and standing far apart both before and behind; the 
hocks having a direction rather outward, and the 
twist, or the meeting of the thighs behind, being par¬ 
ticularly full. The bones fine, yet having no appear¬ 
ance of weakness, and of a speckled or dark color. 

The belly well defended with wool, and the wool 
coming down before and behind to the knees and to 
the hock; the wool short, close curled and fine, and 
free from spirey projecting fibres. 

The true South Down, or “ Sussex Down ” mutton 
commands the highest price in the London markets. 
It was formerly claimed by the advocates of the 
South Down, (and we are among the number,) that 
not only was their mutton the most valuable, but that 
more South Down mutton could be produced from a 
given amount of food, than that of any other breed. 
However true this may have been previous to the 
improvement that has been effected in the Leicester, 
Cotswold, and other long-wooled breeds, it is certain¬ 
ly not the case at present. The experiments of Mr. 
Lawes, published in the last Journal of the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England—a brief summary 
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of which was furnished for the Genesee Farmer two 
years in advance of their publication in England, and 
which will be found in the August number for 1855 
—prove that, for the food consumed, the large, coarse 
Cotswolds yield more mutton and wool than the Lei¬ 
cester; the Leicester more than the Hampshire 
Downs, and the Hampshire Downs more than the 
Sussex Downs. The price of their mutton in the 
London market, however, is exactly in an inverse 
ratio to the fattening properties of the breed. The 
Sussex mutton • commands the highest price, the 
Hampshire next, then the Leicester, and lastly the 
Cotswold, which is sold for at least three cents per 
pound less than the Sussex mutton. And it is some¬ 
what remarkable that so exactly does the decrease in 
price counterbalance the greater increase of mutton, 
that it is impossible to decide which is the most prof¬ 
itable British breed of sheep. Indeed it is certain 
that no one breed is the most profitable under all 
circumstances. 

There are several varieties of South Down sheep 
such as the Sussex, the Hampshire, the Shropshire’ 
and the Oxfordshire or Cotswold Downs. The three’ 
last are larger and coarser breeds than the former, 
and we have no doubt they all lay on more fat for 
the food consumed than the Sussex. 

There are a few Hampshire and Shropshire Downs 
in this country and the Canadas, but none that we 
have seen that are really good representatives of the 
breeds. We are somewhat surprised that they have 
received so little attention. At the late show of the 
U. S. Agricultural Society at Boston, P. S. Fay, Esq., 
of Lynn, Mass., showed some Oxford Downs which 
are quite remarkable for their uniformity and beauty. 
We have no doubt that they will prove an acquisi¬ 
tion to the sheep breeders of this country. 

Our engraving is an excellent likeness of a Sussex 
Down sheep. “Young York” is the property of L. 
G. Morris, Esq., of Mount Fordham, N. Y., and was 
obtained from Jonas Webb, the world-renowned Eng¬ 
lish South Down breeder. He was the winner of the 
1st prize at the N. Y. State Show in 1854, and in 
1855 the 1st prize at the U. S. Ag. Society at Boston, 
as an aged buck. He cost in England, six hundred 
and fifty dollars. A more perfect animal probably 
does not exist. 

Points of a Good Mule-bearing Mare.—The 
district round Poitiers in France, has long been cele¬ 
brated for mules. It appears that twelve millions of 
francs are annually realized by the export of these 
animals to Spain, Italy, and the central and southern 
parts of France. The Poiterin farmers, consider a 
mare with the following points, especially desirable 
for mule bearing: A short body, long ribs, wide 
haunches, wide and low hocks, fleshy thighs, wide 
hoofs, heels well turned out and hairy; in short, a 
thick set animal of capacious body, is the right mould 
for a fine mule. Will some of our experienced mule 
breeders inform us how this agrees with their obser¬ 
vation. 

Warts on Horses.—-Jas. Fuller, Whiteside’s 
Corners, N. Y., states, in the Country Gentleman, 
that he had a valuable horse with a wart on the in¬ 
side of the thigh, as large as a man’s thumb, three- 
quarters of an inch long. He applied wafers to it 
several times. By this means it was removed entirely 
in a few weeks, without any annoyance to the animal. 

Tar, a Remedy for Horse Distemper.—Thomas 

W. Ladd, of Smithfield, Jefferson Co., Ohio, writes 
the Ohio Farmer, that he has found a remedy and 
cure for “distemper” in horses. He says: “Having 
three colts sick with this disease, an experienced far¬ 
mer told me to use tar, and he thought that the sick 
colts would soon recover, and that those who had 
not taken the disease would not have it at all, or but 
lightly. I followed his directions to my entire satis¬ 
faction. I gave the colts, morning and evening, as 
much as I could readily get into their mouths with a 
paddle. After a few applications, the sick ones com¬ 
menced running at the nose, their appetites returned, 
and in a short time they had entirely regained what 
they had lost from disease. The others never took 
it, to my knowledge. 

Some prefer mixing fish-oil with the tar; but I used 
it alone, and I believe it to be entirely sufficient, if 
the article be good, pure tar. I would have no faith 
all in the coal tar, now in use in some places.” 

Attend to your Poultry.—The JYew England 
Farmer says : 

“When poultry is properly sheltered and fed, disease 
will only be the exception to the rule of general 
health. Wane of proper food, irregular feeding, too 
many occupying a small space, exposure to cold, and 
more than all these combined, exposure to wet, are the 
prolific sources of disease in the poultry-yard. We 
believe that exposure to wet and cold is the principal 
cause of loss 'of the young of all kinds of domestic 
fowls, including even ducklings. Nearly the whole 
dismal catalogue of diseases—the pip or gapes, diar¬ 
rhoea, indigestion, asthma, fever, consumption, moping, 
rheumatism, roup and vermin may be traced to this. 
We have lost 50 chickens in a single storm where wind 
and rain foundftheir way to broods'which we supposed 
were safe.” 

Medicine for Ewes. — A correspondent of the 
Agricultural Gazette, recommends in all cases where 
much “ handling ” has been required during parturi¬ 
tion, where “draining” supervenes, or in cases of 
abortion, the following dose: 2 ounces of Epsom salts, 
2 drachms of ginger, and 2 drachms of laudanum. 
Unless the unfavorable symptoms disappear in the 
course of 24 hours, repeat the dose. He is satisfied 
that “ during the two last lambing seasons, it has been 
—fin connection with careful nursiDg—the means of 
saving many ewes.” 

An Excellent Food for Horses may be obtained 
by sowing a mixture of one •bushel of barley, one 
bushel of oats, and about half a bushel of peas. If 
the ground is rich an immense crop is obtained. It 
should be cut when the barley is ripe, which will be 
a little before the oats. They may be threshed and 
the grain fed to horses, or what is much better, cut 
up the straw and grain together with a hay cutting 
machine. This feed is much relished by horses, and 
we know of no way in which horses can be wintered 
so economically. 

Sheep Killed by Dogs.—A correspondent of the 
Ohio Farmer, W. Bonar, of Mount Yernon, says: 
“Within less than a year, sheep to the value of up¬ 
wards of $200 have been destroyed by dogs within 
one mile of this place, one hundred dollars’ worth of 
which were my loss, and twenty-five dollars only were 
recovered from the dog owner.” 
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Attend to the Chickens.—In rearing fowls for 
the market, the early treatment of chickens is of the 
highest importance ; they should be warmly sheltered 
and housed, and moreover fed most liberally at very 
short intervals. If a chick receives a check in its 
growth at an early age, it never afterwards attains a 
large size, as the boney frame becomes set, and a 
stunted growth is the inevitable result. 

With good and abundant feeding, and the advan¬ 
tage of a free run, in favorable weather, Dorkings 
will become fit for the purpose of fattening at the 
age of three to four months in summer, and four to 
five or six in winter. In order to be in the highest 
perfection, fowls must be killed before they have ar¬ 
rived at their full development; the male birds should 
be taken when the sickle feathers of the tail begin 
to show, or as the country women say, “ when their 
tails begin to turn ;” and the females, whilst still pul¬ 
lets, viz.—before they have laid. 

How to move a Sullen Ox.—“Did you never ob¬ 
serve,” said a plain man, a friend of ours, a few days 
6ince, as we were driving a dog out of the cow pen, to 

revent his taking refuge behind us—as the cows took 
im by turns to chase hitn over the lot—“ did you 

never observe that a cow never will make friends with 
a dog/” “Often.” “Well, the best way you ever 
tried to make steers rise when they get sullen, and lie 
down, is just to bring a dog and drop him down on 
them. It will make them jump up when nothing else 
in the world will.” We seized the hint at once for the 
benefit of our friends who own such pests as obstinate 
oxen, and give it to them now. We believe there is 
no antipathy so universal and so inveterate as that of 
cattle against dogs, and it strikes us that when all other 
means fail, that will answer.—Southern Planter. 

— ■ ^ - 

Scratching Posts, Luxuries for Cattle.—Sidney 

Smith used to say: “ I am for all cheap luxuries, even 
for animals; now all animals have a passion for 
scratching their backbones; they break down gates 
and palings to effect this. Look ! there is my univer¬ 
sal scratcher, a sharp-edged pole, resting on a high 
and low post, adapted to every height, from a horse 
to a lamb. Even the Edinburgh Reviewer can take 
his turn ; you have no idea how popular it is. I have 
not had a gate broken since 1 put it up. I have it 
in all my fields.” 

A Great Layer.—The Banffshire Journal says: 
“A duck under the ordinary size, belonging to Mr. 
Hay, Mill of Laggan, in this district, has this season 
deposited an egg ever)7 day for 143 days in succession. 
The useful little animal was hatched from the egg of 
a wild duck, and laid an enormous number of eggs 
last year. Might it not add to the profits of the 
poultry yard, if similar experiments in breeding were 
oftener tried ?” 

Five Calves in one Year.—A correspondent of 
the Country Gentleman says : “Mr. Wm. Broon, a 
milkman near Sandusky City, has a cow in his herd, 
that brought five calves within twelve months, viz., 
two in the spring of 1854, and three in the spring of 
1855, but all inside of one year.” Who can beat this ? 

If you allow your animals to shiver, your fortune 
will be shivered in consequence; that is, the farmer 
who leaves his cattle to the wind, will find his profits 
also given to the winds. 

Underdraining and Irrigation in the State of 

New York.—The Annual Report of the Secretary 
of the N. Y. State Ag. Society, alludes to the pro¬ 
gress of underdrainiug and irrigation in this State as 
follows: 

“The increasing attention to drainage—and deep 
cultivation where needed—is among the most cheering 
indications of what is now doing for the advancement 
of agriculture. The great reduction of expense in 
cultivation where drainage has been resorted to, as 
well as the increased crops, have called the attention 
of farmers to the subject, and we are gi atified in being 
assured from the various County Reports, as well as 
from the examination we have made, that the subject 
is now eliciting the careful attention of the agricultu¬ 
ral interest. And while very much remains to be done, 
it is most encouraging that the recommendations of the 
Society are being so extensively carried out in practice. 
Irrigation, also, which has but lately been brought to 
the attention of the farmers, is now attracting notice, 
and several experiments, which have proved highly 
successful, will be found among the papers presented 
for publication—and the question as to the water best 
suited for irrigation, which is undergoing discussion 
and examination, is one of very great importance.” 

Carbonaceous Mamures for Hops and Wheat.— 

The London Farmer's Magazine gives an account 
of some experiments made by Mr. Paine, of Surrey, 
to ascertain the best manures for hops, from which 
we extractthe following : 

“The manures tried were of mineral and organic 
substances, alone ss well as mixed, and each plot con¬ 
sisted of one-eighth of an acre. This land offered great 
variety of soil, resting on the upper and lower chalk, 
the freestone, and the gault. The result of his trials 
was that rape-cake, singly and in combination, for 
four years in succession proved invariably the best 
carbonaceous manure for his crop and land. He had 
found hops, turnips, cabbages, mangels, and generally 
all large-ieaved and rapidly-developed crops, benefited 
by fi?h, w’hale-blubber, oil, and fatty matters; but 
that, on the contrary, his corn crops, [wrheat, barley, 
oats, die.,] derived no benefit whatever from carbona¬ 
ceous manures.” 

This, our readers will perceive, is in accordance 
with the Rothamstead experiments. Carbonaceous 
manures, in conjunction with soluble phosphates, 
were there found of value for turnips, but of no value 
for wheat. 

Carrots are worth full half as much as corn in the 
ear to feed either horses or cattle. Our neighbors 
sometimes offer us oats in exchange for carrots, bushel 
for bushel, and we can raise two bushels of carrots 
cheaper than one of oats. We have fed our horses 
more carrots than grain every winter and spring for 
years, and never have one sick.—Prairie Farmer. 

Ashes on Potatoes.—A correspondent of the 
Boston Cultivator, has experimented with ashes on 

potatoes for three years. The ashes diminished rather 
than increased the yield, and the potatoes where ashes 
were used were blistered, each year, so as to be un¬ 
saleable. 

If you wish to give an energetic movement to all 

your farm machinery, and keep its hundred wheels in 

rotation, be sure not to be without a good rotation 

of crops. 
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Peas.—One of the first crops to be attended to as 
soon as the weather opens, is peas. They should 
be sown on a warm, dry border, as soon as the frost 
is out of the ground. To get them early, it is indis¬ 
pensable to pole them, and consequently the first 
peas should be sown in single or double rows, three 
or four feet apart. One quart of the Prince Albert 
will be enough early peas for most families. It is a 
dwarf grower, and will not require poles more than 
2£ or 3 feet high. The later kinds can be grown 
without poles, in rows 18 inches to 2 feet apart. As 
the peas grow, hoe the soil up on the southern side 
of the rows. This will make them fall all one way, 
and the peas can be gathered without much difficulty. 
With little trouble, every farmer may have an abun¬ 
dant supply of green peas all through the summer 
months; and certainly there is no vegetable that is so 
universally agreeable; they are also healthy and nu¬ 
tritious. 

Celery.—If not already sown in a hot bed, celery 
should be immediately sown in one of the warmest 
spots in the garden. The principal reason why it is 
so difficult to obtain good celery, lie3 in the fact that 
the plant is an exceedingly slow grower when young 
On this account pains should be taken to force it as 
much as possible during its early stages. Bat there 
is danger of making the plants too wiry. To prevent 
this, the plants should be transplanted at least once 
before being set out into the trenches. The White 
Solid, if it can be obtained genuine, is one of the 
best varieties known. 

Lettuce.—If you have lettuce plants in the hot 
bed, they may be transplanted into rows a foot apart 
as soon as the weather becomes warm, and the ground 
dry. If not, seed should be sown in a warm border 
as early as possible. They may either be sown broad 
cast, quite thick, and afterwards transplanted into 
lows, or, if this is thought to be too much trouble, 
they may be sown in rows sufficiently wide apart to 
admit the easy use of the hoe. It is well to use 
plenty of seed, as the plants can be thinned out and 
supply small lettuce early. Lettuce delight in rich, 
dry mould. They transplant with difficulty, and it is 
therefore generally advisable to sow them in the rows 
where they are intended to remain. Frequent hoeing 
is very advantageous. Except turnips, we know of 
nothing on which a good superphosphate of lime has 
such a marked effect as on lettuce. It stimulates 
their growth in a most surprising manner, besides im¬ 
proving the quality of the lettuce. It may be sown 

with the seed, as it does not injure its germinating 
principle. On some soils plaster may be beneficial, 
but we cannot speak from experience on this point. 

Radishes.—For radishes, the soil should be light 
and deep, but not too rich. They require very little 
care in their cultivation. They may be sown among 
onions, carrots, beets, &c. They should be thinned 
out, if too thick, to at least an inch apart. When 
young and crisp, and of a good kind—-such as the 
Winter Rose, Early Oval, and Long Scarlet—the 
radish is a universal favorite. But when old, pithy 
and scabby, it is hardly fit for the hogs. Coal ashes 
are said to be an excellent dressing for radishes. 

Cabbage.—The several varieties of the cabbage 
tribe should be sown as early as possible, in a light 
soil, in a warm part of the garden. They may be 
sown pretty thick, and when about two inches high, 
should be transplanted. Nothing improves cabbage 
plants so much as transplanting ; giving them a 
stocky, hardy growth. Superphosphate of lime sown 
with the seed—say from one to two ounces on a 
square yard will be found very beneficial to cabbage, 
especially during the early stages of their growth. 

The same remarks will apply to brocoli, cauliflower, 
&c. These delicious vegetables are worthy of much 
more attention than they receive. It has been sup¬ 
posed that this climate is not well adapted for these 
plants. We admit that good cauliflowers, brocoli, 
&c., are rarely ever found in an American garden; 
but the difficulty lies not so much in the climate, as in 
the careless method of cultivation. Did we take as 
much pains as the London gardeners, we could grow 
cauliflowers nearly or quite equal to those which 
every American so much admires, the first time he 
enters Convent Carden Market. Last year, we saw 
at several of our exhibitions, heads of cauliflower, 
which would compare favorably with the best we 
have ever seen in England. We repeat, with good 
kinds—such as the Early Paris, Large Lenormand, 
and Walcharen—and with care and judicious culti¬ 
vation, every farmer may have his table abundantly 
-u»-plied with this daintiest of esculents. 

> A.RROTS.—Few farmers know what a good carrot 
is. and hence this vegetable does not hold that rank 
in an American garden which its intrinsic merits de¬ 
serve. In France and England, small early carrots 
are considered a delicacy. We opine that if a few 
seeds of the Early Short Horn were sown in a warm, 
light, well prepared soil as early in the spring as 
the grpund could be got into good condition, 
and the plants were pulled when not more than 
half an inch in diameter, carrots would go up an 
hundred per cent, in the estimation of those who had 
the good fortune to partake of them. 

Carrots should be sown in rows wide enough to 
admit the use of a small hoe. It is not well to be 
too sparing of seed, for if the plants are thick we can 
early see where the rows are, and be able to use the 
hoe before the weeds get so thick that it is ‘difficult 
to see the carrots. The plants, however, must be 
thinned out to at least an inch apart in the rows for 
the early crop, and for the main crop three or four 
inches. No error is more common, and none more 
injurious, than leaving plants too thick in the garden. 

Tomatoes.—It is an object with all good gardeners 
to get tomatoes early. For this purpose the seed 
should be grown in a hot-bed, as stated in our March 
number. But where hot-beds are not used, the best 
method of getting early and hardy tomato plants is 
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to let the ground where the plants grew last season 
remain untouched. The self-sown seed which has 
been in the soil all winter, will germinate earlier, and 
the plants, it is said, will be hardier than when sown 
in any way in the open ground. The plants may be 
transplanted when they have pushed three or four 
leaves, being careful to disturb the soil and the roots 
as little as possible. They should be planted from 
three to four feet apart. A warm, dry, rather grav¬ 
elly soil—not too rich—produces the earliest toma¬ 
toes. One of the best varieties is the large, smooth 
red. The yellow is a milder variety, and would be 
grown for its beauty, even had it no other recom¬ 
mendation. The pear and cherry-shaped are fancy 
varieties. 

Parsley.—This is a biennial. The seed is very 
slow in germinating. It should be sown as early as 
possible, either in a bed by itself in drills twelve or 
fifteen inches apart, or as a border around the beds 
or walks. The plants must be thinned out in the 
rows three or four inches apart. The curled variety 
is the one most generally admired. 

Potatoes.—A few rows of an early variety should 
be planted in a warm part of the garden as soon as 
possible. If the potatoes are kept in a warm room 
a week or two before they are planted, the eyes will 
start, and in this way potatoes are often obtained a 
week or ten days earlier than^ when planted in the 
ordinary way. 

Beans.—Lima beans must not be planted too early, 
for they are apt to be destroyed by the cold, wet 
weather ; but the Broad or Windsor Bean—which 
is still a favorite with many of our English rpaders— 
cannot be planted too early; if not planted till late, 
it certainly will not succeed in this climate. They 
should be planted in a cool and somewhat shady part 
of the garden. We must defer our hints on the cul¬ 
tivation of beans till the next number. 

Onions. — When onions are sown broadcast the 
labor of weeding them is very great. When a boy, 
we have spent many a weary hour in doing that, 
which, had the onions been sown in rows, so that they 
could be hoed, might have been accomplished in half 
the time, and in a better manner. Certainly nothing 
is more foolish than to sow onions broadcast In¬ 
deed we may say the same of almost every garden 
plant. The early and constant use of the hoe saves 
an immense amount of labor in weeding, and benefits 
the plants by stirring the soil and thus keeping it 
moist. 

HORTICULTURE IN WESTERN NEW YORK 

In the Proceedings of the Fruit Growers’ Society 
of Western JYew York, recently published, we find, 
in the reports of the County Committees, some ex¬ 
ceedingly interesting and useful information, a por¬ 
tion of which we condense : 

Cultivation of Pears.—In Ontario county, sev¬ 
eral pear orchards have been planted of late, some of 
which contain as many as seven hundred trees. The 
Virgalieu is the favorite. There are probably 
ten thousand trees of this variety in the county. The 
pear is a certain crop every year. It is the opinion 
of the committee that a pear orchard at present 
prices will average $300 per acre per annum. In¬ 
stances of immense profits from pear trees are given. 

In Yates county, “the few pear trees that are 
planted grow well, and indicate that it will be a prof¬ 
itable crop.” 

L. F. Allen, of Erie county, states that last year 
the late pears in that vicinity ripened full three 
weeks earlier than usual. He thinks that, having 
tested those varieties that possess the best flavor, and 
which prove the best growers and bearers, we should 
confine our efforts to not exceeding ten or twelve of 
them for the family and for market. As a market 
pear, the Bartlett stands first. “ The Virgalieu will 
spot and crack even in tne best fresh soils.” 

Apples.—In Ontario county, apple orchards, with 
good culture and good varieties, will nett, On the 
average, fifty dollars per acre. Orchards are mostly 
in pastures or meadows ; trees old, and decaying rap¬ 
idly. Quality of fruit continually growing poorer. 
There are a few splendid orchards, which are remark¬ 
ably productive. They are thoroughly pruned, 
ground well tilled and manured, and pastured the 
latter part of summer and through the fall, with hogs, 
to eat the fallen wormy apples. The greater propor¬ 
tion of grafted fruit is Rhode Island Greenings and 
Roxhury Russets. Several instances are given where 
large profits have been obtained from apple orchards. 
S. Hendee, of West Bloomfield, sold, beside what he 
put up for his own use, $125 worth of apples from 
one acre, in the fall of 1854. His average is $75 
per year. He manures with long manure, and grows 
crops of grain and grass among his trees. S. D. 
Millington, in the same town, sold his crop of apples 
in the fall of 1854, from three acres, for $330. Nine 
Northern Spy trees, eight years lrom grafts, pro¬ 
duced 45 barrels of superb apples. His crop last 
year (1855) amounted to 700 barrels, we~*h $524 
His Northern Spy trees bear every year. He 
mulches his trees with straw and straw manure; 
grows no crop among his trees; prunes thoroughly, 
and gives his Northern Spy trees an open head. 

In the report from Genesee county, it is stated that 
Mr. Norton, of Bergen, receives annually, from a two 
acre orchard of Northern Spys and R. I. Greenings, 
from $150 to $200, beside saving enough apples for 
family use. The trees are so far apart that the land 
produces a good crop of grain every season. The 
trees are well pruned. 

In Schuyler county, near the village of Havana, 
apple orchards are now bearing that were planted by 
the Indians, the trees of which had attained a large 
size when the country was settled by the whites. 

Plums.—The curculio and the black-knot are seri¬ 
ous drawbacks to the cultivation of this delicious 
fruit. 

The report from Ontario county says: “ Plum 
trees are nearly all gone by the board. The black- 
knot has destroyed them.” 

In Tompkins county, “ of late years, owing to the 
general prevalence of the black-knot Qn the plum 
trees, the quantity raised has been very much dimin¬ 
ished.” • 

In Erie county, “the black-knot on the plum is be¬ 
coming very prevalent. Until eight or ten years 
since it was unknown, and then it was of rare occur¬ 
rence. It has been steadily increasing in spite of the 
usual remedy—cutting and burning.” 

In Genesee county, “the black-knot on plum trees 
prevails to such an extent that it is difficult to find a 

healthy tree of many years’growth; and where but a 

few years since were plenty of trees of this fruit in a 

healthy bearing state, scarcely a tree remains.” 
In Oswego county, the black-knot has nearly dis¬ 

appeared, and in the report from Wayne county, J. 
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J. Thomas says: “Black knot on plums may be kept 
off by constant cutting; washing large wounds in 
chloride of lime of strong solution.” 

In Schuyler county, “ dried plums form quite an 
inportant item of the products of the country. We 
know a single merchant who has paid over $2,000 for 
dried plums in a single year.” 

Peaches.—The cold wintef of 1854 and ’55 des¬ 
troyed all the peach buds about Western New York, 
and many of the old neglected trees. The cherry 
trees were also more or less injured. 

Importance of Shelter.—The report from Monroe 
county says: “ We have often noticed the beneficial 
effects of shelter in the peach orchards, which being 
pretty large and thickly planted, have the effect of 
sheltering each other. The trees in peach orchards 
uniformly produce more fruit in proportion to the 
number of trees, than small lots of detached trees, 
and for no other reason that we can see, but because 
of that protection they receive from each other.” 
They urge farmers to spare as much of the original 
forest as will serve the purpose of shelter, and especially 
“ those straggling belts of chestnuts, oaks and hick- 
orys, which mingled with pine and cedar, have sprung 
Up spontaneously along the summits of the ravines, 
and upon the sandy hill-sides .of our lake towns.” 

It is to be regretted that so many of the County 
Committees have neglected to send in reports. West¬ 
ern New York is confessedly one of the best, if not 
the best, fruit-growing section in the Union, and could 
full and detailed reports be obtained from each county, 
we should be in possession of a mass of useful and 
practical information, that could be attained in no 
other way. Mr. Barry, the chairman of the general 
fruit committee, is entitled to much praise for the 
manner in which he has drawn up the circular request¬ 
ing informrtion from the various County Committees. 
The idea is a good one, and nothing is needed but the 
general co-operation of the County Committees, to 
render it productive of highly beneficial results. 

: CULTIVATION OF THE I CRANBERRY. 

A short time since, the JYew York Tribune con¬ 
tained a series of articles on Cranberry Culture, 
which attracted some attention. These articles have 
been thrown into book form, and, together with some 
additional particulars, have been published in a neat 
little volume by C. M. Saxton & Co., of New York. 

The author, the Rev. B. Eastwood, inclines to the 
opinion that uplands are not well adapted for the 
cranberry. It is not a native of the upland, and will 
never do well in such situations if the plants can not 
obtain an abundant supply of moisture. One of the 
oldest cultivators on Cape Cod says: “ If you plant 
on the upland, it is difficult to raise your vines to 
bearing perfection, and it will entail much labor and 
expense on him who undertakes it.” Soil containing 
stagnant water is also to be avoided. The location 
most conducive to the full development of the berry, 
is a low, moist swamp, facing the south, and sheltered 
from the cold, raw winds. As a general rule, it is 
best to have the water within twelve inches of the 
surface. A gradual slope, coming down to the edge 
of a pond, when properly prepared and planted, 
makes the best of “ yards.” Dead levels by the side 
of ponds should be guarded against. Rich alluvial 
soils cause the plants to abound with healthy foliage 
and vast quantities of runners, but they produce no 

fruit. Manuring is wholly out of the question. Clay 
or marl are totally unfit for cranberry cultivation, 
and all heavy, rocky loams, should be avoided. Dead 
sand, water, and air, are the elements upon which the 
cranberry feeds the best, and attains its highest de¬ 
gree of perfection. That soil and location which has 
these advantages, is best adapted to the growth of 
the berry. 

The Cape Cod cranberry cultivators prefer beach 
sand to any other soil. It is light and porous, ad¬ 
mitting the atmosphere freely to the roots of the vine, 
and is found to be the only soil in which the rank 
weeds can be effectually kept down. 

Peat is next in value and importance to the beach 
sand for the growth of cranberries; but it must be 
carefully prepared. The top turf should be taken 
off. It should then be left exposed to the frost and 
weather for one year. When the frost is thawed out 
of it, it will crumble and be powdery, and will never 
cake afterward, as would be the case if planted with¬ 
out exposure to the frost immediately after taking 
off the top turf. 

In planting, the first object is to procure healthy 
vines. Such vines present an appearance of greenish- 
brown on the leaf; the spears and runners are fine 
and thin, remarkable for their wiry nature and aspect. 
They seem of stunted growth, but form beautiful and 
tufted groups of spears in their powers of matting. 
Unhealthy vines appear altogether brighter and 
stronger. 

Cranberries may be planted either in the fall or 
spring. Where the land is not flooded, spring plant¬ 
ing is best. May and the early part of June are be¬ 
lieved, on Cape Cod, to be the most favorable months 
for spring planting. The author thinks the following 
method one of the best known : 

“On obtaining the sod, and before planting, you 
take the sod on which the vine is growing, examine it 
closely, then place your fingers beneath or among the 
roots and tear them out as carefully as you can. 
When this is done, separate the vine into as many as 
you can conveniently, but be careful to leave two or 
three small spears or runners on the roots. When you 
plant, place the roots in the soil first, then spread out 
the spears or runners, and bury them in the soil, but 
being careful to leave out of the earth the ends or tips 
of those spears or runners. 

“The reason for this method is, that from those parts 
of the spears or runners which are buried in the soil 
will start new roots, and each root will be a new vine, 
and instead of only having one root from which the 
vine may start, you have two, or a half dozen, accord¬ 
ing to the number of spears on the vine you plant. 
This is a favorite method among the most successful 
growers of the cranberry. A patch planted on this sys¬ 
tem mats rapidly, and ha3 rarely been known to fail.” 

The plants may be propagated from seeds, but it 
is slow work. 

When the vines have been planted, their develop¬ 
ment depends upon the treatment they receive from 
the cultivator. If they are neglected, they will have 
to contend against grass and weeds, and their thrifty 
growth will be impossible. The weeds must be de¬ 
stroyed by walking over the patch and pulling them 
up, or by the use of the hoe. After the second or 
third year, the vines will take care of themselves, and 
will eat out weeds and grass, and thus leave but little 
to be done by the grower. 

The Cape Cod Bell cranberry, and the Cape Cod 
Cherry, are among the best varieties. 
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THE BIGARREAU TARDIF D’ARGENTAL CHERRY. 
(Late Bigarreau of Argenial.) 

This is a French cherry, not of so much impor¬ 
tance as to be recommended for small collections or 
for general cultivation, but rather as a distinct and 
somewhat curious variety for the experimenter and 
pomologist. It is described in The Fruit Garden, 
No. 33. Fruit—large, long, dark shining red, nearly 
black when fully ripe. Flesh—tender for a cherry 
of this class, very juicy, and possessing a peculiar 
flavor approaching that of the raspberry. The tree 
is an upright, vigorous grower, thinly branched, with 
long, narrow', wavy leaves. During the first three or 
four years of bearing, the crop was light, and I had 
set it down as rather unproductive; but for the last 
two years it has borne heavy crops; and as its season 
of maturity is rather later than most other sweet 

cherries (latter end of July), it fills up a space very 
wrell. It comes in with the old Late Bleeding Heart, 
which it resembles, but is, I think, superior every 
way. It has not been much propagated, and I am 
not sure whether it can be had in any of the nur¬ 
series. B. - 1 - 

RAISING FRUIT FOR MARKET. 

In your March number I observe a communica¬ 
tion on this subject, signed F. W. L., which com¬ 
mences with the remark that “there seems to be a 
perfect, mania created for fruit-raising.” The writer 
goes on to speak of the millions of trees annually 
propagated by nurserymen,—of horticultural societies 
urging farmers to abandon grain-growing, and turn 
their attention almost exclusively to fruit,—of “Mo- 
rus multicaulis,” “ Tree Corn,” “ Shanghai Fowls,” &c. 
Now, sir, with due respect to your correspondent, I 
must say that his remarks are calculated to create a 
false impression. I claim to be tolerably well in¬ 
formed respecting the condition of fruit-culture in all 
parts of the United States, and I certainly am not 
aware of any locality in which there is a spirit of 
planting approaching a mania. Is it so in Western 
New York, where fruit has received as much atten¬ 
tion perhaps as in any other section ? Carefully pre¬ 
pared reports from nearly every county represent 
fruit-culture a3 in a very backward condition ; the 
apple only being grown to any considerable extent, 
and that in a very imperfect manner. The census 
returns show pears, cherries, and plums, in only four 
or five towns of the county of Monroe. The town 
of Greece, in which your correspondent resides, is the 
greatest fruit-growing town in the county, and re¬ 
ports only 642 bushels of pears, 124 of cherries, and 
15 of plums. In the very heart of the most noted 
fruit-growing region of the United States, we may 
find nine-tenths of the agricultural population almost 
destitute of fine pears, cherries, plums, apricots, &c.; 
and a very large number do not possess even a fair 
supply of the best apples. 

The millions of trees that are propagated, are scat¬ 
tered in handfuls over our immense domain, compris¬ 
ing thirty-six States and Territories, in which the 
number of acres of improved land is set down at 
nearly 120,000,000, and the population at about 
20,000,000. The quantity of fruit trees grown and 
planted in the United States, compared to this popu¬ 
lation and territory, indicates anything but a mania 
on the subject of planting. 

May I ask F. W. L. to look into these matters 
more carefully ? 

Then, as for societies or individuals having recom¬ 
mended farmers anywhere to abandon grain-growing, 
and turn their whole attention to fruits, F. W. L. is 
mistaken, as he will find by reference to what has 
been said on this subject. All that has been done, 
in this respect, was intended to call attention to the 
peculiar advantages which the land-owners of certain 
parts of Western New York possessed for cultivating 
fruit for market; and that under the present circum¬ 
stances, resulting from the settlement and progress of 
the West, and the extension of railroads, they might 
advantageously appropriate more of their lands, and 
bestow more of their skill and capital, to fruit-culture 
than they do at present. This is all. B. 

During mild weather in winter, hardy fruit trees 
may be pruned, as well_as grapes. 
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WEGEILIA ROSEA. 

Wegeilia rosea was introduced into England bj 

the London Horticultural Society, from China, thro' 
their very successful collector, Mr. Fortune, about 
the year 1854 or 5. When it was first introduced 
we used to consider it difficult to make it flower; the 
plants would grow luxuriously, but owing to the 
warm, moist atmosphere frequent in the fall of the 
year in England, it did notripen its wood thoroughly, 
its flower buds were not elaborated, and they and its 
wood remained soft all winter. Consequently, in the 
spring its flowers were few, and its leaves abundant. 

Weceilia Rosea. 

In order to make it flower freely, we would take 
up from the ground in the fall, strong one year old 
plants, and pot them in ten inch pots, in a rich loamy 
soil. When winter set in, they were placed in the 
coldest part of the greenhouse, beneath the stage, 
there to remain until they began to grow, when they 
were brought forward to the warmest part of the 
greenhouse, and to the light, and grown freely until 
midsummer, at which time they wrere turned out doors 
and placed in the most sunny and exposed situation, 
and water given just sufficient to keep them from flag¬ 
ging. By this means we gave them a long autumn 
of partial rest, and when it was time to house them 
in winter, we found that the wood was all well ripened, 
and firm up to the terminal bud. Early in December 
they were introduced to the coldest part of the for¬ 
cing house, and brought to the warmest by degrees. 
Early in the month of March we were amply rewarded 
with the utmost profusion of the most delicate light 
rose colored, trumpet shaped flowers, and in warm 
sunny days, of the most delicious fragrance. At 

least, that was my experience down to 1850, near 
London. But its difficulty of flowering might have 
been in part owing to its recent introduction, and in 
consequence of the plants being young. 

How different in this country I if seems admira¬ 
bly adapted to the climate of Western New York 
Our clear autumn weather brings its wood to perfect 
maturity, and enables it to stand our severest winters 
without injury. It is as hardy as a currant bush, and 
wherever a currant bush will grow, Wegeilia rosea 
will thrive; but of course the better it is cared for, 
the better will be the reward. It has stood the last 
two or three winters here, without any protection, 

with impunity; and I have once seen 
the mercury 22° below zero. 

Wegeilia rosea deserves a place in 
every garden, in every lawn, in every 
shrubbery, and when in flower in the 
winter, a very conspicuous place in 
every greenhouse and conservatory. 
Its flowers are delicate enough for 
the composition of the choicest h^nd 
boquet. It is one of the very best 
forcing shrubs we have. I forced a 
large plant last winter, and it flowered 
profusely. After it had done flower¬ 
ing it was divided into three, and 
planted in the garden. I have a part 
of the same plant being forced again, 
and it is just coming into flower. We 
have a large plant five or six years 
old growing clearly by itself on the 
lawn, in which position it flowers best 
and looks best. Every summer some 
of its branches are literally bowed to 
the ground with the weight of its 
profusion of flowers. Cuttings of 
the present season’s growth, taken at 
midsummer and potted in equal parts 
of leaf mould and lake sand, with 
good drainage, and placed in a cold 
frame, and properly watered and 
shaded, root freely. 

Cuttings taken from plants that 
are being forced, and managed in the 
same way as recommended for the 
summer cuttings, but placed on a 
gentle bottom heat, root more read¬ 

ily; they are not so succulent as in summer, and there¬ 
fore are not so liable to rot. It also roots freely by 
layers. J. Salter—Rochester, JY. Y. 

Transplanting Large Trees.—Trees of much size 
may be safely transplanted by adopting the following 
practice. One, two, or three years before removing, 
dig a trench all around the tree, so as to cut off all the 
roots at a proper distance from it—this will cause 
numerous shorter ones to spring from the larger roots, 
and when the tree is removed, a much fuller mass of 
fibres within the dug circle will be obtained and but 
little check given to the tree in consequence. The 
safety will be increased if this mass of fibres is removed 
with a ball of earth. If the trench has been dug or 
renewed and the hole dug for the tree, the previous 
autumn, the ball of earth and tree may be carried on 
a sled in winter in a frozen state. It should be remem¬ 
bered to make the hole considerably larger, say one 
foot all round, than the ball, and fill this space with 
rich soil. Remember also to mulch the trees before 
midsummer.—Country Gentleman. 
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flits' Jtprhuttl. 
THE WIFE’S INFLUENCE. 

“ I do wish, Hakry, that I could have a garden 
this summer, like the Townsend’s ! How nice it 
would be to raise all the currants and strawberries 
that we should want. Just think of those beautiful 
large strawberries that we saw at the exhibition last 
summer; would they not be delicious with sugar and 
cream, for tea, when you come in so tired, in the hot 
weather in June ?” 

To this query of his young wife, as the were seated 
together at the window, one evening early in the 
spring, just after the snow had disappeared, and vege¬ 
tation was beginning to unfold the evidences of its 
vitality after having endured the storms and rigors 
of an almost arctic winter, Harry Manley assented, 
but urged as a plea for not commencing the execu¬ 
tion of the proposed task, that as he had a new farm, 
and his means were limited, that it would not be ad¬ 
visable to devote his time to the cultivation of such 
articles as were not really necessary, or that would 
not procuce some return in cash, and that the idea of 
revelling in strawberries and cream was altogether 
too poetical for a poor, young farmer to indulge in. 

The wife, however, continued to paint the picture 
she had already drawn, in more glowing colors. The 
currants, she said, would last for six weeks during the 
hottest weather, and after they were once planted, 
they would require but little care. Vegetables also 
could be grown, which would more than repay all the 
labor bestowed upon them; lettuce and radishes in a 
few weeks would be ready for use, and then would 
follow cucumbers and tomatoes, that would last till 
destroyed by the frost in the fall; and if there could 
be some rhubarb planted this spring, another year 
they could have such excellent pies. A few flowers, 
too, could be planted along the edges of the walks, 
which would furnish boquets for the table. 

In this way she continued, until she fancied that 
her happiness would be complete if her desires in this 
respect were gratified. 

Harry, however, although an excellent farmer, had 
never acquired a taste for gardening, and still contin¬ 
ued to think his wife’s ideas altogether impracticable 
at the present time. It is true he had some obscure 
notions of sometime having a garden—when he had 
more time, and when the duties of his farm did not 
call so loudly for their immediate discharge; in fact, 
as he used to say, “ when he got time.” He had even 
gone so far the year before, as to fence in about half 
an acre of ground on one side of his house, and cul¬ 
tivated it in carrots for his stock. 

This spot the wife’s fancy, in her dreams that night, 
invested with all the beauty and loveliness of Eden. 
Graceful trees, with their boughs pendant to earth, 
with their golden burdens swept by the gentle breezes, 
murmured harmonious strains ; flowers of surpassing 
loveliness, of every pleasing form and hue, filled the 
atmosphere with delicate perfume ; brilliant plumed 
birds flitting from tree to tree, made the air resound 
with enrapturing music. The eye, the ear, the taste, 
the smell, every sense was gratified. 

But alas, this was a dream. The shrill notes of 
the cock, just as the daylight appeared in the east, 
awoke the dreamer from her slumber, and brought 

back the mind from its beautiful wanderings. She 
arose, and casting her eyes through the window they 
fell upon that garden spot; but how unlike the vision 
of her sleep ! nothing there but the black bare earth. 
She looked at it steadily for a few moments, and then 
turned away with a new resolution. 

That morning she said no more to her husband on 
the subject of the last evening’s conversation, and to 
his mind it did not again recur, as it was entirely de¬ 
void of interest to him. 

After Harry had gone out upon his farm that 
morning, his wife repaired directly to neighbor Town¬ 

send’s, about a mile distant, whom she saw long be¬ 
fore reaching the house, busy at his hot-bed. As she 
entered the gate to go to the house, she found Mis¬ 
tress Townsend with her daughter loosening the 
earth in a bed of crocuses and hyacinths, which were 
just beginning to put forth their blossoms. She was 
greeted with a hearty welcome, and taken from plant 
to plant and their names wrere repeated, and a great 
many things told about them, which was all like so 
much Greek to our devoted novice. 

But many things she did learn, and when she was 
ready to leave, she had been in every nook and cor¬ 
ner of the garden and had told the Townsends all 
that she wanted to do, and received a hundred prom¬ 
ises of all the assistance they could render, together 
with quite a collection of seeds, and some cuttings of 
white and of red Currants. After many expressions 
of heartfelt thankfulness to her kind friends, she start¬ 
ed with her precious gifts, to commence operations in 
a new sphere. 

Arriving at home, she repaired to the little enclos¬ 
ure, and with the help of the servant girl, planted the 
currant cuttings in a long row on one side of the gar¬ 
den, about three feet from the fence, first cutting out 
the buds from that part which was inserted in the 
ground, as Mr. Townsend told her, to prevent suekers 
from coming up, The servant girl appeared quite 
astonished at the procedure of her mistress, and did 
not fail to declare her lack of confidence of seeing 
live bushes come from such little sticks. This opera¬ 
tion finished, the next was to prepare a bed for sow¬ 
ing some Lettuce seed, which by the united exertions 
of both, after an hour’s toiling, was finally accom¬ 
plished, and the seed scattered on the surface and 
raked over; true it was not done in a very artistio 
manner, and a scientific gardener would no doubt 
have smiled at the attempt; but in the eyes of our 
heroine, it was a proud achievement, and after she 
had started to go to the house, she turned once more, 
and with eyes sparkling with delight, reviewed her 
morning’s work. 

With joyous anxiety she waited for Harry to come 
at noon, and when at last she saw him approaching 
down the lane, she ran to meet him, and conducted 
him immediately to the scene of her labors. Harry 

looked at the garden with much pleasure, but was 
highly surprised at his wife’s enthusiasm. 

As she now told him all her plans, he began to be 
interested, and every morning and evening worked 
with a hearty will in the little garden, and soon gave 
it such an appearance as he had previously thought 
would require years to accomplish. 

By the assistance of the Townsends they set out a 
large Strawberry bed, and a plat of Raspberries, and 
a dozen roots of Rhubarb, and sowed beds of many 
kinds of vegetables, and laid out walks, and decided 
upon many improvements for another year, when they 
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would plant some trees of the choicest trait, and some 
tine flowering shrubs along the borders. 

From this time Harry and his wife continued to 
take great pleasure in gardening, and now Harry is 
one of the most scientific horticulturists in all the 
country about, and although a dozen years have not 
elapsed since he commenced, he has orchards that 
yield him an annual profit of eight hundred dollars. 

Could you see the house, covered with climbing 
roses, clematis and honeysuckles, and the broad, 
smooth, lawn, interspersed with beds of the loveliest 
flowers, and shrubs and trees of exquisite beauty, you 
would discover that Harry’s wife had acquired great 
skill in the practice of her cherished pursuit. 

Take Care of Your Eyes.—Never use a writing 
desk or table with your face toward a window. In 
such cases, the rays of light coming directly upon the 
pupil of the eyes, and causing an unnatural and forced 
contraction thereof, soon permanently injure the sight. 
When your table or desk is near a window, sit so that 
your face turns from, not towards the window while 
you are writing. If your face is towards the window, 
the oblique rays strike the eye and injure it nearly as 
much as the direct rays when you sit in front of the 
window. It is best always to sit or stand, while read¬ 
ing or writing, with the window behind you; and next 
to that, with the light coming Over the left side—then 
the light illumines the paper or book, and does not 
shine abruptly upon the eye-ball. The same remarks 
are applicable to artificial light. 

A Greenland Lady’s Dress.—This consists of 
seal-skin stockings with the fur next to the foot, and 
of such length as to reach above the knee. Over 
these is drawn a pair of seal-skin boots, with the fur 
outside, so that the boots are in truth a seal-skin of 
double thickness, with the fur outside and inside too. 
The pantaloons are of seal-skin, something in the 
form of old-fashioned knee-breeches. A jacket of 
seal-skin, fur inside, fits close to the body. The outer 
habiliment is a loose jurrah of calico. Around the 
neck is a ruff of dog’s fur, but underneath this is a 
white or black handkerchief tied snug to the neck. 
The dress when ornamented, is quite a handsome one, 
as it is the best of the Bloomer style. 

Why Butter is Dear.—Is the following, from the 
JYew York Tribune, true or fabulous ? 

“ There was a fine pasture all over the country last 
year, and the price of butter ought to be down to a 
shilling a pound. Why isn’t-it ? Because the women 
and girls don’t know how to make it. For twenty 
years past, the girls’ butter-making education has been 
sadly neglected. They can play the piano, but cannot 
churn; can dance, but cannot skim milk; can talk 
a little French, but don’t know how to work out the 
buttermilk. The women who made the butter in 
Westchester, Dutchess and Orange counties twenty 
years ago, are passing away, and there are none to take 
their places. That’s why butter is high.” 

—-—^- 
Baking Beets. — A lady writer in the American 

Agriculturist, says of baking beets: 
“Being washed, with as little of the skin cut as pos¬ 

sible, we bake them till done, when the outer skin is 
removed, and the beets served up according to taste. 
The sweet juices which inevitably escape while boiling, 
are retained and concentrated, and one who has never 
eaten them would be surprised at their superior flavor.” 

HHTT3 FOR HOUSEWIVES. 

To Make Potato Yeast.—Pare, and boil very 
tender, fifteen medium sized potatoes, mash fine while 
hot, add one large spoonful of flour, and two spoon¬ 
fuls of sugar, stir them in, and pour on boiling water 
(it must be boiling,) to make it a thin batter. When 
luke-warm, stir in one teacup of common yeast, and 
set it in a warm place to stand over night. This yeast 
will keep good two weeks in cold weather, but in 
summer should be made fresh for use. This quantity 
is sufficient to make eight large loaves, and is prefer¬ 
able for biscuit, muffins, rusk, etc., to any other kind. 
In using, it should be strained through a colander, by 
pouring the milk upon it, to free it from any lumps of 
potato which remain unmashed. Much is said and 
written of .the injurious effects of saleratus in cooking, 
and we can assure those who will try it, that their 
bread or cakes made in this way, will be better with¬ 
out it than with it. Bread made with this yeast re¬ 
tains its freshness and is tender and good much longer 
than with common yeast. 

A Good Jelly Cake.—Take three eggs and beat 
them thoroughly; add one cup of sugar and one cup 
of flour. Stir these well together, and add one te: - 
spoonful of cream of tartar, and half a teaspoonful of 
soda—the latter to be dissolved in a very little water. 
Bake in two pie tins as evenly and quickly as possible, 
taking much care that it does not bake too hard 
around the edges. A sheet of writing paper laid 
over the top will often prevent it from -burning or 
browning too much. Have ready a clean towel or 
cloth, and when the cake is done, slip it out bottom 
side up on the cloth; then spread the uppermost side 
quite thickly with currant or other tart jelly, and 
commencing at the end, roll it up, when it will be a 
round, compact roll. When used, slices are cut from 
the end. Jelly cake made in this way will keep moist 
and good for weeks and months. 

To make Sharp Mustard.—It is a curious fact 
that mustard seed whole does not contain any volatile 
oil. This is only developed (and very gradually) if 
the powdered seed is moistened with cold or luke¬ 
warm water. The peculiar constituent of mustard, 
myronic acid, is changed under the influence of the 
albuminous matter of the moistened mustard powder, 
into the volatile oil of mustard. Hence, if pungent 
mustard is desired, it should always be moistened 
with water sometime before it is used. Hot water, 
since it coagulates the fermenting albuminous matter, 
should not be used. 

“Minute Pudding,” may be made in a period of 
sufficient brevity to fully justify its name, as follows: 
If you have some stale bread on hand, put a pint of 
sweet milk in a frying pan, cut the bread up in it, put 
in a tablespoonful of allspice, a little nutmeg will 
help it, let it boil, as soon as it is soft, stir in an egg, 
and it is done. 

To Remove Grease Spots.—Put on powder of 
French chalk, and place a piece of blotting paper 
over it; then pass a hot iron over the blotting paper. 
The heat liquifies the grease, the chalk absorbs it, 
and the excess of grease is absorbed by the blotting 
paper. 

Hair Oil.—The best hair oil is made by mixing 
high-proofed alcohol and cold-pressed castor oil. 
These ingredients are the base of all the celebrated 
hair tonics. 
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GARDENING FOR iYGTJTH.7 

ANNUALS CONTINUED. 

Xemophila insignis and X. maculata.—These are 
also natives of California, and the rearing of them 
cannot be too highly recommended. They are both 
beautiful dwarf plants; the former produces lovely 
little flowers of a blue color like the finest ultra-marine 
softened in the center into white. The blossoms of 
N. maculata are larger than X. insignis; they are 
whitish in their ground color, and each petal is tipped 
with a deep violet spot. Seeds may be sown during 
any of the spring or summer months. 

Iberis—Candytuft.—The plants of this genus were 
called Candytuft because their flowers are produced 
in tufts, and because Iberis umbellata, the first kind 
introduced as a garden flower, was brought from the 
island of Candia, in the Mediterranean Sea. It was 
first introduced into England about the year 1590. 
There are several varieties of this plant. 

German Ten-weeks Stock. 

flowers are greatly admired. The plant is a pative of 
the south of Europe, and was first cultivated in 1731. 
The seed should be sown in a hot-bed or very early 
in the spring, in the open ground, and transplanted 
singly when very young, not later than immediately 
after they have produced their third pair of leaves, 
and as much earth should be kept about the roots as 
possible. It is convenient often to plant them in 
threes, in the shape of a triangle, so as to place a 
stake in the centre to tie them to, if necessary. 

Phlox Drummondii—Drummond's Phlox.—This 
splendid Phlox was discovered in Texas, by Drum¬ 

mond, a botanical collector sent out by the Glasgow 
Botanical Society, in 1835. A more splendid sight 
than a bed of these plants in full blossom, can scarce¬ 
ly be imagined; every flower, though of the deepest 
carmine, has its petals of a pale blush color on the 
under side, and every petal, though of the palest pink, 
has a dark carmine spot at the base. Thus the vari¬ 
ety of colors displayed in a bed of these flowers al¬ 
most exceeds description, and when they are seen un¬ 
der a bright sun and agitated by a gentle breeze, the 
effect is extraordinarily brilliant Sow the seeds in ft 
mass or broadcast, early in the spring. 

Purple Candttuft. 

The Purple Candytuft grows about a foot high, 
with spreading branches and large heads of purple 
flowers. Iberis odorata, is a sweet scented variety, 
but the flowers are inferior to most of the other sorts. 
The Rocket Candytuft is by far the most splendid of 
the genus. The plant, when well grown, is about two 
feet high, branching widely, and producing three or 
five racemes of flowers slx or eight inches long, and 
the centre one eight or ten inches. Sow in April or 
May, on a rich soiL 

Mathiola annua—Annual or Ten-week Stock.— 
A plant growing from one to two feet high, with an 
erect, branching stem, hoary leaves, and long spikes 
of flowers; the size and richness of color of these 
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dpiritor's ®abU. 
Wool Growers’ Association of Western New 

York.—The following is the list of Premiums to be award¬ 

ed at the Second Annual Fair of the Western N. Y. Wool 

Growers’ Association, to be held at Penn Yan, Yates Co., 

on the 27th, 28th and 29th of May next: 

Sweepstakes. 
First Class.—Best Buck, $60; second best Buck, $40; 

third best, $20. 
Second Class.—Best five Ewes, $50; second best five 

Ewes, $30. 
All fine-wooled sheep will be allowed to compete in the 

above classes. 

Spanish Merino. 

First Class.—Best Buck, three years old or upwards, 
$20 ; second best Buck, $15 ; third best Buck, $10. 

Best five Ewes with Lambs, $20 ; second best, $15 ; third 
best, $10. 

Second Class.—Best Buck, two years old, $20 ; second 
best, $15 ; third best, $10. 

Third Class.—Best five Ewes, two years old, $20 ; sec¬ 
ond best, $15 ; third best, $10. 

Fourth Class.—Best Buck, one year old, $20; second 
best, $15 ; third best, $10. 

Fifth Class.—Best five Ewes, one year old, $20; second 
best $15 ; third best $10. 

Long and Middle Wooled Sheep. 

First Class.—Best Buck, (sweepstakes,) $50 ; best buck 
one year old, $10 ; second best, $7 ; third best, $3. 

Second Class.—Best Buck, three years old and upwards, 
$20 ; second best, $15 ; third best, $10. 

Best Buck, two years old, $15 ; second best $10 ; third 
best, $10. 

Third Class.—Best five Ewes, two years old and up¬ 
wards, $15 ; second best $10 ; third best, $7. 

Best five Ewes, one year old, $10 ; second best, $7 ; third 
best, $3. 

No sheep will be allowed to compete in more than one 

of the foregoing classes. 

Silesian and Saxon. 

First Class.—Best Buck, three years old and upwards, 
$10; second best, $7 ; third best, $3. 

Best Buck, two years old, $10; second best, $7; third 
best, $3. 

Second Class.—Best buck, one year old, $10; second 
best, $7 ; third best, $3. 

Best five Ewes, two years old, $10; second best $7 ; 
third best, $3. 

Best fiveJEwes, one year old, $ 10 ; second best, $7 ; third 
best, $3. 

French Merinos. 

First Class.—Best Buck, two years old and upwards, 
second best, $7 ; third best, $3. 

Best five Ewes, two years old, and over, $10; second 
best, $7 ; third best, $3. 

Second Class.—Best Buck, one year old, $10; second 
best, $7 ; third best, $3. 

Best five Ewes, one year old, $10; second best, $7 ; 
third best, $3. 

“ Competition for Premiums will be free to all, from any 

State of the Union, or the Canadas.” Entrance fee one 

dollar. 

On the third day of the Fair, a sale of sheep will take 

place on the grounds. 

Yellow Striped Bug.—A correspondent sends us the 
following method of keeping off the bug from melon vines: 

* Take black cotton wadding, which may be purchased at 

any store for two or three cents per sheet, split and cut it 

into square pieces, large enough to cover the hill; put a 

little soil about the edges to keep the wind from blowing 
it away. By this means the vines thrive well, and are free 

from the bug.” 

The Weather.—At this date (March 31st) there is lit¬ 
tle prospect of genial spring weather. But we have the 

promise of “ seed-time and harvest,” and instead of talking 
despondingly of the prospect of an early spring, it will be 

better to conclude that the later it is, the shorter will be 

the time for performing its labors when it does come, and 

the more necessity for getting everything in readiness. 
In this vicinity we are still of opinion that the peach 

crop is safe. But there are few sections equally fortunate. 

Throughout the West there can be no doubt that the crop 
is entirely destroyed. 

In some sections it is said that the stock is in worse 

condition than last spring, although there is abundance of 

fodder, and the dry steady cold is much better—especially 

for sheep—than wet, unsettled weather. This is attributed, 
and with good reason, to the fact that hay, corn stalks, &c., 

are far less nutritious in a cool, moist , season such as that 

of last year, than in a dry, hot one, like that of 1854. An 

immature plant is always less nutritious than one in which 
the juices are perfectly elaborated. Nevertheless, as far 

as our own observation extends, the stock will come out 
of winter in at least average condition. 

Disease in Pigs.—Mr. E. S. Hayward, of Brighton, 

N. Y., informs us that he has lost, within the last week or 
two, seventeen young pigs. They appeared healthy and 
exceedingly fat and thrifty till about three weeks old, when 
they were affected w th the “ heaves ”—panting as though 

suffering from heat. The disease carries them off in a few 

days. Have any of our readers had any experience with 
this fatal complaint, and what is it, and what the remedy ? 

The pigs were half Suffolk. The sows were fed with milk, 
and a little Indian corn, oat and oil-cake meal made into 
a mash. 

Agricultural College of Maryland.—The bill to 

incorporate and endow an Agricultural College, appropri¬ 

ating $6,000 annually from the State Treasury, has finally 

passed both branches of the Legislature of Maryland, and 
is now a law. This annual appropriation is, however, not 

available to the College, until subscriptions to its capital 

stock to the amount of 2,000 shares at $25 per share be 
actually secured and made good. A committee has been 

appointed to superinted the building of the College. 

Creosote for Warts.—Dr. Rainey, of St. Thomas* 

Hospital, London, has written an article to the Lancett 
detailing the effects of creosote applied to warts. He ap- 

lied it freely to an obstinate warty excrescence on the 

finger, then covered it with a piece of sticking plaster. 

This course he pursued every three days for two weeks, 

when the wart was found to have diappeared, leaving the 

part beneath it quite healthy. 

We would call the attention of our readers to the ad¬ 

vertisement of Mr' Dorman. We have not seen the ma¬ 

chine at work, but from the model, we should judge it to 

be an excellent harvester. Send to Mr. D. for one of his 
pamphlets containing description, &c. 

It would be well for our farmers if they could analyze 
their crops, and also the soils in which they are produced. 

W Vstern Agriculturist. 

Will the Agriculturist tell us why? 

The Peach Ceop'in Michigan.—A. L. Keeler writes 
us that “ the peach crop is entirely destroyed in Michigan,” 

and that “all his young trees are killed.” 

The New England Farmer says that common hard soap 

applied to the end of a recently pruned vine will effectu¬ 
ally stop the bleeding. 
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Cure for Garget.—As it is about the time that cows 
are beginning to drop their calves, I think it a good time 
for those who have cows that are troubled with the garget 
to commence the cure. I last year tried a remedy given 
in the Genesee Farmer for 1855, page 20, and found it a 
certain cure. Instead of giving it three times a day, in 
doses of twelve grains, I give it in one scruple doses, twice 
a day, in a mash of shorts mixed with cold water, because 
if mixed with warm water, the iodine being very volatile, 
is likely to be exhaled, leaving very little of the active or 
rather effective part of the medicine. J. D.— Gates, N. Y. 

Imported Seeds.—The draft on our stock of imported 

seeds is constantly increasing. This is a rare opportunity 
for our readers to obtain an assortment of the best quality 
of the choicest varieties of vegetable and flower seeds. 

Those applying will be served in the order of their ap¬ 

plications, and should we not be able to supply the demands, 
the remittances will be refunded. 

All orders should have the varieties carefully specified 
according to our published list; or if the selections are left 
to our judgment, they will be made with special reference 

to the peculiar localities for which they are intended. 

Bound Volumes.—The volumes of the Genesee Far¬ 

mer from 1847 to the present time, half-bound in sheep, 
for sale at this office at 62| cents per volume. In addition 
to the price of the volume, those who order them to be 

sent by mail should inclose twenty-five cents for each 
copy, to prepay postage. 

B. P. Johnson, Esq., will accept our thanks for Presi¬ 

dent Cheever’s address, delivered before the N. Y. State 
Ag. Society at their Annual Meeting in February last. 
We may find room for a few extracts next month. 

Notuts of Ntfaj Books, ptrtoiiuals, &c. 

The Mechanic’s, Machinist’s and Engineer's Practical Book 

of Reference, and Engineer’s Field Book. By Charles 

Haslett, Civil Engineer- Edited by Chas. W. Hackley, Prof, 
of Mathematics in Columbia College, N. Y. 

A duodecimo volume of 520 pages, containing 176 en¬ 
graved diagrams, neatly bound in morocco, gilt, in pocket- 
book form, with tucks ; price $2.50. This work contains a 

great amount of valuable matter in a small compass ; here 
are tables, rules and recipes for all kinds of estimates, com¬ 
putations, constructions, mixtures, etc., for the Engineer, 

the Architect, the Ship-builder, the Mason, the House¬ 
builder, the Carpenter, the Joiner, the Bricklayer, the 

Plasterer, the Cabinet-maker, the Book-binder, the Painter, 
the Glazier, the Agriculturist, the Manufacturer, and the 

Artisan in iron, &c., &c. A really valuable work. Pub¬ 

lished by Stringer & Townsend. No. 122 Broadway, N. Y. 

Recollections of the Table-Talk of Samuel Rogers ; to which 

is added Poksoniana. New York : D. Appleton & Co., 346 and 
348 Broadway. 

Here is a dish of dainty literary morsels, which will be 
highly prized by a numerous class of readers. Samuel 

Rogers, lately deceased at an advanced age, himself a 
British poet of high reputation, was on terms of familiar 
intimacy with most of the literati of Great Britain, from 
the latter part of the last century to the time of his death. 
The volume before us, is a collection of his conversations, 
which are sparkling, entertaining and instructive, and will 
be highly enjoyed by all who peruse them. 

Proceedings of the Fruit Growers’ Society of Western N. Y. 

This is a pamphlet of some 140 pages, containing an 
account of the organization of the Society in February, 
1855, the autumn meeting at Buffalo, and the annual meet¬ 
ing at Rochester in 1856. It abounds in practical infor¬ 
mation of interest and value to all engaged in horticultural 
pursuits. See a more extended review on another page. 
D. M. Dewey, of Rochester, has the pamphlet for sale, 
and will send it postage paid to any address, on the receipt 
of 30 cents in post office stamps, or otherwise. 

Erastus Darrow & Brother, Publishers in this city, 

have in preparation six new volumes from the popular 
author, T. S. Arthur. They will be of the 12mo. size, 
illustrated, of about 300 pages each ; price 75 cents. The 
titles are popular, and we have no doubt the books will 
not disappoint us in this respect. They are : 

Wedding Guest, a Friend to the Bride and Bridegroom. 
Words of Cheer for the Toiling and the Sorrowing. 
Our Homes ; their Joys, and Cares, and Sorrows. 

The Mother’s Rule; or, the Right and the Wrong Way. 
Friends and Neighbors; or. Two Ways of Living in 

the World. 
The True Path, and How to Walk Therein. 

5nptri.es anh &nsfoers. 

(C. W. Collins.) If you will give us your Postoffice, 
we will supply the missing number. 

(C. W. Thompson, Niagara, C. W.) E. D. Hallock, 

of this city, has Osage Orange seed. Price $1 per quart. 

(Wm. Jennings.) The American Vetei'inary Journal 

is published by S. N. Thompson, 97 Union street, Boston. 
Monthly, $1 per annum. 

(N. Arnold, Haddam Neck, Conn.) Dwarf Pears.— 

Bud from quince stocks in July, as near the ground as 
possible. We gave recipes for grafting wax in the March 

number, page 101. It is useless to graft the pear on to an 

old quince bush. 

Wanzer, McKim & Co , Publishers, Buffalo, N. Y., 
issued on the 25th of March, a new work entitled 

The Tavgtetown Letters, being the Reminiscen’es, Observations, 
and Opinions of Timotheus Trap, Esq., including a Report of 
the Great Mf.mmothic Reform Convention. Edited by the Author 
of “ Records of the Bubbleton Parish,” etc. 

It is published in one volume, 12mo. cloth, and is illus¬ 
trated with six elegant designs, executed by some of the 
finest artists in the country. 

Transactions of the Ohio Pomological Societt. 

This is a neat pamphlet of 64 pages, containing reports 

of the Pomological meetings held at Columbus, at the time 
of the State Fair in September 1855, and at Cleveland, 
January 1856. together with several interesting and valua¬ 

ble communications from some of the most prominent hor¬ 
ticulturists of the State. 

(T. H. Watt, Woodstock, C. W.) The culture of cele- 
riac, or turnip-rooted celery, is not the same as that of cel¬ 
ery. It is cultivated like cabbage. When the plants are 
tolerably grown, draw up the earth on each side of the 
row, three or four inches high. This will render them 

white and tender ; and in five or six weeks after earthing 
up, they will .be fit for use. 

(A Subscriber.) See the article on millet in this num¬ 
ber. Your grape vine that “ blossoms and never bears,” 
probably needs manuring. If you have any dead animals, 
blood, &c., bury them where the roots of the vine can 
reach them ; or dig in some rich manure for several feet 
around the vine, and water it with the soap suds from the 
washings every week, being careful to stir the soil occa¬ 

sionally to keep it from baking. 
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(C. H. Case, Bosanquet, C. W.) Apply your leached 
ashes on the most sandv parts of your farm. They are 
frequently very beneficial for wheat, clover, &c. We can- 

say “what are the prospects of the Chinese potato in this 

country.” We would advise you to wait another year be¬ 
fore expending much money in the purchase of tubers. 
We should think you would have no difficulty in raising all 

kinds of fruit in perfection. If you apprehend “ early 

spring frosts,” plant on a well drained slope facing the 

north, in order to retard the buds as much as possible in 
the spring. 

(M. Babel, Woodcock, Penn.) Guano for Spring 

Wheat.—Sift out all the lumps of the guano that are 

larger than a white bean, and break them. Then sow the 

guano broadcast on the land, either before or after plow¬ 

ing, at the rate of from 150 to 200 lbs. per acre. If sown 

after the land is plowed—which on the whole is perhaps 

the best way—harrow it in, so as to thoroughly incorporate 

it with the soil. Although guano will injure or destroy 
the germinating principle of all seeds when brought in 

direct contact with them in sufficient quantity, yet we have 
never known any injury sustained by sowing wheat and 

guano broadcast on the same land, and harrowing them in 
together. 

(N. C.) Western Ag. Papers.—We can heartily rec¬ 
ommend you any or all of the following : 

The Prairie Farmer, published weekly at Chicago, by 

J. S. Wight. Price $2. 

The Ohio Farmer, Cleveland, Ohio. Thomas Brown, 

editor and proprietor. Weekly. $2. 

The Ohio Cultivator, Columbus, Ohio. S. D. Harris, 

editor and proprietor. Seiiii-monthly. $1. 

The Michigan Farmer, Detroit. J. R. Johnston, edi¬ 

tor and proprietor. Monthly. $1. 
The Valley Farmer, published by N. J. Coeman, St. 

Louis, Mo., and by H. P. Byram, Louisville, Ky. Monthly. 

Price $1. 
The Northwestern Farmer, Dubuque, Iowa. Miller 

& Brayton, publishers. Monthly. $1. 

(John Ellinwood, Waukegan, Ill.) The article you 

refer to on the culture of liquorice was probably from the 
pen of Wm. B. Prince, of Flushing, N. Y. You can ob¬ 

tain the plants from him. We have never seen this plant 
cultivated in this country. In Spain and Italy it is exten¬ 

sively raised, and from its roots is manufactured the com¬ 

mercial extract, Spanish juice, or liquorice. It is also cul¬ 

tivated to a small extent in some parts of England, but it 

is more profitably grown on the continent, where labor is 
cheaper. It is a leguminous plant, with long perennial 

roots. The roots are dug the third year after planting. 

A ton of fresh root per acre is a good crop. Our rich, 

deep western soils, if well drained and deeply plowed be¬ 
fore planting, would produce in all probability, large crops 

of liquorice. The plants are propagated by cuttings of 
the side-roots, which spring from the crown of the plants, 
and run horizontally just beneath the surface. Each set, 

having a bud or two, should be set two inches deep, and in 

rows, wide enough to admit the use of the horse-hoe, say 
three feet, and about eighteen inches apart in the rows. 

Like lucerne, the plants are much benefited by frequent 

hoeing during the summer. Gathering the crop is Ihe 

most expensive operation attending the culture of liquorice. 

A trench must be dug regularly along each row, quite 

down to the extremity of the principal roots, which de¬ 

scend two feet or more. We do not know where the seed 
of the Red Camomile can be obtained. 

(J. L. Mandeville, Motts Corners, N. Y.) We do not 
know where the Wyandott corn can be obtained. It may 

be all that is claimed for it in the southern and south-west¬ 

ern States, but we think it is not likely to prove valuable 
in this latitude. 

(C. W. S.) Potatoes for Horses and Cows.—Pota¬ 
toes are an excellent food for horses, especially in the 

spring of the year. They should be boiled, or what is bet¬ 
ter, steamed; and while hot, should be mashed up with 

corn meal and a little oil-cake meal—say six pounds of 

corn meal and one pound of oil-cake to each bushel of 
potatoes. Some prefer to mix them with shorts, but this 

in our opinion makes a somewhat too loosening diet for 

horses at hard work. Pea meal may be substituted for 

the oil-cake, if it is cheaper in your neighborhood. 

For milch cows, nothing is better than potatoes. They 

are better steamed or boiled, but the cows will eat them 

raw; and we know intelligent farmers who think it will 
hardly pay to boil potatoes for milch cows. 

It is difficult to say what is “the comparative value of 
potatoes and corn,” there are so many questions to be 

taken into the consideration. We should prefer potatoes, 

for horses and milch cows, at 25 cents a bushel, to Indian 
corn at $1 per bushel. 

A Tin Bee Hive.—Would not a tin bee hive be an effectual guard 

against the miller ? I think the miller does not deposit its egg 

inside of the hive or about the honey-comb, but jn the cracks on 

the sides or top of the hive. You may observe by taking a hive 

apart that is infected by the miller, that the grub has worked its 

way through the hive to the honey-comb. This fact I have noticed 

in several instances. In fact I have seen the deposits between the 

draw and the side of the hive, and have seen where they have cut 

or eaten their way into the hive. Has the tin hive ever been tried ? 

I should like to hear from some others that are more experienced 

in raising bees than myself. The hive should be japanned or 

painted, or it would be too bright and smooth. A. Deitz—Ceres, 

McICeen Co., Pa. 

Too Much Stalk for the Corn.—I get too much stalk and cob 

for the corn. What manure shall I apply to get more corn in pro¬ 

portion to the stalk and cob. Corn—Sterling Hill, Ct. 

The variety of corn, climate, distance between the rows, 

and the method of cultivation, have more to do with it than 

the kind of manure. It is perfect folly to talk about fur¬ 

nishing the soil with those elements found in the kernel, 

and not with those found in the stalk, in order to accom¬ 

plish this object. Will some of our correspondents take 
up this matter. 

Grub Fly on Cattle.—I will ask one little question which per¬ 

haps may be answered through the pages of the Farmer ; that is, 

Cannot there be something applied to the backs of calves and cat¬ 

tle that will prevent the sting rf the grub fly ? I am satisfied it is 

deleterious to their growth and thriving, in proportion as they aro 

numerous. I notice that long and coarse haired eattle will have 

the most of [them. C. W. Tiffany—Hopbottom, Susquehannak 

Co., Penn. 

Gooseberry and Quince Seed.—Having received some goose¬ 

berry seed from Scotland, of last year’s growth, please to inform 

through the Farmer, the proper mode of propagating the same. 

If the quince tree can be raised from the seed, which would bo the 

proper time ? Wm. Brown—Chesterfield, C. W. 

Soak the gooseberry seed for two or three days in tepid 

water, and then sow in a hot-bed, or warm sandy border. 
The common quince can be raised from the seed sown ia 

the fall, or if the seeds are properly kept through the win¬ 
ter, in the spring. 
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Dog Power—Corn Planter—Sweet Millet.—In due course I 

received your little gem, the Rural Annual, and the current num¬ 

ber of the Farmer. I am much pleased with the Farmer in its 

improved foim, both for quantity and quality, and its extreme 

cheapness appears incredible. 

I am in want of a motive power to saw wood for a stove, and 

that might be applied to churning, turning a grindstone, or pump¬ 

ing water; these require but small power. Would not the dog or 

sheep churn po wer do ? If so, where could I get it, and at what 

price ? 

Is there any machine, self-acting•, that will plant corn in check 

rows ? 

Can you inform me where I can get by mail a small portion of 

Sweet or Sugar Millet, and your opinion of its merits ?—William 

Bourne—Fuller's Point, Coles Co., 111. 
The Dog Power you can probably get of Henry D. 

Emery, 45 Franklin street, Chicago. We believe there 
are double dog or sheep pojvers that can be used to saw 

wood. We shall be glad to hear from our experienced 
readers on this point. 

There are many good machines for planting corn, but 
none that deposit the seed sufficiently accurate to allow 

the horse-hoe to be passed through both ways of the rows, 

especially if the ground is at all rough. Such a machine 

is greatly needed, but from the impossibility of accurately 
measuring distance with a rolling wheel of small diameter, 

oil uneven ground, we fear it will be some time before we 
shall have one that will accomplish the object. 

By Sweet or Sugar Millet, we suppose our correspond¬ 

ent means the “Indian Millet,” (Holcus soghum.) It has 
recently been brought out as something new, when in re¬ 
ality it has been known for a very long time. It is coarser 
than the common millet, and needs a hotter climate to bring 

it to perfection. The “ Chinese Sugar Cane ” (Holcus 

saccharatum,) is closely allied to Indian millet. Owing to 

the failure of the grape in France, it was supposed that 
this grass which contains considerable sugar, might be 
profitably grown for distilling purposes. It is to this fact 

it owes the attention it has received in this country. We 
do not want it for whisky manufacture. And it is yet to 
be shown that it is more nutritious than the common mil¬ 

let, or that more can be grown per acre. It may prove an 
acquisition in the southern and south-western States, but 
we do not anticipate any great benefit from its introduc¬ 
tion into the northern States. Thorburn & Co., Seeds¬ 
men, New York, can furnish the seed. 

Preparing Seed Corn.—Will you please give us through the 

columns of the Genesee Farmer, a receipt for the preparation of 

corn so that crows and worms will not disturb it ? W. R.—Auburn 

Town Corners, Penn. 

Will our correspondents give us their experience. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early as the 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

NOTICE. MESSRS. JOHN DONNELL AN & NEPHEWS, of the Roches 
ter and H mdford’s Landing Nurseries, having made some 

alterations in their firm, and increased their Nursery Grounds, 
have also changed the above address and designation, and in future 
their business will be carried on under the title of JOHN DON- 
NELLAN & CO., Rochester and Lake Avenue Commercial Nur¬ 
series. 

jjJgP” The location is barely one mile north of the city limits, and 
four miles from Lake Ontario Steamboat, Landing, affording con¬ 
venient facilities for shipment of Trees, &c., either by Railroad or 
water. 

All orders for Trees and Plants will be filled and delivered prompt¬ 
ly to the care of such forwarding companies as may be directed. 

Catalogues furnished on application. 
April, 185e.—2t. JOHN DON NELL AN & CO. 

FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, &c,, 
FOR SALE BY JAMES VICK & CO. 

rj^HE Subscribers are prepared to receive and execute all orders 
1 for Fruit and Ornamental Trees, to be delivered the present 

Spring. «. 
We are well aware of the impositions that have been practised 

heretofore by tree agents, but as we intend devoting our entire 
attention to the business of selecting, packing, and shipping Trees, 
&c., and not being connected with any nurserj’, we are determined 
to hold no other object in view but that of supplying our patrons 
in every instance with the best articles. 

We will purchase Trees, &c., only from the most reliable nurse¬ 
ries, attending personally to the selections. If our customers 
leave the selection to us, we will furnish the varieties best suited 
to their respective localities. As we are well acquainted with all 
the nurseries in this State, and know exactly where to find the 
suitable stock, it is still further guaranteed to our customers that 
their wants will be supplied in the best manner. 

Mr. Vick has been connected with the horticultural community 
for many years as the proprietor and publisher of the Genesee 
Farmer and Horticulturist, and for many years past, persons from 
all parts of the country have urged upon him the necessity of 
forming arrangements that would meet the wants of the public by 
attending to the selection of orders, seeing the articles packed and 
shipped, thus affording a guarantee that the requisite attention 
would be paid to all orders sent forward. In order to meet their 
views he has formed a copartnership with Mr. Geo. Marshall, who 
has been connected with the nursery business for the past five 
years, and be begs to assure the public every attention will be paid 
in every respect to all who may favor them with their orders. 

Asa still further assurance that we will execute to the letter 
every wish of our patrons, and our ability to meet our engagements, 
we beg to refer to the following gentlemen : 

Hon. Washington Hunt, Ex-Governor of New York. 
Hon. H. Stilwell, Ex-Mayor of Rochester. 
A. Karnes, Esq., Banker. 
J. C. Campbell, U. S. Collector. 
H. Sargeant, Dep. “ 
Lee, Mann & Co., Prop. Rochester Daily American. 
Curtis & Butts, “ “ “ Union. 
A. Strong & Co., “ “ “ Democrat. 
D. D. T. Moore, of Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

All letters addressed to us at Rochester, N. Y., will meet prompt 
attention. 

Persons sending orders must enclose the cash, a draft, or satis¬ 
factory note for amount of order. 

Catalogues will be supplied upon application. 
JAMES VICK & CO., 

March 1. Rochester, N. Y. 

FOR SALE. 
THE FINEST SPORTING PROPERTY IN CANADA. 

THE place is known as “ Rverson’s Island,” and contains 191 
acres per deed—is situated about one mile east of Long Point, 

in Lake Erie, and about eight or ten miles from Port Rowan and 
Normandale in Norfolk county. 

The soil is very rich. Corn, cabbage, tomatoes, potatoes, ard al¬ 
most all vegetation is of the most luxuriant growth, and can be in 
market nearly three weeks before the same are produced on tho 
main land. A small portion is under cultivation. It offers great 
advantages for raising Cows, Oxen, Sheep, and all kinds of Stock, 
as an extensive Grazing or Market Farm. Twenty to thirty or for¬ 
ty tons of excellent hay can be had just by cutting and curing. 
Wild Grapes are very abundant and large. Every spring and fall 
it abounds with Wild Fowl—Wild Ducks innumerable, of almost 
every variety—(one gentleman shot and bagged 86 in part of one 
day last year)—Geese, some Swans, Plovers in flocks, Woodcocks, 
Pigeons, etc.,'all summer. Turtles of different kinds and size are 
very plentiful. Deer, Coons, Muskrats, etc., are in great numbers 
on Long Point. ;The Fishing advantages are still greater, 

either with hook and line, nets, or otherwise. The fish are caught 
in great quantities, and are very large and fine. The delicious 
Muscalunge, weighing from 30 to 40 pounds; the Sturgeon, from 
75 to 100 pounds; the Cat and White fish, and Herring are very 
plentiful. The Pleasure Boat is a great luxury here, being just 
far enough from the main shore not to be annoyed. It can be 
made a superior place of Public Resort, being known to large 
numbers of sporting gents, all along from New Orleans, Canada, 
New York, etc. It is very healthy, and can be reached from dif¬ 
ferent points along the lake by Steamboat, which leaves Buffrlo in 
the evening, and arrives early next morning;- there are also Rail¬ 
road advantages approaching. Terms very reasonable. Apply to 

RICH. RICHES, Ryersen’s Island, 
Apl —2t. Normandale P. O., Canada West. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c. THE subscriber offers for sale a large and general assortment of 
Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, comprising every 

item that is usually to be found in the most extensive hardy col¬ 
lections of Nursery Stock that can be grown without protection in 
this latitude. 

Exact Inventories of the Stock, denoting the height of the Trees 
and the number of each sort offered for sale, with the prices, for¬ 
warded to all prepaid applications inclosing a one cent postage 
stamp. S. MOULSON, 

April 1, 1856. 36 Front Street, Rochester, N. Y. 
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ALBANY TILE WORKS, 
Corner of Patroon and Knox Streets, Albany, N. T. 

TT1HE subscribers, being the most extensive manufacturers of 
A Draining Tile in the United States, have on hand, in large or 

small quantities, for Land Draining, the following descriptions, 
warranted superior to any made in this country, hard burned, and 
over one foot in length. On orders for 10,000 or more, a small 
discount will be made. 

HORSE SHOE TILE. 

p 4!^-inch calibre, $18 per 1000; 3}£-inch calibre, $15 per 1000; 
2K-inch calibre, $12 per 1000. 

SOLE TILE, OR PIPE. 

3-inch calibre,...$18 per 1000. 
2-inch calibre,.... 12 per 1000. 

' Also on hand, 8 inch Horse Shoe Tile for large drains, $8 per 
100; 5%-inch, $40 per 1000. Sole Tile, 4-inch calibre, for sink 
drains, $40 per 1000; 6-inch calibre, Octagon Pipe, $20 per 100. 

Cornice Brick, of the pattern used in the City of Washington, 
also on hand. 

Orders respectfully solicited. Cartage free. 
C. & W. M’CAMMON-, 

late Babcock & Van Vechten, 

April 1, 1856.—It. Albany, N. Y. 

UNION AGRICULT’L WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE. 

A. FROST & CO., 
GENESEE VALLEY NURSERIES, ROCHESTER, N. Y. THE Proprietors of this establishment have published their an¬ 
nual descriptive Catalogue (No. 3) of choice Dahlias, Verbe¬ 

nas, and other bedding-out plants, as well as Geraniums, Phloxes, 
select greenhouse plants, new Roses, &c., for 1856 

Their Stock, which is represented in this Catalogue, is very large, 
select, and in great variety, so that entire orders which may be en¬ 
trusted to them will be furnished. Having added for this depart¬ 
ment, the past season, a great extent of glass, and by extensive im¬ 
portations from Europe, many novelties promising merit are intro¬ 
duced, which render it particularly attractive. 

All plants sent out from this establishment are packed in the 
most superioi manner, so that they may reach even distant desti¬ 
nations in perfect safety. 

This Catalogue (No. 3) will be mailed to all applicants by enclos¬ 
ing a one cent postage stamp. 

Besides the above, the following Catalogues will be sent on the 
receipt of a one cent postage stamp for each Catalogue wanted: 

No. 1, Catalogue of Fruits. 
No. 2, Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c. 
No. 4, Wholesale Catalogue*or Trade List, for Nurserymen and 

others, who wish trees in large quantities. 
Rochester, April 1, 1856—2t. 

HIGHLAND NURSERIES, NEWBURGH, N. Y. A SAUL & CO., in calling the attention of the public to their 
• establishment, deem a lengthened notice unnecessary. They 

would me»ely state, that the stock of their nurseries which th-y 
offer for sale the coming spring, is full in every department, and of 
the best quality, including all the recently introduced PEARS, and 
other fruits, both Dwarf and Standards. Also all the novelties in 
the Ornamental department, both Deciduous and Evergreen, in¬ 
cluding the new and rare Conifers, Weeping trees, Shrubs, &c., as 
well as a full stock of all the leading articles to be had in the 
trade. 

For particulars in detail they refer to their general Catalogue, a 
new edition of which is ready, and will be forwarded to all post¬ 
paid applications, on enclosing a postage stamp to pre-pay the 
same. 

A.large quantity of Hedge plants, Osage Orange, Buckthorn, &c, 
Dealers and planters of trees on a large scale, dealt with on the 

most liberal terms. 
Newburgh, March 1, 1856—2t. 

No. 23 Fulton St., (neak Fulton Market,) New York. THE Undersigned, having succeeded to the business for the man 
ufacture and sale of Agricultural Implements and Machinery, 

heretofore conducted by Messrs. Ralph & Co., at No. 23 Fulton 
street, intends to continue the same in all its branches, and is pre¬ 
pared to furnish goods of the best style and quality at low prices. 
Machinery, or any articles in the line, manufactured to order ac¬ 
cording to pattern at short notice. 

My facilities for manufacturing enable me to offer to Dealers and 
Farmers the following leading articles at low figures : 

Hand and Power Corn Shelters. 
Fan Mills. 
Plows, Harrows, Cultivators. 
Revolving Hay Rakes. 
Spring tooth Hay Rakes, (the best Rake in use.) 
Cast iron Corn Mills, for Hand or Power. 
Road Scrapers, Wheel-Barrows. 
Field and Garden Rollers. 
Corn and Cotton Planters. 
Post or Ground Augers. 
Hay, Straw and Stalk Cutters. 
Wagons and Carts. 
Vegetable or Root Cutters. 
Sausage Cutters and Stuffers. 

In connection with my farming operations, I have for some years 
past given much attention raising thorough bred Short Horn, 
North Devon and Ayrshire cattle, and other fine stock, and now 
offer the advantage of my knowledge and experience to persons 
desiring to purchase stock. ALFRED M. TREADWELL, 

April 3t. 23 Fulton St., New York. 

MANN & SON’S REAPER AND MOWER COMBINED 

THE Subscriber is the sole Agent for the sale of Mann & Son’s 

celebrated Combined Reaper and Mower, in all the States east 
of the Ohio line, and the Canadas. He will send a pamphlet con 
taining a description of the Machine, and certificates from some of 
the most respectable farmers in the West, that prove that this Ma¬ 
chine will do more and better work than any other. It has taken 
the First Premium it several Trials in competition with the Atkin’s, 
McCormick’s “ New Yoxk Reaper,” Manny’s, and many other pop¬ 
ular Machines, and is unquestionably the best and most labor-saving 
Machine yet introduced to the Agricnltural public. 

It is manufactured by Haskell, Barker & Aldridge, of Michi¬ 
gan City, Indiana, who warrant each machine to waste less grain 
than any other Harvester in use.. 

I have a model of the Machine which I shall be glad to show to 
any one wishing to examine into this matter. I have used the Ma¬ 
chine in all kinds of grain and grass, and know it to woik easier 
and better than all others. JOHN DORMAN, 

April 2t« Penn Yan, Yates Co., N. Y. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES. THE subscriber invites the attention of those designing to plant, 
to the large stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, 

Roses, Vines, Hedge Plants, &c., which he offers for sale, now suit¬ 
able for transplan ring. 

The assortment of FRUIT TREES is large, and consists of the 
most approved varieties of 

APPLES, Standard and Dwarf, 
PEARS, do. do. 
CHERRIES, do. do. 

PEACHES, PLUMS, APRICOTS, QUINCES, NECTARINES, and 
the smaller Fruits, together with a general variety of other nur¬ 
sery items. 

Also, Trees of extra large size can be supplied of the following t 
Apples, Pears Peaches, and Plums. 

Trees securely packed for transportation. 
CHARLES MOULSON, 

April, 1856.—It. Union Nursery, Rochester, N. Y. 

PRICES OF FERTILIZERS FOR SPRING, 1856. PERUVIAN GUANO, No. 1, with Government brand and weight 
on each Bag,...per ton of 2,000 lbs. $54.00 

Ichaboe Guano,... “ “ 40.00 
Improved Superphosphate of Lime,- “ “ 45.00 
Bone Dust, Ground__per bbl. $2.25 to 2.50 

“ Turnings.. 2.37 to 2.50 
“ Sawings... “ 3.00 
“ Mixed fine ground. “ 2.75 to 3.00 

Plaster of Paris.. “ 1.00 to 1 25 
Poudrette. “ 1-50 to 1,75 
Tea-few...per ton of 2,000 lbs. 35,00 

There is an inferior grade of Peruvian Guano with the Govern¬ 
ment brand upon the bags, which can be detected by the figure 2 
under the weight mark. A. LONGETT, 

mar—3t 34 Cliff street, corner of Fulton, New York. 

UNION AGRICULT’L WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE. 
No. 23 Fulton St., (near Fulton Market,) New York. PLOWS, a large and choice selection of the best patterns now in 
use, comprising a var iety of forty different patterns and sizes, 

adapted to the various soils. 
Harrows, square, triangular and hinged. 
Seed Drills, lor sowing all kinds of garden or field seed in drills 

to be used bv hand or horse. 
Rollers, field and garden sizes. 
Garden Engines, Wheel-barrows, &c. 
Together with an extensive assortment of Horticultural Imple¬ 

ments, Field and Gar den Seeds, for sale by 
April 3t. A. M. TREADWELL, No. 23 Fulton St., N. Y. 
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SEEDS. 
VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS. 

I HAVE just imported from France, and now offer for sale the 
following list of Seeds. They embrace the very best and rarest 

sorts, and are recommended as quite superior. 

VEGETABLES. 
CAULIFLOWER—Early Paris, Large Lenormand. 
CABBAGE—Superfine Early York, Small Early Savoy, Large 

late Dutch Drumhead, Winningstadt. 
BROCOLI—Early White. 
CELERY—White Solid. 
CELERIAC, or Turnip-rooted Celery. 
CARROT—Early Short-horn. 
RADISH—Rose Winter, Early Oval, Long Scarlet. I 
EGG PLANT—Long Purple, White. 
XOHL-RABI—White above ground. 
ONION—Giant or Round Madeira, White Lisbon, Blood Red. 
CUCUMBER—Early White. 
SPIN7AGE—Very Large English. 
MUS K ME LO NT—Nutmeg. 
WATERME LON-Spanish. 
PEPPER—Common Red. 

FLOWERS. 
Balsam, double mixed. 
Lathyrus odoratus. 
Aster Chinensis pyramidalis. 
Portulacca, mixed varieties. 
Phlox Drummondii. 
Petunia, hybrid varieties. 
N emophila insignis. 

“ maculata. 
Bartonia aurea. 
Convolvulus major. 

“ minor. 
Mirabilis jalapa. 
Calandrinia elegans. 
Campanula var. 
Dianthus Chinensis flore pleno. 
Centaurea var. 
Ipomea quamoclit. 
Lupinus, mixed varieties. 
Clintonia pulehella. 
Coreopsis varieties. 
Dracocephalum Moldavicum. 
Enothera purpurea. 
Escholtzia Californica. 
Gentiana amarella. 
Cheiranthus annuus. 
Godetia rubicunda. 
Xeranthemum. 
Kaulfussia Ammelloides. 

Lamarckia aurea. 
Lavater trimestis rosea. 
Leptosiphon densiflorus. 

“ Androsacea. 
Papaver, mixed varieties. 
Delphinum, “ 
Scabiosa atropurpurea. 
Schizanthus pinnatus. 

“ Grahami. 
“ retusus. 
“ retusus albus. 

Mimosa pudicans. 
Tagetes patula. 

“ variegata. 
Candytuft, many varieties. 
Zinnia elegans. 
Mimulus Cardinalis. 
Amaranthus, red globe. 

“ orange. 
u white. 

Aquilegia Canadensis. 
“ hortensis. 

Digitalis purpurea. 
Antirrhinum, mixed varieties. 
Viola tricolor grandifloia. 
Penstemon, several varieties. 
Dianthus caryophillus. 
Cheiranthus incannuus. 

And many other sorts which we have not room to mention in 
detail. 

These seeds are neatly put up and marked, and are offered at the 
rate of sixteen sorts for one dollar, and will be forwarded by mail, 
postage paid, to any part of the United States. 

Orders should be addressed,to JAMES VICK, 
Proprietor of the Genesee Farmer. 

RARE AND VALUABLE SEEDS. THE Subscriber will forward to any readable address, packages 
of the following seeds by mail, free of postage, or postage riid, on the receipt of price, or the entire list in one envelope, for 

1 in gold, a current bank bill, or postage stamps. 
Cents. 

Nepaul Barley, heartless and skinless, per package,...25 
Biennial Rye, two crops from one seedirg, “ _12% 
Pure Poland Oats, forty pounds to the bushel,...12% 
Orange Watermelon, rind peels off like the orange,...25 
Ice Cream or White Sugar Melon, of Alabama,..25 
Chinese Hoo sung, substitute for Asparagus,. .25 
Five Foot Cucumber. 5 feet long!____12% 
Negleij's Seedling Cucumber, new and fine,___12% 
Cylindrical Pumpkin, 2 feet long,___12% 
Glass Melon, very small, for preserves,._12% 

N. B.—A Descriptive Catalogue, embracing many other varie¬ 
ties, will be sent on application by mail. 

SEND FOR THE CATALOGUE. 

Address, (Free,) I. W. BRIGGS, P. M. 
County Line Farm, West Macedon, Wayne Co., N. Y. 

Feb.—4t. 

TOMPKINS’ COUNTY KING. SCIONS or Trees can be furnished of the above variety, culti¬ 
vated from bearing trees. Also, o^er new varieties, such as 

Wagener, Primate, <fcc. Also, scions of all the leading varieties. 
Also, a large quantity of the Viminalis Willow, for the bas¬ 
ket trade. Cuttings furnished of the above vajjietv for $2,50 per 
1,000. W. T. & E. SMITH, 

Feb.—3t. Geneva Nursery, N. Y. 

BOOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 eta. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 25 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

25 cents. 
The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &c. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 
The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Buist’s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
Stockhart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer’s Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents. 
Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper-, price 25 

cents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 ets. 
Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By Stevens. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran¬ 

dall. Price $2. 
Stephens’s Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by- 

Skinner. Price $4. 
Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. J 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man and 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 
Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents. 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 
Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints cn arranging 

Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion. Price 
50 eents, 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower’s Guide in Orchard and Garden. Be¬ 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 
Quinhy’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 
The Fruit Garden. P. Barry. Price $1. 
American Fruit Culturist. J. J. Thomas Price $1. 
Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. Price $1.50. 
Cole’s American Fruit Book. Price 50 cents. 
The Stable Book. Stewart. Price $L 
Lindley’s Horticulture. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Munn’s Practical Land Drainer. Price 50 cents. 
Ladies’ Companion to the Flower Garden. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture. Price 75 cents. 
Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds. Smith. 

Price $1.25. 
Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do. 

in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

ICHAB0E GUANO. JUST received by the brig Wave Spirit, direct from the Ichaboe 
islands, a cargo of this superior Guano (which is the first cargo 

arrived since that brought by the ship Shdkspeare, in 1815). This 
Guano is now landed in excellent order, and will be sold in lots to 
suit purchasers. Samples and analyses will be sent by addtessieg 
the agent. As the quantity is small, early application will be ne¬ 
cessary. Faimers who cannot remove what they desire, may have 
it remain on storage until April 1st, at 18% cents per ton per month, 
which includes insurance. 

Price, $54 per ton of 2,000 lbs. 
A. LOXGETT, Agent. 

Nov.—tf. 34 Cliff st., corner of Fulton, New York. 
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1856. 
EVERYBODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY. 

THE RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICUL¬ 
TURAL DIRECTORY. 

CONTAINING directions for the prepartion of the ground for 
the Orchard and Fruit Garden, planting, pruning, etc. Also 

plain directions for making and planting the Lawn and Flower 
Garden, and a Catalogue of Nurserymen in the United States, Can¬ 
ada, and Europe, etc. Illustrated with Sixty Engravings. 

SYNOPSIS OP CONTENTS. 

THE FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Preparation of the Ground.—Suitable Soils, Draining, Subsoiling, 
and Trenching, Manures, etc. 

Directions for Planting, Pruning, etc.—Proper Season for Trans¬ 
planting, Laying out the Ground, Distances at which Trees should 
be Set, Planting, Mulching, Pruning, Staking, etc. 

Diseases._Fire Blight, Leaf Blight, Black Knot on the Plum, 
Yellows in Peach Trees, Bursting of the Bark, or Gum on Cherry 
Trees Mildew on the Peach, Curl of the Leaf in the Peach. 

Insects Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Aphis, or Plant Louse, Wooly 
Aphis, or American Blight, Scaly Aphis, or Bark Louse, Apple 
Tree Borer, Apple Worm, Canker Worm, Caterpillars, Cherry or 
Pear Slug, Curculio, Ants, Peach Tree Borer, Rose Bug, Leaf Rol¬ 

lers. 
Animals Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Birds, Field Mice, MolesUats, 

Hogs, etc. 
Dwarf Trees for the Garden. 
List of Fruits Recommended by State Societies. 
List of FYuits Recommended by the American Pomological So- 

<aety' THE VINEYARD. 

Soil and Position, Preparation of the Soil, Laying off, Planting, 
Treatment, Pruning and Training, Rubbing out and Pinching. 

THE LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN. 

Preparing the Soil and Laying out the Garden. 
Planting the Lawn and Garden.—Deciduous Trees, Evergreen 

Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Bedding Plants, etc. 

LIST OF NURSERYMEN IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, 
AND EUROPE. 

Published at the office of the Genesee Farmer, by James Vick. 

For sale at retail, paper covers, 25 cents; cloth covers, 50 cents. 
Wholesale, paper covers, $2 per doz.; $12.50 per hundred; $G0 for 
500; cloth, $4 per dozen. 

Contents of tins Num&tr. 

Hints for the Season,... 105 
Planter damaged by Exposure,. 106 
The Rural Economy of France and Britain,..107 
The Composition and Action of Guano—Information Wanted, 108 
Facts about Nightsoil,._. 109 
A Great Corn Crop, ......109 
Pasturing and Harrowing Wheat,.  109 
Amount of Roots from Clover and Grasses,....110 
The Cultivation of Spring Wheat,..... 110 
Experience in Agriculture,. 110 
Cabbage with Corn,.    110 
Experiments on Indian Corn,___ 111 
The Origin of Horse-hoeing,... Ill 
Corn Cobs for Wire Worms,.....111 
Millet for Soiling and for Fodder,... 112 
Cultivation of Barley,______113 
A Nut for Special Manure Theory Men to Crack,. 113 
Cultivation of Hemp,_____ 113 
Irrigating Grass Land,. 114 
Harrowing Wheat in theSpring,...... 114 
Acclimating Seed Corn,......114 
Notes on Potato Cultivation,.._____115 
Cutting Drains in the Spring and Fall,___ 115 
Sound Corn and Ripe Pumpkins,_______116 
Roads and Road Making,.. 110 
Peas should be Planted Deep,__116 
Notes by S. W.,...117 
Potatoes—Butt Ends vs. Seed Ends,...117 
The Yellow Locust,.   117 
Wheat Hoeing Machine,_118 
The Michigan Double Plow for Europe,__118 
Hints to the Manufacturers of Agricultural Implements,_118 
Milk Clean,.... 118 
Sheep of Great Britain—South Downs,...119 
Medicine for Ewes,.... 120 
An Excellent Food for Horses,..120 
Tar, a Remedy for Horse Distemper,..120 
Attend to your Poultry,.   120 
Points of a good Mule-bearing Mare,...120 
Warts on Horses,...... 120 
Sheep Killed by Dogs,. .  120 
Attend to the Chickens,...  121 
How to move a Sullen Ox,.......121 
Scratching Posts, Luxuries for Cattle,........121 
A Great Layer,........ 121 
Five Calves in one year,...... 121 
Underdraining and Irrigation in New York,. 121 
Carbonaceous Manures for Hops and Wheat,.121 
Carrots for Cattle,. 121 
Ashes on Potatoes.     121 

TO NURSERYMEN. 
HE Subscribers offer for sale the following articles : 

50,000 Mazza- d Cherry Stocks,.$5 per 1,000 
20,000 Horse Plum Seedlings,.12 per 1,000 
75,000 Grafted Apple Trees, (one year,)-25 per 1,000 
75,000 Grafted Apple Roots,. 10 per 1,000 
50,000 Osage orange, (2 and 3 years,) $5 and 6 per 1,000 
30,000 American Arbor Vitas,.$25 to 35 per 1,000 
2,000 Hybrid Perpetual Roses,....18 per 100 

Also on hand a good assortment of well grown Trees for Orchard, 
Garden, and Ornamental planting. 

30 060 Viminalis Willow Cutiings—$2,50 per 1,000. 
5 W. T. & E. SMITH, 

Feb.—3t. Geneva Nursery, N. Y. 

The Practical and Scientific Farmer’s Oum Paper. 

THE GENESEE FARMER, 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF 

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE, 
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF 

Farm Building?, Animals, Implements, Frait3, &c. 

VOLUME XVII. FOR 1856. 

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance. 

Five Copies for $2; Eight Copies for $3; ana any larger number 
at the same rate. 

All subscriptions to commence with the year, and the en¬ 
tire volume supplied to all subscribers. 

$3^” Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improvement 

are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions. 

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-paid 
or free) at the risk of the Publisher. Address 

JAMES VICK, 

November, 1855. Rochester, New York. 

^STEREOTYPES BY J. W. BROWN, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

The Farmers’ Garden,.    122 
Horticulture in Western New York,.. 123 
Cultivation of the Cranberry,_____124 
The Bigarreau Tardif d’Argental Cherry,.125 
Raising Fruit for Market,_ 125 
Wegeilia Rosea,.    126 
Transplanting Large Trees,......_126 
Strawberries,.   126 

LADIES’ DEPARTMENT. 

The Wife’s Influence,.127 
Take Care of your Eyes,_____128 
A Greenland Lady’s Dress,. 128 
Why Butter is Dear,.    128 
Baking Beets,...128 
Hints for Housewives,..128 

YOUTH’S DEPARTMENT. 

Gardening for Youth—Annual Plants,.. 120 

EDITOR’S TABLE. 

Wool Growers’ Association of Western New York,.. 130 
Yellow Striped Bug,..-... 130 
The Weather,__  130 
Disease in Pigs,..      130 
Agricultural College of Maryland,. 130 
Creosote for Warts,.    130 
Peach Crop in Michigan,_ 130 
Cure for Garget,.   131 
Imported Seeds,_131 
Bound Volumes,..      131 
Notices of New Books, Periodicals, &c.J..131 
Inquiries and Answers,____... 131 

ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Garrett’s Horse-hoe, ..   118 
South Down Ram, “Young York,”.. 119 
Rigarreau Tardif d’Argental Cherry,.  125 
Wegeilia Rosea,__ 126 
Purple Candytuft,.    129 
German Ten-weeks Stock,.......129 
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CULTIVATION 0? INDIAN CORN. 

Indian Corn is the most important crop raised on 
this continent; yet on sitting down to write about its 
cultivation, we are painfully reminded of our lament¬ 
able ignorance of its chemical requirements. We 
know, thanks to Pluropean investigations, something 
of the requirements of wheat, b rley, beans', peas, 
turnips, &c., but no one knows anything respecting 
the special demands of Indian corn. To raise a crop 
of wheat, from 15 to 35 bushels per acre, we know 
the exact quantity of certain constituents of manure 
that will be required; but who can say the same of 
Indian corn ? Who can tell us, if a soil without ma¬ 
nure yields 30 bushels of shelled corn per acre, how 
much ammonia, phosphoric acid, potash, etc., we must 
supply in manure, to produce GO bushels per acre ? 
Every one must admit that such knowledge is desira¬ 
ble, yet we are not aware of a single experiment that 
has ever been made to ascertain the point. 

By reference to another page it will be seen that 
the New York State Agricultural Society ha3 taken 
up this matter, and offered premiums for experiments 
on Indian corn, which, if judiciously carried out, can¬ 
not fail to throw some light on this interesting and 
important subject. 

Indian corn is supposed to be indigenous to the 
New World; at all events it flourishes better here 
than in Europe. It grows on the poorest sands, on 
the most tenacious clays, on granite rocks, and rich 
alluvial bottoms; in every clime, and on all soils in this 
vast continent, Indian corn springs up, as it were, 
spontaneously, without the cure and attention of the 
planter. The ease with which it is produced, is prob¬ 
ably one of the principal reasons why we have neg¬ 
lected to study its peculiar requirements. 

Experience, that great teacher in all the practical 
arts, has taught us all we know of the cultivation of 
Indian corn. It would appear to teach that corn 
does not need so compact and calcareous a soil as the 
wheat plant demands. It delights in a loose, friable, 
warm, porous, deep soil, abounding in organic matter. 
It.does well on all good wheat soils; yet it often does 
better on soils which are too light and mucky to pro¬ 
duce good wheat. It is a gross feeder; we can easily 
make land too rich for wheat, but we have never yet 
seen any too rich for the production of Indian corn. 
Like all spring crops, corn requires an active soil. 
The atmosphere should have free access, and decom¬ 
position and disintegration should go on with great 
rapidity. Hence, fine tilth is essential. The parti¬ 
cles of the soil should be rendered as fine as possible 

by good plowing, dragging, rolling, cultivating, etc.; 
and after the plants are up, the hoe and cultivator 
cannot be used too much for the benefit of the corn 
crop. 

Many of our best Western New York farmers are 
in the habit of plowing under a clover sod immedi¬ 
ately before planting. By this time the clover has 
got a good growth, and the soil is in first-rate work¬ 
ing condition. The grubs feast on this recently 
buried matter, and do not attack the corn until it is 
well started and growing so rapidly as to receive lit¬ 
tle or no injury. 

Plant early—the earlier the better, if the weather 
is warm and the soil in good order. More corn wa3 

injured last year from late ripening than all other 
causes combined. The principal means of hastening 
the maturity of corn is to be sought in thorough un- 
derdraiuing. But we are well aware that the expend¬ 
iture of $30 per acre in underdraining is, with three- 
fourths of our reader -, entirety out of the question. 
The next means to be resorted to, is to plant early 
varieties, and to avoid planting too thick. We saw- 
many crops of corn injured last season from too thick 
planting. It will be said that last year was an ex¬ 
ceptionable season. True, but we are persuaded that 
corn very generally suffers from this cause. We 
would rather plant in hills four feet apart, than three 
feet, which is the common practice in the Eastern 
states. Perhaps in Western New York three and a 
half feet, and three to four plants in a hill, is the best 
distance in ordinary seasons. 

Careless planting must be guarded against. Plant¬ 
ing “bees’’ are an abomination. Some of the plant¬ 
ers bury the seed six inches deep, while others hardly 
cover it at all. The consequence is the corn comes 
up—that which comes up at all—very unevenly. 
Some hills are almost ready for the first hoeing before 
others are out of the around, and the field of corn not 
only looks bad, but turns out bad at husking time. 
The hills should be made as broad and flat at the top 
as possible, and the seed be covered not more than two 
inches deep. It is better to have too many seeds in 
the hill than too few, for if too thick the plants can 
be thinned out, but if too thin, none can be added. 

It is always in the end the most economical to 
mark out the lot both ways before planting, so as to 
insure straight rows in both directions. The cornfield 
not only looks better to the passer by, but you can 
horse-hoe both ways, and much closer without risk 
of cutting up the hills. 

If plaster can be obtained for less than four dollars 
per ton, it will on most soils, pay to use it on corn. 
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The best way to apply it is to scatter a small table 
spoonful on each hill, shortly after the plants are 
through the soil. The beneficial effect is sometimes 
astonishing. Unleached ashes are not unfrequently 
mixed with the plaster—two-thirds ashes and one- 
third plaster—aud scattered on the hill with good 
effect. It appears to be the general opinion that 
ashes can be more profitably used on Indian corn 
than on any other crop. How far the opinion is well 
founded, experiments alone can decide. 

THE CULTIVATION OF BOOT CHOPS. 

It is a well established fact that more nutritious 
matter can be obtained from an acre ol land in root 
crops, than in any other. Thus an acre of Mangel 
Wurzel, of twenty tons bulbs and eight tons leaves, 
would yield in bulbs, 5,000 pounds, and in leaves 
2,000 pounds of dry matter—-while forty bushels of 
wheat contain only 192 pounds, and the straw 1,000 
pounds of dry matter. A crop of timothy of two 
tons of hay would yield not more than 3,500 pounds 
©f dry matter, while an equal weight of clover hay 
contains only 3,200 pounds. 

While, then, roots as a class contain some ninety 
per cent, of water, they nevertheless yield more dry 
substance than any other agricultural crop. Then, 
again, there is less effete matter in the dry substance 
of roots than in most other plants. Clover, timothy, 
straw, com stalks, bran, and almost everything else 
commonly used for food, contains a very large pro¬ 
portion of woody fibre that is no more nutritious than 
au equal weight of sawdust. Common meadow hay 
and dry potatoes contain nearly an equal weight of 
nitrogenous compounds—say nine per cent of albu¬ 
men, the flesh-forming principle. In the potato, how¬ 
ever, the other 91 ft>3. is nearly all starch, while in the 
hay it is nearly all woody fibre. We can obtain, then, 
not only a greater quantity of dry substance, but 
also a much greater amount of truly nutritious mat¬ 
ter in roots than from any other crop. 

Nor is this all. The impoverishing effects on the 
soil should also be taken into consideration. In this 
respect practical experience and scientific experiment 
alike decide in favor of turnips, ruta bagas, mangels, 
Ac. (We fear potatoes are an exception; there have 
been no experiments made, that we are aware of, that 
settle this point, but common experience indicates 
ih&t the potato is rather an exhausting crop.) In 
our articles on “ Lawes and Liebig,” we have shown 
that where a turnip is abundantly supplied with avail¬ 
able inorganic matter, it is comparatively independent 
of organic matter in the soil, obtaining carbonic acid 
and ammonia from the atmosphere, sufficient for an 
average crop. 

Root crops, therefore, not only afford a large amount 
of truly nutritive matter, but this matter is principal¬ 
ly obtained from the atmosphere. Hence, the culti¬ 
vation of roots is one grand means of increasing the 
amount of organic matter on a farm; and it is ol or¬ 
ganic matter, especially of ammonia, that most of our 
soils are deficient. 

All root crops delight in a rather light soil, deeply 
and thoroughly pulverized, and enriched with well 
rotted farm-yard dung, or other quickly acting fertili¬ 
zers, such as Peruvian guano, or superphosphate of 
lime. 

Carrots.—The value of carrots as an auxilary food 
lor horses and milch cowsf is admitted to be very 

great. It is admirably adapted to our climate, and 
though considerable labor is needed to weed them, 
&c., yet on the whole, we know of no crop in this 
vicinity which pays better. Our esteemed correspon¬ 
dent E. S. Hayward, Esq., is eminently successful in 
growing carrots. In the Genesee Farmer for April, 
1853, will be found an interesting communication 
from him on this subject. He prefers a yellow chest 
nut loam, well manured with say 20 to 40 loads of 
rotten yard manure per acre, but they will grow on 
any deep rich soil, and produce well. The soil should 
be thoroughly pulverized with the cultivator and har¬ 
row on the top, before plowing, after the manure is 
spread. Then plow deep and follow with rakes, and 
rake the top of the furrow and the manure, if there 
is any left in sight, to the bottom of the furrow, and 
continue in this way till the piece is prepared, which 
leaves the ground level and clean on the surface. 
Four hands will follow and rake as fast as a team will 
plow. The ground should be sown while moist, soon 
after it is fitted, in rows 12 to 14 inches apart, and 
half an inch deep. The soil should be pressed on 
the seed by treading or rolling, to ensure its vegeta¬ 
tion. If sown by hand, the usual quantity of seed is 
four pounds per acre; if with a machine, two pounds 
is sufficient. The seed should be soaked in warm 
water 48 hours or more before sowing, then mix with 
plaster till the seed will separate. Sow as early in 
May as the season will allow. The ground may b« 
marked out with a marker made for the purpose, and 
the seed covered with a rake. If the weather is 
favorable, they will be up, and ready for the 
first hoeing in about three weeks. The hoe should 
then be passed lightly through the rows, to kill the 
weeds aud help the growth of the carrots. In ten 
days, hoe again, weed and thin, leaving one plant in 
a place; in two weeks hoe deep, weed and thin, leav- 
the plants four or five inches apart in the row's, and 
the work will be completed for the season. If weed* 
grow after the last hoeing, wreed them out, for weed* 
and carrots cannot grow on the same ground at a 
good advantage. 

Mangel Wurzel.—This is another root well adapt¬ 
ed to our climate. It is not injured by insects or 
worms, and requires no hand weeding. The tops aa 
well as the bulbs are excellent food for stock, and 
more food can be raised from an acre in mangel wur- 
zel, than in any other crop we have ever cultivated. 
They are gross feeders; it is hardly possible to make 
the soil too rich for them. They should be planted 
in rows 30 inches apart, and from 12 to 15 inches in 
the rows. The seed can be dropped and covered 
with a hoe, just as in planting Indian corn. It is ad¬ 
visable to drop four or five seeds in a hill, so as to 
secure one good plant. A little sulphate of lime 
dropped with the seed, will be beneficial in giving the 
plants a start; but superphosphate of lime, say a 
quarter to half an ounce in a hill, will be very much 
better. When placed in close proximity with the 
seed, it has a remarkable effect in stimulating the 
growth of turnips, ruta baga, mangel wurzel, &c., and 
if a good article can be obtained at a reasonable 
price, it will pay well to use it for these crops. Man¬ 
gel wurzel should be sown from the middle to the end 
of May. 

Ruta Bagas.—Swedes, er ruta bagas, are much 
more extensively cultivated in England than mangel 
wurzel, but they are not so well adapted to our cli¬ 
mate as mangels. There are those, however, who 
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assert that ruta bagas can be raised as well here as 
in Great Britain, and we would be the last to discour¬ 
age the idea, for we believe that the extensive culti¬ 
vation of this root would be attended with many ad¬ 
vantages; yet we believe the climate of the British 
Isles is better adapted to the growth of this root, 
than the dry, hot summers of this country. Ruta 
bagas can be sown in June, in the way recommended 
for mangels, or they may be sown in drills, like car¬ 
rots, and thinned out with the hoe 12 or 14 inches 
apart. Be careful not to cover the seed too deeply. 
By using superphosphate you may be sure of a crop. 

As it will be in season, will not some of our cor¬ 
respondents give us their experience in the cultivation 
#f ruta bagas and turnips for the June number. 

EXPERIMENTS ON INDIAN CORN. 

We are indebted to the Secretary, B. P. Johnson, 

Esq., for the following extracts from the Premium List 
of the New York State Agricultural Society for 
1856. It will be seen that liberal premiums are of¬ 
fered for experiments on Indian corn. Strange as it 
may appear, the first judicious experiment on this 
great American cereal is yet to be made. We are 
totally ignorant of its peculiar manurial requirements, 
and shall remain so till some such experiments as 
those proposed by the New York State Ag. Society 
shall be accurately carried out. The Society has 
done itself honor in taking the initiative in this mat¬ 
ter, and we anticipate much good from its efforts in 
this particular. 

We intend competing for the first premium, and 
have induced Mr. De Burg, of Brooklyn, to manufac¬ 
ture for us a small quantity of superphosphate, ac¬ 
cording to the receipt given below. If any of our 
friends wish a few bags of it, they can probably ob¬ 
tain all they will need to make the following experi¬ 
ments, by writing us on the subject immediately. 

FERTILIZERS FOR INDIAN CORN. 

The Executive Committee deeming it of great impor¬ 
tance to ascertain the manure best adapted to Indian 
corn, one of the most important crops in this country, 
propose to award premiums for the best conducted and 
most satisfactory experiments with the manures here¬ 
inafter named. 

It is desired that the field upon which the experiment 
is made should have been under cultivation for a con¬ 
siderable time, and if it has not been manured, and has 
been impoverished by continued cultivation of cereal 
«rops, it will be the more acceptable. It is very impor¬ 
tant to ascertain the amount of phosphoric acid, sul¬ 
phuric acid, potash, soda, lime, <fcc. required in the soil 
for the proper growth of Iudian com. 

The mechanical condition of the field must be care¬ 
fully attended to—and all parts of the field to be as 
much alike as possible. One-fourth of an acre for each 
plot, and two of these to Joe without manure of any 
kind. It is believed that this is as small a quantity of 
land as will secure reliable results, and it is of the ut¬ 
most importance that the fielu experiments should be 
satisfactory. 

PLATE OR MONEY PREMIUM, $7 5. 

No. I. The following preparations to be tried—each 
of the numbers representing one-fourth of an acre: 

1. Without manure. 
2. 4 tons well decomposed barn yard manure. 
8. 4 tons green manure from barn yard. 
4. 100 lbs. sulphate of lime. 
6. 100 lbs. sulphate of ammonia. 

6. 100 lbs. superphosphate of lime. 
7. 75 lbs. pearlash. 
8. 50 lbs. 6oda ash. 

9. 25 lbs. sulphate of magnesia. 
10- 50 lbs. sulphate of lime. 
11. 75 lbs. of pearlash, 50 lbs. soda ash, 25 lbs. sul¬ 

phate of lime, and 25 lbs. sulphate of magnesia. 
12. As No. II, with 100 lbs. sulphate of ammonia. 
18. As No. 11, with 100 lbs. superphosphate of lime. 
14. As No. 11, with 100 lbs. sulphate of ammonia, 

and 100 lbs. superphosphate of lime. 
15. As No. 11, with 50 lbs. sulphate of ammonia. 
16. 50 lbs. sulphate of ammonia. 
17. 50 lbs. superphosphate of lime. 
18. 4 tons barn yard manure, 50 lbs. each of sulphate 

of ammonia, superphosphate of lime, pearlash, soda 
ash, sulphate of magnesia, and sulphate of lime. 

19. Without manure. 

GgpT" If potash, soda ash, and magnesia can not be 
readily obtained, unleached hardwood ashes may ba 
substituted for them. 

The superphosphate of lime should be made from 
calcined bones, and should be placed in direct contact 
with the seed. The sulphate of ammonia should be 
applied in the hill, with a little soil intervening between 
it and the seed. The pearlash or soda ash must not be 
mixed with the superphosphate or sulpha! e of ammo¬ 
nia before solving. The other substances can be applied 
as convenience or custom dictates. 

Superphosphate of lime fiom calcined bones, 
ground quite fine before admixture with acid, may be 
made as follows: Grind the calcined bones very fine; 
then to 100 lbs. of bone dust add 75 lbs. water, and 
mix thoroughly; then add 100 lbs. “brown or chamber” 
sulphuric acid, and mix completely, and repeat process 
until the quantity required is made. (Such a super¬ 
phosphate can be sown with the smallest seeds without 
fear of injuring the germinating principle.) 

PREMIUM, PLATE OR MONEY, $50. 

No. II. (Indian Corn.)—Each plat to consist of one 
quarter of an acre. 

1. Without manure. 
2. Peruvian guano, 100 lbs. 
3. Mexican guano, 100 lbs. 
4. Commercial superphosjdiate of lime, 100 lbs. J 
5. Poudrette, one barrel. 
6. Tafeu, 100 lbs. 
7. Gypsum, 100 lbs. 
8. Unleached ashes, 100 lbs. 
9. 4 tons barn yard manure. 

10. 100 lbs. Peruvian guano, 100 lbs. superphosphate 
of lime, 100 lbs. unleached ashes, 50 lbs. gypsum. 

11. Without manure. 

In the application of Guano, it should be sown broad¬ 
cast and plowed or harrowed in. If applied to corn 
in the hill, it will certainly injure the seed. 

The ashes and gypsum are to be mixed together and 
sown broadcast before planting, or on top of the hill 
when the corn is a few inches high. The superphos¬ 
phate and guano to be mixed together and applied in 
the hill, with sufficient soil intervening to prevent in¬ 
jury to the seed; or i*t may be sown broadcast, and 
plowed or harrowed in. 

PREMIUMS FOR TIIE BEST CROP OF INDIAN 
CORN AND CARROT& 

The following Premiums were offered by the Hon. 
Horace Greeley, of New York, to Boys under 18 
years of age: 

1st. A premium of $50, to the boy, under 18 years 
of age, in the State, who shall grow, within the State, 
the best acre of corn, in 1856, (the ground to be in one 
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contiguous piece,) the ground to be prepared, crop cul¬ 
tivated and secured by the applicant himself with a 
full statement as required by the Regulations of the 
Society. 

2d. A premium of $50 to the boy, under 18 years 
of age, within the State, who shall grow, within the 
State, the best acre of Carrots, in 1856, (the ground to 
to be in one contiguous piece,) the ground to be pre¬ 
pared, crop cultivated and secured by the applicant 
himself, with a full statement, as required by the regu¬ 
lations annexed. 

DIRECTIONS FOR INDIAN CORN. 

1. The condition of the soil at the commencement of 
the culture, and the previous crop, if any, and the 
quantity and kind of manure used, if known, to be 
given. 

2. The manner of plowing, dragging or furrowing, 
or marking the land for planting, the distance the hills 
or drills are designed to be left apart; the time of plant¬ 
ing, and the time the corn appeared above the ground; 
the number of kernels dropped in hills or drills, as near 
as can be ascertained, and the number of stalks designed 
to be left in each hill or drill. 

3. The variety of corn planted, and the quantity of 
seed per acre; the quantity and quality of manure put 
upon the crop, and the manner of its application; and 
the number of times the corn was hoed, or other meth¬ 
od of cultivation. 

4. The time of cutting the stalks, or of cutting up 
the corn; the number of loads of stalks, and estimated 
value for fodder. 

6. The corn from the acre to be shelled, cleaned and 
measured in a sealed half bushel, between the 20th of 
December and the 15th of January, and the number of 
bushels to be stated. 

6. The ground to be in one contiguous piece, to be 
measured by a surveyor, with chain and compass, pre¬ 
vious to planting the corn, who must make affidavit of 
the correctness of his survey; and one or more persons, 
in addition to the applicant, to certify as to the gath¬ 
ering, cleaning, and measuring the corn. 

7. A full and particular statement of the expenses, 
including the number of days’ work of team and hands, 
and the value of the same. 

The application, with the proofs, mvst be forwarded 
to the Secretary, at the Agricultural Rooms, Albany, 
by the 1st of February, 1857. 

DIRECTIONS FOR CARROTS. 

1. The kind and condition of the soil; statement of 
tiie previous crop, if any, and how manured. 

2. The quantity of manure on the crop, the manner 
of its application, the quantity and kind of seed used. 

3. The time and manner of sowing and harvesting 
the crop; and the actual yield by weight, 60 lbs. of 
clean l oots, after the tops are taken off, estimated as a 
bushel. 

4. A full and particular statement of the expenses, 
including the number of days’ work of team and hands, 
and the value of the same. 

5. A sample of the carrots to be forwarded to the 
Agricultural Rooms, Albany, with the statement. 

6. The ground to form one contiguous piece, to be 
measured by a surveyor, with chain and compass, pre¬ 
vious to planting the carrots, who must make affidavit 
©f the correctness of his survey; and one or more per¬ 
sons, in addition to the applicant, to certify as to the 
gathering and measuring of the carrots. 

The application, with the proofs, must be forwarded 
to B. P. Johnson, Secretary, at the Agricultural Rooms, 
Albany, by the 1st of February, 1857. 

All inquiries in relation to these premiums, should 
be a ldre-sed to B. P. Johnson, Secretary, Agricultural 
Rooms, Albany. 

MANAGEMENT OF FARMS. 

For the best cultivated farm, of not less than fifty acres, 
mainly devoted to grain growing, exclusive of wood 
land and waste land, regard being had to the quan¬ 
tity and quality of produce, the manner and expens© 
of cultivation, and the actual products: Silver Plate, 
valued at $50. Second best, $30. 

For the best cultivated farm, of not less than fifty acres, 
mainly devoted to grazing and dairying, exclusive of 
wood and waste land, regard being had to the quan¬ 
tity and quality of produce, the manner and expens© 
of cultivation, the management and feeding of stock, 
and of conducting the dairy, and the actual products, 
Silver Plate, valued at $50. Second best, $30. 

Competitors for the premiums, on farms are desired 
to give notice to the Secretary, on or before the 1st of 
July, of their intention to compete, and some member 
or members of the Executive Committee will be as¬ 
signed to visit and examine the Farms, and report on 
the same. 

Cheap Compost for Corn.—Having received th« 
credit for two years past of having as good pieces of 
corn as any in our neighborhood, and attributing our 
success mainly to the use of a single handful of cheap 
compost dropped in each hill before planting the corn, 
we give you a statement as to how we form it. 

Supposing a load to contain twenty-five bushels, we 
take two loads of muck manure from our hog-yard, 
one load of wood ashes, and three bushels of plaster 
of Paris. Work the parts thoroughly together with 
a hoe or shovel. Our corn ground having received 
a coating of manure before being plowed, the harrow 
follows the plow lengthwise of the furrows, until the 
surface is well pulverized. We mark one way for the 
hills with a shallow furrow of the plow, and then 
draw a chain the other way, which shows the place 
for each hill. The compost gives the corn a good 
start, and the manure helps it out. We have-, also, 
for the two years past, soaked our seed corn in a 
strong solution of tobacco water, and have not been 
troubled much with worms. Let it remain in the 
solution from twelve to twenty-four hours. Wm. E. 
Cowles, Canton, Conn., in Country Gent. 

Shade as a Fertilizer.—One of the arguments in 

favor of the notion that shade possesses peculiar 
powers of enriching a soil, has been that the northern 
sides of hills are more fertile than the south sides. 
The Louisville Journal, some time since, had an ex¬ 
cellent article on this subject, and explains the fact, 
so far as Kentucky is concerned at least, in this wise: 
“The northern slopes remain frozen much more than 
the southern, which protects the former from being 
washed, while the latter, from exposure to the sun, 
are softened almost every day in winter, and the soil 

is carried away by every rain.” 

Salt Causes Wheat to Ripen Earlier.—Theo¬ 

dore Perry says, in the Prairie Farmer, that he 
sowed one and a half bushels of salt per acre upon 
one-half of a ten acre field, just after seeding it with 
spring wheat, and the result was that the salted por¬ 
tion was ready for the sickle five days earlier than the 
unsalted portion, and not a particle of rust, scab, or 

must could be found, and the increase of crop he es¬ 
timated at five bushels per acre. Have any of our 

readers observed a similar effect from the application 

of salt? 
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DRAINING PRAIRIE LAND. 

Draining consists in carrying off from land all su¬ 
perfluous water, which otherwise would remain on or 
in it, to the injury of the soil or crops. The prairie 
land of the West generally needs its share of draining, 
with other lands. In some places the land is very 
wet, owing to its low situation, and during the wet 
portions of the year, the water stands in abundance 
upon this land, and even for days after a hard shower, 
in the dryest part of the year. 

Covered, or blind ditches are seldom 'used upon 
prairie land, as they could not be made large enough 
conveniently, to carry off the usual flow of water. 
Such irriguous lands are generally best surface-drained 
by a convenient open ditch, either thrown out by the 
plow, or by the spade and shovel, to a depth sufficient 
to carry ofl all surplus water. 

It is well known that water falling upon prairie 
soil is rapidly absorbed, and many farmers come to 
the conclusion that, as long as the absorption of the 
land is sufficient to imbibe all surplus water in a few 
days, ditching is of very little value. Such men would 
scarcely read an article on irrigation or drainage, as 
it is considered by them as useless stuff, and they are 
bitterly opposed to “book farming, any how.” Prai¬ 
rie land, generally speaking, is loose or porous, and 
easily worked, and this may account for the rapid re¬ 
ception of water into the soil. But admitting that 
the surplus water is received by the soil in a week or 
two, or even in a few days or hours; what is the effect 
upon the soil ? It is injurious. The land will be¬ 
come sour—the air is excluded, and consequently that 
liveliness which the soil formerly had, departs; more 
or less owing to the length of time the water remains 
upon the same, and the land becomes what some per¬ 
sons call “deadened” or “lifeless.” The growth of 
the plants is retarded—the health of that plant which 
is to be used for man or beast, is materially injured, 
and the health of the consumer is injured according¬ 
ly. Thus by one neglect, the health, strength, vigor, 
and even life of plants may be extinguished. All 
stagnant water, either above or under the surface, 
where the plants will feel the effect of it, will certain¬ 
ly injure them, and all useful plants desire water that 
is pure aud that will facilitate their healthy growth. 

But many of the prairie farmers suggest that they 
“have not the means or time to properly drain their 
farms,” asserting that they produce good grass and 
tolerable good summer crops, even where the water 
stands on the land from three to five weeks in the 
spring and fall, and occasionally a day or two through 
the summer. This theory, if it could be established, 
(but I am confident every reasoning man will say it 
can not,) would show that water could be administered 
as a food for plants, especially grass, different from 
the ways of nature, and also different from botanical 
experiments. But there is no use of speculating up¬ 
on this, for who ever saw dry land plants, even com¬ 
mon grass, thriving under a luxuriant “top dressing” 
of stagnant water, of any depth from one inch up¬ 
ward, such water to remain upon the land for a length 
of time ? It has been shown that water furnishes a 
large supply of the natural food of plants, but not in 
the mam>er spoken of above. 

The man who holds to “top dressing” with stag¬ 
nant water, and neglects to drain his farm, will be 
continually growling about wet weather, and of wet 
feet, cramps, rheumatism, ague, and other diseases 

prevalent upon such lands. Where he has had ditches 
heretofore, they are nearly filled up again, having 
never been cleared since the first opening. Water is 
often standing for weeks, when a few plow furrows 
would carry the same away entirely. 

The expense of draining is but a trifle in compari¬ 
son to the increase of crops, and the health of crops, 
soil and man, in connection with the convenience of 
having dry footing. The farmer on well drained land 
can work to greater advantage than he can upon wet 
land; his land is dry enough to plow, while his neigh¬ 
bor is “hunting ducks” upon his wet land; his crops 
are sown in good season, and get a good start before 
the dry weather comes on; the land is pliable and 
warm, giving freshness and vigor to the plants; the 
decomposition of vegetable matter that has been 
plowed under, begins much sooner than on wet lands, 
and the price of the land Is much increased, as well 
as its beauty. 

In cutting open ditches, it is desirable to cut them 
so as to carry the water all off the land that is neces¬ 
sary, and not with too strong a current, as a strong 
current will wash the banks of the ditch. Open 
ditches should be opened as nearly parallel with the 
fences as possible, so as not to interfere with plowing. 
If ditches should become partially filled by plowing 
too near, or by cattle running over them, as is often 
the case during summer, they should be again cleared 
before wet weather commences in the fall, so that the 
water may have a chance to escape freely during the 
winter and spring. 

I have lately purchased a poor (so considered) wet 
land farm on the prairie in this county, upon which I 
purpose to try as many experiments as time and 
means will allow, by way of draining, manuring, &c., 
the results of which I will communicate to yon 
through the pages of the Genesee Farmer. E. 
Woolverton—Milan, Ohio. 

HARROWING WHEAT. - TURNIPS WITH CORN. 

Messrs. Editors :—In reading over your valuable 
“Hints for the Season,” in the April number of the 
Genesee Farmer, I was much pleased with your re¬ 
marks on sowing clover with wheat and harrowing 
it in. Harrowing wheat is, I believe, so far from be¬ 
ing an injury, a decided benefit. Some years ago my 
father had a piece of wheat, (about 12 acres,) which 
in the spring looked so miserably thin and poor, that 
he thought of plowing it under and sowing a spring 
crop. Instead of doing so, however, v,Then the ground 
was dry and in good working order he harrowed it 
with a set of light harrows. The effect was truly 
astonishing. The plants immediately revived, and 
grew so thick and well, that at harvest it was the 
heaviest and best crop of wheat on the farm. We 
attributed the effect produced to the harrows stirring 
up the roots and manure, and causing the plants to 
tiller, or to spread and throw out new branches or 
stalks, which it did, some of the plants having as 
many as twenty stalks from one root. 

Your remarks on the cultivation of barley are 
good, and to the point. It is a crop deserving more 
attention than it has yet received, not only on account 
of the superiority of the straw to that of wheat and 
oats, but also the profits of raising a good crop, and 
the fine condition in which it leaves the soil. Clover 
is generally sown with wheat, but it may be sown, 
and with equal success, with barley, and when so done 
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the straw and the clover make excellent fodder for 
cattle. Indeed, a few years since, wThen hay was very 
scarce, my father’s horses were kept in good working 
condition all winter on no other food than the barley 
straw and the clover which had grown with it, except 
a small quantity of grain and a few ruta bagas. 
Barley undoubtedly requires a warm and finely pul¬ 
verized soil. Those whose land is not drained, and 
who desire to raise barley, should plow the ground 
either in the fall or early in the spring, into plots not 
exceeding a rod in width, and as mueh in a convex 
form as possible, so that the water may drain out of 
the soil into the dead furrows on each side. 

Did any of your readers ever raise turnips with 
Indian corn? I have, and with success. We all 
know that our summers are generally too hot and 
dry for turnips, and the flies very destructive. Now, 
if we can give the turnips a protection from the in¬ 
tensely hot rays of the sun, without depriving them 
of the sun’s influence, turnips can be raised; and In¬ 
dian corn, I think, is just the thing. If turnips then 
can be raised with Indian corn, wre can afford to give 
them a better chance, by planting the corn 4 or 4£ 
feet or more apart, which will not only benefit the 
turnips, but the corn also. I wish some of yoor read¬ 
ers would try this experiment on a small scale—-say 
an acre planted 4 or 4| feet apart each way, and after 
the second hoeing is done, and if possible, just before 
a shower, sow the turnip seed as evenly and thinly as 
possible, broadcast over the whole surface of the 
ground. The only way to sow the seed thin enough, 
is to mix it with sand. The turnips will grow for a 
month or more after the corn is cut. What good 
agriculturist does not like to have his cellar, in winter 
and spring, full of all kinds of roots ? Try it, and if 
you fail, try again. Farmers, many of you are rich 
in agricultural experience and knowledge, and would 
do much good by contributing it through these pages 
for the benefit of such as myself. 

A Young Beginner. 

YELLOW CARB0T8 AS FOOD i FOR CATTLE. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer:—There are many farmers 
who have become acquainted with the value of car¬ 
rots as food for cattle, and consequently use them; 
while there are many more who either through igno¬ 
rance of their value, or negligence in planting, culti¬ 
vating or feeding, or both, never use them except 
accidentally when in their way, and then they only 
feed to get them out of the way. It is to this last 
class of farmers that 1 wish to direct this article, and 
urge them to study the value of carrots, and try the 
experiment of root feeding for themselves, and if it 
proves profitable, continue it, if not then drop it, after 
a fair trial. 

Yellow carrots possess a great deal of nourishment, 
are hearty, strong, and healthy food. They can be 
raised at a much less expense than an equal value of 
corn or grain crop, are just as easy fed, and supply 
the cattle with that vegetable food which they would 
not otherwise get during the winter months. I have 
known persons to commence spring work with poor 
cattle, and by feeding carrots twice a day, and corn 
once a day, (at noon,) with hay or corn stalks, to 
work their cattle every working day, and have them 
gain flesh and get fat by the time the work was done, 
and at a much less cost than to have fed grain alone. 
Three years ago, about the first of March, I purchased 

a yoke of steers which were in low condition. I fed 
them carrots twice a day until the middle of the 
month, also plenty of corn stalks. At this time I 
commenced working them; I fed them corn in addi¬ 
tion to the carrots once a day, with plenty of salt, 
I worked them hard and fed them well; they gained 
in flesh rapidly, and the 10th of May they were fit to 
butcher. 1 had done a great deal of hauling and 
work upon the farm, besides over 30 acres of plowing, 
and I now sold them for more than 1 paid for them, 
and they commanded a ready sale and ready pay. 
There were cattle tbat worked along side, that did no 
more work, and had the best of corn and hay, which 
lost flesh equally as fast as the first yoke gained; be¬ 
sides in hot days they would hang their tongues out 
of their mouths, as if asking for carrots; and as to 
this, I can say that I never saw an ox “ loll ” that was 
fed upon yellow carrots. I consider them equally as 
good for cow’s, and if you wish good, sweet, and 
solid butter, or rich milk, feed them with a liberal 
hand, and with salt occasionally. 

Cattle may not like them very well at first; if so, 
sprinkle some salt over them, and they will soon be¬ 
gin to like them. It is very little trouble to raise 
root crops of any kind, and particularly so with the 
carrot. All the attention necessary upon a quarter 
of on acre can be given for “ noon spells,” or in rainy 
half days, and between tiroes of other work, and thus 
cost the farmer comparatively nothing until they are 
ready to pull, and fit for winter use. This should be 
done before the frost disturbs them much. 

Sow your seed in drills about fifteen inches apart, 
and then thin to four or six inches, as you choose. 
The seed should be placed in the ground about the 
first of June, or earlier. The ground should be made 
as mellow as time and convenience will allow. The 
more attention you pay to having your soil in order 
to receive the seed, the surer you are of a good crop. 
Cover your seed with the earth very lightly. A brush 
dragged across the drills will cover them sufficiently. 
Make your rows straight, to admit of easy culture. 

Now, brother farmers, if you have a spare piece 
of ground, (and if not, make some vacant,) plant 
enough carrots to feed your stock, and if you have 
not cattle to feed, give them to your horses or sheep; 
they will answer them equally as well, and if you are 
not satisfied with the benefit arising therefrom, then 
it will be time for you to object. E. Woolvertqn, 
Milan, Ohio. 

Sprouted Wheat for Seed.—In a recent convex 
sation with John Johnston, Esq., of Geneva, N. Y., 
he remarked that in order to satisfy himself whether 
it would be safe to sow damaged wheat, he took 
twenty grains of sound plump wheat, and twenty 
shrivelled grains of the most damaged wheat he had. 
He planted them an inch apart, and watered the soil. 
The whole of the sound grains, and seventeen of the 
shrivelled grains came up. This convinced him that 
it would be perfectly safe to sow damaged wheat. 

The Yalue of Gas Lime as a Manure.—A writer 
in the London Farmers' Magazine says : 

“A correspondent asks the best way of using the 
refuse lime from gas works. Let him shun it as he 
would Old Nick; it is poison. I have tried it in many 
ways. It will make the fruitful land barren. I have 
half an acre now dressed with it five years; smell not 
recovered now, although it has been extra-dosed with 
the best farm yard manure.” 
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NOTES FOR THE MONTH, BY S. W. 

Keep moke Stock.—Stock growing is fast becom¬ 
ing popular among our most astute farmers. They 
begin to find, or rather to realize “ in the light,” as 
the Quakers say, the truth of the Scotch maxim, 
“No cattle no manure, no manure no corn.” So long 
as our generous alluvial soils gave crops without stint, 
the farmer only set down the cost ol feeding a pair 
of three year olds against the small sum for which 
he sold them; counting as nothing the manure they 
made, which alone prevented the deterioration of his 
soil. But all this is changed now; three year olds are 
sold at this time at more than $50 a head, and such 
is their scarcity on the farm, that the soil is fast dete¬ 
riorating, except among those thinking farmers who 
have bought as many lean kine as they have sold fat 
one3. These men have grown large crops of corn, 
and fed it all to their animals, thus realizing stall fed 
prices in their sales, over and above the gain in that 
extra nitrogenous manure made from corn-fed cattle. 

Wool Growing.—Our farmers sell off their sheep 
even closer than their horned cattle. Yet sheep are 
the best of all animals to manure pastures and fit 
them for an alternation of cereal crops. The low 
price of wool, is the main argument of farmers to 
palliate this reckless course. But how long is the 
price of wool to be thus depressed without a conse¬ 
quent reaction ? Since France has wisely rescinded 
her misnamed protective duty on imported wool, its 
price, even in England, has advanced eight cents a 
pound; and its rise in the United States is just as cer¬ 
tain, as that the peace in Europe will cause the price 
of cereal grains to fall, and the raw materials for 
manufacture to rise. Thus, while corn, pork, whiskey, 
&c., will fall in price in the United States, wool will 
appreciate in price, for the reason that Europe will 
want all the surplus foreign wool, as the abrogation 
of the French duty already iudicates; while our now 
well managed and increasing woolen manufactures in 
this country, will need all our own. 

Price of Indian Corn.—The late rapid fall in the 
price of Indian corn need not lead farmers to think 
that this, our king of the cereals, is to be depressed 
in price below remuneration. True, the facility with 
which corn is grown on the great alluvial prairies of 
the West, may lower the price, but this cheapness is 
the great spur to its export, by which alone the mar¬ 
ket is relieved, and better ’prices are sustained. It 
was this cheapness in price, induced by the pressure 
of corn from Chicago on the New York market, that 
induced its export to the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain, where it has at length become a regular ar¬ 
ticle of consumption, in common v\ ith their indige¬ 
nous cereals ; hence, our export of Indian corn is cer¬ 
tain to go on increasing, in proportion to its increase 
and cheapness in our Atlantic ports. 

But that which is to sustain the prices of our agri¬ 
cultural productions a thousand times more than all 
export demand, is the astounding increased and in¬ 
creasing home market. Our maritime cities are 
doubling their manufacturing population every few 
years; the interior towns and cities are all manufactu¬ 
ring, while along the great lakes of the West, on the 
great rivers, and even on the great, unwooded prairies, 
large cities are growing up, full fledged from the start, 
in all the appliances of modern luxury, as if to dis¬ 
tance the east in high civilization, with workshops 
and fixed machinery transported there with*that mir¬ 

aculous perfection and rapidity, which denies to both 
Jonah's gourd and Alladin’s lamp the credit of being 
either mysterious or impossible. 

The Luxury of Underdraining.—A good farmer 
who has been benefited by tile underdrains, said to 
me the other day, that he had worked half his life 
like the Irish wood-sawver, who to save the expense 
of sharpening his saw, had to do twice the labor that 
a sharp saw would have required to do the job ! Oh, 
said he, the luxury of seeing even grass grow upon a 
soil relieved of surplus water, to say nothing about 
corn, potatoes, &c., which heretofore had so often 
failed to remunerate his labor. Yet there are per¬ 
haps thousands of farmers at this time in Western 
New York, who still continue to work with that saw 
unsharpened. 

Too Much Stalk in Proportion to Grain.—A 
Connecticut correspondent of the Farmer complains 
of getting too much stalk and cob in proportion to 
the grain of his corn crop. Indian corn is at least 
one of the cereals which does not lose the proportion 
between the stalk and the grain by excessive manur¬ 
ing. While wheat grows to straw, with a diminished 
head, on a soil very rich in decomposing organic mat¬ 
ter, Indian corn will increase in both stalk and ear on 
such a soil. I take it that a large cob and small ker¬ 
nels should be charged to the variety planted. Corn, 
if planted too close, or with too many crowded stalks 
in a hill, will only show a disproportion of stalk to 
ear, in a cool wet season; in a warm dry one, both 
stalks and ears will be short, particularly on a hungry 
soil. S. W.—Waterloo, JV. Y. 

Profits of Farming.—We present below, the 
crops produced by farmers in different parts of Mas¬ 
sachusetts, as reported in the Transactions of the 
Agricultural Society of the last year: 

Harvey Dodge, Worcester, Co. Farm 93^ acres, 
of which 10 acres were waste, 10 of woodland, and 
22 of pasture. Cost of cultivation, $1299. Products, 
$2102.50. Profit, $803.50. 

J. C. Merriam, Worcester Co. Farm 60 acres, 38 
rods, of which 9 acres are woodland, 4 are swamps, 
and 21 pasture. Annual expenses, $446.06. Pro¬ 
ducts, $1147.84. Profit, 698.78. 

Austin Smith & Sons, Franklin Co. Farm 64 
acres. Annual expense, $1955.60. Products $3944, 
90. Profit, $1989.30. 

R. Wales Smith, Hampshire Co. Farm 85 acres, 

of which 39 are pasture, and 16 woodland. Annual 
cost, $759.75. Products $1324.11. Profits $564.36. 

Dr. Morten, Norfolk Co., reports a profit of $97, 
52 on half an acre of potatoes, of $14.57 on half an 

acre of fodder corn, and of $62.02 on half an acre 

of carrots. 

The London Farmers’ Club. —The London or 

Central Farmers’ Club propose to depart from their 
original constitution, or rather to extend it beyond 
the limits of a mere discussional society for the ascer¬ 
tainment and publication of agricultural opinions on 
matters of professional and general interest. They 
propose to support “ a Club House, situated in a cen¬ 
tral situation, furnished plainly but comfortably with 
the usual dining, drawing, reading, and smoking room* 
of a club house, and in addition, dbout twenty bed¬ 

rooms.” 
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SEEDING PRAIRIE LAND. 

Mr. C. G. Taylor, of Pleasant Ridge, Rock Co., 
Ill., recommends, in the Prairie Farmer, the follow¬ 
ing method of seeding prairie land with grass: 

“I think that the sowing of grass seed on our prarie 
sod in the spring, and harrowing it in, is a useless ex¬ 
penditure. I have seen it tried, but never have known 
it to succeed well. The prairie grass sod is too tough, 
and the roots run so deep that tame grass seed finds 
but a poor chance to get a foot hold. Upon some of 
©ur ravines or sloughs, where it can be pastured quite 
closely, so as to keep the wild grass short, red top seed 
may be sown, and in a few years it will partially work 
out the wild grass; but then your crop can never be as 
good as if the slough had been first ditched and well 
subdued, and after a few crops of grain had been raised, 
seeded with red top, and rolled with a heavy roller. 
In this way you will have a meadow that is a meadow. 
All of our prairie ground should be well subdued be¬ 
fore grass seed of any kind is sown. 

Most of our top soil is too light or loose-formed by 
the many annual burnings of the prairies, and the de¬ 
cay of the many annual growths of grass, leaving some j 
several inches of light black soil, which is as loose as 
ashes. This should be worked in with the subsoil by 
several deep plowings. Then you have a more com¬ 
pact soil, and the grass roots will set more firmly. If 
sown at the first or second year after the prairie has j 
been broken, the soil is so light that the grass, though 
it may start well, will in a year or two partially dry 
out, or stand in stools, which makes but a poor meadow. 
Clover, if sown upon new ground, will do better than 
timothy, having a long tape root which will bring its 
support from far below the top of the ground. There¬ 
fore I would say to farmers, if they want to get a little 
tame grass as early as possible, plow deep and sow 
elover with spring wheat. Wet the wheat and mix 
the clover seed with it thoroughly and evenly, then 
sow while wet, and thus the seed is evenly sown. If 
sown separately, it is very difficult to sow grass seed 
evenly, particularly if there is any wind. Roll after 
harrowing. 

For timothy, raise two or more crops of grain; plow 
deep, bring up the subsoil; then sow as above de¬ 
scribed. Oats will do to seed with, but wheat is better. 
Oats shade the ground too much. Fall seeding does 
very well. After a crop of wheat or oats has been har¬ 
vested, plow deep, sow the grass seed, harrow and roll. 
This should be done in August or the first of Septem¬ 
ber. Keep all cattle and sheep off—next year mow. 
Quantity of seed—eight quarts of timothy seed if sown 
alone is sufficient. If mixed with clover, four of tim¬ 
othy and three of clover is about riglft per acre.” 

Thomas Odiorne, of Rockport, Ill., gives his expe¬ 
rience in the same paper as follows: 

“In the month of April, 1851, I had about three 
acres of wild prairie adjoining a meadow of fifteen 
acres. The prairie grass was from five to six feet in 
height on it. I had it burned off, harrowed over with 
a heavy harrow, and sowed with timothy and red top. 
That summer I had a pretty fair crop of timothy, red 
top, weeds and prairie grass. I had it mowed, although 
the product hardly paid the expense. The next year, 
most of the weeds and prairie grass had disappeared. 
Last year (the fourth year after sowing) it was the best 
and heaviest grass on my farm. If the prairie is too 
rough to make a good bottom, I should break it up.” 

Savings Banks.—The Mark Lane Express states 
that the deposit now in Savings Banks in England, 
is upwards of £32,000,000 sterling—more than 
$150,000;000. 

Culture and Yalue of Millet.—C. L. Whiting, 

of Granville, Ohio, writes as follows to the Ohio Cul¬ 
tivator : 

“Having with many others suffered from the severe 
drouth of 1854 in my hay crop, I was induced last 
spring to procure half a bushel of millet seed. When 
preparing my ground for oats, I reserved one acre and 
a quarter for the millet. After^orn planting, say 
about the first of June, I plowed the said ground again, 
harrowed it down, sowed my millet seed, harrowed it 
thoroughly again, and quietly waited the result. Well, 
after a while the young sprouts made their appearance, 
looking very much like what is generally called pigeon 
grass. But after securing my wheat and oat harvests, 
1 had a heavy crop to cut on my millet ground. Leav¬ 
ing a small piece which I sowed thinner than the rest, 
to ripen for seed, I mowed the field, and cured it as 
clover should always be cured—in small cooks. When 
sufficiently dry, I carted Jive heavy loads to my barn ; 
and my horses, cows and sheep have thanked me many 
times for my first experiment with millet. They have 
all eaten it readily and greedily, and I am so highly 
pleased with it, that I shall sow much more this spring. 

“The time for sowing should be as indicated above, 
when the weather is warm euough to make corn grow 
readily—from the 1st to the 15th of June—and the 
time of harvesting comes after the rush of the other 
harvest is oyer, thus accommodating the farmer, at 
both periods when it wants attention. It yields seed 
bountifully, which makes a flour very palatable for 
man, and is decidedly nutritious for eyery kind of ani¬ 
mal, not forgetting the fowls—they are very fond of it. 
I say then to my brother farmers, try a piece of millet, 
and I am confident that if you try it once you will 
again.” 

Home Made Guano.—As there is a good deal said 
about guano, and other fertilizers, I will give you my 
experience. Last summer, in July, I cleared out my 
hen-roost, and found about two bushels of droppings. 
I had about one quarter to a third of an acre ot corn, 
in a place where I could not well get at it with the 
cultivator, without doing more damage than I ex¬ 
pected the crop to be worth. I planted it about the 
6th of June, intending to subdue it with the hoe. It 
was so wet that I could do but little with it. How¬ 
ever, I went over it once after a sort, cut down the 
weeds, and then applied my guano. This I prepared 
as follows: To the two bushels of hen droppings, I 
put about four bushels of ashes from the ash house, 
and ground them together, as a mason mixes his mor¬ 
tar. Of this mixture I applied about half a pint to 
the hill. I husked thirty-four bushels of ears from 
this piece. There was a good growth of stalks, of a 
good color, broad leaf, &c. Had this piece been cul¬ 
tivated as corn ground should be, I think you will 
agree with me that I should have had a great crop. 
D.— Gates, JY. Y. 

Wheat and Oats.—In a recent conversation with 
Paoli Lathrop, Esq., of South Hadley Falls, he stated 
to us that he had derived great advantage from sow¬ 
ing spring wheat and oats together—the crop to be 
used for horse feed, whole or ground. He stated that 
the wheat kept the oats from falling, by which means 
they filled better, and that the mixed crop gave as 
many bushels as would have been obtained of oats, 
while the value was considex*ably greater. The pro¬ 
portion of seed is one-third wheat and two-thirds oats 
—three bushels of the mixture to the acre.—Boston 
Cultivator. 
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AGRICULTURE AND THE PRESS. PAINT YOUR IMPLEMENTS. 

The London Mark Lane Express well says: “We 
have before adverted to the influence of the Press upon 
Agriculture. In returning to the subject, we have no 
hesitation in saying that the Press has been mainly in¬ 
strumental in the dissemination of information upon 
every department of science and art, and especially in 
our own province, upon agriculture itself. As public 
journalists, therefore, we claim for ourselves a privilege 
in that, respect, not ostentatiously, but, as we trust, for 
the advancement of that interest, upon which, as the 
mainstay, the prosperity of the nation really depends. 

When Agriculture came to be acknowledged as a 
science, and the necessity of invention had widened 
the channel for its advancement, the Press undoubted¬ 
ly supplied the current upou which it was borne on¬ 
ward ; and by such aid it became advanced to a degree 
of perfection never before attained, and even now ad¬ 
vances at an accelerated force, with increased speed 
and more powerful impetus. As we proceed, one fact 
becomes the stepping stone to another, which is dis¬ 
seminated by the press throughout the breadth and 
extent of the land, 60 that where formerly but one 
mind investigated a question, thousands are now 
brought to bear upon it, and by the reflux of the same 
tide that had carried it forward, it becomes returned 
again to be investigated with accumulated power, 
throughout districts situated many hundred miles from 
the original point of introduction, and into recesses as 
dark as they had hitherto been remote. 

We thus perceive that the extension of information 
has consummated the maxim of the great philosopher 
Bacon, that “Knowledge is power;” and as it becomes 
advanced, the pure rays of science so dispel prejudice 
and error, that, combined with practice, it inevitably 
attains a position that even the most sanguine scarcely 
contemplated. Whoever, therefore, asserts that agri¬ 
culture is but in its infancy, even comparatively, can¬ 
not be right; whilst, on the other hand, he who places 
it at perfection, may too, in a measure be wrong—like 
the tidal current of the ocean, it is ever flowing on¬ 
ward, yet never appearing to reach its destination.” 

Leached Ashes as Manure.—The idea is entertained 
by some that the only value of leached ashes is the 
potash they contain. We recollect seeing a field of 
wheat, several years since, on a portion of which un¬ 
leached wood ashes had been spread, and on a contig¬ 
uous portion, leached ashe1*, from a heap which had 
been exposed to the weather for many years. The 
same quantity of leached and unleached ashes were 
applied to the same extent of ground. The wheat on 
both lots showed a decided superiority over the rest of 
the field, but the appearance of the grain, as to yield 
and quality, where the leached ashes were spread, was 
equal, or if anything, superior to that on the other lot. 
A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker says he has 
seen in New York, “valuable crops of wheat raised on 
lands nearly exhausted, by manuring them in the ordi¬ 
nary way, with leached ashes. The ashes, which had 
been exposed to the weather for years, were spread 
over the ground and thoroughly mixed with the soil 
before the seed was sown.”—Boston Cultivator. 

Hang out your Banners.—A writer in the Country 
Gentleman says:—“I have scarcely ever rode in the 
country without thinking how much a matter of con¬ 
venience and satisfaction would be the general adop¬ 
tion of this practice among the agricultural communi 
ty. There is certainly a much greater propriety in 
the farmer putting his name upon his door, when near 
the road, or upon his gate post when his house stands 
back, than for persons residing in cities.” 

The primary agent in all decompose ion ot organic 
matter is oxygen. Without its presence under nor¬ 
mal circumstances, no change takes place. But this 
oxygen, in atmospheric air, is everywhere present, and 
decay, under its destructive influence, is always going 
on. To exclude the air, then, from all bodies we wish 
to preserve, is the first requisite. 

In nothing is this rule of more practical importance 
than in the preservation of wood. Filling the exte¬ 
rior cells of wood with paint is perhaps the cheapest 
means of retarding its decay. This is well understood, 
and generally acted upon in the construction of all 
new implements. There is, however, one point which 
appears to be forgotten, or at least to be generally 
disregarded. Paint, by the action of air and rain, is 
washed out of the pores, and when this is the case, 
the wrork of destruction proceeds, we believe, more 
rapidly than though the wood had never been painted. 
English implements are much more costly than Amer¬ 
ican, and this may be the reason why the farmers 
take better care of them. Though paint is more ex¬ 
pensive than with us, they are in the habit of thor¬ 
oughly washing and cleaning wTagons, carts, harrows, 
cultivators, and in fact every wooden implement on 
the farm, every few years, and giving them a good 
coat of red-lead paint. It is astonishing how loDg 
their implements last. Many of them look as though 
they had been handed down from father to son for 
several generations. In no matter of economy do 
farmers miss it more than in allowing their implements 
to go with a deficiency of paint. We venture to say 
that a wagon frequently washed and cleaned, and re¬ 
ceiving a coat of paint every fall, will last twice as 
long as one never washed except by being allowed to 
remain out in the rain, and never repainted except 
with dirt. 

Reader, you have a paint can and brushes; at least, 
it is to presumed you have, for no intelligent farmer 
would be without them, and an unintelligent farmer 
would not take or read the Genesee Farmer. If you 
have not done so already, take the first few leisure 
days, and get your paint and brushes, wash your im¬ 
plements, scrape off all the blisters, stop up every 
hole with putty, and then give your wagons, drags, 
cultivators, plows, wheel-barrow, (for of course you 
have one,) roller, seed-drill, neck-yokes, and whiflle- 
trees a coat of paint. The expense will not be much. 
The implements will look as good as new, your hired 
men will take more care of them, and you will save 
by this single operation, from the increased durability 
of your implements, more in the course of a dozen 
years, than would make you a life subscriber to half 
a score of the best agricultural papers published. 

Machine for Breaking Stones.—The Agricultu¬ 
ral Association of Canada West has offered a pre¬ 
mium of £15 for a “Portable Steam Machine for 
breaking stones on roads,” to be awarded at the next 
Provincial Fair, to be held at Kingston, September 
23d-26th, 1857., 

United States Standard Bushel.—This contain* 
2150.42 cubic inches. Its dimensions are 18£ inches 
(inside) diameter, and 8 inches deep, and when heaped 
the cone must be at least six inches high. 
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HYDE & WRIGHT’S CULTIVATOR PLOW. 

Hyde & Weight's Cultivator Plow or Horse 

Hoe.—The construction of this excellent implement 
will be readily seen from the above engraving, so that 
we need not attempt to describe it. It is manufac¬ 
tured by A. Gordon & Co., of this city, whose adver¬ 
tisement will be found on another page. Those who 
have used this cultivator, speak of it in the highest 
terms. By its use some of our best farmers are en¬ 
abled to dispense with the hand hoe altogether in cul¬ 
tivating their corn. It is well made, and we are glad 
to know that it is having a very extensive sale. 

PLOWING BY STEAM. 

An English agricultural periodical discourses elo¬ 
quently on the subject of plowing by steam. The 
“ Panting Giant,” as Hoskiss terms the steam engine, 
has muscle enough to grapple with the clods of the 
field; only, as Hercules at the spinning-wheel, and 
Sampson in the corn-mill, we must first beguile him 
into submission to the yoke. As for spinning and 
grinding, to be sure, our modern antitype of all the 
strong-limbed demi-gods of yore, has long been bro¬ 
ken to the work; but the most honorable of all labor 
—that of delving and tilling—has still to upbraid 
him for his stubbornness. He is very ready at all 
such mill work as threshing, winnowing, or crushing 
corn, cutting and cooking cattle food, sawing timber, 
lifting drain waters ofl low lands, or throwing irriga¬ 
tion floods over thirsty meadows. Some enterprising 
agriculturists have reduced him to the drudgery of 
conveying manure to their prolific acres, by the ap¬ 
paratus of pumps, hose-pipes, and hydrants, so much 
talked of; and latterly, one ingenious mechanist has 
conducted him into the field, and there made him ex¬ 
cavate and burrow underground drains and lay in 
drain tiles in the most perfect manner. Why, then, 
stop short of tillage the fundamental and principal 
operation of husbandry; why is not steam to break 
up the hardened surface of our farms, expose an up¬ 
turned subsoil to the fertilizing atmospheric influences, 
cleanse it from parasitic and encumbering weeds, and 
prepare it to receive and nouris the tender roots of 
crops ? Twenty acres are to be prepared as a seed 
feed six inches deep; that is, 12,000 tons of hard 
ground have to be sliced, inverted, and crumbled into 

fine mould, but ‘the panting giant’ can do it—do it 
conveniently in two days, if you only show him how. 
And the true reason why he does not accomplish the 
feat must be, that nobody has yet watched the turn¬ 
ing of a furrow as Newcomer gazed at his palpita¬ 
ting tea-kettle; we are simply waiting for a genius 
and his * invention.’ 

FAEM IMPLEMENTS. 

Messrs. Editors:—As the columns of the Genesee 
Farmer are open to the thoughts of agriculturists 
throughout the country, I, as one, suggest a few things 
regarding farm implements. “A place for everything 
and everything in its place,” is a motto every farmer 
should follow. There ought to be on every farm a 
tool house, or some place designated for that purpose, 
where the farmer can at any time find any implement 
he desires, and as soon as the work is done, it should 
be replaced. But instead of this, how often do we 
see harrows standing against the fence, the plow lay¬ 
ing in the fence corner, with the share rusty from ex¬ 
posure to every storm that passes, the scythe hanging 
in a tree, and the hoe reposing beneath; and when 
wanted for use, the harrow teeth are constantly fall¬ 
ing out, “the plow don’t work right” for three or four 
days, “the scythe is of no account,” and “the hoe 
wants wedging,” if not a new handle. All these com¬ 
plaints are heard from want of care in housing them 
when they are not wanted. The man who thus neg¬ 
lects his tools, goes to as much expense every ten 
years in repairs, as they originally cost. And it 
would be well if most implements should get a coat 
of paint every two years, to preserve the wood. 

Poor Richard says, “What is worth doing at all, 
is worth doing well.” Every young farmer then, 
should make it a part of his business to see that every 
implement, from the reaper down to the hoe, is housed 
from the storms of winter, and the intense heat of 
summer. Your implements will work as well as when 
they were put away, if they are treated in this man¬ 
ner, and if there should be any repairing needed, do 
it in the winter, or on some rainy day, so that you 
will be able to pitch into the spring work in good 
earnest on the first opportunity. Use your mind; 
have all your plans laid, and then carry them through. 
Drofannah Knox—Mt. Healthy, Ohio. 
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AN ENGLISH SCARIFIER. 

As a general thing, American agricultural imple¬ 
ments are far more simple, efficacious and economical 
than the English, and certainly far better suited to 
the peculiarities of our soil, climate and system of 
tillage, than those of any other nation. At the same 
time, every intelligent agriculturist desires to be ac¬ 
quainted with every improvement in his noble art, 
whether originating in his own or foreign countries. 
For this reason we shall continue to give, occasionally, 
engravings of the most approved European agricul¬ 
tural implements. 

Whether we shall ever dispense with the use of the 
plow or not, is yet an open question, although Mechi, 

in the London Times, has recently declared that its 
days are numbered, and that the American digging 
machine, drawn by eight horses, will, with some slight 
improvements, soon universally take its place. There ■ 
can be no question of one thing, that both in this 
country and the best farmed districts of England, the 
cultivator has, to a great extent, taken the place of 
the plow in cleaning and pulverizing land. In West¬ 
ern New York, a three times plowed summer fallow 
is uncommon. After breaking up, the cultivator is 
used instead of the plow, aud is found to be quite as 
efficacious and much more expeditious, producing 
quite as good, and some assert better crops of wheat. 
In Great Britain the cultivator ha3 equally triumphed. 
It is as indispensable on a farm as a plow. But for 
it, the vast quantities of turnips which are now sown, 
entirely doing away with summer fallow, except on 
the heaviest clays, could not be got in in season. As 
soon as the wheat is harvested, the stubble is all torn 
up with a broad tined cultivator, which causes all 
small seeds to germinate, when another cultivating 
completely destroys them. On light soils this course 
is much the best, as it does away with fall plowing 
and all attendant leaching, &e. 

In England, as in this country, there are many dif¬ 
ferent cultivators—the most approved is the one fig¬ 
ured above. We saw an imported one at the Pro¬ 
vincial Show of Upper Canada. It is made of iron, 
and costs from $40 to $90. ^ The manufacturer says 
of it: “The principal novelty in this invention is the 
frame at the top, suspended about six inches above 
the lower frame, parallel with which, by means of a 
lever, it is moved backwards and forwards. This 

I simple and easy movement regulates the depth of the 
| tines or prongs in the soil; and as the implement does 
I not require lifting, (the frame of which is at all times 
the same height from the ground,) all that is necessa¬ 
ry to alter the depth of penetration, is a slight move¬ 
ment of the lever above referred to, which changes 
the inclination of the tines. It will be found to an¬ 
swer all the purposes of harrowing weeds and rubbish 
from the most foul land; most efficient for opening, 
raising and pulverising the soil; and as blades of dif¬ 
ferent widths are made to fit the tines, it may be 
used with great advantage as a skim, to take off the 
couch, &c.” 

There are some late improvements in its construc¬ 
tion, which consist in substituting wrought iron in¬ 
stead of cast iron for the tines, without any extra 
cost, whereby the liability to breakage is entirely ob¬ 
viated; and in the application of a lever to each side 
of the scarifier, so that either traveling wheel may be 
raised or depressed higher or lower than the other, to 
suit sloping grounds, and to cause the teeth to pene¬ 
trate a uniform depth in the land ; and this alteration 
may be effected while the implement is proceeding in 
its work. 

To Get a Horse out of a Fire.—The great diffi¬ 
culty of getting horses from a stable where surround¬ 
ing buildings are in a state of conflagration, is well 
known, and that in consequence of such difficulty, 
arising from the animal's dread of stirring from the 
scene of destruction, many valuable horses have per¬ 
ished in the flames. A gentleman whose horses have 
been in great peril from such a cause, having in vain 
tried to save them, hit upon the expedient of having 
them harnessed, as though they were going to their 
usual work, when, to his astonishment, they were led 
from the stable without difficulty. 

Oxe of the most beautiful ^vans on Gosfield Lake, 
Essex, (England,) belonging to Samuel Courtland, 

Esq., was seen floating dead. On being drawn to the 
shore, it was found that it had been engaged in mor¬ 
tal conflict with a monster pike. The pike had swal¬ 
lowed the head and neck of the swan, and being un¬ 
able to disgorge it, both had died, and were found 
thus linked together. 
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MANAGEMENT OF RAEBITS. REMARKS ON THE HORSE. 

An experienced correspondent of the Country 
Gentleman says: 

“ Allow me to take this occasion of offering to the 
breeders of these little animals, some corrections of my 
former statements as to their breeding and management. 
I then wrote from my English knowledge, and now 
from my American experience. This has taught me 
that in so warm a climate, three feet is too small for 
the length of a breeding hutch;. its dimensions should 
be four feet long, two feet wide, and sixteen inches 
high. The descent of the floor, towards the back, 
should not be more than one inch, and the permanent 
opening for drainage not to exceed half an inch; when 
this space is wider, the animal in its playful racing 
round the hutch is liable to catch its foot and break a 
leg. The floor should be covered by a false bottom of 
half-inch, unplaned hemlock, not only to protect it from 
being gnawed, but to prevent slipping. It is true a 
rabbit will breed every month iu the year; but I ad¬ 
vise the does remaining idle in our severe winter 
months, as the young produced at that season seldbm 
attain much perfection. 

“ A most thorough ventilation is absolutely necessary 
to the health of the rabbits, while a close impure at¬ 
mosphere is the sure source of much disease. Better 
an open woodhouse than a confined room. Rather than 
my rabbits should breathe a tainted atmosphere, I allow 
the thermometer in my rabbitry to stand at from 10° 
to 15° of Fahrenheit, and occasionally it will, in the 
night, register the temperature to have been as lov as 
zero—and this without any injui’y to the rabbits. 

“On the subject of feeding, I would offer a caution 
against the use of lettuce when going to seed, and rec¬ 
ommend green corn sowrn broadcast as an excellent 
substitute. Hay should be fed with a liberal hand; no 
matter how coarse, it will oftentimes be preferred to 
oats; and if what is thrown out on cleaning the hutches 
is within the reach of cattle, they will eat it with avid¬ 
ity. Universal as is the opinion that rabbits must not 
be allowed water, I have found no ill effects from it, 
and have even substituted it for roots in the winter 
time with success. 

“I recommend the novice never to buy young rabbits 
that have been only lately weaned from the doe, but 
take such as are more than half grown, sajT from five 
to six months old. They are then ready to commence 
breeding, and require no other care than regular feed¬ 
ing and cleaning.” 

Distemper in Dogs.—W. S. Sampson gives the 
Ohio Cultivator the following remedy for the dis 
temper in dogs: 

“When first noticed, and before the animal drags 
his hind legs, if possible, immerse him all but his head 
in warm water, as hot a3 the flesh will comfortably 
bear, rubbing with the bare hand over the k^neys, 
small of the back, urinary organs, and under the whole 
length of the belly, for half an hour at a time, until 
no symptoms remain; always when taking the animal 
out of the bath, rub thoroughly dry with coarse tow¬ 
els. The disease is simply a disturbance of the secre¬ 
tions about the bladder and urinary organs, and all it 
wants is to restore them to equilibrium as soon as pos¬ 
sible.” 

A Prolific Cow.—The Batavia Advocate notices 
a very remarkable cow owned by H. Wood, of that 
town. She is a red Devon, 8 years old this spring, 
and has had 13 calves. In 1854 she had two calves 
at a birth, last year she had four, and this spring three, 
all full grown and well formed. Who can beat this ? 

Sanford Howard, Esq., editor of the Boston 
Cultivator, was appointed to open a discussion on 
“ The Horse and Farm Stock,” at the Legislative Ag¬ 
ricultural Meeting at Boston, on the 1st ult. He 
confined his remarks to the Horse, premising that it 
would be impossible to say all that should be said on 
this noble subject in a single lecture. 

He noticed the horse, as a native of the old conti¬ 
nent only. The horse was still found wild in the vast 
wastes of Central America. It had been a theme for 
poets, from the days of Job. 

There was a great contrast between the French 
draught horse that weighed a ton, and the Shetland 
pony that weighed two hundred pounds. 

The Arabian race of horses were of great antiquity. 
Little change had been made in vhat race for thou¬ 
sands of years. 

The Horse was not a native of America. In one 
section an important advance had been made toward 
“originating a breed.” He considered a horse under 
the idea of a machine. The motions were, running, 
galloping, trotting, and slow motion. The hare was 
built of a form good for leaping. Strength was in 
its hind quarters. The horse Eclipse approximated 
to the hare-like model. In trotting the motion was 
different, and a different mechanism was required. 
A more equal distribution of strength to the fore 
quarters was requisite. 

Besides form, what may be called “texture” was 
Oi consequence. One expression sometimes used in 
handling was, “he handles like a glass bottle.” In 
general, the highest nervous energy accompanies the 
“closest texture.” 

He said the term “thorough-bred,” was first used 
in England to denote Eastern blood. As frequently 
used, it was a term of mere humbug. 

The Morgan Horse was the one meant in his allu¬ 
sion to originating a breed in this country. This 
horse was a colt produced at Springfield, Mass., in 
1792. It was taken by the owner, Mr. Morgan, to 
the State of Vermont in 1795. The sire of this colt 
was called “True Britain,” which was stolen by one 
Smith from Gen. James De Lancey when the “ Ran¬ 
gers ” and “ Cow Boys ” had their border quarrels. 
After the difficulties were generally terminated, the 
same Smith undertook to visit Gen. De Lancey. 

Smith was invited to breakfast, and De Lancey is 
said to have ordered his slaves to make certain pre¬ 
parations in the barn. After breakfast he caused a 

halter to be put around the neck of Smith, and hung 
him in his barn. This wTas in the State of New 
York. 

Four of the male progeny of this favorite horse 
were kept entire. Their digestive organs were strong. 
The height was from 14| to 15 hands, and then- 
weight was from 900 to 1000 pounds each. 

The horse “Blackhawk” was bred from one of 
these four, called the “Sherman Morgan.” Mr. 
Howard spoke at length of the Blackhawk strain of 
the Morgan race, and the differences between horses 
required' for stables and coach horses. 

He thought the idea of combining all qualities in 
one horse preposterous. This was sometimes advo¬ 
cated But race horses, draught horses and roadsters 
should be each of different forms or models, in some 
respects. He considered it indispensable to keep the 
best specimens of each model as sires. 
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THE DISEASES OF LAMBS. 

The following extracts from Youatt’s work on 
Sheep, may not be unacceptable to many of our rea¬ 
ders at this time: 

Scours.—One of the most fatal diseases lambs are 
subject to, is diarrhoea, arising from cold, or from some 
fault in the mother’s milk, or from the new stimulus of 
the grass when the lamb first begins to crop it, or from 
its overpowering stimulus at the weaning time, when 
it constitutes the only food of the animal While the 
animal feeds anil plays, and the countenance is cheer¬ 
ful, there is no danger; but when the eyes are heavy, 
and the step is slow and sluggish, and the wool begins 
to look unkindly, no time is to be lost. A gentle aperi¬ 
ent is first indicated, in order to carry off any offensive 
matter that may have accumulated iu and disturbed 
the bowels—half an ounce offEpsora salts, with half a 
a drachm of ginger, will constitute the best aperient 
that can be administered. To that must be added the 
sheep’s cordial, and housing and nuiving. 

We have used small doses of opium with success, 
for scours in sheep—say a pill as large as an ordinary 
sized pea, given as soon as the complaint is perceived, 
and repeated every other day till the diarrhoea ceases. 
But the best and safest remedy is milk porridge, or 
milk thickened with wheaten flour. A full grown 
sheep should be drenched with half a pint of this 
milk porridge every morning, till the disease abates. 
Lambs should have about a teacupfull. To make the 
porridge, take two table-spoonfulls of flour and mix 
it intimately with a little cold water or milk, being 
careful to break all the lumps; then add this to a 
pint of boiling milk, carefully stirring it to prevent it 
from becoming lumpy, or from burning. It should 
boil for a few minutes after the flour is added. For 
mild attacks of the scours, this thickened milk will be 
found quite effective. For aggravated cases, a little 
opium in addition may be given. 

Scours Produced by Constipation.—The next disease 
to be mentioned, is one of a mingled -character. The 
milk of the mother is no sooner received into the true 
stomach (the abomasum) of the lamb, than, by the ac¬ 
tion of the gastric juice, it undergoes a sudden change; 
a portion of it is converted into firm curd, while the 
the other retains its liquid form, but is altered in char¬ 
acter, and is become whey. When either the milk or 
the stomuch of the lamb is not in a healthy state, this 
change takes place in a more decisive manner; the curd 
is hardened and retained, and sometimes accumulates 
to a strange extent; and the whey, pressed out in great¬ 
er quantity, finds its way quickly through the bowels, 
and gives an appearance of purging of a light color. 
In the natural and healthy state of the milk and the 
stomach, this curd afterward gradually dissolves, and 
is converted into chyme; but when the one takes on a 
morbid hardness, and the other may have lost a por¬ 
tion of its energy, the stomach is sometimes literally 
filled with curd, and all its functions suspended. The 
animal kvbors under seeming purging, from the quan¬ 
tity of whey discharged, but the actual disease is con- 
stipa'ion. It is apt to occur about the time when the 
lamb begins to graze, and when the function of the 
stomach is naturally somewhat deranged. 

This coagulation of the milk is produced by the gas¬ 
tric juice, and the accumulation of the coagulated mass 
is to be traced to the suddenly increased power of this 
fluid, when a new specses of food, and more difficult of 
digestion, begins to be received. 

Rennet has been often recommended to be given 
to cattle and sheep for scours. On this point Youatt 

observes: 

Mr. Parkinson orders some rennet—the preserved 
gastric juice of the calf—to be mixed with more milk, 
and poured down as rapidly as possible; for being thus 
introduced into the stomach in an unchanged state, he 
imagines that it will intermix with the food and pro¬ 
duce a regular and healthy digestion. The contrary 
must, of necessity, take place, for the additional quan¬ 
tity of rennet will still more harden the milk, and the 
death of the animal will be rendered more certain. 

The existence of this coagulation may be suspected 
when a lamb that has been apparently health}', and 
the mother yielding a sufficient quantity of good milk, 
is evidently distressed, begins to heave at the flanks, 
can scarcely be induced to move, has its belly consider¬ 
ably swelled, and is either quite costive, or there is a 
discharge of whitish, whey-like fteces. The stomach 
has occasionally been found perfectly filled with curd, 
and which has weighed three or four pounds. The 
only chance of saving the lamb consists in dissolving 
this coagulum. The rennet of Mr. Parkinson would 
harden it still more. Chemistry teaches that, while a 
free acid produces coagulation of the milk, an alkali 
will dissolve that coagulum. Magnesia, therefore, 
should be administered, suspended in thin gruel, or am¬ 
monia largely diluted with water, and writh these should 
be combined Epsom salts to hurry the dissolved masa 
along, and ginger, to excite the stomach to a more pow¬ 
erful contraction. 

Costiveness.—It is generally connected with a bare 
and dry state of the pasture. The existence of it hav¬ 
ing been clearly ascertained—there not being on the 
one hand, any mechanical obstruction, from the wool 
of the tail being glued over the fundament; nor, on the 
other hand, any evacuation of small drops of liquid 
faeces, accompanied by violent straining; the case must 
be immediately attended to, for it will generally be 
attended with a degree of fever that may be exceed¬ 
ingly dangerous. Half-ounce doses of Epsom salts, in 
solution, should be administered every six hours, until 
the bowels are well evacuated; after which the lamb 
and the mother should be turned into more succulent 
pasture. 

We have found Turkey rhubarb a better aperient 
for lambs than Epsom salts. Salts are apt to produce 
diarrhoea, and thus to cure one complaint by indu¬ 
cing another almost equally injurious. Rhubarb, on 
the other hand, has first a purgative action, and after¬ 
wards has a slightly binding effect, besides giving a 
tone to the stomach and bowels. It is undoubtedly 
the best aperient for all young animals that can be 
used. 

Fever and Inflammatory Fever.—The lamb is very 
subject to fever, rapidly degenerating into inflamma¬ 
tory fever. It is sudden in its attack, and usually con¬ 
fined to the best conditioned and most thriving lambs 
in the flock. If taken in time, the loss of a little blood, 
or the administration of a tolerable dose of Epsom 
salts, will generally arrest the malady in its commence¬ 
ment. 

In some eases, and when the lamb has been hurried 
on too fast, for the early market, the stage of simple 
fever will scarcely be recognized, but the animal will 
be taken all at once with what is termed the staggers. 
It is precisely the same inflammatory fever which is 
recognized by the term “blood” in cattle. An hour 
before, the animal seemed to have been in perfect 
health; then, almost without warning, he becomes evi¬ 
dently ill; the head is protruded, and the walk is s'ag- 
gering, or the lamb stands still, unable to walk at all, 
and then he falls, and struggles a little while, and dies. 
The whole flock being exposed to the same exciting 
cause, and the mysterious and powerful, although un- 

[ suspected, influence of sympathy, being at work, it 
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seems to run through the flock like wildfire, and a doz¬ 
en of them have been lost, iu less than as many hours. 
The lancet, physic, and comparative starvation, will 
afford the only means of cnre or prevention. 

Pork from Essex and Neapolitan Pigs.—Last sum¬ 
mer, Mr. Wm. Chamberlain, of Red Hook, N. Y., sent 
ns a Neapolitan pig, Mr. C. S. Wainwright, of Rhine- 
beck, sending at the same time an Essex. These pigs 
were kept together, and slaughtered at Christmas. 
They were not large, but very plump and meaty. As 
fresh roast pork, the meat was very fine—pronounced 
so by various judges of good eating, among whom it 
was distributed. Jf any superiority of flavor could 
be perceived in one over the other, it was in favor of 
the Neapolitan. The hams were cured alike, and the 
quality of each has been duly compared by a jury of 
epicures, who unanimously decided that a preference 
could not be given, from the fact that either was so 
good it could not possibly have been better.—Bouton 
Cultivator. 

r Berkshire Hogs.—H. H. Hankins, of Blooming¬ 
ton, Clinton Co., Ohio, writes to the Ohio Cultivator 
as follows: 

“While in Europe as Agent for the Clinton County 
Stock Importing Company, I took much pains in exam¬ 
ining the different breeds of hogs there, being instruct¬ 
ed to bring hogs, if any could be had which would be 
likely to improve our present stock. We saw no other 
breed there which in our opinion was equal to the 
Berkshire, and as the price was high, and we already 
had them, we brought none.” 

Water for Calves.—Accident, says a correspon¬ 
dent of the Ohio Cultivator, recently taught me 
what, till then, I did not know, viz., that calves while 
fed on milk, need free access to water. I had sup¬ 
posed the milk (consisting of their entire food) was 
enough without water. But in changing my calves 
from one pasture to another, they passed a water 
trough and drank heartily. I acted on the hint, and 
have since supplied them, and find they need water as 
often as older cattle. No day passed without their 
using more or less. 

Mange in Sheep.—In order to cure this trouble¬ 
some disease, it is necessary in the first place, thor¬ 
oughly to eradicate the scurf, after which the follow¬ 
ing application may be made, and repeated every two 
or three days till the cure is effected: 

Spirits of turpentine, % pint. 
Sulphur (flowers,) f pound. 
Train oil sufficient to make the above, when mixed, 

into a thin paste. 

Mr. Levi T. Wilcox states that there is in the 
town of Crown Point, N. Y., a cow that has had 
thirteen calves within the last three years, viz.: Eight 
within the first year, two the next, and three this 

. gpring. The last five are still living. He challenges 
the world to beat this. 

Always purchase cattle that have been fed on 
lands of as poor a quality as your own. It rarely 
happens that cattle purchased from rich lands thrive 
well on poor soils; but on the contrary, those from 
poor farms do well on good land. 

The Black Spanish Fowl. 

This is a noble race of fowls, possessing many great 
merits; of spirited and animated appearance, of con¬ 
siderable size, excellent for the table, both in white¬ 
ness of flesh and skin and also in flavor, being juicy 
and tender, and laying exceedingly large eggs, in large 
numbers. They arc entirely black, and beautiful 
fowls, but some think too delicate for our climate. 
What is the experience of our readers ? 

Hatching of Double Yolked Eggs.—An English 
paper says: 

“It having been deemed advisable by Mr. Waters, 

the Superintendent of her Majesty’s Aviary, in order 
to improve the breed of the genuine Dorking fowl, to 
cross it with the China breed, the necessary arrange¬ 
ments were made for that purpose. A Dorking hen, 
which had roosted for some time past, with the fowl* 
from China, has recently been iu the habit of laying 
double yolked eggs twice, and sometimes thrice a week. 
Mr. Walters determined to attempt the hatching of 

one of these double yolked eggs, and placed it with 
several other eggs under the hen. The result was, that 
two chickens were produced from this single egg; one 
is a cock bird, of the pure Cochin China breed, and the 
other a hen chick, of the Dorking genus. Both are 
now in good health, and there is not the least doubt 
of their being reared. This is a circumstance, as we 
are informed, unprecedented in natural history.” 

Washing Sheep.—The day selected should be one 
of sunshine, if possible; and as this w’ork in the 
Northern and Middle States is commonly attended 
to from the 10th to the 25th of May, it will rarely be 
the case at that season that the water will be of the 
right temperature before nine or ten o’clock in the 
morning; and when only a few sheep are to be washed, 
it will be better generally to delay it till afternoon. 
If the washing can be conducted immediately after 
a warm rain it will be easier, the effect of it being to 
soften and loosen the dirt. After the washing is 
completed, the sheep should be turned upon a thickly 
covered sward, that no dirt may collect upon the 
fleeces, before they are shorn. Driving them along 
a dusty road must be avoided, if possible, when re¬ 
turning from the washing. 
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GREAT SALE OF SHORT HORNS. 

The celebrated Fawsley herd of Short Horns, be¬ 
longing to Sir Charles Knightly, was sold at pub¬ 
lic auction about three weeks since. The occasion 
drew togother an immense concourse of people—be¬ 
tween two and three thousand. “This,” says the 
Mark Lane Express, “ is the seventh great sale of 
Short Horns which has taken place since the creation 
of the breed, and the result, which we give below, 
shows that it is not the least in importance and char¬ 
acter. No similar event in our recollection has ex- 
excited more attention among agriculturists, or gath¬ 
ered a more influential or more numerous assembly. 
For days before the sale, a great number of noble¬ 
men and gentlemen had come to inspect the herd, and 
many were represented by their agents at the sale. 
From the elevated sphere of royalty and peerage, 
down to the humblest tenant farmer—from John o’ 
Groat's to the Laud’s End—from Norfolk to the west 
of Ireland—from France, America, nay even from 
the Australian antipodes—a vast assemblage of eager 
purchasers had gathered round the Westcomb Farm 
Ring, notwithstanding the unpropitious weather that 
unfortunately prevailed.” 

There were 78 animals in the catalogue, of which 
77 were sold. The total amount realized was £6,163 
10s. There were altogether 49 cows and heifers, 48 
of which were sold, and which realized £3,979 10s.; 
the 29 bulls produced £2,184. Thus we have the 
following averages: 

Females, - £82 18s. l£d., or $413 
Males, - <* - - 75 6 2£ or 376 
Whole herd, - - 80 1 0 or 400 

Among the bulls, the famous Duke of Cambridge, 
which Sir Charles bought at the Hendon sale for 
280 guineas, was bought by Mr. Cator for 330 gs. 

Jonathan Thorne, Esq., of Thornesdale, Duchess 
eounty, N. Y., purchased four animals—Amaranth, 
a seven year old cow, for 120 guineas; Blovgelind, a 
four year old cow, for 80 guineas; Elgetha, a two 
year old heifer, for 100 guineas, and Mrs. Flasher, a 
two year old, for 150 guineas. 

Messrs. Marshall & Smoot purchased a two year 
old bull for 95 guineas. There may be more than 
these that have been purchased for American gentle¬ 
men, but the above are all that are mentioned by our 
English exchanges. 

The history of the Fawsley herd is told in a few 
words. Sir Charles, from the moment he resolved 
to breed Short Horns, applied at once to the fountain 
head; he selected his first cows from the herds of breed¬ 
ers well known for the purity of their blood; and by 
the exercise of an exquisite judgment in the selec¬ 
tion of his bulls, has succeeded in combining sub¬ 
stance with quality, power and constitution with the 
graceful delineations of irreproachable symmetry. 

“ By glancing over the catalogue of the sale,” says 
the Mark Lane Express, “one is forcibly struck with 
the frequent repetition of the same pedigrees; for we 
find that out of the family of that noble cow Walnut, 
bred by Sir Charles out of Pauline, which he 
bought so far back as the year 1821, there were no 
less than 33 animals in the sale, 32 of which (one not 
having been offered, on account of being laid with 
milk fever,) have produced no less than £2,136; that 
is, an average of £67 for each animal, many of which 
were young bull calves. The 21 cows and heifer 
calves realised £1,518, that is, about an average of 

£72 5s. 6d.; the eleven bull calves fetched £618, 
which gives an average of about £56 4s. In 1822, 
Sir Charles bought another remarkable cow, Val¬ 
uable, by Defender (194), of Major Bower, (we be¬ 
lieve a friend of the Booths.) Out of this prolific 
animal we find 22 cows and bulls in the catalogue, 
which have realized about £1,857; which gives an 
average of about £84 10s. The 15 cows and heifers 
from that family fetched £1,274, and their average 
about £85. The 6 bull calves produced about £583, 
which gives them an average of about £97. Thus, 
out of two cows, Sir Charles has managed, after a 
lapse of 35 years, irrespective of previous public and 
private sales, to array in his catalogue the names of 
55 animals, which have realized nearly £4,000.” 

Every one at all acquainted with the science of 
breeding will readily understand the importance of 
this fact, which at once establishes the character of a 
herd, not only as a proof of the prolific qualities of 
the animals and the regularity of their breeding, but 
as a stamp of that originality and distinctness of 
blood, by which the famous herds of the great breed¬ 
ers were so eminently characterized. And this is not 
a slight merit. Any man can stock his farm with 
well selected animals, and thus form a herd; but a 
glance over their pedigrees will immediately make 
manifest the heterogeneous character of their origin, 
and however successful the combination of the blood 
thus brought together may eventually be, yet the re¬ 
sult can but be uncertain, and much valuable time 
may be thrown away in abortive experiments. When, 
on the contrary, a breeder can refer back to a great 
many generations of one family, and can extend his 
close observation over many individuals of that fam¬ 
ily, he at once ascertains their hereditary defects and 
qualities, and thus acquires an unerring guide in the 
selection of his bulls, whereby he may correct the 
one and perpetuate the other. Such is the basis 
upon which every breeder ought to rest his enterprise. 
It is by no means an easy task; many will not do it. 
Time alone, exquisite judgment, patient and unremit¬ 
ting attention, the most scrupulous jealousy in the in¬ 
fusion of new blood, to improve existing qualities, 
and create those that are wanting; such are the essen¬ 
tial requisites for the formation of a herd—such is 
the difficult task of the breeder; and such has been 
the successful performance of a few men, among whom 
the venerable proprietor of the Fawsley herd holds 
so prominent a rank. 

Mules vs. Horses.—At a recent Legislative Ag¬ 
ricultural Meeting at Boston, the Hon. Mr. Fisher, 

Senator, from Fitchburg, said that he had two mules 
that would do more work than his horses. They will 
work well on hay alone. Mules will pay for good 
treatment as well as horses, and they will bear bad 
treatment much better. They had no diseases, and 
were kept at two-thirds the expense of horses. They 
would draw as well as oxen. They were very intelli¬ 
gent about many things. They would work between 
rows of carrots only fifteen inches apart without 
treading on any of them. 

Mr. F. Emerson, of Boston, said he had travelled 
over the Allegany mountains with mules at the rate 
of seven or eight miles per hour. 

Cows with young calves should be well attended 
to at this season, and both kept in clean comfortable 
quarters, and both regularly and well fed. 
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SiiUKT HuKN BULL “ROMEO” (13619.) 

Roan Short Horn Bull, five years old; the property 
of L. G. Morris and N. J. Becar; winner of the first 
Prize at the Fair of the United States Agricultural 
Society, held at Boston, in October, 1855; he also 
gained the first Prize at the New York State Fair, 
in 1853, and the first Prize at the show of the Amer¬ 
ican Institute the same year. He was bred by the 
Marquis of Exeter, Burghley House, Stamford; got 
by Columbus (10063); dam, Juliet, by Fairfax Royal 
(6887); g. d. Miranda, Bellerophon (3119); gr. g. d. 
Perfection, by Sillery (5131); gr. gr. g. d. Matilda, by 
Champagne (3317); gr. gr. gr. g. d. Cowslip, by Fa¬ 
vorite (255); gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d. by Gibson’s Sampson. 

The Value of Skimmed Milk.—The value of what 
passes under the name of “dairy slop”—which is 
skimmed milk, whey and buttermilk—is not always 
reckoned at as much as it is worth. Mr. Warren Judd, 
of South Hadley, sends us a statement showing the 
result of a trial made in feeding six pigs. He gave 
them 50-£- bushels of corn, mostly ground, the cost of 
which was $49.54. He paid $11 for the pigs at five 
weeks old, about the first of November, 1853. The 
pigs were killed at various times, from July 1st to De¬ 
cember 20th, 1854, and the pork brought from seven 
to eight cents a pound. The aggregate weight was 
1,7231- lbs., which brought $132.04. Besides the meal 
or corn, the pigs had the skimmed milk and buttermilk 
of six cows. Deducting the value of the corn, and 
the first cost of the pigs, $60.54, we have 71.50 as the 
talue of the skimmed milk and buttermilk—equal to 
111.91 for each cow for a year.—Boston Cultivator. 

Remedy for Ewes Deserting their Lambs.—Let 
a dog bark at and teaze the lamb in the presence of 
the ewe, and all the natural instinct of affection of 
the mother will be aroused. 

A HEED OF HEAVY CATTLE. 

For a year or two past there has been a spirited 
competition between some of great stock farmers of 
Illinois. The object being to produce the heaviest 
herd of cattle of 100 head. 

In the spring of 1855, B. F. Harris, of Champaign 
county, sold one hundred head of cattle, the average 

weight of which was 1,865 lbs. 
Determined to improve on these weights, but in 

the generous and manly spirit of competition which 
is always productive of great results, Mr. Rufu8 
Calef and Henry Jacoby, both neighbors of Mr. 
Harris, and large and opulent stock farmers, joined 
forces, and shipped in the spring of 1855, one hun¬ 
dred fat cattle, the average weight of which was 2,090 
lbs., thus leading Harris 125 lbs. to the bullock. 

This put Harris on his mettle, and about the mid¬ 
dle of last March, Dr. Johns, the President of the 
Illinois State Agricultural Society, was called upon 
to attend the weighing of another herd of 100 head, 
belonging to Mr. Harris. The aggregate weight of 
the herd was 118 3-5 tons, or 2,372 pounds each ! 
Twenty-five of the best and fattest averaged 2,662 
pounds each. “The Baby” of the twenty-five kicked 
the beam at 2,876 lbs. They were so fat that three 
days were required to drive them to the station, 14 
miles distant. 

The average age of the 100 is less than five years. 
Not one has ever b«n housed a day in his life ; a 
half dozen pairs onlf have been yoked, and a les* 
number worked. They have been pastured and 
herded on the prairies in the summer, and in the win¬ 
ter fed on corn in the shock and sound timothy, and 
yarded along the skirts of the Sangamon timber. 

It is said ibat Mr. Harris is likely to realize from 
$18,000 to $20,000 for the lot. 
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L. G. MORRIS’ BERKSHIRE PIGS. 

BERKSHIRE PIGS. 

Youatt & Martin in their excellent work on the 
Hog, state that “the Berkshire pigs belong to the 
large class, and are distinguished by their color, which 
is a sandy or whitish brown, spotted regularly with 
dark brown or black spots, and by their having no 
bristles. The hair is long, thin, somewhat curly, and 
looks rough; the ears are fringed with long hair round 
the outer edge, which gives them a ragged or feathery 
appearance; the body is thick, compact, and well 
formed; the legs short, the sides broad, the head well 
set on, the snout short, the jowl thick, the ears erect, 
the skin exceedingly thin in texture, the flesh firm 
and well flavored, and the bacon very superior. 

“This breed of pigs has been generally considered 
to be one of the best in England, on account of its 
smallness of bone, early maturity, aptitude to fatten 
on little food, hardihood, and the females being such 
good breeders. Although termed the Berkshire breed, 
these pigs have been reared in various parts of the 
kingdom; and some of the very best have come from 
Staffordshire, from the progeny of the celebrated 
Tamworth boar. In Leicestershire, also, is a very 
fine race of them, descending from the stock of Rich¬ 

ard Astley, Esq., who devoted much care to the 
improvement of the Berkshire pigs. 

“ Hogs of the pure original breed have been known 
to attain to an immense size, and weigh as much as 
800 to 950 pounds. One bred at Petworth measured 
seven feet seven inches from the tip of his snout to 
the root of his tail, and seven feet ten inches in girth 
round the center; five feet around the neck, ten iuches 
round the thinnest part of the hind leg, and two feet 
across the widest part of the back. He stood three 
feet nine inches high; and, what was most remarkable 
in this monstrous animal, he did not consume more 
lhan two bushels and three pecks of ground oats, 

'as and barley per week. 
Parklyson, in his Live Stock, vol. ii., gives some 

ordinary accounts of the size and weight attained 
widuals of this breed, and the profit yielded by I 

them, and also of their aptitude to fatten at grass. 
They are not, however, generally of an enormous size, 
being much smaller then several of the older breeds; 
their ordinary weight averages from 250 to 300 
pounds, and some will at two years old weigh 400 
pounds.” 

They have been greatly improved by a cross with 
the Chinese and Neapolitan breeds, i educing them 
somewhat in size, but increasing their early maturity 
and aptitude to fatten. The cross is also said to have 
improved the flavor of the flesh, and rendered it more 
delicate. 

Some years ago in this country there was a Berk¬ 
shire fever, and interested individuals raised the an¬ 
ticipations of farmers, in regard to the Berkshire, 
higher than the character of this or any other breed 
could meet. The consequence was, that a reaction 
speedily took place, and the Berkshire has been as 
much underrated, as its advocates overrated it. Still, 
taking it all in all, there are few, if any, better breeds 
of British swine than the Berkshire. Its meat is not 
so fat as that of some other breeds, and on this ac¬ 
count is not so well adapted for barreling; but for 
bacon, which is exported to England in considerable 
quantity, and might be to a still greater extent, this 
lean-meated quality is an advantage rather than a 
detriment. For fresh pork, the Berkshires are good, 
but perhaps not quite equal to the improved Essex, 
Suffolks, or Middlesex, though being of larger size 
they are preferred by some. 

Our engraving is an excellent likeness of Mr. 
Morris’ Berkshires, which have no superiors on this 
or the other side of the Atlantic. They are the 
smallest boned, finest haired, and most symmetrical 
Berkshires we ever saw; approximating closely to the 
improved Essex in these respects. 

Abortion among Cows.—Earl Spencer says, that 

since he placed lumps of rock salt in his pasture lands, 
none of his cows have suffered abortion. 
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DESIGN FOR A SMALL COTTAGE. 

This simple design is given to show how a very 
small cottage, built of wood, may be made to look 
well at a very trifling cost. In form it is a mere par¬ 
allelogram, and while it is devoid of very strongly 
marked architectural character, it combines something 
of home-like, or domestic expression. 

The picturesque character is partly owing to the 
bold shadows thrown by the projecting roof, and 
partly to rafter brackets and window hoods. 

Let any one imagine this little cottage, with its 
roof cut off close to the eaves, with the rafter brackets 
that support the projecting eaves omitted, with the 
windows and door mere bare frames, and he has an 
example of how this same cottage would look as we 
commonly see it built; that is to say, without the pic¬ 
turesqueness of wood clearly expressed by using it 
boldly, (not neatly and carefully,) by a sense of some¬ 
thing beyond mere utility, evinced in the pains taken 
to extend the roof more than is absolutely needful; 
and by raising the character of the windows and 
doors by placing hoods over their tops. 

The single apartment called the living room, twelve 
by eighteen feet, is the common apartment, the kitch¬ 
en, sitting room and parlor of this family; for it is 
intended for a family which “ takes care of itself. ” 

Opening the front door of this cottage, we see an 
entry six feet wide, which contains the stairs to the 
second floor. Underneath these stairs, another flight 
descends to the cellar. 

On the left of the entry is a small bed room twelve 
feet square. If this bed room is used constantly, it 
would be better to have it communicate with the 
living room by the door on the left of the chimney 
flue, which is now the closet door; and the arrange¬ 
ment, supposing this bed room in constant use, will 
will give greater convenience and greater warmth in 
winter, since one fire will keep both rooms warm. 
If, on the contrary, it is only to be used occasionally, 
it would be better not to make it communicate. In¬ 
deed, with a little nicety of construction, there is space 
enough to retain a small closet, for the living room, 
and still have these two rooms connected. 

The living room is of a convenient size for daily 
use, and is lighted by a window on each side. The 
chimney being nearly in the center of the house, no 
heat will be lost in winter. Near one corner of the 
opposite side of this room is a door opening into a 
small pantry which is lighted by a window, and at the 
opposite corner is another door opening into a narrow 
porch. We have cut off the passage to form this 
small porch, in order to protect the back door, which 
opens into the main apartment of the family, from 
sudden draughts and cold blasts, a point most impor¬ 
tant in a northern climate, but too often neglected, 
to the serious discomfort of the inmates of small 
cottages. From this back porch another door will 
be seen opening into a small wood-house, so that fuel 
may be had without going into the open air. 

The second floor of this cottage contains two good 
sleeping rooms, and two large closets. There are no 
fire-places, but openings are left for stove-pipes in the 
flues, so that one or both rooms can be warmed. 

There is a cellar under this cottage, and the outer 
cellar door should be provided just beneath the pan¬ 
try window, if no more convenient position is found 
for it. 

Cottages of this size usually have the stairs placed 
in the living room, while the front door opens directly 
into one of the apartments. We think, in this respect, 
our plan has much greater comfort and convenience 
to recommend it.—Downing's Country Houses. 
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HORTICULTURAL HINTS FOR THE MONTH. 

In many sections of the country, late as it is, there 
will still be planted this spring thousands of trees, 
and we wish we could say a word to each planter on 
the necessity for care and judgment in the operation. 
As a general rule nothing should be grown among 
the young trees. If you must or will grow something 
let it be a hoed crop, and of these carrots, mangold 
wurzel, beets, ruta baga, &c, or beans, and even 
potatoes are better than Indian corn. If planted 
in a wheat field, dig up all the wheat round the tree, 
in a radius of four feet. If you simply dig a hole 
just large enough to admit the roots of the tree, you 
may expect the tree to perish, or at best to make a 
very poor growth. 

In planting, it is better not to manure the soil 
with unmixed farm yard manure, as experience 
proves that it is injurious to the young roots. If 
manure must be used, let it be well composted with 
soil for several months before it is required, and dug 
in the soil for three or four feet round the tree. Be 
sure you do not plant to deep; the collar of the tree 
should not be more than an inch or two in the ground. 
Let the soil be put into the hole in small quantities 
at a time—care being used to get the soil in direct 
contact with every root on all sides. 

Pruning transplanted trees must, on no account be 
neglected. In removing them from the nursery, even 
though more than ordinary care is used, many of the 
roots are necessarily broken off, and as the equilibrium 
between roots and the branches has been disturbed, 
it must be restored by cutting off some of the bran¬ 
ches. This should not be done without judgment. 
It is better to shorten some of the leading shoots 
than to cut off branches or shoots altogether. After 
the tree is planted the soil around it should be 
mulched, especially if it is sandy. Almost any ma¬ 
terial will answer for a mulch; tanbark, saw dust &c., 
are frequently used, but well rotted barn manure not 
only makes a good mulch, but furnishes fertilizing 
matter in such a form as to be very advantageous to 
the young trees. On heavy soil, mulching is not 
necessary, if the land round the trees is frequently 
stirred and kept free from weeds. 

Trees that were planted last fall should be exam¬ 
ined. The earth may have settled and left the roots 
partially exposed, or the frost or rains may have left 
crevices in the soil by which the air is admitted into 
the soil to an injurius extent; or the wind may have 
blown the tree from its upright position, and disturbed 

the soil round the base. All such things should b« 
be rectified immediately. 

Mulching is advantageous to all trees, whether 
recently transplanted or not; and it is, in most cases, 
absolutely essential to the successful cultivation of 
dwarf trees. The roots of the Angers quince, and 
of nearly all stocks used for dwarfing, are small, 
fibrous, and near the surface, and are, consequently, 
easily affected by any change in the weather, white 
the trees grafted on to them are naturally inclined t© 
a more vigorous growth, and regain a larger quantity 
of earth and food than the roots can supply On 
this account high manuring and a moist though well 
drained soil are absolutely essential,— and mulching 
provides these requisites more easily and constantly 
than any other method. Liquid manuring is very 
beneficial on dwarf trees, but there are few so cir¬ 
cumstanced as to be able carry out the system with¬ 
out great labor. 

THE FARMERS’ KITCHEN GARDEN. 

By the time this article meets the eyes of our 
readers, the greater portion of garden crops should 
be sown. Many of them will be up,—or at all event* 
the weeds will. Remember that weeds and good 
vegetables can never grow together on the same soil, 
and also that to keep them under you must begin in 
season. If the weeds once get the start of you, th* 
labor of eradicating them will be increased fourfold. 
Everything in the garden should be sown in rows 
sufficiently wide apart to admit the free use of tho 
hoe; and the first fine day that the rows can be dis¬ 
tinguished, the hoe should be passed through them 
lightly. A slight hoeing not only kills the weeds, 
but benefits the young plants by stirring the soil. 

Beans.—Prominent in the American farmer’s gar¬ 
den should be the bean. It is indispensable to a 
well furnished, economical table. It can be served 
in an endless varietiy of forms—good in all. It is an 
every day dish, nutritious and palatable. The Mohawk 
Bush Bean is a good variety, and, what is a great 
advantage, stands frost better than any other. 

Lima Beans should be planted in hills like Indian 
corn. They require a very warm dry soil, to bring 
them to maturity in this climate. Many sow them in 
drills, but they do far better in hills three or four feet 
apart. Put five or six seeds in a hill; three plants, 
however, will be sufficient. Unleached wood ashes, 
thoroughly incorporated with the soil before planting, 
we have found specially beneficial for beans. 

Cucumbers.—For early plants, the seed must be 
sown in a hot-bed, but in this climate, cucumbers can 
be had in good season and in great perfection with 
ordinary open ground culture. You cannot make 
soil too rich for cucumbers. We prefer to dig a hole 
two feet in diameter, and two feet deep, filling it with 
fermenting horse manure, covering it with very fine, 
rich and sandy mould, six or eight inches above the 
ground. In this put a few seeds early in May, cover 
them on cold nights, and you cannot fail of having 
("ucumbers. The hills should be six feet apart, and 
three or four plants in a hill. The Early White and 
the Early Frame or Cluster are among the best vari¬ 
eties. The White Spine is also very fine. 

Melons.—Musk and water melons require similar 
soil and culture to cucumbers. They are however, more 
liable to injury from heavy rains. The Black Spanish 
watermelon is considered one of the best varieties in 
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Western New York. The White Imperial, if the 
seed can be obtained pure, is also very fine. The 
Long Island are good early varieties. 

Squashes.—A. light, dry soil is best adapted for 
squashes. They should be planted in hills six feet 
apart, and four to six seeds in a hill. Two or three 
shovels full of well rotted compost should be placed 
in each hill. The Boston Marrow is considered the 
best variety. The Missouri Cushaw is very good. 
The Yalpariso, was first introduced here from South 
America, when very fine, but it has deteriorated 
till it is now only fit for stock. 

Egg Plants must be sown on a rich, light soil, 
either where they are intended to remain, or on a 
warm border, transplanting them during showery 
weather in June. They should be planted two feet 
apart. The Long Purple is a very superior variety 
for family use. The Large Prickly-Stemmed Purple 
is one of the largest varieties. The White Egg Plant 
is the variety from which the species took its name; 
when in a half grown state, it resembles in size, shape 
and color, a hen’s egg. 

Salsify, or Vegetable Oyster, needs similar culti¬ 
vation to the carrot. The seed may be sown in drills, 
a foot apart, and the plants thinned out to six inches 
in the rows. They like a rich, deep soil. 

Turnips may now be sown for early use. A dry, 
light, gravelly soil, not too rich, is best. We prefer 
to sow them in drills, 12 or 14 inches apart, as they 
are much more easily kept clean and thinned out than 
when sown broadcast. The Early White Dutch, 
Red-Top Dutch, and Yellow Dutch are excellent 
early varieties. 

The Vegetable Marrow is a connecting link be¬ 
tween the Pumpkin and Squash, and needs similar 
soil and cultivation. Plant the seed in hills six feet 
apart, about the first or second week of May. 

Okra.—This is a vegetable introduced quite recent¬ 
ly into this country from the West Indies. In the 
Southern States it is already cultivated to a great 
extent. Its chief value is in the green pods, which 
are used in various ways, but are especially valued for 
flavoring soups, &c. The culture is somewhat similar 
to that of Lima Beans. The seed should be sown in 
drills, about two feet distant. When the plants are 
up they must be thinned out about nine inches apart. 
They require very clean culture, and should be earthed 
up a little as the plants grow. They do best on a 
dry, warm soil. The pods must be gathered when 
about an ineh and a half long, and quite green. When 
ripe they are useless for the kitchen. 

Hovey’s Seedling Strawberry vs. McAvoy’s Su¬ 
perior.—At a recent meeting of the Cincinnati Hor¬ 
ticultural Society, N. Longworth sent in a communi¬ 
cation offering a “ premium of $25 to any person who 
shall, in the next Strawberry season, exhibit ten plants 
or stems of Hovey’s Seedling, or of any other pistillate 
variety, before the Society, having as many berries, 
ripe and green, blossoms and buds, and the berries of 
as large a size, including all the fruit, and of as fine 
a quality, as McAvoy’s Pistillate Superior.” 

Lemon Tree.—Samuel Williams, of Waterloo, 
writes us: “A lemon fell from my tree yesterday, 
weighing eight ounces. I have many more still larger, 
ready to fall. I have the tree in a large tub in our 
sitting room, ready to be moved out of doors when 
the frosts are gone.” 

CULTIVATION OF TOMATOES. 

Messrs. Editors:—1 wish to tel! you my mode oi 
growing tomatoes. I do not know that there is any¬ 
thing new about it, but it is not very common, and de¬ 
serves to be much more general, since a dish of good 
early tomatoes is such a general favorite. My plants 
are always forwarded in a hot-bed, or in the green¬ 
house, and grown in pots until they are about a foot 
or a foot and a half high, and are hardened off so as 
to bear turning out about the second week in May. I 
plant them about three feet apart in rows; when 
planted, I drive down a few stakes six or eight feet 
apart, leaving them about four feet high the whole 
length of the rows, and nail a strip of wood all along 
on the top, and tie two more pieces lower down the 
stakes, about a foot apart, so as to make a sort of 
trellis something like a grape vine trellis. 

Before planting I always dig the ground deep and 
make it rich with manure. At the time of planting 
1 mix in the soil immediately about the roots, about 
a table-spoonful of Peruvian guano to each plant, 
which gives them an early start. When they have 
grown sufficiently long to tie to the trellis, I select 
two or three of the strongest shoots and tie them 
loosely to the trellis, cutting away all other small lat¬ 
erals which may grow on the main branches. I let 
these main branches grow until they have come in 
flower and set the first bunch of fruit; then I pinch 
out the top, one joint above the fruit, leaving the leaf 
entire. I then allow it to go on again until it has 
flowered and set another bunch of fruit, when the top 
is pinched out one leaf above the bunch, the same as 
the first, and so on of all the rest, taking care to cut 
out all the little laterals which may grow on the 
main branches down to the axels of the leaves, as 
often as they are produced, but leaving the leaves 
entire. 

If any one will take this little extra trouble, he 
will be amply repaid and absolutely astonished at the 
immense clusters of fine large tomatoes he will have. 

■ If planted in a favorable situation, they will ripen at 
I least as early as though grown any other way out of 
j doors, and frequently three days or a week earlier. 
When ripe they will hang longer on the vines without 
decaying. The situation can hardly be too sunny. 
Deep, light, loamy soil suits them best. I always 
save my own seed. I began by saving a few of the 
roundest and smoothest tomatoes I could find for 
seed; now I have them, not flat or wrinkled all up, 
but as round as an orange, and as smooth and large 
as the largest Northern Spy apple. J. Salter— 

Rochester, April, 1856. 

Gardening.—Cobbett, in his ‘‘Advice to a Father,” 
gives a beautiful picture of his home ; and one of the 
most pleasing features it presents is his garden. This 
was not merely a kitchen garden, but he had his 
shrubbery and trees, where the wild birds built their 
nests, and made sweet music to cheer his rural life. 
Nothing has such a calming influence upon the pas¬ 
sions of men as the cultivation of choice plants and 
flowers, or even vegetables for the kitchen. Children, 
too, love the innocent and childish labors that a gar¬ 
den affords. True, they may sometimes roll in the 
dirt and soil their hands, but they will grow stronger 
and more innocent than parlor dresses and white 
hands could ever make them. 
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THE JAPAN PEA. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer:—Last year I received from 
your office a few seeds, which I promised to plant, 
and give you the result. I now propose to do so. 
I must first say that I believe the last season to have 
been a very poor time to prove the value of new va¬ 
rieties of plants, either in regard to quantity or qual¬ 
ity. I received five seeds of the Japan Pea, two of 
which did not germinate. About four weeks after it 
came out of the ground, one withered and died; the 
other two grew finely—considering so wet a season— 
and became large beans; so, at least, I considered 
them, at the time, for while growing they certainly 
bore no resemblance to any pea I had ever seen be¬ 
fore. In August they commenced to blossom, and 
continued blossoming, setting and filling, until the 
frost came. I then cut both stalks and hung them 
up, and herewith present you one of them. The 
other stalk had two hundred and twenty seeds; these 
I intend to plant this spring. Should we have a 
more favorable season, 1 may be better able to form 
an opinion of their value for feed, and in regard to 
their becoming acclimated, &c. I planted them on a 
stiff heavy clay soil, very rich, and somewhat protect¬ 
ed from the west winds, which nevertheless broke off' 
some of the branches, so much so that I lost at least 
one-fifth of the crop. 

I had at the same time some melon seeds. The 
Orange Watermelon came up, but was drowned im¬ 
mediately. The Citron Muskinelon brought one to 
near maturity, when the frost put a stopper on it. 
The flower seeds I handed over to the girls. They 
said there were some beautiful flowers from them, yet 
like everything in this vicinity, they suffered severely 
from the wet. U.— Gates. 

A New Protection against Insects.—The Imperial 
Horticultural Society of Paris has just received a com¬ 
munication from M. Tessier, one of its members, sta¬ 
ting that the ammouiaoal waters of gas have the prop¬ 
erty of destroying the insects which commit such rav¬ 
ages on the fruit trees. This ammoniacal water is 
mixed with three-fourths its quantity of common water, 
aud is then sprinkled over the leaves and brandies of 
the tree. A small trench is dug around each tree to 
receive the water which falls, and this kills the destruc¬ 
tive insects which harbor about the roots of fruit trees. 
—Southern Cultivator. 

What is meant by the “ammoniacal waters of 

gas We suppose the “ Gas House Liquor,” or the 
water which distils over in making ga3 from bitumin¬ 
ous coal, is referred to. It is well known that this 
liquor is very noxious to insects, but we should fear it 
would injure the “leaves and branches of the trees.” 
The ammoniacal salts which it contains, render gas 
house liquor a very valuable fertilizer, and in England 
it is frequently used on grass land; but it is necessary 
to dilute it with many times its weight of water, or 
the bituminous matter, sulphurets, &c., it contains, 
will certainly destroy the grass, as the experience of 
those who have used it abundantly demonstrates. 

Setting out Large Trees.—A correspondent of 
the JYew England Fanner, set out over a hundred 
apple trees, five years ago. He says: “ Part of my 
trees were large, and a part small. The smallest 
have done the best; indeed, the largest tree in the 
orchard now, was one of the smallest when planted.” 

THE CURL IN PEACHES. 

On reading an article in your “ Rural Annual,” up¬ 
on the “ Curl of the Leaf of the Peach,” and finding 
you give no remedy, I feel it my duty to give you 
one. I had in my garden, in New York, a large, fine 
peach tree, when I discovered all at once that the 
leaves began to curl, and look as though fire had been 
so near as to kill them, and also a great quantity of 
ants constantly going up and down the tree. I could 
find no one who could give me a remedy, so I deter¬ 
mined to find one myself. The tree was about six 
inches in diameter. I dug the dirt from it until I 
reached the spreading roots. I then took a large 
twenty-penny nail, and carefully drove it through the 
heart of the tree up to the head. I then replaced 
the dirt, and in five or six days I made an examination 
and found around the tree, on the top of the ground, 
something resembling sawdust. I then began to re¬ 
move it, and found at the bottom, or nearly where I 
had driven the nail, seven large grubs, about two 
inches long, dead. 

This led me to a farther examination. T found 
that these grubs had commenced their work under 
the roots, and worked their way up between the bark 
and the tree, eating their way as they went. Of 
course they were perfectly shielded from any external 
application, so I came to the conclusion that the gases 
produced by the sap rusting the nail killed them. 

This tree grew after that as fine as a newly planted 
one, and the peaches then on it, about one-fourth 
grown, which had begun to wilt, immediately swelled 
out and grew as rapid as the shooting limbs, and were 
larger and finer than ever before. After I came to 
this country, I tried the same experiment, which gave 
the same results as in New York. 

The size of the tree determines the size of the nail. 
It shouid be long enough to reach through the heart 
and not quite through the tree. W. W. Smith— 

Mountain Cove, Fayette Co, Va. 

Flowers for Immediate Effect.-—In the March 
number of the Genesee Farmer, a lady asks what 
flowers she shall plant for immediate effect, and you 
very wisely answer, annuals. There is nothing to be 
compared with them. I first employed them under 
similar circumstances two years ago to beautify a new 
yard, the soil of which was not tit to plant any per¬ 
manent roots into. The beds had to be cut out of 
slate that was thrown from the bottom of the cel¬ 
lar, and filled in with earth from the roadsides, and 
rotted bogs and sand, as the soil around our place is 
clay. I thought it of no use to set shrubs or roots 
of any kind into such a soil until it had been worked 
for two or three years to mix the ingredients. I have 
added a great deal of fine chip dirt and sawdust, and 
unfermented manure, in order to loosen the soil, as 
well as enrich it. You no doubt would have laughed, 
if you had seen me raking off the coarse chips into 
heaps for burning, and then carefully throwing the 
fine materials together, ready for sifting with a coal 
riddle. I then planted it with annuals, and even the 
first year, bad as the soil was, they grew, to the sur¬ 
prise of every one, and I was amply rewarded for my 
trouble. A Farmer’s Wife. 

The best cough mixture that has been made, con¬ 
sists of a pair of thick boots, mixed with lots of air, 
and plenty of exercise in the flower garden. 
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Hardiness of the Osage Orange.—M. B. Bate- 

ham, late editor of the Ohio Cultivator writes as 
follows in regard to the hardiness of this hedge plant: 

“The past winter has afforded good evidence that 
the Osage Orange will endure as severe cold as is likely 
to occur in almost any habitable portion of this coun¬ 
try. After a moist Autumn, which prevented the 
ripening of the wood, and kept the plants growing till 
very late, the winter set in quite suddenly, the ther¬ 
mometer falling as low as 15° to 20° below zero early 
in January, 20° to 28° below in February, and 10° to 
18° below as late as the 10th of March, in different 
parts of Ohio, where there are hedges or nurseries of 
Osage Orange in almost every county. And after 
much examination and inquiry, I am not able to find 
the least injury done to the plants by the winter—ex¬ 
cepting that the last year’s shoots are part killed, as 
usual, but not as close as they need to be cut in prun¬ 
ing this Spring. 

In a nursery near this city, of 300,000 plants, one 
and two years old, not one seems to be killed, although 
no protection was given them.” 

The Paradise Tree.—We have just heard from 
a friend in Panama of a natural wonder called the 
Paradise Tree. Seven of these trees, and no more, 
grow in the space of about half a mile, in Yeraguas, 
Trinidad, one of the provinces of the Isthmus, on the 
land of one Sen. Romero. Each tree bears a single 
white flower, which opens at maturity, when a per¬ 
fectly formed flower dove, with outspread wings and 
head lifted upwards, is discovered within. The flow¬ 
ers emit an odor that may be scented for at least 
half a mile from the spot What is almost equally 
strange, is the fact that at a certain period every year, 
these trees wither to the very ground, leaviLg a small 
mound of dust, from which, like the fabled pheenix 
from its ashes, each tree yearly rises to the comple¬ 
tion of its perfect flower. It has no seeds, nor can it 
be propagated by slips or grafts, or transplanted. A 
full description has been secured, which was taken 
down from the lips of a gentleman of veracity, who 
had seen the trees, and learned their history for the 
past eighty years. 

Soap Suds for Currant Bushes.—A correspon¬ 
dent of the Indiana Farmer says : 

“I have found the cultivation of currants to be very 
profitable. By care and attention I greatly increased 
the size of the bushes and the quantity and quality of 
the fruit. My bushes are now about eight feet in height, 
and are remarkably thrifty. The cause of this large 
growth, I attribute in a great measure to the fact that 
I have been in the habit of pouring soap suds and 
chamber lye around their root? during the summer sea¬ 
son. 1 am satisfied f-om my own experience and that 
of some of my neighbors, that this treatment will pro¬ 
duce a most astonishing effect upon the growth and 
product of the bushes, and would advise others to give 
it a trial.” 

Trimming Trees.—We do not think it makes any 
difference as to the health of trees, whether they are 
pruned in April, May or June; but now is, perhaps, as 
leisure a moment as any; and the sooner they are 
trimmed, the surer one is not to rub off the swelling 
fruit buds and young leaves from the limbs, which is 
an important consideration. A man may destroy much 
forthcoming fruit by rubbing his clothes amongst the 
standard limbs of his tree whilst in the act of pruning 
it—Drew's Rural. 

Wonders Familiar and Unobserved.—The pains that 
are taken to ransack remote countries for vegetable 
wonders, are in every way commendable. But we 
ought not to neglect those immediately under our own 
eyes, and easy to be procured. About the time, or im¬ 
mediately after the tulip mania in Holland, the people 
of England opened their eyes with astonishment, on 
hearing that there was a magnificent tree discovered 
in America, that during the season of flowering, was 
covered with tulips! The exeitement was great, and 
pains were taken to procure the tree that became all 
the fashion. It truly deserved to be, for though it was 
our familiar tulip-tree, “the real old yellow whit.cvjood,” 
of the Yankees, (Liriodendron talipifera.) it is certainly 
one of the finest shade trees of any country. Another 
example is the Hemlock, which is discarded with con¬ 
tempt by some who will pay several dollars for East 
India evergreens of decidedly inferior beauty, and re¬ 
quiring nursing through every winter. Our common 
Sumach, (Rhus typhinum,) with its long pinnate leaves, 
and large compact panicles of red berries, would be a 
wonder if recently discovered in China, but is now re¬ 
garded almost as a nuisance. We observe that some 
of the English nursery catalogues offer our fence-line 
elders for sale in pots, and some other varieties equally 
common here. “ ’Tis distance lends enchantment to 
the view,” but true taste, properly cultivated, will find 
as much beauty in common objects, as in those which 
are hard tc procure. We should be glad to see more 
attention given to our native tree=i in forming orna¬ 
mental plantations. The Black, Silver, and Sugar Ma¬ 
ples, are really more desirable than many imported 
rarities; out Catalpa is more valuable than the eastern 
Paulownia; the common White Pine is equalled in 
beauty by few of the new costly evergreens; and simi¬ 
lar examples are common.—Country Gentleman. 

The Chrysanthemum in China.—A correspondent 
of the Gardeners1 Chronicle says: 

“The Chrysanthemum is the Chinese gardener’s fa¬ 
vorite flower. There is no other with which he takes 
so much pains, or which he cultivates so well. His 
Camelias, Azaleas, and Roses are well grown and well 
bloomed, but with all these we beat him in England; 
in the cultivation of the Chrysanthemum, however, he 
stands unrivalled. The plants themselves, seem as it 
were, to meet him half way and grow just as he pleases; 
sometimes I met with them trained in the form of ani¬ 
mals, such as horses and deer, and at other times they 
were made to resemble the pagodas, so common in#the 
country. They are always in high health, and never 
fail to bloom most profusely in the autumn and winter.’> 

Strawberries.—We learn from Mr. R. G. Pardee’s 

revised Manual of the Strawberry, that during the last 
year, New York city consumed from 47,000 to 54,000 
bushels of this delicious fruit; Philadelphia from 10,000 
to 14,000; Boston from 9,000 to 11,000; and Cincin¬ 
nati from 11,000 to 14,000. Over 3,000 bushels were 
received many days daily at New York, for its own 
supply and that of the suburbs. A single county in 
New Jersey, from a single port, over 25 miles distant, 
sent us by steamboat, during one day, 200,000 baskets, 
and several years ago the Erie Railroad brought 893 
bushels to town on a single train.—N. Y. Times. 

Grape Cuttings at Cincinnati Destroyed by tiie 

Cold.—Mr. N. Longworth, the pioneer of the grape 
culture and wine manufacture on the Ohio river pub¬ 
lishes a letter in the Cincinnati papers, in which he 
states that he cannot supply cuttings this season, as 
the buds of the Catawba, Hebermont and Marion grape 
vines have been killed by the severity of the winter. 
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Girdled Trees.—There is much complaint this 
spring in regard to girdling of fruit trees by mice and 
meadow moles. The winter was so very severe that 
these little gentry were forced to live on bark or starve 
to death, and in many cases they had not a choice of 
bark, but seized the nearest shoots, and lived in the 
most penurious manner, on the sprouts of maple trees. 

, A Worcester correspondent inquires what is best 
to be done when fruit trees are completely girdled ? 
We think when such trees are small it is best to cut 
them off near the ground and let new shoots come up. 
When these shoots come from the scion or grafted 
part of the trunk the new tree will be of the right 
kind. But when the mice have eaten all the bark 
above the point where the scion was inserted, a new 
scion may be put in the old stock. 

Some orchardists recommend the insertion of scions 
long enough to connect the two parts of the bark that 
were separated by the mice, and when the tree is six 
inches in diameter this is the only way to save it. I 
The scions or twigs should be long enough to reach 
wholly across the part which was gnawed, and should 
be so sharpened at each end as to fit into the wood 
above and below the naked sap wood. 

A tree may be saved in this way in case a good 
number of scions are used—but whether, in common 
cases, we shall be repaid for our trouble there is a 
question. Trees saved in this way are not often thrif¬ 
ty.—Mass. Ploughman. 

Fruit Prospects.—The Buffalo Courier fe^rs that 
peaches will be scarce this year. A fruit grower near 
that city reports that the buds upon his peach trees 
are killed, and that the same thing is true of most of 
the peach trees in that section. The buds of the ap¬ 
ple, plum, pear and cherry trees arc unharmed. 

The Sandusky Register has the following in ref- 
ference to Ohio. “ From what examination our fruit¬ 
growers have made, no hopes of an ordinary crop of 
fruit are held out. In many places, on low ground, 
the peach trees are killed, and in almost every instance 
the fruit bud is blasted. Apples give us considerable 
hopes for a full crop, tnough farmers and nurserymen 
are not agreed upon this acturl condition of their 
trees.” 

A letter from Central Illinois says : “ The growth 
of last year on the peach is almost universally killed. 
Many of the cherry and pear limbs injured. The 
Osage Orange is in good condition.” 

Supports for Newly-Planted Trees.—Mr. L. 
B. Summer, in the Country Gentleman, recommends 
the following supports for newly-planted trees, by 
which the tree is prevented from swaying in any di¬ 
rection :—“ I make a frame by driving down two up¬ 
right stakes, of a size suitable to the age of the tree 
to be supported, being careful not to interfere too 
much with the roots, letting them go deep enough to 
be quite firm, and as high as, or even higher than the 
lower branches—say full two-thirds the height of the 
tree ; then nail a strip of wood across the top, and 
tie the tree to that, but loose enough to prevent gird¬ 
ling-” 

It is said that the water in which potatoes have 
been boiled, sprinkled over plants, completely destroys 
all insects, in every stage of their existence from the 
egg to the fly. 

Luck with Trees.—We have noticed that certain 
men always have much finer peaches, and pears, and 
plums, than most of their neighbors, and are called 
lucky. Their luck consisted, in the first place, in do¬ 
ing everything well—taking what their neighbors call¬ 
ed foolish pains—leaving nothing unfinished ; and in 
the second place, in taking good care of what they 
had ; that is, giving their trees wide, deep, and mel¬ 
low cultivation, applying manure where necessary, and 
especially the liquid manure from the chamber and 
wash tub. Great pains taken, whether with fruit 
trees or with children, scarcely ever fail to produce 
good results. 

Profits of Pear Culture.—At the last Legis¬ 
lative Agriculture Meeting at Boston, M. P. Wilder 

Esq., stated that in 1848, a gentleman in the vicinity 
of Boston set an acre of ground to dwarf pear trees— 
the trees eight by twrelve apart. Between the pear 
trees, quince trees were planted. The fifth year from 
planting, the acre produced 120 bushels of pears, and 
60 bushels of quinces. Of the pears, 70 bushels were 
sold at from $5 to $6 per bushel—the rest were given 
away. These trees, with the exception of two or 
three per-cent, which have died, are still healthy and 
productive. 

Mice and Fruit Trees.—From all parts of the 
country we hear complaints of the great injury done 
to fruit trees by the mice during the past winter. It 
would seem that mice are more numerous this spring 
than ever before known. What is the cause of this ? 
We should have thought that the intense cold of the 
winter of 1854 and ’55, and of the past winter, to¬ 
gether with the rains of last summer, would have had 
a teudency to lessen their number; but such does not 
appear to have been the effect. Will our correspon¬ 
dents give us their views on this subject. 

Soil for Fruit Trees.—Fine fruit can only be grown 
upon a soil naturally or artificially dry and firm. A 
wet soil, or a very loose peaty one, never produces fine 
fruit. Sandy soils, gravelly soils, or clayey soils, as 
well as what are called loamy soils, can all be made to 
grow fine fruit, if properly cultivated, provided the 
subsoil is porous enough to permit the water to escape 
rapidly downwards a sufficient depth to allow the 
roots of trees at least three feet of soil, which is never 
filled with stagnant moisture—and the greater depth 
of perfectly drained soil, the greater the certainty of 
success.—Exchange. 

To Ppevest Mildew on Gooseberry Bbshes or 

Fruit.—Straw soaked in Beef or Fork brine or brine 
made the usual strength with saltpetre and salt ten 
days and spread under the bushes, will prevent the 
leaves and fruit from mildewing, besides favouring the 
ripening and very much improving the flavor of the 
fruit. Spread it on as soon as the leaves begin to 
appear, and a little when the fruit is about half swel¬ 
led out. P. R. 

Yellow Locust.—If you have but little fencing 
timber fit for posts on your farm, sow a few pounds 
of yellow locust seed, and when the plants are two 
years old they may be transplanted. In twelve years 
from the time the seed is sown, you may begin to cut 
them for posts. 
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fattm' Jtpritiuai 
FARMERS’ GIRLS. 

Up in the early morning;, 
Just at the peep of day, 

Straining the milk of the dairy, 
Turning the cows away— 

Sweeping the floor of the kitchen, 
Making the beds up stairs, 

Washing the breakfast dishes, ; 
Dusting the parlor chairs. 

Brushing the crumbs from the pantry, 
Hunting the eggs at the barn, 

Cleaning the turnips for dinner, 
Spinning the stocking yarn— 

Spreading the whitening linen 
Down on the bushes below, 

Ransacking every meadow, 
Where the strawberries grow. 

Beecher on Beans.—“Succotash,” says Mr. Beecher, 

♦ “is a liquid compromise between corn and beans. It 
is perfect when its flavor is that of corn lapsing into 
bean, and of bean just changing into corn. In short 
it is a dish whose flavor represents the evanishing point 
of both beans and corn, towards a mystic vegetable 
union in some happier sphere. But to be perfect, there 
should always be a hierophantic bit of pork presiding 
over the nuptials, and giving its unctious blessing.” 

Custard Pudding.—Beat up six eggs, add a quart of 
new milk, a little lemon peel shred fine, five or six bit¬ 
ter almonds blanched and grated, or crushed, and sugar 
to your taste, and mix all together; then have ready 
your dish, covered with a good puff paste, into which 
pour the custard; grate over it half a nutmeg and 
bake it, or put it into a basin wilhout paste and boil it. 
If it is boiled, serve with melted butter. 

Starching the “ fixings ” for Sunday, 
Churning the snowy cream, 

Rinsing the pails and strainers, 
Down by the running stream; 

Feeding the geese and turkies, 
Making the pumpkin pies. 

Jogging the little one’s cradle, 
Driving away the flies. 

Grace in every motion, 
Music in every tone, 

Beauty in form and feature. 
Thousands might covet to own— 

Cheeks that rival spring roses, 
Teeth as white as pearls; 

One of these country maids is worth 
A score of your city girls. 

HINTS FOR HOUSEWIVES. 

To Clean Black Cloth.—Brush the dust from the 
clothes; remove the grease from the collar, <fcc., with a 
brush or sponge and warm water, soap, or oil of tur¬ 
pentine; boil one ounce of ground logwood a few min¬ 
utes in one quart of water, aud add a piece of soda the 
size of a horse bean; strain the logwood, lay the clothes 
on a table, and brush them with the hot liquor all over 
till they are well wet; theu brush them with hot water, 
on the surface of which put a few drops of olive oil. 
Care must be taken not to have too much oil on the 
surface at once. When washed, add a few drops more. 
The operation must be carried on uniformly, and in the 
direction of the nap of the cloth. Hang the clothes 
up to dry, and they will be a beautiful black, particu¬ 
larly if the grain of the cloth is not worn off. 

Bed Bugs.—Paint the bedstead with a good coat of 
verdigris, or merely paint the tenons, mortice?, joints, 
and holes through which the cord passes. Be careful 
that the inside of the holes be thoroughly bedaubed, 
and have a good coat, as the rough wood will absorb 
much paint. Then besmear profusely the joints and 
holes with unguentum and put it together; and if thor¬ 
oughly done, bed bugs will not inhabit it for fifteen 
years, if ever. 

t Good Styptic.—To prick the finger with a needle 
when sewing, is a very common accident, and some¬ 
times the puncture is deep and the blood difficult to 
stop. This can be cured instantaneously by touching 
the wound with a mere particle of dry chloride of lime 
and not washing it off for a few minutes. The punc¬ 
ture immediately closes, and causes no further incon¬ 
venience. We have tried this styptic with perfect 
success. 

Preserving Eggs.—We have kept a supply of eggs 
for winter, for many years, by laying them in salt, 
small end down. Some put them in lime water, and 
some in one way and some in another, but we find 
salt a good preserver, and the trouble of putting them 
down is slight. 

Veal Minced with Potatoes.—Chop some cold veal 
very fine; add to it an eqaial quantity, or more, if you 
choose, of cold boiled potatoes chopped ; also season 
with pepper and salt to the taste; add 1o it veal gravy 
or hot water to moisten it, and a good bit of butter, 
dredge a little flour over it, and put it in a stew pan 
over a moderate fire ; cover it close for half an hour. 
When thoroughly heated it is done. 

A Certain Cure for a Rattlesnake Bite or Spider 

Sting.—Take the yolk of a good egg, put it in a tea 
cup, and stir in as much salt a? will make it thick 
enough not to run off, and spread a plaster and apply 
it to the wound, and I would insure your life for six¬ 
pence. The subscriber has tried the above remedy in 
a number of cases, and never knew it to fail in one.— 
P. Prkttyman, M. D., in Country Gentleman. 

To Poach Eggs.—Have on the fire a frying-pan with 
water fast boilimr, break each egg into a separate cup, 
slip them carefully into the boiling water; when the 
white is quite set, the eggs are done. Take th(m up 
with a slice, and serve on buttered toast or bread and 
butter. Fried eggs are done in the same manner, only 
instead of water, a little fat is used, or a rasher of 
bacon. 

Nursery Pudding —Slice some white bread, without 
crust; pour scalding milk on it; let it stand until well 
soaked, then beat it well with four eggs, a little sugar 
and grated nutmeg. Bake in small cups half filled. 

Stings of Bees, Serpents, <£c.—The pure uncarbon¬ 
ated aqua ammonia, when applied to the stings of t>eep, 
mosquitoes, serpents, die., produces instant relief. 

Rats Wanted—Kid Gloves Going up.—By late ad¬ 
vices from abroad, we learn that rat-skins have become 
very scarce in Paris, and as a consequence, kid gloves 
have advanced in price! On Monday a large importer 
and retailer in Broadway advanced the price of ladies’ 
kid gloves from seven to eight shillings per pair. We 
remember, not many years ago, that the same leathers 
were sold to the same ladies, by the same lords, at four 
shillings the pair. And when the price was advanced 
to five shillings, how “society” stood aghast! How 
the dear daughter scolded, and the true mamma sighed 
over the extravagance of the generation! How the 
kind papa frowned, as he tossed lhat day’s omnibus 
change into Seraphina’s glove-box! But the age was 
progressive. Year after year, as the entries into “soci¬ 
ety” became more numerous and dashing, ihe price of 
kids increased by the shilling, and the number of rats 
decreased by the score. Finally the human biped has 
outstripped the long-tailed quadruped in the race of 
progressive life; and now the kids are one dollar, and 
the rats—where are they?—N. Y. Times. 
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goittlj's gfprtmtnt. 
GAEDENING FOR YOUTH. 

ANNUALS CONTINUED. 

Sweet William—Dianthus barbatus.—This beau¬ 
tiful flower is well worthy of the care and attention 
which it is necessary to bestow upon it in order to 
bring it to any state of perfection. It is the pride of 
the English florist, and no garden would be considered 
complete without it. When produced from seed the 
flowers are seldom double or even handsome, and if 
cultivated only in this way, is not worth the trouble 

* 

Sweet-William. 

bestowed upon it. When a large quantity of seed 
has been sown, there are sometimes found a few 
choice double and beautiful plants. In this case they 
should either be removed far away from the single 
ones, or else all the latter should be destroyed, except 
some that are remarkable for their size, color, and 
smoothness of their edges. We think the latter is 
by far the more preferable way, because, however 
careful, it is almost impossible to remove them with¬ 
out their sustaining damage. 

The Rocket Larkspur—Delphinium ajacis—was 
introduced into England, from Switzerland, in 1573. 
It is not however, thought to be a native of Switzer¬ 
land. It has been a very general favorite in British 
gardens for more than two centuries and a half; and, 
despite the introduction of innumerable new candi¬ 
dates for popular favor, it is still able to hold its place 
in every good collection of annuals. The Rocket 
Larkspur belongs to that age when ladies were not 
those dazzling, bewitching, deceptively fascinating 
creatures that some of our modern belles, superficially 
educated in all sciences, languages and accomplish¬ 
ments, have proved themselves to be, to the heartfelt 
sorrow of us susceptible bachelor mortals. She is 
very sedate in her manners, neat in her person, and, 
though adorned with the richest dress, it is so com¬ 
pactly put on, that neither John Wesley, nor the 
most rigid disciple of George Fox could accuse her 
of gaudy habiliments. The old lady, however, likes 
good living, and does not object to much company if 
it be of the right kind. Though she has been in this 
country a great many years, yet she has not yet ac¬ 
quired our national habit of frequent change of resi- 

Rocket Larkspue. 

dence. In other words, the Rocket Larkspur requires 
a very rich soil to bring it to perfection. The seeds 
should be sown in drills where the plants are intended 
to blossom,-as they will not bear transplanting. The 
compact habit of the plant renders it unnecessary to 
thin them out very much; they may be allowed to 
stand an inch and a half or two inches from each 
other in the rows. 
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<& to i 10 x's ® a Ii 11. 
Change in the Proprietorship of the Genesee 

Farmer.—The Subscriber has purchased the Genesee 

Farmer and the Rural Annual and Horticultural 

Directory from Mr. James Vick. During the present 

jear he has had .the entire editorial management of the 

paper, and^was also connected with it in 1851-2 and 3. The 

improvements effected the present year in the size, appear¬ 

ance and reading matter of the Genesee Farmer, have 

given universal satisfaction to its numerous readers, and 

this arrangement will enable us to carry oilt still further 

our determination to make this Pioneer Agricultural Jour¬ 

nal the best, as it certainly is the cheapest, in America. 

All debts due Mr. Vick for the Genesee Farmer, the 

Rural Annual, and the Horticulturist, and for advertising 

therein, &c., must be paid to the Subscriber. 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 

Read the Advertisements.—Our advertising columns 

this month, contain much of interest to almost every far¬ 
mer. If you want a Reaper and Mower, read what J. D. 

Wright & Co. say about their celebrated self-raking ma¬ 
chine, and send for one of their pamphlets. If a Thresh¬ 

ing Machine, see the advertisement of A. Gordon & Co. 

Pitts’ Machine, as made by them, embodies the latest im¬ 
provements, and is well and substantially built; the ma¬ 

chine itself is too well and favorably known to need any 

recommendation from us. Do you want Fertilizers, A. 

Longett will supply you with a good article. Do you 

want to experiment a little with what purports to be a new 
and valuable cereal, read what Dr. Cardell says of his 

Italian Buckwheat. Do you want Trees, Plants, &c.. 
John Donnellan & Co. of this city, will furnish you with 

a good article. If you want pure water—and who does 

not?—get one of Kedzie’s Rain Water Filters, as made 

by J. E. Cheney & Co. of this city. We use one, and j 

can confidently recommend them. The chemical stu¬ 

dent will of course read the advertisement of C. M. Sax¬ 

ton & Co., New York. And whether you want anything 

or not, read the advertisement of Wheeler, Melick & 

Co., Albany. 

Agricultural Chemistry.—A correspondent writes : 

“ A word about Agricultural Chemistry. If the ashes of 

plants form no index as to the food they require, how are j 

.we to determine the matter. Shall we go through a sys¬ 
tem of blind experiments, which, as they are usually con¬ 

ducted, are inconclusive and unsatisfactory ? Can science 
give us no light ?” Science founded on experiment can 

give us light on this subject, but science falsely so called— 

a mere deduction—cannot fail to lead us astray. Induc¬ 

tion is a slow process, but it is the only method by which 

we can safely advance in such a complex art as that of 
Agriculture. Experiments, it is true, are often inconclusive, 
but if properly planned and carried out, they afford the 

most satisfactory evidence we can possess. 

Ichaboe Guano.—By a mistake of the printer, the 

price of Ichaboe guano in the advertisement of A. Lon¬ 

gett, was set down at $54 per ^on. It should be $40 per 

ton of 2000 lbs. 

The American Pomological Society.—Sixth Ses¬ 

sion.—In conformity with a resolution passed at the last 

meeting of this National Association, the Sixth Session 

will be held in Corinthian Hall, in the city of Rochester, 

N. Y., commencing on Wednesday, the 24th day of Sep¬ 

tember next, at 10 o'clock* A. M., and will continue for 
several days. 

Among the objects of this meeting are the following:— 

To bring together the most distinguished Pomoiogists of 

our land, and, by a free interchange of experience, to col¬ 

lect and diffuse such researches and discoveries as have 

been recently made in the science of Pomology—to hear 

the reports of the various State Committees and other dis¬ 

trict associations—to revise and enlarge the Society’s cata¬ 

logue of Fruits—to assist in determining the synonymes by 

which the same fruit is known in America or Europe—to 

ascertain the relative value of varieties in different parts 

of our country—what are suitable for particular localities 

—what new sorts give promise of being worthy of dissem¬ 

ination—and especially, what are adapted to general culti¬ 
vation. 

The remarkable and gratifying progress which has been 

attained, of late years, in this branch of rural industry, is 

in no small degree, attributable to the establishment and 
salutary influences of Horticultural and Pomological Soci¬ 
eties. It is, therefore, desirable that every State and Ter¬ 

ritory of the Union should be represented in this Conven¬ 
tion, so that the advantages resulting from this meeting 

may be generally and widely diffused. Held, as it will be, 

at a convenient point between the Eastern States and the 

Western, easily accessible from the South, and also frum 

the Canadas, it is anticipated that the attendance will b© 

larger than on any former occasion, and the beneficial re¬ 

sults to the American farmer and gardener proportionably 
increased. 

All Pomological, Horticultural, Agricultural, and other 
kindred associations of the United States, and of the Brit¬ 

ish Provinces, are requested to send such number of dele¬ 

gates as they may deem expedient; and nurserymen and 

all other persons interested in the cultivation of fruit, are 

invited to be present and participate in the deliberation* 
of the Convention. 

In order to increase as much as possible the utility of 
the occasion, and to facilitate business, members and dele¬ 

gates are requested to forward specimens of fruits grown 

in their respective districts, and esteemed worthy of notice ; 
also, papers descriptive of their mode of cultivation—of 

diseases and insects injurious to vegetation—of remedie* 

for the same, and also to communicate whatever may aid 
in promoting the objects of the meeting. Each contribu¬ 

tor is requested to make out a complete list of hi3 speci¬ 
mens, and present the same with his fruits, that a report of 

all the varieties entered may be submitted to the meeting 
as soon as practicable after its organization. 

Packages of fruits and communications maybe addressed 

as follows: “ For the American Pomological Society, 

care of W. A. Reynolds, Esq., Chairman of Committee 
of Arrangements, Rochester. N. Y.” 

Delegations will please ’forward certificates of their 
appointment, either to the above, or to the undersigned at 

Boston. 
Gentlemen desirous of becoming members of the Society, 

and of receiving its Transactions, may do so by remitting 

to the Treasurer, Thomas P. James, Esq., Philadelphia, 
Penn., the admission fee of two dollars for biennial, or 
twenty dollars for life membership. 

MARSHALL P. WILDER, President. 
H. Benton has sent us $3 for eight copies of the Gen¬ 

esee Farmer, but did not give his post office. 
H. W. S. Cleveland, Secretary. 

Boston, Mass., March 15, 1856. 
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Popularity of the Genesee Farmer.—Our esteemed 

•orrespondent Samuel Williams, Esq., of Waterloo, N.Y., 
will, we hope, excuse us for publishing the following ex¬ 
tract from a private postscript to his interesting “ Notes 
for the Month.” 

“ Perhaps no paper ever increased faster, at this time, in 
favor among farmers than the Genesee Farmer. It is said 
to be the cheapest and best paper in the land for the Far¬ 
mer’s true interests. I sent a copy to my friend at Canan¬ 
daigua, who is making a cottage house, and he ordered 
your paper the next day. I have heretofore supposed that 
a purely agricultural and horticultural paper could not 
be as well sustained as one of a more miscellaneous 
character; but now the tables are turning, and men begin 
to tire of sweet milk and to desire meat. Such is progress, 
even among farmers.” 

We are happy to inform our friend that our efforts to 
make the Genesee Farmer not only the cheapest but the 
best agricultural and horticultural paper in the country, are 

very generally appreciated. Our circulation at this time 
is within 800 of being double what it was last year, and if 

orders continue to come in as rapidly as at present, it will 
be more than double in the course of a few weeks. We 
have'had such an unexpected demand for the Farmer du¬ 

ring the past two months, that we run entirely out of back 

numbers, and were obliged to reprint. Those whose or¬ 
ders were delayed in consequence, will accept this as an 
apology. We endeavor to attend to orders as promptly as 
possible. 

The York County (Pa.) Star, says : “ The Genesee Far¬ 

mer for April, is on our table. Without intending any dis¬ 
paragement to other periodicals of the Agricultural class, 
we must say that the Farmer is the best work of its kind 
that comes under our notice. It is on our table for the 
inspection of any who may want a good monthly at only 
fifty cents a year.” 

We copy the following from the Essex Co. Republican, 

of April 17th: “ No man who lives by farming should be 

without the Genesee Farmer. Only fifty cents a year, and 

to the Farmer who would make the most of his labor, each 
number is worth the price asked for a year.” 

The Hon. John Wentavorth in the Chicago Democrat 

of April 15th says: “ The Genesee Farmer is one of the 
very best agricultural papers in the Uuited States.” 

Letter from Canada West.—We give the following 
extracts from a business letter from R. W. Saavtell, Esq., 

of Woodstock, C. W.: ^ 
“Last week I saw the March number of the Farmer 

laying on the table of Dr. Watt, a neighbor, and was 
particularly pleased Avith the matter it contained, both orig¬ 
inal and seiected, and also the numerous illustrations, Avhich 
are well got up. This, together Avith the trifling sum to 
be paid for it, induced me to ask a few of my nearest neigh¬ 
bors to take it. I asked eight, and every one subscribed. 
I think I can get a large number of subscribers in this 
county. It is a rich agricultural county, justly termed the 
■“.Garden of Canada,” filled with wealthy farmers ready 
and Avilling to take periodicals devoted to agriculture and 
the arts and sciences. 

The severity of the winter and the deep snow have been 
the causes of great destruction among the fruit trees. The 
mice having found shelter under the snow, those who 
did not protect their trees last fall, have lost nearly half. 

The wheat in this neighborhood looks well, and bids fair 
for a crop.” 

The Wheat Crop.—In this section, and throughout the 

great West generally, the young wheat plant never looked 

better than at the present time. The large body of snow 
which covered the ground all winter has protected it from 

the intense cold, which might othtrwise have proved in¬ 

jurious. 

Fruit Prospects.—In a recent conversation with Aus¬ 

tin Pinney, Esq., of Clarkson, one of our largest fruit 
growers, he stated that the prospect for all kinds of fruit 
never was fairer. Peaches are not hurt in Western New 
York, and if we have no cold easterly winds, &c.,we shall 
have a large crop. 

Seeds.—We have still a complete assortment of choice 
vegetable and flower seeds, and will send sixteen packages 
to any address, pre-paid, for one dollar. It is not too late 
to soav them. 

of Ntfco Books, ipmoiiuals, &t. 

The Life of the Rev. Robert Newton, D. D. By Thomas Jack- 

son. New York : Published by Carlton & Phillips, 200 Mulberry 
street. 1855. 

This is the life of an English Methodist minister. The 
son of a Yorkshire farmer, laboring in his early days on 
the farm, and developing that strong muscular frame, which 
in after days enabled him to stand such extraordinary labor, 

he rose by rapid steps to the very pinnacle of ministerial 
popularity and inflnence. In 1S40 he was appointed a 

delegate from the British Conference to the Methodist 
Episcopal Church in the United States, and the thousands 

who hung upon his lips on that occasion, will read his life 
with pleasure, and will be glad that the book contains an 
excellent likeness, on steel. 

Inqutms anil gnsfotrs. 

(D. K.) The Spirit of the Times is published weekly 
in NeAV York city. 

W. C., Flushing, Mich.) Your excellent article oq the 

Selection of Potatoes for Seed, was too late for this month, 
and will be out of season in June. Let us hear from you 
on other subjects. 

(E. Lounsbury, Thompson, N. Y.) Lime with Ma¬ 

nure.—Quick lime should not be mixed with barn yard 
manure. The lime sets free the ammonia of the manure 
and it escapes, and thus materially lessens its value. 

(R. T. Croavland, C. W.) We can send you the 
“American Poultry Yard” for $1. If everything has to 
be purchased for the hens, the eggs from them Avould not 
more than pay for the food consumed. To make hens 
profitable, keep only as many as will eat up what Avould 

otherwise be wasted. 

(J. W. Kimball, Port Burwell, C. W.) We should 
think plaster would be beneficial on such land as you de¬ 
scribe. Try a little on clover and peas, and you can soon 
satisfy yourself on the point. On Ioav, wet grass land plas¬ 
ter seldom does much good, but on high, dry meadows, it 

is frequently very beneficial. 

Dwarf Pears.—How much fruit will a dwarf pear tree produce 

when it has_attained its full bearing age and size. W. R. 

Pole Evil.—I have a horse that has the Pole Evil. Will some 

of your correspondents^tell me how. to cure it ? 0. R.—Monti- 

cello, N. Y. 

The White Thorn.—Having a desire to cultivate a hedge fence 

of White Thorn, I would ask for information through the columns 

of the Farmer whether the berry of the White Thorn will grow or 

not, and the proper method and time of planting, whether by sow¬ 

ing broadcast or in drills, and the kind of soil best adapted to it. 

John Iox—StraltonvMe, Pa. 
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Pence for Land Liable to be flooded.—Can any of your cor¬ 

respondents suggest a cheap but substantial fence for the side of a 

stream that occasionally overflows its banks. I have about three- 

fourths of an acre on the lower point of an island back of my 

house, about one-half of which is overflowed nearly every spring. 

I could use it profitably, but that it requires about forty-five rods 

of fence, of which one-half is exposed and liable to be carried away 

every year. J. M. Hamilton—Cuudersport, Pa. 

The Appication of Ashes.—How, when, and on what soils 

should ashes, leached or unleached, be used ? Have you an article 

discussing this ? If so I would like to see it.—S W. 

We have written considerable on this subject, but at our 

correspondent’s request, will again discuss the matter in a 

future number. But we want facts, experiments, and the 

experience of observing practical farmers to enable us to 

come to any definite conclusion on this or any other prac¬ 
tical question. 

Draining Boggy Land.—I have about two acres of deep boggy 

land, w tk springs around the banks, which I wish to drain. How 

deep should the drains be cut, and how far apart. What sized tile is 

best, and should any thing be put on the top of the tile before fill¬ 

ing in the ditch ? What kind of grass will do best on this land ? 

If you wtll answer these questions, you will favor—A Subscriber, 

n Canada West. 

We should be glad if some of our experfenced corres¬ 

pondents would answer the above. 

Guano for Corn.—An answer to the following questions will 

greatly oblige some of your subscribers, viz : 

1. Where can Guano be obtained, and what is the price ? 

2. Will it answer equally well on all soils, such as alluvial or 

prairie soil, sand or sandy loam, clay, gravel or shelly limestone ? 

3. What is the method of applying it in each case above ? 

4. If applied after the corn is up, will it do as well ? 

5. Do you think it would pay for itself and produce profit equal 

to the interest of money for the extra expense ? 

An answer to each of the above will benefit your obliged servant 

P. Q. R.—Sandusky, Ohio. 

1. See the advertisement of A. Longett, of New York, 

in this number. 
2. We cannot answer this question. 

3. The best method of applying it to corn, potatoes, &c., 

is to spread it over, say a square foot where the hill of 

corn or potatoes will be. But it is absolutely essential that 

it be well incorporated with the soil, or that there be at 

least an inch of soil between the guano and the seed ; for 

if the seed comes in contact with the guano, it will be in¬ 

jured or destroyed. An ounce of guano to each hill would 

be about the proper quantity. But although this method 

of application gives the best results when sufficient care is 

exercised, yet the safest method, and one requiring less 

labor—an important consideration in this country—is to 

sow the guano broadcast, and harrow it in before planting 
the corn. From 200 lbs. to 400 lbs. per acre is the usual 

quantity. 
4. It would doubtless be beneficial, but would not “ do 

as well ” as when applied at or before the time of planting. 

5. In Ohio, where the land is generally rich enough, if 

well tilled, to produce good crops of corn without much 

manure, and where corn ‘is cheaper than in the Atlantic 

States, we do not think guano can be profitably used on 

corn. On soils capable of producing an ordinary crop of 

corn—say 25 bushels of shelled corn per acre—by good 
tillage alone, we do not think the application of guano 
will be profitable unless the corn sells for more than fifty 

cents per bushel. On poor soils, and when corn commands 

a dollar a bushel, we think the judicious use of good Peru¬ 

vian guano will pay. It will be evident to any one who 

will give the subject a moment’s thought, that the economy 

of using guano, or any other fertilizer, is regulated by the 

price of the produce. And the same is true of under- 

draining, and all other improved processes of agriculture. 

It is strange that this simple fact is overlooked by those 
who are constantly holdiug up to our imitation the practice 

of British'farmers. It may be very profitable for English 

farmers to expend large sums for the production of wheat, 
which brings three dollars a bushel, but it does not follow 

that it will be equally profitable in a country where we 

cannot calculate on getting more than one dollar per 
bushel. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertiou in the Farmer, must be received as early as tbe 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

FARMERS, YOUR ATTENTION IS ASKED TO 

HYDE & WEIGHT’S PATENT HORSE HOE OR CUL¬ 
TIVATOR PLOW. 

ESIGNED and better adapted than any other implement for 
hoeing Corr., Broom Corn, Potatoes, Cotton, or any other 

crop requiring the use of the Horse or Hand Hoe. It has proved 
itself the most valuable implement yet invented for the purpose 
intended. It has been in use in Western New York for the past 
three years, hundreds of them having been sold on trial and none 
returned. Its great utility has been demonstrated in the fact that 
one day to the acre, with a man and horse is all the expense of 
cultivating and hoeing a field of corn for the season. If used a* 
directed, hand hoeing, in nine cases out of ten, may be entirely 
dispensed with. We have numerous certificates of the most satis¬ 
factory character, which we would be happy to show the public. 
We extract from a letter received from one of the largest and most 
influential t armers in our State, the following : 

“Nestoria Farm, Mottville, N. Y. 
Messrs. A. Gordon & Co.—I received the Horse Hoe, which I 

have tried, and am much pleased with it, and my farmer says it is 
the very best thing he ever saw. I have invited my neighbors to 
come and see it, and have no doubt it will be adopted generally. I 
congratulate you as the manufacturers of so important and useful 
an implement. Yours, ALFRED COBB.” 

Farmers may rely on realizing their best expectations from tb# 
use of the Horse Hoe. Price, $8—if ground and polished, $8 50. 
We are now making, and have steel ordered for 4,000. No Farmer 
should be without one. They are having an unlimited sale. Call 
upon or address ALEX. GORDON & CO. 

May 1—2t. 68 South St. Paul street, Rochester, N. Y. 

KEDZIE’S RAIN WATER FILTERS. 
manufactured by 

J. E. CHENEY & CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

HESE Celebrated Filters have been fully test¬ 
ed for many years in almost every State in 

the Union, and ihe demand is constantly increas¬ 
ing. There are five sizes, made of oak, iron-bound 
tubs, with reservoirs inside, from which can be 
drawn about 100 galljns in twenty-four hours, for 
all domestic uses. 

The most impure Rain, River op Lake water by 
this means becomes pure, clear as crystal, and 
without taste or smell. In this condition only is 
water fit for family purposes, as a means of pro¬ 
moting the general health, and as a preventive of 
cholera, and other diseases induced by the use of impure water. 

They are portable, durable and cheap, and are not excelled by 
any other filter known. Address 

May 1.* J- E. CHENEY & CO., Rochester,'N. Y. 

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. I AVERY Farmer, in these days of Progress, must know some- 
thing of this attractive Science, and it is so simplified by our 

excellent Text Books, as to be easily understood by the Farmer 
and his children. 

The following.are tbe best, and will be sent by mail, free of post¬ 
age, on receipt of price : 

Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry,...$1.25 
Brown’s Field Book of Manures,......1.25 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemisiry,. 1.00 
Dana’s Muck Manual,.    100 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture,. 60 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer,..... 60 
Chemistry made Easy,.     25 

C. M. SAXTON & CO., Agricultural Book Publishers, 
May—It. 140 Fulton street, New York. 
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NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL WORKS. 
BY WHEELER, MELICK & CO. 

DOUBLE POWER AND COMBINED THRESHER AND WINNOWER, IN OPERATION. 

WE are Manufacturers of Endless Chain Railway Horse Powers, 
and Farmers’ and Planters’ Machinery for Horse Power use, 

and are owners of the Patents on, and principal makers of the fol¬ 
lowing valuable Machines: 

WHEELER’S PATENT SINGLE HORSE POWER, AND 

Overshot Thresher with Vibrating Separator. 
This is a One Horse Machine, adapted to the wants of medum 

and small grain growers. It separates grain and chaff from the 
straw, and threshes about 100 bushels of wheat, or twice as many 
oats per day, without changing horses—by a change, nearly double 
the quantity may be threshed. Price $123. 

WHEELER’S PATENT DOUBLE HoRSE POWER, AND 

Overshot Thresher with Vibrating Separator. 
This Machine is like the preceding, but larger and for two horses. 

It does double the work of the Single Machines, and is adapted to 
the wants of large and medium grain growers, and persons who 
make a business of threshing Price $160. 

WHEELER’S PATENT DOUBLE HORSE POWER, AND 

Combined Thresher and Winnower. 
(Suown in the Cut.) 

This is also a Two Horse Machine; it threshes, separates the 
grain from the straw, and winnows it at one operation, at the aver¬ 
age rate of 150 bushels of wheat, and 300 bushels of oats per day. 
In out door work, and for persons who m ike a business of thresh¬ 
ing, it is an unequaled machine. Price $245. 

ALSO CLOVER HULLERS, FEED CUTTERS AND SAWING MACHINES. 

Our Horse Powers are adapted in all respects to driving every 
kind of Agricultural and other Machines, that admit of being driv- 
en'by Horse Power, and our Threshers may be driven by any of the 
ordinary kinds of Horse Powers in use—either are sold separately. 

1ST To persons wishing more information and applying by mail, 
we will forward a circular containing such- details as purchasers 
mostly want—and can refer to gentlemen having our machines, in 
every State and Territory. 

Our firm have been engaged in manufacturing this class of Ag¬ 
ricultural Machinery 22 years, and have had longer, larger, and 
more extended and successful experience in this line than any 
other House. 

All our Machines are warranted to give entire satisfaction, or 
may b° returned at the expiration of a reasonable time for trial. 

Orders from any part of the United States and Territories 
or Canada, accompanied with satisfactory references, will be filled 
with promptness and fidelity, and machines securely packed will 
be forwarled according to instructions, or by the cheapest and best 
routes. WHEELER, MELICK & CO., 

May 1. 1856—It. Albany, N. Y. 

C v f CE TO MAKE MONEY! 
PROFITABLE AND HONORABLE EMPLOYMENT! THE Subscriber is desirous of having an agent in each county 

anu town of the Union. A capital of from $5 to $10 only will 
be required, and anything like an effi ent, energetic man can make 
from three to five dollirs per day ; some of the Agents are reali¬ 
sing twice that sum. Every information will be given by address¬ 
ing, with a stamp to pay return letter, 

WILLIAM A. KINSLER, 
May 1—lt# Box 1228 Philadelphia, Pa., Post office. 

FOE SALE. 
HAYING to devote my time to other business, I have determined 

to sell several Farms, nowin cultivation under my own direc¬ 
tion, and also a Grist Mill and Saw Mill. The mills are situated 
about six miles from the county seat in a thickly settled portion 
of the country, on never failing streams, and healthy locations. 
There are two run of stones in the Grist Mill, together with all the 
machinery for manufacturing flour, buckwheat flour, corn meal, &e. 
The mill is 60 by 40 feet, three stories high, with a 16 feet wheel 
The Saw Mill is run by a submerged center discharging wheel, cast 
gearing; and the Mills, within 80 feet of each other, are run by 
different streams, and were built in 1851. There is attached to the 
mills about 200 acres of land, part of which is in cultivation in 
grain and grass. There are four tenements on the land, rented 
out; three of them, without any land, pay $100. The mills are 
under my own direction, and the miller rents the farm, and pays 
crop rent. The mills rented last year for $400. There is a large 
portion of bo tom land on this farm which is valuable. The Alex¬ 
andria, Loudoun & Hampshire Railroad passes within 100 yards of 
the mill, where there is to be a station, &c. 

I also have a Farm of 100 acres adjoining the county seat, well 
improved, good house of brick, orchards, well watered, and all the 
necessary outbuildings. The Menasses Gap Railroad passes through 
the village, and also a turnpike road to Washington and Alexandria, 
which are distant about 15 miles. I have also another Farm of 100 
acres, within three-fourths of a mile of the county seat, one half 
of which is in timber, and the other in cultivation. I am building 
a house on this, which will be finished by fall. I have also one 
other Farm of 120 acres, lying about four' miles from the county 
seat, in cultivation by a Northern man, who has resided on it three 
years. 

I will sell any or all of these Lands, &c., on reasonable terms. 
Persons desiring further information, can address tlie undersigned 
at Fairfax Courthouse, Va., who will give information, if desired, 
relative to his own or any other lands in this or the adjoining 
counties. 

May 1, 1856—tf. GEO. W. HUNTS, Jr. 

LAYVTON BLACKBERRY. THIS is a new and entirely distinct variety, and not, as some 
suppose, the “New Rochelle Blackberry” improved by culti¬ 

vation, (the plants which abound in that neighborhood being no 
better than those growing wild in every other part of the country.) 
It differs in shape, size and quality from every other known variety. 
It is perfectly hardy, enduriug the severest winters without protec¬ 
tion. The fruit is delicious, having small seeds in proportion to its 
size; is a prodigious bearer, and in good soil, in any locality, the 
stalk, leaf, flower and fruit will grow of mammoth proportions. It 
delights in moist soil, and will produce abundantly in the most 
shady borders of the garden, and even under fruit trees. 

ORDERS FOR PLANTS.—All orders for Plants will be registered 
and supplied in rotation, (deliverable in New York free of charge, 
for packages, with full directions for planting and cultivation,) in 
the Spring, until the second week in May ; Autumn, from the sec¬ 
ond week in October as long as the weather permits. Price, in 
packages of half a dozen, $3; one dozen, $5; fifty plants, $15 ; one 
hundred, $25. The money should accompany the order. 

,WM. LAWTON, 54 Wall St., New York, 
May 1—It. or, New Rochelle, N. Y. 
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ATKINS’ AUTOMATON, OR 

SELF-RAZING REAPER AND MOWER. 
THE BEST MACHINE IN USE. 

1 (the first) used in 1852- 
40 used successfully in 1853. # 

300 in twenty different States in 1854. 
1200 in all parts of the Union in 1855. 
3000 building for the harvest of 1856. THERE are six good reasons for this unparalleled increase and 

great popularity: 1st. It is strong and reliable, and easily 
managed. 2d. It saves the hard labor of raking. 3d, It saves at 
least another hand in binding. 4th, It saves shattering by the 
careful handling in raking; besides, the straw being laid straight, 
it is well secured in the sheaf, and does not drop in the after hand¬ 
ling, and the heads are not exposed in the stack, so that the grain 
saving even exceeds the labor saving. 5th. It is a good mower, 
being one of the most convertible machines in use. 6th, It has a 
kDife that does not choke. 

Its other excellencies, too numerous to mention here, are fairly 
given in the circulars. Its intrinsic worth^is also attested by the 
award (mostly in only 3 years) of 

OYER SEVENTY FIRST PREMIUMS ! 
Two First Premiums at the New York Crystal Prlace, the “Scott 

Legacy Medal,” Franklin Institute, Pa., &c., &c. 

TERMS.—Reaper and Mower, $200—575 on receipt of Ma¬ 
chine; $75 September 1st; $50 December 1st. Reaper only, $175 
—§75 on receipt of Machine ; $50 September 1st; $50 December l-.t. 
$10 added for longer credit. 10 per cent, interest from May 1st, if 
payments are not promptly made. SEPf* Discount at 12 per cent, 
per annum for cash in advance, besides interest. 

Farmers whishing these celebrated Reapers and Mowers for the 
next harvest, must send in their orders soon to the following 
Agents : 

E. D. Hallock, No. 2 Agricultural Buildings, Rochester. 
Exsign & Heston, Batavia, Genesee Co. 
Z. W. Smith & Co., Honeoye Falls, or Norton B. Smith, Travel¬ 

ling Agent for Livingston and Ontario counties. 
A- D. Ayers, Romulus, Seneca Co. 
Or J. D. STAFFORD, General Agent for the State of New York, 

Brockport, Monroe Co. 
Local Agents wanted in every county in the State, to whom a 

liberal commission will be given. Apply to J. D. Stafford as above. 
Order early, if you would not be disappointed. 
Pamphlets giving impartially the opinions of Fanners, together 

with orders, notes, &c., mailed to applicants, and prepaid. 
Write to us at Chicago, (Ill.,) Dayton, (Ohio.,) or Baltimore, 

(Md.,) which ever is nearest to you. 
v J. S. WRIGHT & CO., 

“Prairie Farmer” Works, Chicago, May 1.—3t. 

ATTENTION THRESHERS! 
PITTS’ PREMIUM SEPARATORS AND DOUBLE PINION 

HORSE POWERS. WE call attention to the fact that we are now building a better 
Threshing Machine in all parts, than has ever been built in 

this city. With increased capacity, far more durable and substan¬ 
tial, with the latest improvements by John A. Pitts, with our new 
style of Straw Carriers, more portable than any hitherto made. 
We also make the latest improved, all iron Power. We invite all 
who intend purchasing, to call and examine our machines, and we 
are sure they will buy from us. Our machines will speak for them - 
selves. ALEXANDER GORDON & CO., 

Successors to John A. Pitts, 

“May 1—2t. 68 South St. Paul street, Rochester, N. Y. 

EMERY BROTHERS, 
PROPRIETORS OF THE ALBANY AGRICULTURAL WORKS, 

WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE, HAVE constantly on hand a full, new and complete assortment 
of the most approved Farming Implements and Machines. 

Also, Grain, Field, and Garden Seeds, all fresh and true to name and 
kind. The farming public will find their interest promoted by 
making an examination of qualities and prices at the above estab¬ 
lishment before purchasing elsewhere. 

Sample and Sale Rooms, No. 52 State street, corner of Green St., 
Albany, N. Y. May t—It. 

ITALIAN BUCKWHEAT. ]WI3H to call the attention of Farmers to a new cereal which 
I obtained in 1854, from a gentleman who discovered a single 

plant of it in the Northern part of this State. It grows four or 
five feet high, each seed produces Lorn one to six branches, which 
some up from the soil; at the top of each there are from one to 
three hundred branches, from one inch to one foot in length, all 
loaded with very heavy grain, which is oval and shining, and very 
beautiful. The straw is nearly equal to hay, and when first cut, 
yields to the palate a great amount of saccharine. The seed weighs 
about 66 lbs. per bushel, and for horses, cattle, pigs, or poultry, is 
equal to corn. The flour from it, when properly prepared, makes 
a rich and beautiful cake for the table. It is well authenticated 
that it will produce from 60 to 80 bushels per acre, and some tell of 
its yielding a still greater amount. It is unquestionably one of the 
most productive and profitable cereals ever raised in this country. 
One peck is an abundance of seed per acre. It should be sown not 
e«rlier than the 15th of June, nor later than the 10th or 15th of 
July. 

i uave some of the seed to dispose of. Price $2 per peck. It can 
be sent by Express to any part of the country. For further partic¬ 
ulars see an article in the Onondaga Gazette, of April 28th, 1856, 
®r address. W. CARDELL, 
Mayjh—i. Baldwinsville, Onondaga Co., N. Y. 

FOR SALE. 
THE FINEST SPORTING PROPERTY IN CANADA. 

THE place is known as “ Ryerson’s Island,” and contains 191 
acres per deed—is situated about one mile east of Long Point, 

in Lake Erie, and about eight or ten miles from Port Rowan and 
Normandale in Norfolk county. 

The soil is very rich. Corn, cabbage, tomatoes, potatoes, ard al¬ 
most all vegetation is of the most luxuriant growth, and can he in 
market nearly three weeks before the same are produced on the 
main land. A small portion is under cultivation. It offers great 
advantages for raising Cows, Oxen, Sheep, and all kinds of Stock, 
as an extensive Grazing or Market Farm. Twenty to thirty or for¬ 
ty tons of excellent hay can be had just by cutting and curing. 
Wild Grapes are very abundant and large. Every spring and fall 
it abounds with Wild Fowl—Wild Ducks innumerable, of almost 
every variety—(one gentleman shot and bagged 86 in part of one 
day last year)—Geese, some Swans, Plovers in flocks, Woodcocks, 
Pigeons, etc., all summer. Turtles of different kinds and size are 
very plentiful. Deer, Coons, Muskrats, etc., are in great numbers 
on Long Point. The Fishixg advantages are still greater, 

either with hook and line, nets, or otherwise. The fish are caught 
in great quantities, and are very large and fine. The delicious 
Muscalunge, weighing from 30 to 40 pounds; the Sturgeon, from 
75 to 100 pounds; the Cat and White fish, and Herring are very 
plentiful. The Pleasure Boat is a great luxury here, being just 
far enough from the main shore not to be annoyed. It can be 
made a superior place of Public Resort, being known to large 
numbers of sporting gents, all along from New Orleans, Canada, 
New York, etc. It is very healthy, and can he reached from dif¬ 
ferent points along the lake bjr Steamboat, which leaves Buffalo in 
the evening, and arrives early next morning; there are also Rail¬ 
road advantages approaching. Terms very reasonable. Apply to 

RICH. RICHES, Ryersrn’s Island, 
Apl.—2t. Normandale P. O., Canada West. 

PRICES OF FERTILIZERS FOR SPRING, 1856. PERUVIAN GUANO, No. 1, with Government brand and weight 
on each Bag,...per ton of 2,000 lbs. $54.00 

Ichaboe Guano,. “ “ 40.00 
Improved Superphosphate of Lime,_ “ “ 45.00 
Bone Dust, Ground..per bbl. $2.25 to 2.50 

“ Turnings. “ 2.37 to 2.50 
“ Sawings...__ “ 3.00 
“ Mixed fine ground_ “ 2.75 to 3.00 

Plaster of Paris... “ 1.00 to 125 
Poudrette... “ 1.50 to 1,75 
Tea-few.....per ton of 2,000 lbs. 35,00 

There is an inferior grade of Peruvian Guano with the Govern¬ 
ment brand upon the hags, which can be detected by the figure 2 
under the weight mark. A. LONGETT, 

mar—3t 34 Cliff street, corner of Fulton, New York. 

NOTICE. MESSRS. JOHN DONNELLAN & NEPHEWS, of the Roches¬ 
ter and Handford's Landing Nurseries, having made some 

alterations in their firm, and increased their Nursery Grounds, 
have also changed the above address and designation, and in future 
their business will be carried on under the title of JOHN DON¬ 
NELLAN & CO., Rochester and Lake Avenue CommercialfNur¬ 
series/" 

The location is barely one mile north of the city limits, and 
four miles from Lake Ontario Steamboat Landing, affording con¬ 
venient facilities for shipment of Trees, &c., either by Railroad or 
watur. 

All orders for Trees and Plants will be filled and delivered prompt¬ 
ly to the care of such forwarding companies as may be directed. 

Catalogues furnished on application. 
April, I86e.-2t. . JOHN DONNELLAN 4 CO. 
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BOOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. _ 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 26 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 25 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

25 cents. 
The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &c. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 
The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Buist’s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
Stockhart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer’s Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents. r37r 
Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 

cents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 
Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By SteveDS. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran¬ 

dall. Price $2. 
Stephens’s Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 

Skinner. Price $4. 
Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man and 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 
Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents., , 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 
Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints on arranging 

Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. — 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion. Price 
60 eents, 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower’s Guide in Orchard and Garden. Be¬ 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 
Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 
The Fruit Garden. P. Barry. Price $1. 
American Fruit Culturist. J. J. Thomas Price $1. 
Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. Price $1.50. 
Cole’s American Fruit Book. Price 50 cents. 
The Stable Book. Stewart. Price $1. 
Lindley’s Horticulture. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Munu’s Practical Land Drainer. Price 50 cents. 
Ladies’ Companion to the Flower Garden. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture. Price 75 cents. 
Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds. Smith. 

Price $1.25. 
Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do. 

in cloth, 50 cents. 
The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

ICHABOE GUANO. JUST received by the brig Wave Spirit, direct from the Ichaboe 
islands, a cargo of this superior Guano (which is the first cargo 

arrived since that brought by the ship Shakspeare, in 1845). This 
•Guano is now landed in excellent order, and will be sold in lots to 
suit purchasers. Samples and analyses will be sent by addressing 
the agent. As the quantity is small, early application will be ne¬ 
cessary. Farmers who cannot remove what they desiie, may have 
it remain on storage until April 1st, at 18% cents per ton per month, 
which includes insurance. 

Price, $42 per ton of 2,000 lbs. 
:A. LONGETT, Agent 

Nov.—tf. > 34 Cliff st, corner of Fulton, New York.* 

UNION AGRICULTL WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE. 

No. 23 Fulton St., (near Fulton Market,) New York. 

tPHE Undersigned, having succeeded to the business for the man- 
X ufacture and sale of Agricultural Implements and Machinery, 

heretofore conducted by Messrs. Ralph & Co., at No. 23 Fulton 
street, intends to continue the same in all its branches, and is pre¬ 
pared to furnish goods of the best style and quality at low prices. 
Machinery, or any articles in the line, manufactured to older Re¬ 
cording to pattern at short notice. 

My facilities for manufacturing enable me to offer to Dealers a»d 
Farmers the following leading articles at low figures : 

Hand and Power Corn Shelters. 
Fan Mills. 
Plows, Harrows, Cultivators. 
Revolving Hay Rakes. 
Spring tooth Hay Rakes, (the best Rake in use.) 
Cast iron Corn Mills, for Hand or Power. 
Road Scrapers, Wheel-Barrows. 
Field and Garden Rollers. 
Corn and Cotton Planters. 
Post or Ground Augers. 
Hay, Straw and Stalk Cutters. 
Wagons and Carts. 
Vegetable or Root Cutters. 
Sausage Cutters and Stuffers. 

In connection with my farming operations, I have for some years 
past given much attention raising thorough bred Short Horn, 
North Devon and Ayrshire cattle, and other fine stock, and now 
offer the advantage of my knowledge and experience to persons 
desiring to purchase stock. ALFRED M. TREADWELL, 

April 3t. 23 Fulton St., New York. 

A. FROST & CO., 
GENESEE VALLEY NURSERIES, ROCHESTER, N. Y. THE Proprietors of this establishment have published their an¬ 
nual descriptive Catalogue (No. 3) of choice Dahlias, Verbe¬ 

nas, and other bedding-out plants, as well as Geraniums, PhloxeB, 
select greenhouse plants, new Roses, &c., for 1856 

Their Stock, which is represented in this Catalogue, is very large, 
select, and in great variety, so that entire orders which may be en¬ 
trusted to them will be furnished. Having added for this depart¬ 
ment, the past season, a great extent of glass, and by extensive im¬ 
portations from Europe, many novelties promising meiit are intro¬ 
duced, which render it particularly attractive. 

All plants sent out from this establishment are packed in the 
most superioi manner, so that they may reach even distant desti¬ 
nations in perfect safety. 

This Catalogue (No. 3) will be mailed to all applicants by enclos¬ 
ing a one cent postage stamp. 

Besides the above, the following Catalogues will he sent on the 
receipt of a one cent postage stamp for each Catalogue wanted : 

No. 1, Catalogue of Fruits. 
No. 2, Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c. 
No. 4, Wholesale Catalogue or Trade List, for Nurserymen and 

others, who wish trees in large quantities. 
Rochester, April 1, 1856—2t. 

RARE AND VALUABLE SEEDS. THE Subscriber will forward to any readable address, packages 
of the following seeds by mail, free of postage, or postage 

paid, on the receipt of price, or the entire list in one envelope, for 
$1 in gold, a current bank bill, or postage stamps. 

Cents. 
Nepaul Barley, beardless and skinless, per package,.25 
Biennial Rye, two crops from one seedirg, “ .-.12% 
Pure Poland Oats, forty pounds to the bushel,..12% 
Orange Watermelon, rind peels off like the orange,...25 
Ice Cream or White Sugar Melon, of Alabama,.25 
Chinese Hon-sung, substitute for Asparagus,_ _25 
Five Fool Cucumber, 5 feet long!..12% 
Negley's Seedling Cucumber, new and fine,...-.12% 
Cylindrical Pumpkin, 2 feet long,....12% 
Glass Melon, very small, for preserves,.12% 

N. B.—A Descriptive Catalogue, embracing many other varie¬ 
ties, will be sent on application by mail. 

SEND FOR THE CATALOGUE. 
Address, (Free,) I. W. BRIGGS, P. M. 

County Line Farm, West Macedon, Wayne Co., N. Y. 
Feb.—4t. 

UNION AGRICULT’L WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE. 
No. 23 Fulton St., (near Fulton Market,) New York. PLOWS, a large and choice selection of the best patterns now in 
use, comprising a variety of forty different patterns and sizes, 

adapted to the various soils. 
Harrows, square, triangular and hinged. 
Seed Drills, for sowing all kinds of garden or field seed in drills, 

to be used by hand or horse. 
Rollers, field and garden sizes. 
Garden Engines, Wheel-barrows, &c. 
Together with an extensive assortment of Horticultural Imple¬ 

ments, Field and Garden Seeds, for sale by 
April 3t. A. M. TREADWELL, No. 23 Fulton St, N. Y. 
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1856. 
EVERYBODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY. 

THE RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICUL¬ 
TURAL DIRECTORY. 

CONTAINING directions for the prepartion of the ground for 
the Orchard and Bruit Garden, planting, pruning, etc. Also 

ulain directions for making and planting the Lawn and Flower 
Garden, and a Catalogue of Nursirymen in the United States, Can¬ 
ada, and Europe, etc. Illustrated with Sixty Engruvings. 

SYNOPSIS OP CONTENTS. 

lHE fruit garden and orchard. 

Preparation of the Ground.—Suitable Soils, Draining, Subsoiling, 
and Trenching, Manures, etc. 

Directions for Planting, Pruning, etc.—Proper Season for Trans¬ 
planting, Laying out the Ground, Distances at which Trees should 
be Set, Planting, Mulching, Pruning, Staking, etc. 

Diseases.—Fire Blight, Leaf Blight, Black Knot on the Plum, 
Yellows in Peach Trees, Bursting of the Bark, or Gum on Cherry 
Trees Mildew on the Peach, Curl of the Leaf in the Peach. 

Insects Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Aphis, or Plant Louse, Wooly 
Aphis, or American Blight, Scaly Aphis, or Bark Louse, Apple 
Tree Borer, Apple Worm, Canker Worm, Caterpillars, Cherry or 
Pear Slug, Curculio, Ants, Peach Tree Borer, Rose Bug, Leaf Rol- 

^Animals Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Birds, Field Mice, Moles.Cats, 
Hogs, etc. 

Dwarf Trees for the Garden. 
Dist of Fruits Recommended by State Societies-. 
List of Fruits Recommended by the American Pomological So- 

Si6iy‘ THE VINEYARD. 

Soil and Position, Preparation of the Soil, Laying off, Planting, 
Treatment, Pruning and Training, Rubbing out and Pinching. 

THE LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN. 

Preparing the Soil and Laying out the Garden. 
Planting the Lawn and Garden.—Deciduous Trees, Evergreen 

Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Bedding Plants, etc. 

LIST OF NURSERYMEN IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, 
AND EUROPE. 

"Published at the office of the Genesee Farmer, by Joseph Harris. 

For sale at retail, paper covers, 25 cents; cloth covers, 50 cents. 
Wholesale, paper covers, §2 per doz.; $12.50 per hundred; $60 for 
500; cloth, $4 per dozen._,_1_ 

MANN & SON’S REAPER AND MOWER COMBINED 
FltHE Subscriber is the sole Agent for the sale of Mann & Son’s 

I celebrated Combined Reaper and Mower, in all the States east 
of t he Ohio line, and the Canadas. He will send a pamphlet con- 
tiiu^no- a description of the Machine, and certificates from some of 
the most respectable farmers in the West, that prove that this Ma¬ 
chine will do more and better work than any other. It has taken 
the First Premium at several Trials in competition with the Atkin’s, 
McCormick’s “ New York Reaper,” Manny’s, and many other pop¬ 
ular Machines, and is unquestionably the best and most labor-saving 
Machine yet introduced to the Agricultural public. 

It is manufactured by Haskell, Barker & Aldridge, of Michi¬ 
gan City, Indiana, who warrant each machine to waste less grain 
than any other Harvester in use.. 

I have a model of the Machine which I shall be glad to show to 
any one wishing to examine into this matter. I have used the Ma¬ 
chine in all kinds of grain and grass, and know it to work easier 
and better than all others. JOHN DORMAN, 

April 2t* Penn Yan, Yates Co., N. Y. 

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's Own Paper. 

THE GENESEE FARMER, 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF 

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE, 
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF 

Farm Buildings, Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c. 

VOLUME XVII. FOR 1856. 

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance. 

Five Copies for $2; Eight Copies for $3; ana any larger number 
at the same rate. 

gtgp All subscriptions to commence with the year, and the en¬ 
tire volume supplied to all subscribers. 

g'j’gp* Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improvement 

me respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions. 

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-paid 
or free) at the risk of the Publisher. Address 

JOSEPH HARRIS, 

November, 1855. Rochester, New York• 

Contents of ttiijs Numfcer. 

Cultivation of Indian Corn,. 
Cultivation of Root Crops,... 
Experiments on Indian Corn,... 
Cheap Compost for Corn,... 
Shade as a Fertilizer____ 
Salt Causes Wheat to Ripen Earlier,. 
Draining Prairie Land__ 
Harrowing Wheat—Turnips with Corn,. 
Yellow Carrots as Food for Cattle,_:. 
Sprouted Wheat for Seed, ..... 
The Value of Gas Lime as a Manure___ 
Notes for the Month, by S. W.,. 
Profits of Farming,...._ 
The London Farmers’ Club,... 
Seeding Prairie Land,___ 
Savings Banks,___ 
Culture and Value of Millet,.*. 
Home made Guano,..__ 
Wheat and Oats,..... 
Agriculture and the Press,... 
Leached Ashes as Manure,____■-.! 1_.c 
Hang out your Banners,......_ 
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HINTS FOR THE SEASON. 

By the time this number reaches you, kind reader, 
your com is probably not only plauted but out of the 
ground, and ready to receive a small handful of ashes 
and plaster on each hill. If, however, owing to wet 
laud, the lateness of the season, or the multiplicity of 
those things which must be attended to early in the 
spring or not at all, you have not been able to finish 
all your planting, do not give up the attempt before 
the 10th of June. Last year, in this vicinity, at least 
one excellent crop of corn was raised from seed plant- 
el on the seventeenth of Jane. 

If the ground can be got into fine condition, we 
should not hesitate to plant corn in this vicinity the 
first, or even the second week of June. Get a good 
variety of corn, and soak it in warm water for about 
24 hours, and if the soil is fine, moist and warm, the 
plants will be up and growing vigorously in a few 
days. Some years ago, one of our correspondents 
stated that he had found great advantage in soaking 
seed corn in water containing a little carbonate of 
ammonia, (hartshorn.) We do not doubt it; but the 
idea that the small quantity of ammonia absorbed by 
the seed could have any great fertilizing effect, is 
hardly consistent with our ideas of vegetable nutri¬ 
tion and growth. The hartshorn probably proved 
beneficial because it softened the woody fibre of the 
seed, and thus accelerated the absorption of water 
and oxygen, the two great agents in the promotion 
of that decomposition of the elements of the seed 
which always precedes germination. It is quite prob¬ 
able that the addition of a little lye from wood ashes 
would have the same effect, though ammonia may be 
the better alkali. Last year an intelligent nursery¬ 
man of this city planted some peach pits late in the 
season; and wishing to forward them as much as pos¬ 
sible, he soaked the pits in water containing a small 
quantity of potash. The experiment was in every 
way satisfactory. The trees came up nearly as soon, 
and did quite as well as those planted some weeks 
earlier. We have little doubt, therefore, that it would 
prove an advantage to soak corn in an alkaline water 
for some hours before planting, at this season. We 
would certainly not smear it with tar, as it is well 
known that this retards germination—probably from 
forming round the seed a coalf impervious to water 
and air. 

Millet.—After you have got through corn plant¬ 
ing, do not forget to sow a few acres of millet. It 
will grow on land which is so wet in the spring that 
it cannot be got ready in time to plant com. In fact, 

low, rich, loose, mucky land, abounding in organic 
matter, is just the soil for millet. Let the land be 
plowed, and harrowed fine before sowing the seed. 
Then sow, broadcast, from one to two pecks per acre, 
and roll or brush harrow it in; or if you have a light 
pair of harrows, pass them over the field. If you 
have any places in your wheat fields where the wheat 
is nearly all killed on account of stagnant water, or 
the mucky nature of the soil, harrow or rake in a 
little millet seed. See article on “ Millet for Soiling 
and for Fodder,” in our April number. 

White Beans.—We trust that our article on the 
cultivation of the White Bean, in the March number, 
has induced some of our readers to pay more atten¬ 
tion to this crop. The last week in May is probably 
the best time to plant, but there are many instances 
recorded where white beans have done well planted 
the first or even the second week in June. If you 
have not planted, therefore, let us again urge you to 
do so. It is not too late. Give them a trial, and see 
if you do not find them a profitable crop, and one 
which, while it does not impoverish the soil, leaves it 
in good condition for the following wheat crop. 
Plant in rows two and a half feet apart, and eighteen 
inches to two feet in the rows, six seeds in a hill. If 
the seeds were soaked for from 12 to 24 hours in 
warm water, and then dried by mixing them with 
plaster, they would soon germinate. As soon as the 
rows can be seen, set the cultivator to work, and by 
its frequent use, and a little hand hoeing, keep the 
crop clean, and you will be abundantly repaid for all 
your labor. 

Potatoes.—We are not in favor of planting pota¬ 
toes as late as the first or second week in June, as is 
frequently practised, if not recommended, by many 
good farmers. The crop is seldom as large or the 
tubers as sound from late as from early planting. Still 
there are instances where good and sound crops have 
been obtained from potatoes planted as late as the 
middle of June. The cool, moist climate of England 
is much more favorable for the cultivation of potatoes 
than the short, hot, dry summers of this country. 
This fact should teach us to make the soil cool and 
moist for potatoes. In rather heavy soil, deep and 
thorough pulverization before the potatoes are plant¬ 
ed, and the frequent use of the horse hoe between 
the rows till the tops cover the ground, are the best 
means to secure this end. On very light, sandy soils, 
nothing is so good as mulching. Anything that will 
shade the soil answers the purpose. But do not try 
to shade the ground by letting the weeds grow! We 
have met with persons ignorant enough to suppose 
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that grass and weeds kept the ground cool and moist. 
Nothing can be more erroneous. All plants take up 
large quantities of water from the soil and evaporate 
it through their leaves. Rig down about six inches 
into a grass field, and into a well worked fallow, and 
you will find that the soil of the grass field is much 
drier than that of the fallow. The grass has pumped 
up the water and it has evaporated into the atmos¬ 
phere. All weeds do the same, and if we would keep 
our potato land cool and moist, it is absolutely neces¬ 
sary that all weeds be destroyed. 

With potatoes, as with all other hoed crops, the 
labor of weeding is much lessened by attending to it 
as early as possible. As we stated in our article on 
the Cultivation of Potatoes, in the March number, 
harrowing the ground a few days before the plants 
are expected to break through kills or checks the 
weeds, and thus enables us the sooner to distinguish 
the rows of potatoes, and to use the cultivator. The 
harrow should not be too heavy. A light harrow 
used with care will pull up very few potatoes. If it 
is a double harrow, the inside harrow should be lifted 
up in turning, and it is better to harrow round a strip 
oi land so as to avoid turning too short. Some far¬ 
mers use a bush harrow, and this while it checks the 
weeds, does not pull up any of the potatoes. On 
light sandy soils, a table-spoouful of plaster scattered 
on the hill soon after the potatoes make their appear¬ 
ance, will generally be found beneficial. 

Summer Fallows.—Except on heavy, clay land, we 
should seldom resort to a summer fallow for cleaning 
the soil and preparing it for a wheat crop. By sum¬ 
mer fallowing we mean the old practice of breaking 
up in the fall or early in the spring, cross plowing 
during the summer months, aud plowing again a few 
days previous to sowing the seed, with the frequent 
use of the harrows and roller during the summer. On 
heavy clays, such a system may be necessary, and un¬ 
questionably gives good results, but it is very expen¬ 
sive. In Western New York, this system is becom¬ 
ing les3 and less common every year. Before the in¬ 
troduction of turnip culture, and the invention of 
Croskill’s Clod Crusher, it was the general method of 
preparing the land for wheat in Great Britain. At 
the present time it is seldom resorted to. There is 
far less necessity for it in this country than in Eng¬ 
land. Our severe winters and hot summers have such 
a pulverizing effect on the soil, that the American 
farmer can get his soil into good condition for wheat, 
or any other crop, with far less labor than is required 
in England. A few years ago we were breaking up 
a heavy piece of sod with four horses, in the middle 
of June, when we were visited by an experienced 
English agriculturist. We were turning over a fur¬ 
row seven inches deep, and fifteen to eighteen inches 
wide, when ihp following conversation took place: 

“ What are you going to do with this piece ?” 
“ Sow it to wheat.” 
“ When r 
“ The last week in September.” 
“You mean next September, twelvemonth ?” 
“ Not at all; I shall put on a pair of heavy harrows 

in about a fortnight, as soon as the grass begins to 
start through the furrows, and -so smother up the grass 
and kill ii, repeating the process as often as there is 
any appearance of weeds ; aud about the middle of 
September plow it again, aud harrow and roll it till 
I get what you English farmers call ‘ a good seed 
bed.’ ” 

“ If you do I shall be very much mistaken. I have 
just such land as this in England; and I ‘pin-fallow’ 
it in November, and plow it again in March, and go 
over it with a roller and harrows, (the harrows being 
fastened to the roller, and thus making it press harder 
on the ground,) then plow again in June or July, and 
roll and harrow as before, generally two or three times, 
and in October, just before sowing, I plow it up into 
lands fourjmrds wide; and though my land is well un¬ 
derdrained—which I imagine is not the ease with 
yours—I frequently fail (especially if we should hap¬ 
pen to have a wet summer,) of getting as good a seed 
bed as is desirable.” 

“ Happen to have a wet summer ! If you should 
‘happen’ to have a dry one, would it not be more 
remarkable ?” 

“ At it again ? Americans are remarkably fond of 
calumniating our English climate. But never mind; 
what I tell you is true, and if you ever get this land 
fit to sow to wheat — I mean, of course, what we 

should call fit—I will acknowledge that this is a great 

country, and that ‘Americans can lick all creation,’ at 
least in summer fallowing.” 

Had this land been so treated in England, we be¬ 
lieve, with our friend, that “no implements known in 
Europe,” or America either, could have “palled it to 
pieces,” and produced a fine tilth in so short a time. 
But the fact is that we have a great advantage over 
the British farmer in preparing our land for wheat, 
and this very field “ tumbled all to pieces” at the next 
plowing, and produced a good crop of wheat. 

With our superior climate for pulverizing- the soil, 
we hazard nothing in asserting that if long or summer 
fallows can be dispensed with in England on all but 
the heaviest clays, they certainly are not indispensable 
in this country. 

As we have said before, the old fashioned summer 
fallow is becoming less and less common every year 
among the wheat growers of Western New York— 
and there are none more intelligent, as a whole, on 
this side of the Atlantic. Instead of breaking up 
the land in the fall, or early in the spring, it is allowed 
to produce a crop of clover, which is turned under 
when in bloom, about the middle of June. The land is 
not plowed afterwards, but is harrowed and cultivated 
several times during the summer, to kill the grass and 
pulverize the soil. In this way the land is got into ex¬ 
cellent condition at much less labor than by repeated 
plowings. If the land is rich enough, the clover may 
be made into hay instead of being plowed uuder. If 
this is done, we should wait till the aftermath had 
obtained considerable growth, especially on light soil, 
before plowing. We have seen a good crop of clover 
turned under the last week in August, and the field 
sown to wheat with good results. On sandy land, 
free from weeds and grass, this plan can be adopted 
with advantage. In England, nine-tenths of the wheat 
crop is raised on a clover sod turned over in Septem¬ 
ber and October immediately before sowing. 

Raise Your Owx Clover Seed.—Every farmer 
should grow his own clover seed. There are few 
things that a farmer can less afford to be sparing of 
than clover seed. If he grows his own, he will seed 
down more land than if lie has to purchase it from 
Ms more enterprising neighbor, or the village seed 
store. Every farmer—and more especially every 
wheat grower—should select a piece of his cleanest 
clover, cut it early in June, and then allow it to go 
to seed. If the land is in good heart, aud clean, 
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nothing more is required; if poor, 150 to 200 lbs. of 
good Peruvian guano per acre, sown broadcast as 
soon as the first crop is removed, during showery 
weather, will be found a beneficial, and we have little 
doubt, a profitable application. Plaster increases the 
foliage of the plants, but it is said, retards the ripen¬ 
ing of the seed. Four bushels of clean seed per 
acre is a fair average crop; but eight bushels may be 
easily grown by cutting the first crop early, or by 
eating it oft’ by sheep until the middle of May or first 
of Juue. It is important to have the clover as early 
as possible, since it is frequently injured by frosts in 
the autumn. After the seed is matured, however, 
frost does not hurt it; and now that we have several 
excellent machines for taking off the heads of clover 
seed, thus avoiding the expense and labor of curing 
the clover in cool, wet weather, it may be left out late 
in the fall without any loss or inconvenience. 

CULTIVATION OF BUCKWHEAT. 

It seems unnecessary to write anything in regard 
to the cultivation of buckwheat. 

Throughout the Eastern, Middle and Western 
States and the Canadas, it grows almost spontaneous¬ 
ly, and it would seem that the only thing requisite to 
secure a crop is to scatter the seed. It sometimes 
receives injury from early frosts, but as a general rule, 
no crop is better adapted to the short, hot summers 
of the Northern States. Botanically it is not a cereal, 
but its natural character and composition closely re¬ 
semble this useful order of plants. Except millet, 
no plaut used as food for man can be sown so late 
in the season; and this to the farmer is one of its 
most valuable qualities. It is frequently sown after 
a crop of rye has been taken off the ground, and thus 
even in the compartively short seasons of the north¬ 
eastern States and the Canadas, two crops used as food 
for man can be obtained from the land the same year 
—a result seldom or never obtained in the long, damp 
seasons of the British Isles. 

Buckwheat is a plant known in almost every part 
of the world. It is supposed to have been first grown 
in Europe about the time of the Crusaders, and the 
French called it hie Sarrazin. In China, Japan, 
and Russia, it forms a large portion of the food of 
the inhabitants, and in Switzerland, the south of 
France, and Flanders, it i3 cultivated to a considera¬ 
ble extent. It has been grown in England for up¬ 
wards of three hundred years, but the cool climate 
of England is not well adapted to its perfect elabora¬ 
tion, and hence it is not very extensively cultivated. 
In no country does it flourish better than in the Uni¬ 
ted States—no where else do we find the luxury of 
hot buckwheat cakes so frequently upon the break¬ 
fast table. 

Buckwheat will grow on the poorest of sandy 
soils, and it has been extensively cultivated for the 
purpose of plowing in as a manure. Nevertheless, 
we are inclined to consider buckwheat as an exhaust¬ 
ing crop. Emerson, in the Farmers Encyclopedia, 

says: “It is generally thought to be a severe crop 
upon land, and for this reason it is seldom sown upon 
highly improved ground. Rough and hilly districts 
are considered peculiarly favorable to the culture of 
buckwheat, which is admirably adapted to subdue 
new or wild lands.” 

Mr. Ballingal, in the Transactions, of the High¬ 
land Society, has given an account of his experiments 
with it upon a clay loam recently limed; from the 

results of which he warned his brother farmers that 
it is “ needless to attempt to grow it upon damp soils, 
or to expect full crops upon lands exhausted by over 
cropping.” We certainly cannot reeommend the cul¬ 
tivation of buckwheat lor plowing under as a fertili¬ 
zer. Clover is by far a better crop for this purpose, 
if the soil is too poor to crow clover, we should ex¬ 
pect better results (in the Middle States, at least,) 
from the white lupine, or some other leguminous 
plant. 

“The mode of culture,” says an experienced writer, 
“ has varied considerably since my recollection. It 
was formerly the custom to reserve the poorest land 
for buckwheat. It was considered a great reproach 
to land to say it would produce only buckwheat 
The practice was to break up sward land early in the 
spring, and let it lie until about seeding time, and 
then cross plow and seed. The practice now among 
good farmers generally, is to sheep the fields intended 
for the crop as long as can be done before sowing, 
and plow but once.” The time of sowing varies 
in this State from the 20th of June to the 4th of July. 
It is sometimes sown as early as the 10th of June, 
and as late as the 15th of July. If sown too early 
it is liable to blast, and if too late it is frequently in¬ 
jured by frost. 

When grown for the grain, a bushel of seed to the 
acre is usually sufficient, and if the ground is rich, it 
is not safe to sow so much, or it will run too much to 
straw. It flourishes best in a mellow, dry, loose sandy 
soil. “No crop,” says G. W. Durant, in the Albany 
Cultivator, “ will feel manure of any kind, or in any 
state so quick as buckwheat. Barn-yard manure, 
whether green or rotted, ashes, lime, plaster, all seem 
to produce a wonderful effect when applied to this 
crop. Guano, as far as my knowledge extends, has 
not been tried, but I have no doubt the effect would 
be a considerable per cent, above any other manure, 
barn-yard manure not excepted.” *We have seen 
Peruvian guano applied to buckwheat, with the most 
astonishing effect. One hundred pounds per acre 
doubling the crop. 

The flowers of buckwheat are particularly attract¬ 
ive to bees, and where bees are kept in considerable 
numbers, at least a small patch of buckwheat should 
always be sown. 

Buckwheat is an excellent food for poultry. Piga 
thrive upon and are fond of it, and when bruised it is 
good food for horses, two bushels being equal (for 
this purpose, it is said,) to three of oats. Cows, when 
fed with it, yield a large increase of milk. Sheep, 
when fed upon the plant when in blossom, stagger 
and tumble about as if drunk. 

We throw out these hints with the hope of elicit¬ 
ing the experience of some of our practical readers. 

Mangel Wurzel.—A correspondent says : “ I 
never drop but one Mangel Wurzel seed in a place. 
This one seed brings two or three plants which I trans¬ 
plant—the transplanted grow as large as the others.' 
Is not our friend mistaken in regard to getting two or 
more plants from one seed ? 

He adds : “ I don’t believe superphosphate of lime 
would help my beets, or plaster either.” Superphos¬ 
phate would certainly help them during the fust 
stages of their growth, but it is necessary to supply 
considerable quantity of organic matter—say farm¬ 
yard dung—in order to obtain a large crop. They 
are gross feeders. 
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THE CULTIVATION OF HOOT CEOPS. 

At a recent Legislative Agricultural Meeting in 
Boston, the subject of “Root Crops” was discussed, 
and we condense from the New England Farmer 
such portions of the discussion as we think may be 
interesting and useful to our readers at this season: 

Simon Brown, Esq., of the New England Farmer, 
said he thought we did not yet fully understand the 
value of root crops. In England they are highly 
valued, because more can be obtained from the same 
surface lor the support of cattle, by their cultivation, 
than by the cultivation of grain, and because they 
are valuable in producing beef and mutton, which are 
in great demand there. They are a favorite diet for 
sheep. With us, there is a prejudice against the cul¬ 
tivation of roots, perhaps on account of the amount 
of labor required. They need a deep soil, and most 
farmers have not got into the habit of cultivating 
deeply. Not more than one farmer in a hundred, in 
Massachusetts, had made any fair experiments in 
trenching. There are sandy loams, and in some cases, 
clay loams, that are well suited to raising roots. If 
well cultivated, from six hundred to twelve hundred 
bushels may be obtained from an acre. lie had 
raised parsnips at the late of twelve hundred bushels 
to the acre. The mangel wurzel is very easily raised; 
it grows large, and is always an excellent root for 
stock. It grows much out of the ground, and there¬ 
fore seems to require a different kind of cultivation 
from some other roots. In cultivating, it is necessary 
to have the ground well pulverized, and then two fur¬ 
rows are turned together, and upon the top of the 
ridge thus formed, the seed is sown; the ridge being 
first flattened a little. The labor of harvesting them 
is less than that of turnips or ruta bagas. Cattle are 
very fond of them, and they are highly nutritious. 
He had not succeeded so well with beets as with other 
roots; but he had no doubt they could be raised at a 
handsome profit. 

Round turnips may be cultivated easily by sowing 
them upon the land which is designed for grass, the 
ground being first plowed in July, and thoroughly 
prepared for grass, and the turnip seed being sown 
along with the grass seed. From thtee hundred to 
seven hundred bushels per acre may be obtained with 
out any extra labor except that of gathering them. 
This method impoverishes the soil very little. 

The advantages of feeding roots to stock were next 
referred to. He had been told that milk could not 
be made for market unless the cows were fed on meal 
of some kind ; but he had found it too expensive to 
feed wholly with meal and hay. Having determined 
to try roots, after an experiment of feeding six cows 
with meal one season, he fed the same six cows with 
the same kind of hay, and with roots, the next season. 
The roots were of various kinds, the mangel wurzel, 
beet, ruta baga, round turnip, parsnip and carrot, and 
these were mixed in feeding. After being milked in 
the morning, each cow was fed half a bushel of mixed 
roots, which they ate greedily. There was no com¬ 
plaint of the turnip taste in the milk, and his milk 
man returned him cash for twice as many cans of milk 
as he did the year before, when they were fed on 
grain. That experiment had satisfied him that more 
milk could be obtained by the use of roots, than by 
feeding a certain amount of meal a day, say three 
quarts a day, as he fed his cows the first winter. The 
milk from roots is perhaps of a poorer quality, but 

milk sellers rarely have any qualms of conscience 
about that, if they get a greatly increased quantity. 
Mr. Webster was a careful observer, and rarely talked 
about farming, anywhere, without bringing in the 
root crops. He saw that their cultivation would be 
of great benefit to New England farmers. In closing, 
Mr. Brown expressed the opinion that more could be 
made from a given number of acres by the cultiva¬ 
tion of roots, than by the cultivation of grasses and 
grains. 

Mr. Williams, of Hadley, was of op nion that root 
crops might be raised with great advantage, not only 
in his vicinity, but throughout the State. 

Mr. Brown stated the result of feeding round tur¬ 
nips to a cow for fattening, to which he fed thirty 
bushels, with hay, and made her very fat indeed, so 
that she was sought by the butchers at a high price. 
In preparing the land for turnips, he pulverized it 
well, and levelled with brush harrow. The seed was 
sown in drills, marked out with a machine prepared 
by himself. The labor of sowing in that way was 
very little, and they were weeded principally with a 
wheel hoe. He had recently seen a plan of a culti¬ 
vator which weeded both sides of a row at once, but 
he had not seen it tried. 

Mr. J. L. Lovering, of Vermont, said that though 
root crops were perhaps less cultivated in Vermont 
than Massachusetts, there are lew-farmers who do not 
raise more or less. They raise many sheep, and it is 
becoming an axiom that no farmer can have a good 
flock of merino sheep who does not feed them with 
roots as often as twice a week. The green food seems 
to prevent some of the diseases to which they are 
subject when not thus fed. Ruta bagas are raised 
principally for feeding stock. lie had not succeeded 
well with getting his carrots to germinate, as for some 
cause or other the seed failed; but when they came 
up well, he had no difficulty in obtaining a large crop. 
He had raised at the rate of twelve hundred bushels 
to the acre, and he thought them better than ruta 
bagas. Potatoes are still fed to stock a good deal in 
Vermont Many are raised, and if they will not bring 
in market about twenty-five cents a bushel, they are 
considered worth that to feed out. Some farmers 
cook ruta bagas before feeding, and one gentleman 
had recently fattened a pair of old cattle with ruta 
bagas cooked, and made them very fat. He thought 
ruta bagas worth twice as much when cooked as 
when fed raw. Turnips are fed to sheep, and are 
thought to be better for them than carrots, or other 
roots, producing a better quality of milk for the 
lambs. 

Gen. Towne, of Worcester county, had a very high 
opinion of the importance of roots for feeding stock; 
the sugar beet, for beef and for stock generally, was 
in his opinion, decidedly the best root that grows. 
One great advantage in raising them is, that the tops 
are very good indeed for young hogs. He always 
meant to have some pigs about the first of Septem¬ 
ber, so that about the first of October the milk of the 
mother would hardly be sufficient for them. Then 
he had a yard of sugar beets near, and he would 
make a little hole in the fence so that the pigs might 
understand they were getting into mischief by getting 
among the beets, and they will eat off all the leaves, 
which are as good as green corn for them, and the 
eating of them off does not injure the crop at alL 
He thought the leaves more than paid for the labor 
of raising those which were near the hog pen. 
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In sowing them, he took pains to pnt but a single 
seed in a place, dropping them in little holes made by 
a stick, about five inches apart. He was quite partic¬ 
ular about sowing them, because it would save the 
labor of thinning them out. He put them in about 
two inches deep, and covered with a hoe. The rows 
were about two feet apart. He did not soak the seed 
before sowing. 

Sandford Howard, Esq., of the Boston Cultivator, 
thought the idea that turnips make poor milk, was 
carried too far. He knew a farmer who fed his cows 
on Swedish turnips and chopped hay, and his cus¬ 
tomers complained when the turnips were omitted. 
He knew another man who has kept seventy head of 
cattle and fed several thousand bushels of turnips, 
and made excellent butter. At the exhibition of the 
New York State Agricultural Society, he received 
the highest premium for butter, his cows having been 
fed wholly on Swedish turnips and hay. The com¬ 
parative value of different vegetables is important; 
but he believed potatoes to be far superior to any 
other root for feeding to cattle. One winter he fed 
two cows one week with potatoes, the next with pars¬ 
nips, and the next with sugar beets, giving them also 
constantly, two quarts of meal per day. They were 
fed iu this way through the winter, and the result was 
that the cows did best in those weeks when fed on 
potatoes, and poorest when fed on sugar beets. He 
thought the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture 
could not do a better thing than to direct attention 
to experiments as to the relative value of different 
kinds of root crops as feed for cattle. 

Mr. Williams, of Hadley, spoke of the difficulty 
in raising roots on the Connecticut river valley, for 
the reason that the soil becomes weedy from cultiva¬ 
tion, and consequently there is more labor required 
to cultivate roots than corn. He had experimented 
some in the cultivation of potatoes. The disease has 
affected them considerably sometimes. When planted 
on a dry, alluvial soil, without any manure placed in 
the hill, they decayed much less. He had found 
great advantage in taking the seed from a distance. 
On one occasion he procured some Carter potatoes 
from a hill town twenty miles distant from his own 
farm. They were quite small, and he hesitated about 
planting them. But he obtained a very fine crop of 
excellent potatoes from that seed, while from large 
ones ol the same kind raised on his own farm, he did 
not obtain more than two thirds as many, from the 
same quantity of land. 

Mr. Lovering spoke with reference to the neces¬ 
sity for changing potatoes, in answer to the remarks 
of Mr. Williams, stating that he had cultivated one 
variety which he knew had grown on his farm for 
thirty-five years, and he had no doubt he obtained as 
good ones from them last year as were ever raised 
anywhere. 

Mr. Dodge, of Sutton, spoke of the difficulty from 
weeds among root crops, and said that he had killed 
the weed seed in the manure by putting salt into the 
manure.' 

Mr. Buckminster advocated the planting of small 
potatoes, of abcut the size of hen’s eggs, or eve" 
smaller, if sound. If they are equally good, there is 
an advantage in using them, because more plants can 
be obtaihed from a bushel. He knew a gentleman 
by the name of Blanchard, of Wilmington, who had 
tried planting small potatoes six years, and the last 
year the crop was quite as good as that of any pre¬ 

vious year. He was glad that the cultivation of a 
variety of root crops was gaining favor. Carrots are 
worth $12 per ton in Essex county. One gentleman 
in Worcester county raised one hundred and forty 
tons, which he sold for from $10 to $12 a ton. In 
this connection, he spoke of the value of sweet apples, 
which he thought very beneficial for stock. 

Gen. Towne said he had cultivated small potatoes 
six years, and he considered them decidedly better 
than large ones. He would also feed sour apples to 
stock, if sweet ones were not to be had. . 

Dr. Fisher, of Fitchburg, stated that a gentleman 
in his town had planted small potatoes between twen¬ 
ty and thirty years, and he found them as good as 
large ones. 

THOROUGH PULVERIZATION OF TEE SOIL’ 

“ The finer land is made by tillage, the richer will 
it become, and the more plants it will maintain. It 
has been observed that when part of a ground has 
been better tilled than the rest, and the whole ground 
constantly managed alike afterwards for six or seven 
years successively, this part that was but once better 
tilled, always produced a better crop than the rest, and 
the difference remained very visible every harvest.” 

So wrote Jethro Tull. To a certain extent 
experience has fully proved the truth of this 
assertion. On heavy, clay soil, abounding in all the 
elements of plants, but which were locked up in an 
unassimalabie condition, thorough tillage, by admit¬ 
ting the air and light into the soil, and thus favoring 
the disintegration of the inorganic and the decompo¬ 
sition of the organic matter of the soil, has in innu¬ 
merable instances, rendered the soil exceedingly pro¬ 
ductive for several years. But on light soils, which 
contain a far less proportion of those substances 
which form the food of plants, and which are natu¬ 
rally less impervious to air and light, no such re¬ 
sults are obtained. Good tillage is necessary on all 
soils, but tillage alone will not enable the farmer of 
light sandy land to obtain large crops for but a few 
years, at the longest. Tillage renders available the 
food of plants lying in an insoluble condition in the 
soil; but if this food of plants is not in the soil, no 
amount of mechanical or chemical action can render 
such soils fertile. 

It is true, however, that few soils are so sterile—so 
exhausted of those elements which constitute the food 
of plants—that they cannot be made to produce a 
crop by means of draining, good plowing, harrowing, 
rolling, &c.; and if the right crops are grown and 
consumed on the farm by animals, and the manure 
carefully husbanded and returned to the soil, the farm 
may be made richer every year, and be soon in a con¬ 
dition to produce large crops of the valuable cereals. 

What we would advocate therefore, is underdrain¬ 
ing and thorough tillage, and pulverization of the soil 
on heavy land, which will in this way be able to re¬ 
tain all the ammonia brought to it by rain; and on 
light sandy soils—which do not possess this property 
of retaining ammonia—the more extensive growth of 
those crops which have the power of organizing all 
the ammonia brought to them by the rain, air, &c. 
In other words, while summer fallows are useful and 
perhaps necessary on clay farms, they should not be 
adopted on light land farms, but in their place, clover, 
peas, beans, turnips, and other tallow crops should be 
grown. 
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EXHAUSTION OF THE SOIL. 

There is on an average, about one fourth of a pound 
of potash to every one hundred pounds of soil, and 
about one eighth of a pound of phosphoric acid, and 
one sixteenth of a pound of sulphuric acid. If the 
potatoes and the tops are continually removed from the 
soil, it will soon exhaust the potash; if the wheat and 
straw are removed, it will soon exhaust the phosphate 
of lime ; if corn and the stalks, it will soon exhaust the 
sulphuric acid. Unless their is a rotation, or the ma¬ 
terial that the plant requires, is supplied from abroad, 
your crops will soon run out, though the soil may con¬ 
tinue rich for other plants.—Ag. Exchange. 

Remarks.—An acre of soil twelve inches deep 
would weigh, say 1,600 tons. According to the 
above figures, it would contain 8,000 lbs. of potash, 
4.000 lbs. of phosphoric acid, and 2,000 lbs. sulphuric 
acid. 

Estimating that potatoes contain 20 per cent, of dry 
matter, and that 4 per cent, of this is ash, and that 
half of the ash is potash, we only 'remove in a crop 
of 250 bushels, 60 lbs. of potash. !Say that the tops 
contain 20 lbs. more, and we have potash enough in 
an acre of soil to produce a crop of 250 bushels of 
potatoes, each year for a century ! 

A crop of wheat of 30 bushels per acre, contains 
about 26 lbs. of ash, and half of this say, is phospho¬ 
ric acid. Allowing that the straw, chaff, &c., contain 
7 lbs. more, we remove from the soil in a crop of 
wheat of 30 bushels per acre, 20 lbs. of phosphoric 
acid. According to the above estimate, then, an 
acre of soil contains sufficient phosphoric acid to pro¬ 
duce annually a crop of wheat and straw of 30 bush¬ 
els per acre for two hundred years ! 

We will pursue the calculation no further. The 
writer of the paragraph quoted above, selected out 
the crops and elements best suited for his purpose ; 
but it will' be seen that even according to his 
own estimate there is sufficient potash and phos¬ 
phoric acid in the soil to give the present wicked gen¬ 
eration all the potatoes and wheat they may need. 

But let us take another view of the subject. No 
intelligent farmer removes all the potatoes and tops, 

all the wheat, straw and chaff, and all the corn, stalks 
&c., from his farm. According to Dr. Salisbury, a 
crop of corn of 75 bushels per acre removes from 
the soil 600 lbs. of mineral matter ; but the grain con¬ 
tains only 46 lbs. The remaining 554 lbs. is contain¬ 
ed in the stalks, leaves, sheaths, husks, &c., all of 
which are generally retained on the farm. It follows 
from this that, when only the grain is sold off the 
farm, it takes more than 13 crops to remove as much 
mineral matter from the soil as is contained in the 
whole of one crop. Again, the ash of the grain con¬ 
tains less than 3 per cent of sulphuric acid, so that 
the 46 lbs. of a3h in 7 5 bushels of corn contains less 
than a pound and a half of sulphuric acid, and, thus, 
if as is estimated, an acre of soil contains 2,000 lbs. of 
sulphuric acid, we have sufficient for an annual crop 
of 75 bushels per acre for fifteen hundred years ! 

Intelligent wheat growers seldom sell their straw, or 
chaff, and frequently consume on the farm nearly as 
much bran, shorts, &c., as is sent to market with the 
grain. In the Natural History of New York, part 
V., it is stated that a crop of wheat, in Western New 
York, of thirty bushel per acre, including striw, chaff, 
&c., removes from the soil 144 lbs. of mineral matter. 
Genesee wheat usually yields about 80 per cent of 
flour. This flour contains only 0.7 per cent of min¬ 

eral matter, while fine middlings contain 4 per cent. 
Coarse middlings, 5| ; shorts, 8 ; and bran, 8£ per 
cent. It follows from this that, out of the 144 lbs. of 
mineral matter in the crop of wheat, less than 10 lbs. 
is contained in the flour. The remaining 134 lbs. is 
found in the straw, chaff, bran, shorts, &c. Even, 
however, if none of the shorts is returned to the farm, 
the 30 bushels of grain remove from the soil only 26 
lbs. of mineral matter-; and it would take more than 
five crops to remove as much mineral matter as one 
crop contains. Allowing that half the ash of wheat 
is phosphoric acid, 30 bushels remove only 13 lbs. 
from the soil, and if the soil contains 4,000 lbs. it will 
take 307 crops of 30 bushels each to exhaust it. 

We commend these facts to the consideration of 
the writer of the paragraph we have quoted. If his 
estimates are correct; if the soil contains as much 
potash, phosphoric acid and sulphur as he states, we 
need have few fears of waking up some morning to 
find all the precious elements of crops departed from 
our soils for ever. 

We would just observe that the idea, embodied in 
the latter part of the paragraph, has no foundation in 
fact. If a soil is exhausted of potash, or of pospho- 
ric acid, it will not “ continue rich for other crops.” 
Not a plant that wTe commonly cultivate, can grow 
upon soil destitute of any of the mineral elements of 
plants. 

How to Protect Growing Corn.—A correspon¬ 
dent of the Granite Farmer gives some capital ad¬ 
vice as to how to make the seed com come up-=—how 
to make the plant grow—how to keep the hens from 
scratching up the seed—how to prevent the crows 
from pulling up the plant. Hear what the Farmer 

says:— 

“ The most sure way to have the seed ‘come up,’ and 
do well, is first to manure and prepare the ground 
well—plant good seed, clean as it came from the cob. 
This never fails with me; all variations from this have 
failed under different circumstances. 

“ To prevent the seed from being destroyed by the hens. 
—The pig with a full belly, will never root around ; 
the hen with a full crop, will not scratch the ground. 
Therefore—when my hens are disposed to scratch, I 
call them to the barn, and give them as much corn as 
they will eat, for which they always sing to me a mer¬ 
ry tune; and lay a whole hat full of eggs. 

“ To prevent crows from pulling corn.—I scatter corn 
in the field broadcast, which they fee l upon and leave 
the seed. If I have too much compauy by my liberal¬ 
ity, I soak, the corn in strichnia and hot water. Last 
spring, after scattering half a bushel of corn soaked in 
this way, I picked up forty-two dead crows, and how 
many more went off feeling * kind o’ sick,’ I am not 
able to state. 

“ Wire and grub worms are more difficult to deal 
with—for any poison used for their destruction, is al¬ 
ways absorbed by the soil, which is a sure protection 
to them. I have never found a sure remedy for these 
pests; and can only secure my seed by planting 
enough for their wants and mine too, and if they get 
more than their share, I plant new hills a few inches 
from the old one3 thus destroyed, and ‘ thin out’ at se¬ 
cond hoeing,” 

Underdraining in France.—The Emperor of the 
French has recently recommended twenty millions of 

dollars for the encouragement of underdrainage—an 
art which is as much neglected in France as in this 
country. 
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IRRIGATING WITH THE DRAINAGE OF THE BARN 
YARD. 

At a recent agricultural discussion in London, Mr. 
W. Bennett of Cambridge (Eng.) said : 

“ As to irrigations of this description, he would rather 
his friend Mr. Mechi should have recourse to them than 
himself, for he had derived so little benefit from irriga¬ 
tion by liquid manures in the long run, that he believed 
he might put in his eye and see none the worse for it 
all the good it had ever effected (Hear, and laughter). 
He would infinitely prefer using his liquid manure, 
mixed in compost heap3, to carrying it in its liquid 
state on the land.” 

We are well acquainted with Mr. Bennett, and 
know him to be one of the best and most expe¬ 
rienced farmers in England, and his opinion is entitled 
to consideration. At the same time, we must say, 
that we have seen the liquid drainage of the barn¬ 
yard applied to grass land in considerable quantity, 
with decidedly beneficial results. We have in our mind 
a six acre meadow in Shropshire, England, where the 
drainage of a barn-yard, in which some forty head of 
cattle, and nine horses, &c., were kept, had been ap¬ 
plied for upwards of twenty years, and from which im¬ 
mense crops of grass were obtained two or three times 
every year. The owner of the meadow was an intel¬ 
ligent practical farmer, who certainly would nbt have 
continued the practice for so many years, had he not 
found it profitable. The water was run on to the land 
in artificial contfuits which formed a complete net-work 
all over the field. We must add, however—and it is a 
fact worth re me inhering, and which may serve to recon¬ 
cile the conflictive testimony of these practical English 
farmers—that it was thought desirable to reuder the 
drainage as dilute as possible, all the fresh water 
that could be obtained, being turned into the tank. 
We are fully persuaded that there are hundreds of 
our readers, whose barn-yards are so situated that, at 
trifling expense,a small stream might be dammed up 
arid turned so a3 to ruu into the tank or pond con¬ 
taining the drainage of the barn-yard, aud then con¬ 
ducted on to a meadow where it could be distributed 
by means of small drains, and which could be made 
to overflow at any point desired. 

Mr. Bennett throws out an idea which is worth re¬ 
flecting on. “ He would infinitely prefer using his 
liquid manure, mixed in composts heaps, &c.” Is there 
any necessity for allowing any of the drainage of the 
barn-yard to run to waste, even if it is not used 
for irrigating purposes ? Can we not by means of a 
large tank, retain all the surplus water in wet 
weather to be pumped back on to the manure when 
it is dry enough to absorb it? In England, where, in 
proportion to the grain, as much again straw is pro¬ 
duced as in the drier climate of America, we are well 
satisfied that with properly arranged buildings, this 
can be done; and here we would say, that when we 
visited Mr. Bennett’s celebrated farm in Bedfordshire 
—a farm which when it cams into his possession 
would hardly “sprout oats,” but which by the cultiva¬ 
tion of turnips and other leguminous plants, and by 
keeping a large flock of sheep, and feeding them with 
American oilcake, he raised in a few years to the 
highest state of fertility-*—among all the interesting 
things we saw, none pleased us more than his range 
of low, stone buildings enclosing an open yard. With 
such a farm steading, from which all the eaves drop¬ 
pings were carried off and not allowed to run on to 

the manure, we can easily believe that little difficulty 
would be experienced in absorbing all the liquid ma¬ 
nures in compost heaps or with the manure itself. 
How far this can be done on American farms, we 
leave our readers to determine. We should be glad 
if they would discuss this subject through the pages 
of the Genesee Farmer. 

CAN THE HAND HOE BE DISPENSED WITH IN 
CULTIVATING INDIAN CORN? 

We think it can. At all events, much more of the 
labor of cultivating can be done by horses instead of 
men. The great difficulty in cultivating corn is, that 
farmers do not begin to destroy the weeds early 
enough. Mr. Davidson, of Greece, in this county, 
harrows his corn field as soon as the rows of corn 
are visible. In a lew days he harrows it again in an 
opposite direction. The harrows pull up none of the 
corn. They cover up some of the hills occasionally, 
but a boy with a hoe can easily keep up with the har¬ 
row aud remove the soil from off them. 

In a few days after the two harrowings, horse hoe 
both ways between the rows. When the corn is suffi¬ 
ciently advanced, run a chovel plow both ways between 
the rows, throwing up a little soil to the hills. This 
completes the cultivation, unless there are any weeds 
close against the corn in the hill. A man with a 
hand hoe would cut out these from several acres in a 
day, if the other operations have been skillfully per¬ 
formed. 

We were once passing Mr. Davidson’s farm, and 

were struck with the cleanliness and luxurious growth 
of the com, and on inquiry we found that “a hoe had 
not been in the field since the corn was planted.” A 
cleaner field of corn we never saw. On the opposite 
side of the road, a field of corn cultivated in the or¬ 
dinary way, at twice the expense of Mr. Davidson’s, 

was not half so good, while the soil was the same, and 

the previous treatment much better. 
It is proper to state that Mr. D. used a compost 

made by mixing the droppings of the poultry house 
with uuleached wood ashes and plaster, applying a 
little to each hill at the time of planting, lie thinks 
this the best fertilizer that can be used for corn. The 
hen droppings are dry, and consequently do not evolve 
any ammonia till they are mixed with the soil. It is 
important that they should be dry, or otherwise the 
ashes would set free the ammonia. 

We have cited the practice of Mr. Davidson sim¬ 

ply because it came under our own observation. 
We have no doubt that there are many farmers in 
this vicinity who use the horse hoe instead of the 
hand hoe in cultivating corn. We should be glad 
to have the matter discussed in our columns. « , 

Change of Soil.—Jethro Tull says: “ Common 
barley, sown once in the burning sand at Patney, 
Wiltsnire, will, for many years after, if sown in indif¬ 
ferent warm ground, be ripe two or three weeks 
earlier than any other which has never been impreg¬ 
nated at Patney; but if sown a degree farther north, 
on cold, clayey land, will in two or three years lose 
this quality, and become as late ripe as anv other. 
The grains of vegetables.are their eggs, and the plants 
proceeding from them have their virtues and their 
diseases also; while weeds and their seeds in the fields 
where they grow naturally, reach perfection without 
change of soil.” 
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FRAUDS IN ARTIFICIAL MANURES. 

To those unacquainted with the subject, the extent 
to which farmers are defrauded in the purchase of arti¬ 
ficial manures is past all belief Cautious John Bull 

has been victimized most cruelly. He has purchased 
Peruvian guano that was half sand, superphosphate 
of lime that was little else than plaster and the use¬ 
less refuse of chemical works, “ Economical Manure” 
at eight pounds sterling per ton that was not worth 
as many shillings, “ poudrette ” that was half street 
scrapings and half coal ashes. In this country simi¬ 
lar frauds have been practiced, and we have done our 
share in exposing the nefarious practices of these 
meanest of all scoundrels. As a general rule, farmers 
in this country are reading men, and, with one or two 
exceptions, the agricultural press is conducted by 
those who are willing to expose all such attempts to 
rob the farmer of his hard earned money. Still, there 
is at the present time an extensive trade carried on 
in fraudulent manures. We see that a respectable 
house in Boston still advertises “Chilian guano” for 
sale at $40 ‘per ton, notwithstanding that we have 
shown that this article, which is said to come from 
the coast of Chili, and to be “ superior to the best 
Peruvian,” is manufactured on a celebrated farm near 
Newark, N. J., and is a worthless compound! A 
large trade is done in “ Nitrogenized superphosphate 
of lime,” which is said to be manufactured from bones, 
and “ dried blood, from Texas,” but which we have 
good reason to know is made from the refuse scum 
of the New York sugar refineries ! The proprietor 
of a large factory where marble slabs are sawed, in¬ 
formed us that the marble dust is purchased by deal¬ 
ers in plaster and other manures, in New York, for 
purposes which he cannot ascertain ! 

We are led to these remarks by an article in the 
last Journal of the Highland Agricultural Society 
of Scotland, by Prof. Anderson. He analyzed two 
manures purporting to be made from sewerage water, 
with the following results: 

i. ii. 
Water,.   18-04 4.03 
Organic matter,.---.19.71 30.13 
Phosphoric acid,.— .■ - 2.03 0.60 
Peroxide of iron and alumina,. 6.93 7.10 
Sulphate of lime..  27.05 3.14 
Carbonate of lime,. 6.43 3.70 
Alkaline salts,.    3.00 
Sand,.  16.81 51.13 
Ammonia,...-.-.1-13 0.64 

“These substances,” he observes, “are of very 
trifling value. The first, which is the best of the two, 
and contains 2 per cent, of phosphoric acid and 1 of 
ammonia, when calculated according to the method 
used for determining the price of a specimen of guano, 
proves to be worth only about 16 shillings ($4) per 
ton ; and the second does not exceed 7 shillings. And 
yet these and similar substances are gravely deelared 
to be equal in value to guano !” 

Draining of the Harlem Sea.—The Chairman 
of the Commission on the draining of the Harlem Sea 
in Holland has published a final report on this work, 
which is to be finished this year. The expenses from 
1839 to 1855, inclusive, are $3,400,000, and the re¬ 
ceipts from land to be sold is $3,200,000. It was at 
first supposed the reclaimed land would be worth only 
some $32 per acre, but in 1853 it was actually sold 
for over $120. Forty-five thousand acres in all have 
been reclaimed from the sea, which will supply 100,- 
000 people, bountifully, with the means of life. 

NOTES FOR THE MONTH, BY S. W. 

Metbinks our State Society might be absolved 
from the suspicion of desiring to excite any man’s cu¬ 
pidity, when the Board declared a $75 premium for 
those nineteen distinct and varied experiments in the 
manurial treatment of Indian Corn, on the same num¬ 
ber of quarter of an acre plots. 

Will the $75 pay for the amendments required by 
their programme ; or, will the two plats, No. 1 and 
No. 19, which are to remain unmanured, pay for their 
culture; and how much of a crop on such poor land 
may be expected from the siugle application of 25 
lbs. of Epsom salts on No. 9, or that of 50 lbs. of 
Gypsum on No. 10 ? 

If these important experiments are made with that 
exact attention, care, and patience, which alone can 
make them reliable, they will cost much time and 
money, and must be extended through consecutive 
seasons, and that amateur who assumes the task must 
be too rich, both in purse and in feeling, to need or 
desire such a premium. Liebig tells us that his ex¬ 
periments on a ten acre plat cost him $3,200 more 
than he realized from the products of the whole plat 
in four years. At Eothkamstead, the single experi¬ 
ment of ascertaining the especial manurial require¬ 
ments of the wheat plant, cost many thousands of dol¬ 
lars, and many reiterated, varied, and consecutive 
yearly experiments. 

It is equally important to the interests of our great 
agriculture, that we should also set ourselves to the 
task of ascertaining the chemical requirements of our 
still more important cereal, Indian Corn ; the more 
especially as it is so much quicker, more easily and 
abundantly grown than wheat in this its indigenous 
soil and climate. But such an undertaking belongs 
properly to an endowed Agricultural School or Col¬ 
lege, and such a one we have now finally secured to 
us by a Legislative Charter and endowment, to 
which is to be added individual subscriptions already 
made to the amount of thirty thousand dollars, prin¬ 
cipally by the farmers and villagers of our southern 
towns—men who are as public spirited, as they are 
wealthy, intelligent, and every way worthy of their 
great calling and fair heritage in this all fertile and 
beautifully picturesque little County of Seneca. 

The location of this College and Experimental 
Farm is now about being made near the dividing 
ridge between the two lakes in Ovid; perhaps adjoin¬ 
ing the poetic little village of that name, which looks 
down upon the expanded waters of the one lake, 
while it looks over the broad but lower surface of 
the other. 

It is not by one year’s experiments, however varied 
they may be, that we are to learn the precise manu¬ 
rial requirements of Indian Corn. But we already 
know, from observation and experiments, that corn 
requires a more carbonaceous soil than wheat—here¬ 
in, the corn plant finds a full supply of that nascent 
carbonic acid and ammonia throughout the hot sea¬ 
son, and during its most rapid progress to maturity. 

What a pity that Horace Greeley had not made 
known last fall his very tempting premium of $50, for 
the best acre of corn grown by a boy of eighteen 
years, as no man or boy can prepare a heavy loam 
for corn without plowing or trenching in stable 
dung deeply in the fall. A previously well-treated 
calcareous clay, thus furrowed in the fall or winter, 

i will be as mellow as ashes in the spring ; whereas, if 
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spring plowed, no harrow or drag roller can reduce 
the lumps to a fine tilth, even if more than half sand 
and vegetable matter. That boy who has an acre of 
well-dressed creek or river bottom, now stands the 
best chance for the premium, as there nature has 
made a soil of varied but rich deposits, much less 
tenacious, when spring plowed, than heavy upland 
soils ; but, even on such a soil, unwashed stable ma¬ 
nure or Peruvian guano will add to the crop. The 
waste of manure from a loose or sandy soil is so rapid 
during the droughts of summer, that a maximum 
crop favors the aluminous formation, except in such 
a cool, wet summer as our last. 

In the hot summer of drouth, 1855, when every 
farmer’s corn rolled its leaves for weeks together, the 
leaves of my clayey corn patch scarcely curled during 
the heat of the hottest day ; but long stable dung 
had been trenched in eighteen inches deep the fall 
before. Had the basis of the soil been sand, the bu¬ 
ried manure would have been exhausted by the j 
plants or evaporated into the air before the drouth ! 
was over, and the corn must consequently have suf¬ 
fered lor both food and moisture ; but in a cool, wet 
season the decomposition and waste of manure in a 
sandy or gravely loam is much retarded. 

It is now’well ascertained by the Rothamstead ex¬ 
periments, corroborated by those of the lamented Pu- 
sey and others, that the specific manure for wheat is 
nitrogen, in its compounds of ammonia or nitric acid; 
but we have yet to learn from well instituted experi¬ 
ments. the special requirements of Indian Corn, and, 
also, whether carbon in the soil is necessary to furnish 
that rapidly growing plant with the extra carbonic 
acid necessary for its fast structure, or only as an 
absorbent to keep the soil loose and friable, and re¬ 
tentive of moisture, to feed the roots of the plants. 

But apropos of that $50 Greeley premium. Plant 
in drills 3| feet apart, 9 inches apart in the drill if 
suckered, or one foot apart if the suckers are uncut. 
If in hills, plant equi-distant 3 or 3| feet apart, 3 to 
4 plants in the hill, standing two or three inches from ( 
each other ; removing the suckers will cause the ear 
to fill better, and ripen ten days earlier, and corn in 
hills may then stand only three feet apart—local cul¬ 
ture and frequent light dressings is best. As the 
early Dent Ohio Corn has no suckers, it does well on 
a strong soil in hills three feet each way. Joseph 

Wright, of this village, grew 170 bushels of ears to 
the acre of this noble corn, i:i the dry, hot summer of 
1854. But the Dutton, or long eared eight-rowed, is 
more certain for all seasons in our climate. S. W.— 
Waterloo, JY. Y. 

Napoleon the Tiurd as a Model Farmer.—“ The 
Emperor,” says the Echo Agricolt, “ has, it is affirmed, 
just purchased the old demesne of Fouilleuse, situated 
between St. Cloud and Mount Valerien. The inten¬ 
tion of his majesty is to establish on this ground a 
large model-farm, on which will be collected the most 
improved agricultural implements and the best breeds 
of animals of every kind. This excellent idea has 
been carried into practice by several Sovereigns, par¬ 
ticularly in Wurtemburg and in England. The old es¬ 
tate of Fouilleuse was for twenty years used as a beet¬ 
root sugar manufactory, but was afterwards sold and 
divided. The Emperor has united the principle parts 
of it, and, by means of communications which will be 
formed, this agricultural demesne will become an ap¬ 
pendage of St Cloud.” 

CULTIVATION OF RUTA BAGAS AND TURNIPS. 

Much has already been written and published on 
raising the various root crops. Their value for farm 
stock cannot be questioned. It is true economy for 
every farmer to raise an acre or two of ruta bagas 
and turnips if he expects to winter cattle or sheep.— 
Sheep will winter well on straw if fed a few turnips 
twice a day, and cattle, if fed a bushel per day. Each 
will look much better in the spring than if fed on 
hay alone. 

Ruta bagas should be sown from the first to the 
fifteenth of June, on a well-prepared soil, in drills or 
on ridges about two feet apart. A black, mucky 
soil is best adapted to their growth in this country ; 
but they will succeed well on other soils, if made 
rich. If sown on ridges, they should be levelled a 
little, and the seed sown and soaked in ; or sow with 
a drill on a level surface. 

The plants will make their appearance in three or 
four days, usually, and if they escape the fly, they 
will soon need thinning—which should be done while 
very small. If the ground is rich they will grow very 
large and should not stand nearer together than six 
inches ; they will then cover the ground both ways. 
The first time through the rows, use a cultivator, and 
the last a double mould-board plow. Keep them 
clean, and the work is done till harvest. The cost of 
raising them, if a good crop and well tended, will not 
exceed three cents per bushel, including all expenses. 

My method of harvesting is to pull them and lay 
two rows together. Then take a spade and clip off 
the tops; after which, load them in the wagon and 
haul to the cellar for winter use. 

Turnips can be raised on almost every variety of 
soil—the best being new land, black muck, loam and 
sand. I used to think that they would not grow well 
on old land, but experience has taught me better. 

They may be sown from the first of July to the 
fifteenth of August, and after early potatoes, wheat, 
barley, or oats and peas. 1 have succeeded well sow¬ 
ing as above mentioned. If sown on old land, after 
other crops, it should be in a good state of cultiva¬ 
tion or a large crop cannot be expected. I think the 
very best time to sow is from the 20th of July to the 
5th of August. If sown after grain, the ground 
should be plowed and thoroughly harrowed as soon 
as the grain is harvested, to let the grain and weeds 
have a chance to grow. After a few days cultivate 
thoroughly, to pulverize the soil and kill the weeds, 
and the ground is ready for the seed, which may be 
sown broad cast and harrowed in. If the ground is 
very dry, it should be rolled. After the plants have 
attained a sufficient size they should be thinned and 
hoed once, and that will complete the work till har¬ 
vest. If the ground is clean and not too thickly 
sown, a good crop can be raised without hoeing.— 
The best variety is the early white stubble, sown at 
the rate of two lbs. per acre. 

The cost of raising a good crop will not exceed 
two cents per bushel. I have sold them as low as 
eight dollars a hundred and made a good profit 
The tops make good feed for cows and young cattle, 
which are very fond of them, and may be kept till 
hard freezing weather if left in small heaps, to pre¬ 
vent them from heating. I know of no better way ' 
of harvesting than to pull them and lay in rows with 
the tops all one way, and top them with a knife.— 
E. S. H.—Rochester, May 15th. ^ 
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CULTIVATION OF KENTUCKY, BLUE GRASS. 

Cassius M. Clay, Esq., of Bourbon county, Ky., 
1 urnishes the Ohio Fanner the following, excellent 
article on the celebrated Kentucky blue grass: 

“The ‘Blue Grass,’ (Poapratemis,) and known in 
England, I believe, as ‘Spear Grass,’ and ‘ Greensward,’ 
which is so remarkable a production in Kentucky, is 
not indigenous, but has been imported accidentally, or 
by design. In our climate and soil it is not only the 
most beautiful of grasses, but the most valuable of 
crops. It is the first deciduous plant which puts forth 
its leaves here; ripens its seed about the first of June, 
and then remains green, if the summer is favorable in 
moisture,, during the summer months, growing slowly 
till about the last of August, when ii talces a second 
vigorous growth until the ground is frozen by winter’s 
cold. If the summer is dry it dries up utterly, and 
will burn if set on fire; but even then, if the spring 
growth has been left upon the ground, it is very nutri¬ 
tious to all grazing stock, and especially to sheep and 
cattle, and all ruminating animals. When left to have 
all its fall growth, it makes fine winter pasture for all 
kinds of grazing animals. Cattle will not seek it thro’ 
the snow; but sheep, mules and horses will paw off 
the snow, and get plenty without any other food. 
When covered with snow, cattle require some other 
feeding; otherwise they do -well all winter upon it. 

“It also makes the best of hay.' 1 have used it for 
that for twenty years. It should be cut just as the 
seed begins to ripen, (as all other hay,) well spread, and 
protected from the dew at night by windrowing or 
cocking; the second evening stacked with salt, or shel¬ 
tered with salt also. When properly cured, stock seem 
greatly to prefer it to all other hay. I would not 
recommend it for meadow especially, however, because 
the yield is hardly equal to timothy and clover, and 
because it is more difficult to cut and cure. 

“ Climate and Soil.—The blue grass does not flourish 
well south of this State; and as low down as Mississippi 
utterly fails. I am of the impression that it will do 
well as far north as Cleveland, and even in parts of' 
Canada; and between the same isothermal lines. It 
delights in limestone soils, but will grow in any rich 
loamy soil; it does not do so well in clayey soils, and I 
would not recommend it at all in very sandy soils. 
Although even there, it might shelter railway embank¬ 
ments, if not grazed or too much trod upon. It has 
very fine, numerous and long roots, and holds the soil 
against washing, better than any grass known here; 
and will ‘eat out’ all others, if allowed. 

“Seed and Culture.—The seeds are very small and 
enclosed in the pods of the grass stem; when shattered 
out from the straw, they are then again enclosed in a 
rough husk. When rubbed heavily between the hands 
the pure seed exhibits itself, smaller than mustard, 
elongated, irregular, and semi-transparent. The seed 
is ea&ily injured, and many fail for the want of good 
seed. When stripped they are generally taken too 
green; and when rotted and threshed out, and put in 
bulk, very liable to be heated and spoiled. The seed 
even when very ripe, is very difficult to separate from 
the straw. I would therefore recommend to cut the 
grass when the seed is quite ripe, and then cut the 
straw, or the richest heads of it, with an ordinary 
straw-cutter, and then spread it on some airy floor till 
sown. This is the cheapest mode, and the safest for 
good seed. When the seeds are good, if thrown upon 
fire coals, they will produce sharp crackling sounds, a 
faint imitation of exploded powder grains. If the 
seeds are unripe, or have lost their vitality, they burn 
with little noise. But after all, it would perhaps re¬ 
quire an experienced ear thus to test them; and I 
know of no other, except that the best seed, when 

hulled out, are the plumpest, and most transparent or 
waxen colored. 

‘‘Preparation of Ground.-—If intended for ornamen¬ 
tal grounds, the land should be thoroughly, plowed and 
harrowed, then sowed and rolled. The ea*i lier the seed 
is put into the ground after the frost is cut, the better. 
As the young plant is very delicate, it is better to shel¬ 
ter it by sowing about half a crop of oats, or spring 
wheat; or it will do very well to sow it upon winter 
wheat, provided there has been room allowed; as too 
much shade will kill it the first year, as well as too 
much sun, unless the season be very wet, when it 
grows well without any shelter. It should neither be 
cut nor pastured the first year, as it will not be worth 
cutting, and pasturing pulls it up by the roots, and 
otherwise injures it by treading. If sown with grain, 
hogs may be allowed to eat. down the grain, but no 
other stock, as the hogs don’t care to graze upon it at 
that stage of development, and prefer fhe grain. The 
second or third year it is very good grazing, even for 
hogs. 

“Sowing and Quantity of Seed.—If the seed is clean, 
a bushel (by measure,) sows very well with grain or 
other seeds, from eight to ten acres. Lay the ground 
off as for sowing oats; then lake as many seeds as you 
can hold between the thumb and two fingers, and cast 
it broadcast, as oats, moving with about ihe same gait, 
but perhaps making rather more casts. 

“If the seed are sown in the ‘stript’ state, or cut up 
in a box, grasp a handful as if sowing wheat, and make 
about three quick casts with one handful, as the seed 
do not easily separate as oats or wheat. If the ground 
is intended for pasturage, it is lest to sow clover or 
timothy seed with it, an equal measure of each, be¬ 
cause the clover and timothy make a quicker bite for 
stock, and if not too haidly grazed, will last with it 
formany years; thus giviag variety, and perhaps more 
food, as clover and timothy may use some elements of 
the soil which blue grass does not feed upon; and be¬ 
cause, also, variety is best for all animals. It is all 
important to never allow grass to be grazed too cleanly, 
but to keep the ground covered; thus retaining moist¬ 
ure, protecting the roots against cold and heat, and re¬ 
taining ammonia and other elements from the air. 
Grazing grass short, is like eating the young of animals 
—bad eccnomy.” 

Experiments on Oats.—At a recent meeting of 
the Prince George Hole and Corner Club, (Va.) 
John Batte gave the result of some of his experi¬ 
ments on oats. The experiments were made on a 
spring fallow after oats, and seeded the 13th of March, 
and cut the 4th of July. Each plot of land con¬ 
tained on quarter acre. The results were as follows: 

No. 1. 1 acre, lbs. seed, 50 lbs. superphosphate; 
from which I reaped 176 lbs. of oats—say 22 bushels 
per acre. 

No. 2. £ acre, 8-J- lbs. seed, 50 lbs. Peruvian guano; 
from which I reaped 389 lbs. of oats—say 48£ buehels 
per acre. 

No. 3. £ acre, 8£ lbs. of seed, 25 lbs. guano; from 
which I reaped 256 lbs.—say 32 bushels per acre. 

No. 4. £ acre, 5f lbs. of seed, 25 lbs. guano; from 
which I reaped 275 lbs.—say 34£ bushels per acre. 

Mr. Batte adds: “I applied superphosphate to 
my whole crop, but with no better result than appears 
in the experiment. This is the only crop upon which 
I have ever used this fertilizer, except in a small way, 
upon ruta baga turnips, where I believe it will pay 
very handsomely.” 

Difficulties dissolve before a cheerful spirit, like 
snow drifts before the sun. 
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PLOWING UNDER CLOVER, WEEDS, &c. 

Tn plowing under a heavy crop of grass, weeds, &c., 
it is sometimes difficult to bury them completely. 
Everybody has seen a log chain fastened to the beam 
of the plow to assist in the operation,—and a mate¬ 
rial assistance it is. A few years ago, when on the 
farm of William Bennett, Esq., in Bedfordshire, 
England, he was plowing up a clover sod, for wheat, 
at one furrow. The clover was four or five inches 
high, and he had attached to the plow (one of How¬ 

ard’s celebrated Prize Plows), a contrivance which 
was new to us, and which enabled the plowman to 
tarn under the clover in a most complete manner. 
Not a trace of it could be seen. It consisted of a 
small ball of iron, a little larger than a hen’s egg, at¬ 
tached to the beam by a strong chain, and to the 
handles of the plow by a light one. The length of 
chains were so adjusted that the ball would hang 
against the back part of the mould board. When 

lowing, the furrow slice pressed gently against the 
all, and kept the chain attached to the beam suffi¬ 

ciently tight to enable it to press down all the clover, 
weeds, &e., as the furrow was turning over. We 
have never seen it used in this country, and no where 
else in England, where plowing under green crops is 
not so extensively practiced as formerly. A corres¬ 
pondent of the American Farmer gives a description 
of a similar contrivance, which any one can make 
in a few minutes: 

“ Saw off a block from some hard, durable and heavy 
wood, say about 10 inches long, and three and a half 
or four incites in diameter, then take a piece of trace 
chain, about three feet long, confine one end to the 
block by driving a small staple in the end, having 
first passed the staple through an end link of the chain. 
Point the other end of the block, and attach a larger 
chain in the same manner to that. Tie the short chain 
(attached to the square end of the block), to the rod 
which passes through the mould board and beam of 
the plow, by wrapping it around the beam at that 
place; drop the block in the bottom of the furrow 
which has been already opened, (of course on the mould 
board side), draw up the long chain and attach that to 
the clevis pin or clevis. Be sure that you have both 
chains just tight enough to permit the block to lie in 
the furrow ; allow no slack. The short chain gathers 
the clover, weeds, tfcc., and bends them down. The 
weight of the block prevents the chain from rising, and 
the plow laps the dirt over the weeds, whilst they are 
in a recumbent position. I am this day turning under 
weeds as high as the heads of the plowmen, who are 
almost wholly concealed.” 

ROLLING LAND AFTER CORN PLANTING. 

A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer is an 
earnest advocate for rolling corn land. We commend 
his remarks to the consideration of our readers, and 
should be glad of their experience on the point: 

“Rolling land after corn planting will pay as well 
as good plowing or harrowing. Indeed, the time spent 
in rolling down a field pays better than in almost any 
other way, while preparing for a crop. Many farmers 
who have dropped their seed upon the hot, dry sur 
face, and covered it with earth more resembling ashes 
than anything else, last spring, had they rolled their 
fields afterwards, would have seen nice long rows of 
sprouting corn about the time they were planting over. 
There are two reasons why rolling produces moisture 
in dry seasons. One is, that the earth being made 
firmer, conducts the moisture from the subsoil more 

readily, and another is, that the ground being made 
perfectly level, there is little more than half the sur¬ 
face presented to the action of the wind or sun, or 
from which evaporation takes place. 

“Another great advantage in rolling land, is the ease 
with which the land is afterwards cultivated. Crush¬ 
ing down the hills and filling up the hollows, it leaves 
the ground in such a condition that the cultivator may 
be started almost as soon as the corn begins to ‘peep,’ 
a? there is lintle danger of rolling heavy lumps of 
coarse stun upon the young blades. 

“In this respect a roller is of as much advantage in 
wet weather as in dry. A roller can, and in my opin¬ 
ion, ought to be used on corn ground in any kind of a 
season. It is a cheap implement, and can be made 
with a scraper behind, to clean it every revolution, in 
wet weather. A boy can drive the team and follow a 
man with the two row hand-planter. I can show any 
person who wishes, two fields of corn nearly separated 
by a fence, planted on the same kind of laud, at the 
same time, and out of the same kind of seed. One has 
been l olled down and the other has not, and the rolled 
corn is a foot the highest.” 

AGRICULTURAL PREMIUMS. 

We have often urged upon our Agricultural Soci¬ 
eties the importance of offering Premiums not only 
for the best cattle and crops, but also for the devei- 
opement and exposition of the principles of breeding 
and fattening cattle and the laws which govern the 
growth of crops and the elaboration of grain, &c.— 
Prof. ‘North, in his address delivered before the 
Oneida Co. Agricultural Society, eloquently advo¬ 
cates the same course. We give the following ex¬ 
tract : 

It is to be hoped that the day is not distant when 
our agricultural societies will be so reformed that pre¬ 
miums shall be paid for imperishable ideas, as well as 
for perishable crops. A good yield of corn is less 
worthy of a prize than a good treatise on the best way 
to raise corn. Fay twenty dollars for a premium on 
the best orchard in the the country, and only one man 
is encouraged by it. Pay twenty dollars for a trea¬ 
tise on the best method of managing apple trees, and 
the whole world of fruit-growers gets a benefit. There 
are precious volumes of agricultural knowledge hived 
awrav in the memories of farmers that never comes be¬ 
fore" the public, simply because it is never invited.— 
Many a successful cultivator of the soil has died, 
making no sign, who might have bequeathed to society 
a legacy of valuable information. In place of offering 
the farmer five dollars for driving his pet Durham 
cow to the fair, offer him double the money if he will 
bring also his budget of experience in the dairy busi¬ 
ness. Society will be thereby a gainer, and the digni¬ 
ty of rural pursuits will be fittingly vindicated. • 

Oil your Hoe Handles, &c.—As the season has 
arrived in which farmers have all their implements in 
use, it may be well to remind them that the weather 
has a very destructive influence on wood. All imple¬ 
ments should have been newly painted before taking 
out, after having been well housed during the winter, 
A simple dressing of linseed oil is a great saving, and 
such articles as rakes, hoes, &c., that are not com¬ 
monly painted, should certainly be rubbed over with 
linseed oil. It will increase their durabiiity, and give 
them a smoothness which no wear can impart without 
it. During the summer, I frequently take my rakes, 
(while in use,) hoes, spades, and even axes, and oil 
the wood thoroughly, and I believe I lose nothing by 
so doing. D.—Gates. 
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PAINT FOR BARNS AND HOUSES. 

The following paint mixtures are given in Wheel¬ 

er’s new and useful work entitled “ Homes for the 
People,” from which some valuable hints may be de¬ 
rived in forming desirable tints: 

A cool grey, similar to what would be the tint of 
unpainted timber after a few years, may be obtained 
as follows: 

Indian Red, half a pound; 
Lampblack, three ounces; 
Raw Umber, half a pound, mixed with 100 pounds 

of White Lead. 
This color will be changed by the addition of sand, 

which in all cases is recommended, in a proportion of 
about one quart to every one hundred pounds of 
mixed color. The finest and whitest sand that the 
neighborhood affords should be used, and as its hue 
differs, so will the tint of the paint be changed. 

This color, with one-third less white, is very suitable 
for roofs, and is a cool, unreflecting gray tint of great 
softness and beauty. 

Cream Color, No. 1.—A soft, pleasant tint, like that 
of coffee greatly diluted with milk, is oftentimes well 
adapted to a building, particularly in regions where 
red sandstone or other similar objects with such local 
coloring give a brown hue to portions of the landscape. 
It may be mixed as follows: 

Yellow Ochre, five pounds; 
Burnt Umber, half a pound; 
Indian Red, quarter of a pound; 

r Chrome Yellow, No. 1, half a pound, with 100 lbs. 
of White Lead. 

The key notes in this color are the Indian Red and 
the Chrome Yellow, and the tone may be brightened 
or lowered by more or less of either, as the individual 
taste may prefer. 

No. 2.—A still more delicate tint, resembling the 
pure color of the Caen stone, and well adapted for a 
large building with many beaks of outlines, may be 
mixed thus: 

Yellow Ochre, two pounds; 
Vandyke Brown, quarter of a pound; 
Indian Red, quarter of a pound; 
Chrome Yellow, No. 1, half a pound to every 100 

lbs. of Lead. 

SUPPORTS FOR LIGHTNING RODS. 

Nearly all the directions that occasionally appear 
for the erection of lightning rods, require that a glass 
insulating-ring be placed around the rod at each point 
of support, to prevent the electric fluid from passing to 
the building. Most of the rods we have seen have this 
contrivance carefully attached to them, and in most 
instances the ring was placed inside a hole through an 
iron rod or bolt, the other end of which entered the 
timbers of the building. 

Now, there are but two objections to this contrivance, 
namely, the first, it is of no use ; and secondly, it mis¬ 
leads to security by causing neglect of other precau¬ 
tions—all for the following reasons: 

1. The distance insulated is two small to be of any 
practical utility, for very small charges of the fluid, 
such for instance as may be obtained every successive 
second from any good electric machine, will leap 
through the air a greater distance than that from the 
rod to the iron support; consequently in the heavy ex¬ 
plosions from the clouds, it would be perfectly ineffica¬ 
cious. 

2. The glass, by becoming wet, as it certainly would in 
any thunder storm, would immediately become a con¬ 
ductor, and if useful at any other time, would now lose 
all its valuable property. 

3. The nearness of the rod to the iron support, would 

tend to turn the fluid into the building, if the commu¬ 
nication to the earth below should happen to be imper¬ 
fect, or if the explosion were too large to be easily 
carried down by the rod. 

A much better plan is to make supports of wood, 
which may be of plank or small scantling, with a hole 
bored through one end for the passage of the rod, the 
other to be screwed, nailed, or mortised into the build¬ 
ing, so as to hold the rod off at least one foot distance 
from the outer side or wall. If the rod is sharp at the 
upper end, high enough above the roof, continuous 
throughout, and enters the earth several feet (at least 
6 or 7,) so as to reach permanently moist earth, no 
danger can ever arise—because the electric fluid al¬ 
ways takes the best conductor, and as iron conducts al¬ 
most infinitely better than seasoned wood, and the rod 
is held by it at some distance from the building, the 
discharge would pass instantly into the moist subsoil 
and be as instantaneously dissipated through the earth. 
Baked wood is nearly as perfect a non-conductor as 
glass; and when a foot in length and compared with 
glass of only half an inch, would insulate incompara¬ 
bly the best. Every electrician is aware that the 
heaviest discharge from a Leyden jar may pass safely 
through d metal rod held in the bare hand, provided 
the communication is complete at each end of the rod 
—which being so much a better conductor than the 
hand, none of the fluid passes into the latter. In the 
same way, a good lightning rod, high above the build¬ 
ing, and entering the earth deeply, will carry down a 
heavy discharge through even thoroughly moistened 
supports, without any tendency to pass into the build¬ 
ing. An interesting proof of this fact occurred some 
3rears ago, at a house formerly occupied by the writer. 
The rod, an inch in diameter, was a single silvered 

oint at the top, and entered the earth six feet, into a 
ed of charcoal deposited there. During a severe 

thunderstorm, an explosion occurred to which the dis¬ 
charge of a cannon seemed as a mere pop-gun, and the 
building trembled to its foundations. It was however 
found to be uninjured; but the next day the point of 
the rod with its cap of silver, was found melted into a 
ball, nearly as large as a rifle bullet. This rod was 
held about one foot from the clapboarding by means of 
wooden supporters, painted like the rest of the house; 
and but for its protection, in carrying down, as it ev¬ 
idently did, a tremendous discharge of lighti ing, the 
dwelling would probably have been shivered to frag¬ 
ments.— Country Gentleman. 

Wetting Bricks.—It is important that every one 
engaged in building should be well informed in re¬ 
gard to the durability of materials. Very few peo¬ 
ple, or even builders, are aware of the advantage ol 
wetting bricks before laying them, or if they are 
aware of it, they do not practice it ; for of the many 
houses now in progress in this city, there are very few 
in which wet bricks are used. A wall twelve inches 
thick, built of good mortar with bricks well soaked, 
is stronger in every respect than one sixteen inches 
thick built dry. The reason of this is, that if -the 
bricks are saturated with wrnter, they will not abstract 
from the mortar the moisture which is necessary to 
its crystalization : and on the contrary they will che¬ 
mically unite with the mortar, and become as solid as 
a rock. On the other hand, if the bricks are put up 
dry, they immediately take all the moisture from the 
mortar, leaving it too dry to harden, and the conse¬ 
quence is, that when a building ot this description is 
taken down or tumbles down of its own accord, the 
mortar from it is like so much sand. 
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FOWLER’S DRAINING APPARATUS. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer:—I have read your articles 
on underdraining, which have appeared io your most 
valuable paper at various times, with much pleasure. 
Pfully agree with you that “ underdraining will do 
more for the improvement of American agriculture 
than any other one thing.” I am satisfied that what 
you say in the March number is true, that thorough 
underdraining will not only enable the farmer to 
“ plow his land earlier in the spring and later in the 
fall, but so increase the temperature ot the soil that 
it will mature the crops two weeks earlier than though 
it was not drained.” I have tried some experiments 
in underdraining, and have received full compensa¬ 
tion for all the money expended. Still it is an ex¬ 
pensive operation, and I could wish that some of our 
ingenious mechanics would turn their attention to the 
subject, and invent a machine for digging the ditches. 
Such a machine would not only be a fortune to the 
inventor, but a great boon to the farmer. 

I have somewhere read that there is a machine in 
England that not only digs the ditches, but lays the 
tiles. Do you know anything of it ? If you do, a 
description of it would be very acceptable to at least 
one of your readers. James Williams—Cayuga C o. 
JY. Y., May loth, 1856. 

Our correspondent probably alludes to “Fowler’s 
Patent Draining Apparatus,” which has been used in 
England with considerable success. Our English 
exchanges contain frequent allusions to trials with it 
in various parts of Greit Britain, and almost invari¬ 
ably, where there are few or no stones in the ground, 
the trials have fully demonstrated the value and effi¬ 
ciency of the machine, while the cost of draining is 
reduced nearly one half. 

The accompanying cut, engraved for the Genesee 
Farmer, will give a good idea of the construction of 
the machine. It represents the machine just as it is 
finishing the drain. When commencing work, the 
plow is taken to one end of the field, and the capstan 
is moored at the other; the wire rope being run off 
the drum of the capstan, and attached to the plow, 
(either singly in shallow draining or soft soils, or re¬ 
turned round a single sheave where greater power is 
required,) as shown in the drawing. The plug and 
coulter are dropped into a hole prepared for them, 
and the pipes, threaded on a rope, are attache 1 to the 
back of the plug, the hole being sloped off backwards 
to allow them to enter easily. The horses are attached 
to the horse levers of the capstan, and by walking 
in a circular course, wind the wire rope on to the 
drum, and pull the plow forward, with the pipes at¬ 
tached. When fhe required length of drain is com¬ 
pleted, (which may be anything under 225 yards,) the 
plow is run into another hole, and the ropes on which 
the pipes are strung, being unhooked, is pulled out 
backwards, and the drain is complete. 

As it would be inconvenient to have the pipe rope 
in one length, it is made in pieces of fifty feet each, 
and by a simple contrivance, as one rope enters, the 
other is attached to the end. Great care and atten¬ 
tion have been paid to the means of moving the 
machines for commencing another drain; and it does 
not now occupy more than a quarter of an hour from 
the time of finishing one drain to commencing an¬ 
other. The accuracy with which the pipes are laid 
cannot be equalled by any hand work; and from the 
bottom being undisturbed, they are never liable to 

sink, as is sometimes the case even in the best execu¬ 
ted hand di aining. 

“ By this process,” say the manufacturer*, Messrs. 
Fowler & Fry, ot Bristol, “ not only is the cost of 
burying the tiles reduced iu many cases fifty per cent , 

but from the quickness and neatness of the operation, 
it can be done at any season of the year, without in¬ 
jury to any short crop, or interfering with the com- 
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moil farm operations, the surface soil being- untouched, 
except at the headlands, and where the hedges are 
low, the capstan can often be fixed in the next field. 
In undulating or flat lands, the levels are kept, or a 
fall insured by working the coulter up and down in 
the body of the plow, by means of the worm and 
worm wheel, shown in the drawing, the plowman’s 
eye being guided by a try-sight balanced on the plow, 
and a cross stafl’ erected at the end of the field. 

“Several of these plows are now in constant work, 
and though great lengths of the drains have been 
opened in the presence of large numbers of agricul¬ 
turists, in no instance have tiles been found incorrect¬ 
ly laid. 

“The quantity of draining that can be done per 
day will vary with each particular field, but in com¬ 
mon clay land, where the depth does not exceed 3 feet, 
between 6,000 and 7,000 feet will be completed with 
four horses in a common working day; but when the 
depth exceeds three feet, from two to three horses 
will not do more than half that quantity. Where it 
it is possible, this draining would be much more 
cheaply done in the summer, as twice the quantity of 
work may be done by having two teams of horses 
out, and the other expenses would not be increased 
in proportion.” 

We believe this machine has not yet been imported 
into the United States or the Canadas. Underdrain¬ 
ing is beginning to receive that attention which its 
importance merits, and we think it might be well for 
some of our agricultural implement makers to see if 
a similar machine could rot be manufactured in this 
country with profit. On the vast prairies of the 
West, where the soil is loose, and a stone is not to be 
found, there can be little doubt that it would work 
to perfection; and the time will soon come—if in 
many cases it has not come already—when many of 
our prairie farms can be underdrained with profit. 

Boiling Shingles in Lime and Salt. — A cor¬ 
respondent of the JVew England Farmer, says : 

“If the following fact is of any value, it is at your 
service. There is a building in this place, covered with 
shingles taken from another roof (where they had been 
in use some years), were boiled in lime and salt for 
about five minutes, and then re-laid. This was twenty 
seven years ago, and these shingles look now as if they 
would last some years longer. 

Other roofs that were treated in the same way since, 
appear well. They are clean and smooth, the moss 
does not form on them, and the water runs off readily. 

There seems to be no reason why white-wash, with 
the addition of salt, would not be beneficial when ap¬ 
plied to a dry roof, in proportion to the lime and salt 
absorbed by the shingles. 

Have you not observed that where the rain washes 
the lime from the chimney upon the roof, that the 
shingles remain sound longer than upon the other part VJ 

—-----—-- 

Western Farming.—The Rock Islander of the 
27th instant, states that about seventy years ago a 
father and son landed at Port Byron, in Rock Island 
County, Ill. After paying the freight on their few 
household goods, they had but seven dollars where¬ 
with to begin life in the West. They went to work 
manfully and industriously ; bought a small piece of 
land, and added to it from time to time as they were 
able. A few days ago they were offered twenty-one 
thousand dollars in cash for their farm, which they 
refused. 

WOOL GROWING IN THE UNITED STATES. 

To a common observer nothing seems more extra¬ 
ordinary than the fact that this nation of intelligent 
farmers should be under the necessity of importing 
so many million pounds of foreign wool every year; 
to say nothing of the millions of yards of woolen 
goods also imported. If grazing lands were scarce, 
or held at higli prices in this country; if the climate 
were unfavorable to the health of sheep, or to the 
production of good fleeces and mutton, it would be 
easy to account for the almost universal neglect ot 
this great interest. But no such obstacles prevent 
the rapid multiplication of sheep, and the profitable 
extension of this branch of husbandry. 

Why, then, do not the enterprising owners of the 
soil at the West and South embark largely in this 
business ? What answer ought to be given to this 
question ? Is it the fear of South American compe¬ 
tition ? or the want of a reliable market for the flesh 
as well as the wool of large flocks ? Are dogs and 
wolves the dreaded enemies which prevent all serious 
efforts at wool growing cn a scale in some degree 
equal to the necessities of twenty-seven millions of 
inhabitants ? Whatever may be the hindrances, 
there should be knowledge and energy enough in 
Americans to overcome them. Capital judiciously 
invested in an enterprise of this kind would pay far 
better than money invested in railroads. The in¬ 
crease of sheep is rapid, and their care by no means 
expensive. Land adapted to their keeping may be 
bought in Georgia for fifty cents an acre; the pine 
timber on which will soon be worth ten times the cost 
of the land. All the new States offer important fa¬ 
cilities for the economical feeding of large flocks of 
sheep. Land is not wanting. It is either capital or 
enterprise, or perhaps both. 

Is it really impossible to raise so much as one effi¬ 
cient wool growing Company in this country ? I trust 
not. Sound business men could easily organize a 
company on such a basis as to command the confi¬ 
dence of that class of capitalists who are interested 
in commercial and manufacturing operations. None 
of these are so safe as stock husbandry, if wisely 
managed. The Creator has given a self multiplying 
power to both animal and vegetable vitality, to assist 
the skillful husbandman in augmenting his gains, 
which is sought in vain in any mere trading or me¬ 
chanical contrivance. Life is an agricultural element 
not sufficiently studied by farmers. In both sheep 
and swine its increase, under favorable auspices, is 
wonderful. Provide a fair supply of food, pure water 
and air, and one may breed sheep and hogs to any 
desirable extent, by the simple process of natural re¬ 
production. Sustenance is the grand basis of both 
plant and animal culture. Nature feeds both, in 
many instances, very bountifully; but art and science 
should be ready at all times to lend her proper aid. 
Nature will not rear sheep, and shear and wash their 
wool for us. Man must do a part for himself; and 
the sooner he gets about wool growing, the better it 
will be for his country. L. 

Paper Manufacture.—It is estimated that there 
is in the United States 750 paper mills in operation, 
having 200 engines, and producing in a year 270,000,- 
000 pounds of paper, which is worth at ten cents a 
pound, $27,000,000. To produce this quantity of 
paper, 305,000,000 pounds of rags are required. 
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HOW TO JUDGE A HORSE. A FEW FACTS ON BREEDING ANIMALS. 

A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer, contrary 
to old maxims, undertakes to judge a horse by out¬ 
ward appearances, and offers the following suggestions, 
the result of his close observation and long expe¬ 
rience : 

“ If the color be light sorrel or chestnut, his feet, 
legs and face white, these are marks of kindness. If 
he is broad and full between the eyes, he may be de¬ 
pended on a? a horse of good sense, and capable of be¬ 
ing trained to anything. As respects such horses, the 
more kindly you treat them, the better you will be 
treated in return. Nor will a horse of this description 
stand a whip, if well fed. 

“If you want a safe horse, avoid one that is dish¬ 
faced. He may be so far gentle as not to scare; but he 
will have too much go-ahead in him to be safe with 
every body. 

“If you want a fool, but a horse of great bottom, 
get a deep bay, with not a white hair about him. If | 
his face is a little dished, so much the worse. Let no ! 
man ride such a horse that is not an adept in riding— i 
they are always tricky and unsafe. If you want one 
that will never give out, never buy a large, overgrown 
one. A black horse can never stand heat, nor a white 
one cold. 

“If you want a gentle horse, get one with more or 
less white about the head; the more the better. Many 
suppose that the particular colored horses belonging to 
the circuses, shows, etc., are selected for their oddity. 
But the selections thus made are on account of their 
great docility and gentleness.” 

We once knew a horse that answered the above ! 
description of a “ fool ” exactly. His face was a little 
dished, and his color “a deep bay, with not a white 
hair about him.” He was the worse tempered ani¬ 
mal we ever saw; stubborn and tricky as a mule. He 
would throw the best of jockies, and get away from 
the most watchful of drivers. He would be walking j 
along as gentle as a lamb, when on a sudden he would 
make a desperate plunge. On one of these occasions 
he leaped seventeen feet! Finding the jockey still on 
his back, he kept on his way as quietly as though he 
had never had the most distant idea of getting rid of 
his burden. Nothing could tame or tire him. So 
far, then, our experience confirms the above rule. 
But we have little doubt that there are many deep 
bay horses with slightly dished faces, that are as tract- j 
able as the “ colored horses belonging to circuses,' 
shows, etc.” 

We believe we have seen black horses that could | 
stand heat, and white ones that could stand the cold, j 
Indeed, we have heard intelligent farmers give it as 
their opinion that a white animal suffered less from j 
cold than a darker colored one. An able writer in 
the North British Agriculturist says: “White is 
regarded by many as an evidence of delicacy of con¬ 
stitution; the very opposite we believe to be the fact. 
If a white color is an index of delicacy of constitu¬ 
tion, how is it explained that animals exposed to cold, 
such as in the Arctic regions, are generally white; 
and what is equally remarkable, that in the interior 
of Africa, the domesticated ox is generally white, 
while the sheep are almost always spotted with brown 
or dark spots.” We believe color has nothing to do 
either with the hardiness or delicacy of an animal. 

Good Hogs.—Seven hogs were sold in Cincinnati, 
a short time since, whose total weight was 4,823 lbs., 
or upwards of seven hundred pounds each. 

There is an obvious connection between the inter¬ 
nal vital organs of animals and their external forms. 
For instance, good lungs and constitutional vigor, 
are indicated by a broad and deep chest, giving room 
for the heart and lungs to perform their functions.— 
Around—“hooped”—barrel shows that the animal 
possesses a full and capacious paunch, affording room 
for the materials from which the blood is provided, 
and indicates a tendency to easy fattening. A large 
pelvis in the females is an almost certain indication of 
good reproductive organs. Large bones and horns 
are evidence of hard keepers, and the farmer’s object 
should be to lessen the bony structure and strive af¬ 
ter a delicate but well-covered skeleton. 

The strength of animals depends far more upon the 
development of the muscular system, than upon the 
mass of bones. This fact should have full weight in 
the selection of horses for breeding. Animals of any 
kind which have poor keep while young have their 
heavy structure disproportionately developed. 

We are of the opinion, not that too much atten¬ 
tion has been paid to the proper selection of males, 
but that too little care has of late been exercised in 
the choice of females for breeding. We would soon¬ 
er have the latter above the medium size than the 
former. The practice of putting large males to small 
females will destroy any race of animals, if persisted 
in. A large male begets a large foetus, and this a 
small female can neither accommodate nor duly sup¬ 
port before or after birth. Let the males be medium 
in size, hard, compact animals ; and let the female be 
rather above this point for them, and the progeny 
will continue to improve rather than degenerate, if 
wisdom and skill is exercised in the choice of other 
good qualities. It was through crosses with small 
barbs and Arabian stallions mainly that the improve¬ 
ment in English horses was brought about. A stal¬ 
lion, above all other male breeding animals, should 
have compactness ; he should be multum in parvo, 
indeed. But a small, compact mare will seldom 
prove a good breeder, be her progenitors what they 
may. 

It may not be possible to find a male of any race 
which is perfect—those must be chosen which have 
fewest defects. Especially should the breeder avoid 
male animals which do not possess the good qualities 
of form which he wishes to transmit to the offspring. 
No reasonable man, certainly, would unite animals 
which show similar defects. He could scarcely expect 
other than a mal-formed progeny. Great size and 
weight is not always an improvement. Locality and 
climate must be taken into consideration in deciding 
upon what race or breed of animals we shall propo- 
gate. In cold latitudes, a hardy race, not over nice 
in its food, will be found most profitable. A refined, 
delicate constitutioned race will surely degenerate in 
such situations.—Prairie Farmer. 

Oxen versus Horses.—The issue of plowing matches 
throughout the country has, it is believed, established 
the fact, that oxen can plow a given space of ground 
as quick and as well as horses.— Wool Grower. 

We very much doubt whether it is a “fact” that 
oxen can plow as quick as horses. But if it is, we 
would much like to know what “plowing matches” 
have “established” it. 
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CHINESE HOGS. 

CHINESE HOGS. 

This breed of swine has long been known in Eu¬ 
rope and America, and has done much to improve 
our native breeds. As stated last month, the cele¬ 
brated Berkshire hog ov*res some of its best points to 
an intermixture with the Chinese ; and it is easy to 
trace the distinguishing characteristics of the Chinese 
in all our best breeds of swine. There are some 
seven varieties, or at least several kinds of hogs that 
are called “ Chinese,” produced by different climates, 
habits, &c. The kind most generally kept in Great 
Britain is a small, black, short-legged, quiet looking 
animal, with fine, small, stand up ears, short snout, 
thin skin, and a round, compact, fine muscled body, 
with scarcely any bones, and very little hair. They 
are much prized on account of early maturity, the 
rapidity with which they lay on fat, and the small 
amount of offal and bones. They make first rate 
“porkers,” but are rather too small to be much val¬ 
ued as “bacon” makers. 

They are chiefly valuable in this country for im¬ 
proving the large, hardy breeds of hogs. They are 
not sufficiently hardy themselves, ever to be a useful 
breed, except in a warm climate. Their meat, too, 
is said to be soft and oily. But by judicious crossing 
with some of the large, coarse breeds, great improve¬ 
ments could be effected in a short time. American 
farmers should turn their attention to this subject. 
We want a breed of hogs possessing the early matu¬ 
rity and fattening qualities of the Berkshire, the Suf¬ 
folk, the Essex, the Neapolitan, and the Chinese, com¬ 
bined with the size of the Yorkshire or Lincolnshire, 
and the hardiness of many of our so called native 
hogs. We want a breed adapted to the climate of 
this country. The breeds originated in England by 
crossing the large native hogs with the Chinese and 
Neapolitan are unquestionably the best breeds in the 
world for the English climate. It does not follow, 
however, that they are the best for this country. In¬ 
stead of purchasing these breeds, we had better orig¬ 
inate a breed *or breeds of our own; by the same 
means which have been successful in England. 

The Chinese pigs are remarkably prolific. Mr. 
Henry Parsons, of Guelph, C. W., who had some 

of the breed directly from China, mtormed us some 
time ago, that he had some trouble to keep them 
from breeding too fast, and too many at a litter. 

Our cut is a representation of twe fine specimens 
of this breed owned by the late John Delafielh, Esq., 
of Geneva, N. Y. At the time the cut was taker, 
the sow was .suckling thirteen as nice, fat little fellows 
as any lover of “sucking pig” could desire. It is 
surprising how fast the little fellows grow and fatten, 
if well kept in a w7arm, clean sty. 

Poisonous Properties of Brine.—M. Heynal 

states in the L Union Medicate, that the brine ob¬ 
tained from the process of salting various kinds of 
meat and fish is used by the lower classes in France 
as a condiment in place of common salt, and by far¬ 
riers as a remedy for diseases of domestic animals. In¬ 
stances of poisoning, however, from its use having 
been noted in Germany, M. Reynal proceeded to in¬ 
vestigate its action, and from a series of experiments 
detailed, draws the following conclusions :—1. That 
three or four months after its preparation, it acquires 
poisonous properties. 2. That the mean poisonous 
dose for a horse is four pints ; for a hog, one pint; 
and for a dog, four or five gallons. 3. That in less 
doses it produces vomiting in the deg and the hog. 
4. That the employment of this substance mixed 
with the food, continued for a certain time, even in 
small quantity, may be fatal. These facts are im¬ 
portant, when it is recollected that smoked meat and 
sausages have sometimes exhibited poisonous proper¬ 
ties. 

Salt Your Cows and You Will Have No 
Trouble in Churning.—A small handful of salt given 
to cows twice a week seems to act as a preventive 
against many of the diseases incident to neat cattle. 
Besides, regular salting in small quantities, saves a 

great amount of labor at the churn—a fact worth 
knowing to those who have to toil an hour or more 
to bring a few pounds of butter, and perhaps then of 
an inferior quality. 

hlome heifers, which with their first calf give but a- 
small quantity of milk, will, in two or three years, be 
come good cows. 
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ANOTHER LARGE IMPORTATION OF CATTLE. 

The Liverpool Mercury, of April 22d, says : 

It is not perhaps generally known that cattle are fre¬ 
quently shipped at this port for America. It appears 
that English cattle, particularly Shorthorns, are held 
in high esteem on the other side of the Atlantic, and in 
some instances almost fabulous prices are given for 
them, when they are known to have been selected 
from the stocks of eminent breeders. This state of 
things has necessarily called into more active requisi¬ 
tion that spirit of enterprize for which the American 
people are proverbial, aud large shipments of cattle 
are made from England to supply the demand in the 
American markets. The trade is carried on by agents 
sent to this country for the purpose of attending our 
principal cattle sales, and making purchases. By the 
infusion of new blood in the American stock it is an¬ 
ticipated that many of its hereditary defects will be 
done away with, and the general character of the breed 
materially and permanently improved. 

On Tuesday last an extensive shipment of cattle for 
this purpose was made at this port by Messrs. Bell, of 
the Adelphi Hotel coaching establishment. They had 
previously conducted other consignments of a similar 
kind. The stock comprised 24 head of Shorthorned 
cattle and a lot of Southdown sheep, all of them being 
of that high class for which our own country and Ire- 
1 ind are so distinguished. They were purchased at 
cattle sales and from herds in various parts of the king- j 
dora, and amongst the breeders are to be found the | 
names of Earl Ducie, Sir C. Knightly, Messrs. Booth, 
Bolden, Fawkes, Townley, Barnett, Fowler, Lindsell, 
Sanday, and that enterprising Irish farmer, Mr. Christy. 

The sheep were from the far-famed flocks of Messrs. 
Lugar and Webb. The greatest portion of the stock 
were selected by.Messrs. Marshall and Smoot. A fine 
year-old heifer attracted much attention. It took the 
first prize for the best yearling heifer at the Royal 
Dublin Society’s Show, against all Ireland, and also 
won the Challenge Cup of £50 given by Colonel Town- 
eley, of Towneley-hall. A splendid bull, called Yati- | 
can, took the first prize at the Royal Agricultural So¬ 
ciety’s show, held at Lincoln, in 1854. There were 
several other fine specimens from the herds of F. II. 
Fawkes, Esq., of Farley-liall, and the above named 
breeders. A portion of the animals were consigned to 
Mr. Thorne, of New York, who is well-known here as | 
a celebrated cattle breeder, and more particularly from 
his having conferred a distinguished honor on this 
country by selecting two bulls, for which he gave the 
extraordinary sum of 1000 guineas each. Others are 
for breeders and farmers in Kentucky. 

In addition to the cattle there were some valuable 
dogs, and a celebrated bay entire horse, “Lord Rag¬ 
lan,” a descendent of Beeswing. The whole of the 
stock has been purchased at great prices. Adding the 
expenses of shipment, &c., the value of each beast will 
be considerable more than doubled on reaching its 
destination—a convincing proof that English cattle 
maintain a high reputation amongst American breeders. 
The cattle were shipped in the Leona, Captain Norris, 
for Philadelphia, ample accommodation being provided 
for them between decks. A quantity of hay, roots, 
cake, meal, <fcc., and an abundant supply of water, 
were put on board for their sustenance during the voy¬ 
age. Every precautionary measure was taken for 
their comfort and safety, and we hope they will reach 
their destination without the slightest accident. 

The fittings and arrangements for the shipment 
were conducted solely by Messrs. Bell, who accom¬ 
plished their task in tne most satisfactory manner. Mr. 
Stratford, of London, the eminent auctioneer, and edi¬ 
tor of the “ Herd Book,” came down to Liverpool to 

see the cattle placed on board the vessel, and expressed 
his approval of the way in which Messrs. Bell had dis¬ 
charged their duty. There is little doubt that as the 
facilities at their command and which are offered at 
this port for shipping cattle become more generally 
known, this branch of traffic will be largely in¬ 
creased. 

EXPERIMENTS II! FEEDING MILCH COWS. 

We promised to give the result of different kinds of 

food used by us in feeding milch cows. The experi 
ments were tried upon three farrow cows during the- 
severe weather of January and February, which ac¬ 
counts for the small yield of milk. They received the 
whole time what hay they would eat, besides the addi 
tional articles mentioned in the table. They wrere fed 

I foul- days upon each kind in the order enumerated, re- 
| ceiving four quarts when provender was used, and a 
half bushel when roots were fed. 

Discrepancies occurred in the daily amounts, de¬ 
pending upon the weather and the time of milking, 
but have generally disappeared when the sum for the 
four days was obtained. 

1. Hay, - - 76 pounds of milk. 
2. “ corn and cob meal, 4 quarts, 85 “ “ 
3. “ buckwheat bran, 4 quarts, 84 “ “ 
4. “ rye bran, 4 quarts, 90 “ wi 
5. “ ruta bagas, half bushel, 87 “ “ 
6. “ rye bran, 4 quarts, 88 “ u 
7. “ corn and cob meal, 4 quarts, 80 “ “ 
8. “ mangel wurzel, half bushel, 91 “ “ 
9. “ carrots, half bushel, 98 “ “ 

10. “ com and cob meal, 4 quarts, [109 “ “ 

Owing to the brief period each kind of feed was 
employed, their relative merits are not fully showD, 

I for the quantity of milk in each ease must have been 
! influenced by the one that preceded. One thing, how¬ 
ever, is conclusively proved, viz., that grain fed to cows 
in ordinary condition does not all go to fat, but also 
affects the milk. One of the periods for meal gives a 
very low result; another being the highest in the table, 
by the addition of the three we obtain a fair average. 
We think the yieM of the first period before meal ovas 
given was about as it had been since the setting in of 
cold weather, and that it would have continued to di¬ 
minish without the extra feed. The extra yield of milk 
would not alone pay for the extra feed, hut some hay 
was saved, and the condition of the cattle deeidedly 
improved the whole time. There is nothing gained 
by stinting cattle. If two will eat the food which will 
^sustain three, it is more profitable, commonly, to give 
t to the two. While some few breeders may injure 

dieir animals by too high feeding, this is one of the 
I least of the dangers to which common farm stock is 
' subjected. Neglect here results in the loss of thousands 
I of dollars annually, even in our little State.—Home¬ 
stead 

Animals become Parents too Early.—Victor Gilbert 
never allowed ewes to have lambs until they had pas¬ 
sed their third year; and the bucks were not used un- 

! til they had arrived at full maturity. lie, as well as 
' many other sagacious stock-raisers, that we might 
! name, are probably conversant with the fact, that dur- 
| ing the period of growth and developemcnt, up to ma- 
j turity, the re-productive organs are dormant, while at 
I the same time the nutritive function was v/holly en- 
I gaged in elaborating chyle and blood for the develop- 
I ment of bone, muscle, and nerve; and that by calling 
into requisition the re-productive or generative organs, 

| before the animal had attained full growth, must ne- 
I cessarily divert the elements of matter, intended for 
nutrition, from their ligitimate channel, and direct 
them to the re-productive organs. This is precisely 
what takes place. A too early use of the purely ani¬ 
mal function, induces weakness and stunted growth.—- 
Am. Vet. Journal. 
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Curing Hams.—At the late Fair of the Maryland 
State Agricultural Society, the first, second, third and 
fourth premiums were awarded to hams cured as foh 
lows : 

1st. To 150 pounds of Ham, take 1-J lbs. saltpetre, 4 
quarts of tine salt, with molasses enough to make it a 
paste—rub well on the flesh side—let it lay 4 weeks— 
make a pickle strong enough to bear an egg—let the 
Hams lay in it 4 weeks—then hang and smoke. Two 
days before removing from the smoke house, paint with 
black pepper and strong cider vinegar, after which bag 
them. 

2nd. Ham weighing lOf pounds, cured by Mrs. Sam’l 
Carr:—Half bushel of salt, 2 pounds of saltpetre, 2 
pounds of black pepper, 2 pounds of cayenne pepper, 8 
pounds of brown sugar. This mixture, rubbed on 60 
hams, averaging 10 pounds, smoked gradually with 
hickory chips. 

3rd. To 100 lbs. ham, to average 10 or 12 pounds, 
half peck ground alum salt, 1 pound sugar, oz. salt¬ 
petre, 1 quart hickory ashes, 2 ounces salaiatus, 2 
ounces red pepper; mix them well together, rub the 
hams well, and stand them on their hocks, and let them 
remain for 5 weeks, then hang them up and smoke 
them about 1 week. For 1000 lbs. hog meat, half bushel 
of fine salt, half a gallon best molasses, 3 pounds of 
brown sugar, 2£ pounds of saltpetre, pounded very 
fine. Mix all the ingredients well together in a large 
tub, and rub the meat then with it until you absorb 
the whole quantity. The meat must be taken out of 
the cask once a week, and rubbed with the pickle it 
makes. The two last times you take it out, add at 
each time a plate full of alum salt. It ought to remain 
in piekle five or six weeks, or according to the size of 
the meat 

4th. For 100 pounds of harn 8 pounds of salt, 2 
ounces of saltpetre, 2 pounds of sugar, 4 gallons of 
water; the harn remaining in pickle 8 weeks. 

TuRNirs for Milch Cows.—I wish to say a few 
words about this root, as I differ with many writers 
somewhat in my estimate of its value. I have inva¬ 
riably found them to lessen the quality of the milk 
for butter-making, which is with nearly all farmers 
the desideratum in keeping cows. I am satisfied that 
for those who sell their milk, they may prove a good 
feed, as they increase the quantity considerably, but 
the cream will not rise. This spring I took my tur¬ 
nips from the pit to feed my cows, (only two,) as my 
carrots were gone. I gave a little less than a half 
bushel a day, and within two weeks they had fallen 
off nearly four pounds a week in butter, but the milk 
was sensibly increased. I took the turnips from my 
cows and gave them buckwheat bran, under which 
regimen they lessened in milk and increased in butter. 
As this is my first direct experiment in feeding tur¬ 
nips, I would not like to speak positively on the point 
until I have given them another trial; an account of 
which I will furnish you. D.— Gates. 

Milk Regularly-—Cows should be milked at re¬ 
gular intervals of twelve hours, as near as possible, 
especially during the hot summer months. Cows 
then feed mostly in the morning and evening, choosing 
to rest in the cool shade through the middle of the 
day ; hence they should be milked and turned out 
before sundown. 

- - . -■— 

Rancid butter, it is said, may be rendered sweet 
and good by churning it in new milk. Try it, and 
give us the result, j 

A Case for Ornithologists.—An Eagle Hatch¬ 

ed and Nursed by a Shanghai.-^ A bout six weeks 

ago Mr. Robert Cameron, who resides on the Miami 
river, a few miles below Hamilton, Butler County 
Ohio,discovered a bald eagle’s nest on a huge Syca¬ 
more tree standing near the river, and one of his sons, 
an active and adventurous fellow, by “tall climbiDg” 
reached the eyrie, and made a prize of two eggs of 
the bird of our country, which were at once deposited 
under a “ setting hen,” and in two weeks a fine, lusty 
eagle picked the shell, and made his appearance, with 
less pain and pomp and circumstance than attended 
the birth of the “ enfant de France.” One of the eggs 
proved a failure, and this, with the eggs cf the hen, 
were thrown away, it being considered that the barn¬ 
yard fowl would have quite enough to attend to in 
the person of the feathered “ prince imperialand 
the chicken and eagle are both, we are pleased to 
learn, doing as well as could be expected. The ple- 
bian nurse-fowl is, we are informed by Mr. Cameron, 
apparently, at times, veiy much astonished at the eo- 
centricities of His Royal Highness, the infant bird of 
Jove, whose keen, unflinching eyes, and stout, sharp, 
crooked beak, and appetilefor fish and flesh, are slight¬ 
ly terrible, and beyond her appreciation. Still she at¬ 
tempts to relieve his wants with true motherly devo¬ 
tion, and in trying to induce him to take a promenade, 
clucks at him vainly by the hour. H is legs are not 
serviceable, and disclaiming to crawl after her, he 
looks with eager aspirations, as becomes his illustri¬ 
ous race, skyward. He is very fond of fish, and lux¬ 
uriates in rats and snakes, though he is not yet strong 
enough to skin them for himself. The quantity of 
skinned garter snake that he consumes is queer, he be¬ 
ing competent to dispose of almost his weight in that 
article of prepared snake.—Cin. Commercial. 

Eggs-traordinary.—The French practical philoso¬ 
phers certainly know how to make the most of things. 
The rats of Paris supply the ladies with gloves, if not 
with mince pies ; and a Mons. de Sora has recently 
discovered the secret of making hens lay eggs every 
day in the year. He feeds them on horse flesh ; and 
obtains his supply of twenty five or thirty a day, among 
the used up hacks of the city. His Hennery, a few 
miles from Paris, has furnished about forty-thousand 
dozen of eggs a week, at the rate of six dozen for 
four francs, yielding the proprietor for every seven 
days the round sum of $5,000, or $260,000 a year.— 
Mons, de Sora employs about one hundred persons, 
mostly females, and his entire expenses are only about 
$75,000 a year, leaving him the handsome balance 
of $185,000 profit. He never allows a hen to set, 
and all his chickens are hatched by steam. The eggs 
are arranged upon shelves and covered with blankets ; 
and each morning a swarm of chickens are taken to 
the nursery. 

Hereford Beef.—The Tribune states that a pair 
of five-year-old Hereford cattle, bred by George 
Clark, of Otsego county, N. Y., have lately been sold 
in New York for $350; that the butcher who bought 
them says he never had better beef, and that in New 

York market Hereford beef “will be appreciated 
hereafter.” 

Foul Noses in Sheep.—Dip a small swab into tar, 
then roll in salt. Put some on the nose, and compel 
the sheep to swallow a small quantity. 
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A SMALL BBACKETED C3TTAGE. 

A SMALL BRACKETED COTTAGE. 

In the last number we gave a plan of a very cheap 
cottage, which could be built here for about $500. 
We now present our readers with another, and a very 
pretty design, the cost of which will be from six to 
eight hundred dollars, according to the cost of mate¬ 
rial where it is built. We shall continue to give plans 
for cottages and farm houses, many of which will be 
of more value to any person designing to build, than 
ten years subscription to the Genesee Fanner: 

This little cottage, with about the same number 
of square feet as the one given in our last number, is 
more picturesque, from its irregular form. It would, 
on this account, be selected by all those who prefer 
irregular to regular symmetry. 

There is also a good deal more feeling shown in 
this cottage than in the last. The features which ex¬ 
press this are the bay window, the rustic trellises cov¬ 
ered with vines, and the bracketed vine-canopy over 
the end window in the principal apartment. 

Now, every cottage may not display science or 
knowledge, because science demands architectural 
education in its builder or designer, as well as, in 
many cases, some additional expense; but feeling may 
be evinced by every one possessing it, and there is no 
more striking or successful way of manifesting it in a 
cottage, than by the employment of permanent vines 
to embellish it. Something of a love for the beauti¬ 
ful, in the inmates, is always suggested by a vine cov¬ 
ered cottage, because mere utility would never lead 
any person to plant flowering vines; and much of pos¬ 
itive beauty is always conferred upon simple cottage 
forms by the graceful growth of vines, through the 
rural and domestic expression they give to the cottage. 

The little rustic arbors or covered seats on the 
outside of the bay window, may be supposed to an¬ 
swer, in some measure, in the place of a veranda, and 
convey at the first glance, an impression of refine¬ 
ment and taste attained in that simple manner so ap¬ 
propriate to a small cottage. 

The plan of the first floor of this cottage shows an 
entry, six by twelve feet, containing a flight of stairs 

to the chamber floor, under which are stairs to the 
cellar. On the left is the living room of the family, 
fifteen by seventeen feet. The deep chimney breast 
at the end of the room gives space for two large clos¬ 
ets. The bay window measures six feet in the open¬ 
ing, (in the dear,) and is three feet deep. 

Ground Plan. 

On the right of the entry is the kitchen, a small 
room, ten by twelve feet. As the living room of the 
family will, in a great measure, be also the kitchen, 
this small kitchen will in fact, be used as a back 
kitchen for the rough work, washing, etc., so that in 
summer, and, indeed, at any time, the living room can 
be made to have the comfortable aspect of a cottage 
parlor, by confining the rough work to the kitchen 
proper. Back of this kitchen is a small lean-to ad¬ 
dition, containing a small pantry, four by six feet, and 
a place for coals. There is a small passage between 
this closet or pantry and the coal hole, and opposite 
the door opening from the kitchen into this passage 
is a door which serves as a back door to enter the 
kitchen without going in the front entrance. 

The chamber floor has two bed rooms, each nine by 
fifteen feet, and one bed room ten by twelve feet. 

This plan may be easily varied, so as to give a more 
agreeable and symmetrical effect, with little additional 
cost. To do this, lessen the depth of the chimney 
breast at the end of the room, and reject the two 
closets there. This would make the living room two 
and a half feet longer, or fifteen by nineteen feet six 
inches. Next, place the bay window exactly in the 
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centre of the wall, which would add to the external 
symmetry. By turning the place for coals into a 
cmset, with a door opening into the living room, and 
having a wood house or coal house detached, space 
would be gained, and the arrangement would be more 
pleasing, though perhaps, not quite so convenient. 

The construction of this cottage is the same as 
that in last number. Planed and matched, or rough 
boards may be used for the vertical weather boarding; 
we should prefer to have them rough, if the cottage 
is filled in, and pairited and sanded. 

We have shown in this cottage, the simplest form 
of cottage window—that is, the casement window, 
opening in two parts from top to bottom. These 
sashes are less expensive than rising sashes, with 
weights, but more so than those without weights. 
The latticed sash with diamond panes we have intro¬ 
duced as more significant of a cottage. Indeed, there 
is something in the associations connected with lat¬ 
ticed windows so essentially rural and cottage-like, 
that the mere introduction of them gives an air of 
poetry to a house in the country. 

The chimney tops are built of brick, in a very sim¬ 
ple, but at the same time, more tasteful manner than 
the heavy brick stacks usually seen. 

The front door is merely covered with a hood on 
brackets. Its beauty would be enhanced by making 
this canopy or hood bolder, and extending it five feet, 
making the sides of lattice work, and covering the 
whole with vines. 

THE PROSPECT. 

The restoration of peace in Europe has already had 
a tendency to lower the price of breadsmffs in the 
United States. The best qualities of flour have fallen 
three dollars per barrel, and inferior qualities in a cor¬ 
responding ratio. Prices will probably be still further 
reduced when the navigation of the lakes and canals is 
fully opened. The tgrain which for three years has 
been accumulating in Russian ports will now be huts 
ried to the English markets. The countries -whose 
trade has been suspended by war, will be anxious to 
resume their commercial intercourse with the western 
European nations. Under these circumstances, we 
see no prospect of an extensive foreign demand for our 
agricultural products. Still we do not expect extremely 
low prices. With the good degree of activity in our 
manufacturing classes which now prevails and bids 
fair to continue, there is no fear that the prices of 
breadstuffs will be brought below a price that will 
fairly remunerate the producer, under the ordinary 
yield of crops. The extraordinary prices which have 
prevailed during the last year or two, could not be 
supposed to be permanent; they were based on an un¬ 
natural state of things. They have had in some res¬ 
pects an injurious tendency. They have stimulated 
gambling operations among dealers, by which the con¬ 
sumer has been forced to pay exorbitantly for the 
means of supporting life, while the producer has not 
received a proportionate benefit—a large portion of 
the profits accruing to the dealer. Some of this class, 
however, will now suffer the consequences of their 
mercenary and selfish conduct in the great decrease in 
the value of stocks on hand. The war prices have al¬ 
so stimulated reckless speculations in western lands.— 
Prices have been carried beyond what the lands are 
intrinsically worth, and under the sober and reasona¬ 
ble system which universal peace will bring in, a re¬ 
duction may be anticipated. Yet the natural and 
constant growth of the country will be sufficient to 
maintain living prices of property and produce; and 

though the extravagant promises of speculators may 
not be realized, the honest working man need not fear 
that his labor will fail to receive a fair reward. 

As to the crops of the current year, no positive 
statement can, of course, be hazarded at present. We 
hear nothing unfavorable to wheat, from any quarter. 
The winter was hard on fruit trees, at the south-west, 
and considerable injury is said to have been done to 
pear, peach and other species of trees. Considerable 
loss is said to have been suffered in the death of cattle 
and other domestic animals, in some sections, by the 
severity of the weather- But this may prove a bless¬ 
ing by teaching the owners that it would be for their 
interest to do what, from the principle of humanity, 
they should have done before—provide shelter and 
suitable food for their stock. 

In^this section of,the country, the great body of 
snow went off wholly by sunshine. Of course it went 
slowly, allowing its ammoniated water to percolate 
through the soil. We have had abundant rains since 
the middle of April, and thongh the temperature has 
been lew, grass is remarkably well set and has a very 
promising appearance. Other vegetation, however,is 
backward, and from the general wetness of the soil, the 
spring work of the farmer is somewhat delayed:— 
Should the weather be moist through June—which is 
always an indispensable requisite of the hay crop in 
this latitude fin America)—hay will probably he more 
abundant than for several years.—Boston Cultivator. 

THEe.SEASONS later than formerly. 

In a conversation writh a young gentleman of your 
city, I stated that the seasons,—particularly the 
spring—were not as early as formerly. He thought 
I must be mistaken. Now I will show you my 
opinion and cn what that opinion is based. Thirty- 
three years ago last March, I came into this county 
from the banks of the Hudson. At that time the 
ground was covered with snow but there was no frost 
in the ground. All our spring’s wTork -was done du- 
uring the month of April, except planting corn and 
potatoes ; these were finished by the tenth of May. 
I could name persons in the town of Wheatland who 
for several years invariably planted their corn in 
April. The next year, most of the oats and barley 
grown in the town of Rush were sown during Febru¬ 
ary or March, and for quite a number of years there 
was neither barley nor oats sown as late as the month 
of May, except some pieces for late crops to be cut 
green. Haying was done during June sufficient to 
put in the bottoms of bays to store wheat on ; and 
invariably within a few days after our Fourth of July 
jubilee, (on which day we had our first mess of green 
corn and new potatoes,) we commenced harvesting 
our wheat, which in those days was wheat. 

At a future time I may give you some more proofs 
of the changes of the seasons and the consequences, 
but I shall not touch on the causes of such changes. 
D.— Gates. 

Mechanics in the West.—The Prairie Farmer 
says : “The Eastern papers are complaining that me¬ 
chanics are leaving there for the West. The demand 
for their work here is great; the pay is good, and 
cash down, and is costs but little to reach the West 
now. A thousand or more mechanics are wanted, at 
good paying wages, in Chicago alone, and then there 
are scores of thriving towns all over the State where 
help is needed, and all kinds of work finds ready and 
ample demand. Come West and say you want work, 
and at it you can go at once.” 
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HORTICULTURAL HINTS FOR THE MONTH. 

The Summer management of fruit trees is a sub¬ 
ject too important and too extensile to be discuss¬ 
ed in our limited space this month. Every year 
witnesses great improvements in the cultivation of 
all kinds of fruit, and we are glad to perceive that 
there are thousands of intelligent farmers, in all 
sections of the country, who manifest some degree 
of interest in this matter, and are beginning to re¬ 
alize that few subjects are more worthy of their 
attention. Still it must be confessed that good 
cultivation is the exception, and an unprofitable and 
shameful neglect the rule, among the generality of 
fruit) growers. How many trees are planted every 
year in grain or grass, and left to wither and to 
die ? How many are planted without judicious 
pruning, without due preparation of the soil, with¬ 
out mulching, or that cultivation of the land 
which is necessary to insure the vigorous growth 
of all the superior kinds of fruit trees ? We have 
met with individuals who appear to think that the 
best way to secure good fruit, is to allow the trees to 
take their natural growth. This is a great mistake. 
Fruit trees are not, strictly speaking, in a natural con¬ 
dition. “ Our garden varieties of fruit,” says the la¬ 
mented Downing, “ are not natural forms. They are 
the artificial productions of our culture.” * * * 
“ Transplanted into a warmer aspect, stimulated by a 
richer soil,reared from selected seeds, carefully pruned, 
sheltered and watched, by slow degrees the sour and 
bitter crab expands into the Golden Pippin, the wild 
pear loses its thorns and becomes a Bergamotte or a 
Beurre, the Almond is deprived of its bitterness, and 
the dry and flavorless Peach is at length a tempting 
and delicious fruit.” These results are the work of 
Art. Our fruit trees are in an artificial condition, 
and require artificial treatment. Left to themselves, 
they soon deteriorate, and ultimately return to their 
natural, or wild state. 

Sum >ier Pruning.—Those who advocate “ leaving 
trees to themselves” during the summer, generally 
resort to heavy pruning the followiug winter or spring. 
This removal of large branches promotes an increased 
growth of wood, and retards the production of fruit; 
whereas, it should be the object of the cultivator to 
retard, within certain limits, the growth of wood, and 
to increase the size, flavor and quality of the fruit. 
“ Without summer pruning,” writes an eminent po- 
mologist, in one of the back volumes of the Genesee 

Farmer, “ we would greatly prefer to have trees left 
entirely to themselves, during the whole season. It1 

would not only be a great saving of labor, but more 
favorable to the health, longevity, fruitfulness and 
beauty of the tree.” When once understood, summer 
pruning soon becomes the most fascinating employ¬ 
ment in the garden, and is really one of the most use¬ 
ful and important branches of the science and art of 
tree culture. 

The accompanying figure (Fig. 1) of a side branch 
a of a pear tree will enable 

W the reader to form a tolera¬ 
bly correct idea of what we 
mean by summer pruning. 

(1 ~ This branch had been short- 

I a enec* m at ^e win*er or 
i spring pruning, and below 

a the leader two shoots, a, a, 
are produced, which are not 
needed in the body of the 
tree. These should be 

pinched off at b, b, leaving only three or four buds. 
The sap has always a tendency to flow to the ex¬ 

tremities of the shoots, to the material injury of the 
branches in the body of the tree. Pinching off the 
growing points concentrates the sap in the lower parts 
of the shoot, and converts it into a fruit branch. 

Pinching may be done at any time after the shoots 
have acquired sufficient length. Vigorous trees, in 
rich soils, wheh pinched the present month, not un- 
frequently start out again where the shools were 
pinched off, and it is necessary to repeat the opera¬ 
tion. On this account, some prefer to delay pinching 
till the latter part of July or beginning of August, 
and then, iustead of pinching off the shoot, to break 
it down, as at a, Fig. 2, leaving it to hang on the 
tree for a week or two, and then cutting it away with 
a knife. In this way the sap is not checked so sud¬ 
denly, and the remaining buds are not so liable to 
push into wood. 

All superfluous or awkwardly placed shoots should 
be pinched or rubbed off while soft. If allowed to 
remain till the end of the season, and then pruned off, 
a portion of the sap and force of the tree have been 
uselessly expended, and the foundation laid for future 
crops of similar productions. 

Grape Vines.—Grapes delight in a dry, loose, 
warm soil. In fact, they will do well in no other.— 
They require, however, an abundance of food, and 
evaporate from their leaves an immense quantity of 
water. The most favorable circumstances for the 
production of grapes, then, consists in a warm, dry 
soil, made rich by manure, and artificially supplied 
with water during the formation and early growth of 
the fruit. The two last conditions can frequently be 
supplied together by the use of liquid manure. A 
teaspoonful of Peruvian guano to a gallon of water 
forms a liquid manure that has no superior for grape 
vines. If there is an abundant supply of water, we 
should prefer to lessen the proportion of guano. We 
have but little conception of how extremely dilute is 
the true food of plants. Experiments made at Both- 
amstead to determine the amount of water given off 
by plants during their growth, show that the wheat 
plant evaporates 3111 grains of water for every grain 
of mineral matter taken up from the soil, and 268 
grains of water for every grain of carbonaceous mat¬ 
ter organized in the plant. In barley, peas, beans 
and clover, the quantity of water given off, in pro¬ 
portion to the amount of food taken up, is some¬ 
what less than with wheat, but the lowest figures 
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(with red clover) are 1884 grains of water taken 
up and evaporated through the leaves, for one 
grain of mineral matter. Liquid manure, then, 
should be exceedingly dilute. Another point, too, 
should not be lost sight of. Plants, it is believed, 
do not take up food that it is even partially or¬ 
ganized. For instance, they do not take up hu¬ 
mus or urea. These carbonaceous and nitrogenous 
compounds must be reduced by fermentation to 
carbonic acid and ammonia, before they are prop¬ 
er food for plants. Every gardener knows that 
the fresh liquid of the cow or horse stable will 
kill his plants ; but the same liquid, after it has 
undergone fermentation, can be applied, not only 
with impunity but with decided advantage. We 
believe that those who use guano in solution 
would find it advantageous to have a tank or hogs¬ 
head in which the liquid could remain a few days 
to ferment before being applied to the plant. If 
as dilute as it should be—owing to the strong affinity 
of water for ammonia—no loss of this “ spirit of 
the farm ” need be apprehended from fermenta¬ 
tion. 

Any extremely dilute, fermented, liquid manure 
is good for vines, and may be used with advan¬ 
tage in large quantity. It does not require much 
time or labor to throw half a dozen pailfuls of 
water, once or twice a week, on all the grape vines 
generally found in most farmers’ gardens, and cer¬ 
tainly the benefit resulting from it will astonish 
all who have £een in the habit of leaving the vines 
to “ take care of themselves.” 

This leads us to another important subject, in 
reference to the management of the grape—Sum¬ 
mer pruning. “ What! ” says one, who injured 
his vine last year, by cutting off nearly all the 
leaves — “ you surely don’t recommend summer 
pruning !” Not as you understand the practice. 
No sensible man would dream of removing the 
leaves—the lungs, as they have been somewhat 
fancifully called—of plants. But summer pruning, 
properly understood and practiced, is of great ad¬ 
vantage. the whole force of the vine should be 
directed to the sustenance of the fruit, and the ne 
cessary shoots for training and bearing the follow¬ 
ing year. To this end, all superflous shoots should 
be rubbed or pinched off in May or June. 

After the grapes are formed, the bearing shoots 
should be shortened in by pinching them off two 
or three eyes beyond the fruit, as shown in th( 
accompanying figure. 'It is not well to pinch too 
close to the bunches. Some prefer to delay thi,- 
operation till August or September, and then t( 
break down the shoots and let them hang on the tree 
in the manner we have described for fruit trees in a 
preceding article. 

Layering the Carnation.—The present month, 
or just as they go out of bloom, is the time to 
attend to the propagation of the carnation by means 
of layering. Strip off the leaves as far as it is 
necessary to imbed them in the ground; cut off' an 

inch or so from the ends of the leaves ; then cut the 
stem below a joint, half through, turn the knife up¬ 
ward and slit the stem to the next joint above ; cut 
off the smalPportion remaining below the joint 
where the incision was made, clean to the joint, and 
then bend the stem into the ground and peg it 
down ; draw the earth around it carefully, and so 
as to leave the head of the layer in as upright a posi¬ 
tion as possible. A gentle but thorough watering 
completes the operation. Roses should also be prop¬ 
agated in this way, shortly after they are out of 
bloom. The accompanying cut of a carnation lay¬ 
er will give a good idea of the operation of lay¬ 
ering in general. 

Ammonia in Green-Houses.—It has long been 
known that the ammonia arising from fermenting 
manure, leaves, &c., in green-houses was very beneficial 
to grape vines and all other plants. The recent 
experiments of M. Ville have called more particular 
attention to this subject, and gardeners are very gen¬ 
erally acting upon his recommendation of supplying 
green-houses with an artificial supply of carbonate of 
ammonia. Instead of purchasing the carbonate of 
ammonia from the druggist, the gardener can make 
it himself with ease, and at very much less cost 
S )me gardeners supply their green-houses with ammo- 
n a by scattering Peruvian guano on the floor. This 
c wtainly accomplishes the object, but it is a wasteful 
practice. Peruvian guano contains some sixteen per 
cent, of ammonia, but not more than one per cent, of 
it is in the form of a carbonate, the remainder, in a 
sound guano, being principally in the form of urate of 
immoniaa—non-volatile salt. We do not, therefore, 
get more than one-sixteenth the amount of ammonia 
rom the guano that it is capable of yielding. This 
irate of ammonia is readily changed into the volatile 
carbonate of ammonia, by allowing the guano to fer¬ 
ment. Take a pound of guano and add half a pint of 
water to it, and it will soon ferment in a warm green¬ 
house, and furnish all the ammonia required. Mixing 
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quick-lime with guano will drive off ammonia, but in 
this case caustic ammonia—not the mild carbonate— 
would be formed, and it might prove injurious. ; If 
guano cannot be obtained, any highly-nitrogenous 
substance, such as hair, woolen rags, scraps of hide, 
&c., will answer the purpose. Place some of them in 
a pail, and mix them with a few uuleached ashes, and 
moisten the whole with water, and they will soon fer¬ 
ment and furnish the green-house with all the ammo¬ 
nia required. 

Mowing Grass Plots or Lawns.—Nothing adds 
so much to the appearance of a house or garden as a 
green, velvety lawn or grass plot. Few things are 
more difficult to obtain in our dry, hot, dusty sum¬ 
mers. There is, however, no insuperable difficulty in 
the way. Intelligent care and attention will be am¬ 
ply rewarded. American travelers admire, and justly, 
the grass plots and lawns of England; but few of them 
realize the immense amount of labor required to keep 
them in such fine order. They are generally mown 
once a week, and in growing weather (growth is never 
so rapid as in this country) not unfrequently twice a 
week. In fact, no matter how well the soil is pre¬ 
pared, nor how good the turf, nor how judiciously 
screened from dust and the burning rays of the sun, 
all will fail to furnish a good lawn, without the fre 
quent use of the scythe and roller. The grass should 
never be allowed to get an inch high. The labor of 
sweeping off the grass may be avoided by the use of 
a daisy rake. 

The machine represented in the accompanying en¬ 
graving has been used in England for mowing lawns 
for upwards of twenty years, and gives very general 
satisfaction. A similar machine, with some additional 
improvements, is made by H. N. Swift, of Fishkill 
Landing, N. Y., which is well spoken of by those who 
have use! it. With the general introduction of this 
machine, we may expect to see a great improvement 
in the management and appearance of our lawns and 
grass plots; for the English machine—and we presume 
the same is true of the American—can be used to ad¬ 
vantage only on a smooth lawn and short grass. 

Self-Supporting Ladder —To carry out the sys¬ 
tem of summer pruning we have recommended, a self- 
supporting ladder is indispensable, especially if the 
trees have been neglected in previous years. For 
gathering fruit, too, they will be found exceedingly 

useful. No garden should be without one. Any 
farmer can make such an one as that shown in the ac¬ 

companying cut, in an hour 
or two. The steps should 
be wide enough to be stood 
upon conveniently. The 
legs move on a joint. Some¬ 
times they are made with a 
single prop, but two legs 
are far preferable, imparting 
strength and stability. An 
upright piece at the top is 
convenient to hold by. It 

should be made of light material, so that it may be 
carried about with ease. 

FRENCH PINE ON WASTE LAND. 

At a recent meeting of the Council of the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England, Mr. Grege furnish¬ 
ed an interesting account of the cultivation of Fine 
trees (Pinus maritima) on the sandy hills of the sea 
coast of France, stating that he had grown with suo- 
cess the same species on his_own estate in Cheshire, 
England. 

In an interesting article on “ Tree Planting in 
Nantucket,” in the Boston Cultivator of May 10th, 
E. W. Gardner states that the “French Fine” suc¬ 
ceeds far better than all others, and that he has no 
doubt “ that eve-y acre of the thousands of barren 
waste hinds, lying unused and almost worthless, may, 
by planting with the French Fines, become in twenty 
years worth eighty dollars per acre, and beautifully 
ornament our island. (Nantucket.) 

The Pinus maritima has long been extensively 
cultivated on the waste lands in France, and is parti¬ 
cularly calculated for sowing on the sand hills on the 
sea coast, as it is one of the few of the tribe unaffect¬ 
ed by the sea breezes. The mode of culture consists 
in breaking up the surface and sowing about 20 lbs. 
of seed to the acre. It vegetates quickly and well, 
and the plants come up very thick, and ^are thus 
drawn up very straight. 

When about the thickness of walking-sticks, they 
begin to thin them out. The first use made of them 
is to support the vines, there used as fences for the 
railways, and put to different purposes till they reach 
fourteen years’ growth ; by this time they stand at 
regular distances, and are called upon to pay their 
yearly rent. This is done by a strip of the bark be¬ 
ing taken off about the width of the hand and seven 
•feet high. In the summer, the turpentine exudes from 
the wound, and is scraped off as it forms; the follow¬ 
ing year another strip of the bark is removed, and so 
on every year till they come round to the part from 
which the bark was first removed ; by this time the 
sore is healed, and they begin to tap it again. It i3 
considered that each tree pays about 5 cents a year ; 
and this land, which twenty years ago might have 
been purchased at 20 cents an acre, is now worth 16 
dollars. The French Government sow extensive 
tracts of these wastes every year, and it is considered 
that the timber is benefitted rather than injured by 
the process, and found to be harder than those trees 
that have not been tapped. 

Whenever you see a caterpillar’s cocoon in your 

orchard, pull it off the tree and trample on it. If 

above your reach, use a light pole. 
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TWO BEAUTIFUL FLOWERING SHRUBS. 

The Bridal Wreath Spirea—Spirea prunifo¬ 
lia flora plcno, or double-flowering, prune-leaved 
spirea. This splendid little shrub was introduced in¬ 
to England from China, in 1846, and has since been 
pretty generally circulated. It is perfectly hardy. 
A good plant is truly a magnificent object. We 
have a fine plant now in full flower on the lawn. It 
is about four feet high, and three in diameter, and 
every branch is literally a wreath of white flowers, 
from one to two feet long. Its flowers are produced 
on wood of the previous year’s growth, and every 
bud produces a bunch of pure white flowers, with a 
little tint of green in the centre. It comes into flow¬ 
er about the middle of May, and continues two or 
three weeks in bloom. Its flowers are full and double, 
and resemble a little the flowers of the double-flower¬ 
ing white thorn. The flowers are produced before 
the leaves, which begin to make their appear¬ 
ance when it has been in flower about a week or ten 
days. 

This beautiful Spirea is of the easiest possible cul¬ 
ture, requiring only to be planted in a soil that is not 
too wet, and to be kept clear of weeds and other 
rubbish. It is easily multiplied by division of the 
roots, and cuttings of the young wood, three or four 
inches long, inserted in pots of equal parts of leaf 
mould and clean lake sand, and placed on a gentle 
bottom heat in a hotbed, and shaded from the sun, 
root freely. To make a handsome plant it requires 
two or three pinchings in of the young and most vig¬ 
orous shoots, at intervals of two or three weeks 
during the growing season. It is one of the easiest 
forcing shrubs we have, not excepting, perhaps, 
the Forsythia Veridissima itself, coming in flower in 
ten or fifteen days after insertion in the forcing- 
house. 

The Garland Spirea. 

The Garland Spirea—Spirea lanceolata.—This 
is a beautiful, hardy shrub, flowering the present 
month, and growing to the height of from three to 
five feet, with slender elegant branches, which, being 
slightly pendulous, give it a very graceful appearance. 
Its wood is nearly black, with long spear or lance¬ 
shaped leaves; hence its name. Its flowers are pro¬ 
duced on the wood of the previous year’s growth, ev¬ 

ery bud producing a bunch of flowers, on stems of 
from three to five inches long, each separate piece 
making a beautiful little bunch of flowers for a bo- 
quet, and the whole branch making a complete gar¬ 
land, of snowy whiteness. It is very beautiful in any 
situation. It is very showy and effective as a shrub¬ 
bery plant, but it is more beautiful when grown by \ 
itself on the lawn. When grown as a single specimen 
it requires two or three pinchings-in, at intervals of 
about two or three weeks during the growing season; 
that is, when one shoot grows stronger than another, j 
or out of place, or out of shape, it requires to have 
its top pinched out between the fingers and thumb, 
which checks its growth and throws the force of sap 
into the weaker branches. By this means any one 
may make as symmetrical a plant as was ever seen, i 
It is also a beautiful plant for the green house, in 
winter or early spring. It goes not bear forcing well, 
so early as December and January, but from the mid¬ 
dle of February to the end of March, it can be had 
in great perfection ; when white flowers are very 
scarce. 

These Spireas ought to be more generally known 
and grown. They are old enongh, and have been in 
the country long enough, to be as common as black¬ 
berries, but they are not. If a demand was manifest¬ 
ed, they could be produced almost as cheaply as any 
hedge plant, and where small hedges are wanted 
around a door yard or about a flower garden, or by 
the sides of walks, what could be more charming or 
have a greater effect than a hedge of such snowy 
whiteness all through the month of June ? 

It is easily propagated by layers or cuttings of the 
young wood. J. Salter. 

Fertilizer for the Garden.—Messrs. Editors:— 
Having had some experience in the use of Peruvian 
guano as a fertilizer for the garden, the communica¬ 
tion in the May number of the Genesee Farmer, on 
“Home made Guano,” or hen manure, leads me to 
suggest to such of your readers as have any of this 
manure, and who may desire to raise fine vegetables 
in their gardens, that they collect it, dry it in the sun, 
and beat it into a powder. Then, either before or 
after planting the seed, scatter a small quantity broad¬ 
cast over the surface of the ground. If the plants 
are up, and have been sown in rows, scatter the ma¬ 
nure between the rows; and if the ground be dry, 
water the plants, that the manure may be conveyed 
directly to the roots. It will cause the plants to 
grow rapidly, and very large, and in many cases will 
preserve" the plants from worms and enable them to 
withstand drouth. If you wish to apply the manure 
at the time of transplanting, put about half a table¬ 
spoonful in the hole beneath each plant, with a little 
earth between, as immediate contact with the plant 
might prove injurious. H. E. 

The Curculio.—A reward of $500 was offered by 
the Kentucky Horticultural Society at its meeting in 
Louisville, last week, to the discoverer of a certain 
and effectual remedy against the curculio. Said rem¬ 
edy not to be so costly or troublesome as to prevent 
general application. 

There is nothing which makes a farm look more 
agreeable or pleasant than a neat cottage, surrounded 
with a handsome lawn and well planted orchard and 
flower garden. 
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CULTIVATION OF THE HYACINTH. 

This is the fabled (an& famous) Asphodel of the 
Greeks, from asphodelus—ashes, so named because it 
was formerly planted ou the graves ol the dead, to 
nourish their manes, or souls, as its properties are 
acrid and stimulating ; and it was one ot the flowers 
of the Elysian Fields : 

“Angels saw I, to their bowers 
Bearing home their sheaves of flowers, 
And could hear their anthems swell, 
Reaping in the Asphodel. * 

There are all hues, from white to the deepest crim¬ 
son and purple. These latter were preferred by the 
ancients as most faithful to its mythology, being re¬ 
garded by them as the blood of Hyacinth, the beau¬ 
tiful youth, beloved and killed by Apollo, whose 
quoit was turned aside, causing his friend s death, by 
Zephyr, the west wind, who was piqued by the god s 
preference for Hyacinth. Apollo changed his blood 
into the flower bearing his name, on whose bells are 
dots, resembling Ai! Ai! Apollo’s Greek notes ol 
grief— 

“ Stamped on thy leaves, my cries thou slialt repeat. 
—OZELL. 

A festival called “ Hyacinthia ” was annually cele- 
j brated for three days, at Sparta, in honor of Apollo 

i and his favorite Hyacinth, their king’s nephew. 
The blue (Seld) Hyacinth tinges the meadows of 

I England about St. George’s Day, and is thought to 
afford an emblem of the deep blue sea, over which 
England assumes the rule. 

Yellow varieties are so faint in hue that they have 
I to be placed always with white, for the benefit ofcon- 
I trast 

The Holland florists have already produced nearly 
1 eleven hundred varieties, although the root is not in¬ 

digenous to the country. The saline atmosphere of 
Haerlem is supposed to have greatly aided in this re¬ 
sult, hence salt is recommended to mix with their cul¬ 
ture, in inland gardens at considerable distance from 
the sea. They are grown yearly in immense quanti¬ 
ties from the seeds, which, however, require four years 
for flowering. Seeds, of course, are taken from the 
single flowers, the best specimens of which should 
now (June) be chosen for this purpose, and the re¬ 
maining flowers cut from the stalk. 

They are mostly raised from bulbs, which must be 
planted eight inches apart, and covered with four 
inches of clean sand. The colors should be alterna¬ 
ted, if beds are devoted to them, and beds should be 
no more than four feet wide, admitting five rows. 
For great perfection the soil should be prepared two 
feet deep with sand, compost, fresh earth, &c. They 
will remain very pretty for two or three years, if not 
re-set. 

If they are to be re-set, they should be taken up 
before the next year’s buds begin to grow or form — 
about the last of June, when the foliage turns yellow, 
— the flower stems cut off, the fibres will dry and 
rub off, if the root is turned up. When they are ri¬ 
pened and cleaned, those that have no little spots of 
decay upon them may be wrapped in papers of sand, 
or saw dust, to be kept till October or November, 
the best time for planting. Later, although they are 
hardy, a light covering of leaves, straw or hay, will 
koep the blooms more beautiful. Decay is contagious 
to sound roots, and all spotted bulbs must be reject¬ 
ed as refuse. Good bulbs can be purchased at from 
six to ten dollars per hundred, though the period has 
been when two hundred pounds were offered lor a 
single root. They are within the reach of all, and 
reward the little care required for their cultivation, by 
a month of bloom and beauty, and classic association, 
and fragrance, when Heaven puts on the blue of 
May. _ ^_ 

Cultivation of the Smaller Fruits. — Ens. 
Genesee Farmer : The cultivation of the smaller 
kinds of fruit, such as strawberries, raspberries, 
gooseberries, and currants, aside from the great 
luxuries they afford for the table, can be made 
quite profitable. 

For strawberries, the soil cannot be made too 
rich, and the more pains there is taken with them, the 
finer will be the fruit, both in size and quality. This 
fruit is among the first that adorns our table. The 
luxuriant growth of the pines, and the rich, melt¬ 
ing flavor of the fruit, entitle it to the highest es¬ 
teem. 

In order to get good raspberries and gooseber¬ 
ries, care must first be exercised in their selection, 
and then in keeping them free from grass and 
weeds. This will cause the vines to grow solid. 
Prune with reference to bearing shoots. It is cus¬ 
tomary, however, to cut out a portion of the old 
canes every spring. They must not be allowed to 
grow too thick, or too near each other, as it im¬ 
pairs the quality of the fruit. 

The currant should occupy a prominent place in 
every garden. It is hardy and easily propagated, 
and the fruit forms a palatable dish, either green 
or ripe, when properly prepared. 

We do not recommend letting them grow among 
the grass especially until after the plant, has been 
set three or four years. W. Mich.— May 15, 1856 
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THE FORSYTHIA VERIDISSIMA. 

The Forsythia Yeridissima is, I think, one of For¬ 

tune's discoveries. It was introduced into England 
from China in 1845, and named in honor of Mr. For¬ 

syth, the celebrated gardener and writer on Horti¬ 
culture. In England it is a hardy, deciduous shrub. 
In this country it is not quite so hardy, but decidedly 
deciduous, sometimes losing branch and all as far 
down ks the wood is unripened. But it has stood 
the last two winters here almost with impunity, hav¬ 
ing only a few inches of the unripened wood killed. 
I think it is hardy enough to be very desirable as an 
early, spring-flowering shrub. There are now grow¬ 
ing in Messrs. H. E. Hooker & Co.’s nursery, some 
ten or twelve fine plants, and flowering profusely, 
which have stood there in the most exposed situa¬ 
tions for the last five or six years. It stands exposed 
and unprotected beside the osage orange, and is quite 
as hardy. I have a fine plant growing right at the 
south-west corner of my house, fully exposed to the 
bitterest southern wind, which, perhaps is the very 
worst position for any late-growing, hardy shrub, un¬ 
protected with straw or other covering. It is unin¬ 
jured, save a few inches of the unripened tips, which 
is of no material consequence, as it requires to be 
pruned back eighteen inches to two feet. It is flow¬ 
ering profusely. It has stood there three winters. 

All late-growing, hardy shrubs, ’when exposed to 
the winter sun, should always be protected with a 
little straw or other covering, for they are so very 
excitable that a few bright, mild days in winter sets 
all the sap in circulation, and a sudden depression in 
the atmosphere (a severe frost at night after a bright 
day) freezes and bursts all the sap vessels; conse¬ 
quently, in spring, when it should put forth a vigor¬ 
ous and healthy growth, the whole structure of the 
plant is ruptured and debilitated, whereas, if it had 
had the slightest kind of shade, it might have stood 
unharmed. 

Forsythia Yeridissima, if not absolutely indispen¬ 
sable, deserves, at. least, a trial in every garden. It 
is the earliest of our spring flowering shrubs, and its 
profusion of bright yellow flowers are very beautiful; 
and their coming out before its leaves, renders it very 
conspicuous and desirable. A temperature of 60° 
will bring it into flower in any of the winter months. 

It is a very desirable plant as a pot plant in win¬ 
ter. Any lady who is fond of her flowers, can have it 
taken up and potted in moderately good earth any 
time before winter sets in, and placed in the cellar, 
or anywdiere where it does not actually freeze, and 
supplied occasionally with a moderate supply of luke¬ 
warm water, and it will flower; and when in flower, 
it is very ornamental for the drawing-room, wThen 
other flowers are so very scarce. It is easily prop¬ 
agated by cuttings and layers. Its time of flower¬ 
ing, in England (out of doors), is February; here it 
is from middle of April to middle of May. J. Sal¬ 

ter, Gardener to John .F. Bush.—Rochester, JY. Y. 

Tie up your Flower Stems.—Almost every plant 
is prettier for having its stalk supported. Large ones 
should be tied two, three, or even four times, to keep 
them from being boxed and cuffed by the wind. Slen- 
d t iron rods are recommended by various writers as 
very durable and cheap. If neatly painted green, 
they attract no attention, and never rust. Finks, 
especially, should be supported. 

Pruning Evergreens.—The Horticulturist says: 

“ It is a question not often mooted, whether ev¬ 
ergreens do or do not require the same cutting 
back as deciduous trees, when removed. Our own 
experience indicates that a slight trimming is use¬ 
ful. The mode of operation on the Norway Fir, 
for instance, is this : Cut back the limbs of last 
year’s growth, using the dissolved sbell-lac on cuts, 
and leaving the leader untouched. The effect is the 
same as that on deciduous trees, with this addi¬ 
tional advantage—the plant throws out two, prob¬ 
ably more, leading limbs, and the result is that of 
thickening the growth and improving the appear¬ 
ance. For the sake of experiment, we carried this 
system to as great an extent, with a single speci¬ 
men, as possible ; ere many years elapsed, the 
limbs became so heavy with numerous branches, 
that they broke with their own weight. Others, 
cut back once in three years, have attained rare 
beauty and a close habit. 

Names Written with Flowers.—A pleasant little 
surprise to children, the memory of which they would 
carry to their graves, would be to see their names 
written in tender green leaves on the fresh earth. 
This is often done by drawing the name w ith a stick, 
in a smoothly raked bed, and sowing the seeds of some 
annual in the shallow furrow. If the seeds are soaked 
iu water for a few hours, and covered but lightly with 
the soil, the name will appear almost before the weeds, 
which must of conrse be kept out. June is rather 
late for sowing annuals, but they might be trans¬ 
planted from other beds while they are small and of 
uniform size, and produce the effect at once. An 
eminent man once described a discovery of this sort 
as a landmark of peculiar happiness in his boyhood. 

To Kill Insects on Apple Trees.—The Farmers' 

Encyclopaedia says:—“Insects upon apple trees may 
be killed by clay and water made as thin as white¬ 
wash, and mixing with every six gallons of it, two 
pounds of cream of tartar, one pound of soft soap, 
and half a peck of quick lime. When you think that 
the weather is likely to continue dry for some time, 
take a bucket-full of this mixture, and with a large 
brush, wash over the bark of the trees, wherever you 
think it has been infected with the bug. Care must 
be taken to apply it in dry weather.” 

Colored Plates in the Horticulturist. — The 
Country Gentleman says : 

“ In noticing this number of the Horticulturist, 
we shouid not forget to mention the beautiful col¬ 
ored plate,, representing two new and splendid va¬ 
rieties of the Fuchsia, which exhibit so brilliant a 
combination of rich colors, that a little five-year 
child, on seeing the picture, exclaimed, * Oh! that 
is handsomer than apples or plum-cake.’ ” 

- ^ ♦ tti - 

The Ohio Farmer estimates from statistics of the 
Horticultural Society, that there are two thousand 
acres of Catawba vines in cultivation in the vicinity 
of Cincinnati, of which 1,000 acres are in full bearing. 
By the average production of the last few years this 
area of vines will yield 500.000 gallons of vine, 
which yield must, in a short time, be doubled. The 
demand for the wine is increasing faster than the 
supply. 
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flits’ Department. 
THE ARROW AND THE SONG. 

The following song has the strong recommendation that it is 
Mrs. Beowxisg’s favorite among the poems of Longfellow : 

“I shot an arrow into the air, 
It fell to earth I know not where; 
For so swiftly it Hew, the sight 
Could not follow in its flight. 

“ I breathed a song into the air, 
It fell to earth 1 knew not where; 
For who has sight so keen and strong, 
That it can follow the flight of song? 

“ Long, long afterward, in an oak • 
1 found the arrow, still unbroke; 
And the song, from beginning to end, 
I found it again in the heart of a friend1” 

THE OLD HOMESTEAD. 

Whene’er the happiest time is come 
That to the year belongs, 

Of uplands bright with harvest gold, 
And meadows full of songs— 

When fields of yet umipened corn, 
And daily garnering stores, 

, Remind the thrifty husbandman 
Of ampler threshing floors; 

How pleasant, from the din and dust 
Of the thoroughfare aloof, 

Seems the old-fashioned homestead. 
With its steep and mossy roof. 

When home the woodman plods, with axe 
Upon his shoulder swung, 

And in the knotted apple tree 
Are scythe and sickle hung; 

When light the swallows twitter 
’Neath vhe rafters of the shed, 

And the table on the ivied porch 
With decent care is spread ;j 

The heart is light and freer 
Than beats in populous town, 

In the old-fashioned homestead, 
With gables sharp and brown. 

When the flowers of summer perish 
In the cold and bitter rain, 

And the little birds with weary wings 
Have gone across the main; 

When curls the blue smoke upwards. 
Up towards the bluer sky, 

And cold along the naked hills, 
And white the snow drifts lie; 

In tales of love and glory, 
Is forgot the cloud and storm, 

In the old-fashioned homestead, 
With hearthstone large and warm. 

PROVERBS. 

A correspondent of the Homestead furnishes the 
following Proverbs, wiiich are good at all times and 
worth remembering: 

“ Silks and satins put out the kitchen fireand 
here follow a few others. “A stitch iu time saves 
nine.” “ Too many cooks spoil the broth.” Light 
heeled mothers make heavy heeled daughters.” “Con¬ 
trivance is better than hard workor “ One good 
planner is better than two workers.” “Many hands 
make light work.” “ A fat kitchen makes a lean will.” 
“Cutyour coat according to your cloth.” “Nothing 
venture, nothing have.” “Elbow grease is the best 
polish.” “Hunger is the best sauce.” “Lazy folks 
take the most pains.” “ The proof of the pudding is 
the eating.” “ The sweetest wine makes sharpest vin¬ 
egar.” “You can’t eat your cake and keep it.” 
“There’s no making a silk purse of a sow’s ear.” “An 
apple an egg and a nut, you may eat after a slut.”— 
“Easy teaching the cat the road to the kirn.” “Who 
goes a borrowing goes a sorrowing.” “Every crow 
thinks its own young the whitest.” “A scalded dog 
dreads cold water.” “ May-bees are not aye honey 
bees.” “ Gie a bairn its will and a whelp its fill, an’ 

baith ’ll gae to the de’il.” “ Keep your breath to cool 
your porridge.” “The foot on the cradle, the hand 
on the reel, is a sign that a woman means to do week” 
“ Wilful waste makes woful want.” “ Lose an hour in 
the morning and you may run after it all day without 
catching it.” “Every herring must bang by its own 
head.” “ Rich harvests make men prodigal, poor ones 
provident.” Measure twice, cut but once.” Quick to 
hear and slow to speak.” “Cool in the same skin you 
heat in.” 

Domestic Flower Stands.—The effect of parapet 
walls and marble vases, and other expensive devices 
that adorn the paterres of wealth, may be pleasantly 
and economically imitated by mounting old barrels 
sawn in halves, boxes, pails, &c, on mounds of earth, 
or on carved feet, or rural standards, such as twisted 
boughs. If these receptacles are neatly painted, and 
half filled with rubbish first, to prevent their being 
too heavy, then with two feet of mould, they will 
accommodate all common roots and bulbs; and with 
creepers falling gracefuliy over their brims, will pre¬ 
sent a picturesque and charming appearance, and 
could be cared for by ladies who are deprived of the 
pleasure of flower culture by the fatigue of beading 
over the beds. It is, too, easy at any time to shelter 
them from frost and storms. 

How to Mend China.—From an English Almanac 
we cut a recipe for mending china, a long time since, 
and the opportunity having occurred for trying, we 
found it admirable, the fracture scarcely being visible 
after the article was repaired. It is thus made: Take 
a very thick solution of gum arabic in water, and stir 
into it plaster of .Paris until the mixture becomes a 
viscous paste. Apply it with a brush to the frac¬ 
tured edges, and stick them together. Iu three days 
the article cannot be broken in the same place. The 
whiteness of the cement renders it doubly valuable. 
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dpHtffr'is ®a&h. 
Silesian Sheep Shearing.—The Silesian sheep owned 

by Messrs. Chamberlain, Campbell & Ladd, were 

sheared at Red Hock, Duchess Co., N. Y., May 13, and 

we give the following summary from figures furnished by 

Sanford Howard, Esq., Editor of the Boston Culti¬ 

vator, who was present. 
Five breeding ewes, that had suckled lambs from last 

December, sheared an average of 8 lbs. 14 oz. of unwashed 

wool per head. Their mean weight was 69g lbs. each, so 

that 100 lbs. live weight of animal gave 12 lbs. 13 oz. of 

wool. 
'Five yearling ewes sheared less than 11 months previous and 

whose mean weight was G2j lbs. each, sheared 8 lbs. 4 oz. 

each, or 100 lbs. live weight gave 13 lbs. 2 oz. of wool. 
A buck of last year’s importation, sheared less than 

eleven months ago, and weighing 110 lbs., sheared 131 lbs. 

of wool, or 100 lbs. live weight, gave 12 lbs. of wool. 
Two yearling bucks, mean weight 69 lbs wool; less than 

eleven months growth, sheared 8 lbs. 7 oz. each, or 100 lbs. 

live weight, gave 121 lbs. of wool. 
A fine flock of French Merinoes were also sheared.— 

Five yearling ewes, mean weight 71 lbs., wool 17 months 

growth, sheared 13 lbs. 11 oz. each, or 100 lbs. live weight 

gave 19 lbs, 2 oz. of wool. 

Mr. Howard says : “ It was estimated that a deduction 

of 25 per cent would make this wool equal in cleanness 

to ordinary washed wool, and in this condition, it is said 

by those who are well acquainted with the wool market, 

it would bring sixty cents per pound.” 

The above figures show that the Silesian sheep produce 
a large quantity of wool in proportion to their live weight, 

and all who saw these beautiful animals at our last state fair, 
and at the Fair of the United States Agricultural Society in 

Boston, will not need to be informed that it is of a superior 

quality. 

Great Sale of Improved Cattle.—By reference to 

our advertising columns, it will be seen that L. G. Morris 

Esq., of Mount Fordham, N. Y., has concluded to sell at 

public auction, without reserve, his entire herd of Devon 

Cattle, his entire flock of South Down Sheep—many of 

which have no superior on this or on the other side of the 

Atlantic—his entire herd of Berkshire and Essex hogs, and 
about fifteen shorthorn bulls and bull calves. It was first 

Mr. Morris’ intention to give up breeding altogether, but 

we ire glad to learn that he has been persuaded to keep a 

portion of his herd of shorthorns, and to give his undivided 

attention to them hereafter. 

Effect of the Winter, on Quince Trees.—In a 
recent conversation with Mr. Zerah Burr, of Perinton, in 

this county, he informed us that his quince trees have been 

materially injured by the severe cold of the past two win¬ 
ters. He has an orchard containing one hundred and fifty 

trees, that have been set out over twenty-five years, and 
which yields, on an average, over one hundred barrels of 

fruit in a season. The orchard has received good cultiva¬ 

tion, and the trunks of many of the trees are over three feet 

in circumference. This spring many of the trees have died, 
and many other are so severely injured that Mr. B. fears 
they will not recover. Have similar effeets been observed 
in other sections ? 

The Genesee Farmer for May is one of the best 

ever issued.—Hollidaysburgh (Pa.) Register. 

Under-Draining for Fruit Trees.—The Horticul¬ 
turist states that nurserymen who had under-drained 

their grounds, were observed to be delivering their trees 

at least ten days earlier than their neighbors who neg¬ 

lected it—a fact which we can readily believe, and one 

which is of immense importance to the nursery interest. 
Crops of all kinds are earlier on under-drained land, and 

the land can be plowed earlier in the spring and later 

in the fall, and sooner after heavy rain, than land which 
has not been drained. The depredations of the wheat 

midge may be materially lessened by having wheat ma¬ 

ture earlier, and the fact that it does ripen sooner on 

drained land than on undrained land, cannot for a mo¬ 
ment be doubted. 

We are indebted to Prof. Geo. H. Cook, for the second 

annual Report of the Geological survey of the State of 
New Jersey for the year 1855. It contains a large amount 

of valuable information, from which we hope to draw for 

the benefit of our readers at some future time. 

Nolttes nf NHx) Books, ^triokuals, &c. 

The Flower Garden ; or, Breck’s Book of Flowers—in which are 
described all the various hardy Herbaceous Perennials, Annuals, 
Shrubbery Plants, and Evergreen Trees, desirable for ornamental 
purposes or cultivation. By Joseph Breck, Seedsman, &c. 
Boston : Published by John P. Jewett & Co. 1856. 

Every cultivator of flowers should possess this work. It 
is an elegant book of about 600 pages, containing descrip¬ 

tions of nearly every flower to be found in the most exten¬ 
sive collections, w'ith remarks in regard to their cultivation 

in this country. It is not a reprint of an English wrork ; 

the author is an experienced American florist, and writes 
for American readers, and with reference to American 
climate. The demand for this work has been so great that 

the former editions were exhausted. The present edition 
contains a new and useful chapter on House Plants, and is 

altogether such a “ Book of Flowers ” as we have pleasure 
in recommending to our readers. 

The Mother’s Rule; cr the Right Way and the Wi-ong Way. 
Edited by T. S. Arthur. Rochester, published by E. Darkow 
& Bro., 65 Main-st. 1856. 

This is a really excellent book. No mother can rise 

fromt he perusal of these delightful little stories, without 

being better prepared to govern wisely her household, 
and to control the feelings of herself and her children. 

TnE Wedding Guest : A Friend of the Bride and the Bridegroom. 
Edited by T. S. Arthur. Rochester : Published by E. Darrow 

. & Bro., 65 Main-st. 1856. 

This is a collection of short sketches of the different 

phases of married life They are all moral in their 

tone, and elevatiug and refining in their sentiment, con¬ 

taining much sound advice, and affording considerable 

entertainment. The typography and binding of the book 

are excellent. Send the publishers seventy ,five cents 
worth of postage stamps and get the book. 

The Heroes of Methodism, containing Sketches of Eminent 
Methodist Ministers, and Characteristic Anecdotes of their Per¬ 
sonal History. By Rev. J. B. Wakeley. New York : Carlton 
& Phillips. 1856. 

This is an exceedingly interesting book. It contains 
sketches of the lives of twenty-three English and Am¬ 

erican Methodist Ministers, with several excellent steel 
engravings. The work is destined to a great sale, not 

only in the Methodist connexion, but among the more 

liberal minded of other denominations. 
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Select Lectures : Comprising some of the more valuable Lec¬ 
tures delivered before the Young Men’s Christian Association, 
in Exeter Hall, London, from 1847 to 1855. Edited by Kev. D. 
W. Clark, D. D. Cincinnati: L. Swormstedt and A. Poe. 
1856. 

We have read these Lectures with unmingled pleasure. 
They are on subjects of deep interest to all, and especially 

to young men. No one can read them without being the 
better for it. We have the Lectures as published in Lon¬ 

don, and have often wished that at least a portion of them 
might be re-published in this country. Dr. Clark has 
made a most judicious selection, and the publishers have 

got up the book in superior style. We trust it will have a 

great sale. 

Life or Schamtl, and Narrative of the Circassian War of Inde¬ 
pendence against Russia. By J. Milton Mackie, Author of 
Cosas de Espana. Boston : John P. Jewett & Co. 1856. 

Those who desire a more intimate acquaintance -with 
the life and manners of the remarkable people inhabiting 
the Caucasian mountains, will not fail to read this book 

with interest. 

Inqiurua anil Enstojtig. 
(Wm. Livingston, Laurencebury, Pa.) You can get 

the Lawton Blackberry from Wm. Lawton, of New Ro¬ 

chelle, N. Y. Houghton’s Seedling Gooseberry, and Ho- 
vey’s Seedling Strawberry you can get from any nnrsery. 

The American Kitchen Garden, which we can send you 

for 25 cents, postage paid, may be of use to you. 

Mice and Fruit Trees.—Please give us, in the Farmer, the best 

way to prevent mice from barking fruit trees. To pack the snow 

around the trees will save many, but cannot a composition readily 

be put on in the fall, harmless to the tree, and at the same time 

offensive to the mice ? H. J. Foster—Palmyra, N. Y. 

iMruRE Well Water.—I have a well from whjjph my house is 

supplied with water, that is about twenty-Gve fe’et deep. For seve¬ 

ral years past, the water for a time becomes very offensive to the 

smell and taste. Some years it regains its purity, to all appearance, 

in from two to four weeks. Last year we could not use it for over 

two months. I shall be very much obliged if any of your readers 

can tell me the cause, and the remedy. 

I would say I have tried cleaning; also quick lime, but without 

success. There is a wooden pump in it, which has been preceded 

by at least two other wooden and on<{ lead pipe pump. D.—Gates. 

Cultivation of the Pie Plant.—I wish some information on 

the cultivation of the Pie Plant. Last fall I obtained some roots, 

set them in a good rich soil, made doubly so by a bountiful supply 

of chip manure from an old wood pile, where wood has been sawed 

and chopped for many years. This spring they came up with a 

head nearly as large as an egg, and the leaves unfolded without 

rising on a stem at all. They are now putting forth blossom buds. 

If you or any of your intell'gent correspondents can tell me thro’ 

your journal how I can remedy the defect, they will oblige a sub- 

riber. D.—Gates. 

Cure for Poll Evil.—Eds Genesee Farmer :—I see in your 

May number a request for a cure for the Pole Evil. Now, as I have 
derived much useful information from the pages of the Genesee 

Farmer, I think it my duty to contribute my mite for the good of 

your readers, as they have done for me. 

Several years ago I had a valuable mare badly affected with Pole 

Evil, and after trying many remedies without any good effect, I 

used what is generally called Fish Oil, or Tanner’s Oil, applied 

freely to the sore, using a feather to anoint the inside, and rubbing 

freely with the hand, on the outside, daily, until she was perfectly 

cured, which was in a short time; and not only was she perfectly 

cured, but there was no stiffness of the neck, and “sticking out” 

of the head, as is often the case after the cure of the Pole Evil. I 

still own the mare, cured some ten years ago, and there has never 

been any appearance of a return of the disease ; but she ha3 got 
the Heaves. 

Will some of your numerous correspondents inform me what is 

best to relieve or cure this disease. J. D. K.—North Liberty, Ohio- 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early as the 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

FOR SALE. HAYING to devote my time to other business,I have determined 
to sell several Farms, now in cultivation under my own diiec- 

tion, and also a Grist Mill and Saw Mill. The mills are situated 
about six miles from the county seat, in a thickly settled portion 
of the country, on never failing streams, and healthy locations. 
There are two run of stones in the Grist Mill, together with all the 
machinery for manufacturing flour, buckwheat flour, corn meal, he. 
The mill is 60 by 40 feet, three stories high, with a 16 feet wheel 
The Saw Mill is run by a submerged center discharging wheel, cast 
gearing; and the Mills, within 80 feet of each other, are run by 
different streams, and were built in 1851. There is attached to the 
mills about 200 acres of land, part of which is in cultivation in 
grain and grass. There are four tenements on the land, rented 
out; three of them, without any land, pay $100. The mills are 
under my own direction, and the miller rents the farm, and pays 
crop rent. The mills rented last year for $400. There is a large 
portion of bo tom land on this farm which is valuable. The Alex¬ 
andria, Loudoun & Hampshire Railroad passes within 100 yards of 
the mill, where there is to be a station, &c. 

I also have a Farm of 100 acres adjoining the county seat, well 
improved, good house of brick, orchards, well watered, and all the 
necessary outbuildings. The Menasses Gap Railroad parses through 
the village, and also a turnpike road to Washington and Alexandria, 
which are distant about 15 miles. I have also another Farm of 10O 
acres, within three-fourths of a mile of the county seat, one half 
of which is in timber, and the other in cultivation. I am building 
a house on this, which will be finished by fall. I have also one 
other Farm of 120 acres, lying about four miles from the county- 
seat, in cultivation by a Northern man, who has resided on it three 
years. 

I will sell any or all of these Lands, &c., on reasonable terms. 
Persons desiring further information, can address the undersigned 
at Fairfax Courthouse, Ya., who will give information, if desired, 
relative to his own or any other lands in thi3 or the adjoining 
counties. 

May 1, 1858—tf. GEO. W. HUNTS, Jr. 

ATTENTION THRESHERS! 
PITTS’ PREMIUM SEPARATORS AND DOUBLE PINION 

HORSE POWERS., 

fpEE above cut is a representation of the justly celebrated Pitts’ 
JL Machine fur Threshing and cleaning grain at one operation. 

It is the best Machine for threshing and cleaning grain in existence. 
The following cut represents Pitts’ Double pinion eight or ten 

Horse Power. 

As a superior and every way reliable Horse Power, the above 
stands ui rivalled. 

Pitts’ Machine was awarded a splendid Gold Medal at the recent 
Paris exhibition in France. 

We call attention to the fact that we are now manufacturing the 
above Machines at Rochester, N. Y.. in a more substantial, durable 
and of a larger capacity than any hitherto built by us in this city-, 
having all the latest improvements made by John A. Pitts. 

We also make £. new style of Straw Carriers, more portable than 
any heretofore made. We can furnish the latest and best all iron 
Power fur eight or ten horses. 

We invite all who intend purchasing to examine our machines; 
they will more than equal the best expectations of the public. 

ALEXANDER GORDON k CO., 
Successors to John A. Pitts, 

May I—2t. 68 South St. Paul street, Rochester, N. Y. 
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McCORMXCK’S HEAPING AND MOWING MACHINE, THAT took the Great Medal at the World's Fair at London, 
and the Grand Gold Medal of Honor at the French Exhibi¬ 

tion at Paris, and the only First Class Medals awarded to any Ag¬ 
ricultural Implement at either place. Manny’s Machine, and Atkins’ 
Self-Raker stood in the Third and Fourth Classes, and received 
Silver Medals only. I quote from the ofiiciai report as follows : 

“ In Agriculture, the Gold Grand Medal of Honor was awarded 
to C. H. McCormick, of Chicago, Illinois, United States of America, 
inventor of Reaping Machines, that have performed the best at 
every trial, and is the type after which all the other Reapers have 
been made.” 

The Hon. William Elliott, Commissioner of the State of South 
Carolina, in his report to the Governor of that State, says : “I had 
the pleasure of witnessing the trial of McCormick’s Machine, and 
second triumph in the field of Trappe’s, whose model implements, 
selected from France and England, were brought in competition 
with it only to test its superiority. Its success was so distinguished 
as to disarm envy, and bring down generous cheers from the van¬ 
quished parties.' Alter its repeated triumphs, the Emperor pur¬ 
chased my machine, and not Manny’s, as alleged by the proprietors 
of that Machine, who, to give character to it, unfairly and falsely 
claimed that it took the first premium at Paris. 

Tnere is no machine in use of the kind, so strongly built and 
durable, (no other having a wrought iron finger beam, auu malle¬ 
able iron fingers, which add greatly to its strength and durability,) 
requiring as little repairing, or that will perform as much with less 
horse power. I consider it perfect as a Reaper and a Mower, per¬ 
forming the work as well as two separate machines, at a great re¬ 
duction in the cost to the purchaser. 

After the extensive sale and use of it, and its unparalleled success, 
no extended notice of it is necessary, and I will only refer to my 

• handbill for a more particular account of it. The broad warrantee 
which permits a trial of it before it is paid for, is a sure guarantee 
that it is what it is recommended to be. Machines will be forwarded 
to any part of the States or the Canadas, where there are no local 
agents, if ordered of THOMAS J. PATTERSON, General Agent at 
Rochester, office at the National Hotel. Price $150; $50 payable on 
delivery, and $100 on the first of December next, with interest; or 
$145 cash. Subject to freight from Buffalo, St. Catherines or Col- 
lingwood. 

Agents authorised to sell.—Pardon D. Wright, Ho. 20 
Mumford St, Rochester. Seth Balcom, Lewiston; R. Van Brocklin, 
Lockport; C. Wolcott, Caryville; W. Bidleman, Medina; C. C. Searl, 
Albion; Bowman. Walker & Co., Palmyra; W. E. Pomeroy, Syracuse; 
M. B.Fiinn, Ruskville; Morse, Antis & Little, Canandaigua; J Till¬ 
man, Geneva; Waterman & Jackson, Vienna; Jones & Lawrence, 

Penn 
F 

MIn Uuiada-J. M. Fax-well, Grimsby; FH. Hawking Dun das; G. 
Tilden, Brantford; W. Caperon, Paris; G* W. & J. J. Park, Water¬ 
ford and Sivucoe; W. Richardson & Co., St. Thomas; Leonard Peck 
Goodrich; H. P. Brown & Co., Woodstock; John McGee, Toronto; 
Jacob Mead,] Bowmansville; Brown^ 

Rochester, June 1, 1856. _By Thos. J, Patterson. 

FARMERS, YOUR ATTENTION IS ASKED TO 

HYDE & WEIGHT'S PATENT HOESE HOE OR CUL¬ 
TIVATOR PLOW. 

ESIGNED and better adapted than any other implemant for 
^ hoein°- Corn, Broom Corn, Potatoes, Cot on, or any other 
eron reauiring the use of the Horse or Hand Hoe. It has proved 
itself the molt valuable implement yet invented for the purpose 
intended It has been in use in Western New York for the past 
three years hundreds of them having been sold on trial and none 
returned Its great utility has been demonstrated in the fact that 
«ne dav to the acre, with a man and horse is all the expense of 
cultivating and hoeing a field of corn for the season. If used as 
directed hand hoeing, in nine cases out of ten, may be entirely 
disoense’d with We have numerous certificates of the most satis¬ 
factory character, which we would be happy to show the public. 
We extract from a letter received from one of the largest and most 
influential farmers in our State, the following : 

“ Nestoria Farm, Mottville, N. Y. 
Messrs A Gordon & Co.—I received the Horse Hoe, which I 

have"tried and am much pleased with it, and my farmer says it is 
the verv best tiling he ever saw. I have invited my neighbors to 
•ime and see it and have no doubt it will be adopted generally. I 
congratulate you as the manufacturers of so important and useful 
an implement, Yours, ALFRED COBB. 

f Farmers may rely on realizing their best expectations from the 
use of the Horse Hoe. Price, $8—if ground and polished, $8 50. 
We are now making, and have steel ordered for 4,000 No Farmer 
should be without one. They are having an nrdunited sale. Call 
„riAn ftr odrirGS^ vxUivDlJiN cv tU. 

PMay 1—2t. 68 South St. Paul street, Rochester, N. Y. 

man Geneva; waterman <x .jacasuu, v cv liwimw, 
Penn Yan; J. D. Payne, Jefferson; H. Westlake, Horseheads; J. D. 
Freer Cortland, C. F. Doty & Co., Geneseo; L. C. Bingham, Mount 

D 

HUSSEY’S COMBINED AND IMPROVED REAPER AND 

MOWER. 

MANUFACTURED BY HUSSEY & CO., AUBURN, N. Y. THIS has been admitted for y-ears tojjbe the best Reaper in every 
particular that has ever been introduced, and by adding some 

Improvements, we are now prepared to offer the farm a r the strong¬ 
est, unost durable, and therefore the cheapest combined 

GRAIN AND GRASS CUTTER 

now in use, and we have no hesitation in warranting it to be as far 
ahead of all others for Mowing, as it has ^heretofore been for 
Reaping. 

The following are a few of the many improvements we have 
made within the last year, to make it a perfect combined machine : 

We have altered the cutter bar, for mowing (from wood six 
inches wide and two inches thick), to wrought iron, three inches 
wide and one inch thick, formed of two pieces, with wrought-iron 
open cap guards riveted between the two, w hich forms a strong, 
durable and light cutter bar. 

We have also attached an”entirely new seperator to the out 

end of the cutter bar, with a wheel attached which cairies the cut¬ 

ter bar clear from the ground, and lessons the draught of the 
machine at least one-third, and dispenses w ith all side draft, and 
entirely obviates all trouble in backing or turning around. 

We have also made a very essential improvement in the tongue. 

by which the cutter can be raised in {a moment to pass lover cut 
grass, or pass from field to field. 

Our machines work with ;a loose pole, with a wheehto regulate 
the cutter, which allows them to cut the same length of stubble in 
hollows that they cut on knolls, and makes much lighter work for 
a team thanJhose working with stiff pole. OuF machines, both 
for" 

REAPING AND MOWING, 

cut a full*five-foot swath, and are built of the best and most dura¬ 
ble materials, and we warrant them to work well" at the slowest 
gait a team can walk, and likewise capable of cutting from fifteen 
to twenty acres of grain or grass per day. 

Price of the Combined Machines, complete, with all our late 
improvements, together with a spring-bouom, cushioned seat, 
$130.00, at our manufactory. 

All communications addressed to us on the subject will meet 
with prompt attention. HUSSEY & CO. 

Auburn, N. Y., 1856.—;jel It 

w 

THE BEST BOOH FOR AGENTS! 
TO PERSON^ OUT OF EMPLOYMENT. 

An Elegant Gift for a Father to Present to his Family. 

CSF"Scnd for One Copy and Try it among your Friends. 

ANTED—Agents in every section of the United States, to 
circulate 

SEARS’ LARGE TYPE QUARTO BIBLE. 

For Family Use, entitled 

THE PEOPLE’S PICTORIAL DOMESTIC EIBLE. 

Wifh about One Thousand Engravings. 
This useful Book is destined, if wre can form an opinion from the 

notices of the Press, to have an unprecedented circulation in eve¬ 
ry section of our wide-spread continent, and to form a distinct era 
in the sale of our works. It will no doubt, in a few years become 
the Family Bible of the American People. 

The most liberal remuneration will be allowed to all persons who 
may be pleased to procure subscribers to the above. From fifty to 
one hundred copies may easily be circulated and sold in each of 
the principal cities and towns of the Union. It will be sold by Sub¬ 
scription only. 

Application ^should^be made at once,[as the field Mill be soon 
occupied. 

Persons wishing to act as Agents, and do a safe business, can 
send for a specimen copy. 

On receipt of the established price, Six Dollars, the Pictorial 

Family Bible, with a well-bound Subscription Book, will be care¬ 
fully boxed, and forwarded per express, at our risk and expense, 
to any central town or village in the United States, excepting those 
of California, Oregon and Texas. 

Register your Letters, and your Money will come safe. 
Orders respectfully solicited. For further particulars, address 

the Subscriber. ROBERT SEARS, 
jel It 181 William Street, New York. 

FOR SALE AT GOUT PRICES, 
TO CLOiE A CONSIGNMENT CONSISTING OF MOWERS AND RE VPERS, (Forbush’s latest Improved,) Strr,„ 

Pntiers Corn Shelters, Fanning Mills, Plows, Garden Rollers, 

CH* 

I, G. MORRIS’ AUCTION SALE OF FIRST CLASS IM¬ 

PROVED BREEDS OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

TO TAKE PLACE AT MT. FORDIIAM, JUNE 24 and 25, 1S56 

r | I1 E Seventh Annual Catalogue, iilus'rated with Celebrated and 
1 Prize Animals, and fully descriptive of each lot to he sold, as 

to ages, pedigrees, &c., will be ready for delivery on or about the 
25th of May, and will then be forwarded io all my present Stock 
Corespondents, and as many others as may desire it. 

L. G. MORRTS. 
Mount Fordham, Westchester Co., N. Y., May 15,1851.—jel 
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ATKINS’ AUTOMATON, OR 

SELF-RAKING REAPER AND MOWER. 
THE BEST MACHINE IN USE. 

1 (the first' used in 1832. 
40 used successfully in 1353. 

300 in twe.ity different States in 1854. 
1200 in all p uts of the Union in 1855. 
3000 boilim^ for the harvest of 1856. THERS are six good reasons for this unparalleled increase and 

great popularity: 1st. It is strong and reliable, and easily 
managed. 2d. It saves the hard labor of raking. 31, It saves at 
least another hand in binding. 4th, It saves shattering by the 
careful handling in raking; besides, the straw being laid straight, 
it is well secured in the sheaf, and does not drop in the after hand¬ 
ling, and the heads are not exposed in the stack, so that the grain 
saving even exceeds the labor saving. 5th. It is a good mower, 
being one of the most convertible machines in use. 6th, It has a 
knife that does not choke. 

Its other excellencies, too numerous to mention here, are fairly 
given in the circulars. Its intrinsic worth is also attested by the 
award (mostly in only 3 years) of 

OYER SEVENTY FIRST PREMIUMS! 
Two First Premiums at the New York Crystal Prlace, the “Scott 

Legacy Medal,” Franklin Institute, Pa., &c., &c. 

TERMS.—Rbapeu axd Mower, $200—‘375 on receipt of Ma¬ 
chine; $75 September 1st; $50 December 1st. Reaper only, $175 
— $75 on receipt of Machine; $50 September 1st; $70 December 1 t. 
$10 added for longer credit. 10 per cent, interest from May 1st, if 
payments are not prqmptly made. U'jT' Discount at 12 per cent, 
per annum for cash iu advance, besides interest. 

Farmers whistling these celebrated Reapers and Mowers for the 
next harvest, must send in their orders soon to the following 
Agents : 

E. D. Hallook, No. 2 Agricultural Buildings, Rochester. 
Ensign & Hksto.y, Batavia, Genesee Co. 
Z. W. Smith & Co., Honeo3'e Falls, or Norton B. Smith, Travel¬ 

ling Agent for Livingston and Ontario counties. 
A. D. Ayers, Romulus, Seneca Co. 

* Or J. D. STAFFORD, General Agent for the State of New York, 
Brockport, Monroe Co. 

Local Agents wanted in every county in the Stat°, to whom a 
liberal commission will be given. Apply to J. D. Stafford as above. 

Order early, if you would not be disappointed. 
Pamphlets giving impartially the opinions of Farmers, together 

with orders, notes, &c., mailed to applicants, and prepaid. 
Write to us at Chicago, (Ill.,) Dayton, (Ohio.,) or Baltimore, 

(Md.,) which ever is nearest to you. 
J. S. WRIGHT & CO., 

“Prairie Farmer” Works, Chicago, May 1.—3t. 

ITALIAN BUCKWHEAT. 1WISH to call the attention of Farmers to a new cereal which 
I obtained in 1854, from a gentleman who discovered a single 

plant of it in the Northern part of this State. It grows four or 
live feet high, eacn see J produces f oin one to six branches, which 
come up from the soil; at the top of each there are from one to 
three hundred branches, from one inch to one foot in length, all 
loaded with very heavy grain, which is oval and shining, and very 
beautiful. The straw is nearly equal to hay, and when first cut, 
yields to the palate a great amount of saccharine. The seed weighs 
about 60 tbs. per bushel, and for horses, cattle, pigs, or poultry, is 
equal to corn. Toe flour from it, when properly prepared, makes 
a rich and beautiful cake for the table. It is well authenticated 
that it will produce from 60 to 80 bushels per acre, and some tell of 
its yielding a still greater amount. It is unquestionably one of the 
most productive and profitalde cereals ever laised in this country. 
One peck is an abun lance of seed per acre. It should be sown not 
earlier than the 15th of June, nor later than the 10th or 15th of 
July. 

I have some of the seed to dispose of. Price $2 per peck. It can 
be sent by Express to any part of the country. For further partic¬ 
ulars see.»au article in the Onondaga Gazette, of Ap.il 28th, 1856, 
or address. VV. CARDELL, 

May 1—2t. Baldwinsville, Onondaga Co., N. Y. 

BOOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 25 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

25 cents. 
The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &e. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 
The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Buist’s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
Stockhart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price §1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer's Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents. 
Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 

cents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1225. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete. Farmer and Gardener. 1 vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Giape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 
Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By Stevens. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran- 

lall. Price $2. 
Stephens's Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 

Skinner. Price $4. 
Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man and 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 
Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents. 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 
Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints on arranging 

Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion. Price 
50 eents, 

Ruist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower's Guide in Orchard and Garden. Be¬ 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 
Quinbv’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 
The Fruit Garden. P. Barry. Price $1. 
American Fruit Culturist. J. J. Thomas Price $1. 
Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. Price $1.50. 
Cole’s American Fruit Book. Price 50 cents. 
The Stable Book. Stewart. Price $1. ■) 
Liodley’s Horticulture. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Munn’s Practical Land Drainer. Price 50 cents. 
Ladies’ Companion fo the Flower Garden. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture. Price 75 cenrs. 
Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds. Smith. 

Price $1.25. 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do. 
in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

UNION AGRIvULTL WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE. 
No. 23 Fulton St., (nkar Fulton Market.) New York. PLOWS, a large and choice selection of the best patterns now in 
use, comprising a variety of forty different patterns and sizes, 

adap4ed to the various soils. 
Harrows, square, triangular and hinged. 
Seed Di i.ls, tor sowing all kinds of garden or field seed in drills^ 

to be used bv hand or horse. 
Rollers, field and garden sizes. 
Garden Engines, Wlieel-l-arrows. Ac. 
Together with an extensive ass- riment of Horticultural Imple¬ 

ments, Field and Garden Seeds, for sale by 
April St. A. M. TREADWELL, No. 23 Fulton St., N. Y. 
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EVERYBODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY. 

THE RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICUL¬ 
TURAL DIRECTORY. 

CONTAINING directions for the prepartion of the ground for 
the Orchard and Fruit Garden, planting, pruning, etc. Also 

ulain directions for making and planting the Lawn and Flower 
Garden, and a Catalogue of Nurserymen in the United States, Can¬ 
ada, and Europe, etc. Illustrated with Sixty Engravings. 

SYNOPSIS OP CONTENTS. _ 

lHE FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Preparation of the Ground.—Suitable Soils, Draining, Subsoiling, 
and Trenching, Manures, etc. 

Directions for Planting, Pruning, etc.—Proper Season for Trans¬ 
planting, Laying out the Ground, Distances at which Trees should 
be Set, Planting, Mulching, Pruning, Staking, etc. 

Diseases.—Fire Blight, Leaf Blight, Black Knot on the Plum, 
Yellows in Peach Trees, Bursting of the Bark, or Gum on Cherry 
Trees, Mildew ou the Peach, Curl of the Leaf in the Peach. 

Insects Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Aphis, or Plant Louse, Wooly 
Aphis, or American Blight, Scaly Aphis, or Bark Louse, Apple 
Tree Borer, Apple Worm, Canker Worm, Caterpillars, Cherry or 
Pear Slug, Curculio, Ants, Peach Tree Borer, Rose Bug, Leaf Rol¬ 
lers. 

Animals Injurious to Fruit Trees.—Birds, Field Mice, Moles.Cats, 
Hogs, etc. 

Dwarf Trees for the Garden. 
Last of Fruits Recommended by Slate Societies. 
List of Fruits Recommended by the American Pomological So¬ 

ciety. 
THE VINEYARD. 

Soil and Position, Preparation of the Soil, Laying off, Planting, 
Treatment, Pruning and Training, Rubbing out and Pinching. 

THE LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN. 

Preparing the Soil and Laying out the Garden. 
Planting the Lawn and Garden.—Deciduous Trees, Evergreen 

Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Bedding Plants, etc. 

LIST OF NURSERYMEN IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, 
AND EUROPE. 

"Published at the office of the Genesee Farmer, by Joseph Harris. 

For sale at retail, paper covers, 25 cents; cloth covers, 50 cents. 
Wholesale, paper covers, $2 per doz.; $12.50 per hundred; $60 for 
500; cloth, $4 per dozen. 

KEDZIE’S KAIN WATER FILTERS. 
MANUFACTURED BY 

J. E. CHENEY & CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y THESE Celebrated Filters have been fully test¬ 
ed for many years in almost every State iu 

the Union, and the demand is constantly increas¬ 
ing. There are five sizes, made of oak, iron-hound 
tubs, with reservoirs inside, from which can he 
drawn about 100 gallons in twenty-four hours, for 
all domestic uses. 

The most impure Rain, River or Lake water by 
this means becomes pure, clear as crystal, and 
without taste or smell. In this condition only is 
water fit for family purposes, as a means of pro¬ 
moting the general health, and as a preventive of 
cholera, and other diseases induced by the use of impure water. 

They are portable, durable and cheap, and are not excelled by 
any other filter known. Address 

May 1* J- E. CHENEY & C0-, Rochester, N. Y. 
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THE MANUFACTURE OF CHEESE. 

Milk from healthy cows always contains the same 
substances, but the proportion of these substances 
varies considerably according to the age of the cow, 
breed, and distauce from calving. The kind and 
quantity of food, and the general treatment of the 
cow also influence the composition of milk to a great¬ 
er degree than is generally supposed. It is difficult, 
therefore, to state, even approximately, what is the 
average composition of milk. We have been at the 
trouble, however, of collecting such analyses of milk 
as have been made by reliable chemists, and obtain 
the following figures as the mean of eighteen separate 
determinations. According to these analyses, 10,000 
pounds of milk contains: 
Water,'...8,695 pounds. 
Casein or curd,..   391 “ 
Butter,. 393 “ 
Sugar,. 476 “ 
Salts,.    40 “ 

Casein, or pure curd, is almost identical in compo¬ 
sition with the white ol egg; with the albumen of 
grass, roots, hay, &c.; with the legumin of peas and 
beans; with the gluten of wheat, &c., and with all 
the so called protein compounds of oil cake, bran, 
linseed, corn, barley, oats, and all substances used as 
food. These fools also contain oil or butter, as well 
as starch or sugar, and salts; so that we find in milk 
precisely the same substances as in grass, hay, roots, 
grain, <fec. 

Milk when drawn from the cow is always alkaline; 
it contains free soda. Casein or curd is insoluble in 
pure water, but readily soluble in water containing 
free soda. It is the soda of the milk, therefore, that 
keeps the curd in solution. Tae oil or butter is con¬ 
tained in little bags or films of casein, and is not dis¬ 
solved but simply suspended in the water. The sugar 
and saline matter are of course held in solution. 

Such is milk when drawn from the cow. By al¬ 
lowing it to cool and remain quiet for a short time, 
the little bags of butter, being specifically lighter 
than the other portion of the milk, rise to the surface 
and are known as cream. Other changes soon take 
place. The milk coagulates, and at a warm temper¬ 
ature soon becomes perceptibly sour. The cause of 
this is very simple. At a proper temperature, by the 
absorption of oxygen from the atmosphere, the ca¬ 
sein undergoes a slight transformation, and reacts on 
the sugar of the milk, converting it into lactic (milk) 
acid. This acid immediately unites with the soda 
which holds the curd in solution, neutralizing it, and 
forming lactate of soda, while the casein, being insol¬ 

uble in water, is precipitated; or, in common parlance, 
the milk becomes curdled. The conditions favorable 
to fermentation—heat, light and moisture—are there¬ 
fore unfavorable for preserving milk sweet. 

Milk can be instantly curdled by the addition of an 
acid, and in some countries, spirits of salts (hydro¬ 
chloric acid) and vinegar (acetic acid) are used in¬ 
stead of rennet for “setting the cheese.” In these 
cases, the soda which holds the casein in solution is 
neutralized by the acids, and the curd immediately 
becomes insoluble, and is separated from the whey as 
in ordinary cheese making. Cheese so made, however, 
is hard and unpalatable. 

The only way to make good cheese is to produce 
lactic acid from the sugar of milk by fermentation. 
A great variety of means are employed for this pur¬ 
pose. As we have said, the casein in milk will of it¬ 
self change the sugar into lactic acid and curdle the 
milk; but before it does this it has itself begun to 
ferment, under the influence of light and heat, and 
by the absorption of oxygen from the air. If curd 
be exposed to the atmosphere for a few days, and 
then added to milk, it coagulates it as quickly as ren¬ 
net, and is often used for this purpose. A number 
of vegetable substances, such as the juice of the :6g 
or thistle, a decoction of the dried flowers of the ar¬ 
tichoke or thistle are also used as rennet. All ani¬ 
mal substances in a certain state of decomposition 
will convert the sugar of milk into lactic acid, but, 
although pig’s bladder is still used in some countries 
in Europe, it is generally conceded that the stomach 
of the calf, properly prepared, is the best substance 
for this purpose. 

Rennet and its Preparation.—When fresh, the 
membrane of the calf’s stomach is insoluble in water, 
but when it is salted and kept for several months ex¬ 
posed to the air, a portion of its surface is decom¬ 
posed, and becomes soluble. It is this soluble, de¬ 
composed, or more properly decomposing, membrane, 
which is the active principle in rennet. It is a solu¬ 
ble, highly nitrogenous substance, having its elements 
in a disturbed state, an 1 therefore highly effective in 
inducing change in the elements of other bodies with 
which it is brought in contact. 

In preparing rennet, we have to check the natural 
decomposition of the stomach by the use of salt— 
otherwise it would communicate an unpleasant flavor 
to the cheese—but at the same time, keep the salted 
stomach long enough to permit its elements to become 
disturbed by the action of the atmosphere. In the 
celebrated Cheshire cheese districts of England, the 
skins are cleaned out and packed away with salt in an 
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earthen jar till the following year. They are taken 
out a month before use, stretched on pine sticks, and 
dried. A square inch of the skin for each 15 or 20 
gallons of milk is soaked for 24 hours in a solution of 
lukewarm water and salt, and the whole poured into 
the milk and well stirred. In Gloucestershire, the 
cleaned stomach is salted and pickled and dried; and 
when at least a year old, it is well sodden in salt wa¬ 
ter; half a pint of which is sufficient to coagulate 50 
gallons of milk. In Ayrshire, the contents of the 
stomach are preserved; the stomach is well salted, both 
inside and out, and dried for a year or more; and 
when needed for use, the whole is chopped up and 
placed with salt in a jar, along with water and new 
whey, which after two or three days, is strained to 
remove impurities, and is then ready for use. In the 
dairy districts of this State, the stomach is emptied 
of its contents without scraping or rinsing, salted and 
dried, and kept for one year. It is then soaked for 
24 hours in tepid water—a gallon of water to each 
rennet. They should be frequently rubbed and 
pressed to get out all the strength. The liquor con¬ 
taining the soluble rennet, is then saturated with salt, 
allowed to settle, and strained to separate the sedi¬ 
ment and all impurities. It is then fit for use. It 
should be kept in a stone jar, and in a cool place. As 
much of the liquor is used each morning as will set 
the cheese firm in 40 minutes. We have visited many 
excellent English dairies where the same system is 
adopted. It is, in our opinion, better than placing 
the rennet itself in the milk. The stomach may again 
be salted, stretched, and exposed to the air for some 
months, when it can be used over again—a fresh por¬ 
tion of the membrane having been decomposed by 
the air and rendered soluble. This fact, and others 
that might be mentioned, sufficiently prove that it is 
not the gastric juice of the stomach that is the ac¬ 
tive ingredient in rennet in coagulating milk. 

Temperature of the Milk, Scalding, &c. — As 
cheese making is a fermenting process, it is influenced 
materially by heat, proceeding within certain limits, 
faster or slower, as the temperature is raised or low¬ 
ered. In England, the milk is generally raised to a 
temperature of 85° Fahrenheit before adding the 
rennet. In this country it is set cooler, and raised 
to a higher temperature after the milk is coagulated. 
This is calk d “scalding.” The word is a bad one— 
calculated to mislead. To “ scald the curd ” would 
be to spoil the cheese; but all that is meant by the 
phrase is raising the temperature of the whey and 
curd to about 100° Fahr. This ‘ scalding” process 
has many advantages; among others, the cheese re¬ 
quires less pressure, and the milk can be set at a much 
lower temperature—say 80° Fahr. 

Scalding should be done with great care and nicety. 
Formerly it was done by heating a portion of whey, 
and pouring it into the cheese; but there is danger of 
injuring a portion of the cheese by over-heating it. 
A much better method is now generally adopted by 
the dairymen in the northern counties of New York, 
and it is one of the greatest modern improvements in 
the art of cheese making. What our English friends 
call the “cheese tub,” is made of tin, and is placed in 
a wooden frame, so fixed that it can be surrounded 
by hot or cold water, as desired. The evening’s milk 
is strained into this tin, as it is brought in warm from 
the cows; and is kept cool by allowing cold water to 
run round it. The morning’s milk is added to the 
cooled evening’s milk, and if not then sufficiently 

warm to add the rennet, warm water is poured round 
the tin till the proper temperature is attained. There 
is some difference of opinion on this point; we know 
good dairymen who add the rennet to the milk at 80°, 
and others not till it is as high as 90°. The curd 
should come in about 40 minutes. Shortly afterwards, 
the curd is cut up with a “ cheese breaker,” and then 
the temperature is gradually raised by pouring warm 
water round the tin. Many err by raising the tem¬ 
perature too fast. It should not be increased more 
than a degree in five minutes. In many dairies, a 
steamer is employed for heating the water surround¬ 
ing the tin, containing the milk, or whey and curd, 
as also for supplying hot water for washing utensils, &c. 

Separating the Curd from the Whey.—The 
English method of separating the whey from the 
curd by allowing it to settle, and dipping off the whey, 
is too slow for an intelligent, go-ahead American. In 
some of the dairies we have visited in the northern 
districts of this State, a lattice frame-work, on which 
a large cloth is spread, is fitted into a sink, connected 
by a pipe with the receptacle for the whey, or pig 
cistern. The whey and curd are dipped on to this 
cloth, the whey running through in a few minutes, 
leaving the curd on the cloth. A little cold water is 
then poured on to the curd to keep it from packing. 
Some, however, prefer to cool whey and curd together, 
by putting cold water round the tin. When the whey 
has all drained away, the curd is broken up fine and 
salted. It is then placed in a cheese hoop and pressed 
for twenty-four hours. 

There are a number of excellent cheese presses, 
but probably none superior to that invented by Mr. 
Dick. The Self-Acting Press, so called because the 
weight of the cheese is the power which creates the 
pressure, is frequently used in small dairies In the 
dairy districts of this State, Kendall’s Cheese Press 
would appear to be the most popular, being cheaper 
than Dick’s, and more efficient than the Self-Acting 
Press. A weight of 20 lbs. at the end of the lever 
gives a pressure of 10 tons. In all presses it is very 
desirable that the pressure should faithfully follow 
the cheese as it shrinks. 

The English Press their Cheese more than we 

do.—The English dairymen, as a general thing, do 
not scald their curd, and hence much more care is 
needed in salting and pressing than in the process 
generally adopted by intelligent cheese makers in this 
country. In Cheshire, after the curd is separated 
from the whey, it is put under a hand press for an 
hour or two, and as much of the whey expressed from 
it as possible previous to salting. When taken from 
under the hand press, it is broken quite fine by hand, 
and salted. It is then put in the cheese hoop, and 
pressed slightly for six or eight hours. It is then 
taken from under the press, pierced with a wooden 
skewer, in order to open channels for the exudation 
of the whey, covered with a clean cloth, and put un¬ 
der a heavy pressure till next morning, when a clean 
cloth is again put round it, and a heavy pressure ap¬ 
plied till it will no longer wet the cloth. Cheeses are 
frequently left under the press three or four days. 
“Scalding ” expels the whey from the curd more effect¬ 
ually than can be done by the most powerful and long 
continued pressure, but it is a question whether at the 
same time it does not destroy some of the desired 
flavor of the cheese. If our dairymen should “ scald” 
less, and press more, their cheese would be more highly 
prized, at least in the English market. 
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LIME IN MANURE HEAPS. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer:—After having given you 
so much trouble, may I again venture to ask your 
advice in reference to a matter which I do not find 
particularly stated in any of the books, or within the 
scope of any one’s experience—any, at least, of my 
acquaintances. 

The conditions of a very stiff soil, flat, wet, and 
hitherto wretchedly tilled, destitute of vegetable mat¬ 
ter, and responding most kindly and permanently to 
the application of guano and farm-yard manure, 
require that I shall apply my farm yard manure to 
wheat along with one hundred pounds of guano per 
acre, a combination which has heretofore paid me 
better than two hundred and fifty pounds of guano 
alone. All my winter manures from sheep, hogs, 
horses and cattle, except a little compost, are now in 
my barn-yard, and my cattle are penned on it nightly. 
After July, my sheep will be also. This, as you are 
aware, by hard tramping, keeps it from heating, and 
keeps it well ammoniated, and is 'practically—see 
Boussingault—about the best mode of treating it. 
Now what I want to know is, what will be the effect 
of carbonate of lime, or of hydrate of lime, on this 
mass of manure ? Remembering what Johnston has 
said about the formation of nitrates, and nitrate of 
lime, and what another has said about the mordant 
properties of lime in soil, it occurred to me that it 
might be of service, on land requiring lime, to fur¬ 
nish it in this kind of compost, rather than in the 
more expensive mixtures which Puvis speaks of as 
prevalent in La Sarthe. 

It may also have some effect in breaking down the 
fibre, and producing that decomposition so softening 
of the coarser material which we ascribe to the action 
of plaster on straw which has been plowed under the 
ground. 

If you have any practical knowledge, or any theo¬ 
retical suggestions, or any good authority, to offer 
me on this head, I would be much obliged to you. 
R.— Virginia. 

P. S.—[ include hydrate of lime, because burnt 
oyster shells, water-slaked as soon as drawn from the 
kilns, make a very common article of our lime trade. 

Remarks.—The action of hydrate of lime (caustic 
or quick lime), carbonate of lime (chalk),and sulphate 
of lime (plaster), on vegetable substances, is very 
imperfectly understood. The recent experiments of 
a reliable chemist seem to prove that, under certain 
circumstances, lime has a preservative effect on veg¬ 
etable substances, or retards their decomposition. 
In this case, as in nearly all olhers, practical farmers 
have observed the fact before the man of science. 
Morton, in his excellent work On Soils, says: “If 
straw of long dung be mixed with slaked lime, it will 
be preserved.” The lamented Philip Pusey, in the 
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, says: 
“Sir H. Davy’s theory, that lime dissolves vegetable 
matter, is given up; in fact, it hardens vegetable 

matter ” This is undoubtedly true, as we have said 
before, under certain circumstances. On the other 
hand, it is equally certain that when lime is added to 
a heap of organic matter, in warm weather, and in 
the presence of water and air, it accelerates fer¬ 
mentation. 

The dung heap referred to by our esteemed cor¬ 
respondent, contains, undoubtedly, a considerable 
quantity of urate and other fixed salts of ammonia. 

The immediate effect of mixing lime with the heap, 
would be to set free all the ammonia of these fixed 
salts—lime having a stronger affinity for the acids 
than ammonia. This action would probably result 
in much loss of ammonia; for while it is, perhaps, pos¬ 
sible—by compressing the heap, adding a fresh layer 
of dung and litter every day, and keeping it con¬ 
stantly moist—to retain nearly all the ammonia, even 
after it has been liberated from its acid combinations; 
yet it is running considerable risk, without obtaining 
.any compensating advantages. 

Our correspondent justly observes that “hard 
trampling keeps the heap from heating, and is practi¬ 
cally about the best mode of treating it.” The-effect 
of trampling is to retard fermentation by the exclu¬ 
sion of air. This slow fermentation is desirable. 
Active fermentation produces great heat, and this 
lessens the power of water in the heap to retain 
ammonia, while, at the same time, a much greater 
quantity of ammonia is set free in the heap. Loss 
of ammonia can hardly fail to be the result. Now, 
mixing lime with the manure heap induces this rapid 
fermentation; or, in other words, its effect is precisely 
the reverse of the “hard trampling” which practice 
and theory alike pronounce desirable. 

The addition of lime to a manure heap may induce 
nitrification. But there is no advantage in this, if 
the nitric acid is produced from the nitrogen or 
ammonia of the manure, which is undoubtedly the 
case. A pound of Ditrogen in the form of nitric acid 
is worth no more, if as much, as a pound of nitrogen, 
in the form of ammonia, or some readily-fermenting 
organic substance. It seems to be the opinion of 
some writers that the presence of lime, potash and 
soda in composts, changes the nitrogen of the at¬ 
mosphere into nitric acid. This is a mistake. The 
only effect of lime or ashes in a manure heap, so far 
as we can see, is to increase fermentation. This, 
though sometimes desirable, is generally attended 
with great loss of ammonia. In addition to this, such 
a soil as that described by our correspondent would 
probably be benefited mechanically by long, unfer¬ 
mented manure. So that, in this case, there could be 
no possible advantage in adding lime to the manure 
heap. 

The action of carbonate of lime is the same as 
that of quick lime, except that it is very much slower. 
In fact, carbonate of lime, as found in marl, chalk, 
limestone, &c., is not sufficiently active to do either 
good or harm, in an ordinary manure heap. 

Lime on Grass Land.—An application of lime has 
frequently a very beneficial effect on grass land. It 
kills heath, moss, and sour and benty (agrostis) 
grasses, and brings up a sweet and tender herbage, 
mixed with white and red clovers, more greedily eaten 
and more nourishing to the cattle. Indeed, all fod¬ 
der, whether natural or artificial,is said to be sounder 
and more nourishing when grown upon land to which 
lime has been abundantly applied. On benty grass 
the richest animal manure often produces little im¬ 
provement until a dressing of lime has been laid on. 

Sir Humphrey Davy states that the germination 
of seeds in general is hastened by watering them with 
a solution of chlorine. Have any of our readers ever 
soaked seed in a solution of chloride of lime to accel¬ 
erate germination ? 
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A DAY m SETTECA COUNTY. 

On the 26th of June, we had the pleasure of visit¬ 
ing John Johnston, Esq., near Geneva, N. Y. His 
tkrin contains 306 acres, and every rod of it is thor¬ 
oughly underdrained, from two and a half to three 
feet deep, with tiles. There is between fifty one and 
fifty-two miles of underdrains on this farm. There 
is no .v sixty-two acres of wheat on the ground—and 
such wheat! After looking at such crops as have 
mostly come under our observation this summer— 
from tive to fifteen bushels per acre—it is a pleasure 
to gaze upon a dark green mass of luxuriant wheat, 
undulating in the breeze, with strong, bright straw, 
and well filled ears, that, if it escapes the wheat 
midge, will certainly yield between forty and fifty 
bushels of wheat per acre. We wish every farmer in 
the country could see this wheat. It would convince 
all that there is profit as well as pleasure in under¬ 
draining. 

Let no one suppose that Mr. Johnston is an ama¬ 
teur farmer. He commenced wdth little money, and 
purchased 112 acres of his present farm when the 
country was new. Some of his neighbors predicted 
that he would soon h.tve to sell it again; that the 
laud was too hard, too wet, too cold, too poor, for 
him or any other man to get a living off it. How¬ 
ever, he went to work with a resolution and energy 
that nothing could daunt. When at plow, if any one 
wished to talk to him, they must walk by the side of 
the plow, for stop he would not. The dryest portions 
of the farm he thoroughly summer-fallowed, and ob¬ 
tained fair crops. He raised his own clover seed, 
and sowed it without stint. He never plowed under 
any clover, but made it into hay, or grazed it with 
sheep and cattle. He never sold a bushel of oats or 
corn in his life, but fed them out on the farm. For 
sixteen yexrs he cut no timothy or other cereal grass. 
He imported a few tiles from Scotland at great ex¬ 
pense. Then he got patterns, and induced a man to 
make the tiles in this country. These cost him $28 
.per thousand. A tile machine was finally imported, 
and now these same tiles are purchased for $8 per 
thousand. He then commenced a more systematic 
course of draining, and finished only last week, having 
laid with his own hands the greater portion of the 
fifty-one miles of tiles. This is not amateur agricul¬ 
ture. It is plain, practical, paying farming. The 
farm, as it now stands, is a speaking monument of j 
the power of intelligent, persevering, skilful industry, 
when applied to the cultivauon of the soil. 

Underdraining has been the primary means of 
raising this farm to its high fertility; but othe" means 
have not been neglected. As we have said before, 
no corn, hay, straw, &c., have been sold off’ the farm. 
Sheep enough to consume all the straw are kept; 
;&nd it is found that straw and a little oil-cake will 
make them very fat. Last winter 435 were fattened 
in this way. Nothing is more profitable. Besides 
the corn—2.900 bushels of ears of which have been 
grown and fed out in a year—as much as twenty-five 
tons of oil-cake have frequently been fed out in a sea¬ 
son. As many as ninety head of cattle have been 
fatted in the yards in a winter. It is not to be won¬ 
dered at that the manure made from this oil cake, 
corn, oats, straw and clover (Mr. J. is cutting fifty- 
eight acres of clover hay this year—and such c'over!— 
and we presume usually cuts as much), should raise | 
4he land to the highest state of fertility. j 

From six to eight tons of plaster are used on the 
farm each year. If the wrheat is not too rank, it is 
sown on the wheat in the fall or in the spring, with 
the clover seed ; otherwise, it is sown on the clover 
after the wheat is harvested, or early the next spring. 
The effect of plaster on the clover is most marked. 
Mr. J. has been in the habit of leaving strips without 
plaster, and invariably observed that the cattle and 
sheep would not eat the clover on these strips while 
there was any on the plastered land. He has “great 
faith in a jury of dumb beasts,” and is confident that 
manure, piaster, &c., not only increases the quantity, 
but also the nutritious quality of the clover, &c. 
Plaster has a good effect on the corn crop, a bushel per 
acre being sowm at or soon after planting. A bushel 
or two of salt scattered along the rowrs of corn (Mr. 
J. usually plants in rows, not hills) is also beneficial. 
Salt is also sown on the wheat—a barrel to the acre— 
with good effect, imparting strength and brightness 
to the straw. From our own experience, we should 
say that the action of salt is generally to retard veg¬ 
etation, and is usually beneficial only on rich land. 
On the rich land of the west, salt might doubtless be 
used to great advantage. 

In 1854, Mr. J. used a ton of Peruvian guano on 
his wdieat, and last fall he sow7ed three tons. The 
effect has been visibly beneficial all summer, though 
Mr. J. questions whether it will pay with wheat at 
one dollar per bushel. He also used a ton of guano 
and some poudrette and Ta-few on corn this spring. 

This is a very meagre account of Mr. Johnston’s 

farm practices; but the time and space at our com¬ 
mand this month, forbid further detail. 

Adjoining the farm of Mr. Johnston, Robt. 8. 

Swan, Esq., has one of the finest and most beauti¬ 
fully located farms of about 340 acres we ever saw. 
The farm house is situated on the highest point of 
the farm, and commands a fine view of Heneca lake, 
Geneva, &c. The house and buildings, it is said, cost 
$26,000. Mr. S. studied agriculture with Mr. John¬ 

ston. He purchased this farm five years ago, and 
brought intelligence, skill, and great energy, practical 
knowledge, and abundant capital to his aid in improv¬ 
ing it. The year he took possession, the wheat on 
ihe land produced only five bushels per acre. Now 
there are fifty acres of wheat on the farm that will 
average forty bushels per acre, if the wheat midge 
does not destroy or materially injure it This result 
has been attained principally by under-draining and 
by thorough tillage. Every rod of ground on ihe 
farm is w7ell under-drained. There is upwards of fifty 
miles of under-draining on the farm. 

We should state that Mr. Swan has used seven 
tons of guano on the farm since last fall. His barley 
and oat crops are excellent. The corn has had to be 
planted three times, the mice eating the seed about 
as fast as it can be planted. That which is up looks 
w7ed. Some eight acres of the field that have been 
planted three times, Mr. S. intends to sow to buck¬ 
wheat. 

About three miles from Mr. Johnston, along the 
lake shore, Mr. Foster has a beautiful farm. In 
1849, Mr. F. took the first premium for the best farm 
in the State. The promineut points in Mr. Fostkr’s 

management are these: Corn is planted on clover 
sod, plowed up generally in the spring. All the ma¬ 
nure is applied to the corn crop. After corn, the 
land is sown with barley, followed with wheat in the 
fall, which is seeded down with clover the next sprmg. 
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The land lies in grass two or three years, and is then 
broken up and planted to corn, as before. Mr. F. 
thinks that for his laud this is the best rotation he 
can adopt. He thinks he gets as good wheat after bar¬ 
ley as after a summer fallow. The wheat now on 
the ground—some fifty acres—looks well. The corn 
is splendid; not a weed to be seen in the field. 
Mr. F. seldom or never uses the hand hoe in cultivat¬ 
ing his com. By passing the horse cultivator both 
ways between the rows, he manages to keep the land 
free from weeds, and in as fine tilth as though it were 
summer-fallowed. 

The wheat crop in Seneca county this year will 
not be an average. It is very thin on the ground; 
it looks well to a superficial observer, but “you can 
see too far into it.” There was much less land sow 1 

with wheat last year than formerly; and it seems to 
be the prevailing opinion among farmers that the ag¬ 
gregate wheat crop will be much below an average 
m Westeru New York. Barley and oats never looked 
better; and where the corn has not been destroyed 
by mice, or has failed to germinate from being im¬ 
perfectly matured last fall, it looks well. We aie 
glad to see that the cultivation of peas is on the in¬ 
crease. We saw several fields between Rochester 
and Geneva, all of them giving promise of an abun 
dant yield. The opinion we have advocated, that 
on wheat farms it will pay to grow peas to feed out 
to hogs early in the fall, before the bug does much 
injury, is gaining ground. The clover crop is im¬ 
mense everywhere. Timothy is very thin on the 
ground, and receives much injury from a worm in 
the upper joint In fields where there is no clover 
with the timothy, the hay crop will be light; but in 
many fields we have seen, a spontaneous growth of 
white clover has taken the place of the timothy, and 
will help out the hay crop. 

Plaster ox Clover Seed.—lu our “ Hint3 for 
the Season,” in the Juue number, in recommending 
farmers to raise their own clover seed, we said: 
“ Plaster increases the foliage of the plants, but, it is 
said, retards the ripening of the seed.” Mr. John 

Johnston mentioned a case in his own practice which 
is to the point: He had a fine crop of clover, which 
he mowed early, and left the second crop to go to 
seed; aud wishing to have an extra yield of seed, he 
sowed on it a bushel or so of plaster per acre. The 
clover grew prodigiously, but produced no seed. 

Mice and the Failure of Seed Corn.—Ed. 

Fanner:—There is a good deal of failure from seed 
corn this season. It is generally attributed to want 
of vitality in the seed of last year’s growth. I believe 
the superabundance of mice has something to do with 
this failure, especially on sward ground, and on lands 
that were turned last season with a heavy sward. I 
have examined mine to some extent, and find no corn 
m the hills—at least none in comparison—that was 
rotten. Now to remedy the evil, as it is too late to J 
replant with corn, I intend to plant the spaces with 
white beans, as they pay as well as anything at the 
present reduced prices of farm products; and I would 
advise my brother farmers to do likewise; or, if the 
land is suitable, put turnips at the second or last 
hoeing, as they are an excellent feed for sheep and 
young cattle. 

Could you, Mr. Editor, persuade others to give 
Hheir opinions whether the mice or rot is most in 
fault with our corn fields this year ? D.— Gates. 

Clover IIay for Horses.— In conversation with 
an English gentleman who hud been raised a farmer, 
he stated what agrees with my own experience in re¬ 
gard to the merits of clover hay; and that is, that 
clover properly cut and cured, is our most valuable 
hay for the horse. 1 have noticed that when horses 
are fed with mixed bay (i. e., clover and timothy), 
they will pick out the clover first, and if not sufficient 
to satisfy their wants, they will then partake of the 
latter; and when horses are fed on good clover hay, 
thffir coats are glossy and fine, and they are in better 
spirits than when fed on any other; 1 mean hay alone. 
The gentleman of whom I have spoken, says the 
teamsters of England prefer clover hay, at all times, 
to any other; and if, perchance, their clover runs 
(•hort, they call for “more corn (oats), as the clover is 
all gone ” Will not this suggest the idea for farmers 
in America to be a little more careful in saving their 
clover, so as to have a bright, sweet feed, instead of 
the black, leafless stalk commonly styled clover hay. 
D.— Gates. 

Glass Milk Pans—L. V. Bierce, of Akron, Ohio, 
has been experimenting a little with milk in glass 
pans, and furnishes the result to the Ohio Farmer: 

“I took the milk of the same cow, milked at the 
same time, and divided it equally, puttiug half in a 
glass pan, and half in a tin pan, and placed them si.le 
aud side. In the first twenty-four hours, were two 
thnuder showers; and at the end of that time, the milk 
in the tin pan was sour; that in the glass pan sweet 
and good. A t the end of twelve hours more, that in 
the tin was thick clabber, or lobbered, as the Yankees 
call it, and that in the glass began to turn. 

“From this, I believe glass paus will preserve milk 
one-third longer than tin pans. Will our dairymen 
try it ?” 

Yellow Dock.—I perceive a great many yellow 
dock in most of the meadows around the country. 
Now they may be good for nostrums, but they are 
not good for hay; and where a stalk of it grows, a 
stalk of good timothy or clover might grow just as 

I well; and as mowing, or even plowing, will never 
eradicate it, I would advise every farmer to take a 

I day now (it would have been better earlier in the 
season), aud pull them up, and carry them into the 
road, where the wagons may have a chance to grind 
them to powder; or, as the boys will want some 
change next winter, let them pull them, and dry ike 

■roots. They can probably get something for them 
at the drug stores. D.—Gales. 

Lime Hastens the Maturity of the Crop.—John¬ 

ston says: “ It is true of nearly all our cultivated 
crops, but especially of those of corn, (wheat.) that 
their full growth is attained more speedily when tLe 
land is limed, and that they are ready for the harvest 
from ten to fourteen days earlier. This is the case, 
even with buckwheat, which becomes sooner rif e, 
though it yields no larger a return, when lime is tip- 

plied to the land on which it is grown.” Have cur 
readers any experience on this point ? 

Hemp—Will it Kl.l Vermin?—The Farmers' 
Encyclopedia says:—“Another valuable property of 
hemp is, that it effectually expels vermia from plan¬ 
tations of cabbage. If it be sown on borders of 
fields, &c, planted with that vegetable,. so caterpillar 
will infest it. ” Is this a fact ? 
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SPURRY AS A GREEN MANURE. 

Has spurry (spergula arvensis) been tried for the 
purpose of plowing under as a green manure in this 
country ? If it has not, it is well worthy the atten¬ 
tion of the Agricultural Department of the Patent 
Office. The probability is that it would be found a 
decided acquisition on the poor sands of the Atlantic 
slope. It is on such light, dry soils that green manuring 
has been found most beneficial, and “for such soils,” 
says Johnston, “no plant has been more lauded than 
spurry. It may either be sown in autumn on the 
wheat stubble or after early potatoes, and plowed in 
in spring preparatory to the annual crop, or it may 
be used to replace the naked fallow, which is often 
hurtful to lands of so light a character. In the latter 
case, the first sowing may take place in March, the 
second in May, and the third in July—each crop be¬ 
ing plowed in to the depth of three or four inches, 
and the new seed then sown and harrowed. When 
the third crop is plowed in, the land is ready for a 
crop of winter corn.” 

"Von Voght states that by such treatment the worst 
shifting sands may be made to yield remunerative 
crops of rye—that the most worthless sands are more 
improved by it than those of a better quality—that 
the green manuring every other year not only nour¬ 
ishes sufficiently the alternate crops of rye, but grad¬ 
ually enriches the soil—and that it inci eases the effect 
of any other manure that may subsequently be put 
on. He adds, also, that spurry produces often as 
much improvement if eaten off by cattle as if plowed 
in, and that when led upon this plant, either green or 
in the state of hay, cows not only give more milk, 
but of a richer quality. 

Thaer in his Principles of Agriculture, a work 

which should be in every farmer’s library, says: 

The following are the properties which ought to be 
united by those p'ants which are cultivated for the pur 
pose of being buried as vegetable manure: 

The plant chosen ought, to be one adapted to the 
texture, qualities, humidity, and situation of the land 
on which it is to be sown, in order that, so f.tr from 
vegetating slowly, it may shoot up and flourish with 
all possible rapidity. 

The seed must neither be expensive nor scarce, or it 
must be of such a nature that a small quantity of seed 
will sow a considerable extent of land. 

This plant must attain its full vigor and development 
in the shortest possible space of time, in order that the 
requisite number of plowings may be bestowed on the 
fallow, if the crop be sown on fallow land, or that it 
may succeed the harvest of some other crop, and attain 
its development that same year. 

It must be well adapted for the purpose of keeping 
the soil loose—must-penetrate deeply into it by means 
of its roots, and cover it, with its leaves. 

It must contain a considerable portion of mucilage, 
or of some other vegeto-animal substance, which is 
analogous to animal matter. 

It must be disposed to putrescence. 
There is no plant that unites all ihese qualities in so 

eminent a degree as the .*perguta arvensis (corn spurry;) 
various trials with regard to its fitness for this purpose 
have been made, almost all of which have turned out 
well. Previously to plowing this plant into the soil, 
cattle may be allowed to pasiu e slightly upon it; but 
then they must be suffered to remain there during the 
night., if we would not take aw av a considerable por¬ 
tion of the advantages which might otherwise be de¬ 
rived from this practice. 

PRICE OF LAND IN THIS COUNTRY AND IN 
CANADA. 

The Country Gentleman says: 

‘Just the Difference.—Along the Niagara river, good 
farming lands on the American side command $luo per 
acre. Entirely similar, perhaps in some respects supe¬ 
rior, locations on the Canada shore are procurable at 
any time for $40. So we were informed on the best 
authority daring a visit there.^ Institutions go a great 
ways.” 

Population and pr'ces go a “great ways” further. 
On the American sidt we have the Erie Canal and 
the Buflalo & Niagara, Fills and Buffalo & Lockport 
Railroads, a dense mercantile and manufacturing pop¬ 
ulation—Lewiston, Niaga a Falls, Tonawanda, Black 
Rock and Buffalo stud this side of the river, while 
the Canadian side is pu.ely a farming district. Be¬ 
fore the passage ol the Reciprocity Bill, wheat was 
20 per cent, highei in Lewiston than in Queenstown 
—two places com ( cte 1 by a bridge. Under such 
circumstances, it is i ot i matter of surprise that land 
should be higher on th s side the river than on the 
other. It is manifestly unfair to compare the price of 
land remote from any commercial city with that in 
close proximity to the best of markets, and then to 
attribute the difference to the “institutions” of the 
two countries. Speculation has much to do with the 
price of land. There are few farms in this country 
that will pay ihe interest on “ one hundred dollars pur 
acre” and afford the farmer a reasonable compensa¬ 
tion for his labor, when devoted exclusively to ordi¬ 
nary agriculture. A small farm, with good buildings, 
may be worth it, or a large farm properly under¬ 
drained, but a man that has to get his living by the 
cultivation of wheat, corn, &c., will have to look 
some time before he meets with a farm that he will 
be justified in paying one hundred dollars an acre for. 
It' the price of land alone is to be taken as an index 
to the civil and religious freedom of a country, then 
English “institutions” are a “great ways” better than 
those of the “ Model Republic,” for certainly the land 
is worth more an acre in most parts of England than 
with us. Such reasoning, however, is fallacious. 

If the editor of the Country Gentleman had done 
as we did some time ago—taken a span of horses and 
driven from Niagara Falls to London, he would have 
passed through as good an agricultural distiict as 
any on the continent—as good as Western New York. 
He would have found good houses, substantial and 
commodious barns, good fences and roads, good breeds 
of cattle, sheep and swine, powerful and active farm 
horses, superior implements, and the land as well 
plowed and the crops as good and as well cultivated 
as on this side the Niagara river. 

Of the “institutions” of Canada, we know nolhing 
—of her agriculture and her farmers, we can speak 
in the highest terms, and we are sorry the editor of 
the Country Gentleman did not go into the country 
and judge for himself ralher than take the disparag¬ 
ing assertions of even the “ best authority.” 

Advice to Farmers.—If you have occasion to 
chastise an animal having a dung fork in your hand, 
do not strike with the back of it, but rather use the 
points; for the wounded animal may recover, but the 
broken fork can never be repaired, and will be to you 
for years a vexatious memorial of your folly. M. G.| 
Canton, Pa., May 21, 1856. 
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TKI? TO WISCONSIN'.—BY S. W. 

In passing this time west, I saw renewed evidences 
of improved farming. Even the presqu isles, or little 
intervals along the Irondequoit, made by the mean- 
derings of the creek, were now tilled for the first time 
since the beginning Other heretofore wet fields 
now denoted the magic effect of draining. Even 
Pat’s shanty, by the road side, instead of the Irish 
puddle, as a sign of nationality, at the door, had the 
better substitute of a potato patch, now extended 
along the railroad fence to a very respectable length. 
Thanks to the railroad ditches, the potatoes were up 
and hoed, and at least two weeks ahead of field crops 
planted at the same time. But when we come to a 
deeper cutting, where the subsoil has been unequally 
distributed, rich as it is in organic remains, Pat lacks 
the German industry to attack it. 

It is said that since the completion of the Suspen¬ 
sion Bridge, at Niagara Falls, the great hotels of 
Buffalo have had diminished profits. But the ship¬ 
ping trade, manufactures, and all other business, is 
making rapid strides here. Its manufacturing indus¬ 
try, now large, is increasing with that noiseless pro¬ 
gression which cheap living, and, above all, cheap 
rents, can make permanently prosperous. Nothing 
is wanting to make Buffalo the largest manufactur¬ 
ing, as she is the greatest inland commercial city of 
the Union, but the completion of the railroad, of less 
than eighty miles, to the coal regions of Pennsylva¬ 
nia. Vegetation around Buffalo is about ten days 
behind Waterloo; and the late frosts here, had they 
occurred with us, would have cut off beans and 
tomato plants. Here the beans were cunning enough 
to peep above ground only after the last frosty night 
had passed away; and the green cucumbers, as well 
as tomatoes, are yet under glass. 

Being detained by my friends “time enough yet,” 
I missed the great Southern steamer. At the Lake 
Shore depot, the night train was preparing to start 
just as we returned there—$13 dollars to Chicago, 
first class fare; $8, second class (not the emigrant). 
Looking into the second class, I saw good, conforta- 
ble seats, sliding windows, and only a small company 
of plain-looking Yankee male and female passengers. 
As a Spaniard is never afraid ol his Pisano mio, even 
in the shape of a bull, neither am I; hence I paid my 
$8 and started. I got to Cleveland at early break¬ 
fast time; but when we come to take the cars on the 
west side of the river, we were politely told that no 
second-class car would be sent out until four in the 
afternoon, and that we must either wait or take a 
first-class ticket and pay the difference. As we 
should get to Chicago at 11 P. M., instead of 9 the 
next morning if we waited, and having a dread, not 
of-the famed Chicago hostelries, but only of their 
reputed expensiveness, we one and all decided to stay 
and see the Cleveland lions, while we waited for the 
four-o’clock train. 

Cleveland, barring only along the docks and ware¬ 
houses the noisome, compound smells (in which the 
mineral alkalies, and vegetables far gone in decompo¬ 
sition, were present), is a beautiful, cleanly, busy, 
thriving city. Its magnificent, capacious depots and 
warehouses, are on a more extended scale than I had 
ever before seen—all built on piles driven into the 
submerged sands of the lake and river. Here were 
canal boats unloading iron and nails and manufac¬ 
tured articles, from Pittsburg and Cincinnati; while 

others were discharging pork, flour, corn, and all the 
other normal products of Ohio’s rural industry. Here, 
also, were lake steamers, propellers, and sail craft, 
and the unpretending, but mighty powerful, little tug, 
which, in default of orders, runs out into the offing 
to look for a customer. Strange as it may seem, £ 
saw a hermaphrodite brig towed in with a leading 
breeze and a fair wind. Perhaps the canny skipper 
is to have the preference whenever in company of 
others he is wind-bound or becalmed outside of port 

Left Cleveland in the four-o’clock train, second 
class, with a long train, but no emigrants. They had 
been sent in the morning, on the other road, by the 
way of Norwalk. Some of our passengers attempted 
to take that train; but they could not stand the stale 
smell of the ship steerage, which these unwashed 
animals had brought with them from sea. Passed 
along the lake shore; generally low, wet land, small, 
deciduous trees, and but little good farming in sight 
of the railroad. Soon came to the low, wooded 
islands of Sandusky Bay; then to the outskirts of 
that circumambient city. Soon became too dark to 
distinguish anything but the tall, dark forest of trees 
that delight in a semi-subaquaous region. Arrived 
at Toledo at 10 o clock. A long, covered range of 
depot, on a piled marsh, was all we could now see. 
Here, again, the stool-pigeon car was taken off, and 
we were told with much modest assurance by the 
self-possessed ticket-seller, that he had no excuses to 
make for the Company ; he only worked for his 
wages. I gave him credit for so masterly a cut-off to 
all useless controversy. We must now go a mile or 
more to the hotel, and wait till morning, or pay the 
difference, as the brokers say, and go on in the first- 
class cars. Of the two evils, Yankee-like, we now 
chose the least, each paying the exaction, $2, under 
protest. Fauquier Tinville was accused by Collot 

of attempting to demoralize death itself; but there 
can be said, in his defence, that he never either 
attempted to reduce hypocrisy to a system, or to 
annul the blessed uses of honor and honesty between 
man and man; while the directors of these two rail¬ 
road companies do both. Methinks such pitiful 
swindling will cease as soon as the railroad direction 
is purged from the councils of those vulgar men who 
owe their present position to the misfortune of having 
riches suddenly thrust upon them. One man said it 
was a Yankee trick, when a stalwart down-easter 
caught him by the throat, and told him not to repeat 
his words; and he didn’t. 

Got a good breakfast, barring the coffee, at White 
Pigeon, next morning. Could not find the car I had 
left until I had passed through it twice, as I looked 
at men rather than the car and its equipments, and 
my ship mates had become metamorphosed com¬ 
pletely, particularly the females, by a change of dress. 
They now sported French lace collars, shell combs, 
&c. Give me a down-easter as the true master of 
the economy of life. No Yankee woman puts quite 
all on her back at once to show off in a railroad car, 
however strong the temptation may be. The pro¬ 
gress of such a people may be depended on in a new 
country, even during a money panic. 

We now pass over Pigeon and Sturgeon prairies- • 
the best farms in Southern Michigan. All here is 
prairie, or oak opening—none of the large, tall sylva 
of Western New York. Passed the Hoosier villar 
ges, of a Yankee exterior, Elkhorn and Laporte; then 
to the Sandy region of the lake, covered with smal 
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pines of the Strolus family. From the Calumet sta¬ 
tion, on the east, to Chicago, on the west side of Lake 
Michigan, all, or nearly all, is marsh or swamp, or 
open, shallow bulrushed waters; but Chicago pushes 
a straggling suburb far south of the city proper, with 
streets and corner-lots staked out as far as high terra 
firma well permits. Being too late for the Milwau¬ 
kee morning train, I improved the few hours before 
the next train, to try to solve the problem of Chica¬ 
go’s present greatness. The mere passage of travel¬ 
ers here, has been beyond anything, perhaps, ever 
before witnessed in any age or nation. This tells the 
story why many hotel keepers have retired rich. 
*Tis said at this time that no publican feels himself 
poor enough to adopt the low rates of a New York 
hotel. In fact, it has passed into a truism here, that 
the whole body politic east is sadly behind this great 
age of steam and electricity. It is to the opening of 
an extended country of unsurpassed fertility, all fitted 
by nature for the plow, that Chicago at this time 
owes her unparalleled growth and prosperity; for 
what would the lake navigation be, or the Illinois 
canal, or the railroads, had Illinois and the West 
been covered, as Western New York once was, by a 
thick-set, immense forest. Here are few of those 
great work-shops, vomiting forth smoke like so many 
volcanoes, as at Cincinnati. But here are great and 
busy wholesale stores and retail shops, where every 
tar-fetched article is sold, monster warehouses and 
grain elevators, and a mercantile marine, not square- 
rigged or sea-appointed, it is true, but nevertheless 
all-sufficient for a monstrous carrying trade on the 
lakes. Here you will see a sturdy little tug pass a 
draw-bridge many times a day, lugging by her side 
some large bark, brig or schooner, as the mercurial 
little pissmire lugs the dead cockroach of twenty 
times his bulk. And then the shops! The moment 
you leave the great wholes de and retail streets, 
where everything, either useful or ornamental, may 
be found, you come into the region of lager bier, 
where every shop sells drink, and the front of every 
building is a shop, to say nothing of the thousand 
little improvised tenements built on leased lots too 
dear to buy, as long as money is worth two or three 
per cent, a month. It is now said here, that when 
money comes from abroad, as it was wont, tall, brick 
blocks are to take the place of these bier shops, as 
Chicago is destined to be to the United States what 
Paris is to France, only as much more than Paris, as 
the Mississippi is more than the Seine. 

Business at this time was said to be unusually dull 
at « hicago. Corn, the great staple' of commerce 
here was selling at 28\ cents afloat; a price involving 
a serious loss either to the farmer, or, as the trade say, 
to first or second hands. Low prices of agricultural 
products, now induced by the peace of Europe, must 
from the present extended production, continue for 
some time, and have its effect on trade generally, ulti¬ 
mately lowering the prices of both real estate and 
rents. Thus far it would seem that Chicago’s great¬ 
ness has been thrust upon her; but now the day has 
arrived for her to do something for herself, or she 
will inevitably lose caste with those cities of slower 
growth that have grown up strong as well as rich, by 
the continued increase of their manufacturing in¬ 
dustry. So ar from this, we see Chicago at this time 
importing front Milwaukee both lager bier and bricks; 
to say nothing of the vast amount of articles manu¬ 
factured in the east. 3- W.—Milwaukee, IVis. 

GYPSUM OS PLASTER AS A MANURE. 

The Boston Cultivator has an excellent article on 

this subject, from which we make a few extracts: 

“We are unable to tell, in advance,whether gypsum 
will operate favorably on a soil or not. The best way 
to find out is to try it. It may be necessary to try it 
more than one season before an answer can be given. 
Mr. Brooks, of Princeton, informs us that he sowed a 
hundred pounds to the acre on a pasture, which had to 
some extent turned wild—small bushes and coarse grass 
had started. The first season, little or no effect was 
perceived. The dressing was repeated Ihe next season, 
and upon examination clover was found to be coming 
in. The third season, clover and cultivated grasses 
grew to such a degree that the cattle grazed the ground 
closely, and the wild plants were overcome. 

The idea has been held that gypsum would do no 
good near the sea. It is not well founded. There are 
localities in close proximity to the sea, on which the 
best results are obtained from gypsum. Mr. Fay, of 
Lynn, sowed gypsum last year on a portion of bis 
sheep-pasture, of which we have before spoken. The 
spot was one of the worst in the tract—so poor or so 
much occupied by wild trash that the sheep had avoid¬ 
ed it. After the gypsum was applied, the sheep were 
noticed to graze there, and on examining the sward at 
the time of our late visit, the white clover was per¬ 
ceived in considerable quantity, and was evidently on 
the increase. Mr. F. said he should repeat the diessing 
this season. 

It is a great desideratum to have a soil on which 
plaster will operate well. In many instances it is the 
cheapest manure that can be applied. True, in most 
cases—not invariably—the continued use of plaster 
without other manures, results in impoverishment of 
the soil. But it it will operate well at first, it affords 
the means of making other manures. If it produces 
grass, that will keep animals, and animals will make 
manure, which in turn will produce more grass, <fcc. 

But there is some land which may be said never to 
be exhausted or injured by plaster. In the valley of 
the Connecticut liver there are places where it has 
been the only manure used for fifty or sixty years. A 
meadow was pointed out to us, several years ago, on 
the farm of Mr. Chauney Chapin, of Springfield, which 
hM been mowed annually for fifty years, yielding an 
average of three tons to the acre, at two cuttings in a 
season, the only dressing having been two bushels of 
plaster to the acre each year—one bushel being sown 
in the spring, the other in August. "We have also seen 
striking effects of plaster on similar land in other parts 
of the valley, particularly on (lie farms of Messrs. Wells 
aud Paoli Lathrop, in South Hadley’. 

The soil on which plaster has produced these effects 
may be briefly described as follows: Ihe high sandy 
plain between the river and the hills is undeilaid with 
clay. In some situations this plain has been cut down 
by the action of wrater until the clay forms the surface, 
or is only slightly covered with sand or loam. The 
clay varies in tenacity, being in some places suitable 
for bricks, and where a fresh bank is exposed, the strata 
are almost as distinct as the leaves of a hook. It is 
the soil formed of this clay, or a considerable mixture 
of it, which is so much benefited by plaster, Messrs. 
Lathrop’s pastures are never plowed, and never manured 
with anything but plaster, except the rranme made 
by the stock while feeding. Yet the herbage improves 
in quantity and quality. 

The time of applying plaster appears to have some 
connection with its effects. It is the practice in some 
sections to apply it to clover after a growth of a few 
inches has been made, and to potatoes, beans, £c., at 
the time of the first hoeing. It is supposed that the 
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results are more favorable under such circumstances. 
According to an experiment made in Germany, cited 
by Prof Johnston, a given extent of land, undressed, 
produced of grass, 100 lbs.; top-dressed 30th of March, 
132 lbs; top-dressel 13th and 27th of April, 141 and 
156 lbs., respectively. This would seem to support 
the idea that plaster operates best when sown after the 
leives have been developed. Prof. Johnston asks if 
the results of the experiment referred to, can have any 
connection with the fact which h is been observe 1, that 
gypsum [gypsum is composed of sulphuric acid and 
lime] laid on the leaves of plants is gradually convert¬ 
ed into carbonate, its sulphuric acid being absorbed? 

THE VALLEY 0? THE SACRAMENTO. 

The editor of the California Fanner, in a des¬ 
cription of “A Trip up the Beautiful Sacramento,” 
makes the following remarks: 

“Those who never go above our city in the steamer, 
can hive no conception of the beauty of the Sacramen- i 
to, its quiet yet gently winding stream, with its green j 
banks overhanging with stately trees; the denizens of! 
our cities can form no idea of the exteut or beauty and 
fertility of the Sacramento, without a personal visit. 
Miles and miles, aye, hundreds of miles of land, on 
both sides of this river is found soil as rich and fertile 
as man would desire, with locations for houses as beau¬ 
tiful as the heart of man could wish. Could the fa tri¬ 
ers of the old States but catch a glimpse of this locality 
—could they but hold the plow one day here, and see 
the rich soil upturned by the shining plowshare, they I 
would soon give up the toil among the “stony places,” 
where every day was indeed a day of toil, and come 
to our golden shores to cultivate, where we have in¬ 
deed the deep and rich soil that brings forth some sixty, 
and some an hundred fold. 

“The entire river from Vernon to Colusa, is one 
scene of fertility and loveliness; the large trees, with 
their deep green foliage bending down to ki-s the rapid 
stream, the bright moon stealing through ihe waving 
branches and making them sparkle like a string of 
gems with the moving tide, as we passed onward and 
upward. 

“No intelligent mind can pass up and down this 
beautiful stream, and not feel that ere long these banks 
and their vast prairies will all be brought into culti¬ 
vation; and that such was the ‘will of Providence/ 
brought about by the strange discovery of gold. 

“There is not a single quarter section of this vast 
tract of land that is not capable of making a man rich 
in a moderate time, if he will give but a proper and 
constant yet scientific attention to it. For one hun¬ 
dred and twenty-live miles, till we reached Colusa, was 
one constant scene of rich fertility, enough to gladden 
the heart of every lover of Nature’s rich landscape.” 

Coarse Hay for Sheep.—A correspondent of the 
Germantown Telegraph says that the very best article 
of winter feed that can be provided for sheep, if cut 
before it becomes over ripe, and properly made, is 
the coarse grass abounding in our natural meadows. 
He has generally cut from five to eight tons of this 
grass; wintered his sheep on it without the assistance 
of any other hay, and carried them through more 
successfully, and with less loss than could have been 
done by providing them with any other keep. There 
is something peculiar about this hay that renders it 
extremely palatable to the sheep, and which prevents 
their becoming soon clogged; their appetite for it 
continuing unimpaired through the season, unless 
vitiated oy the occasional use of other and more lux¬ 
urious food. 

Moles versus Wire Worms.—George Wilkins 

states in the London Gardeners Chronicle, that 
some years since, he had two fields, one of which was 
full of wire worms, and the other was infested with 
them to the extent of more than one-third part of it 
The crops failed for the first two or three years the 

I land was in h s possession. He then bought all the 
live moles he could obtain, first at seventy-five cents 
a dozen, and then at fifty cents, and turned them 
down in his fields; and the crops began to improve 
every year, and at length rapidly. One year, in which 
he had sixty-four bushels of barley on an acre, and 
nearly fifty-six bushels of wheat, the moles were at 
work all the summer, and in such numbers that, as 
he walked among the growing crop, the ground under 
his feet was like a homy comb; but that was the last 
year he had a mole on his land; their work being 
done, their food—the former pests to the crops—be¬ 
ing all consumed, the little innocent workmen, who 
had performed a service beyond the powers of 
all the men in the parish, migrated to the neighbors 
to perform for them the same kind of benefit they 
had for him; but, of course, death met them at every 
move; and soon the colony was destroyed. 

Oil as Manure.—Some of our agricultural wri¬ 
ters still continue to recommend refuse oil as a 
manure. We have had some experience in this mat¬ 
ter, and are satisfied that pure oil has little manurial 
effect on the cereals. The experiments which are 
cited to prove the value of oil as a manure, were 
made with retuse matter that contained considerable 
quantities of fleshy or nitrogenous substances; and 
the good effect produced—and which these writers 
ascribe to the oil—is unquestionably due to these 
matters, which, by decomposition, furnish ammonia. 
Boussingault says: “1, myself, ascertained, from 
experiments made some years ago, with a view to 
test the conclusions of an agriculturist who ascribed 
the good eifect of cake (rape-cake) to the fatty mat¬ 
ters which it contained, that rape-oil had no kind of 
favorable influence upon the growth of wheat ” 
This result is confirmed by the Rothamstead experi¬ 
ments: 500 lbs. of rape-cake, containing the same 
quantity of nitrogen as 100 tt>3. of salts of ammonia, 
had no greater effect on the wheat crop than 100 lbs. 
of salts of ammouia. The large quantity of oil, and 
other carbonaceous matter supplied in the rape-cake, 
did no good, for the salts of ammonia which contained 
none at all had as great an effect. 

An Illinois Farmer.—The editor of the Prairie 
Farmer has recently visited the farm of the Hon. 
James N. Brown, late President of the Illinois State 
Agricultural Society. We make the following ex¬ 
tract from his description of it: 

“Ilis ‘home farm’ consists of 2250 acres of highly 
cultivated land; 600 acres of which is planted in corn, 
and which looks as well as any we have seen this sea¬ 
son; the balance of his land is principally in grass, and 
is dotted over with horses, cattle, sheep, hog-% &c. We 
saw about seventy-five head of ‘Stock Cattle/ forty of 
which are thorough bred Short Horn Durham*—and 
some of them will compare with any animals we saw 
at the Nsftional Fair at Boston last fall.” 

They must be A No. l.then, for there were Short 
Horn3 at the National Fair at Boston last fall, which 
cannot be beat in the world. 
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AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH AMERICA. 

The Journal of the United States Naval Astron¬ 
omical Expedition to the Southern Hemispheie, con¬ 
tains some account of agricultural practices in South 
America, which we have read with much interest. 
The soil and climate is remarkably favorable to the 
production of nearly all kinds of grain and fruits; and 
nothing is wanted but American implements, skill 
and enterprise, to make it the garden and the gra¬ 
nary of the world. 

On the magnificent plains around Santiago, rota¬ 
tion and manures are alike unknown. Nothing saves 
the soil from exhaustion but the rich mineral deposit 
left during irrigation. As the surface has a natural 
and rapid slope from east to west, streams generated 
by the melted snows of the mountains fall with impe¬ 
tus towards the ocean, urging along masses of lime¬ 
stone and other rocks. By attrition these are con¬ 
verted into a fine powder, which is mingled with the 
water. Longitudinal canals along the base of the 
Andes, are supplied from rivers. These, in their 
turn, are tapped to furnish the different haciendas ; 
and the water finally traverses the fields in ten thou¬ 
sand petty streamlets, or acequias, managed by a 
special class of experienced laborers, who have no 
other duty than to attend to them, preserve them 
from obstruction, and water the several fields at the 
intervals they require. Wheat fields ordinarily re¬ 
ceive four irrigations betw( eu the cessation of rains 
in September, and the maturity of the grain at the 
close of November, on each occasion the fields re¬ 
maining submerged one night, and sometimes during 
twenfy-four hours. When the water is deep enough 
on the ground, the supply is reduced, until it equals 
the absorption and evaporation, thus preventing cur¬ 
rents over the growing crops, and abrasion of the 
surface soil. 

One result from this method of flooding, is the 
mineral deposit referred to, which, in some years, 
amounts to a stratum of three-fourths of an inch. A 
few years ago, the plain of Maypu, just south of the 
city, would not yield the planter four-fold of wheat. 
The surface was little more than gravel and coarse 
sand. But by treating it in this way, large propor¬ 
tions of it now produce from twenty to forty fold. 
Gould the proprietors be persuaded to use deep or 
subsoil plows, and free the land from pebbles some¬ 
what, it is impossible to fix a limit to the probable 
returns from the rich, sandy loam covering the whole 
surface of the valley. Not an ounce of manure has 
ever been intentionally placed ou any part of it; and 
yet the successive fioodiDgs have elevated several 
fields more than half a foot. 

The only implement for breaking up large pieces 
of ground, is an almost exact pattern of the old Ro¬ 
man plow. A knee-shaped log of wood, the larger 
end of ■which serves as a share, and the smaller as a 
handle, has a second straight log in it, near the joint, 
intended as a tongue or draught beam. The angle 
of the latter with the part forming the share, is varied 
at pleasure by wooden wedges; and the end of the 
share or mold-board is shod with iron, so as to form 
a sort of coulter. A yoke of oxen secured to the 
rude instrument, will scarcely open a furrow three 
inches deep, and, in fact, rarely penetrates hs deep as 
a careful farmer would harrow. 

From one and a half to two bushels of wheat are 
sown broadcast on each acre, and covered in by 

dragging a bush over it, or sometimes a harrow, 
whose construction is on a par with that of the plow. 
This takes place in the autumn, as soon after the 
rains commence as the lands can be prepared. Hill¬ 
side fields, above the reach of artificial irrigation, are 
first attended to, that they may have time to mature 
under the influence of late spring rains and a warm sun. 

The old sickle or reaping hook is still universal. 
The field is laid off in sections called tareas (tasks). 
The grain is suffered universally to stand longer than 
in the United {States; and the loss by falling out and 
their mode of handling is considerable. 

The description of the method of threshing out the 
grain is amusing. We copy it entire: 

“ The threshing out of the grain (trilla) is one of the 
annual events of most importance at the hacienda. 
Proportionate to the amount of ground cultivated in 
wheat, a spot slightly elevated above the rest if 
selected, leveled on top, and inclosed by stakes an 
cords. Someiimes young trees are planted around i 
though they are never permitted to attain any grea 
height. As fast as the wheat stalks are cut on tl < 
field, they are brought to the era, the spot thus pi c 
pared, and piled up until there is not unfrequent ly . 
very respectable-sized hill, even for the mountainox 
country. One may appreciate this from the fact ‘ L;, 
Compania,” a single estate formerly belonging to the 
Jesuists (Compania de Je;us), produces annually more 
than fifty thousand bushels of Wheat. (The trillla ot 
1851 yielded thirty-two thousand fanegas, or about 
seventy-two thousand bushels.) As soon as the pile 
within the era is high enough, the inquilinos are sum¬ 
moned, and their friends invited to frolic, the 'patron 
providing a daily feast as long as the work lasts. In 
this way, one, two, and even four hundred animals 
are employed. If the estate does not possess so many, 
they are either borrowed foi the occasion from rela¬ 
tions or intimate fiiends, or are hired in the neigh¬ 
borhood. On the appointed day, they are divided into 
two equal droves, each of which is again subdivided 
and retained under control of its particular inquilino. 
A small part of the pile being raked out so as to cover 
the entire surface of the era, the horses are driven in 
squads, each followed by its supervisor, well mounted. 
When the animals are all arranged, at a shout from 
major domo seated upon the top of the pile, the whole 
drove is started to a full run ; after a given number of 
turns, the count of which is kept by the major domo, 
he calls out vuelta (wheel); the race in that direction is 
arrested, and they turn upon their tracks at a like 
speed. Away they go, round and round again, dust 
and straw whirling in clouds among the excited mass, 
maddened by the shouts and gestures of the drivers, 
and the crowds who throng the stakes or trees of the 
inclosure. Greatly do ihe boys love to climb the posts 
to urge on the half-tamed animals with domestic whips, 
as if themselves were not sufficiently scare crows to 
frighten any ordinary horse. Among so large a num¬ 
ber, terrified by shouts, and sci earns, and occasional 
lashes, from half a hundred men and boys, half the 
time buried and blinded by flying straws, it would be 
wonderful if all retained their footing. Under euch 
circumstances, a stumble is necessarily attended by a 
piling up of all wrho follow. But such is the mass of 
straw, and the extraordinary skill of the natives as 
horsemen, that they are rarely injured ; but as the cat 
is reputed to do in like cases, they are pretty sure to 
land on their feet. Knowledge of horses, ar.d horse¬ 
manship, begins with early boyhood, and often, too 
with early girlhood; for there are not a few of the 
gentler sex in Chili, who at times manage their steeds 
with a skill and fearlessness startling to us astronomi¬ 
cal sailors.” 
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FAST DRIVING AT CATTLE SHOWS. 

Messrs. Editors:—The enclosed was written by an 

old and much esteemed friend, in whose opinions I have 

g.-eat confidence, and which in this case coincide with 

my own. You can give it a place in your paper, if 

you think proper. Seth Sprague. 

On a hasty glance at the Secretary’s Report fur the 
last year, I am pleased to notice that yourself and some 
others have queried, as to the expediency of introdu¬ 
cing racing and race-courses at our Cattle Shows. I can 
not doubt, that all such movements have a demoralizing 
tendency. They bring in a class of persons to partic¬ 
ipate, with whom the substantial farmer has no satis¬ 
faction in associating. They encourage betting, gamb¬ 
ling, and other analogous vices. It is idle to say, that 
the speed of the animals should be limited to four or 
five miles an hour. I should a9 soon think of limiting 
the velocity of the wind. This is a fair topic for the con¬ 
sideration of the Board of Agriculture, who should 
have a supervisory view over the expenditure of the 
agricultural funds of the Commonwealth. If races are 
to be made, let them be made by jockeys, and by them 
only. Very truly, yours, 

Hon. Seth Sprague. J. W. Proctor, 

We find the above in the Boston Cultivator. We 
are decidedly opposed to the demoralizing practice 
of racing, and have had occasion heretofore, to ex¬ 
press our fears that the “ Trials of Speed? which 
have of late been introduced at many of our State 
and County Fairs, would engender a love for the turf 
and its attendant evils, which cannot fail to retard the 
usefulness of legitimate agricultural exhibitions, and 
if persisted in, to lead ultimately to their abandon¬ 
ment. We are well aware that it is necessary to 
make Fairs attractive in order to obtain sufficient 
money to pay premiums and other expenses, but this 
can be accomplished without a resort to any such 
questionable practices as the one referred to. A good 
exhibition, except in unusually unpropitious weather, 
always pays. To doubt it i-* to doubt the enterprise 
and intelligence of our agricultural population. Of¬ 
fer judiciously liberal premiums, appoint good judges, 
select the right place and the proper days for holding 
the Fair,-charge a small fee for admission, and get a 
good man to deliver an agricultural—not a political 
address, and our word for it, there will be no need to 
resort to Trials ot Speed, Lady Equestrianism, or 
Baby Shows, to call out a crowd. In alluding to the 
above letter from Mr. Proctor, the editor of the 
Cultivator (Sanford Howard.) says: 

We presume that trotting rather than what is tech¬ 
nically caked “ racing,” is alluded to. It is a subject 
deserving the consideration of the managers of Agri¬ 
cultural Societies, both in a moral and physical view, 
though at the same time not so easy to be adjusted as 
some may suppose. 

The propagation of horses possessing a certain amount 
of speed in the trot, is obviously worthy of encourage¬ 
ment. Vast nunbers of horses are used for purposes 
where dispatch is an important requisite. Under the 
new order of things introduced by the use of steam as 
a motive power, a desire to increase the speed of the 
horse ha3 naturally followed. But as extreme speed i9 
often obtained dt the sacrifice of lasting powers, it be¬ 
comes a question how far that property shall be culti¬ 
vated. It is well known that many horses which would 
be of very little value for permanent use, can trot at 
a rapid rate for a short distance with a light weight. 
It is plain, therefore, that speed is by no means the on¬ 
ly requisite in any useful class of horses, and should 
not of itself merely, be considered a practical merit. 

We are aware that against our position may be cited 
the practice of the United States Agricultural Society. 
At the last show of this Society, uo less than one thou¬ 
sand dollars, besides the premiums on “ trotting stal 
lions,” was offered for mere speed in trotting mile heats. 
The premiums were nothing more nor less than purses 
for the fastest trotting, and in several of the classes the 
highest were taken by horses which a good judge would 
scarcely have at any price, for regular business pur¬ 
poses. In some instances the animals were geldings, so 
that whatever might have been their value, nothing 
could be gained by them to the breed. But consider¬ 
ing what they actually were, their incapacity for prop¬ 
agation is not a matter of regret. We leave it for oth¬ 
ers to point out the advantage to the community, 
morally or pecuniarily, of expending money in 6uch 
a way. 

For ourselves, we believe that wherever the produc¬ 
tion of that class of horses denominated roadsters is an 
object, it is proper for agricultural societies to test, to 
a certain degree, the speed of animals offered as breed¬ 
ing stock. We do not think it necessary that they 

should be put to their highest speed; but a just decis¬ 
ion in regard to the merits of competing animals can 
not be made without fairly comparing their action. 
We would do this in reference to only one of the requi¬ 
sites to be considered, and would give no encourage¬ 
ment to speed any further than it was found combined 
with the points of shape, constitution, and other prop¬ 
erties necessary to make a useful and serviceable horse. 
Is there anything in this which would necessarily lead 
to betting, gambling, or any other immoral practice ? 

The Ferret for Destroying Rats.—In England, 
nearly every farmer keeps ferrets for destroying rata 
and rabbits. In this country they are hardly known, 
but are just now beginning to receive a little atten¬ 
tion. The Prairie Farmer says: A 

“The ferret is a native of Africa, whence it was im¬ 
ported into Spain for the purpose of destroying the 
rabbit, with which, at that period, that country was 
injuriously overrun. From Spain it has spread over 
the rest of Europe, as a domesticated animal. From 
the earliest times it was used in the capture of rabbits, 
by being turned muzzled into their burrows. It is 
now used not only by the warrener, but also exten¬ 
sively by the rat-catchers. 

“Some ten years since, there was living near Huron, 
Ohio, a professed rat-catcher, an Englishman, who, 
with a cage of ten or fifteen ferrets, and accompanied 
by several Scotch terriers, visited the farms and villa¬ 
ges through Huron county, ready, for a fee of five dol¬ 
lars, to carry death and dismay into the colony of rats 
and mice inheriting the premises. I was witness to 
one of these professional operations. The terriers, keen 
for the sport, were posted about the buildings; then 
the ferrets, lean, lank and hungry, were let slip into 
the holes and runaways of the rats. 

“Now commenced such scampering, squeaking, ra¬ 
cing, bustle and confusion as was truly exciting. If 
the rats remained in their holes, death was certain ; 
for the ferrets could with ease follow through any 
opening a rat could pass; and if they attempted to es¬ 
cape by flight their fate was equally sure; for the lit¬ 
tle active dogs, willing allies of the ferrets, were ready 
to seize them the moment they made their appearance. 
Thus a war of extermination was carried on wlh 
bloody success. 

“ Ferrets are very sensitive of cold, and require to 
be kept snug and warm, especially during the winter, 
as they perish if exposed to the severity of the season.” 
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HOWARD’S PRIZE PLOW. 

HOWARD’S PRIZE PLOW. 

At the trial of agricultural implements connected 
wiih the Paris Universal Exhibition, Howard’s Prize 
Plow proved to be very much lighter in draught than 
any other. We believe it is, for medium soils, the 
best plow in Great Britain. The accompanying en¬ 
graving will give some idea of its construction. It is 
made wholly of iron—principally wrought iron. The 
mold board is very long and full, and turns a neat, 
smooth, unbroken furrow, at an angle of about 45°. 
There is much difference of opinion in regard to the 
use of wheels. Scotch farmers think they increase 
the draught of the plow, while many intelligent Eng¬ 
lish farmers express the opinion that by keeping the 
plow steady, and at a uniform depth, they lessen the 
draught, or, at all events, that the horses appear to 
perform the work with less labor. We incline to the 
latter opinion. Whether this is so or not, there can 
be no doubt on one point, the wheels lessen the labor 
of holding the plow, and of turning at the ends. In 
fact, the plow will run without holding. In the old- 
fashioned system of three horses tandem, we have 
seen the plowman walk beside the horses from one 
end of the field to the other, leaving the plow to take 
care of itself. The large wheel, which runs in the 
furrow, and regulates the width, is usually about two 
feet and a half in diameter; the small wheel, which 
runs on the unplowed land, and regulates mainly the 
depth, is about two feet in diameter. The wheels 
are so attached to the beam that they can be raised 
or lowered in a minute. 

The handles are of great length; and however 
awkward they may look to an American, and how¬ 
ever inconvenient they might prove when plowing 
round stumps, there can be no doubt that they enable 
the plowman to guide the plow with great ease. 

By means of the rod shown in the cut, all strain is 
removed from the beam, and the line of draught is 
much more direct—a point of great importance, as 
there can be no doubt that less power is required. 

Galls on Horses, &c.—One of the best means to 
prevent galls on horses is to wash the parts most lia¬ 
ble to injury with whiskey saturated with alum. We 
find in one of our exchanges the following receipt, 
for an ointment for wounds and sores of all kinds, and 
for horses, when galled by the saddle or collar, and 
also for broken chilblains: Take of honey 12 ounces, 
yellow beeswax 4 ounces, compound galbanum plas¬ 
ter 6 ounces, sweet oil haif a pint. Put the honey 
into ajar, by the fire; then melt the other ingredients, 
and mix them together; to be spread very thin on 
linen, and changed twice a day. 

Camels on the Overland Route to Califor¬ 

nia.—The camels and dromedaries lhat our govern¬ 
ment ordered from the east, 1o be used on the west¬ 
ern plains, have arrived at, Indianola, Texas, where 
they now are to be seen daily marching through ihe 
streets. By the last accounts, through an Indianola 
paper, the camels are employed at the present time, in 
carrying government freight from Powderhorn to the 
depot in that place. They carry the great weight of 
1.G00 pounds each, and with the greatest ease, upon 
their backs. 

The dromedary is employed by the Arabs as their 
riding nag, while the camel is used as a beast of bur¬ 
den. This is the only distinction made between 
them. The first will move along at a brisk trob at 
the rate of one hundred miles per day, or with a 
speed approaching that of the railroad cars; and we 
do not hear of any smash-ups, or trouble from the 
lack of ventilation. One would think 1 his the very 
perfection of traveling. The word dromedary means 
swift. The camel gets over the groupd on a walk as 
fast as a horse at a trot. 

Peas for Pork-Making.—A correspondent of the 
Ohio Farmer says : 

“Several years ago, I planted some peas in my corn, 
at the time I gave it the last plowing, which was about 
the 4th of July. I did this merely as an experiment, 
to ascertain whether they would mature, and how 
they would produce without cultivation. 

“I was much gratified to find that they produced 
abundantly, and matured before the fall frosts came 
in. I am fully of the opinion, that by sowing the right 
sort of peas, before plowing the corn the last time, pork 
may be fattened on peas, without any corn, more than 
the waste corn in gathering the crop.” 

UNLOADING HAY BY HOUSE FOWFE. 

In Mr. Leavitt’s celebrated “ Cascade Barn,” at 
Great Barrington, Mass., there is an apparatus for 
unloading hay which lifts up a whole load at a time, 
and deposits it in the bay, at the rate of a ton of hay 
each minute. This is a machine, however, that is not 
adapted to the wants of the generality of farmers. 
It is true that it will unload a thousand tons of hay 
in a short time, and at little expense; but where, as 
on most farms, the hay crop is gathered in small 
quantities each day, such an apparatus is of little or 
no use. In fact, we question if it will unload half a 
ton of hay at as little expense as it can be done by 
hand. We believe it requires six men to attend to 
it! Although, therefore, it is exceedingly ingenious, 
and accomplishes the porposes for which it was de¬ 
signed, it is not adapted to the wants of the farmer. 
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We believe, however, that a machine may be con¬ 
structed, at a little expense, that would lessen the 
labor and time required to unload hay. Where hay 
is put in stacks, it would perhaps be difficult to ap¬ 
ply the machine; but where it is put in barns, there 
appears to be no difficulty in the way. Will not 
some of our ingenious mechanics turn their attention 
to this subject ? 

The accompanying engraving represent a machine 
for unloading hay that has been used on some farms 
with success. It is simple, cheap, and can be made 
by any farmer; but it admits, we thiuk, of considera¬ 
ble improvement. 

The machine consists of three pulleys, about 80 
feet of |-inch rope, and a large fork (fig. 1). The 
head of the fork is 
about 28 inches 
long, and 2£ inch¬ 
es square, made of 
good hard wood. 
The handle is 5 J 
feet long, mortic¬ 
ed into the head, 
and secured from splitting by a strap of iron clasped 
round the head, and extending some distance up the 
handle. The prongs are made of steel, twenty inches 
long, | inch thick at the head, ami tapering to a point. 
They may be set in ihe head at equal distances apart, 
with a burr attached to screw them up tight. Two 
ropes, or rods of iron (a, a), three feet long, fastened 
to the ends of the head, are brought together at b, to 
which a pully is attached. A small rope (c) is fas¬ 
tened to the end of the handle, in length to suit the 
height of the barn, by which the fork is kept level as 
it is raised to the top of the mow, where the hay is 
discharged by slackening the rope. 

Fig. l. 

In adjusting the machine, let one end of the main 
rope be attached to the pe »k of the rafter, about three 
feet over the bay. as at a, fig. 2, which represents a 
section of the barn; thence let it pass through the 
pulley b on the fork; then through the second pulley 
c; then through the third pulley d, fixed to the lower 
part of the door post, to give a level draft for the 
horse. One man on the load, another in the mow, 
and a boy to lead the horse, constitute the force 
necessary to unload hay in this manner. 

THE MANAGEMENT OF YOUNG TUBKIES. 

We extract the following hints on the treatment of 
yqung turkies from Brouties American Poultry 

Yard:—-‘Some books tell yon to plunge the chicks 
in cold water, to strengthen them; those that survive 
will certainly be hardy birds. Others say,‘make 
them swallow a whole pepper torn,’ which is as if we 
were to cram a Newtown pippin down the throat of 
a new-born babe. Others, again, ray, ‘give them a 
little ale, beer, or wine.’ We know, unhappily, that 
some mothers are wicked enough to give their infants 
gin; and we know the consequences. Not a few ad¬ 
vise that they be taken away, and kept in a basket by 
the fire-side, wrapped in flannel, fur eight or ten 
hours. Why take them away from her ? Blie has 
undergone no loss, no pain, nor labor; she wants no 
rest, having had too much of that already. All she 
requires is the permission to indulge undisturbed the 
natural exercise of her own affectionate instinct; 

“As in the ease of young fowls, the turkey chicks 
do not require food for se\e al hours. There is no 
oeea ion for alarm if, for thirty bourn, they content 
themselves with the warmth of their parent, and en¬ 
joy her care. 

“Give them nothing; do nothing to them; let them 
be in the nest, under the shelter of their mother’s 
wings, at least eight or ten hours; if hatched in the 
afternoon, till the following morning. Then place 
her on the grass, in the sun, under a roomy coop. If 
the weather be fine, she may be stationed where you 
choose, by a long piece of flannel list tied around one 
leg, and fastened to a stake or a stone. But the 
boarded coop saves her ever-watchful anxiety from 
the dread of enemies above and behind—the crow, 
the raven, the hawk, the rat, the wreasel—and also 
protects herself—she will protect her young—from 
the sodden showers of summer. Offer at first a few 
crumbs bread; the little ones, for some hours, will 
l»e in no hurry to eat; but when they do begin, sup¬ 
ply them constantly and abundantly with chopped 
egg. shreds of meat and fat, curd, boiled rice, mixed 
wiih cress, lettuce, and the green of onions. Melted 
mutton snet poured over barley or Indian meal dough, 
and cut up when cold; also, bullock’s liver boiled and 
minced—are excellent things. Barley, or Indian 
meal, mixed thick and stiff with water or milk, nettle 
tops, leeks, and many other things, might be added 

to the list; but it is probable that a few of these 
may now and then be refused by some fanciful 
little rogues. Little turkies do not like their 
bod to be minced much smaller than they can 
w allow it, indolently preferring to make a meal 

at three or four mouthfuls to troubling them 
selves with the incessant pecking and scratch¬ 
ing in which chickens so much delight. But 

0m, at any rate, the quantity consumed costs but 
little; the attention to supply it is everything. 

“The young of the turkey afford a remarkable 
instance of hereditary and transmitted habits.. 

From having been tended for many generations with so 
much care, they appear naturally to expect it almost 
as soon as they are released from the shell. We are 
told that young pointers, the descendants of well- 
educated dogs, w ill point at the scent of game with¬ 
out any previous traiuing; and so turkey chicks seem 
to wait for the attention of man before they can have 
any experience of the value or nature of those atten¬ 
tions. Food which they would refuse from a platter, 
they will peck greedily from the palm of a hand; a 
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crumb which would be disdained if seen accidentally 
on the ground, will be relished from the tip of the 
finger. The proverb that ‘ The master’s eye fattens 
the horse,’ is applicable to them, not in a metaphor¬ 
ical, but in a literal sense; for they certainly take their 
food with a better appetite if their keeper stays to 
distribute it, and see them eat it, than if he merely 
set it down and left them to help themselves. 

“Abundant food for the mother and her young, 
constant attention to their wants, are the grand de¬ 
siderata in rearing turkies. An open glade, in a 
grove, with long grass and shrubs here and there, is 
the best possible location. A great deal is said about 
clear and fresh water for turkies; but I have ob¬ 
served that if left to their own choice, they will be 
as content and healthy with the rinsings of the scul¬ 
lery, or the muddiest pool, as with the purest spring. 
The long grass will afford them cover from birds of 
prey; the hen will herself drive off four-footed enemies 
with great courage. Insects, too, will abound in 
such a situation. When the little creatures are three 
or four days old, they will watch each fly that alights 
on a neighboring flower, fix it with mesmeric inten¬ 
sity, and, by slow approach, often succeed in their 
final rush. But in the best position that you can 
station them, forget them not for one hour in the day. 
If you do, the little turkies will for a time loudly 
yelp, 

“ Oh, then remember me !” 

in notes less melodious than those of a prima donna, 

and then they will be sulky and silent. When you 
at length bring their delayed meal, some will eat, 
some will not. Those that will not, can only be 
saved by a method at all other times unjustifiable, 
namely: by cramming; but it must be done most gen¬ 
tly. The soft crumb of bread rolled into miniature 
sausages should be introduced till their crops are full. 
For drink, many would give wine. I advise milk. 
The bird wants material, not stimulant. 

“ The time when the turkey hen may be allowed 
full liberty with her brood, depends so much on sear 
son, situation, &c., that it must be left to the exer¬ 
cise of the keeper’s judgment. Some, whose opinion 
is worthy of attention, think that if the young are 
thriving, the sooner the old ones are out with them 
the better, after the first ten days or so. A safer 
rule may be fixed at the season called ‘ shooting the 
red,’ a ‘disease,’ as some compilers are pleased to 
term it, being about as much of a disease as when 
the eldest son of the turkey’s master and mistress 
shoots his beard. When young turkies approach 
the size of a partridge, or before, the granular fleshy 
excrescences on the head and Deck begin to appear; 
soon after, the whole plumage, particularly the tail 
feathers, start into rapid growth, and the ‘ disease ’ is 
only to be counteracted by liberal nourishment. If 
let loose at this time, they will obtain much by for¬ 
aging, and still be thankful for all you choose to give 
them. Caraway seeds, as a tonic, are a great secret 
with some professional people. They will doubtless 
be beneficial, if added to plenty of barley or Indian 
meal, boiled potatoes, chopped vegetables, and ref¬ 
use meat. And now is the time that turkies begin to 
be troublesome and voracious. What can you ex¬ 
pect else from a creature that is to grow from the 
size of a robin to 12 or 15 lbs., in eight or nine 
months? They will jump into the potato ground, 
scratch the ridges on one side, eat every grub, wire- 

worm, or beetle that they find, and every half-grown 
potato. From thence they will proceed to the ruta¬ 
bagas; before the bulbs are formed, they will strip 
the green from the leaves, thereby checking the 
future growth of the root. At a subsequent period, 
they will do the same to the white turnips, and here 
and there take a piece out of the turnip itself.— 
They are seldom large enough before harvest to make 
so much havoc among the standing grain, as cocks, 
hens and guinea fowls, or they have not yet acquired 
the taste for it; but w'hen the Indian corn begins to 
ripen, in August or September, and the young wheat 
comes up, in October or November, they will exhibit 
their graminivorous propensities, to the great disad¬ 
vantage of the farmer. The farmer’s wife sees them 
not, says nothing, but at Christmas boasts of the large 
amount of her turkey money. One great merit in 
old birds (besides their ornamental value, which is 
our special recommendation; is, that in situations 
where nuts, acorns and mast are to be had, they will 
lead off their brood to these, and comparatively (that 
is all) abstain from ravaging other crops. It is, 
therefore, not fair for a small occupier to be over¬ 
stocked with turkies (as is too often the case, and 
with other things also), and then let them loose, like 
so many harpies, to devastate and plunder their 
neighbors’fields. 

SCAB OR ITCH JN SHEEP. 

At a late meeting of the Royal Agricultural Soci¬ 
ety, Prof. Simonds, Veterinary Surgeon to the Soci¬ 
ety, delivered an interesting article on the parasites 
of our domestic animals. We extract a few of his 
remarks on the acarus, a mite which produces itch in 
sheep. 

The scab in sheep occasions heavy losses every year. 
Its cause for many years was not known ; and the 
merit of our present satisfactory information on the 
subject, was due to a German physiologist, who clearly 
proved the wide distribution of aeari or mites, in dirt 
or filth, sugar, cheese, flour, and almos|t every other 
form of vegetable matter—there being scarcely a sub¬ 
stance not affected with them. He found that the 
male and female acarus of the horse and of the sheep 
possessed well-defined characters in the case of each of 
those animals, the former being the cause of the mange, 
and the latter of the scab. The study of their natural 
history would, in Prof. Simoxd’s opinion, be the beet 
clue to the means of their destruction. These mi'es 
were endowed with the capability of traveling from 
one animal to another; and the scab disease of sheep 
was known to extend [to a whole flock, leading to fatal 
chronic disease. Since 184 8, Prof. S. had instituted 
numerous experiments, for the purpose of ascertaining 
whether the mites belonging to one class of animals, 
had the power of engendering the same disease on ani¬ 
mals of another class; in other words, whether the 
mite which produced scab on sheep was capable of pro¬ 
ducing mange on the horse and the dog, and the con¬ 
trary. He tiled these experiments again and again, 
with every variety of circumstance, but entirely failed 
to produce such results. It had, however, been 
alleged that in Germany success had attended similar 
efforts. 

The acari, or mites, varied much in shape. Pediculi, 
or lice, existed in the greatest variety. They could 
only live, however, in that particular part of the ani¬ 
mal’s body to which they were adapted. 

He then referred to the period which elapsed between 
the deposition of the acari on the skin of sheep and the 
development of the scab disease, as a question affecting 
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the purchasing of sheep, and the liability attached to 
that transaction. First a slight, redness came on the 
skin; albuminous fluid was exuded, which matted j 
together the adjoining wool. In a few days, definite 
pain was felt by the animal, which violently attempted j 
to scratch itself by rubbing the part against any resist¬ 
ing object. The irritation extended to ten or twelve 
inches. The disease advanced with rapid progress. 
Acari had traveled over other parts of the body. In 
sixteen days, fifty or sixty eggs of the aearus were 
found at the base cf the wool. Large, thickened crusts, 
of a white appearance, were formed. The health of 
the animal and its skin became generally affected. 
Large scales of scabs ensued, which, on being raised, a 
great number of acari could be detected. Inflamma¬ 
tion had ensued on the skin. The itch in the human 
subject arose from the same cause. The aearus bur¬ 
rowed beneath the scale of the epidermis or outer skin ; 
the itch-mite insinuated itself within the skin; while 
the mites of the horse and the sheep made their at¬ 
tacks upon the skin. 

Remedies.—Prof. Simonds recommended common 
mercurial ointment, rubbed down with three times its 
weight of lard, as directed by Youatt. 

“The quantity of ointment applied to each sheep j 
may vary from a few drachms to two ounces, one-third 
of the quantity being used for a lamb. The sheep I 
that has been thus dressed, may be considered, at least, 
as incapable of infecting any of the others. The itch¬ 
ing will soon subside; the acari will either be des¬ 
troyed by the mercury as soon as they appear on the 
skin, or it will penetrate to their deepest recesses, and 
poison them there; or if at the expiration of ten days, 
there should continue to be much uneasine-s or itch¬ 
ing, another but a lighter dressing may take place. 
This ointment will have a kindly effect on the roots of 
the wool, encouraging their growth and that of the 
natural yolk, and forming a comfortable and most use¬ 
ful defence against the cold of the eusuing winter.” 
i Professor Simonds remarked that arsenical applica¬ 
tions were more potent, but they required great care. 
The best mode was that of sprinkling a solution of ar¬ 
senic, again and again, over the diseased parts. The 
preferable form of such solution, was that of arseniate 
of potash, blended with vegetable infusions, such as 
those of foxglove, stavesacre, henbane, dock roots, <fcc. 
He recommended two ounces of arsenic, and two ounces 
of carbonate of potash, to be boiled together in a quart 
of water until dissolved, when a further quantity of 
water was to be added to make up a gallon of solution. 
To this gallon of solution, a gallon of vegetable infusion 
was to be added, made by pouring a gallon of boiling 
water over four ounces of foxglove leaves, and allow¬ 
ing the infusion to remain till cold, when it is poured 
off. These two gallons of liquid constituted a safe 
agent, and one of the most potent remedies for scab. 
Half a pint of it, at intervals of a few days, was to be 
sprinkled (from a bottle, through a quill in tne cork) 
on the skin at the back and sides of the sheep. Two 
or three dressings would be found sufficient to cure the 
most inveterate cases of scab in sheep. 

Rats.—A good rat trap may be made by filling a 
smooth kettle to within six inches of the top with 
water, and covering the surface with chaff. The first 
chap who gets in makes an outcry because he cannot 
get out; and the rest coming to see what the matter 
is, share the same fate. 

Manuring was known, practised, and considered 

essential to good husbandry in the fifth century of 

our present era; perhaps we may yet give a history 

of manuring from the earliest to the present day. 

REMEDY FOR HOVEN IN CATTLE. 

The Louisville Journal recommends the following 
remedy for hoven in cattle: 

“As soon as you discover the affection, which you 
will know by their swollen appearauce and uneasy 
movements, make a stout straw rope, well twisted, 
about as thick as your wri.-t; turn the cow into her 
stall, and putting the rope, into her mouth, tie it over 
the top of her head, behind her herns; secure it wrell, 
and turn her loose. In her endeavors to get l id of the 
straw rope, she will so turn up her head as to allow 
the escape of the gas, and in fifteen minutes she will 
be relieved. 

“ Some five or six years ago, we found six of our 
cows thus affected atrhe same time; having somewhere 
read of the above remedy, we tried it, with immediate 
success; the cattle were so much affected, that they 
must have died if not relieved. We have seen it tried 
several times since, arid always with success.” 

In the spring of the year, when cattle are turned 
into clover for the first time,they eat greedily; and if 
the dew is on, or the clover is wet from rain, it is apt 
to ferment in the stomach and to produce hoven. 
Prevention is better than cure; and farmers should 
be very careful not to turn cattle into clover until it 
is dry; or if the weather is so showery that the clover 
is wet all day, the cattle must be allowed to stay in 
the field only a short time, and to eat only a small 
quantity. 

Many remedies are recommended for this disease. 
If the animal is not too much swollen, two or three 
table-spoonfuls of liquid ammonia, given in a pint of 
water, or whisky and water, frequently gives immedi¬ 
ate relief. Two drachms of chloride of lime, in two 
quarts of warm water, is also an excellent remedy. 
If neither of these are at hand, a quart of lime water, 
as strong as it can be made, will be found useful.— 
The dose should be repeated in about twenty min¬ 
utes, if the animal is no better. Lime water can 
readily be made by pouring boiling water on quick 
lime, stirring it well for a few minutes, and then 
allowing it to settle. If a little of the lime is mechan¬ 
ically suspended in the water, it will do no harm.— 
After the animal is recovered, it is well to give a 
quarter of a pound of Epsom salts to allay inflam¬ 
mation. 

Sheep and Misfortunes—Perhaps there are no 
other animals so imitative in their disposition as sheep. 
Not only will they leap over a fence in imitation of 
one that has been frightened over, but if the fence 
should be knocked down before all the flock is over, 
the remaining portion will leap just as high as though 
the fence wras there. Longfellow thus aliudes to 
this ovine characteristic: 

Never jumps a sheep that’s frightened 
Over any fence whatever, 
Over wall, or fence, or timber, 
But a second follows after, 
And a third upon a second, 
And a fourth, and fifth, and so on— 
First a sheep, and then a dozen, 
Till they all. in quick succession, 
One by one have got clear over. 
So misfortunes, almost always, 
Follow af.er one another— 
Seem to watch each other, always ! 
When they see the tail uplifted, 
In the air the tail uplifted, 
As the sorrows leapeth over, 
So they follow, thicker, faster. 
Till the air of earth seems darkened. 
With the tails of sad misfortunes. 
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SHORT HORN BULL DUKE OF GLO’STER. 

SHORT HORN BULL LUKE OF GLO'STER. CARE IN STOCK-EREEDING. 

This remarkable bull was bred by the Karl Du< je. 

and at the great Tortworth sale in 1853, was pur 
chased by Messrs. Morris & Becar, for the sum ot 
three thousand three hundred and fifty dollars. 

($3.350) If we mstake not, higher prices were ob¬ 
tained at this sale than at any other sale in England. 
Forty-nine cows and heifers sold for £6,807, or an 
average of about $700 each; thirteen bulls and bull 
calves brought £2,494 16s, or an average of about 
$950 each. ‘-Duke of Glo’ster” was the gem of this 
celebrated herd, and commanded the highest pri e 

Last summer we had the pleasure o examining the 
“Duke of Glo’ster” at Mt. Fordham, and have no 
hesitation in saying he is one of the best bulls we 
ever saw. We annex his pedigree: 

Red; calved September 14th, 1850; bred by Earl 
Ducie. Sire Grand Duke (10284.) Dam Duchess 59th 
by 2d Duke of Oxford (904 6)—Duchess 56th by 2d 
Duke of Northumberland (3646)—Duchess 51st bv 
Clevcdand Lad (3407)—Duchess 41st by Belvidere 
(1706)—Duchess 32d by 2d llubback (1423)—Duchess 
19th by 2d Hubback (1423)—Duchess 12th by The Earl 
(646) Duchess 4th by Ketton 2d (710)—Duchess 1st 
by Comet (155)—by Favorite (252)—by Daisy Bull 
(186)—by Favorite (252)—by Hubback (319)—by J. 
Brown’s Red Bull (97). J 

Foxes Killing Lambs.—I have a remedy which has 
never failed for the last fifteen years in practice, to wit: 
Mix sulphur and lard, and rub it on freely about the 
necks ot the lambs. One application is usually suffi¬ 
cient. A. B. Wilco x—Harper field, N. Y.. in Country 
Gentleman. 

Mr. Editor:—The June number of the Farmer 
is at hand, and its contents noted with interest.— 
Was much interested by a few remarks on breeding 
animals, under the head, “Animals become Barents 
too Early.” I am convinced that carelessness in 
breeding, or accidental breeding, causes one of the 
greatest leaks in the farmer’s purse. It must be 
either that farmers do not think, or that they act 
contrary to their own convictions in this important 
matter. They, of course, know, that if like does not 
always produce like, the tendency must be in that 
direction. This subject stands more prominently in 
my mind from my observations in this vicinity this 
season. The cows are served by yearling males of 
small size, and in low condition, consequently totally 
unfit for the purpose of propagation. 

It would be natural in such a case that the 
progeny should be small, and lacking in many quali¬ 
ties which should characterize an animal which is to 
be reared as a source of profit; and such is in fact the 

case—the calves being small in size, with narrow 
loins, small muscles, and all the other signs denoting 
deficient stamina, I am fully convinced that it will 
pay to use a good breeder, even if the calves are to 
be used as veal. But if the animal is to be reared, 
either for work or the dairy, then the form and hand¬ 
ling qualities become of the first importance. 

I have known some dairies in which almost every 
animal was deficient in those points denoting a good 
milker, having long limbs, heavy necks and fore¬ 
quarters, and large horns, and where owners were 
going to sell out, being convinced there was no profit 

in dairying. At the present prices of veal, it seeme 
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worse than folly to raise a calf that is not about right. 
I have found by experience that a pair of oxen with 
short, straight limbs, heavy quarters, well-ribbed 
home, and possessing a good muscular development, 
and handling right, will do about twice the labor, 
and fatten with half the expense, as a yoke of 
sharky animals. I consider it of the first importance 
that a breeding male should be kept in condition, as 
the jockeys term it; that is, its muscular powers should 
be kept up nearly to a maximum point. Some may 
say, “ Well, well, I cannot afford to be so particular.” 
But bear in mind that attention to little things is 
important to success; and it is the man who thinks, 
more than the man that works, who finds his calen¬ 
dar sheet all right at the end of the year. B. W.— 
St. Johnsbury, Vt. 

DISEASE AMO^G THE HOGS. 

A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says : 

“A great many farmers at the West have lost hogs 
by a disease which they call the consumption. Hogs 
are troubled for breath, lose their appetite, and finally 
become so poor and weak that they cannot get up. 
Shortness of breath and starvation are the only symp¬ 
toms of the disease. None ever recover, although 
some live months after being seized. The disease has 
been confined chiefly to hogs fed principally on corn 
ground with the cob and fed in the dry state, leaving 
the hogs to go to the trough and drink water with the 
cattle when they needed it. What is the experience 
of farmers further, east on this subject?” 

In the April number of the Genesee Farmer, we 
alluded to a somewhat similar disease which had 
made sad havoc among the young pigs in this neigh¬ 
borhood. It was thought by some farmers that the 
disease was produced by over-feeding the sow; and 
at the request of our friend, Mr. Hobbie,o1' frondequoit, 
we wrote to Col. L. G. Morris, asking him to give 
us some account of his method of managing breeding 
sows. We have received the following letter in reply: 

Mount Fordiiam, May 10, 1850. 

Joseph Harris, Esq.—Dear Sir :—Yours of the 
5th is received. Sows carrying their young should 
be well fed, but not over fed—just so as to keep their 
condition neither fat nor thin. Six weeks previous 
to the time of dropping their litters, they should be 
kept alone, in a good, dry pen, so as to become well- 
settled in their apartments and bed, and get a home 
and settled feeling. A week before the pigs are to 
be born, she should be fed rather lighter than previ¬ 
ously; and after the birth, she should have some cold 
water and some ears of corn, to allay her hunger and 
thirst, but not so much, nor such kind of food, as to 
increase her supply of milk too rapidly, until after 
the little ones have got the milk fairly going; after 
which, increase the feed as the pigs increase their 
demand for it. Very little bedding should be kept 
under the sow, one week previous to pigging, and 
until after the pigs get strong enough to extricate 
themselves from eutanglement in the straw, by which 
means they may be laid over and killed by the 
mother. Kind and gentle treatment should always 
be used at all times and under all circumstances, so 
that the mother and pigs are never frightened and 
startled suddenly by those that are in charge, or 
lookers at them. 

I have gone more into detail than was necessary 
or required. I remain, yours truly, &c., 

L. G. Morris. 

ATTEND TO THE LEGS OF YOUR. HORSES. 

Considering the impoitant functions assigned to the 
legs and feet, upon which a great portion of the horse’s 
value depends, it is a matter of some surprise that more 
attention is not bestowed on the subject. There are 
many breeders who never think of inspecting ihem till 
the animals are about to be broken, or if they observe 
any imperfections, they leave the remedy to its fate. 
Tho legs of young horses may be justly compared to 
willow twigs; you may train them to almost what form 
you please. By careful and judicious treatment, many 
defects may be ••elieved or corrected, if attacked in the 
earliest stage, before the parts have assumed an un¬ 
yielding texture. Many of the imperfections to which 
the form of the leg is susceptible, may be traced to a 
portion of the hoof having been broken, worn away, 
or clipped off. In the event of such accident, the op¬ 
posite side of the foot grows more luxuriantly, and the 
weakest portion, or lower side, having to sustain an in¬ 
creased we'ght, an uneven bearing for the foot is thus 
established. This will assuredly cause the leg to grow 
crooked, and very probably occasion a turning in or 
out of the toe. 

The irregularity of shape is often seen in one leg, 
while the other is well formed. The pastern joints, in 
many cases, evince a disposition to grow too upright, 
or on the other hand to assume too much obliquity. 
The same principle which accidentally causes a limb 
to take an unfavorable growth or form may be adopted 
to restore it to iis proper shspe, providing it is attend¬ 
ed to in time. Thu*, if the inside of the near fore foot 
of a colt or young horse be broken off or worn down, 
it will cause the animal to tread more heavily on the 
inside than on the out, and the leg will become bent in 
consequence. To correct this it is only necessary to 
reduce the superabundant portion of the foot with a 
drawing knife, or carp, so that the limb may have an 
even bearing. When the pasterns glow too upright, 
the heels require to be lowered; and the toes of those 
which are too oblique must be shortened. The texture 
of the hoof varies considerable in different animals. 
In some measure it is constitutional; and it is likewise 
affected by the state or condition of the land upon 
which the animal is reared.—Mark Lane Express. 

Indigestion in Fowls.—Mr. Editor: I have a 
beautiful Roland rooster, which was taken sick last 
February. I read many authors about diseases 
among fowls, and tried many remedies; but nothing 
seemed to do any good. He was still loose in the 
bowels; his crop remained hard; and he eat nothing. 
On the eleventh day he took no notice of anything; 
would not move unless I moved him. I shought he 
would die before morning. I therefore opened his 
crop, took out everything that was in it, and sewed 
it up again; and the next morning he began to eat, 
and is now the finest bird around. Sarah S. Sar- 
geant.—Buffalo, JY. Y. 

There are many instances on record showing the 
good results of opening the crop in similar cases to 
the above. Mobray mentions a hen which sat about 
in corners, and did not eat, drink, or evacuate, and 
yet looked full, and not diseased. Her crop being 
totally obstructed, on an incision being made from 
the bottom upwards, a quantity of beans was found, 
which had vegetated there. On the wound being 
stitched up, it immediately healed, and little incon¬ 
venience remained. 

If your Calves are Troubled with Vermin, give 
them a table-spoonful of sulphur every other morning, 
for a week. 
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A SYMMETRICAL COTTAGE. 

Whoever loves symmetry and the simpler kind of 
cottage beauty, including good proportion, tasteful 
forms, and chasteness of ornament, we think, cannot 
but like this little design, since it unites all these 
requisites. It is an illustration of a cottage made 
ornamental with very trifling expense, and without 
sacrificing truthfulness to that kind of tasteful sim¬ 
plicity which is the true touchstone of cottage beau¬ 
ty. This cottage is designed in the rural Gothic or 
English manner, but much modified, so as to adapt it 
to almost any site. 

The light, open porch of this cottage may be 
omitted without injuring the design; but it gives the 
front an air of so much feeling and refinement, aside 
from its manifest utility, that we should always hope 
to see it adopted by those about to execute the 
design. 

The kitchen is on the same floor 'with the living- 
room. Many families would prefer to use the room 
marked “ parlor ” in the plan, as a bed-room, and, if 
so used, the cottage would be a very complete one for 

a small family—having living-room, bed-room, pantry, 
etc., on the same floor. But to others who would 
prefer to have no bed-room on this floor, a parlor 
would be looked upon as far more important. 

In the plan, A is the porch, from which we enter 
the hall or entry, 8 feet wide, with the two best 
rooms—each 16 by 18 feet, on either side of it. 
Connected with the living room, in its rear, is a good 
pantry. B is the back entry, communicating with 
the kitchen. C is the back porch, which may be 
left open in summer and enclosed in winter, when it 
serve as a place for coal and wood. On one side of 
the kitchen fire-place is a closet, and on the other, a 
sink, into which, if possible, a water-pipe should be 
brought. 

The first story of this cottage is supposed to be 10 
feet, and the chamber story 5 feet on the sides, and 8 
feet in the middle of the rooms. The pitch of the 
roof is a right angle. 

As the entry, or hall, of this plan is wide, and the 
arrangements both simple and convenient, we think 
it will be difficult to build a more *agreeable cottage, 
for the sum proposed, than the present design.— 
Though picturesque in its exterior, it is not so much 
so as to demand a highly rural or picturesque site, 
but would look equally well either in the suburbs of 
a town or in the midst of the country. 

The chimneys in the elevation show one of the 
forms made in Garnkirk fire clay. These are sold by 
the importers (Jas. Lee & Co., New York and Bos¬ 
ton) at from $4 to $6 each. The base of this chim¬ 
ney (of common brick work) should be carried up a 
couple of feet above the level of the ridge of the roof 
before the chimney-tops are set. 

The exterior of this cottage is vertical boarding— 
of planed aud matched floor plank, about ten inches 
wide. The window frames are from three to three 
and a half feet—inside measure—with a centre mul- 
lion and latticed sashes. The roof of the porch is 
nearly flat and roofed with tin, so as to form a bal¬ 
cony to the bed-room window over it. 

The house is, of course, filled in with brick on edge, 
set flush with the outside of the frame, and the inside 
walls plastered on the face of the brick. 
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THE LING OR WATER CHESTNUT. 

We are indebted to Messrs. B. B. Redding & Co., 
of the State Journal, Sacramento, California, for 
nuts of the Chinese Ling or Water Chestnut, (Tra- 
pa bicornis). They are a great curiosity, having the 
exact form of a ram’s horn. They have the appear¬ 
ance of an elaborately carved piece of dark brown 
wood. The covering is very hard and consists of 
woody fibre. The nut is dry and hard, of a whitish 
brown color, very farinacious and quite palatable, 
having the same shape of the pod. The accompany¬ 
ing engraving will give a good idea of this remark¬ 
able nut. 

The California State Journal, translates an ar¬ 
ticle in regard to the plant and the use of its fruit, 
from the Paris L' Illustration Journal Universel, 

from which we condense the following : 

The Chinese are celebrated for employing as food 
a great variety of aquatic plants—plants which are 
in that densely populated country the more precious 
because they require but little care for their multipli¬ 
cation, and render useful and subservient to the in¬ 
terests of man, places which are entirely unfit for any 
other kind of agriculture. 

Among the most valuable aquatic plants grown by 
the Chinese is the Trapa bicornis, called by them 
the Ling. The nut of this plant forms the principal 
article of food for whole districts where the rice crop 
is scarce. The Ling is grown chiefly in stagnant 
water, or those having but a very slight current. It 
is sown in the fall in the shallow parts of the lakes, 
in the swamps, and on the margins of the rivers, 
where it receives the full blaze of the sun, as the 
more the plant is exposed to the heat of summer the 
more prolific it is, and the better the quality of its 
fruit. 

The unripened nut is very agreeable to the taste, 
andjs much used by the Chinese as a refreshment for 

the sick. When ripened it is boiled and eaten as we 
do chestnuts, or dried, hulled and ground to meal, 
which is used to make bread, gruel, &c., <fcc. The 
green fruit is also preserved in large quantities and 
used as sweetmeat for desert. 

The plants bloom from June to August, and the 
ripe nuts are gathered in September and October. . j 

A French author in describing the harvest says:] j 

‘Nothing is more curious than to see the women 
and children embarked in tubs which are used as 
boats to gather the crop. The noise, the songs, and 
the cheers of those strange gatherers reminds me of 
the joyous vintages in France.’ 

When all the tubs have been filled they are tied 
to one another in a long row, and a boat tows them 
to their place of destination. The reason tubs are 
used instead of boats is to prevent tearing the im¬ 
mense lianes or branches formed by the plant, which 
produces a large crop the succeeding year. 

The Trapa bicornis is cultivated in all the differ¬ 
ent provinces, and is variously known as Ling, Pi- 
Tsf and Ki-Chi; and a less valuable variety, the 
Trapa natans, is also grown to some extent. 

The Liene Hoa (nymphaea nelumbo) is also exten¬ 
sively cultivated for food, the fruit being dried, 
ground into flour, and then boiled and served up 
with salt and vinegar. It makes its appearance on 
the most aristocratic as well as the most common 
tables in the Empire. This plant is described as 
being very beautiful, and the scene in June is said to 
be magnificent, when over a broad surface immense 
quantities of the Liene Hoa spread like a carpet on 
the waters of a lake. The flowers, striped, pink and 
white, are the size of a poppy, and fill the atmos¬ 
phere with a sweet perfume, and gladden the eye by 
the freshness of their looks and the brilliant beauty 
of their leaves. 

The writer from whom the above information is 
obtained, in closing his remarks on the water plants 
of China, says that the Government appoints botan¬ 
ists in every section of the country, whose only busi¬ 
ness is to benefit the poor by making out every plant 
fit for the sustenance of man; to make perfect draw¬ 
ings for its identification; to describe it and the man¬ 
ner of its cultivation and the mode for preparing it 
for food, and to see that these descriptions are 
thoroughly circulated throughout the district. 

The State Journal says this nut is found in a 
cooked state on the stall of almost every Chinese 
vender of edibles, in Sacramento, and remarks: 

“We do not anticipate that the Ling will ever be 
of any material use in this State, yet as we have the 
necessary sioughs, and swamps, and the proper cli¬ 
mate, we hope that some of our amateurs will search 
for sound nuts and experiment upon them. It is 
possible, if the plant is prolific, and our Chinese 
population remains with us, that the water-chestnut 
may become a valuable addition to our agricultural 
products. At any rate it is worth trying, even for 
the novelty of its appearance.” 

Pepper Grass vs. Striped Bugs.—Tt is said that 
a few plants of pepper grass in a cucumber hill will 
keep off the yellow bugs. Have any of our readers 
tried it? 

Age of the Rose Tree.—Shengel mentions a 
rose tree, still living, which is upwards of one thou¬ 
sand years old. 
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TIIE DEUTZIA GRACILIS 

This splendid little flowering shrub, I think, may 
be said to be perfectly hardy, it having stood the 
past winter without injury, with no protection what¬ 
ever, save a little covering of snow. It came out 
this spring with every bud sound, and is flowering 
profusely. Its flowers are produced in bunches, upon 
the ends of branches of the present year’s growth, 
from the best ripened wood of the* previous year.— 
They resemble bunches of orange blossoms, of pure 
whiteness, minus the perfume. Its height is from 
nine to eighteen inches, possibly two feet; but owing 
to its recent introduction, and the great demand on 
the nurserymen for all they can propagate, I have 
not been able to see any larger. 1 have grown it in 
the green-house, in the hot-house, and in the open 
ground, the past two years, and eighteen inches seems 
to be a good season’s growth for it. I am trying 
now to train up three or four as standards for winter 
flowering, which, I think, will be very ornamental: 
but owing to its naturally dwarfish habit, and its ten 
dency to throw out suckers, as a bush, their progress, 
I must confess, is rather slow. After having grown 
eighteen or twenty inches, their tips become dwin¬ 
dling, and seem to grow “beautifully less.” But it 
may be owing to a deficiency of light, for they are 
growing in the forcing house, beneath the vines. It 
is equally desirable in the forcing-house, the green¬ 
house or conservatory, the parterre, and the shrub¬ 
bery. As a window plant, there is none more beau¬ 
tiful in winter; and none will last longer in perfection 
under the same circumstances. But for this purpose, 
it must be brought slowly into flower in the forcing- 
house, or in the green-house, before its introduction 
to the drawing-room; otherwise, the great depression 
of the atmosphere in the night usual to drawing¬ 
rooms, will make it flag too much. 

The best soil for growing it in is rich, turfy loam, 
and part decayed leaf-mold, and a little clean lake 
sand, with good drainage. Its time of flowering (out 
of doors) is from the last week in May to the 
last of June. It is now (June 14) beautifully in 
flower. But, indoors, with a succession of plants to 
be brought forward to the forcing-house at intervals 
of two or three weeks, it may be had in flower from 
the first of February to the last of June. For flow¬ 
ering in February, it must be brought into the forcing 
house early in December. After flowering, they 
should be shifted into pots of about two sizes larger 
than those in which they flowered. After they have 
been shifted about a week, shoots from the bottom 
will be seen running up; the old tops which have 
flowered can then be cut out; and the young ones, as 
they advance, should be tied to small sticks, to keep 
them in their proper places. They must be kept in 
the cool end of the hot house, or wrarm part of the 
green-house, to keep them steadily growing until all 
chance of cold weather is gone (first week in June,) 
when they may be plunged in their pots up to the 
rim, out of doors, there to remain until October or 
November, when they must be taken up and cleaned, 
and the soil in the pots top-dressed a little (being 
careful that the drainage is perfect), and placed in 
the coldest part of the green-house, or any other 
place, where it does not actually freeze, from where 
they can be brought forward as wanted. 

This second year they will flower earlier than they 
did the first, if necessary. If it be desirable to have 

large plants, this operation can be repeated; if to 
have small ones, it will be necessary to propagate a 
few every year. For this purpose, take healthy cut¬ 
tings of the present year’s growth, about three or four 
inches long; cut them to a bud close under two 
leaves; cut the two bottom leaves off; and put them 
firmly in the earth up to the next two leaves; and 
give them a good watering once at first. The best 
soil for the cuttings will be equal parts'of well-decom¬ 
posed leaf-mold, and clean lake or river sand, well 
mixed and rubbed together, and pressed rather firmly 
in the pots. The most convenient sized pots will be 
about three or four inch ones, which should be per¬ 
fectly clear and well-drained, by putting about an 
inch of broken charcoal, or other porous matter, in 
the bottom. When planted, they must be placed in 
the warmest part of the hot house; the floor on which 
they stand kept moist and covered with a bell-glass; 
or, what is better, placed in a gentle bottom heat, on 
a hot-bed, and shaded from the sun. If properly 
managed, every cutting will grow. When they have 
become too large for pot-culture, turn them out in 
the open ground, where they will take care of them¬ 
selves. J. Salter, Gardener to J. F. Bush, Esq.— 
Rochester, JY. Y. 

The Vinegar Plant.—The Rural Intelligencer 
says: 

“We spoke last April of a vinegar plant given ua 
by a lady friend in Webster. We took it home to our 
office, procured at an apothecary’s store one of his lar¬ 
gest glass jars, holding some two gallons, filled it with 
common sweetened water, committed the plant to it, 
and there it has been ever since, spreading its folds 
upon the surface, till it was evident the vinegar had 
become strong enough almost for the death of the 
plant; whereupon, this week, we removed the original 
sweetened water, and supplied its place with new, for 
the plant to work upon. On drawing off the vinegar, 
it was found very strong indeed—almost as strong as 
lye—and for ordinary table purposes it will require to 
be diluted with fresh water. There is no mistake about 
it: this vinegar plant will keep our family in the pur¬ 
est vinegar as long as we shall need such an article.” 

Effects of the Past Winter on Evergreens. 

The Ohio Farmer, published at Cleveland, Ohio, 
after remarking that the past winter has been severe 
upon evergteens, states that “even the cedar of Leb¬ 
anon, thought to be hardy, presents a miserable ap¬ 
pearance—its foliage completely killed, and only a 
few, small, green buds scattered here and there over 
the branches.” The Chinese arbor vitae (Tlivja Ori- 
entalis) “ got pretty well browned up, but is now re¬ 
covering.” It was slightly affected in exposed situa¬ 
tions in this vicinity. The Norway spruce never lost 
a leaf or changed in the least; nor did any of the 
conifera from the north of Europe. The Swedish 
juniper also stood the winter well We should be 
glad to hear from other sections. 

Molasses for Caterpillars.—A correspondent 
of the JYew England. Farmer has found the use of 
molasses very effectual in destroying caterpillars. 
When they are in the nest, he has smeared it over 
with molasses; and none have ever escaped from it. 
They cannot travel over a limb where the molasses 
has touched; and it does not in any way injure the 
tree. He likes it better than gunpowder, soap suds, 
whale-oil soap, or even the thumb and finger l 
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CULTURE OF THE JAPAN LILY. 

This superb flower, as its name implies, is a native 
of Japan, and like a great many splendid things from 
the same country, such as Forsythia veridissitna, We- 
geilia rosea, Dielytra spectabilis, &c., is perfectly har¬ 
dy. It blooms at a time when flowers are very scarce 
—about the middle of August—and this property, 
combined with their maguiflcent appearance and ex¬ 
quisite pjrfume, make them inestimable in every place 
having the least pretension to the name of garden. 

There are three distinct varieties at present in cul¬ 
tivation, although doubtless they will soon be in¬ 
creased in number, as they are easily raised from seed 
The white Japan Lily (Lilium lancifolum album) 
is a beautiful white, with raised spots of the same 
color. The red, (L. L. rubrurn) is a beautiful crim¬ 
son, with white margin, and covered writh darker 
crimson dots; and the variety called Punctatum is 
white, with crimson spots; but the two first named 
varieties are the most desirable. 

About the middle of May is the time for planting 
them. They should be planted in beds, or in rows 
about one foot apart. If in rows, a trench should be 
dug about six inches deep, and half filled with good 
leaf mould and sand. The bulbs should then be care¬ 
fully planted, taking care not to pull off the old roots 
but spread them out nicely; then throw iu a little 
more leaf mould and sand, and cover up with good 
fine soil. They will then be in about three inches 
deep, which is the proper depth to plant them. If in 
beds, the soil should be dug out six inches, and leaf 
mould and sand put all over the same depth as in the 
rows, and the bulbs covered in the same manner. 
Keep the beds clean and free from weeds, and the 
bulbs will take care of themselves, and no trouble 
need be taken with them, except occasional watering 
in dry wreather, till they begin to flower. Then, es¬ 
pecially if the weather is dry, they should receive 
liberal waterings with liquid manure, for these lilies 
delight in a rich soil, and the flowers will be much 
finer and better if they are treated in this way. 

Although perfectly hardy, most people, even now, 
take them up every autumn; but they will increase 
much faster and, if in good soil, be much finer if left 
in the ground, than they would be if taken up. As 
soon as the flowers are gone, the tops begin to die 
off, and as soon as this takes place, the bulbs are fit 
to be removed or taken up. 

It is a common thing in England to see one of 
these lilies with thirty fully expanded flowers on it; 
and when a plant reaches these dimensions, it is truly 
a magnificent object. W. T. Goldsmith—Rochester, 
June 20, 1856. 

Buckwheat a Cure for the Striped Bug.—As 
our cucumbers, melons, &c., always suffer more or less 
from the striped bug, I would desire to give publicity 
to a cheap, and, in my opinion, a certain remedy; 
which is nothing more than to put in the hill with 
your seeds a small handful of buckwheat, leaving the 
buckwheat to grow until the melons, <fec., have put 
forth the second vine leaf, and my wrord for it, neither 
the bug nor ground flea will trouble the vines, to their 
iujury. I have this season seen a patch where a few 
hills had been left without the buckwheat, which 
were entirely destroyed—even also the second plant¬ 
ing—while those with the buckwheat guard were vig¬ 
orous, and not a plant touched. D.—Gates. 

Are we Raising too Much Frutt?—The Coun¬ 
try Gentleman thinks not; and his opinion is entitled 
to consideration. Hear what he says: 

“The demand for fruit is at present increasing more 
rapidly than hearing trees ; prices of the best pears 
have at least doubled within a few years; the finest 
winter varieties now sell readily, in the largo cities, at 
one to three dollars per dozen; and the result of their 
sale, and consequent introduction to notice, is to make 
them better known and more sought after. 

“ The present appearances are, that it will yet be a 
long time before the market will be overstocked with 
them, and that prices will rather advance than recede. 
But those who would make their cultivation profita¬ 
ble, must not expect that planting out trees, simply, 
will answer the purpose; skill, knowledge, and atten¬ 
tion must be brought into requisition. Butwhde neg¬ 
lect will certainly end in failure, there is probably 
no business where well-directed intelligence promises 
more certain and more ample profits than the exten¬ 
sive culture of the finest fruits for market.” 

Attend to the Caterpillars —Florists rarely think 
soon enough of the trouble moths will bring them, 
in their parterres and lawn shrubberry, and delay is 
often ruin. If the nests have been thus far neglected, 
a little attention now to bunches of withered leaves 
on healthy bushes, would reveal clusters of “lackey 

caterpillars,” covered with their large web, working 
the mischief. They consume the pulp of the leaves 
that support them—then draw other leaves toward 
them, and devour those, or perforate them till they 
appear like lace. They will macerate the whole tree 
if left to themselves, but are so soon noticeable, the 
branch may be broken off and burned at an early 
period of their work; and two or three branches will 
very likely contain every one in the vicinity. In 
winter, these eggs may be destroyed even more easily, 
for they arrange like bracelets of hard beads around 
the naked twigs, and may be slipped off in unbroken 
bands. This caterpillar is striped like the shoulder 
tags of an English livery (or footmau); hence it is 
called lackey caterpillar. 

Lady Bugs—Whatever else you destroy in the 
insect line, never injure a lady bug; tor in its larvae, 
its pupa (two stages of its metamorphoses), and its 
insect states, it feeds upon the aphis (the plaut-louse 
or “ vine-fretter”), that is so pestilent in gardens aud 
green-houses, and even in window-gardening among 
parlor plants. Every child knows the lady-bird as 
well as the zoologist, who calls it “coleopterous,’ that 
is, sheath-winged—having its wings under coyer of a 
pair of shells running longitudinally. The wings are 
of various brilliant colors, generally between orange 
and deep red. It belongs to the same genus of 
insects as the beautiful cochineal. 

What's in a Name?—The Country Gentleman 

is responsible for the following: 

“The reputation of a fruit has much to do with its 
sale, independently of its merits. As an example, a 
fruit dealer sent several barrels of this same pear (the 
Virgalieu or White Doyenne) to Kew York; a part 
marked as Virgalieus (by which market name they 
were widely known), and a part marked White Doy¬ 
enne (by which they were not known). The former 
sold for nine dollars per barrel, the latter for only 
six, although gathered and assorted alike from the same 
tree.” 
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CULTIVATION OS' THE DAHLIA. 

The Dahlia was first introduced into England about 
the year 1786, and again in the year 1803, by Lady 
Holland. It is called after Prof. Dahl, an eminent 
Swedish botanist. Its native habitat is on the 
sandy plains of Mexico, where it was found by Hum¬ 

boldt at a height ot three thousand feet above the 
level of the sea; but on its first introduction it was 
a very different article to what it now is. Of late 
years it has been vastly improved, and such a splen¬ 
did variety and combination of color, and, for so large 
a flower, such fine form, can scarcely be found in any 
other plant. 

The proper season for planting the Dahlia is about 
the beginning of June, but this season plants from 
cuttings grown in pots, and which are the best plants 
for blooming, may be put out now with success. If 
dry roots are planted about the second week in May, 
they should be put into moist sand till the eyes are 
started, which ought to be about the end of this 
month, and then carefully divided; one strong eye with 
a tuber attached being all that is needed to produce 
a good plant. They should then be carefully planted 
about four feet apart, covering the tubers about three 
or four inches. 

The best soil for them is a good sandy loam, and 
plenty of old, well rotted stable manure. When the 
plants have started, if the weather is dry they should 
be well watered, and should be kept growing as long 
as possible. The plants should be supported by a 
neat stake and kept securely tied, and care should be 
taken to have the stake on what will be the prevail¬ 
ing windward side, which will in most cases be the 
west, for I find that the plant is less liable to injury 
by being blown from the stake than where it is blown 
against it. 

During the growing season, care should be taken 
not to let any suckers grow, and the first three or four 
sides shoots should also be taken off. 

The first lot of flowers will make their appearance 
about the beginning of August, but they never 
amount to much, as the season generally is dry and 
the grasshoppers eat them badly. About September 
they make new growth and commence flowering in 
earnest; and then comes the time when the grower 
feels amply repaid for all his trouble, for the magnifi¬ 
cent display which the Dahlia makes when well grown, 
justly entitles it to the name of Queen of Autumn, 
which it has received; and it truly is the Queen, for 
no other flower of its season can vie with it in majesty 
and beauty of appearance, brightness of color, and 
perfection of form. 

The following varieties will amply repay any one 
the little trouble attending their cultivation, viz: 
Duchess of Kent, Aurora, Bob, Shylock, Baron de 
Morelle, Beauty ot Hastings, Clara, Unanimity, Mr. 
Selden, Queen of Primroses, Sir F. Bathurst, and 
Barmaid. 

As soon as the tops are killed by the first frost, 
the stem should be cut off about six inches from the 
ground, and the roots allowed to stand for a few days 
to ripen off. When this has been done, choose a dry 
day, when there is not much moisture in the atmos¬ 
phere, and dig the roots very carefully. Dig them 
up, and do not pull them in the least, for if you do 
you will pull out the necks of the tubers, thereby 
causing them to dry up and fall off When dug, 
carry them to a cool, dry place, placing the stems 

downward to allow the sap to run out, and when per¬ 
fectly dry, carefully pick out all the dirt adhering to 
them; then, before they get time shrivel, place the 
roots in a dry cellar, where no frost penetrates, put 
them on a shelf, or in a box raised from the ground, 
first laying down some nice, clean, dry straw, then a 
layer of roots, stems downwards, then another layer 
ot straw, and another of roots, and so on till all are 
disposed of. 

They should carefully looked over every six weeks, 
and all decaying plants cautiously removed. Dahlias 
if kept in this way and property treated during the 
growing season, will be a pleasure and a credit to any 
one concerned in their cultivation; but do not try 
them if there is any chance of their being neglected, 
for nothing is affected more by bad treatment than 
the Dahlia; a really first rate variety, if starved or 
neglected, will not be worth looking at. W. T. Gold¬ 

smith—Rochester, June 18th, 1856. 

Wormy Apples.—Elihu Cross writes as follows 

to the Country Gentleman: 

“ Having been troubled with wormy apples for the 
last fifteen years, I thought I would try an experiment 
on one tree this season, to see if I could not stop these 
marauders in their wild career. I took half-a-dozen 
quart porter bottles, and filled each half full of sweet¬ 
ened water. I then suspended them from the branches 
of the tree in the following manner: 1 tied leather 
straps three-fourths of an inch wide around the branches, 
to prevent them from being girdled; to these leather 
straps I tied hemp strings, to which I attached the bot¬ 
tles, leaving them open to allow the millers to enter. 
I let the bottles remain in this situation five or six 
weeks, and on taking them down and emptying them, 
I found the millers had entered in great numbers, and 
were drowned in the liquid. In one bottle I counted 
fifteen—in another forty. I had twelve bushels of 
sound, wormless apples, while the fruit on other trees 
not experimented upon was wormy.” 

The Apple-Tree Borer.—In reply to an inquiry, 
the Country Gentleman says : 

“ If the borer is taken in time, there is no difficulty 
in destroying it by punching it to death in its hole 
with a flexible twig. The peculiar crushing tells at 
once the death of the destroyer. It is, of couise neces¬ 
sary to do the work thoroughly, as often as two or 
three times a year, at least. A sharp wire, with a 
barb, would probably clear out any hole of anything 
left by the insect. We have seen trees rescued by this 
process, in which the borer had made great progress, 
and had perforated it in all directions; but it requires 
close attention and vigilance. Young trees, in which 
much injury has not yet been committed, may be easily 
kept clear, if often and thoroughly examined, not for¬ 
getting that the holes by which the trees are entered 
maybe buried, by transplanting, below the surface.” 

Black "Walnut as a Shade Tree—The editor 
of the Prairie Farmer, in some notes of a trip 
through Illinois, says: 

“At Island Grove we saw some fine black walnut 
trees which were planted some twenty years ago, and 
are now in a thriving condition, and afford ample 
shade for stock, and are also an ornament to the farm. 
It seems to us that a row of walnut trees planted along 
the sides of our railroads, would make it much more 
comfortable for travelers, and at the same time, in a 
few years, would furnish timber for building purposes, 
sufficient to defray all expense of culture and care.” _ 
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MARKETING FRUIT. 

The Country Gentleman has an excellent article 

on this subject, from which we make a few extracts, 

regretting that our space will not permit us to copy 

the whole: 

“A good deal of excellent fruit has’perished, all of 
I which might have supplied the wants of the needy, in 
I consequence of the headlong, unsystematic way in 
I which it has been sent to market. Take, for example, 
I the peach crop. A farmer has, perhaps, five hundred 

fine trees in bearing. He has never formed any plan 
for the sale of the crop, trusting that some dealer will 
come and ask for it, or intending to carry the fruit to 
market himself. The purchaser may or may not make 
his appearance. If he does not, no further arrange¬ 
ments are made till peaches generally are ripe. A 

; general rush is then made from all quarters with them 
| to the nearest town; the market is glutted; and they 

are sold for what they will bring. The report then 
spreads, as a matter of course, that there is no market 
for peaches; some are brought in; and many perish. 
In a few days, they are again scarce and high-priced; 
and if any peaches remain, perhaps another rush is 
made. In this way, the consumers are subjected to 
fluctuations in prices, and only procure them by 
snatches, not attempting to secure anything like a reg¬ 
ular supply. Thus, perhaps thousands of bushels are 
rotting under the trees, while purchasers are deprived 
of them. The right way is to keep the entire commu¬ 
nity, who do not raise them, constantly and regularly 
supplied at moderate prices; this would be better for 
all parties. To accomplish it, every fruit-raiser should 
estimate, weeks beforehand, the amount of his crop, 
and the various periods of its ripening. He should 
then make a contract with a city dealer for the whole, 
to be supplied at regular and stated intervals, or em¬ 
ploy an agent for their regular and continued sale, 
with the understanding that they shall be set at such 
moderate rates, that families can afford to go daily and 
obtain their regular supplies without fear of being 
shaved. If those who plant peach orchards wrould 
make a careful selection and distribution of sorts, so as 
to furnish a regular and uniform supply during the 
two or three months from the earliest to the latest, 
and would sell them at such prices as the community 
generally could afford to buy for daily use, probably 
ten times as many would be sold, at a greater average 
profit, and with a decided benefit to the health and 
purse of purchasers. 

“ Last year’s crop of winter apples 'was nearly 
double the amount of average seasons; and prices ran 
low. Those who made early contracts with dealers 
found little difficulty; but barrels could not be obtained 
for all; and many remained tindisposed of. Many 
owners resolved to keep their apples till spring, with 
the hopes of higher prices. When spring came, and 
decay was commencing, a general rush was made with 
them to the cities; the market was quickly over¬ 
charged; and, in New York city, good winter apples, 
but slightly injured by decay, were offered at about 
the usual price of empty barrels. The same manage¬ 
ment that we have proposed for the peach crop wTould 
prevent such a loss. Fruit-raisers must learn that 
there is an essential difference between selling wheat, 
which requires no management at all, except to get it 
to market, and selling perishable fruit, which requires 
a thorough knowledge of the business of picking, pack¬ 
ing, transporting, and placing before purchasers. Those 
who are best informed on this branch of their business, 
are now in the practice of obtaining twice as much 
for their crops as those who sell to any purchaser who 
happens to coine along, and who take but little pains 
in doing the work of cultivating, picking, and selecting 

in the best manner. They have acquired a reputation 
for the uniform excellence and condition of their crop; 
and fruit sellers are not afraid to purchase of them.” 

TWO FINE GARDENS IN SALEM, MASS, ' 

The editor of the Gazette has recently visited 
“ Old Salem,” Mass., and gives a description of the 
gardens of J. S. Cabot and S. Fiske Allen. He 
was tnuch pleased with a bed of tulips in the garden 
of the former, and says: 

“It contains upwards of one thousand varieties, of 
every shade and hue, and it was in its most perfect 
bloom at the time we saw it, sparkling in the sun like 
a floral mosaic, and in its blended hues presenting an 
appearance not surpassed by scenes of fuiry land, and 
richer than the imagination could conceive. It was a 
sight not soon to be forgotten ; and we think the exhi¬ 
bition could not, without difficulty, be excelled. The 
plants were perfect and healthy ; and the ultimate of 
tulip cultivation seemed to have been attained.” 

Of Mr. Allen’s Victoria Regia he says: 

“We visited his celebrated Victoria Regia, but one 
plant of which he has now living, all but this having 
been killed by the severe cold of last winter. This 
plant has been too often spoken of to need description 
at this time; but an examination of the spot where it 
grows, and the knowledge gained there of its require¬ 
ments, and the delicacy of its culture, must convince 
one of the care and patience to be exercised in its de¬ 
velopment, that before was not appreciated. For sev¬ 
eral years an application has been devoted to it, that, 
in some families, would have been sufficient for the 
rearing of a large family of children; and the recom¬ 
pense has been in the satisfaction enjoyed in maturing 
the splendid plant, than which, to a man like Mr. 
Allen—an enthusiast in his favorite science—scarce 
more was wanted. We learned from him that this 
year he should discontinue its cultivation, a dampness 
proceeding from it that rendered it inimical to health, 
he himself having suffered therefrom. One bud of the 
mammoth lily is nearly ready to bloom. It puts forth 
but one at a time, and they follow each other in regu¬ 

lar succession. ... 
“In the same apartment with the \ictona Regia, 

are various other plants of tropical growth plants of 
water and those of air—of very rare descriptions. 
Among these are the lotus of the Nile, African lilies, 
and air plants, whose old proclivity for impalpable diet 
is a matter of great wonder. A visit to Mr. Allen s 
grapery, in Flint street, was a great feature of our visit. 
This is nearly all in doors, for the rearing of choice des¬ 
criptions, though several hybrid varieties—crossings 
between the Isabella and some foreigh grape bore 
the winter exceedingly well out doors, and show great 
vigor. Several glass houses compose his grapery, 
heated by steam pipes, and arranged on the most sci¬ 
entific plans for securing an even temperature. Nec¬ 
tarines, peaches and figs were seen in great profusion, 
ripening beneath the glass; and more than one hun¬ 
dred varieties of grapes are struggling for eminence 
some day, in our horticultural reports.” 

Artificial Manures for FruIt Trees.—The 
best mauures for fruit trees, under usual circumstan¬ 
ces, are composts made of stable manure, turf, muck 
or loam, with a small quantity of ashes, and still less 
lime. The addition of guano, bone manure, &c., in¬ 
creases its value. The proportions may be one-third 
manure, over one-third turf, loam or peat, and a, tenth 
ashes, a twentieth guano or bone manure. The spe¬ 
cial manures, applied separately, sometimes produce 
decided results, but not usually.—Country Gentleman. 
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GENESEE VALLEY HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 

The Annual Exhibition of the Genesee Valley Hor¬ 
ticultural Society, took place in this city June 25th 
and 26th. In everything except cherries, the exhi¬ 
bition was the best ever made by the Society. The 
display of roses was truly magnificent—Kllwanger 

& Barry exhibiting no fewer than 327 varieties, and 
A. Frost & Co., 319 varieties. A collection of peo¬ 
nies, containing 51 varieties, was shown by Ellwanger 

& Barry, which attracted much attention and gen¬ 
eral admiration. Many varieties were exceedingly 
beautiful; and we cannot but hope that they will soon 
take the place of' the inferior kinds now commonly 
cultivated. This plant is perfectly hardy, and should 
have a place in every farmer’s garden. J. Salter, 

gardener to John F. Bush, Esq, exhibited a fine col¬ 
lection of green house plants. His seedling gerani¬ 
ums, eight in number, were very superior. The wax 
plant (Hoya carnosa) attracted much attention. 
He also exhibited 41 varieties of gooseberries, im¬ 
ported from England. Many of them, such as the 
Guido, Tim Bobbin, Roaring Lion, London, Long 
Waist, Plumper, &c., bid fair to be an acquisition. 
Mr. S. informs us that he is never troubled with mil¬ 
dew. 

Geo. Newland, of Palmyra, exhibited 31 varieties 
of strawberries, among them the Chilian, a very supe¬ 
rior variety, and nine of his own seedlings, some of 
which promise well. He also exhibited stalks of rhu¬ 
barb, from a seedling obtained from the seed of Ca- 
houn’s giant pie-plant. C. F. Crosman, of Roches¬ 
ter, also exhibited some very large and fine rhubarb, 
only one year from seed. The stalks were two and 
a half feet long, and, we judge, between four and 
five inches in circumference. He also showed some 
Frankfort Head lettuce, which were remarkably fine. 

John Hampton, gardener to Selah Matthews, Esq., 
exhibited some very fine strawberries, and a collec¬ 
tion of green-house plants. 

Wm. Goldsmith showed 5 varieties of geraniums, 
10 of Sweet Williams, 22 of roses, 17 antirrhinums, 7 
petunias, 16 verbenas, 6 pansies, &c., which made a fine 
display. He also exhibited some very large Long 
Waist gooseberries, and some good heads of early 
Paris cauliflower. 

H. E. Hooker & Co. exhibited 15 varieties of 
strawberries, among them Hooker’s Seedling, one of 
the very best varieties we have. Of this strawberry, 
the committee remark: 

“ Hooker’s Seedling—Regarded by all the commit¬ 
tee as the most valuable new variety; and the com¬ 
mittee were divided as to whether this or Burr’s New 
Pine is finest in flavor. Hooker’s the largest and very 
productive.” 

Hooker’s Seedling took the premium for the best 
quart of strawberries. Ellwanger & Barry exhib¬ 
ited 35 varieties of strawberries, and took the first 
premium for the best collection. 

A. Loomis, of Byron, made a fine display of roses 
(139 varieties), peonies, &c. One of our daily papers 
well remarks: 

“ Mr. Loomis deserves much credit for the pains he 
has taken in propagating fine varieties of the rose. 
His collection was quite superior. The Society are 
indebted to him for aiding in making the exhibition 
worthy of the Genesee Valley. 

“Some professional nurserymen and florists nearer 
the city, might imitate the enterprise of Mr. L. in this 

respect, with advantage to themselves and the Society, 
which it ought to be their pride to support.” 

Mrs. C. A. Sheldon, a teacher in Public School 
No. 14, exhibited an Herbarium of native plants, six 
hundred varieties, exquisitely prepared, with botan¬ 
ical and popular names, &c. This was regarded by 
all pmateur and professional florists, as one of the 
best things in the exhibition. 

Mr. J. B. Fuller, of this city, and Mr. P. Parks, 

of Victor, also exhibited fine collections of wild flow¬ 
ers. This department of our floral exhibitions is be¬ 
ginning to receive that attention it so eminently de¬ 
serves. 

TWO BEAUTIEUL SPRING FLOWERING SHRUBS. 

Double Flowering Crimson Currant—(Ribes 
sanguined Jlore pleno.) There are few finer early 
flowering shrubs than the crimson currant. It origi¬ 
nated in France, and was first introduced into the 
nurseries in 1845. It is now widely disseminated. 

The foliage and habit of the plant differ but lit' 
from other currants, but the flowers are produced 
long branches, like the old single crimson—havi . 
the same brilliant color, with the addition of bei 
quite double. It flourishes, like all its family, in a I 
common garden soil, and is readily propagated 
layers or cuttings. * . 

Holly-Leaved Berberry—(Mahonia Aquifoh 

This is a fine, hardy, evergreen shrub. Its habit 
spreading, and it attains the height of three or f< 
feet. The foliage is dark green, glossy and. pric 
like the Holly. The flowers are produced in la 
heads or clusters, and are a beautiful clear yel 
color. They begin to open early in April, and < 
tinue through all May. A single plant, or a mas 
them on a lawn produces a fine effect The cc 
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contrasts well with the brilliant scarlet of the Japan 
Quince, (Pyrus Japonica,) in bloom at the same 
time. In this country it succeeds well in any soil and 

Holly-Leaved Berberry. 

situation, but if possible it should be in a somewhat 
shaded place, where the sun will not reach it in win¬ 
ter with much force It is so low, however, that it 
keeps pretty well in the shade. It is easily propa- j 
gated from seeds and by division of the plant, as it 
throws up radical shoots freely. 

Rose Bugs, &c.—Especial watch should now be 
kept of choice rose trees, to detect the rose bugs, saw 
flies, gnats, leaf miners, leaf rollers, and green flies, 
that during and just after their blossomming period 
infest them. The rose bugs come up from the 
ground and are stupid and sleepy, and can be shaken 
upon cloths and killed. The leaf miner is orange 
colored, and conceals itself within the leaf, and may 
be traced by pale brown zig zag-zag lines in the leaf, 
with narrow black lines in the center, occasioned by 
the drying of the epidermis where the caterpillar has 
eaten out the pulp. This moth is the “red-headed 
pigmy,” and must be destroyed by tobacco-water, or 
quassia, or lime. The “saw-fly” burrows into the 
flower Ivd and the grub eats itsway out, and must be 
removed by hand-picking. The gnat occasions oak- 
gall-like excrescences on the branches by puncturing 
them; and the leaf rollers cm out pieces of leaves 
that, fastened in a spiral direction, enfolds them in a 

j case. 
The rose moth fastens the bud to one of the leaves, 

previously folded, by slender threads. They must be 
| smoked, picked and washed off, as best they may. 
1 The Aphis (green fly) especially disfigures the white 

rose, but appears in myriads on all rose trees before 
it is feared, and must be brushed gently off, or more 
securely banished by dipping the branches in infusions 
of quassia, lime or tobacco. Quasda is best, as the 
others require to be washed off before they have time 
to dry, as they hurt the vitality of the plant, and, 

like snuff, leave unsightly particles on the leaves. A 
safe preparation of tobacco is half a pound to a gal¬ 
lon of hot water, which solution, of course, must be 
allowed to cool. Far better, however, than any of 
these solutions, is one of whale od soap, iu the pro¬ 
portion of two pounds to fifteen gallons of water, a 
discovery for which Mr. David Haggkrston last year 
received one hundred dollars reward from the Mass. 
Horticultural Society. 

LETTUCE AND CUCUMBERS. 

Lettuce that are becoming old, may be made 
white and tender by gathering up the leaves and ty¬ 
ing them together with a string at the top. In this 
way, the plant will grow in the center, and will be¬ 
come something like an early York cabbage in shape. 
As soon as the leaves have been tied up, the ground 
should be thoroughly hoed; and if the ground be dry, 
water the plants freely. You can scarcely give lettuce 
too much water, provided you hoe them frequently. 

I have always experienced much difficulty in the 
cultivation of cucumbers, from the ravages of the 
yellow bug, and a large, black insect. Many plans 
have been recommended of getting rid of these pests; 
and among others, pepper grass sown among the hills 
is said to be a prevention; but I have always found 
an ounce of cure to be v/orth a pound of prevention, 
which I administer early every morning while the 
plants are young, by killing all the bugs to be seen 
on them. The black bug is generally found eating 
the stem of the plant just above the ground, and is 
very destructive. 

Cucumber vines, when bearing, require a great 
deal of water, which should be supplied at the roots, 
and also over the vines. When your vines begin to 
droop in the hot weather of July and August, it is 
almost a sure sign that they need water. 1 know of 
no plant that rewards the labor of good care and fre¬ 
quent watering more than the cucumber, both in the 
luxuriant appearance of the vines, and the large 
quantity of fruit produced. H. E. 

The Curculio.—During one of the discussions at 
the Fourth Session of the North-western Fruit 
Growers’ Association, Mr. Barry gave the following 
mode of checking the depredations of this insect. 
“ He succeeded in growing a fine crop of plums by 
adopting a very simple remedy; iu fact, the trees were 
breaking down with their load of fruit. They had 
exhibited this year forty varieties at the Horticultural 
Show. 

“ The plan of paving the ground under the trees, 
which has generally proved so successful, gave them 
the idea of beating the earth hard under the trees, to 
answer, in part, the same purpose. This was done 
at the first appearance of the curculio. A boy wa3 
sent among the trees daily, to jar the trees, and sweep 
up the insects and punctured plums, and destroy them. 
By this, the insects and lame are destroyed, not only 
protecting the present crop, but making serious in¬ 
roads in the next year’s crop of insects. The habit 
of the insect is to fly from the ground upward, as 
it seldom takes any other direction than a perpen¬ 
dicular one; so if you reduce the number, you may 
in this manner secure a good crop, though your neigh¬ 
bor neglect to destroy them under his trees. 

“He had moie hope in this simple remedy than 
in any other, and had no doubt, when faithfully ap¬ 
plied, it would in all cases prove satisfactory.” 
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fairus' JGprtmcnf. 
HINTS FOR HOUSEWIVES. 

To Cure Damp Walls.—Boil two quarts of tar with 
two ounces of kitchen grease, for a quarter of an hour, 
in an iron pot. Add some of this tar to a mixture of 
slaked lime and powdered glass, which have passed 
through a flour sieve, and been completely dried over 
the fire in an iron pot, in the proportion of two parts 
of lime and one of glass, till the mixture becomes of the 
consistence of thiu plaster. The cement must be used 
immediately after being mixed, and therefore it is 
proper not to mix more of it than will coat one*square 
foot of wall, since it quickly becomes too hard fur use ; 
and care must be taken to prevent any moisture from 
mixing with the cement. For a wall merely damp, a 
coating one-eighth of an inch thick is sufficient; but if 
the wall is wet, there must be a second coat. Plaster 
made of lime, hair, and plaster of Paris, may afterwards 
be laid on as a cement. The cement above described 
will unite the parts of Portland stone or marble, so as 
to make them as durable as they were prior to the 
fracture. 

Melted Butter.—Put a table-spoonful of flour into 
a clean saucepau ; mix it carefully with a little water 
at a time till you have about a cupful; now cut into it, 
in small pieces, four ounces of butter; shake it around 
rapidly till well mixed; then place it on the fire; watch 
it constantly, and keep shaking it and turning it 
around until it boils; it is then ready. Be careful to 
turn it one way, or the butter will oil; should this hap¬ 
pen, you may recover it in some measure by putting 
into it a little cold water, and pouring it backwards 
and forwards several times. 

Gall Soap.—Take one pint of beef’s gall, and cut 
up about two pounds of hard soap; put it over the 
fire; let it simmer until it is all dissolved ; then pour it 
into a deep basin, and when cold cut in pieces. This 
soap is excellent to prevent any kind of colored goods 
from fading. Black calico will not become rusty if 
washed with it.—Housekeeper. 

Mwcassor Oil.—Common oil, three quarts; spirit of 
wine, half a pint; cinnamon powder, three -ounces; 
bergamot, two ounces. Heat them together in a large 
pipkin. Then remove it from the fire, and add four 
small pieces of alkanet root, keeping it closely covered 
for several hours. Let it then be filtered through a 
funnel lined with filtering paper. 

To Preserve Pie Plant.—Perhaps there are 
some of your readers fond of this plant, who do not 
know that it makes an excellent preserve. For this 
purpose it should be put into pieces about half an 
inch long, and boiled with plenty of sugar, in the or¬ 
dinary way of making preserves.' * 

To Make Corn Bread.—Two quarts corn meal, one 
quart rye, one quart of sweet milk, one quart of but¬ 
termilk, one teacup of molasses, one spoonful of salt, 
and one teaspoonful of soda. Beat with a spoon until 
well mixed. The crust, if not burned, will make an 
excellent coffee. 

A New Wax of Making Barley Water.—Put two 
table-spoonfuls of pearl bailey into a quart jug; two 
great spoonfuls of white sugar; a small pinch of salt; 
a small bit of orange or lemon peel, and a glass of 
calves’ foot jelly; and then fill the jug with boiling 
water. 

For the Cure of Croup.—A piece of fresh lard, as 
large as a butternut, rubbed with sugar, in the same 
way that butter and sugar are prepared for the dress¬ 
ing of puddings, divided into three parts, and given at 
intervals of 10 minutes, will relieve any case of croup, 
not already allowed to progress to the fatal point. 

A Great Favorite with Invalids.—Take one-third 
brisk cider and two-thirds water; sweeten it, and 
crumb in toasted bread, or toasted crackers, and grate 
on nutmeg. Acid jellies will answer for this when 
cider cannot be obtained. 

To Destroy Black Ants.—The Maine Farmer 

says:—“One good way to rid the premises of black 
ants, is to bait them with a little honey, or other 
sweet matter, and then go at them with fire and 
brimstone. It may be done thus: clear everything 
out that will be injured by the fumes of burning 
sulphur;* put some of the sulphur in an iron vessel, 
and, if you please, a little powdered saltpetre with it; 
set fire to it; shut the door, and fill the closet or the 
premises with the fumes. The sulphurous acid thus 
formed will penetrate into every corner and crany, 
and kill the little ‘varmints’ whenever it can reach 
them.”^ 

The Western Agriculturist gives the following 
more genteel, but not quite such a wholesale way of 
killing them: “ Mix a small quantity of arsenic with 
sugar placed on an orange peel, and put within their 
reach. They will eat it freely and perish.” 

Shirt Ironing.—Dry your shirts, then make your 
starch quite thick, and add a little salt. Boil about 
twenty minutes j^starch when hot. Rub them well; 
this is very important; then dry again. See that they 
are quite dry before damping; do not make them too 
wet, neither too dry. Fold very tightly; let them lie 
three or four hours before ironing. Iron the back 
first, by folding in the middle, and drawing it out from 
the front; then iron the sleeves, wristbands and body; 
then the shoulder piece and the collar. If the shirt 
is gathered behind, draw the bosom down to the bot¬ 
tom of the shirt, so as to free it from wrinkles; have 
your plaits all smooth. Do not have your iron too 
hot, and be careful to keep it on till quite dry, or the 
linen will present a blistered appearance. Do not 
wipe your iron with a wet cloth; this will make it 
stick as soon as anything. We believe rubbing the 
starch ^welkin, is Abe secret of good shirt ironing. 

To Preserve Butter a Long Time.—The late 
Dr. Anderson recommended for preserving butter a 
composition of salt, 2 parts; saltpetre, 1 part; sugar, 
1 part; 1 oz. of this mixture to one pound of butter. 
It seems that butter thus treated will keep sweet for a 
lengthened period; but that for the first fortnight it 
does not taste well. 

Worth Knowing.—In silk embroidery, if particles \ 

of cotton wool are worked under the twist or floss 
(stuffing) of grapes, buds, roses, and large leaves, it , 
raises the work, and gives it a much richer appear¬ 
ance than that equally well executed without it. 

Early Rising.—I would inscribe on the curtains of 
your bed and the walk of your chamber—“If you do 
not set apart your hours of reading, if you suffer your¬ 
self, or any one else, to break in upon them, your days M 
will slip through your hands unprofitable and frivo* '« 
lous, and unenjoyed by yourself.”—Lord Chatham. 
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(liter's ®a&U. 
STATE AND COUNTY SHOWS FOR 1856. , 

New-Jersey, Newark, Sept. 9—12. 
Vermont, Burlington, Sept. 9 to 12. 
Canada East, Three Rivers, Sept. 16—18. 
Virginia, Wheeling Island, Sept. 17—19. 
Ohio, Cleveland, Sept. 23, 24, 25, 26. 
Canada West, Kingston, Sept. 23—26. 
Am. Pom. Society, Rochester, Sept. 24—30. 
Michigan, Detroit, Sept. 30—Oct.1,2,3 
New York, Watertown, Sept. 30—Oct.1,2,3 
Illinois, Alton, Sept. 30—Oct.1,2,3 
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Sept. 30 to Oct. 2. 
Kentucky, Paris, Sept. 30 to Oct. 5. 
National Ag. Show, Philadelphia, Oct, 7. 
California, San Jose, Oct. 7, 8, 9. 
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Oct. 8 to 10. 
New Hampshire 
Iowa, Muscatine, 

Oct. 8, 9, 10. 
Oct. 8—10. 

North Carolina, Raleigh, Oct. 14—17. 
Georgia, Atalanta, Oct. 20—25. 
Indiana, Indianapolis, Oct. 20—25. 
Maine, 
Alabama, Montgomery, 

Oct. 28—30. 
Nov. 11—14. 

New York County Agricultural Fairs. 

Albany, Albany, 
Essex. Elizabethtown, 

Sept. 23, 24, 25. 
Sept. 18, 19. 

Franklin, Malone, 
Jefferson, Watertown, 

Sept. 24, 25, 26. 
Sept. 17, 18. 

Monroe, Rochester, 
Oneida, Rome, 
Ontario, Geneva, 
Oswego, - 
Rockland, New City, 

Sept. 24, 25, 26. 
Sept. 23, 24, 25. 
Sept. 24, 25, 26. 
Oct. 17, 18. 
Oct. 8, 9. 

Schuyler, Watkins, 
Wayne, Lyons, 

Sept. 8, 9. 
Sept. 23, 24, 25. 

United States Agricultural Society.—The Fourth 

Annual Exhibition of the United States Agricultu¬ 

ral Society, will be held at Powelton, (Philadelphia,) 

on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 

October 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th. 
The First Exhibition of this Society, held at Spring- 

field, Mass., in October, 1853, was devoted exclusively to 
an examination of Horses:—at Springfield, Ohio, 1854, 

Cattle alone, were exhibited; at Boston, 1855, all depart¬ 
ments of Farm Stock,—Cattle, Horses, Sheep and Swine, 

were shown. 
The Society, encouraged by past success, and by the ap¬ 

probation of the Agricultural community, now propose to 

offer Premiums, not only for Domestic Animals, but also 
for Poultry, and the products of the Fruit Garden, the 

Grain Field, and the Vineyard, and for Agricultural Im¬ 

plements and Machinery. 
Premiums from Twenty-five to Two Hundred Dollars, 

amounting in the aggregate to over Twelve Thousand 

Dollars will be offered for the various classes of Domestic 
Animals, Fruits, American Wines, Vegetables, Grains, 

and Agricultural Implements and Machinery. 
A local Committee of forty citizens of Philadelphia, re¬ 

presenting the various branches of industry, has already 

been appointed to co-operate with the officers of the So¬ 
ciety, in perfecting arrangements for the Exhibition ; and 
Fifteen Thousand Dollars have been guaranteed to meet 
expenses. This material aid, coupled with the excellence 

of the selected location, and the large amount of Premi¬ 
ums offered, induces the expectation that the Exhibiton of 

1856, will be superior to any of its predecessors. 
Favorable arrangements for the transportation of Stock 

and other articles, will be made with the various Rail¬ 
roads. 

The List of Entries, the Awards of Premiums, and the 

Proceedings, will be published in the Journal of the So¬ 
ciety, for 1856. 

The Premium List, with the Regulations and Pro¬ 
gramme of the Exhibition, will be furnished on applica¬ 
tion to Mr. John McGowan, Assistant Secretary of the 
United States Agricultural Society, 160 Chestnut Street, 
(Rooms of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society,) or by 
addressing the Secretary, at Boston, 

MARSHALL P. WILDER, President. 

William S. King, Secretary. 

July 1st, 1856. 

To the Breeders of Devon Cattle.—The subscri¬ 
ber is now collecting materials for the Third Volume of 
the Devon Herd-Book, and takes this method of inviting 

breeders to send the pedigrees of all animals eligible for 
entry in the Work. It is is desirable that all entries be re¬ 

ceived before the first of July, or as soon thereafter as 
practicable, in order that definite information may be given 
in regard to the time of publication. 

All animals must be able to trace, on both s'des, from 

unquestionable North Devon Stock; and to furnish the 
necessary evidence on this point, persons sending pedigrees 

should give the name and residence of the breeder of every 

animal referred to, unless such animal is registered in the 

First or Second Volume of the Devon Herd-Book, in which 
case reference to the No. will be necessary. 

Terms :—Each patron is expected to take at least one 

copy of the Work, the price of which wid be one dollar, 
and also to pay twenty-five cents for the registry of each 
animal—registry fee to be paid in advance. 

Cuts of breeding animals, properly executed, will be 
inserted in connection with their pedigrees, at a charge of 
$7 each. They will be printed on fly leaves, in the best 
manner. 

It will be recollected that there has already been pub¬ 

lished an American edition of the First and Second Vol¬ 

umes of the Devon Herd-Book, bound together, with a 

frontispiece of the Quarterly Testimonial, and twu hand¬ 
some Illustrations of English prize Devons. The price for 

these two volumes is two dollars. They will be forwarded 
as may be directed, on the reception of the above sum. 

SANFORD HOWARD, 

American Editor of the Devon Herd-Book. 

Office of the Boston Cultivator, 

Boston, Mass., June 1st, 1856. 

Italian Buckwheat.—Eds. Farmer:—I saw in your 

June number an advertisement of “Italian Buckwheat.” 
I sent by mail to the advertiser for a small sample of it, 

and received millet. O. Collins.— Wilkesburre, June 19, 

1856. 

We thank our correspondent for the above ; for although 

we cannot hold ourselves responsible for even thing that 

appears in our advertising columns, we will not knowingly 

permit them to be used to deceive the public. 

Cure for Heaves in Mules.—You may say to our 

friend J. D. K., Ohio, that in a conversation a few days 

since with an Englishman, he told me that he had cured 

mules which had the heaves very bad, by giving them Sa¬ 

vin, about what would lie on a quarter dollar. In powder. 

In England he gave it green in the bou hs, and in six 

weeks’time, the mules showed no more heaves than if they 

had never had it. D.—Gates. 
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The Paris Agricultural Exhibition.—Our late 
European exchanges contain some account of the great 

Agricultural Exhibition at Paris, but the list of prizes 

which was made known June 6th, has'not yet reached us. 

The entries in most of the Departments were very large. 

The catalogue alone is a huge volume of 479 pages !— 

There were 1,300 head of cattle exhibited; of these 195 

were Short Horns—140 bred in England, and 55 in France. 

The Herefords and Devons were niggardly represented. 

The Ayrshires, Black-poled cattle, Black Angus, West 

Highland, and the Irish Kerry were not in full force, num¬ 

bering about 200 head. Of the various Swiss tribes of 

horned cattle, there were no less than 228 animals ; of the 

Dutch breed, 40 animals; of the Tyrolese and Austrian, 

62 animals ; of the long-horned Hungarian, Moravian, 

Gallican, Bavarian and Bohemian races, 46 animals ; of 

Saxony, 12 animals ; of Holstein and Denmark, 32 animals, 

and 4 butfaloes from Hungary. The French exhibited 

nearly 500 head—among them, 61 of the great Norman 

breed, 37 Flemish, and 36 of the beautiful white Charolais 
breed, so similar to our Short Horns. There was a con¬ 

siderable number of grade Short Horns—a cross of the 

Short Hqrn bulls with the native breeds—which, in the 

language of the Mark Lane Express, formed/' one of the 
most interesting features in the whole exhibition.”, 

There were about 200 pens of sheep exhibited, contain¬ 

ing 1,200 sheep ; 500 of which w7ere contributed by France, 

400 by Great Britain, and the rest by Holland, Austria, 

Saxony, etc. 

There were 171 pigs exhibited; 82 fronvFrance, 72 from 
Great Britain, aud 17 from other countries. Of the 82 

belonging to France, there were 62 representing the Eng¬ 

lish breeds—a high compliment to British breeders. 

In the Poultry class there were 474 coops, containing 
1,400 birds. 

In the Implement class there were 2,107 lots, comprising 

every kind of instrument or appliance connected with ag¬ 
riculture. Of these, 371 belonged to Great Britain, 3 to 

Australia, 88 to Belgium, 51 to Denmark, 5 to Ilolsiein, 2 

to the lloman States, 7 to the United States, 42 to the 

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 33 to Holland, 1 to Prussia, 

5 to Saxony, 36 to Switzerland, 4 to Wurtemberg, and 
1,430 to France. 

In the Agricultural Produce department, there were 

4,635 lots ; 120 of which belonged to England, 480 to vari- 

ons other nations, and 4,065 to France, chiefly contributed 

by the Government Schools of Agriculture. 

Next month we will endeavor to give a more detailed 
account of this grand exhibition. 

Premiums.—We had intended to announce the names 
of the successful competitors for our premiums this month, 

but owing to press of business, we shall have to defer it 

till the August number. In the mean time, we shall send 

a Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory, postage paid, 

to all those who have got up a club of eight subscribers. 

We presume it was the intention of the late publisher to 
send only to those who asked for the book, but we have 

received one or two letters which indicate that the offer 

was not so understood, and we shall therefore send the 
work to all who are entitled to it. 

Natural Barometers.—Chickweed is an excellent 

barometer. When the flower expands fully, we are not to 

expect rain for several hours; should it continue in that 

state, no rain will disturb the summer’s day. When it half 

conceals its miniature flower, the day is generally showery; 

but if it entirely shuts up, or veils the white flower with 

its green mantle, let the traveller put on his great coat. 

L. G. Morris’ Sale.—This great sale of Short Horn 

and Devon Cattle, Southdown sheep, Essex and Berkshire 
pigs, &c„ took place June 24th and 25th. The attendance 

was very large. The first animal led into the ring was the 

Short Horn bull Romeo, a cut of which we gave in the 

May number. He was knocked down to Rehn & Cutz, 

of Lancaster, Ohio, for $600—a remarkably low price for 

such an animal. Suffolk Hero, a two year old, was next 

sold to George Clark, Otsego county, N. Y., for $325. 

Charlemagne, a yearling, for $245, to Josehh Hilton, 

New Scotland, Albany county, N. Y. Marmion, for $500 

to P. & C. S. Haimes, Elizabethtown, N. J. Jacinthas 

Romeo, for $400, to John Hunter, of Pelham, West¬ 

chester county, N. Y. Chester, for $300, to David 

Brooks, Avon, Livingston county, N. Y. Orpheus, for 
$675, to J. P. Crippen, Coldwater, Mich. 

The calves sold well: Belmont, for $375, to Amos F. 

Wood, of Jefferson county, N. Y. Stanley, for $230, to 

B. M. Whitlock, West Farms, Westchester county, N. 

Y. Barrington, for $150, to Joseph Orvis, Massena, 

St. Lawrence county, N, Y. King of Algeirs, for $400, to 

Robert Gordon, Paris, C. W. Bailiff, for $110, to Jo¬ 

seph Orvis, Massena, St. Lawrence county, N. Y. This 
closed the sale of the Short Horn bulls, ten in in number— 
the sales amounting to $4,310. 

The Devon bulls were next sold : Frank Quartley, for 
$350, to B. P. Johnson, of Albany, N. Y. [This is noth¬ 

ing for such a bull.] The next w-ere yearlings: Wawa- 

ganda sold for $105, to G. D. Parrish, Burlington, N. J. 

Master Butterfly, for $340, to 11. Peters, Atlanta, Ga. 

Somerville, for $155, to L. II. Colby, Groton, Tompkins 

county, N. Y. Byron, for $250, to Francis Morris, 

Throggs’ Neck. 

At the time of our going to press, an account of further 
sales had not reached us. 

Clover Hat.—The Boston Cultivator recommends the 

following mode of curing clover: “ Cut the clover, if prac¬ 

ticable, when free from wet. Leave the swaths unspread 
for three or four hours. Then, with forks, put the mown 

clover into cocks which will make each about fifty pounds 

of dry hay—taking care to lay it up in flakes, and rounding 
off the tops so as to give the best protection against rain. 

The process of curing will advance according to the state 
of the weather. By examination from day to day, a good 

judge can tell when it is cured, or how much more time it 

w ill require. When it is so near dry that it may be finish¬ 

ed in one day, if the weather is fair, turn the cocks bottom 

upward, after the dew is off. and lighten the damp part as 

much as seems necessary, being careful not to dry it so 

much that it will powder in handling.” 

Ventilating Hat Stacks.—The British farmers have ! 
a method of ventilating their hay, oat and barley stacks 

w'hich w7e may frequently adopt with advantage ; and in 
stacking cornstalks it would be always beneficial. They , 

fill a large bag, say 3£ feet high and 20 inches in diameter, . 

with straw7, and place it vertically in the centre of the stack, ■ 
putting the barley, oats or hay, whichever it may happen 
to be, round it. As the stack rises they lift the sack ; and 

so on to the top. In this way there is a chimney formed 

in the center of the rick or bay, into which the steam or 

gases generated find their w7ay and escape readily. 

New Wheat from Illinois.—The St. Louis Republi¬ 
can of the 20th instant, says that on Thursday a quantity < 

of new w7hite wheat was received from Troy, Madison Co., 
Illinois—the first of the incoming crop that has made its 

appearance in the market this season. 
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Notices of Ncfo Books, perioMcals, &c. 

Thr Rise and Progress of the English Constitution. By E. S. 
Creasy, M. A., Loudon. Published by D Appleton & Co., New 
York : 1856. Sold by D. M. Dewey, Rochester, N. Y. 

This is a book, as the title denotes, containing an account 
of the great and important events which have resulted in 
the formation of the present English government. It con¬ 

tains a copy of the great Charter which the barons extort¬ 
ed from King John in 1215; also of the Petition of Rights 
granted by Charles I; and also of the Bill of Rights, 
granted by King William III in 1683, on his accession to 

the English throne—the three great bulwarks of English 

liberty. These acts are of great interest not only to Eng¬ 
lishmen, but to Americans; for upon them are founded 

most of the fundamental principles of our own govern¬ 
ment. It contains, also, a general history of the English 
people throughout the several stages of the growth of 
their government. It is a very interesting and valuable 

work. 

A Journey in the Seaboard Slave States, with Remarks on 
their Economy. By Frederick Law Olmsted, Author of “Walks 
aud Talks of an American Ft,.mer in England.” New York: 
Dix & Edwards. London : Sampson Low, Son & Co. 1856. 

Those who have read the Walks and Talks of an Amer¬ 

ican Farmer in England,” will not fail to get this book. 
For practical common sense, keen observation, and graphic 
descriptive powers, Mr. Olmsted has no superior. This 

work, of some 700 pages, is as interesting as a novel, while 
it abounds with practical information on the social and in¬ 

dustrial habits of the slave-holding States from Virginia to 

Texas. Wc cordially recommend the work to all our 

readers. 

Transactions of the North-Western Fruit Browers’ Asso¬ 
ciation, at their Fourth Session, held in the city of Burlington, 
Iowa, September 25, 26, 27, 28, 1855. Edited by M. L. Dunlap. 

£. Chicago: 1856. 

This is a neat pamphlet of some 150 pages. It contains 

the address of P. Barry, Esq., delivered before the Soci¬ 

ety during its session at Burlington ; extended reports of 
the discussions ; reports of the various committees, &c., &c.; 
presenting a mass of information of great interest to all 

engaged in fruit culture. We hope to enrich our columns 
by liberal extracts. Mr. Barky and Mr. Dunlap will 

please accept our thanks for copies. 

History of Rock County, and Transaction'? of -the Rock County 
Agricultural Society and Mechanics’ Institute. Edited and com¬ 
piled by Orkin Guernsey. Jauesville, Wis.: Win. M. Doty & 
Brother, Printers. 1856. 

We are indebted to Mr. Guernsey, Corresponding Sec¬ 

retary of the Rock Co. (Wis., Agricultural Society, for a 

copy of this work. The book is a credit to the enterprising 

Society, and to its intelligent Secretary. 

Life Sketches from Common Paths; a Series of American Tales 
By Mrs. Julia L. Dumont. New York: D. Appleton & Co. 1856. 

These “ shetches ” are well taken and cannot fail to in¬ 

terest. For sale by D. M. Dewey. 

inquiries an& ghtstoers. 

Another Cure for Heaves.—A correspondent in 
Ohio asks for a remedy for the heaves. I can give you one 
that is said to be almost a specific ; I do not however, vouch 

for it. Take of saltpetre 4 ounces; sulph. antimony 2 oz.; 
tartarized antimony 1 drachm; mix and divide into six 
doses. Give one powder for three nights in succession ; 

then omit for a week, and repeat with the other three. If 
this does not effect a cure, he must try some other means. 

Yet I have known t wo cases (bad ones) that wrcre said to 

have been cured with this remedy and nothing else. Ar- 

LING—Rush. 

Guano on Gravelly Soil.—In answer to a question in 
a late number of the Genesee Farmer, I will say, that in 
my opinion, guano does best on gravelly soil, having wit¬ 
nessed the effect of it on clay loam and gravelly soil, the 
past season. S. K. Given—Sheepscot Bridge, Me. 

Grafting Lilac on an Ash Stock.—It has been said the lilac 

may be grafted on an ash stock. Can any of your readers tell us 

from experience, the process and the season, and whether it should 

be the white or the black variety of ash ? D.—Gates. 

English Horse Beans.—Can you or any of your correspondents 

tell me through your paper what kind or kinds of beans the Eng¬ 

lish farmers feed their horses, and whether they have ever been 

tried in this country, and with wh it success? D.— Gates. 

Will some of our correspondents answer the above ? 

Books for a Young Farmer.—1 am a young farmer, and wish 

to get a few good reliable books on agriculture. What can you 

recommend to me ? A. R.— Ohio. 

The following works may be read with advantage in the 

order named: Nash’s Progressive Farmer, Norton’s Ele¬ 
ments of Scientific Agriculture, Dana’s Muck Manual, 

Stoekhardt’s Chemical Field Lectures, Johnston’s Agricul¬ 
tural Chemistry and Geolojgy, Thaer’s Principles of Agri¬ 
culture, and Boussingault’s Rural Economy. As books of 

reference we may name Allen’s American Farm Book, and 
Morton’s Cyclopedia of Agriculture. The former as be¬ 

ing to some extent American, the latter as containing the 
more recent practices of British Agriculture. The list 
might be advantageously extended. One or two good, 
reliable agricultural papers will of course pay you weekly 
or monthly visits ; and if you had a set of back volumes 
of the Genesee Farmer, or of the Cultivator, or of the New 

England Fanner, you would find them exceedingly useful. 

Indeed, we consider them indispensable to a good agricul¬ 
tural library. 

Harvesting Barley.—Can you give me a few hints in regaid 

to the best time to cut and harvest barley ? W. S.— Oneida Co. 

Barley is quite ripe enough to cut when the reddish col¬ 

or on the ear has disappeared. When fully ripe the ear 
bends down to the straw, and is very apt to fall off in mow¬ 

ing turning, &c., occasioning much loss ; while if cut too 
early it shrinks considerably, and is not so good for malt¬ 
ing purposes. English writers, while fully admitting that 
in allowing barley to get quite ripe there is muen loss, ad¬ 
vocate the practice on the ground that it is next to impos¬ 

sible in any other way to get that evenness so necessary for 
malting purposes. 

With a heavy crop of straw, we prefer always to bind 

up the barley into sheaves. The first expense is more, but 
there is less loss, and far less labor in carting, stacking and 

threshing. With light crops, if the barley was rolled—as 
it always should be—and the ground is smooth, it is doubt¬ 

less the most economical mode to mow it, and stack it 
loose. It will need turning in the swath, and with a light 

crop this may be done writh a hand-rake, and the loose 
barley between the swaths raked together at the same 

time. Barley needs considerable time in the field before 
the grain and straw is sufficiently dry and hard to stack. 

Barley straw, when not too ripe, we consider quite nutri¬ 

tious, but it must not be carried too soon, or. besides the 
injury to the grain, it will heat in the stack and be spoiled. 
Morton's Cyclopedia of Agriculture, recently published, 
says: “ Barley requires from ten days to a fortnight of 

good weather to bring it into proper condition for being 
stacked, and in damp, hazy weather, considerably longer.” 

Fortunately, such a rule, although applicable to Great 
Britain, does not hold good here ; but you would do well 

to give barley sufficient time before stacking, 
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ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To sequre insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early as the 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

\ COLUMBIAN GUANO. 
IMPORTED BY THE PHILADELPHIA GUANO COMPANY. 

A. LONGETT, Agent, 
1 34 Cliff street, Corner of Fulton, New York. 

phosphate of ammonia. Columbian Guano may therefore be re¬ 
garded as playing a very important part in the fixation of the vola¬ 
tile alkali. 

The permanency of this manure is a matter so well understood 
by every practical farmer, that it requires no comment. 

Very respectfully yours, &c., A. SNOWDEN PIGGOT. 

Office of Inspector of Guano, 11 Exchange Building. 
""Analysis of an .average sample of Columbian Guano, imported 
by Wm. F. Murdoch, Esq., Agent of the “Philadelphia Guano 
Company,” March 17th, 1858, in the “Mary Elizabeth.” 

Phosphoric Acid,....40.25 
Lime, &c.,....59.75 

40.25 per cent, of Phosphoric Acid is equal to 87.21 per cent, of 
Bone Phosphate of Lime. WM. SMITH REESE. I CALI- the attention of Farmers and others interested, to the 

reports given below, showing the great advantage this Fertilizer 
possesse over all others. Its richness in Phosphates has never been 
surpassed by any other fertilizer known. Its application to tne soil 
is easy, as will be seen by the directions given for its use. We are 
continually receiving the most satisfactory accounts from all that 
have given the Columbian Guano a trial, and have every reason to 
think tha'1’ our farmers will find it equal, if not superior to Peru¬ 
vian, as it is far more durable, and cheaper, and can be had at a 
price that will pay the farmer for its use ; and we can but ask for 
our interests, and that of the farmer, a fair trial. 

117 Broadway, Baltimore, May 20, 1856. 
To Wm. F. Murdoch, Esq., Agent of Philad. Guano Co. 
th Dear Sir : The sample of Guano left with me by you for analysis, 
has been carefully examined, with a view to determine the manner 
in which the phosphoric acid is combined with tha lime. In order 
to accomplish this, I had designed to make a a sepai ate estimation 
of the white hard crust, and the brown body of the rock, in the 
manner in which Drs. Higgins and Bickell made their analysis. I 
found, however, that the crust alluded to was so thin, and adhered 
so closely to the body of the rock, in the specimens contained in 
the sample, that it was impossible to separate it perfectly, I, there¬ 
fore, have contented myself with examining the body of the rock, 
which constitutes by far the largest portion of the sample, 
f (From this 1 obtained results which are embodied in the following 
table : 

Phosphoric Acid,*..46.22 
Lime,_38.75 
Pnosphate of Iron,_;- 0.35 
Phosphate of Magnesia,_i_0.61 
Sand,..   0.63 
Sulphuric Acid,..    1.96 
Chlorine,__-..-.. Trace. 
Organic Matter, Salts of Ammonia, and combined 

water,..     8.95 
Water, (hygroscopic,)----.2.34 

99.81 
r * In this is not included the small amount existing iD the phos¬ 
phates of magnesia and iron, both of which were estimated sepa¬ 
rately. 

f From this table it will be seen, that the opinion first propounded 
by me, as to the combination of phosphoric acid and lime in this 
guano, is borne out by the present analysis; that it exists, viz , ii*“ 
the form of a salt, composed of two equivalents of lime, one of 
water, and one of phosphoric acid. 
I JThe following table correctly expresses the composition of the 
body of the rock known as Columbian Guano, and making up the 
great bulk of the commercial article sold under that name : 

Phosphate of Lime,.   87.95 
C Phosphoric Acid,..46.221 

Containing < Lime,...35.95 > 
( Water,.. 5.78) 

Sulphate of Lime,..  4.76 
Sand,......     0.63 
Phosphates of Iron and Magnesia,_0.96 
Hygroscopic Water,__   2.34 
Organic Matter, containing Ammonia,_3.17 

CHARACTERISTICS OF COLUMBIAN GUANO. 

1. It is by far the richest source of Phosphoric Acid for the far¬ 
mer yet known, containing one-third more than ground bones. 

2. It contains less than one-fourth of the water always present 
in the Peruvian, and 20 to 30 per cent, less than any other guano— 
consequently it can be packed in bags, at a diminution of one-fourth 
the freight and packages, besides the convenience of handling, and 
subsequent value of bags. 

3. It is sold as fine powder, and does not require sieving, as do 
the Peruvian and other Guanos, in order to their uniform applica¬ 
tion. 

4. It does not injure the nails of the laborer in sowing, on ac¬ 
count of the absence of lumps, and for the same reason it can be 
applied in one half the time, with a drill, with perfect uniformity. 
Whereas, guano containing lumps cannot be distributed uniformly, 
even with the aid of a drill. 

DAVID STEWART, M. D. 
Chemist of Md. State Agricultural Society. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE. 

For Wheat and Small Grain—An application of 200 to 250 lbs. 
Columbian per acre, immediately after plowing, and lightly har¬ 
rowed in, will produce not only abundant crops of grain, but will 
leave the ground with a luxuiiant se'- of clover—thus benefiting 
the land for after crops. If desirable, it can be applied at the time 
ol sowing the grain, and all harrowed in together. 

For Corn—200 lbs. per acre. It can be applied either in the drill 
or broadcast; if the latter case, the ground should be lighly har¬ 
rowed after the application. 

For Potatoes, Turnips, Ruta bagas, fyc.—200 to 250 lbs per acre 
in the drill or hill, after the seed is sown, will produce an abundant 
yield of ei her article. 

For Grass Crops—The Columbian can also be advantageously 
used as a top-dressing for grass, clover, &c., at the rate of 200 lbs. 
per acre, applied immediately after the frost is out of the ground. 
It is also a valuable manure for garden vegetables, flowers, grape 
vines, fruit trees, &c. 

R ice, $36 to $40 person. For sale by 
July 1. A. LONGETT, Agent for New York. 

FAIRBANKS’ HAY SCALES. 
ORE than four thousand of these convenient and durable 
Scales have been put up by us in different parts of the United 

States and the British Provinces. 
Several Gold and Silver Medals have been awarded to us by the 

various Agricultural Societies throughout the country, for 

THE BEST HAY AND CATTLE SCALES. 
And we have certificates without number from officers of city and 
village corporations, manufacturing establishments, and private in¬ 
dividuals, who have our scales in use, testifying to their superior 
excellence. 

To be in season for the coming hay crop, orders must be given 
early. 

Scales set in any part of the United States or the Canadas by ex¬ 
perienced workmen. Address by mail or otherwise, 

FAIRBANKS & CO., 
July 1. No. 186 Broadway, New York. 

99.81 

You have requested me to state the advantages which might be 
expected to oe derived from this fertilizer in view of its chemical 
constitution. The first and most evident, is the uncommonly large 
proportion of Phosphoric Acin which it contains. It is by far the 
richest known source of this valuable substance. The amount < f 
phosphoric acid which is contained in the 87-95 parts of neutral 
phosphate of lime, belonging to the sample anal\ zed, would if com¬ 
bined with lime, in the proportion to form b<>ne phosphate, make 
100.14 parts of that compound. Hence it follows, as a matter of 
necessity, that in the decomposition of this manure in the soil, 
about 12 per cent, more phosphoric acid will be given to the plant, 
than could possibly be extracted from the same quantity of bone 
earth, by the same solvents. 

Another important consideration, is the greater solubility of this 
phosphate in ammoniated water. As ail rain water, and most soils, 
contain ammonia, and as the organic part of this guano, when de¬ 
composed, generates a small quantity of the same alkali, the ma¬ 
nure, while in the soil, will bj acted upon by water, holding ammo- 
niiin solution Now, this induces in the neutrul pbosphaie, a 
change which does not take place in bone earth. On the latter it 
has no action whatever, but it converts the former into bone phos¬ 
phate, by combining with a portion of phosphoric acid, to form 

ANGLO-ITALIAN VILLA.! FOR sale, in Havana, Schuyler Co., N. Y., beautifully situated 
on an eminence that overlooks the village, about four acres of 

land, house about 50 feet square, two stories high, with basement; 
good out-buildings, choice shrubbery, more than 400 fruit, dwarf, 
and ornamental trees, grape vines, exotic grapery, &c. Havana is 
11 hours from New York. 

For full description and terms apply to J. F. PHELPS, 
Havana, July 1, 1856—It* Horticulturist. 

FOR SALE AT COST PRICES, 
TO CLOSE A CONSIGNMENT CONSISTING OF MOWERS AND REAPERS, (Forbush’s latest'Improved,) Straw 

Cutters, Corn Shelters, Fanning Mills, Plows, Garden Rollers, 
Wneel Barrows, &c. A. LONGETT, 

June 1—2t. 34 Cliff street, corner of Fulton, New York. 

LAWTON BLACKBERRY. DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS, with terms of sale, and and ample 
directions for cultivation will be forwarded to applicants. 

Address WILLIAM LAWTON, 
July 1—4t. No. 64 Wall street, New York. 
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As a superior and every way reliable Horse Power, the above 
stands unrivalled. 

Pitts’ Machine was awarded a splendid Gold Medal at the recent 
Paris exhibition in France. 

We call attention to the fact that we are now manufacturing the 
above Machines at Rochester, N. Y., in a mure substantial, durable 
and of a larger capacity than any hitherto built by us in this city, 
having all the latest improvements made by John A. Pitts. 

We also make a new style of Straw Carriers, more portable than 
any heretofore made. We can furnish the latest and best all iron 
Power for eight or ten horses. 

We invite all who intend purchasing to examine our machines; 
they will more than equal the best expectations of the public. 

Alexander Gordon * co., 
Successors to John a. Pitts, 

June 1—2t. V 68 South St. Paul street, Rochester, N. Y. 

UNION AGRICULT'L WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE 
No. 23 Fulton St., (near Fulton Market,) New York. THE Undersigned, having succeeded to the business for the man¬ 
ufacture and sale of Agricultural Implements and Machinery, 

heretofore conducted by Messrs. Ralph & Co, at No. 23 Fu i m 

street, intends to continue the same in all its branches, and is pre- Sared to furnish goods of the best style and quality at low prices. 
lachinery, or any articles in the line, manufactured to order ac¬ 

cording to pattern at short notice. 
My facilities for manufacturing enable me to offer to Dealers and 

Farmers the following leading articles at low figures : 
Hand and Power Corn Shellers. 
Fan Mills. 
Plows, Harrows, Cultivators. 
Revolving Hav Rakes. 
Spring tooth Hay Rakes, (the best Rake in use.) 
Cast iron Corn Mills, for Hand or Power. 
Road Scrapers, Wheel-Barrows. 

Field and Garden Rollers. 
Corn and Cotton Planters. 
Post or Ground Augers. 
Hay, Straw and Stalk Cutters. 
Wagons and Carts. 
Vegetable or Root Cutters. 
Sausage Cutters and Stutters. 

In connection with my farming operations, I have for some years 
past given much attention raising thorough bred Short Horn, 
North Devon and Ayrshire cattle, and other fine stock, and now 
offer the advantage of my knowledge and experience to persons 
desiring to purchase stock. ALFRED M. TREADWELL, 

April 3t. 23 Fulton St., New York. 

ATTENTION THRESHERS! 
PITTS’ PREMIUM SEPARATORS AND DOUBLE PINION 

HORSE POWERS. 

rpHE above cut is a representation of the justly celebrated Pitts’ 
_L Machine f< r Threshing and cleauiDg grain atone operation. 

It is the best Machine tor threshing and cleaning grain in existence. 
The following cut represents Pitts’ Double pinion eight or ten 

Horse Power. 

PRICES OF (FERTILIZERS *FOR SUMMER, 1856. PERUVIAN GUANO, No. 1, with Government brand and weight 
on each bag,...per ton of 2,000 lbs. $53.00 

Columbian Guano,. “ “ $36.00 to 40.00 
Superphosphate of Lime,_ “ “ 45 00 
Bone Dust, Ground,__per bbl. 2.50 

“ Turnings,. “ 2.37 to 2.50 
“ Sawings or Meal,.. 3.00 
“ Mixed fine ground,. “ 2.75 to 3.00 

Plaster of Paris,. “ 1.00 to 1.25 
The second quality of Peruvian Guano will have figure 2 under 

the weight mark. A. LONGETT, 
July 1. 34 Cliff street, New York. 

BOOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. ,. j 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. • **. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 25 

cents. 
_'_The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 
25 cents. 

The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &c. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fo wls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 
The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Buist’s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
Stockhart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer's Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Rural Arclii ecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents. 
Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 

cents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. , 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1 vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 
Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By SteveDS. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran- 

lall. Price $2. 
Stephens’s Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 

Skinner. Price $4. 
Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. , 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man and 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do. 
in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

FOR SALE HAVING to devote my time to other business, I have determined 
to sell several Farms, now in cultivation under my own direc¬ 

tion, and also a Grist Mill and Saw Mill. The mills are situated 
about six miles from the county seat in a thickly settled portion 
of the country, on never failing streams, and healthy locations. 
There are two run of stones in the Grist Mill, together with all the 
machinery for manufacturing flour, buckwheat flour, corn meal, &c. 
The mill is 60 by 40 feet, three stories high, with a 16 feet wheel 
The Saw Mill is*run by a submerged center discharging wheel, cast 
searing; and the Mills, within 80 feet of each other, are run by 
different streams, and were built in 1851. There is attached to the 
mills about 200 acres of land, part of whb-h is in cultivation in 
grain and grass. There are four tenements on the land, rented 
out; three of them, without any land, pay $100. The mills are 
under my own direction, and the miller rents the farm, and pays 
crop rent. The mills rented last year for $400. There is a large 
portion of bo tom land on this farm w hich is valuable. The Alex¬ 
andria, Loudoun & Hampshire Railroad passes within 100 yards of 
the mill, where there is to be a station, &c. 

I also have a Farm of 100 acres adjoining the county seat, well 
improved, good house of brick, orchards, well watered, and all the 
necessary outbuildings. The Menasses Gap Railroad passes through 
the village, and also a turnpike road to Washington and Alexandria, 
which are distant about 15 miles. I have also another Farm of 100 
acres, within three-fourths of a mile of the county seat, one half 
of which is in timber, and the other in cultivation. I am building 
a house on this, which will be finished by fall. I have also one 
other Farm of 120 acres, lying about four miles from the county 
seat, in cultivation by a Northern man, who has resided on it three 
years. 

I will sell any or all of these Lands, &c., on reasonable terms. 
Persons desiring further information, can address the undersigned 
at Fairfax Courthouse, Va., who w'ill give information, if desired, 1 relative to his own or any other lands in this or the adjoining 
counties. 

May 1, 1856—tf. GEO. W. HUNTS, Jb. 
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ATKINS’ AUTOMATON, OR 

SELF-RAKING REAPER AND MOWER. 
THE BEST MACHINE IN USE. 

1 (the first) used in 1852. 
40 used. suxessmlly m 1853. 

300 in twenty different States in 1854. 
1200 m all parts of the Unn/n in 1855. 
3000 building' for the harvest of lb56. 

HERE are six good reasons for this unparalleled increase and 
great popularity : 1st. It is strong and reliable, and easily 

managed. 2d. It saves the hard labor of raking. 31, It saves at 
least another hand in binding. 4th, It saves shattering by the 
carefnl handling in raking; besides, the straw being laid straight, 
it is well secured in the sheaf, and does not drop in the after hand¬ 
ling, and the heads ai'e not exposed in the stack, so that the grain 
saving even exceeds the labor saving. 5th. It is a good mower, 
being one of the most convertible machines in use. 6th, It has a 
knife that does not choke. 

Its other excellencies, too numerous to mention here, are fairly 
given in the circulars. Its intrinsic worth is also attested by the 
award (mostly in only 3 years) of 

OYER SEVENTY FIRST PREMIUMS! 
Two First Premiums at the New Yoik Crystal Prlaee, the “Scott 

Legacy Medal,” Franklin Institute, Pa., &c., &c. 

TERMS.—Reaper and Mower, $200—$75 on receipt of Ma¬ 
chine; $75 September 1st; $50 December 1st. Reaper only, $175 
— $75 on receipt of Machine; $50 September 1st; $50 December 1 t. 
$10 added for longer credit. 10 per cent, interest from May 1st, if 
payments are not promptly made. £3^“ Discount at 12 per cent, 
per annum for cash in advance, besides interest. 

Farmers whishing these celebrated Reapers and Mowers for the 
next harvest, must send in their orders soon to the following 
Agents : 

E. D. Hallock, No. 2 Agricultural Buildings, Rochester. 
Exsign & Heston, Batavia, Genesee Co. 
Z. W. Smith & Co., Hoaeoye Falls, or Norton B. Smith, Travel¬ 

ling Agent for LiviDgston and Ontario counties. 
A. D. Ayers,Romulus, Seneca Co. 
Or J. D. STAFFORD, General Agent for the State of New York, 

Brockport, Monroe Co. 
Local Agents waited in every county in the State, to whom a 

liberal commission will be given. Apply to J. D. Stafford as above. 
Order early, if you would not be disappointed. 
Pamphlets giving impartially the opinions of Farmers, together 

with orders, notes, &c., mailed to applicants, and prepaid. 
£3?” VVrite to us at Chicago, (Ill.,) Dayton, (Ohio.,) or Baltimore, 

(Md.,) which ever is nearest to you. 
J. S. WRIGHT & CO., 

“Prairie Farmer” Works, Chicago, May 1.—3t. 

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's Own Paper. 

THE GENESEE FARMER, 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF 

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE, 
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF 

Farm Buildings, Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c. 

VOLUME XVII. FOR 1856. 

Fifty Cents a Year, in Advance. 

Five Copies for $2 ; Eight Copies for $3; anu any larger number 
at the same rate. 

All subscriptions to commence w th the year, and the en¬ 
tire volume supplied to all subscribers. 

g!jF“ Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improvement 
are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subsci ipt.ions. 

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-paid 
or free) at the risk of the Publisher. Addiess 

JOSEPH HARRIS, 

November, 1855. Rochester, New York. 
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A FEW WORDS ON BUITER MAKING. 

In all the operations of the dairy, the most scrupu¬ 
lous cleanliness is absolutely essential. The milk pails 
should be used for nothing but milking. After they 
have been used, they should be carefully washed and 
scalded, and hung up in an airy place to dry. Before 
being used, they should be well rinsed out with cold 
water. Great care is necessary to keep milk pans 
sweet. If a little curd gets in any of the joints, it is 
difficult to wash out; and if it remains, it will certainly 
sour the milk; for partially decomposed curd will cur¬ 
dle or sour milk sooner than the strongest rennet. 
The pans should be placed in boiling water for some 
time. Boiling water removes impurities much easier 
than cold water. In this case, however, there is an 
additional advantage in using hot water. Ourd sours 
milk by acting as a ferment, converting the sugar of 
milk into lactic acid But it has to be in a state 
of fermentation itself before it can induce fermenta¬ 
tion in Other bodies. Now scalding arrests for some 
time all fermentation in the curd, and consequently 
renders it incapable of doing any mischief, till, by the 
absorption of ox> gen, &c., it begins again to ferment. 
Frequent scalding, then, i3 one of the best means of 
preventing any injurious effects from matter adhering 
to the milk vessels. 

In butter making, extreme cleanliness is even more 
necessary than in cheese making. Cream is more 
easily tainted by noxious gases than almost any other 
substance. The vessels and the dairy house must be 
perfectly sweet Flies and dust must be excluded; 
and it is not well to have more light than is sufficient 
for the performance of the necessary operations. It 
is, however, of great importance that the dairy be 
well ventilated, and that a circulation of cool, fresh 
air is constantly maintained. All fumes from the barn 
yard, the stables, piggeries, or other out-buildings, 
must on no account come near the cream. There 
should be a good drain from the dairy, with sufficient 
fall to carry off the water rapidly. Nothing has a 
stronger attraction for noxious gases than,fresh water, 
and it should be used without stint. The drain espe¬ 
cially should be frequently washed down with clear 
water. 

How Butter Fxists in Milk.—When milk is 
drawn from the cow, the oil or butter is not. strictly 
speaking, dissolved in the water. It is contained in 
exceedingly minute sacks or bags of curd, which are 
suspended in the milk. By allowing the milk to 
stand and cool (of course the cooler milk is, down to 
40°Fahr.,the greater is its specific gravity), these little 

bags of butter being specifically lighter than wafer, 
rise to the surface. Cream is an aggregation of these 
oil bags, with a little sugar and water. 

Churning.—The object of churning is to separate 
the oil or butter from these bags of curd. This is 
accomplished by agitating the cream and breaking the 
films of curd, setting the oil free, which then runs 
together and forms lumps of butter. Cream, from 
the formation of lactic acid, is generally sour before 
churning, and if not, always becomes so during the 
operation. The lactic acid acts on the films of curd, 
and renders them more easily broken. During the 
process, the cream increases in temperature from 5° 
to 10°. 

The best temperature at which to churn the cream 
is a disputed point. It appears, however, to be well 
established by numerous experiments, that 55° Fahr., 
when the cream is put in the churn, and about 65° 
when the butter comes, generally affords the best re¬ 
sults. If higher than this, the butter is white and 
soft; if lower, the whole of the butter is not sepan^ed 
and the labor of churning is much increased. In gum" 
mer, the butter should not come in less than forty 
minutes. If obtained quicker, it is generally at the 
expense of color, flavor and hardpcss. After the cream 
is broke, it should be churned slowly until the butter 
is gathered. 

Washing or Working the Butter.—Some good 
butter makers do not wash the butter at all, merely 
working out the buttermilk by pressure. It is said 
that a better flavored butter is obtained in this way; 
but where good, cool spring water can be obtained, 
we prefer to thoroughly wash the butter, taking great 
pains to remove all the buttermilk. Butter generally 
contains about fifteen per cent, of water, curd, &c. 
It is important for the preservation of butter, that 
as much of this as possible should be removed. The 
quantity of salt required depends very much upon the 
quantity of water in the butter. The water should 
be saturated with salt; hence, the less water the but¬ 
ter contains, the less salt will be required for its per* 
feet preservation. There are several machines for 
working butter, but we have had no experience in 
their use. If any of our readers have, we should be 
glad to hear from them. 

Churning the Whole Milk.—There are various 
opinions as to the advantage of churning the whole 
milk or only the cream. Some contend that not only 
is more butter obtained by churning the whole milk, 
but that it is of better flavor. There is probably a 
little more butter obtained, but that it is of batter 
quality we may be allowed to question. In the neigh- 
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borhood of a large city, where, as in some parts of 
Great Britain, buttermilk is in demand, it will pay to 
churn the whole of the milk; but as a general thing, 
it is much less labor and far more convenient to churn 
only the cream. 

In some of the best English dairies, the milk is 
skimmed every morning; and sometimes, when a very 
superior article of butter is required, the cream from 
the first or second skimmings only is churned—that 
from the milk when it is partially or quite sour, being 
churned separately for use in the kitchen. In this 
country, the milk is not generally skimmed till all the 
cream has risen, and it is all removed at once. This 
is probably the better way ; for not only is it less la¬ 
bor, but the milk remains sweet much longer than 
when disturbed every morning by skimming—and 
this, in our hot weather, is quite a consideration. It 
is desirable that the dairy should be cool enough to 
keep the milk sweet sufficiently long to permit all the 
cream to-rise to the surface; for there can be little 
doubt, that if the milk becomes quite sour or bitter 
before the cream i3 removed, the quality of the but¬ 
ter will be impaired. Milk, too, for butter making 
purposes, should not be placed in deep pans, or all 
the cream may not have time to reach the surface. 
For the same reason, the pans should be narrower at 
the bottom than at the top. 

Probably a better quality of butter is obtained by 
churning the cream before it becomes sour. In hot 
weather it is almost impossible to do this, without 
churning every morning. A greater length of time 
is occupied in churning sweet than sour cream; but 
in hot weather this is no objection. When by fast 
churning, or any other cause, the butter comes in ten 
or fifteen minutes, it can hardly fail to be soft, white, 
and poor flavored. A celebrated butter maker in 
this State, who churns every morning in hot weather, 
has the cream so cold, and churns so slowly, that the 
butter is from one to two hours in coming. (He 
chuYns by water power.) When the butter is come, 
it is well washed and salted—6 lbs. Pacific salt to 
each 100 lbs. of butter. The next day it is re-worked 
till every particle of buttermilk is removed, when 
it is packed in tubs, and stored away in a cool 
cellar. 

Summary of Rules for Butter Making.—“ The 
chief points besides cleanliness,” says an experienced 
writer, “in making good butter, are these: To milk at 
regular hours; to place the milk in shallow vessels; to 
have a perfectly clean cellar, with a hard brick or 
flag-stone bottom, and with .-hutters and wire screen 
windows, to admit air and exclude insects; to skim 
the milk the moment it coagulates or1 lubbers,’ which 
will be in thirty to forty-eight hours; to churn the 
cream at a temperature between 60° and 65° [in hot 
weather 55 3 to 60 ° is better] by the thermometer; 
to free the butter as much as possible from butter¬ 
milk, and then add a sixteenth part of the purest salt; 
to work out the remaining buttermilk in twelve hours 
afterwards, and again in twenty-four hours, being 

<eareful not to work it too much at a time; to pack it 
closely in stone jars till nearly full, and then spread 
clean, white, muslin cloth over the top; pack closely 
a layer of one inch of fine salt upon the muslin; and 
finally cover the jar with a neatly-fitting tin cover. 
This is, substantially, the process of most of the best 
butter makers. Butter thus made will keep a year, 
if placed on the bottom ol a cool cellar.” 

A PROFITABLE FARM. 

On the 22d of last month we visited the farm of 
the Messrs. Hayward, in Brighton, near this city, and 
were much gratified with the luxuriant appearance 
and cleanliness of the crops, the excellence of the 
stock, and the general management of the iarm. In 
1851, the Messrs. H. received the New York State 
Agricultural Society’s first premium for the best 
managed farm. The farm contains about 89 acres, 
some 68 of which are under cultivation. In 1851, 
the total receipts of this farm were $2,726,79. The 
total amount of expenses was $770.17, leaving a net 
profit of 1,956.62 or $28.77 per acre. This is, of 
course, leaving out the interest on the money value 
of the land. Since then, the receipts have, some 
years, exceeded the above figures. The receipts over 
and above expenses average about $2,000 per annum. 

The farm is now managed entirely by the son, Mr 
E. S. Hayward. We found him busily engaged 
harvesting his wheat. He has but three and a half 
acres, but will obtain more wheat from it than many 
farmers will from a dozen acres. Mr. H. thought it 
would yield 40 bushels per acre. It is very thick on 
the ground, straw bright and stiff, and ears large and 
well filled. It does one good to look at such wheat* 
and we like to recall the image, and to believe that, 
contrary to the opinion of some, “ the days of Gene¬ 
see wheat are [not] numbered.” So far as we could 
see, the midge had injured it but little, if at all. Mb. 

H. attributes the excellence of the crop to sowing 
good seed and plenty of it. He got the seed from 
Canada (Canadian Soules), and sowed two bushels 
per acre. Certainly there was nothing in the imme¬ 
diate cultivation of the ground that would lead us to 
expect such a crop. This same land produced 70 
bushels of oats per acre last year, and wa§ sown to 
wheat without manure of any kind. In a few days 
Mr. H. will plow up the stubble and sow it to tur¬ 
nips. This is his common practice. He can raise 
turnips in this way for two cents per bushel The 
land is very clean, and the turnips require very little 
hoeing. 

Mr. H. is turning his attention more and more ev¬ 
ery year to raising vegetable seeds. We conclude he 
finds it profitable. He has now growing several acres 
of beans, black seed onions, seed beets, sweet corn, 
squashes, mangel wurzel, lettuce, carrots, parsnips; 
&c. The beans are planted in the orchard, in drills 
three and a half feet apart, and one seed in about 
two inches; marks the land out with a plow, and 
drops the seed in the furrow, and then covers it with 
a hoe. It requires about a bushel of seed to the 
acre. He has usually planted them in hills, but is 
convinced that he gets a heavier crop by planting in 
drills. He has three varieties, the White Mountain, 
one of the largest and best in market, and an excel¬ 
lent bearer; the Early Rachel, planted on the 4th of 
June, and affording, at the time of our visit, a largo 
quantity of string beans; and the Dwarf Horticultu¬ 
rist, planted on the 6th of June, and as early as the 
Early Rachel, and very heavily seeded: Growing 
among the peach trees, was some very fine Vegetable 
Marrow Squash, “the best winter squash there is 
raised ^ ' 

Of sweet corn, Mr. H. had Stowell’s Evergreen— 
which he likes well—and the Early and Late Sweet 
Corn. The hills were six feet apart, and between 
each hill there w s planted a hill of Golden Crook- 
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neck Squashes—four plants of corn and four of 
squashes in each hill. In this way he gets good 
Crops of both. The squashes were very fine. 

“ This piece of lettuce seed is splendid.” 
“Yes; I threshed out my lettuce seed here on 

sheets last fall, and the seed that was shed grew, and 
the plants stood out all winter, and this spring I 
thinned them out and let them go to seed. I never 
had better seed.” 

“ Is it a profitable crop ?” 
“ It is so profitable that I don’t want to tell you 

how much I shall get from this small piece, for fear 
you would publish it, and others should rush into the 
business and overstock the market !” 

“Which is the best variety ?” 
“The Frankford. The Early Curl, Siberian and 

Drumhead are also good. I grow them in different 
parts of the farm in order to keep them distinct.” 

The seed crops of White Sugar Beet, Mangel 
Wurzel, Long Blood, and Bassano, are very heavy— 
better than last year. The Bassano is the earliest 
variety; has raised 1,000 fibs, of seed per acre; 700 
fibs. i3 a good average yield. 

“What is the reason this White Sugar Beet seed 
is so heavy here ?” 

“I drew on to the land last fall several loads of 
swamp muck; and you can see a great improvement 
in the crop where the muck was put. I do not 
know, however, whether it will pay to use it.” 

Potatoes are excellent. Mr. H. prefers the White 
Mexican. Has been in the habit of planting in hills 
three feet apart, but thinks if the land is in good con¬ 
dition, that heavier crops can be raised by planting 
in drills. He marks out the land with a plow, and 
drops the sets in the furrow from twelve to sixteen 
inches apart. Harrows the land before the plants 
makes their appearance, and in this way saves much 
labor in hoeing. The crop is very clean. 

The great secret of Mr. Hayward’s success is 
thorough cultivation. Everything is planted in 
drills, and the cultivator is kept constantly going. 
He expressed his belief that, by the frequent use of 
the cultivator and hoe, he could get good crops, even 
should there be no rain all summer ! However this 
may be, there can be no doubt that, except on light, 
sandy land, deep tillage and frequent cultivation of the 
soil will greatly lessen the injurious effect of drouth. 

Mr. H. keeps no sheep. His proximity to the 
city renders him liable to frequent attacks from sheep¬ 
killing dogs. He has some excellent Suffolk hogs, the 
parent stock being obtained from L. G. Morris. A 

cross of these with common sows formg a very supe¬ 
rior breed. Owing to the disease already alluded to. 
in the Genesee Farmer, Mr. H. lost two litters this 
spring; but he has now some twenty-five little pigs-^- 
perfect beauties—from the same two sows. His cows 
are principally grade Short Horns and Devons, and 
are excellent milkers. 

Forked Wheat.—The Califarnia Farmer says: 
* Mr, Brandon, whose ranch is some three miles from 
the Cosumnes, has shown to the editor of the Coloma 
Argus a sample of a twenty acre field of wheat, now 
growing on ki3 place, which is a trifle ahead of any 
cereal we have ever heard of before. The stalks 
stand from seven to eight feet on the ground, and 
each head sends out from two to four branches, all 
well filled with the milky grain. If no accident pre¬ 
vents it, there must be a splendid crop.” 

iTO CLEAN CHESS OUT OF SEED WHEAT. 

On our late visit to the farm of Mr. John John- 

ston, near Geneva, N. Y., he informed us that some 
years ago he was a believer in, and an earnest advo¬ 
cate of) the theory that wheat would turn to chess. 
In some of the early volumes of the Genesee Farmer 
he cited several facts which had come under his ob¬ 
servation, and which appeared to prove that, in spite 
of botanists and vegetable physiologists, wheat would 
turn to chess. This idea was combated by several 
correspondents of the Farmer; and, as Mr. J. con¬ 
fessed to us, he had to acknowledge to himself that 
he was worsted in this “ paper war.” Fully persua¬ 
ded that he had the best side of the argument, and 
thinking that his opponents had the advantage simply 
because better skilled in the use of the pen, he re¬ 
solved to prove beyond all controversy, by occular 
and practical demonstration, that wheat would turn 
to chess. 

He took three bushels of wheat (we believe this 
was the quantity, but it is immaterial) and looked it 
all over, grain by grain, picking out all the chess. 
When he had finished, he was satisfied that there 
was not a grain of chess in the whole three bushels. 
Now, then, thought he, I shall have them; if I get 
chess from this wheat it won’t do for them to tell me 
that I sowed chess with the wheat; and he had no 
doubt that, as usual, he should have “ lots of chess.” 
The wheat was sown; and the result was, that while 
there was an abundance of chess in the wheat 
cleaned in the ordinary way, there was not a single 
ear of chess on the land sown with the clear wheat. 
This experiment, which Mr. J. made in order to con¬ 
vince the theorists that wheat would turn to chess, 
had the effect of convincing him that he was in error, 
and that the great cause of chess in wheat must be 
ascribed to sowing chess with the seed wheat. 

Once satisfied that wheat would not turn to chess, 
Mr. J. resolved to sow no more of it; and he hit upon 
a plan of cleaning seed wheat which took out every 
grain of chess. The method is simply this: After the 
wheat has been cleaned in the ordinary way, by run¬ 
ning it through a fanning mill, take the riddles out of 
the fanning mill, leaving the screen in; take off the rod 
that shakes the riddles and screen; pour the wheat 
slowly into the hopper with a basket or a half bushel; 
turn the mill a little quicker than for ordinary clean¬ 
ing, and every grain of chess will be blown out, un¬ 
less where three seeds stick together, which is some¬ 
times the case with the top seeds. Two men will 
clean from ten to fifteen bushels per hour. If the 
wheat is light, say weighing from fifty to fifty-five 
pounds per bushel, considerable wheat will be blown 
away with the chess; but where good Genesee wheat 
i3 raised, as in this section, weighing from sixty to 
sixty-four pounds per bushel, little or no wheat will 
be blown out. In some cases it is better to raise the 
hind end of the fanning mill about two inches from 
the floor; more wind can be given and not blow 
away the wheat. 

Since Mr. Johnston adopted this method of clean¬ 
ing his seed wheat, he has not raised a “ wine glass full 
of chess in more than twenty years.” 

We may remark that the same practice is very 
generally adopted in England, not only in cleaning 
seed wheat, but in cleaning all their grain for market, 
more especially barley. 

There is a high duty on the process of converting. 
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barley into malt (about seventy-five cents per bushel); 
and the malsters naturally do not wish to pay duty 
oil barley of an inferior quality, or on light grains 
that will not germinate, or, consequently, make malt. 
On this account, farmers are particularly careful to 
clean their barley before sending it to market. It is 
first run through the fanning mill to separate the 
chaff from it; then through a machine to break off 
the “pales,” or beards; and then again through a 
fanning mill with a finer set of riddles and screen. 
After this, the riddles are taken out, and the barley 
is run through as in the process above described. 
Many farmers have a machine on purpose for this 
work, and consider it indispensable. It is called a 
“ Heaving Machine.” A good sample of English bar¬ 
ley, when cleaned in this way, will weigh fifty-six 
pounds per bushel. On Mr. Lawes’ farm, at Roth- 
amsted, we have known his experimental barley to 
weigh fifty-eight pounds per bushel. This great 
weight per bushel, however, must not be attributed 
to the process of cleaning alone. It is more proba¬ 
bly due to climate, inasmuch as the wheat, no matter 
how well it is cleaned, is not so heavy as Genesee 
wheat. 

Mr. Johnston thinks every agricultural paper in 

the country should give this process of cleaning wheat, 

and urge their readers to adopt it. If any wheat- 

grower will once try it, he will never again sow wheat 

without running it through a fanning mill in the way 

described. 

[ENGLISH TENANT-FAEMERS’ PLUCK 

' Some eight years ago the Duke of Northumber¬ 
land induced a Mr. AYetherell to take one of his 
farms, under the promise that he would destroy the 
game, erect new farm buildings, and allow him to 
adopt such a system of rotation and general farm 
management as he pleased. Under these verbal con¬ 
ditions Mr. W. took the farm, which wa3 at the time in 
a wretched condition. He made great improvements 
on the farm, so much so that last August he received 
a prize of £30 for the best managed farm on the 
Stanwick estate. 

During the past winter the Duke, or hi3 agent, took 
it into his head to impose new conditions on all the 
tenants on the estate. These conditions Mr. Weth- 

erell thought oppressive and unjust, and refused to 
sign them, and was thereupon ordered to “ go about 
his business.” He has had i o leave the farm, and has 
received no compensation for the unexhausted capital 
left in the land. 

The English-tenant farmers have taken up the mat¬ 
ter, and to show their sympathy with Mr. AV etherell, 

and their disapproval of the conduct of the Duke, 
have recently held a public meeting at Richmond, and 
presented Mr. AYetherell a handsome silver vase 
and a purse of 400 sovereigns. We give a few ex¬ 
tracts from the speeches made on the occasion, to 
show that English tenant-farmers will not be trodden 
upon with impunity. 

“ The Chairman felt proud of having been one of 
•4he committee elected to show the public estimation 
for Mr. AYetherell, and also to show the Duke of 
Northumberland that the conditions offered to the 
tenants of the Stanwick estate are not to be tolerated 
by the tenant-farmers of this country (cheers). We 
were told a few years ago by a noble lord, then hold¬ 
ing a high position in the cabinet, that farmers’ heads 

were as heavy as the clods they cultivated; and cer¬ 
tainly, had these conditions been accepted, we should 
have justly deserved the compliment the noble lord 
was pleased to pay us (hear, hear). Probably, half a 
century ago, the despotic manner in which the Duke 
and his advisers have attempted to treat ten^t-far- 
mers might have been allowed to pass unnoticed; but 
I am glad to say that we live in an age when our 
brethren will not be allowed to be crushed by arbi¬ 
trary restrictions without a free-speaking of our minda 
on the subject ” (hear). 

Mr. Barber said, “ The testimonial before us is the 
spontaneous offering of nearly 3,000 subscribers, who 
thereby declare, not alone their approval of Mr. 
Wetherell’s conduct, but their disapprobation of 
any agreement which does not give to the tenant- 
farmer liberty of action as security of capital. De¬ 
prive him of his political freedom if you will—exer¬ 
cise your influence to change1 his religious creed if you 
will-—make his civil and religious existence subservi¬ 
ent to your own political views or private aggrand¬ 
izement, if you will—but, O ye landlords of England, 
seek not to coerce that spirit of inquiry and improve¬ 
ment which is the lever of the agricultural world. 
(Applause.) If ye do, then as surely as I stcnd here 
this day, the younger and more intelligent tenant- 
farmers of this country will make themselves a home 
in another and happier clime, where their intelligence 
will be respected, and their industry rewarded.” 

Earth or Clay as an Absorbent—Query.—Every 
one knows that by throwing a little earth over a dead 
and putrid animal, the offensive odor which arises from 
it is no longer perceived, or, at any rate, cannot be 
perceived by the sense of smell for a long time. The 
reason of it is this—the earth absorbs the gases which 
arise, and continues to do it until fully saturated with 
it. If any considerable quantity is used, it will absorb 
all that arises from a large animal during the course of 
its decomposition. Now, query. Cannot earth or 
clay be used to absorb the ammonia which passes over 
when animal matter is distilled, as in the manufacture 
of bone, or ivory black ? If so, it will when thus 
charged become a good fertilizer, and can be used for 
that purpose, or any of the crops raised by the farmer 
and gardener.—Maine Farmer. 

Earth or clay will absorb a considerable quantity 
of ammonia, sufficient at least to warrant its use on 
the farm for the purpose of arresting this most valu¬ 
able ingredient of manures. But it will not absorb 
ammonia to such a degree as to convert the soil into 
a manure that can be made in the city and transport¬ 
ed, as guano and superphosphate of lime are, to dis¬ 
tant parts of the country. Thus, in the experiments 
of JProf. AYay, six soils exposed to the fumes of car¬ 
bonate of ammonia till they would take up no more, 
were found to have absorbed on an average two per 
cent, of ammonia. A ton of earth, therefore, would 
absorb 40 pounds of ammonia, worth somewhat less 
than five dollars. It cannot be manufactured and 
delivered on the farm for this sum. 

Cultivation of Corn in Nicaragua.—Corn is 
sown broadcast in Nicaragua. The trash and under¬ 
brush is first burnt off the land entirely. The seed is 
then sown, and the rains do the rest. The crop is 
not bad considering the cultivation. The ear is nut 
so large as the best in this country, but it is filled 
with a fine, large, flinty grain. 
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THE CAROB-BEAN. 

The Algaroba Bean, or Carob-tree (Ceratonia 
siligua) is attracting attention in England as a food 
for cattle. It is a remarkable plant, growing abun¬ 
dantly in the south of Europe, and, indeed, in all the 
islands of the Mediterranean, and the countries skirt¬ 
ing the shores of that sea. In Malta, it is said to be 
the only tree indigenous to the soil, its dark green 
foliage relieving the eye from the irksome monotony 
of the white stone inclosures which everywhere abound, 
and appears originally to have given the island its 
name. In all the countries where it grows wild, its 
fruit is eaten by the inhabitants. In a dried state, it 
is also largely consumed by horses. In this state, full- 
sized pods measure from four to five inches in length, 
about one inch in breadth, and three-eighths of an 
inch in thickness. When ripe, the pods are round, 
plump, and contain a sweet, nutritious pulp. 

In medicine, its pulp, like that of the tamarind, is 
slightly purgative. In the form of a decoction it is 
also exhibited as a pectoral in asthmatic complaints 
and coughs. 

“We have seen,” says Prof. Way, “no chemical 
analysis of the carob-bean, but it is said to contain 
about * fifty per cent, of sugar and gum, besides a 
large proportion of oily matter.’ This would point 
to its being used at most advantage for mixing with 
other food, so as ‘ to season it,’ giving it a flavor, and 
inducing stock to eat more largely. In the general¬ 
ity of cases it would seem better adapted as food for 
milch cows than fattening stock, especially those dis¬ 
posed to run to fat, where sour food does not agree 
with their stomachs. A little may also be profitably 
mixed with the dry food of horses, in its pounded 
state; but from its purgative nature it is probably 
not so suitable for sheep, although they are extreme¬ 
ly fond of it. In all these cases, however, experiment 
must be left to settle its value, whether as food for 
horses, cattle, sheep or pigs.” 

We have to thank the Great Exhibition at Paris 
for bringing the Carob-bean into fresh notice, it be¬ 
ing there largely exhibited by Spain and several other 
southern States of Europe, from which a plentiful 
supply could no doubt be had. Where grown, the 
dried pods cost about $14 per ton, and in London 
sell at about $41. 

The carob-beans were used as food for swine in 
the time of Columella, and the “husks which the 
swine did eat,” referred to in the parable of the Prod¬ 
igal Son, are supposed to have been the fruit of the 
carob-tree, or carob-beans. Pliny tells us it grew 
abundantly in Syria, in his time; and doubtless it will 
be found equally plentiful throughout the whole of 
Asia Minor. 

Chinese Hemp.—The editor of the Valley Farmer, 
H. P. Byram, of Louisville, Ky., speaks highly of 
the Chinese hemp, a new variety grown by W. L. 
Vance, Esq., of Woodford county, Ky. He visited 
the farm of Mr. Vance, just as the hands were en¬ 
gaged in cutting the crop. There were thirty acres 
in one field. The crop, although the land was much 
worn and uneven, was very uniform, averaging ten or 
twelve feet in height, and many of the stalks meas¬ 
ured thirteen and a half feet. Two acres of the field 
were measured off, and the hemp stacked, rotted and 
dressed separately. The yield was 3,481 pounds, or 
1740£ pounds per acre. The fibre is said to be pf 
“ extraordinary strength.” 

IAN ENGLISH FARM. 

A correspondent of the Mark Lane Express 
gives some account of the farm of Richard Dawson, 

in North Lincolnshire, England, from which we ex¬ 
tract a few particulars: 

The farm contains 2,700 acres. Thirty-four plow¬ 
men, with a suitable number of female servants, are 
boaided and lodged in the house. One thousand five 
hundred long-wooled ewes are kept as breeding stock. 
Mr. D. once kept his clip of wool for three years, and 
then sold it for £5,981 4s., say twenty-jive thousand 
dollars! 

About ten thousand dollars are paid each year for 
artificial manures. For twenty-two years in succes¬ 
sion, $7,500 have been annually expended in the 
purchase of bones, besides large sums yearly lor 
oil cake. 

This land was “ a few years back a wilderness.” 
One field of 352 acres was an old rabbit warren, when 
Mr. Dawson, Sen., entered upon the farm. “ I once 
counted, says the correspondent of the Express, Sam¬ 

uel Armsby, “ 1000 ewes in this field, with a lamb 
to each ewe, making together 2,000 head of sheep 
stock, with some young cattle and horses.” Six hun¬ 
dred acres of turnips, and six hundred acres of clover, 
are annually grown and consumed on the farm by 
cattle and sheep, which are allowed oil cake and grain 
in addition. Mr. Armsby well observes: “Mr. Daw- 

sou and his father had proved that green crops were 
the main-stay of all good farming; and that the more 
meat a poor-plowed-land farmer sent to Smithfield, 
the more corn (grain) he would be able to sell per 
acre at Mark Lane.” A great and important truth 
is embodied in this remark, which is as applicable to 
American as to English farming. 

Novel Seed Planter.—The Scientific American 
states that Geo. A. Meacham, of New York city, has 
invented a seed-planting contrivance which is at¬ 
tached to the heel of one’s boot, and is so arranged, 
that by the act of walking, the grain is dropped and 
planted in the ground. The seed is contained in a 
belt worn around the waist. A flexible tube con¬ 
ducts the seed down to the planting apparatus. Far¬ 
mers may henceforth dispense with their cumbersome 
planting machinery. To plant their crops they will 
only need to slip on a pair of these magic boots, and 
leisurely stalk over the soil. Horses’ feet may be 
supplied with shoes of the same sort, and the animals 
become thus converted into four-legged, self-moving, 
seed planters. Verily, the march of improvement is 
onward! 

Raise More Turnips.—The Maine Farmei• is at. 
a loss to conjecture why more turnips are not raised 
for feeding to cattle and sheep, and well remarks: 
“In England it is the stock-grower’s sheet anchor. 
We have been told that if England could grow Indi¬ 
an corn, we should hear them say but little about 
their turnip crops. Perhaps not. But if we can 
raise Indian corn and turnips, too, we certainly have 
the advantage of them. We never knew a farmer 
who had plenty of Indian corn, lose anything by hav¬ 
ing plenty of flat turnips also. Indian meal and tur¬ 
nips make capital food for stock. The meal forms 
fatty matter, and the turnips muscular matter and 
bones; and if your stock have a good supply of such 
material, they will be large, plump and fat.” 
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TKIP TO WISCONSIN-BY S. W. 

(Continued from Page 208.) 

Left the Prairie City at 3 P. M. for Milwaukee, by 
the Lake Shore Railroad. For several miles north 
of the suburbs, the prairie sloughs are filled up, and 
the streets are handsomely graded. The map of the 
same may be found at some of the numerous land 
agencies with which Chicago abounds. I could but 
reflect, as I passed quickly by, that the day was 
approaching when these so-called city divisions would 
be sold by the acre; then, but not till then, can we 
hope to see these grounds occupied and animated by 
a working people—as all extensive land speculations 
are a curse to the country whose improvement they 
never fail to retard, even to the frequent loss of the 
speculator himself. The same evil is only increased 
when it is confined to lots in and near the gregarious 
town. As it is truly said in England, a manufactur¬ 
ing population can only prosper and keep the trade 
alive under low rents and cheap living. For more 
than twelve miles north of Chicago, the country 
along the Lake Shore Railroad is low, wet, quick¬ 
sand prairie, with a thin covering of that rich mold 
which is so deep on the prairies of the interior. 
Thirty-six miles north of Chicago, at Waukegan, the 
country is sufficiently high and rolling. Here com¬ 
mences that belt of timbered land along the lake, 
which grows wider as you go north, until at Sheboy¬ 
gan it extends back from the lake to the prairies of 
Fond du Lac, a distance of near forty miles. All 
west of this belt is prairie or oak openings. It would 
seem that the prairies bordering this great lake had 
been so thoroughly washed in their original forma¬ 
tion, that fine sand only was deposited, and that the 
thin, black surface soil was of subsequent formation. 
Here at Waukegan is a dark, coarse, sand loam, 
which becomes richer and richer in organic matter as 
the land recedes from the lake. The timber here is 
small white and black oak generally. As the rail¬ 
road runs under the bluff on which Waukegan is 
built, we see but little of it. It is a thriving, modern- 
built city of 5,000 inhabitants. I stopped here to 
see my kinsfolk, the family of R. D. Dodge, whose 
fine garden was cut up by the railroad; but it is now 
re-established on top of the bluff, where his elegant 
mansion looks out upon the lake from its beautiful 
surroundings of evergreens and deciduous shade 
trees, flowering shrubs and clambering vines. Here 
I found a variety of the indigenous cacti translated 
from the lake shore. In its improved domestication, 
it was as ornamental as the Chinese arbor vitae. As 
I sat here on the front piazza, looking over the out¬ 
ward piers into the expanded lake, it brought to 
mind the days of my boyhood, when I so delighted 
to launch out into old ocean with my little sail boat, 
or to be swimming in the breakers, where I so early 
learned to put my hand confidingly upon the “ ocean’s 
mane.” Beautifully as Byron has apostrophized the 
ocean, I could but feel that the day would come to 
succeed this our age of bronze, when these great inte¬ 
rior oceans also may be blessed with their lake poets, 
their Wordsworths and their Byroxs. Some of 
the wise men of Chicago have already secured am¬ 
brosial residences here, where they can come out 
every evening on a special train of cars, and return 
in the morning before business hours. If there are 
few ambitious public buildings here, the lots are spa¬ 
cious, and every home has its surroundings of trees 

and garden and grass plot, giving to the place a rural 
aspect, which the worshipper of the almighty dollar 
cannot well appreciate or enjoy. 

Fourteen miles farther we come to the beautiful and 
truly picturesque lake town of Kenosha, the first city 
in Wisconsin, containing about 3,500 inhabitants; 
then, ten miles farther, to the city of Racine, on the 
Root river, which forms a small port for vessels; but 
the main landing at these three towns is at the long 
piers built on piles far out into the lake. Racine is a 
beautiful city of about 8,000 inhabitants. In addi¬ 
tion to her inner harbor, she has her Western Rail¬ 
road, already completed, with daily trains running as 
far west as . After leaving Racine, the 
heavier, clayey soil predominates. The timber, a 
mixture of all sorts, the greater portion of which is 
oak, is said to be heavy for this country; but it would 
be called medium in Western New York; but it is 
said that after going nearly as far north as Sheboy¬ 
gan, the timber, oak as well as maple, beech, &c., is of 
monstrous size, except in those towns which border 
the lake shore; and what gives this heavy-timbered 
land the advantage over that in Western New York 
is that the roots of these monstrous trees are not at 
all in the way of the plow, but run directly down 
into the black mold, which is several feet deep; gird¬ 
ling the trees only answers for clearing. Along the 
line of this new Lake Shore Railroad, there is yet to 
be seen but few farm-houses or out-buildings, more 
woods than clearings or prairies after passing Racine, 
and very little farming worthy of especial notice; but 
it is said that the improvements are back on the main 
road. The red clover here, as in Michigan, was in 
full blossom, but much shorter and thinner on the 
ground than with us. The spring wheat, if early 
sown, looked well; but where the winter wheat had 
been winter-killed, and the ground re-plowed and 
sown to spring wheat, it was short and backward. 
Neither pasture nor meadow would compare favora¬ 
bly with Western New York; but the season was 
unusually dry. Twenty-five miles from Racine, an 
oaken forest and clay soil rich in organic matter the 
whole distance, we come to Milwaukee, the great 
commercial metropolis of Wisconsin, and the beau 
ideal of a modern town. The harbor is formed by 
the union of two rivers a mile and a half from their 
debouchure into the lake. The larger river, the 
Milwaukee, is navigable one and a half miles farther 
up for the largest lake craft. A straight cut from 
the river through the beach of the lake is now mak¬ 
ing, and piers of great length, to be filled with stone, 
as a defence for the channel, are now in progress. 
This cut will save the present long detour to the 
mouth of the river. Three long piers extend from 
the beach of the lake far out into deep water. Here 
the passing steamers and propellers stop daily to take 
off and land freight and passengers, w’hen wind and 
weather will permit. All along the Milwaukee, 
below its junction with the Menominee, are extensive 
elevators and warehouses, and the Lake Shore Rail¬ 
road is near by on the south side. The two western 
railroads run for a long distance on the bank of the 
Menominee, to its junction. Just above this junction 
they both load and unload their freight trains, either 
into warehouses, or directly to and from the lake ves¬ 
sels, which come up this branch. Large quantities of 
pine lumber is here continually landing from the ves¬ 
sels, and going directly into the railroad cars, bound 
for the now fast settling interior. Here are the late 
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improved swing or pivot bridges across the two rivers, 
admitting two vessels to pass at the same time on 
either side. Just above the first bridge, below the 
junction, commence the business stores on East Water 
street. Extensive, tall, deep brick blocks, running from 
street to river, on the east side now stud its banks, 
while the primitive wooden structures are fast dis¬ 
appearing, to make way for more brick and mortar. 
Here I went through one of the most miscellaneous 
and extensive iron and hardware establishments per¬ 
haps yet known in the West Its capacious lower 
Btory was filled from end to end with iron of every 
size, not in heaps, but, as the geologists say, in situ. 
The longest bars, some of which were round and four 
inches in diameter, stood all on end, thickly studding 
the walls from street to river. The shelf goods were 
in the second story, and more of the kind I never 
before saw on one floor. On the next (and there was 
yet another story) 1 saw a pile of shovels which, had 
it been conical, would have exceeded a small haystack 
in dimensions. This Nazro block was a structure 
worthy of 1855. It has a large sky-light in the cen¬ 
ter, and a railroad in the basement, with its iron car, 
which runs out on the wharf to the propellers’ gang¬ 
way, where it is loaded. 

Left Milwaukee June 15th, in the 8 A. M. train, 
on the La Crosse Railroad, for Fond du Lac, at the 
head of Lake Winnebago. For a mile, up to the 
mill dam, the road is near the Milwaukee river, when 
it bears off to the north-west, through a rotting lime¬ 
stone region, small black and white oak trees predom¬ 
inating, with now and then a burr oak (quercus obtu- 
siloba of Mx.). Spring wheat looked well. The 
occasional patches of winter rye, told of the German 
settler fresh from father land. The few patches of 
corn to be seen from this new railroad, were, as every 
where else, very backward for the season; but July 
and August makes the corn crop. There are yet few 
buildings or improvements to be seen at these new 
stations along the road; but, thanks to the new coun¬ 
try, the engineer went on a straight line, making no 
clumsy detours to accommodate old villages, or to 
avoid deep cutting through the rolling surface or 
short hills which here abound. Limestone boulders, 
and gravel nearly white, with a sprinkling of larger 
quartz and granite boulders, show the formation and 
constituents of the soil. Although vegetable mold 
was thin on the surface, the crops of growing grain 
told Jhat nitrogen was in full force in the mineral 
matter; and we have the best of experimental au¬ 
thority, to show that a mineral soil may contain a 
sufficiency of organic matter for large continued 
crops, long after all traces of vegetable remains have 
been exhausted by cropping. 

We had four car loads of what I took to be indi¬ 
genous passengers from Milwaukee; but I soon found 
that we had a goodly German representation, male 
and female, in Yankee costume. Most of them left 
us at the first stations and at Sleisingers. These 
Germans soon become good farmers, au fait to the 
Yankee improvements, and if not quite as enterpris¬ 
ing, their practical economy of life and physical com¬ 
forts cannot be beat A German rarely infringes the 
Quaker discipline by “going beyond his ability to 
manage in worldly matters.” Debt and slavery are 
to him synonyms, and he loves his liberty as he does 
his coffee, his lager beer and his pipe. Near Horicon 
branches off another railroad to Wampum, now being 
extended to Berlin, and from thence to Stevens’ point, 

on the Wisconsin. Here, also, fifty-four miles from 
Milwaukee, is the junction of the La Crosse with the 
Fond du Lac Railroad. I now left on this road for 
Fond du Lac, which lies thirty miles east of north 
from this point We now pass through a gently 
rolling prairie country, with timber sufficient for farm 
purposes. Vegetable matter was deeper in the cut¬ 
tings; and lime boulders gave way to calcareous grav¬ 
el and a black prairie soil, composed of finely com¬ 
minuted mineral substances, and some muck. Here 
were the largest corn fields I had yet seen, and such 
prairie grass as here covered the surface cannot be 
beat with us without the aid of liquid manure.— 
Strange as it may seem, this wild, broad-leaf prairie 
grass, when fed by cattle, is succeeded by a monster 
growth of June grass (agrostis vulgaris) with white 
clover. 

Fond du Lac is one of those fast-growing towns, 
where business is of more account than fine buildings. 
Here are timber yards on a large scale; and a large 
Gentry trade now centers here. The best of spring 
%ater is obtained here by boring artesian wells, only 
seventy feet deep. Steamers run daily from this place 
to Green Bay, touching at Oshkosh, and going through 
locks at the outlet of the lake. Oshkosh is now a 
very growing place, with a large array of steam saw 
mills, and a monstrous trade in pine lumber, it being 
situated at the mouth of the Fox and Wolf rivers, 
which communicate both with the best farming and 
the best pine land country in Wisconsin. The rail¬ 
road to Fond du Lac is now being extended along 
the west bank of the lake to Oshkosh. I learned 
here at Fond du Lac that the best and heaviest tim¬ 
bered land, oak, maple, &c., is about midway between 
this place and Sheboygan, on Lake Michigan; that 
the mucky soil is deep and rich as the forest is tall 
and heavy; and that the roots of the trees descend so 
directly into the earth, that the plow may run close 
to the trees; hence, by girdling the trees, crops may 
be put in before they art cut down. 

It was astonishing to see, at the large hotels here, 
such a host of travelers both coming from and going 
to the hyperborean north. We left here in the morn¬ 
ing, with two car loads of passengers, and two car 
loads of pine lumber. At the junction on the La 
Crosse road were three passenger cars, already two- 
thirds filled with passeugers from the west and north¬ 
west. Although many of our passengers went west, 
the animated stream east to Milwaukee did not di¬ 
minish. This La Crosse Railroad is now in running 
order over sixty miles, with a branch to Waupun 
and the Fond du Lac Road as feeders. It is now 
nearly completed to Portage, on the Wisconsin, and 
is in progress all the way to the Mississippi at La 
Crosse. It is to be a great trunk with many branches, 
from the all fertile north and west, which one day is 
to contribute, more than any other road, both to the 
internal and export trade of Milwaukee. 

Left Milwaukee on the 24th of June, in the Lake 
Shore morning train, for Chicago. Although a 
steamer had just left with passengers for the same 
place, yet we had five cars so well filled that at Ra¬ 
cine there were not seats enough for all. Many were 
from Green Bay, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Portage 
City, Madison, &c.. &c. At the Chicago depot the 
omnibuses could not contain all who had tickets; 
hence many carriages now gained a fare. However, 
I felt it to be a Christian duty to return good for 
evil, and take the Southern train. The females in 
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my charge over-ruled; and we took the Michigan 
Central, after a hu.ried dinner at that great caravan¬ 
sary, the Tremont House. Left the Magical City of 
the Lakes, with its side-walks encumbered with 
bricks and mortar, at 4 P. M. At night-fall, in a 
close, hot evening, we were past the scrub oak and 
pine region, into the dense forest of slender, decidu¬ 
ous trees, between Terre Coupie and Niles. At Niles 
we got some cups of tea, in which the tonic proper¬ 
ties were so far extinct, that it would have served 
well to aid an emetic. As the night grew cool we 
slept well, reaching Detroit at 5 A. M. While cross¬ 
ing the river we partook of a comme ga breakfast. 
On the Canada side the cars were nearly filled, with 
one exception, which was empty and locked. Our 
ladies, like all of mother Eve’s sex, would see the in¬ 
side of that car. I went to the tall conductor in 
uniform. He said that car was tabood until the oth¬ 
ers were full. Divining his meaning, I said that the 
woman at the door was as much of a lady as a no¬ 
bleman’s wife, and that her being a little fast was not 
her fault but her misfortune, and to be attributed to 
her last five years in the fast west. He smiled, and 
started immediately to unlock the door. After we 
were seated, it came to me, but not before, that our 
car was kept for the elite after the unwashed are 
provided for. 

There are beautiful farms near Detroit, in Canada; 
but as you progress along the shores of Lake St. 
Clair, the country is low and wet. In some places 
are marshes covered with aquatic grass for miles in 
extent; but a fine country opens after you reach the 
Grand River at London. Between this place and 
Hamilton I saw the best improved wheat farms I 
had before seen west of the State of New York. I 
also noticed an improvement at the railroad cuttings. 
The deep, calcareous clay banks were stone drained, 
so as to prevent their washing; and clover was mak 
ing a good stand on the sloping banks at an angle of 
more than 60°. 

We saw nothing of Hamilton from the railroad, as 
it wa3 hidden by an intervening hill. At St. Oath- 
erine’s, on the Welland Canal, were many fore and 
aft vessels. We passed the truly great suspension 
bridge without any sensible vibration. Jaded and 
tired, we were hardly sorry that we had missed one 
train when we entered the neat Central House. Here 
ever blessed water relieved us trom dust and perspi¬ 
ration ; then such a supper, so neat, so well fitted to 
the wants and whims of the creature; the landlady, 
in spotless white, at the head of her serving maids; 
nothing was lacking, all was anticipated. Compari¬ 
sons are invidious; but I take it no hotel is well kept 
when the host and his lady are invisible. As their 
presence sharpens the dull faces of the servants, so it 
warms and gives flavor to the tea, adds aroma and 
takes off the burned pea taste from the coffee, and 
puts the nub on everything, as it did here, at the 
Suspension Bridge Central House. After tea, we 
took a stroll to the engulphed river, where we had a 
view, more bold than picturesque, of the whirlpool 
below, the little steamer at her wharf above, and the 
great falls beyond. At 8^ P. M. we left for Buffalo. 
A commissioner took our checks, and for twenty-five 
cents each, agreed to sef us down, bag and baggage, 
at our next of kin in Buffalo. When we arrived it 
rained hard, and the ever zealous mass filled the two 
or three omnibuses; but our man, true to his trust, 
got us a carriage. He said it was a German festival, 

and that they had appropriated all the ’busses. We 
received in the carriage with us a quiet English lady 
from Canada, who had not the Yankee impetuosity 
to mount the last ’bus. I admired her calm, quiet 
self-possession, as it contrasted funnily with the some¬ 
what distrait, if not fidgetty, disappointment in my 
charge. But all’s well that ends well. Our kin were 
at the door to receive us at 10 P. M. S. W.~Bvf 
falo, Jvne 27. 

THE WHEAT CEOP 127 SE2TECA CCEHTY. 

Editors of the Genesee Farmer.—As I have 
made a commencement in wheat harvest, I, according 
to promise, give you what information I can respect¬ 
ing the crop, and am sorry to say that the Soules 
wheat is very much injured by the midge—more so 
on my farm than I have ever seen before; and I make 
no doubt it is the same everywhere. Owing to the 
rains last year in harvest, labor was kept back at least 
two weeks, and, of course, wheat was later in being 
sown than any time since we had midge. This, I 
think, is the cause wrhy the midge is so destructive 
this season. 

The Mediterranean wheat around here seems to be 
good; but I am told that on black, damp soils, it is 
very much hurt by midge. We had a severe thunder 
storm last Saturday, with tremendous wind and rain, 
which prostrated the heavy wheat very much. We 
got in our clover hay in fiue order. As for timothy, 
there was little to get in. It may be called a total 
failure hereabouts; scarcely any headed out. Farm¬ 
ers who can save any seed should do it. Our oats, 
barley, and corn, have done finely since the hot 
weather set in; and we have had enough rain, and 
now more than we want. Wheat has ripened re¬ 
markable uneven here. Part of a field is ripe, and 
part as green as it ever was—the green nearly all ta¬ 
ken by the midge. 

What can be the reason that the timothy did not 
head out ? It was good in the early part of the sea¬ 
son, and bid fair for a large crop; but when six to 
eight inches high, it stopped getting any taller, or 
showing heads, and so remains unless pastured off. 

Can you inform us if the midge is doing damage in 
the Western States? Yours, truly, 

John Johnston. 

P. S.-—Yery few pity the farmer when he meets 
with losses; but if any city had lost half as much by 
fire or flood as the farmers in Western New York 
lost last harvest by rain, all the cities in the Union 
would have vied with each other in sympathizing and 
subscribing to their relief; but we farmers don’t even 
get their sympathy. Let any man look at our pros¬ 
trate wheat, and half destroyed by midge, and I can¬ 
not see how they can rejoice. J. J. 

Lime on Clover—One of our agricultural exchan¬ 
ges contains a communication from a farmer, who rec¬ 
ommends sprinkling clover that has been cut and par¬ 
tially dried with lime slaked to powder, when it is 
put into the barn. 

The writer says that he has repeatedly tried it, and 
the result is the clover comes out in the winter in good 
condition, and that cattle eat it readily, and thrive 
well upon it. It is a mode new to us, but it may be 
useful to know it. The lime mu?t act as an absorbent, 
and take up the superabundant moisture of the hay, 
and thus prevent its heating and fermentation.—Maine 
Farmer. 
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CONDITION AND PROFITS OF AGRICULTURE IN 
CONNECTICUT. 

Most of our farmers begin with small means. The 
anoestral farm, if subdivided, would be too small to 
meet their views. To purchase one a debt is incurred, 
and though this is soon cancelled by diligence and 
economy, yet that liberal expenditure in improvements 
which would render farming in the highest degree 
pleasant and profitable, is prevented. The education 
of children and their establishment there employs the 
surplus funds. Thus great wealth is rarely obtained, 
but a comfortable support is secured. 

How is this done on a farm of one hundred and fifty 
acres, which is a fair average for this section? A good 
farm, well located, with tolerable building, will cost 
about forty dollars per acre. One-third may be in 
wood, of different ages, and will furnish fuel, fencing, 
and building timber, and a surplus for sale. The re¬ 
maining hundred acres will furnish a few small fields 
for the plow, and keep about thirty head of cattle. 
These may be fifteen cows, one pair of oxen, a horse, 
and about a dozen head of young cattle. Thirty acres 
meadow with cornstalks will winter them. The pro¬ 
duce of each cow will be about .two hundred fifty 
pounds of cheese, at tea cents; fifty pounds of butter, 
at twenty cents; and a calf worth five dollars, making 
forty dollars as the income from each cow. A? prices 
and seasons vary, we will take thirty-five dollars as 
the average, though many entire dairies rise much 
above the estimate. The growth of the young cattle 
will cover all losses on stock from age, accident, or 
disease, and furnish a pair of oxen or steers annually 
for sale, worth at least $130, besides beef for the family 
and some surplus, whieh we will estimate at fifty dol¬ 
lars. The pigs and pork sold, besides home supply, 
may be set down at one hundred dollars. Another 
hundred may be added as the amount of poultry, fruit, 
potatoes or turnips sold, as these items are very varia¬ 
ble, and there are but few farms where some of them 
are not made available. Small fields, of a few acres 
each, will be devoted to corn, oats, rye, and buckwheat, 
and variable amounts will be disposed of, whieh we 
will also put at one hundred dollars. Grass and clover 
seed, if raised, hay sold, wood and timber, will add, 
perhaps fifty dollars. Work done off the farm will pay 
the shoemaker, tailor, and blacksmith, and purchase 
new tools as needed. 

Now for the expenses. We would set apart two 
hundred dollars to pay the store bills of a moderate¬ 
sized family; also, to purchase salt for the dairy, plas¬ 
ter, and grass-seed, when purchased. A hired man for 
eight months will cost one hundred and twenty dollars, 
and a boy for the year, his clothes, perhaps twenty-five 
more. And a girl for the year (though her help is too 
often dispensed with), sixty dollars. Taxes and society 
expenses fifty dollars. Interest on $7,000 investment 
is $420. 

The account will then stand thus: 
Cr. Dr. 
Dairy...._ ,..§525 Store bills.. .$200 
Oxen and beef... . ... 180 Hired help. .205 
Pork. Taxes. . 50 
Poultry and fruit.. ... 100 Interest. .420 
Grain. _ 
Wood, &c. ... $875 

$1,055 
875 

Surplus.$180 

Extra expenses, such as new buildings, or repairs, 
traveling expenses, and education of children, unless 
other means exist to meet these, will deduct from these 
profits. Permanent improvements, such as drains and 
heavy walls, must stand on the credit side. Also, the 

farmer gets his rent, fuel, and almost entire provision 
for his family from his farm. By our schedule, he re¬ 
ceives full interest on his capital, the support of his 
family, and one hundred and eighty dollars. If he has 
interest to pay, unless his family is such that he can 
dispense with some of the hired labor, he may find it 
difficult to make both ends meet. But the fact that 
many hard working men do run in debt for farms, and 
pay fur them, and in middle life find themselves the 
possessors of good homesteads, prepared to educate 
and establish their children, is proof that farming is 
reasonably profitable. A more pleasant position would 
surely be one free from debt, with a surplus fund from 
which to draw for extra expenses; and we should ad¬ 
vise to buy less land and cultivate it more highly. We 
consider our farmer as an improving one and blessed 
with health, his surplus receipts will not lie idle. Ju¬ 
diciously invested in improvements they will pay more 
than six percent, and add to the net income of the farm. 
The fact that many with no extra advantages in the 
market, but in the common routine of farming, do more 
than we have estimated, is settled. Others by supply¬ 
ing the demand for some kind of fancy stock, or meet¬ 
ing a very favourable market for their produce, acquire 
sudden gains, and feel some of the excitements of those 
engaged in trade, but simply legitimate farming sup¬ 
ports well those who practice it well. 

True, close economy is aimed at in everything, and 
the utmost care taken that no los9 shall accrue, except 
in one department. There is a neglect of the manure 
heap, which has been truly called the “farmer’s mine,” 
and because its most subtle and valuable elements are 
invisible, they are often allowed to escape. 

With more knowledge directing a better practice in 
this particular, we confidently predict that we shall no 
longer have to import butter and grain into Connecti¬ 
cut. From facts like these, with a system of agricul¬ 
ture now but imperfectly developed, may not the young 
farmers of Connecticut feel assured that when more 
science shall be combined with his labors, with the 
consequently improved condition of hi9 homestead, 
which such means will naturally produce, that he has 
before him every encouragement to engage in his hon¬ 
orable pursuit, with a manly fortitude, and an unwa¬ 
vering confidence of success, and of obtaining the inde¬ 
pendence and happiness for which he justly aspires ?— 
Homestead. 

WniTE Daisies and Canada Thistles.—I perceive 
the white daisies are making sad inroads on our mea¬ 
dows in this vicinity, and as I am deeply interested, 
1 would like to learn the most certain means of extir¬ 
pating them. I have, this season, for the first time, 
gone through my meadows and pulled up many, yet 
I see more of them than I wish. I would ask the 
simple question, whether they come from the seed 
annually, or whether the roots remain through the 
winter for successive years. They are a very unprof¬ 
itable plant, as they will crowd the grasses entirely 
out, and no kind of animal that I have ever noticed 
eat them, even when well cured and housed. 

Canada thistles are another pest, but as eojmuch 
has been written and spoken about them of late years, 
I will say in short, that to mow them when in full 
bloom, has been, with me, the most successful jneans 
of destroying them, though not to my entire satisfac¬ 
tion. D.—Gates. 

Buckwheat for Fodder.—The Maine Farmer 
has found, that when buckwheat is cat and cured as 
soon as the kernel is filled, horses like it as well as 
they do clover hay, and eat the whole equally as well 
as they do that fodder. 
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HYDRAULIC RAMS. I 

Eds. Genesee Farmer:—Do you know anything 
about the Hydraulic Ram—its principles of construc¬ 
tion and action; and whether it answers the expecta¬ 
tions of those who have used them. I have a stream 
about one hundred rods from my house and farm 
buildings, and I have been told that by means of a 
hydraulic ram the water would force itself up into 
the barn yard—some fifty feet higher than the stream. 
This seems to me almost impossible—but in this age 
of steam and telegraph, it will hardly do to say any¬ 
thing is impossible—so I thought I would write to 
you and find out the truth of the matter. James 
Harrison—Huron District, C. W. 

At first sight it seems “impossible” that water 
should “ force itself up ” to a higher point, but a little 
examination will satisfy the most skeptical that the 
thing can be done. In fact it has been done for 
thousands of years. The Hydraulic Ram is not a 
new invention. It does not belong to this boasting 
“nineteenth century,”—this “age of steam and tele¬ 
graph;” it was known to the ancient Romans and was 
more generally used for raising water in the time of 
Columella, than it is in this country at the present 
day. 

Hydraulic Rams are in successful operation in al¬ 
most every section of the country, and a visit to one 
of th m would do more to convince you of its effi¬ 
ciency than the most elaborate article. Some time 
ago we were on the farm of Mr. B. B. Kirtland, of 
Greenbush, Rensselaer Co., N. Y., and found his barn 
yards and house supplied with a constant stream of 
cold, clear water, by means of a hydraulic ram, from 
a spring a quarter of a mile distant and sixty feet fall. 
Mr. K. intends forming a large tank or resevoir in 
his barn yard, and using the surplus water, together 
with the draining of the yards and buildings, for irri¬ 
gating purposes. We believe the city of Buffalo is 
supplied with water by means of a hydraulic ram 
laid in the Niagara river near Black Rock. 

The accompanying engravings will give a good 
idea of the hydraulic ram. The annexed cut repre¬ 
sents a vertical section of the ram. A, the air cham¬ 

ber; B the waste 
valve; C, valve 
opening into the 
air chamber; D, 
the feed or driv¬ 
ing pipe; E, pipe 
to convey the wa¬ 
ter where it is de¬ 
sired. The pipe 
D should be 30 
to 50 feet long, 

and from 1 to 2 inches calibre; the pipe E any length 
desired, and about half inch calibre. Lead pipe is 
commonly used. The circular figure on the left rep- 
sents the form of the waste valve. The waste valve 
is made to vibrate up and down thus: The water 
passes down the driving pipe D, and escapes at the 
waste valve B. Now, as any descending body in¬ 
creases in velocity and force every instant of its de¬ 
scent, the column of water descending in the driving 
pipe, quickly attains sufficient velocity and force to 
lift the waste valve; but the valve in rising, instantly 
stops the passage, and the whole momentum of the 
water strikes againstTt and seeks relief, which is only 
found at the valve C, through which a quantity of 

water is forced into the air chamber, where it is con¬ 
fined by the closing of the valve. The momentum 
being thus expended, and the water at rest, the valve 
B drops by its own gravity, and is ready to start again. 
After repeated vibrations, the air chamber becomes 
partly filled with water, compressing within a small 
space the air, which by its elasticity, reacts upon the 
water, and forces it up the pipe E to any desired ele¬ 
vation or distance. 

The following engraving gives a more distinct view 
of the ram, in operation. 

H, spring or brook. C, drive or supply pipe, from 
spring to ram. G, pipe conveying water to house, or 
other point required for use. A, B, D, E, I, the ram. 
J, the plank or other foundation to which the ram is 
secured. 

The cost must of course depend upon the distance 
the water is carried. Lead pipe, 1| inch, can be pro¬ 
cured for about 15 cents a foot. The price of a ram 
of a size fit for general use, is $25. 

Glass Tiles for Roofs.—Glass tiles for roofs will 
it is thought, come into use for certain purposes, and 
an improved mode of manufacturing them is proposed, 
namely, by pouring the glass when in a fluid state, 
into moulds, and then pressing them like clay tiles; 
after partially cooling, they are removed to the an¬ 
nealing ovens, and when cold the tile is complete. 
Glass tiles are not new, but those heretofore manufac¬ 
tured have been made by cutting a piece of crown 
sheet or plate glass to the required shape, then heat¬ 
ing and bending it. For many buildings devoted to 
particular purposes, such as for daguerreotyping, com 
servatories, and the like, a roofing of glass tiles seems 
to be the very kind required. 

Our Enjoyments.—Mr. Ruskin, in the new volume 
of his Modern Painters, says: “All real and whole¬ 
some enjoyments possible to man have been just as 
possible to him since first he was made of the earth 
as they are now, and they are possible to him chiefly 
in peace. To watch the corn grow and the blossom 
set, to draw hard breath over plowshare and spade, 
to read, to think, to love, to hope, to pray—these are 
the things to make man happy; they have always had 
the power of doing these—they never will have the 
power to do more.” 
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ENGLISH HORSE-BEANS. 

Messrs. Editors:—In your July number, a cor¬ 
respondent “ D.,” inquires what kind or kinds of beans 
the English farmers feed their horses, and whether 
they have ever been tried in this country, and with 
what success? 

The English horse-bean is quite a different kind 
from any sort usually cultivated in this country. 
They grow on an upright, stiff, woody stalk. I have 
occasionally seen them in gardens, grown under the 
name of coffee beans. There are at least four differ¬ 
ent varieties grown in England, differing somewhat in 
size, color, &c. 

The late Mr. Webster, on his return from Eng¬ 
land, some fifteen years ago, brought with him a 
large variety of agricultural seeds, for distribution. 
I received samples of some twenty varieties. Among 
the lot was one quart each of four varieties of the 
horse-bean. I had an acre and one-quarter of light, 
sandy soil plowed, for the purpose of planting beans, 
one acre of which was planted with a colored garden 
bean, for Messrs. Breck, seedsmen, Boston. On the 
acre I raised eighteen bushels, for which I received 
$54, or three dollars per bushel. The quarter of an 
acre wras planted with the horse-beans, in drills, two 
feet distant. They came up well, and grew finely 
till the “long, yellow days of July and August,” when 
they wilted badly, and most of the leaves fell off. 
The crop was of little value. One corner of the 
piece was a deep, moist soil. Here they did much 
better. I planted some for one or two years after, 
but upon the whole, came to the conclusion, that in 
regions where wre can usually raise Indian corn, it is 
hardly worth while for a farmer to bother either his 
head or hands about horse-beans. However,if “D.,” 
or any others, wish to try the experiment, for their 
benefit I will quote from the late Mr. Colman’s 

European Agriculture. He said: “The land most 
suited to beans is a strong, rich loam; and a clay soil 
is congenial to them. Nearly seventy bushels have 
been obtained from an acre; sixty is a large crop. 
Ordinarily, however, they do not exceed thirty bush¬ 
els. Here they are sown early—-in February or early 
in March, and ripen late. * * * They are usu¬ 
ally drilled ten or twelve inches asunder, with the in¬ 
tervals hoed, and sometimes two feet or two and a 
half feet apart, and then carefully cultivated between 
the rows. The land, in such case, is commonly highly 
manured, the manure being rotted barn manure, 
spread and plowed in; and, being kept as clean from 
weeds as possible, there is a fine preparation for 
wheat. Of crops which ripen their seeds, few are less 
•exhausting to the soil than beans. The crop of beans 
here (in England) is certainly most valuable, in a cli¬ 
mate where Indian corn will not grow; but it seems, 
in all respects, much inferior to that inestimable and 
useful product, the value of which, in my estimation, 
and the more I see of foreign husbandry, is continu¬ 
ally rising. * * * I tried the cultivation of 
English horse-beans more than once in the United 
States; but they were always, in the time of flower¬ 
ing, destroyed by a small, black fly, which they seemed 
to attract in an extraordinary degree, and which 
stripped the stems completely of their foliage.” 

And now, Mr. Editor, perhaps you, or some of your 
correspondents, can give us a more favorable story 
respecting the horse bean. If so, just pass it around. 
TiEVi Bartlett.—fVarner, JY. H. 

AN INTERESTING LETTER FROM OHIO. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer :—The weather remains very 
Tiot and dry in this vicinity still, so hot that perhaps 
oats will ripen faster than they should to fill well, al¬ 
though early sowed oats are out of danger, and this 
may reason that early sowing almost always does the 
best, as they generally get well filled before the dry 
weather sets in. In this respect, I think early sowing 
worthy the attention of farmers, unless we happen to 
have a “weeping sky,” as we did one year ago. 

Many pieces ‘of oats will be ready for the scythe 
during the coming week; and they are generally good. 
The present prospect is flattering for more than an 
average crop on prairie soil. Price ranging from 
twenty-five to thirty cents per bushel. 

The price of corn is slowly rising, which increases 
the hopes of the farmer, and urges him to a more 
thorough cultivation of his present crop, which, in 
most places, looks very well, considering the time of 
planting, which ranged from the 20th of April to the 
middle of June; and then, in many instances, the 
pigeons took much of it out. The “ wild pigeon ” has 
almost become the “tame pigeon”now; cherries, ber¬ 
ries, and fancy fruits generally, suffered much from 
these feathered visitors. 

The present wheat and rye crops are about all cut, 
and many of them already secured. There is not as 
much complaint of the insect as there has been for a 
few years past. Flour is rising in price, and tends 
from $G.OO to $6.50, and upward for “extra brands;” 
and there is a probability that wheat will rise with it. 
There is very little selling now, except some “ South¬ 
ern white wheat,” and that at private sales mostly. - 

Clover is all secured nearly, and much of the grass, 
which is a very g3od crop the present season. We 
have had the best “hay weather” during the present 
haying that we have had for a number of years past; 
and if it continues the same through harvest, it will 
be an “excellent time” for securing all kinds of grain. 

Potatoes look very well, although some rain would 
help them much, especially on high, clayey soil. 

I have observed no difference, as yet, in my exper¬ 
iments on potatoes, except in the cultivation; those 
cultivated well during their “younger days,” are much 
the largest in tops. There appears to be no percep¬ 
tible difference between the planting of “ large and 

small” potatoes as to the growth of the tops. Ashes 
has not made any difference noticeable on potatoes; 
while upon a quarter of an acre of corn, where a 
handful was put into the hill at the time of planting, 
the corn is nearly all tasseled, and the adjoining has 
just began, and is much the weakest. Here there 
has been a difference to be seen from the time the 
corn first peeped forth; it has always presented a 
rank, green and healthy appearance. 

On a piece of oats of about five acres, one-half 
corn stubble plowed in, and the rest buckwheat stub¬ 
ble plowed in, there is a great difference in the ripen¬ 
ing—about five days I should think. What is the 
cause ? The soil appears to be the same. Can it. 
be attributed to the corn stalks ? Edwin Wool- 

verton.—Milan, Ohio, July 21, 1856. 

Thickness of a Manure Heap.—“Experience,” 
says Boussingault, “ has shown that the thickness of 
a dung heap ought not to exceed from about four 
feet and a half to about six feet and a half; it ought 
certainly never to exceed the latter amount” 
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AERATION OF THE SOIL. 

We have no objection to the definition of the term 
aeration, in an agricultural sense, which we recently 
met with in a contemporary journal, viz: a “free expo¬ 
sure of the soil to atmospheric influences.” But when 
that same journal proceeds to assert, unqualifiedly, that 
“the great object of culture is the aeration of the soil,” 
we cannot so readily assent to the conclusion. If it 
had been said that this was the paramount object on 
some kinds of soils, the proposition would have pre¬ 
sented an entirely different phase. No such discrimi¬ 
nation is made, however, and the dogma must be taken 
as applicable alike to the loosest sands or the most te¬ 
nacious clays. 

Now what farmer who has "combined observation 
with practice, does not know that soils of different 
character require different treatment. The most thor¬ 
ough working of a clay soil, or a “free exposure to at¬ 
mospheric influences”—such as is effected by the fal¬ 
lowing system—is highly beneficial. But would the 
constant plowing or tilling of a sandy plain be attended 
with like results? Would such a soil grow richer or 
poorer by the operation? Suppose the noted “market 
gardeners” of West Cambridge had a piece of ground 
which was to lie unoccupied by a crop for one season: 
would they prefer that it should be plowed eight inches 
deep every week, or left with no more tillage than was 
necessary to prevent the growth of weeds? 

We have admitted the benefit of the aeration of te¬ 
nacious soils. If the peculiar’constitution of such soils, 
as compared with sands, is duly considered, the reasons 
for different practice will be apparent. Clay is a sed¬ 
imentary deposit, consisting of inorganic and organic 
elements, their relative proportions varying with dif¬ 
ferent localities. Chemical analysis has shown that in 
many instances clay is rich in vegetable food, but that 
it is in an unavailable condition—unavailable to the 
plant partly from the density of the clay, and partly 
from the presence of unwholesome acids or compounds. 
The farmer uses language not inappropriate when he 
says the soil needs “sweetening.” From its compact¬ 
ness, it is also less permeable to heat, and, in common 
parlance, needs “warming.” It contains more or less 
carbon, which, by “exposure to atmospheric influen¬ 
ces,” is united with oxygen, producing heat, and a sim¬ 
ilar combination of oxygen with the acids destroys 
them. Thus a clay soil is both sweetened and warmed 
by tillage, the vegetable food being thereby brought 
into a condition for the nourishment of living plants. 

Again, it has been proved that clays have a strong 
affinity for nitrogen, or, at least, for nitric acid and 
ammonia. By exposure to^the atmosphere, its power 
of absorbing whatever of these elements may be 
brought in contact with it, is increased. 

In all these particulars clays differ from sands. 
Sands are comparatively destitute of plant food, and 
they have no power to attract it. They are easily 
penetrated by the atmosphere and rains, and the solu¬ 
ble elements are exhaled or washed out of them. Here 
you have not a body of latent food which requires at¬ 
mospheric action to elaborate it; what there is in the 
soil has in most cases been artificially placed there, and 
the object is to prevent it from being decomposed fast¬ 
er than it can'; be taken up by crops. We want to 
lessen rather than increase, atmospheric action. The 
constant plowing by which we develop the food of 
plants that is locked up in tenacious clays, would burn 
out and dissipate the scanty supply of those elements 
in sands." 

We cannot better illustrate the difference which 
should be observed in the cultivation of clays and 
sands, than by quoting the following language, the au¬ 
thorship of which we regret to be unable to give: 

“In treating sandy soils, very nice management ia 
required, exactly the reverse of that necessary for 
clays. In cultivating the latter, our object is to loosen 
and render as pliable as possible, for which purpose we 
plow repeatedly, dress with long, half-rotted manure, 
and burn the surface to ashes. On sands we plow but 
little, and sow the seed immediately after the plow, so 
a3 to receive the benefit of the moisture, which is 
brought to the surface—repeatedly roll and consolidate 
by every means in our power, until we so force the 
particles together as to enable the soil to retain the 
moisture better.”—Boston Cultivator. 

GATHERING CLOVER SEED. 

A correspondent of the Valley Farmer, one of 
our very best agricultural papers, published at Louis¬ 
ville, Ky., gives the following plan for making a cheap 
and simple machine for gathering clover seed: 

“We once made and used for many years, a very 
simple machine for gathering clover heads, with which 
a man and horse can go over and gather the seed from 
double the quantity of land in a day that he can cut 
over with a scythe; and when the heads only are gath¬ 
ered, they require no other labor, except drying, to pre¬ 
pare them to run through the hulling and cleaning 
machine. Any tolerable workman can make one of 
these machines in two days. It is upon the following 
plan: 

“Make an ordinary sled with the sides or runners 14 
inehes wide, and 6 feet 6 inches long. These may be 
placed 5 or 6 feet apart, and secured together with two 
cross pieces only at the back end, leaving the forward 
part open to the length of 3^ or 4 feet; then a box is 
made to nearly fill the width between the runners. 
The box is 4 feet long and 15 inches deep, with the 
forward end open. To the cross pieces at the bottom 
of the box, at the forward end, teeth of hard wood are 
secured so as to project about 12 inches; they should 
be f of an inch thick and 1 inch wide on top, aud made 
a quarter of an inch narrower or beveling on the under 
side. These teeth are placed three-sixteenths of an 
inch apart, so as to form a comb. If the upper sides 
of the teeth were capped with hoop-iron neatly fitted, 
it would be better. The box is hung between the 
sides of the sled upon two gudgeons or pins two 
inches in diameter, just as a cannon is hung in its car¬ 
riage. 

With two handles four feet long, secured to the box 
and projecting behind, the box may be moved on the 
pins so as to raise or lower the teeth to adapt them to 
clover of any height. A man with a horse can strip 
the heads from four or five acres of clover in a day 
with this machine, and collect it in a box.” 

Cause of the Failure of Wheat in New Eng¬ 

land.—The Homestead, published at Hartford, Ct., 
in a series of excellent articles on Connecticut Agri¬ 
culture, remarks: “Wheat was formerly cultivated 
with great success, but of late years is rarely sown. 
The diminution of the forests, allows the winds full 
scope, and the fields are often deprived of their warm 
white blanket, and tender plants perish. We must 
attribute the partial failure of this crop more to this 
cause than to any exhaustion of the soil.” 

To Kill Canada Thistles.—An experienced 
farmer says he has found from experience that a 
heavy crop of buckwheat, followed by a crop of oats 
seeded with clover, will almost entirely eradicate the 
Canada thistle. 
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PROTECTION TO PRAIRIE FARES. 

When I saw the prairie land for the first time, it 
struck me very forcibly, and I have often thought of 
it since, how much more comfortable the inhabitants 
might be if they would plant hedges or wide belts of 
trees to screen them from cold winter winds, and also 
be a protection to their crops, especially fruit. If each 
owner of one or two hundred acres of land would plant 
their boundaries or division lines with belts of trees, 
say from twenty to one hundred feet wide, they would 
find it to their advantage and comfort. 

Besides the protection, the trees would, in a few 
years, when large enough to thin but, be valuable for 
firewood or timber. An objector might say, “ It would 
be very expensive to procure and plant such wide belts 
of trees.” To such I would reply, that many kinds, 
one year old (which is large enough), could be import¬ 
ed very cheap from the English and French nurseries, 
by the 1,000, such-as elms, ash, maples, beech, birch, 
linden, larch, alder, Ac. Agents in New York city 
would order them on application. 

The ground should be plowed a year previous to 
planting, and well worked through the summer, with 
or without a crop, as most convenient. The following 
spring put in plants from three to six; feet apart; those 
which make largest growth, such as elms, &c , plant on 
the back line, and so on with the different sizes, so as 
to have the lowest growing kinds inside or front; the 
last or inside row it would be well to plant with ever¬ 
greens, say Norway spruce, because it is a faster grow¬ 
er than evergreens generall}7, and small plants can be 
obtained cheap. 

Osage orange, locust and chestnut being fast grow¬ 
ers, would be desirable to mix with the above-named 
kinds. 

Another plan would be to procure seeds of any of 
the fast-growing kinds of trees, grow them in beds in 
the garden one year, and then transplant them in the 
belts and screens. But there would be failures and 
disappointments, and it might not prove as cheap and 
satisfactory as to import them. 

But the quickest mode of obtaining a screen for pro¬ 
tection, would be to procure cuttings of some of the 
free and strong-growing varieties of the willow, such 
as Salix triandra, S. Beveridgii, S. Purpurea, etc., which 
grow from forty to sixty and seventy feet high, and 
very rapidly, too, in a deep, moist soil, and very suit¬ 
able, no doubt, to much of the prairie land. This, 
however, would not be so valuable for general purpo¬ 
ses, wnoQi 7rown, as elm, maple, etc., but would make 
its growth i> about half the time. 

For profit quick growth combined, there is 
nothing probaJ\ eqlial to the common yellow locust 
(Robinia PseudaA ;a); ft will not only make a fine 
belt for protection) :n a 8}10rt time, but for fencing 
posts and durable t_ v,er (especially ship-building) 
nothing equals it ; and u ,s always commanded a high 
price; and I think a po. vu 0£ the western prairies 
might be planted with it, n* profitable investment. 
It is said there are two kinu .,ne fiurable anfi the 
other not; but I know of only om • d It j8 p0SSible, 
if grown on deep, rich, mucky soi fe, timber would 
be coarse grained, spongy, and noti as o ' ,?]e Charles 
Downing.—Newbury, N. Y., in the ita, >• t.^s » ^ 

Illinois Agricultural Society. 

Finality on Canada Thistles and White Da ^_ 
A friend informs us on the authority of Willarv ^ 
Esq., of Brooklyn, that these nuisances may be -t 
by once mowing, if done during a warm rain. Mr. L>; 

Sow Turnips.—Farmers, if you have a vacant 
piece of ground, where worms or pigeons have des¬ 
troyed the crop first sowd, replace it with turnips. 
You will find them of great benefit to your stock in 

the coming winter and spring. You need not be 
afraid to sow them until the 10th of August; and I 
have had them ripen fit for use when sown later. 

The turnip succeeds best in rich, loamy, open soil, 
while the application of manure may greatly increase 
the crop, amongst which guano and rape dust, mixed 
with common salt, are the best; but if the soil is poor, 
or the season dry, apply farm-yard manure thoroughly 
mixed with soil. 

Of the different varieties, the Swedish turnip is, 
perhaps, the best for feeding. It contains about 
eighty per cent, of water, as given by Schubler, and 

a good proportion of starch, gum and sugar. If you 
have neglected to plant some carrots for feed, supply 
their place with turnips. E. Woolverton.—Milan, 
Ohio, July 21, 1856. 

Remarks.—It is too late to sow Swedish turnips 
or ruta bagas. As our esteemed correspondent says, 
they are the most nutritious; but they should be sown 
the first week in July. The common white turnips 
will do well sown the first week in August. We 
would second the hint of our correspondent. Eds. 

Food for ILrses.— Messrs. Editors:—At the 
Marquis of Londonderry’s collieries the pit and wagon 
horses are fed as follows; 

PIT AND FARM HORSE3. 

Hay for each horse, per day,....11 pounds. 
Oats and beans, “ ...12 “ 

Steam. Feed. 
Hay,.3 “ 
Beans,_2 “ 
Linseed,...1% “ 

Total daily allowance,__29% pounds. 1 

WAGON HORSES. 

Hay,...12 pounds. 
Beans and oats,.....14 “ 

Steam Feed. 
Hay,..... 3 “ 
Beans,.3 “ 
Linseed,. 1% “ 

Total daily allowance,___33% pounds. T 

The hay is cut into half inch chaff; the oats and 
beans are crushed; in the evening the steamed food 
is given. Two bushels of corn (oats and beans,) and 
98 pounds of hay are found sufficient for the pit and 
farm horses weekly; and bushels of corn (oats and 
beans,) and 112 pounds of hay for the wagon horses 
weekly. John Dickering—Circleville, Ohio. 

satisfied himself of this by repeated successful ex 

IIay for Cows in Summer.—An observing, intelli¬ 
gent and successful farmer informs U9 that he is in the 
practice of feeding his cows with hay in summer, par¬ 
ticularly if the season is such as to afford flush pas¬ 
tures. His reason is that a full, rapid, and vigorous 
growth of grass gives to cattle that feed upon it a de¬ 
sire for something to absorb the excess of the juice of 
their food. Dry hay they devour greedily, and though 
in] ever so small quantities, evidently wfith the most 
beneficial effects. Every farmer must have observed 
that, in dry seasons, horses, cattle and sheep keep in 
good condition upon herbage parched and apparently 
cant, while in wet seasons, in all pastures, though al- 

. . , ,.. __ lip, I vs full, the process of fattening with them was slow, 
periments. The principle o i s ac » filling aL^0(Mer in such cases is required to give substance 
m the decay of the roots consequen P b j %acity to the green, and can be profitably used 
of the hollow stems with water .—Homestead. DY1 J - - - - J g it to cattle.—Newbury Telegraph. 
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“BEWARE OF DOGS.” 

The Homestead, published at Hartford, Conn., dis¬ 
courses as follows about dogs: 

“ The social position of dogs among us is somewhat 
dubious. The dog is justly esteemed the most faithful 
and sagacious of brutes, approaching nearest in capa¬ 
city to the human family, and perhaps more character¬ 
istically distinguished even than human nature, by the 
virtues of patience, constancy, gratitude and magna¬ 
nimity. Natural historians love to dwell on hi” at¬ 
tachment to man, and on the bias his disposition re¬ 
ceives from his association with different classes of 
men—savage and blood-thirsty among savages, gentle 
and affectionate among the civilized. With anecdote 
collectors, novelists and poets, and as a study for ani 
mal painters, the dog is an especial favorite. Sculp¬ 
tors represent him at the feet of female figures, as an 
emblem of constancy. He is the companion of child¬ 
hood, the faithful and beloved old family friend. On 
the other hand, the standard of contemptuous reproach 
and bitter detestation, whether of vulgar profanity or 
higher literature, is the term dog. ‘Is thy servant a 
dog?’ said the old Assyrian warrior, in indignant de¬ 
nial of an imputed wrong. And we find Shylock com¬ 
plaining, 

* He called me misbeliever,^cut-throat, dog. 
And spurned me, as he would a stranger cur. 
Over the threshold.’ ’ 

“ The old German emperors used to compel certain 
criminals of high rank to carry a dog on their shoul¬ 
ders from one town to another, as a punishment the 
most humiliating and ridiculous. Though this senti- 
ment dog-ward originated in the abhorrence with 
which the orientals regard the dog—in those countries 
a fierce and filthy outcast—yet there have always 
been disreputable curs enough among domesticated 
dogs to perpetuate those execrations which the better 
class of dogs might fairly resent. 

“ bave no intention of describing the different 
species of dogs. Our interest is a local one. In New 
.England, while there are a few hounds, setters point¬ 
ers, and terriers, well-bred and well-trained animals 
of considerable value, and a greater number of watch 
dogs and other staid and respectable house-hold pets 
the great majority are noisy, disagreeable and danger¬ 
ous brutes, ill-fed and ill-treated by their owners 
kicked and cursed by every one else; doomed to a life 
of continual skulking, on the watch to anticipate the 
scavenger, and too frequently the butcher, till patience 
ceases to be a virtue ; the rope, arsenic, or cold lead 
puts a sudden end to a villainous life; and, though 
sometimes subjected to a posthumous nuisance for a 
few weeks, the public rejoices. The increase of such 
animals has of late been frightfully rapid, and all the 
vexations and annoyances attendant on the “unkempt 
and unkenneled” beasts, have also rapidly multiplied. 
Dog fights, cases of persons and valuable animals badly 
bitten, and instances of hydrophobia, are not unfre- 
quent. Respectable _ dogs suffer in reputation and 
treatment from the viciousness of these scamps- and 
their owners, as well as the bitten and the barked at 
have clamored for a law which should protect the use¬ 
ful and destroy the worthless. 

“But the greatest sufferers from dogs have been the 
faimers. In some districts sheep murder has been so 

mjStf\0US a3 t0 re3ulfc in the entire 
1<xa of the flocks; and throughout the State, the profit 
of sheep and wool culture has been so much reduced 
by the depredations of dogs, the business has been very 
generally abandoned. City markets are almost entire- 
y supplied, when they are supplied at all, with mut¬ 

ton and lamb brought from out of the State. Farmers 
who give or wish to give part of their capital and at¬ 

tention to sheep-raising, have been therefore ahxiout 
for a protective law. 

tiD% l(Zs no novelty. To go no farther back 
than the (English) ‘ Charter of the Forest,’in 1225 a 
fine of three shillings, or more than three times the 
value of a sheep in the money of that time, was 
imposed on the owner of any dog not lowed, or, as we 
should say registered. And the zeal of the English to 
protect and foster their sheep and wool trade, has been 
more plainly manifested than their wisdom in laws re¬ 
straining the importation of wool, requiring that the 
dead should be buried in woolen shrouds, and by se¬ 
vere and cruel laws against sheep-stealing. 

‘‘The laws of Connecticut, and especially the act of 
Ko5, recognize fully and happily the mixed character 
ot our canine population, and, if well executed, would 
prove most beneficial to the dog themselves. By this 
statute, dogs are to be be made^the protection of law 
so long as they keep or are kept within it. The owner 
of every dog three months old and upwards is to have 
his dog numbered and registered in the town clerk’s 
office, and is subject to a tax of one dollar for every 
male, and five dollars for every female dog. Every 
dog so registered and collared, is under the protection 
ot law, and in case of his malicious destruction, his 
owner can recover, which at common law he [could 
not, his full value. All dogs not registered, <fcc., can 
be lawfully killed by any person at any time; but as 
people are not generally disposed to assume the ob- 
noxmus office of dog killer, the duty is made imperative 

and constables. But, of course, if caught 
in the act of killing sheep, or perpetrating any act of 
violence, dogs may be summarily disposed of, whether 
registered or not. Furthermore, the dog’s certificate 
from the town clerk shall not avail him against a noto¬ 
riously and indisputably bad character, unless his own- 
er becomes in some sort a surety for him. Do^s may 
be at once dispatched if their owners refuse to pay the 
tax levied on them. 1 J 

i8+alSVn W^ation’of the monies raised 
ndei this act to the relief of sheep owners. We un¬ 

derstand that there is some complaint that where th« 

*3*5 aTiU-nr 13f rai8ed’ *• in the cities> ^ is least 
needed. This fault may, and we hope will, be quickly 
lemedied. But the main features of the law are adm£ 
rable, and ought to be continued and strictly enforced 

°rd ¥ Wel]> Little Rive1' at¬ 
tests the frail thread by which a law-breaking dog’* 
life hangs; and children and ladies can walk the streets 
comparatively free from the apprehension of assauk . 
from these domestic ruffians. 

Protect tour Cows.—Care should be tab 
the warm weather of this month, that the -en Purina 
be in pastures with convenient shade, or c°ws should 
uneasiness from the teazing of flies hi their constant 
ing, and their becoming so heated f- nders their feed- 
very injurious effect on the milk. running, has a 
tity, very soon becomes sour - ’ which is less in quan- 
the cows, and does not yield being taken from 
and hence considerable lo nearly so much produce; 
have to be pastured far f ^ a*‘,ses- When the cows 
times desirable to mil1 C°m the homestead, it is some- 
along a hot road, ex" ^ them in the field; for a drive 
to their milk as th P°. to the sun, does equal harm 
the sun. A ves-~ c racing about the fields exposed to 
the milkers, o' Jl” 18 tben taken on wheels, drawn by 
this should 1 ^ a horse, according to convenience; and 
home stead .,je l€vr° stan, in a cool spot and be taken 
cows sh< with as little shaking as may be. The 

even i? "uid a change of grass at least once a week 
betb / to ,n° better Pasture. They are found to feed 

on « field dAkeeP ,Bet?ed» tban if left ionger ^ 
i 6UprplyJ°f lresh’ g°od water ^ them, i» 

^dispensable.—London Gardener's Chronicle ^ 
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How to Feeh a Roadster in Traveling.—Dr. 
Gazzo, of Louisiana, gives the Country Gentleman 
his experience with horses upon the road, to this effect: 

“I have tried two modes of traveling. I have 
waited in winter for breakfast, and then rode until 
night* and have always foun d myself and horse very 
much worn down at the end of the day’s journey. My 
usual mode is to start two or three hours after day¬ 
light, and travel about five miles an hour until eleven 
or twelve o’clock, depending in some measure on the 
distance of the stand or place that I wish to reach. In 
the winter season we generally rest from one to two 
hours, and can make our stopping place for the night 
in good time, averaging forty-five to fifty miles per 
day. In the summer, I start at daylight, and ride till 
eleven or twelve, and rest till two or three. My horse 
is as fresh in the afternoon as in the forenoon, and I 
can travel from fifty to fifty-five miles a day without 
much distress to myself or my horse. I give my horse 
as much food as he will eat during the night, but noth¬ 
ing in the morning in the way of feed, but always as 
much good water as he will drink. I have traveled as 
fast and as far, in the same time, as any other physi¬ 
cian in America, and I am well satisfied that the latter 
mode of traveling is greatly preferable to both horse 
and rider.” 

Gapes in Chickens.—My experience in raising chick¬ 
ens, teaches me to keep the hen-house clean and regu¬ 
larly swept; to visit the yard and keep that swept out 
also, for the space of five or six yards around the 
house, taking care that neither grass nor weeds grow 
there during the year, and to smoke the hen-house re¬ 
peatedly during the summer. As soon as my chickens 
are hatched in the spring of the year, say March, I be¬ 
gin to smoke my young chickens every morning with 
strong tobacco 6moke until they are almost large 
enough to fry. My mode of smoking is to have hovels 
large enough for one or two hens and their broods, not 
more. I have a trap door at one end of each hovel, 
and always make the smoke close enough to the door 
just so as not to burn the hovel ; then you will have 
room in the other part of the hovel not to burn the 
•ahickens. So treated, they will never have the gapes. 

Your obedient servant, Robert Kent. 

Fluvanna Co., April 2,1856.—Southern Planter. 

We can fully endorse the above, from experience, as 
an effectual remedy. We have seen it tried for several 
seasons. Sometimes, for experiment, a lot of chickens 
were left without smoking. In all 6uch cases they have 
been more or less diseased; but those that were daily 
tmoked, almost uniformly did well.—Louisville Jour. 

A HORSE WITH THE HEAVES. 

I tried all sorts of heave powders on my patient 
with no effect whatever. It is said that in a limestone 
country this disease is unknown, and lime water was 
prescribed with no apparent advantage. Some one 
told me to give the horse ginger, and, strange to tell, I 
found that a table-spoonful of ginger given to the 
“General,” with his oats, would cure him for the day, 
in half an hour after he had eaten it; but on giving it 
daily, the effect soon ceased. It is a jockey’s remedy, 
and will last long enough to swap upon. Finally, I 
was advised to cut my horse’s fodder and give it always 
wet. I pursued that course carefully, keeping the 
“General” tied with so short a halter that he could 
not eat his bedding, giving him chopped hay and 
meal three times a day, and never more than a bucket 
of water at a time. 

He improved rapidly. I have kept him five years, 
making him a factotum—carriage horse, saddle horse, 
plow and cart horse—and he bids fair to remain use¬ 
ful for five years to come. Kept in this way, his dis¬ 
ease does not lessen his value for speed or labor a sin¬ 
gle dollar. When the boys grow careless and give 
him dry hay, lie inarms me of it Id a few days, by the 
peculiar cough I have mentioned; but sometimes, for 
six months together, no indication of disease is visible, 
and he would pass for a sound horse with the most 
knowing in such matters. There is no doubt that clo¬ 
ver hay, probably because of its dust, ofien induces the 
heaves. Stable keepers, with us, refuse it altogether 
for this reason. 

Many suppose that the wind of the horse is affected 
by the heaves, so that fast driving at any time will, as 
we express it, put him out of breath. With my horse, 
it is not so. 

When the “General” was at the worst, rapid driv¬ 
ing, when just from the stable, would increase his dif¬ 
ficulty, but a mile or two of moderate exercise would 
dissipate the symptoms entirely. We have, occasion¬ 
ally, what are called wind- broken horses, which are 
nearly worthless for want of wind. They can never 
be driven rapidly without great distress, and frequent¬ 
ly give out entirely by a few miles’ driving. This is 
thought to be a different disease. The “General’s” 
case is, I suppose, a fair example of the heaves. 

I have no doubt that regular feeding, with chopped 
and wet fodder, and exclusion of dust from hay fed to 
other animals iu the same stable, would render many 
horses, now deemed almost worthless, and which man¬ 
ifestly endure great suffering, equally valuable for most 
purposes with those that are sound.—Exchange. 

How to Catch Sheep.—Never seize them by the 
wool on the back. It hurts them exceedingly, and 
in some cases has been known to kill them, particu¬ 
larly in hot weather, when they are large and fat. 
The best way is to avoid the wool altogether. Ac¬ 
custom yourself to catch them by the hind leg, or, 
what is still better, by the neck, placing one hand 
under the jaws, and the other on the neck, just 
back of the ears. By lifting up the head in this 
manner, a child may hold almost any sheep, without 
danger to the animal or himself. 

Mixture for Marking Sheep.-—This preparation 
will not injure the value of the wool: To thirty spoon¬ 
fuls of linseed oil add two ounces of litharge and one 
ounce of lampblack; unite them by boiling, and mark 
the sheep therewith, using a common paint brush. 

To Prevent Mice from Destroying Grain.— 

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman, John 

F. Adams, of Plattsburgh, N. Y., gives a mode of 
preventing mice from destroying grain in the barn 
which he has used with success for several years: 

“Take the leaves of stinking elder and scatter be¬ 
tween each layer of grain; one bushel of leaves will be 
sufficient to spread on a layer thirty feet square. Per¬ 
haps sweet elder leaves would answer as well, but I 
never tried them. To prove the efficacy of the leaves, 
I will state, having my barns well filled with grain on 
both sides of the floor, and leaves on the whole, exoept 
perhaps half a load on the scaffold over the floor* 
which we had pitched, to throw it higher; there sd» 

be five or six bushels of grain, wheat and oaf' 
tered. This was all cut to pieces, while sot 
grain was lost in all the other parts of 
labor of gathering the leaves and put'' 
trifle,” 

ghfc 
seat- 

a peck of 
J ham. The 

mg on is but a 
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WIN YAH; THE RESIDENCE CF COL. R. LATHERS, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 

We have given a number of designs for small farm 
houses and cottages, and now present our readers with 
a beautiful specimen of the Americanized Italian 
style of architecture, so appropriate for the country 

Ifc iJh-=—“ 

Principal Floor. 

Te?iv p'nce °f a retired business or professional man. 
We ha.^e seen farm houses built in this style, but can¬ 
not say th^t we admire them. 

Winyah was designed by Alex. J. Davis, Archi¬ 
tect, New York. We copy his description of it: 

“ The execution of work on this house may he noted 
for its substantial character—brick, in hollow walls, 
with the New Haven stucco, in imitation of freestone,* 
by Gill, whose cement is proved to be durable in many 
works at New Haven, of more than twenty years’ 
standing. By deafening the floors, and insulating the 
6tairs, (by brick wall,) this mode of execution renders 
every species of building safely fire-proof; safely, if 
the roof timbers be so inclosed by a metal covering, 
and the floors in contact with cement, that fire could 
only char without consuming. Had this been the mode 
of building in New York, (by no means original, but) 
as specified by me for the last twenty years, and laid 
before the Common Council of New York in 1834, the 

Harpers and their insurers had 
not suffered, nor would the 
great fire have occurred in 1835. 

The portal to Winyah is un¬ 
der a turret 12 feet in diameter, 
60 feet high, sheltering the hall 
door, and giving valuable room 
above, beside commanding one 
of the most extensive views in 
Westchester, comprising Long 
Island Sound, Hudson River 
palisades. New York city, and 
Staten Island. 

so The perspective view and 
» plan will mainly explain them¬ 

selves, and the dimensions may 
be learned from the scale. On 

the right of the hall a few steps ascend to the dining¬ 
room, lifting the floor of the same so much above that 
of the library, parlor and hall, that the kitchen below 
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the dining-room may be wholly out of ground. A few 
steps connect the dining-room passage with the veran¬ 
da; and an easy ascent leads to the chambers above, 
which are five in number, beside the attic and wing¬ 
building rooms. In the latter there is a covered car¬ 
riage-way for horses in waiting, (or the same might 
serve for a wood-house.) There is a spacious veranda 
both in front and rear, and the whole is raised high 
upon a terrace, adding much to the character of the 
house, and insuring dry and useful room in the base¬ 
ment” 

Care in Agriculture.—That excellent agricultu, 
ral paper, the Homestead, has an able article on Care 
from which we extract the following: 

“Care is the sine qua non of good farming, or good 
anything else. The curse of New England farming is 
the loose, thriftless manner in which all its operations 
are conducted ; and so long as the present habit of man¬ 
agement prevails, all the knowledge of all the schools 
cannot redeem agriculture from its depressed position. 
In conversation, some time since, with a distinguished 
sheep breeder of the St^te, we were much impressed 
with the views expressed by him in reference to sheep 
breeding. In order to succeed in that important in¬ 
terest, he represents the first thing to be care, the sec¬ 
ond, care, the third, CARE; agreeing fully in this 
view, we have considered the manner in which this 
same care applies to every other branch of agriculture, 
and are most fully of the opinion that if the farmers 
of our State would become careful farmers, they would 
soon become scientific farmers. Care, the first requi¬ 
site for sure success, will assuredly beget the desire 
for thorough scientific knowledge, and this demand 
will be imperative; and happy indeed will be that 
State, the demands of whose population in this respect 
can be met; from whose universities and technical 
schools, and from the humbler institutions of learning 
in every town and district, a flood of light can be 

oured to direct, t o lighten and lessen the labors of the 
usbandman. This depends upon the exercise of care 

in these labors—will this care be exercised? Yes, 
surely it will, for the time rapidly approaches, nay, is 
now present, when without it the farmer must and 
will sink to the level of the mere laborer, call him 
farmer, peasant, serf, or slave. Without care, and the 
knowledge which is needed for its exercise,|they stand 
on one dead level. 

Knowledge isjhe life of labor. 

The Merchant’s Clerk and the Plow-Boy.—The 
young man who leaves the farm-field for the merchant’s 
desk, or the lawyer’s or doctor’s office, thinking to dig¬ 
nify or ennoble his toil, makes a sad mistake. He 
passes by that step from independence to vassalage. 
He barters a natural for an artificial pursuit; and he 
must be the slave of the caprice of customers, and the 
chicane of trade, either to support himself or to acquire 
fortune. The more artificial a man’s pursuit, the more 
debasing is it, morally and physically. To test it, con¬ 
trast the merchant’s clerk with the plow-boy. The 
former may have the most exterior polish; but the lat 
ter, under his rough outside, possesses the true stam¬ 
ina. He is the freer, franker, happier, and nobler 
man. Would that young men might judge of the dig¬ 
nity of labor by its usefulness and manliness, rather 
than by the superficial glosses it wears. Therefore, we 
never see a man’s nobility in his kid gloves and toilet 
adornments, but in that sinewy arm, whose outlines, 
browned by the sun, betoken a hardy, honest toil, un¬ 
der whose farmer’s or mechanic’s vest a kingliest heart 
may beat.—Hunt's Merchants' Magazine. 

THE FARM. 

The farm ! what joys that single word can give ’ 
What warm emotions in my breast revive ! 
The golden age again resumes the year ; 
The harvests, orchards, pastoral joys appear; 
Those scenes adored in youth, life's golden age. 
Hark ! how the birds our listening ears engage l 
I hear the wheels that roll abundance round, 
And flails in cadence falling on the ground. 
Adorn these scenes ; but let not great expense 
There raise a palace of magnificence. 
A simpler elegance will grace the farm ; 
Thus, like an eclogue will it know to charm. 
Since luxury affronts the rural gods, 
Banish it ever from their loved abodes. 

—Abbe de Lille. _ _ ^ _ T% 

THE PLEASURES OF FARMING. 

Cicero says most truly and eloquently; “I might 
expatiate on the beauty of verdant groves and mead¬ 
ows, on the charming aspects of vineyards and olive 
yards, but to say all in one word, there cannot be a 
more pleasing or a more profitable scene than that of 
a well-cultivated farm. In my opinion, indeed, no 
kind of occupation is more fraught with happiness, 
not only as the business of husbandry is of singular 
utility to mankind, but, as I have said, being attended 
with its own peculiar pleasures. I will add, too, as 
a further recommendation—and let it restore me to 
the good graces of the voluptuous—that it supplies 
both the table and the altar with the greatest variety 
and abundance. Accordingly, the magazines of the 
skillful and industrious farmer are plentifully stored 
with wine and oil, with milk, cheese and honey, as his 
yards abound with poultry, and his fields with flocks 
and herds of kids, lambs and porkets. The garden 
also furnishes him with an additional source of delica¬ 
cies, in allusion to which the farmers pleasantly call 
a certain piece of ground allotted to that particular 
use, their dessert. I must not omit, likewise, that in 
the intervals of their more important business, and 
in order to heighten the relish of the rest, the sports 
of the field claim a share of their amusements. * * * 
Of country occupations I profess myself a warm ad¬ 
mirer. They are pleasures perfectly consistent with 
every degree of advanced years, as they approach the 
nearest of all others to those of the purely philosoph¬ 
ical kind. They are derived from observing the 
nature and properties of their own earth, which 
yields a ready obedience to the cultivator’s industry, 
and returns with interest what he deposits in her 
charge.” 

Now is a fine time (during the hot weather, we mean) 
to study some points in architecture and home comfort 
The parlor is on the south-west corner of the house. 
Three windows, without curtains or blinds, let in a 
whole volcano of summer beams. No shade trees 
shield the walls, no verandah sheds a cooling shade 
over the door steps. All these are matters of thought 
Tell your hired man or your son to plan his house dif¬ 
ferently. Set a good example by remedying these evils 
as fully, as fast as you can. These are only hints. 
Think as far and as widely as you please in the same 
direction.—Ohio Farmer. 

Judge Woodruff, of Conn., tells us that the Greek 
boatmen, besides brown bread, subsist almost solely 
on figs, grapes and raisins; and he adds, they are 
“ the most nimble, active, graceful, cheerful, and even 
merry people in the world.” 
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ANNUAL NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES. 

At the annual period for the appearance of a tran¬ 
sient fruit like the strawberry, it is interesting to 
watch for the old, familiar faces which years ago met 
us at our exhibitions, and claimed the attention of 
committees and visitors. Some there were that cre¬ 
ated quite a sensation, but are seen no more; while a 
more humble rival holds on and increases in favor. 
We remember how this or that novelty in the hands 
of a skillful cultivator attracted all eyes and secured 
the award of merit from our fruit committee; but af¬ 
ter a few seasons of general trial it has become scarce 
or quite extinct; and we find that, for want of care in 
examination and investigation of the means by which 
the specimens were secured, praise has been given to 
a variety of little value, which should have been be¬ 
stowed upon culture, which always deserves praise, 
and seldom gets sufficient encouragement 

I am not disposed to complain of this state of 
things, and believe cur Societies should award a good 
premium for new and fine varieties; but, at the same 
time, I would like to have it well understood, that 
the prize for “the best quart” is really awarded as 
much to culture as to variety. 

No man can expect to excel without high culture, 
neither ought he to succeed in obtaining a first prize 
without the use of a variety of superior excellence in 
point of quality and size of fruit, vigor and produc¬ 
tiveness, combined with great constitutional hardiness 
in the plant. 

The period of time during which we may depend 
upon having fine strawberries is so limited that few 
cultivators wish for many varieties; and these numer¬ 
ous sorts urging themselves before the public are 
much in each other’s way. The amateur who. adopts 
one must of necessity reject one of his old sorts, and 
thus every new candidate crowds out an old incumbent. 
This is one reason for the disappearance of old sorts. 
Another reason is, that “ while men sleep,” the run¬ 
ners of some strong growers, like an army, cross the 
narrow alley which divides the different kinds, and, 
taking possession of the soil, displace the weak ones, 
and the following transplanting season are the only ?lants found fit for new beds. Thus disappear our 

few Pines, Hovey’s Seedlings, and Hudsons, before 
the inroads of Large Early Scarlet, Crimson Cone,' 
and sundry rampant staminates, too poor to mention, 
but which, with mammoth names and wonderful 
vigor, have filled our gardens to the exclqsioh* of 
better sorts. 

We learn from these results, that a variety, to be¬ 
come permanently valuable, must be a vigorous 
grower, and to remain long in the hands of the mass 
of the people should be a variety having perfect 
flowers. 

The Large Early Scarlet has all the requisites 
of a variety which will endure; and thus we find it 
year by year in fine perfection in many hands, and 
always productive; grown upon all soils and ever 
hardy; mixed up with Hovey’s Seedling, it soon has 
the whole field; multiplying rapidly, there are always 
plants enough for new beds; moderate in size, it will 
yet produce as many pounds of fruit upon a given 
space as any other variety; of a handsome scarlet 
color, it holds a high place as a market sort, and al¬ 
though not bringing the highest price, yet proves 
more profitable than the larger berries. The flavor 
also is fine and quite acid; but this only makes room 
for more sugar; and the result is the best kind of a 
berry for the table. Progress we most certainly 
have made; but still we should miss L. E. Scarlet 
very much. It is just the berry for “ the million.” 

JValkei's Seedling is another berry which has 
many of the characteristics of a variety which will 
last long and grow in favor. The flowers are perfect 
and the fruit is very handsome, of a da^k mahogany 
color, borne in great abundance, and every berry per¬ 
fect. I have never seen one which produced fruit 
more uniformly perfect than this. The plant is mod¬ 
erately vigorous, and hardy enough to live in pretty 
hard times; but the flavor is, to my taste, not quite 
first rate. There is also too much water, and not 
enough pure, rich acid in the juice. 

Boston Pine has Also much to recommend it, and. 
occasionally surpasses everything in productiveness? 
but it is fickle, and not to be relied upon for a crop. 
The flowers are perfect, and the fruit stems produced 
abundantly, but for reasons unknown to me, frequent¬ 
ly refuses to grow well, and the dwarfish, scrubby 
plants perfect but little fruit. If it were a certain 
berry, I should call it a fine one. 

Genesee has also perfect flowers, and vigor enough 
to secure durability. The size and extreme beauty 
of the fruit also recommend it highly. There has 
seldom been seen, any dishes of strawberries surpass¬ 
ing in beauty those shown before our Society of this 
variety, $nd the favor with which it seems to be re¬ 
garded by many who have had years of experience 
with it, is good proof that the crop is not small. It 
is, however, deficient in flavor, as compared with the 
best sorts. We shall probably see it become more 
abundant 

Moyamensing is another common sense berry, which 
must become better known than it now is. With 
many of the good qualities and characteristics of 
Large Early Scarlet, and of larger size, it will spread, 
and perhaps more than compete with that good old 
sort. 

Hooker hasTaised quite a breeze this year, and 
been much admired by the few who have known it for 
the past three seasons. It is claimed for it|that along 
with the great size and undeniable excellence of the 
fruit, the plant is very hardy, vigorous, and produo 
tive, with perfeot flowers, a combination of good qual¬ 
ities not yet proved to belong to any one sort hereto¬ 
fore disseminated. Time and trial can alone prove 
this; but we hope much from it. 

There are many other sorts of some reputation and 
widely disseminated, which have perfect flowers, pro- 
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dacing fair crops; but there are such decided blem¬ 
ishes upon them, or they are so slightly known to me, 
that I will not mention them by name. The English 
and French sorts all have perfect flowers; but a five 
years’ trial has proved the end of nearly every one of 
them. They either die in the winter, or produce a 
few large and handsome berries at the first picking, 
and then give us a balance of such very small and 
imperfect berries, that \^e Sive them UP in disgust. 

The second class of stra ferries in which we have 

to deal is the pistillate, or vai^f5 in *'hich the s.ta' 
mens, or organs which produce u e Polle°’ s0 1Jn' 
perfectly developed, that the pistil is not fertilized by 
pollen from its own blossom. 'This chaA~acteristlc is 
axed, ot so nearly so as to make ii true for praC' 
tical purposes; and a variety whieli Produces no sta¬ 

mens on one flower will not on ank‘her; nor can a 
janation be found from year to year* consequently 
*bey must depend upon their neighbors P01^11’ 
and we have to provide a neighbor which l 'as p0 en 
enough for both. 

This is an inconvenience, and frequently . ca,Ysff 
. »oss °t an entire crop by planting the pisti aj 

variety alone, which, with reasons before mention 
-eads me to say that we ought to secure a list of pe. 
^ect^fioweriDg sorts good enough to replace the pis- 

beds entlre an(* r*d of the trouble with barren 

The follo^ag pistillate varieties will produce only 
when in beds or rows adjoining those which 
hay *3 perfect flowers: 

Burr’s JYew Pine.—If this variety had only a more 
vigorous habit, and a perfect blossom, it would be 
hard to beat The flavor is surpassingly fine and 
rich—not so acid as most varieties, and consequently 
better to eat from the vine without sugar. It cannot, 
however, be depended upon under adverse circum¬ 
stances. It has not sufficient stamina, and will, 1 
fear, in a few years, become extinct, unless some one 
will raise a staminate seedliDg which has more vigor. 
Who will try ? 

Crimson Cone now fills a place of some importance 
as a late market fruit. It has wonderful vigor, and 
holds On best of all the sorts among grass and weeds 
when neglected. The beautiful color and peculiarly 
cellular form of the surface of the berry render it 
quite noticeable, and its great productiveness gives it 
value.; but the quality is not fine; it is acid, and not 
rich, but of a pure and pleasant flavor. This, too, 
should be replaced by a new late berry, with per- 

, feet flowers, 

Hudson, with a good soil and a fair chance, is fine 
and very productive. It is also good tor transport¬ 
ing to market, but only moderately vigorous, and has 
not perfect flowers. 

Hovey's Seedling.—'This grand berry has won so 
many prizes for “ the best quart,” and produced so 
many specimens of wonderful size, whilst, at the same 
time, it has borne famous crops for some men, and 
such poor omes for others, that I can found no opinion 
of its merits, except from personal experiences. We 
have never h ad a great crop, but have had moderate 

' {Maes of beau tiful berries of large size, but not very 
good. They were only moderately rich, and not of 
the finest flav or. The vines have never spread rab¬ 
idly, but have stood the winters well. I should call 
it a hardy b> it not a vigorous sort—one whieli will 
fast well; but iiever prove very profitable to cultivate. 

McAvoy’s Superior would be superior to the 
above if it were not for several drawbacks. It does- 
not produce so much perfect fruit, nor is it so firm 
for the market, as Hovey’s Seedling. It is of better 
quality, and frequently the specimens are as large, 
but I find it so difficult to fertilize, that it is of no 
value under ordinary circumstances. Perhaps some 
one can tell what to do for a refractory pistillate like 
this ? The plant is vigorous, and the stems of fruit 
splendid when they are fertilized. My opinion is, 
that it will not be known ten years hence. It is too 
provoking to see these twisted, shrunken one-sided 
berries, when we can raise those which are as large 
and as good, and far handsomer. 

Black Prince is one of those novelties which a few 
years since had many admirers. Of great size, and 
abundantly productive, it still lacks the most impor¬ 
tant qualities. It is not vigorous, nor of the best 
quality. It will not be found long in our collections, 
and may serve as an example of the many new things 
(most of which are not its equal by far) which have 
from time to time figured in the catalogues of nur¬ 
serymen and the gardens of amateurs. It has had 
its day, and must now make room for other novelties 
to have theirs. 

The few sorts commented upon will serve my pres¬ 
ent purpose as well as a more extended list, and may 

, i considered among the most worthy of note. The 
v large number of new sorts now before the pub- 

Xei* rill undoubtedly go the same round, and leave 
lie, v perhaps none—0f tbeir number to go down to 
Iew K v. At present it would be unfair to judge 
posterity j. them try and see if they can work them- 

the hearts of the lovers of fine strawber- 
H. E. H. 

them; le 
selves into 
ries. 

New Forer 

an account of a 
Hovey, of Boston, 
tor thus alludes to 
berries that have bu 
this country: 

“Several of the foreign 
first time in this country 

in Varieties of Strawberries.—In 
visit to the grounds of Mr. C. M. 

the editor of the Boston Cultiva- 
some foreign varieties of straw- 

recently been introduced into 

\ kinds have borne for the 
this season—such are Sir 

Harry, Admiral Dundo*, Si." C- Napier Omar Pacha, 

to. All these are of very. 
their appearance on the vines,. JP TV , a T 
is uniformly large—somewhat larL ■* a I oveyaSeed- 
lino—and equal, if not superior in to »”7 .«»- 
tv In the whole collection. Admr ™1 Ihmdns is. Hrn 

saw or hcaid of. 

the^berries, taken as the average of a ari!^^hofw 
five ounces. It is of coxcomb shape, b at not hollow 
at the center. The flavor is good, but equal to 
Sir Harry. Sir C. Napier is a large fruit, witn a de¬ 
cided Hautbois or musky flavor. Ajax, lar^e, nearly 
as dark a color as the Black Prince, but greatly supe¬ 
rior to the latter in flavor. Capt Cook is of a}ze> 
and in flavor among the best The Burton White is a 
late kind, not in perfection at the time of our visit, but 
evidently a good-sized and handsome berry, for that 

color..'*’ _ __ 

■Locust Trees on IUti.ROAns.-The Illinois Cen- 
tral Railroad I’ompany has contracted for the plant¬ 
ing of locust trees on each side of their road over a 
gDn ce of one hundred and twenty miles. Then ob¬ 
ject is to raise trees that will furnish ties for the uso 
of the road. We trust other railroad companies wilt 

, speedily follow their example. 
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KOTES FROM INDIANA, 

The effects of the past severe winter all over the 
North-west have been both severe and instructive. 
In this section the mercury in several instances during 
the first and second months, indicated from twenty to 
twenty-eight degrees below zero, but the effects have 
not been so productive of injury to young fruit trees 
and shrubs as was generally feared, yet they have 
been killed down to the ground by thousands, and 
very many large bearing trees have shown no indica¬ 
tions of life. Many others commenced growing in 
the spring in a very feeble way, and have since died. 
The latter instances having been far more numerous 
than they would have been had the trees been prop¬ 
erly shaded and mulched during the hot dry weather 
of early summer. 

As before stated, these incidents have been instruc¬ 
tive, from the fact that a great amount of evidence 
has again been set before us in favor of a “thorough 
and efficient system of protection ” from the cutting 
winds of the north-west, and the warm and enlivening 
rays of the sun at meridian, after cold weather com¬ 
mences, and before spring is fairly under way. We 
regard the one as important and necessary as the 
other. Our experience in fruit culture at the West, 
for the past five years is, that a north-eastern expo¬ 
sure, protected by the forest, out-buildings, or even a 
thick belt of trees on the south and west, is of incal¬ 
culable advantage. In our own vicinity, every peach 
tree is dead, so far as we know, except two. One 
stands at the north end of the house, where the sun, 
even now, does not shine except early in the morning 
and late in the evening. The other is in a deep ra¬ 
vine on the bank of the Maumee river, open only to 
the north. It is therefore important to shelter the 
more tender fruits from the direct rays of the sun, 
which in nine instances out of ten, is productive of 
more fatal results than cold and wind combined; in¬ 
deed, it is no unusual thing for the mercury to stand 
at 40° and 45° at noon, and sink as low as 12° to 
14° below zero by eight o’clock P. M. These sud¬ 
den changes are more apparent during the months of 
January and February. More injury is undoubtedly 
done to fruit buds during the months of December 
and March than at the times above mentioned. The 
best peach crop which has been had at the North¬ 
west in ten years, was following the steady cold winter 
of 1852. The autumn previous was cool and dry; 
the ground froze up December first, and did not fully 
thaw out until the middle of March, after which time 
we had no cold weather. Though contrary to the 
popular theory that when the mercury descends 14° 
below zero all the peach buds are killed, yet the ther¬ 
mometer did indicate on Jan. 6, 18°, Jan. 7th, 22°, 
Jan. 9th, 21°, and gradually subsided until the Janu¬ 
ary thaw, which took place the 14th and 15th of the 
month. 

It appears evident, therefore, that it is not the ex¬ 
treme cold that does the mischief, but that much de¬ 
pends on the state of maturity of the tree or capa¬ 
bility to endure the cold, and sudden changes of 
weather. 

We beg farther to present a few observations ta¬ 
ken from the specimen grounds of S. D. G. Nelson, 

Esq., where there are over one hundred varieties of 
pears, both dwarfs and standards. They are now 
making their third year’s growth since being planted, 
most of which were, last fall, fine pyramidal trees 

from five to six feet high. Three-fourths of the en¬ 
tire collection were frozen down to within two feet 
of the ground, and very many of them are dead. 
Among those that do not, at this time, appear to have 
been injured at all, are the following: 

Buffum, Easter Beurre, White Doyenne, Beurre d* 
Anjou, Belle Lucrative, Oswego Beurre, Forelle, 
Sheldon, (right glad am I to report this fine variety 
among the undoubted hardy sorts,) Beurre Goubault, 
Glout Morceau, Brandywine, Beurre Langelier, Tyson, 
Duchesse d’Orleans, Canandaigua. 

The following list are those which have been slight¬ 
ly injured: Doyenne Robin, Duchesse d’Angouleme, 
Madeleine, Steven’s Genesee, Bloodgood, Schenk’s 
August, Jones’ Seedling, Henry 4th, Belle et Borme, 
Urhaniste, Doyenne Gris d’Hiver Noveau, McYean, 
Doyenne d’Hiver d’Alencon,Figue de Naples, St. Ghis- 
lain, Dr. Bouvier, Blaugett de St. Orge, Doyenne Gris 
d’Hiver Colmar Yanmons, Oswego Incomparable, 
Jalousie de Fontenay Yendee, Beurre Diel, Lawrence, 
Sujette de Boray, Andrews, Golden Buerre of Bilboa, 
Yicar of Winkfield, Bartlett, Doyenne Gris, Onon¬ 
daga, Osband’s Summer, Doyenne Rose, Surpasse Yir- 
gaiieu, Chaumontelle, Jersey Gratoli, Yan Mons Leon 
le Clerc, Calebasse, Johonnot, Cabot, Beurre Duval, 
Royal Rousselett, Soldat, Laboureur, Flemish Beauty, 
Summer Rose, (better dead than alive,) Captif de St 
Helena, Belle de Noel, Summer Franc Reall, Winter 
Nelis, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Dearborn’s Seedling, 
Edwards’ Henrietta, St. Michael Archangel, Rende- 
lete, Muscat Robert, Pratt. 

Many others might be enumerated, but the list is 
already too extensive, and occupies more space than 
we designed. We wish, however, to present one 
other point. On the grounds above alluded to atB 
in all twelve dwarf Bartletts; with one exception 
they are perfectly dead down to the high snow mark. 
This one stands on the north side of one dwarf cherry 
tree (May Duke), the limbs of which shade and cover 
the Bartlett completely. Though open to the west, 
north and east, not a single bud is injured; while only 
four feet away are three trees of the same variety, on 
the same kind of soil, and to all appearance the trees 
are alike as to growth, &c., but the last mentioned 
are dead, and were killed, to all intents and purposes. 
The same is true of the Buffum, a valuable variety, 
hardy in every respect, and a very abundant bearer. 
If we could have but one pear, it would be this vari¬ 
ety. The Easter Beurre is also equally valuable. 
Yearling grafts which made three feet of growth last 
year, of these two last varieties, together with those 
enumerated in our first list, stood during winter in the 
nursery row, and with very few exceptions, are not 
materially injured, though at the opening of spring 
we considered them nearly all as lost. 

We had heretofore supposed that there was a de¬ 
cided difference in the hardiness of standard and dwarf 
trees, the difference being in favor of the dwarfs; but 
the result of the past winter, and our experience of 
late, leads us to believe that there is no natural dif¬ 
ference in this respect. Our soil is a dark, black 
loam, with occasional patches of sand, all resting on 
clay subsoil, and has been well underdrained, and the 
trees carefully cut back, pinched in, and regularly 
mulched. Nearly all the Heart and Bigarreau cherry 
trees have been destroyed by the disastrous effects of 
last winter. The May Duke, Belle d’Ohoisy, and 
nearly all the varieties of the Morello are doing beau¬ 
tifully and bearing partial crops. Strawberries have 
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borne abundantly. The varieties which have gene¬ 
rally given the best satisfaction have been Hovey’s 
Seedling, Large Early Scarlet, McAvoy’s Superior, 
and Longworth’a Prolific. Wm. H. Loomis—Fort 
Wayne, Ind. 

SUMMER PRUNING OF PEAR TREES. 

Messrs. Editors :—A great deal has of late been 
said and written about the summer and winter prun¬ 
ing and training of fruit trees—more particularly the 
pyramidal dwarf pear tree, the subject of this article. 
And it has been said and written by many very able 
and competent persons; so that I can hardly hope to 
add anything new; and yet I can never remember to 
have seen precisely my mode of summer treatment 
recommended; therefore, 1 will take the liberty of 
giving it to you in brief, at the risk of a little repe¬ 
tition. Everybody knows or ought to know, that 
the beauty of a tree, and the quality of its fruit, de¬ 

end upon the free action of its branches, and the 
ealthiness of its foliage—hence the necessity of leav¬ 

ing upon the tree—not cutting away—the best wood 
and buds. Now, if a young, healthy pear tree, of 
any vigorous, growing kind, be left to itself until fall, 
without any summer pinching or pruning, it will, in 
all probability, have %rown, at all its principal shoots, 
from eighteen to thirty inches in length; and it will 
very readily be seen, that all the buds on the upper 
half of these shoots are round and plump, while those 
on the lower half are small and weak. Now, as it is 
usual at the winter pruning to cut back these shoots 
about half their length, it follows that we cut away 
all the best part of the tree! Now, to remedy this, 
in the month of August, I go over all my trees, and 
bend down, or partly break off, all these principal 
shoots, a little above where they are to be pruned 
back to, and leave them hanging on the tree (as rep¬ 
resented in the annexed engraving). They should be 

broken just enough to check the flow of sap, but not 
enough to kill the branch. Leaving them on the 
tree conducts the sap beyond the wound, and pre¬ 
vents the upper buds below the wound from starting 
into growth; while the wound impedes the circulation 
of the sap, and it it stored up in the buds and branch 
below it. In pruning, the branches should be cut 
with a very sharp knife, taking them off at one clean 
cut, close above a bud; and the cut should be made 
from the inside of the branch, leaving the bud point¬ 
ing outward. The main branches should be straight 
and single—not forked; and all small shoots growing 
on these main branches are cut out within one or 
two buds of their base, which will make fruit spurs 
another year. 

The right time to break the shoots’Tis soon after 
they have formed and begun to ripen their terminal 
buds, which usually takes place during the month of 
August. Josiah Salter.—Rochester, JY. Y. 

Raise and Use More Fruit.—The Life Ulus- 
trated concludes an excellent article on the “ Right 
Use of Fruits,” as follows: 

“Who but must feel, in view of what has been said, 
that we use too little fruit—that we raise too little 
fruit? Let every man who has an acre of ground, 
plant one tree more. Those who are destitute of fruit 
may have a most excellent sort the first year by setting 
out the strawberry; and by watering freely after the 
commencement of blossoming, the duration of the bear¬ 
ing season will be greatly prolonged. Meanwhile cul¬ 
tivate the raspberry, currant and grape, which, in from 
two to four years, will yield a most luscious harvest. 
At the same time, too, let the cherry, peach, pear, and 
apple be growing, and the greatest variety may soon 
be made to crown the board, while not a year need 
pass without a share of these natural and health-giving 
luxuries.” 

Tiie Pine Tree Weevil.—This little pest, which de¬ 
spoils our plantations of evergreen trees, particularly 
the splendid Norway spruces, by destroying the termi¬ 
nal shoot, is scarcely known, or, if known, its habits 
are not familiar. Suddenly the terminal shoot of some 
favorite Norway spruce or white pine, begins to fade 
and droop, as if scorched by the 6un ; and the cultiva¬ 
tor frequently does not know the cause, and allows 
the shoot to remain; or, if he cuts it off, he fears to 
injure the tree by cutting it off low enough. Thus the 
insects are left on the tree, from which they soon 
emerge spreading their devastating ravages. A little 
knowledge would thus prevent, or at least lessen, the 
destruction; for if the shoot is cut off, the moment it 
shows any signs of drooping, several inches below the 
injury, and immediately burnt, every weevil is des¬ 
troyed, and further mischief prevented, unless they ap¬ 
proach from neighboring trees.”—Hovey’s Magazine oj 
Horticulture. 

The Prickly Ash as a Hedge Plant.—A cor¬ 
respondent of the Canadian Agriculturist suggests 
the prickly ash (Xanthoxyllum) as a hedge plank 
He says it “ forms a thick, thorny bush, very orna¬ 
mental to the eye, and I should imagine, if closely 
set, would make a formidable barrier against man or 
beast. It is found chiefly in swampy grounds, but I 
have seen it in gardens, on dry soil, where it grew 
very luxuriantly. It is a powerful tonic, the bark 
being used in ague by the lumbermen. In its wild 
state I have never seen it injured by animals.” Have 
any of our readers had any experience with it? 
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rWESTEBIT WINTERS, 

v^rG“ FARMER:-“we have heard much 
about Northern winters and their effects upon fruit 
trees and half-hardy shrubs and plants, but I think 
it is time something was said about Western winters 
and about what may be done to prevent the annual 
loss which now occurs of fruit trees, especially in our 
North-western States and Territories. 

A recent trip to the middle of Wisconsin from 
Kocuester, via the Great Western road thro’Canada 
West, and along the Michigan Central Railroad 
thence through by lake and railroad to Fox Lake’ 
Dodge county, Wis., and home by the Lake Shore 
route, satisfied me beyond question, that there are 
tew bearing peach trees in the whole section traversed 
by these roads that are now worth a cent. The past 
winter has either destroyed them entirely, root and 

thrown °rfS°- fr enfeebled them that the growth now 
Wi D,ever become sufficiently vigorous to 

make the trees of* any value. This is a hard case be- 

faIoSh^?ie localitie® aIong th«se roads, west of Buf- 
^ro^ n °?Gsldered V€IT favorable to the peach 

18 gre?t’ and wiU be seriously felt in 
southern Michigan and northern Ohio and Indiana. 
Nothmg but a new growth of young trees can restore 
matters to the prosperous state in which they were 
one year ago. This will take at least five years, and 
an many places longer, because trees cannot be pro¬ 
cured to replace the dead ones. 

Peach trees have not suffered alone. All the finer 
varieties of cherries, many of the pears, and even 
some apples have suffered exceedingly. In Wiscon- 
sm the destruction of cherries and pears is very great, 
and the loss of bearing apple trees large. 

Another item far from inconsiderable, is the total 
loss of young fruit trees transplanted last fall from 
the Eastern and Western nurseries by the farmers 
and amateurs throughout the country, and the great 
injury to the nurseries scattered through the West. 
Many of the latter have their entire stock of youno- 
trees frozen down nearly to the ground, and in som? 
instances quite ruined. 

The consideration of a picture like this, very natu¬ 
rally suggests an inquiry as to what may be done in 
future in the several cases. 

. S.° f®F 88 Wisconsin is concerned, there is no nse 
m planting peaches again; and only the more hardy 
of the cherries, principally Duke and Morello varieties, 
h e ound eventually to bear the climate, so as to 

wfe?pTJ.irm • De+fy ValuabIe* An occasional severe 
winter wd! ruin the rest. In the same State it be- 

PEactlcal cultivators to watch with care the 

andcpahfwne|! °f vanous winter apples and pears, 
Hnrtfp, lithai Statf- and 0ounty Agricultural and 
S hStltnai ®0C1^tl€s1 supplied with the names 
«nin^y and, tendf kinds. Information on these 
ThP plmTh E€eded by nui*serymen and planters. 

TUtK0f Wisc°nsin will without 
T dead peach orchards, and 

varied nf place.smade vacant by the loss of tender 

varieS winhemeS,.pears and aPPles are fiIled by 
varieties wefi ascertained to be hardy and productive 
of fine fruit m their locality. * P 
past faPI?iiabi!ityi°f mother winter as severe as the 

wmVe dlS f ^ f6T 0f the lovers of fine 
we hone ini d frQIP replanting with something, but 

ZlZwjl now be exercked to 

The loss of so many nursery trees may well lead 
planters to say: What shall be done with the nursery 

fin6? Wm,lch we Wlsb t0 Procure from the East this 
fall / Ihe answer is plain, They must he buried root 
and branch in the earth during the winter, and not 
set in the orchard until next spring. Numerous in¬ 
stances have come under my observation where this 
course has been entirely successful. It is the course 
always recommended for half-hardy plants, such as 
raspberries the canes of which, if not protected in 
this way, seldom produce any fruit after an ordinary 
winter; whilst if laid down and covered slightly with 

e&Tub’ ai? UDbarpod by the coldest weather. 
. Mucb has been said and written upon transplant 
ing, and fall transplanting is now very commonly rec¬ 
ommended; but it should not be forgotten that there 
may be very great difference between transplanting a 
tree carefully m ones own grounds in Western New 
lork, or New Jersey, in the month of October or 
November without great delay, and in such a situation 
tnat it shall make some new roots immediately, and 
afterwards be subject to only moderate cold, and no 
prairie winds so dry and piercing the inevitable result 
is to season branch and trunk before vegetation be¬ 
gins; the difference, I say, is so great that what is 
reasonable in one locality, is folly in another. 

There yet remains to be written a sad chapter of 
experience, by western planters, wrho have purchased 
choice varieties and excellent trees from the nurseries 
at the east, and seen the whole lost to themselves by 
following advice suitable enough for some places, but 
ruinous at the west. I hope for the interest of the 
farmer, the credit of the writers upon planting, and 
the honor of nurserymen, that this system of things 
will not long continue. The great difficulty of pro¬ 
curing good trees in the spring, after fall sales have 
swept over them, is a common reason urged; but the 
strongest is the delay in transporting trees west in the 
spring, if this continues; the obvious and true course 
with all western planters, is to procure trees in the 
fall, when transportation is easy; but be sure to have 
them under ground in a dry spot, or planted in a ceh 
far, during the following winter. H. E. H. 

Culture of Pie Plant.—In reply to the inquiry 
of your correspondent in the June number, I would 
say that his pie plant grew as it is very apt to do the 
first year after transplanting. It would have done a 
little better if he had cut the seed stalk; but he will 
be likely to get it better next year. If he will place 
some boxes (say a foot high) around his plants next 
spring, the leaf stalks will be longer and better for it. 
Some persons cut an old flour barrel in the middle, 
and make two boxes. The pie plant will be earlier 
if he will place a coat of warm manure on it next 
fall, leaving it until the ground begins to warm next 
spring; then spade it into the. ground. Pie plant 
flourishes best on a moist soil, and will not do well 
on a very dry soil. D.—Hebron, Ind. 

W\ Cabbage Worms.—John Farran advises, inthe 
Carolina Cultivator, to “ break off a large leaf from 
the bottom of the cabbage, and place it on the top, 
upper side down. Do this in the evening, and in the 
morning you will find nearly or quite all the worms on 
each cabbage have taken up their quarters on this 
leaf. Take off the leaf, and kill them, or feed them 
to the chickens, and place the leaf back, if there b§ 
any more to catch.’k 
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THE EOYAL BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON 

We condense a few particulars of this Society, and 
of its recent exhibition, from the correspondence of 
the Saturday Evening Post: 

The Botanical Society was formed some twenty- 
five years ago. Its object was to enable students 
and flower-loving residents of this great Babel, the 
opportunity of becoming practically acquainted with 
their favorite science, and of developing a taste for 
horticulture among the citizens. It is now a large 
and wealthy Society, and its grounds, in the Regent’s 
Park, form one of the most beautiful resorts of those 
who seek for fresh air and green walks in the midst 
of the city itself. The Botanic Gardens comprise 
about eighteen acres, and are a specimen of what 
English landscape gardening can effect. They were 
the land of a nurseryman, and were, in fact, merely a 
broad, open field, slightly sloping to the west, a fact 
hardly credited by a visitor wandering through the 
sunny slopes and shady dells. The approach is by a 
beautiful drive through the Park, bordered on either 
hand by the glorious old hawthorns which form its 
pride, w’hose masses of pink or white blossoms fill the 
air with their fragrance. Entering the pretty rustic 
lodge, and passing the graceful, ivy-covered screen 
that veils the gate, the visitor finds himself on a broad, 
gravel walk; on the right, a sloping upland, crowned 
by masses of flowering shrubs, at the base of which, 
through drooping willows, he catches a glimpse of a 
little reedy lake; while on the other hand, lie green 
lawns, sloping down to undulating lands beyond. At 
the end of the path rises the terrace, on which is 
erected the “ winter garden,” a large glass building, 
three hundred feet long by two hundred feet wide, 
with a central dome, filled with tropical plants, and 
fragrant with tropical blossoms. Standing upon the 
terrace, upon which the building is erected, the eyes 
wander across the gardens, over the open uplands of 
Primrose Hill, Highgate and Hampstead, to the 
classic heights of Harrow; and it is difficult to con¬ 
ceive, looking across these broad, open grounds, from 
the midst of these fresh, green lawns, brilliant with 
flowers, shady with noble old trees, that you are in 
the centre of an immense city. Beyond the terrace 
are lawns and spiral beds, devoted to the reception 
of botanical specimens, containing nearly 10,000 
plants, arranged according to the botanical system of 
He Candolle, so that Professors and students may 
turn from their books, and dry, dusty specimens, to 
jjursue their studies amidst the fresh beauties of 

On the left of the central building, winding paths 
lead now through a shady dell, arched by a rocky 
bridge; now through masses of verdant foliage upon 
a gentle slope, to a hollow amphitheater, devoted to 
American plants, and glowing, at this season, with 
magnificent rhododendrons, azaleas, floras, &c., that 
seem to bring around one the forests of Brazil. Still 
farther is the rosary, one of the great attractions of 
the Gardens during th§ latter part of the summer. 
It is hardly credible that all this beautiful variety of 
surface, dells, slopes, lakes, everything, is the work of 
art. On certain days of the week, the regimental 
bands play in these gardens, and crowds of people 
promenade their broad walks and winding paths. 
But to judge of the results of the Society, in its in¬ 
fluence upon horticulture and fruit raising, the visitor 
jnust see their exhibitions. Of these there are four 

every summer. The first, for early flowers, in May; 
the second, for American flowers, which seem to form 
a special and favorite branch of horticulture among 
English gardeners; the third and fourth are for flow¬ 
ers and fruit. The third exhibition of the year took 
place this week. Behind the “Winter Garden” an 
immense tent was erected, above an amphitheater, 
especially constructed for these exhibitions. It is, in 
fact, a hollow amphitheater of turf terraces, with a 
gravel path winding between them, sinking from the 
entrances at the two ends of the tent towards the 
centre. These terraces of fresh, green turf are only 
the foundations of the endless masses of flowers and 
shrubs exhibited, and which are artistically set in the 
turf itself, so that it would appear as if they had 
grown there. The whole arrangement of the flowers 
is really a work of art, and anything more like a 
glimpse into fairyland than the view from the en¬ 
trance can hardly be conceived. Here bank above 
bank of roses, of matchless perfection; there masses 
of orchids with their delicate colors, and strange, 
fantastic forms, looking like the wild erections of old 
German romance; terraces of geraniums, whose vel¬ 
vety petals, with their vivid tints, might tempt fairies 
to steal them for their mantles; glowing cacti, jassa- 
mines of a style and perfume worthy of the South; 
endless is the profusion of flowers, one group more 
beautiful than another, each individual plant seeming 
to be a perfect specimen of floral perfection. An¬ 
other large tent in the neighborhood is devoted to 
the fruit exhibition, where the magnificent piles of 
strawberries, cherries, &c., and hot-house fruit of ev¬ 
ery kind, by their size and perfection, and their temp¬ 
ting perfume, remind one of the banquets of Para¬ 
dise. Some 20,000 people visited this lovely show, 
and the streams of gay toilettes that poured through 
the shady tents and covered lawns, added not a little 
to the brilliance of the scene. 

The exhibition, however, is a very important mat¬ 
ter to English gardeners, the prizes distributed—gold 
and silver medals to the value of about $500—being 
eagerly contested, and the emulation between the 
public gardeners who supply London, and the private 
gardeners of the wealthy classes, running very high. 
But the exhibitions of the Botanic and Horticultural 
Societies are not interesting merely as matters of lux¬ 
ury and show. They have had an important influ¬ 
ence in developing that universal taste for flowers 
and gardening that is one of the most artistic and 
graceful characteristics of the serious English char¬ 
acter, and which is peculiarly a national taste, pow¬ 
erful even in the very poorest classes of the crowded 
cities, and valuable as all such tastes that popularize 
a love of art and nature must be. And no one who 
enters the broad walks of the Park, and passes from 
them into the beautiful gardens of the Botanic Soci¬ 
ety, fresh from the crowded streets that stretch their 
interminable length of brick and mortar around them, 
but will feel how excellent a moral influence must be 
exerted upon their crowded denizens by anything 
that brings into their very midst the quiet, beautiful 
influence of lovely natural object*. 

A Great Dandelion.—The Homestead says: “A 
dandelion plant has recently been plucked from Na¬ 
thaniel Ames’ farm, in North Bridgewater, Mass., 
which weighed twenty-seven ounces. It had two hun¬ 
dred and forty leaves, and one hundred and twenty- 
seven buds and blossoms.” 
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STJMMEE EXHIBITION OF THE FRUIT GROWERS’ 
SOCIETY OF WESTERN NEW YORK 

The Summer Exhibition of this Society took place 
at Syracuse on the 27th and 28th of June—a report 
of which was too late for our July number. The 
Show was meagre in everything but strawberries and 
cherries. Charles Downing, of Newburgh, presented 
branches of the “Great Bigarreau” cherry. From 
these, it would appear that this variety is equally 
remarkable for its productiveness as for the size of 
its fruit. J. M. Mattison, of Tompkins county, ex¬ 

hibited some 20 varieties of last year’s apples. 
The discussions at this meeting were confined mainly 

to the cultivation and varieties of the strawberry, the 
cherry, and the pear. Our space will not allow us 
to report these. We do not know that there was 
any information of special interest elicited. 

On a call for the best varieties of strawberries for 
amateur cultivation, Hooker’s Seedling, Burr’s New 
Pine, Genesee, Large Early Scarlet (for its earliness 
and productiveness), Moyamensing, Hovey’s Seedling, 
and Bush Alpine, were named. The latter had been 
rejected by some of the members present. 

For market strawberries, the Large Early Scarlet 
and the Crimson Cone were almost unanimously cho¬ 
sen. Dr. Sylvester, of Lyons, recommended Hovey’s 
Seedling. He had obtained two bushels from a bed 
twenty feet square, or at the rate of about three hun¬ 
dred bushels per acre. He always gives his straw¬ 
berry plants plenty of soda water (every third day 
in wet, and every day in dry weather). He had never 
tried water without soda. He thought soda must 
be a specific, because the “ fruit contained 27 parts 
in 100 of soda ”—an argument which will have little 
weight with any acquainted with the results of exper¬ 
iments with specific manures. On a vote being taken, 
Hovey’s Seedling was rejected for market cultivation. 

Mr. E. Smith, of Geneva, had cultivated as many 
as 55 varieties. He preferred Large Early Scarlet, 
Burr’s New Pine, McAvoy’s Superior and Rival Hud¬ 
son. He lets his plants bear only one year (the sec¬ 
ond from planting), and then plows them under. He 
finds it cheaper to re-plant than to keep free from 
weeds. He plants early in the spring, in rows three 
feet apart and twenty inches in the rows, and keeps 
them clear with the horse cultivator. Heavy land 
properly underdrained, is best for strawberries. 

Mr. H. E. Hooker had found the practice of al¬ 
lowing the runners to cover the ground the best for 
market gardening, although the heaviest crops are ob¬ 
tained when cultivated in hills; but the latter is much 
more expensive. The best berries he had seen, grew 
on clay soil. He prefers, on the whole, a heavy loam. 

Discussion on the Cherry.—The Mayduke, Great 
Bigarreau, Napoleon Bigarreau, Governor Wood, El¬ 
ton, Black Tartarian and Early Purple Guigne, were 
named as the best varieties of the cherry by different 
members present. 

^ Downer, Downton, Black Eagle (for its high flavor, 
although sometimes a poor bearer), Knight’s Early 
Black, and old English Morello, were named as val¬ 
uable varieties; also, for amateur culture only, Reine 
Hortense and Belle de Choisy. 

H. G. Dickerson, of Lyons, stated that a neighbor 
who had twelve large trees (eight of which were 
Black Tartarians, two Black Hearts, one Yellow 
Spanish, and one Black Eagle), sold $168 worth of 
cherries from them in one season. 

Discussion on the Pear.—The names of those va- 
rieties which do best as dwarfs being called for, the 
following received a number of votes in their favor 
as worthy of recommendation, and none against them, 
viz: Louise Bonne of Jersey, Duchess d’Angouleme, 
Beurre Diel, Easter Beurre, Glout Morceau, and Vi¬ 
car of Winkfield. The Urbaniste divided the votes, 
some being for it and others against it, as worthy 
of general recommendation. P. Barry said, that al¬ 
though a slow grower on quince at first, it afterwards 
improved, and became at last nearly equal to the 
Angouleme. 

P. Barry presented a list of several additional 
sorts, which, with the preceding, he had handed in 
to the last meeting of the American Pomological So¬ 
ciety; but it had subsequently been so patched up, 
that he could not fully approve of it. These were 
severally taken up, with the following results: 

Rostiezer, several thought, had not been sufficiently 
tiied, and that there were but few old trees to judge 
from, which seemed to be the conclusion of the 
meeting. 

Tyson, White Doyenne, Beurre D’Amalis and Buf- 
fum, had many votes each in their favor, and none 
against them. 

Uvedale’s St. Germain, or Pound, had a small vote. 
So far, P. Barry’s list. 

Flemish Beauty was proposed, as a suitable variety 
for dwarfs; but while a few had succeeded with it, 
many others had failed; and it was not recommended. 

Belle Lucrative being named, several cultivators 
stated, that at eight or ten years of age, it usually 
decays, and is not long lived. 

Osband’s Summer received a small but nearly unan¬ 
imous vote in its favor. 

Vanilla.—The Vanilla, so much prized for its de¬ 
licious flavor, is the product of a vine which grows 
to the top of the loftiest trees. Its leaves some¬ 
what resemble those of the grape; the flowers are red 
and yellow, and when they fall off are succeeded by 
the pods, which grow in clusters, like our ordinary 
beans; green at first, they change to yellow, and 
finally to dark brown. To be preserved, they are 
gathered when yellow, and put in heaps for a few 
days to ferment. They are afterwards placed in the 
sun to dry, flattened by the hand, and carefully rub¬ 
bed with cocoanut oil, and packed in dry plantain 
leaves, so as to confine their powerful aromatie odor. 
The vanilla bean is the article used to scent snuff, 
flavor ice-cream, jellies, &c. The plant grows in Cen¬ 
tral America and other hot countries. 

To Destroy Weeds in Paved Walks.—The fol¬ 
lowing method of destroying weeds on pavements is 
said to be employed at the Mint in Paris: 

“ One hundred pounds of water, twenty pounds of 
quick-lime, and two pounds of flour of sulphur, are 
to be boiled in an iron vessel; the liquor is to be 
allowed to settle, the clear part drawn off, and being 
more or less diluted, according to circumstances, is to 
be used for watering the alleys and pavements. The 
weeds will not re-appear for several years.” 

Pilgrim Rose.—At a recent Floral Fair held ic 

Boston, there was exhibited a rose plucked from a 

bush which was propagated from a tree brought over 
from England by the early emigrants, and called the 
“Pilgrim Rose.’’ 
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Remedy for the Bark Louse —A. G. Hanford, 

of Waukesha, Wis., gives the following remedy for 
the bark louse. We are not much troubled with it 
here; but in the West it has done great mischief: 

'‘The best remedy,” says Mr. H., “for the apple 
scale or bark louse, that has yet come to my knowl¬ 
edge, is the ‘Tar and Linseed Oil Mixture.’ This, 
if properly applied, proves harmless to the trees, and 
at the same time is effectual in ridding them of this 
troublesome insect. It is of easy application, to 
be made at a season of leisure, when the trees are 
in a dormant state, and no foliage to interfere with 
the free access to the limbs, and a thorough applica¬ 
tion of the remedy thereto. First, cut out all dead 
and diseased limbs, and thoroughly prune the tree; 
this will lighten the labor in making the application, 
and, by reducing the head, will concentrate all the 
sap in the remaining buds. Take tar (such as is sold 
at the stores fon farm purposes) and linseed oil, equal 
parts, and mix by thorough stirring over a moderate 
tire. If the tar has become thick by exposure, it 
may be necessary to add more of the oil. The com¬ 
position should be as thin as common paint. Make 
the application with a paint brush, early in the spring, 
before the buds have swollen, putting it on as thin 
as possible over the entire surface, except so much 
of the last year’s growth as was made after June, on 
which there will be no lice. If the weather should 
be cold, it may be necessary to warm the mixture, 
in order to have it spread easily; but it must not 
be hot. This application is like a varnish, and soon 
dries hard. When the sap begins to circulate, and 
the bark expands, it cracks, thus forming innumerable 
breathing holes for the bark; during the summer it 
peels off, carrying the scales, now dead, with it, leav¬ 
ing a clean, unharmed bark beneath.” 

Grass of the Brazilian Pampas.—The London 
Gardeners' Chronicle says: 

“One of the moat interesting plants now in flower at 
Turnham Green Gardens, is the Pampas Grass of Bra¬ 
zil (Grynerium argenteum). This plant has twelve 
flower stems, each some eight feet long, about the 
thickness of the thumb, and supported by an erect pan¬ 
icle of inflorescence at least eighteen inches in length, 
which, beneath the bright sunshine, looks a beautiful, 
light-colored feather, spangled with silver; the panicle 
is in the form of the beautiful Arundo phragmites. The 
leaves, which are some seven or eight feet long, with 
a hard, flinty skin, grow in tussocks, which, in situa¬ 
tions at all favorable, soon acquire a large size. When 
in flower, certainly few plants are more striking or 
magnificent in appearance than this gigantic grass, 
which, being perfectly hardy, will be found to be a 
great acquisition to ornamental grounds.” 

The Beauty of Greenmount Rose.—This is one 
of Mr. Pentland’s new seedling roses. The Maga¬ 
zine of Horticulture says: 

“It is one of the best rose3 of its class we have ever 
seen, and excels any of the French varieties. It is a 
decided acquisition, and must inevitably become a 
great favorite. The color is the deepest and most bril¬ 
liant carmine, rivaling the much admired Chenedole, 
quite distinct, and readily distinguished in the most 
extensive collection. Its growth is vigorous, its foliage 
good, the clusters of flowers large, and the blossoms of 
medium size, very full, cupped and double. In addi¬ 
tion to these fine qualities, it is a most profuse bloomer, 
small plants just received from Mr. Pentland being cov¬ 
ered with buds.” 

Plaster Casts of Leaves and Flowers.—The 
following is the process recommended by the ingen¬ 
ious Mr. Deeble, the engraver, at Islington, by which 
that gentleman succeeds in taking the most accurate 
and beautiful casts from the leaves and other parts 
of plants. The leaf' as early as convenient after be¬ 
ing gathered, is to be laid on a fine-grained, moist 
sand, in a perfectly natural position, with that sur¬ 
face uppermost which is to form the cast, and being 
banked up by sand in order that it may be perfectly 
supported. It is then, by means of a broad, camel- 
hair brush, to be covered over with a thin coating of 
wax and burgundy pitch, rendered fluid by heat. The 
leaf is now to be removed from the sand and dipped 
in cold water; the wax becomes hard, and likewise 
tough, to allow the leaf to be ripped off without al¬ 
tering its form. This being done, the wax mold is 
placed in moist sand, and banked up as the leaf itself 
was previously; it is then covered with plaster of 
Paris, made thin, due care being taken that the plas¬ 
ter be nicely pressed in all the interstices of the mold, 
by means of a camel-hair brush. As soon as the 
plaster has set, the warmth thus produced softens the 
wax, which, in consequence of the moisture of the 
plaster, is prevented from adhering to it, and, with a 
little dexterity, it may be rolled up, parting com¬ 
pletely from the cast, without injuring it in the least. 
Casts obtained in the manner thus described are very 
perfect, possessing a high relief, and form excellent 
models, either for the draughtsman or for the molder 
for architectural ornaments. 

Mignonette—In its native country this is a shrub, 
and not an annual, as with us. It should be sewn in a 
light, sandy soil, as when it is grown in a stiff soil it 
‘loses its fragrance. When it is wished to obtain the 
tree mignonette, a vigorous plant of the common kind 
should be chosen from seedlings sown in April, ana put 
into a pot by itself. Al* the summer the blossom buds 
should be taken off as fast as they appear; and, in the 
autumn, the lower side shoots should be taken off, so 
as to form a miniature tree. It should afterwards be 
transplanted into a larger pot, with fresh soil, formed 
of turf broken into small pieces, and sand. The plant 
should be kept in a green-house or warm room all win¬ 
ter, and regularly watered every day, and in the spring 
the stem will appear woody. The second summer, the 
same treatment should be observed, and the following 
spring it will have bark on its trunk, and be complete¬ 
ly a shrub. It may now be suffered to flower; and its 
blossoms, which will be delightfully fragrant, will con¬ 
tinue to be produced every summer for many years.— 
Horticulturist. 

Banyan Tree of Ceylon.—The finest specimen of 

this noble tree in Ceylon, is at Mount Lavinia, seven 
miles distant from Colombo. Two roads run through 
its stems; some of its fibrous roots have been trained 
like the stays of a ship, so as not to intercept the road; 
while others hang half way down, with beautiful vis¬ 
tas of cocoanut palms seen through its numerous pillar¬ 
like stems. It throws a shadow, at noon, over four 
acres of ground.—Dublin University Magazine. 

Watering Plants.—Be careful in watering plants, 
not to leave the ground in the condition of baked clay, 
or if gravelly, a sort of conglomerate. This is very 
likely, if the ground around the plant is not mulched. 
Watering, to be beneficial, must be thoroughly done, 
the ground made quite j wet; a sprinkling is worse than 
useless.—Ohio Farmer. 
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faints' Sfprtmnti 
THE LONG AGO- 

Oh a wonderful stream is the river Time, 
As it runs thro’ this realm of tears. 

With a faultless rymth and a musical rhyme, 
And a broader sweep and a surge sublime, 

And blends with the ocean of years. 

How the winters are drifting like flakes of snow, 
And the summers like buds between, 

And the year in the sheaf; so they come and go 
On the river’s breast, with its ebb and flow, 

As it glides in the shadow and sheen. 

There’s a magical isle up the river Time, 
Where the softest of airs are playing, 

There’s a cloudless sky and a tropical clime, 
And a song as sweet as a vesper chime, 

And the Junes with the roses are straying. 

And the name of the isle is “ The Long Ago,” 
And we bury our treasures there ; 

There are brows of beauty and bosoms of snow, 
They are heaps of dust—but we loved them so; 

There are trinkets and tresses of hair. 

There are fragments of airs that nobody sings, 
And a part of an infant’s prayer, 

There’s a lute unswept, and a harp without strings, 
There are broken vows and pieces of rings, 

And garments that she used to wear. 

There are hands that are waved when the fairy shore 
By the mirage is lifted in air, 

And we sometimes hear through the turbulent roar, 
Sweet voices we heard in the days of yore, 

When the wind down the river is fair. 

Oh, remembered for aye, be the blessed isle, 
All the day of life, till night; 

And when evening comes with its beautiful smile 
And our eyes are closing to slumber awhile, 

May that greenwood of soul be in sight. 

Preserving Cut Flowers.—We hear constantly 
of new contrivances for preserving and reviving cut 
flowers, and of approved methods; but the tried plan 
of fresh water daily, with a slice cut from the stalks 
at each change of water, remains quite satisfactory 
still. Flower stems, however, should always be cut 
with a knife, and never with scissors, as the tubes 
will not draw up the water if they are bruised and 
lacerated and partly closed. Two or three drops of 
camphor in every ounce of milk-warm water, will of 
ten restore faded flowers, as it does a fainting person. 

Valuable boquets should be shaded during the 
night, say all the authorities; and they should be cut 
early in the morning before the dew is quite dried off 
them, and laid loosely on flat baskets or trays, to 
avoid crushing the stems. Large bundles of them 
tied lightly together will soon wither. Flowers may 
be sent hundreds of miles in tin cases, containing vials 
of water for the stems, and carefully covered. The 
German florists send their specimens to exhibitions in 
this manner. 

Cheerfulness.—Those who benefit the world by 
their labors—who here remove a weed and there plant 
a flower—must be cheerful. Amidst the most adverse 
circumstances, there are still reasons for cheerfulness. 
So long as there are motives to gratitude, there is 
cause for cheerfulness. 

Suspend your Flowers.—Baskets of flowers sus* 
pended from hanging lamp?, between the openings of 
curtains, over and under pictures, and before mirrors, 
shed an indescribable softness and grace around 
apartments that would otherwise be cold and stiff 
As mirrors double (and sometimes mellow) every¬ 
thing reflected by them, they are often compared to 
water in a landscape; so flowers, creeping from 
wreaths of vines, twined round and falling over mir¬ 
ror frames, gratify the senses, like trailing branches 
and vines dipping into shaded water, and receding 
with the light breezes. But flowers, any how dis¬ 
posed, in plates, and vases and goblets, and pitchers, 
answer, perhaps, always the same purpose, of con¬ 
ducting the thoughts and fancies away into the bor¬ 
der-land of reveries, and dreams, and shadows, if we 
for a little time abandon ourselves to their fairy in¬ 
fluences. 

The Best Ice Cream.—Our best confectioners, in 
making their cream, use about eight ounces of loaf 
sugar to every quart of cream. To flavor four quarts 
of cream with vanilla, requires a bean and a half, 
boiled in a little milk. If with lemon, the outer rind 
of three lemons should be grated very fine, or six 
drops of oil of lemon to every four quarts of cream. 
Four quarts of good cream will make seven quarts of 
ice cream, if well beaten; while thin, milky cream will 
increase but little, and never become perfectly smooth. 
The ice should be fine, and put into the freezer with 
alternate layers of salt—say about two quarts of salt 
to an eight quart freezer—the ice and salt as they 
work down to be filled up. 

Preserving Eggs.—The Northwestern Farmer 
has tried the following method of preserving egg^ 
and recommends it It is simple and, we have no 
doubt, efficacious. You may try it with confidence: 

“Take a sieve, and cover the bottom with eggs; 
then pour boiling water upon them, sufficient to give 
them a thorough wetting, permitting the water to 
pass off through the sieve. Take them out and dry 
them; then pack them in bran, the small end down; 
and your eggs will keep forever.” 

Dried Apples Improve other Fruits.—A skilful cook 
can mix fruits so as to improve their natural flavor in 
a pie, or to save the free use of sugar. Dried apples, 
shred up fine with a pair of scissors and stewed, may 
be added to many kinds of fruit pie with decided im¬ 
provement. They qualify and enrich the taste of cur¬ 
rants and gooseberries, which are otherwise too sharp; 
and they add a pleasant acid to whortleberries and 
some other kinds that are (when used alone) apt to be 
too sweetish and insipid.—Life Illustrated. 

To Restore Linen that has long been Stained.—Rub 
the stains on each side with wet brown soap; mix soma 
starch to a thick paste with cold water, and spread it 
over the soaped places; then expose the linen to tha 
air. If the stains do not disappear in three or four 
days, rub off the mixture and repeat the process with 
fresh soap and starch. Then dry it, wet it with cold 
water and wash it.—Mrs. Hale. 

An Excellent Relish for a Convalescent.—Cut 
some codfish to bits the size of a pea, and boil it a min¬ 
ute in water to freshen it. Pour off all the water, and 
add some cream and a little pepper. Split and toast a 
Boston cracker, and put the above upon it. Milk and 
a little butter may be used instead of cream. 
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dEHtor’s ®aHc. 
Sale of Col. Morris’ SxocK.-i-Last month we were 

unable to give only the first day’s sale of L. G. Morris’ 

stock. ¥e now present a list of the entire sale. It will 
be useful for future reference. The proceeds of the entire 
sale were nineteen thousand two hundred and seventy-two 
dollars and fifty cents, and we believe everything passed 
off to the satisfaction of all concerned. It will be seen 

that the stock goes into twelve States, and to New Bruns¬ 
wick and Canada West. 

Short Horn Bulls and Bull Calves. 
1. Romeo, 6 years old, Reber & Kutz, Lancaster, Ohio, $600 
2. Nissequag,* 2 years old, W. B. Hill, Bridgeport, Ct., 225 
3. Suffolk Hero,* yearling, Geo. Clark, Springfield, N. Y. 325 
4. Zouave,* yearling, Wm. Kelley, Rhinebeck, N. Y. 300 
6. Balconi, yearling, Mr. Van Ingham, N. J. 160 
6. Charlemagne* yearling, Capt. Joseph Hilton, New Scot¬ 

land, N. Y. 245 
7. Brawith’s Boy,f yearling, Fr. Morris, Throg’s Neck, N. Y. 340 
8. Marmion,* 9 months, B. & C. S. Haines, Elizabeth, N. J. 500 
9. Jacintha’s Romeo, bred by Morris & Becar, John Hunter, 

Hunter’s Island, N. Y. 400 
10. Chester,* 8 months, David Brooks, Avon, N. Y. 300 
11. Orpheus,* 6 months, J. B. Crippen, Coldwater, Mich. 675 
12. Belmont,* 4 months, Amos F. Wood, Jefferson Co., N. Y. 375 
13. Stanley,! 4 months, Benj. Whitlock, West Farms, N. Y. 210 
14. Barrington,* 3 months, Joseph Orvis, Masseaa, N. Y. 150 
15. King of Algiers,* 2 months, Robert Gerdon, Paris, C. W. 400 
16. Bailifijf 1 month, Joseph Orvis, Massena, N. Y. 110 

$5,315 
Devon Bulls and Calves. 

1. Frank Quartly, 5 years old, Col. B. P. Johnson, Albany, 350 
2. Wawayanda, yearling, W. B. Hill, Bridgeport, Ct. 150 
3. Crusader, yearling, Geo. D. Parrish, Burlington, N. J. 105 
4. Prince, yearling, Jacob Buckhout, Morrisania, N. Y. 150 
5. Somerville, 8 months, L. H. Colby, Groton, N. Y. 155 
6. Byron, 7 months, Francis Morris, Throg’s Neck, N. Y. 250 
7. Master Birthday, 4 months, Richard Peters, Atlanta, Ga. 340 

$1,500 
Devon Cows and Heifers. 

1. Birthday, 12 years, imported, L. H. Colby, Groton, 450 
2. Princess, 9 years, imported, Francis Morris, Throg’s Neck, 340 
3. Virtue, 8 years, imported, Francis M( rris, 440 
4. Ecith, 8 years, imported, Joseph Hilton, New Scotland, 300 

Birthday 2d, 3 yews, was set up at $250—(not breeding) 
—was withdrawn by Col. Morris to fatten—$300 was 
afterwards offered for her. 

5. Princess 2d, 3 years, Hon. John Wentworth, Chicago, Ill. 270 
6. Brithday 3d. 3 years, Francis Morris, Throg’s Neck, 325 
7. Princess 3d, 2 years, A. G. Summer, Columbia, S. C. 250 
8. Birthday 4t’i, 2 years, Francis Morris, Throg’s Neck, 350 
9. Princess 4th, yearling, John Wentworth, Chicago, Ill. 265 

10. Rena, yearling, E. D. Hunter, Pelham, N. Y. 235 
11. Rachel, 5 months, B. M. Whitlock, West Farms. N. Y. 175 
12. Princess 5th, 6 weeks old, A. G. Summer, 150 
13. Rouge, aged cow, Jos. Hilton, New Scotland, N. Y. 125 

Fuchsia, 5 years—not breeding—was withdrawn to fatten. 
14. Ruth, 3 yeais, Joseph Hilton, New Scotland, N. Y. 225 
15. Princess 6th, 4 weeks, A. B. Conger, Waldeberg, N. Y. 110 
16. Birthday 5th, 2 weeks, Francis Morris, 150 

$4,160 
South Down Rams. 

1. Young York, 4 years, imported from Jonas Webb’s flock, 
Samuel Thorne, Thornesdale, N. Y. 400 

2. A two year old, L. F. Allen, Black Rock, N. Y. 25 

Yearlings, Sired by Young York. 
3. John Bard, Tarrytown, N. Y. * 140 
4. S. O. Wilson, Norwalk, Ct. 175 
6. E. Corning. Jr., Albany, N. Y. 125 
6 and 7. Mr. Sheldon, N. J. 220 
8. Gen. Cadwallader, Philadelphia, Pa. 105 
9. J. B. Crippen, Coldwater, Mich. 99 

10. William Summer, Columbia, S. C. 70 
11. W. W. Glenn, Baltimore, Md. 55 
12. Simeon Orr, Mississippi. 40 
13. W. Firmstone, Easton, Pa. 30 
14* 15, 16, 17. L. F. Allen, Black Rock, N. Y. 105 

Ram Lambs. 
18. “ Master Fordham,” J. C. Taylor, Monmouth Co,, N. J. 130 
19. Simeon Orr, Mississippi. 40 
20. Thomas P. Devereaux, Norfolk, Va. 35 
22. J. C. Taylor, Monmouth Co., N. J. 40 
23, 24, 25,26, 27. John Hunter, Westchester Co., N. Y. 60 

• Bred by N. J. Becar. ^$1,885 
f Bred bjy L. G. Morris. 

South Down Ewes. 

1—5. Prize, Lugar Ewes, imported, S. Thoime, Thornesdale, 
N. Y., at $140, 150, 160, 140,150. 740 

6. Jonas Webb Ewe, imported, J. C. Taylor, Monmouth Co., 
N. J. 140 

7—13. Jonas Webb Ewes, Samuel Thorne, $160,130,180,140, 
180, 105, 105. 1000 

14. Jonas Webb Ewe, J. C. Taylor, 80 
15, 16. Jonas Webb Ewes, Col. A. G. Summer, $100, 75. 175 
17—21. Jonas Webb Ewes, E. Corning, jr., Albany, N. Y., at 

$110 each. 550 
22,23. Bred by Col. Morris, J. C. Taylor, at $105 each.J 210 
24. Samuel Thorne. * 110 

25, 26. Simeon Orr, at $100 each. 200 
27—37. J. C. Taylor—six at $25, and five at $20 each. 250 
38, 39. Francis Morris, at $20 each. ^40 

Yearling Ewes. ' "1 

40, 41. Gen. Cadwallader, Philadelphia, at $55. 110 
42, 43. Mr. Sheldon, Monmouth Co., N. J., at $50.4 100 
44—49. J. B. Crippen, Coldwater, Mich., at $50. 4 300 
50—55. S. O. Wilson, Norwalk, Ct., at $50. 300 
56—59. Mr. Sheldon, N. J-, at $45. “ 180 

Ewe Lambs. 
60, 61. J. H. Reid, Frederickton, N. B., at $40. 80 
62—74. Gen. Cadwallader, 2 at $40, 8 at $35, 3 at $20. 420 
75—77. J. C. Taylor, N. J., at $25. 75 

78. Thomas P. Devereaux, Norfolk, Va. 15 

$5,075 
Berkshire Swine. 

Imported Boars—Master Burke, R. Peters, Atlanta, Ga., and 
Sir Robert, D. B. Haight, at $35 each, 70 

Young Boars—one to R. Peters and Josiah Hilton, at $30; 
Mr. Wilmerding, Islip, L. I., at $45; Simeon Orr and 
Mr. Hunter at $20; L. F. Allen, $15. 160 

Imported Sows—one to Mr. Firmstone, with four pigs, $75; 
one to Mr. Delaney, Va., $80; Mr. Hunter, $50. 205 

Sows bred by Col. Morris—one to Samuel Thorne, $65; Mr. 
Hunter, $60; Thomas Ellison, $45; Simeon Orr, $30; J 
Mr. Johnson, New York, $25; two to Wm. Giles, Yon-J 
kers, $20 and $25 ; L. F. Allen, $20; two to David Pugh, 
New Orleans at $15; one (crippled) Mr. Butterworth, 
$7,50; Jacob Buckhout, $35; R. Peters, $50. 412 50 

Pairs of Pigs—J. G. Holbrook, $27,50; Josep Hilton $24; A. 
B. Conger, $22,50; Wm. Giles, $21. 95 00 

Three Sucking Pigs—A. B. Conger. 37 50 

Essex Swine. 
$980 00 

Imported Boar, “ Fisher Hobbs,” $27 50, and two sows at $75 
and 72 50 to A. B. Conger; one sow to John Hunter, 
$25; one to J. M. Miller. $25, and one to N. J. Becar, 280 00 

Pigs, 8 months old—two to George P. Nelson, Peekskill, at 
$25 each; One to John Jay, Bedford, $27 50. 77 50 

SUMMARY. 

16 Short Horn Bulls and Bull Calves, 
7 Devon Bulls and Bull Calves, 

16 Devon Cows and Heifer Calves, 
27 South Down Rams and Ram Lambs, 
78 South-Down Ewes and Ewe Lambs, 

Berkshire Swine, 
Essex Swine, 

$357 50 

$5,315 00 
1,500 00 
4,160 00 
1,885 00 
5,075 00 

980 00 
357 50 

$19,272 50 

Sale of Short Horns.—The fourth] periodical sale 
of surplus Short Horns belonging to Harvey Combe, of 
Cobham Park, Surrey, England, took place on the 20th of 

June. The sale consisted of twenty-nine lots, (7 bulls and 
bull calves, with 22 cows and heifers,) the whole of which 

realized an average of $250 each. The highest priced an¬ 
imal was purchased for $900, by a gentleman from Aus¬ 

tralia. There does not appear to have been any American 

breeders present. 

Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, writes to the New York Times: 
“ This much you may put down as certain—every farmer 
hereabouts who selected his seed from the field last fall 

and tied it up by the husks in the old-fashioned way, has 
secured a good sprouting at the first planting this spring.” 

Fruit Prospects.—The Rural Intelligencer, published 
at Augusta, Maine, says: “ The prospects for fruit are 

good. Our trees did not suffer here as they did West last 

winter from the cold, but have put forth vigorously and 

abundantly." 
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Fourth Exhibition of the U. S. Ag. Society.— 

The Fourth National Exhibition of the United States Ag¬ 

ricultural Society will be held^in the city of Philadelphia 
October 7th to 11th. We give a list of the Premiums of¬ 

fered, and which amount to twelve thousand dollars ! 

Sweepstake Premium.—For the Best Herd, (a bull 

and four cows, or heifers of any age,) of any breed, be¬ 

longing to one person, a Sweepstake Premium of $200. 

Herd Premiums.—For the Best Durham bull and four 
cows, or heifers of any age, belonging to one person, $100 ; 
next best, Diploma. 

For the best four cows or heifers (not full blood,) belong¬ 
ing to any one person, $50 ; next best, diploma. 

Same for Devons, Ayrshires, Herefords, and Alderneys 
(Jerseys.) 

Durhams.—Bulls, three years old and upwards, 1st 

premium, $100; 2d, $50. Two years old, 1st, $50; 2d, 

$25. One year old, 1st, $20 ; 2d, $10. Cows and heifers, 
same premiums as for bulls. 

Devons, Ayrshires, Herefords, and Jerseys, same as 

Durhams. 

Grade or Native Cows.—Three years "old and up¬ 

wards, 1st premium, $50; 2d, $25. Two years old and 
under three years, 1st premium, $25 ; 2d, $15. One year 
old and under two years, 1st premium, $10; 2d, $5. 

Milcli Cows.—Five years old and over, three premiums, 

$100, 50, and 25. Three years old and under five, three 

premiums, $50, 25, 15. 
Working Oxen.—Four years old, and upwards, 1st 

premium, $-100; 2d, 75 ; 3d, 50: 4th, 25. Two years old 

and under four, 1st premium, $50; 2d, 25 ; 3d, 15. 

Town Teams.—For the best team, not less than ten yoke 

of oxen from any County, $ 100 ; 2d, 50 ; 3d, 25. 
Fat Cattle.—Fat Bullock, 1st premium, $50; 2d, 30; 

Fat Cow, 1st premium, $30; 2d, 20. 
Thorough-bred Stallions and Mares.—Stallions four 

years old and upwards, 1st premium, $200 ; 2d, 100 ; 3d, 
50. Mares four years old and upwards, 1st premium, $150; 

2d, 75; 3d, $50. 
Heavy Draft Stallions and Mares.—Stallions three years 

old and upwards, 1st premium, $150; 2d, 75; 3d, 25. 

Mares three years old and upwards, 1st premium, $100; 

2d, 50; 3d, 25. 
Stallions of all Work.—Four years old and"'upwards, 

$200,100, 50. Three years old and under four, three pre¬ 

miums, $150, 75, 50. Two years old and under three, 3 

premiums, $50, 25, 15. One year old and under two, 2 

premiums, $30, 20. 

Breeding Mares and Fillies.—Mares four years old and 

upwards, three premiums, $150, 100, 50. Fillies three 

years old, 2 premiums, $75, 50. Fillies two years old, 2 

premiums, $50, 20. Fillies one year old and under two, 

2 premiums, $30, 20, 
Matched Horses.—Four premiums, $100, 75. 50, 25. 

Fancy Matched Horses.—Two premiums, $75, 50. 
Ponies.—Matched, $25; single, 20. 

Family Horses.—Single, and for general utility, seven 
premiums, $100, 80, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20. 

Family Horses, for speed.—The speed of horses under 
this division, that have never trotted for money, will be 
tested on the track. Exhibitors to drive, and to be persons 

who have never driven for money. Three premiums, 

$200, 100, 50. 

Untrained Horses, single.—Speed to be tested on the 
track, in harness. Competition open to all horses that 
have never trotted for money. Two premiums, $200,100. 

Trotting Horses.—A grand trial of speed, in harness, 

for all trotting horses. Two premiums, $200, 100. 

Trotting Stallions.—Grand trials of speed. For stal¬ 

lions 6 years of age and over, 1st premium, $200; 2d, 100. 
For stallions under 6 years of age, 1st, $150; 2d, 75. 

Draft Horses.—Matched, three premiums, $100, 50, 25. 
Single, two premiums, $50, 25. 

Mules.—Best pair two years old and over, three premi¬ 
ums, $50, 25, 15. 

Long Wooled Sheep.—Bucks two years old and over, 

two premiums, $30, 15 ; under two years, two premiums, 

$20,10. Ewes, not less than five in number, two years old 

and over, two premiums, $25, 15; under two years, two 
premiums, $20, 10. 

South Downs, French Merinoes, Silesian, Spanish and 
Saxon, same premiums as for Long Wools. 

Swine, large breed, (such as Chester, Berkshire, Hamp¬ 

shire, Leicester, and their crosses.)—Boars two years old 

and upwards, 1st premium, $25 ; 2d, 15. One year old and 

upwards, 1st premium, $20; 2d, 10. Sows, same premium 
as for boars. 

Small breed, (such as Neapolitan, Suffolk, improved 

China, Chinese, Mocha, Essex, and their crosses,) same as 
Large breed. 

Swine of other breeds, same premium as large breed. 

Pigs.—Not less than six in a litter, six months old and 

under ten, 1st premium, $15 ; 2d, 10. 

Poultry.—For the best collection of different varieties 

of pure bred fovtfls, owned by the exhibitor, 3 premiums, 

$25, 15 and 10. 

Larger Asiatic Fowls.—Red or buff Shanghae, best 

trio, two premiums, $5 and 3 ; same for black and white 

or gray Shanghae. 

Other Gallinaceous Fowls.—Best trio of Black Spanish, 
White and Gray or Speckled Dorking, Silver and Golden 

Pencilled Hamburghs, Black Hamburghs, Dominique 
Dunghill, White Crested, Golden and Silver Black Polish, 

Game and Bantams, each, 1st premium, $5 ; 2d, 3. 

Turkies.—Best pair Wild and Domestic, each, 1st pre¬ 
mium $5 ; 2d, 3. 

Guinea Fowls.—Best pair, $5; 2d, 3. 

Ducks.—Best pair or trio of Aylesbury, Rouen, Java, 

Topknot, and Common, each, 1st premium, $5 ; 2d, 3. 

Geese.—Best pair Bremen, Hong Kong or African, Tou¬ 

louse, Wild, and White or Colored Swan, each, 1st pre¬ 

mium $5; 2d, 3. 

Swans.—Best pair, $5; 2d, 3. 

Agricultural Implements.—Best collection, manufactured 

by exhibitor, $100 ; 2d, 75; 3d, 50. Best and largest col¬ 

lection, without reference to the manufacturer, $100 ; 2d 

best, 50 ; 3d, 25. 
Liberal premiums are offered for Field Crops, Fruits, 

Wines, &c., to be awarded at the Annual Winter Meetiig., 

but specimens of which (where practicable,) should be 

shown at the Exhibition. 
One thousand dollars have been set apart for Discretion- 

tionary Premiums. 

Provincial Fair of Canada West.—We are glad to 
learn that the great Provincial Exhibition which is to take 

place at Kingston Sept, 23—26, bids fair to be one of unu¬ 
sual interest. The premium list is liberal—competition 

open to all Canada. There are premiums, in addition to 

diplomas, for “ Foreign Stock,” amounting to $340; and 
for “ Foreign Agricultural Implements,” $130. Kingston 

is easy of access from this side ; and we trust that our stock 

breeders and implement makers will make an effort to ex¬ 

hibit largely. 
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STATE AND COUNTY SHOWS FOR 1856. 

New-Jersey, 
Vermont, 
Canada East, 
Virginia, 
Ohio, 
Canada West, 
Am. Pom. Society, 
Michigan, 
New York, 
Illinois, 
Pennsylvania, 
Kentucky, 
Virginia, 
Tennessee, 
National Ag. Show, 
Connecticut, 
Maryland, 
California, 
Wisconsin, 
New Hampshire 
Iowa, 
North Carolina, 
Georgia, 
Indiana, 
Maine, 
Alabama, 
South Carolina, 

Newark, 
Burlington, 
Three Rivers, 
Wheeling Island, 
Cleveland, 
Kingston, 
Rochester, 
Detroit, 
Watertown, 
Alton, 
Pittsburgh, 
Paris, 
Richmond, 
Nashville, 
Philadelphia, 
New Haven, 
Baltimore, 
San Jose, 
Milwaukee, 

Muscatine, 
Raleigh, 
Atalanta, 
Indianapolis, 

Montgomery, 
Columbia, 

Sept. 9—12. 
Sept. 9 to 12. 
Sept. 16—18. 
Sept. 17—19. 
Sept. 23—26. 
Sept. 23—26. 
Sept. 24—30. 
Sept. 30—Oct.1,2,3 
Sept. 30—Oct.1,2,3 
Sept. 30—Oct.1,2,3 
Sept. 30 to Oct. 2. 
Sept. 30 to Oct. 5. 
Oct. 28 to Nov. 1. 
Oct. 9—14. 
Oct. 7—10. 
Oct. 7—10. 
Oct. 21—24. 
Oct. 7, 8, 9. 
Oct. 8 to 10. 
Oct. 8, 9, 10. 
Oct. 8—10. 
Oct. 14—17. 
Oct. 20—25. 
Oct. 20—25. 
Oct. 28—30. 
Nov. 11—14. 
Nov. 11—14. 

New York County Agricultural Fairs. 

Albany, Albany, 
Cattaraugus, Little Valley, 
Cayuga, 
Delaware, Walton, 
Essex. Elizabethtown, 
Franklin, Malone, 
Jefferson, Watertown, 
Monroe, Rochester, 
Madison, Munnsville, 
Onondaga, Syracuse, 
Orleans, Albion, 
Oneida, Rome, 
Ontario, Geneva, 
Queens, 
Oswego, Mexico, 
Rockland, New City, 
Rensselaer, Lansingburgh, 
Schuyler, Watkins, 
Seneca, Waterloo, 
St. Lawrence, Canton, 
Tioga, Owego, 
Washington, Union Viliage, 
Wayne, Lyons, 

Sept. 23, 24, 25. 
Sept. 17, 18, 19. 
Sept. 17, 18, 19. 
Sept 24, 25. 
Sept. 18, 19. 
Sept. 24, 25, 26. 
Sept. 17, 18. 
Sept. 24, 25, 26. 
Sept. 8, 9, 10. 
Sept. 10, 11, 12. 
Sept. 25, 26. 
Sept. 23, 24, 25. 
Sept, 21, 25, 26. 
Sept. 25. 
Oct. 17, 18. 
Oct. 8, 9. 
Sept. 16, 17, 18. 
Sept. 8, 9. 
Oct. 8, 9, 10. 
Sept. 18, 19. 
Sept. 24, 25. 
Sept. 10, 18. 
Sept. 23, 24, 25. 

The Weather and the Crops.—Up to this date (July 
89), the weather hds been unusually fine for haying and 
harvesting—a little too dry, perhaps, for oats and potatoes, 
and for badly cultivated corn. The wheat in this section 

is all harvested in excellent condition. We have visited a 
number of farms, and find the injuries from the midge much 
less than we expected. At the same time, we are credibly 
informed, that several crops have been offered to any one 

who would harvest them and leave the straw on the farm. 
We have ourselves seen crops that were not worth harvest¬ 

ing. But still,where the land has been properly cultivated, 
and sown with good seed, the crop is fair, and, in some 
places, quite heavy. The midge has affected poor crops 

much more than good crops. An observing farmer told us 
that he had two fields of wheat; one would have yielded 
ten bushels per acre had it not been affected by the midge, 
the other thirty bushels. Four-fifths of the poor crop was 

destroyed, and only about an eighth of the good crop. 
Barley has beeu unusually good. 
Potatoes look well, notwithstanding the dry weather. 
Oats are perhaps not quite an average—certainly far 

lighter than they were last year. Corn, judging from a 

hasty ride through the central southern counties of this 

State, and parts of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, is very 
late, but is progressing finely. In New Jersey, especially, 
the corn is very luxuriant, owing to frequent showers and 
hot weather. 

Hay on old meadows is light; on newly seeded land 
quite an average. 

The peach crop in Western New York and in New Jer¬ 
sey will be light, and, as there are none in the West, peaches 
will command high prices. 

The apple crop in this section is light; the trees bore 
too much last year. 

Genf.see Farmer Premiums.—During the past month, 
we have sent (postage paid) a Rural Annual and Horticul¬ 

tural Directory to all our friends who obtained for us a 

club of eight subscribers to the Genesee Farmer. Also, 
to those who have sent us sixteen subscribers. In addition 
to this, those who have sent us sixteen subscribers, are en¬ 
titled to an extra copy of the Genesee Farmer, which, if 

not already sent, will be forwarded to any address they 

may desire. Those who have sent larger clubs, and are 
entitled to several Rural Annuals, or extra copies of the 

Genesee Farmer, or books, will please state which they 
prefer, and we will forward immediately. We prefer to 
have our friends designate the books they wish ; but if left 

to us, we will endeavor to send such as will prove interest¬ 
ing and useful. We have recently purchased more than 
two hundred dollars worth of books for this purpose, and 

have as complete an assortment of agricultural books as is 

to be found in the country. To save expense to our 
friends, we prepay the postage on all books. 

The premiums for the largest number of subscribers are 
awarded as follows: 

James Little, Seneca, C. W., for 236 subscribers, first 
premium of $50. 

C. McGlasham, Corunna, C W., for 93 subscribers, sec¬ 
ond premium of $30. 

I. W. Briggs, West Macedon, N. Y., for 72 subscribers, 
third premium, $10. 

If sny of our friends fail to receive the Rural Annual, it 
will be immediately resent, if they will notify us of the fact. 

Illinois State Fair.—We have received the list of 
premiums for the Fourth Annual Fair of the Illinois State 
Agricultural Society, to be held at Alton, Sept. 30, and Oct. 

1, 2 and 3. Over $2,000 are offered as premiums. We 
are glad to see such liberal premiums offered ($40 and di¬ 
ploma) for designs for farm cottages, farm houses, dairy, 

ice, poultry, and smoke houses, &c„ &c. Also, for essays 
on such subjects as rearing and managing cattle on the 
prairies; on the rearing and management of sheep, cattle, 

mules, swine, &c.; on the culture of forest, fruit and orna¬ 
mental trees on the prairies, &c. Also, premium for the 
best grove of cultivated timber on the prairie; best and 

largest amount of well-set and cultivated hedge on one 
farm, &c., &c. 

Inquiries,—When is the best time for pruning fruit 
trees ? I have noticed that apple trees pruned at a certain 
season, would continue to bleed at different periods for a 

long time after pruning. Wherever the sap hit, it would 
turn black. How is this to be avoided ? Which is the best 
to mixwith swamp muck, ashes or lime ? A. J. Grippin. 

— Corinth. 

Several Book Notices and Answers to Inquiries, have 

been crowded out. 
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Drilling Wheat, &c.—As I have just commenced farming, and 

knowing the merits of information received through the columns 

of your valuable paper, and also knowing yonr willingness to ben¬ 

efit your subscribers by answering questions, induces me to ask a 

few. First, will it pay to drill wheat in the prairie soil of Illinois, 

and what are its advantages, if any, over broadcast ? Also, how 

much seed should be used by drill per acre, and what time in the 

fall should winter varieties be sown ? And another is, what time 

should it be cut to be profitable both to the seller and the buyer ? 

An answer to the above in your paper would benefit many in this 

section. F. E. Willoughby—Linnville, III. 

Will some of our correspondents give their views on 

these subjects. We have had no experience in drilling 

wheat on prairie soils, and should prefer hearing from 
those who have. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early as tht 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

FOR SALE. 
A3B1ARM near Kalamazoo, Michigan. For particulars address 

A. SIN^jpNICH, Box 1185 Post Office, 
August 1.—It* Rochester, N. Y. 

LAWTON BLACKBERRY. DESCMPTIVE CIRCULARS, with terms of sale, and and ample 
directions for cultivation will be forwarded to applicants. 

Address WILLIAM LAWTON, 
July 1—ft. No. 54 Wall street, New York. 

MANSFIELD & WHITING’S IMPROVED 
CLOVER SEED HULLING AND CLEANING MACHINES. 

fTHHESE Machines have been awarded the first Premiums at three 
I successive Ohio State Fairs and the Michigan State Fair. Also 

at the World’s Fair in New York in 1853, and never failed to take 
tiie first Premium wherever exhibited. 

Warranted to hull and clean from 20 to 50 bushels per day. 
Prices—No. 1, $100; No. 2, $95; No. 3, $80. To insure a ma¬ 

chine order early- Manufactured and for sale by 
MANSFIELD & WHITING, 

August I.—St* Ashland, Ohio. 

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS! 
STACK COVERS OF COTTON DUCK. THE following sizes constantly on hand, or any required size 

made to order .: 15 by 20 feet, 20 by 25 feet, 25 by 30 feet. 
First quality, 48 cents per square yard; second quality, 36 cents 

per square yard, furnished with cords all ready for use. 
Covers of either quality will most effectually protect the stack 

in the heaviest rain storms, rendering it secure as under the barn 
roof. 

The Subscriber has a process he will warrant to preserve the 
duck from mildew, without in the least discoloring or injuring the 
material, applied, when so ordered, at four cents extra per square 
yard. 

Orders through the Post Office will meet with prompt attention. 
E. C. WILLIAMS, Sail and Tent Maker, 

August I—It. 12 Buffalo street, Rochester, N. Y. 

TO AGRICULTURAL & HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES. 
WE would particularly invite the attention of those Societies 

who are about to make up their Premium Lists, to our large 
oollection of Agricultural Books, which are peculiarly adapted for 
Premiums. 

The awarding of Agricultural Books in the place of small Money 
Premiums has been extensively adopted, and has given the highest 
satisfaction. 

ADVANTAGES OF THIS PLAN. 
1. It promotes the dissemination of much needed information 

among farmers. 
2. It combines the advantages of a Diploma with a Premium of 

intrinsic value. 
3. It substitutes a permanent and expressive Token of Honor for 

the pittance which is frequently humiliating to the recipient. 
4. It avoids the fostering of a mercenary spirit among competit¬ 

ors, and better comports with the dignity of an honorable emula¬ 
tion between friends and neighbors. 

We will be happy to furnish to applicants a Catalogue of those 
of our Publications which we consider most appropriate for the 
use of Agricultural Societies for Premiums, on which a liberal dis¬ 
count will be given. C M, SAXTON & CO., 

"Agricultural Book Publishers, 
August 1—2t. 140 Fulton street, New York. 

TO NURSERYMEN AND DEALERS IN TREES. 

THE Subscribers ibe’g leave to announce that their wholesale 
priced Catalogue of Friiit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs* 

Roses, Ac., for 1856, is now ready, and Will be sent free to all applL 
cants who enclose a stamp. ELLWANGER & BARRY, 

Aug. 1—It. Mt, Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY! 
PROFITABLE AND HONORABLE EMPLOYMENT! THE Subscriber is desirous of having an agent in each county 
and town of the Union. A capital of from $5 to $10 only 

will be required, and anything like an efficient, energetic man can 
make from three to five dollars per day; some Agents are realizing 
twice that sum. Every information will be given by addressing* 
with a stamp to pay return letter, WM. A KINSLER, 

Aug. 1.—It* Box 1228 Philadelphia, Pa., Post Office. 

PRICES OF FERTILIZERS tFOR SUMMER, 1856. 

PERUVIAN GUANO, No. 1, with Government brand and weight 
on each bag,.per ton of 2,000 lbs. $53.00 

Columbian Guano,. “ “ $36.00 to 4O.C0 
Superphosphate of Lime,_ “ “ 45.00 
Bone Dust, Ground,.per bbl. 2.5& 

“ Turnings,. “ 2.3? to 2.60 
“ Sawings or Meal,_ 3.00 
“ Mixed fine ground,,. “ 2.75 to 3.00 

Plaster of Paris,... “ 1.00 to 1.25 
The second quality of Peruvian Guano will have figure 2 under 

the weight mark. A. LONGETT, 
July L 34 Cliff street, New York. 

FAIRBANKS’ HAY SCALES. 
MORE than four thousand of these convenient and durable 

Scales have been put up by us in different parts of the United 
States and the British Provinces. 

Several Gold and Silver Medals have been awarded to us by the 
various Agricultural Societies throughout the country, for 

THE BEST HAY AND CATTLE SCALES. 
And we have certificates without number from officers of city and 
village corporations, manufacturing establishments, and private in¬ 
dividuals, who have our scales in use, testifying to their superior 
excellence. 

To be in season for the coming hay crop, orders mast be given 
early. 

Scales set in any part of the United States or the Canadas by ex¬ 
perienced workmen. Address by mail or olherwise, 

FAIRBANKS & CO., 
July 1.—2t* No. 186 Broadway, New York. 

IMPORTANT BOOKS FOR FARMERS. 
ALLEN’S AMERICAN FARM BOOK. The American Farm 

Book; or, a Compend of American Agriculture, being a prac¬ 
tical Treatise on Soils, Manures, Draining, Irrigation, Grasses, 
Grain, Roots, Fruits, Cotton, Tobacco, Sugar Cane, Rice, and 
every Staple product of the United States ; with the best methods 
of planting, cultivating and preparation for market. Illustrated 
by more than 100 engravings. By R. L. Allen. Cloth, $1. 

GUENON ON MILCH COWS; A Treatise on Milch Cows, where¬ 
by the Quality and Quantity of Milk which any Cow will give 
may be accurately determined by observing ^Natural Marks or 
External Indications alone ; the length of time she will continue 
to give Milk, &c., &c. Illustrated with numerous engravings 
Price, neatly done up in paper covers, 37% cents; bound in cloth, 
60 cents. 

THE STABLE BOOK; A Treatise on the Management of Horses, 
in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feeding, Watering, Working, 
Construction of Stables, Ventilation, Appendages of Stables, 
Management of the Feet, and Management of Diseased and De¬ 
fective Horses. By John Stewart, Veterinary Surgeon. With 
Notes and additions adapting it to American Food and Climate. 
By A. B. Allen. $1. 

ALLEN’S DISEASES OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS; Being a Histo¬ 
ry and Description of the Horse, Mule, Cattle, Sheep, Swine, 
Poultry, and Farm Dogs, with diiections for their Management 
Breeding, Crossing, Rearing, Feeding, and Preparation for a prof¬ 
itable Market; also their Diseases and Remedies. By R. L. Allen, 
Cloth, 75 cents. 

JOHNSTON’S ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
and Geology. With a complete Analytical and Alphabetical In¬ 
dex, and an American Preface. By Hon. Simon Brown, Editor 
of the “New England Farmer.” Price $1. 

BROWNE’S FIELD BOOK OF MANURES; Or, American Muck 
Book. Treating of the Nature, Properties, Sources, History and 
Operations of all the Principal Fertilizers and Manures in Ccmr 

mon Use, with Specific Directions for their Preservation, and Ap¬ 
plication to the Soil and Crops. By D. Jay Browne. $1,25. 

Sent Free of Postage on Receipt of Price. 

Our Catalogue, comprising eighty agricultural works will be saai 
to any address. 

C. M. SAXTON Sc CO., Agricultural Book Publishers, 
Aug. 1—It. 140 Fulton street, New Yortt, 
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COLUMBIAN GUANO.-TRY IT. 
From the June number of the American Farmer, published in 

Baltimore. 

We call attention to the advertisement of the Philadelphia Gu¬ 
ano Company, who have recently made a contract with the repub¬ 
lic of Venezuela, by which they are authorized for a series of years, 
to export the guano from all the Islands belonging to that govern¬ 
ment. As those Islands are located in the Caribbean Sea, at a short 
distance—about 1900 miles — from our own shores, the cost of 
freight is comparatively trifling, and the article can therefore be 
furnished at very low rates, when compared with the price de¬ 
manded for Peruvian Guano. 

The guano islands embraced in the contract of this Company are 
numerous, and the character of the deposits to some extent varies 
In the proportion of organic matter, ammonia, and the phosphates 
they contain. They are all, however, as compared with the Peru¬ 
vian, much richer iu the phosphates, and less abundantly supplied 
with organic matter and ammonia. At present, we understand the 
Company design importing only that quality designated by the 
Inspector, Mr. Reese, as Columbian Guano, which is by far the 
richest phosphatic guano ever yet discovered, containing more than 
three times the amou.it of phosphates found in the Peruvian, and 
much more than is found in bone dust and Mexican Guano—Peru¬ 
vian Guano rarely contuus more than 15 to 30 per cent of the bone 
phosphate of lime, and the different brands of the Mexican Guano, 
as inspected at Baltimore, contain from 35 to 67 per cent, while the 
Guano marked by the State Inspector, Columbian’, letter A, con¬ 
tains phosphoric acid equal to from 80 to 90 per cent of bone phos¬ 
phate of lime, and the Guano marked Columbian, letter B, c6n- 
tains phosphoric acid equal to rom 70 to 80 per cent of bone phos¬ 
phate of lime. 

Without entering into the discussion as to the comparative value 
of ammoniacal and phosphatic manures, no one pretends to doubt 
the real value of the latter, while some of the highest authorities 
among men of science, attribute the chief value of all guanos to 
the phosphates they contain. Be this as it may, experience seems 
to have determined that the phosphatic manures are of more per¬ 
manent duration, and that where they are less efficient as to the 
crop of wheat, they endure longer, and are more effective in the 
after growth of clover and grasses. Those of course who adopt 
the views of Prof. Liebig, and other high authorities, as to the 
value of mineraPmanures, will readily admit the great superiority 
of Columbian Guano over other vai ieties, it being, as stated in the 
U. S. Patent Office report for 1854, “ by far the richest source of 
phosphoric acid for the farmer yet discovered,” and in the words 
of Dr. Stewart, the “JVe Plus Ultra of Phosphatic Guanos.” 

The virtues of bone dust as a permanent fertilizer are well un¬ 
derstood, and the ordinary Mexican Guanos have been extensively 
experimented with, and their value acknowledged. Whatever 
merits these manures possess, must exist in a high degree in Col¬ 
umbian Guano, on account of its superior richness in ihe leading 
fiertilizing principle—the phosphates—common to them all. 

The difficulty made as to these manures, that they are not solu¬ 
ble, and the consequent doubts and apprehensions of farmers who 
are convinced of the value of their main constituent, as to their 
availability in the production of crops, is worthy of consideration. 

1. In the use of these manures it would seem that ultimately, 
at any rate, if not immediately, the farmer must reap the benefit 
of their application. They furnish an indispensable ingredient of 
fertility, and necessary constituent of plants. If it is not in con¬ 
dition to furnish the food of plants at once, it is hnly held in re¬ 
serve until brought under the influence of solvents, which sooner 
or later are sure to make it available. A very observant farmer 
has said to us within a few days, that he will defy any one to find 
a piece of bone in his soil, after the second or third year from the 
time of application. He uses no acid or solvent, and does not care 
to have the bones ground fine. And let it be remarked that while 
a quick return is more immediately profitable, a slower but certain 
return is much safer for the land. 

2. The solubility of Phosphates greatly depends upon the mode 
In which they are prepared. From good bones, finely ground, a 
beneficial effect is almost always immediately derived. From Mex¬ 
ican Guano some benefit seems always to accrue during the first 
year after its application, as well as on succeeding crops. 

3. Whatever justice or force there may be in the objection of in¬ 
solubility, as applied to bone dust and Mexican Guano, does not 
rest, it is contended, against the Columbian Guano. It is reduced 
to a fine powdtr by grinding, and is thus prepared perfectly for 
the action of any solvent which may exist in, or may find its way 
to the soil. But independent of this, it is asserted that it contains 
go large an excess of free phosphoric acid, that a sufficient portion 
for the use of plants during the first year after its application is 
rendered immediately soluble. This is questioned, and we give 
the authorities. 

Dr. Stewart in his analysis states the per centage of phosphate 
of lime to be 77.49, and of free phosphoric acid 5.23, which latter 
substance, he states, would produce to each ton of 2,000 lbs., “215 
lbs. of nascent soluble superphosphates, besides 1,550 lbs. of the 
common bone phosphates of other phosphatic guanos. 

Dr. James R. Chilton, of New York, gives as the result of an 
analysis of a specimen recently submitted to him, 74.87 per cent of 
neutral phosphate of Lime, with a little phosphate of magnesia, 
and 13.14 per cent of soluble phosphate of lime, with 6.68 of organic 
matter with ammonia. 

Dr. Hayes, of Boston, states that “it is in fact a kind of natural 
hi phosphate of lime, by far the most valuable of any of those com¬ 
pounds yet discovered, when coruDared weight with weight.” 

Professor Jas. C. Booth of Philadelphia, in the specimen he an¬ 
alyzed found 74.35 of phosphate of lime and magnesia, and 9.60 of 
free Phosphoric acid, and he pronounces it “ a remarkable substance 
containing naturally 84 per cent of dry superphosphate of lime.” 
He also states that he would “ prefer it greatly to ary artificial 
superphosphate, for any purpose to which the latter is applied.” 

On the other hand Dr. Piggot in his communication published in 
our No. of September last says, “strangely enough, the very erro¬ 
neous opinion was quite commonly entertained, that the phospho¬ 
ric acid in this hard enamelled rock, is combined with lime in pro¬ 
portion to form a superphosphate,” and after stating the results 
of his analysis, remarks : “ The most cursory inspection of these 
results, is sufficient to convince any one at all acquainted with 
Chemistry, that the lime cannot be united with phosphoric acid, to 
form a superphosphate.” 

The analysis of Dr. Bickell, published some time after, if we mis¬ 
take not, sustained the opinion of Dr. Piggot. 

We confess that taking an “ outside” view of the matter, we are 
at a loss to understand how a soluble phosphate could accumulate 
in a region where, if accounts be true, “it never rains but it 
pours.” 

It is worthy of remark, however, in passing, that the highest 
authorities should be at variance on a question of fact which it 
seems to us there should be no difficulty in determining with abso¬ 
lute certainty. 

We have thus set before our readers fairly this article of Colum¬ 
bian Guano, in its aspect as presented chemically. We do not on 
such a presentation only, however promising, recommend to far¬ 
mers, an investment in this fertilizer. We have some practical re¬ 
sults which give us strong hopes that it has very high value. 

One farmer who is making several experiments instituted last 
fall, upon wheat, and whose judgment we entirely rely upon, nays 
that these experiments thus far indicate a decided superiority of the 
Columbian over Peruvian Guano, upon soil where the Peruvian 
has been used with the usual success. 

We hear of other cases of its apparent success, which leads us to 
anticipate that the best opinions of those who recommend it may 
be realized. And we would say to farmers now, that it would be 
very well worth their while to make trial of it on a small scale at 
once, and carefully. A few hundred pounds are sufficient for ex¬ 
periment, and will enablq them to determino whether it will be 
likely to pay on the wheat crop in the Fall. Try it upon oats at 
the rate of 300 lbs. per acre, and upon other crops at a somewhat 
larger rate. 

Price $36 to $40 per ton. Every bag will have the following 
Brand: 

COLUMBIAN GUANO, 
IMPORTED BY THE 

PHILADELPHIA GUANO COMPANY, 

A. & A. A. 
A. LONGETT, Agent, New York. 

Put up in Bags of 160 lbs. each. 

For sale in lots to suit purchasers, by A. LONGETT, 
Aug. 1. 34 Cliff street, corner of Fulton, New York. 

FOR SALE. 
AYING to devote my time to other business, I have determined 
to sell several Farms, now in cultivation under my own direc¬ 

tion, and also a Grist Mill and Saw Mill. The mills are situated 
about six miles from the county seat, in a thickly settled portion 

I of the country, on never failing streams, and healthy locations. 
I There are two run of stones in the Grist Mill, together with all the 
j machinery for manufacturing flour, buckwheat flour, corn meal, &e. 

The mill is 60 by 40 feet, three stories high, with a 16 feet wheel 
The Saw Mill is run by a submerged center discharging wheel, cast 
gearing; and the Mills, within 80 feet of each other, are run by 
different streams, and were built in 1851. There is attached to the 
mills about 200 acres of land, part of whi'-h is in cultivation in 
grain and grass. There are four tenements on the land, rented 
out; three of them, without any land, pay $100. The mills are 
under my own direction, and the miller rents the farm, and pays 
crop rent. The mills rented last year for $400. There is a large 
portion of bo tom land on this farm which is valuable. The Alex¬ 
andria, Loudoun & Hampshire Railroad passes within TOO yards of 
the mill, where there is to be a station, &c. 

I also have a Farm of 100 acres adjoining the county seat, well 
improved, good house of brick, orchards, well watered, and all the 
necessary outbuildings. The Menasses Gap Railroad passes through 
the village, and also a turnpike road to Washington and Alexandria, 
which are distant about 15 miles. I have also another Farm of 100 
acres, within three-fourths of a mile of the county seat, one half 
of which is in timber, and the other in cultivation. I am building 
a house on this, which will be finished by fall. I have also one 
other Farm of 120 acres, lying about four miles from the county 
seat, in cultivation by a Northern man, who has resided on it three 
years. 

I will sell any or all of these Lands, ire., on reasonable terms. 
Persons desiring further information, can address the undersigned 
at Fairfax Courthouse, Va., who will give information, if desired, 
relative to his own or any other lands in this or the adjoining 
co unties. 

May 1, 1856—tf. GEO. W. HUNTS, Jr. 

EMERY’S HORSE POWERS AND THRESHERS. For sale 
by A. LONGETT, 34 Cliff street, 

August 1—2t. Corner of Fulton, New York. 
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ROOKS FOR THE FARMERS' 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts. 
| Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. s 

The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. • f 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 25 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

25 cents. 
The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &c. 2o cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price §1. 
The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Buist’s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
Stockhart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer’s Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents. 
•Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 

oents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 

' Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By Stevens. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran¬ 

dall. Price $2. 
Stephens’s Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 

Skinner. Price $4. 
Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; of the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man and 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 
Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents.l 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. _ 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 
Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints on arranging 

Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion. Price 
50 eents, 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower's Guide in Orchard and Garden. Be¬ 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 
Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do 
in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's Own Paper. 

THE GENESEE FARMER, 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OP 

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE, 
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OP 

Farm Buildings, Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c. 

VOLUME XVII. FOE 1856. 

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance. ’ 

r Five Copies for $2; Eight Copies for $3; and any larger number 
at the same rate. 

All subsci iptiong to commence with the year, and the en¬ 
tire volume supplied to all subscribers. 

Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improvement 
are respectfully solicited to oltain and forward subscriptions. 

Subscription money, if pro; erly enclosed, may be sent (post-paid 
or ffeeJ at the risk of the Publisher. Address 

JOSEPH HARRIS, 

Rochester, New York. 
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CULTIVATION OF WINTER WHEAT. 

No soil can produce wheat ’unless it contains, in 
an available condition, all the inorganic elements of 
plants. It does not follow, however, that if these 
are present in sufficient quantity, the soil will produce 
good wheat. Indian corn is composed of precisely 
the same elements as wheat, and the proportions are 
nearly identical. Yet we have much laud that pro¬ 
duces excellent corn, that is not adapted to wheat 
culture. We know so little in regard to the manurial 
requirements of Indian corn, that we can offer no 
chemical explanations of this fact. We know that 
wheat requires in the soil, a large quantity of ammo¬ 
nia, for the production of a good crop ; and nearly 
every well established fact in regard to corn culture 
goes to show that the same is true of this crop. 
We come to the conclusion therefore, that while it is 
probable there are some chemical causes why one 
soil is better adapted to wheat culture than anothfr, 
yet that, so far as we can see at present, the differ¬ 
ence is owing principally to the mechanical condi¬ 
tions and texture of the soil. 

Wheat delights in a compact, calcareous loam, 
rather clayey than sandy. We have heard farmers 
say that they preferred a sandy to a clayey soil for 
wheat, but this opinion arises from the fact that most 
of our clay land needs underdraining. A calcareous 
clay that is underdrained, or naturally dry, is better 
for wheat than a sandy soil under similar conditions. 
Why it is, we know in part;—the double silicate of 
alumina and soda parts with its soda and absorbs 
ammonia from rain water, the atmosphere, and from 
any other bodies containing it. Sand does not pos¬ 
sess this property; and herein lies one reason why a 
clay soil is better for wheat than a sandy one. Clays, 
too, have the power of absorbing and retaining mois¬ 
ture to a much greater extent than sand. But we 
can overcome both these drawbacks by an extensive 
cultivation of clover, peas, turnips, &c, on the sandy 
soils. These plants absorb ammonia from rain water 
and the atmosphere, and thus accomplish the same 
end a3 the double silicate of alumina and soda, while 
the carbonaceous products arising from their decom¬ 
position in the soil give the soil an increased capacity 
for absorbing and retaining moisture. These consid¬ 
erations lead to the conclusion that the farmer has 
the means in his power to make a sandy soil as good 
for wheat-growing purposes as a clayey one, in every 
respect, so far a3 we can see to the contrary with the 
little light we possess on this subject, except in its 
mechanical condition. 

As we have said, a wheat soil must be compact. 
If it is not so naturally, mechanical means should be 
employed to compress it. Treading light wheat land 
in the fall or early in the spring with sheep, is fre¬ 
quently beneficial, and a good heavy roller is.deci¬ 
dedly advantageous. Crosskill’s Clod Crusher, a cut 
of which will be found on another page, compressing 
land, as it does, similarly to the treading of sheep, is 
found very useful on sandy wheat fields in England. 
We are earnest advocates of deep plowing and thor¬ 
ough pulverization of the soil, but these must not be 
carried to excess in wheat culture. It is easy to make 
the light land too fine and loose for wheat. When 
wheat is sown on a clover sod after one plowing, it is 
not advisable to plow it too deep; if the sod is all cov¬ 
ered and a good “seed bed” obtained that is enough. 
Subsoil and plow deep for corn and root crops, and 
if you summer fallow, for wheat also, but if wheat is 
sown at one furrow on a clover sod turned under im¬ 
mediately before seeding, we should seldom go more 
than six inches deep. The best large field of wheat 
we ever saw in JEugland, was on a calcareous loam 
that had been two years in red clover, grazed with 
sheep, which, a considerable portion of the time, were 
allowed a lb. of oil-cake a day. It was plowed about 
three inches deep, just before sowing, and a bushel 
and a half of seed drilled in per acre, one foot apart 
in the drills. The yield was 55 bushels per acre. 

The question of thick or thin sowing, so fiercely 
agitated in England a few years ago, by Davis, Mecm, 
Huxtable, and other ultra agricultural reformers, is 
now jpretty much decided. A peck of seed to the 
acre is amply sufficient, as they contended, if it all 
grows, and the crop escapes wire-worms, winter-kill, 
&c.; but it is found that those who practice such ex¬ 
treme thin seeding always lose more from these causes 
than those who sow thicker, and that these losses 
more than counterbalance the gain from saving a 
bushel or*two of seed per acre. Taking into consid¬ 
eration the many pests that infest our wheat crop, we 
a~e jinclined to think, that, if anything, we sow too 
thin. Two bushels per acre is none too much when 
sown broadcast, or a bushel and three peeks when 
sown by the drill. The majority of English farmers 
sow three bushels per acre, and we know some of 
them who sow 3^ and even 4 bushels per acre. This 
would be greatly too much in our climate; but we 
must not err in the other direction. 

The best artificial fertilizer for wheat is unques¬ 
tionably Peruvian guano. The lumps of the guano 
should first be sifted out and crushed. It cau then 
be mixed with mnek in equal parts, or sown alone* 
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broadcast, at the rate of from 200 3bs. to 400 lbs. 
per acre. It should be harrowed or cultivated in, 
thoroughly incorporating it with the soil, before sow¬ 
ing the seed. This we prefer ; on very sandy soil, it 
might be advisable to sow 100 lbs. per acre in the 
fall after the wheat is sown, and another 100 lbs. early 
in the spring. On heavy land it should always be 
sown in the fall, and the longer it is incorporated with 
the soil before the seed is sown the better. The earth 
is a stomach in which food for plants is digested and 
prepared ; and time should be allowed for it to ac¬ 
complish this before the plants require nourishment. 
On light soils, however, there is danger of its leach¬ 
ing if sown too early; and there is less necessity for 
doing so, as from the admission of air, light and heat, 
chemical changes take place much more speedily in 
sandy soils than in those of a close texture. 

Plaster is frequently recommended for wheat, and 
there are many instances recorded where it has proved 
very beneficial, but the mass of testimony is against 
it. In the wheat growing districts of this State, it is 
frequently sown on wheat in the fall; but it is rather 
with an eye to its effect on the clover, to be sown the 
following spring, than to any action it has on the 
wheat. Many will object to this, and contend that 
plaster does good on wheat. To this we would say, 
that if plaster acts well as a manure for wheat on 
your land, by all means use it. When it sells from 
$2 to $5 per ton, as in Western New York, it is the 
cheapest of fertilizers on all soils where experience 
shows it to be beneficial. At present, experience— 
or what is simply a short'cut to experience, experi¬ 
ment—is the only guide in this matter. The same 
may be said in regard to salt as a manure. Many 
instances are recorded where it has had a magical 
effect. Some such have come under our observation. 
As a general rule, however, salt is of little benefit on 
wheat. Prof. Way suggests that salt acts by in¬ 
creasing the solubility of the silicate of alumina and 
ammonia. Water containing salt will take up a very 
much larger quantity of this salt than pure or ordi¬ 
nary rain water. He has expressed the opinion that 
the silica which forms the stiffening of the straw of 
wheat, is taken up by the plant in the form of this 
salt—the ammonia evaporating as the silicic acid is 
deposited on the straw. If this ingenious hypothesis 
proves correct, we have at once an explanation of the 
well known fact that salt stiffens the straw of wheat, 
and has a tendency to retard excessive and injurious 
luxuriance. We would say of salt, as of plaster, it is 
cheap, and every farmer should experiment and ascer¬ 
tain its effect on his own soil. Analysis, in the pres¬ 
ent state of chemical science, will not aid, though 
when this subject is better understood, it is highly 
probable that it may prove useful. 

Clover Seed.—The inundations in the south of 
France, where a large quantity of clover seed is 
usually raised for the English market, have materially 
injured the crop, and it is feared clover seed will be 
scarce. Farmers should raise all they can. Do not 
be tempted to turn your cattle into any clover field 
you have set apart for seed—better feed a little hay, 
or buy a few hundred bushels of shorts, which are 
now very cheap. 

Implements which are no longer wanted for the 

season, should be carefully laid aside and protected 

from the weather. 

A FEW WORDS ON UNDERDRAINING. 

There is no subject so eminently worthy the ear¬ 
nest attention of A merican farmers, as that of under¬ 
draining. It is erroneous to suppose that all land 
needs underdraining, but we may assume that the 
greater portion of all the arable, and much of the 
grass land of this continent, would be much improved 
by the removal of all surplus water by means of un¬ 
derground conduits. The only question is, will it 
pay. Where land is sold for $5 per acre, it is hardly 
to be supposed that it wall pay to expend six times 
the fee simple of the farm in underdraining it. But 
where land is worth from $50 to $100 per acre in 
its undrained state, we hesitate not to say that noth¬ 
ing will pay better than an expenditure of $20 or $30 
per acre in a judicious process of underdraining. For 
some years at least, underdraining alone will increase 
the products of most farms from one-third to one half, 
and there are many instances on record where it has 
doubled the crops. Wm. P. Ottley, of Phelps, On¬ 

tario Co., N. Y., to whom the N. Y. State Ag. So¬ 
ciety awarded the first premium in 1854, for the best 
managed farm, and the second premium for experi¬ 
ments in draining, says: “ It is safe reckoning that 
draining will pay for itself, with interest of cost, in 

two crops.” This is also the opinion of John John¬ 

ston and Robert S. Swan, of Geneva, who have each 
laid about sixty-three miles of tile underdrains on 

their farms. 
Mr. Ottley laid a portion of his drains with stone 

at a cost of 40 cents per rod, and the other portion 
with tiles at a cost of 31 £ cents per rod. The drains 
were dug 2£ feet deep, and were cut in such parts of 
the field only as appeared to need underdraining. 
We should advocate a more thorough system, but 
“half a loaf is belter than no bread,” and, indeed, the 
result of this partial drainage was in the highest de¬ 
gree satisfactory, increasing the value of the land 
“not less than $5 per acre annually, together with 
ease and comfort of tillage.” 

This “ ease and comfort of tillage” is no slight ad¬ 
vantage. Underdrained land can be plowed earlier 
in the spring and later in the fall than that which is 
undrained; and after heavy rains, while the undrained 
land is too wet for man or beast to work on, the 
drained soil is sufficiently dry to allow the usual farm 
labors to proceed without interruption. 

Uuderdraining lies at the foundation of all agricul¬ 
tural and horticultural improvement, and it is as un¬ 
wise to expend money in attempting to increase the 
fertility of a farm that needs underdraining by deep 
plowing, and good cultivation alone, or by the appli¬ 
cation of natural or artificial manures, &c., as it would 
be to build an expensive house on quicksand. In 
improving a farm, as in everything else, you must 
“begin at the beginning.” This is the only true 
economy. Provide means for speedily removing all 
excess of water from the land, and you are then, and 
not till then, in a condition to carry out any other 
improvement that may be desired. 

As long as the country is new, and the roots of 
trees afford a kind of natural drainage, land suffers 
little from drouth? and wet seasons—it is partially 
underdrained. But as the roots decay out, the natu¬ 
ral conduits are filled up, and we must go to work 
and provide artificial ones. 

“ All this is true,” a farmer at our side replies, “ but 
I cannot afford to underdrain. It is a very expen- 
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sive operation, and I have not the money to spare. 
I know quite well that my crops this year were not 
half what they would have been, had the land been 
underdrained, but then the idea of spending $20 or 
$30 per acre in draining, is in my case simply impos¬ 
sible; I have not the means to do it with.” 

“ But would it not be better to sell a portion of your 
farm, and expend the money in underdraining the 
other portion ? We know that under certain cir¬ 
cumstances it is desirable to hold land, even if nothing 
is received from it, the “rise in real estate” making up 
for the loss ; but this aside, it is far better to have 
100 acres of well drained land, than 150 that, from 
lack of draining, produces only half a crop. We 
speak advisedly when we say that the former can be 
carried on with half the labor of the latter, while 
the crops are one-third larger.” 

«True, but if I should sell off one quarter of my 
farm, and expend the money in improving the other 
three-fourths, I should not be able to sell the im¬ 
proved 100 acres for enough more to pay me back 
the money buried in underdrains. People wont pay 
for improvements, especiallyJot those which are out 
of sight,” 

“ Money judiciously expended in underdraining is 
not buried out of sight. Out an underdrain through 
that field, and the wheat next year for a short dis¬ 
tance on each side of it, shall be double what it. is 
on the other portions of the field. No, sir, money 
buried in underdrains is not out of sight. Every 
dollar next harvest shall come again rejoicing, bring¬ 
ing his sheaves with him. But, then, supposing the 
farm will not sell for enough more to pay the cost of 
draining, what do you want to sell for ? This desire 
to sell doe3 more to retard improvements in Ameri¬ 
can Agriculture than everything else put together. 
The lack of capital is a great drawback, but it is no¬ 
thing compared with this restlessness which seems 
indigenous to a new country. This love of change 
will doubtless work its own cure, and in the mean¬ 
time we will guarantee that in ninety-nine cases out 
of a hundred, money judiciously expended in under¬ 
draining a good farm in the older settled States, will 
pay a higher interest than that invested in any other 
way. In addition to this, you have the pleasure of 
seeing your farm gradually improve under your hands, 
and the consciousness that you are adding to the 
wealth and stability of the country.” Every one who 
has had experience in underdrainiug, will bear us 
witness that it is ot all farm labors the most fascina¬ 
ting, and if these few trite remarks shall induce any 
one to lay only a few rods of underdrains on his farm, 
this fall, our object will be attained, for we are quite 
satisfied that he will not stop, so long as there is a 
wet, undrained acre on his farm. 

Mowing Match.—The True Californian gives 
an account of a mowing match which came off on 
the 9th instant, in Yallejo Yalley, near the town of 
Yallejo, between Addison M. Ripley, from Maine, 
and Mr. Ball, from Yermont. The task was five 
acres of grass each, turning off two and a half tons 
to the acre! They mowed against time. Mr. Ripley 
won the match, finishing his work in seven hours and 
fifty-five minutes, and beating his adversary a quarter 
of an acre!! The stake was five hundred dollars. 
Mowing machines would not stand much chance with 
such men. 

THE IMPROVEMENT OE GRASS LANDS. 

In the improvement of grass land, the first thing 
to be done, is the removal of all stagnant water by 
means of thorough underdraining. Unless this is 
accomplished, the best of cultivation, seeding and 
top-dressing, will fail to produce their full effect. 

When our meadows fail, from whatever cause, it is 
generally advisable to plow them up in the fall, and 
cultivate them thoroughly for two or three years, with 
corn, potatoes, or other root crops, manuring them 
heavily, and seeding down again when the white daisy 
and other weeds have been destroyed, and the old 
turf has entirely disappeared. If, however, the land 
is so low that it is not desirable to cultivate it with 
other crops, it may be plowed up in August, and well 
worked with the cultivator, harrow, &c., till a fine 
“ seed bed ” is obtained, not forgetting to give it a 
good coat of manure;—if long manure, plow it in; 
if well decomposed compost, which is best, spread it 
on the furrows, harrow and cultivate till it is thor¬ 
oughly incorporated with the soil. About the first 
of September, sow it with artificial grasses, and be 
not sparing of the seed; half a bushel of timothy and 
half a bushel of red-top, or other grasses in propor¬ 
tion is none too much. Generally, by so doing, a fair 
crop of good hay is obtained the next season. This 
method of re-stocking worn out meadows has been 
practiced with much success by many excellent far¬ 
mers in New England. Some of them recommend 
sowing clover with the timothy and red-top, in the 
fall, but we should be inclined to fear it would sel¬ 
dom survive our hard winters; unless, indeed, it were 
sown quite early, say in July or first of August. 

We have seen meadows greatly improved by sim¬ 
ply scarifying the sward in the fall by means of a 
heavy harrow, and then sowing from eight to sixteen 
quarts of timothy, red-top and rye-grass seeds, equal 
parts, to the acre. In the case alluded to, heavy rain 
followed immediately after the sowing, and the seeds 
were not harrowed in at all, but generally it would 
be well to cover them slightly with a light harrow. 
A good coat of compost, spread on the sward before 
the first harrowing, would be of much benefit. 

The best time to top-dress all meadows that are 
not of too light or porous a nature, is in the fall. In 
England nothing was more common, twenty years 
ago, than to make a compost with barn-yard manure 
and old headlands, and after it was well decomposed, 
to cart it on to the meadows during the winter 
months. The effect was very beneficial. Unmixed 
manure was seldom used. Since the introduction of 
Peruvian guano, however, the practice of compost¬ 
ing old headlands has, to some extent, given way to 
top-dressing with light artificial manures. Guano 
gives a better immediate effect, at a much less cost; 
but whether it is ultimately more profitable is an 
open question. With hay at from $15 to $20 per 
ton, there can be no doubt that a judicious applica¬ 
tion of good Peruvian guano, in the fall, or very early 
in the spring, will give sufficient increase, for a few 
years at least, to pay for the guano and have a rea¬ 
sonable profit. The constant exportation of hay 
draws heavily on the soil for potash, and as guano 
contains very little potash, (not more than two per 
cent.) it may reasonably be supposed that to manure 
with guano alone, will soon leave the soil deficient of 
available potash. If such should be the case, an ap¬ 
plication of wood ashes would supply the deficiency. 
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TO PRODUCE SEEDS ON EARLY POTATOES. 

The earliest varieties of potatoes do not produce 
flowers or seeds. Knight, desirous of saving seed 
from one of tliese sorts, took a very ingenious method 
of inducing the plants to produce flowers. “ I sus¬ 
pected the cause,” he says, “ of the constant failure 
of the early potato to produce seeds, to be the pre- 
ternaturally early formation of the tuberous root ; 
which draws off for its support that portion of the 
sap which, in other plants of the same species, affords 
nutriment to the blossoms and seeds; and experiment 
soon satisfied me that my conjectures were perfectly 
well founded. I took several methods of placing the 
plants to grow in such a situation as enabled me 
readily to prevent the formation of tuberous roots; 
but the following appearing the best, it is unnecessary 
to trouble the Society with an account of any other. 
Having fixed strong stakes in the ground, 1 raised 
the mould in a heap round the bases of them, and in 
contact with the stakes: on the south side I planted 
the potatoes from which I wished to obtain seeds. 
When the young plants were about four inches high, 
they were secured to the stakes with shreds and nails, 
and the mould was then washed away, by a strong 
current of water, from the bases of their stems, so 
that the fibrous roots only of the plants entered into 
the soil. The fibrous roots of this plant are perfectly 
distinct organs from the runners, which give exist¬ 
ence, and subsequently convey nutriment to the tu¬ 
berous roots ; and as the runners spring from the 
stems only of the plants, which are, in the mode of 
culture I have described placed wholly out of the 
soil, the formation of tuberous roots is easily pre¬ 
vented ; and whenever this is done, numerous blos¬ 
soms will soon appear, and almost every blossom will 
afford fruit and seeds.” 

Knight considering that the above facts, which 
are more fully explained in the Philosopoical Trans¬ 
actions for 1806, were sufficient to prove, that the 
same fluid or sap gives existence alike to the tuber, 
-and the blossom, and seeds, and that, whenever a 
plant of the potato affords either seeds or blossoms, 
a diminution of the crop of tubers, or an increased 
expenditure of the riches of the soil, must necessarily 
take place, succeeded in producing varieties of suffi¬ 
ciently luxuriant growth and large produce for gene- 

!' *1 culture which never produced blossoms. 
Xjebig states that he has found from actual trial, 

th the produce of a plot of potatoes from which 
the V blossoms had been removed, was much larger 
thai * on an adjoining plot, on which the potatoes 
wer( \ -allowed to mature seed. Certainly it is proba¬ 
ble t tsat such would be the case ; nevertheless, there 
are t, base who state that they have tried plucking off 
the b Vossoms of potatoes, without any benefit, and 
someti mes with decided injury to the crop. Have 
any of readers any experience on this point ? 

Use oi * Clover to Enrich Land.—I have sowed 
clover set ^ some 15 or 20 years, and find it a very 
cheap mt enriching land. Some land on my 
farm that would not produce over 25 or 30 bushels 
of corn pei * -acre, when I bought it, will now produce 
75 or 80 bu ’ihels per acre—and with a good coat of 
manure I ha 110 doubt it could be made to produce 
in a good sea *on, over.one hundred bushels per acre. 
_X. Gardnk * Ohio Cultivator. 

CULTIVATION 01’ THE JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE, 

Messrs. Editors:—I received the ten volumes of 
the Genesee Farmer safe, and in good condition. I 
was pleased with the binding. They are quite an 
addition to my library, and I never invested seven 
dollars and fifty^ cents with more satisfaction. It 
seems as though there was something about every 
subject that could interest the farmer and gardener; 
but in one particular I failed to get the knowledge I 
desired. A neighbor of mine advises me to raise the 
Jerusalem Artichoke; recommending it highly. I 
thought for certain I should be able to find out all 
about it in some one of the ten volumes of the Gen¬ 
esee Farmer, but on examining them all over I can 
find no allusion to it whatever ! 

I( you or some of your intelligent correspondents 
would give an article on the cultivation, chemical 
composition, gnd general characteristics of the Jeru¬ 
salem artichoke, you would much oblige 

A New Jersey Farmer. 

Some years ago, the Jerusalem artichoke, (Helianr 
thus tuberosum,) attracted considerable attention in 
this country, and, in the Middle and Southern States 
especially, many farmers engaged in its cultivation. 
For some reason or other, little is said about it at 
the present time, and we apprehend that it failed to 
meet the expectations of its sanguine introducers. It 
is amusing and instructive, at this time, to read the 
highly colored statements made in regard to this 
plant in the back volumes of some of our agricultu¬ 
ral papers. Like the Dioscorea at the present time, 
it was said to be an admirable substitute for the po¬ 
tato, quite as nutritious, and infinitely more produc¬ 
tive. According to Allen!s Jlmetican Farm Boo}:, 
it yielded two thousand bushels of tubers per acre ! 
and this was not all. Besides the tubers, it was said 
to produce from four to five tons of dry tops per 
acre, equal to the best hay ! In addition to this, the 
plant required no cultivation; obtained its nitrogen 
from the air, and did not impoverish the land at all; 
and the tubers would remain in the soil during the 
hardest winters without injury ! ! 

The Jerusalem artichoke is misnamed, it does not 
belong to the artichoke family; it is a sunflower. It 
is a native of Brazil, and was introduced into Europe 
in 1617. It is perfectly hardy—much more so than 
the potato and the yam, both of them natives of the 
same hot climate. The roots are composed of a 
number of oblong tubercles, very large and fleshy, 
reddish outside, and white within, resembling a po¬ 
tato. The stems are herbaceous and upright, and 
from four to six feet high—sometimes 10 or 12 feet. 

Their cultivation the first year is similar to that of 
the common potato. When once in the soil it is im¬ 
possible to get them out, and after they have been 
dug as clean as possible and the hogs have rooted 
out all they can find, there will still be tubers enough 
left in the ground for a crop. Of course regular cul¬ 
tivation and the use of the horse hoe is impossible. 

The tops are cut down by the slightest frost in 
autumn; but the tubers, like the parsnip, may be left 
in the ground all winter. 

In the Southern and South-western States, they 
have been cultivated to a considerable extent as food 
for hogs. The hogs are very fond of them, and root 
them out of the ground. How far this is profitable 
we have no means of knowing. There are plenty of 
statements in our agricultural papers written during 
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the Artichoke Fever, but we should as soon think of 
basing any sober calculations of profit on them, as we 
should on the statements made at the present time in 
regard to the Dioscorea batatas. 

Boussingault, who is not given to hyperbole, re¬ 
marks that “of all the plants that engage the hus¬ 
bandman, the Jerusalem artichoke is that which pro¬ 
duces the most at the least expense of manure and 
of manual labor.” 

Kade states that a square patch of Jerusalem arti¬ 
chokes in a garden was still in full productive vigor 
at the eud Of thirty three years, throwing out stems 
from seven to ten feet in length, although for a very 
long time the plant had neither received any care nor 
any manure. 

“ The leaves of the helianthus,” says Boussingault, 

H are used in many places as forage, the stems being 
cut a few inches from the ground; the gathering takes 
place at different periods of the year, but probably 
to the detriment of the tubers; it maybe lucrative to 
destine the leaves for the nutriment of cattle, but I 
believe we have to choose between the green crop 
and the frop of tubers. It is unquestionable that 
the premature removal of the green stems must prove 
injurious to the roots; on my own farm the leaves are 
never removed, and my opinion is, that it is vastly 
more advantageous to depend upon the crop of tubers 
alone. The tubers are gathered as they are wanted, 
for, not dreading the frost, they remain in the ground 
the whole of the winter; they do not require, like the 
potato, to be collected and pitted at a certain period, 
they require no particular situation, no particular care 
for their preservation; the only disadvantage that ac¬ 
companies tbeir being left in the ground, is that dur¬ 
ing very hard frosts the labor required to get at them 
is very great. During winter the woody stems of the 
plant dry up, they are then useful as combustible 
matter; but a better use of them perhaps, is to make' 
them enter in certain proportions into the litter of 
the hog stye; the pith there absorbs a large quantity 
of the liquid manure. Schwertz estimates the mean 
quantity of dry leaves and stems at three tons per 
acre. The following quantities^ tubers have actu¬ 
ally been gathered in Alsace: 

Sandy soils,.. 
Soils qf the best quality,. 
At Bechelbronu (mean,). 
Bechelbronn crops of 1839-40,.. 

Tons cwts. qrs. lbs. £ 
. 4 3 3 6 
. 10 8 3 13 

10 16 0 8 
15 10 1 16 

We could easily furnish our correspondent with 
the chemical composition of the artichoke, but in the 
present state of our chemical science, the analyses of 
plants as usually given, afford, to our mind, very little 
satisfactory information in regard to the nutritive 
value of the plaut, and none in regard to the soil and 
manures best adapted to its growth. However, as 
we feel in duty bound to furnish all the information 
in our power when required by our readers, if our 
correspondent is really desirous of ascertaining the 
composition of the artichoke, we can, in the October 
number, give him the analyses of M. M. Boussingault, 

Braconnot and Payen, and of Prof. Way and Dr. 
Salisbury. 

We should be glad to hear from any of our corres¬ 
pondents who have cultivated the artichoke as a 
field crop. 

When the apple is fed to the larger animals, hay 
and grass should always accompany it; and when fed 

to hogs, fresh clover or grain should be added.^ 

THE WEATHER, WHEAT MIDGE, &C. 

Editors Genesee Farmer.—This 29th day of 
June is, I think, the warmest of the season. My 
thermometer marks 93° in an old store-room stand¬ 
ing clear of the house, so .as not to be influenced by 
fire used in culinary operations. Were it not for the 
breeze which prevails, we should nearly suffocate. 
The sweat of my brow is such as to entitle me to an 
appetite for my bread, in which, the good book says, 
we shall eat it. The ground is becoming very dry, 
and if there is no rain for some time to come the hay 
crop will be well cured before it will be cut, as the 
timothy is already showing symptoms of premature 
maturity. Clover shows signs ot suffering; yesterday 
and to-day it has ripened rapidly, or rather dried 
down; the blossoms are nearly half changed in color. 
Corn is rolling itself closely up. Apples (small as 
they are), are dropping very profusely; I begin to 
fear there will be a short crop. Oats are badly 
pinched, although th«re is a chance yet for a fair 
crop, if there should be rain soon. Wheat is beyond 
reach of remedy, for the midge have appeared in my¬ 
riads; scarce a grain but is already in their posses¬ 
sion. We shall be obliged to forego the pleasure of 
wheat culture, (as I have for the past five years,) and 
go to raising stock,—say horses, as they are at this 
time a well paying stock, and what is certain, they 
must bear a good price for years to come; for they 
are higher at the west, from whence there formerly 
were a good many sent east, for the New York and 
Boston markets, but now will pay more than they 
sold for. Besides, the markets cannot be overstocked 
until they are raised, which must take some four or 
five years at least. G ood oxen, as well as cows, in 
this Genesee country, bear a paying price. Oxen at 
six years old, well broke, have been sold at $150 the 
pair, and milch cows sell readily at from $40 to $60 
a head; and not fancy blood at that, such sell for a 
much higher mark. By raising more stock, wt shall 
have more manure to apply to our corn, potatoes, oats 
and such other crops as we can raise without paying 
quite so heavy a midge- tax as we must on growing 
wheat. Thus our lands will be better conditioned 
to grow wheat, if, after the lapse of some years, the 
midge should disappear. I will stop, as I am occu¬ 
pying too much space, for one article, in your truly 
valuable journal. D.— Gates. 

Wheat turning to Chess.—I saw an article in the 
last Genesee Farmer on the subject of wheat turning 
to chess. Mr. Johnston, you say, was a believer in 
wheat turning to chess, but he had tried it, and satis¬ 
fied himself to the contrary. 

Now I will tell you my experience on the subject 
Four years ago I cleared off four acres pf timbered 
land, and sowed it with wheat. I had a fair crop 
when I cut it; there was a very little weevil in it 
I burnt the stubble, and got some clean wheat of my 
neighbor and sowed it again with wheat. There was 
a low piece of muck ground through the middle of 
the field. The wheat came up and looked very well 
until the next summer, and when I cut it there was 
a strip through the middle of the low ground—nearly 
an acre—that was all chess, scarcely a head of wheat 
in it; and on each side of it on the higher ground it 
was all wheat and no chess ! Will Mr. Johnston 

please explain why that was so in the next Faimer, 
and oblige H. hmAX- ^Hagamans Mills, JY. Y. 
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CANADA THISTLES AGAIN. 

Messrs. Editors:—There are many questions ask¬ 
ed and answered, and much said in your and other 
journals, about Canada thistles and other noxious 
weeds, but all seem to fail, however well they apply 
any “ certain remedy/' in exterminating these prickly 
pests from the country, or even from their own farms. 
It is true that if you cut olf the tops as fast as they 
appear above ground, the roots will die. It is also 
true that a crop of buckwheat succeeded by clover 
will generally thin them very much; and often, once 
mo wing will nearly eradicate them for the time being. 
It is true, too, that laying down to grass and mowing 
five or six years,/generally runs them out till you 
plow again* But it is not true that mowing, hoeing, 
plowing, or pulling them, at any particular time of 
the moon, or day of the month, or state of the weath¬ 
er, is a sure cure; though there are conditions of the 
plant and states of the weather that are more favor¬ 
able to their destruction than others. 

This pest of agriculture, this curse of the farmer, 
the greatest vegetable pest to the State of New York, 
is destined to remain amongst us, and to luxuriate in 
our choicest soils in spite of all the opposition that 
can be brought against it, and no person living will 
ever see it sensibly diminished under its present man¬ 
agement, unless it should become diseased, like the 
potato, and be thus exterminated by a natural pro¬ 
cess. We can run them out for the time being, from 
some particular field, but at the same time they are 
increasing rapidly on some other portion of the farm. 
It is only on those farms where there is a decided im¬ 
provement in the general tillage, that the average 
production of them diminishes. 

You may say it is not best to talk so discouraging- 
ly to farmers, but the fact is, that we farmers have 
got so used to them, our fingers have got so callous 
from being constantly filled with their stings, that we 
are insensible to the evil, and most of us let enough 
go to seed every year to seed the whole farm. 

I have often heard farmers say, “ I care nothing for 
Canada thistles, I can take care of them, but these 
ox-eye daisies, this stein krout, this patent may weed, 
this quack grass, sorrel, or dock, I cannot abide.” 
Now, brother farmers, let us reason a little with re¬ 
gard to these noxious weeds. There are three modes 
by which vegetables are propagated; by seeds, by 
suckers, and by layers of the tops or roots. There 
are two ways by which seeds are transmitted to con¬ 
siderable distances; by egret or wings, and by be¬ 
coming food for birds and other animals and passing 
through their digestive organs without destroying 
their vitality, to say nothing of their transmission by 
man, with other products in various ways. Then, 
plants are annual, biennial or perennial; valuable or 
valueless. Let us see how it is with the pests above 
named. 

The ox-eye daisy is food for birds, is propagated 
only by seeds, has no egret, is a perennial, but if cut 
in season is good hay, natural only to worn out mea¬ 
dows and pastures, and easily exterminated by cul¬ 
ture and manure. 

The stein krout is a biennial, food for birds, is 
propagated only by seeds, the seed has no wings, is 
good food for cattle, will make paint oil, and is easily 
exterminated by cultivation. 

The patent may weed, or little white daisy, (I know 
not what else to call it,) is a biennial, not eaten, (I 

think,) propagated only by seeds, has no wings, value¬ 
less, but easily exterminated, as all this class of plants 
are, by a little perseverance. Of dock we may sayr 
ditto. 

The quack grass is perennial, vegetates by suckers, 
layers and seeds, and is of course hard to kill; but the 
seed has no wings, is eaten perhaps by birds, but is 
not unpleasant to handle, and makes good pasture 
and hay. 

Sorrel, I think, is biennial, wingless, propagated 
only by seeds, which are not eaten, valueless, but 
grows only where there is an excess of acid in the 
soil, and easily exterminated by applying lime or 
ashes, which neutralizes the acid. 

The king of pests, the Canada thistle, grows in any 
soil not very neat, thrives most on the best soils, per¬ 
ennial, propagated by seeds, suckers and layers, has 
egret, is eaten and transmitted by birds, insinuates 
its seeds into every kind of grain, hay or straw, thrusts 
its thorns into our flesh at every touch, they are 
drawn into the lungs of our horses in the dust of hay, 
producing heaves; it is valueless, and has not one re¬ 
deeming quality, unless it be that of bringing nutii- 
ment from a great depth, which it certainly ought to 
do, for its roots run to the depth of ten to fifteen 
feet in the hardest clay soil. It occupies almost 
every corner of our fields, every open space in our 
forests, thrives along our highways, railroads and 
canals, and in spite of law and man's natural enfhity, 
it there luxuriates, and perfects and disseminates its 
seed. But all is not yet told. Its seeds, like many 
others, are encased in a coat of mail, rendering them, 
at certain depths, or in certain situations, impervious 
to air and moisture, and preserving their vitality for 
ages, but ready to burst into life whenever circum¬ 
stances favor it. This last mentioned property, among 
the rest, with the apathy that prevails among the till¬ 
ers of the soil, render it morally certain that we can 
never exterminate it, and can keep it down only by 
clean culture and perseverance; and the better we 
understand the habits of the foe we have to deal 
with, the more successfully shall we combat it. 

Agricola. 

Fall Plowing should be Done Early.—The 
Boston Cultivator well says: “Plowing, both for 
winter grain and for the purpose of rotting the sward 
before next spring, should be done as soon as practi¬ 
cable. If delayed till the warm weather is past, little 
or no decomposition will take place, but the vegeta¬ 
ble matter will lie inert till spring, and the furrow 
then be tough and the grass likely to start from it. 
The sward would rot more in one month before the 
middle of October, than it would from that time to 
May. Many farmers often lose the great object they 
desire to accomplish by fall plowing, on account of 
overlooking this fact.” 

On the other hand, the Cultivator thinks that “ if 
it is desired to mellow and sweeten a stiff clay, the 
later it is plowed the better, in order that the frost 
may act upon it at once before it is soaked by rain.” 

Wheat Midge on Clover.—It is generally report¬ 
ed that the wheat midge has attacked the clover 
heads. I wish to ask the readers of the Genesee 
Farmer if they have noticed the “ varmint ” in their 
clover fields. If so they would oblige by reporting 
their observations through your valuable journal. 
D.—Gates. 
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NOTES EOR THE MONTH, BY S. W. 

This Summer of 1856 may be truly said to be an 
extra warm and growing one. On the 1st June very 
few early garden vegetables had begun to take that 
start, to which a sun warmed soil is indispensable; 
asparagus, pease and pie-plant always excepted. 
King Philip corn has proved a good substitute for 
the later sweet corn: it grows here six feet high; it 
has more ear, and is a week earlier than most other 
early corn; methinks farmers might find it valuable 
for a second planting, or to fill gaps where the first 
has failed or been destroyed. I take more pains with 
potatoes and get the poorest returns, and the leas}; 
pains with beets, carrots and parsnips, and have the 
best. A rich heavy soil adds monstrously to the 
weight of beets, while it makes only potato vines. 
This spring I covered potatoes in the trench with 
vegetable refuse, but the decomposition has been too 
imperfect, the monster vines have exhausted the 
moisture and the tubers are naught; but the yield 
will be better on the same ground another year. 
Potatoes want a sandy or gravelly loam, treated with 
hog manure, or a new, rich, mucky soil, well drained; 
if planted on old sward, it should be plowed early the 
previous fall, so as to ensure the necessary decompo¬ 
sition at the right time to feed the tubers. 

A Seneca county farmer would laugh at the expe¬ 
riment of that Brighton farmer, who expects a fall 
crop of turnips after wheat; here on all old soils we 
get only turnip tops in] the fall, the worms take the 
turnips; but I have some sweet corn, planted after 
the pea vines were removed, that is now two feet 
high; it will ear in September, and the stalks will be 
worth more for a milch cow than all the turnip tops 
grown on four times the surface. Corn and beets 
have no enemies that good culture will not evade, 
and these plants luxuriate in a drought if the soil is 
well drained and rich; but turnips want a moist cli¬ 
mate like England, where Greely says the sun itself 
“ looks like a boiled turnip.” 

But apropos of corn, the notion that good seed 
rots if planted early on a well drained soil, is a great 
fallacy. I this year planted three t times over some 
bright looking eight-rowed yellow corn, got from toll 
corn at the mill, but it never sprouted; while every 
kernel of sweet corn of my own growing, planted at 
the same time, came up; hence the necessity of select¬ 
ing seed corn from the stalk in the field, and of keep¬ 
ing it on the cob, and in a dry, airy situation. I can 
tell a slovenly farmer by the miscellaneous appear¬ 
ance of his corn. Some are partial to large cobs and 
small kernels; methinks they must want the cobs for 
jug stopples or kindling wood.J / 

I have been trying in vain to make by mixing, the 
mechanical counterpart of a specimen of Wisconsin 
prairie soil. Our calcareous clay is scarcely finer, but 
it is very adhesive, while the prairie soil is ever pul¬ 
verulent, wet or dry; when I added sand to our clay, 
it was still an adhesive, mortar like conglomerate, al¬ 
though containing to all appearance more vegetable 
remains than the prairie specimen; hence I infer that 
the superior fertility or crop growing power of a 
prairie soil, is to be referred more to its fine mechan¬ 
ical structure, than to its superior wealth in organic 
matter. Yerily old Jethro Tull was more than half 
right, when he said that the secret of large crops was 
in the thorough comminution of the soil. 

It seems to be the prevailing opinion among farm¬ 

ers that the wheat midge, like the Hessian fly, has 
seen its best days 'in our region. Perhaps it has been 
starved out by the general practice of growing the 
early Mediterranean wheat; there can be little doubt 
but that plowing in the wheat stubble deeply where 
the insect has prevailed, puts the germ hors du com¬ 
bat for the next year. The thorough destruction of 
the insect enemies of plants is the true remedy for 
their mischief, if it can be compassed. The large 
brown squash bug, and the smaller cucumber bug, 
will cease to be a pest in any garden where half an 
hour a day is devoted to their destruction, after their 
first appearance. Should a few eggs be deposited on 
the under side of a large leaf, take out the part with 
the eggs, and the next year you will have no bugs. 
It is much more difficult to distance the enemies of 
fruit trees; while our pear trees are struck with blight, 
cherries are stung, and our sweet bough apples fall 
off wormy, the poor peach tree, young and old, is at¬ 
tacked root and branch; and if the plumb tree can 
be saved by the knife from the blight of the black 
knot, its fruit is still punctured and destroyed; twenty 
years ago this fruit was as free from enemies as our 
grapes, raspberries and currants are now! 

Here is a man—call him not a farmer—who has 
twenty acres of meadow to cut, thus late in the sea¬ 
son. His argument for late cutting is that labor is 
cheaper, and it is so dry that it needs no curing either 
in the cock or by spreading; he cuts and loads it di¬ 
rectly for the stack or barn. I did not see the man’s 
cows, but his horses looked as though they belonged 
to a cooper who fed them on hoop poles. If such a 
man was tried by a jury of his cows, his fate would 
be hopeless. S. W.— Waterloo, August 10, 1856. 

Bearded Varieties of Wheat.—The future of 
wheat raising, owing to that great pest the midge, 
like “ the star of empire,” points westward, yet we 
may raise sufficient for family use by sowing the 
Hutchinson, or some other bearded variety, as the 
“ varmints ” seem to avoid all bearded varieties, or at 
least they infest them much less than the bald varie¬ 
ties. It is well attested, that there is very little loss 
from the midge in the bearded kinds of wheat; there¬ 
fore I think your numerous readers will do well to 
look at this matter, for the old flint, and other varie¬ 
ties of bald wheat in this vicinity, are very nearly a 
total loss, while the bearded will afford a tolerable 
yield of good plump wheat. I have examined seve¬ 
ral fields in this immediate neighborhood, and find 
in fields of bald wheat, from one to five insects on 
nearly every grain, while in the bearded, in several 
instances, I did not find a single “ creetur,” and very 
few in any case. If any of your subscribers have 
observed the habits of the midge enough to give any 
light on this subject, they will confer a favor on a 
multitude by communicating the same through the 
Genesee Farmer. D.— Gates, Monroe Co., JY. Y. 

Wood Land Pastures—Are they Profitable ? 
There are those who think not, for these reasons: 
The grass and shrubs which grow in the shade of a 
forest are comparatively innutritious; the droppings 
of flocks pastured in such places are lost to the pres¬ 
ent generation; the cost of keeping in repair a long 
range of fences is greatly disproportioned to the value 
of the return in pasture on such fields. What is the 
experience of our readers ? 
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fl:;: CHEESE-MAKING FROM A FEW COWS. 

Messrs. Editors :—I have read your article on the 
“ Manufacture of Cheese,” in the July number, with 
much interest; but the directions given are adapted 
rather for large than small dairies. I keep four cows 
and wish to make a little cheese for the use of our 
family, and should be glad if you would give a few 
directions for my guidance. By so doing you will 
oblige at least one of your readers. 

Seneca Co., JY. Y. A Farmer’s Wife. 

We should be glad if some of our readers would 
answer the above inquiry. In the meantime we offer 
a few hasty hints which we hope may be of use to 
our correspondent. 

The difference between making cheese from a small 
and from a large dairy, consists principally in this. 
In a large dairy the curd is made into a cheese every 
day, while in the small dairy the curd—obtained pre¬ 
cisely as in the large dairy—is slightly pressed and 
laid by in a cool place till a sufficient quantity is ob¬ 
tained for making a cheese as large as desired. 

The night’s milk should be kept as cool as possible, 
and the next morning placed in a tub, together with 
the morning’s milk, and the ■whole, by adding a por¬ 
tion of heated milk, raised to about 85° Fahr. The 
rennet is then added, the milk well stirred, and after¬ 
wards let alone till the curd is well come. The time 
this occupies varies from fifteen minutes to two hours, 
according to the amount of rennet, temperature, &c. 
—the warmer it is put together, and the more rennet 
there is added, the quicker will the cheese come. As 
a general rule the longer it is in coming, the tenderer 
and sweeter will be the curd. We should seldom 
desire it to come sooner than forty minutes after the 
rennet is added. 

When the curd is come, it is broken up quite fine 
either by hand, or by a curd breaker, which cuts it 
into very small pieces. After this it is allowed to 
stand and settle. Some persons at this stage raise 
the temperature of the whey and curd up to 95° or 
100°. This is called “ scalding.” The practice has 
its advantages and disadvantages. If the milk is 
warm enough when the rennet is added, it may be 
dispensed with; if too cool it may be required. If it 
is desired to sell the cheese when a month or six 
weeks old, high scalding is indispensable, but in ma¬ 
king good cheese for home use, we should scald very 
little, if at all. 

The curd is easily separated from the whey by 
throwing the whole into a seive or on to a cheese 
cloth. The curd is then placed in a strong cloth, and 
well pressed to remove as much of the whey as pos¬ 
sible. This is very important. It is then placed in 
a cool place, and the operation repeated daily—or 
every other day, if the milk will keep sweet, as it will 
in a cool cellar in the fall. 

When sufficient curd is obtained in this way to 
make a cheese of the desired size, it is all mixed to¬ 
gether, broken quite fine, and salted. It must then 
be pressed for a few hours; a clean dry cloth put 
round it, inverted, and pressed again. At first it 
should not have too heavy a pressure put on it, but 
it cannot be pressed too dry. It should have dry 
cloths put round it and be kept under the press till it 
does not wet them. Many will object to so much 
pressure, but we speak from experience and with 
much confidence on this point. Less scalding, and 
more pressure would, in our opinion, add greatly to 

the real value, and cheese-like flavor; though perhaps 
not to the buttery appearance and saleable qualities 
of most American cheese. 

When the cheese is taken from the press it should 
have a little salt put on it, and be kept in the dairy, 
or other cool moist place for a few days. It may 
then be taken to a dry room, where for the first week 
or two it must be turned every day, or the side next 
the floor will mould. The room should be well ven¬ 
tilated, and nearly dark. 

Clay, a Valuable Paint.—A correspondent of 
the Country Gentleman gives the following recipe for 
making a cheap and valuable paint for buildings : 

‘‘Take common clay, (the same that our common 
bricks are made of,) dry, pulverize, and run it through 
a sieve, and mix with linseed oil. You then have a 
first rate fire-proof paint, of a delicate drab color. Put 
it on as thick as practicable. 

If any one has doubts with regard to the above, just 
try it on a small scale—paint a shingle for instance and 
let it dry. Recollect that it must be mixed thicker 
than common paints. 

The clay, when first dug, will be wet or damp, but 
will soon dry, spread in the air under a shelter, or, if 
wanted immediately, it may be dried in a kettle over 
a fire. When dry it will be in lumps, &c., and can be 
pulverized by placing an iron kettle a few inches in 
the ground, containing the clay, and pounding it with 
the end of a billet of hard wood, 3 inches in diameter, 
3 feet long, the lower end to be a little rounded, &c. 
Then sift it. Any clay will make paint, but the colors 
may differ, which can easily be ascertained by trying 
them on a small scale as above indicated. By burning 
the clay slightly j ou will get a light red, and the greater 
the heat you subject it to the brighter or deeper the 
red.” 

Effects of Irrigation.—Mr. Arthur Voung, in 
his “Travels in France,” voL 2, p. 171, has the fol¬ 
lowing : 

“Provence—Avignon.—Irrigation is here carried on 
in great perfection, by means of the waters of the 
river Durance and the Crillon canal, made only for the 
purposes of watering. The meadows are mown thrice 
a year, producing from 30 quintals of hay, at 40s. to 
60s. the quintal, on each eymena of 21,600 feet (7 ton 
14 cwt. per acre) at three cuts. Such meadows sell 
near the town for 1000 liv. ($382.00) per acre; fur¬ 
ther from it, 800 liv. ($306.00) per acre. If the season 
is dry, they are watered every twelve days; but in a 
moist time, once in three or four weeks. In some 
cases, they begin with turbid water, and finish with 
what is clear to clean the crop. Never water their 
corn at all, but in extraordinary droughts.” 

French Clover. — We have a plat of Lucerne, or 
French clover growing this summer, (sown last year,) 
which is very luxuriant, and which answers an excel¬ 
lent purpose as a green fodder to feed out to our stable 
horse occasionally, or to our cows as their morning 
repast, before being driven to pasture. We began to 
cut it when it stood eight or ten inches high, when 
common grass was hardly advanced enough for sheep 
to clip, and have gone over the ground twice or thrice 
the present season. We have no doubt we can cut it 
yet twice more before winter. It requires rich land, 
and had better, we think, be sown on sandy loam, as 
it is in danger of being frost-hoven and winter-killed. 
Ours is sown and cultivated in drills. It has been in 
the ground but one winter, but it has stood that with 
perfect triumph.—Rural Intelligencer. 
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Value of Corn Cobs.—Shell all your corn before 
you sell it, and crush the cobs for cattle feed; -when 
crushed, cooked, and mixed with cut hay or straw, 4 
bushels are worth as much as 2 bushels of grain, and 
make most ex g llent messes for milch cows, or working 
oxen.—Exchange Paper. 

In the Eastern States, where corn and all kinds of 
cattle food command high prices, there can be little 
doubt that it pays to grind the cob with the corn 
without shelling. " Tn the large Rochester mills, the 
charge for grinding a bushel of shelled corn is five 
cents; for grinding two bushels of corn in the ear, 
(equal to a bushel of shelled corn) eight cents. Es¬ 
timating that the two bushels of ears weigh 80 lbs., 
and the bushel of shelled corn obtained from them to 
weigh 60 lbs., we pay three cents for grinding 20 lbs. 
of cobs, or $3 per ton. It must be remembered, too, 
that we save the expense, and the loss of corn, of 
shelling. Corn-cobs are not very nutritious—equal 
to the best wheat straw—but in this neighborhood, 
at least, when ground, they are well worth $3 per ton. 
There is, however, no such advantage in grinding 
cobs as the writer we have quoted would lead us to 
believe. He says four bushels of ground cobs are 
worth as much as two bushels of grain. This i3 a 
great mistake. Four bushels of cobs, at most, would 
not weigh more than 80 lbs., while the two bushels of 
corn would weigh 12U lbs., and no one can for a mo¬ 
ment suppose a pound of cobs, cooked or ground, or 
messed up how you will, can possibly afford as much 
nutriment as a pound of corn. 

The practice of grinding corn in the ear, where 
cattle food is high and scarce, is a profitable one, and 
there is no necessity fo* «aking such extravagant 
statements in regard to it. If those who write for 
the agricultural press would keep within bounds, 
there would be far less prejudice against book farm¬ 
ing. 

THE CULTIVATION OP WHEAT. 

As another harvest is gathered, the farmers of New- 
York again have an opportunity to judge of the pro¬ 
ducts and value of the different varieties of wheat 
sown in the fall. Fearing the depredations of the 
midge, many have sown the Mediterranean variety, 
believing that its long beards and early maturing 
would prevent the working of that insect. The long 
beard is useless, however, and the early maturing is 
its only protection from these depredations. Taking 
into consideration the quality of the grain, and the 
yield per acre, it will not be advisable to 6ow the 
Mediterranean wheat, if two-thirds of a crop can be 
obtained from the White Fiint or Soles variety. It is 
for the interest of the farmers of Western New-York 
to furnish the millers with wheat which will make the 
best quality of flour made in any quarter of the globe. 
If they should cease growing the choice varieties, the 
loss would be greater than that occasioned by the 
midge. 

To guard against the midge and the Hessian Fly, 
much attention should be paid to the preparation of 
the soil and the time of sowing. If we sow before the 
fifth of September, the wheat is liable to be injured by 
the Hessian Fly, and if we sow after that date, the 
midge is to be feared, for, other things being equal, the 
earliest sown is the earliest matured. Much also de¬ 

ends on gowing seed that was fully matured before 
eing gathered, and wheat cut when it will make the 

most and the best flour is not fit to sow. Wheat which 
is fully ripe when cut is preferable for sowing, as it ha3 

proved to be more hardy and not so liable to be injured 
by the fly. 

The farmer who believes that wheat will turn to 
chess, and yet sows wheat that contains chess, injures 
himself as well as the miller, fbr chess wheat will not 
make superior flour. No wheat should be sown which 
ha3 other seeds mixed with it, as it will take years to 
clear them from the land. If those who believe in the 
change from wheat to chess, will sow nothing but pure 
wheat, they will in time clear their lends of chess. 
When once introduced, however, it will take several 
years with the closest attention to disperse it; for it 
ripens early, and mixes with the wheat in cutting, and 
produces another growth. Farmers should be careful 
to frequently change their seed wheat. If they pro¬ 
cure it from a distance, and from different soils, the 
improvenent in their crops will compensate them for 
their trouble and expense. I have found some new 
varieties do well in favorable seasons, but when the 
grounds'were bare most of the winter, there would be 
almost a total failure. Most of the varieties from 
Europe are later in ripening, and not hardy. R. Har¬ 

mon, in W. Y. Chronicle. 

THE EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL AG. SOCIETY. 

The Fair of the Royal Agricultural Society of 

England, held at Chelmsford, in Essex, is said to haver 
been one of the best ever held by the Society. We 
have received full reports in our foreign exchanges, 
and will endeavor to give a few extracts that may 
not prove uninteresting to our readers. 

Implements—“We do not remember,” says the 
Mark Lane Express of July 20th, “ever seeing so 
complete an exhibition of implements, and one that 
was disparaged by so few useless toys that tend only 
to display ingenuity of design and engineering skill, 
but of no practical utility to the farmer.” The Society 
offered a prize of five hundred pounds (82,500) for 
“ an economical substitute for the plow and spade.” 
Several steam plows were entered for trial, and the 
results were highly satisfactory. The prize has been 
claimed, and the Express remarks: “however much 
the judges or the Society may hesitate, popular opin¬ 
ion has gone far to .award it.” The work is said to 
have been “ beautifully done.” The men in command 
had perfect control of the steam horses, and stalled, 
guided and turned them with ease. One of the steam 
plows exhibited was purchased by Mr. Cramp, of 
Witham, Essex, who proposes to let it out, like the 
threshing machine, for the use of his tenants and 
neighbors. 

Howard’s Prize Plow, so successful at the Paris 
Exhibition, and a cut of which we gave last month, 
wa3 also awarded the highest premium at Chelmsford. 

The trials of Reaping Machines on a field of rye 
were not satisfactory, and the award is deferred till 
harvest. 

Chambers’ Liquid Manure Drill gave great satis¬ 
faction. It is somewhat on the same principle as 
Chandler’s, only that the liquid falls by a drop in¬ 
stead of in a stream. It is said to be “a great ad¬ 
vance of anything of the sort yet invented.” 

Exhibition of Stock.—“If,” says the Express1 
“we can speak in high terms of the display of imple¬ 
ments, we may say as much or yet more for the show 
of stock. When the turn of the latter did come, they 
certainly had the call. The freshest of visitors could 
scarcely resist diving at once through the many fa¬ 
mous stands of machinery, intent above all things 
else to get a glimpse of the famous Short-horn bull— 
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of the Southdown that had beaten Jonas Webb—or 
for a long look at such a range of Suffolk horses as 
no man ever saw before.” 

Short-horns.—The Short-horns were not numeri¬ 
cally so strong as at some former exhibitions. “ There 
was no mistake, however, about the excellence of 
some of them. Lord Feversham’s prize bull, for in¬ 
stance—Gloucester—which took the first prize at 
Paris last year and the second at Carlisle, was only 
here a commended animal. One might so look for 
something extraordinary to stand so far before him. 
And such is the case. For shape and quality—a fine, 
full, but compact frame, a head that shows the high¬ 
est breeding, and a touch that tells it still more, we 
at least, in our time, have never seen so near an ap¬ 
proach to a perfect animal as ‘ Master Butterfly’ now 
is. ” This bull, bred by Mr. Towneley, was sold for 
the unprecedented price of twelve hundred, guineas! 
($6,048). He goes to Australia. Mr. Ambler’s 

prize bull calf was sold for ore thousand dollars. 
“ Indeed,” exclaims the Express in chronicling these 
sales, “the run upon this stock (short-liorn)—what 
with France, Australia and America to compete for 
it, is more extraordinary than ever. At Chelmsford 
the supply by no means equalled the demand.” 

Herefords.—With two exceptions, the Herefords 
exceeded in numbers those of any exhibition of the 
Society during the last ten years. Lord Berwick’s 
3 year old Bull Napoleon III., took the first prize of 
£30. He is not long in frame, but amazingly deep ; 
his chest and all along his underneath parts, exceed¬ 
ingly good ; his flank very full, deep and low ; his 
chine and girth great and good ; back a little amiss ; 
hips are fair, wide and good ; his legs short. The 
quality of flesh and softness of skin quite first-rate. 

The first prize for “ Cows in Milk or in Calf” was 
awarded to Mr. Perry, for a very beautiful animal ; 
her frame uniform and good throughout, twist and 
thighs alone defective. Her brisket good, and milk 
veins denote a first-class milker; her chine and ribs 
are all you can wish for, in her frame; shoulders well 
out, hips just right, her countenance mild and docile. 
She is not large, nor does she stand high, but very 
complete. 

On the whole, the Herefords were never better 
represented. 

Devons.—In this class Mr. Quartly, so justly cele¬ 
brated as a breeder of Devons, takes the first prize of 
£30 for his bull “ Sultan,” 3 years and 4 months old. 
This bull is almost a perfect cylinder. He is a re¬ 
markably compact and well-formed animal, of very 
superior quality ; short legs, great in girth, capital 
fore-quarter, a very level back, and very uniform in 
his proportions and color ; his hips and tuts are too 
narrow, and tail stands high. We always think this 
a fault in the Devon breed. 

In the Class of 2 year old Bulls, His Royal High¬ 
ness Prince Albert took the first prize of £25. The 
Express well remarks: 

“ It always rejoices us to see our princes and nobles 
entering the lists as general competitors in the mos 
laudable endeavor to promote a nation’s wealth and 
the advancement of agriculture. In this peaceful ri¬ 
valry prince,, peer and peasant meet upon common 
ground, and take their stand and chance with the 
band of exhibitors; and without favor or fear are the 
adjudications given, in the most perfeot spirit of fair¬ 
ness, and in exact accordance with the merit of the 
animals exhibited. The peasant has as good a chanee* 

personally, as the prince. Woe to the Society were it 
otherwise I We are glad to see that the Prince has 
reaped rural honors again, by the award of the first 
prize of £25. This is a first-class animal. His coun¬ 
tenance is very mild and pleasing; his chest, brisket, 
flank, and underparts excellent; his hips, loin, thighs, 
tuts, and twist are all good, and full; his back straight 
and level; perhaps his chine is too narrow, and his 
horns are wide; but he possesses beautifully symmetri¬ 
cal proportions, and is of first-rate quality of flesh and 
softness of skin.” 

In the Class of Cows in Calf or in Milk, the first 
prize of £20 was awarded to James Quartly, of 
Moll and, for his eow “Stately.” “She is” says the 
Express, “exceedingly beautiful, and possesses the 
best quality of meat we have yet seen in the yard. 
Her frame is very symmetrical, and true in form, and 
her offal remarkably fine ; her only fault is in being 
somewhat too small, but still a superb animal, taking 
her altogether.” The Class was very superior. 

Horses.—The average number of horses exhibited 
at the annual shows since 1847, is 96. This year 
there was 196 ! In proportion to the extent of the 
show, so was its excellence. “We never saw,” says 
the Express, “ at any time, such a noble gathering of 
noble animals.” The Buffolks mustered in great 
force, and the second prize for Stallions for Agricul¬ 
tural purposes was awarded to one from Mr. Catlin’s 

stock. This is a good specimen of its class. Here 
is strength enough, size enough, and activity enough 
for any work. The fine expressive head, characteris¬ 
tic of Mr. Catlin’s blood, is here fully developed. 
This is the peculiar seal that seems to distinguish all 
the members of this family. (We gave an excellent 
likeness of one of Mr. Catlin’s prize Suffolk horses 
in the March number.) The first, prize was given to 
a Clydesdale horse exhibited by Prince Albert. The 
award is said to have given very general dissatisfac¬ 
tion. 

In the Class of two year old Stallions for Agricul¬ 
tural Purposes, the first prize was awarded to a Suf¬ 
folk Horse belonging to Mr. Sexton. He has a 

strain of the Catlin blood ; and is thus described by 

the Mark-Lane Express: 

“ He stands like a tower of strength. The union of 
the neck and shoulder is admirable. His barrel is well 
turned, rib not too deep, his bone is fine and flat, and 
his legs clean ; indeed he presents a living testimony to 
the fact that bone and flesh do not constitute strength. 
The breeder here seems to have succeeded in establish¬ 
ing the advantage that lies in reducing the size of use¬ 
less parts, and in getting rid of unnecessary appenda¬ 
ges. Huge bulk must be reduced before symmetry 
and compactness can be acquired, it being an invaria¬ 
ble law that bulk is attended with a corresponding 
degree of coarseness. This practice must not be carried 
too far. The object of the breeder should and must be 
to retain a certain size in the animal, and to impart to 
that size the necessary muscle and spirit.” 

Exhibition of ^ISheep.-—South-Downs.—For a 

few years past, the •elebrated South-Down breeder, 
Jonas Webb, has not exhibited his sheep at aDy of 
the Fairs. This year he has again entered the field. 
At the Paris exhibition he carried all before him. 
At Chelmsford, to the surprise of eveiy one, his Paris 
prize yearling ram came off second best. The Mark- 
Lane Express remarks : 

“The first prize was awarded to Mr. Overman, and 
considerable discussion has been raised upon the de¬ 
cision of the judges* exciting no ordinary interest 
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throughout the show-yard. The fact that “Jonas 
Webb” was beaten in competition was sufficient to 
rouse the greatest interest among the South-Down 
breeders, so that a very large amount of criticism was 
expended upon the rival animals, especially as Mr. 
Webb’s shearling was the prize sheep of the Paris 
show, and had been refused to a purchaser (we were 
told) at the large sum of 500 gs. ($2,500!) Mr. H. 
Overman, the successful competitor, is a celebrated 
breeder in Norfolk; and, waiving any doubt as to the 
decision of the judges, we rejoice much at his present 
success, his ram being a very superior animal. Mr. 
Overman’s flock has not been surpassed for many years, 
for wool and substance. The Chelmsford prize shear¬ 
ling is quite in character, having a large well-formed 
frame, with capital bosom, good flank, thighs, and good 
neck, and yielded a large fleece of 10 lbs. But still 
we thought him hardly so handsome or symmetrical as 
Mr. Webb’s shearling, which received the second prize: 
his general frame and proportions were barely so good, 
and his back not so even; while in quality of flesh 
and wool he is inferior. Perhaps still Mr. Overman’s 
would be preferred by the public.” 

The first and second prizes for “ Rams of any other 
age” (but yearlings), were awarded to Lord Walsing- 
ham, who also took the first and second prize for the 
best pen3 of shearling ewes. I'he Express says : 

“Lord Walsingham’s first prize ewes are large, wide 
and of very beautiful quality, having fine bone, and 
being exceedingly level in character. 

“His Lordship’s second prize ewes are very good, 
symmetrical and beautiful. These lots were sold, one 
to the French Government and the other to an Ameri¬ 
can gentleman, at 20 and 17 guineas each respectively.” 

On the whole, the exhibition of South-Downs was 
the largest (except at London in 1851, the “Exhibi¬ 
tion year,”) and best ever made by the Society. 

Leicesters.—The show of Leicesters was meagre. 
The average number exhibited for the past nine years 
was 97: this year only 60 animals were shown. The 
character of the sheep, too, indicate little improve¬ 
ment. There were too many reminding one of the 
witty definition that a “ Leicester sheep is like a soda- 
bottle on legs,” the neck being too lank, the rumps 
narrovving off, and the general conformation being 
deficient in breadth, depth, and compactness of sym¬ 
metry. 

Long Wooled Sheep.—The show of Cotswolds 
was in number considerably above an average, and 
of surpassing merit. Mr. Walker’s first prize shear¬ 
ling is said to be of “ wonderful size, beautiful sym¬ 
metry, and fair offal ; and has a splendid fore-quar¬ 
ters, flank, loin, and rump.” 

Exhibition op Pigs.—The show of pigs was large 
and good. “The small breeds were never excelled, 
taking them collectively, and the large breed classes 
produced were astonishing animals.” 

Large Breed.—The first prize of £10 was award¬ 
ed to the Rev. C. T. James, of Ermington, Devon, 
and the second to J. Harrison, Jr,, of Stockport. 
The Express says -: 

“ The Rev. C. T. James 1st prize boar was much ad¬ 
mired. He stands upon short legs, is very thick iu 
form, and broad in frame throughout, excellent in 
quality for a pig so large, his rump good, but a trifle 
too low. We seldom see a much better pig, so much 
weight and good flesh combined, and quite in charac¬ 
ter with his designated breed. 

“ Mr. Harrison’s 2d prize boar was greatly admired; 
be partakes of the small breed in his general character 
and form, but is of tremendous size and substance; his 

frame is good, his neck, chine, back, and loin broad, 
full, and wide throughout, head and ears short, the 
latter pricking, chaps good and fat, tail too low, stands 
rather narrow.” 

The first prize of £10, for the best breeding sow 
of a Large Breed, was'awarded to W. B. Wainman 

of Carhead, Yorkshire. “This is a very large ani¬ 
mal, and highly proportionate for her size ; she is 6 
ft. 5| in. in length; her frame is very deep; her back 
is level and broad—indeed, well and broadly-formed 
throughout; her tail too low ; quality good ; she is 
the daughter of No. 603, standing—or rather lying, 
for she cannot stand—in the adjoining pen. This 
sow (603) is a very remarkable animal, and is the 
second prize sow at the Carlisle meeting. Her head 
is short and comparatively fine ; her length is aston¬ 
ishing, and her general proportions are good ; her 
weight at Carlisle was 9£ cwt. She has taken ten 
first prizes, and is now on her return from Paris, ac¬ 
companied by her ten sucklers. We understood she 
could not be got up for the judges’s inspection. ’ 

Small Breed.—The first prize for “ Boars of a 
Small Breed” was given to Thomas Crisp, of Wood- 
bridge, Suffolk, for a very superior animal, entirely 
black, his head short and fine, ears short, thin, and 
nicely pricky and pointing forward, his chaps full, 
neck short and fat, chine, back, and loin very broad 
and level, his frame very deep, and legs short, tail 
and rump more up and even with back than in most 
breeds, his hair thin and not too soft, offal fine, and 
quality of flesh exceedingly good. 

The first prize for “Breeding Sows of a Small 
Breed” was awarded to H. S. Hayward, of Willing- 
ton, Suffolk, for a very complete and compact animal, 
of exceedingly good quality of flesh. Her ears are 
remarkably thin and pretty, snout short, chaps full, 
neck good; chine, back, and loin broad and full; a 
v.ery handsome frame, on short legs ; tail not quite 
high enough. Sold for 35 guineas. 

Machinery for Husking Corn.—The Scientific 
American thinks there is a good chance for a fortune 
resulting to the inventor wljo shall be so fortunate as 
to invent a successful machine for “husking” corn. 
It says: 

“The annual production of Indian corn is six hun¬ 
dred millions of bushels, nearly all of which is shelled 
by machinery; but the husking is done by hand. The 
expense of husking is estimated at five cents a bushel, 
or $3,000,000 a year! No less than 120 different pat¬ 
ents have been granted for shellers; but for huskers 
only four patents have ever been issued, two of which 
have long since expired. Not one of them is suffi¬ 
ciently practicable, we believe, to meet the wants of 
the community. Corn huskers'are very much needed 
on every farm throughout the land. Here is a splen¬ 
did opportunity for inventors, and we hope they will 
not be slow to improve it. The patent for a first rate 
husking machine will be worth a fortune.” 

How to Catch Hawks.—Erect a pole 12 or 15 
feet high, in a place where there will not be anything 
else near for them to light upon, and upon it set a 
common fox trap, on which they will alight. A strong 
rat trap will answer the purpose, by tying it on the 
pole lengthwise, with the jaws raised above the end, 
the pole being a little leaning, so that the jaws will 
not fall together. When one hawk is taken, tie it on 
the ground near the pole, and its mate will be in the 
trap in a short time. 
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CROSSKILL’S CLOD-CRUSHER. 

CROSSKILL’S CLOD-CRUSHER. 

We consider Crosskill’s Hod-Crusher one of the 
best agricultural implements of modern invention. 
We have repeatedly urged its merits on the attention 
of our readers, and we are glad to find from the last 
Southern Planter, an excellent agricultural paper, 
edited by Frank G. Ruffin, Esq., and published at 
Richmond, Virginia, that it has been introduced on 
to several plantations in the “Old Dominion” with 
great success. Mr. R. says: “ We have had this im¬ 
portant English implement [Crosskill’s Clod- Crusher] 
in use for nearly two years, and can testify experi¬ 
mentally to its great utility, and, economically con¬ 
sidered, to its necessity to many farmers in Virginia.” 
After answering the objections to its general intro¬ 
duction on account of its high price, (in England it 
costs about $90,) Mr. R. remarks: 

“ Among implements which may be called really 
great inventions, Crosskill’s Clod-Crusher is entitled 
to a high place. Its name is its best description as 
its performance is its highest eulogy. It does not 
pulverize clods, though there is as much resulting 
dust and fine soil as from the action of the best har¬ 
row; but it reduces them, the largest and hardest, 
without difficulty, into minute and manageable frag¬ 
ments, leaving the harrow, in this respect, completely 
in the shade. Indeed,.it accomplishes at one traverse, 
what the harrow can never accomplish at all, as the 
following description will prove: 

“ It is a roller six feet long and thirty inches in di¬ 
ameter, weighing about two thousand pounds. But 
unlike most rollers, which are either a solid cylinder, 
or, at most, a cylinder in two or three sections on the 
same axle, this implement is composed of twenty- 
three independent serrated wheels of cast iron—the 
teeth standing out like cogs, but reduced to an obtuse 
cone or boss at the point—‘ supported on four feath¬ 
ered arms’ — each alternate wheel of some three 
inches less diameter than the others—with an eye 
formed in the center fitted to move easily on the 
common axle. But the eye of the larger wheels is 
expanded to such a size as to give them a play of 
several inches on the axle, which is guarded at such 
points by a revolving collar, fitted to catch the wheels 

as they descend. Perpendicular to the angle of each 
tooth, on both faces of the wheel, is a small cast iron 
wedge or flange, which, as the clod breaks, drops 
down on it, and splits and mashes it into smaller frag¬ 
ments. With its weight and momentum, its cones 
and wedges, its vertical play of the larger wheels, and 
lateral play of all, it is evident that it must be a pow¬ 
erful implement, and capable of reducing the most 
intractable clods. 

“ The common roller, if it does not crush the clod3 
at once, presses them into the ground, where they lie 
unbroken, and affording no soil for the plants around 
them to feed in, or are again dragged up by the harrow; 
or, in very hard clods, it bounces from one to another, 
breaking only those that it strikes with some impact. 

“ The harrow frequently passes by or over clods, 
and even when the largest are brokeB, which is by 
no means universal, their fragments become rounded 
by attrition with the harrow teeth, or with each other, 
and further harrowing is useless as to them, and per¬ 
nicious as to the soil. 

“The implement in question does neither. If a 
clod is pressed into the ground it is just in the best 
position to be crushed ; and so far from slipping 
away from it, clods are frequently caught between 
the surfaces of the wheels, lifted up and ground to 
powder—in this way we have more than once seen a 
broom-straw tussock completely ginned of the indu¬ 
rated dirt that enclosed the roots—the whole surface 
is reduced to a mass of dust, fine dirt, and clods about 
the size of a hen’s egg or less, and left just in the best 
condition to receive the seed, and allow of the best 
action of the covering harrow. The track of the 
machine presents much the appearance of sheep 
tracks over a mellow surface. 

“It thus combines the action of the roller and 
harrow into one implement, and performs at one work¬ 
ing what both of them often fail altogether to accom 
plish, and never succeed entirely in domg.” 

We have no doubt that it wTould pay any of our 
agricultural implement makers to manufacture this 
Clod-Crusher. There is, indeed, an imploment made 
in this country having a serrated surface, but it is a 
solid body and cannot be as efficient as the one above 
represented. 
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DCG POWER FOR CHTJRNIFG.1 

Messrs. Editors.—I have heard that there is in 
the States, a kind of churn which is worked by a dog 
or sheep. Do you know anything about it ? If so, 
you would oblige me much by giving a description of 
it. A Canadian Farmer. 

Pelham, C. W., Aug. 18, 1856. 

The accompanying engraving will convey a more 
definite 'idea of the dog-power churn than the most 
elaborate “ description.” The principle of its con¬ 
struction, is the same as that of the endless chain 
horse-power. We believe, however, that instead of 
a chain, India rubber bands are used. Of course, any 
kind of churn can be attached to the power, but the 
best, in our opinion, is the old-fashioned dasher churn. 
In fact, notwithstandidg the thousand and one inven¬ 
tions that have been patented, it is very questionable 
if we have any better churn than the dasher. It is 
true that the labor of churning is far greater than 
with many other churns; but this arises from the dis¬ 
advantageous position of the churner, and not from 
the churn requiring a greater amount of force to 
work it. When worked by a crank, the labor is far 
less fatiguing. Attached to a dog-power, as shown 
in the engraving, it works easily, and we believe in 
every way satisfactorily. 

We should like to hear from those who have tried 
the dog-power churn. 

Watering Troughs. — A correspondent of the 
Prairie Farmer recommends large iron kettles for 
watering troughs. He says he has used them some 
years tor that purpose, and considers no “ other trough 
fit for watering cattle.” He also recommends small 
kettles of a spider or skillet form, to be set round to 
feed or water a standing horse in, or an occasional 
pig or two; and says that “if farmers would purchase 
a few of these kettles of different siz°s for such uses, 
to stand about the place, they would find them the 
best and cheapest utensils, in the long run, they could 
obtain, and it would save them the trouble of running 
all over the neighborhood to borrow, every time they 
killed hogs or made soap.” 

Whitewash for Fences.—One ounce white vitriol, 
(sulphate of zinc,) and three ounces of common salt, 
to every three or four pounds of good fresh lime, it is 
gaid, will render it very durable when exposed to the 
weather. 

~ Sowing Wheat on Clover Sod.—In one of the 
back volumes of the Ohio Cultivator, (voL 2, page 
175,) an experienced farmer, “as the result of repeat¬ 
ed experiments,” recommends the following mode of 
preparing clover sod for wheat. We should like to 
hear from any of our readers who have tried this 
plan. In this region, unless the land is very clean, 
we should stand a chance to get more grass than 
either wheat or clover: 

‘ If I had a good clover sod, (not blue grass,) I would 
not feed a man and his horses to plow it more than 
once for me. My mode is, to mow the first crop of 
clover, then let the second crop grow up, and about 
one-third of it get ripe; then plow it in and sow the 
wheat immediately. In plowing, I do not want my 
ground ‘cut and covered,’ but all of it stirred. By 
this mode of turning in half-ripened clover, I have my 
ground well seeded witli clover—better than where I 
have sown the seed in the spring. I cannot be per¬ 
suaded to plow ground before harvest, and then stir it 
several times before seeding. Even if the crop of wheat 
majT be better, I believe it is injurious to the ground.” 

Wheat on Oat Stubble.—An experienced farmer 
says he has had very good wheat after oats by adopt¬ 
ing the following mode or rotation of crops: Manure 
corn ground well in the spring—which he believes i3 
the best time to apply manure—plow it in deep; work 
the corn shallow, so as not to disturb the manure; 

I plow shallow the next spring for oats; and in the fall 
! plow deep, so as to bring up the manure, (which has 
i now become fully rotten,) for wheat. If the oat 
| stubble is thick enough and dry enough, burn it off; 
which will make the ground in first rate order for 
plowing, and kills the seeds of noxious weeds. If the 
seeds of weeds get in with the manure by putting it 
on the corn ground, there is a better chance of killing 

| them than when plowed in with stubble for a crop of 
grain. 

Raise your own Seed.—As our beautiful Genesee 
country is fast becoming disfigured by Canada this¬ 
tles, white daisies, and other weeds, we must, each 
farmer for himself, raise his own grass seed, which all 
may do with considerable saving, if not profit Let 
every farmer mow off in J une a patch of clover suf¬ 
ficient to grow the quantity of seed he may require, 
(counting five bushels from an acre so mowed,) for 
the next year’s seeding; also a piece of timothy of 
fair growth, and clean from any of the pests that are 
becoming so very prevalent in many of our fields. 
By these precautions—and taking some pains to ex¬ 
tirpate those we have already got—we shall soon be 
wholly rid of them—a matter to be devoutly desired. 
D.—Gates. 

An Easy Method of Making Cream Cheese.— 

Take a quart of cream, or if not desired very rich, 
add 1 pint of new milk; warm it in hot water until it 

j is about the heat of milk from the cow. Add a ta- 
| ble-spoonful of rennet, let it stand till thick, then 
I break it slightly with a spoon, and place it in a frame 
8 inches square and four inches deep, in which previ¬ 
ously put a fine canvass cloth ; press it slightly with 
a weight, let it stand 12 hours, then put a finer cloth 
in the frame—a little powdered salt should be put 
over the cloth. It will be fit for use in a day or two. 

Warts on Horses.—Muriatic acid, applied daily 
with a feather, is a safe and speedy remedy. 
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AN INTERESTING LETTER FROM MR. JOHNSTON. 

Near Geneva, 20th Aug., 1856. 
Mr. Harris:—Dear Sir: Your favor of the 18th 

is before me. In answer, I would say that the 25| 
acres in wheat adjoining my dwelling gave 847 bush¬ 
els of wheat, (33£ bushels per acre.) Had it not been 
for midge, I think it very probable there would have 
been from 150 to 200 bushels more. I never saw 
such a display of shocks before. 

On the swale, that was entirely prostrated some 
time before you were here, I was surprised to find 
the wheat equally as good in quality as any of the 
upland. Owing to being later in ripening, the straw 
was still green when we cut it—at the same time we 
cut the upland; but when the wheat got hard, it was 
certainly of as good quality as the upland, and, if any¬ 
thing, better, being very thin in the bran and very 
clear. This shows that early cutting makes the best 
samples. 

You would have been surprised to have seen the 
wheat that grew on the top of the ditches on the low 
land. The mixing of the subsoil with the surface 
soil made the straw so stiff that it did not lodge, but 
was leaning, and I never saw such good ears of 
wheat in my life. One of the ditches through the 
swale was ninety-six rods long, two feet wide, and 
over three feet deep on an average. I had, therefore, 
every chance to see the result of the crop there. You 
could stand at one end of the drain, and see the differ¬ 
ence in the wheat all the way to the other. It was 
much earlier, and the ears very large. 

I have very little doubt but that there is some four 
or five acres of this swale, that would pay to trench 
two feet deep; or otherwise draw on some four or five 
inches of gravel or clay before sowing the wheat. If 
I live and have good health, I think I shall try one 
or the other of these plans. I have very little more 
draining to do, and may as well try something else! 

I hear great complaints of the yield of wheat on 
all the undrained land, while on the drained land the 
crops are very good—at least all that was sown in 
good season. Wheat must he sown from the hth to 

the Vdth of September, to secure paying crops in 
these midge times. 

My corn is in the same field as when you saw - it 
last year. Although the stalks are not so long, yet 
I think it will yield as well as last year. But there 
is a great deal of poor corn in the country. Oats 
around here are good. Barley, they say, does not 
yield well on threshing. My potatoes are very fine. 
I have not heard how they are in general. Drained 
land is fine for murphys. I remain yours truly. 

John Johnston. 

Cure for Lockjaw in Horses.—Bleed the horse 
in the third bar of the mouth, and drench with strong 
salt water. This method has been known to be suc¬ 
cessful when all others have failed. 

Posts last a vast deal longer in wet soils than in 
dry, sandy loams—longer in clay than in the richest 
soil. In peat meadows, the bottom of the posts hold 
out longer than the tops and the rails. 

Soot contains considerable ammonia, and the late 
Prof. Anderson says that it does not benefit the clo¬ 
ver plant, while for wheat, timothy and other cereals, 
it is found most valuable. 

How to Harvest Corn.—A correspondent of the 
Michigan Farmer recommends the following method 
of harvesting corn: 

“ Bet the corn remain on the stalk until it is dry 
and fit for the crib. Entar the field with horses and 
wagon, straddle every fifth row, with a man on each 
side and a boy in the rear. Break off the ears as rap¬ 
idly as possible, throwing them into the wagon; this 
saves carrying or handling over, not being particular 
about taking off all the husks; secure your corn in any 
convenient place until winter; a pen of rails will an¬ 
swer. The husks that remain will keep the corn from 
spoiling in the crib. When you wish to market your 
corn, put it on a floor, thresh with horses, the husks 
will not be in the way, rake off, run through a mill, 
and your corn will be bright and clean, and in first 
rate condition. Two men and a boy can pick up and 
crib two hundred and fifty bushels of ears in a day. 

“My opinion is, if farmers will adhere strictly to 
these rules, they may save half their labor, and have 
better crops. This is quite an item. Try it.” 

Salt and Lime for Hay.—In the forthcoming 
Transactions of the JYew-York State Agricultural 

Society, L. D. Cliff, of Putnam Co., N. Y., says: 

“ I have used, for several years, the following pre¬ 
paration for my hay: Two parts of slacked or quick 
lime to one of salt. The salt to be mixed with the lime 
until entirely dissolved and the mass becomes a pow¬ 
der. Upon a load or ton of hay, at intervals in mow¬ 
ing or stacking, use from ten to fifteen quarts, dusted 
evenly over the hay. I formerly used salt alone, but 
the men would often use too much, so that it was in¬ 
jurious to the stock. The above mixture obviates this 
—it corrects the acidity and sourness of the hay, and 
I do not recollect a sick animal since I commenced its 
use. Horses troubled with the heaves are greatly re¬ 
lieved by feeding upon hay thus prepared, and I am 
satisfied it is a preventive of the heaves. My horses 
are kept in the stable the year round, well groomed, 
and they do far more work and wear longer than when 
suffered to run during the summer.” 

To Clean Chess out of Seed Wheat.—The 
Southern Farmer copies the article on this subject 
from the last Genesee Farmer, and remarks: 

“We can fully certify to the efficiency of the mode 
recommended in the preceding article for cleaning the 
land of cheat. We practised it more than twenty years 
ago, preparing the seed exactly in the manner now de¬ 
scribed, and with entire success. Like many other of 
our brother farmers who too hastily jump to conclu¬ 
sions, we entertained the opinion for a vhile that 
wheat was transformed to cheat; but with the use of 
clean seed our crops were purged of the pest. And so, 
there can be no doubt, would be the experience of every 
farmer, if he would adopt the same plan. The result 
would be attended with a double advantage—he would 
reap clean merchantable wheat, commanding the best 
prices in the market; and he would establish to his 
own satisfaction that wheat will not and cannot de¬ 
generate to cheat. 

Sheep Distemper.—An experienced correspondent 
of the Country Gentleman furnishes the following: 

“I some time since had a distemperamong my sheep 
that no one could account for. They would begin to 
stagger, and within an hour or two would die. As 
soon as moved, there would be a loathsome and bad 
smelling yellow water run from their noses, which soon 
became intolerable. I put tar on stones (which were 
plenty there,) and then put plenty of salt on to the 
tai, which cured them completely after eating it.” 
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Treatment of a Contrary Horse.—When a horse 
gets in a way of being contrary, and will Dot go for¬ 
ward at all, it is common to apply the whip freely. 
Solomon says, “ a whip for the horse,” but he may not 
refer to any cases of this kind. At any rate, it is 
often where thus used, of no benefit only the gratifi¬ 
cation of the enraged driver. A method which we 
have known more successful, is to treat the animal 
very kindly. His contrary disposition is usually the 
result of having been fretted in some way, and kind¬ 
ness may overcome it. Make much of him at all 
times. Speak gently to him, and so often that he 
wll become accustomed to your voice. When he 
stops when attached to the carriage or load, and will 
not move, approach him in the same gentle manner. 
Stroke the mane, and pat the hand frequently on his 
head. Means of this kind will have a powerful ten¬ 
dency to overcome his stubborness, as brutes feel the 
power of kindness. We believe from what we have 
seen, that young horses especially, in nine cases out 
of ten, may be successfully cured of contrary habits 
in this way, while the application of the whip would 
only increase the difficulty. 

Blacking for Harness. — Melt four ounces of 
mutton suet with twelve ounces of beeswax ; add 
twelve ounces of sugar candy, four ounces of soft-soap 
dissolved in water, and two ounces of indigo finely 
powdered. When melted and well mixed, add half a 
pint of turpentine. Lay it on the harness with a 
sponge, and polish off with a brush. 

Here is another recipe:—Take three sticks of the 
best black sealing-wax, dissolved in half a pint of 
spirits of wine; to be kept in a glass bottle, and well 
shaken previous to use. Applied with a soft sponge. 

Another recipe for black varnish is the following : 
Best sealing-wax, half an ounce ; rectified spirits of 
wine, two ounces ; powder the sealing-wax, and put 
it in with the spirits of wine, into a four ounce phial; 
digest them in a sand heat or near the fire, till dis¬ 
solved. Lay it on warm with a fine hair brush. 
Spirits of turpentine may be used instead of spirits 
of wine. 

Governmental Depots for Stallions.—In France 
and Germany, the establishment of governmental ha¬ 

ras or depots for the best stallions that can be f -und, 
in various parts of the country, and in such localities 
as are easily accessible to a given district, has been 
attended with the best possible results ; and at this 
moment France can boast of several breeds which, as 
cart-horses, are second to none in the world for endu¬ 
rance, strength, and activity, if not for the more 
showy points of bulk and symmetry. At the recent 
exhibition of the Royal Ag. Society, two very good 
specimens of the Bolognese breed were shown, and 
every one admired their trotting action ; combining 
speed with manifest power. 

Cattle Swallowing Nails.—A correspondent of 
the Homestead, S. W. Bartlett, of East Windsor, 
Conn., tells a case that fell under his own observation, 
of indigestion and non-thrift of,some Durham cattle. 
Two of them when slaughtered were found to have 
nearly a, pint of rusty shingle nails in their stomachs. 
The owner had re-shingled his barns after they were 
filled with hay; the old nails had fallen between the 
roof boards upon the hay, and had passed into the 
stomachs of the cattle. 

Important to Farmers.—A learned lawyer of this 
city has, after full investigation of the subject, given it 
as his opinion that a man’s claim to land, if good at 
the surface, is good downwards to the centre of the 
earth. This must be encouraging to those farmers, 
who, if we may judge from their scratching only four 
or five inches of the surface, thought they owned only 
that amount of the land. They may now go down as 
far as they like and turn up untold wealth, which they 
have not heretofore been aware of, and have no fear 
of an action for trespass upon other people’s domains. 
—Louisville Democrat. 

.Apropos to this is the following: 

How to Make One Farm Equal to Three.—In a re¬ 
cent address before the Ohio State Agricultaral Society, 
G. T. Steward, Esq., thus spoke on this subject: 

“Many farmers are destroying the productiveness of 
their farms by shallow work. As they find their crops 
are diminishing, they think only of extending their 
acres of surface, as they suppose their title deeds only 
give them a right to six inches of earth. If they will 
take their deeds, study their meaning, and apply the 
lesson to their fields, they will soon realize in three 
fold crops, that the law has given them three farms 
where they supposed they had only one; in other 
words, that the subsoil brought up and combined with 
top soil, and enriched with the atmospheric influences, 
and those other elements which agricultural science 
teaches them to apply to their ground, will increase 
three fold the measure of its productiveness.” 

Curing Corn for Fodder.—I see in the last Country 
Gentleman, an inquiry about securing broadcast corn 
for winter. I have tried many ways, but have only 
succeeded well with all my crop thus: I set crotches 
in the ground, 12 or 15 feet apart, laying a pole in the 
crotches, say 7 to 8 feet above the ground. Commence 
at one end, laying rails or poles, 1£ feet apart, about 
10 or 11 feet long, on each side, one end on the pole 
and the other on the ground, similar to the rafters of 
a tolerably flat roof—lay a few stalks crosswise of the 
poles or rails, to prevent the fodder from falling 
through-—then commence standing the longest or 
straightest stalks, butt down, on the ground—put a 
course the length of the fodder house or stack on both 
sidefe—the next course butts up, and so on until the 
stack is finished, covering the top with coarse hay or 
long straw. It may be put on one foot thick, and cov¬ 
ered again in the same way another foot thick, if de¬ 
sired, after standing a week or two in dry weather, 
leaving the frame open at both ends. I cut with a 
short cradle, when the corn is not very tall and stands 
up well, or with grass knives when down or stout, 
leaving it lying on the ground for three or four days 
before taking it up. When well put up it is sure to 
keep well. At the commencement of winter the north 
end may be closed up if desired, and filled inside.— 
Lewis Bailey, Fairfax Co., Va., in Country Gent. 

Sheep Manure on Meadows.—Sheep manure is Ho, 
1, for grass lands, which can easily and effectually be 
manured by building light movable sheds, open on one 
end; the sills to be made like sled runners on the 
ends; put them in the lots to be manured, and when 
the sheep occupy it for a lodging place long enough to 
give the ground in and around it a good coat of ma¬ 
nure, hitch a team to it and remove it two or three 
rods, and so on. When you get across the lot, hitch 
on to the other end and draw it back over a new strip 
of land, and so on until the whole lot is manured in 
this way. The land will show the effect of the top 
dressing for many years. 
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THE CULTIVATION OF THE STRAWBERRY. 

Messrs. Editors:—You have frequently favored 
us with articles on the cultivation of the strawberry. 
You have given pictures of strawberries that have 
made my mouth water, and have repeatedly urged 
every farmer to raise at least enough strawberries to 
keep his own table supplied with this delicious fruit; 
but though 1 have read all these articles, I am still 
ignorant of many things which I suppose are neces¬ 
sary to success. I have determined to plant out a 
few beds of strawberries, and would be glad if you 
would write one more article on this subject, so plain 
that he who runs may read—so simple that the dull¬ 
est caunot fail to understand, and yet so full that one 
who has never raised a strawberry, and seldom seen 
any but wiki plants, can go to work understandingly, 
and with some probability of success. Doubtless 
this is not an easy task, but your kindness in answering 
other inquiries which, at various times, I have made 
through the Genesee Farmer, leads me to hope that 
you will also favor me with the desired information. 

Pendleton, JV. Y., Aug. 22, 1856. J. W. 

P. S. My object is to raise the strawberries for my 
own use, and not for market. 

If our correspondent has read all the articles that 
have appeared in ;the Genesee Farmer for a few 
years past, on the cultivation of the strawberry, and 
is still as ignorant as he pretends to be, we fear his 
case is hopeless. However, we will once more do 
our best to enlighten him. 

The strawberry is so named from the ancient prac¬ 
tice of laying straw between the rows, for the pur¬ 
pose of keeping the ground moist and the fruit clean. 
The fruit is a fleshy receptacle studded with seeds. 

The plants can be propagated by seeds. If sown 
immediately after being gathered, the seed will pro¬ 
duce plants which will come into bearing the follow¬ 
ing year. The alpine and wood species come quite 
true from seeds, and produce finer fruit than when 
propagated in any other way. The seed of the other 
species does not produce plants true to their charac¬ 
ter, and is never sown except for the purpose of rais¬ 
ing new varieties. 

The strawberry plant sends out suckers and run¬ 
ners every summer. The latter throw out roots at 
every joint; and thus one plant will produce quite a 
number of new plants in the course of the summer. 
If these new plants are separated fr<fm the parent 
plant and from each other, and planted in new beds 
where they have sufficient room, they will bear fruit 
the nsxt year. This is the usual mode of propagation. 

In regard to the best time to take up and trans¬ 
plant these new plants there is some difference of 
opinion. Pardee, in his “ Complete Manual for the 
Cultivation of the Strawberry,” says: “We have 
transplanted strawberry plants successfully for years, 
every month from March until the 20tli of October, 
without difficulty. With mulching, shade and water, 
judiciously applied, it can be well done at any time.” 
Keens, a celebrated English strawberry grower, says; 
“ With respect to the time of planting, I have always 
found the month of March better than any other. 
Sometimes, when my crops have failed, I have had 
runners planted in the autumn, for the following year, 
but these have always disappointed my expectations.” 
Spring planting is unquestionably the best, on the 
whole ; but strawberries frequently do well w7hen 
planted in the summer or fall, and yield a larger crop 
the first year. Much care, however, is necessary. 

Unless the weather is showery, the plants before 
they are taken up, and after they are planted, will re¬ 
quire thorough watering. If plants can be obtained 
from your own garden or in the immediate vicinity, 
be careful to take them up with as much soil adher¬ 
ing to the roots as possible. To do this the soil 
must be moist, and should be pressed into a ball 
round each root by the hand. In this way, you may 
be sure the plants will grow if properly watered 
September is perhaps the best month for fall plant¬ 
ing; though when planted in August a better crop 
may be expected the next summer—if the plants do 
well. This season has been so dry, that it would 
have been next to impossible to have successfully 
transplanted strawberries in August. We have now 
had a good rain, and it may be done with safety this 
month. 

As you are a young: beginner, it will not be well to 
plant too many varieties. In regard to the best 
kinds, see article in the last number. 

As you have plenty of land, we would advise you 
to plant in rows three feet apart, and one foot in the 
rows. Much has been said in regard to the soil and 
situation best adapted to strawberries. The fact is, 
however, strawberries do as well on any or all soils, 
as corn or potatoes, and are just as easily raised. 

Strawberries require a large quantity of water; and 
the great success of the London gardeners in raising 
such large strawberries, is mainly due to their system 
of irrigation. A moist soil is unquestionably best 
adapted to the cultivation of strawberries; but it is 
equally certain that stagnant water will injure or de¬ 
stroy the crop. As a general rule, it is impossible to 
raise a good crop of strawberries on ground that is 
not thoroughly under drained. It should also be 
subsoiled, or spaded eighteen inches deep; and if this 
is done a year before hand, so much the better. It 
is very important to keep the land free from weeds; 
and if it is plowed or spaded unusually deep just be¬ 
fore the plants are set out, it will, in all probability, 
throw up an unusual quantity of weeds. Subsoiling, 
so far as our experience goes, always has this effect 
If the plants, therefore, are to be set out in the fall, 
the land should be subsoiled or spaded deep in the 
spring or fall preceding, and cultivated with some 
hoed crop during the summer. In this way, if the 
ground is well hoed and cleaned, there will be little 
trouble from weeds. This thorough cleaning of the 
ground before planting is a point of great importance. 

Much has been written about animal and vegetable 

manures for strawberries ; some contending that the 
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former are injurious while the latter are beneficial. 
In our opinion, there is no truth in this. The recipes 
for watering with a solution of various salts, corres¬ 
ponding to the ashes of the plant, are also unworthy 
of attention. Those who claim to have received such 
great advantage from these salts, should have ascer¬ 
tained what effect an equal quantity of pure water 
would have had. This they have not'done. The 
fact is, our cultivated plants are composed precisely 
of the same elements; the only difference being in 
the relative proportions in which they exist; and it 
is found that a plant which contains a large propor¬ 
tion of potass, for instance, receives no more benefit 
from an application of potash, than a plant which 
contains but a relatively small proportion. In some 
instances, indeed, the reverse is true. Tou need not, 
therefore, trouble yourself about sal-soda, sal-ammo¬ 
niac, &c. Let your land be well prepared, and en¬ 
riched to a considerable debth with barn-yard ma¬ 
nure, leaf mould, or muck compost, and the plants 
will find all the elements they need. 

If you set the plants in the fall, on ordinary loamy 
soil, it is better to keep the ground bare, and to use 
the hoe frequently, than to mulch. It will be well, 
however, to cover the ground with litter or leaf com¬ 
post, before winter sets in, or the young plants may 
be injured. We deem this indispensable for recently 
transplanted strawberries, and an advantage in all 
cases. When strawberries are planted in the spring, 
especially if the soil is sandy, it is best to mulch 
them before the hot, dry weather commences. Tan- 
bark, placed so thick (say from one to two inches) 
that the weeds cannot get through, is the best mulch, 
although litter, leaves, or anything that will check 
evaporation from the soil, will answer. If our cor¬ 
respondent thjnks mulching too much trouble, plant 
the strawberries on loamy soil, that has been well pre¬ 
pared, and it may be dispensed with, though it is al¬ 
ways advantageous. 

If these hasty hints are not as “plain,” “simple,” 
and as “full,” as our correspondent wishes, we 
shall be happy to answer any further questions on 
the subject he has to propound. 

California Hedge Plants.—The California 
Farmer says: “California can boast of several fine 
evergreen plants that would make close, secure and 
handsome hedges. Our dwarf evergreen oak, the Es- 
calonia, and the Ceonothus, each make very beautiful 
hedges. The two last we can attest to, as we can 
refer our readers to the magnificent hedge of Escalo- 
nia around the flower grounds at Smith’s Gardens, 
near this city—and the very beautiful Ceonothus 
hedge around the flower garden of William Fell, Esq., 
at San Souci. These hedges are worthy of a visit.” 

Hybridization. —- It seems probable from Deut. 
xxii. 9 — “ Thou shalt not sow thy vineyard with 
divers seeds : lest the fruit of thy seed which thou 
hast sown, and the fruit of thy vineyard, be defiled,” 
—that the Jews—and probably the Egyptians—were 
aware of the effect of permitting one flower to be 
impregnated by the pollen of another. 

Gardening a higher Art than Architecture.— 

Lord Bacon remarks: “ When ages grow to civility 
and elegancy, men come to build stately sooner than 
to garden finely, as if gardening were the greater 
perfection.” 

TRANSPLANTING LARGE TREES. 

It is, to us, no small matter of congratulation, that 
the attention of the public is being yearly more and 
more turned to the improvement of our rural homes 
by the planting of fruit and ornamental trees. We 
admire, we love trees. They beautify, they enrich the 
country. From our earliest youth, we have always 
considered a tree one of the most beautiful objects 
of nature. We shall never forget the first time, al¬ 
though but eight years of age, we beheld the noble, 
stately and majestic elm, which towers over the vil¬ 
lage green, the pride of the citizens of Pittsfield, in 
Massachusetts. It is one of the monarchs of the 
primeval forest, and is cherished and nursed with the 
greatest care at the present time. It may be seen 
for miles before reaching the village. What is it, let 
us ask, that renders our eastern towns and villages so 
beautiful, so lovely, so enchanting ? We answer, it 
is trees. Let us then commence at once and set out 
trees. 

Spring is the season we find the most pleasure in 
making our rural improvements, and from this cir¬ 
cumstance, probably, it has become the most general 
season for planting trees; but in our experience fall 
planting has been the most successful, particularly 
foi fruit and deciduous trees, especially when droughts 
occur, as the trees when planted in autumn suffer lit¬ 
tle or none from that cause, when those set out in the 
spring often perish in consequence of it. 

It is a g.eat fault with many, in digging holes for 
trees, to make them altogether too small and con¬ 
tracted, and instead of spreading the small roots, as 
they should do, they are very apt to crowd them 
down with the spade, not only bruising but cutting 
them off, to the great injury of the tree. Our prac¬ 
tice has been—and we have been very successful, too, 
particularly with forest trees—to make the holes 
somewhat larger than is necessary to admit the roots 
in their natural position, and of sufficient depth to 
allow the tree to be placed two or three inches deeper 
than it was before transplanting. If there be any 
broken or wounded roots, we cut them off. Care 
should be taken, when the tree is taken up, to have 
as much of the earth adhere to the roots as possible. 
Previous to placing the tree, let from two to four 
shovels full of composted manure, or what is still bet¬ 
ter, vegetable mould taken from the surface in a wood 
lot, in proportion to the size of the tree, be incorpo¬ 
rated with the earth in the hole, and the whole made 
fine previous to filling it in; and during the filling in 
of the earth, let the tree be worked to and fro, in 
order that the finer particles of the soil may be ad¬ 
mitted, and fill the spaces under the roots. In order 
to make it more certain, one or two pails full of rain 
or brook water thrown on the roots, will cause the 
earth to adhere more firmly to them; and when com¬ 
pletely filled up, let the ground be well trodden down, 
and finish by making a hollow or basin around the 
tree to catch the rain and convey it to the roots, or 
to receive the watering which it will be necessary to 
give it, should the season prove dry. If the tree is 
small and the roots scant, it will be necessary to drive 
a tree beside and tie the tree to it, with a bandage of 
some soft material, to prevent chafing, as well as to 
prevent the winds from loosening the small roots. 
When larger trees are planted, that have wide spread¬ 
ing roots, rocks placed around the trunk will answer 
a good purpose. 
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A tree properly planted will grow as much in five 
years, as one carelessly and badly set will in ten; and 
often the chance of living is dependent on this slight 
circumstance. 

In transplanting evergreens we have been particu¬ 
larly fortunate, seldom losing a tree. We planted 
quite a number of larches, arbor vitses and cypress 
last year, on Staten Island, and only lost one. In the 
summer of 1838, when living on our farm, near the 
city of Albany, we planted in a clump, near the 
house, thirty white pines, some fifteen or sixteen feet 
in height, on the 25th day of May. It was a driz¬ 
zling rain when we accompanied our men into the 
field where these pines grew. We first caused a 
trench to be dug around the tree, leaving a ball of 
earth about the roots three feet in diameter; then 
pulling the top over, a man on the opposide side cut 
off the small tap-roots, then hauling it over the other 
side, the roots were also cut. A stone sled was theh 
put under the ball of earth, and the tree righted, with 
ropes attached to the top, and then started by a yoke 
of cattle—the men walking by the side, in opposite 
directions, with the ropes to keep the tree in a per¬ 
pendicular position. When arrived at the pit where 
we intended the tree should stand, the oxen were dis¬ 
engaged, the tree moved from the sled into the pit, 
and the earth carefully and firmly placed around the 
roots. This was repeated until the whole number of 
thirty were set out. They all lived, with the excep¬ 
tion of four or five on the outer side, which were dis¬ 
turbed by a severe wind in the fall after, by loosen¬ 
ing the roots. Those left flourished and grew vigor¬ 
ously, and when we last saw them, about three years 
ago, they were from forty to fifty feet in height, with 
trunks of from ten to twelve inches in diameter. 

In the month of June following, we transferred to 
our poultry-yard, when the mercury stood at 80°, six 
larches from a swamp, taking the same pains in set¬ 
ting them, and they all lived, and are now large and 
flourishing trees. C. N. B.—Rochester. 

The Osage Orange as a Hedge Plant.—A gen¬ 
tleman travelling in the State of Illinois, gives the 
Prairie Farmer his opinion in regard to the rapidity 
of growth, hardiness, and general adaptability of 
Osage Orange as a hedge plant. He appears to talk 
understanding^ on the subject, and “ has been par¬ 
ticular to be posted up.” We are glad to have such 
a favorable report. 

“ I have seen it,” he says, “ when but three years 
old, successfully defy the intrusion of any animal big¬ 
ger than a rabbit, into the field it was to guard ! At 
four years growth, the fence, attended to properly, is 
not only reliable as an effective fence against all man¬ 
ner of intruding animals, but becomes, also, a most 
beautiful ornament. But another question arises— 
Will the Osage Orange stend this cold climate ? This 
question must certainly be permanently settled; for 
if it would not be killed, root and branch, by a win¬ 
ter as severe as last winter was, it never will be killed 
"by cold weather. I see a great many hedges around 
about Henry and Magnolia, and other places as far 
north, that seem scarcely to have been at all affected 
by the winter. I see none that have been effectually 
killed. Those that have at all been injured, have 
been injured only to the ground—the Orange spring¬ 
ing up and growing thriftily from the roots. The 
Osage Orange then, we may say, is now demonstrated 
to be the great desideratum for fence.” 

CURCULIO ON THE PEACH. 

Messrs. Editors:—At your request, I furnish you 
my views of the curculio on the peach. I have made 
the depredations of the Turk a close study for a 
number of years. He begins his destruction as soon 
as the peach is formed, or when it is the size of a 
small June pea, and continues his work incessantly 
until the stone of the fruit is quite hard—that is, 
from the first to the fifteenth of July—after which 
his injury to the peach seems to cease all at once— 
knowing by instinct that the stone has become hard, 
and therefore the egg laid after that could not be of 
any avail, as it could not reach the heart of the fruit. 
I have never known the curculio to puncture the 
peach after the stone was hard; although you may 
find them on the tree, they seem harmless after that 
date. This fact is very important to those who wish 
to thin their fruit, so it will be good size, for they 
cannot do it with safety until the 10th to the 15th ©f 
the month; afterward you need have no fears. 

The fact is astonishing, how much the United 
States loses by the curculio. It may be counted by 
hundreds of thousands, and even millions, annually; 
and yet the ingenuity of man has not been able to 
prevent his operations. The most successful means 
I have found, is the use of the finger and thumb. 
He does not confine his operations to the peach, but 
goes at the apricots, nectarines, plums, apples and 
pears. He begins operations by making a small 
puncture, then increases its depth until it is suffi¬ 
ciently deep, and then lays an egg in it, and instead 
of covering the furze of the peach over the puncture 
with his bill, he takes his fore feet and does the work. 

I sincerely hope eveiy lover of fruit will investi¬ 
gate this subject, and make experiments ; peradven- 
ture we may arrest his further destruction. 

A. PlNNEY. 

Clarkson, JY. Y., Aug. 13th, 1856. 

Progress in Horticulture. — Gardening, like 
most other arts, had its origin in the supply of a 
primitive want; and, as wants grew into desires, and 
desires increased, and became more luxurious and 
refined, its objects and its province extended ; till 
from an enclosure of a few square yards, containing, 
as Horace Walpole has said, “ a gooseberry bush and 
a cabbage,” it has expanded to a park of several 
miles in circuit, its boundaries lost in forest scenery, 
—a palace bosomed in wood near its centre;—the 
intermediate space varied by artificial lakes or rivers, 
plantations, pleasure-grounds, lawns, flower-gardens, 
hot-houses, orchards, and kitchen-gardens:—produ¬ 
cing for the table of the owner and his guests, the 
fruits, flowers, and culinary vegetables of every cli¬ 
mate of the world !—displaying the finest verdant 
landscapes to invite him to exercise and recreation, 
by walking over velvet turf, or along smooth and 
firm gravel walks, sheltered, shady, or open, in near 
scenes ; or gliding with horses and chariots through 
“ rides ” and “ drives ” “ of various view ” in distant 
ones. 

Sir William Temple has observed, that the love of 
gardens is the only passion which augments with age, 
and adds, that all men eat fruit who can get it: so 
that the choice is only, whether one will eat good or 
bad; and all things produced in a garden, whether of 
salads or fruits, a poor man will eat better wrho has 
a garden of his own, than a rich man who has none. 
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FERTILIZERS FOE FRUIT TREES. 

In relation to appropriate fertilizers for trees a di¬ 
versity of opinion prevails. All agree that certain 
substances exist in plants and trees, and that these 
must be contained in the soil to produce growth, elab¬ 
oration and perfection. To supply these, some advo¬ 
cate the use of what are called “special manures,” 
others ridicule the idea. I would suggest whether this 
is not a difference in language, rather than in principle; 
for in special fertilizers, the first make simply those 
which correspond with the constituents of the crop; 
but are not the second careful to select and apply ma¬ 
nures which contain those elements? and do they not, 
in practice, affix the seal of their approbation to the 
theory which they oppose? Explode this doctrine, and 
do you not destroy the principle of manuring, and the 
necessity of a rotation of crops? Trees exhaust the 
soil of certain ingredients, and, like animals, must have 
their appropriate food. All know how difficult it is to 
make a fruit tree flourish on the spot from which an 
old tree of the same species has been removed. 

The great practical question now agitating the com¬ 
munity is, how shall we ascertain what fertilizing ele¬ 
ments are appropriate to a particular species of vegeta¬ 
tion? To this two replies are rendered. Some say, 
analyze the crop; others, the soil. Each, I think, 
maintains a truth; and both together, nearly the 
whole truth. We need the analysis of the crop to 
teach us its ingredients, and that of the soil to ascer¬ 
tain whether it contains those ingredients; and if it 
does not, what fertilizer must be applied to supply 
them. Thus, by analysis, we learn that nearly a quar¬ 
ter part of the constituents of the pear, the grape, and 
the strawberry, consists of potash. This abounds in 
new soils, and peculiarly adapts them to the produc¬ 
tion of these fruits, but having been extracted from 
soils long under cultivation, it is supplied by wood 
ashes or potash, the value of which has of late greatly 
increased in the estimation of cultivators. 

Among the arts of modern civilization, universal 
experience attests to the great advantage of “mulch¬ 
ing ” the soil around fruit trees, as a means of fertiliza¬ 
tion and of preservation from drouth and heat, so 
common with us in midsummer. In il'ustration of 
this, experiment has proved that on dry soils, where 
the earth has been strewn with straw, the crops have 
been as large without manure as with it, where evap¬ 
oration has disengaged the fertilizing elements of the 
soil.—Marshall P. Wilder, in Patent Office Report. 

Remarks.—Mr. Wilder is President of the Ameri 
can Pomological Society, and an intelligent, experi¬ 
enced fruit-grower. His opinions, therefore, are en¬ 
titled to great consideration. He is evidently in favor 
of “special manures,” and of analyzing the crop and 
the soil in order to determine the “ fertilizing ele¬ 
ments appropriate for a particular species of vegeta¬ 
tion.” Entertaining somewhat different opinions, we 
would most respectfully point out our reasons for re¬ 
jecting the doctrine of special manures, as taught in 
the above article. 

Fruit trees, and all our cultivated plants, are com¬ 
posed of precisely the same elements, some fourteen 
m number, four of which are termed organic, and ten 
inorganic. The former exist in the atmosphere, and 
may be inhaled by the leaves of plants; the latter are 
obtained only from the soil. If every one of these 
ten inorganic elements do not exist in the soil, no 
plant fit for food can grow on that soil, unless the 
lacking element or elements are supplied in manure. 
On this point all are agreed. Furthermore, we are 
willing to admit that it matters not whether the miss¬ 

ing element is supplied in ordinary barn-yard manure, 
or in any artificial manure, or in its chemically pure 
state. To ascersain whether any particular soil is 
deficient in one or more of the elements of plants, it 
has been proposed, as Mr. Wilder states, to “ analyze 
the soil” Such an analysis is unnecessary, for if all 
plants contain the same elements, and no plant can 
grow on a soil unless it contains every one ot the in¬ 
organic elements of plants, it follows that if the soil 
does produce a single spear of grass, a Canada thistle 
or a white daisy, it contains every one of the inoi*- 
ganic elements of plants. So that to “ analyze the 
soil,” for the purpose of ascertaining whether it is 
destitute of any element of plants, is unnecessary, if 
any plant is growing on the soil. If, therefore, a soil 
does not produce so much as a blade of quack-gras^ 
and cannot be made to produce a plant of any kind 
by tillage alone, it may be necessary to analyze it, in 
order to ascertain which of the ten inorganic ele¬ 
ments are missing;—on any other soil it is certainly 
useless. 

“But” says the advocate of soil analysis, “the soil 
may contain enough of every element for the produc¬ 
tion of one species of plant, and not enough for an¬ 
other species which requires a larger quantity.” This 
is true. But no soil analysis can determine the point. 

For instance, a soil ten inches deep would weigh 
about ten thousand tons, gross, per acre. A crop of 
wheat of fifty bushels per acre contains 40 lbs. of 
phosphoric acid. This 40 lbs. mixed up with 22,400,- 
000 lbs. of soil, is one part in 560,000. Now, we 
have had some experience in determining phosphoric 
acid, and we always think that when duplicate analy¬ 
ses of the same soil agree within one ten thousandth, 
the analyses have been properly made. Certainly no 
one who has ever made a phosphoric acid analysis 
will pretend for a moment that he can determine ona 
part in over half a million. No chemist, therefore, 
Qan tell whether a soil contains phosphoric acid for 
one hundred bushels of wheat, or only for fifty. And 
we hazard nothing in saying that he cannot tell 
whether it contains enough for 1000 bushels or 2000 
bushels. 

We do not, therefore, “need the analysis of the 
crop to teach us its ingredients,” nor “ that of the soil 
to ascertain whether it contains those ingredients;” 
for the ingredients of all crops are the same, and all 
soils that produce any plant at all contain all these 
ingredients, and analysis will not tell us whether they 
exist in sufficient quantity or not. 

There is another view of the doctrine of “ special 
manures,” which must not be overlooked. It is now 
generally admitted that all our cultivated plants con-* 
tain the same ingredients, and that therefore, there is 
no “special” element required for one plant, that is 
not needful for the growth of another. But there 
are some plants which contain much more of some 
particular element, than other plants. For instance, 
according to the analyses of Rn hardson, (See An¬ 
nual Report of the Progress of Chemistry, Part 5, 
London edition, page 318,) the ash of the cherry 
contains 1.12 per cent, of soda, that of the pear 8.52, 
and that of the apple 26.09. The advocates of spe¬ 
cial manures would from this recommend a soil or 
manure for apples wdiich contains a large quantity of 
soda, while for cherries—the ash of which contains 
little soda but abounds in potash (51-85 per cent.)— 
they would recommend a soil or manure w hich con¬ 
tains little or no soda and much potass. This is in 
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fact the theory of “special manures,” as understood 
by all intelligent writers on the science of manuring. 

Baron Leibig, though not the originator, is the 
popular promulgator of this doctrine. Its plausibil¬ 
ity, and its learned advocate’s reputation, gave it im¬ 
mense popularity when first announced, and we can¬ 
not be surprised, however much we may regret, that 
it forms the woof or warp of nearly all our agricultu¬ 
ral and horticultural literature of the past fifteen 
years. Indeed, so true is this, that Mr. Wilder may 
well exclaim: “Explode this doctrine, and do you 
not destroy the principle of manuring”? Neverthe¬ 
less, we cannot close our eyes to the fact that how¬ 
ever plausible it may be, this doctrine is simply a de¬ 
duction. There is no experimental proof of its truth, - 
while there are many isolated facts which show that 
it is not true in all cases. 

So far as fruit trees are concerned, we are without 
experimental evidence either to sustain or refute this 
doctrine. We are, therefore, left to analogy. The 
experiments made during the last thirteen years at 
Rothainsted have, among other things, thrown much 
light on the chemical requirements of wheat and tur 
nips. The ash of wheat contains 50 per cent, of 
phosphoric acid, that of turnips 10 per cent. Leibig 

has said, and the doctrine of “ special manures” would 
lead us to expect, that wheat requires a soil or ma¬ 
nure much richer in available phosphoric acid than 
that required for turnips. But what is the fact ? It 
has been proved that for the growth of turnips, a 
soil requires a much greater quantity of available 
phosphoric acid, than to produce wheat! This fact 
cannot be doubted; the experiments that have been 
made at Rothamsted and in hundreds of other places, 
and the general experience of British farmers, place 
it beyond all cavil. We could mention other facts 
that militate against the doctrine of special manures, 
but it is unnecessary; for as there is not a single well 
established fact that sustains the doctrine, and as it 
has been proved erroneons in the only case in which 
it has been fairly tried, we have no certainty that it 
may not be equally untrue in all other cases. 

While, as we have said, there are no carefully con¬ 
ducted experiments, that demonstrate the truth or 
fallacy of this doctrine, as applied to horticultural 
plants, there are many observed facts that would of 
themselves throw doubt on its correctness. Thus the 
vine contains a large proportion of potash, (according 
to Crasso, the wood contains 44.15 per cent., and 
that of the juice of ripe grapes 71.85 per cent.,) and 
we should expect that the manures best suited for 
grape vines would be those containing much potash. 
But is it so? We believe practical experience an¬ 
swers no. The carcasses of animals, abounding in 
ammonia and phosphoric acid, are found to produce 
an astonishingly beneficial effect on the growth of 
grape vines; and bone-dust, which contains a large 
quantity of phosphoric acid and ammonia, and very 
little potash, is a highly esteemed manure. A short 
time since, an intelligent gentleman of this city, a 
close observer and successful fruit-grower, informed 
us that a few years ago he buried a considerable 
quantity of horn-piths beneath his grape vines. 
Having to remove his vines some time afterwards, 
he found that the roots had pushed through the soil 
to the horn-piths, and literally encased them with a 
dense mat of small fibrous roots. The vine was evi¬ 
dently fond of this kind of food, and imbibed it in 
large quantities. Now, horn-piths abound in ammo¬ 

nia and phosphoric acid, and contain very little pot¬ 
ash! And thus, while as Mr. Wilder says: “Nearly 
a quarter part of the pear, [Richardson found 54.69 
per cent, of potash in the ash of the pear,] the grape 
and the strawberry consists of potash,” we are not 
warranted in concluding that it is the potash which 
“abounds in new soils,” that “peculiarly adapts them 
to the production of these fruits.” The turnip plant 
abounds in potash, (from 40 to 50 per cent, of the 
ash,) while it contains comparatively little phosphate 
of lime; and yet potash is not a special manure for 
turnips, and is never used for this purpose, wdiile 
phosphate of lime has aD astonishing effect on them 
—one manufacturer alone, as he himself informed us, 
selling 12,000 tons of superphosphate of lime for this 
purpose, last year, in Great Britain. All who have 
used superphosphate of lime for turnips, must have 
observed that when the turnip came in direct contact 
with the superphosphate, an immense number of 
small fibrous roots are thi own out, as in the case of 
the vines mentioned above. Furthermore, we have 
seen the roots of the turnip pushed out, laterally, 
between three and four feet long, in order to reach 
superphosphate. Now we know that superphosphate 
is a special manure for turnips, and is it not probable, 
from the facts mentioned above, that phosphates and 
ammonia, rather than potash, are the special manures 
for the vine ? Do not these facts warrant us in ask¬ 
ing such influential writers on horticulture as Me. 

Wilder, to give this whole subject of “special ma¬ 
nures,” and soil analyses, a careful reconsideration ? 

--- m i m - 

Care, Labor and Thought in Horticulture.—* 

An ancient Roman gardener, C. Furinus Uresinus, 

Pliny informs us, was so successful in raising fruits 
and vegetables, that he was accused before the Sen¬ 
ate of practising magic, and was obliged to justify 
himself by displaying his tools. As he did so he ex¬ 
claimed: “These are the implements of magic which 
I use, but I cannot show you the cares, the toils and 
the anxious thoughts which occupy me day and 
night.” __ 

Great Growth of a Pawlonia.—A Pawlonia 
tree in the garden of our friend Brown, of the Ohio 
Farmer, killed last winter by the cold, has sent up a 
shoot from the crown, that has now attained the 
height of twelve feet, with a diameter, at one foot 
from the ground, of three inches. Many of the 
leaves are from two feet to twenty-eight inches across. 
It has also several lateral branches. 

Tie up Tour Dahlias—If you have not already 
staked and tied up your dahlias, do so at once. 
When not tied, the high winds which frequently pre¬ 
vail at this season, will probably blow down or break 
the stem, and convert your beautiful “ Queen of Au¬ 
tumn” into an eye-sore. 

Mulching and Stirring the Soil.—The more ex¬ 
perience we have in horticultural pursuits, the more 
we are convinced that we should protect our plants 
by mulching; and that the drier the season the more 
frequently should the soil be stirred. 

American Oaks in Paris. — One hundred and 
thirty American Oaks were planted last year in the 
city of Paris. Of these eighty-seven took root, and 
are green and flourishing. The rest, forty-three, are 
dead. 
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FRUIT PROSPECTS. 

The crop of fine pears this season will be very light 
—not over one-third of an average. I have been in 
several orchards, and the prospect is anything but 
flattering, especially on the standard trees. My 
dwarfs will not average over a third of a crop. I 
observed, however, in Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry’s 

plantation, a good crop. 
The crop of apples will also be very short through¬ 

out the country—not over one-third of a crop. Fruits 
generally will probably bring a good price this fall. 

Yours, &c., A. P. 
Clarkson, Monroe Co., «7Y. Y., Aug. 20,1856. 

The Apple, Peach, and Pear Crop in Mass.— 

“The apple crop in this vicinity,” says the Boston 
Transcript, “will hardly be an average one. In 
some localities it will be quite short, in others only 
medium. The peach crop will be very small indeed 
in most localities. The pear trees will yield a full 
crop, and the quality now bids fair to be excellent. 
The recent wet and foggy weather has swelled fruit 
of this description most remarkably, and a change in 
the weather will cause it to mature rapidly.” ■ 

P- The JY. Y. Shipping List remarks that the crop 
of peaches will be very small—a few Red Rare Ripes 
are coming in, and bring $2 per basket, quality poor. 
The crop of apples, which but a few weeks ago 
promised to be large, has been found to be greatly 
reduced, by the long-continued drought. New Jer¬ 
sey, it is now said, will have none for market, and the 
West, it is expected, will produce half a crop. 

The Farm Journal, published at Philadelphia, 
says: “The apple crop promises tolerably fair. We 
have during the last four or five weeks passed over a 
large portion of the territory surrounding Philadel¬ 
phia, and have observed that the apple trees were 
nearly all well set with fruit. The young apples ap¬ 
pear to be sound and healthy, though we do hear oc¬ 
casionally of instances where the fruit is dropping 
rapidly. 

“Pears are abundant. We have never known a 
finer prospect, at least never on standard trees.” 

Snow a great Protection from Cold.—The ven¬ 
erable David Thomas, of Union Springs, N. Y., for 
many years a regular correspondent of the Genesee 
Farmer, sends the following note to the Country 
Gentleman : 

“ Since the date of my last article on Vernal Flowers, 
I have become an octogenarian, and so infirm that my 
‘consulting physician’has forbidden me to write for 
the Press. But I want to record three facts. 

1. The common potato, in several parts of our gar¬ 
den where small tubers were neglected last fall, has 
come up like a weed, though some of these were not 
covered more than an inch deep with earth. So I infer 
that the ground, protected by the snow, was not frozen 
to that depth, severe as the winter has been. 

2. Three bulbs of Gladiolus floribundus were forgot¬ 
ten, and remained out all winter, though this plant is 
from the Cape of Good Hope, and marked tender in 
Loudon’s Encyclopedia. They are growing finely; it 
bears a beautiful flower. 

3. Mimulue guttatus, marked by a crimson spot or 
drop on its yellow coral, and which has been treated as 
a green-house plant, was also forgotten, and left out 
without any care on our part It is now in a flourish¬ 
ing condition,” 

RESERVED FLOWER PLOTS. 

Those flower-gardens are now looking best, that 
are fortunate enough to have their blanks (made by 
the decay of summer flowers) supplied by new plants, 
raised in beds of reserved ground or in pots. To 
keep in high order all the exposed plots of flower 
ground, this plan of aside planting is absolutely neces¬ 
sary. A small space, in the most obscure and shel¬ 
tered place, will serve the purpose, where the soil is 
loamy. This is quite important in seed beds, that 
balls of it may cling to roots in transplanting. Here 
bulbs may be forced, and plants handsome only in 
blossom, (as cockscombs, balsams and others,) may 
be repotted again and again, till they will surprise 
those who have never experimented with Ihem, when 
at last brought, in August and September, to the 
beds to take the places of those that have withered 
and been removed. Stocks and asters are ready a 
little later for removal, and half hardy annuals, which 
are now in bud and bloom, as Mesembryanthemums, 
Schizanthus, Thunbergia alata, and Calceolarias, 
may here be raised in portable pots, to adorn waste 
places. Perhaps these last named plants belong too 
much to green-house culture for common use, but 
the plan of reserving ground is practicable and desi¬ 
rable for very common gardening. 

Pleasures of Planting.—Where shall we find so 
pleasing an appreciation of the pleasures that attest 
the lover of a garden, as in the following extract of a 
letter from the venerable Dr. Fothergill : 

“ Planting and gardening supply a fund of entertain¬ 
ment, the most lasting and reasonable of any occupa¬ 
tion of this life, pleasures not to be purchased. The 
trees which we ourselves have planted, the fruits we 
have raised, the plants we have cultivated, seem to be 
like our children, a kind of new creation. Their shade, 
their taste, their fragrance, and their beauties, affect 
us with a richer repast than any other. What a pleas¬ 
ing scene lies open to a young man of fortune devoted 
to such amusements. Each succeeding year produces 
new shades, other fruits, fresh beauties, and brings be¬ 
sides most certain profit. To behold the rising groves, 
barrenness made fertile, our country improved, our¬ 
selves made useful and happy, and posterity enriched! 
T have seldom known of a man possessed of a taste for 
such pleasures, who was not at the same time temper¬ 
ate and virtuous.” 
- tm i » - 

To Produce Fruitfulness.—The only permanent 
and general modes of producing fruitfulness in fruit- 
trees are, supplying the tree with suitable soil; in¬ 
ducing the roots to rise to the surface; and judicious 
pruning. By attending to these particulars, fruit- 
trees may be made to produce as much fruit as they 
have strength to ripen ; and any attempt to make 
them do more cannot fail to produce a lasting injury 
for the sake of a transient, or, at least, temporary 
advantage. 

Propagate Choice Fruit.—-As this is now the 
fruit season, we would suggest that our readers who 
wish to cultivate choice varieties, should notice the 
fruits in their neighborhood, and if there is anything 
good, when the time comes for grafting, procure scions 
and graft. There is much good fruit in every county 
that is not known beyond the place where it orig¬ 
inated. 
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A FEW HINTS ON BUDDING. 

Budding, or inuoculation, is one of the most general, | 
and, in this country, by far the most important method ; 
of summer propagation. This operation consists in 
removing a bud from the variety to be propagated and j 
inserting it on another, which is called the stock. Its ! 
success depends upon the following conditions: In the ; 
first place, there must be a certain degree of affinity 
between the stock and the parent plant from which 
we propose to propagate. Thus, among fruit trees, 
the Apple, Crab, Pear, Quince, Mespil.us, and Moun- j 
tain Ash, all belong to the same natural family, and j 
may be worked upon each other. The Plum, Apricot, ' 
Nectarine, Peach, and Almond, form another natural j 
division, and work upon each other. The Cherry must; 
be worked upon some kind of Cherry, and Currants j 
and Gooseberries go together. In general practice the j 
Apple is worked either upon Apple seedlings, which 
are called free stocks, or upon the Doueain or Para- f 
dise, which are dwarf-growing species, and are used for | 
the purpose of making small trees. The Pear is worked 
either upon Pear seedlings, which are called free stocks, ; 
or upon the Quince to make dwarfs; occasionally it is j 
worked upon the Mountain Ash and Thorn. But it i 
must be borne in mind, that while all varieties sue- ! 
ceed on the Pear seedling, a certain number fail en- ; 
tirely on the other stocks we have named. Lists of j 
such as succeed particularly well on the Quince will 
be found in previous numbers of the Horticulturist, j 
The Cherry is worked either upon seedlings of what is 
known as the Mazzard, a small, black, sweet cherry, 
that form a large, robust tree; or for dwarf, on the 
Mahaleb, a perfumed cherry, which is a small tree, 
with bitter fruit, about as large as a common pea. 

In the second place, the buds must be in a proper 
state. The shoot, or scion budded from, must be the 
present season’s growth, and it should be mature—that 
is, it should have completed its growth, which is indi- i 
caled by the formation of a bud on the point, called 
the terminal bud, and the buds inserted should be 
wood buds. On a shoot of this kind, there are a num¬ 
ber of buds unsuitable for working; those at the base 
being but partially developed, are liable to become 
dormant, and those on the point, where the wood is 
pithy, perish. The ripening or maturing of the buds 
must regulate the period of budding, so that the time 
at which any given tree or class of trees should be 
worked, depends upon the season, the soil, and other 
circumstances which control the ripening of wood. In 
our climate, plums usually complete their growth ear¬ 
lier than other fruit trees, and are, therefore, budded 
first; we usually have ripe buds by the middle of July. 
In some cases, when the stocks are likely to stop grow¬ 
ing early, it becomes necessary to take the buds before 
the entire shoots have completed their growth, and 
then the ripe buds from the middle and lower parts 
are chosen. Cherries come next, and are generally 
worked about the first of August. The buds must be 
mature, or a failure will be certain. 

In the third place, the stock must be in the right 
condition—that is, the bark must lift cleanly and freely 
from the wood, and there must be a sufficient quantity 
of sap between the bark and wood to sustain the in¬ 
serted bud and form a union with it. Stocks, such as 
the common sorts of Plum, Pear and Cherry, that fin¬ 
ish their growth early, must be worked early; while 
such a3 the Peach, Quince, wild or native Plum, Ma¬ 
haleb Cherry, (fee., that grow late, must be worked late. 
If these stocks that grow freely till late in the autumn 
be budded early, the buds will either be covered up— 
“drowned,” as it is technically called—by the rapid 
formation of a new woody substance, or they will be 
forced out into premature growth. 

A very great degree of sappiness, in either the stock 
or bud, make up, in part, for the dryness of the other. 
Thus, in the fall, when plum buds are quite dry, we 
can work them successfully on stocks that are growing 
rapidly. This is a very fortunate circumstauce, too. 
Young stocks, with a smooth, clean bark, are more 
easily and successfully worked than old ones, and when 
it happens that the latter have to be used, young parts 
of them should be chosen to insert the bud on. 

In localities where buds are liable to injury from 
freezing and thawing in the winter, the buds are safer 
on the north side of the stock; and when opposed to 
danger from wind, they should be inserted on the side 
facing the point where the most dangerous wind blows 
from. Attention to this point may obviate the neces¬ 
sity of tying up, which in large practice is an item of 
some moment. 

In the fourth place, the manual operation must be 
performed with neatness and despatch. If a bud be 
taken off with ragged edges, or if it be ever so slightly 
bruised, or if the bark of the stock be not lifted clean 
without bruising the wood under it, the case will cer¬ 
tainly be a failure. The budding-knife must be thin 
and sharp. A rough-edged razor is no more certain 
to make a painful shave, than a rough-edged budding- 
knife is to make an unsuccessful bud. It takes a good 
knife, a steady hand, and considerable practice, to cut 
off buds handsomely, well, and quick. As to taking 
out the particle of wood attached to the bud, it mat¬ 
ters little, if the cut be good and not too deep. In 
taking out the wood, great care is necessary to avoid 
taking the root of the bud with it. Then when the 
bud is in its place, it must be well tied up. Nice, 
smooth, soft strips of bark, like narrow ribands, are 
the best and most convenient in common use. Every 
part of the cut must be wrapped so firm as to exclude 
the air completely; and this should be done as quickly 
as possible, as the air soon blackens the inner surface 
of the new parts that are placed in contact.—The 
Horticulturist. 

Fruits of the Crimea.—New apples, of extraordi¬ 
nary excellence, have been discovered in the Crimea, 
which will no doubt, find their way to Europe and 
America. Pallas speaks of one called the Sinap Alma, 
which keeps till July, and only acquires its excellence 
before the new year. Wagon loads are annually sent 
to Moscow, and even St. Petersburg. There is also an 
autumn apple, thought to be far the best ever tasted 
in any country. A larger cobnut than heretofore 
known, is also recorded. Twenty-four varieties of 
grapes are also cultivated, either for wine or the table. 
None of them appear to be of importance.—Edinburgh 
Phil. Journal. 

Butter from a Tree.—On the banks of the river 
Niger, in Africa, they have a tree called Shea, from 
which excellent butter is obtained. The tree resem¬ 
bles our oak, and the fruit resembles the Spanish 
olive. The kernel of the fruit is dried in the sun and 
then boiled, and the butter thus obtained is whiter, 
finer, and of a richer flavor than that which is obtained 
from the cow, besides keeping sweet a year without 
salt. The growth and preparation of this article is one 
of the leading objects of African industry and com¬ 
merce. —Exchange. 

New Test for the Strawberry.—At a late meeting 
of strawberry tasters, amateurs, a decision as to the 
best variety not having been agreed upon, it was pro¬ 
posed to leave the question to the birds. A careful 
watch was set, and it was discovered the rogues gave 
a preference to Burr’s New Pine, and we are not sure 
but they have good reasons for their preference.—*Eor~ 
ticulturist 
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A FEW WOEDS ON PLANTING FETJIT TEEE3.. 

A correspondent asks: “ Is spring or fall the best 
time to plant fruit trees?” This is a point on which 
our best authorities disagree. Dr. Lindley says: “I 
entirely agree with Mr. Macnab, that the earliest 
time at which planting can be effected is upon the 
whole the best.” * * “If at that time, a root is 
wounded, a process of granulation, or cicatrization, 
will commence, just as it does in cuttings; and from 
that granulation, which is a mere developement of 
the horizontal cellular system, roots will eventually 
proceed. Now, it is obvious that since the root must 
be wounded in the process of transplanting, the 
sooner the wound is made the better, because it has 
the longer time in which to heal; and therefore the 
earlier in the autumn transplanting is effected, the 
less injury will be sustained by the plant submitted 
to the process; in the technical language of the gar¬ 
dener, it has the more time to establish itself.” Lou¬ 

don says: “The best time for planting an orchard is 
the autumn, as soon as the trees have ripened their 
wood, and dropped their leaves. If the work be 
propei ly executed at this season, the trees will push 
out fresh fibres the same year, and be ready and able 
to push out shoots of considerable vigor in the 
spring.” 

It would be impossible to cite higher authorities. 
Rut it must be borne in mind that the climate of 
England is very different from that of this country. 
The theory of Dr. Lindley is undoubtedly correct, 
but the practical application of it may be greatly 
modified by circumstances. Let us examine Ameri¬ 
can authorities on this point. 

Downing, after giving similar physiological reasons 
to those of Dr. Lindley quoted above, says: “Au¬ 
tumn planting is for this reason greatly to be prefer¬ 
red in all mild climates, and dry soils; and even for 
very hardy trees, as the apple, in colder latitudes: as 
the fixed position in the ground which trees planted 
then get by the antumnal and early spring rains, gives 
them an advantage, at the next season of growth, 
over newly removed trees.” 

“ On the other hand, in northern portions of the 
Union, where the winters commence early, and are 
severe, spring planting is greatly preferred. * * 
The proper time in such a climate is as early as the 
ground is in a fit condition in the spring.” 

Thomas says: “For apple and other hardy trees, 
autumn is perhaps the best. * * The more ten¬ 
der trees, as apricots and peaches, removed to a cold¬ 
er region, may be in some danger, especially if the 
roots have been much mutilated, and the setting out 
badly done.” 

Elliott says: “With nearly all trees and all loca¬ 
tions, fall is the best time to trapsplant.” Reasons, 
same as those given by Dr. Lindley. 

Our correspondent will perceive that nearly all our 
best horticultural writers are in favor of fall trans- 

Ian ting. The experience of the last two winters, 
owever, has led us to a somewhat different Opinion. 

It is a generally conceded fact, that a tree recently 
transplanted is not as hardy as it -would have been 
had it not been disturbed. All accounts from the 
west agree that the intense cold of the past winter in 
that region was particularly injurious to all recently 
planted trees. Thousands and tens of thousands of 
trees planted last fall were killed outright, and nearly 
all were much injured. It may be said on the other 

hand, that thousands of trees planted in the spring 
are annually injured or destroyed by the severe 
droughts of summer. This is true ; but is it not at¬ 
tributable to late or careless planting, and negligent 
after treatment? 

The fact is, that success in fruit culture depends 
much more on the subsequent preparation of the soil, 
and on the after treatment of the trees, than on the- 
period of planting. 

Our correspondent lives in the west, and intends to 
get his trees trom the nurseries in this city. Under 
such circumstances, we have no hesitat'on in advising 
him to order the trees this fall; unpack them as soon 
as they arrive; dig a trench in a dry soil, and lay 
them in by the roots, and cover them carefully with 
soil a few inches deeper than they were in the nurse¬ 
ry. Let them remain here during winter, and set 
them out in the spring as early as the frost is out of 
the ground. The spot selected for “heeling them 
in,” if possible, should be on the north side of a build¬ 
ing, so that the sun cannot shine upon them and start 
the sap too early in the spring. If sheltered from 
our cold winds, it would be still better. It would 
also be advantageous to lay them in the trench in a 
slanting position, say at an angle of 45° ; and if the 
winter is very severe, the tenderer kinds of trees, such 
as the peach and apricot, would be the better for 
having a few branches of evergreens, &c., laid over 
them. Straw should not be used, as it attracts mice 
and other vermin. 

The advantages of this plan are obvious. The 
nurserymen are not as busy in the fall as in the 
spring, and can give more time to packing, &c. You 
have the first pick of the trees, they can be sent by 
the cheapest routes, and you are certain of getting 
them in season for early spring planting! 

Whether planted in the spring or in the autumn, 
the most important point to be attended to, and the 
one which is generally neglected, is the preparation 
of the ground. Having determined where you will 
plant your trees, dig a hole three or four feet deep, 
and if in the course of a week or ten days you find 
water in it, you must underdrain. It is the veriest 
folly to expect a good orchard on land which at any 
season of the year contains stagnant water. Having 
underdrained it, the next thing is to plow and subsoil 
it in the fall. This should be the first thing to be 
attended to after wheat sowing. After the weeds 
are started, it should be plowed again, turning in 
about twenty loads of manure to the acre. Then let 
it lie till spring. Plant as early as the ground is in 
good working order, keep the land free from weeds, 
and success is certain. If you must sow any thing 
between the trees, let it be a hoe-crop. All things 
considered, perhaps beans are the best and corn the 
worst hoed crop to be planted amongst trees. On 
no account sow oats, barley, &c. 

There are those who prefer applying the manure 
directly to the tree, instead of spreading it over the 
whole ground. On very light soil, it is perhaps best 
to do so, as there may be some loss from leaching. 
But on loamy land you need have no fear on this 
account. One thing is certain, fresh, unfermented 
manur • should never be put into the holes where the 
trees are to be planted, unless it is done in the fall 
and the trees are planted in the spring. If manure 
is applied directly to the trees at the time of planting, 
it should be in the form of a compost. The compost 
may be made of one-third soil and two-thirds bam- 
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yard manure, placed in a heap a year before it is 
needed, and turned once or twice to assist decompo¬ 
sition. Peat or muck thoroughly decomposed with 
lime or ashes, or both, is also a good compost for 
fruit trees. 

Chinese Potato (Dioscorea batatas).—C. A. Pea¬ 

body, Esq., the “ great Strawberry man,” and Horti¬ 
cultural editor of the Soil of the South, published 
at Columbus, Ga., does not appear to entertain a 
very favorable opinion of this proposed new esculent. 
He says: 

“That new horticultural wonder, the Chinese Yam, 
proves a delicate and slow grower. We are satisfied 
that in this climate it will take two years, at least, to 
get a tuber large enough to eat. The vine resembles 
our wild potato, but not half as luxuriant. We have 
no idea that we shall have to move our fence round 
the Chinese Yam patch, in consequence of the enlarge¬ 
ment of the tubers.” 

Apples for New England.—A correspondent of 
the Country Gentleman says : 

“ The Baldwin, Roxbury, Russet and R. I. Greening 
are decidedly the best apples that can be raised in 
New England. From what experience I have had in 
fruit growing, the reply the man made when his advice 
was asked what varieties he should select, was not so 
very absurd after all. Says he, “ If I were going to 
set out one thousand trees I should choose nine hun¬ 
dred and ninety nine Baldwins, and I should not be 
particular about the rest.” 

“Woodman, Spare that Tree.”—“Let us pause,” 
says Miss Cooper, in her Rural Hours, “ to count 
the days, the months, the years—let us remember the 
generations that must come and go, the centuries that 
must roll onward, ere the seed of this year’s cones 
shall produce a wood like that just prostrated. The 
stout arm so ready to raise the axe to-day, must grow 
weak with age, it must drop into the grave; it3 bone 
and sinew must crumble into dust long before other 
trees, tall and great as those, shall again occupy the 
same spot.” 

The Cultivation of Dates in Cuba.—The Ha¬ 
vana correspondent of the Charleston Courier says: 

“One of the most industrious planters in the neigh¬ 
borhood of Matanzas, has succeeded in cultivating the 
date tree; and his success is beyond all his calculations. 
I have eaten some of the fruit, and consider it as good as 
the best I have ever tasted. A few more such men in 
our rich island, would soon revolutionize our antique 
system of agriculture, &c. The tree grows fully as 
high as it does in Africa, and bears abundantly.” 

To Preserve Apples for Winter.—Pick them 
carefully, and put them in barrels without bruising; 
then head them up and keep in a cool, dry shed, till 
they are in danger of freezing; then remove to the 
cellar, and give them a cool airy place until needed 
for use. 

Gold and Copper in Plants.—It is said that 
chemists have found gold, in extremely minute .quan¬ 
tities, in the roots of violets, and in the stems and 
tendrils of the vine, and copper in tobacco and coffee. 

Pliny says that the way roses were produced pre¬ 
maturely by the Romans, was by watering them with 
warm water when the buds began to appear/ 

Wine Making.—There has been so much mystery 
thrown around wine making, that many are deterred 
from the effort that have an abundance of grapes. But 
as we have said before, every family that has two grape 
vines on the lot, may make wine enough for home con¬ 
sumption, better and cheaper than they can import it 
from the grocer’s factory. We will give, for the ben- 
fit of our readers, our modus operandi of wine making. 

Let the grapes be fully ripe; gather them in clear, 
dry weal her; look over the bunches and pick out all 
imperfect and rotted berries. Now have the wooden 
troughs, trays or tubs perfectly clean and sweet, and 
and mash the bunches on the stems by hand; as the 
tray is filled, empty the mass into a clean tub, and so 
continue, until all the grapes are mashed; stir( the 
whole mass together in the tub, and leave it for fer¬ 
mentation; in a few hours bubbles will begin to rise, 
and in twenty-four to thirty-six, the mass will become 
so agitated that it will boil like a pot over the fire; 
watch it closely now, and as the fermentation subsides, 
put the mass into strong bags, and by some strong lev¬ 
er power, press the juice out; after the juice is all ex¬ 
tracted, place it in a clean vessel and try its strength; 
if an egg will float in it so as to show the size of a 
quarter of a dollar, the juice will keep without the 
addition of sugar or brandy; if the egg sinks, add good 
brown sugar until it rises. Now turn the juice into a 
sweet cask; five, ten or thirty gallons, according to the 
quantity of the liquid ; set the cask in a quiet, shady 
place in the attic or in the cellar. (We prefer the 
attic.) Leave the bung out, and from a pitcher of the 
juice, which should be reserved for the purpose, fill up 
the cask three, four or five times a day, for eight days; 
in the mean time, all the impurities in the juice will 
work out at the bung hole; after eight days place the 
bung slightly in the hole. Let it so remain for eight 
days longer, then drive it in and seal up the cask as 
tight as possible. Let the cask remain perfectly quiet, 
and any time after the March following, it may be 
drawn off and bottled. It will be no injury to the 
wine if it remain upon the lees for two or three years 
before it is bottled, as it ripens better and fattens upon 
the lees, but it may be used as soon as the March after 
making.—Soil of the South. 

Destroy tue Weeds.— 

“ One year’s seeding, 
Makes seven year’s weeding.” 

We exhort farmers and gardeners to look out sharp¬ 
ly for the border ruffians that are invading their prem¬ 
ises, and to kill every one of them, if they can do it 
constitutionally. There is no treason in resisting such 
characters in the old States. Every weed that goes to 
seed now, leaves a progeny of thousands to appear 
next year. Be sure and exterminate them as carefully 
in autumn as in spring—the work is more important. 
The stirring of the ground keeps up the circulation of 
air and the fertilizing gases about the roots of plants, 
and is as good, in a dry time, as a generous shower of 
rain.—Drew's Rural Intelligencer. 

Vitality of Seeds.—Parsnip, rhubarb, and other 
thin, scaly seeds, keep for one year. 

Carrot, cress, okra, gumbo, onions, peas, peppers, and 
small herbs in general, for two years. 

Asparagus, egg plant, endive, lettuce, mustard, pars-' 
ley, for three years. 

Cabbage, cauliflower, corn, radish, sea kale, turi.ips, 
for four years. 

Beet, celery, cucumber, melon, squash, for from five 
to ten years. 

To preserve seeds they must be kept cool withoufc 
being kept damp.—Patent Office Report. 
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fafrm' gtprtmnd. 
FLORAL IMITATIONS. 

Gazettes abound in suggestions and records of 

discovery and bints of improvement in methods of 

imitating flowers, and so far has this branch of indus¬ 

try been pushed, that nearly every article in requisi¬ 

tion for refined and enlightened humanity, is adorned 

with skillfully constructed resemblances of vines, and 

leaves, and blossoms, without hindrance from obsta¬ 

cles in material. 

A process is just recommended for obtaining accu¬ 
rate casts of flowers, in plaster. They have been 
copied in wax, till they seem to live and exhale fra¬ 
grance—so perfect grows the art. They are exhibited 
in curiously braided hair, not beautiful imitations, 
bat most ingenious. They figure in would-be argil¬ 
laceous immortality, delicate aDd soothing, on one’s 
tea-cup, at evening seen through the “ lucid atmos¬ 
phere of mild Cathay.” To produce them on can¬ 
vass, and glass, and metal, and wood, and to carve 
them into stone, is the proud life occupation of thou¬ 
sands. To leave their fair outlines upon cloth for 
garments and hangings, the employment of thousands 
more. Italy, skilled in painting and other arts, ex¬ 
ulted in her success in forminor from dyed cocoons, 
artificial flowers for purposes of dress, that supplant¬ 
ed a ruder sort made from ribbons folded and twisted 
upon wire. Italian cunning yielded to superior 
French contrivances, that, with Florence taffeta, and 
velvet, and finest cambric, and thin whalebone leaves, 
and glass, and silk, with the added vivacity of Tyrian 
dyes, made these comparatively coarse materials asn 
sume most flower-like figures, worthy of a garden bed. 
These too have given place in point of beauty, though 
not in general use, to the superb and admirable man¬ 
ufactures of the South American savages, of blos¬ 
soms and leaves from the brilliant plumage of their 
birds, whose unfading natural hues so closely resem¬ 
ble the gorgeous coloring of tropical vegetation. 

Even poor counterfeits are compliments. Boquets 
of paper flowers, of common hues, flaunt in the dwell¬ 
ings of the poor—costlier garlands, tinted with indi¬ 
go, and curcumine, and carmine, and archil, hang 
from the chandeliers and adorn the drawing-rooms of 
the rich,—each furnishing its meed of pleasure, paling 
only before the purer pleasure of planting, training, 
gathering and cherishing flowers that are no coun¬ 
terfeits. 

Lady Equestrianism.—“If we are to have a prog¬ 
eny worth perpetuating,” says the Plough, Loom and 
Anvil, “ our ladies must take more invigorating exer¬ 
cise than is usual among us. We would rather see 
farmers’ wives and daughters turning the swath and 
raking after the cart, than see them pining for want 
of exhilarating exercise in the open air; but we would 
sooner see them riding on horseback, to the tune of 
ten miles an hour. It is an elegant art. Nothing is 
more conducive to health. Farmers have no excuse 
for not training their sons and daughters to it.” 

Sweet-Apple Pudding.—Take one pint of scalded 
milk, half a pint of Indian meal, a teaspoonful of salt, 
and six sweet apples cut into small pieces, will afford 
an excellent rich jelly. This is one of the most luxu¬ 
rious yet simple Yankee puddiDgs made. 

HINTS FOR HOUSEWIVES. 

Beeswax.—The neatest way to separate beeswax 
from the comb, is to tie it in a piece of linen or wool¬ 
en cloth or bag, with a pebble or two to keep it from 
floating; place it in a kettle of cold water, which is 
hung over the fire; as the water heats, the wax melts 
and rises to the surface, while all the impurities re¬ 
main in the bag. 

Cockroaches.—To destroy roaches, a correspond¬ 
ent of the JYew-YorJc Express says: “ Place a basin 
of strong suds, sweetened with molasses, on the floor, 
every night, with a wet cloth on the floor, the edge 
on the basin, for easy access to the water. By this 
means they will soon be entirely destroyed.” 

How to Make nice Candles.—Good candles may be 
thus made: Melt together ten ounces of mutton tal¬ 
low, a quarter of an ounce of camphor, four ounces of 
beeswax, and two ounces of alum, and then run it into 
moulds as usual, or dip the candles. These candles 
furnish a beautiful light. 

Another Method.—Take two pounds of alum for 
every ten pounds of tallow, dissolve it in water before 
the tallow is put in, and then melt the tallow in the 
alum water, with frequent stirring, aDd it will clarify 
and harden the tallow so as to make a most beautiful 
article for either winter or summer use; almost as good 
as sperm. 

To Make Tomato Wine.—Take small, ripe tomatoes, 
pick off the stems, put them into a basket or tub, wash 
clean, then mash well, and strain through a linen rag, 
(a bushel will make five gallons, pure,) then add two 
and a half to three pounds of good brown sugar to 
each gallon; then put into a cask, and ferment and fine, 
as for raspberry wine. If two gallons of writer be 
added to each bushel of tomatoes, the wine will be as 
good. 

Baked Tomatoes.—Tomatoes peeled and baked on a 
flat dish, as we bake apples, (or even baked without 
peeling,) and when done, seasoned with salt, butter 
and pepper, is, we think, the most luscious way of pre¬ 
paring this excellent fruit. 

LOOK OUT FOR EARLY FROSTS. 

Tender flowers for green-houses and parlors must 
be removed from the earth by the last of September, 
that they may begin their season fresh and free from 
discoloration or weakness from early frosts. Hardy 
and half-hardy annuals, that are yet blooming in open 
beds in the time of the first frosts, may be kept much 
longer in flower, by throwing a light covering over 
them nights, as netting or sheets, supported by chairs, 
or props, or branches, from breaking the stems. 
Those plants suffer first from frosts, that have most 
succulent (juicy) stems, (except those naturally “ ten¬ 
der ,”) and those in the dampest ground. This is why 
dilettanti and professional gardeners drain the sub¬ 
soil of their parterres, and use light, dry, upper soils, 
and build rockeries from which water naturally es¬ 
capes. Some herbaceous plants may be kept along 
many weeks later than usual in flower, by protecting 
them as already mentioned on severe nights, and 
strewing tan, litter, leaves, or straw, to retain heat, 
and throw off water. These protectors, or sand, or 
ashes, laid carefelly over the roots and about the 
collars of delicate ligneous plants, will preserve them 
from year to year, through ordinary winters. 
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(Editor's ®a&U. 
STATE AND COUNTY SHOWS FOE, 1856. 

New-Jersey, Newark, Sept. 9—12. 
Vermont, Burlington, 

Three Rivers, 
Sept. 9 to 12. 

Canada East, Sept. 16—18. 
Virginia, Wheeling Island, Sept. 17—19. 
Ohio, Cleveland, Sept. 23—26. 
Canada West, Kingston, Sept. 23—26. 
Am. Pom. Society, Rochester, Sept. 24—30. 
Michigan, Detroit, Sept. 30—Oct.1,2,3 
New York, Watertown, Sept. 30—Oct.1,2,3 
Illinois, Alton, Sept. 30—Oct.1,2,3 
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Sept. 30 to Oct. 2. 
Kentucky, Paris, Sept. 30 to Oct. 5. 
Virginia, Richmond, Oct. 28 to Nov. 1. 
Tennessee, Nashville, Oct. 9—14. 
National Ag. Show, Philadelphia, Oct. 7—10. 
Connecticut, New Haven, Oct. 7—10. 
Maryland, Baltimore, Oct. 21—24. 
California, San Jose, Oct. 7, 8, 9. 
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Oct. 8 to 10. 
New Hampshire 
Iowa, Muscatine, 

Oct. 8, 9, 10. 
Oct. 8—10. 

North Carolina, Raleigh, Oct. 14—17. 
Georgia, Atalanta, Oct. 20—25. 
Indiana, Indianapolis, Oct. 20—25. 
Maine, Oct. 28—30. 
Alabama, Montgomery, Nov. 11—14. 
South Carolina, Columbia, Nov. 11—14. 

more exclusively to the editor’s own effusions. Our ami¬ 
able neighbor of the Rural New-Yorker, too, is in the 
constant habit of copying our articles without credit. 
True, they are mostly short articles which he appropriates, 
but it is just these short articles—the cream of a subject— 

which are generally the most valuable ; and we would re¬ 
mind our neighbor that 

“ It ia a sin to steal a pin,” &c. 

Furthermore, the matter in the Rural is all leaded, and 
hence it is that we frequently have the pleasure of seeing 

our articles “ going the rounds,” credited to “ that able 
agricultural paper, the Rural New-Yorker !” 

We trust that we shall not have to allude to this subject 
again. 

Flood in Massachusetts.—The Boston Cultivator 

of the 10th ultimo says : “ Last week will be long remem¬ 
bered for the great quantity of rain which fell, and the 

damage done by water and by lightning. After the prev¬ 
alence of a fresh wind from the ocean for a week, during 

which time the air had become charged with vapor to the 
highest degree, a storm commenced on the night of the 

5th instant, and in the space of ten hours, four and a half 
inches of water was precipitated to the earth. The effects 

of this had just strikingly appeared in the rise of streams, 
when, on the 8th instant, another storm set in, accompa¬ 

nied by lightning, and in the space of twelve hours about 

New York County Agricultural Fairs. 

Albany, Albany, 
Cattaraugus, Little Valley, 
Cayuga, 
Delaware, Walton, 
Essex, Elizabethtown, 
Franklin, Malone, 
Jefferson, Watertown, 
Monroe, Rochester, 
Madison, Munnsville, 
Onondaga, Syracuse, 
Orleans, Albion, 
Oneida, Rome, 
Ontario, Geneva, 
Queens, 
Oswego, Mexico, 
Rockland, New City, 
Rensselaer, Lansingburgh, 
Schuyler, Watkins, 
Seneca, Waterloo, 
St. Lawrence, Canton, 
Tioga, Owego, 
Washington, Union Viliage, 
Wayne, Lyons, 

Sept. 23, 24, 25. 
Sept. 17, 18, 19. 
Sept. 17, 18, 19. 
Sept 24, 25. 
Sept. 18, 19. 
Sept. 24, 25, 26. 
Sept. 17, 18. 
Sept. 24, 25, 26. 
Sept. 8, 9, 10. 
Sept. 10, 11, 12. 
Sept. 25, 26. 
Sept. 23, 24, 25. 
Sept. 24, 25, 26. 
Sept. 25. 
Oct. 17, 18. 
Oct. 8,9. 
Sept. 16,17, 18. 
Sept. 8, 9. 
Oct. 8, 9, 10. 
Sept. 18, 19. 
Sept. 24, 25. 
Sept. 10, 18. 
Sept. 23, 24, 25. 

A Word to our Exchanges.—In order to geUasmuch 

matter into our paper as possible, we have^given, during 
the present year, all our original matter solid. That is to 
say, we give our original matter in the form that most pa¬ 

pers print their extracts. This may account for the fact 
that very many of our exchanges copy our articles^without 

the usual credit. The extent to which we suffer in this 

respect, is past all belief. For instance, the Virginia Far¬ 

mer for August contains thirty-one articles copied from 
the Genesee Farmer without a word of credit! Our con¬ 

temporary probably thought that because they were’print- 
ed solid, that we had extracted them from other papers 

without credit. This is not so ; many of the articles copied 

were not only entirely original, but cost us considerable 

labor. We never copy without giving credit. 

The August number of the Wool Grower oontained 
three articles copied from the Farmer without credit; 

and, what is still more remarkable, they were given in the 

Editor’s Table, which is generally supposed to be devoted 

five inches of water fell—making nine and a half inches 

.in about three days. The greatest injury from this unusual 

quantity of rain in this vicinity, is in the overflow of low 

grass grounds. The meadows which form the banks of 

the Charles and Neponset rivers, had been mowed to the 
extent of one-third, perhaps, though a large portion of 

the grass that was cut remained on the ground in a par¬ 
tially cured state. The water has been so high as to cover 
most of the uncut grass, and from the length of time the 

freshet has continued, the crop, including the outstanding 

hay, will be ruined. The damage on other streams has 
probably been serious. The Connecticut has been very 

high—eighteen feet above low water mark at Springfield, 
as reported in the papers—and the intervales must have 
been overflowed to a great extent. We have received no 

particulars in regard to the injury to crops in this valley, 

but have reason to fear that it has been very great. The 
railroad, which follows the general line of the river, was 

so much injured that the travel for several days was inter¬ 
rupted. Accounts state that rain has lately fallen over a 

large extent of country, but we have seen nothing to indi¬ 

cate that the storms which were so severe here, extended 

with much force west of the Green mountain range.” 

Enormous Price for a South Down Ram.—It is said 
that Jonas Webb refused five hundred guineas ($2,520,) 

for his yearling ram that took the first prize at the Paris 
Exhibition. Mr. Allier, director of the “Establishment 

of Beneficence,” in France, (an industrial penetentiary for 

young prisoners,) writes the London Times that he has 
purchased a ram of Mr. Webb for two hundred and sixty- 

two pounds ($1,257 60) ! 

Good Wheat Crop.—The wheat crop of Mr. E. S. 

Hayward, to which we alluded in the last number, has 

been threshed, and the yield was thirty-five bushels of mer¬ 
chantable wheat per acre! Mr. H. estimates, from the 

shrunken grains in it, that the weevil destroyed about five 

bushels per acre. This is a great yield after oats. Who 

can beat it ? 
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‘ New Books.—In addition to the list of books given in 
our advertising columns, we have recently obtained— 

Morton's Cyclopedia of Agriculture—Decidedly the 
best and most recent work of the kind in the language. 
It is in two volumes, illustrated with numerous engravings 
on steel and on wood. Price, bound in morocco, $22 ; in 
cloth, $18. 

Rhind's Vegetable Kingdom—A very superior work, il¬ 
lustrated with colored plates, and a large number of steel 
and wood engravings. Price $6. 

The Far tiler's Guide—By James Webb, Veterinary Sur¬ 
geon. A treatise on the diseases of horses and cattle, with 
a selection of approved prescriptions, and instructions for 
the management of breeding mares and colts, and a few 
remarks on the breeding and management of sheep. Price 
87g cents. 

How to Choose a Milch. Cow—By J. H. Mayne, Pro¬ 
fessor of the Veterinary School, Alport; with a supple¬ 
ment on the dairy cattle of Britain ; their qualities, habits, 
management, and productive results; with hints for se¬ 
lecting, by John Haxton. Price 62£ cents. 

Smith on the the Construction of Cottages. This is an 
essay on the construction of cottages, to which the pre¬ 
mium offered by the Highland Society of Scotland was 
awarded. Illustrated by Working Plans. Price $1. 

The Farm Engineer—A treatise on barn machinery, 
particularly on the application of steam and other motive 
powers to the threshing machine, &c., &c. By Robert 
Ritchie. Price $3. 

The above works are all published by Blackie & Son, 
of Glasgow, Edinburgh and London, and are not reprinted 
in this country. There are no better works of the kind 
extant. We have also the Rural Cyclopedia, by the Rev. 
John M. Wilson, an excellent work, but not quite equal 
in many respects to Morton’s. Handsomely bound in four 
volumes. Price $16. 

The American Pomological Society.—The Sixth 
Annual Session of this Society will be held in this city, 
Sept. 24—30. The Exhibition of Fruits will be held in 
connection with that of the Genesee Valley Hoi ticultural 
Society. Matters of great interest will be brought before 
the Session, and the attendance is expected to be quite 
large. Western New York enjoys an enviable reputation 
as a fruit growing section. Great things will be expected 
of her, and we trust our horticulturists will make great 
efforts to have the exhibition at least equal to these ex¬ 
pectations. 

Monroe Co. Ag. Society.—The Annual Fair of the 
Monroe Co. Agricultural Society will be held at the new 
Fair Grounds of the Society, near this city, Sept. 24, 25 <fc 
26- Some fifteen hundred dollars are offered in premiums, 
and great interest is manifested by the friends and officers 
of the Society, so that we expect an excellent exhibition 
and a large attendance. Ex-Governor Hunt will deliver 
an address on the last day. 

Prolific Strawberry.—At the June Exhibition of 
the New York State Horticultural Society, a single plant 
of Longwmrth’s Prolific Strawberry was shown, containing 
two hundred and thirty-one berries. This variety took the 
first prize. 
-- 

Horses in England —The London Farmers' Maga¬ 
zine says the “ demand [for horses] is now increased far 
beyond the power of supply, and good horses are making 
fabulous prices.” 

Ncluts of Ntbj 33oofts, -pjeitofoualjs, &c. 

Memorials of His Times. By Henry Cockburn. D. Appleton 
& Co. New York : 1856. 
This is one of the most interesting books that we have 

read for some time. It is written with great ability, and 

the stirring events in the life of such a man as Lord Cock- 

burn, and the men with whom he was brought in contact, 
afford abundant materials for a number of volumes. We 
are glad to have the cream in the volume before us. 

Household Mysteries : A Romance of Southern Life. By Lizzie 
Petit, of Virginia, Author of “Light and Darkness.” New York. 
D. Appleton & Co. 1856. 

This is a well written and interesting novel, the charac¬ 
ters perhaps a little overdrawn, but not too much so to suit 
the popular taste. Some of our lady acquaintances pro¬ 
nounce it “good,” “excellent,” “splendid,” &c., &c. 

Six Months in Kansas. By a Lady. Boston. J. P. Jewett & 
Co. 1856. 
TJiis book is made up of a series of letters written from 

Kansas, during a six months’ residence, by a lady of Mass¬ 
achusetts. The letters bear the impress of truth, and will 
be read with interest. 

Forest and Shore ; or Legends of the Pine Tree State. By Char. 
P. Ilsley. Boston : John P: Jewett & Co. 1856. 
W® have seldom read better stories than a number of 

those contained in this book. “ The Wrecker’s Daughter’ 
is one of absorbing interest, and there are several others 
that are “ first rate.” 

Xnptrt'jes aith Unsfotr*. 

(H. N. Titus, Wliiteford, Ohio.) Hydraulic Rams.— 

Hydraulic Rams can be obtained at most agricultural 
warehouses. You could certainly get them at Columbus 
or Cleveland, or from H. C. White, of Buffalo, N. Y. 
The price of a ram fit for general purposes is $25. Lead 
pipe extra. - 

(Mrs. S. J, Crossman, Watervleit, Mich.) Spirea 

Sorbi folia— Mountain Ash Leaved Spirea.—The leaf 
and flower you sent belongs to some Spirea, apparently 
Spirea Sorbifolia. The Spireas are all hardy shrubs, and 
most of them very pretty; the colors mostly different 
shades of red and white. Amongst the red ones are Spi¬ 
reas Donglasii, Grandiflora, Callora, 8fc. 

(B. D. Bigelow, Iowa Falls, Iowa.) Cure for Gab- 
get.—The recipe referred to is in brief this: Twelve 
grains of hydriodate of potash dissolved in a tablespoonful 
of water; to be given three times a day till a cure is effect¬ 
ed. The easiest way of getting at the proper quantity is 
to buy half a pound (218 grains.) of hydriodate of potash, 
and as this will contain enough for eighteen doses, mix it 
with eighteen tablespoonfuls of water in a bottle. Give a 
tablespoonful three times a day. 

Spring or-Fall Planting.—Pleas® let me know when 
is the best time to set out apple trees, in the fall or spring ? 
I bought some trees of an ag^nt of the Rochester Nursery 
two years ago this fall, and my neighbors also bought some 
of the same man. We told him they had been out of the 
ground too long when we got them, a*d mine and my 
neighbors all died. H. Inman—Hagaman's Mills, N. V. 

Cooking the Kohl Rabi.—Messrs. Editors:—You 
gave me last spring, a lot of garden seeds ; among them 
were what is called the Kohl Rabi, which to me and mine 
is something new under the sun. Now I desire of your 
thousands of readers, information as to cooking the article. 
I want to know the best method of cookiny or otherwise 
preparing them for the table, and shall be under great ob¬ 
ligation to wliomsoerer will give the desired information. 
1).— Gates. 
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Plowing and Pruning an Old Orchard.—Please 
inform me through the Farmer what time of year is best to 
plow an old orchard—spring or fall ? Also, when is the 

best time to prune it? W. A. Martin.—Lynn, Susque¬ 

hanna Co., Pa. 

Chinese Hogs.—I notice in your paper a description 
of the Chinese hog. I would like to know where and at 
what price they can be obtained. J. Dine—Jacks onb or o', 

Butler Co., Ohio. 

If any of our readers have the Chinese hogs, we should 
be glad to hear from them. 

Layering the Peach.—Is the peach ever propagated 
by layering ? I have a limb of a peach tree partly broken 
of?, so that the branches lie on the ground, and I find that 

where they are covered with a little loose soil they have 
taken root. I have thought from this that the peach, un¬ 
der some circumstances, might be advantageously propa¬ 

gated by layering. Have you or any of your correspon¬ 
dents any experience on this point ? I have also observed 
that cuttings of the peach, when accidentally left on the 
ground, will strike root and grow. W. A.—Monroe Co. 

Lilac on Asn Stocks.—I have tried several times to 

graft the lilac on ash stocks, and always failed. The stocks 

used were white ash. The lilac being one of the earliest 
shrubs to leaf out in the spring, and the ash one of the 
latest, the union seems unnatural; but if it can be effected, 

a great object will be gained, by getting rid of the shoots 
from the roots of the lilacs. If any of your friends have 

succeeded in grafting the lilac on the ash, or any other 

tree, I wrish they would let us know the time and manner 
of operating so as to secure success. E.— Car let on Place, 

C. W. 

Rose Bugs.—Do you permit lady readers to make in¬ 
quiries ? If so, I should like to know what will prove 
efficacious in destroying the small slugs on the under side 
of a rose bush leaf? Our bushes, as well as many others, 
have been completely destroyed by them. As they are our 
favorite flower, it is very annoying, and most thankfully 
would I receive any information for their extirpation. Is 
now the best time for setting out strawberries ? M. L. 
Beatty—Aurora, N. Y. 

We not only “ permit,” but are delighted to have our 
lady readers make inquiries. We are, however, exceed¬ 

ingly sorry to be obliged to confess that we are unable to 
suggest any effectual means for the extirpation of rose 
bugs. We have given several methods of lessening their 
numbers in the July number ; but we are free to confess 

that these remedies are not always efficacious, and certainly 
do not extirpate the pests. We hope some of our lady 
readers will take up this matter and give us a “ certain 

remedy.” 
Strawberries may be planted out this month. If the 

weather is rainy, or the ground is thoroughly watered as 

soon as the plants are set out, they do as well set out now 
as in the spring, and are more likely to bear fruit next 

summer. See article on this subject on another page. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early aa the 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

LAWTON BLACKBERRY. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS, with terms of sale, and and ample 
directions for cultivation will be forwarded to applicants. 

Address WILLIAM LAWTON, 
July 1—it. No. 54 Wall street New York. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c. A FROST & CO., Proprietors of the Genesee Valley Nurseries, 
a Rochester, N. Y., oiler one of the largest stocks of Fiuit and 

Ornamental Trees and Plants for sale the coming autumn that there 
is in the United States. 

The stock comprises in immense quantities, every description of 
Standard and Dwarf Fi uit trees, including the smaller fruits. Also, 

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, &c. 

For further information, attention is directed to the following 
Catalogues now published, and containing prices of the different 
articles, which are mailed to all applicants upon the receipt of a 
one cent postage stamp for each Catalogue wanted. 

No. 1. Catalogue of Fruits. 
No. 2. Catalogue of Ornamental Shrubs, &c. (just published.) 
No. 3. Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas, Green house and Bedding 

plants, &c. 
No. 4. Wholesale Catalogue for Nurserymen and Dealers and for 

those who wish to plant trees in large quantities, (just published.) 
No. 5. Supplementary Catalogue of Fruits, &c., conta.ning many 

new articles introduced up to the present time, (just published.) 
Address A. FROST & CO. 

September 1, 1856.—2t. Rochester, N. Y. 

FAIR OF THE NEW YORK STATE AG. SOCIETY, 
AT WATERTOWN, SEPT. 30, AND OCT. 1, 2 & 3. THE Annual Exhibition of the New York State Agricultural 

Society will be held at Watertown, Jefferson county, Septem¬ 
ber 30th, and October 1st, 2d, and 3d. 

The Home <$- Watertown and Potsdam Railroads will carry stock 
and articles ftee, and passengers at half fares. The Lake Ontario 
Steamboat Company will carry stock and articles and passengers at 
half fares. The Hudson River and N. Y. Central Railroads will 
carry stock and articles free, with the usual condition of payment 
when shipped, to be repaid if stock and articles are returned, own¬ 
ership unchanged, with certificate of exhibition. 

The airangements at Watertown will be of the most satisfactory 
character, and provisions for stock upon the ground, such as to 

enable the owners to have them upon the ground the week pre¬ 
vious and during the Fair, in comfortable quarters, with plenty of 

food. 
The stock and articles passing over the Rome & Watertown 

Railroad must be sent the week previous to the, Fair, as the road will, 
the week of the Fair, be exclusively devoted to passengers, and 
trains will be run as often as may be necessary from Rome and 
Cape Vincent to Watertown to transport passengers intending to 

attend the Exhibition, without delay. 
A very choice herd of Devon cattle, and superior Short Horns 

and Herefords are already entered for public sale, affording an op¬ 
portunity never before given at our Fairs of purchasing the very 
best stock at public sale. 

Entries may be made at the office on the show grounds the week 
previous to the Fair, or with the Secretary at Albany at any time 
previous. B. P. JOHNSON, Secretary. 

Agricultural Rooms, Albany, September 1, 1856.—2t. 

TILES AND PIPES FOR UNDERDRAINS. 
rriHE Rochester Brick and Tile Manufacturing Company are pre- 
X pared to furnish Tiles and Pipes of all sizes for underdraining 

land’ cellar drains, &c., at the following prices : 

HORSE SHOE TILE. 

The Tiles are strong, hard burned, and of very superior quality. 
Persons wishing tiles will find it to their interest to call at the 

office of the Company, 22 Buffalo street, Rochester, before pur¬ 
chasing elsewhere. 

A large quantity' of Brick always on hand. 
WM. OTIS, Superintendent. JASON BAKER, Agent. 

September 1, 1856—lt.~ 
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$60 00 $500 
40 00 350 
25 00 225 
18 00 150 
15 00 120 
10 00 70 

30 
10 

10 00 80 
8 00 60 

12 00 90 
10 00 80 
40 00 
30 00 

8 00 60 
5 00 40 

oo 

EVERGREEN TREES AT LOW PRICES. 

MESSRS. ELLWANGER & BARRY solicit the attention of 
Nurserymen, Planters and Dealers in Trees, to their immense 

stock of Evergreens, by far the largest ever offered in the United 
States. They are prepared to furnish the following at the extremely 
low prices annexed. 

gjp’ All frequently transplanted and, therefore, finely formed 
and well rooted. 

per 100 per 1000 
Norway Spruce, 5 feet_- $60 00 $500 00 

“ “ 4 “   nn oc'' nn 

« “ 3 « . 
u tt 2 “.-_ 
“ « l K“. 
« “ l “ . 
« 4 years Seedlings, 2 years transplanted_ 
“ 1 year, from Seed bed... 

Scotch Pine, 12 inches..... 10 00 
« “ 9 “ .. 8 00 

Austrian Pine, 10 to 12 inches__— 12 00 
“ 6 to 9 “ 

Arbor Vitae Siberian, 3 feet, beautiful plants. 40 00 
« « “ 2 “ “ “ . 30 00 
« “ American, bushy, for hedges, 2-2 K ft. 8 00 60 00 
« “ “ “ “ 1-1K ft. 5 0C 
“ Golden, a beautiful tree, IK to 2 feet, $9 per dozen. 

per doz. 
Himalayan Spruce, (Abies Morinda) 2 to 3 feet.$10 00 
Pinsapo Spruce, (A Pinsapo) fine broad plants, 10 in. high. 9 00 
Chili Pine (Auracaria imbricata) in pots, 12 to 18 inches— 9 00 
Deodar Cedar, 2 to 3 feet, beautiful plants. 9 00 
African or Silver Cedar (C. Africana, or Argentea) beautiful 

IK to 2 feet, (more hardy than Deodar).... 
Japan Cedar (Cryptomeria) beautiful Seedlings in pots, 3 ft. 10 00 
Funebral Cypress (Capressus Funebris) in pots, 1 foot. 5 00 
Twisted or Bhotan Cypress (C. Torulosa) in pots, 1 foot... 4 00 
Yew, English, IK to 2 feet..... 4 00 

tc a 1 ‘ . 3 00 
: “ 11 6 inches... 2 00 

u Golden, (Elegantissima) 9 to 12 inches. 5 00 
{ “ Irish or upright, IK to 2 feet.... 5 00 

« “ “ 1 foot, $3 per doz., $18 per 100. 
[ « « “ 6 inches, $2 per doz., $12 per 100. 

For further details we refer to our Wholesale Catalogue, sent 
gratis to all who apply and inclose a stamp. Address 

ELLWANGER & BABRY, 
Sept., 1856.—It. Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

‘ TO NURSERYMEN. 
STOCKS AND SFED LING TREES. WE solicit the attention of the trade to the following articles, 

which we are prepared to furnish this fall at the annexed 
low rates—all are exceedingly vigorous and well grown. 

per 1,000 
Magnolia Acuminata, 3 year Seedlings, 2 feet.. $50 00 

« “ “ “ 1 «.. 30 00 
Elm, American, 2 year Seedlings..... 15 00 
Horse Chestnut, 3yr “   60 00 

« n 2 “ “   40 00 
Oak, White American, 3 years... 20 00 

“ Red “ 3 “ .-. 20 00 
Butter Nut, 3 year Seedlings, 2 to 3 feet..l-  40 00 
Black Walnut, 3yr “ 2 to 3 “.   40 00 
Maple, Silver, 2“ “   12 00 

« Scarlet 2 “ «    20 00 
“ Sugar 1 “ •*     6 00 
a “ 1 to 2 feet. 30 00 

Larch, European, 2 feet.    50 00 
Catalpa, “ 1 foot. 40 00 
Mahonia, or Ashberrt, one of the finest Evergreen 

Shrubs, 2 year Seedlings. 50 00 
“ 1 “ “ . 20 00 

Plum Seedlings, 1 year, native. 10 00 
Pear “ 1 “ .. 10 00 
Cherry, Mazzard, 1 “        4 00 

“ Mahaleb, Strong. 15 00 
Manetti Rose, Stocks, Strong. 40 00 

For further particulars we beg to refer to our Wholesale Cata¬ 
logue, sent gratis to all who apply and enclose a stamp. 

ELLWANGER & BARRY, 
Sept. 1856.—It. Mt. Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES. 
HIGHTSTOWN, N. J. THE Subscribe* offers for sale, for the Fall of 1856 and Spring 

of 1857, a fine collection of Standard and Dwarf Pears, Stan¬ 
dard and Dwarf Cherries, Standard and Dwarf Apples, Apricots, &c. 
200,000 Silver Maple Seedlings, and Ornamental Trees of the most 
appro ved varieties. 

A Descriptive Catalogue, and a Trade List for wholesale dealers 
and nurserymen, will be sent on application. Applicants for either 
Will please enclose a penny stamp. ISAAC PULLEN. 

Sept. 1—2t. Hightstown, Mercer Co., N. J. 

MERY’S HORSE POWERS AND THRESHERS. For sale 
jj by A. LONGETT, 34 Cliff street, 
August 1—2t. Corner of Fulton, New York. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES. 

ELLWANGER & BARRY have the pleasure of announcing to 
their customers and the public in general, that they have now 

in their grounds, for the ensuing fall trade, a very large and com¬ 
plete stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, embracing— 

Standard and Dwarf Apple Trees; 
Standard and Dwarf Pear do.; 
Standard and Dwarf Cherry and Plum, Peaches, Apricots, Neo 

tarines, &c. 
Quinces—Large Orange, fine grafted plants. 
Gooseberries, of the best sorts, a large stock. 
Currants—Including the newest and finest sorts—upwards of 

300,000 plants. 
Raspberries—Including Brinkle’s Orange, and several new and 

fine ever-bearing sorts, 
Blackberries—High-Bush, and New Rochelle or Lawton—a large 

stock. 
Besides Walnuts, Chestnuts, Filberts, and all other fruits usually 

cultivated. 
Grapes—Native and Foreign, in large quantities. 
Strawberries—All the best new and old sorts. 
Rhubarb, Asparagus, &c. 

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, &c. 

Deciduous Ornamental Trees, for Streets, Parks, Lawns, Cemete* 
ries, &c. 

Flowering Shrubs. 
Roses—An immense collection, old and new, covering upwards 

of jive acres of land. 
Evergreen Trees—Including half a million of Norway Spruce, 

of all sizes. 
Weeping Trees—Every thing desirable. 
Double Dahlias and Bulbous Roots. 
Hedge Plants, of all sorts. 
Stoclcs and Seedling Plants, for Nurserymen. 
Green House and Bedding-Out Plants—A full assortment. 
Nurserymen and dealers dealt with on the most liberal terms, 

and amateurs’ orders attended to with the greatest care. Packing 
done in the most thorough and skillful manner, and with the best 
material. 

For full particulars we refer to special advertisements, and to the 
following Catalogues sent gratis to all who apply and send a stamp 
for each : 

No. 1—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits; 
No. 2—Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, 

Roses, &c.; 
No. 3—Catalogue of Dahlias, Green House and Bedding Plants; 
No. 4—Wholesale, or Trade List; 
No. 5—Supplemental Catalogue of Fruits. 

ELLWANGER & BARRY, 
Sept., 1856—It. Mt. Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS. WE have now on hand a large stock of choice Bulbs, and are 
receiving a new invoice from Holland, consisting of the finest 

Hyacinths, Double and Single. 
Tulips of all the Classes, 
Crown Imperials, 

Crocus, Jonquils, Narcissus, 

Japan and other Lillies. 

Gladiolus, a superb collection of new and all the older 

sorts, &c., &c., &c. 
We are prepared to furnish all, at low rates, in large or small 

quantities, and solicit orders during the month of September, be¬ 
fore the busy season opens. 

Sgp’’ Priced Catalogues forwarded gratis. 
ELLWANGER & BARRY, 

Sept., 1856.—It. Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

THE HOOKER STRAWBERRY. WE shall be prepared to furnish young plants of the above 
new and splendid Seedling Strawberry after the first of Sep¬ 

tember next. This variety was originally raised by our Mr. Hooker, 
and thoroughly proved by him. The experience of the past season 
has fully demonstrated that what we have claimed for it is true. 

“ IT HAS NO EQUAL FOR GENERAL CULTIVATION.” 

Some of its recommendations are : 
Great size, and remarkable beauty. 
Unequalled excellence and richness of flavor. 
Very hardy, productive and vigorous plant. 
Perfect blossoms, requiring no other sort as a fertilizer. 
Ripening early, and continuing long in bearing. 

Price $1.50 per dozen, $5.00 per hundred. 
Strawberry Plants, of all the best standard varieties for mar¬ 

keting and for the amateur’s garden, for sale in large or small 
quanties, and at moderate prices. 

H. E. HOOKER & CO., 
Rochester, Sept. 1—It. Commercial Nurseries. 

WM R. PRINCE & CO., FLUSHING, N. Y. WILL supply for present planting, Strawberries an unrivalled 
collection, the new descriptive catalogue now ready. Also, 

Bulbous Roots, Paoonies, Rhubarb, Asparagus of the finest kinds, 
Madder, Licorice, and Seeds. Chinese Potato in October at re¬ 
duced prices. Priced Catalogues for applicants. 

September 1.—2t* 
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A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY! 
PROFITABLE AND HONORABLE EMPLOYMENT! THE Subscriber is desirous of having an agent in each county 
and town of the Union. A capital of from $5 to $10 only 

will be required, and anything like an efficient, energetic man can 
make from three to five dollars per day; some Agents are realizing 
twice that sum. Every information will be given by addressing, 
with a stamp to pay return letter, WM. A KINSLER, 

Sept. 1.—It* Box 1228 Philadelphia, Pa., Post Office. 

A FIVE DOLLAR LIBRARY FOR FARMERS. 
SENT BY MAIL FREE OF POSTAGE. THE American Farm Book,.$1.C0 

Diseases of Domestic Animals,.. 75 
Brown’s Field Book of Manures,....1 25 
The Stable Book,. 1.00 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer,..... 50 
Munn’s Land Drainer,.     50 

This Library is arranged with a view to supplying the greatest 
amount of practical instruction without needless repetition. At 
least this much of an Agricultural Library should be in the hands 
of every farmer in America. 

Our Descriptive Catalogue of Agricultural Books sent to any 
who will favor us with their address. 

C. M. SAXTON & CO., Agricultural Book Publisheis, 
Sept. 1—It. 140 Fulton street, New York. 

UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. THE FOURTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION ol the United States 
Agricultural Society will be held at Powelton, (Philadelphia,) 

on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, October 
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th. 

Premiums from Twenty-five to Two Hundred Dollars, amounting 
in the aggregate to Fourteen Thousand. Dollars, will be offered for 
the various classes of Domestic Animals, Fruits, American Wines, 
Vegetables, Grains, Agricultural Implements and Machinery.' 

A Local Committee at Philadelphia, representing the various 
branches of industry, has already been appointed to co-operate 
with the officers of the Society, in peifecting arringements for the 
Exhibition. Fifteen Thousand Dollars have been guaranteed to 
meet expenses. This material aid, coupled with the excellence of 
the selected location, and the large amount of Premiums offered, 
induces the expectation that the Exhibition of 1856 will be supe¬ 
rior to any of its predecessors. 

A Grand Agricultural Banquet, in which Ladies, as well as 
Gentlemen, will participate, will take place on Friday afternoon, 
October 10th, when Distinguished Speakers will address the as¬ 
semblage. 

Favorable arrangements with the various Railroads, for the 
transportation of Stock and other articles, are in progress, the 
terms of which will be given on application at the office. 

The Premium List, with the Regulations and Programme of the 
Exhibition, will be furnished on application to Mr. John McGowan, 

Assistant Secretary of the United States Ag. Society, 160 Chestnut 
Street, (Rooms of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society,) or by 
addressing the Secretary, at Boston. 

MARSHALL P. WILDER, President. 
William S. King, Secretary. 

September 1, 1855—It._ 

SCRIBNER’S TABLE BOOKS, 

FOR SALE. A FARM near Kalamazoo, Michigan. For particulars address 
A. SINTZENICH, Box 1185 Post Office, 

August 1 .—It* Rochester, N. Y. ? 

MANSFIELD & WHITING’S IMPROVED 
CLOVER SEED HULLING AND CLEANING MACHINES. 

' 1MTE3E Machines have be<m awarded the first Premiums at three 
X successive Ohio State Fairs and the Michigan State Fair. Also 
at the World’s Fair in New York in 1853, and never failed to take 
the first Premium wherever exhibited. 

Warranted to hull and clean from 20 to 50 bushels per day. 
Prices—No. 1, $100; No. 2, $95; No. 3, $90. To insure a ma¬ 

chine order early. Manufactured and for sale by 
MANSFIELD & WHITING, 

August 1.—3t* Ashland, Ohio. 

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS!! 
STACK COVERS OF COTTON DUCK. THE following sizes constantly on hand, or any required size 

made to order : 15 by 20 feet, 20 by 25 feet, 25 by 30 feet. 
First quality, 48 cents per square yard; second quality, 36 cents 

per square yard, furnished with cords all ready for use. 
Covers of either quality will most effectually protect the stack 

in the heaviest rain storms, rendering it secure as under the barn 
roof. 

The Subscriber has a process he will warrant to preserve the 
duck from mildew, without in the least discoloring or injuring the 
material, applied, when so ordered, at four cents extra per square 
yard. 

Orders through the Post Office will meet with prompt attention. 
E. C. WILLIAMS, Sail and Tent Maker, 

Sept. 1—It. 12 Buffalo street, Rochester, N. Y. 

TO AGRICULTURAL & HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES. 
WE would particularly invite the attention of those Societies 

who are about to make up their Premium Lists, to our large 
collection of Agricultural Books, which are peculiarly adapted for 
Premiums. 

The awarding of Agricultural Books in the place of small Money 
Premiums has been extensively adopted, and has given the highest 
satisfaction. 

ADVANTAGES OF THIS PLAN. 
1. It promotes the dissemination of much needed information 

among farmers. 
2. It combines the advantages of a Diploma with a Premium of 

intrinsic value. 
3. It substitutes a permanent and expressive Token of Honor for 

the pittance which is frequently humiliating to the recipient. 
4. It avoids the fostering of a mercenary spirit among competit¬ 

ors, and better comports with the dignity of an honorable emula¬ 
tion between friends and neighbors. 

We will be happy to furnish to applicants a Catalogue of those 
of our Publications which we consider most appropriate for the 
use of Agricultural Societies for Premiums, on which a liberal dis¬ 
count will be given. C M, SAXTON & CO., 

’Agricultural Book Publishers, 
August 1—2t. 140 Fulton street, New York. 

FOR SALE. 
FOR LUMBER, LOGS, GRAIN, PRODUCE, &c. 

The Ready Reckoner and Log Book, 
FOR SHIP-BUILDERS, BOAT-BUILDERS, LUMBER MERCHANTS, FARM¬ 

ERS AND MECHANICS. 

Being a Correct Measurement of Scantling, Boards, Plank, Cubical 
Contents of Square and Round Timber, Sawlogs, Wood, fyc., 
comprised in a member of Tables—to which are added Tables of 
Wages by the Month, Board or Rent by the Day or Week, &,-c. 

This book has now attained a popularity and sale unprecedented 
by any other book of the same kind ever published in the United 
States; nearly two hundred thousand copies have already been 
Bold. It is constantly increasing in favor with Lumber Dealers, 
Farmers and Mechanics, as the most correct and reliable book ex¬ 
tant ; it is known and ordered from all parts of the United States 
and Canada, and some have been sent to England and Australia. 

The Produce Tables and Grain Book, 
For Farmers, Millers, Produce Dealers, and Mechanics, exhibits 

at one view the value of more than 16,000 different quantities of 
Grain, computed at sixty pounds to the bushel—so arranged as to 
present, on the same page, the value of the whole number of bush¬ 
els and pounds at the same price. Also, Tables of Interest, Scant¬ 
ling, Weights of Iron, and other useful Tables for business men, 
&c., &c. 

Mistakes are often made by hasty calculation, which subject par¬ 
ties to great loss, while a small sum paid for a book saves this diffi¬ 
culty, and greatly facilitates business. 

Price 25 cents for either of the above books, or five copies for 
one dollar. Both books are bound in one, called “Scribner’s 

Lumber and Grain Tables,” and sold for 50 cents. Either book 
gent bv mail, post-paid, on receipt of the above price. 

23^“ Book Pedlers, Agents and others, supplied on the most lib¬ 
eral terms. Money can be made by Agents selling these Books. 

Address, GEORGE W. FISHER, 
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 1—It. Bookseller and Publisher. 

HAVING to devote my time to other business, I have determined 
to sell several Farms, now in cultivation under my own direc¬ 

tion, and also a Grist Mill and Saw Mill. The mills are situated 
about six miles from the county seat, in a thickly settled portion 
of the country, on never failing streams, and healthy locations. 
There are two run of stones in the Grist Mill, together with all the 
machinery for manufacturing flour, buckwheat flour, corn meal &c. 
The mill is 60 by 40 feet, three stories high, with a 16 feet wheei 
The Saw Mill is run by a submerged center discharging wheel, cast 
gearing; and the Mills, within 80 feet of each other, are run by 
different streams, and were built in 1851. There is attached to the 
mills about 200 acres of land, part of which is in cultivation in 
grain and grass. There are four tenements on the land, rented 
out; three of them, without any land, pay $100. The mills are 
under my own direction, and the miller rents the farm, and pays 
crop rent. The mills rented last year for $400. There is a large 
portion of bo tom land on this farm which is valuable. The Alex¬ 
andria, Loudoun & Hampshire Railroad passes within 100 yards of 
the mill, where there is to be a station, &c. 

I also have a Farm of 100 acres adjoining the county seat, well 
improved, good house of brick, orchards, well watered, and all the 
necessary outbuildings. The Menasses Gap Railroad passes through 
the village, and also a turnpike road to Washington and Alexandria, 
which are distant about 15 miles. I have also another Farm of 100 
acres, within three-fourths of a mile of the county seat, one half 
of which is in timber, and the other in cultivation. I am building 
a house on this, which will be finished by fall. I have also one 
other Farm of 120 acres, lying about four miles from the county 
seat, in cultivation by a Northern man, who has resided on it three 
years. 

I will sell any or all of these Lands, &c., on reasonable terms. 
Persons desiring further information, can address the undersigned 
at Fairfax Courthouse, Va., who will give information, if desired, 
relative to his own or any other lands in this or the adjoining 
counties. 

May 1, 1856—tf. GEO. W. HUNTS, Jr. 
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BOOKS FOB, THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding. Management, &c. Price 25 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

25 cents. 
The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &c. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 

r The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 
lished. Price $1. 
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FAIR OF THE NEW JERSEY STATE AG. SOCIETY. 

The Annual Fair of the New Jersey State Agri¬ 
cultural Society was held at Newark, Sept. 9—12. 
As it was the first Fair of the Society we have had 
the pleasure of attending, we cannot say how it com¬ 
pared with former exhibitions, but w'ere informed 
that it excelled them in nearly every department. 
Newark is within nine miles of New York, and of 
easy access from all parts of the State, and this ex¬ 
hibition might be expected to be a favorable index 
of the general condition of agriculture, horticulture 
and the mechanic arts in the State. While the soil 
of New Jersey is generally of a poor, sandy nature, 
requiring the constant application of natural or arti¬ 
ficial fertilizers to make it produce good crops, yet 
the farmers and gardeners enjoy advantages of situa¬ 
tion and climate unsurpassed on the continent. We 
were once accompanying Mr. William Bennett over 
his justly celebrated farm near Luton in Bedfordshire, 
England—a farm which, when it came into his pos¬ 
session, was a profitless rabbit warren, supposed to 
be absolutely sterile, but which at the time of our 
visit was bearing the most luxuriant crops,—a change 
which had been effected by good tillage, a judicious 
rotation, the growth and consumption on the farm of 
large crops of clover, turnips, &c., with an annual pur¬ 
chase of large quantities of oil-cake for feeding cattle, 
and of rape-cake, superphosphate of lime and Peru¬ 
vian guano for dressing the land. On mentioning to 
him our impression that the soil was naturally very 
poor, he replied, “Yes, that is true; but it is very 
grateful.” So it is with the soil of New Jersey; it 
is naturally poor, but very grateful. Only treat it 
well, and it will make ample returns. No soil shows 
manure sooner; and crops can be easily and cheaply 
raised which command good prices in the cities of 
New York and Philadelphia—probably the two best 
markets in the world for fruits and vegetables of all 
kinds. 

Under such circumstances, we expected to see a 
very superior exhibition, at least of fruits and vegeta¬ 
bles, at the State Fair. We are sorry to say that we 
were disappointed. The exhibition, in every partic¬ 
ular, was a poor, meagre affair. There can be no 
doubt that there are many public spirited, intelligent, 
successful cultivators in New Jersey; but for some 
reason or other, they appear to take but little interest 
in the State Fair. The show of fruits, flowers and 
vegetables, wa3 not equal to that of any good County 
or Town Fair in Western New York; and the same 
may be said of nearly all the other departments. 

Horse racing, or in modern agricultural phraseology, 
“trials of speed,” and lady equestrianism, were the 
principal and most attractive features of the exhibi¬ 
tion; but as we did not witness these, we are unable 
to say anything in regard to the performance of the 
horses or their riders. 

The situation and arrangement of the Fair ground 
were all that could be desired. “ Prospect Hill,” on 
which the Fair was held, affords a charming view of 
the cities of Newark and New York, of the valley 
of the Passaic, Raritan River and Staten Island. 
The weather during the first two days was delightful. 
The wealthy citizens of Newark turned out in their 
unequalled equipages in large numbers ; and the in¬ 
telligent mechanics and well-to-do farmers were well 
represented. Let us take a walk round the grounds. 

Here, among the implements, is a curious-looking 
machine. It is “ Mapes & Gibbs’ Digging Machine,” 
with a subsoil plow attached. Though we cannot 
credit all the marvellous stories told of this machine 
—though we do not believe that “the plow is 
doomed,”—that a yoke of oxen will break up and 
pulverise the soil with this machine better, and more 
of it, than half-a-dozen ordinary plowings and har- 
rowings,—yet we have no doubt that it is a valuable 
addition to our agricultural implements, and one 
which is susceptible of profitable use on many farms. 
We should judge, however, that it would require at 
least three teams to work it on ordinary land. Here 
is a new Reaping Machine, invented by N. G. Hub¬ 

bard, of Penn Yan, N. Y., constructed entirely of 
iroD, with all the working gear enclosed in an iron 
case to keep it clean ; and there is Mundy’s Patent 
Potato Digger, which the exhibitors, Griffin & Bro., 

of 60 Courtlandt st., New York, assure us is a valu¬ 
able and effective implement. It is simply a double 
mould-board plow, with interstices about two inches 
wide cut out of the mould-boards. The plow is run 
under the rows, and the potatoes drop through these 
interstices and are left exposed on the surface of the 
ground. It looks as if it would make better work 
than the common plow. Here is a Sausage Cutter, 
exhibited by the same parties, which cuts the meat 
into very small pieces, instead of tearing and crush¬ 
ing it as most machines do. 

Now for a walk among the Cattle pens. Here are 
the stalls appropriated for “Devons.” But where 
are the animals—“ and echo answers, where ” ? Here 
is one bull, by no means a superior animal, and he is 
“For sale.” Devons are at a discount in New Jer¬ 
sey. There are one or two good Short-horns exhib¬ 
ited by the Messrs. Haines, of Elizabeth, N. J., and 
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a superior four year old bull, owned and imported by 
Thos. G. Aycrigg, of Passaic, N. J., and an excellent 
one owned by Peter Sandford, of Orange, N. J. The 
rest are principally leather and prunella. A Durham 
cow shown by J. J. Mapes must have been fed on 
the Professor’s phosphates, as she is a complete “ bag 
of bones.” Ezra Nye, of Clinton, N. J., (we believe 
late captain of one of the Collins steamers,) showed 
some excellent Ayrshires. Henry Sutcliffe and a 
few other gentlemen also exhibit some fair specimens 
of this excellent breed of cattle. We expected to 
have seen some of Mr. Colt’s Alderneys, but regret¬ 
ted to learn that he was prevented by sudden illness 
from exhibiting. Here is a “Chinese Cow,” owned 
by Dr. John A. Poole, of New Brunswick, N! J. 
She resembles somewhat the Short-horns. 

Here we are among the Sheep. There are very few 
fme-wooled sheep—good, bad or indifferent. The 
Cotswolds appear to be the favorite breed. Of these, 
Geo. C. Shaw, Gratitude, N. J., exhibited some su¬ 
perior specimens. Hugh Eaton, of Clinton, N. J., 
also exhibited some good sheep of this excellent 
breed; and Geo. Hartshorn several pens of “native 
Cotswolds.” There were several pens of “ fat sheep,” 
most of which were really excellent. They were, we 
should judge, a cross between the Cotswold and the 
common Merino. This pen of South Downs, shown 
by Geo. Hartshorn, of Rahway, N. J., are a credit 
to the State, and to their owner in particular. He 
also shows some “ native South Downs.” We do not 
know whether these “ native South Downs” and “na¬ 
tive Cotswolds ” have any special privileges not ac¬ 
corded' to the “ furriners,” or what is the particular 
object of making the distinction. J. C. Taylor, of 
Holmden, N. J., shows some splendid South Downs, 
obtained from L. G. Morris, and C. F. Johnson, of 
Pompton, and others exhibited in this class. Here 
are some “ Merinos imported from China,” by Hah- 
lon Grocein, of Norristown, N. J., and there are 
some South American sheep with four horns, shown 
by D. W. Dalrumple, of Lodi, N. J. “ Isn’t there 
a somewhat celebrated breed of sheep, called Leices¬ 
ter's, improved or originated by one Robert Bake- 
well?” Yes, sir ; but they have not heard of them 
here in New Jersey ! 

The show of Pigs is creditable. These “ Suffolk 
and Chinese,” belonging to Ezra Nye, are beauties. 
Such a cross will doubtless do well in the Middle 
States, but in the Northwest the Suffolks are small 
enough and tender enough without crossing them 
with the Chinese. 0. P. Edwards, of Elizabeth, N. 
J., also exhibited some beautiful Chinese Suffolks. J. 
B. Edgar and Jas. Lodge, of Rahway, N. J., show 
some good Berkshires, and the Messrs. Haines and 
Geo. Hartshorn are large exhibitors of Suffolks. 
Those of the former would be hard to beat, here or 
in England. The Messrs. H. also exhibit some good 
Leicestershires—considered by many the best of the 
large breeds. 

“ Can there anything good come out of New Jer¬ 
sey?” Ye3, sir; here is a new idea, and a good one. 
\_n enterprising nurseryman of Newark, J. Gustin, 

„as brought from his nurseries a collection of ever¬ 
green trees, and “ laid them by the heels ” near the 
entrance to the Floral Tent. We hope to see the 
practice adopted at all our Fairs. It would do much 
to diffuse a taste fbr ornamental planting. 

Let us have a look at the Fruits. Here are a sin¬ 
gle specimen^each of 110 varieties of pears, grown 

by Wm. Reed, of Elizabeth, N. J. D. Bandleton, 
of the same place, shows 52 varieties; and here are 
18 varieties grown by J. Van Dewenter, of Prince¬ 
ton, N. J., which are decidedly fine in size, and espe¬ 
cially in color. Those Duchesse d’Angouleme, and 
Louise bonne de Jersey, and Vicar of Winkfield, 
would be hard to beat, even in Western New York 
But here is Mr. Van Dewenter. “How do you 
manage to raise such fine pears? ” “By high culture 
and deep trenching. Before planting the trees, I 
made a trench four feet wide and two feet deep, and 
put an under drain under each row of trees one foot 
deeper. Fill in the trench with sods mixed with 
bones, leather shavings, ashes and lime, and a little 
well rotted manure; cover with rich soil. Plant the 
trees; cultivate nothing among them, (except some¬ 
times plant a row of strawberries between the rows,) 
mulch with tan-bark; keep the land free from weeds; 
scatter the tan over the land in the fall and turn it 
under. The soil is clayey. I find that the tan-bark, 
besides enriching, serves to lighten the soil.” 

Here are 12 pears, “ grown on an "apple stock.” 
Quite likely, but the trees will soon die. There are 
few peaches, or plums, or apples, worth noticing. 
There are a few grapes, but nothing like what we 
should expect, either in quantity or quality. 

Here is some spring wheat, “66 lbs. to the bushel,” 
grown by Isaac Shiner, of Greenville; and there 
some weighing “71 lbs. per bushel,” grown by A. 
Davis, of Andover. Good for Jersey. We cannot 
help suspecting that a bushel is larger in New Jersey 
than in the U. States ! These ears of corn, grown 
by Master J. F. Saltesthwaite of Bellville, are the 
finest we ever saw. There are about forty rows on 
the ear, of some six or seven inches in length ! 

WHEAT THE PRINCIPAL BREAD-FOOD OF MAN. 

Although a native of temperate climates, wheat 
is a remarkably hardy plant, and lives through the 
severest winters of the north of Europe, while, on the 
other hand, it thrives even under the burning suns of 
the torrid zone. In this respect wheat has a much 
larger range of habitat than any of the other cereals ; 
an indirect but palpable proof that it was intended 
by infinite wisdom to form the peculiar and principal 
bread-food of the human race. A still further proof 
of this is to be found in the fact that few animals 
relish wheat in any form, and invariably prefer oats, 
barley, or beans, if a choice be given them. Again, 
all of these grains, when used as the principal food 
of man, are accompanied by effects detrimental to a 
high degree of health. An exclusively oaten diet 
produces skin eruptions, barley bread is too bland 
and unexciting to persons engaged in active pursuits, 
and bread made from bean or pea-meal is heavy and 
indigestible. Wheat-flour with the bran in it an¬ 
swers all the purposes of life, and is susceptible of 
being converted into an endless variety of articles of 
diet. 

Fattening Hogs—Commence fattening hogs this 
month—feed them regularly, and not let them squeal 
their flesh away by waiting for their stated meals—if 
apples are plenty, they will fatten finely on the fallen 
fruit for two months—in feeding corn, let it be ground 
and boiled with water, and its value will be nearly 
doubled—if it cannot be boiled, soak it for a few days, 
and let it ferment a little. This will improve it.—Ex. 
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STOCKHARDT’S CHEMICAL FIELD LECTURES,. 

In the back volumes of the Genesee Farmer we 
have spoken highly of this work. We are glad to 
perceive that this opinion is endorsed by such high 
authority as that of Dr. Ltndley. In the London 
Gardeners Chronicle we find the following: 

Chemical Field Lectures, by* Dr. Stockhardt (12mo., 
pp. 378.) Under this name has just appeared a volume 
of Bohn’s Scientific Library. It con tain’s the lectures 
of a gentleman who has gained considerable reputation 
in Saxony for a sound knowledge of vegetable physi¬ 
ology, and who is ako Professor of Forestry and Agri¬ 
culture at Tharand. Professor Henfrey is the transla¬ 
tor and annotator. 

We have read the work carefully, and we can say 
conscientiously that for practical purposes it is calcu¬ 
lated to be of more real value than the similar work of 
Baron Liebig, notwithstanding the learned author’s 
cumbrous sentences, which Mr. Henfrey will, we trust, 
forgive us for saying are not rendered more elegant in 
the translation. It is notorious that when Liebig took 
up the subject of agricultural chemistry he was entirely 
unacquainted with vegetable physiology, as the first 
edition of his celebrated work sufficiently proved, and 
as we have long since pointed out. Nor can we say 
that his latest writings indicate any material advance 
in practical physiology. In fact he is a mere chemist, 
though no doubt of the highest order. Dr. Stockhardt, 
on the other hand, seems to be a practical forester and 
farmer as well as a man of science; and this gives his 
opinions a value which those of cabinet philosophers 
never can have. This is more especially shown by the 
manner in which he handles the well-known dispute 
between Liebig and Lawes, taking the side of the lat¬ 
ter, like all men really acquainted with the cultivation 
of the soil. 

We do not dwell further in this place on Prof. 
Stockhardt’s work, because we hope to be able to 
refer to it on other occasions; but we must not dismiss 
it without one extract characteristic of the author’s 
style. Speaking of refuse materials he says: 

“One thing is above all necessary for this, namely 
that the farmer shall distinguish his true friends from 
the false, and give the latter their dismissal. One friend 
of the latter sort has been especially successful in ac¬ 
quiring and retaining the favor of farmers, and many 
hold warmly to him and love him like a brother; this 
is the well-known worthy ‘old 0.’ Acquainted with 
most from their youth upward, and readily borne with 
because he never contradicts, but always humors them, 
old O. has become on many farms not only a well-be¬ 
loved home-friend, but also infallible oracle, whose 
counsel i3 sought when decisions are to be made or 
doubts of any kind arise. Pacific and quiet-loving as 
old 0. is by nature, he can also be very fierce when 
any one tries to disturb him, and hence novelties are 
an abomination to him. Against these he fights with 
an obstinacy which it is difficult to overcome, because 
the weapons which one thinks sharpest lose their edge 
upon him; for, like FalstafF, he does enter into battles 
for ‘reasons,’ which bound harmless of the Hegelian 
shield with which he covers himself: ‘What is, is 
good.’ If the farm-yard drainage runs away, and this 
is represented to him, the answer is, ‘Oh, that has 
always been so.’ If one shows him the advantage he 
would derive from introducing a rational system of ro¬ 
tation of crops, he says, ‘ Ah, my grandfather kept to 
three-field farming) and yet he lived in clover.’ If one 
recommends deep ploughing, he replies, ‘Yes, that may 
do in other places, but our fields won’t bear it, as we 

must know best who have grown upon them.’ When 
we calculate to him the profit he might obtain by pur¬ 
chasing guano, he objects: ‘I had rather buy straw; 

straw remains straw; dear stuffs won’t suit our fields.’ 
And more of the like sentences. 

“Yes, it is difficult to get over him, the good old 0., 
or to give him his full name ‘Old Style,’ for the dif¬ 
ferent natural propensities and peculiarities of charac¬ 
ter which have descended to him from his grandfather, 
who was called ‘Egotism,’ his father the well-known 
‘Phlegm,’ and his mother, one of the ‘Verjuice’ family, 
are united in him into such a compact, tough and solid 
nature, that even lye and aquafortis do not exert much 
action on it—into a nature which is also inherited by 
his numerous children, called ‘Prejudices.’ How 6hall 
we make an impression on an individual who, like the 
Marquis Posa, says with dignity, ‘ I am content with 
myself,’ and holds the words ‘old and good’ as synony¬ 
mous and opposed to ‘ new and bad,’ without evidence 
or judgment? I imagine by good example, and by 
continual, ever-new teaching, explaining and pointing 
to this good example. 

“ Far be it from me to declare war against all that is 
old. No, indeed! Would to heaven many old things 
were still as they have been! It would certainly be 
far better, even in the farms of the country folka” 

Management of Blue Grass Pastures.—A cor¬ 
respondent 'of the Tennessee Farmer in an article 
on the cultivation of the celebrated blue grass of 
Kentucky, (Poa pratensis,) gives the following direc¬ 
tions for the management of blue grass pastures, 
which are worthy of consideration: 

“The experience of all stock farmers has taught 
them that the ground must be well packed, both to 
prevent the freezing process of winter from throwing 
the grass out of the ground to die, and to protect the 
grass from the drouth of spring and summer. If the 
ground be tramped hard, the grass will not be killed 
by hard freezing, nor by dry weather, but if the soil 
be loose, it will be damaged or destroyed by either. 

“Do not graze your lots early in the spring. As 
soon as the grass begins to grow, nothing ought to go 
on them till the spring crop of grass is made. Nothing 
should be allowed to run on them till the stalk of the 
blue grass gets about three inches long. If you allow 
your lots to be grazed at all in early spring, they will 
make puny and scanty grass the remainder of the 
season. 

“Do not let the grass go to seed. We have seen the 
injury of grazing too soon; it must now be understood 
that delaying to graze at the proper time will also in¬ 
jure it. When the seed stalk of the blue grass gets 
about three inches long, all lots ought to be grazed off 
as rapidly as possible. Do not put some stock in every 
lot, but put all you have in one lot; and when grazed 
down, turn on another, and so on in rapid succession, 
till the seed stalks iu all are fed down so as to prevent 
them from making seed. If any grass be allowed to 
make seed, the seeding process will exhaust the roots 
of the grass, and make it dwarfish for a whole year. 
But if the seed stalks be grazed off just before seeding, 
the grass shoots and spreads rapidly from the roots, 
and sends up a luxuriant growth of blades. You 
ought not therefore to depend on setting the ground 
by letting the grass make seed to set it, because if not 
allowed to make seed, the spreading from the roots will 
set it much sooner, and also afford more pasture in the 
meantime.” 

How to Fatten Fowls.—Confine your fowls in a 
large airy enclosure, and feed them on broken Indian 
corn, Indian meal, or mush, with raw potatoes cut 
into small pieces, not larger than a filbert, placing 
within their reach a quantity of charcoal broken into 
small pieces. Boiled rice is also good- 
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PROVINCIAL FAIR OF CANADA WEST. 

The great Provincial Fair of Canada West was 
held at Kingston, September 23-26. Though not 
quite equal to the Fair at Cobourg last year, it was in 
every respect an honor to the Province. The citizens 
of Kingston had provided beautiful grounds, about 
two miles from the city, and erected a “ Crystal Pal¬ 
ace,” at an expense of about $8,000 ! for holding the 
exhibition of fruits, flowers, domestic manufactures, 
specimens of fine arts, &c. It is proposed to use the 
building as a conservatory for the cultivation of 
grapes, flowers, &c. It is thought that the vines will 
not materially obstruct the light. We apprehend 
that an effort will be made to have the Fair perma¬ 
nently located at Kingston, or at all events, to have 
Kingston one of three or four places on Lake Onta¬ 
rio, at which the Fair shall be regularly held. 

The show of Horses was far inferior to the grand 
display made at Hamilton in 1853, or even to that at 
Cobourg last year. There were nearly two hundred 
entries, and among them some very superior horses, 
especially among the “ Stallions for agricultural pur¬ 
poses”—a class of heavy horses of which we have 
few representatives in this country. The show of 
Cattle and Sheep was not as large as at some former 
exhibitions—Kingston is too far from the western 
portion of the Province. The list of entries were as 
follows: Durhams, 88; Ayrshires, 40; Galloways, 39; 
Devons, 15; Herefords, 4; Grades, 59. 

The Devons and Herefords were poorly represented 
in number and kind. Galloways have been imported 
into the Province only within the last few years, but 
it is evident that they are destined to become popu¬ 
lar. The judges in their report say that they “ con¬ 
sider this breed of cattle very valuable, and suited to 
this country and climate.” They are a large, hardy 
breed of polled black cattle, of excellent symmetry 
and handling properties. In winter they are covered 
with long shaggy hair, and their hides would make 
excellent substitutes for buffalo robes. Those who 
have been advocating the domestication of the buf¬ 
falo, for the continued supply of these necessary ad¬ 
juncts of winter travel in northern regions, will please 
make a note of the fact! 

Whether Durhams will or will not “stand starva¬ 
tion ” as well as some other breeds, it is evident that 
they are at present the favorites in Canada. F. W. 
Stone, Esq., of Moreton Lodge, near Guelph, C. W., 
exhibited a large number of Shorthorns which we 
have never seen excelled in this country or in Great 
Britain. He has within the last two years imported 
fifty five head of the best Oxford and Dutchess 
Shorthorns that money would purchase. He attend¬ 
ed the recent exhibition of the Royal Agricultural 
Society, at Cheltenham, and bought several of the 
prize Shorthorns, as well as a number of South Down 
and Cetswold sheep—some twenty-eight head in all. 
Such an enterprising breeder is an honor to any 
country. Wm. Miller, of Pickering, and Geo. 

Miller, of Markham, also exhibited some superior 
recently imported Shorthorns. Ralph Wade, Jr., 
of Coburg, -exhibited eleven head of good Short¬ 
horns, and Messrs. Miller and Beattie, of Picker¬ 
ing, and W. & R. Armstrong, of Markham, showed 
each an excellent yearling bull, recently imported. 

Geo. and Wm. Roddick, of Hamilton Township, 
and W. R. Graham, Esq., of Vaughan, were the chief 
exhibitors of Galloways. Four head, belonging to 

the latter gentleman, were brought direct to the Fair 
ground from the vessel in which they were imported. 
They were in excellent condition, having suffered little 
from the voyage—a good proof of their hardiness. 

There were few, if any, Ayrshires, Devons or Here¬ 
fords, of any great merit. 

In Sheep, the entries were as follows : Leicesters, 
128; South Downs, 43 ; Cotswolds, 26 ; Merino and 
Saxony, 20; Cheviots, 16. 

It will be seen that the Leicesters are by far the 
most popular breed of sheep in Canada. There were 
36 two-year-old Leicester rams, and when drawn out 
and placed in a row for examination by the judges, 
they made a grand display, as did also the 22 yearling 
rams. James Petty, of Hay, exhibited a splendid 
ram, imported this summer ; James Dickson, of 
Clarke, and C. Walker, of London, also showed 
some magDificent Leicesters. Wm. Miller, of Pick¬ 
ering, exhibited 28 head of Leicesters, many of them 
imported, and all remarkably good. Geo. Miller, 

of Markham, and many others, also showed excellent 
Leicesters. “But” we are asked, “ are they Leices¬ 
ters”? To this question, which was repeatedly put 
to us, we have no hesitation in replying, “No; they 
are Seotch Leicesters, but not the genuine English 
Leicesters. They are far too large. They have 
probably considerable Teeswater and Cotswold blood 
in them. They are, however, a fully established 
breed—as much so, perhaps, as the genuine Leices¬ 
ters, and we can easily believe that they are hardier 
and more profitable, producing a large amount of 
mutton for the food consumed.” 

The show of South Downs was small. For some 
cause or other, this breed is not as popular in Canada 
as it deserves to be. Such sheep as those shown by 
John Spencer, of Whitby, and some other South 
Down breeders, ought to commend themselves to 
Canadian farmers. 

We are glad to find such excellent Cotswolds in 
Canada. F. W. Stone, Esq., of Moreton Lodge, 
near Guelph, C. W., showed a large number of Cots¬ 
wolds, many of them recently imported, which we 
have never seen surpassed. Geo. & Wm. Miller, 

and a few others, also showed good Cotswolds. 

Cheviots were shown by Jas. Dickson, of Clarke, 
Wm. Roddick, of Hamilton, and J. Hawkins, of 
Wolfe Island. 

The show of Pigs was far better than at Cobourg. 
There were 21 entries of the “Large Breed,” and 71 
of the “Small Breed.” Of the former, a Yorkshire 
boar shown by R. Coates, of Oakville, and a York¬ 
shire sow belonging to C. A. Jordison of Port Hope, 
and a Nottinghamshire boar shown by John Scott 

of Montreal, were conspicuous. Of the latter, several 
pens deserve notice. A fine Suffolk boar, shown by 
Mr. Logan, of Montreal, attracted much attention. 
Thomas Briggs, Esq., of Kingston, also showed ex¬ 
cellent Suffolks, and also some beautiful Essex, (of 
Fisher Hobbs’ breed,) and a cross between the Cum¬ 
berland and Essex. James Durand and Major Sad¬ 

dler, of Kingston, also showed good Suffolks. J ohm 

Hitchins, of Amherst Island, showed a small black 
breed, a cross between the Essex and Chinese, which 
was excellent. F. W. Stone, Esq., of Moreton 
Lodge, near Guelph, showed some recently imported 
“Small Yorkshires,” perfect beauties. James Ram¬ 

sey of Pittsburg, and J. W. Parmenter of Gana- 
noque, showed good Berkshires. 
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The show of Poultry was very large and excellent. 
The “chicken fever” has not yet subsided in Canada, 
judging from the immense number of fowls of the 
Asiatic varieties shown. 

There were fewer Implements exhibited than at 
many previous Fairs, but there were several that de¬ 
serve a more extended notice than our space this 
month allows us to give them. Henry Going, of 
Wolfe Island, exhibited a Mowing Machine, con¬ 
structed on a new principle, which bids fair to be of 
great value. He also exhibits a Cultivator, with the 
teeth fixed on movable bars, so that they will adju.-t 
themselves to any irregularities in the ground. H. 
D. Johnson, of Hamilton Township, exhibited a 
Reaper with a new contrivance for obviating the 
side-draft, which strikes us favorably. John Lent, 

of Cobourg, shows a new Potato-Digger, which is 
very ingenious, but we fear too complicated. The 
potatoes are thrown up with a shovel plow on to a 
revolving carrier, on the principle of the common 
straw carrier. This is so constructed that the soil 
falls through, and the potatoes are delivered in a 
basket. We heard a farmer remark that on his farm 
he should “get more stones than potatoes.” S. Eck- 
hart, of Unionville, also exhibited a Potato-Digger, 
which is said to make good work. Two small plows 
in front of the machine take a furrow from each side 
of the row; a scoop shovel throws up the potatoes, 
and a revolving harrow follows to bring the potatoes 
to the surface. 

The show of wheat was splendid. The Canada 
Company offer a prize of £25 for the best twenty 
bushels of wheat—the prize wheat to be given to the 
Company. There were some eight or nine entries 
for this premium, and finer samples of wheat we have 
never seen. One weighed “671tbs per bushel.” Of 
other grains, vegetables, dairy products, &o., the show 
was far inferior to that at Cobourg last year. The 
same may be said of fruits, flowers, &c. 

It was decided to hold the next Fair at Brantford. 
Mr. Alexander, of Woodstock, was chosen Presi¬ 
dent—-an excellent choice. 

Use your Judgment.—Men to whom agricultural 
papers are new, often object to them that they con¬ 
tain things which are not true; or that Mr. So and So 
followed some prescription found in such a journal, 
and came out badly with his experiment. Let such 
a man ask himself what proportion of the whole mat¬ 
ter found in any newspaper is true. Here are two 
papers on opposite sides in politics, contradicting 
each other through the whole length of their columns. 
Which of these is right ? 

The fact is, that pure and absolute truth is not to 
be looked for in the present imperfect condition of 
the human mind, in any mortal production. To sup- 

ose that it is so, is to make men not only universally 
onest, but infallible. Every man, who either relates 

a story or gives an opinion, either in conversation or 
writing, mixes up with the absolute and ascertained 
facts in the case, certain inferences of his own, which 
he states in the same breath, and without any indica¬ 
tions that they are inferences; and though they may 
appear to him entirely legitimate, they are liable to 
be wrong. Hence, on the part of the hearer, there 
is requisite a use of judgment to sift and settle what 
is right or wrong in the story. Nothing is therefore 
to be swallowed whole. Make use of your judg¬ 
ment. 

TO PREVENT SMTJT IN WHEAT. 

A correspondent of the California Farmer, J. D. 
Morley, Stanislaus county, Cal., gives the results of 
the following experiments to prevent smut in wheat: 
He says: 

“ I sowed 200 pounds of wheat on one acre of ground, 
in three separate divisions; first 66$- pounds of smutty 
wheat, washed in bluestone and dried with lime. Thi3 

wheat is almost entirely free from smut, and it is with 
great difficulty that a head of smut can be found in it 

“Next comes the parcel that was washed in chloride 
of lime and dried in lime. In this parcel it is as diffi¬ 
cult to find a head of wheat as to find a head of smut 
in the first named piece. 

“The third parcel was washed in strong brine, and 
dried with lime as the two first were. This parcel is 
like unto the second parcel, smutty as the smuttiest of 
wheat.” 

We suppose that by “bluestone” is meant blue 
vitriol, (sulphate of copper.) As early as 1816, Sir 
John Sinclair recommended the use of blue vitriol 
in pickling wheat to prevent smut. Subsequent ex¬ 
periments, and the experience of all who have used 
it, prove that it is the best substance yet discovered 
for this purpose. 

The quantity of blue vitriol generally used in pick¬ 
ling wheat, is one and a half pounds dissolved in two 
gallons of hot water, to eight bushels of wheat.— 
Spread out the wheat on the barn floor about six 
inches deep and sprinkle the solution over it, and then 
mix thoroughly with shovels until the wheat has ac¬ 
quired a uniform degree of dampness. It will be 
ready for sowing in the course of two or three hours, 
but it is better to have the pickling done a day be¬ 
fore sowing. In the above experiment, Mr. Morley 

dried the wheat with lime, but this is unnecessary. 
The lime, too, would decompose the sulphate of cop¬ 
per—forming sulphate of lime (plaster)—and neutral¬ 
ize its effect. 

COWS -HOLDING UP THEIR MILK 

I once had a cow from which I could r.ot get a drop 
of milk. I fed her, coaxed her, and tried by all the 
gentle mean3 I could think of, but all in vain; the milk 
would not come. 1 discovered that she held her milk 
by contracting her muscles, and that in so doing, she 
rounded up her back. The thought struck me, that if 
I could keep her back straight, she could not retain 
her milk; and by way of experiment, I held the sharp 
corner of a small stick of wood on her back with one 
hand, and while milking with the other, found she had 
not the power to hold her milk. I then sawed a piece 
of board just long enough to reach from the flooring 
over head to the cow’s back, as she stood in her natu¬ 
ral position, fastened one end of the board to the upper 
flooring, by a leather hinge, hewed the other out thin 
and sharp like a wedge, and let it hang down over the 
cow. When I commenced milking she would attempt 
to raise her back to contract the muscles, but the 
wedge-like end of the board was more than a'* match 
for her. She could not round her back, nor retain her 
milk, and in a few days was entirely cured of the evil 
habit.—Correspondent of Portland Pleasure Boat. 

Sunflower Seeds for Founder in Horses.—Sunflow¬ 
er seeds are said to be the best known remedy for 
founder in horses. As soon as ascertained he is foun¬ 
dered, mix one pint of the seed whole with the feed, 
and an entire oure may be expected.—Exchange. 
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IMPROVEMENT OF SOILS BY SCIENCE. 

To thoroughly understand the relations of science 
to the improvement of soils, would require a more 
lengthy consideration of the relations of science with 
agriculture, and what is necessary for the growth of 
vegetation, than I shall be able to enter upon at this 
time. But a few hints now, and more anon, may 
perhaps awake some to the study of their soils. 

In the first place, agriculture is both an art and a 
science. It may be considered as an art, in bringing 
forth from the soil, without exhausting the same and 
at the least expense, the greatest quantity and the 
best quality of merchantable produce; while as a 
science, it searches out those great principles com¬ 
prised, and the laws of nature which are unfolded in 
chemistry, geology, botany, &c. Chemistry finds out 
the real component parts of soils, the food necessary 
for plants, together with the action and influence of 
air, water, and their elements; also of manures which 
may be added to improve and increase the product 
or the texture of the soil—which should interest 
every farmer. Geology traces out the action of 
water; also of all the agents, such as heat and cold, 
the action of the atmosphere, and where to find 
mineral manures, &c. Botany gives us the habits 
and characters of plants, how they may be raised to 
advantage, or turned to account, and must be studied 
to advantage by the farmer. We might name many 
more important suggestions, which come under the 
head of the sciences spoken of; but we need results 
of investigations more than the mere narration of 
what these sciences suggest, and then the best way to 
bring these resultt into practice. 

In order to improve an exhausted soil in the right 
manner, it is necessary for us to understand—First: 
what vegetation requires to sustain it and bring it to 
maturity.—Second: what vegetation draws from the 
soil while growing.—And third: what the soil is 
composed of. And these may be found, principally 
in the sciences above alluded to. 

All plants extract their nourishment directly or in¬ 
directly from the earth and the atmosphere. It is 
well known that “ all animal elements are drawn 
from the mineral kingdom, by tie aid of the vegeta¬ 
ble kingdom ; ” for all animals live upon vegetation, 
or upon other animals whose nourishment came di¬ 
rectly or indirectly from vegetation. Then again all 
of these plants and animals die and decay, while the 
particles which composed the body or plant return 
once more to their former place, (the earth and the 
atmosphere,) from which they first originated; and 
we find that same plant which first sprung up and 
furnished food, &e., again returns to its former place, 
—the produce of its putrefaction is again absorbed 
by other products or plants, and thus it serves for 
food for an indefinite period of time. 

But to speak more particularly of the soil in pro¬ 
moting the growth of plants: it should contain moist¬ 
ure and warmth, together with the light of the sun 
and presence of air, and last though not least, we 
would say it should contain the necessary food of 
plants, to wit, organic matter from decaying or par¬ 
tially decaying animals or vegetables. Air, warmth, 
and moisture, are three necessary conditions to ger¬ 
minate seeds, and should be continued until the seed 
is brought to perfection, but here it will never arrive 
without the presence of the sun’s light. It is neces¬ 
sary to produce the sugar, or the acids, or the woody 

fibre so essential to many plants, together with that 
green color “which arrays all nature in beauty.” 

The animal elements which are drawn from the 
soil by vegetation, may be ascertained by an analysis 
of the ashes of the various vegetables grown; but 
analyses of such crops is not easily ascertained by 
every farmer, and consequently very few know how 
fast they are exhausting their soil, by raising all they 
can and selling the same all off the farm. Suffice it 
to say, that in the common crops grown, such as 
grass, wheat, rye, Indian corn, oats, &c., they are 
taking from their farms every year large quantities of 
phosphoric and sulphuric acid, lime, soda, potassa, 
magnesia, oxide of iron, &c., varying according to the 
crops grown, which in a few years must plainly be 
seen upon clayey or light sandy soils. The difference 
would not be as plainly seen for many years more, 
perhaps, on the rich alluvial soils of western prairies, 
or river bottoms which are rich in organic matter. 
Animal bones are composed principally of phosphate 
of lime, which they derive entirely from their food, 
while all grains, and nearly all seeds, contain more or 
less phosphates and other mineral substances. Now, 
as most of these minerals enter largely into the com¬ 
position of plants, and most of them are necessary to 
every plant, then why not see that they are returned 
to the soil from whence they came ? Is it to be 
wondered at, that many long cultivated farms are 
now poor, and that scarcely any kind of grain can be 
raised with profit ? By a little attention to animal 
and vegetable economy, the mineral matter of plants, 
which seems to be of so small amount, would be made 
to turn you more than one hundred per cent. See 
that nothing is taken from the soil that is not re¬ 
placed again. 

The farmer should understand of what the soil is 
composed, before he can apply seed or manure with 
any degree of assurance as to the result. This is only 
ascertained by a very careful chemical analysis, and 
while very few persons are qualified [to make such 
analyses, few only are made, and that at a cost of 
fifty [dollars or thereabouts, according to the time, 
trouble and expense. Consequently, very few farm¬ 
ers ever come in possession of the real value ©f their 
soils. All poor soils, however, will be greatly benefit- 
ted by a liberal dressing of a compost of wood ashes, 
swamp muck, (when it can be had,) gypsum, and a 
little salt, wet with the urine from the stables, which 
is generally suffered to waste; or if the organic mas¬ 
ter is exhausted, turn under a crop of green clover, 
or grass of any kind, well dressed with barnyard ma¬ 
nure or straw before plowing. This will make the 
soil loose and lively. 

To illustrate the value of improving soils by sci¬ 
ence, let us take two farmers, (and you can find such 
in almost every neighborhood, with some exceptions:) 
the one is farming for present use ; the other—a sci¬ 
entific man—is farming for profit, and as if his farm 
was to be his future home as well as his present 
home. When they commence, each owns the same 
quantity of land—say fifty acres. The farms have 
been cropped for a number of years, and yet ap¬ 
pear in good condition. They commence plowing. 
“Farmer Now” plow^ his ground five inches deep, 
the same as it has been plowed for years; he raises 
an average crop—hauls his grain and hay together— 
sells all the surplus. Fall comes on, and he harvests 
his corn and potatoes; the one he throws in a pen 
made of rails, and covers with hay, the other (the 
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potatoes) he buries in a pit, covering from six to ten 
inches with dirt. The winter arrives ; he has just 
finished a handsome house, and famished it through¬ 
out with sofas for ease; the stand is filled with choice 
miscellany—the History of the Russian War, &c. In 
the evening he amuses himself in reading an interest¬ 
ing novel, until the night is one-third gone; he retires 
to rest with his brain full of nonsense. The next 
morning finds him sleepy—rather late out to attend 
to his cattle, which are shivering with cold; he scat¬ 
ters some hay on the ground for them—throws some 
corn to the hogs, and shells some in the snow for the 
hens to pick up. He goes in to look at the horses, 
and finds them shivering with the cold, and a little 
snow lying around them that has drifted through the 
open cracks of the stable. The horses welcome him 
by neighing, as if to ask for better care; but a little 
fresh hay and half a dozen ears of corn is what they 
get. He now turns his steps towards the house again, 
and in his hurry forgets to water his cattle, and also 
to clean off his horses. The weather grows colder 
every day, and “ Farmer Now” spends his time mostly 
in-door, except when the absence of fire warns him 
that the wood-pile is very low, and as would be natu¬ 
ral in such a case, he hauls up a load of green wood, 
to last the next few days until the weather moderates 
—when he forgets to haul more. The afternoon is 
pleasant on Saturday, and he rides over to the post- 
office; gets some letters, the Brother Jonathan and 
Dispatch; subscribes for the Pictorial, because he has 
not time to read the Patent Office Report on Agri¬ 
culture, nor does he care about reading the agricul¬ 
tural columns of his family newspaper. Thus one 
day after another passes away, until the spring once 
more arrives. This finds the fences in rather bad 
condition; but they are partially righted up before 
plowing time, so as to keep the cattle out until the 
crops are fairly started. “Farmer Now” does not 
wish to spend his time hauling manure, as long as he 
“can sell it to ‘Farmer All-the-Time’ for one-and-six 
per load,” and thus save all trouble. He has to turn 
his cows and hogs on the road to pasture until after 
harvest; for this year farming must be done on a 
large scale : much money must be raised to buy a 
carriage, build a carriage-house, and fence the door- 
yard over more fancy, (that is, a little extra). Thus 
farming continues for three years, when it becomes 
evident to “Farmer Now” that he must change the 
order of his farming, and he commences improve¬ 
ments, experiments, &c. W.—Milan, Ohio. 

[To be continuedl.] 

Take Care of Your Tools.—As I have seen 
rakes hanging on corners of fences, or sticking in the 
mud, I wish to caution farmers against such econo¬ 
my ; for “Poor Richard,” alias Benj. Franklin, 

used as a standing rule, “A penny saved is as good 
as two earned;” by which rule, if applied to the case 
of tools, a great many pennies may be as good for 
next year’s service as if earned, and will cost perhaps 
not a quarter of an hour in picking up tools, and be¬ 
stowing them in a good dry corner until wanted for 
next year’s use, when they will be “ as good as new ” 
—especially if they receive1 an oiling previous to lying 
by. The same may be said of those scythes which 
are hanging in the trees. Take them down; oil the 
snathes thoroughly, and put them, with the scythes 
and whetstones, in a safe place for wintering. Then 
note the profit and loss. D.—Gates. 

APPLICATION OF BARN-YARD MANURE. 

Messrs. Editors:—For the last twenty years and 
over, I have acted in opposition to theorists in the 
application of barn-yard manure. Generally I have 
had it heaped in the yard in spring, or else drawn to 
the field where it was to be used and heaped there; 
and immediately after sowing wheat in September 
had it spread over the grass field intended for corn 
the previous season, and let it lay until next April or 
May, and plow it under for corn. Now man) say I 
lose the good of the manure by the rains and evapo¬ 
ration. This I do not believe, nor will I until I see 
those who plow under the manure as it is drawn out 
raise better erops. Then and not till then will I give 
up my plan. But it requires to be got all out before 
about October 10th, and then the grass immediately 
grows up through the manure, and shelters both the 
manure and land through winter ; and, even if clay 
land, it plows up mellow in spring. 

I had two reasons inducing me to try this plan of 
manuring. One was to get the pigeon weed sprouted 
in the fall, as it will not vegetate at any other season 
than from August until frost comes. The other wa3 

because I never saw manure applied to wheat in any 
way that produced so good a crop, and required as 
little manure, as when it was applied immediately be¬ 
fore sowing and harrowed in with the seed, or else 
put on after sowing and harrowing the wheat. I 
mean, of course, rotten manure. A very little ma¬ 
nure either way makes an astonishing difference in 
the crop on all hard lands. Nothing I ever saw 
equals it. And almost every farmer knows that a 
very little manure on his grass land has a wonderful 
effect, and for years. Therefore I thought that if I 
enriched the soil and also had a rich coat of grass to 
plow under, it was more sure to produce a good crop 
of corn than if I were to have the manure in the bot¬ 
tom of the furrow, where it would be of little if any 
use in our dry seasons. At all events, you saw one 
crop of corn I raised, and you can have some idea 
whether my practice is good or bad. Yours truly, 

JYear Geneva, N. Y. John Johnston. 

[The crop of corn referred to was one of the best 
we ever saw. We are not among the “theorists” 
referred to by our respected correspondent, who think 
there is much loss of ammonia and other fertilizing 
matter by spreading manure on the land in the fall. 
We should expect a far greater los3 from placing it 
in a heap in the spring, unless great care was used to 
compress it or cover it with soil. We think this the 
weak point in the practice.]—Eds. 

Open Ditches on Clay Land. — A celebrated 
English land drainer, J. B. Denton, says: “With re¬ 
spect to open ‘land ditches’ as a means of draining 
soils of a tenacious nature, it is notorious with all 
men practically acquainted with the subject, that 
they fail altogether in that object. It is often ob¬ 
servable that a clay subsoil at a given depth is wet¬ 
ter within a yard of an open ditch than within three 
times that distance of a sufficiently deep underdrain.” 

It will be seen to what extent turnips are grown 
in England, by the fact that it required one hundred 
and fifty acres of land to grow seed enough of one 
variety—Skirving’s Hybrid Swede—for Mr. Skirting 

himself, exclusive of a large amount grown by other 
persons. 
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PEAT AND PEAT CHARCOAL AS ABSORBENTS OF 
~AMMONIA. 3 

The use of charcoal in stables and barn yards for 
th? absorption of ammonia, is a standing recommend¬ 
ation in several of our agricultural papers—especially 
of some of the pseudo-scientific journals, which, in 
spite of the exposition of their numerous errors, still 
continue to retard the march of agricultural improve¬ 
ment, by publishing statements that cannot fail to 
deepen that contempt felt by many good practical 
farmers for every recommendation issuing from the 
labratory of the chemist, or the sanctum of an editor. 
The power of charcoal as an absorbent of ammonia 
has been greatly overrated. It is true that in the 
experiments of Theodore de Saussure, charcoal ab¬ 
sorbed ammonia equal to ninety times its volume. In 
other words, a cubic yard of charcoal would absorb 
about one hundred pounds of ammonia—or equal to 
the quantity contained in ten tons of ordinary barn 
yard manure. The adherents of charcoal as an ab¬ 
sorbent of ammonia, base their recommendation on 
this experiment—forgetting to state one important 
fact connected with it. The charcoal on which Saus¬ 

sure experimented was heated to redness, and while 
red hot was plunged into mercury, and when cool, 
without being exposed to the atmosphere, was plunged 
in ammoniacal gas. If charcoal could always be 
heated red hot and cooled under mercury, it might 
be a valuable absorbent of ammonia. But this can¬ 
not be done. The charcoal which is used for this 
purpose, has generally been exposed to the atmos 
phere for some time before it is used, and its pores 
are filled with air and moisture. The practical ques¬ 
tion is not whether charcoal can be placed in such a 
condition as to absorb ninety times its volume of 
ammonia, but whether it will absorb it in the condi¬ 
tion in which it is usually employed. On this point 
recent exporiments throw much light. 

Allen and Pepys found that beech wood charcoal 
increased in weight, by a week’s exposure, 16.3 per 
cent. The matter absorbed consisted principally of 
watery vapor, which is greedily imbibed by newly 
made charcoal. It follows from this that charcoal 
mixed with the soil, or exposed to the air, would soon 
become saturated with moisture. It has been sup¬ 
posed that ammonia would displace water in charcoal, 
but the experiments of Prof. Way have led him to a 
different conclusion. He says: 

“ Great misconception exists in regard to the powers 
of charcoal. Charcoal is known to have the power of 
absorbing ammonia and other gases, and that to a very 
considerable extent; it is taken for granted, therefore, 
that its power exists equally under all circumstances; 
but such is not the case. It absorbs ammonia, by vir¬ 
tue, principally of its great porosity—by a kind of sur¬ 
face attraction—an attraction possessed by all solids 
for gases, and having relation of course to the quantity 
of surface—hence, charcoal, in common with all porous 
bodies offering in a given weight a large amount of 
surface, has a great absorptive power for gases. But 
this power is also possessed in an eminent degree by 
water—more especially is this the case where gases 
largely soluble in water are in question. When, there¬ 
fore, we treat charcoal saturated with ammoniacal gas, 
with water, the superior attraction of the water comes 
into play, and the ammonia is transferred from the 
charcoal to the solution. In the opposite case, that is 
to sav, when a solution of ammonia is filtered through 
charcoal, its strength cannot be sensibly diminished. 

Indeed this fact has been experimentally demonstrated 
by Dr. Anderson, who published a series of trials, 
proving the want of power in charcoal to remove am¬ 
monia from solution, and I have myself made experi¬ 
ments of the same kind with a like result.”—Journal 
of the Royal Ag. Society, vol. 15, page 158. 

Dr. Davy has recently published the results of his 
experiments with peat and peat charcoal as absorb¬ 
ents of ammonia, from -which it appears that ferment¬ 
ing urine mixed with peat charcoal, lost three-fourths 
of all the ammonia it contained, while the same urine 
mixed with the same peat not charred, lost no am¬ 
monia by several days exposure to the atmosphere. 

“These experiments,” say& Dr. Davy, “show that 
peat charc.oal (contrary to the many statements which 
have been made by its advocates,) has very little 
power of absorbing and retaining the ammonia of 
excrementitious matter when mixed with it; whereas, 
peat possesses this remarkable property in an eminent 
degree, and absorbs and retains it in a most striking 
manner.” 

Soaking Seed Wheat in Strong Brine.-—The 
JYew England Farmer recommends farmers to pre¬ 
pare their seed wheat by “ soaking it over night in 
strong brine, and roll it in plaster or lime.” 

We have had some experience in pickling seed 
wheat with brine. Our ordinary way of preparing 
seed wheat has been to empty about ten bushels of 
wheat on the barn floor, and then wet it thoroughly 
with fermented chamber lye. Turn over the heap 
several times till every grain is wet. Then sprinkle 
over from a peck to half a bushel of slacked lime, 
and turn over the heap till every kernel is covered 
with lime. Sow as soon afterwards as possible. On 
one occasion, in sowing a thirteen acre field of wheat, 
we were short of seed prepared as above, to finish 
the field. Not wishing to sow unprepared wheat, 
and being out of chamber lye, we substituted for it a 
brine strong enough to float an egg. This was used 
in the same way as the chamber lye, and the wheat 
immediately dried with lime. About three-quarters 
of an acre was sown with this salted wheat. When 
the wheat came up, it was easy to see that this three- 
quarters of an acre was thinner than the rest of the 
field, and during the summer, and at harvest it was 
most manifest that the brine had injured the seed. 

If the germinating principle of wheat is injured by 
simply wetting the seed with brine, may we not rea¬ 
sonably fear that when soaked in strong brine over 
night, it would be injured to a still greater extent, if 
not entirely destroyed ? 

Curing Cornstalks. — A correspondent of the 
Maine Farmer says his method of saving cornstalks 
is to cut and lay them on the hills, the butt ends 
highest, for this reason: if it rains no water will col¬ 
lect inside of the barrel part of the leaf, and should 
it be rainy for several days while the stalks are green, 
they will receive but little injury. He speaks from 
experience. When he binds them, which may be 
done the same day they are cut, if the -weather i3 
doubtful, he hauls them directly into the barn, pitches 
them on to the hay mow, and spreads them out as he 
used to spread flax. They may lay a foot thick or 
more, cutting the binders as he lays them down. 
They need no more care, and are as bright and fresh 
as can be wished. 
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NOTES FOR THE MONTH, BY S. W. 

The State Agricultural College.—A tract of 
670 acres has been selected for the State Agricultu¬ 
ral College. It extends from the west line of that 
little poetic village, yet uncursed with corporate tax¬ 
ation, yclept Ovid, to the landing at the bay on Sen 
eca Lake, a distance of miles. One of those 
ragged, tangled and wooded ravines, so common to 
little Seneca, runs through the whole length of the 
tract, debouching into the lake ; it carries an old 
grist-mill in the spring rains, then subsiding to a 
brawling brook, and then sinking into its shady bed, 
leaving in sight the drab and olive stratified out-crop 
on either hand; during the summer solstice it affords 
many shaded nooks for picnics, or as a cosy retreat 
for hare-brained or romantic lovers. The tract is 
well drained and all arable from nature’s hand, the 
soil calcareous, its timber stalwart oak, such trees as 
Illinois might sigh for, as she probably will a hundred 
years hence for its now stubborn yet enduring soil, 
when her now easy generous prairies have given up 
the ghost under the hard task-masters of an improvi¬ 
dent generation* 

The wise men of Ithaca and Aurora had set their 
hearts on having the College on the Cayuga shore, 
near that truly picturesque little harbor at Shelldrake 
Point. Here the Cayuga is narrow, and the yiews of 
land and water better defined and more tangible to 
the sense, than the broader expanse and dim outlines 
of the Seneca on the other side. But the Cayugans 
came in at the last hour ; true they now subscribed 
thousands; but the more enterprising Ovidians had 
been up and doing, and they too subscribed even 
more liberally; then the land was offered at a price 
that its original proprietor, Elijah Kinne, would 
have scouted, even in his day of small things. 

I am glad to see your constant subscriber and our 
neighbor, Joel W. Bacon, one of the acting trustees 
of this noble, unique enterprise. He is one of those 
diligent, efficient business men, whose economical 
management in details is proverbial: great and truly 
valuable qualifications in these times of—I will say 
official profligacy, at the risk of being set down as an 
old fogy, too slow by half for the requirements of 
the age. 

Senega County Fair.—Oir amateur farmer and 
master of occult distillation, Jas. Wright, has been 
fitting up his twenty acre plateau for the County 
Fair grounds; he has tile-drained the whole field; 
made a circular race-course around it half a mile in 
extent: this too is underdrained, raised* and graded, 
with a ditch on the inner side, and a framed railing 
to separate it from the Fair ^ground. Mr. W. will 
spare no expense, even to a wind-mill pump, to make 
this the best County Fair ground in the Empire 
State, and what is better, he has to exhibit thirty- 
nine full blooded horses, brood mares and equine 
matched trotters included, and twelve milch cows 
which, in this time of dry pasturage, give more milk 
than fifty farm cows in general. Then his fancy pigs, 
fowls, mammoth tobacco, corn, fruit, &c., &c., cannot 
be beat. Mr. W. says it is cruel bad economy to 
import fine animals from the evergreen pastures of 
England, to starve on ours in a summer’s drought; 
hence he grows the stalks of sweet corn without stint, 
to help out short pasture, and well do his animals 
repay their keeping, with the interest. 

The Garden and Fruit.—Garden vegetables, 

potatoes and turnips excepted, have grown and 
yielded)their maximum this season. Such sweet corn 
and Lima beans, and so early, I have rarely seen. 
Tomatoes, so annoying from the great space they 
cover in a small garden, may be grown among early 
sweet corn without deterioration to either crop, as 
the corn is cut up before the tomatoes begin to ripen; 
they may be grown and ripened between rows of peas 
quite as early as in an open space, as tomatoes never 
make much vine until peas are ripe. In spite of the 
cold August, I have sweet corn with incipient ears, 
planted after early peas were off. In ordinary sea¬ 
sons, sweet corn fodder may be grown successfully on 
ground after the early crop of potatoes [is removed 
from it, but turnips never; yet it may be proper to 
say that we have no frost here, even to singe a pump¬ 
kin vine, until October. Isabella grapes are nearly 
ripe; the younger vines yield well, while the older 
begin to yield for the first since the cutting frost of 
Feb. 7,1855. Some good peaches are grown on the 
sandy lots at the west end of the village; and I hear 
of one large peach orchard, where foreign buyers are 
paying $3,50 per barrel for the hanging fruit. Ap¬ 
ples are a poor, woimy, short crop; many orchards 
are nearly bare. Pears and plums also are scarce. 

The Curculio.—Your correspondent, A. Pinney, 

has well said that the thumb and finger is the most 
successful insect exterminator ; it is at least signifi¬ 
cant of the fact that close attentien and constant 
warfare, from the time your fruit is visible until it is 
near full size, will save much fruit. Large-mouthed 
mustard-bottles or vials, hung to the limbs after being 
partly filled with molasses and water, will entrap 
thousands of winged insects. The knife is now a 
certain remedy for the black knot of the plum tree; 
and both plums and peaches have been saved this 
season by frequently jarring the trees, and by dusting 
the young fruit with wood ashes when the dew is ©n. 
The dusting was continued for two or three weeks; 
but the peach, owing to its downy coat, may be in¬ 
jured by too much caustic ashes. Ashes is certain 
death to the slug on the under side of the leaves of 
the cherry tree. Air-slacked lime answers the pur¬ 
pose only when fresh, as it soon becomes a mild car¬ 
bonate in the open air. 

Corn and Potatoes.—Owing to continued dry 
weather, potatoes are a very short crop on our best 
soils and under' the best culture. Not so with corn, 
as every manured and well-drained field now boasts 
of a large crop. This has proved a much better sea¬ 
son for corn, in spite of the cool August, than the 
last wet season.— Waterloo, Sept. 11, 1856.A 

Oats—Thick or Thin Seeding.—A correspondent 
of the Tennessee Farmer and Mechanic says: 

“ With regard to the culture of oats, it has beeD my 
practice for several years to seed with three bushels to 
the acre. Some of my neighbors differ with me in this, 
and prefer a less quantity. My reason for adhering to 
it is this: The crop is almost invariably ten or fifteen 
bushels greater per acre than it was when I seeded 
with two or two and a half bushels to the acre.” 

We should be glad to have the experience of our 
readers on this point. 

To Soften Old, Hard Putty.—Put soap on the 
putty for a short time. Panes of glass may easily 
be removed by the application of soft soap for a few 
hours, however hardjhe putty has become. 
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BLOWING, THE CHOPS, &c. 

Messrs. Editors: — While passing westward a 
short distance, I noticed a plowman turning over a 
stubble field preparatory to sowing winter wheat, 
riding on his plow and very composedly viewing, 
while the horses went steadily along; the furrow was 
turned as well apparently, as though it had been held 
with the greatest care. Now, I do not approve of 
taking one’s ease at the expense of hard-working ani¬ 
mals, yet several things suggested themselves to my 
mind. I can remember the time when to hold a plow 
and keep it from running out either to or from the 
land, was reckoned an achievment of no mean skill. 
I can remember, too, often asking myself the question 
if it was necessary that it should be such hard work 
to hold the plow. It seems, such have been the im¬ 
provements in their construction, that the friction is 
now so equilibrated, or balanced, that one great diffi¬ 
culty has been removed. 

I was much struck with the difference apparent in 
the appearance of crops on the same soil, raised by 
different individuals. In one field could be seen corn 
growing evenly, with its dark green leaves, hardly a 
weed to be seen, while but a few rods beyond, anoth¬ 
er field would present itself, realizing Solomon’s de¬ 
scription of the field of the sluggard. In no one in¬ 
stance did I observe that the breaking up had been 
done to a depth exceeding six inches, and in most in¬ 
stances, four inches was the extreme depth of soil 
reached. Now is it not rather humiliating, Messrs. 
Editors, that after all the teaching of your truly 
practical paper, of line upon line, and precept upon 
precept, on the utility and absolute necessity of thor¬ 
ough disintegration and pulverization of the soil, and 
breaking it up to a sufficif nt depth to afford nourish¬ 
ment to plants, so many should be content to skim 
the surface^and exhaust the surface soil ? 

Corn, potatoes, and pasture lands have suffered 
much from drouth; and the recent rains, though help¬ 
ing the latter, will not have much effect upon the 
two ^former. A friend in Chautauque, who was 
obliged, in some instances, to plant his cornfield the 
third time, wished me to explain the reason why corn 
of the first planting should set and form a handsome 
well filled ear, while that of the later planting, seem¬ 
ingly equally as well developed in height of stalk and 
length of leaf, should not show any sign of an ear. 
(Can you explain it, Messrs. Editors ?) Does it not 
seem to show, that in the growth of a plant there is 
a particular state of the atmosphere and climatic 
temperature necessary to the perfect developement 
and growth of the seed bearing vessels, and that if 
from neglect, or other causes, the plant is not suffi¬ 
ciently advanced in growth to avail itself of this par¬ 
ticular time and temperature, the forces which tend 
to the growth of seed, direct themselves to the leafy 
and ligneous portions of the plant ? 

I had the pleasure of calling on Mr. E. C. Bliss, 

an old patron of your paper, and who reduces to 
practice its precepts, if one may judge by the appear¬ 
ance of his farm, stock and premises. Winter wheat 
on his farm would average about fifteen bushels to 
the acre. On new land he could raise the full aver¬ 
age crop of former years. Also, of potatoes, which 
have so generally fallen off in their product, a full 
crop, can be raised on new land. The inference he 
drew from these facts was that by our course of till¬ 
age we take from the soil in our annual crops, the 

elements which constitute their fertility, and do not 
return. 

Mr. B. has laid over 1000 rods of drain on his 
farm, which to many would seem almost unnecessary 
labor, but every drain pays for itself very quickly. 
The drains from his upper lots are brought to a well 
dug in the line of descent, and from thence by suita¬ 
ble pipes, made to furnish water at all times to the 
stock in the farm yard. How many others can profit 
by this, and by securing a perpetual supply of running 
water, relieve themselves from the drudgery of daily, 
for years together, driving their stock to a brook 
once or twice a day, or perhaps watering them by 
hand labor. 

Mr. B. has both Devon and Durham stock, but 
gives the preference to the Devon. Some of his 
Devon calves are real beauties, as are also some ot 
his grade stock. It is striking what an improvement 
there is in the first cross upon the native stock (so 
called,) by either the Devon or Durham blood; and 
when facilities are afforded for availing one’s self of 
the services of blooded stock, we would urge every 
one of our readers to do so. 

His son, Mr. H. Bliss, though “ college larnt; 
sticks to the plow, and as Secretary of the Chautau¬ 
que Agricultural Society, we predict that the Society 
will have one of the most interesting exhibitions of 
stock and agricultural machinery ever seen in West¬ 
ern New York. 

Mr. Bliss has a Kentucky three year old jack, 
purchased at a very high price, which he keeps for 
the accommodation of those who would like to raise 
mules, which just now bring very remunerating prices. 
‘I had like to have forgotten the little porkers of the 
Suffolk breed, which seemed to my eye the beau ideal 
of perfect swine. Mr. B. formerly used a cauldron 
kettle set in an arch of brick work, but now uses one 
of Mott’s furnaces, wdiich are much more convenient 
and economical. I might specify many other things 
which are worthy of note, among others the fine 
Sweet Bough apples tendered for discussion, but I 
■will close by urging farmers and all who till the soil 
to visit each other. Mark well if there is any im¬ 
provement on the old ways, and if so adopt it. If 
any practice has been found beneficial -by yourself, 
publish it for the benefit of your brethren of the 
plow, and thus fulfil the law of doing unto others as 
you would be done by. Viator. 

Sow a Few Turnips.—The severe drouth of the 
past summer having seriously affected our cabbage 
crops, I think it advisable to have a few turnips, 
which make ,an excellent substitute. And there may 
be others like, myself, who have no regular turnip 
patch; such would do well to pull those early beans, 
and cut that corn which was planted in the garden, 
and sow turnips on the same.. They may be sown 
to advantage as late as the middle of August.^ If 
any of your readers are as fond of “ pot victuals as 
myself, they will not fail to have two or three bushels 
of turnips to put in the cellar, from those spots, in 
the garden which have become vacant after being 
used for earlier vegetables for the table. D.—Gates. 

Australian Grain.—At the South Australia Ag¬ 
ricultural Exhibition in 1855, the prize cereal grains 
weighed as follows: wheat 641bs. 14oz., 651bs. 12oz., 
644bs. 15oz.; oats 44ibs. 2oz., 41tbs. 13oz.; barley 
591bs. 2oz., 54Tbs. 14oz. per bushel 
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SUGGESTED ITEMS. 

Ed. Genesee Farmer:—In turning over the suc¬ 
cessive numbers of the Genesee Farmer, I find many 
suggestive paragraphs, and I will not leave the Sept, 
issue without penning some of the thoughts called 
up—leaving you, of course, to judge of their destin¬ 
ation and value. 

Blossoming Potatoes.—The present year I plant¬ 
ed a small plat of Early June potatoes by the side 
of another plat of the Blue Mercer. The first were 
ripe in July, before the latter had set at all, though 
the tops were much larger and more thrifty. As you 
say, “ the earliest varieties of potatoes do- not pro¬ 
duce flowers or seeds,” and those varieties which do 
produce them, do it, I think, at the expense of the 
tubers. The Mercers were loaded with blossoms and 
seed balls, and still continue to produce them, though 
the first-grown have ripened and fallen to the ground. 
The potatoes are small and green, while kidney pota¬ 
toes on the same ground, without blossoms, are large 
and well matured. I have never tried the experi¬ 
ment of removing the blossoms from the growing 
vines; I think it would be better to plant those pro¬ 
ducing few or no blossoms. 

Canada Thistles.—Your correspondent “Agri¬ 
cola” gives a painfully truthful account of this pest 
of the farmer. They are not so easily got rid of, as 
some people imagine, and are very apt to break out 
again, when we think them well subdued. When I 
see a patch of Canada thistles, be it large or small, I 
think of the recipe once given me for their extermin¬ 
ation: “Dig them up, chew the roots, and swallow 
the juice, and you will be sure to get rid of them.” 

Wheat Midge on Clover. — The wheat midge 
has been noticed in the clover heads in this vicinity 
the present season, and I remember observing the 
same iusect in clover some years before it attacked 
the wheat so as to make itself noticed and known by 
farmers. 

Early-Planted Corn. — I often hear it said in 
backward springs, that “seed corn is better in the 
crib than in the ground, until warm weather becomes 
a settled fact,” but with “ S. W.” I cannot believe it.1 
This spring I planted a patch of corn the 10th of 
May, and the leaves were twice nipped by the frost, 
but the corn is twenty days ahead of that planted 
the last of May, on the same ground, and of the same 
variety. Other like instances assurre me that it is 
best to plant corn as early as the ground can be got 
ready; and with good seed, gathered early and per¬ 
fectly dried, cob and all, before winter, there is little 
risk of failure from rotting. 

Wheat after Barley.—Why would not the ro¬ 
tation of an “experienced farmer,” who raises good 
wheat a'ter oats, answer with the substitution of 
barley ? Manure well for corn ; plow shallow next 
spring and sow to barley, and then plow deep in the 
fall (turning up the manure) and sow to wheat. We 
are trying wheat after barley, but did not plow shal¬ 
low for that crop, and have applied about twenty 
cords of swamp muck per acre, before turning in the 
stubble. 

Mixing Soils.—The fine wheat noticed by Mr. 
Johnston on the banks of his swamp ditches, has j 
often been observed in like instances. I believe that 
some black-ash swales, with rather mucky surface 
soil, might be made to produce the largest crops of 
good wheat ever growD, by bringing up the sub-soil 

from two or three feet in depth to the surface, cover¬ 
ing it at least four inches deep. Of course it woqld 
need to be well drained, and other conditions favorable. 

— Other items might be added, but at the risk of 
making this first communication a tedious one. If 
favorably received, I may follow it with another, 
though my pen is not started very easily. B.—Roy- 
alton, Niagara Co., N. Y, 

Posted in Chemistry.—The Rural New-Yorker 
of September 6th, says: 

“All lands on which clover or the grasses are grown 
must either hare lime in them naturally, or that min¬ 
eral must be artificially supplied. It matters but little 
whether it be supplied in the form of stone lime, oys¬ 
ter lime, or marL” 

We would ask if any crop can grow on soils that 
have no lime in them ? Certainly such crops as 
wheat, barley, oats, Indian corn, buckwheat, millet, 
beans, peas, pumpkins, potatoes, parsnips, carrots, 
turnips, beets, mangel wurzel, onions, cabbage, cauli¬ 
flowers, lettuce, artichokes, radishes, ruta bagas, pep¬ 
pers and peppermint, cucumbers and kohl rabi, and 
every one of our commonly cultivated crops, togeth¬ 
er with all our fruit, shade and ornamental trees, can¬ 
not grow on a soil destitute of lime. 

Again, the same paper of the same date, says: 

“ Periodical applications of ashes tend to keep up 
the fertility of soils, by supplying most, if not all, of 
the organic substances.” 

Now the fact is, that ashes contain no “organic 
substances ” whatever, as the veriest tyro in agricul¬ 
tural chemistry knows. We do not blame our con¬ 
temporary for its unacquaintance with agricultural 
science; but rather for its discussion of important 
subjects to which, either in theory or practice, it has 
given no attention. Better confine itself to charades 
and stories. 

Millet.—The Germantown Telegraph says: 

“ Millet requires for its successful cultivation, a soil 
replete with the fecundating remains of vegetable and 
animal orgauistps, and so constituted, chemically aud 

I mechanically, as to secure a due and equally graduated 
humidity.” 

How very precise! What nicely turned sentences ! 
“ Fecundating remains of vegetable and animal or¬ 
ganisms P “A due and equally graduated humidity !” 
But what does it all mean? This pretty, precise writer 
would have us believe that the “ successful cultiva¬ 
tion” of millet is impossible unless the soil be “ replete” 
—completely filled—with the fecundating remains of 
vegetable and animal organisms. We might fill p 
pint bottle or a bushel basket, but how to fill and 
re-fill the soil, is beyond our skill. Again, are not all 
“ remains of vegetable and animal organisms” 11 fecun¬ 
dating ?" If the soil be full of vegetable organisms, 
must it also be full of animal organisms ? How are 
we to tell when a soil is “ so constituted, chemically 
and mechanically, as to secure a due and equally 
graduated humidity ?” If we cannot determine this 
point, must we give up the cultivation of millet ? 
We have an indistinct conception as to what is meant 
by “due humidity,” but the “equally graduated” 
sticks us ! _ __ 

Bait for Rats.—Mix a paste of corn meal with 
raw eggs, which is the best bait for a wire trap; they 
will all get in if there is room. 
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SCOTCH SHEEP DOG. , 

THE SHEPHEEB’S BOG.’ f 

Some writer remarks that when our first parents 
were expelled from Paradise, the dog, of all animals, 
was the only one that swerved not from his allegiance, 
but continued faithful to his master even in his dis¬ 
grace. 

“ Faithful found amid the faithless, 
Faithful only he, amongst innumerable false.” 

Be this as it may, the fidelity of the whole race of 
dogs, from the gigantic mastiff of the Alps, or the 
formidable boar-dog of Hungary, equaling a Shetland 
pony in height and bulk, and his jaws reeking with 
recent slaughter, down to the timid spaniel, or the 
little lap-dog just emerging from the shelter of his 
mistress’ muff, is most remarkable, and seems to indi¬ 
cate that God formed the dog expressly for man’s 
solace and assistance, to be to him a true and con¬ 
stant friend, faithful through troubles and difficulties, 
giving him as hearty a wag of recognition when the 
storms of adversity threaten, as during the balmiest 
sunshine of prosperity. 

Time was when the Irish Wolf Dog was one of 
the farmer’s most valued and most useful servants; 
but at the present day we must accord this honor to 
the Shepherd’s Dog. 

There are three different descriptions of sheep dogs, 
the French, English and Scotch, The latter, the re¬ 
nowned “ Colley,” is considered the most valuable, as 
he certainly is the most beautiful. He stands about 
twenty inches in height; is very gracefully formed; 
his muzzle is narrow and pointed; ears semi-erect; 
coat long, but fine and silky; tail and hams fringed 
with hair; color usually black and tan, or sandy yel¬ 
low. No dog probably possesses more sagacity than 
the Colley; indeed, he appears to possess an intuitive 
perception of his duty, and to be equally aware, with 
his master, of what had best be done in cases of 
emergency. Many anecdotes illustrating this point 
will occur to the mind of the reader. 

In the execution of his duties the shepherd’s dog, 

as may be supposed, does not weigh moral consider¬ 
ations. His purpose is to serve his master, whether 
right or wrong, though, when employed on guilty ob ¬ 
jects, he is probably not ignorant that his work is of 
a clandestine nature which it would not be faithful 
to disclose. Among the narratives which still enter¬ 
tain the fireside circle in Tweeddale, one of the most 
remarkable refers to an extraordinary case of sheep¬ 
stealing, in which a shepherd’s dog was a subordinate 
though most active agent. The case occurred in the 
year 1772. 

A young farmer in the neighborhood of Innerlei¬ 
then, whose circumstances were supposed to be good, 
had been tempted to commit some extensive depre¬ 
dations upon the flocks of his neighbors, in which he 
was assisted by his shepherd. The pastoral farms of 
Tweeddale, which generally consist each of a certain 
range of hilly ground, had in those days no inclosures; 
their boundaries were indicated only by the natural 
features of the country. The sheep were, accordingly, 
liable to wander, and to become intermixed with each 
other; and at every reckoning of a flock, a certain 
allowance had to be made for this, as for other con¬ 
tingencies. For some time Mr. William Gibson, 
tenant in Newby, an extensive farm stretching from 
the neighborhood of Peebles to the borders of Sel¬ 
kirkshire, had remarked a surprising increase in the 
amount of his annual losses. He questioned his 
shepherds severely, taxed them with carelessness in 
picking up and bringing home the dead, and plainly 
intimated that he conceived some unfair dealing to 
be in progress. The men, finding themselves exposed 
to suspicions of a very painful kind, were as much 
chagrined as the worthy farmer himself, and kept their 
minds alive to every circumstance which might tend 
to afford any elucidation of the mystery. One day, 
while they were summering their lambs, the eye of a 
very acute old shepherd, named Hyslop, was caught 
by a black-faced ewe which they had formerly missed, 
(for the shepherds generally know every particular 
member of their flocks,) and which was now suckling 
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its own lamb as if it had never been absent. On in- j 
specting it carefully, it was found to bear an addi-1 
tional birn upon its face. Every farmer, it must be j 
mentioned, impresses with a hot iron a particular j 
letter upon the faces of his sheep, as a means of dis-! 
tinguishing his own from those of his neighbors. Mr. | 
Gibson’s birn was the letter T, and this was found j 
distinctly enough impressed upon the face of the ewe. j 
But above this mark there was an 0, which was j 
known to be the mark of the tenant of Wormiston, 
the individual already mentioned. It was immedi- j 
ately suspected that this and the other missing sheep ; 
had been abstracted by that person; a suspicion which 
derived strength from the reports of the neighboring 
shepherds, by whom, it appeared, the black-faced ewe 
had been tracked for a considerable way in the direc¬ 
tion leading from Wormiston to Newby. It was in¬ 
deed ascertained that instinctive affection for her 
lamb had led this animal across the Tweed, and over 
the lofty heights between Calzie and Newby; a route 
of very considerable difficulty, and probably quite 
different from that by which she had been led away, 
but the most direct that could have been taken. 
Millar, the shepherd, and his master, were taken into i 
custody, and conducted to the prison of Peebles. On 
a search of the farm, no fewer than thirty-three score j 
of sheep belonging to various individuals were found, 
all bearing the condemnatory O above the original 
hirns; and it was remarked that there was not a sin-1 
gle ewe returned to Grieston, the farm on the oppo¬ 
site bank of the Tweed, which did not minny her 
lambs—that is, assume the character of a mother 
towards the offspring from which she had been sepa¬ 
rated. 

The most surprising part of the tale is the extent 
to which it appeals that the instinct of dumb animals 
had been instrumental both in the crime and in its 
detection. While the farmer seemed to have deputed 
the business chiefly to his shepherd, the shepherd 
seemed to have deputed it again, in many instances, 
fa) a dog of extraordinary sagacity, which served him 
in his customary and lawful business. This animal, 
which b.ore the name of Yarrow, would not only act 
under his immediate direction in cutting off a portion 
of a flock, and bringing it home to Wormiston, but 
is said to have been able to proceed solitarily, and by 
night, to a sheep-walk, and there detach certain indi¬ 
viduals previously pointed out by its master, which it 
would drive home by secret ways, without allowing 
cme to straggle. It is mentioned that while returning 
home with their stolen droves, they avoided, even in 
the night, the roads along the banks of the river, or 
those that descend to the valley through the adjoin¬ 
ing glens. They chose rather to com along the ridge 
of mountains that separate the small river Leithen 
from the Tweed. But even here there was sometimes 
danger; for the shepherds occasionally visit their 
flocks even before day; and often when Millar had 
driven his prey from a distance, and while he was yet 
miles from home, and the weather gleam of the east¬ 
ern hills began to be tinged with the brightening 
dawn, he has left them to the charge of his dog, and 
descended himself to the banks of the Leithen, off 
his way, that he might not be seen connected with 
their company. Yarrow, although between three 
and four miles from his master, would continue, with 
care and silence, to bring the sheep onward to Wor¬ 
miston, where his master’s appearance could be nei¬ 
ther a matter of question or surprise. 

I 

i 

i 

The farmer and his servant were tried at Edinburgh 
in January 1773. The evidence was so complete, 
hat both culprits were found guilty, and according 

to the barbarous policy of those times, they expiated 
their crime on the scaffold. 

An instance of shrewd discrimination in the shep¬ 
herd’s dog, almost as remarkable as that of poor 
Yarrow, was mentioned a few years ago in a Green¬ 
ock newspaper. In the course of last summer, it 
chanced that the sheep on the farm of a friend of 
ours were partially affected with that common disease, 
maggots in the skin, to cure which distemper it is 
sometimes necessary to cut off the wool over the part 
affected. For this purpose the shepherd set off to 
the hill one morning, accompanied by his faithful 
canine assistant, Ladie. Arrived among the flock, 
the shepherd pointed out a diseased animal, and 
making the accustomed signal for the dog to capture 
it, “ poor Mailie ” was speedily sprawlin on her back, 
and gently held down by the dog till the arrival of 
her keeper, who proceeded to clip off a portion of 
her wool, and apply the healing balsam. During the 
operation, Ladie continued to gaze on the operator 
with close attention; and the sheep having been re¬ 
leased, he was directed to capture two or three more 
of the flock, which underwent similar treatment. The 
sagacious animal had now become initiated into the 
mysteries of his master’s vocation, for off he set, un¬ 
bidden, through the flock, and picked out with unerr¬ 
ing precision those sheep which were affected with 
maggots in their skin, and held them down until the 
arrival of his master, who was thus, by the extraordi¬ 
nary instinct of Ladie, saved a world of trouble, while 
the operation of clipping and smearing was also great¬ 
ly facilitated. 

Hundreds of such anecdotes, we believe, could be 
told of the shepherd’s dog, but we shall content our¬ 
selves with the following, as an instance of sagacity 
and maternal tenderness in the animal: “In October, 
1843, a shepherd had purchased at Falkirk, for his 
master in Perthshire, four score of sheep. Having 
occasion to stop a day in the town, and confident of 
the sagacity of his “ collie,” which was a female, he 
committed the drove to her care, with orders to drive 
them home, a distance of about seventeen miles. The 
poor animal, when a few miles on the road, dropped 
two whelps; but iaithful to her charge, she drove the 
sheep on a mile or two farther; then allowing them 
to stop, returned for her pups, which she carried for 
about two miles in advance of the sheep. Leaving 
her pups, the collie again returned for the sheep, and 
drove them onwards for a few miles. This she con¬ 
tinued to do, alternately carrying her own young 
ones and taking charge of the flock till she reached 
home.” 

A shepherd once, to prove the quickness of his 
dog, which was lying in the house where he was talk¬ 
ing with a friend, said, in the middle of a sentence 
concerning something else, “ I’m thinking, sir, the cow 
is in the potatoes.” Though he purposely laid no 
stress on these words, and said them in a quiet, un¬ 
concerned tone of voice, the dog, who appeared to 
be asleep, immediately jumped up, and leaping 
through the open window, scrambled up to the turf 
roof of the house, from which he could see the po¬ 
tato field. He then, not seeing the cow there, ran 
and looked into the barn where she was, and finding 
that all was right came back to the house. After a 
short time the shepherd said the same words again, 
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and the dog repeated his look-out; but on the false 
alarm being a third time given, the dog got up and 
wagged his tail, looked his master in the face with so 
comical an expression of interrogation, that he could 
not help laughing aloud at him, on which with a 
slight growl he laid himself down in his warm corner 
with an offended^air, as if determined not to be made 
a fool^of again. 

IffiFBGVED BEEEBS OF CATTLE NECESSITATE IM¬ 

PROVED SYSTEMS OF HUSBANDRY. 

In an Essay on “Agriculture and its Advantages 
as a Pursuit,” by Mr. Hutton, of Belleville, 0. W., 
to which the Johnstown District Agricultural Society 
awarded their Gold Medal, we find the following: 

“ It appears to me to be one of the greatest incon¬ 
sistencies, and indeed absurdities, with which we fann¬ 
ers can be charged, that we have individually and col¬ 
lectively, as Societies—taken much pains and incurred 
much expense to improve our breed of cattle, without 
making a simultaneous movement to procure the suc¬ 
culent food, the increased shelter, the extra supply of 
clover hay, without which these so called improved 
breeds certainly can produce no improvement to the 
farmer. Without turnips or mangel wurtzel,or shelter, 
or hay, our old Canadian cows are infinitely superior 
to any of these fancy breeds; they produce more milk 
on poor feeding—they stand starvation much longer— 
they are better suited to our climate, and are in every 
way better—unless we change our system of feeding, 
and furnish warm and comfortable housing; if we were 
to furnish these for our native Canadian cows, it is 
doubtful whether they would not in the end pay the 
farmer better than either the pure Durhams, Devons, 
or Herefords. Of these three I think the Herefords 
are the best for us, and the Devons the next best; the 
Durhams are evidently and deservedly going out of 
favor. The Devons are best for dairy purposes. The 
Herefords are best for beef and working oxen, and are 
hardier than either of the others, and have better 
hides, which is a matter of some consideration.” 

It is undoubtedly true, that to get the greatest 
profit from improved breeds of stock, it is essential 
that they be properly fed and cared for. The “ old 
Canadian cows ” unquestionably will “ stand starva¬ 
tion longer” and better than either the Durhams, the 
Devons or the Herefords. So, too, the fox grape 
will stand “ starvation” better than an Isabella or Ca¬ 
tawba; the choke pear is hardier than the Bartlett 
or the Easter Buerre; and the crab apple will bear 
neglect better than the Baldwin or the Northern Spy. 
Are they therefore “better suited to our climate,” 
and shall we recommend their cultivation ? On 
rough land, studded over with stumps and stones, 
the sickle and the scythe are “in every way better” 
than the best of Reapers and Mowers. Shall we, 
therefore, advocate the abandonment of the latter 
and the continued use of the former? Is it not one 
of the great advantages of the general introduction 
of all labor-saving implements, that they necessitate 
an improved system of tillage, and stimulate effort in 
the better preparation of the land ? Is not the hor¬ 
ticulturist benefited by the intelligent care and 
thoughtful observation necessary to grow fine fruits; 
and is it not, an argument in favor of improved breeds 
of stock, that the farmer is required to “ procure suc¬ 
culent food, increased shelter, and an extra supply of 
clover hay”? It is the increased cultivation of roots 
and clover, that has enabled the British farmer to 
produce such immense crops of grain; and while we 

can never engage in the cultivation of turnips as ex¬ 
tensively as the English, yet we can easily raise all 
the mangel wurtzel necessary for the health of our 
cattle in winter, and in the production of clover our 
soil and climate are as good as those of the British 
Isles. In fact, we believe they are better. Here 
“clover sickness” is unknown, while in England it 
prevents the light land farmer from growing clover 
oftener than once in eight years. 

Is it true that the “native Canadian cow,” if as 
well fed and housed, would “ pay the farmer better 
than either the pure Durhams, Devons or Herefords”? 
In the spring of 1850, a gentleman of this city, who 
had a high opinion of the milking properties of Ca;- 
nadian cows, purchased for us, in the neighborhood 
of Cobourg, nine “native Canadian cows,” for about 
$15 each. The poor things looked, when they got 
over here, as though they could not “stand starva¬ 
tion much longer,” and though they had tolerably 
good pasture during the summer and fall, we believe 
we have had three Ayrshire cows that would give 
more milk than the whole of them. It is true that 
this case in our experience does not prove that the 
Canadian cows, when properly fed and. housed, would 
not be more profitable than what Mr. Hutton styles 
the11 so called improved breeds,” inasmuch as they had 
not, to appearance, been fed or housed at all; but it 
satisfied us that however hardy they might be—how¬ 
ever long they could “stand starvation”—such cows 
did not yield the maximum amount of milk for the 
food consumed. 

One more question—and we hope some of our nu¬ 
merous Canadian readers will take up this subject 
and give us an answer.—Is it true that “ the Durhams 
are evidently and deservedly going out of favor”? 
We have attended the Provincial Fairs of Canada 
West for six years past, and were led to suppose, 
from the large number of excellent short-horn cattle 
exhibited, that this breed was very generally popo- 
lar. Were we mistaken? 

So far as our experience goes, we prefer the Ayr¬ 
shire to either the Durham, Hereford or Devon, for 
milking purposes. 

More Stock for Iowa.—The Boston Cxdtivator 
says that Mr. James J. Smart, who has lately re¬ 
moved from Cambridge to Davenport, Iowa, has 
purchased of Mr. E. Corning, Jr., of Albany, N. Y., a 

two-year-old Hereford bull and two yearling heifers 
of the same breed. He also takes out five breeding 
mares, some of which are understood to be of the 
Black Hawk blood, and a three-year-old colt of the 
Green Mountain stock, purchased of Silas Hale, of 
Royalston. He also purchased of Mr. Corning 

some Suffolk swine. We trust these animals will 
arrive safely, and be the means of improving the 
farm stock of the section of country for which they 
are destined. 

Salt for Hogs.—Hogs, during the process of fat¬ 
tening, should be supplied with salt as often as once 
a week. It is no less advantageous to them than to 
the ox, the cow, or the sheep, and when liberally giv¬ 
en, is a preventative of many diseases to which, from 
their continual confinement, and the effects of hearty 
food, they are inevitably exposed. Charcoal is also 
highly salutary in its influence upon the health of 
swine. 
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IMPROVING OUR NATIVE COWS- 

There is a great difference in cows—in their looks, 
their worth and value; the milk they yield, their dis¬ 
position, habits, &c. More than half we conclude are 
inferior animals. Now we believe this all wrong and 
easily remedied, and are going to tell how. 

Superior cows, among the best natives in the State, 
have been produced in this wise. Little care was 
given in the selection of the male, but the female was 
good—was a superior cow, and possessed the power 
(all cows do not) of transmitting her good qualities 
to her offspring, especially if it be a female. From 
such a cow there is little difficulty in rearing the first 
quality of cows. We have now in mind four cows 
from which have been bred a score of cows, and all 
were equal in excellence to their dam. Care should 
be taken, however, to have no opposing points in the 
male, as to disposition, stature, &c. In breeding good 
milkers, we have very little need of imported males. 
In breeding good males, we should desire a perfect 
male, and as good a female as possible. A little 
thought, care and pride, would soon work a revolu¬ 
tion in the manner of breeding cattle for the yoke, 
the shambles and the pail. 

In proof of the above we would add that we can 
produce a race of cattle with large horns, if we desire 
it—in evidence see the cattle of Texas;—or we can 
produce long-legged, scrawny, mean brutes, hardly 
fit for beef when fattened. Many farmers do this, 
by selling their best calves to the butchers because 
they will fat,—keeping the balance because they will 
not fat. We hope to see greater pains taken in 
breeding our native cattle, and give it as our opinion 
that, by judicious selections, we have as much to 
hope from them as from the foreign race. 

Conservative. 

Hornby, JY. Y., Sept., 1856. 

How to Cijoose a Milk Cow.—Editors Genesee 
Farmer:—I am highly pleased with the book I pur¬ 
chased of you a short time since, entitled “How to 
choose a good milk cow,” by J. II. Magxe. I boast 
of as good cows as this vicinity affords, and have 
studied the rules given by the above writer, and have 
compared his description, or rather his rules, with the 
noted cows in this neighborhood, and find invariably 
that the writer had large experience in selecting a&d 
improving the dairy. You, at the same time loaned 
me the only copy you had of a small work on the 
same subject by Guenon, improved by John Nefflen, 

which I consider a valuable assistant in collecting a 
dairy. As this is a subject in which every farmer is 
largely interested, I shall be glad if you will give 
room for this, as I have seen nothing in print giving 
notice that such books existed. In regard to this 
book, it not only teaches to select first rate cows, 
but teaches to select calves to raise for the dairy, as 
the marks denoting a good milk cow may be distinct¬ 
ly seen at six weeks of age. 

I would with pleasure refer all such as wish good 
works to your list of books, as published in the Gen¬ 
esee Farmer, and their prices. I might enlarge on 
these two books, which should be studied together, 
but I wish every farmer to obtain the work for him¬ 
self, and any man who is intending to purchase one 
cow, will find it for his interest to have a copy to 
guide him in his choice. D. 

Gates. Monroe Co., JY. Y. 

A FARM HOMESTEAD AND OUT EUILDINGS. 

We have great pleasure in presenting to our read¬ 
ers the accompanying engravings and description of 
a Farm House and out buildings, designed by Lewis 

F. Allen, Esq., of Black Rock, N. Y. We con¬ 
dense the following description from “Allen’s Rural 
Architecture,” an excellent practical work, published 
by C. M. Saxton & Co., and which we have hereto¬ 
fore commended to every person intending to build 
either an house or farm buildings. 

This is a plan of a house and out-buildings, based 
chiefly on one which the author built of wood some 
years since, on a farm of his own, and which, in its 
occupation, has proved to be one of exceeding con¬ 
venience to the purposes intended. As a farm busi¬ 
ness house, he has not known it excelled; nor in the 
ease and facility of doing up the house-work within 
it, does he know a better. It has a subdued, quiet, 
unpretending look; yet will accommodate a family of 
a dozen workmen, besides the females engaged in the 

j household work, with perfect convenience; or if oc- 
! oupied by a farmer with but his own family around 
I him, ample room i3 afforded them for a most comfort- 
{ able mode of life, and sufficient for the requirements 
of a farm of two hundred, to three or four hundred 
acres. 

This house is, in the main body, 36x22 feet, one 
and a half stories high, with a projection on the rear 
34x16 feet, for the kitchen and its offices; and a still 
further addition to that, of 26x18 feet, for wash-room. 
The main .body of the house is 14 feet high to the 
plates; the lower rooms are 9 feet high; the roof has 
a pitch of 35° from a horizontal line, giving partially 
upright chambers in the main building, and roof 
lodging rooms in the rear. The rear, or kitchen part, 
is one story high, with 10 feet posts, and such pitch 
of roof (which last runs at right angles to the main 
body, and laps on to the main roof,) as will carry the 
peak up to the same air line. This addition should 
retreat 6 inches from the side of the main building, 
on the side given in the design, and 18 inches on 
the rear. 

The rooms on this kitchen floor are eight feet 
high, leaving one foot above the upper floor, under 
the roof, as a chamber garret, or lumber-room, as 
may be required. Beyond this, in the rear, is the 
other extension spoken of, with posts nine feet 
high, for a buttery, closet, or dairy, or all three 
combined, and a wash-room; the floor of which is on 
a level with the last, and the roof running in the same 
direction, and of the same pitch. In front of this 
wrash-roofti, wrhere not covered by the wood-house, is 
an open porch, 8 feet wide and 10 feet long, the roof 
of which runs out at a less angle than the others— 
say 30 degrees from a horizontal line. Attached to 
this is the wood-house, running off by way of L, at 
right angles, 36x16 feet, of same height as the wash¬ 
room. 

Adjoining the wood-house, on the same front line, 
is a building 50x20 feet, with 12 feet posts, occupied 
as a workshop, wagon-house, stable, and store-room, 
with a lean-to on the last of 15x10 feet, for a piggery. 
The several rooms in this building are 8 feet high, 
affording a good lumber-room over the work-shop, 
and hay storage over the wagon-house and stable. 
Over the wagon-house is a gable, with a blind win¬ 
dow swinging on hinges, for receiving hay, thus re¬ 
lieving the long, uniform line of roof, and affording 
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A FARM HOMESTEAD AND OUT-BUILDINGS. 

ample accommodation on each side for a pigeon-house 
or dove-cote, if required. 

The style of this establishment i3 of plain Italian, 
or bracketed, and may be equally applied to stone, 
brick, or wood. The roofs are broad, and protect 
the walls by their full projection over them, 2 \ feet. 
The small gable in the front roof of the main dwell- 

house are hooded, or sheltered by a cheap roof, which 
gives them a snug and most comfortable appearance. 
The veranda may appear more ornamental than the 
plain character of the house requires; but any super¬ 
fluous work upon it may be omitted, and. the style of 
finish conformed to the other. The veranda roof is 
flatter than that of the house, but it may be made 

GROUND PLAN. 

ing relieves it of its otherwise straight uniformity, 
and affords a high door-window opening on to the 
deck of the veranda, which latter should be 8 or 10 
feet in width. The shallow windows, also, over the 
wings of the veranda, give it a more cheerful ex¬ 
pression. The lower end windows of this part of the 

perfectly tight by closer shingling, and paint; while 
the deck or platform in the centre may be roofed 
with zinc, or tin, and'a coat of sanded paint laid upon 
it. The front chimney is plain, yet in keeping with 
the general style of the house, and may be made of 
ordinary bricks. The two parts of the chimney, as 
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they appear in the'front rooms, are drawn together 
as they pass through the chamber above, and become 
one at the roof. The kitchen chimneys pass up 
through the peaks of their respective roofs, and 
should be in like character with the other/ 

Interior Arrangement.—The front door of this house 
opens into a small entry or hall, 9x6 feet, which is 
lighted by a low sash of glass over the front door. A 
door leads into a room on each side; and at the inner 
end of the hall is a recess between the two chimneys 
of the opposite rooms, in which may be placed a table 
or broad shelf to receive hats and coats. On the left 
is a parlor 22x15 feet, lighted on one side by a double 
window, and in front by a single plain one. The fire¬ 
place is centrally placed on one side of the room, in 
the middle of the house. On one side of the fireplace 
is a closet, three feet deep, with shelves, and another 
closet at the inner end of the room, near the kitchen 
door; or this closet may be dispensed with for the use 
of this parlor, and given up to enlarge the closet which 
is attached to the bedroom. Another door opens di¬ 
rectly into the kitchen. This parlor is 9 feet high be¬ 
tween joints. The sitting-room is opposite to the par¬ 
lor, 19x15 feet, and lighted and closeted in nearly the 
same manner, as will be seen by referring to the floor 
plan. 

The kitchen is the grand room of this house. It is 
24x16 feet in area, having an ample fireplace, with its 
hooks and trammels, and a spacious oven by its side. 
It is lighted by a double window at one end, and a 
single window near the fireplace. At one end of this 
kitchen is a most comfortable and commodious family 
bedroom, 13x10 feet, with a large closet in one corner, 
and lighted by a window in the side. Two windows 
may be inserted if wanted. A passage leads by the 
side of the oven to a sink-room, or recess, behind the 
chimney, with shelves to dry dishes on, and lighted by 
the half of a double window, which accommodates with 
its other half the dairy, or closet adjoining. A door 
also opens from this recess into the closet and dairy, 
furnished with broad shelves; that part of which, next 
the kitchen, is used for dishes, cold meat and bread 
cupboards, <fec.; while the part of it adjoining the 
window beyond, is used for milk. This room is 14x6 
feet, besides the L running up next to the kitchen, of 
6x4 feet. From the kitchen also opens a closet into the 
front part of the house, for any purpose needed. This 
adjoins the parlor and sitting-room closets. In the 
passage to the sitting-room also opens the stairway 
leading to the chambers, and beneath, at the other end 
of it, next the outside wall, is a flight leading down 
cellar. The cellar is excavated under the whole house, 
being 36x22, and 34x16 feet, with glass windows, one 
light deep by four wide, of 8x10 glass; and an outer 
door, and flight of steps outside, under either the sit¬ 
ting-room or kitchen windows, as may be most con¬ 
venient. A door opens, also, from the kitchen, into a 
passage 4 feet wide and 12 feet long, leading to the 
wash-room, 18-16 feet, and by an outside door, through 
this passage to the porch. In this passage may be a 
small window to give it light. 

In the wash-room are two window. A chimney at 
the far end accommodates a boiler, or two, and a fire¬ 
place, if required. A sink stands adjoining the chim¬ 
ney. A flight of stairs, leading to a garret overhead 
<m tne side, and to the kitchen chamber on the other, 
stands next the dairy, into which last a door also leads. 
In this wash-room may be located the cooking stove in 
warm weather, leaving the main kitchen for a family 
and citing room. A door also leads from the wash¬ 

room Into the wood-house. 
The wood-house stands lower than the floor of the 

^sh-roon^ from which it falls by steps. This is large, 

because a plentiful store of wood is needed for a dwel 1- 
ing of this character. If the room be not all wanted 
for such purpose, a part of it may be devoted to other 
necessary uses, there seldom being too much shelter of 
this kind on a farm; through the rear wall of this 
wood-house leads a door into the garden, or clothes- 
yard, as the case may be; and at its extreme angle is 
a water closet, 6x4 feet, by way of lean-to, with a 
hipped roof, 8 feet high, running off from both the 
wood-house and work-shop. This water-closet is light¬ 
ed by a sliding sash window. 

On to the wood-house, in a continuous front line, 
joins the work-shop, an indispensable appendage to 
farm convenience. This has a flight of stairs leading 
to the lumber-room above. Next to the work-shop is 
the wagon and tool-house, above which is the hay loft, 
also spread over the table adjoining; in which la-tare 
stalls for a pair of horses, which may be required for 
uses other than the main labors of the farm—to run to 
market, earrv the family to church, or elsewhere. A 
pair of horses for such purposes should always be kept 
near the house. The horse-stalls occupy a space of 
10x12 feet, with racks and feeding boxes. The door 
leading out from these stalls is 5 feet wide, and faces 
the partition, so that each horse may be led out or in 
at an easy angle from them. Beyond the stalls is a 
passage 4 feet wide, leading to a store-room or area, 
from which a flight of rough stairs leads to the hay loft 
above. Beyond this room, in which is the oat bin for 
the horses, is a small piggery, for the convenience of a 
pig or two, which are always required to consume the 
daily wash and offal of the house; and not for the 
general pork stock of the farm; which, on one of this 
size, may be expected to require more commodious 
quarters. 

The chamber plan of this hcuse is commodi jus, fur¬ 
nishing one large room and three smalle one3. The 
small chamber leading to the deck ovei t!;e porch, may, 
or may not be occupied as a sleeping room, ihe small 
one near the stairs may contain a single bed. or be oc¬ 
cupied as a large elothes-closet. Through this, a door 
leads into the kitchen chamber, which may 3erve as 
one, or more laborers’ bed chambers. They may be 
lighted by one or more windows in the rear gable. 

If more convenient to the family, the parlor and 
sitting-room, already described, may change their oc¬ 
cupation, and one substituted for the other. 

The main business approach to this house should be 
by a lane, or farm road opening on the side next the 
stable and wagon-house. The yard, in front of these 
last named buildings, should be separated from the 
lawn, or front door-yard of the dwelling. The estab¬ 
lishment should stand some distance back from the 
traveled highway, and be decorated with such trees, 
shrubbery, and cultivation, as the taste of the owner 
may direct. No general rules or directions can be ap¬ 
plicable to this design beyond what have already been 
given; and the subject must be treated as circum¬ 
stances may suggest. The unfrequented side of the 
house should, however, be flanked with a garden, 
either ornamental, or fruit and vegetable; a3 buildings 
of this character ought to command a corresponding 
share of attention with the grounds by which they are 
surrounded. 

This house will appear equally well, built of wood, 
brick, or stone. Its cost, according to materials, or 
finish, may be $1,000 or $1,500. The out-building9 
attached, will add $400 to $600, with the same condi¬ 
tions as to finish ; but the whole may be substantially 
and well built of either stone, brick, or wood, where 
each may be had at equal convenience, for $2,000, in 
the interior of New York. Of course, it is intended 
to do all the work plain, and in characterfor the_pccu- 
pation to which i't is intended. 
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AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

The Sixth Biennial Meeting of the American 
Pomological Society was held in this city, Sept. 24 
—-26. Nearly all portions of our extended country, 
from Maine to California, were represented, (there 
being delegates from nineteen States.) and we heard 
it repeatedly remarked that a more respectable and 
intellectual body of men had never met in Rochester. 

The Genesee Valley Horticultural Society held 
their annual exhibition in connection with the Ameri¬ 
can Pomological Society and the Western New York 
Fruit Growers’ Association, and the show of fruits 
and flowers excelled anything we have ever before 
witnessed. Had it not been for the partial failure of 
the apple crop in the west, the display would have 
been truly gorgeous; but what was lacking in apples 
and peaches was made up in pears. The extent to 
which pear culture is attracting the attention of fruit 
growers in all parts of the Union, was fairly indicated 
by the large number and excellence of the varieties 
shown. Our space will not allow us to particularize 
further than to say that the veteran pomologist and 
President of the Society, Marshall P. Wilder, who 
has in his grounds at Dorchester, Mass., over one 
thousand different varieties of pears, exhibited one 
hundred of his best new sorts ; and that the Messrs. 
Hoyey & Co., of Boston, exhibited 250 varieties. 
From this city the show of pears was very large, and 
in size, color, and smoothness of skin, unsurpassed. 
Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry, Hooker & Co., Frost 

& Co., and other leading nurserymen of RQchester, 
exhibited largely, as did also one or two amateurs. 
John Hampton, gardener to Selah Matthews, Esq., 
showed thisteen varieties of pears—among them a 
well shaped Bartlett, weighing twelve ounces—and a 
fine collection of green-house plants, roses, verbenas, 
grapes, &c. J. Salter, gardener to J. F. Bush, Esq., 
exhibited eight varieties of exotic grapes. Mr. Mes¬ 

ser, of Geneva, N. Y., also showed several varieties 
of splendid exotic grapes—among them some enor¬ 
mous bunches of Muscat of Alexandria. A dish of 

ears, of the Louise Bonne de Jersey and Duchesse 
Angouleme varieties, sent by President Pierce, 

from the “People’s Garden” at Washington, D. C., 
showed the difference of the season here and at the 
South. They wer ® fully ripe, while specimens of the 
same varieties grown here were quite green and hard. 
Dr. Grant, of Newburgh, N. Y., had a fine collection 
of native grapes, among them the Delaware—perhaps 
the earliest and best flavored native variety in culti¬ 
vation, but lacking size—and a new seedling white 

grape, called Rebecca, which promises to be an ac¬ 

quisition. There were two fine collections of apples 
from Iowa, and one from North Carolina, containing 
many varieties of Southern apples, bi^t little known 
at the North. 

The American Pomological Convention were wel¬ 
comed to the city by the Mayor of Rochester, and 
after some preliminary business, the President of the 
Society, Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, delivered a 

most eloquent and interesting address, from which 
we make the following extracts : 

“Amidst the rapid strides of the arts and sciences 
in our time, it is gratifying- to know that Pomology 
has not been stationary. Few subjects exhibit so re¬ 
markably the progress of civilization and improvement 
as the cultivation of fruit. It is now only about a 
quarter of a century since the establishment of the 
oldest horticultural society in America. Then, these 
associations wTere few and feeble; now they are nu¬ 
merous and influential, extending from the British 
Provinces to the Gulf of Mexico, and from ocean to 
ocean,—all working together in harmony with each 
other, and aiding our association, whose field is our 
national domain. Then the fruit crop of the country 
was not deemed worthy of a place in our national sta¬ 
tistics; now it exceeds thirty millions of dollars annu¬ 
ally, and is rapidly becoming one of the most valuable 
and indispensable products of our Republic. Then 
the sales of fruit trees were numbered by hundreds, 
now by hundreds of thousands. Then choice fruit was 
a luxury to be found only in the palace of the opu¬ 
lent; now it helps to furnish the table of the humble 
cottager, and comparatively few are the hamlets which 
are without their fruit tree or grape vine.” * * * 

“This progress should cheer us onward. No other 
country, in extent and variety of soil and climate, is su 
well adapted, or offers so great advantages to the po¬ 
mologist. * * * One of my neighbors who went 
to California in 1854, and now residing in Napa city, 
writes: ‘ Such is the rapid growth of vegetation in that 
district, that apple trees, from seed planted in the 
spring of 1853, and budded the same year, yielded 
fruit in the autumn of 1855.’ He says, ‘I wish you 
could take a look at our peach orchard, loaded with 
three to four thousand baskets of fruit. You could 
hardly believe that the trees had made all their growth, 
and were most of them raised from seed, since I cams 
to* California, February 1, 1854. The crop from this 
orchard is now (July 18, 1856,) going to market, and 
we expect will amount to between ten and twenty 
thousand dollars.’ The proprietor of that crop has 
called on me within a few days, confirms these state¬ 
ments, and reports that the crop and prices fully real¬ 
ized all anticipations.” * * * 

“A false doctrine prevails among some, although 
founded on the theory of Yan Mons, ‘that scions taken 
from seedlings, and grafted into stocks, however strong 
and healthy, will not yield fruit earlier than it may he 
obtained from the mother plant.' Adopting this theory 
as true, many cultivators have been discouraged on ac¬ 
count of the length of the process. Whatever may 
have been the experience which called forth this the¬ 
ory from its learned author, in the localities where it 
originated, or where it has been advocated, my reading 
and personal experience constrain me to question its 
truthfulness; certainly its application to our own conns- 
try. For instance, the fact is familiar to you all, that 
scions of the pear come into bearing, when grafted on 
the quince, earlier than on the pear stock. This is be¬ 
lieved to result from the early maturity of the qvince, 
which, while it does not change the variety nf the 
pear, imparts its own precocity thereto. We reeli^e ' 
corresponding hastening to maturity when fie s>clon-a 
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grfated into a pear tree which has also arrived at ma¬ 
turity ; especially is this to be expected when the stock 
is in itself one of a precocious character. If any facts 
seem to oppose this doctrine, they may be regarded 
dther as exceptions to the general law, or as the re¬ 
sults of locality and cultivation. 

“The physiological principle of the vegetable king¬ 
dom under which this doctrine obtains is, that the bud 
contains the embryo tree, and that the strong or pre¬ 
cocious stock constrains it to elaborate more material 
into wood and foliage, and thus promotes both growth 
and fruitfulness. 

“ Common sense, as well as common observation, 
confirm this statement. Witness the pear, which we 
have known to fruit the fourth year from seed, when 
grafted on the quince. We know a seedling from the 
Seckel pear, grafted on the Bartlett, which bore the 
present season, and is only four years from the seed. 
The Catharine Gardette, raised by Dr. Brinckle, was 
brought into bearing by grafting on the quince in five 
years, while the original seedlings, in all these instan¬ 
ces, are only three to five feet in height, and will re¬ 
quire several additional years to bring them into 
bearing.” * * * * * 

“ In respect to the best method of obtaining choice 
varieties from seed, I urged you at our last meeting ‘to 
plant the most mature and perfect seed of the most 
hardy and vigorous sorts' Additional experience has 
confirmed my faith in this doctrine: for, where seeds 
have been obtained from cross fertilization of healthy 
and strong growers, the progeny has partaken of the 
same character; but where the parents have been of 
slender habit, or slow growth, the offspring have ex¬ 
hibited corresponding qualities.” *• * * 

“ The importance of thorough draining, and perfect 
preparation of the soil, have not received the consid¬ 
eration they deserve; especially where its silicious 
character does not furnish a ready natural conductor 
to superfluous moisture. Thorough draining lies at 
the foundation of all successful cultivation. In cold, 
wet, undrained grounds, the disease of trees commences 
at the root, which absorbs injurious substances, and 
the tree ceases properly to elaborate its nutritious 
matter. Wherever there is an excess of water, and 
consequently too low a temperature, and the soil is not 
properly drained and thoroughly worked, the vital 
energies of the plant are soon impaired, and its func¬ 
tions deranged.” * * * * 

“ The affinity of the stock to the graft is of immense 
importance to the happy union and success of both. 
We have seen trees made sick by the insertion of an 
uncongenial scion, and finally destroyed. * * * 

“Pears upon the quince should be planted in a luxu 
riant deep soil, and be abundantly supplied with nu¬ 
triment and good cultivation. They should always be 
planted deep enough to cover the place where they 
were grafted, so that the point of junction may be 
three or four inches below the surface. The pear will 
then frequently form roots independently of the 
quince, and thus we combine in the tree, both early 
fruiting from the quince, and the strength and lon¬ 
gevity of -the pear stock. For instance, of trees of 
the same variety, standing side by side in my own 
grounds for ten years, and enjoying the same treat¬ 
ment, those on the quince stock have attained a larger 
size, and have borne for seven years abundant crops, 
while those upon the pear stock have scarcely yielded 
a fruit. We have, also, others on the quince, planted 
twenty-five years since, and which have borne good 
crops for more than twenty years, and are still pro¬ 
ductive and healthy. 

“ That the introduction and cultivatian of the pear 
qpon the quince has been a great blessing, I entertain ! 
no doubt, especially in gardens, and in the suburbs of i 

large towns and cities. And as to its adaptation to 
the orchard, I see no reason why it should not succeed 
well, if the soil^selection and cultivation be appro¬ 
priate.” 

After the conclusion of the address, the convention 
proceeded to business. The nominating committee 
reported the following list of officers, which were 
unanimously elected : 

PRESIDENT, 

Hon. MARSHALL P. WILDER, of Boston. 

VICE PRESIDENTS, 

S. L. Gooaale, Maine. 
H. J. French, N. H. 
Fred. Holbrook, Yt. 
Samuel Walker, Mass. 
Stephen H. Smith, R. I. 
A. S. Monson, Conn. 
Charles Downing, N. Y. 
William Reid, N. J. 
Hartman Kuhn, Jr., Pa. 
William C. Wilson, Md. 
E; Tatnall, Jr., Del. 
Yardley Taylor, Ya. 
Joshua Lindley, N. C. 
A. G. Summer, S. C. 
Richard Peters, Ga. 
C. A. Peabody, Ala. 
Thomas Affleck, Mi3s. 

Henderson L< 

D. W. Yaudell, Tenn. 
Lawrence Young, Ky. 
A. H. Ernst, Ohio. 
II. L. Ellsworth, Indiana. 
C. R. Overman. Illinois. 
Thomas Allen, Miss. 
Rev. C. H. Byington, Ark. 
B. F. Nourse, Fla. 
Robert Avery, Iowa. 
J. C. Brayton, Wisconsin. 
Simpson Thompson, Cal. 
Joshua Pierce, D. C. 
Edward Hunter, ITtah. 
Hugh Allen, Canada East. 
James Dougal, C. W. 
Amasa Stewart, Minesota, 
C. B. Lines, Kansas, 

wellyn, Oregon, 

SECRETARY, 

P. Barry, of New York. 

TREASURER, 

P. James, of Pennsylvania. 

The President, on thanking the Society for the 
honor conferred upon him, stated that he had fully 
determined not to accept the office, but could not 
find it in his heart to decline the trust imposed upon 
him by the unanimous voice of his friends. 

After the reports from the State fruit committee, 
and from the committee on the Downing monument, 
the Society proceeded to revise the catalogue of 
fruits. 

Of the list of pears for general cultivation, the fol¬ 
lowing varieties were proposed for rejection, but re¬ 
tained after discussion : Ananas d'EtAndrews, 
Beurre d’Aremberg, (decided that it should have 
“high cultivation’” attached to it on the list,) and 
Fulton. The list previously recommended for trial 
as promisidg well was then taken up, and the follow¬ 
ing varieties were transferred to the list for general 
cultivation: Doyenne Boussoch, Beurre St Nicholas, 
Howell, and Sheldon. Duchess de Berry, at the sug¬ 
gestion of Mr. Walker, had “ d’Ete” added to its 
name, to denote its early ripening. 

The following varieties were recommended as 
“promising well:” Vicar of Winkfield, Hosen- 
schenk, Philadelphia, Fondante Comice, Niles, Em¬ 
ile jd’Heyst, Beurre Kermes, Conseilleur de la Cour, 
Comptesse del Aost, Beurre de Langelier, Doyenne 
d’Alencon, Beurre d’Albret, Delicis d’Hardenpont de 
Belgraque, Delicis d’Hardenpont d’Angers, Fondante 
de Charneuse, Osband’s Summer, Beurre Nantais, 
Dix. The Bellisime d'Ete was decided to be un¬ 
worthy of cultivation. Bleekers’s Meadow and Pas- 
sans du Portugal were removed from the “ rejected 
list.” 

The convention then proceeded to revise the list of 
pears recommended for culture on the quince stock. 
It was proposed to reject Belle Lucrative and Long 
Green of Cox, but after discussion it was decided to 
let them remain on the list. Beurre d’Aremberg and 
Triomphe de Jodoigne were stricken from the fist 
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Mr. Field called attention to a series of articles 
published lately in the Horticulturist, condemning 
the culture of pears on the quince stock. He thought 
people were likely to be misled by them, and wished 
the facts to be known. He had examined the pear 
trees in the grounds of the author of those articles, 
and found that he knew little about their cultivation. 
The point of union between the quince and pear was 
three inches above ground, and although they were 
receiving care now, it was evident that until latterly 
they had not been pruned or cared for in any way. 

Mr. Hovey thought we were giving too much im¬ 
portance to this matter. It would not influence the 
action of a dozen sensible men. 

Mr. Hodge thought there was some prejudice in 
the public mind against dwarf pears. He thought it 
was caused by nurserymen having sent out varieties 
like the Bartlett, that will not succeed well on the 
quince. Nurserymen should’'confine themselves for 
the present to twelve or fifteen varieties that are 
known to be fine growers on the quince. 

Mr. Phoenix thought too little attention had been 
paid to pruning, and this was the great cause of the 
difficulty. 

Mr. Barry wished the fact to be generally known, 
that a regular annual pruning is necessary to the suc¬ 
cess of the pear on the quince. 

The President said twenty years experience and 
observation had convinced him that many varieties 
succeeded as well and were as durable on the quince 
root as on the pear. Has seen trees from 20 to 25 
years old, healthy and fine; and Mr. Berckmans, now 
present, has seen them in Europe over 100 years of 
age, in health and vigor. It is probable, however, 
that in these cases roots were thrown out above the 
graft. 
| fAfter an interesting discussion of several varieties 
of apples on the list for general cultivation—all of 
which were retained—the convention took up the 
list of apples which “promise well.” The following 
varieties were removed from the list that “ promise 
well” to the list for “general cultivation”: Benoni, 
Hawley, Primate, and Rambo. The Ladies’ Winter 
Sweet was decided to be a misnomer tor Ladies’ 
Sweet, by an error on the part of the reporter, and 
was expunged from the list. 

An interesting discussion took place on the Tomp¬ 
kins County King. Mr. Mattison, of New York, 
stated that it had been in cultivation for fifty years, 
and was a general favorite wherever known. It 
usually sold at double the price that could be ob¬ 
tained for any other variety. It generally bore every 
year, and had the peculiarity of making a fine growth 
while bearing a heavy crop. The fruit should be 
gathered early, when it would sometimes keep till 
July. Mr. Sylvester, of Lyons, N. Y., regarded it 
as an excellent fruit, but it was not so fine-grained as 
some other varieties. There were several spurious 
sorts. He had known the Ribston Pippin sold for 
it Mr. Bateham, of Ohio, had found it to ripen in 
December, and it proved of second-rate quality. H. 
E. Hooker considered it first-rate, but not “ best,” 
and would like to see it further tested. J. J. Thomas 

remarked that his father had told him that after re¬ 
moving the skin from this apple, he could scarcely 
distinguish it from the Swaar. Mr. Saul had heard 
the same remark made. E. C. Frost remarked that 
the Newark King was a totally distinct variety, rip¬ 
ening in the fall. It was decided to place it on the 

list that promise well, under the name of King of 
Tompkins County. The Wagener, at the suggestion 
of E. C. Frost, was also added to the list of fruits 
that promise welL 

The discussion on Grapes was quite animated, and 
at one time there was some danger of a warm discus¬ 
sion of the Temperance Question, had not the Presi¬ 
dent wisely ruled all such remarks out of order. 

The Delaware grape was highly recommended by 
some gentlemen. Mr. Prince was of opinion that it 
would prove to be the most delicious native grape, 
except perhaps the Scuppernong of the South. Dc. 
Grant had grown it for three years, and found it 
perfectly hardy. Mr. Downing considered it one ot 
the finest native grapes, and said that it was very 
hardy with him. Dr. Brinckle saw it first in 1850, 
and thought it finer than any native grape that he 
knew, but had doubts of its being a native ; Me. 
Longworth said it was not. Mr. Ernst stated that 
Mr. Longworth had been mistaken in regard to this 
grape, and was now satisfied of its American origin. 
Mr. Hovey esteemed it an excellent fruit, and wished 
it placed upon the list of varieties that promise well. 
Dr. Grant remarked that it was first discovered in 
New Jersey, and was introduced into Ohio 25 or 30 
years since. It was recommended as promising well 

The Rebecca grape, Mr. Prince had no doubt was 
a variety of the Chasselas family, and thought that 
no such grape could be perfectly hardy. Mr. Reid 

said that it showed no indication of an origin from 
the Chasselas, except some resemblance in the foliage. 
Dr. Grant stated that it had been exposed at Hud¬ 
son for the past three years, remaining on an open 
trellis during the winter, and had not suffered in the 
least, while many other things which were usually 
hardy had^. been destroyed. Mr. Downing had seen 
it for three years past, and considered it perfectly 
hardy, though not a very strong grower. Mr. Reid 

said that it was the only white native variety within 
his knowledge, and thought it desirable, if only for 
that reason. Mr. Prince knew of another white 
variety, in Pennsylvania. Itjwas recommended as 
promising well. 

The President wished to direct attention to seve¬ 
ral seedlings lately originated at Philadelphia, and 
called on Dr. Brinckle for information in regard to 
them, who made some remarks upon five sorts, viz. : 
The Emily, Clara, Brinckle, Graham, and Raabe. 
Dr. B. stated that the Raabe was raised from seed of 
the Catawba, the others from seeds of foreign sorts, 
and that the Clara and Brinckle were, in particular, 
very fine. Mr. Buist observed that the G raham and 
Raabe were evidently natives, but that the others 
were purely foreign in their characteristics. Dr. 
Rrinckle was of opinion that all grapes originating 
in this country should be considered natives, whether 
raised from native or foreign seed. Mr. Reid con¬ 
sidered grapes from foreign seed more liable to the 
attacks of mildew, than those of native origin. Me. 
Hovey thought that seedlings from foreign grapes 
would not prove hardy, without some “native blood.” 
Dr. Brinckle stated that neither of these varieties had 
ever been protected, nor had suffered in the least 
from the effects of winter; but that of many other 
seedlings originated at the same time, the rest had all 
been destroyed. The President thought that the 
Emily must have some infusion of “ native blood,” as 
he had found it perfectly hardy. 

The Union Tillage grape, Dr. Brinckle had heard 
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from Mr. Longworth, was as large as the Black 
Hamburgh, and quite hardy, but that there had been 
a mistake made in the cuttings which had been sent 
him, and he had had no fruit. Mr. Grant observed 
that it was a monstrous grower, the bunches quite 
large, the flavor sweet, and as good as the Isabella. 
Mr. Ernst remarked that it was probably an acci¬ 
dental seedling, and he had seen it exhibited before 
the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, when it was so 
fine as to be by many persons mistaken for the Black 
Hamburgh. He had not had much experience with 
it, but considered it a fine table grape. It was vigor¬ 
ous, and a little earlier than the Catawba, but he 
thought probably not well adapted for making wine. 
Mr. Grai t said it was a little earlier than the Isa¬ 
bella. The President had seen specimens which 
were exhibited at Boston, and considered it very 
promising. Mr. Cabot thought it earlier than the 
Isabella, but not so early as the Delaware. He had 
eaten it from a vine under glass, and considered the 
flavor very fine. The cane was very stout. 

Of the Hartford Prolific Mr. Hovey entertained a 
favorable opinion. Mr. Downing was much pleased 
with it the first year, but he had since come to the 
conclusion that it was not so good as the Isabella. 
It was, however, ten days earlier than that sort, and 
not much different in quality from the Concord. Mr. 
Prince condemned it in strong terms as miserably 
foxy, and considered the Concord infinitely superior 
to it. Mr. Reid considered it utterly unworthy of 
cultivation, except in a cold climate, where the Isa¬ 
bella and others could not be ripened. He thought 
the Concord much superior to it. Mr. Barry con¬ 
curred ; he thought it entirely unfit for the table, ex¬ 
cept in cases of absolute necessity. Mr. Hovey had 
never esteemed it as anything remarkable, but was 
disposed to think it valuable for cold localities, where 
better sorts could not be grown. Mr. Grant thought 
its earliness its chie|imerit; he had found it to ripen 
a week earlier than the Concord. Mr. H. E. Hook¬ 
er considered it more foxy than the Concord, but 
quite as good. 

The Northern Muscadine Mr. Prince considered 
as belonging to the same class as the variety last dis¬ 
cussed. Mr. Buist observed that it had been brought 
before a committee of which he was a member, and 
that it was greatly again3t his will that he remained 
in the room with it. The President made some 
humorous remarks on the disposition shown by some 
persons to esteem their own productions too highly, 
and to recommend them so frequently to others, as 
to become at length themselves convinced that they 
really were what they had represented them. Mr. 
Thomas had been much surprised at the pertinacity 
of the Shakers in recommending this grape so highly. 
It was, as he had frequently told them, no other than 
the common brown fox. 

The Concord, Mr. Downing had found a little 
larger and ten days earlier than the Isabella. Mr. C. 
E. Frost had fruited it for the first time, this year, 
and it had ripened six days before the Isabella. Mr. 
Reid had also fruited it but once ; he considered it 
very hardy, a free grower, nearly as good as the Isa¬ 
bella, and a week earlier. Mr. H. E. Hooker said 
that it had ripened with him at the same time as the 
Isabella, and was nearly as good. 

Mr. Prince remarked at some length upon the 
natural adaptability of this country to the culture of 
the grape,—that it was exemplified by the fact that 

there were seven or eight indigenous species, and one 
only in the whole of Europe, and that he had been 
at a large expenditure of time and money in order to 
acclimate the foreign grape, but that he had never 
succeeded in a single instance,—concluding by ex¬ 
pressing his opinion that we must rely chiefly upon 
our native sorts, and that America was by nature 
destined to become more renowned for grape and 
wine culture than any other country in the world— 
that it was the “natural home of the grape, and the 
land of the vine” ! The President was glad to hear 
the remarks made by Mr. Prince, and concurred 
with him fully. He had no doubt of the future im¬ 
portance of wine culture to this country, and was 
aware of Catawba brandy having been already pur¬ 
chased at $5 per gallon, for exportation to France, 
for the purpose of flavoring foreign liquor. 

Mr. Ernst made some remarks upon the injury 
which grapes had received from the extreme cold of 
the past winter ; when Mr. Hanford, of Indiana, 
observed that in his vicinity grapes had sustained a 
temperature of 31° below zero, without injury. 

The discussions on strawberries, raspberries, and 
blackberries, which were exceedingly interesting, we 
must defer till next month. 

It was decided to hold the next meeting of the 
Association at New York, in the fall of 1858. 

Row to Bloom Camellias.—When the growth is 
nearly made—that is, when the leaves have expanded 
in the young shoots, water should be withheld, so as to 
allow the plants to flag but not to shrivel. This should 
be repeated thrice. At the first flagging water them 
copiously, filling the pot three or four times after the 
water has sunk; only water them this once, and let 
them flag as before. Care is required not to allow 
them to flag too long, or the leaves will he injured. 
This sudden check at that period, I have always found, 
will cause the plants to form buds; but unless they 
are in health, this process to set them for flower will 
be useless, as it would weaken them still more. I have 
been enabled, by these means, to cause camellias to 
bloom that have not flowered for three or four years, 
—Gardener's Chronicle. 

Cultivation of Flowers.—There are few better 
tests of a happy home within, than the flbwer decora¬ 
ted window and neatly kept garden; and there is no 
occupation for the leisure hours more calculated to 
keep it so, or to soothe the mind. It yields pleasure 
without surfeit; the more we advance, the more eager 
we become. And how unlike is this to most of our 
worldly engagements ? To those blessed with chil¬ 
dren, how delightful it is to bend their young minds 
to a pursuit so full of utility and intellectual instruc¬ 
tion, combined with the advantages usually accom¬ 
panying industry ; and in children, carefulness and 
thought about their plants will lead to the same 
feelings respecting other matters. 

The Apple Crop, &c.—In driving through Brigh¬ 
ton and Pittsford to Mendon, and returning by way 
of Henrietta, I noticed that the apple orchards have 
but little fruit, and that not of a superior quality. I 
think we may put apples down as a short crop. Corn 
looks very promising. I saw some pieces already 
cut up and standing in rows neatly shocked, leaving 
the ground spotted with the rich golden “ pumpkins.” 
A short crop of potatoes is anticipated by all whom 
I heard speak on the subject, and that was not a few. 
D.—Gates, Sept. 13, ’56. 
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THE CULTIVATION 0E ASPARAGUS. 

The asparaginous class of esculents, (Lcudon says,) 
may be considered as comparatively one of luxury. 
It occupies a large proportion of the gentleman’s gar¬ 
den, often an eighth part, but enters but sparingly 
into that of the cottager. A moist atmosphere is 
congenial to the chief of them, especially to asparagus 
and sea-kale, which are sea-shore plants, and are 
brought to greater perfection in the British Isles than 
anywhere else, except perhaps in Holland. In the 
neighborhood of London it is cultivated to a greater 
extent than in any other place in the world; chiefly at 
Deptford and Mortlake. Some growers at these 
places, and especially Mortlake, have above one hun¬ 
dred acres each. 
~ Asparagus officinalis is the common kind. There 
is, properly speaking, but one cultivated variety, al¬ 
though we frequently see other names given, as Giant, 
&c., which is said to be larger than the common kind; 
but its increased size is owing, I believe, entirely to 
cultivation. 1 cannot see why asparagus should be 
a vegetable of luxury; it is one of the most whole¬ 
some, and ought to be one of necessity. It has other 
good qualities to recommend it. It is so easily cul¬ 
tivated, and when once established it requires only to 
be kept clear of weeds; though no plant is more sus¬ 
ceptible of good treatment. It is also one of the 
earliest and most delicious of spring esculents, and 
lasting in season from the first of May to the middle 
of June, alter which time none ought to be cut. In 
Paris it is much resorted to by the sedentary opera¬ 
tive classes, when they are troubled with symptoms 
of gravel or stone. It is needless to say that the 
young, green stalk, when about six inches high, is in 
the best condition to be cut. 

To make the Bed.—Ghoose a deep, light, sandy, 
loamy soil, in the most sunny situation of the garden, 
yet sheltered from cold north-east winds, if possible, 
and in a place where it can remain, for if well done 
it will last good fifteen or twenty years. It must not 
be shaded by any large trees. When the spot of 
ground is fixed on, draw on good rotten stable manure, 
at least six inches to one foot thick, for remember 
this is the only opportunity you will ever have to ma¬ 
nure the bottom paH of the bed. When the manure 
is spread, begin at one end by digging out the soil 
the whole width of the bed, and for four feet in length, 
and at least two feet or two feet six inches deep; 
when this is done, continue the operation by digging 
down the soil and manure to the same depth, turning 
and mixing them into the space from which the first 
wis thrown, and so on the whole length of the bed. 
When you have worked through to the other end of 
the bed, there will necessarily be a hole left; wheel in 
the earth which was thrown out first at the opposite 
end, and that will fill it up. When this has lain a 
fortnight, if there be time, turn it all again, well mix¬ 
ing it as before; when this has lain a week or ten 
days, it will be ready to plant. Rake the surface of 
the bed smooth and even, then stretch a line across 
the bed six inches from the edge; then with a spade 
cut out a trench six in ches deep and nine inches wide; 
then lay in the plants nine inches apart, spreading out 
the roots horizontally the whole length of the trench, 
and cover them over two inches deep, as quickly as 
possible. Plant the next row a foot from this, and 
continue the operation until the whole bed is planted. 
Beds five feet wide, with four rows in the bed, will 

be found the most convenient, with alleys two feet 
wide. When all are planted, rake the surface smooth, 
leaving the plants about two inches below the surface, 
and trim down the edges neatly with the spade. 
Plants of any age wi 1 do, although those of one or 
two years old are the best. 

Asparagus is usually propagated by seed, but those 
who want but a little will find it cheaper to buy it of 
the nurserymen or gardeners whose business it is to 
raise it. Good plants can be had for a dollar per 
hundred, or in quantities, cheaper. Two beds five 
feet wide and thirty feet long, will supply a family of 
five or six with a good dish every day. There ought 
to be none cut the first year, and but little the second, 
and none at any time after the 20th of June. 

The best time for making the beds and planting, is 
October; but if very fine weather, November will do, 
or even early spring, providing the bed has been pre¬ 
pared in the fall. After all is planted, if in the fall, 
just before severe weather is expected, cover the bed 
all over with long, littery manure or leaves, eight or 
ten inches thick. In spring, when all the bad weath¬ 
er is gone, rake off the covering and fork up the sur¬ 
face of the bed lightly, being careful not to touch the 
plants. Rake the surface of the bed smooth, sow on 
a Tittle salt and keep clear of weeds. J. Salter— 

Rochester, JY. Y. 

A correspondent asks whether evergreens cannot 
be pruned at any time from April to November. 
Also, when evergreens—such as hemlock, spruce 
and fir—can best be transplanted. In reply to the 
first question we would say, that evergreens should 
never be pruned. The great beauty of evergreens is 
that they will., in favorable situations, form handsome 
trees without being pruned. Beside this, they have 
not the faculty of throwing out numerous side shoots 
like deciduous trees, and if an evergreen once loses 
its leader or terminal bud it is sailed. 

As to the second question, the spring is undoubt> 
edly the best time of year to remove any evergreen, 
no matter of what species or variety. At any rate, 
that time is generally conceded to be the best. 

.----—- 

Currant and Gooseberry Trees.—There is not 
a more beautiful shrub growing than the currant, 
when properly propagated; and the same may be said 
of the gooseberry. In order to make them form a 
beautiful miniature tree, take sprouts ot last years 
growth, and cut out all the eyes or buds in the wood, 
leaving only two or three at the top; then push them 
about^half the length of the cuttings into mellow 
ground, where they will root and run up a single 
stock, forming a' beautiful, symmetrical head. Cut¬ 
ting the eyes out the second year will cause it to 
grow higher. By this plan, an unsightly bush can 
be changed into an ornamental dwarf tree; the fruit 
is also larger, ripens better, and will last longer on 

the bushes. ^ 

Pears of almost every variety are better ripened 
in the house than on the tree. They should be 
gathered when fully grown, and about the.time when 
the seeds are plump, and spread in a dry airy place- 
say upon -a chamber or garret floor. Ripening in 
this way greatly improves the quality. 

It is said that the browsing of the goat gave the 
first idea of pruning the vine.^ 
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HORTICULTURAL NOTES. 

This has been a very dry season, and in conse¬ 
quence vegetation has suffered greatly from the 
drouth; but this month fine showers have fallen, and 
every thing has freshened greatly. Roses this spring 
were very fine, and altogether made a good display. 
Among the finest hybrid perpetuals, Geants des 
Battailes stands pre-eminent for its splendid brilliant 
color, and free flowering habit.; its color (nearly 
scarlet) being unrivalled. I have a plant about three 
feet high, that had 80 open flowers on it at once, and 
it was the admiration of every one that saw it. La 
Reine, too, is a splendid rose; and Wm. Jesse, Wm. 
Griffiths, and Auguste Mie, have been very fine. 
Caroline de Sansel is not halt so good as represented, 
and nothing equal to Victoria. Of Bourbons, Noi¬ 
settes, &c., there has been a good show. Of these 
Mad. Deprez, Acidalie, Jupiter, Souvenir de la Mal- 
maison, Ophirie, Paul Joseph, Augusta, Smithii, &c., 
are good sorts. And here let me say, that nothing 
better repays care and trouble, in good soil and with 
good treatment, than the rose; the more growth you 
produce the more flowers you get, and vice versa. 

Verbenas have not been so good this season as 
last, owing to the dry weather, but they are looking 
finely now. Of these, Scarlet Defiance, Henry Clay, 
(an improved Bicolor grandiflora,) Unique, Fanny, 
Mad. I.emounier, (a splendid variety,) Athlete, Queen 
Victoria, Etoile de Venus, Mazeppa, &c., are very 
fine. 

Petunias have been good. They are valuable bed¬ 
ding plants, as they withstand the drouth better than 
anything else. Hermione, Eclipse, Challenger, Prince 
of Wales, Hebe, Great Western, and Alfred—a seed¬ 
ling of mine, with good form and color—are fine sort?. 

Bedding Geraniums have suffered considerably 
from the drouth, the foliage having turned yellow; 
and it has in a great measure dropped off There 
are several good new kinds, such as Capt. Darley and 
Chas. Do mage, (which is an English variety re-chris¬ 
tened,) which together with Commander-in-Chief, 
Tom Thumb, Ingram’s Dwarf, Malison’s varieties, 
and Lucia Rosea, meke a good display. 

Flowering Shrubs have done well this season, and 
have helped to make the garden or lawn look very 
gay. Japan lilies are now in flower, and are unrival¬ 
led in beauty and delicious fragrance. Dahlias have 
suffered much, and will disappoint many this year; 
but we must wait, for “ there’s a good time coming.” 
Other bedding plants, such as Lantanas, Ageratums, 
&c., have done very well. 

While on a visit to Toronto, C. W., this summer, 
I met with some of the finest specimens of bedding 
plants and shrubs that it was ever my fortune to see. 
Verbenas were really magnificent. In the garden of 
a lady friend was a Scarlet Defiance Verbena, from 
a cutting this spring, that for size and luxuriance of 
both foliage and flower I never saw surpassed, nor 
even its equal; and in the same garden a large plant 
of Ageratum Mexicanum, about three feet in diame¬ 
ter, and from a cutting this spring, was a complete 
mass of bloom. In the garden of the Normal School 
there were also some splendid specimens of flowering 
shrubs. 

Of fruit there has not been so large a crop as last 
year, with the exception of Peaches, which are now 
coming in plentifully. Early Anne was ripe about 
two weeks ago, and now Crawford’s Early and Early 

York, &c., are in the market. Plums have been 
very abundant in this region, and are fine. Pears 
dropped considerably, owing to the drouth, and the 
specimens will be small Apples will not be very 
abundant. 

The meeting of the American Pomologlcal Con¬ 
vention, in conjunction with the autumn exhibition 
of the Genesee Valley Horticultural Society, will be 
held here on the 24th, 25th and 26th of this month; 
and I hope the Horticulturists and Pomologists of 
the Genesee Valley will do their best to keep up 
the good name they have heitherto received. 

Rochester, Sept. 8th. W. T. Goldsmith. 

AMERICAN PLUMS IN ENGLAND. 

Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgworth, a celebrated Eng¬ 
lish nurseryman, says in the Gardener's Chronicle: 
“ We are indebted to the Americans for some really 
valuable plums. Among them the Jefferson holds 
the first rank; ripening just after the Green Gage, 
and being equal to it in flavor and far superior in 
beauty, it cannot be too highly eulogised. I had 
some fine fruit in pyramids this season, which, owing 
to the fine weather in September, slightly shrivelled 
on the trees, and became of a deep golden color, 
blotched with red ; they were full of delicious juice; 
I thought them superior even to the Green Gage. 
Denniston’s Superb, ripening eight or ten days before 
the Green Gage, is also a valuable plum; this year 
the fruit was particularly fine from pyramids. Hu- 
ling’s Superb is also a very large and very rich plum. 

I The Autumn Gage, an oval, medium sized, yellow 
plum, is very valuable, as it hangs well on the tree 

I till after the middle of October. Bleeker’s Scarlet is 
a useful kitchen plum, remarkable for its hardiness 
and productiveness. Smith’s Orleans has not proved 
quite equal to its reputation in America. Columbia 
is a large, round, and very handsome plum, rich and 
sugary but rather dry, and ripening with a crowd of 
other sorts, is not so valuable as the first named va¬ 
rieties. Corses Nota Bena, an oval purple plum, of 
medium size, is, I think, a Canadian plum, from Mon¬ 
treal ; this is an enormous bearer, withstanding our 
spring frosts well, and ripening early in August. 
Plums are becoming valuable fruit, for, owing to 
several new varieties, the dessert and kitchen can be 
supplied from the end of July till nearly the end of 
October.” 

Price of Fruit in California.—The California 
Farmer, of July 25th, gives the price of fruit in San 
Francisco. “ Strawberries, per box, $2, down to 81; 
cherries only 84 per pound; currants 50 cents; other 
fruit in proportion to the quality.” The editor had 
just taken a walk through the market, and thinks “it 
will be admitted that California is destined to become 
the finest fruit growing country in the world. The 
fruits that are now offered in our markets are superi¬ 
or to anything that can be found in any market in 
the United States or Europe.” The Boston Pine and 
Longworth’s Prolific strawberries were very superior, 
and the Napoleon Bigarreau cherries “the largest 
and best we ever saw.” 

The Strawberry. — Old Izaak Walton said, 
“Doubtless our Heavenly Father might have made a 
better fruit than the strawberry, but, certes, he never 
did:' 
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WILD FL0WEE3—THEIK CULTIVATION, &C. 

The great and increasing taste for the cultivation 
of flowers has induced us to devote a few lines to the 
subject, more particularly to the cultivation of our 
native wild flowers. The interest of many cultivators 
has been drawn away by foreign productions, “ far 
fetched and dear bought,” while our natives, many of 
which are far superior in richness, have been left to 
bloom and fade, in all their beauty unknown and 
unseen, to “waste their fragrance on the desert air.” 

We profess to be a lover of Nature in all its pha¬ 
ses, both animate and inanimate. We also confess 
we have a taste for flowers, and we have a taste for 
vegetables. Is it remarkable, then, that we should 
be fond of talking about them, or of writing about 
flowers—even wild flowers? Perhaps we may be ac¬ 
cused of enthusiasm. Let it be so; call it what you 
please, for there is no denying that there is loveliness 
and beauty in flowers, and there are but few persons 
who do not admire them. Would it be strange then, 
that we should, in our zeal, be found traveling twenty 
miles, trowel in hand, to obtain a few roots of wild 
flowers? Is it wonderful, too, that we may have been 
seen at another time trudging with a spade on our 
shoulder, over the hills and through the valleys, in 
search of a cluster of the fragrant White Azalea, 
commonly called sweet-scented Honeysuckle,which we 
had before discovered while on a gunning excursion ? 
Such, however, is a fact; and we traced its locality, 
like the pointer his game, by scenting its fragrance. 

The hand of nature has scattered the richest beau¬ 
ties of the flowery world around us in every direc¬ 
tion, mid there is nothing to prevent us .from orna¬ 
menting our gardens with native plants and flowers, 
from every wood, from every swamp, from every field, 
from every prairie, from every brook-side, to which 
the eye can turn. 

Here we cannot help remarking, that many flower- 
gardens are almost destitute of bloom during a great 
part of the season, which could be easily avoided, and 
a blaze of flowers kept up, in the garden as well as 
pleasure-grounds, from April to November, by intro¬ 
ducing from our woods and fields the various beauti¬ 
ful ornaments with which nature has so profusely 
deeprated them. Is it because they are indigenous— 
native Americans—that we should neglect them? 

It is our present purpose to endeavor to awaken a 
greater zeal among cultivators and amateurs, for the 
growing of some of the brilliant plants and shrubs 
which deck our fields and woods. Few persons seem 
to appreciate, or even know, to what perfection of 
culture many of our wild flowers may be brought, in 
the hands of skilful gardeners. 

Among the great number of wild plants, some of 
which we have noticed in this section, we have suc¬ 
ceeded in cultivating the following named varieties: 

Scarlet Lobelia.—Lobelia Cardinalis. Among 
other plants found in the United States, remarkable 
for elegance, is the Cardinal Flower, which, in the 
last summer months, may be found along our swampy 
grounds, near fresh water streams. From its great 
beauty and showy appearance, it is a great favorite 
in Europe, and is generally cultivated in pots. It is 
a perennial plant, growing in a single stem from two 
to three feet high ; leaves from three to five inches 
long and an inch or more in breadth, with a .long, 
tapering base ; flowers of a bright scarlet color, and 
very showy. 

Although its habits are wild, and it is generally 
found in marshy or wet ground, and on the borders 
of rivulets, it grows readily when transplanted into a 
dry soil, if in a shady position. It is in flower from 
August to October. We once removed some of 
these plants to our garden, in the month of April, 
and they grew and flourished finely, producing an 
abundance of splendid flowers the same season, and 
were much admired by all who saw them. 

We noticed quite a lot of these plants, in full 
bloom, about one year since, in the town of Parma* 
on a farm now owned by Mr. James Bryan, of this 
city. 

Propagation.—Sow seeds in an open border, in 
April. By removing and dividing the roots or 
suckers in spring, after growth has commenced, or 
by cutting off the young shoots, it may be so propar 
gated. It is scarcely possible to make the soil too 
rich by top-dressing of well rotted dung, or decayed 
vegetable mold;—the soil itself should be light. 

Scarlet Lily.—Lilium Philadelphicum. Of all 
the tribes of wild flowering plants, the lily stands pre¬ 
eminent. It is noticed in the sacred writings, as of 
great brilliancy and beauty. “ Consider the lilies of 
the fields, how they grow; they toil not; neither do 
they spin; yet I say unto you, that Solom on, in all 
his glory, was not arrayed like one of these* " 

The scarlet lily may be found in bushy places, on 
the borders of woods, and are growing in great abun¬ 
dance on the sandy plain between Albany and Sche¬ 
nectady. Whoever has passed over the railroad be¬ 
tween these two cities, in the months of June and 
July, could rot have failed to observe, on the banks 
on either side of the track, numerous single stalks, 
bearing scarlet-colored tubular flowers, waving to 
and fro in the breeze. This is the Lilium Philadel¬ 
phicum of botanists: in plain English, Scarlet Lily. 
The stalk rises from one and a half to two and a half 
feet high, supporting one solitary upright flower. It 
blooms in June and July. The color varies from 
dark to light red, with a tinge of yellow; spotted 
within. This we consider a highly ornamental and 
showy plant, and deserves a place in every garden. 
The number of flowers increases by cultivation. 

Propagatien, by offsets from the bulbs; also seeds. 
Soil light sandy loam, with the addition of some fibry 
peat. They require to be slightly covered with hay, 
straw, or fine brush, in winter. 

Yellow Lily.—(L. Canadensis.) This well-known 
variety is common, and is found in moist meadows; 
flowers in June and July. It grows from two to 
three feet high, bearing from one to five or six nod¬ 
ding yellow flowers, spotted inside with dark purple. 
It is a bulbous-rooted plant, and we have transplant¬ 
ed them when in flower with good success, bearing 
from five to six beautiful pendulous flowers, in a 
whorl, on each stalk. 

Purple Lady’s Slipper.—(Cyprepediun Specto 
bilis.) This plant is found in the vicinity of Albany, 
in woods, in both dry and moist situations; flowers 
in May. Roots thick and fibrous. Leaves from 
three to six inches long, from one to one and a half 
inches wide, at first erect, but finally spreading. 
Flower stalk rises from eight to twelve inches high; 
flowers pendulous, with a hollow fissure or indentat¬ 
ion in front,,greenish mixed with purple. 

This plant bears transplanting and cultivation re¬ 
markably well, and improves by care and attention. 
We had no difficulty in cultivating them, and consid- 
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ered ourselves well paid, in their unique and splendid 
show, for all our trouble. 

There are a great number of other beautiful native 
plants, that are worthy of cultivation, which we may 
notice hereafter. Three-fourths of the beautiful flo¬ 
ral productions, so highly prized in European gardens, 
are actually natives of this country. 0. N. B. 

FLOWERING BULBS. 

The beginning of October is a good time for 
planting hardy bulbs. Perhaps it would be as well 
to remind your readers of it; and at the same time 
it will not be out of place to describe some of the 
tender sorts, which require lifting in the autumn and 
housing* through the winter. Persons wishing to 
have fine beds of tulips, hyacinths, crocuses, &c., for 
blooming next year, should plant the bulbs this 
month. They will, I think, find ample directions for 
their culture in the previous numbers of the Farmer. 
During the last two months there has been a good 
display of Gladiolii, Tigridias, Japan Lilies, &c., and 
the two last mentioned species are in flower now. 

The Gladiolii, or Sword Lilies as they are com¬ 
monly called, are magnificent flowering bulbs, and are 
but very little known. They should be planted in 
early spring, and will bloom in August,—a time 
when flowers are scarce, and for this quality alone, 
not taking into account the lasting quality and gaudy 
colors of the flower, they should be in every garden. 
They should be planted in rows two feet apart, and 
about eight or nine inches from bulb to bulb, in well 
pulverized soil, in which has been incorporated a 
good quantity of well rotted stable dung. The fol¬ 
lowing varieties will be found to be particularly fine: 
Psittacinus, greenish yellow and red ; Cardinalis, 
scarlet and white; Floribunda, rose-shaded ; Formo- 
sissimus, bright scarlet; Gandavensis, orange, scarlet, 
and yellow; Ramosus, bright pink. The bulb should 
be taken up when the foliage has decayed, and put 
in some open place till quite dry, and then stored in 
the house where they will be free from frost or damp, 
or you will be sure to lose them. 

The Tigridia, or tiger flower, too, is but very little 
known, although it should be in every garden. They 
are constantly in flower from the beginning of July till 
the last of September, and a bed of them in flower 
produces a brilliant effect. They should be planted 
in May, in rows one foot apart and about six inches 
apart in the rows. There are two varieties : T. pa- 
vonia, scarlet, spotted with yellow, and T. conchiflora, 
buff or yellow, spotted with crimson; and they both 
deserve a p^ace in every well regulated garden. The 
bulbs should be treated in the same manner as di¬ 
rected for the Gladiolus. 

There is also the Amaryllis, a charming thing. A. 
Formosissitna is a beautiful dark velvet crimson color, 
and A. Johnsonii is rather lighter in color, with a dull 
white or greenish stripe down the centre of each petal. 
The bulb should be planted in the same manner as the 
tiger flower, and should be covered about two inches. 

All these bulbs should be planted in May, and 
taken up as soon as the foliage has decayed, and 
stored away in a warm dry place for the winter. All 
of them can be procured at the leading nurseries, and 
I would advise every one who has a garden, and has 
not got them, to procure them in time for early 
planting next spring. Yours, &c., 

Sept. 11, 1856. W. T. G. 

A GOOD MARKET GARDEN, &C. 

In a private letter, enclosing a subscription to the 
Genesee Farmer, our esteemed correspondent, Samu¬ 

el Williams, of Waterloo, N. Y., gives an account 
of a visit to a market garden in his vicinity, which 
we take the liberty of extracting for the benefit of 
our readers. 

“ It was by no means at my suggestion that you 
get one of our best practical farmers for a customer, 
as I had not seen him in a year or more. He said 
he had exchanged the-occasionally with a neigh¬ 
bor for the Genesee Farmer, but it was a bad plan, 
as he always wanted a paper at hand for reference, 
and to study at leisure its weightier matters. True, 
we have but few such farmers, and “ pity ’tis, ’tis true.” 

“1 have just been to see an Englishman’s market 
garden, which beats any one I had ever before seen, 
even my own, except in corn, wurzel, cabbages and 
Lima beans ; and he would certainly beat me in the 
Limas, if he could so far overcome his English preju¬ 
dices as to plant them. I doubt whether a larger 
quantity of onions was ever grown on the same space 
on the earth’s surface. Five years ago his garden 
was a wet sandy swale, where the muck had given 
the drab sand a blueish tint. He began by cutting 
an open ditch to let off surface water, so as to make 
the land fit to plant in the spring; heretofore it had 
not been dry enough to plant before the middle of 
June ; his crops were better, but not large or early. 
He now runs tile drains 2\ feet deep and 40 feet apart 
through the lot; one of them was under his large 
onion bed. The onions were planted in rows twelve 
inches apart; the space is only ten inches after the 
onions are grown. In these rows the onions were 
from the diameter of a dollar to that of a half dollar, 
and some smaller; they not only touched each other 
in the rows, but most of them were turned up edge¬ 
wise, and still there was not space enough between 
the onions throughout a sixty toot row to place your 
finger. His tomatoes were earlier and larger than 
common; so were his potatoes. His bean crop very 
large; but his corn and cabbages, though excellent, 
were no better than is grown on good heavy soils, 

“ To the eye, this man’s soil was coarser than a 
prairie soil, and a shade or two higher colored ; but 
it wras pulverulent, and rich in that muck or organic 
matter it had been collecting from the beginning. 
Mr. Foster said his onions had not been manured at 
all. A subsoil of calcareous clay here is several feet 
below the surface; the neighboring knolls of drab 
sand, being less aluminous than this swale, need much 
and constantly applied nitrogenous manures to make 
them anything like as productive. Here in this 
drained mucky swale, English turnips in part dis¬ 
tanced worms and grew well; but all English as 
Foster is, he had sweet corn growing in drills, as a 
second crop, after peas and early potatoes. He says 
his cow prefers corn fodder to pithy turnips, and it 
yields much more in bulk.” 

Grafts.—Do not cut them in cold, frosty weather. 
If you do, you will find, on working them, that many 
will be black at heart; and the growth will be much 
checked the coming season. 

Notwithstanding their great horticultural skill, 
the Chinese knew nothing of grafting till taught by 
modern missionaries. 
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LOVE OF FLOWERS. 

Flowers are considered the ornaments of vegeta¬ 
ble life, and have in all ages been cultivated by per¬ 
sons of leisure and taste, for the pleasure they yield 
to the eye and the fancy. While generally healthy 
and exhilarating, from being pursued in the open air, 
floriculture is justly considered to be a fine and harm¬ 
less recreation, which by leading to tranquil contem¬ 
plation of natural beauty, and diverting the mind 
from gross worldly occupations, has a positively 
moral, and therefore, highly beneficial tendency. It 
has also the advantage of being open to the pursuit 
of high and low, rich and poor, the over-worked man 
of business and the industrious mechanic. It is con¬ 
fined to no particular degree or situation. It may be 
followed with equal enjoyment by individuals of both 
sexes, and, as is well known, on every imaginable 
scale, from that of the single flower-pot, or ornamen¬ 
tal border, to the princely green-house and the ex¬ 
quisitely varied parterre. We love flowers. We 
even love the wild flowers of our woods and fields, 
and their cultivation has afforded us great pleasure. 
The natural grace, simplicity, and attractive coloring 
of flowers, have afforded endless themes for moralists 
and poets, and volumes have been written to show 
how many associations of feeling, simple and sublime, 
these beauteous objects are calculated to excite. 

As our desire is to improve the taste as well as the 
understanding, we hope to be excused for pausinsr a 
few moments over this agreeable view of flower-cul¬ 
ture. Few natural objects are more poetical, or more 
calculated to refine the morals and taste, than flow¬ 
ers. “From the majestic sun-flower, towering above 
her sisters of the garden, and faithfully turning to 
welcome the god of day, to the little humble and 
well-known weed that is said to close its eyes before 
impending showers, there is scarcely one flower that 
may not from its loveliness, its perfume, its natural 
situation, or its classical association, be considered 
highly poetical.” 

As the welcome messenger of spring, the snow¬ 
drop claims our first regard; and numberless are the 
lays in which the beauties of this little modest flower 
are sung. The snow-drop teaches us a lesson, too. 
It marks out the progress of time. We cannot be¬ 
hold it without feeling that another spring has come, 
and immediately our thoughts recur to the events 
which have occurred since last its fairy bells were 
expanded. Whether the “ cowslip which spangles 
the green,” or the violet, while it pleases by its mod¬ 
est, retiring beauty, possesses the additional charm of 
the most exquisite of all perfumes, "which inhaled 
with the pure and invigorating breezes of spring, al¬ 
ways bring back in remembrance a lively conception 
of the delightful season. Thus, in poetical language, 
the “ violet-scented gale,” is synonymous with those 
accumulated and sweetly-blended gratifications which 
we derive from odors, flowers, and balmy breezes; 
and, above all, from the contemplation of renovated 
nature once more bursting forth into beauty and 
perfection. 

An error, not uncommon, in deciding which flow¬ 
ers shall be planted, is to select numbers merely for 
their variety or novelty, without reference to what 
will be their appearance when in bloom, and which 
generally leads to disappointment. Unless for botan¬ 
ical illustration, make a choice of flowers on two 
principles — those which will be beautiful when in 

bloom, although common, and those which will bloom 
at the particular season required, to ensure a succes¬ 
sion of variegated beauty from spring to autumn. 
The true amateur gardener takes a pride in cultiva¬ 
ting and improving even the common wild flowers of 
our fields—urging them, by careful culture, to the 
highest state of perfection, as to size and brilliancy 
of coloring, of which they are susceptible. C. N. B. 

MIGNONETTE. 

The volant sweets of the trailing Mignonette, 
The. odors vague that haunt the year’s decay. 

Charles Tekntsojt. 

This well-known flower, of all dispensers of per¬ 
fume, is most cultivated, and most welcome to such 
a cognomen as the Parisians handed over to the Eng¬ 
lish with the seeds : Mignonette, (“ little darling,”) 
though its real name, Reseda odorata, is more 
acceptable to the naturalist, (from the Latin resedo, 
to appease, given from its supposed virtue in allaying 
inflammation,) as it suggests to him its rank in Lin¬ 

naeus’ artificial classification in the great medicinal 
family, Polyandria,—where it is the companion not 
only of many things beautiful, but of hellebore and 
tea and mighty opium, (Poppy,) whose narcotic prop¬ 
erties penetrate stealthily to that awful line which 
divides or unites the body and the soul—lulling the 
faculties to those oblivions whose nature baffles hu¬ 
man physiology. 

Mignonette, cultivated the earth over almost as an 
annual, (it is said one London seedsman sells a ton 
and a half of seeds yearly,) is really in its native Bar¬ 
bary, on the sandy shore, a hardy shrub,—and called 
Thee Mignonette, is mentioned to us as an African 
curiosity, when nothing in its nature or habits pre¬ 
vents it here from growing shrubby and tall, but 
neglect to furnish it common warmth and protection 
during its first two winters. To obtain trees, the 
hardiest plants are chosen from those whose seeds 
are sown in April, and set separate in pots, and the 
blossom buds cut off as fast as they appear. In au¬ 
tumn fresh soil is required, of coarse loam and sand, 
and placed in a warm room and trimmed to a minia¬ 
ture tree—all but the top branches removed. With 
daily watering it will continue growing, and by spring 
the stem grows woody. The side branches and blos¬ 
soms are removed till the third year, when the bark 
is formed, and it may be suffered to flower, and will 
continue to blossom with uncommon fragrance during 
many summers. 

Repeated sowings will keep it blooming as an an¬ 
nual throughout the year, for it knows no season. If 
self-sown seeds are dug under the ground in Septem¬ 
ber, they are most healthy, and bloom early and 
through June. Sown in February, they will produce 
very early flowers also. Sown in April in open 
ground, they flower from July to November; and for 
winter flowering they must be sown in July, in open 
borders, or in pots the last of August. From three 
to eight may be left in a pot. When they are to be 
kept back, the pots are placed for warmth in sawdust 
or ashes, and placed with cloths spread over them in 
dark cellars. They would struggle after light if a 
little were admitted, and take weakly, ill shapes. The 
darkness will etiolate them, but a few days of expo¬ 
sure to the sunlight will re-tint them, and a blanched 
plant produces a pleasing effect in contrast with those 
of natural color. The seeds are always good, and 
plentiful, and cheap. 
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fairus' gtpdmnti 
FAKIR’S SONG. 

BY W. L. BATON. 

“A rural life is the life for me,” 
Away from the city’s strife, 

Where the breath of Heaven is pure andjfree, 
And nature’s full of life; 

Where the earth is clothed with a lovely green, 
The flowers smiling and fair, 

And the wisdom of God is distinctly seen 
In all that flourish as there. 

We do not envy the man of trade, 
Whose life is with cares oppressed, 

Who only is happy as wealth is made, 
And not when others are blessed; 

His life bound up in his merchandise. 
His heart absorbed in his gains, 

The beauty of earth shut out from his eyes, 
But not from his soul its pains. 

We have nothing to do in Ambition’s ways, 
And do not envy the great, 

Pulled up by the hollow voice of praise, 
And perplexed with the cares of state; 

Elated with hope or depressed with fear, 
They must run when the people call;—• 

We are happier far in our humble sphere, 
Than they in the Nation’s hall. 

The gifts of Heaven are freely bestowed, 
The harvest our labor crowns; 

No despots can reach eur peaceful abode, 
We quail at no tyrant’s frowns. 

A rural home is the home we love. 
Away from the city’s strife, 

We bow to none but the God above— 
^ None know a happier life. 

HINTS FOR HOUSEWIVES. 

The following recipes are furnished U3 by an expe¬ 
rienced housekeeper. They may all be relied upon. 

Green Tomato Pickles.—Take any size, but those 
ready to ripen are the best, place them in a vessel 
and throw on a handful of salt; cover with boiling 
water, and let them stand till cold ; then slice them 
through transversely once or twice according to the 
size; then lay them in a crock with thin sliced onions. 
Prepare the vinegar with cloves, cinamon and alspice, 
and pour on hot. Cover and set away for a few 
day3. They will be found very delicious, and will 
keep all winter. Those who dislike onions may omit 
them. 

Pickled Peaches.—To one quart of good vinegar 
put 3 lbs. of sugar. Boil and skim it. The liquid 
will cover a peck of peaches ; stick two or three 
cloves in each peach, and boil them a dozen at a time 
in the vinegar and sugar until they are well cooked. 
Take them out with a fork and place them in the jar. 
When all done strain the syrup over them. 

Pickled Peppers.—Take two dozen large size 
garden peppers, (green) ; slit them carefully on the 
side; take out the pulp; put on a table spoonful of 
gait, and cover them with boiling water for nine days; 
then fill them with cabbage cut fine, and a little salt; 
sew them up, then lay them in vinegar. 

Crullers.—One cup of sugar, one cup of sweet 
milk, two eggs, one table-spoonful of butter, one of 
cream tartar, one tea-spoonful of soda, roll and cut 
very thin, then fry them. 

Sally Lund.—-One pint of new milk, two eggs, 
one table-spoonful of butter, one of lard. Make a 
stiff batter, and add yeast enough to lighten. This 
is good for breakfast, or in place of Johnny Cake. 

Ginger Snaps. — Two pounds of flour, one-half 
pound of butter, one-half pound of sugar, one-half 
pint of molasses, one tea-spoonful of saleratus, two 
table-spoonfuls of ginger ; flavor with cloves or cin¬ 
namon. 

To Clarify Cider.—The following is an old but 
good recipe: Put newly-made cider into a clean bar¬ 
rel, and leave it to ferment a few days, and then put 
in it six ounces of ground mustard, tied up in a ra°'; 
the cider will become sweet and clear, and remain so 
until exposed to air. 

To Destroy Ants.—It is said these troublesome 
pests may be destroyed as follows : Take a large 
coarse sponge, and dip it in sweetened water; place 
it where the ants “ most do congregate,” and as they 
are passionately fond of sweets, they will soon gather 
in the sponge in quest of it. Have a dish of boiling 
water handy, and plunge them in. Repeat the pro¬ 
cess until they are “ used up.” 

To Pickle Gherkins and Kidney Beans.—Put the 
beans and gherkins dried with flannel, in salt and 
water that will bear an egg, leave them till quite yel¬ 
low, stirring every day. Then put them in a brass 
kettle, with cabbage leaves under and around them, 
so that they do not touch the brass. Put in one-third 
vinegar and two of water, put a leaf over them, and 
cover quite close, so as to confine the steam. Put them 
on a slow fire, but do not let them boil. Change the 
leaves as often as they grow yellow. When green, 
take out the pickles, and put them on a dish to cool 
and dry. Boil the vinegar with a spoonful of black 
pepper, and one of bruised ginger to a quart; throw 
it boiling over the pickles, and cover them closely in 
small jars. 

How to Make Tea Properly.—The proper way to 

make a cup of good tea is a matter of some importance. 
The plan which I have practiced for these twelve 
months is this. The teapot is at once filled up with 
boiling water, then the tea is put into the pot, and is 
allowed to stand for five minutes before it is used; the 
leaves gradually absorb the water, and as gradually 
sink to the bottom; the result is that the tea leaves 
are not scalded, as they are when boiling water is 
poured over them, and you get all the true flavor of 
the tea. In truth, much less tea is required in this 
way than under the old and common practice. James 

CuTniLL.—London. 

To Make Vinegar.—Put a gallon of water to 1 lb. 
brown sugar, mixing it with half the water cold, half 
boiling hot; when about milk warm throw in a toast 
well browned, cover with canvass or glass; when it 
has done working, stop the vessel and put it in a warm 
place. It will be fit for use in three or four months. 

Apple Jelly.—Take pippins or Spitszsnburgh ap¬ 
ples, and stew them until they are soft, in as little 
water as possible; strain it through a flannel, and to 
each pint of syrup add one pound sugar. After boil¬ 
ing fifteen minutes, turn it into molds.—Cousin Susan's 
Recipe Booh. 

To Cure Hams.—When you are smoking your hams, 
occasionally throw upon the fire a handful of China 
berries, and it will be found a preventive against skip¬ 
pers. So says a gentleman who has seen it sufficiently 
tested in South Alabama. 

Pickle for Beef.—To one hundred weight of beef, 
four quarts of salt, two ounces of saltpeter, and one 
pint of molasses. Mix in water enough to cover the 
meat. 
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liter's falrb. 
I The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory 

for 1857.—This work will be issued in a few weeks. The 

success of the first number has induced us to spare no ex¬ 

pense or labor in endeavoring to make the next volume 

superior to anything of the kind ever published in this 

country. It will contain, among other tilings, an excellent 

article on Farm Houses, written expressly for the Rural 

Annual, by Howard Daniels, of New York; articles 

on the Cultivation of Small Fruit, on Hedges, &c., by II 

E. Hooker, with a design for laying out a small fruit gar¬ 

den. Also, a continuation of the article in last volume, on 

Flower Gardens and Lawns, by R. R. Scott. These arti¬ 

cles will be profusely illustrated with beautiful wood cuts 
drawn and engraved expressly for this work. Also an ar¬ 

ticle on the Breeds and Management of Poultry, written 

for the Rural Annual by C. N. Bement, author of the 
American Poulterer’s Companion, illustrated by numerous 

engravings. The work will also contain much condensed 
information on a variety of subjects interesting to the 

farmer and gardener. 

We shall also give the list of nurserymen published in 

the last volume, greatly enlarged and corrected. Also a 

list of Agricultural Implement Makers in the United States, 

so far as we have been able to ascertain their names and 
residences. 

Advertisements must be sent in previous to the 20th of 

October. All Nurserymen and Agricultural Implement 

Makers who advertise in the work will have their names 

set in larger type in the lists of Nurserymen and Agricul¬ 

tural Implement Makers, with a star calling attention to 
the advertisement. Those who advertised in the Rural 

Annual last year state that in no other paper did they 

receive so much benefit from their advertisements as from 

those in the Rural Annual. Advertisements inserted at 

the rate of $20 per page, according to the space occupied. 

Address Joseph Harris, publisher of the Genesee Far¬ 

mer and Rural Annual, Rochester, N. Y. 

Farmers give us your Experience.—The leisure 

season of farmers and gardeners is now approaching. An¬ 

other year’s experience has been added to your previous 
knowledge. Can you not be induced to relate some por¬ 

tion of this experience to the readers of the Genesee Far¬ 

mer ? We do our best to make a good paper, but we are 

quite conscious that we cannot succeed without your aid 

in this respect. As soon as you have read this paragraph, 

please sit down and think over your experience of the past 

summer, and see if there is not at least one fact you have 

observed that would be of interest to your brother farmers. 
Then take pen and ink, and without delay—if you pro¬ 

crastinate we shall never hear from yon—write it down as 

concisely as possible, and send it to us at once, and you 

shall have our best thanks, and ihe thanks of thousands of 
the best farmers in the world. 

Negley’s Seedling Cucumber.—I purchased a pack¬ 
age of seed of this variety this spring, hoping to have 

something really good for my trouble. 1 gave the plants 

a good chance on a frame made on purpose for them, and 

gave them good steady gentle bottom heat. For my 

trouble I got small, miserable, bitter fruit, not worth look¬ 

ing at, and I would advise all persons who have a penchant 
for growing a good cucumber, not to be gulled by adver¬ 
tisements of this thing, for it is truly worthless. 

Yours, W. T. G. 

Monroe County Fair.—The Annual Exhibition of the 
Monroe County (N. Y.) Agricultural Society was held on 

the new fair grounds of the Society near this city, Sept. 
24th to 2Gth. Monroe County has long enjoyed and de¬ 

served the reputation of being second to none in soil and 

climate, and in the skill and science of her cultivators. 
She produces more wheat than all the five New England 

States put together, and her average yield of wheat is be¬ 

lieved to be higher than that of any other county in the 

State. Her nurseries are world-renowned, and in fruits 
and horticultural products generally, she has no superior, 

if an equal, in this or any other country. The exhibitions 

of the Monroe County Agricultural Society, under such 

circumstances, ought to be at least equal to those of any 

other county in the State. Hitherto, we are sorry to say, 
they have been inferior to many counties possessing no 

such advantages. One cause of this was owing to the 

fact that a general impression prevailed in the country 
that the Society was managed by a clique of city people. 

Several meetings were held last winter for the purpose of 
ascertaining what could be done to place the Society in a 

better position. The'leading farmers of the county showed 

themselves alive to the importance of the subject, and it 
was determined to purchase permanent grounds near this 

city for holding the Fair, and to erect the necessary fix¬ 

tures, &c. The Fair this year was held on the new ground, 

liberal premiums were offered, and earnest efforts made to 

secure the success of the exhibition. They were abundant¬ 

ly successful. The attendance was very large, and the 

receipts highly satisfactory. We are sorry to add, how¬ 

ever, that it was not the fine horses, cattle, sheep or pigs, 

nor the excellent machines and implements exhibited, that 

brought the crowd and the money, but the “ Trials of 
Speed,” and the “ Lady Equestrianism.” Some half dozen 
young ladies exhibited themselves on horseback, to their 

own apparent satisfaction, and the uproarious delight of 
the b’hoys. It was the first exhibition of the kind we have 

seen, and though we are as much opposed to it as ever, 

we must say that we saw nothing that the most prudish 

could pronounce improper or indelicate—although we did 

hear a lady say that for such a windy day, the habits of 

some of the fair riders were not sufficiently “ shotted.” 

Steam Plow.—Mr. C. S. Conger, of Port Huron, 

Mich., has sent us a diagram and description of a steam 

plow he has invented. It consists of a large wheel fur¬ 
nished with small mould boards placed on arms so as to 

follow each other, and made to turn the opposite way 
from that in which the machine moves, “thereby applying 

all the power to the axle of the plow wheel, and thus get¬ 
ting rid of all dragging motion. It is driven by a large 

driving wheel furnished with teeth to keep it from slip¬ 

ping-” __ 

United States Agricultural Society.—The Annual 

Fair of the National Agricultural Society will be held at 

Philadelphia next week. Fourteen thousand dollars are 

offered in premiums, and if the weather is fair, the success 

of the exhibition is beyond peradventure. "We shall en¬ 

deavor to give a full report of this Fair next month. 

A Large Pear.—At the late meeting of the American 
Pomological Society, Mr. Field, of Brooklyn, stated that 

he had received a "Vicar of Winkfield pear, from Oregon, 

that weighed twenty-six ounces ! 

We delayed our paper a few days this month, in order 

to get in reports of the American Pomological Society, 

and the Provincial Fair of Canada West. 
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Vermont State Fair.—The Sixth Annual Exhibition 

of the Vermont State Agricultural Society was held at 
Burlington, September 9th to 12th. The Boston Culti¬ 
vator says the leading department, horses, was quite as 

well filled, and probably of as high an average quality, as 
that of any previous exhibition of the Society. The cattle 
classes appeared to less advantage. The sheep were less 

numerous than usual, but of fair quality; the swine not 
remarkable for numbers or goodness. Poultry were hard¬ 
ly worthy of mention. The mechanical department rather 

above the average for this Society. Fruit less than last year. 
Other departments about the same as in former years. 

The weather was very favorable, and some 18,000 or 
20,000 persons attended the Fair. The Show considered 
in connection with the former displays of the Society, de¬ 

monstrated the ability of Vermont to take a high position 
in regard to agricultural products, and even to take the 

lead in some important classes. It is only necessary that 
capital and persevering skill should be brought to bear on 

the resources of the State, to render labor a3 productive 
and profitable as in any section of the country. 

Horses formed the leading feature of the exhibition ; the 
whole number was nearly 300. More than 200 of them 

mostly in sulkeys, were paraded on the course on Wednes¬ 
day morning, and after passing twice round, they filed into 

file centre and formed a line, fronting the stands for the 

judges and spectators, making a splendid appearance, and 
eliciting numerous encomiums. The old “ Green Moun¬ 

tain Morgan ” was on the ground, and although 20ryears 

old, “ shows much of his youthful fire, and moves the pic¬ 

ture of a war horse.” 

The cattle, as a class, showed but little breeding. There 
were some quite heavy fat oxen, and some young steers 
which were tolerable merely as steers. But the breeding 
stock — bulls and cows — with few exceptions, were no 
credit to their owners or to the State. Sheep were much 
less in numbers than at former shows, but there were spe¬ 
cimens from some of the best Merino flocks—as Mr, Ham¬ 

mond’s, of Middlebury, Mr. Sandford’s of Orwell, Mr. 

Bush’s of Shoreham, &c. There were but few specimens 

of the French Merinos on the ground. ; The absence of 
these, and of the Shanghai fowls, which once formed so 

prominent an object at the shows, gave rise to various re¬ 
marks tending to illustrate the “ passing away ” of things. 

The Omo State Fair.—The Seventh Annual Exhibi¬ 
tion of the Ohio State_Agricultural Society, took place at 

Cleveland, September 23-26. The first two days were 
rainy, but on the third day the weather cleared up, and the 

Buckeye farmers, their wives and' children, turned out in 
immense numbers. Thirty-one thousand tickets were sold 

during the day, and it is estimated that there were on the 
grounds at one time, upwards of fifty thousand persons. 

The show of stock was the principal feature of the Ex¬ 
hibition. In variety, extent, and quality, it is said to have 

been decidedly superior to any previous collection in Ohio, 

and it is contended by some, in any State in the Union. 
There were 198 entries of horses, many of them thorough 
bred, and possessing great merit. Sheep were out in full 

force. Several eminent breeders from Vermont and other 
Eastern States exhibited largely. 

The show of implements and fruit was not equal to that 
of last year. There was a good show of grains. Some 

varieties of corn exhibited by W. D. Kelly, of Ironton, 
attracted some attention. He states that he has raised 

from one of them, one hundred and fifty bushels of corn 
per acre ! Some stalks of timothy grass, grown in Cali¬ 
fornia, were shown by Mrs. W. Smith, of Cleveland, which 

were over ten feet in height. 

New York State Fair.—This year as last, the New 

York State Fair opened under very unfavorable auspices. 
For several days previous to the Fair the weather was 
very unsettled, and on the first and second days of the Fair 
it rained almost incessantly. The third and fourth days, 
however, were fine, and the farmers of the northern coun¬ 

ties turned out en masse. The exhibition itself was excel¬ 

lent—one of the best, intrinsically, ever held in the State. 
The northern counties have long been celebrated for fine 
horses, and the local committee had made great prepara¬ 

tions for calling out and exhibiting them to the best ad¬ 

vantage. The show of horses has never been surpassed, 

if equalled, at any previous Fair of the Society. The ex¬ 

hibition of cattle and sheep was very fine. The Devons 
were out in full force—there were more than all the Short¬ 
horns, Herefords, and Ayrshires put together,—and many 
of them were of marked excellence. There was the best 

show of Herefords we have ever seen in this country. 
Durhams few in number, but good. Ayrshires ve:y fine. 
Mr. Roddick, of Canada, exhibited his Galloway bull, 

(noticed in our account of the Provincial Fair,) which at¬ 
tracted much attention. The exhibition of milch cows, 

calves and heifers, was splendid, and the animals showed 

that the farmers of the dairy districts of this State are 
making great improvements in their stock. The various 

breeds of sheep w'ere well represented. There were 142 
pens. The fine-wools — Saxon, Spanish, Silesian and 

French Merinoes—were numerous and excellent. Coarse 

wools, from this State and from Canada, superior to any 

previous Fair. The Leicesters especially were very fine. 
Swine not numerous, but those shown—especially the large 

breeds—were very fine. Poultry good, but there was a 

great falling off in the large breeds. 

In the mechanical department the show was not as 
large as usual; but there were some new implements and 
machines showing marked improvements, which space for¬ 

bids us to notice at this time. 

The dairy department, as might be expected, was very 

full. There were some 80 entries of butter, and nearly all 

of superior quality. Wo are informed that the committee 
picked out twelve samples, of which they fouud it almost 

impossible to decide which was best. Several of the sam¬ 

ples they thought were overworked. The show of cheeses 

was very large and excellent—many of them of great size 

and of excellent quality. We were sorry that more dairy 

utensils were not exhibited. 

The exhibition of Grains, Vegetables, &c., was good, 

though not quite equal to the show at Elmira last year, 

which was the best we ever before witnessed. Fruits and 

flowers about an average. The storm on Sunday night 

blew down the Floral tent, and did much damage to the 

articles on exhibition. The officers of the Society by great 

exertions, succeeded in repairing the injury, and as usual, 
“Floral Hall” was filled to overflowing with visitors. 

There was a fine water fountain playing in the centre of 

the Hall, which had a pleasing effect. “ Domestic Hall ” 

was well filled with articles, many of them possessing much 

merit, and showing that the ladies in the northern counties 

are well skilled in the use of the needle. 

The grounds were admirably located, containing some 

25 acres, 6 of which were a beautiful grove. The local 

Committee are entitled to great credit for the excellent 
arrangement of everything connected with the exhibition. 
The Fair on the whole, notwithstanding the bad weather, 

may be regarded as eminently successful, alike creditable 

to the Society, and the friends of Agriculture in Watertown 
and vicinity. 
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Jnptrujs anil Ensfons. 

Sheep Rack.—I should feel obliged if some of jour 

correspondents would -tell me how to make a good rack 

for feeding sheep ? A Young Beginner. 

Martinsburg, Lewis Co., N. Y. 

Spring Wheat in the Fall.—A correspondent at 

Pittsfield, Pike Co., Illinois, wishes to know if it will do 

to sow spring wheat in the fair in his climate ? We have 

had no experience on the point, and should be glad if 

some of our correspondents who have, would answer the 
question. 

Grafting Lilac on Ash Stock.—In the June number 

our esteemed correspondent, D. of Gates, asked whether 

the lilac could be grafted on the ash, and in answer to the 

query, the Western Far?n Journal has the following : “ We 

don’t know what may be done in Western New York, but 

in Northern Kentucky, grafts of the lilac take very readily 

when inserted into stocks of the black ash. The shoots 

from such grafts will grow from ten to fifteen inches the 

first year, but are apt to die out in midsummer, especially 
if the season be a dry and hot one,” 

(J. Lowe, Fayetteville, N. Y.) You do not mention the 

color of your friend’s grape, but from your description of 

the vine, it is evidently a fox grape. If a light color, it is 

in all probability the Charter Oak. The Northern Mus¬ 

catine is a humbug. The Diana is a desirable variety, 

ripening earlier than the Isabella, and is a better grape. 

The Clinton, too, is very early, but small, and only medium 

in quality—for wine it has no superior in this vicinity. 

(W. Livingston, Lawrenceburgh.) The tame or culti¬ 
vated varieties of grapes can be grafted upon wTild grape 
roots with tolerable success by the common method of cleft 

grafting, but such a mode of propagation is not desirable, 
as vines can be grown so easily from cuttings and single 

eyes, or by layering, with much greater success than by 
grafting. If grafting is preferred, the roots should be 

taken up in early spring, and grafted in the same manner 

as you would apple roots, w inding them in vraxed cloth. 

Victoria Rhubarb w7ill not come true from seed, but good 

varieties may be produced by that means. Myatt’s Vic¬ 

toria is the correct name, but the hybrid varieties obtained 
from seed are sometimes called Victoria.^ It is generally 

considered to be better than the Giant. 

(H. M. Devol.) Carnation, (Dianthus Caryophillus.) 

The plants will not need housing during the winter, al¬ 

though it is best to cover them with leaves or straw. ThB 

mice are great enemies to them, and will eat them clean 
to the ground if they get at them. 

Your pansey is a very fair size, though not unusually 

large. It would be much better to leave it out all the 
winter, givingTt slight protection. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early as the 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 
of interest to farmers. Terms'—Two Dollars for every hundred 
words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

D 
LAWTON BLACKBERRY. 

ESCRIPTIYE CIRCULARS, with terms of sale, and and ample 
directions for cultivation will be forwarded to applicants. 

Address WILLIAM LAWTON, 
Jnly 1—4t._No. 54 Wall street, New York. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES. 
HIGHTSTOWN, N. J. THE Subscriber offers for sale, for the Fall of 1856 and Spriftg 

of 1857, a fine collection of Standard and Dwarf Pears, Stan¬ 
dard and Dwarf Cherries, Standard and Dwarf Apples, Apricots, &<x 
200,000 Silver Maple Seedlings, and Ornamental Trees of the most 
appro ved varieties. 

A Descriptive Catalogue, and a Trade List for wholesale dealers 
and nurserymen, will be sent on application. Applicants for eitliei 
will please enclose a penny stamp. ISAAC PULLEN, 

Sept. 1—2t. Hightstown, Mercer Co., N. J. 

HIGHLAND NURSERIES, NEWBURGH, N. Y. A SAUL & CO., in calling the attention of the public to their 
• stock for autumn planting, beg leave to say that at no former 

time have they been so well prepared to meet the constantly in. 
creasing demand for trees, &c., as at present. 

In the Department of Fruits, their stock of trees and plants 61 
Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, and 
Grape Vines; also, Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries and Straw¬ 
berries, as well as all the smaller and miscellaneous fruits, are of 
the finest quality as regards size and thriftiness, and include all the 
best varieties in cultivation. 

The Ornamental Department is also full and complete, especially 
in all the leading varieties, both of Evergreen and Deciduous Trees 
and Shrubs, many of which are of extra size, suitable for street 
planting,aor giving immediate effect around newly erected dwell¬ 
ings. 

A fine collection of Roses, also Hedge Plants, Asparagus and 
Rhubarb roots, &c., &c., and all articles that are usually to be had 
in the trade. For particulars see Catalogue, a copy of which will 
be mailed to applicants on enclosing a post office stamp to pre-pay 
the same. 

Dealers and planters of trees on a large scale dealt with on the 
most liberal terms. 

Orders by mail promptly attended to, packed in the best manner, 
and forwarded as directed. 

Newburgh, Oct. 1, 1856.—It.  

TO FARMERS AND MECHANICS. 

One row of staminates to six of pistillates will be enough, 
although one to four is recommended by many. 

Winter Barley.—Can you or any of your correspon¬ 

dents give me any information in regard to the cultivation 
of winter barley ? II. E.—Spencerport, N. Y. 

We should be glad if some of our experienced corres¬ 

pondents would answer the above inquiry. We under¬ 

stand that a gentleman near this city has sown twelve 

acres of winter barley this fall. In the Southern States, 

oats and barley are frequently sown in the fall, and an 

Indiana correspondent of the Genesee Farmer, some time 

ago stated that good crops of winter barley were obtained 

in that State. Whether it will stand the winter here or 
not we cannot say. 

Hooker’s Seedling Strawberry.—Sometime ago you 
spoke highly of a new seedling strawberry called “ Hook¬ 

er.” Can you inform me where the plants can be obtained, 
and at what price ? G. R.—Milan, Ohio. 

Plants can be obtained of H. E. Hooker & Co., of this 
city. Price $5 per hundred. 

COOPER’S IMPROVED LIME & GUANO SPREADERS* THESE Machines stand unsurpassed and without parallel, as 
machines for the purpose intended—viz.: Spreading Lime, 

Ashes, &c., and sowing Guano, Superphosphate of Lime, Plaster, 
or any such fertilizers. 

They are simple, strong, durable, and adjustable to sow any de¬ 
sired quantity to the acre that farmers may desire. Any common 
hand can operate them. 

They are of very easy draft for horses or oxen, for which they 
are adapted. One or two handstand a team can with ease do four 
times as much with the use of the Machine as they could in any 
way without it, and_in a manner, for evenness, wholly inimitablew 

No. 1, Lime and Guano Spreader Combined, 5% feet wide, 
price at shop,...$75 00 

No. 2, Lime Spreader, (not combined*) is larger and strong¬ 
er, 6 feet wide,..... 75 00 

Guano Spreader, 6 feet wide, (one horse.).. 40 00 
“ “ 8X “ (two horses,).. 60 00 

( P. MORRIS & CO., Philadelphia. 
Agenis j R SINCLAIRj Jr & C0-j Baltim Baltimore. 

Reference can he had by addressing the following person^ 
who have Machines in use : 

Maris Hoopes, Lancaster, Pa.; Simmons Coates, Gap, Lancaster 
Co., Pa.; Andrew Steward, Penningtonville, Chester Co., Pa.; S. C. 
Williamson, Cain, Chester Co., Pa.; Wm. C. Hoffman and Lewis G. 
Kemp, Frederick, Md.; Henry Fell, Texas, Baltimore Co., Md. 

All oiders or communications addressed to LEWIS COOPER- 
Christiana Post Office, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania^ will meet 
with prompt attention. 

PATENT RIGHTS FOR SALE. oct. 1. 
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AGRICULTURAL BOOKS. 
O. 3LI. SA-SlTOlNr C«3 oo. 

140 FULTON- STREET, NEW YORK, PUBLISH the following books for the country, and will send 
them, free of postage, to any part of the United States upon 

receipt of the price. 
1. The Stable Book—the best work on the'.Horse,.$1 00 
2. The Horse’s Foot, with directions How to Keep it Sound; 

paper 25 cents, cloth. 50 
3. Brown’s American Bird Fancier; paper 25 cts., cloth. 50 
4. Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor; cloth. 1 00 
5. Dana’s Muck Manual; cloth. 1 00 
6. Dana’s Prize Essay on Manures,.. 25 
7. Stockhardt’s Chemical Field Lectures,. 1 00 
8. Blake’s Farmer at Home,. . 1 25 
9. Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory,. 125 

10. Buist,s Family Kitchen Gardener,. 75 
11. Norton’s Scientific and Practical Agriculture,. 60 
12. Johnston’s Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry (for 

Schools,). 25 
13. Johnston’s Elements of Agricult’l Chemistry and Geology 1 00 
14. Johnston’s Lectures on Agricult’l Chemistry and Geology 1 25 
15. Downing’s Landscape Gardening,. 3 50 
16. Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener,. 1 25 
17. Fessenden’s American Kitchen Gardener, cloth. 50 
18. Nash’s Progressive Farmer,. 60 
19. Richardson’s Domestic Fowls,. 25 
20. Richardson on the Rorse—Varieties, Breeding, &c.,. 25 
21. Richardson on the Diseases and Management of the Hog, 25 
22. Richardson on the Destruction of the Pests of the Farm, 25 
23. Richardson on the Hive and Honey Bee,. 25 
24. Milburn & Stevens on the Cow and Dairy Husbandry,.... 25 
25. Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture,. 25 
26. Topham’8 Chemistry made Easy, for the use of Farmers, 25 
27. Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape,. 1 00 
28. Allen on the Diseases of Domestic Animals,. 75 
29. Allen’s American Farm Book,. 1 00 
30. Allen’s Rural Architecture,. 1 25 
81. Pardee on the Cultivation of the Strawberry,. 60 
82. Pedder’s Farmer’s Land Measurer,. 50 
33. Phelps’ Bee-keeper’s Chart,. 25 
34. Guenon’s Trentise on Milch Cows, paper 38 cts., cloth.... 63 
3a. Gunn’s Domestic Medicine—a book for every Married Man 

and Woman,. 3 00 
85. Randall’s Sheep Husbandry,. 1 25 
37. Youatt, Randall & Skinner’s Shepherd’s Own Book,.2 00 
38. Youatt on the Breed and Management of Sheep,. 75 
39. Youatt on the Horse,. 1 25 
40. Youatt, Martin & Stevens on Cattle,. 1 25 
41. Youatt & Martin on the Breeds and Management of the 
Hog. 75 

42. Munn’s Practical Land Drainer,. 50 
43. Stephens’ Book of the Farm, complete, 450 illustrations, 4 00 
44. The American Architect, or Plans for Country Dwellings, 6 00 
45. Thaer, Shaw & Johnston’s Principles of Agriculture,.... 2 00 
46. Smith’s Landscape Gardening,Parks and Pleasure Grounds, 1 25 
47. Weeks on the Honey Bee, paper 25 cents, cloth. 50 
43. Wilson on the Cultivation of Fax,. 25 
49. Miner’s American Bee-keeper’s Mannal,. 1 00 
50. Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-keeping,. 100 
51. Cottage and Farm Bee-keeper,. 50 
62. Elliott’s American Fruit-Grower’s Guide,. 1 25 
53. The American Florist’s Guide,. 75 
54. Every Lady her own Flower Gardener, paper 25 cts, cloth 50 
65. The American Rose Cultunst, paper 25 cts., cloth. 50 
56. Hoare on the Cultivation of the Vine,. 50 
57. Chorlton’s Cold Grapery, from direct American Practice,.. 50 
58. Saxton’s Rural Hand Books, 3 vols.,. 3 75 
59. Bement’s Rabbit Fancier, paper 25 cents, cloth,. 50 
60. Reemelin’s Vine-Dresser's Manual,. 50 
61. Neil’s Fruit, Flower and Vegetable Gardener’s Companion, 1 00 
62. Browne s American Poultry Yard,. 100 
63. Browne’s Field Book of Manures,. 1 25 
64. Hooper’s Dog and Gun,. 50 
65. Skillful Housewife, paper. 25 
66. Chorlton’s Grape-Grower’s Guide, paper 50 cents, cloth,.. 60 
67. White’s Gardening for the South,. 1 25 
68. Eastwood’s Manual for Cultivating the Cranberry,. 50 
69. Johnson’s Dictionary of Modern Gardening,. 1 50 
70. Persoz on the Culture of the Vine,... 50 
71. American Agriculturist, 10 volumes,.12 50 
72. Boussingault’s Rural Economy,. 1 25 
73. Thompson’s Food of Animals, paper 50 cts., cloth. 75 
74. Richardson on Dogs—their Origin Varieties, &c.; paper 

25 cents, cloth. 50 
75. Liebig’s Familiar Letters to Farmers on Chemistry ‘ paper 

25 cents, cloth. 50 
October 1, 1856—It. 

ANDRE LEROY’S NURSERIES, AT ANGERS, FRANCS* 

MR. ANDRE LEROY, Member of the principal Horticultural 
and Agricultural Societies of Europe and America, and lately 

promoted by the French Emperor to the rank of Knight of the 
Legion of Honor, for the best Nursery products exhibited at the 
World’s Exhibition at Paris, begs leave to inform his friends and 
the public, that he has just published his new Catalogue for 1856, 
being more extensive and complete than that of any similar estab¬ 
lishment on this Continent. It contains the prices, &c., of all the 
Fruit, Ornamental and Evergreen Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Camelias, 
Stocks, Seedlings, kc., kc., with the necessary information for im¬ 
porting the same. His experience in putting up orders for Amer¬ 
ica, and the superior quality of his plants have been too well ap¬ 
preciated during a period of ten years, to require other comment. 
The Catalogue can be had on application to the undersigned Agent, 
who will also receive and forward the orders. 

Mr. A. Leroy is happy in being able to state that his Nurseries 
were not reached by the inundation which so recently devastated 
a portion of the district in which they are situated. 

ANDRE LEROY, Angers, France. 
F. A. BRUGUIERE, Sole Agent,- 

Oct. 1. 138 Pearl street, New York. 

MANSFIELD & WHITING’S IMFROVED 

CLOVER SEED HULLING AND CLEANING MACHINES. 

nnHESE Machines have be<m awarded the first Premiums at three 
X successive Ohio State Fairs and the Michigan State Fair. Also 
at the World’s Fair in New York in 1853, and never failed to take 
the first Premium wherever exhibited. 

Warranted to hull and clean from 20 to 50 bushels per day. 
Prices—No. 1, $100; No. 2, $95; No. 3, $90. To insure a ma¬ 

chine order early. Manufactured and for sale by 
MANSFIELD & WHITING, 

Angust 1.—3t* Ashland, Ohio. 

' FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c. 

A FROST & CO., Proprietors of the Genesee Valley Nurseries, 
a Rochester, N. Y., offer one of the largest stocks of Fruit and 

Ornamental Trees and Plants for sale the coming autumn that there 
is in the United States. 

The stock comprises in immense quantities, every description of 
Standard and Dwarf Fruit trees, including the smaller fruits. Also, 

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, &c. 

For further information, attention is directed to the following 
Catalogues now published, and containing prices of the different 
articles, which are mailed to all applicants upon the receipt of a 
one cent postage stamp for each Catalogue wanted. 

No. 1. Catalogue of Fruits. 
No. 2. Catalogue of Ornamental Shrubs, &c. (just published.) 
No. 3. Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas, Green house and Bedding 

plants, &c. 
No. 4. Wholesale Catalogue for Nurserymen and Dealers and for 

those who wish to plant trees in large quantities, (just published.) 
No. 5. Supplementary Catalogue of Fruits, &c., containing many 

new articles introduced up to the present time, (just published.) 
Address A. FROST & CO. 

September 1,1856.—2t. Rochester, N. Y. 

WML R. PRINCE & CO., FLUSHING, N. Y. WILL supply for present planting, Strawberries an unrivalled 
collection, the new descriptive catalogue now ready. Also, 

Bulbous Roots, Paeonies, Rhubarb, Asparagus of the finest kinds, 
Madder, Licorice, and Seeds. Chinese Potato in October^ at re¬ 
duced prices. Priced Catalogues lor applicants. 

September 1.—2t* 

FOR SALE. HAVING to devote my time to other business, I have determined 
to sell several Farms, now in cultivation under my own direc¬ 

tion, and also a Grist Mill and Saw Mill. The mills are situated 
about six miles from the county seat, in a thickly settled portion 
of the country, on never failing streams, and healthy locations. 
There are two run of stones in the Grist Mill, together with all the 
machinery for manufacturing flour, buckwheat flour, corn meal, &e. 
The mill is 60 by 40 feet, three stories high, with a 16 feet wheel 
The Saw Mill is run by a submerged center discharging wheel, cast 
gearing; and the Mills, within 80 feet of each other, are run by 
different streams, and were built in 1851. There is attached to the 
mills about 200 acres of land, part of which is in cultivation in 
grain and grass. There are four tenements on the land, rented 
out; three of them, without any land, pay $100. The mills are 
under my own direction, and the miller rents the farm, and pays 
crop rent. The mills rented’ last year for $400. There is a large 
portion of bottom land on this farm which is valuable. The Alex¬ 
andria, Loudoun & Hampshire Railroad passes within 100 yards of 
the mill, where there is to be a station, kc. 

I also have a Farm of 100 acres adjoining the county seat, well 
improved, good house of brick, orchards, well watered, and all the 
necessary outbuildings. The Menasses Gap Railroad passes through 
the village, and also a turnpike road to "Washing’ton and Alexandria, 
which are distant about 15 miles. I have also another Farm of 100 
acres, within three-fourths of a mile of the county seat, one half 
of which is in timber, and the other in cultivation. I am building 
a house on this, which will be finished, by fall. I have also one 
other Farm of 120 acres, lying about four miles from the county 
seat, in cultivation by a Northern man, who has resided on it three 
years. 

I will sell any or all of these Lands, &c., on reasonable terms. 
Persons desiring further information, can address the undersigned 
at Fairfax Courthouse, Va., who will give information, if desired, 
relative to his own or any other lands in this ©r the adjoining 
counties. 

May 1, 1856—tf. GEO. W. HUNTS, Jk. 
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ROOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. , 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents, .t * 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 25 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

25 cents. 
The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &c. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 
The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Buist’s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
Stockhart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer’s Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents.' 
■Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 

cents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. . 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1 vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the. Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 
Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By Stevens. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran¬ 

dall. Price $2. 
Stephens’s Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 

Bkinner. Price $4. 
Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man and 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 
Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents.l 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 
Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints on arranging 

Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion. Price 
50 eents, 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower’s Guide in Orchard and Garden. Be¬ 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 
Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do 
in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

(Contents of lf)ts Numfitr. 
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EXHIBITION OF THE U. S. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The Fourth Annual Fair of the United States Ag¬ 
ricultural Society took place at Philadelphia, Oct. 
8-11. The weather was delightfully propitious, and 
the success of the Exhibition equal to the most san¬ 
guine expectations. The Fair ground was beautifully 
located, and had been fitted up for the occasion in the 
most substantial manner—bordering almost on ex¬ 
travagance. The attendance was very large—some 
80,000 persons, according to a careful estimate from 
the number of tickets sold, &c., being present on 
Thursday. Let us join the crowd. Here is a tem¬ 
porary gallery erected on the outside of the race 
course, and capable of seating several thousand per¬ 
sons. You can get a seat for 25 cents. The track 
is half a mile round, and is fitted up in a most superi¬ 
or manner. It is said to have cost seven thousand 
dollars! President Wilder has just inaugurated the 
exhibition in one of his neat and appropriate speech¬ 
es, and now there is a grand display of all the horses 
in the ring. 

“Did you ever see such a show of horses before?” 
“ Yes. It is not superior if quite equal to that 

made at the exhibition of this Society at Boston last 
year.” 

“ A trial of speed is shortly to take place, and the 
seats will be soon occupied. Shall we go aud visit 
the cattle?” 

“No; let us see the race.” 
“ Now they are off. That first man is a celebrated 

driver, hired for the occasion.” 
“ The horse he is driving does not amount to much, 

so far as symmetry and beauty are concerned, but he 
knows how to go.” 

“ I never saw a horse stand the whip so well.” 
“ I never saw a horse whipped so brutally in my 

life. It is cruel, when a horse is straining every mus¬ 
cle to do his best, to beat him so unmercifully. I can 
stand this no longer. 

0! nonsense. If you call this cruelty, what would 
you say to seeing a horse urged on till he dropped 
dead beneath his rider, as I once did at a “ Steeple 
Chase” in England?” 

“ I say that these “ Trials of Speed” are insidious¬ 
ly creating a love for these species of amusements, 
which, if not checked, will make the Race Course as 
popular and as pernicious as it was in the reign of 
King Charles the First, of England, when priest and 
peasant assembled on the village green each Sabbath 
afternoon to witness bull and cock fighting, badger 
baiting, racing and gambling, and went home drunk 
in the evening.” 

“ But you do not mean to say that there is any 
harm in witnessing such a race as has just taken 
place?” 

“ I think that the tendency of these races is bad, 
and calculated to make the race course and its at¬ 
tendant evils popular among the respectable portion 
of the community, and with the rising generation in 
particular. I will stay here no longer.” 

This is a new arrangement of the cattle stalls.— 
The animals are so placed as to give you a side view, 
and the stalls instead of being placed in a single row 
on the outside of the grounds, are arranged in short 
rows in a body. In this way you can walk along the 
ends of the rows and get a passing glance at all the 
cattle in the row. Taking it altogether we have nev¬ 
er seen in England or in this country so good an an- 
rangement. 

First come the Shorthorns. Sam’l. Thorne, Esq., of 
Washington Hollow, Duchess Co., N. Y., exhibits sev¬ 
eral superb animals from his celebrated herd, the bull 
“ Neptune” among the number. He is a noble fel¬ 
low, though not equal to a bull Mr. Thorne has re¬ 
cently imported, and which is considered too valu¬ 
able to risk the casualties attending the transporta¬ 
tions to and from the Fairs. We suppose too, Mr. 
T., thought “ Neptune” could not be beat—and the 
judges thought so too and gave him the first premi¬ 
um. Here, surrounded by a crowd of admirers, is 
the imported bull “Duke of Cambridge,” belonging 
to Thomas Richardson, Esq., of West Farms, Duch¬ 
ess Co., N. Y. It must be a good bull that beats him. 
Dennis Kelly, of Philadelphia, shows a very fine 
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four year old imported ball, and T. P. Remington, of 
Philadelphia, David Carrick, of New Jersey, aad 
several others, exhibit a number of superior animals 
in this class. On the whole, the show of Shorthorns 
is very good, but hardly equal, we think, to that at 
Boston last year. 

Here we are among the Herefords, which, though 
not numerous, are good. W. H. Sotham, of Owego, 
N. Y. exhibits thirteen head of this excellent breed. 
Mr. S. evidently trusts to the intrinsic merits of the 
animals for obtaining favor with the judges and the 

ublie, for he has not “ fitted up” his animals for ex- 
ibition, in the manner too often practised by some 

breeders. Of the excellence of Mr. Sotham’s ani¬ 
mals, we need only say he took the premium for the 
best herd, and other premiums, amounting in all to 
$345. Thomas Aston, of Lorain Co., Ohio, exhibits 
a good bull, in very high condition. He takes the 
first premium of $100. For sale, price $500. 

The show of Devons is large and good. The State 
of Maryland has the honor of sending a considerable 
number of very superior animals of this breed. The 
first and second premiums for the best herds, both go 
to Maryland; the former to W. B. Dobbins, and the 
latter to J. Howard McHenry. The celebrated 
herds of C. J. Wainright and E. G. Faile, of New 
York, are well represented, and come in for a share 
of the premiums. J. N. Blakeslee, of Ct., A. Bid- 

dleman, of N. Y., E. D. Parish, of N. J., George 

Martin, J. P. Jenkins, G. B Brown, Penn., and sev¬ 
eral others exhibit good animals in this class. 

The show of Ayrshiresis not as good as last year. 
Ramsay McHenry and John Merryman of Mary 
land, carry off nearly all the premiums. Mr. Mer- 

ryman’s five year old bull, “ Highlander,” is a fine 
animal, a credit to his owner and the State. He 
takes the first premium. 

Alderneys, or Jerseys, are out in full force, but it 
strikes U3 there are not as many animals, or of such 
marked excellencies as at Boston, last year. We 
would not have it inferred, however, that the animals 
shown here are inferior specimens of the breed.— 
They are really excellent. But the show of Alder¬ 
neys at Boston last year, exceeded anything we have 
seen before or since in Great Britain or in this coun¬ 
try. Maryland comes in for a good share of the pre¬ 
miums in this class also. J. Howard McHenry, of 
Md., takes the first herd premium, and R. L. Colt, of 
N. J., the second. The latter exhibits eight head of 
very superior animals. Here i3 a five year old cow 
imported by John Rice, (we do not know his resi¬ 
dence,) that, in our judgment, must be hard to beat. 
She is the be.st handler we ever saw, with skin and 
hair as soft as silk. We are glad to see this breed at¬ 
tracting so much attention, for, though they are not 
perhaps so profitable for the general dairyman, they 
are well suited for those who require a small quintity 
of rich milk for their own use, and are willing to pay 
for it. They certainly yield richer milk, and afford 
better and more highly colored butter than any other 
breed. 

The show of grades and natives is very good.— 
Here is a four year old cow belonging to G. Righton, 

of Lancaster, Penn., half Ayrshire and Durham.— 
We do not know that there is any particular advan¬ 
tage in the cross, but she is certainly a beautiful ani¬ 
mal. This large, black, seven year old native cow, 
belonging to Samuel McAloner, of Lemon Hill, 
Pemi., is a splendid animal, weighing 1814 tbs. 

The show of sheep is the best we have seen in this 
country. Such South Downs as those of Samuel 

Thorne. Thos. Betts, and Jos. Cope, cannot be too 
highly commended. These Leicesters of Thos. Rich¬ 

ardson of N. Y., and G. D. Parish of N. J., are 
very good, while the Cotswolds of Wm. Reybold, of 
Del., and Col. J. W. Ware, of Virginia, are an hon¬ 
or to their owners and the country. This pen of Ox¬ 
ford Downs, belonging to C. A. Murphy, of Wilming¬ 
ton, Del., are well calculated to sustain the reputation 
which this recent breed of mutton sheep has attained 
in England. Fine wooled sheep are not numerous, 
but those shown are, almost without exception, of very 
high character. Here are several pens of beautiful 
Silesians,'belonging to Geo. Campbell of West West¬ 
minster, Vt., and Wm. Chamberlain, of Red Hook, N. 
Y. The former gentleman also shows several pens 
of Spanish, and the latter, excellent French Merinos. 
These French Merinos of Daniel Kimball, of Rut¬ 
land, Vt., are also very superior. There appears to 
be no Saxon Merinos on exhibition! Here are the 
celebrated Tartar sheep belonging to Dr. Emerson, 

of Philadelphia. Their ears are very long and fine, 
the wool thin, long and hairy, legs long and fine, gen¬ 
eral appearance somewhat resembling an indiscrimi¬ 
nate cross between a degenerated Leicester and Welch 
flock, that have been half starved and neglected for 
several generations. The mutton, Dr. Emerson in¬ 
forms us is exquisite, and the sheep are remarkably 
prolific, for instance, a two year old ewe had three 
lambs in February, 1855, two ewes and one buck, and 
in the November following, two more, while the first 
two ewe lambs also had a lamb each, in November, 
thus making a progeny of seven in nine months! 

There is a good exhibition of pigs, though Essex 
and Suffolks are meagrely and poorly represented 
compared to the Boston exhibition. 

Here is a splendid Chester County sow, belonging 
to Thos. Richardson, of West Farms, N. Y., ‘very 
large, but rather coarse. The Penn. Hospital shows 
a Chester County hog, 19 months old, weighing 658 
tt)3. Here is a pen of “ Chester Whites,” belonging 
to T. Wood of Remington, Chester Co., Pa., which are 

very good. John McGowan shows some pens of the 
various breeds. 

The show of Implements and Machinery is the 
largest and best we have seen at any previous fair, 
though confined to a very few exhibitors. Ruggles, 
Nourse, Mason & Co., of Boston, exhibit 175 differ¬ 
ent articles. P. Morris & Co., of Philadelphia show 
some 500 implements and machines. D. Landreth 
& Son, of Philadelphia, and many other well-known 
implement makers, also exhibit largely. Our space 
this month prevents us from particularizing. 

There is a good show of fruit, seeds, vegetables, 
&c. Let u3 enter the tent. Here, standing like sen¬ 
tinels on the tables allotted to the smaller fruits, are 
some magnificent pumpkins, the largest weighing 
200 lbs, and there, somewhat less, it is true, but still 
very large, are some “ Haze Apples,” and a little fur¬ 
ther on a plate of “ Pound Pears,” the heaviest weigh¬ 
ing 27£ ounces, and the lightest 21 ounces. What 
magnificent potatoes these are, shown by Jos. Van 
Kirk, Northumberland, Pa. They are seedlings from 
Mercers and Pinkeyes, and are the finest potatoes we 
have seen for some time. These Polish oats also, are 
very good, weighing 41 lbs., per bushel. C. M. Hovey, 
& Co., of Boston, make a fine display of pears, as does 
also Presi’t Wilder, who does not, however, compete. 
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*The “ Banquet” came off in a large tent on the 
ground, on Friday afternoon, and was well attended. 
President Wilder’s address was exceedingly able, 
eloquent and appropriate. We shall endeavor to give 
a few extracts in a future number. The rest of the 
talking was singularly dull and uninteresting, with the j 
exception of a felicitous address from the Hon. Jo- 
siah Quixcy, of Boston, and a most humorous one 
from Mr. Meredith, of Philadelphia. The former 
gave an interesting account of the great Exhibition in 
Paris, and the latter Humorously contended that idle¬ 
ness, rather than necessity, was the mother of inven¬ 
tion. 

The exhibition closed on Saturday afternoon. The 
total receipts were over $40,000. 
- ^ i ^ - 

NOTES ON POTATOES. 

Of all the varieties of this valuable and indispens¬ 
able esculent, none have maintained their character 
for early maturity, productiveness, and fine qualities 
for the table equal to the Mercers. They originated 
about twenty-five or thirty years ago, in Mercer Co., 
Pennsylvania, hence their name, “ Mercer.” Their 
introduction, however, is due to a man by the name 
of Gilkey, who grew them from seed, and they should 
inherit his name, “ Gilkey.” They have received va¬ 
rious names in different sections of the country. In 
one section they are known as “Narshonnocks,” in 
another “ Chenangos,” while in a third, “Messkan- 
nocks;” in this section “Blue Mercers.” 

We first obtained them for cultivation as early as 
1830 or ’31 of Mr. Grant Thorburn, New York, at 
the tune of three dollars per bushel. If not the first, 
they were among the first introduced as far north as 
Albany. They were a rather long, rough looking 
tuber, skin whitish, seed end soggy, of a purpleish 
tint, and when cut square off, a narrow circle or ring 
of blue would be found; this blue streak rather de¬ 
tracted from their popularity; more, however, on ac¬ 
count of the looks than from injury to their qualities. 
Notwithstanding they have suffered as much, or per¬ 
haps more, from the rot than any other variety, still 
they have maintained their reputation as an excellent 
potato for domestic use. 

There is in this county a new variety, introduced 
by Mr. H. N. Langworthy, called “ White Mercers,” 
from the fact of their having been obtained from the 
balls of the old Mercer. In quality they are said to 
be inferior to the Blue Mercer, and about equal to 
the early June. 

At the late fair of the Monroe County Agricultu¬ 
ral Society, we noticed on one of the tables, two lots 
of very large, white, smooth-skin potatoes, one labeled 
“‘Fluke,” the other “Biscuit” They were evidently 
one and the same, and known in Kngland as the 
“Fluke” variety, “a superior variety, much esteemed 
at Liverpool for its flat shape and fine qualities for 
domestic use, and for long keeping.” The lot marked 
“ Biscuit,”* exhibited by Mr. J. S. Clark, of Greece, 
received that name from a committee on vegetables 
at the meeting of the Wyoming County Agricultural 
Society in 1855, and attracted great attention by 
their clear, smooth, white skin, and from their uniform 
shape and size. It bears late planting, yields well, 
and has never been known to be affected by the rot. 

There were several baskets of another variety of 
very handsome looking potatoes exhibited at the fair, 
introduced into this section, called “ Mexican.” They 
are a white, smooth-skin potato, somewhat resembling 

in external appearance, though larger, the “ Lady’s 
Finger,” though with less eyes. They are said to 
have been brought from Mexico, as their name im¬ 
ports. They are said to produce well, but require a 
good rich soil, and should be planted early. We 
have found them excellent for baking, and not much 
inferior to the Mercers for boiling. C. N. Bement— 

Rochester, 1856. 

* Since the foregoing was written, we have had an op¬ 
portunity of testing their qualities for the table, and with¬ 
out hesitation pronounce them very superior, A, No. 1, 
“ none better, if as good.” 

NOTES FROM NORTH-WESTERN OHIO. 

Messrs. Editors:—I send you a few lines respect¬ 
ing the crops in North-AVestern Ohio. Early pota¬ 
toes will not be, or are not, anything to brag of ; late 
potatoes are very good, especially on sand and prai¬ 
rie soil. At our County Fair (Erie) there was the 
most splendid lot of potatoes I ever saw, but were 
mostly late grown. Our corn crop will average bet¬ 
ter than was expected. AVe had quite an early frost, 
but it did not affect the corn or buckwheat. 

I have talked with a number of farmers and find 
that their buckwheat has yielded more than they an¬ 
ticipated buring the dry summer. 

The extreme dry summer has extended thus far in¬ 
to autumn, and the probability is that we will have a 
good dry time for husking corn and digging potatoes, 
as well as threshing the remainder of the buckwheat. 
Many wells have failed in this section that have nev¬ 
er failed before. We had an extraordinary dark day 
on Monday, the 13th. The morning set in very smoky, 
and soon was aided by a dense fog and misty rain 
which caused the candles to be lighted as if night 
was at hand. The clouds presented a curious ap¬ 
pearance during the time of the darkness, looking as 
though you were examining a bright sky through a 
smoky glass. Smoke and tog have prevailed a great 
share of the time for a few weeks past, together with 
some very warm and some very cold weather. 

I raised a lot of Pumpkins this year, and received 
the first premium at Erie County Fair on a fine lot 
that was raised in the following manner, to wit: one 
handful of leached ashes in the hill, (they were plant¬ 
ed amongst corn,) on newly turned sod ground.— 
They grew to an unusual size, and great numbers on 
a vine. I received the seed for the same at the New 
York State Fair last year, called the Holland Sweet. 
E. Woolverton.—Milan, Erie Co., Ohio, Oct 21. 

Remedy for Sores on Horses and Cattle.—Lime 
and lard, says a correspondent of the Maine Farmer, 
“ are the best application to old, bad sores, of any 
kind, that I know, especially if the bone is any affected. 
Take good stone lime, slake dry, and sift through a 
fine sieve. Put the flour in a bottle, cork tight, and 
keep it in a dark place, from light and air, and it will 
keep good for years. Take one part of lime to three 
parts of lard, in bulk, and mix them well, cold, and 
apply a proper quantity to the sore twice a day, and 
cleanse well each time with soap suds. If the sore 
descends below the outward opening, it must be 
opened to the bottom, or it will not heal sound. If 
the bone be affected, the sore probably will not heal, 
and ought not to till the bone shall be healed. Sores 
healed under this treatment always heal sound. If 
fungus be in the sore, this ointment will clear it all 
out and keep it out.” 
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PREMIUMS AWARDED AT THE N. Y. STATE FAIR 

We are indebted to B. P. Johnson, Esq., the able 
Secretary of the Society, for the official list of pre¬ 
miums awarded at the Sixteenth Annuel Exhibition 
of the New York State Agricultural Society, held 
at Watertown, Sept. 30, and Oct. 1, 2 and 3, 1856. 
We give below some of the most important awards: 

CLASS I.—CATTLE. 

Short Horns—BwZZs.—Thomas Gould, Aurora, Cayuga ccunty, 
best bull 3 years old and upwards, “ Majesty,” $25; W. M. Bullock 
Bethlehem, Albany county, 2d best do, Prince of Wales, 15; R. G. 
Coffin, Washington, Dutchess county, 3d best do, Mortimer, 5. 
fe Enoch Marks, Cf.millus, Onondaga county, best bull 2 years old, 
Echo of Oxford, $20; Fiancis M. Rotch, Morris, Otsego county, 2d 
best do, Omer Pasha, 10. 

D D. Campbell, Schenectady, best bull 1 year old, $15; Gill & 
Brothers, Henderson, Jefferson Co., 2d best do, Bellmont, 10. 
£ Amos F. Wood, Woodville, Jefferson county, best boll calf, Bell¬ 
mont, $5; Joseph E. Orvis, Massena, St. Lawrence county, 2d best 
do, Barrington, Tr ansactions and 3. 

Short Horns—Bulls, (Imported.)—Hungerford, Brodie & Con¬ 
verse, Adams, Jefferson county, best bull 3 years old and upwards, 
St. Nicholas, $25. 

John W. Taylor, East Bloomfield, Ontario county, bull Nigill, 
highly commended as a very superior animal. 

Short Horns—Cows.—0. Howland, Auburn, Cayuga Co., best 
cow 3 years old and upwards, Blossom 2d, $25. 

J. E. Orvis, Massena, St. Lawrence Co., heifer Beauty, 3 years old, 
and a 2 year old heifer very good animals, and worthy a premium 
should pedigrees be produced, which were not submitted to the 
committee. 

f Cows, (Imported.)—Hungerford, Brodie & Converse, Adams, Jef¬ 
ferson Co., best cow 3 years old and upwards, Lady Newham, $25. 

E. Marks, Camillus, best heifer, 2 years old, 20. 

Devons—Bulls.—Wm. Johnson, Geneva, Ontario county, best 
bull 3 years old and upwards, $25; S. Burtis, Oaks Corners, Ontario 
county, 2d best do, 15; N. M. Dart, North Harpersfield, Delaware 
county, 3d best do, 5. 

Jacob Brown, Varick, Seneca county, best bull 2 years old, $20; 
Milton G. Norton, Gouverneur, St. .Lawrence Co., 2d best do, 10. 

E. G Cook, Belville, Jefferson county, best bull 1 year old, Grand 
Duke, $15; Jacob Brown, Varick, Seneca county, 2d best do, 10; 
R. H. Van Rensselaer, Morris, Otsego Co., 3d best do, Mercury, 5. 

C. D. Bent, Sterling, Cayuga county, best bull calf, Candy, $5; 
R. H. Van Rensselaer, Morris, Otsego county, 2d best do, Mammon, 
Trans and 3. 

h- H. Colby, Groton, Tompkins county, breeder of the bull which 
received the first prize, Silver Medal. 

Bulls, (Imported )—R. H. Van Rensselaer, Morris, Otsego Co., 
best bull 3 years old and upwards, Megunticook, $25. 

Devons—Cows.—Enoch Ottley, Phelps, Ontario county, best cow 
3 years old and upwards, Curley, $25; R. H. Van Rensselaer, Mor¬ 
ris, Otsego county, 2d best do, Lilly, 15; R. H. Van Rensselaer, 
3d best 4®, Fancy, 5. 

S. Burtis, Oaks Corners, Ontario county, best heifer, 2 years old, 
$20; E. G. Cook, Bellville, Jefferson county, 2d best do, Fanny 
Forester, J®.; C. D. Bent, Sterling, Cayuga county, 3d best do, Vic¬ 
toria, 5. 

R. H. Van Rensselaer, Morris, best heifer 1 year old, Nonsense, 
$15; C. D. ;0ent, Sterling, 2d best do, Prude, 10; Enoch Ottley, 
Phelps, 3d bast do, 5. 

R. H. Van Rensselaer, Morris, best heifer calf, $5 ; Enoch Ottley, 
Phelps, 2d best do, Trans, and 3. 

Cjws, (Imported.) —R. H. Van Rensselaer, Morris, best cow 3 
years old and upwards, Lady Lightfoot, $25. 

Herefords.—A. & H. Bowen, jr.. Oak Grove, Orleans county, 
best bull 3 years Old and upwards, $25. 

M. C. Remington, Sennett, Cayuga Co., best bull 2 yeare old, $20. 
M. C. Remington, Sennett, best bull 1 year old, $15; A. & H. 

Bowen, jr., Oak Grove, Orleans Co., 2d best do, 10; A. & H. Bowen 
jr., 3d best do, 5. 

A. & H. Bowen jr„ .Oak Grove, best bull calf, $5; M. C. Reming¬ 
ton, Sennett, 2d best.do, Trans and 3. 

M. C. Remington, Sennett, best cow three years old and upwards 
$25; A. & H. Bowen jr., Oak Grove, 2d best do, 15 ; A. & H. Bowen 
jr., 3d beet do, 5. 

M. G. Remington, Sennett. best heifer 2 years old, $20. 
M. C. Remington, Sennet, best heifer 1 year old, $15; A. & H. 

Bowen jr., Oak Grove, 2d best do, 10; M. C. Remington, Sennett, 
3d best do, 5. 

M. C. Remington, Sennett, best heifer calf, $5; M. C. Remington 
2d best do, Trans, and 3. 

Herefords— (Imported.)— George Clarke, East Springfield, Ot¬ 
sego Go., best bull 3 years old and upwards, $25. 

The committee desire to bring to notice four Hereford grade eows, 
presented for exhibition only, by George Clarke, Esq., of East 
Springfield, Otsego county. They are a cross from the Native cow 
and the Hereford bull, so oflen repeated on the progeny as to leave 
those exhibited within l-16th of being thorough-bred Herefords. 
They are extraordinary fine animals, and have arrived at a wonder¬ 
ful degree of fatness, although.fed, as Mr. Clarke assured the judges, 
on poor pasture. We recommend a discretionary premium—Sil¬ 
ver Medal. 

Ayrshires.—E. P. Prenlice, Albany, best bull 3 years old and 
upwards, Dundee 5th, $25 ; Lyman R. Lyon, Lyon’s Falls, Lewis 
county, 2d best do, 35; H. F. Plumphrey, Brownville, Jefferson oo., 
3d best do, 5. 

E. P. Prentice, Albany, best bull 1 year old. Duke, $15. 
Hungerford, Brodie & Converse, Adams. Jefferson Co., best bull 

calf. $5 ; E. P. Prentice, Albany, 2d best do, Dandy 6th, Transactions 
and 3. 

E. P. Prentice, Albany, best cow three years old and upwards, 
Tibby, $25; J. F. Converse, Belleville, Jefferson Co., 2d best do, 15. 

Hungerford & Brodie, Adams, best heifer 2 years old, $20; Hun- 
gerford & Brodie, 2d best do, Flora, 10; E. P. Prentice, Albany, 
3d best do, Maggie, 5. 

E. P. Prentice, best heifer 1 year old, Peggy. $15 ; Hungerford & 
Brodie, 2 best do. 10. 6 

E. P. Prentice, Albany, best heifer calf, Dolly, $5; Hungerford & 
Brodie. 2d best do, Trans, and 3. 

Ayrshires, (Imported.)—Hungerford, Brodie & Converse, bull 3 
years old and upwards, Eilburn, certificate as best bull, having re¬ 
ceived heretofore, first premium. 

Hungerford & Brodie, best cow three years old and upwards, $25. 
do do best heifer 2 years old, $20. 

The committee in announcing the animals to which premiums 
were awarded, desire to call the attention of the Executive Com¬ 
mittee to three imported Ayrshire cows, exhibited and owned by 
Messrs.. Hungerford & Brodie, as beautiful animals of the kind. 
Discretionary premium recommended—Silver Medal. 

Alderneys, (Imported.)—E. P. Prentice, Albany, best bull 1 year 
old, $15; E. P. Prentice, best cow 3 years old, $25. 

Grade Cattle.—C. Baker, Batavia, Genesee county, best cow 3 
years old and upwards, $25; Mason Salisbury, Ellisburgh, Jefferson 
Co., 2d best do, 15 ; J. W. Collins. Sodus, Wayne Co., 3d best do, 3. 

Gill & Brothers, Henderson, Jefferson county, best heifer 2 years 
old, $20 ; Gill & Brothers, 2d best do, 20; A. F. Wood, Woodville, 
Jefferson county, 3d best do, 5. 

Gill & Brothers, Henderson, best heifer 1 year old, $15; Amos F, 
Wood, Woodville, 2d best do, 10; John Collins, Le Ray, Jefferson 
county, 3d best do, 5. 

M. Salisbury, Ellisburgh, Jeffeison county, best heifer calf, $5; 
A. F. Wood, 2d best do, Trans, and 3. 

Natives.—Austin Harris, Watertown, Jefferson county, best cow 
3 years old and upwards, $25; H. F. Humphrey, Brownville, 2d 
best do, 15; R. D. Murray, Watertown, 3d best do, 5. 

A. M. Rogers, Watertown, best heifer, 2 years old, $20. 
Truman Hungerford, Watertown, best heifer 1 year old, $15; T. 

Hungerford, Watertown, 2d best do, 10. 
H. F. Humphrey, Brownville, 10 ordinary dairy cows, Vol. Trans. 
Working Oxen.—Hiram Converse and others, Jefferson county, 

best 20 yoke of oxen, $50; A. B. Carter and others, Champion, Jef¬ 
ferson county, 2d best 10 yoke of oxen from any town, 20. 

Abner Fitch, Westmoreland, Oneida county, best single yoke of 
oxen, $20; Mason Salisbury, Ellisburgh, 2d best do, 15 ; G. Clarke, 
Springfield, 3d best do, 5. 

Steers, Three Years Old.—Ottley & Oaks, Phelps, Ontario Co., 
best yoke, $10; Geo. Chamberlain, Ellisburgh, 2d best do, 8; Chas. 
B. Eastman, Woodville, 3d best do, Trans, and 3. 

Franklin, son of Jeremiah Parker, first premium for training 
steers, Silver Medal. 

Steers, Two Years Old.—Charles B. Eas* man, Woodville, best 
single yoke, $10; Jas. F. Converse, Belleville, 2d best do, 8; Wm. 
L. Wait, Champion, 3d best do, Trans, and 3. 

Training steers best, Wm. L. Wait, Silver Medal. 
One Year Old—Datus Osmer, Rutland, Jefferson county, best 

single yoke, $8; A. & H. Bowen jr., Oak Grove, Orleans county, 2d 
best do, 5. 

Amasa N. Converse, 12 years old, Pamelia, Jefferson Co., training 
yoke of steers best, Silver Medal. 

Discretionary Premium of $10 and a volume of Transactions, to 
John W. Taylor, of East Bloomfield, Ontario county, for two pair 
of unbroke yearling steers, very fine animals. 

Fat Cattle.—J. W. Taylor, East Bloomfield, best ox 4 years and 
under 5, $10. 

Henry Hopkins, RuHand, 2d best cow, 4 years, $6. 
J. W. Taylor, East Bloomfield best steer 3 years old, $8. 
J. W. Taylor, East Bloomfield, best heifer 3 years old, $8 ; J. W. 

Taylor, 2d best do, 3. 
Discretionary —E. Corning jr.,'a prize of $10, and Diploma, fur a 

six years old Hereford cow, fed on meal one year—the best animal 
exhibited, the finest the committee have ever seen entered for ex¬ 
hibition. 

Foreign Cattle.—Wm. Davis, Toronto, C. W., best Short Horn 
bull 2 years old and upwards, Diploma and $15. 

R. Coates, Oakville, 0. W., best Devon bull 2 years and upwards, 
Diploma and $15. 

H. A. Sandusky, Versailles, Ky., best pair of working oxen out ©. 
State $15; H. A. Sandusky, 2d best do, 10. 

W. Roderick, Coburg, C. W., black Galloway bull, Dip. and 10. 

CLASS n.—HORSES. 
Stallions— For all work.—Truman Cone, Denmark, Lewis Co., 

best stallion 4 years and upwards, $25; R. McNeal, Meridian, Cay¬ 
uga county, 2d best do, 15; E. G. Wait, Antwerp, Jefferson county, 
3d best do, 5; A. & H. Bowen, jr., Oak Grove, Orleans county, 4th 
best do, Youatt. 

The Committee recommend that the Society award premiums to 
Messrs. Warren & Healey, of Canton, St. Lawrence county, for 
their stallion, which was accompanied by 6 or 8 of his colts, Silver 
Medal, 
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Also, to Edward Phelps, Hopkinton, St. Lawrence county. Small 
Silver Medal; Norman Dayton, Canton, St. Lawrence Co., Youatt; 
E. D. Jackson, St. Lawrence county, Transactions. 

They being a fine lot of studs—but the Committee think that 
they should not be placed in the class of horses of all work, and 
recommended that such horses should be placed in a class for light 
and pleasure carriages, believing them not suitable for staging or 
heavy farm work. 

Marks and Foals—For all work.—A. Blount, Watertown, Jef¬ 
ferson Co., best brood mare (with foal at her feet,) 4 years and up¬ 
wards, $25; Stephen Adsit, Rutland, Jefferson Co., 2d best do, 15; 
Lyman Jacobs, Rutland, 3d best do, 5; A. B. Carter, Champion, 
Jefferson county, 4th best do, Youatt. 

Henry Ainsworth, Quaker Settlement, Jefferson county, Trans. 
Draught.—John G. Hermans, Fairville, N. Y., best stallion 4 

years and upwards, $25; Charles Peck, Van Buren, N. Y., 2d best 
do, 15; R. McNeal, Meridian, N. Y., 3d best do, 5 ; Anson Hunger- 
ford, Watertown, 4th best do, Youatt. 

Discretionary—Anson Hungerford, Watertown, best pair of mares 
for all work, $10; H. L. Monroe, Rutland, 2d best pair horses, 5; 
W. D. Carter, Champion, 3d best do, Youatt. 

Thorough Bred.—George W. Parish, Rossie, St. Lawrence Co., 
best stallion, 4 years and upwards, Colonel, $25; Henry D. Rich, 
Watertown, 2d best do, Hamiltonian, 15; John H. Hawthorne & 
Co., Utica, Oneida Co., 3d best do, 3 years, Young Kimball Jack- 
son. 10. 

Three Tears Old.—G. A. Childs, Malone, Franklin county, best 
stallion 3 years old, $20; E. Warner, Canton, St. Lawrence county, 
2d best do, 10; Thomas Crary, Potsdam, St. Lawrence county, 3d 
best do, 3; Pliny Monroe, Rutland, 4th best do, Youatt. 

Jesse Stapelin, Rutland, best mare 3 years old, $20; Truman 
Hungerford, 2d best do, 10; Thurston Barker, Ellisburgh, 3d best 
do. 3; H. L. Pierce, Champion, 4th best do, Youatt. 

Two Years Old.—George Benedict, Verona, Oneida county, best 
stallion 2 years old, $15; W. Hungerford, Watertown, 2d best do, 
10; fharles Wheeler, Canton, 3d best do, Youatt. 

A. C. Pierce, Orleans, Jefferson county, best mare 2 years old, 
$15; Wm. C. Baker, Watertown, 2d best do, 10; Leonard Loomis, 
Le Ray, Jefferson county, 3d best do, Youatt. 

One Year Old.—Sylvanus Stroud, Lenox, Madison county, best 
stallion 1 year old, $10; M. Craine, Westmoreland, Oneida county, 
2d best do, 5 ; F. H. Kent, Hopkinton, St. Lawrence county, 3d best 
do, Youatt. 

Discretionary.—John M. Cooper, Watertown, Jefferson county, 
1 pair of bay matched 2 year old colts, Trans. 

Matched Horses—For Road or Carriage.—Mr. Bostwick, Low- 
ville, best pair of matched horses, 16 hands or over, $15; Harvey 
Beals, Adams, Jefferson county, 2d best do, 10. 

Erastus Corning jr., Albany, best pair of matched horses, 15 to 
16 hands, $15; E. Burrell, Salisbury, Herkimer Co., 2d best do, 10. 

Edwiu Marsh, Henderson, Jefferson Co., best pair of matched 
horses, 14 to 15 hands, $15; C. S. Clark, Oswego, 2d best do, $10. 

Geldings.—Chaun'cey Barrett, best gelding, $10; Calvin Scrip¬ 
ture, Watertown, 2d best do, 8. 

Single Mares.—Harvey Beals, Adams, best (gray) mare, $10; 
J. Stears, jr., Watertown, 2d best do, (bay) 8. 
| {Single Trotting Horse, Mare or Gelding—In Harness.—Geo. 
White Canton, best (brown) horse, $10; J. B. Champion, Water- 
town, 2d best do, (sorrel horse) 8 ; C. C. Chadwick, Theresa, Jeffer- 
Bon county, 3d best do, 5. 

Maj. M. R. Patrick, Sackett’s Harbor, best trained riding horse 
for gentleman or lady, $10; H. S. Bartell, Leyden, Lewis county, 
2d best do, 8; E. H. Cole, Henderson, 3d best do, 5. 

From other States and Canada.—R. Coates, Oakville, C. W., 
best blood stallion 4 years and upwards, $15. 

A. C. Palmer, Charlotte, Chittenden county, Vt., best stallion 
horse of all work, 4 years and upwards, $15. 

Henry Batelle, Grafton, C. W., best brood mare of all work, 4 
years and upwards, $15. 

Peter Arch Deacon, Toronto, C. W., best draught stallion of all 
work, 4 years and upwards, $15. 

W. H. Gardner, Morvin, C. W., a good 2 year old colt, Trans. 
James P. Lake, Morvin, C. W., a good 3 year old colt, Trans. 

SALT FOR HORSES. 

This will perhaps cause some to laugh, as undoubt¬ 
edly all farmers feed salt to their horses, but I know 
it to be the custom among a great many of the farm¬ 
ers and horse owners in my neighborhood, who never 
feed salt to their horses more than once or twice a 
week, and then they throw a handful to each horse 
which he will greedily devour on account of his being 
almost starved for salt, and it must necessarily follow 
that for the next half day or so he suffers greatly from 
thirst; at least such is the fact in some cases. Now 
to avoid all this, I will give a few practical hints which 
I have followed for some time, and I find that my 
horses hardly ever refuse a feed, and are always well 
and hearty. I have a small box placed upon one side 
of my feeding room, with a lid fastened to it, in which 

I keep a constant supply of salt, which will be found 
much more convenient than to have the salt in the 
house or some out-of-the-way place, which is often 
the reason of neglecting to salt horses regularly. I 
give my horses salt every time I feed them, but I do Dot 
throw a handful on. I mix about a teaspoonful with 
each horse’s feed while I continue to give the same 
kind of feed, and when it becomes necessary or con¬ 
venient to change the kind of feed I then apply a 
little more for the first and second time, as I think it 
a sure preventive of the cholic, &c. One of my neigh¬ 
bors recently lost a mare in this way: he having oc¬ 
casion to change feed, and not adding salt, the horse 
became costive, which disease very often proves fatal 
to that most noble of animals. When he related to 
me the supposed cause of the disease, I remarked that 
I thought if he had applied some salt it might have 
prevented it; he readily confirmed my opinion, and 
also remarked that he applied a handful of salt at the 
second feed, but it was then too late, for the horse 
would eat no more. I have also frequently mixed an 
equal quantity of clean wood ashes with my salt, and 
think it very good for horses. The above rule will 
also hold good for other animals, such as cattle and 
sheep, as well as for the horse. If this should meet 
the eyes of some who have not yet followed the above 
rule, I would say to all such, try it, and make your¬ 
selves satisfied, as it will cost no more than it does to 
salt once or twice a week. This being my first at¬ 
tempt to write for the public press, I will now close. 
More anon. A Young Farmer.—Berlin, Somerset 
County Pa. 

The Chinese Sugar Cane.—The Western Farm 
Journal states that the Chinese sugar cane has been 
used this season for fattening cattle in Warren Co., 
Ohio. The cattle appeared to be very fond of it, 
and are said to have gained well, though it may be 
mentioned that they were fed with a peck of meal 
each, per day, in addition to the “ sugar millet.” 

The same paper states that Gov. Hammond, of 
South Carolina, in a letter to Mr. Buchanan, of Cin¬ 
cinnati, speaks of this plant as follows: 

“ I had half an acre planted, and only ground enough 
to try it. It will do here, and it will do also in your 
climate at Cincinnati. It will mature sooner than corn, 
and in any climate suited to Indian corn. A fine syrup 
can be made of it, at a cost of eighteen to twenty cts. 
per gallon. On an acre of land prepared as you would 
work it for sugar beets or carrots, you can, with less 
labor than used for corn, grow enough millet to make 
five or six hundred gallops of syrup. You can grind 
and boil from three hundred to three hundred and 
fifty gallons of juice per day, producing about fifty 
gallons of syrup. I have not tried it for sugar, and I 
only desire to save some $600 or $800 annually, that I 
expend for molasses for my people. It can be kept for 
grinding. I think it likely to compete with the sugar 
cane of Lousiana. I think it is particularly valuable 
in your region, and hereafter I will give the particulars 
of my experiment if you desire it.” 

Sandford Howard, of the Boston Cultivator, 
cultivated this plant last year, and his experiments 
“ proved the practicability of producing it in Massa¬ 
chusetts;” and he suggests that it would probably be 
more useful as a forage plant than for producing sugar 
and molasses; an opinion which the above results 
sustain. We shall be glad to hear from any of our 
readers who have experimented with the “sugar 
millet.” 
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NOTES EOE THE MONTH, BY S. W. 

Females on Horse back.—It has been noticed 
with regret that the accomplished editor of the Gen¬ 
esee Farmer demurs to the propriety of having our 
fair equestriennes admitted as a part of the show cf 
animated nature at a rural fair. How strange that a 
gentleman who has such a passion for animal and 
vegetable creations as to call an Jiissex pig beautiful, 
a Leicester ram splendid, a Short Horn superb, and 
a horse the ne plus ultra of equine grace and muscu¬ 
lar development, should be so obtuse or indifferent to 
the mentally trained physical display of the higher 
order of animated nature, as to debar our fair ones 
from a little outside exercise, or display, if you please, 
on horse back at our rural festivals ! With no bet¬ 
ter reason, methinks he might forbid his cherished 
Pomona to display there ‘-her kindly fruits of the 
earth,” and Flora her exquisite fragrant decorations, 
which alone give to the imagination the crowning 
graces of the vegetable kingdom, as our fair, bloom¬ 
ing specimens of humanity should give the crowning 
aesthetics to the animated world ! 

Indian Corn.—Viator, in the last Farmer, asks 
why it is thqt early planted corn “ sets and matures 
more ears and better, than the later planted, which 
matures the same sized stalks and leaves ?” The fact 
is, to give the maximum cereal yield, corn must have 
its stinting season in May, so that the long, hot days 
of June fall upon the plants only after they have 
gained strong roots; then you will remark how much 
faster the early planted, and even sickly looking corn 
will go ahead of those weaker rooted plants that have 
just appeared above the surface; now, if July is hot 
and dry, the late planted corn takes its stint, while 
the now tasseled earlier planted only laughs and lux¬ 
uriates in a drouth, forming its ears before the long, 
cool nights commence. After the middle of August, 
if the nights are cool, corn if not filled, matures slow¬ 
ly, andfcafter the middle of September, except in glaz¬ 
ing, its progress is imperceptible. The cause of the 
failure of corn to mature, is because the temperature 
falls to 45° or lower, almost every night. Hence the 
importance of planting corn early; no matter if it is 
a little singed by late frosts, it is growing at the 
root Corn is a plant designed by nature to grow 
fast only in the longest and hottest days; heat is of 
more importance to it thaD moisture, particularly al¬ 
ter it is in tassel. In the equatorial regions, where 
the days are only about twelve hours long, and the 
nights are cool, the little Guinea corn only can be 
grown. In fact, it is only in the United States that 
Indian corn finds its true indigenous soil and climate. 

I have some late planted sweet corn, the ears of 
which have been in statu quo nearly a month. Since 
the first of October the unusually warm days and 
nights for the season, have partially filled a few ears 
fit to boil; but the husks are drying, and farther 
growth is at an end. When I hear a farmer say, “I 
shall have a good crop of corn if the frost only keeps 
off,” I set him down as one without experience in the 
premises, or as one who never had any vocation for 
his great calling. It is true that frost nearly destroys 
the edible value of the fodder, but it only marks those 
ears for the grave that are already past vitality. 

Corn Stalks as Fodder.—That farmer who cuts 
up and stacks his corn as soon as it is well glazed, 
will save as much in quantity as in the quality of his 
corn fodder. Corn that stands uncut until the frosts 

of October approach, loses much in leaf, and nearly 
all the saccharine in the stalk; the stalks of the sweet 
corn, if cut up and kept from fermenting their juices, 
will be eaten by cows with as much avidity as the 
leaves; those animals, more especially, that are fed on 
still slop, as the sugar of the stalk is the equivalent 
for that which is decomposed and taken from the slop 
at its vinous fermentation to form alcohol. I take it 
that the full value of the stalk of Indian corn, when 
properly cured and saved, has as yet, rarely been as¬ 
certained, and never more than half estimated. 

Fall Plowing.—In the last Farmer, one of the 
pattern farmers of little Seneca, John Johnston, ad¬ 
vocates hauling out and spreading manure early in 
the fall, so that the grass growing up through it may 
be an addition to the organic matter to be plowed 
under in the spring. I would ask him if a heavy soil 
like his own was thus plowed late in the fall, or in 
early winter, before the ground is much frozen, so 
that it would have the benefit of the disintegrating 
effects of the frosts of winter, it would not be better 
than to wait and plow under the same manure in the 
spring ? 

Transplanting Evergreens.—Until of late, it has 
been supposed next to an impossibility to transplant 
that beautiful evergreen the Hemlock (Abies Cana¬ 
densis) with any chance of success. Down east they 
never fail to live and thrive when the following pro¬ 
cess is followed: Go into a thicket of young hemlocks 
in swamp or upland, and with a sharp spade cut off 
all the large roots two or three feet from the trunks 
of such small trees as are proper for transplanting; 
then let them stand one or two years longer, by which 
time the large shortened roots will have put out a 
large growth of short fibrous roots; then take them 
up with as much earth as possible, place them in good 
well prepared soil, and not one in twenty will fail 
to grow well. 

A writer in a late Farmer is in favor of transplant¬ 
ing large pines; but those he alludes to, which were 
removed at so much cost and care, might have been 
distanced by trees less than two inches in diameter, if 
we may judge from such trees now growing in this 
vicinity. When the trunk of a tree is so much out 
of proportion to its roots, the growth must be very 
slow for many years. Whereas, a small tree, even of 
the evergreen species, overcomes this impediment in 
a comparatively short time, and makes a rapid growth 
in a congenial soil. 

Joseph Wrtght, of this place, has just returned 
from the United States Fair at Philadelphia, 
where his matched blacks, “ Tippoo Brothers,” took 
the $100 first prize for matched trotters in harness, 
distancing a span of New York city gray mares, more 
than 25 rods; they trotted the long mile, turning eight 
corners, and came in in 3, 7. The next day the gen¬ 
tleman who owned the grays wanted to have the trial 
over again; as the award was made, Mr. Wright 

would not consent to it; but a friend of his offered to 
bet on the blacks against the grays, on a wager of 
$5,000; but the New York gent demurred to the 
largeness of the stake, then it was reduced to $1,000, 
when he backed out! These same Tippoo colts took 
the highest prize at the U. S. Fair last year at Boston. 
Mr. W. is of opinion that they can trot a straight 
mile in 2.50. On the Philadelphia course they took 
the track from outside before they had gone thirty 
rods. It is the opinion of the knowing ones that the 
city grays step too high and work too hard to make 
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the best speed. The other two span who made up 
the full match of four on the course were badly dis¬ 
tanced. 

It is the opinion of those gentlemen from here, who 
attended both the Boston and the Philadelphia na¬ 
tional fairs, that the exposition, taken all in all, was 
alike exceedingly creditable to both places, and nearly 
equal in magnitude. But in the order and discipline, 
and in the tidy, quiet, efficient, man-of-war fashion in 
which every regulation was carried out, the Boston¬ 
ians rather took the palm. S. W.—Waterloo. 

P. S.—I wrote you that Joseph Wright had taken 
the highest premium for matched trotters at the Phil¬ 
adelphia Fair, but it appears that speed was made a 
secondary consideration in the programme of awards; 
the competition being restricted to the style and 
beauty of the pair. One of the judges, W. H. Hart, 

averred that Mr. Wright’s Tippoo’s “ were decidedly 
the best pair of matched horses on the ground for 
use and speed, and that there were no horses there 
fit to compete with them.” But as speed was not 
the consideration, the CDmmittee refused him the first 
premium. It is also admitted “ that the pair of horses 
that received the first prize could not trot a mile in 
four minutes, and would not bring under the hammer, 
one-fourth the sum of Mr. Wright’s.” , 

S. W. 

WOODLAND PASTURES PROFITABLE. 

Tex or fifteen acres of woodland pasture is in the 
estimation of some farmers an indispensable acquisi¬ 
tion to their farms, especially if the timber is second 
growth, which is preferable—the branches being 
nearer the ground, producing a cool shade in hot 
weather, which is a welcome resort for cattle in the 
heat of summer; and as a general thing the feed does 
not dry up so soon as in open pasture, and is usually 
sweeter. We do not, however, maintain that too 
much shaded pasture is really of greater benefit than 
that where the sun’s rays can readily penetrate ; yet 
we’do say that where the season is as dry as this has 
been, the woodland pasture affords the greatest quan¬ 
tity of feed, and that of a better quality than that 
obtained from more exposed situations. Such has 
been our experience. 

Nor do we consider an occasional maple, beech or 
elm, objectionable in every lot on the farm; yet how 
often we see every tree which comes within the 
boundary of the fence cut down, under pretence that 
they shade the crops. Suppose they do,—they are 
nature’s ornaments, and they greatly add to the 
beauty of the farm, as well as to its value; and the 
injury they do to a crop is comparatively small, if we 
consider them beneficial both for shade and orna¬ 
ment. Departing from their usefulness in decorating 
the farm, their shade for cattle, the pleasing prospect 
they afford when viewed in groups or standing singly 
here and there,—we would ask what is there that will 
get off a humble cottage to better advantage than a 
row of thrifty, well planted locust or elm trees deco¬ 
rating its front?—or what is there that adds more to 
the beauty and elegance of a stately mansion, than 
their presence? Surely, to the lover of the beautiful 
they are indispensable. Therefore, plant trees about 
your house; adorn your streets with them; and you 
will never regret it, even in the sale of your prop¬ 
erty. W.—Mich. 

WHEAT AND CHESS ONCE MORE. 

Messrs. Editors :—In the two last numbers of the 
Farmer I find the question of “ Wheat vs. Chess” al¬ 
luded to and the conclusion arrived at that wheat 
does not and cannot produce chess. I am compelled 
with equal assurance to affirm that wheat can and 
does produce chess, for the reason that I have seen 
both grains grown upon the same stalk and upon the 
same head. Some years since, while residing in the 
town of Turin, Lewis Co., N. Y., as I was reaping 
wheat, I discovered in the standing grain a small 
quantity of chess attached to one of the wheat heads, 
which led me to make a close examination, and I 
found, by pulling up the stalk containing the chess, 
that it was one of three stalks growing from the same 
root, upon each of which there was a well filled head 
of wheat with the exception of one kernel about the 
middle of one of the heads, and in the place of that 
one grain there was a branch of chess two or three 
inches long, bearing seventeen kernels of chess. The 
head of wheat was otherwise so perfect that even the 
chaff or bowl that should have covered the wheat 
kernel encircled the chess stem at its root, or where it 
was attached to the head. And if you, Messrs. Ed¬ 
itors, should think the above brief note will be of 
any service to your readers, you can use it as you 
please. Lewis Higby.—Wattsburg, Erie CoPa., 
Sept. 27, 1856. 

Remarks—The fact above stated is not new. We 
have had several such ears of wheat with chess grow¬ 
ing out of them, sent to us, and in the Genesee Farm¬ 
er for November, 1850, will be found an exact repre¬ 
sentation of one of them furnished us by a farmer in 
Williamson, Wayne Co., N. Y., and which he thought 
demonstated that wheat could turn to chess. Ap¬ 
pearances certainly favored the idea; but on a close 
examination, and on removing one grain near the 
junction of the chess with the wheat, and bending 
down the chaff, the end of the chess stem could be 
readily perceived, and on touching it the head of chess 
moved, showing that there was not the least connect¬ 
ion between the wheat and chess. The chess proba¬ 
bly had become entwined around the wheat while the 
ear was forming, and had been secured there by the 
growth of the grain and chaff When ripe, the stem 
of the chess would easily be broken off in cutting the 
wheat. Several such cases have come under our ob¬ 
servation, and in every instance we have found that 
the chess was not growing out of the ear of wheat 
but simply twined round it.—[Eds. 

Manure for Wheat should be Applied near 

the Surface.—A correspondent of the American 
Farmer applied the same quantity of manure to two 
acres of wheat; on one acre he plowed it in at the 
first plowing eight or ten inches deep, and covered 
the seed afterwards with a gang plow. The other 
acre was plowed the same depth at the same time, 
without manure, and at the time of sowing the seed 
the same quantity of manure was spread on the sur¬ 
face, and seed and manure plowed in with the gang 
plow. The latter yielded one-Jifth more than the 
former. 

Thorough drainage, if practiced in connection with 
deep tillage, would frequently double the value of the 
land over and above the cost of the work in effecting 
the drainage. Let all farmers look to this, and awaken 
their minds to its importance. 
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REM INISCENCES OF THE EARLY DAYS OF THR 
GENESEE FARMER. 

* We have great pleasure in publishing the follow¬ 
ing letter from N. Goodsell, Esq., the first editor 

of the Genesee Farmer. Our readers will be glad 
to learn that he still takes a fatherly interest in the 
Genesee Fanner, and has promised to become a fre¬ 
quent contributor to his pages. 

To the Editor of the Genesee Farmer. — Sir : 
Please accept of my thanks for your favor of the 
first nine numbers ol the second series of the Genesee 
Farmer. Although I have long been a stranger to 
this publication, and have known very little of the 
success which has attended it, or the manner in which 
it has been conducted, yet the sight of the heading 
alone calls up many reminiscences of circumstances 
which attended the first introduction of this paper to 
the public. 

Twenty five years ago the first of last January, I 
commenced at Rochester the publication of the 
Genesee Farmer, under circumstances which would 
now be considered insurmountable obstacles. I was 
induced to undertake the work by several reasons : 
First—From my intimate acquaintance with the soil 
and climate of Western New York, and the benefi¬ 
cial influence which Lake Ontario had upon the tem¬ 
perature of those counties bordering upon it, I be¬ 
came convinced that there was no locality in the 
United States, in the same latitude, that wras so fa¬ 
vorably situated for the raising of all kinds of fruit 
common to northern latitudes, and for agricultural 
pursuits generally, and that this region would inevita¬ 
bly become the Fruit Garden of the Northern 
States. Secondly — Rochester being situated near 
the centre of this favored region, at that time bid 
fair to become the leading business town, and had 
then a population numbering about ten thousand. 
The agriculturists and horticulturists of this section 
had arrived at that stage when they began to feel the 
want of a medium of communication, through which 
they could have an interchange of ideas appertaining 
to the several branches of business in which they 
were engaged. 

At that time, I think, there were but two agricul¬ 
tural papers published in the United States,—one at 
Boston and the other at Baltimore, and neither of 
those were much known in Western New York. In 
short, agriculture and horticulture were then in their 
infancy, compared with the present day. There had 
been but tew books upon these subjects published, 
and an agricultural library, or its utility, was little 
dreamed of by the farmers. Yery few societies for 
the spread of knowledge in those departments had 
been formed. Contributors to an agricultural and 
horticultural journal were few and far between ; those 
engaged in these avocations did not feel sufficient 
confidence in themselves, to lay before the public the 
results of their own experience ; and as the Genesee 
Farmer was commenced as a weekly paper, it was 
very difficult for the editor, having only his own ex¬ 
perience to draw from, to fill its pages with matter 
sufficiently interesting to create much excitement in 
the public mind. How changed the scene ! What 
progress in the last quarter of a century ! Agricul¬ 
tural papers are now printed in the different states, 
and all our bookstores furnish works on scientific ag¬ 
riculture ; farmers have become well informed in all 
that appertains to their profession, and many of them 

are not only prepared, but take pleasure in furnishing 
the results of their own experiments for publication, 
for the benefit of their neighbors. When we con¬ 
sider all those circumstances which have so contribu¬ 
ted to this wonderful improvement in agriculture and 
horticulture, and how much of it has been effected 
by the publication of journals like yours, how can 
any reasonable farmer withhold that small sum which 
is required to enable you to publish the Genesee 
Farmer, which is so directly connected with, and has 
been so instrumental in their own prosperity ? 

JYew Haven, Oct. 10, 1856. G. 

AMERICAN SEED IN ENGLAND. 

A correspondent of the London Gardener's Chron¬ 
icle asks, how is it “that flowers raised from seed 
grown in the United States, (the sunflower and some 
of the mallows, for instance,) grow to two or three 
times the size of plants raised from English seed in 
the same garden, even if that English seed has been 
raised from plants grown from American seed. For 
instance, the sunflower grew 10 feet, and the mallow 
15 feet high in my father’s garden, when raised from 
American seed; but when these robust plants ripened 
their seed, and this seed was sown again, the plants 
of the second generation did not grow more than 5 
feel, high. * * May it not be desirable to get our 
seed wheat from America ?” 

We should have been glad to have seen an answer 
to this question from Dr. Lindley ; but he publishes 
the article without comment. We would suggest 
that the reason why the sunflower and “some of the 
mallows ” do not grow as well from English as from 
American seed is that our dry, hot climate is better 
adapted for the perfection of these plants than the 
moist, cool climate of the British Isles. The science 
of physiology and practical observation alike would 
lead us to suppose that plants produced from seed 
raised in a climate well adapted for its growth, would 
be finer than plants raised from seed grown in a cli¬ 
mate where these plants mature only under the most 
favorable circumstances, if at all. The English cli¬ 
mate is better adapted for the growth and perfection 
of the broad or Windsor bean than the climate of 
this country; and it is a well established fact that, 
although the Windsor bean can rarely be grown in 
this country with success, seed imported from Eng¬ 
land produces a far better crop than that raised here, 
even though the American seed is as large and as 
perfectly matured as that grown in England. 

It follows from these considerations that we should 
obtain our seed from those countries where the plant 
naturally attains its greatest perfection. As the Eng¬ 
lish writer we have quoted above suggests, it might 
be worth the English farmers’ while to get their “ seed 
wheat from America;” for there can be no doubt that 
our climate is better adapted for the perfect elabora¬ 
tion of wheat than that of England, as is also that 
of Canada West, Australia, the countries on the bor¬ 
ders of the Black Sea and some other parts of Eu¬ 
rope. The same may be said of red clover, which 
perfects its seed in England with great difficulty, while 
here it can be raised in great perfection without any 
trouble. This fact may throw some light on the 
“ disease ” termed “ clover sickness,” so prevalent in 
England, and which is unknown in America, a disease 
which the investigations of scientific men and the ob¬ 
servations of practical farmers have alike failed to 
discover the cause or point out a remedy. 
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On the other hand, barley attains a more perfect 
growth in England than in this country, and it is not 
improbable that we could raise better crops from 
English seed than from that grown here. It would 
be necessary, however, to get those varieties which 
experience has shown to be most suitable to our cli¬ 
mate—and these may be those which are held in least 
esteem in England. 

With horticultural plants the principle is suscepti¬ 
ble of very extensive application, and the rapid in¬ 
tercommunication of modern times, and our intimate 
commercial relations with every nation on the globe, 
afford unparalleled facilities for carrying out such a 
system of exchange. A bright future awaits the 
seed-growers of this country. It is true that at pres¬ 
ent they do not raise seed enough to supply the home 
demand. In fact an immense quantity of seed is an¬ 
nually imported from England and France—and this 
of those kinds which can be grown to greater perfec¬ 
tion in this country than in almost any other. 

“MANUFACTURED MANURES.”-GOOD EVIL 
SPOKEN OF. 

Joseph Harris, Esq. :—On reading the first page 
of the Working Farmer for October, we had certain 
lines of Shakspeare very forcibly recalled to our 
memory—those, namely, in which he speaks of some 
of the effects of an evil conscience, as follows: 

“ Thrice is he armed who hath his quarrel just; 
And he but nake I, though locked up in steel, 
Whose conscience with injustice is corrupted.” 

It appears that a communication was published in 
the Country Gentleman of September 18th, with the 
caption above given in quotation marks, one object 
of which was to thank the editors of that paper for 
the very valuable services they have, at different times 
and on sundry occasions, rendered to the farming com¬ 
munity in exposing some of the frauds and imposi¬ 
tions which have been attempted to be put upon 
them by projessed friends. This expression of the 
gratitude of many farmers for the valuable services 
which you have been among the foremost in render¬ 
ing, seems to have disturbed the conscience and feel¬ 
ings of the editor of the paper first named, and to 
have pierced him in a very tender spot. He seems 
to have felt this vote of thanks for your bold and 
public spirited exposures of certain humbugs and im¬ 
positions [which have been attempted, as if it had 
been an arrow shot at him. But your readers will 
best understand the noteworthy items both of the 
original vote of thanks, and of the strange remarks, 
betraying plainly a wounded conscience, which that 
vote or offering of thanks has extorted from the indi¬ 
vidual referred to, if you will submit to them first the 
one and then the other of these articles. 

We write to you at this time to solicit your atten¬ 
tion to the vote of thanks, and to the reply made to j 
it or notice taken of it in the Working Farmer, lest 
your contempt for the editor qf that paper should 
tempt you to pass his present attack in silence. You 
must be well aware that you must have been promi¬ 
nently in view in the letter of thanks which lately ap¬ 
peared in the Country Gentleman; and it is just as 
well known to the most of those who will read the 
remarks of the wounded manure manufacturer, that 
it is you whom he is attempting to asperse, and you 
to whom he ascribes far different motives for your ex¬ 
posures of rascally frauds, than those to which we be¬ 
lieve you justly and gratefully _ entitled.^ tWe are 

among the number of those who give you credit for 
the most honorable motives in the services you have 
rendered to the whole fraternity of American farm¬ 
ers and planters in saving them from being robbed 
and plundered, and we feel indignant at any attempt 
made to rob you of the honor, the admiration and 
the gratitude to which such services, both in the col¬ 
umns of the Genesee Farmer and of the Country 
Gentleman, do very justly entitle you. We cannot 
bear to have your good evil spoken of ; and though 
you may be very reluctant to have any more to do 
with one whose character—now generally notorious 
—but slenderly entitles him to any notice, we think 
it might be well to point out the malignity, the soph¬ 
istry, and the calumny of the present attack. We 
would like to have you show that there could not be 
any motive that could lead you to undertake the un¬ 
welcome task of exposing schemes of fraud, as you 
have boldly and fearlessly done on several occasions, 
save the hope of doing good to others by saving them 
from dangerous and despicable impositions. Vindi¬ 
cate your title to our gratitude, which your calumni¬ 
ator would filch from you; let not your good be evil 
spoken of; and then, let him of the sore and wound¬ 
ed conscience “ go to his own place.” Yours, truly, 

Occidentals. 

Remarks.—We exchange with the Working Far¬ 
mer, but for some reason or other the October num¬ 
ber has not been received. We are, therefore, in 
blissful ignorance of the aspersions cast on our charac¬ 
ter by the “Man of Phosphates, editor Mapes,” 

in the article referred to by our correspondent Had 
we seen it, however, we should, as he suggests, “ be 
tempted to pass his present attack in silence.” A 
man who would endeavor to palm off on the agricul¬ 
tural community a worthless article under the name 
of “ Chilian guano,” and which his circulars repre¬ 
sented as coming “from the coast of Chili,” while it 
was manufactured in his own factory on his own 
place, near Newark, N. J., cannot expect to receive 
that attention to his real or supposed grievances 
which we gladly render to any respectable manure 
manufacturer. True, he is a brother editor, but when 
an agricultural paper is used simply for the purpose 
of selling the editors’ worthless manufactures at a 
high price, under false names, he is a disgrace to the 
profession, and a stink in the nostrils of every res¬ 
pectable journalist.—[Eds. 

Effects of Underdraining.—It is well known that 
where water is stagnant in the soil, atmospheric 
air does not penetrate, aod it is likewise known that 
the roots of plants cannot thrive without this element; 
but the land having been divested of its superfluous 
water, the air rushes in and supplies its place, convert¬ 
ing noxious ingredients into wholesome food for plants. 

| The roots follow the air, and appropriate such food as 
air and water have rendered fit for them. Secondly, 
plants are always actuated by heat up to say 75°, and 
two or three degrees is very beneficial to most plants, 
that is, two or three degrees above the general warmth 
of the soil; this draining will effect, by carrying down 
the warm showers and warm air into the soil; besides, 
where a large district is drained, the surrounding at¬ 
mosphere becomes warmer and more congenial to the 
health of plants. Thirdly, rain, which before draining 
was the bane of this land, is now become one of the 
most beneficial elements in its culture, carrying down 
to the roots and dispersing through[the soil ammonia 
and other elements of fertility. _ 
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IMPROVEMENT OF SOILS BY SCIENCE. 

(Continued from page 303.) 

I have shown you how “ Farmer Now” managed 
his farm affairs for the short term of three years, and 
we will now look at the improvements of “ Farmer 
All-the-time,” on his fifty acres, during the same pe¬ 
riod. 

While the first plowed in the same manner as he 
had done for years, the other plowed from three to 
five inches deeper; the trouble attending this deeper 
plowing is repaid by an average over that of the crop 
of the farm in former years. Instead of selling all 
his surplus hay or grain, he either purchases more 
stock to consume it, or takes in stock to feed at a 
reasonable recompense, thus keeping a large share of 
the nourishment on the farm, and not being able to 
purchase lumber to build new sheds for his stock, he 
cut a quantity of wild grass and cornstalks for the 
purpose of covering his old sheds and for bedding.—- 
“ Farmer All-the-time” is very careful not to have any 
of the manure wasted or taken off the farm; it is 
consequently kept under the sheds until wanted for 
use, when it is hauled out upon the land and immedi¬ 
ately plowed under. The manure which he purchases 
of “Farmer Now” for one-and-sixpence per load, he 
finds far less valuable than his own, it having lain in 
the yard exposed to the deteriorating effects of the 
fall and winter storms, but still it turns him a large 
amount of clear profit. The second year he manures 
the poorest portion of the farm, well, and seeds it down 
with Timothy or clover, leaving only a little more than 
ha’f of his farm for cultivation, and this his former 
labor of the whole farm is bestowed upon. Wheat 
bringing a dollar and a half a bushel, he finds it will 
be profitable to buy a quantity of guano to use upon 
his wheat land. 

In the spring of the third year, desiring to plant a 
field with corn which has lain in grass for years past, 
he has it plowed about ten inches deep the fall pre¬ 
vious, that the winter frosts may kill all the worms 
and insects that might otherwise injure the crop, and 
having a little spare time and change during the win¬ 
ter he purchases and hauls upon the same land a 
quantity of leached ashes, which is thoroughly har¬ 
rowed in the soil before planting. The rest of his 
time he fills up during the winter by hauling up his 
summer’s wood, and. some rails where they will be 
necessary to repair the fences in the coming spring.— 
The third year, his neighbors all remark as they pass 
his farm, “ what a remarkable difference there is in 
the appearance of this farm now and three years ago; 
while the crops also exhibit a favorable change in 
their appearance.” According to the amount of grain 
used, Farmer All-the-time raises great r crops with 
less expense than all the neighbors round about him. 
His cattle, &c., are all well cared for and well shel¬ 
tered from the cold and storms, and all the “ Farmer 
Nows,” as they pass by, say, “we never saw such a 
lucky farmer as “Farmer All-the-time” is; luck is 
always on his side.” 

By careful attention to his business, he has now 
nearly doubled his former crops, and some are more 
than doubled. The value of his soil has been ma¬ 
terially improved by scientific work and general ob¬ 
servation. He is a great agricultural reader. The 
Genesee Farmer is a favorite journal of his, and he 
also reads the Ohio Farmer and Albany Cultivator, 
which were awarded to him as premiums at his coun¬ 

ty Fair. I might ask what farmer might not improve 
his farm by following the advice of such papers or 
journals ? 

“Farmer All-the-time” continues his course of 
farming from year to year as before, adding improve¬ 
ments where they are suggested, until his farm has 
now become a “ fertile spot” amongst the neighbor¬ 
ing farms. 

I need make only a few more remarks of “ Farm¬ 
er Now’s” success. You all know his shiftless char¬ 
acter, his improvements and experiments all failed for 
want of being thoroughly executed, and he has ad¬ 
ded another fifty acres to his firm and the labor of the 
first fifty is now extended over the whole, while he 
scarcely raises enough to pay expenses. He resolves 
to sell out, goes to “ Farmer All-the-time” and offers 
his farm to him and receives for an answer, “ don’t 
want it; I have got land enough. When my pres¬ 
ent farm is worn out, I have got three below this 
which I will bring into use. I refuse to sell mine be¬ 
cause of its value which I have given by improving 
its soil by science. Go home and do the same by 
yours, and you need not want to|sell it. Edward 

WoLVERTtN.—Milan, O., Oct., 1856. 

“ I Meant,” “ Oh But.”—“ I meant ” to have writ" 
ten this for the October number of the Genesee Far¬ 
mer, but to you, at least, it is unnecessary for me to 
explain. “ I meant ” to call the attention of many of 
your readers to this very common phrase. It is often 
used to repair, as best it may, damages from neglect; 
as for instance, that plow which had lain all winter 
where I was shut off from plowing by the frost, last 
fall, and the first round this spring the beam gave 
way. “ I meant ” to have housed it, but I didn’t find 
time wirhout going in a storm, so the plow was left 
frozen fast until loosened by thaws, and then the beam 
was weakened to the extent of six shillings, besides 
the other damages arising from exposure; and so it 
goes. “ I meant ” to have laid up those rails which 
had got thrown down adjoining the pasture before 
the cows got into the cornfield. “ Oh but ” I neg¬ 
lected it until the cattle and horses have destroyed 
not less than five dollars worth ; and all because 
“I meant” to have attended to this matter in due 
season, and should have done so except for this “ Oh 
but.” 

Now, what I have to say about this matter is, in 
short, now is the time to lay that rail up, or get the 
hammer and nails and repair the fence, or house the 
implements; for if we put it off with an “Oh but,” we 
shall suffer a greater loss than we at present imagine. 
I know that had I taken one half hour last fall, I 
should have been six shillings better this spring; and 
many times through life I have lost greater sums, be¬ 
cause I did not attend to these little things in season. 
When I see a scythe hanging all winter on a tree, I 
am forced to believe that the owner “ meant ” to have 
got it under cover, and now excuses himself with 
“Oh but.” D.— Gates. 

Summer Fallowing.—One of the purposes served by 
fallowing, is the destruction of weeds, converting them 
into manure; and another is the absorption of ammo¬ 
nia from the air. It is quite certain that, by frequent 
stirring, the soil is rendered much more fertile, not only 
by the absorption of ammonia, but also by the ready 
decomposition of substances that would otherwise have 
remained insoluble. 
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SUGGESTED ITEMS-No 3. 

Eds. Geneses Farmer:—Your October No., shows 
that you kindly accept my batch of “Items,” so I 
turn over its leaves, pen in hand, to jot a few more 
for you. 

Grateful ,Soils.-—The anecdote of Mr Bennet’s 

“ poor, but grateful” soil, is a good one, and charac¬ 
terizes much of the soil in this country. It is gen¬ 
erally grateful for good treatment, and will do its 
best however cared for. Did you ever notice that, 
the poorer a man’s land, the more time he has for 
running about—-for politics—and the hundred ways 
of “ killing time,” which a good farmer never needs 
to practice—always having abundant employment at 
home. 

Stockhardt’s Lectures.—As far as I am a judge 
of Agricultural Chemistry, Stockkardt’s Chemical 
Field Lectures is a volume well worthy the com¬ 
mendation bestowed upon it by yourself and Dr. 
Lindley. No farmer can read it without deriving 
benefit therefrom—it will set him to thinking, at any 
rate, and thinking of improvements he may make in 
the management of his farm. I see it in the list of 
works you advertise for sale, and I advise those in 
want of a good Agricultural Chemistry to send you 
one dollar and receive the work free of postage, by 
return mail. 

Fall Manuring.—If I had seen Mr. Johnston’s 

letter on manuring grass land intended for corn, the 
previous fall, a little earlier, I would have tried the 
experiment, for it strikes me favorably, though with 
you I am yet to be convinced that it is the most eco¬ 
nomical application of barn-yard manure. As good 
corn as I ever saw was on clover lay, manured with 
long or green manure immediately be 'ore plowing in 
the spring; and, though the season was dry, the corn 
roots did seem to find and use it, and that extensive¬ 
ly. I believe we ought to manure our meadows oc¬ 
casionally, and that it should be done in autumn is 
evident. How would it answer in winter ? 

Turnips in England.—An item in Mr. Skiwing’s 

employing 150 acres of land to grow turnip seed, for 
his own use, strikes me as intended for “the marines.” 
\*ow many thousand acres of turnips does Mr. S., 

»w, pray tell ? Or does he use the seed to supply 
me country at large ? [That is what was meant.— 
Eds.] 

Native Cows.—However it may disagree with the 
theories of breeding, there is a great deal of truth in 
the remarks of “ Conservative,” on this subject.— 
There are a great many good native cows, and a gieat 
many “ blooded ones” which are inferior milkers.— 
More care and study should be employed to improve 
both races. If a farmer has good cows, let him give 
them good care and pay proper attention to all their 
wants—if he has poor ones, let him get rid of them 
as soon as possible. 

Negley’s Seedling Cucumber.—“ W. T. G.,” finds 
this much lauded variety worthless. I cannot say I 
have done much better. The cucumbers are gen¬ 
erally bitter, though of tolerably fair apearance: In 
common gardens, the season has been too dry for 
good vines—it has been difficult to keep them alive 
even with frequent watering, in our vicinity. 

State and County Fairs.—Are you not tired of 
visiting so many Agricultural Shows ? It is much 
harder work than it is to read about them* They are 
getting to depend for their attractions very much on 

“trotting matches,” “trials of speed,” and “lady 
equestrianism,” none of them particularly Agricultu¬ 
ral. Town Fairs are becoming more common—their 
idea is a good one—and could we have such in every 
neighborhood, it would tend largely to the practical 
improvement of farming. B.—JYiagara Co., JY. Y. 

SENECA COUNTY (N. Y.) FAIR. 

This was undoubtedly the great County Fair of 
the season ; but every thing else, however notewor¬ 
thy, was cast into the shade by the extra large show 
of fine horses, and the trotting exercises which, with 
the racing, occupied the best part of the last two 
days. The Syracuse horse Terror was the fastest 
single trotter, compassing the mile in 2.39. Wright’s 
Tippoos were the fastest matched trotters, time 2.55. 
They did the work gracefully, without any of that 
irregular muscular exertion which disfigures so many 
fine horses when urged to rapid motion. The only 
thing that marred the interest of the trotting was the 
very little training some of the finest animals had re¬ 
ceived. Beautiful as they were to look upon in re¬ 
pose, half the charm was gone the moment they were 
put to their greatest speed ; while on the other hand, 
most of the best trained, fastest trotters, only realized 
the full measure of equine grace and beauty when 
under full speed. 

But the show of blood, grade, and fat cattle, was 
never larger here, or so good in quality. They were 
generally of the Durham and Devon breeds. The 
sheep and pigs were few, but choice specimens of 
their breeds. 

Floral Hall was elegantly arranged. Here were 
some of the fairest fruits and flowers of the earth, 
added to a large display of cunning handicraft, 
which included paintings and embroidery of much 
merit. 

Some finely mottled late Crawford peaches, meas¬ 
uring eleven inches round, represented a crop of fi£* 
teen bushels of the same variety. The west part of 
this town, being the only randy region of little Sene¬ 
ca, is famous for peaches, particularly this season of 
peach scarcity. 

The mechanical show was not large. The most 
notable was the display of superior improved double 
and single carriages and buggies. King, (maker,) of 

Romulus, took the two highest prizes. 
The great ball of the Harvest Home came off 

with astounding eclat, on the second night of the 
Fair ; for the accommodation of which, Floral Hall 
had to be cleared of its showy contents, to the great 
disappointment of the thousands who came on the 
last day. S. W.—Waterloo, Oct, 22, 1856. 

Thorough-Bred. — The term thorough-bred im¬ 
plies “ a class of our domestic animals, whether it be 
of horses, cattle, sheep, or pigs, which is derived 
through a long race of ancestors, each of which has 
been selected with the utmost care for those superior 
qualifications which render them most useful and 
valuable.” 

When Oxen refuse to work equally well on either 
side, or when they pull off against each other, yoke 
them on the side you wish them to work, and turn 
them out to feed in that way; they soon become ac¬ 
customed to it, and work afterward on either side. 
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TFAKM NOTES, 

Editors Genesee Farmer: — You have invited 
farmers to give you their experience in farming the 
past season, and though I have no great results to 
boast of, I have great occasion for information, and 
it is more for that purpose that I have anything to 
offer at this time. 

Ohio Dent Corn.—I have raised the Ohio Dent 
corn on a limited scale for the past six or seven 
years, and have found that if planted early and on a 
rich warm soil, there is little danger from frost, and 
that the crop is greater, and the corn for many uses 
better than most other kinds,—although my opinion 
as to quantity and quality is not the result of any 
actual experiment. On good dry soils, mine has 
never failed to ripen ; even last year, it was ripe and 
cut up before the early frost which, injured so much 
corn in this county. It has perhaps grown a little 
earlier from being raised in this latitude for several 
years. I think this corn is sweeter—makes better 
puddings—is softer, and better on that account for 
feeding raw, especially to horses. It is said to be 
lighter, but if so, I think it is only because it does 
not pack as closely, on account of the shape of the 
kernel. I should like to know whether others of 
your patrons have made experiments with it, and 
with what success ; also whether there has been any 
analysis by which we can see how it differs from 
other kinds in composition. 

Twelve-Rowed Dent Corn.—I have also this 
season raised a few bushels of an early twelve-rowed 
Dent corn, from seed sent me by J. W. Briggs, of 
West Macedon, N. Y., called by him (I think) “Adam’s 
Early,” which I think is an excellent variety for field 
culture. Its habits are much like those of the Ohio 
Dent, but I think a few days earlier. 

Western Red Potato.—I have also, this and last 
seasons, raised the “Western Red” or “Rochester 
Red” potato, side by side with the “Early June,” 
and have found (especially this season) that the for¬ 
mer has produced full twice the amount of the latter, 
and that the tuber of the former is fully equal in fla¬ 
vor to the latter and most other kinds. The tops 
keep green till frost, and in its habits it much resem¬ 
bles the old Merino ; the tubers, however, are a little 
different in shape, and their flavor decidedly prefera¬ 
ble. I should like to know the history of this potato, 
and its success with others. 

The Clinton Grape.—I should like to say fur¬ 
ther, if I am not trespassing, that in the spring of 
1854 I sent to J P. Fogg & Co., of your city, for 
(among other articles) two Clinton grape roots, and 
received in due time plants of one year’s growth from 
the cuttings. Thinking that by the side of the Isa¬ 
bella they were of little value, excepPto make out a 
variety, I gave one away, and the other I nursed as 
well as I knew how, and this season I have been re¬ 
warded by at least a peck of fine grapes, and with 
all due deference to the palates and opinions of oth¬ 
ers, the finest grapes I ever tasted ; and I would ad¬ 
vise all persons who have ground enough for two 
grape vines, to plant one Clinton. You may not 
prefer them for flavor, as I do, but there are at least 
two facts to recommend it above the Isabella. One 
is, that it is from ten to fifteen days earlier, and will 
never fail to ripen ; and the other is, that it is natu¬ 
ral to this climate, and not one that I have seen has 
been injured the two past winters,—while Isabellas 

in the same situation were winter before last gene¬ 
rally killed here down to the surface of the snow. 

Agricola. 

Gorham, JY. Y., Oct. 13, 1856. 

[Our esteemed correspondent will accept our 
thanks for his interesting notes. We hope to hear 
from him frequently.—Eds.] 

THICK OR THIN SOWING. 

Mr. William Hutton, of Belleville, C. W., in his 
Prize Essay on “ Agriculture and its Advantages as 
a Pursuit,” recommends the Canadian farmers to sow 
more seed. We believe he is more than half right, 
but as it is a point of great importance, we should be 
glad to have the opinion of our experienced corres 
pondents. Mr. H. says: 

“From many years’ experience and intimate knowl¬ 
edge of Canada, I am convinced that farmers do not 
sow thick enough. As to wheat and oats for example: 
if thin sowed on rich land the young plants will stool 
out or tiller very much, showing that nature makes a 
great exertion to supply the want of seed, and every 
farmer will observe that each shoot as it becomes fur¬ 
ther removed from the parent stem becomes weaker, 
and the produce more and more deficient, and more 
liable to disease, such as smut, mildew, «fcc.; and they 
will further observe that every outshoot from the pa¬ 
rent stem is more subject to disease and weaker than 
the parent itself. In 1850, in a field of ten acres, I 
tried two average aeres with a double cast of seed, 
sowing about 3£ bushels to the acre, and I was delight¬ 
ed to find at harvest, that on this land, thus thickly 
sowed, the crop was fully one-third better than any 
other two acres in the field; there being more parent 
stems, the heads were prouder and came all to more 
equal maturity; the capabilities of the soil were more 
equally diffused, and the result showed so very much 
in favor of thick sowing that I am led strongly to 
recommend the practice. It is too much the custom 
in Canada for farmers to calculate what return they 
have from the bushel of seed instead of from the acre 
of ground. If they put in more seed they might have 
a smaller return per bushel\ but they would have a 
larger return per acre, which is the great desider¬ 
atum. 

I have this year sowed four bushels of oats to the acre, 
and I am confident there is not one grain too much; 
the soil is heavy clay, but even on rich loam I would 
recommend the same quantity of seed;—the experience 
of the old countries is, that that quantity is not too 
much there, and I know of no principles by which our 
cleared lands would require less seed than similar soils 
in England. Having farmed many years very exten¬ 
sively in the Old Country, I have always sowed 3| 
bushels of good wheat, and four of oats (weighing 40 
lbs. to the bushel) to the acre, with the best possible 
effect. The land, too, is not nearly so much exhausted 
by growing a thick crop as it is by growing a thin one, 
even if the acreable produce were the same, which is 
quite possible, but of rare occurrence. The same prin¬ 
ciple holds good in the sowing of clover. If much 
grass seed is not sowed with it, there should be 12 lbs. 
per acre sowed; and this is the quantity always sowed 
in the best agricultural counties of England; and per¬ 
haps* for this reason—there the custom prevails to a 
great extent, to plow down the aftermath or second 
growth when about eight inches high, and sow wheat 
upon it, and I have seen splendid crops from such 
practice: but where this custom prevails the clover is 
never kept a second year, it is either mowed and the 
second growth plowed down for wheat* or it is pas¬ 
tured till October and then plowed down,” 
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ERRORS IN SHOEING HORSES. 

The following extracts from a pamphlet on Horse 
Shoeing, by Dr. Cumixg, of St. Johns, N. B., should 
be read by every owner of a horse, and pasted up in 
©very blacksmith shop in the country: 

“The function of the fore leg is mainly that of sup¬ 
porting the weight of the body, head and neck, and of 
transferring that weight forward from point to point, 
the time the animal is in motion. In performing the 
latter action, its mechanical bearing is much the same 
as that of a spoke in a carriage wheel. It is in fact a 
lever, in which, to give increased speed, the power acts 
at a disadvantage; the fulcrum or fixed point being at 
the long end of the lever, while the power and weight 
act near each other at the short. This long portion or 
arm of the lever is the leg from the elbow to the 
ground, the toe being the fixed point over which the 
body is raised, and hence any addition made to the 
length of the toe, has the same effect upon the horse 
as the placing a block before the wheel of a carriage 
has on it. It acts against the muscular power of the 
animal as used in the raising and carrying forward of 
his weight, and if ridden, of the weight of his rider, 
and though only requiring a small additional effort at 
each step, tells materially in a day’s journey. Every 
c*ne the least judge of horses can tell of the advantage 
of having them short below the knee, and is ready to 
despise as misshapen any one that has the reverse de¬ 
fect. But there seem few (hereabout at least) who 
have got as far a3 the consecutive idea, namely, that to 
cultivate an additional inch of unnecessary toe, is just 
the same as to put that much to the length of the bone 
below the knee, in fact for the horse, worse, as the 
addition is made at the point of greatest disadvantage. 

“ In the hind leg, though the functions of the parts 
be different, the effects of a long toe are equal, if any 
odds worse. The main use of the hind leg is the pro¬ 
pulsion of the body forward, and when hauling of the 
load also. In effecting this the leg from the hock to the 
ground is a lever also of the second class. The power 
is the muscles whose tendons are inserted into the point 
of the hock, the resistance is concentrated in the tibia 
or bone of the leg, where it forms the hock joint, and 
the fixed point of the lever is the point of the toe 
upon the ground. From this it is plain, on the sim¬ 
plest mechanical evidence, that anything added to the 
length of the toe, is so much leverage placed against 
the animal’s power of hauling, and consequently that 
he must either do less work, or else exert himself more 
in the doing of it. 

“Mechanical disadvantage to the horse in the per¬ 
formance of his work, however, is but one of the evils 
following the long toes common in this country. An¬ 
other, equally great, often arises when he is standing 
at rest. 

“Every one knows what is meant by a horse being 
‘sprung in the knees.’ For the information of those 
who are curious to know how this condition is pro¬ 
duced, I will explain one of its causes. The bones of 
the foot and pastern ol the horse do not stand perpen¬ 
dicularly above each other, but slope backwards, a 
considerable portion of the animal’s weight resting on 
the tendons that pass down the back of the leg, and 
hence the greater the slope, the more strain the ten- 
duns have to bear. If we put a horse to stand with 
his head up hill, more exertion is needed to sustain 
himself than if standing on a level. The reason is that 
the bones of the foot and pastern are thereby placed 
more obliquely, and more of his weight is thrown upon 
the tendons and muscles, and thus a wearied horse, if 
left to himself, always feeds with his head down hill. 
But we add to the slope of the foot and pastern the 
same by adding to the length of the hoof and shoe, as 

by placing the horse’s head up hill, and with greater 
permanency of effects, as we leave him no power to 
relieve himself. Often the two conditions are conjoin¬ 
ed, the toes are injuriously long, and the horse is con¬ 
fined nine-tenths of his time in a sloping stall. Here 
the muscular exertion of sustaining his weight soon 
becomes irksome. He shifts from one foot to another, 
but finds it only temporary relief. The muscles con¬ 
nected with the tendons that pass down the back part 
of the leg to the foot soon begin to relax, till the 
weight of the body falls on the ligamentous straps be¬ 
hind and below the knee. Then the bones of the pas¬ 
tern and foot become still more sloping, and to sustain 
his body perpendicularly above his feet, and still more 
to relax the muscles, the knee bulges out in front to a 
line with the projecting toe. This at first occurs only 
now and then, when the horse is wearied or forgetful, 
hi3 postures becoming natural and proper when roused 
up. By-and-bv, however, it becomes a habit, and the 
causes being permanent and constant in their action, 
the effects soon become the same, and we have the 
horse for life ‘sprung in the knees.’ 

“Many a valuable horse, tottering on the brink of 
this condition, has been saved and brought back to 
usefulness, by having his feet put in proper shape, and 
a run at grass or a loose box to stand in allowed him, 
while others on whom the torture of long toes and 
sloping stalls was persevered with, have become per¬ 
manently useless. 

“Another evil, resulting from the length at which the 
toes are commonly left, is interfering. The horse, find¬ 
ing the long projection in front of his foot as so much 
leverage acting to his disadvantage, gradually gets into 
a habit of shifting it, by raising himself from one or 
the other of the quarters. This is still more the case 
when, in addition to the long toe left on the hoof, a 
small round knob of steel is set into the point of the 
6hoe, as if in contempt of all that nature teaches. 
With these absurd contrivances placed between his 
weight and the ground that supports it, it is next to 
impossible for a horse to raise himself evenly upward 
and forward, and hence the number that one way or 
another interfere. If in raising his weight from the 
ground, the pressure be upon the inside quarter of the 
foot, then the thick part of the pastern is thrown in¬ 
ward, in the way of being struck by the upper edge 
of the hoof of the other side. If the cant be the other 
way, and the outside quarter raise the weight, the in¬ 
side edge of the shoe is thrown round and upward, 
and runs the risk of cutting with it the opposite leg. 
Even when the horse, from having a naturally good 
gait, escapes both these evils, still he is not free from 
trouble caused by this shape of shoe. 

“The fore foot of the horse, as nature makes it, has 
no such projection in front and downward as that which 
the smiths here give it, but rather the reverse. The 
sole surface at the toe is commonly broken off and 
notched back at the middle, so that the pressure, when 
the foot strikes the ground or the animal is raising his 
weight, is distributed over the whole front of the foot. 
In accordance with this the coffin bone, which fills the 
internal cavity of the hoof, has the same turned up 
and notched back form.” 

The Horse.—If you have the care of horses, remem¬ 
ber that a horse is much more easily taught by gentle 
than by rough usage. If you use him well, he will be 
grateful; he will listen for, and show his pleasure at 
the sound of your footstep. As to his food, you should 
do by him as by yourself—“little and often.” As for 
his work, begin early, and then you need not hurry.— 
Remember it is the speed, and not the weight, that 
spoils many a true-hearted worker. 
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GRAIN SHIPPED DIRECT FROM CHICAGO TO LIV¬ 
ERPOOL. 

A vessel named the Dean Richmond has recently 
made the passage from Chicago direct to Liverpool, 
via the Welland Canal and the St. Lawrence. This 
fact, together with the statistics proving “ Chicago the 
greatest grain port in the world,” have made a great 
sensation in England. The Liver-pool Daily Post 
says : 

“ It is only within the last week that a most impor¬ 
tant question has been solved, one which has deserv¬ 
edly received great attention on the other side of the 
Atlantic, viz., Whether it is practicable and profitable 
to carry on a direct trade between Chicago, the ultima 
Thule of the American Lakes, and this country, with¬ 
out transhipment or forwarding via Buffalo and New 
York, the course hitherto generally adopted. Experi¬ 
ence proves not only the feasibility but the benefits of 
this through traffic. There is now in tbe Queen’s-dock a 
vessel of 387 tons burden, the Dean Richmond, which has 
not only made the passage from Quebec, but has tra¬ 
versed 2,400 miles of inland water, bearing a cargo of 
400 tons of grain, the first vessel and the first cargo 
which ever arrived here direct from Chicago, opening 
a new field for commercial enterprise, and marking an 
important epoch in the annals of the Far West. 

“Nor is it a matter of local importance, or likely to 
result in the benefit of American interests only, else 
we should not refer to it. World-wide advantages may 
follow. Great benefits to us must arise from the suc¬ 
cess of this plan. Whatever conduces to cheapen food, 
facilitate its delivery, and increase its supply, must be 
to the general good ; and the arrival of the Dean Rich¬ 
mond gives promise of being the forerunner and opener 
of a trade which will produce the above results. 

“That we may not be supposed to have overrated 
the importance of Chicago, it may be as well to state 
a few facts with reference to the trade with that port. 

The population in 1850, was 29,000; in 1856 it has 
increased to 104,000. The shipment of grain in 1855 
was 2,200,000 quarters, being the largest quantity 
shipped from any one port in the world ; pork, 77,000 
barrels; beef, 56,000 barrels; imports 40,000 tons of 
iron, 110,000 tons of coals; lumber, 325,000,000 super¬ 
ficial feet; arrivals, 6,610 vessels of 1,608,845 tons. 
The port possesses storage in warehouses for 500,000 
quarters of grain, at which 400-ton vessels have been 
loaded in four hours. We are indebted to Mr. Rich¬ 
mond and Captain Pierse, the owners of the Dean 
Richmond, for these statistics. 

“ It should not be forgotten that all this trade was 
carried on under the disadvantageous circumstances 
already referred to, all these vessels laden merely to be 
discharged into others, not one having come direct to 
Great Britain but the Dean Richmond. To what vast 
proportions may not such a trade be extended, when 
provided with greater facilities! Have we not all 
cause to hope that the experiment, so successfully 
brought to a close, may eventuate in a constant com¬ 
munication, to the mutual benefit of all? 
lx,“The North Western States, with their great rail¬ 
way and canal facilities, can lay down at the lake ports 
larger quantities of grain, at a less cost, and deliver 
the same in England in a shorter time than the coun¬ 
tries on the Black Sea. Hitherto, as we have stated, 
the trade has been carried on via New York, the goods 
passing through three or four different hands, ere they 
reached England, each change entailing a commission 
besides loss of time, and three several freights—in the 
aggregate amounting to 13s. 8d. per quarter, [41 cents 
per bushel,] with an unusually low rate of carriage to 
Buffalo. The Black Sea freights at present are 13 s 
per quarter, [39 cents per bushel,] and the usual voyage 

from Galatz 70 to 100 days. The Dean Richmond lias 
made the entire passage in 60 days, including 12 days’ 
detention in the St. Lawrence, which would not be 
likely to occur again; vessels, therefore, may be ex¬ 
pected to make the run in 50 days, while a vast saving 
in expense will be gained, the freight and charges be¬ 
ing less by several shillings than via New York or 
from the Black Sea. The canal dues on a cargo of 400 
tons and the ship amount to £30, [$144,00,] and steam 
tugs £30 more; there are no port charges, light dues, 
or pilotage on the Lake, and therefore the saving of 
commissions and freight is not counterbalanced by 
other imposts. 

“Another important matter is the improved condi¬ 
tion o 1 the grain which a direct trade would secure. 
At present the Liverpool merchants complain with 
justice of the state of the Western grain when re¬ 
ceived via New York and Montreal, in large ships. 
That now discharging from the Dean Richmond is in 
as good condition as when shipped, thus showing tbe 
advantage of the direct trade in vessels of 300 to 400 
tons.” 

In commenting on these facts, the Mark Lane 
Express, of Sept. 29, remarks as follows : 

“ It is scarcely possible to over-rate the importance 
of this communication. The four great points in a 
further supply of food to the people, appear now to be 
all fully provided. An immense depot to draw from 
—a great saving of time in ihe transfer—a proportion¬ 
ate economy in the carriage—and an improved condi¬ 
tion in the article itself. There can be no doubt about 
these facts. They are fully established in the arrival 
of the Dean Richmond. It is only a question, indeed, 
whether this performance may not be even yet further 
improved upon. If not, this is of itself sufficient to 
furnish a new era in the conduct of the corn trade of 
the world ; and as such we call to it the best attention 
of our readers. We shall of course return again to tbe 
consideration of so vital a topic to us all.” 

The “ Thunderer of Printing House Square ”—the 
London Times — of Sept. 27, makes the following 
deductions : 

“All this means nothing less than a great revolution 
in the grain trade, which has hitherto been far too 
much in the hands of the Greek houses. Let any one 
be at the pains of turning to a map of North America, 
and let him mark the position of Chicago as an entre¬ 
pot for the grain States. It lies in their very heart, 
and from this town to Liverpool the traffic can be so 
arranged that it will undersell the Black Sea trade and 
force it to reduce its freights. From Lake Michigan 
into Lake Huron, from Lake Huron into Lake Erie it 
is an open navigation. At the eastern extremity of 
Lake Erie we come upon the Welland Canal — this 
canal is but short — through which a ship passes into 
Lake Ontario, and from that point her run is free 
down the St. Lawrence into the Atlantic and to a 
British port. Were Detroit or some other port at the 
western end of Lake Erie chosen as the point of depar¬ 
ture, in place of Chicago, at the foot of Lake Michi¬ 
gan, there would be a gain of ten days upon the run. 
The distance between the two points is inconsiderable 
by land, but by water there is a necessity for circum¬ 
navigating the whole peninsular of Michigan. Of the 
objections to this suggestion we are unaware; they can 
only be propounded by local experience. The posi¬ 
tion, however, of Chicago, is favorable enough to ena¬ 
ble it to drive all competitors out of the field, even if 
no better can be chosen. This change in the direction 
of the grain trade is one which we regard with pecu¬ 
liar satisfaction; for, as one of its collateral conse¬ 
quences, it will help our Canadian fellow subjects to 
carry out their project of a well-organized communica- 
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fcion (by steamer) between Quebec and Liverpool. 
The St. Lawrence, backed as it is by that magnificent 
series of inland seas, ought to be the high road from 
Europe into the heart of the North American conti¬ 
nent. Whatever lies in our power to arrive at so de¬ 
sirable a conclusion, we are bound by every tie of in¬ 
terest and patriotism, of affection and policy, to per¬ 
form. The log-book of the Dean Richmond will, we 
trust, prove a notable addition to the records of the 
Canadas.” 

ABOUT FALL PLOWING. 

In the few years’ experience which I have had in 
farming, late sowing and planting seems to be the 
cause to which may generally be traced a large share 
of the failures of our spring crops. Our summers are 
generally dry; if the drouth comes on early, the crop 
is pinched in the early stages of its growth, and un¬ 
less the latter part of the season is very favorable, it 
remains pinched at the harvest. But why do we sow 
and plant late ? Because the springs are wet and 
cold : we cannot plow our heavy soils until the sea¬ 
son is considerably advanced, and then the pressure 
of work is great,—we have barley, oats and corn to 
prepare for, fences to repair, manure to haul, and a 
thousand things to attend to, and some of them must 
be delayed. In consequence of this delay, our barley 
and oats dry up, our corn is cut off by an early frost, 
and not a few of the many things which ought to be 
done are totally neglected. 

What can we do to remedy this state of the case? 
I think Fall Plowing will mend the matter in seve¬ 
ral respects. The land "which is last fit to plow in 
spring is in its best condition for plowiug in autumn, 
and needs the ameliorating influences of fermentation 
and frost to fit it for spring crops. We have a case 
in sight, where a large clay field was broken up late 
iu spring, when too dry, and consequently come up in 
large lumps, many of them all a man would wish to 
lift. This was four years ago, and the ground has 
not yielded a crop of any account since. It is equally 
injurious to plow when the land is too wet—as was a 
portion of the same field, though it will answer to 
plow land moister, in autumn, than in spring. 

Another benefit of fall plowing is that sward land 
may be better mellowed and subdued, than by plow¬ 
ing at any other season. The grass should be care¬ 
fully turned under, and its roots, being exposed to the 
frost, will be killed. Weeds also share iu this destruc¬ 
tion. Though I would plant corn on manured green¬ 
sward plowed in the spring, I would not sow any 
other spring crop. I tried it the present year, to my 
satisfaction; and though the sward was plowed early 
and carefully, and well harrowed, and then gang- 
plowed immediately before sowing, the yield was but 
a moderate one, and the crop (oats) the poorest ever 
grown on the farm. Other advantages might be 
mentioned—such as the state of the team, and the 
price of labor ; but any farmer who will think about 
it, will see at once that it is a good plan to plow for 
spring-wheat, barley, and oats, in the fall, especially 
on the heavier soils. 

The prejudices against fall-plowing have generally 
arisen from trying the experiment in an imperfect 
manner. It is of very little use to turn over the soil, 
if you leave it to lay under water all winter. It will 
become as hard as before—the frost cannot produce 
any favorable effect upon it, and instead of drying off; 
light and mellow, in the spring, it will be ready for 

brick-making — needing only to be burned to become 
as solid as the best in the kiln. Plow narrow lands, 
clear out the dead-furrows, provide carefully for the 
drainage of all surface water, and as much better as 
you can, and you will become a believer in fall-plow¬ 
ing as is 

A Young Fabmer. 

RACK FOR FEELING SHEEP. 

“ A Young Beginner” asks how to make a good 
rack for feeding sheep. I have recently finished some 
which promise well, and came to me well recommend¬ 
ed. I will try to describe them: 

The posts, 40 inches high, are made of 3 inch 
scantling. Next the top, all around, are nailed 
boards 8 inches wide, and to another six inches wide 
one foot from the bottom, making a frame 26 inches 
in width and 8 or more feet long, as may be thought 
best. Bottom boards, 7 or 8 inches wide, are nailed 
in each side, and two boards, the edges nailed togeth¬ 
er at right angles, are placed upon these in the cen¬ 
ter of the rack, forming the remainder of the bot¬ 
tom. This made fast, the frame is ready for the slats, 
which are 2 inches wide and 22 inches long, beveled 
at the top and nailed against the lower part of the 
top board inside, and to the slanting bottom boards 
in the center. They are placed three inches apart.— 
This gives a trough and rack for feeding both grain 
and hay, and prevent the waste of either. About 
75 feet of lumber will build an 8 foot rack. Mine I 
value at $3 each, though they cost me, aside from my 
own labor on rainy days, less than 6ne-third that 
amount 

This being my first experience in sheep racks, I 
cannot speak positively as to their merits, but my 
faith in them is equal to my works. I have built 
enough for our little flock, and shall give them a tri¬ 
al. A correct drawing would make all plain beyond 
mistake, but our skill with the pencil is small—nev¬ 
ertheless we send you a rough sketch that perhaps 
your engraver can improve. The rack was originated 
by a correspondent of the Michigan Farmer, but I 
think I have varied from and improved upon his model. 

B. H. J. 

"Will Flax Chaff Kill Cows ?—D. H. Hutch¬ 

ins, of Chambersbugh, Ohio, writes the Ohio Culti¬ 

vator as follows: 

“ Six cows belonging to a brother of mine died last 
evening in the course of about forty minutes, after eat¬ 
ing a little flax chaff and flax bolls. They were not 
swelled much, and upon examination this morning 
were not choked. The inside coating of the maw "was 
very tender and decayed. They had been on short 
pasture of mixed grass and drank no water, it being a 
drizzly day. The chaff was new, and had no rain after 
beiDg cut.” 
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HEAR THE PETITION OF THE HORSES. 

We republish the following, a clip from an ancient 
Irish journal, with the greatest pleasure, and join 
most heartily in the prayer of the petition, with a 
devout and earnest request, that it be made to go 
“the rounds” in every quarter of the Union. “We 
love them that love horses,” and could almost wish 
that some one would advocate the doctrine of the 
transmigration of souls, showing for the benefit of 
those who are guilty of cruelty to the horse in this 
life, that they may be sure of being repaid in kind, 
in that life which is to come.—Ed. of the Boston 
Cultivator. 

To the Honorable, the Corporation of the City of Dublin, 
the petition of sundry Horses in the said City, humbly 
sheweth, 

That your petitioners are conscious of the humble 
rank assigned them by their Creator, and that they 
cheerfully submit to the pre-eminence of man in the 
scale of animal beings, by yielding the labor of their 
lives for his benefit. 

That in return for this submission to the first of ani¬ 
mals which inhabit our globe, they expect to be treated 
with justice and humanity. 

That these two cardinal virtues, which are of uni¬ 
versal obligation from man to beast, as well as from 
man to man, have been violated towards your petition¬ 
ers in many particulars, of which they beg leave to 
lay a detail before your honorable board. 

Many of us after having served as coach horses for 
fifteen or twenty years, are sold to carters, and com¬ 
pelled to drag loa'is of wood beyond our strength. 
Our failure is severely punished by being beaten in the 
most cruel manner, not only on our bodies and limbs, 
but on our heads, by which means many of us have 
lost the use of our eyes. The food we receive while 
in the hands of these our new masters, is scanty in 
quantity, and by no means suited to the state of our 
teeth, which are both decayed and lessened in number 
by the effects of age upon them. 

Many of your petitioners are compelled to work all 
the week, and instead of enjoying the benefit of rest 
on the Sabbath day, which the Creator of the world 
intended equally for the benefit of man and beast, we 
are hired out to sailors and others who know nothing 
of the peculiar nature of our species, and who by hard 
riding and starving us, greatly impair our strength, 
and thereby render us unfit for the labor of the ensu¬ 
ing week. 

Many of us who are the property of citizens and 
kept in livery stables are deprived of the allowance of 
grain paid for by our masters, by the servants of the 
said livery stables, and thereby we are so much injured 
in our strength as to disappoint the expectations of our 
masters, when we are called into their service. 

Many of us are kept idle during the week, and rid¬ 
den only on Sundays, by which means we lose our 
health, for want of exercise, and afterwards are obliged, 
unwillingly, to share with our masters in the profana¬ 
tion of a day allotted to the beasts for rest, and to man 
for the public worship of his Maker. 

Many of us, who are used only as carriage-horses, are 
taken out of warm stables and exposed for two or three 
hours at the doors of gentlemen’s houses, at all hours 
of the evening and night, in cold and wet weather, 
waiting until young ladies have fitted their craws and 
bishops, or till young masters have fitted their collars 
and fixed their shoe straps, by which means we have 
caught colds, and have afterwards suffered a great de¬ 
cay in our health and strength. 

! Your petitioners having briefly stated their grievan¬ 
ces, humbly request that the corporation would redress 

them iD such a manner as their wisdom shall direct. 
They shall trespass upon the time of the corporation 
only while they suggest to them the following reflec¬ 
tions : 

That, as the enjoyments of your petitioners in life 
are few, compared with those of man, their wants and 
sufferings should be in the same proportion. That food, 
rest, health, and warmth constitute the principal part 
of their happiness. That the cruelty of depriving 

m of these comforts is enhanced by their not being 
supplied with a hundred enjoyments which are pecu¬ 
liar to man. That they are, notwithstanding, connect¬ 
ed with him by many common ties. They were called 
to partake with him of the blessings of existence, by 
the same almighty and benevolent Being; they enjoy 
with him the fruits of the divine goodness, in air, light, 
water and food; and they share with him in the daiiy 
protection of the same kind and bountiful Parent of 

the universe. 
Signed, in\behalf of all the horses in Dublin, by 

Bat, I 
Black, A Committee for the 
Sorrel, . purpose of peti- 
Grat, [ tioning the Cor- 
Star, poration. 
Roan, 

Value of Race Horses.—The price fetched by 
the 200 blood yearlings which are usually brought to 
the hammer in England averaged, during the racing 
seasons of 1854-55, about $635. The average price 
at the royal sale of 1854, was $2,205 for 14, many of 
which were of the Orlando blood, which fetches a 
higher price than any other in England. No doubt, 
in all studs, great loss is sustained by a certain pro¬ 
portion of the young stock, which promise to be 
small and not worth training; but here breeders are. 
often deceived. For example, the late Lord Uros- 
venor sent Meteora, the best mare in England, of her 
day, to Chester Fair, when two years old, to be sold 
for $80, becaase she was considered as too small; and 
he also suffered Violante, the best four mile racer of 
her day, to be sold, untried, for $250 but purchased 
her again. The great prices, however, occasionally 
paid to breeders for some horses—$20,000, for exam¬ 
ple, to the Earl of Jersey, for Mameluke, and $17,500 
for Bay Middleton—make up for the loss insepa¬ 
rable from such as by misshape, diminutive size and. 
casualties, are culled out and sold lor what they will' 
bring, which seldom amounts to much. Twenty-five, 
thousand dollars were refused for Plenipo; and the: 
greatest price ever given for a race-horse was $32,500t 
for the two-year-old Hobbie Noble, in 1851. One* 
may, however, cease to wonder at such prices, when, 
we find that the Flying Dutchman won his owner 
nearly $100,000 in stakes alone; and that the winnings* 
of himself and his half-brother, Van Tromp^who be¬ 
longed to the same owner, amounted to $170,000.— 
Cotherstone won, at three years old, $63,825; Westi 
Australian, $54,875; and Surplice, $51,875. 

Camphor a Remedy for Mice.—Any one [desirous*, 
of keeping seeds from the depredations of mice, can do 
so by mixing pieces of camphor gum in with the seeds. 
Camphor placed in drawers or trunks will prevent 
mioe from doing them injury. The little animal objects 
to the odor, and keeps a good distance from it He 

will seek food elsewhere. 

Camels and Dromedaries have lately been introduced 
into Texas. They carry at a load, about 1600 pounds, 
and walk as fast as a horse can trot1 
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SUBURBAN COTTAGE. 

A CHEAP SUBURBAN COTTAGE. 

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory, 
for 1857, contains a series of beautiful designs for 
suburban residences, farm-houses, cottages, &c., pre¬ 
pared expressly for the work, by Howard Daniels. 

Esq., of New York. We give the accompanying 
description of a cheap and pretty suburban cottage, 
as a specimen, and advise all who intend building to 
get the work,—which we send, postage paid, for 25 
cents. 

This cottage was built at Dale Cemetery, Sing 
Sin a*, N. Y., for the Superintendent’s residence, and 
cost* $1,250. The exterior is covered with mill- 
worked pine flooring, in horizontal courses ; the roof 
is covered with tin, and projects two feet; the win¬ 
dow architraves are two inches thick, and a small 
hexagonal porch shelters the front door. 

The perspective view shows the exact appearance 
of the building as it now exists. 

First Story.—1. Living Room, 15 by 18 feet, 
and warmed by a 
stove, the pipe pass¬ 
ing through the room 
above, and then en¬ 
tering into a chimney 
standing over the hall 
door to 5 

2. is used as a Din¬ 
ing Room in sum¬ 
mer, and in winter as 
Kitchen and Dining 
Room ; is 18 by 22 
feet, and has a stair¬ 
case leading to the 

second story, and another under it to the basement, 
and a sink in the corner. 

3. Store-room and Pantry. 
4. Parlor, 15 by 18 feet. 
A small porch shelters the front door, and an entry 

or vestibule six feet square affords access to all the 
rooms. 

Second Story.—In the second story'are two large 
—— (Nos. 5 and 8) and 

two small chambers, 
(Nos. 6 and 7,) with 
an abundance of clos¬ 
ets. 

Basement Story.— 

The west side of the 
basement is entirely 
out of the ground; a 
back door and entry 
occupy the space un¬ 
der 3, a kitchen under 
2, fuel room under 4 

___ and cellar under 1. 

This design affords the maximum amount of avail¬ 
able room,—is compact, convenient, and at the samo 
time embodies considerable variety and elegance m 
the forms of its rooms and exterior. 

To Dry Parsley for Winter use. Choose a dry, 
warm day, when the leaves are free from moisture.— 
Gather as much fresh, good parsley as you can spare, 
cut off the stems, and place it lightly on sheets of 
newspaper, in an oven not very hot, where it willdry 
gradually. It should remain until crisp; and the heat 
should not have been sufficient to remove the green 
color. When cold, put it in jars, or wide-mouthed 
bottles, and cork it well down. It is most useful as 
a winter store. Lemon thyme, mint, and sage may 
be similarly kept, until the young shoots give a sup¬ 

ply in the spring. 

To make Grape Wine.—Bruise the fruit into a 
pulp, lay it in a small quantity of water for twenty- 
four hours, then strain through a hair sieve, and to 
every gallon of this juice add two gallons ot water, 
and to every gallon of the liquor add three pounds 
of sugar. Either barrel it directly, or leave it till tne 
next day, cork it safe and place it in the cellar. In 
six months rack it off and add a small quantity of 

brandy. 
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HORTICULTURAL HINTS FOR NOVEMBER. 

r Now is the time to unchrdrain, trench or subsoil 
the garden. Of the advantages of underdraining it 
is hardly necessary to speak. In most cases, it is 
absolutely impossible to have a good garden without 
underdraining. He who hopes to obtain good fruit 
from trees planted in a soil saturated with water at 
any season of the year, will most certainly be disap¬ 
pointed —■ and he deserves to be. It is a great mis¬ 
take to suppose that underdraining is not as essential 
in this country as in Great Britain. In fact, it is 
more so. Our seasons are shorter, colder, hotter, 
wetter and drier. UnderdrainiDg will make a soil 
moister and cooler in dry, hot weather, and warmer 
in the spring and fall; making our growing season at 
least a month longer, and much more equable. Some 
may be disposed to cavil at these statements, but a 
little examination will satisfy any intelligent horticul¬ 
turist that they are sustained not only by scientific 
experiments, but by the experience of thousands of 
practical cultivate rs of the soil. The simple fact,— 
demonstrated by very accurately-made experiments, 
by Lindley, Parkes, Smith, and others,—that the tem¬ 
perature of an underdrained soil is from 10° to 20° 
Fahr. warmer than that ¥ an undrained soil, is suffi¬ 
cient of itself to convince any thinking man of the 
advantages of underdrawing a garden. 

The first thing to look to in underdraining, is a 
good outlet. It should be at least four feet deep, 
and it is absolutely necessary that the water can run 
readily away at all times. If the outlet is stopped, 
in any way, the whole network of drains running into 
it will be useless. Having secured a good outlet, dig 
a main drain from it through the lowest part of the 
garden, and then cut small drains, branching off on 
each side, about a rod apart. This will drain your 
garden or orchard thoroughly, and ought not to cost 
you more than $40 per acre, either with stones or 
tiles,—the latter being cheapest when they can be 
had from $10 to $15 per thousand. 

Trenching and Ridging. —- After underdraining, 
deepening, pulverising and enriching the soil claim 
the attention of the gardener. In this country, we 
are well aware that trenching is an expensive opera¬ 
tion ; but when a good garden is desired, it should 
not be neglected. There can be no doubt that, 'other 
things being equal, the deeper the soil is dug the 
more it will produce. Deep plowing and subsoiling 
may sometimes be substituted, but as yet no imple¬ 
ment has been invented that pulverises the soil so 
well, and affords so good a pasture for plants, (as I 

Jethro Tull quaintly terms it,) as the spade. Mc¬ 
Intosh, in his Book of the Garden, says that “dig¬ 
ging, ridging and trenching is the most profitable 
employment men can be engaged in,” at this season 
of the y?ar. “Every piece of ground,” he continues, 
“ as soon as it is cleared of its crop, should be opera¬ 
ted upon in one or other of these ways ; and which¬ 
ever be adopted, the rougher the surface can be 
thrown up the better, so as to expose the largest 
extent to the action of the weather. All manuring, 
without such operations as these, are of little avail; 
and these, even with a very limited supply of manure, 
will secure excellent crops. Ridging is a species of 
deep digging or trenching, where the soil is thrown 
up in parallel ridges; it is found valuable in strong; 
tenacious soils, as it presents the ground so ridged up 
to the action of frost better than when the surface is 
left more level.” It is true that in this country our 
winters are so severe that there is less necessity lor 
ridging than in Great Britain, but even here it is ad¬ 
vantageous, especially in destroying the eggs of in¬ 
sects, larvae, slugs, &c. 

Except in very sandy soils, the fall is the best time 
to apply manure to the garden. The experiments of 
Prof. Way, and the experience of practical men, 
prove that there is far less danger of loss from leach¬ 
ing than has been generally imagined. On a clayey 
soil, long, unfermented manure, dug or plowed in deep 
in the fall, is very beneficial in loosening and amelior¬ 
ating the soil, besides enriching it. 

If you have not time to trench or dig all the gar¬ 
den, at least those portions intended for early peas, 
early potatoes and early cabbage should be dug and 
manured this fall. 

Strawberries.—If not done already, clean up the 
strawberry beds, cutting off all the young runners and 
old used up plants, leaving early, strong runners in 
their place. Do not cut off the leaves, or in any way 
mutilate the plants which are to remain. Clean the 
surface from weeds, but do not dig between the rows. 
Cover the beds with good leaf compost or barn-yard 
manure, to protect the plants from the frost, and to 
enrich the soil. 

Raspberries. — The old bearing wood should be 
cut away close to the ground, leaving, if strong, four 
or five of the young shoots or canes; if weakly, two 
or three will be sufficient. These should be shortened 
in, according to their strength, from two to four feet 
high, and if of very strong growing kinds and but 
few in a hill, they may be left as high as five feet. 

“No fruit-bearing plant,” says McIntosh, “disa¬ 
grees more with having its roots disturbed, than the 
raspberry: therefore digging about them should be 
carefully avoided, and enrichment given to the roots 
by the application of liquid manure and top-dressing 
of the richest kinds ; and in the removal of root 
suckers, it is better to pull them up than to dig them 
up, as in the latter case the roots may sustain injury 
from the spade.” 

There are but few varieties that do not need pro¬ 
tection during our severe winters. The canes should 
be bent down, and covered slightly with earth. A 
good plan is to raise a small ridge between two hills, 
and bend down the canes from these two hills to¬ 
wards each other, across the ridge, and cover them 
with a little earth. In this way one bank covers two 
hills ; and by bending them over a slight embank¬ 
ment few canes will be broken, particularly if it be 
done in damp weather. 
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Save the Leaves.—Taking the average of a num¬ 
ber of analyses of leaves from several different trees, 
by MM. Payen and Boussingault, leaves contain 
1.13 per cent of nitrogen ; ordinary barn-yard ma¬ 
nure contains 0.41 per cent. There is no better cri¬ 
terion of the value of vegetable substances that will 
decompose readily, than the amount of nitrogen 
(ammonia) which they contain. One ton of leaves, 
therefore, are worth nearly as much as three tons of 
ordinary barn-yard manure. Every gardener knows 
from experience the value of leaf compost. In some 
cases we believe it would pay to gather leaves from 
the woods and make them into a compost for the 
garden. Be this as it may, we are certain that it will 
pay (besides improving the appearance of the premi¬ 
ses) to rake up all the leaves from the garden and 
orchard, and put them in a heap with seedless weeds 
and other rubbish, barn-yard manure, &c. The heap 
should be covered with loam, and if soap-suds and 
other liquid from the house could be conveniently 
thrown upon it, so much the better. In the spring 
you will have a “spit manure” of great value for 
vegetables aud other garden crops. 
T Preparing Ground for Planting Trees next 

Spring. — If you intend planting fruit trees next 
spring, prepare the ground this month, if not already 
done. Underdrain, plow deep, subsoil, and manure 
thoroughly the whole of the ground to be planted. 
Then plant the trees in the spring as early as possi¬ 
ble, without any manure directly under the roots. If 
you have ordered the trees this fall from the nurse¬ 
ries and have not yet prepared the ground, heel them 
in till spring and get the ground ready immediately. 
This will be better than planting in the fall on unpre- 
pared ground. No after-treatment can fully make 
up for this want of preparation previous to planting. 

Trees planted this fall should be staked and tied, 
and well mulched with manure. Indeed, all fruit 
trees, and especially dwarf pears, should be well 
mulched with manure this month. Rare and tender 
trees and shrubs should be well covered with ever¬ 
green boughs or straw. Peg dowm tender roses, and 
cover with earth. Dahlias and all other tender bulb¬ 
ous and tuberous roots, if not already done, should 
be taken up at once. Care should be taken that the 
roots are not damp when stored away, or they will 
be injured or destroyed by mould, &c. Dahlia roots 
should be packed between layers of straw, with the 
stems downwards. Gladiolii, Tuberoses, Tigredias, 
&c., should be packed in dry sand. 

Preserving Plants in Winter. — Nothing has 
more discouraged the cultivator of flowers, than the 
supposed difficulty of preserving them in winter; but 
as experience is acquired, this obstacle disappears. 
Many plants may be summarily dealt with. Cactuses 
and scarlet geraniums will do well in any dry cellar 
without water. Mo:e plants die in winter from the 
effects of damp than by frost, and they should be 
watered sparingly, just enough to keep them from 
flagging. The best method of wintering them is in 
frames, well surrounded with dung, and covered with 
a thick mat or carpet, giving plenty of air when the 
weather is not frosty. When plants are found frozen 
in windows, &c., let them tha w in a dark cellar, and 
they will often sustain no injury. In this way may 
be preserved Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Verbenas, 
Hydrangeas, &c., and they will come out fine and 
fresh after a long winter. 

NORTH RIVER ANTWERP RASPBERRY. 

The origin of the North River Antwerp Raspber¬ 
ry, now extensively known by that name is as follows: 

About twelve years ago, a Mr. Kidd, then an as¬ 
sistant Gardener to Mr. Downing, of Newburgh, vis¬ 
ited the Fruit Garden of a Mr. Briggs, at Pough¬ 
keepsie, and on his return, stated to Mr. Downing 
that the aforesaid Mr. Briggs possessed a Raspberry 
which he had imported from England, without a 
name, and advised Mr. Downing to cultivate it by all 
means. Mr. D. at once commissioned Mr. Kidd to 
go over to Brigg’s garden and engage all the plants 
he had to spare. 

This Raspberry is generally considered the best 
market berry in this country, being a fine, large, con¬ 
ical fruit, and has this apvantage over the Fastolff— 
a much firmer texture—and consequently can be car¬ 
ried a greater distance to market in good order. 

The genuine Antwerp Raspberry of Europe is 
quite a different fruit. The cane has more of a dull, 
rusty appearance, and closely covered with spines, 
whereas the North River Antwerp is smooth and ash- 
en colored on the cane and prone to branch more.— 
The fruits in shape and appearance are very similar, 
but the North River variety, for profit, will be the 
choice of the fruit growers for market. 

W. Patterson, Newark, N. J. 

A FEW FIRST RATE DAHLIAS FOR NEXT YEAR.-A 8 
this i3 the best time to buy Dahlia roots for the rea¬ 
son that the purchaser can get a better choice and 
the dealers are not so hurried now as in the spring, 
perhaps it would not be unseasonable to name a few 
of the best varieties for this climate. A good dahlia 
should in form represent a half sphere. The petals 
should be well quilled and symmetrical in arrange¬ 
ment, and the flower well up in the center, for if it 
shows the least particle of eye it canDot be called a 
good bloom. I think that the few following varieties 
will include all that are really best m quality, viz:— 
The Nigger, the best dark flower yet out. Queen 
Victoria, beautifully shaded and bronzed, the very 
acme of perfect’on in shape. Duchess of Kent, a 
very fine show flower, finely tipped. Beauty of the 
Grove, another splendid flower, of first rate form and 
color. Ringleader, the best of its color; and of fine 
form. Julien, a perfect gem, as regards form, and al¬ 
so a good color. Miss Ward, a capital flower.— 
Beauty of Hastings, well worthy of the good name 
it has received. La Phare, a magnificent continent¬ 
al variety, the brightest colored flower yet out—a 
b ight, blazing scarlet—of good form and substance. 

The above varieties will form a collection fit lor a 
queen, and will please the most fastidious. Perhaps 
some may think that I have proscribed too many va¬ 
rieties in my choice, but in my opinion the list given 
contains all the good flowers that can be depended up¬ 
on in this climate. W. T. Goldsmith.—Rochester, 
N Y., Oct. 23. 1856. 

Sun Flowers.—The seed of the sun flower is val¬ 
uable for making oil, as well as for feeding fowls, &c. 
Who has grown any the past year ? Please write 
and tell us how, when, where, &c. 

Leaves absorb and give out moisture, and inhale air; 
they are, consequently, the most important organs of a 
plant, and if they are destroyed or injured, the whole 
plant suffers. 
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WILD FL0WES3—TI-LEIS, CULTIVATION, &G. 

(Continued from page 320.) 

It is gratifying to see the increasing interest mani¬ 
fested year after year in the cultivation of flowers; 
for it indicates the advancement of civilization and 
refinement, as well as a higher standard of morality 
in the community. But there is yet a large class so 
wanting in good tas.e that they consider the cul¬ 
tivation of flowers as a very useless employment.— 
To this class we would say, that happiness is the aim 
and object of all the labor of man. In proportion 
as mankind advance, they seek for more extended and 
more intellectual sources of happiness. Oi.e of these 
is the cultivation of flowers. 

“ A passion for flowers,” says Mrs. Hemans, “ is, I 
really think, the only one which long sickness leaves 
untouched with its chilling influence. Often during 
a weary illness, have I looked upon new books with 
a perfect apathy, when, if a friend has sent me a few 
flowers, my heart has leaped up to their dreamy hues 
and odors, with a sudden sense of renovated child¬ 
hood, which seems to me one of the mysteries of our 
being.” To a cultivated taste, indeed, flowers ever 
present the rarest attractions and the most fascina¬ 
ting charms. 

Who does not love flowers ? They are such pure 
and beautiful things, such sweet gifts from our 
Heavenly Father, scattered with lavish hand to glad¬ 
den the hearts of his creatures. Not for the wealthy 
alone do they bloom, but the lowliest cottager may 
claim them as his own to beautify his humble home. 
We never passed a cottage overhung with vines, 
where roses and honeysuckles mingled, and morning 
glorys peeped in at the windows, without thinking 
that there must be in that lovely abode, hearts full of 
love—love for the beautiful and love for our Heaven¬ 
ly Father. 

Whenever we see a house with its neat lawn, or 
flower-garden, and well-trained vines and shrubbery, 
whether it be in the thriving village or away from the 
“busy haunts and noisy shops;” up among the hills 
or mountains, we always feel that the dwellers there¬ 
in have hearts that feel for others woe. 

Whenever we see a happy boy or girl, gaily trip¬ 
ping along the schoolward path, with a bunch of 
flowers, whether culled from garden or road-side, for 
the teacher’s desk, we always feel that in the young 
heart which prompted the gift, the teacher will find 
a ready and cheerful obedience to all his wishes. 

Flowers are emblems of spring, andhave in all ages 
been made the representations of innocence and purity. 
We decorate the bride and strew her path with flow¬ 
ers; we present the undefiled blossoms as a similitude 
of her beauty and untainted mind; trusting that her 
destiny in life may be like theirs, grateful and pleasing 
to all. We scatter them over bier and the earth when 
we consign our mortal blossoms to the dust, as em¬ 
blems of transient joy, fading pleasures, withered 
hopes; yet rest in sure and certain trust that each in 
due season will be renewed again. 

The love of flowers seems a naturally implanted 
passion, without any alloy or debasing object or mo¬ 
tive. The cottage has its violet, its marigold, its 
pink, its polyanthus and its rose; the villa its gerani¬ 
um, its fuchsia, its dahlia and its clematis; we cherish 
them in youth, we admire them in declining days.— 
But after all it is the wild flowers, the early flowers 
of spring that always bring with them the greatest 

degree of pleasure, and our affections seem immedi¬ 
ately to expand at the sight of the first opening blos¬ 
som, however humble its race may be. Flowers are 
the harbingers of spring. In the long and sombre 
months of winter, our love of nature, like the buds of 
vegetation, seems closed and torpid; but, like them, 
it unfolds and reanimates with the open year, and we 
welcome our long-lost associates with a cordiality 
which no other season can excite, as friends from a 
foreign clime. The violet of autumn is greeted w t'l 
none of the love with which we hail the violet of 
spring; it is unseasonable, and perhaps it brings with 
it rather a thought of melancholy than joy; we view 
it with curiosity, not affection. A nd thus the late is 
not like the early rose. It is not intrinsic beauty or 
splendor that charms us, for the fair maids of spring 
cannot compete with the grander matrons of the ad¬ 
vanced year; they would be unheeded, perhaps lost 
in the rosy bowers of summer and autumn. No, it is 
our first-meeting with a long-lost friend, the reviving 
glow of a natural affection, that so warms us at this 
season; to maturity they give pleasure as the harbin¬ 
ger of the renewal of life, a signal of awakening na¬ 
ture, or of a higher promise; to youth they are ex¬ 
panding, being opening years, hilarity and joy; and 
the child, let loose from the house, riots in the flow¬ 
ery mead, and is “ Monarch of all he surveys.” 

There is not a prettier emblem of spring than a 
child sporting in the sunny field with its ozier basket 
wreathed with its daisies, cowslips, buttercups and 
violets. With summer flowers we seem to live as with 
ourneighbors, in harmony and good will, but spring 
flowers are cherished as private friendships. 

In a former communication we gave a short cata¬ 
logue of wild native flowers worthy of cultivalion. 
We will now add a few more to the list, which are 
not only susceptible of cultivation, but highly mer¬ 
itorious, and should have a place in every lawn or 
flower garden. 

We propose now to notice such plants as are dis¬ 
tinguished for their beauty or singularity, together 
with the soil and locality in which they flourish. 
Lilies.—Lilium Superbum—is the most magnificent 

of our wild herbaceous plants—far more showy than 
the much-lauded new Japan Lilly, (L. lancifolium.) 

They do best when transplanted, early in spring, 
into deep, rich, and if possible, moist soil. If not nat¬ 
urally moist, the ground should be covered with straw 
or litter through the heat of summer. 

L. Canadensis—is of a light orange color, 
found in the Northern States in our meadows, 
and flowers in July. All the lilies are propagated by 
offsets When the old bulbs have several small ones 
formed around them, take them up in September, di¬ 
vide them into single bulbs, replant the large flower¬ 
ing bulbs immediately, into fresh, rich earth, where 
they are to flower. The small bulbs, plant in a bed 
of the same kind of soil, in some corner by themselves. 
After two years, take them up and plant them where 
they are to flower, taking care to enrich the soil with 
well decomposed manure. We have succeeded in ta¬ 
king them up in July, when in full flower, by taking 
a ball of earth with them and carefully placing in a 
damp soil. 

Lily of the Valley.—Convallaria Majolis.— 
We know a garden where no one can flower the Lily 
of the Valley well, and we also know places where it 
flowers in the greatest abundance, without any care 
whatever. We have seen it growing wild by the acre, 
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in a shady wood, the soil being mere sand enriched 
by the fallen leaves; we have dug it out of that wood, 
and found all the roots within three inches of the sur¬ 
face. We also have seen it flower abundantly on a 
border, in a rich kitchen-garden soil. It thrives best 
in a shady situation; is a low growing plant, with ra¬ 
cemes of white, sweet scented, flowers in May, and i3 
very hardy. March, or early in April is the best time 
to plant them; and the third year they are in full 
perfection, and will last for ten or twelve years. 

Asteks.—Starwort.—To this family of plants are 
we indebted for many of our autumn ornaments.— 
No person, traveling in the month of October, could 
fail to have his attention arrested by certain bright, 
showy flowers, varying in color from a light to a dark 
blue, growing in the wood and by the roadside. It is 
the Aster; a deciduous, herbaceous plant, and can be 
propagated by a division of its roots, and flourishes 
in almost any common soil; flowers in September and 
October. Pursh enumerates no less than seventy-five 
species, all natives of North America. Some of the 
kinds are very handsome, and were they not so common, 
would be thought worthy a place in our grounds and 
shrubberies, as they are in Europe. We have seen 
some of these showy and beautiful plants, growing to 
the height of ten feet when cultivated, and bearing up¬ 
on their spreading tops several hundred flowers. They 
require no particular care, but when once introduced in¬ 
to our gardens, continue to grow and thrive for years. 

Scarlet Columbine.—Aquilegia Canadensis -As & 
well-known May flower, growing on dry, rocky hills, 
and in gravelly soil, of elegant habit, and having del¬ 
icate, pendulous, scarlet flowers. When removed from 
its wild locality to the richer soil of the garden, it 
grows with great luxuriance, and produces tenfold 
more flowers than in its wild state. It is very showy, 
and should be transplanted into fresh soil every second 
or third year. The White European Columbine 
should be planted with it for the contrast of color.— 
When thus situated, beautiful hybrids can easily be 
obtained from the seeds of the English Columbine, 
partaking of the character of both species, and dis 
tinct from either. Seeds sown in April; common 
soil. Seedlings flower sometimes the first, but gen¬ 
erally the second season. All hardy, herbaceous per- 
rennials. It may be found growing from Canada to 
to South Carolina, and may be easily transplanted to 
the garden. 

As this article has already exceeded our limits, we 
will close with the promise of continuing the subject 
hereafter. C. N. Bement.—Rochester, Oct. 1856. 

Striking Cuttings. — To promote the striking of 
cuttings, severa' points should be attended to. First, 
the soil should be light, rich, and porous ; secondly, 
it should be kept warmer than the atmosphere sur¬ 
rounding it; this is very important; thirdly, a cut¬ 
ting should be cut at the bottom close up to a joint; 
fourthly, it should be covered from atmospheric in¬ 
fluence, to prevent evaporation ; fifthly, if a hard- 
wooded subject, the last year’s growth should be se¬ 
lected. In general the simplest and safest way to 
strike cuttings is to fill a pot within half an inch of 
the rim with light and rich soil, and put silver-sand 
half an inch thick on the top ; saturate this with 
water, and plunge the cuttings to the bottom of the 
sand, but not into the soil; cover with a bell glass to 
keep out the air; wipe it out every morning; keep it 
plunged in tan, with a genial heat, and keep off the sun. 

Compost for Gardens.—As it is in vain to expect 
successful gardening results, unless proper nourish¬ 
ment is supplied for the flowers or vegetables planted 
in the &oil, a few hints may be useful, as to the means 
within the reach of all housekeepers for making their 
little plot of ground, or their larger gardens, product¬ 
ive of beauty, and much real help in the housekeep¬ 
ing department. Without access to stable or farm¬ 
yard manures, an excellent substitute may be made 
by carefully saving all refuse vegetable matter, weeds 
from the garden, potato rinds, leaves of vegetables, 
dead flowers, the contents of the dust pan, all useless 
bones, cracked or pounded, wood ashes, cleanings of 
fish and poultry, useless fat, waste of candlesticks, 
a mixture of the fine dust from coal ashes. Over this 
collecting heap, pour from day to day all greasy water, 
and every slop from the house, from bed-rooms as 
well as kitchen; soapy water is a valuable help; and, 
should opportunity offer, add any road scrapings with¬ 
in reach. When the heap has been collecting for a 
year, turn it once or twice ; this may be done when yon 
have a little spare time, and this will soon render it suf¬ 
ficiently dry to be riddled through a rather coarse 
cinder riddle; it should now be kept dry, and and be 
used to enrich the soil, in sowing the spring or sum¬ 
mer crops, and being mixed with the mould 5 or 6 
inches deep, or more, as your plants may require, it 
will produce a very fine show of bloom in the flower 
garden. Large crops of vegetables of the best qual¬ 
ity, and flowers in great perfection, have been grown 
on poor land improved by the means above described; 
this alone as manure, together wTith deep cultivation, 
by digging and trenching the garden patches in au¬ 
tumn, and constant stirring and weeding in summer be¬ 
tween the growing crops, will materially assist their 
growth, as well as tend to the permanent improve¬ 
ment of the soil. 

Different Kinds of Glass for Garden Struc¬ 

tures.—Turner’s & Spencer’s Florist, Fruitist, and 
Garden Miscellany for September, contains an ac¬ 
count of experiments made by Mr. Anderson, of 
Dougleat, Scotland, to determine the effect of differ¬ 
ent kinds of glass in garden frames, green houses, &c. 
Five years ago a four light frame was devoted to the 
purpose, having one light glazed with rough plate 
glass, the second with corrugated glass, the third with 
sheet glass, and the fourth with crown glass. During 
the five years a variety of plants wrere grown in the 
frame, including strawberries. JYo perceptible differ¬ 
ence could be detected, either in the growth oj the 
plants, the color of their flowers, or the flavor of the 
strawberries. 

To make Linen or Cotton transparent for Gar¬ 

den Frames.—3 pints of old pale linseed oil; 1 oz. 
of sugar of lead; and 4 oz. of white rosin. The su¬ 
gar of lead must be ground wdth a small quantity of 
the oil, and added to the remainder, and then the ros¬ 
in is to be incorporated by means of gentle heat.— 
The composition is to be laid on with a brush after 
the calico is nailed to the frames. One coat annual¬ 
ly is sufficient. It dries in a short time when exposed 
to the air, and excludes as little light and heat as any 
thing except glass. 

A Grape Vine, at Hampton Court, England, last 
year, bore 1600 bunches of grapes, and continues in 
a healthy condition. 
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HOW WOOD IS FORMED. , 

While examining lately, some specimens of bad graft¬ 
ing we met with the following remarkable case, which 
will be regarded with no small interest by those who 
are desirous of learning how wood is really formed. A 
small scion of an apple had been whip grafted upon 
one side of the cut of a much larger stock, as is shown 
in the annexed figure, 1. It had apparently formed as 
strong a union as is usually found in such cases, but 
upon applying a little lateral pressure, the scion came 
away, as at 2, bringing with it a considerable quantity 

accuracy of their views that wood really descends from 
above in the form of fully organized tissue. On the 
other hand, those who adopt the more common opinion 
that wood is organized where it is found, by organiza- 
ble matter passing downwards, will see here a confirm¬ 
ation of their theory; while the physiologists who 
maintain that wood is a mere secretion from the sur¬ 
face of old bark, or old wood, will, it is to be hoped, 
admit that such a specimen as this is inexplicable upon 
their interpretation. It is obvious indeed, that the 
new wood, 2 a, is really derived in either solid or liquid 
form, from the two branches at 2. 

of young wood, 2 a. Upon a more minute examina¬ 
tion, it was found that this wood had been insinuated 
between the bark and wood of the stock, as at 3, the 
wood of the scion having remained quite independent 
of that upon which it was moulded; it had moreover 
divided into very fine descending fibres, the broken 
points of which are shown at 2 a. In other words, 
the scion had formed a woody sheath of its own, which 
covered over the wood of the stock, and was indepen¬ 

dent ot it. . .. 
How is this to be explained? Those who believe 

with Gaudichaud, Dupetit Thouars, and others of their 
school, will accept the specimen as a new proof of the 

This is much the same as the case of a Willow, which 
formed a sheath of wood several feet long over dead 
wood, and beneath dead bark, where any superficial 
deposit was obviously impossible. Or it may perhaps, 
be better compared to the celebrated example of a Rose 
Acacia mentioned by the late Prof. Achille Richard. 

The Rose Acacia had been grafted on the common 
Pseudacacia. The stock had died; but the scion had 
continued to grow, and had emitted from its base a 
kind of plaster composed of very distinct fibres, which 
surrounded the extremfty of the stock to some distance, 
forming a sheath, and thus showed incontestably, that 
it descends from the base of a scion to overlay the stock* 
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That being demonstrated, it becomes the more diffi¬ 
cult to understand how it is that although the wood of 
a stock is derived from the scion, yet the branches 
Which are derived from that wood are not like those of 
the scion, but of the stock. In other words, a (the 
scion) under its new condition of life, does not produce 
a, but b (the stock). 

The true explanation of this puzzling phenomenon, 
is doubtless, that in our common trees there are two 
distinct systems of organization, simultaneous in their 
appearance, coexistent and coseval, but independent; 
the one longitudinal, which is what passes downwards, 
and the other horizontal; that the first is incapable of 
producing new roots, and is to be regarded as a mere 
provision for conveying sap, and for giving strength 
to a tree; that tt e latter alone has the power of fur¬ 
nishing new shoots. This latter, called the medullary 
system, is perpetually growing outwards and fitting on 
its myriads of extremities to the surface of the wood 
beneath the bark; so that when a branch is produced 
it necessarily comes from the horizontal system, derived 
in the beginning from the stock and not interfered with 
by the scion. 

This is the view that was many years since taken by 
the writer of the present notice, and we are not aware 
of any attempt having been made to show its inaccu¬ 
racy. Dr. Harvey, in his “Trees and their Nature,” 
does not advert to it; or if he does we have failed to 
find the place, for which we trust to be excused, seeing 
that life is not long enough to permit the use of books 
without an index. 

It is not for the sake of puzzling physoiological here¬ 
tics, or for the sake of the orthodox, that this question 
has been thus revived. The case before us has been 
fixed to our pages for the sake of the ignorant, or the 
ill-informed, who have not discovered that to remove 
the branches of a tree is to paralyze its wood-produ¬ 
cing powers; and who sally forth in mid-winter, or in¬ 
deed in mid-spring, or whenever they happen to think 
about it, armed with saw and axe, and good brown 
bills, for the purpose of making a raid upon the plan¬ 
tations under their care. Incredible as it may seem, 
there are plenty of woodmen who firmly believe that 
few branches will furnish as much new timber as many. 
Let us hope that they will reflect upon our Apple tree, 
repent of their foolish courses, and resolve in future to 
follow a wiser and better practice.—London Gardeners' 
Chronicle. 

WINTER PEARS SHOULD BE KEPT IN BARRELS. 

We make the following extracts from an able ar¬ 
ticle on Keeping and Ripening Fruit in the October 
number of the Magazine of horticulture. It is 
written by the editor, 0. M. Hovey, Esq. The 
experiments are in themselves interesting, and the 
conclusions which Mr. H. draws from them are wor¬ 
thy of careful consideration: 

“We do not intend to deny that seme skill is neces¬ 
sary in the successful ripening of the pear. But we 
do deny that the methods usually laid down are the 
only correct ones, and that this fruit can be matured 
only by the routine of practice generally detailed. We 
mean to assert that the whole process is made unneces¬ 
sarily troublesome, laborious and expensive, without 
achieving any better results than can be attained by 
more simple means. Fruit rooms, for instance, are al¬ 
most indispensable to every extensive cultivator; the 
convenience of space for storing and for assorting ren¬ 
dering them of the utmost importance, particularly for 
the summer and autumn varieties. But that all who 
cultivate the winter pears must necessarily have a fruit 
room to ripen them, is the great error. 

“ Nearly all the experiments which have been made 

in ripening pears, have been on a small scale; that is, 
with a small quantity of fruit, and this divided into 
many sorts. It has been found that many of the vari¬ 
eties, stored away in ordinary places, have become 
worthless before the time of their maturity; either 
shrivelled up or decayed, and hence it has been inferred 
that our knowledge of ripening has been very imper¬ 
fect. The ignorance has not been so much in the ri¬ 
pening as in the cultivation; and if the latter had been 
right, we should have less complaint of the former. 
A fruit half grown, must necessarily shrivel up, unless 
extra pains are taken to prevent it; but without in¬ 
quiring first, whether the cultivation was such as it 
should have been, we have endeavored to perfect by 
art what nature never intended we should—that is, to 
ripen and mature a half grown fruit. 

“ These views have been forced upon us after long 
experience in the preservation of a very great number 
of pears. Anxious to test the qualities of many of the 
most recent acquisitions, it has been our object to pre¬ 
serve them in the best condition. To do this it was 
important that we should have a fruit room; we had 
one constructed, ai d though it materially aided us in 
our efforts, we still found it would not ripen many of 
our fruits. The conviction seemed about to be forced 
upon us that it would be almost impossible to mature 
some of them; and repeated trials did not change our 
opinion, until, in the course of time, the trees flourished 
and produced abundantly, so that where we formerly 
had a dozen pears of any particular sort, we now had 
a barrel, and of all, many barrels; these could not be 
stored in an ordinary sized fruit room, and we were 
obliged to secure them as we would apples, in barrels 
in the cellar. Regretting the necessity of doing this, 
and fearing we should lose much of our fruit, we from 
week to w^eek examined the barrels, but found no 
shrivelling or decay. On the contrary, the specimens 
were greener, plumper, and fairer than ever; and we 
were somewhat surprised at this, after the very partic¬ 
ular directions laid down in books, that all pears 
should be placed on a shelf on the bottom end, so as not 
to touch each other, and we began to think that our cel¬ 
lar must be unusually cool to preserve them in such 
fine order. Winter wTas well advanced, and yet the 
pears were firm and sound, with but little change in 
color, and it was not till Christmas that our Duchesses, 
Beurre Diels, Ac., began to change color and show 
signs of maturity, and during all January we had an 
abundance of Lawrence, Winter Nelis, Lewis, Beurre 
Langlier, Ac., Ac. * * 

“Last winter an amateur cultivator placed before us 
some superb Glout Morceaus, about the first of March. 
We were surprised at their beauty; they were as yel¬ 
low as a lemon, and retained all the freshness of juice, 
and exquisite flavor for which they are so celebrated. 
We inquired what was the secret of his success. Risk¬ 
ing a laugh at our expense, he claimed he had a new 
process, which he thought as valuable and skillful as 
other methods which had been made a monstrous secret 
of. However, not wishing to make anything of his art 
he stated that he had one tree which produced about 
half a bushel of pears. Having no good place to pre¬ 
serve them, according to the old system, without ma¬ 
king a fruit room, which he did not wish to do for half 
a bushel of fruit, he devised the following plan. He 
took a good clean barrel and put into it one bushel of 
Russet apples; then added the Glout Morceau pear3, 
and filled up the barrel with more Russet apples, and 
then rolled it into the cellar with the rest of his fruit. 
About the middle of February he opened the barrel, 
and the pears were still green; thinking it time for 
them to mature, he placed them in a warm room, and 
in the course of ten days they were just in a fit state 
to be eaten. 
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“ This appeared to us a complete illustration of the 
theory we had thought the true one for the preserva¬ 
tion of our winter pears; viz., that there is a natural 
moisture in the bodies of fruit, which enables them to 
maintain their freshness to their period of maturity, 
which no artificial process can retain. A peck of ap¬ 
ples kept in a box or upon a shelf in a fruit room, 
would lose their flavor almost as readily as the pear; 
this we have proved in our attempt to keep a small 
quantity of some late sorts. In fact, there is no differ¬ 
ence in regard to the mode of keeping the two fruits. 

“The whole secret, then, of keeping the pear is to 
preserve them in barrels; if the quantities are small, 
let them be put together, with the simple separation of 
a double sheet of clean, thick brown paper. If the 
selection of sorts which ripen at the same time is ju¬ 
diciously made, they may all be taken out at once, 
ripened up in a slightly higher temperature, and pro¬ 
duced in all their beauty and excellence. Whoever 
has hesitated about growing the winter pears on ac¬ 
count .of the difficulty of ripening, may dispel their 
fears, if they will try the simple method we have de¬ 
tailed to keep them.” 

-- 'TTg -- 

CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES. 

The natural habitat of the currant is by the side of 
swamps, or in damp woods, and chiefly in cold, strong 
soils, hence, in the cultivation of the currant, we 
should plant it in cool, and somewhat shady borders, 
rather than in dry and exposed parts of the garden. 
Correctly speaking, however, the currant is seldom 
“ cultivated?' in this country. A few cuttings, with 
all the eyes in, are stuck in the ground on the side of 
a fence, and there left, without any pruning, to throw 
up suckers and grow into a hedge. Nothing that is 
worth having can be obtained without labor, is a truth 
which those who expect good currants in this way 
should ponder. Assuredly they will be disappointed. 

To get good, large bunches of ripe, good-flavored 
currants, the bushes should be carefully pruned every 
year. November is a good time to perform this op¬ 
eration. On old, neglected bushes use the knife freely. 
Cut out all the old, worm-eaten, black and decayed 
wood, leaving only that which is green and healthy, 
and shorten the young shoots according to their 
strength. The bush should be left as open in the 
center as possible, in order to let in the sun and air. 
If the spurs are too thick, as is frequently the case 
on old bushes, they should be thinned out, retaining 
the youngest and best situated. All suckers should 
be.cut from round the roots, and planted out if re¬ 
quired. They will generally make bearing bushes 
sooner than cuttings, especially if there are roots to 
them. 

Something may be done to improve neglected cur¬ 
rant bushes in this way, but the greatest success can 
only be. attained by beginning with the young plants 
or cuttings. . If you have the varieties you wish to 
grow, there is no necessity for resorting to the nur¬ 
serymen for plants, as you can easily grow better 
plants yourself than you wiii ordinarily obtain from 
the nurseries. 

Propagation by Cuttings.—Before pruning your 
bushes, or at the time, select out the strongest, straight- 
est, and best ripened shoots of this year’s growth, for 
cuttings. Cut them off square at the bottom, just 
below a bud, about a foot long. Cut out all the buds 
for about eight inches from the bottom, and leaving 
only three or four buds at the top of the cutting.— 
This is very important, as by so doing the bushes will 

not throw out suckers. Then plant the cuttings six 
or eight inches deep, in a damp, rich soil, in rows 
twelve or fourteen inches apart, and six or eight inch¬ 
es in the rows. By the following autumn they will 
be well rooted, and should then be transplanted into 
rich, will prepared soil, and be allowed more room. 
The next season they will be fit for planting out per¬ 
manently. 

The best time to strike cuttings is in October, 
though it will do nearly as well in November. If 
there are any leaves on them, they should, of course, 
be stripped off. 

In English gardens, the currant and gooseberry are 
usually planted out in borders by the sides of walks, 
but in this country they do better when planted out 
in a cool, and somewhat shady plot of ground by 
themselves. In this way the roots are allowed to re¬ 
main unmolested, and top dressing, or liquid manuring 
can more easily be applied. Previous to planting, 
the soil should be trenched and heavily manured, dig¬ 
ging in the manure as deep as possible. The roots 
will strike down to the manure, and will be less af¬ 
fected by drouth than when near the surface. If 
early currants are desired, plant on alight, warm soil; 
if this is not an object, a heavy loam will produce 
larger fruit. In either case, the soil should be rich, 
and if slightly shaded from the hot sun, so much the 
better. Too much shade, however, is not desirable, 
for though a larger fruit is obtained, it is at the loss 
of flavor. Plant about five feet apart each way. 

Pruning and Training.—Currants may easily be 
trained as espaliers. A good plan is to carry a branch 
to the right hand and another to the left of the main 
stem, about a foot from the ground, and to train the 
side shoots about 9 or 10 inches apart, in a vertical 
direction. In England it is not uncommon to grow 
currant bushes in a circular form by means of a hoop 
20 inches in diameter, supported on stakes, and to 
which the shoots are trained. The advantage of 
this mode of training is to let in air and light to the 
leaves and fruit. This system involves too much la¬ 
bor, and as good crops can be obtained from ordi¬ 
nary bushes if properly pruned and trained. 

The cuttings the first season usually produce three 
or four weakly shoots of a few inches only in length. 
Three of the best of these should be selected, and if 
nearly equi-distant, so much the better. Remove the 
tips of the shoots so as to induce them to throw out 
stronger ones the following season, from which the 
form of the plant is to be moulded. The next season 
they will require little pruning, as the transplanting, 
acting as a species of root-pruning, will induce them 
to throw out spurs, or fruit-buds, rather than to elon¬ 
gate from their points. The following season all su¬ 
perfluous side shoots should be removed. The lead¬ 
ing branches should have a portion of their points 
cut oft annually, in November, to cause them to throw 
out side spurs. In all cases of shortening, the strong¬ 
er the shoot the less should be cut oft'; whereas, in 
proportion to the weakness of the plant the greater 
should the reduction be, even often in extreme cases 
to leaving only an inch or two. As a general rule, 
the shoots should be shortened back to about seven 
inches. The leading branches should be carried up 
as nearly perpendicular as possible. Six main shoots 
are sufficient to be retained as leaders. The terminal 
shoots on these should be shortened back to 4 or 6 
inches, according to their strength, but when they 
have extended to nearly the intended height of the 
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plant, these terminals should be cut back yearly to 
one or two buds. All the lateral shoots should be 
cut back to within an inch of their base, at every au¬ 
tumn or winter pruning, for the production of spurs. 

These systems of raising currants may seem to in¬ 
volve considerable labor, but in reality this is not the 
case ; and there can be no doubt that the extra size, 
quantity and quality of the fruit, much more than 

ay for the additional trouble. When the bushes 
ave attained full size there is little to be done, ex¬ 

cept to thin out all the decaying old wood, and 
shorten-in the branches every fall, giving the ground a 
good top-dressing of manure at the same time. We 
hope no reader of the Genesee Farmer will continue 
the “ hedge-row system.” 

Gooseberries.—Whether gooseberries are or are 
not well adapted to this country, we shall not stop 
now to inquire. We are perfectly satisfied, however, 
that a cool, moist climate, like that of England, is 
far better suited to the gooseberry, than the dry, hot 
climate of this country. This fact, however, should 
rather stimulate us to increased efforts in its cultivation 
—or induce us to abandon it. Those who are as 
fond of gooseberries as we are will join with us in 
advocating the former course. 

Gooseberries delight in a rather heavy, strong, rich 
soil, somewhat shaded. It is hardly possible to make 1 
the ground too rich for them. The mass of testimo¬ 
ny goes to show that the richer the soil, and the 
stronger and more vigorous the bushes, the less likely 
is the fruit to be affected with the mildew. 

Our space will not allow us to enter into the detail¬ 
ed cultivation of the gooseberry, and indeed it is not 
necessary, as the remarks made in reference to the 
currant are also applicable to the gooseberry. 

CULTIVATION OF FRUIT IN THE WEST. 

The Prairie Farmer of Oct. 23d, contains an able 
article from the pen of E. K. Phoenix, of Blooming¬ 
ton, Ill., on the “ injury done to fruit trees the past 
winter at the West,” from which we make a few ex¬ 
tracts : 

Practically speaking, the peach, sweet cherry, pear, 
quince, apricot, <fec., in Western Nurseries, must be con¬ 
sidered more or less unreliable—and hence, not war¬ 
ranting large investments on plantations as a matter of 
profit. * * * * * 

But the fruits above named were not alone in suf¬ 
fering last winter—our great staple, the hardy, blessed 
apple, was terribly scourged, and some of its most val¬ 
ued varieties threatened with total extinction—while 
others braved it out nobly, and may therefore be pro¬ 
nounced hardy. But how serious the loss with thoss 
tender kind-1, constituting as they did, not only whole 
rows in our best orchards and nurseries, but often the 
great bulk of those orchards and nurseries, and killed 
outright to the ground! A calamity which, if it did not 
happen oftener than once in a generation or even once 
in a century, were well worth guarding against. Be¬ 
sides, we know not how often it may happen hereafter. 
The winter of 1831-32, only 24 years ago, we have 
been reliably informed by old residents, was equally if 
not more severe than the past. 

Obviously, the only remedy is to cultivate mainly 
the hardy varieties, under those circumstances, as to 
Boil and management that shall most effectually pro¬ 
mote their ability to endure cold. Had we, for instance, 
a collection of varieties throughout, as hardy, say, as 
those of the Siberian Crab, there need be no fears 
hereafter of similar losses from the winter, and the 

cultivation of the apple might, no doubt, be pushed 
several degrees north of its present limit * * 

A proper selection and preparation of soil should 
receive our first attention. At the very outset, then, 
we utterly protest against low or moist ground for nur¬ 
series or orchards! The importance of this point, con¬ 
sidered with reference to our Western soil and climate, 
cannot be over-estimated. 

The importance of soil and site we have never seen 
so forcibly illustrated on a large scale as in the very 
extensive orchards of Judge Greene, in Cedar Rapids, 
Linn Co., Iowa, which we had the pleasure of looking 
through a few weeks since. Here were several thou¬ 
sand apple trees, mostly root grafts, planted out five or 
six years since, in rows, we should judge, over a fourth 
of a mile in length, reaching from near the top of a 
high ridge, down a pretty abrupt Southern slope, not 
only to the base of the ridge, but across a gently in¬ 
clined “flat,” or “bottom,” almost to the ravine or 
water course below. The location was originally, we 
should judge, in part, at least, hazel brush prairie, 
skirting oak openings on the ridge, and timber lands 
on the bottom ; the soil on the flat a deep, strong, dark 
loam—eti the ridge, similar, but lighter colored—the 
whole resting on a clay subsoil. 

The Judge being an Eastern man, had, very nat¬ 
urally, secured a large number of the most popular 
Eastern sorts—Baldwin, Greening, Spitzenburg, New¬ 
town Pippin, Roxbury Russet, (fee., many, perhaps most 
of which were planted on the low ground. Here they 
had struggled on up to last winter, mostly living, but 
not doing near as well as the same sorts on the slope. 
Thus standing, that trial winter came and completely 
finished up and wiped out nearly every tree that was 
left of those tender sorts, making sad inroads upon the 
appearance and profitableness of the orchai'd. Trees 
of the tender kinds up the slope were not all killed 
outright, and should our seasons prove favorable for a 
term of years, they may possibly bring some fruit yet, 
but it would seem impossible for them to become per¬ 
manently vigorous. Scarce a variety that we noticed, 
not even the very hardiest, had done as well on the 
low as the high ground. Of several tender or half 
hardy sjrts on the slope, w’.:ere a part were root graft¬ 
ed and a part budded upon seedlings, in every case that 
we noticed, the latter were the most hearty and vig¬ 
orous. Lest we fail to mention it hereafter, we will 
add here, that of all the sort9 in the orchard, none was 
both growing and fruiting so magnificently as the Fall 
Orange, of which there was a large number of root- 
grafts. ******** 

Among other varieties that were fruiting the earliest 
and most abundantly, were the Jennet, Winesap, Jona¬ 
than, Rome Beauty, Talman Sweet, and Pound Sweet. 

Our Western soil is such a puzzle—though seeming 
to pass off any surplus moisture almost as soon as a 
genuine sand, yet still there remains that extreme fine¬ 
ness, and, when moist, a certain softness and adhesive*- 
ness that forms through all our vegetable growths a 
looser, flabbier texture than the gravelly loams of the 
East—whereof we have often doubted if there was a 
single acre to be found at the West! Cultivation will 
doubtless improve the texture of our Western lands, 
but the greatest benefit is undoubtedly to be derived 
from thorough subsoiling and draining. In this connect¬ 
ion, we cannot forbear insisting upon the superior 
hardihood and productiveness of fruit trees generally 
in opening or timber lands, as contrasted with those 
on the prairies. Not that we would discourage plant¬ 
ing on the prairies, but, where both were at hand, we 
should decidedly prefer the timber lands or openings; 
or, if confined to the prairies, we should take more pains 

j in selecting higb, dry ground, as well as in the seleet- 
I ion of the hardiest and most productive sorts. 
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fates' Jtpdmntt. 
HINTS ON THE ART OF DECORATION. 

“Will any cunning workman in metals, or carver in 
wood, or tracer of architectural, domestic, or person¬ 
al decorations, cast his eye upon this faithful portrait 
of a flower, and consider whether it does not suggest 
forms and patterns now unthought of. 

It is only a Fuschia, but one of rare beauty and 
unusual proportions. In its natural position it hung 
downwards, like any other Fuchsia, but we have re- 
ersed it, the better to show its form and proportions. 

A Monstrous Fuchsia, 

Grown at Walton Rectory, near Liverpool, England. 

The calyx was a cup with 12 equi-distant furrows, 
and as many fleshy rays, each the exact counterpart 
of all the rest; the petals formed a ring of eight 
short leaves enfolding each other; and the stamens 
stood erect within them, in a ring of 20 stout threads 
clustering round a graceful curved central column 
(style,) set with eight purple jewels at its very end 
(the stigma.) All this apparatus stood upon a round¬ 
ish base (ovary) extending downwards into a slender 
stalk (peduncle.) 
{ The calyx was white, the petals deep rose, the 

threads of the stamens white, their anther-heads crim¬ 
son,Hhe column white, the end deep purple, while the 
base or ovary and its stalk were green. 

The order of the colors was therefore, beginning 
from below, green, white, dark rose, white, purple, 

white, deep purple. In every case the darker col¬ 
ors are separated and brought out by an intermedi¬ 
ate space of white. Had the colors been otherwise 
contrasted the beauty of arrangement would have 
been impaired; as for instance, if the colors had been 
white, white, rose, rose, white, purple, white. But 
nature would not have produced such a succession of 
colors. And this may serve to show that those who 
wish to know how colors are to be contrasted should 
attentively observe their succession in nature, which 
always produces beautiful arrangements, although not 
of what to us seems equal beauty. 

But this is not all which the flower before us should 
teach. It is needless to say that for the purposes of 
flat decoration what is termed conventional drawing 
is indispensable; that is to say, instead of represent¬ 
ing natural objects as they really are, ideas only are 
taken from them, perspective is abandoned, and the 
artist is confined to the arrangement of lines in beau¬ 
tiful patterns. Now it is impossible not to recognize 
in those designs which are pronounced the most beau¬ 
tiful by persons of refined taste, a very close approach 
to the forms of natural objects, and most especially 
to the numerical proportions which parts bear to each 
other. These numerical proportions are in fact invar 
riable in plants, and it is this, indeed, which renders 
conventional representations, in which proportion is 
truly observed, so universally agreeable. The eye is 
accustomed to them wherever it turns in nature, and 
recognizes, although no doubt unconsciously, the 
beautiful forms to which it is accustomed, even when 
they are reduced to a mere tracing on the wall or a 
lady’s dress. On the other hand it is offended when 
the rules which determine natural forms are neglect¬ 
ed. That this is beginning to be very generally felt 
is, we think, indicated by the admiration with which 
the race of Ferns is now so largely received. 

In flowers the rule is that all the parts shall be sym¬ 
metrical; that is to say, there is, as a rule, some fun¬ 
damental number in which all the parts may be re¬ 
solved, or in case of this law being departed from, 
then the symmetry is restored by a variety ot simplp, 
yet most beautiful contrivances, into the nature of 
which this is not the time to enter. The Fuschia, in 
its unchanged state, belongs to the first or regular 
class of structures, its fundamental number being four. 
Thus its ovary contains four cells, its calyx has four 
divisions, its petals are four, its stamens eight, its stig¬ 
ma four-lobed. Its numerical proportions will there¬ 
fore be 4 plus 4 plus 4 plus (4 x 2) plus 4. Upon 
examining our beautiful monster it will be found that 
the fundamental number four is still maintained, viz. 
(4 x 3) plus (4 x 2) plus (4 x 5) plus (4 x 2,) not¬ 
withstanding all the disturbances which its structure 
has undergone. 

Those who believe that truth is the foundation of 
all beauty, in the material as well as the moral world, 
will find that the example now before them is one 
among myriads of facts to which they may refer in 
defence of the faith that is in them.—Gardener£ 
Chronicle. 

Simplicity and genuine unaffectedness are of great¬ 
er value than beauty. 
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dpHter's ®a&U. 
Premiums for Short Essays. 

In the hope of calling out the opinions of the readers of 

the Genesee Farmer, we have determined to offer a Book 

of the value of One Dollar, for the best article (not to 

exceed one page of the Farmer) on any of the following 

subjects: 

On the Management of Sheep ; 
On the Management of Swine ; 
On the Management of Milch Cows ; 

On the Management of Horses ; 
On the Management of Young Stock and Working 

Cattle; 
On the Relative Advantages of Employing Horses or 

Cattle in Farm Labor ; 
On Cheese Making; 
On Butter Making; 

On the Cultivation of Winter Wheat; 

On the Cultivation of Spring Wheat; 
On the Cultivation of Rye ; 
On the Cultivation of Barley ; 
On the Cultivation of Oats; j 
On the Cultivation of Peas ; 

On the Cultivation of Beans ; 
On the Cultivation of Indian Corn; 

On the Cultivation of Broom Corn ; 

On the Cultivation of Millet; 
On the Cultivation of Onions ; 
On the Cultivation of Crops for Soiling Purposes; 

On Growing Clover Seed ; 
On Growing Grass Seeds ; 

On the Cultivation of Potatoes ; 
On the Cultivation of Turnips, Ruta Bagas, Mangel 

Wurzel, and other Root Crops ; 

On the Best System of Rotation ; 
On the Management and Application of Barn-Yard 

Manure ; 
On the Use of Lime as a Manure; 
On the Use of Unleached Ashes as a Manure : 

On the Use of Leached Ashes as a Manure ; 
On the Use of Salt as a Manure ; 

On the Use of Peruvian Guano as a Manure ; 
On the Use of Superphosphate of Lime as a Manure ; 
On the Most Economical Mode of Obtaining Fertilizing 

Matter other than Barn-Yard Manure ; 
On any Insects Injurious to the Farmer; 
On the Advantages of System in Farming Operations ; 

On the Advantages of Forethought in Farming Opera¬ 

tions ; 
On Cutting Hay, Corn-Stalks, and other Fodder, for 

Horses and Cattle; 
On the Best Means of Destroying Weeds; 
On the Management of Permanent Grass Lands ; 

On Underdraiding; 

On Subsoil Plowing; 
On the Advantages of Stirring the Soil in Dry Weather ; 

On Irrigating Grass Land; 
On the Best Means of Destroying Mice, Rats, and other 

Vermin; 
On the BestPlants for Hedges—Their Management, &c.; 

On the Management of Woodland ; 
On Planting Trees on the Prairies, for Shelter, Fuel and 

Timber; 
On the Management of a Prairie Farm — Commencing 

in its Natural State ; 
On the Best Method of Fencing a Farm; 

On the Benefits of Agricultural Fairs ; 
On the Benefits of Farmers’ Clubs, and the Best Plan 

for their Organization; 
On the Influence of Agricultural Papers, and the Duty 

of Farmers to Write for them. 

Horticultural Subjects.—On the C ultivation o 
Pears; 

On the Cultivation of Apples; 
On the Cultivation of Peaches; 

On the Cultivation of Plums; 

On the Cultivation of Small Fruits—Strawberries, Rasp¬ 
berries. Currants, Gooseberries and Blackberries; 

On the Cultivation of Cranberries. 

The advantages of shelter for Gardens, and the best 
means of providing it; 

For the best answer to the question, “ Why do Farmers 
so generally neglect their Gardens ? and the best means of 
rectifying the evil; 

For the best answer to the question, “ Is the Cultivation 
of Fruit on a more extended scale desirable ? 

On the Management of a Farmer’s Garden; 

Subjects for the Ladies.—For the best Dozen Do¬ 

mestic Recipes; 

On the Cultivation of Flowers ; 

For the best reasons why our Agricultural Societies 

should not offer premiums for a public exhibition of Lady 

Equestrianism ; 
For the best article on the other side of the Question ; 

For the best answer to the question, “ Is a residence in 
the Country or City most conducive to high mental culture, 

beauty of person, health, happiness and usefulness ?” 

For the best answer to the questjon, “ Is it right to ask 

the women folk to milk the cows during the busy season ? 

(Open to both sexes l) 

On drying Apples, Peaches, Plums and other Fruit; 

For the best answer to the question, “ What can mothers 

and daughters do to make farm life attractive to their sons 

and brothers, and prevent them from leaving the farm to en¬ 
gage in mercantile or professional pursuits ?” 

It is desirable that the articles be as short as possible,— 

It is far more difficult to write a short article than a long 
one; and other things being equal, brevity will be consid¬ 
ered as a mark of excellence. Write only on one side of 

the paper, and be sure and do not have the lines too close 
together. Many persons, to save a cent’s worth of paper, 

put us to a dollar’s worth of trouble in preparing their 

manuscript for the printer, and all because it is written too 

closely. Those who are not in the habit of writing for 
the printer, should write on ruled paper, and skip every 
other line. 

The articles will be submitted to competent judges, and 

the premiums announced and paid as soon as they make 

their decision. 

Hereford Cattle.—We have received an interesting 

communication from Wm. H. Sotham, the well known 

Hereford Breeder, giving the weights of some of the prize 
Herefords, and the prices obtained for them in England. 
The length of the article and the press upon our columns 
prevent its publication this month. We may give the main 

facts at a future time. We have had some experience with 
the Herefords, and like them much, but think it can hardly 

be doubted that the Short Horns mature earlier ; though 
possibly, for the amount of food consumed, the Herefords 
may afford most meat—and of a better quality. If this 

point has been proved by actual comparative experiment, 

our friend Sotham will know all about it, and we should 

be glad to hear from him. 
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The next Volume of the Genesee Farmer.—En¬ 

couraged by the greatly increased circulation of the Far¬ 

mer the present year, we have determined to make great 
improvements in our next volume, and also to offer an 

enlarged list of premiums. 

By a little timely effort, our friends will enable us to 

double our circulation the coming year. The old preju¬ 

dice against “ book farming ” has in a great measure died 

out, and there are very few farmers who would not wil¬ 

lingly subscribe to an agricultural paper, were they re¬ 

quested to do so. The Genesee Farmer is so cheap that 

all can afford to take it, even though they already sub¬ 

scribe for several other papers. 

At many post offices, we have but one or two subscrib¬ 

ers. Will not such read over our liberal list of premiums, 

in the advertising columns, and then get us up a club ? 

There is no way in which a young man can more easily 
obtain a good agricultural library. 

We will gladly send show bills and specimen numbers to 
all who are disposed to act as agents.j 

We have never before offered “January Premiums.” 

Thousands of our readers do not subscribe until the win¬ 

ter is nearly past, and we find that the number of such is 

increasing every year. To counteract this, we offer these 

January premiums. Those who take a January premium 
can also compete for the April premiums. There are so 

many premiums offered, that no one who tries can fail to 

take at least one, and may obtain two. 

All our friends who act as agents, do it simply with a 

desire to promote agricultural and horticultural improve¬ 

ment in their respective neighborhoods. Hence it is that 

so few compete for the premiums. So few, indeed, make 

any effort to obtain the premiums, that we have thought 

of discontinuing them, but have concluded to offer them 

once more — and to greatly enlarge the list. Let all who 

wish for a good Agricultural Library make a little effort 
to get subscribers for the Genesee Farmer for 1857, and 

they shall have it, and one which they will not feel 

ashamed of. 

Now is the time to commence making up your list, be¬ 

fore other agents take the field. 

Chinese Potato. — We had the pleasure of tasting a 

cooked tuber of the Dioscorea batatas at the late National 
Agricultural Fair at Philadelphia. It was very palatable. 

To our taste, so far as flavor is concerned, it will make a 

good “substitute for the potato.” The tuber was fur¬ 

nished by W. It. Prince, of Flushing, N. Y., and was 

very large — we should think about nine inches long and 

an inch and a half in diameter. The Dioscorea has risen a 

hundred per cent, in our estimation, though we are yet to be 

convinced that it is as hardy and as productive as some of 

its advocates for general cultivation claim. We shall be 

glad to hear from those who have raised it. 

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directo¬ 

ry, for 1857, will be out in a few day3. It is an elegant 

number, full of valuable matter to all interested in rural 
pursuits. Sent, postage paid, for 25 cents. 

In clubs of eight, we send the Rural Annual and 

Genesee Farmer for Fifty Cents ! Can any one desire 

cheaper reading ? Five hundred and twenty-eight pages 
for half a dollar ! 

To our Canadian Friends. — We shall continue to 

pre-pay the American postage on our next volume. So 
that, as agricultural papers (that contain no news) go free 

in Canada, you will get the Genesee Farmer free of all 
postage. 

Horse Exhibition at Boston. — The grounds on 

which the meeting of the United States Agricultural So¬ 
ciety was held at Boston, in 1855, have been rented by the 

recently formed “ Boston Agricultural Association,” and a 

great Horse Show was held under the auspices of this 

Association, Oct. 21-24. Premiums to the amount of 

eight thousand dollars were offered ! The prizes were 

offered principally for the fastest horses. Not being able 

to attend, we condense the£ following account from the 
Country Gentleman: 

“ Each day was opened by a cavalcade of all the horses 
shown, the turn-out on Tuesday and Thursday mornings 
bein? especially fine. The programme for the morning of 
the first day included thorough bred Stallions and Mares, 
Breeding Mares and Fillies, and Ponies—in which, espe¬ 
cially the two classes first named, the show was very fair. 
After dinner occurred the first trial of speed—open to all 
trotting stallions, geldings and mares, over five years old, 
that had never trotted for money. Mile heats, best two in 
three to harness—three to start—1st premium $125 ; 2d, 
$50; 3d, $25. Six entries — prizes awarded as follows: 
First to ‘Lightfoot,’ owned by R. L. Flanders, Roxbury— 
2d, ‘ Lady Stewart,’ J. L. Brown, Canaan, Yt.—3d, ‘ Yan¬ 
kee,’ A. J. Brown, Roxbury—average time for each of the 
three heats a small fraction above the following figures for 
the three horses in their respective order, 3.07g, 3.08, 3.09. 
The second trial followed, open to all trotting geldings and 
mares. Mile heats, best three in five, to harness. The 
prizes were: First premium $150; 2d, $75; 3d, $50. 
Three entries—prizes and time as follows: 

1. ‘ Lady Moscow,’ S. McLaughlin, time : 2.40—2.41—2.39K”" 
2. ‘ Meddlesome,’D. Mace,. “ 2 42—2.43—2.40 
3. ‘ Telemachus,’ E. Carpenter,  “ 2.41—2,42—2.43 

The great event of the second day was the grand trial 
of speed—to harness—between ‘ Hiram Drew’ and ‘ Ethan 
Allen,’ for prizes of $1000 to the first and $100 to the 
second. The match was confined to not more than three 
horses, but only two entries were made, viz: 

Dan. Mace names ‘Ethan Allen,’.Ill 
Warren Peabodv names ‘ Hiram Drew,’_2 2 2 

Time :—2.44^—2.40^—2.40. 

The great event of the third day was a match between 
‘ Flora Temple ’ and 4 Lancet,’ (formerly 4 Know Nothing,’) 
for a prize of $1000; the second $200. Mile heats—best 
three out of five, to harness. The following was the 
result: 

4Flora Temple,’J. D. McMann, New York,.. Ill 
‘Lancet,’ S. D. McLaughlin, do. ..2 2 2 

Time 2.36K—2.40—2.43K. 

A New Seedling Grape. — We are indebted to F. 
W. Fearman, of Hamilton, C. W., for a bunch of grapes 

from a new seedling called the Canadian Chief. It was 

grown in the open air, and is very large, compact, and well 

shouldered. Berries round, medium size, and of white 

color, not fully ripe. In regard to its flavor there is a lit¬ 

tle difference of opinion among those who have tested it 

here. Some, in whose judgment we have confidence, pro¬ 
nounce it very good, while others consider it only medium. 
All agree that if it ripens well and proves hardy, it will be 
a valuable acquisition. The berries and general form of 

the bunch resemble the old Sweet Water, but the bunch is 

much larger. Nearly all who have seen it here think it a 

seedling of this variety. 

More Fine Stock for Canada. — We are informed 
that the Cotswold and South Down sheep, Berkshire pigs 

and Durham cattle, which Mr. F. W. Stone, of Moreton 

Lodge, Guelph, C. W., purchased the past summer in 

England — and to which we alluded last month — arrived 

safely at his farm on the 25th ult. 

How to Make Hens Lav.—A good woman in the 
Granite State, who keeps a 44 hennery,” says there is noth¬ 
ing like Cayenne pepper to make hens lay. She, therefore, 
applies a little to their feed about every other day. Eggs 

are plenty or scarce, she says, according to the feed. 
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America at the French Exposition. — The follow¬ 
ing extract from the speech of Josiah Quincy, Jr., at the 

Banquet given by the U. S. Agricultural Society at Phila¬ 
delphia, showing what was done by a Frenchman at the 

French Exposition — in the utter lack of any American 
productions on exhibition there — will be read with inter¬ 

est. We wish all our readers could have heard Mr. Q. 

tell the story. 
“ Perhaps you would like to know — I know all Ameri¬ 

cans would, what part America took in this great exhibi¬ 
tion. From the summit of the various pinnacles of this 
building were displayed the flags of every nation that con¬ 
tributed to it, and among the rest was the star spangled 
banner. It was a long time before I could find out what 
part America took in the exhibition. We had no cattle, 
and as they called McCormick’s Reaper a French Ameri¬ 
can invention, they would not even allow us the credit of 
that. I met, however, with a great friend of America, M. 
Vattemare, and he told me that when this exhibition was 
first organized, the Minister of the Interior came to him 
and expressed a very great regret that they could not have 
the banner of America displayed, because there was no 
exhibition of any of our agricultural products. Upon that 
hint M. Vattemare went to work and made an exhibition 
—but such an exhibition, I doubt whether any American 
ever dreamed of. 

“In the first place, there was Georgia, represented by 
about eight or ten pounds of rice. There was South Car¬ 
olina, represented by about as many pounds of co:ton. 
There was Vermont, represented by some native woods, 
cut in the form of books, with the bark upon the back of 
them. There was Connecticut, represented by a quantity 
of wooden ware, pails, lemon-squeezers and cocoanut 
shell dippers. Pennsylvania had no representation at all. 
But as to the great agricultural State of New York, it was 
represented by two bottles, one of which contained the oil 
of wintergreen, and the other the essence of peppermint! 

At the conclusion of the exhibition, M. Vattemare, who 
is as true an American as any Frenchman could be, came 
to me with his face radiant with delight, and said : ‘ You 
laugh at my exhibicione, but I have got von gold medall, 
two silver medall, and four honorable mentions.’ The rice 
took the first, and for the honor of the State of New York, 
the essence of peppermint took the last. So much for our 
contribution to the great World’s Exhibition in honor of 
agriculture. I mention it here in the hope that whenever 
again there may be such a call for the agriculturists of the 
world to assemble, the United States will make a suitable 
response.’’ 

“The Poor Ye have Alwats with You.”—There 

are fewer poor people in America, probably, than in any 
other country in the world ; yet, even here, there are many 

who are in necessitous circumstances. The European 
system of begging, except in our large cities, is happily 

unknown in this country. Americans are too proud to 

beg, or to receive relief from the “ Poor Master”; and 
hence has arisen that system of relieving our poorer neigh¬ 

bors which is the admiration of every intelligent European 

who visits this country. 
These thoughts suggested themselves to our minds, on 

receiving from an esteemed friend the following card, with 

a request that it be inserted in the Fai-mer : 
“Donation Party.—The Managers of the Home for 

the Friendless will be at the Home, corner of Main and 
Alexander sts., on Tuesday, Nov. 18, to receive visitors, 
and contributions towards its support. Anything to eat, 
drink or wear, (except spirituous liquors,) will be accepta¬ 
ble ; not even a pumpkin will come amiss.” 

We objected to publish this, on the ground that nine- 
tenths of our subscribers are hundreds or even thousands 
of miles from Rochester, quietly pursuing their peaceful 

avocations in nearly every town and village of our extend¬ 

ed country. Nevertheless, wherever you are, kind reader, 
“ the poor ye have always with you,” and though you may 

not be able to send the self-sacrificing managers of our 

“ Home for the Friendless ” any of your spare apples, or 

pumpkins, yet you will find those in your own neighbor¬ 

hood who would be thankful for such favors. 
We hope our readers everywhere will take the hint, and, 

as Thanksgiving Day and the inclement season of the year 
approach, remember the poor. 

To Keep Grapes. — Cut the fruit with the wood at¬ 

tached to the grape; close the cut end of the shoot with 
sealing-wax ; hang them up in a dry, dark room, with a 

uniform temperature of about 40 ° . The bunches must 
not touch each other, and if any of the berries mould they 
should be cut out. 

Missing Numbers.—We will gladly supply any miss¬ 

ing or damaged numbers of the Genesee Farmer, to any 

who wish to preserve the volume. 

The Nurserymen are having delightful w’eather for 
taking up their trees, and enormous quantities have been 
sent off from this city wdthin the past few weeks. 

The young wheat in this section, and we believe 

throughout the West, is looking w ell, though some com¬ 
plain of dry w’eather. 

The conclusion of our Report of the American Porno- 

logical Meeting is necessarily deferred till next month. 

Nctuts of Ntfo Books, pmohuals, &c. 

Words of Cheer for the Tempted, the Toiling and the Sor¬ 

rowing. Edited by T. S. Arthur. Published by E. Darrow & 
Bro., Rochester, N. Y. 

The title of this interesting volume is a corect index of 
its character. It cannot fail to have a consoling and ben¬ 

eficial influence on all who read it, especially those who 

are in trouble or affliction. 

The Hills of the Shatemuc. By the author of the Wide Wide 
World. Appleton & Co., New York. 1856. 

This is a well-written and interesting story, by an author 

already favorably know'n to the readers of this species of 
literature. The scene of the story is laid principally in a 

farm-house, and the chief characters are farmers’ sons and 
daughters. The w’ork is one which we can recommend to 

our readers. 

Transactions of the Board of Agriculture or 

Upper Canada. — We are indebted to Prof. Buckland 

for a copy of this interesting work. It is a handsome 
volume of some G70 pages, and a credit to the publishers, 

Messrs. Thompson & Co., of Toronto. It is the first 

volume of Transactions published by the Society, and 
contains a brief history of the origin and progress of the 

Agricultural Association of Upper Canada, with the 

Transactions and Reports of the Board of Agriculture, 
brought down to the close of the year 1855. It also con¬ 

tains several prize essays, some of which are of much in¬ 
terest and value. The work reflects great credit on the 

able Secretary of the Board of Agriculture, Prof. Buck- 

land, and is an honor to the Province. 

Jnqutrujs aith gUslmra. 

(E. Janes & Co., Iowa.) We send the American Fruit 

Grower's Guide, to any address, for $1.25, postage paid. 

It is a work very valuable to the fruit grower, and is pe¬ 
culiarly adapted to the West, as it contains descriptions, 

&c., of many Western fruits, scarcely known at the East. 

It should be in the hands of every man who wants a good 

practical work. 
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(I. W. A., Lobo, C. W.) We would not recommend 
you to put tar on your Apple Trees, for it is most likely to 

prove injurious. To preserve trees from the devastations 

of mice, it has been recommended to apply horse-shoe 

shaped drain-tiles, sunk about one inch in the ground, all 

around the tree. Treading down the snow firmly all 

round the tree has also been recommended, and if it can 

be done it will prove an effectual remedy. 

Ghafting Peach Trees.—It is recommended in an old 

paper, to save all the roots of the large peach trees whose 

buds have failed, and graft them in the spring. Will this 
pay ? Do they take any more freely on roots than on the 
natural stock ? J. L. G.—Milford, Ohio. 

Grafting on the Peach is not desirable. It maybe done, 

but is hardly ever practised, because budding is the easiest 

and best method of propagating the Peach, as well as all 

cither stone fruits. 

Biennial Rye.—Having seen various advertisements 

about biennial Rye, I would inquire through the columns 

of your valuable journal, whether you or any of your cor¬ 
respondents have had any experience with it; and if so, 

I would like to become acquainted with some of its prop¬ 
erties: whether it is a cereal or grass, — the manner in 
which it is grown,—how far north it can be grown,—and 
how much can be raised on an acre of ground ; also the 
kind of soil best adapted to its growth. By answering 
the above you will perhaps confer a favor on many of 
your readers. Henry Alfather.—Berlin, Penn. 

Cotswold Sheep. — Can you inform me where I can 

get a good Cotswold buck — one that I can depend upon 

as being thorough-bred ? In your notice of the Provin¬ 

cial Fair of Canada West, you mention the Cotswolds of 
Mr. F. W. Stone, with high commendation. Do you 
know whether he has any for sale, and at what price ?— 
H. A .—Seneca Co., N. Y. 

You can get just what you want from Mr. Stone. His 
Cotswolds, and indeed all his stock, are of the highest 
order. He has a fine lot of recently imported shearling 

Cotswold rams for sale, and you may cfepend upon getting 

one that will please you. We do not know at what price 

he sells them. By addressing Mr. F. W. Stone, at More- 
ton Lodge, Guelph, C. W., you can learn full particnlars. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early as the 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 

of interest to farmers. Terms — Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

MORGAN HORSES. 
A PREMIUM ESSAY on the Origin, History and Characteristics 

of this remarkable 

American Breed of Horses. 
Tracing the Pedigree from the original Justin Morgan, through the 
most noted of his Progeny, down to the^ present time. With nu¬ 
merous Engravings. To which are added, 

Hints for Breeding, Breaking, and general Use and Management 
of Horses, with practical directions for Training them for Exhibi¬ 
tion at Agricultural Fairs. By D. C. Linsley, Middlebury, Vt. 

Price, One Dollar—Sent free of postage. 
C. M. SAXTON & CO., Agricultural Book Publishers, 

Nov. 1—It. 140 Fulton street, New York. 

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY! 
PROFITABLE AND HONORABLE EMPLOYMENT! THE Subscriber is desirous of having an agent in each county 
and town of the Union. A capital of from $5 to $10 only 

will be required, and anything like an efficient, energetic man can 
make from three to five dollars per day; some Agents are realizing 
twice that sum. Every information will be given by addressing, 
with a stamp to pay return letter, W.V1. A KINSLER, 
_Nov. 1.—It* ...Box 1228 Philadelphia, Pa., Post Office. 

IMPORTANT TO BOOK AGENTS. 
THE Subscribers, in addition to their large list of Books for gen¬ 

eral dealers, are now publishing a 

SERIES OF ILLUSTRATED WORKS, 

to be sold exclusively by Agents, of a style entirely new in subscrip* 
tion books, rendeiing them far preferable to anything now in the 
hands of agents. For full particulars, address 

. MASON BROTHERS, 
Nov. 1—3t. 108 and 110 Duane street, New York. 

TEE HORSE-MOST NOBLE ANIMAL. THAT indefatigable laborer in behalf of true Veterinary Science, 
Dr. George H. Dadd, has in press, to be published by us dur¬ 

ing the winter, the most superb work on the Horse ever published 
in the world, entitled, 

THE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE HORSE. 

In one large octavo vol. of 300 pages. Illustrated with 20 superb 
Anatomical Plates of the Horse, from a great French work. 

Price, with colored plates,....$4 
“ with uncolored plates,_ $2 

Orders for this elegant and valuable work in advance of publica¬ 
tion, are solicited by the Publishers. 

Also, just published, the eleventh thousand of 

THE MODERN HORSE DOCTOR, 
By Dr. George H. Dadd, 

Undoubtedly the best work ever issued from the American press 
on the Causes, Nature and Treatment of Diseases and Lameness in 
Horses. Price $1. 

Every man who owns a horse should own this book. 
JOHN P. JEWETT & CO., Publishers, 

Nov. 1—4t. 117 Washington street, Boston. 

ANDRE LEROY’S NURSERIES, AT ANGERS, FRANCE. 
MR. ANDRE LEROY, Member of the principal Horticultural 

and Agricultural Societies of Europe and America, and lately 
promoted by the French Emperor to the rank of Knight of the 
Legion of Honor, for the best Nursery products exhibited at the 
World’s Exhibition at Paris, begs leave to inform his friends and 
the public, that he has just published his new Catalogue for 1856, 
being more extensive and complete than that of any similar estab¬ 
lishment on this Continent. It contains the prices, &c., of all tire 
Fruit, Ornamental and Evergreen Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Camelias, 
Stocks, Seedlings, &c., &c., with the necessary information for im¬ 
porting the same. His experience in putting up orders for Amer¬ 
ica, and the superior quality of his plants have been too well ap¬ 
preciated during a period of ten years, to require other comment. 
The Catalogue can be had on application to the undersigned Agent, 
who will also receive and forward the orders. 

Mr. A. Leroy is happy in being able to state that his Nurseries 
were not reached by the inundation which so recently devastated 
a portion of the district in which they are situated. 

ANDRE LEROY, Angers, France. 
F. A. BRUGUIERE, Sole Agent, 

Oct. 1—4t. 138 Pearl street, New York. 

FOR SALE. 
HAYING to devote my time to other business, I have determined 

to sell several Farms, now in cultivation under my own direc¬ 
tion, and also a Grist Mill and Saw Mill. The mills are situated 
about six miles from the county seat, in a thickly settled portion 
of the country, on never failing streams, and healthy locations. 
There are two run of stones in the Grist Mill, together with all the 
machinery for manufacturing flour, buckwheat flour, corn meal, &c. 
The mill is 60 by 40 feet, three stories high, with a 16 feet wheel 
The Saw Mill is run by a submerged center discharging wheel, cast 
gearing; and the Mills, within 80 feet of each other, are run by 
different streams, and were built in 1851. There is attached to the 
mills about 200 acres of land, part of which is in cultivation in 
grain and gras3. There are four tenements on the land, rented 
out; three of them, without any land, pay $100. The mills are 
under my own direction, and the miller rents the farm, and pays 
crop rent. The mills rented last year for $400. There is a large 
portion of bo tom land on this farm which is valuable. The Alex¬ 
andria, Loudoun & Hampshire Railroad passes within 100 yards of 
the mill, where there is to be a station, &c. 

I also have a Farm of 100 acres adjoining the county seat, well 
improved, good house of brick, orchards, well watered, and all the 
necessary outbuildings. The Menasses Gap Railroad passes through 
the village, and also a turnpike road to Washington and Alexandria, 
which are distant about 15 miles. I have also another Farm of 100 
acres, within three-fourths of a mile of the county seat, one half 
of which is in timber, and the other in cultivation. I am building 
a house on this, which will be finished by fall. I have also one 
other Farm of 120 acres, lying about four miles from the county 
seat, in cultivation by a Northern man, who has resided on it three 
years. 

I will sell any or all of these Lands, &c., on reasonable terms. 
Persons desiring further information, can address the undersigned 
at Fairfax Courthouse, Va., who will give information, if desired, 
relative to his own oif any other glands in this ^or the adjoining 
counties. 
| JMay 1, 1856—tf. lGKO. W. HUNTS/Jr. 
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Geneses Farmer for 1857. 
One more number completes the present volume of 

the Genesee Farmer. Our circulation this year has 

been nearly doubled. Encouraged by this success, 

we have determined to make great improvements in 

the next volume, and to spare neither labor nor ex¬ 

pense in our efforts to make this Pioneer Agricultu¬ 

ral Journal still more worthy of that extensive pat¬ 

ronage it has so long enjoyed. 

The Genesee Farmer is not a reprint. Every line 

is set up for it, and for it alone. We believe this is 

true of no other fifty cent Agricultural Paper in the 

country. The Genesee Farmer is beyond all doubt 

the CHEAPEST AGRICULTURAL AND HOR¬ 

TICULTURAL JOURNAL IN THE WORLD.— 

In Clubs of eight, you get three hundred and eighty- 

four LARGE, AND CLOSELY PRINTED PAGES, illustrated 

with numerous and costly engravings, for the small 

sum of thirty-seven and a half cents. Surely no far¬ 

mer, for the future, will be without an agricultural pa¬ 

per. If there is any farmer who cannot afford to 

pay so small a sum, we will, on application, make 

him a present of the paper for a year, for we are 

certain he cannot afford to he without it. 

The large circulation of the Genesee Farmer is 

mainly due to the voluntary efforts of the friends of 

agricultural improvement in all parts of the country. 

We cannot reward them. The conscbusness of their 

disinterested labors must be their recompense. Wish¬ 

ing to do what we can, however, we offer the follow¬ 

ing 

LIBERAL PREMIUMS FOR 1857. 
1. To every person who sends Eight Subscribers, (at our lowest 

terms of thirty-seven and a half cents each,) we will send, postage 
paid, a copy of our beautiful twenty-five cent book the Rural An¬ 
nual for 1857. 

2. To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers, (at our 
lowest club terms of thirty-seven and a half cents each,) one extra 
copy of the Genesee Farmer, and one copy of the Rural Annual. 

3. To every person sending us Twenty-four subscribers, as above, 
two copies of the Rural Annual, and one extra copy of the Farmer, 
or any agricultural work valued at 50 cents, postage paid. 

4. To any person ordering Thirty-Two copies of the Farmer, 
as above, three copies of the Rural Annual and one extra copy of 
the Farmer, or any agricultural book valued at 75 cents, postage 
paid. 

6. For Forty, four copies of the Rural Annual and one extra 
copy of the Farmer, or any agricultural book valued at $1, postage 
paid, or four extra copies of the Farmer. 

6. For Forty-eight, five copies of the Rural Annual and one 
extra copy of the Farmer, or any agricultural book valued at $1,25, 
postage paid, or five extra copies of the Farmer. 

For larger numbers, books or papers given in the same propor¬ 
tion 

£3“ To save expense to our friends, we pay the postage on all 
these works, and persons entitled will state what they wish sent, 
and make their selections when they send orders; or if their list 
is not complete, if wished, we will delay sending until the club is 
full. 

Premiums for the Greatest Number of Subscribers. 
In order to excite a little competition among our friends every¬ 

where, as well as to reward them for their voluntary labors in be¬ 
half of our journal, we make the following liberal offers. Those 
who do not get the premiums offered below are sure of the above, 
so that we have no blanks. 

1- FIFTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books (at the lowest 
prices,) to the person who shall send us the largest number of sub¬ 
scribers at the club prices, before the 15th day of April next, so that 
we may announce the successful competitors in the May number. 

2. THIRTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
shall send us the second highest list, as above. 

3. TWENTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books to the person 
who shall send the third highest lists, as above. 

4. FIFTEEN DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person 
who shall send us the fourth highest list, as above. 

5. TEN DOLLARS in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
shall send us the fifth highest list, as above. 

Our object in offering books is to increase their circulation 
throughout the country. If any prefer the cash they can be ac¬ 
commodated. 

Clubs are not required to be at one post office or sent to one ad¬ 
dress. We send wherever the members of the club may desire. 4 

We are particularly desirous that our friends SHOULD FORM 

CLUBS EARLY. There are thousands of our readers who every 

year put off renewing their subscription till several weeks or even 

months of the new year are gone.by, and who are thus without 

the paper during the most leisure season of the year. To rectify 

this as much as possible, we offer the following liberal 

JANUARY PREMIUMS! 
Twenty Dollars in Agricultural Books, to the person sending 

us the largest number of subscribers (at the lowest club price of 
thirty-seven and a half cents each,) before the fourteenth day of 
January, 18i 7 so that we can announce the successful competitors 
in the February number. 

Fifteen Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending 
us the Second highest list, as above. 

Ten Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending us the 
Third highest list, as above. 

Nine Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending the 
Fourth highest list, as above. 

Eight Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending ns 
the Fifth highest list, as above. 

Seven Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending the 
Sixth highest list, as above. 

Six Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending us the 
Seventh highest list, as aDove- 

Five Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending the 
Eighth highest list, as above. 

There is not a town in the United States or Canadas, where any 
person, by showing his neighbors a copy of the paper and asking 
asking them to subscribe, might not take some of the above Jan¬ 
uary Premiums. 

The Premiums will be promptly paid. The Books can be selected 
by the person taking a premium from the very complete list wnich 
we publish in our advertising columns, or we will get any works 
which are required, and furnish them at the lowest retail price of 
the publishers. 

Persons who compete for the January Premiums can also com¬ 

pete for the April Premiums, and in this way it is not improbable 

that Two Premiums will be obtained for the same list of subscribers. 

THE RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY 

FOR 1857.—We have made great improvements in the present 

volume of this work. It is considerably larger than that of last 

year, profusely illustrated with expensive wood cuts, engraved ex¬ 

pressly for the work; printed with new type, on better paper, and 

the pages surrounded with a neat border; while the originality, 

practical value and variety of the reading matter are such as to 

render the Rural Annual for 1857 worthy a place at every fireside 

in the country. Every one interested in rural pursuits should 

have a copy. Price, 25 cents a copy, postage paid. 

THE RURAL ANNUAL AND GENESEE FARMER 
IN CLUBS. 

Every Subscriber to the Farmer should have a copy of the Rural 

Annual. In clubs of eight, we send the Farmer for one year, and 

a copy of the Rural Annual for fifty centB. In other words, for 

four dollars we will send eight copies of the Farmer for one year, 

and eight copies of the Rural Annual. For eight dollars we will 

send sixteen copies of the Genesee Farmer and sixteen copies of the 

Rural Annual, and one extra copy of each for the person who gets 

up the Club. 

Any person sending us $3 for a club of eight of the Genesee Fcci-- 

tner shall receive one copy of the Rural Annual for his trouble, 

postage paid. 

Postmasters, Farmers, and all friends of Rural Improvement are 

respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions. Money 

may be sent at our risk. Address, 

JOSEPH HARRIS, 

Rochester, N. Y. 
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BOOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

Morton’s Cyclopedia of Agriculture. Two volumes beautifully 
bo und in Morocco. Price $22. 

Morton’s Cyclopedia of Agriculture, bound in cloth, $18. 
Wilson’s Ruial Encyclopedia. Four vols. (secondhand,) $16. 
Rhind’s Vegetable Kingdom, with colored plates. Price $6. 
The Farmer’s Guide. By James Webb. Price 87% cents. 
Plow to Choose a Milch Cow. Price 62% cts. 
Smith on the Construction of Cottages. Price $1. 
The Farm Engineer. By Ritchie. Price $3. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. Price $3. 
The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts. 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents.]. 

Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 25 
cents. 

The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 
25 cents. 

The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &c. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents. 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 

The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 
tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 

Buist’s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. 
Stockhart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer’s Cj doperia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 cents."' 

Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 
Dents. 

Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Price $1. 

Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1 vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt on the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 
Youatt on the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By Stevens. Price $1.25. 

The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran¬ 
dall. Price $2. 

Stephens’s Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 
Skinner. Price $4. 

Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Pricel75 cents. 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married man and 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every boy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 

Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents. 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 

Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints on arranging 
Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion. Price 
50 cents, 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower’s Guide in Orchard and Garden. Be¬ 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 

Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 
The Fruit Garden. P. Barry. Price $1. 
American Fruit Culturist. J. J. Thomas Price $1. 
Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. Price $1.50. 
Cole’s American Fruit Book. Price 50 cents. 
The Stable Book. Stewart. Price $1. 
Lindley’s Horticulture. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Munn’s Practical Land Drainer. Price 50 cents. 
Ladies’ Companion to the Flower Garden. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture. Price 75 cents. 
Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds. Smith. 

Price $1.25. 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do 
in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon receipt of price annexed. 

1856. 
EVERYBODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY. 5 

THE RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICUL¬ 
TURAL DIRECTORY. 

ONTAINING directions for the prepartion of the ground for 
the Orchard and Fruit Garden, planting, pruning, etc. Also 

Main directions for making and planting the Lawn and Flower 
Garden, and a Catalogue of Nurserymen in the United States, Can¬ 
ada, and Europe, etc. Illustrated with Sixty Engruvings. 
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DO LATE CROPS REQUIRE LESS AMMONIA IN THE 
SOIL THAN EARLY CROPS? 

The Journal of the Highland and Agricultural 
Society of Scotland, for July, 1856, contains an article 
on “Agricultural Meteorology and Physiology,” by 
Robert Russell, of Kilwhiss, Scotland, the object of 
which is to show that “ when the physiological char¬ 
acters of plants are somewhat similar, the amQunt of 
ammonia required in manures is in the inverse ratio 
to the amount of heat and moisture in the atmos¬ 
phere during the time the primary organs of plants 
are developed.” To particularize, spring wheat re¬ 
quires less ammonia in the soil than winter wheat, 
and late sown spring crops than early sown, &c. 
J^-Two years ago, Mr. Russell visited this country; 
and we had the pleasure of accompanying him over 
several farms in this vicinity. He alluded to this 
principle of vegetable nutrition at that time, and we 
believe it was one of the objects of his visit to 
America to learn how far the facts of our agriculture 
were in conformity with it. If true, Mr. Russell’s 

law is of great practical importance, and we have 
looked anxiously for the facts upon which it is based. 
Mr. Russell is a great admirer of Liebig, and has al¬ 
ways been warmly opposed to the conclusions which 
Mr. Lawes draws from his extensive experiments. 

Mr. Lawes found that wheat required in the soil 
much more ammonia for its maximum growth than 
turnips, clover, peas, beans and tares; while turnips 
requred much more phosphoric acid in the soil than 
wheat Mr. Russell seems to admit these facts, and, | 

so far as we can understand, deduces his law from 
them. 

Having laid down this principle, he argues that 
barley, oats, Indian corn, &c., do not require as 
much ammonia for the production of a given amount 
of nutritious matter as wheat. The experiments at 
Rothamsted proved that wheat destroys a large 
quantity of ammonia during its growth; and we have 
thought it highly probable that barley, oats, and In¬ 
dian corn, having, like wheat, glassy stems and a 
starchy seed, did the same; while we knew from the 
same experiments, that turnips, clover, peas and beans 
did not. And as ammonia is the most valuable in¬ 
gredient of manures,—the one most needed for the 
growth of wheat, and one of which nearly all soils 
are deficient—we have urged farmers to provide their 
cattle food by the growth of the latter plants, rather 
than the former. In other words, instead of growing 
Indian corn or barley, for feeding pigs or cattle, to 
grow more peas (when the bug does not trouble 
them); instead of growing oats for feeding sheep, to 
grow more beans; and instead of timothy, red-top, 
rye-grass, &c., to grow clover, luzerne, turnips, mangel 
wurzel, ruta bagas, beets, &c., &c. 

We know that wheat requires very much more 
ammonia for its growth than it contains when grown, 
and we also know that the same is true in regard to 
barley—and these are the only two cereal crops on 
which experiments have been made with reference to 
this point. In regard to Indian corn, oats, timothy 
and other grasses, we have always stated that we had 
no experimental proof that they destroyed ammonia, 
but thought it was probable that such was the case, 
from the similarity of their composition and charac¬ 
ter. We have urged our readers to make experi¬ 
ments to determine the matter, but as yet, nothing 
satisfactory has been done. The New York State 
Agricultural Society has offered premiums for such 
experiments on Indian corn, and we hope to have the 
question definitely settled in a few years. 

If Mr. Russell’s law is true, Indian corn does not 
destroy ammonia, and there is as much advantage in 
growing corn as food for stock as in growing peas, 
beans, clover, turnips and other root crops. Turnips 
do not destroy ammonia, and they require a large 
amount of available phosphoric acid in the soil; and 
as Indian corn is planted about the same time as the 
English farmers sow their turnips, Mr. Russell thinks 
that it requires for its growth no more ammonia than 
turnips,- and that it would be as much benefited by 
an application of phosphoric acid or superphosphate 
of lime. 
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The question, then, resolves itself into this: Does 
it require as much ammonia to grow a bushel of corn 
as a bushel of wheat; and is superphosphate of lime 
a beneficial manure for Indian corn on a soil where 
it has no good effect on wheat ? 

As we have said before, we have no experiments 
that will enable us to answer the question. It is true 
that the editor of the Working Farmer, who is 
largely interested in the manufacture of superphos¬ 
phate, claims that his manure has a greatly beneficial 
effect on Indian corn, and he publishes certificates to 
prove it. Mr. Russell seems to have adopted the 
statements of this superphosphate maker, and to have 
placed confidence in his certificates. We have looked 
a little further into this matter than Mr. R. and have 
no confidence in either the manufacturer or the cer¬ 
tificates. The former manufactures—or did manu¬ 
facture—a worthless article which he sold as “ Chil¬ 
ian guano,” and which was said to “ come from the 
coast of Chili,” while it was made in his own factory; 
and this, to our mind, is sufficient to render dubious 
any of his statements where self-interest is involved. 
In regard to certificates of the value of manures, we 
would refer Mr. Russell to the certificates of hun¬ 
dreds of good British farmers in regard to the value 
of the “ Economical Manure,” and which, in spite of 
all these certificates, was found to be a worthless com¬ 
pound, and is now acknowledged to be such! Mr- 
Russell says he learned “ while traveling in Ameri¬ 
ca” that Indian corn “ was largely benefitted by phos¬ 
phates.” He probably learned it from the certifi¬ 
cates to which we have alluded, or from the manu¬ 
facturers. We have had good opportunities for as¬ 
certaining the truth of this matter, and, being deeply 
interested in the question, have made diligent inquiry 
from those who have used superphosphate on corn, 
and have repeatedly written articles requesting infor¬ 
mation on the subject, in the columns of the Country 
Gentleman, Albany Cultivator, and Genesee Farmer, 
and these articles have been copied into most of the 
respectable agricultural papers in the country, and 
must have been seen by several hundred thousand of 
our best farmers? and it was certainly to be expected, 
under such circumstances, that if Indian corn was 
“ largely benefitted by phosphates,” we should have 
heard something about it. The fact is, however, that 
we have not been able to find a single instance where 
superphosphate of lime, unmixed with ammonia, has 
ever been applied to Indian corn or any other crop, 
in this country. The superphosphates that are man¬ 
ufactured here have all more or less ammonia in them 
—all the manufacturers claim to mix considerable 
sulphate of ammonia and Peruvian guano with their 
manures—and therefore, even if their superphos¬ 
phates are beneficial/to Indian corn, it does not follow 
that the good effect is due solely to the phosphates. 
Bat from what we can learn, these superphosphates 
are not generally beneficial to corn. Certainly, this 
crop is not “ largely” benefitted by them, and what 
increase is obtained, may, with as good reason, be as¬ 
cribed to the ammonia as to the phosphates of the 
manure, seeing that it contains both. It is true that 
as a general thing the superphosphate does not con¬ 
tain much ammonia, and it is also true that it does 
not generally produce much effect on the corn crop. 

So far as American farmers are concerned, the 
statement of Mr. Russel will do no harm, but with 
British farmers the case is quite different, It is true 

they are not interested directly in the question, as 

they do not raise Indian corn, but if it were proved 
that Indian corn was “ largely benefitted by phos¬ 
phates” on land where they had no effect on wheat, 
and did not require more ammonia for its growth than 
it contains when grown, Mr. Russell’s law would have 
one fact to rest upon, and the advantages of the pres¬ 
ent system of rotation and manuring in England, 
would be, at least, doubtful. American farmers are 
too well acquainted with the “ man of phosphates” 
to be led astray by the article of Mr. Russell, but 
our British brethren are necessarily ignorant of the 
facts of the case, and it is for their sakes that we en¬ 
deavor to correct his statements. 

The statement that “ in America, Indian corn is 
largely benefitted by phosphates,” we have shown to be 
without the slightest foundation in fact. Another of 
Mr. Russell’s strong points is thus staled: “A field 
which would only raise 20 bushels of wheat, in Amer¬ 
ica, would raise from 40 to 50 bushels of Indian corn.” 
It is quite true that an average yield of corn per acre 
in this country, is double that of wheat; but it must 
be borne in mind that Indian corn is planted on our 
richest soils, and does best on alluvial “ bottoms” 
abounding in azotized, organic matter. In Western 
New York and Western Canada—the best wheat 
land on the continent—Indian corn is not generally 
planted on the best wheat soil, but rather on that too 
low and wet, or too loose and rich for wffieat. Some 
time since, we were on one of the farms on the Gen¬ 
esee river, where 40 to 50 bushels of Indian com is 
usually obtained without manure, by good tillage.—• 
There was then growing on one of these fields a mag¬ 
nificent crop of wheat, with straw enough to produce 
50 bushels per acre. On asking the farmer if he 
raised much wheat on these rich bottom lands, he re¬ 
plied that he sowed a little every year, and that in a 
dry season he obtained a great crop, but in a wret one 
he got nothing but straw—the land was too rich.— 
In a dry season, this land produced as much wheat as 
Indian corn. 

Since the appearance of Mr. Russell’s article, we 
have asked several of our best wheat - growing 
farmers this question: “Supposing you had one 
of your best wheat soils prepared for wheat, and were 
accidentally prevented from sowing it, and planted it 
with Indian corn the next spring; would you get as 
much again corn to the acre as you would have had 
wfieat ?” They have all answered, “No. We should 
get little, if any more corn than we should have had 
wheat.” Farmers in this section, seldom, if ever, ma¬ 
nure their land for wheat; they generally apply it to 
Indian corn. Then, again, Indian corn is planted in 
rows three to four feet apart, and horse-hoed repeat¬ 
edly during the summer. This constant stirring, by 
admitting light and air, decomposes the organic mat¬ 
ter of the soil, and renders available more ammonia 
for the corn plant than the soil would have furnished 
the wheat crop, which, in this country, is never hoed. 
So that, even supposing that a little more corn is 
produced on the same soil than wheat, it does not fol¬ 
low that more ammonia is required for the production 
of a bushel of wheat than for the production of a 
bushel of corn. 

If there are any facts in British agriculture which 
sustain Mr. Russell’s law, he has, we think, failed to 

produce them, and certain we are, that the facts he 
cites from American agriculture, and which he says 
are “ in beautiful conformity” with it, are no facts at 
all. 
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WINTER IN PROSPECT-DECEMBER. 

Winter, stern and chilling winter, is upon us, with 
all its glories and all its terrors. December is the last 
— the old age — the grave of the year. The sun 
rises late and sets early. Dark clouds obscure the 
sky — howling tempests greet the ear — blast follows 
blast, and the dismantled groves moan and roar. 
Nature is stripped ol all her summer drapery, and 
bound in icy fetters — her verdure, her foliage, her 
flowers, have all • vauished. The sky is filled with 
dark clouds and gloom, or sparkles only with a frosty 
radiance ; the fast falling snow is filling the road and 
blinding our eyes, and the frozen earth yields no sus¬ 
tenance to animals. The trees are stripped of their 
rich foliage — they are desolate ; the voice of the 
song-bird is heard there no more — the winds whistle 
through their leafless branches, and Old Boreas is 
playing bo-peep around the corners, and sings a re¬ 
quiem to the dying year. The earth is bound in icy 
fetters, or buried in snows. The winds that in sum¬ 
mer breathed gently over nodding blossoms and un¬ 
dulating grass, swaying the leafy boughs with pleas¬ 
ant murmurs, and wafting perfumes all over the 
world, now hiss like serpents, or howl like wild beasts 
of the desert — cold, piercing, and cruel. Every 
thing has drawn as near as possible to the centre of 
warmth and comfort. The farmer has secured his 
crops, and has driven his flocks and cattle into shel¬ 
tered home enclosures, where they may receive from 
his provident care that food which the earth now de¬ 
nies them ; or into the farm-yard itself, where some 
honest Giles plies their racks plentifully with fodder. 
The laborer has fled from the field to the barn, and 
the buzzing of the thresher may be heard afar off. 
The measured strokes of the flail are heard no more. 

It amazes us as we walk abroad, to conceive where 
can have concealed themselves the infinite variety of 
creatures that sported through the air, earth, and 
waters of summer. Birds, insects, reptiles, whither 
are they all gone ? The birds which filled the air 
with their music — the sweet notes of the robin, the 
loud and cheerful thrush, the lark and the song spar¬ 
row — whither have they gone ? The squirrel that 
played his antics on the forest trees, and the varied 
tribes of the gaudy, showy butterflies, glow-worms, 
dragon-flies, moths, beetles, bees, wasps and hornets, 
— whither have they fled ? Some, no doubt, have 
lived out their little term of being, and their bodies 
— lately so splendid, active, and alive to a thousand 
instincts, feelings, propensities — are become part and 
parcel of the dull, wintry soil ; but the greater por¬ 
tion have shrunk into the hollows of trees and rocks, 
and into the bosom of their mother earth itself, 
where, with millions of seeds, and roots, and bulbs, 
they live in the great treasury of Nature, ready at the 
call of a more auspicious season, to people the world 
once more with beauty and delight. 

Once more our planet has completed one of its 
journeys in the heavens, which perfect all the fruitful 
changes of its peopled surface, and mete out the few 
days of our existence ; and every day, every hour of 
that progress, has, in all her wide lands, in all her 
million hearts, left traces that eternity shall behold. 

If there be a scene to stir in our souls all our 
thankfulness to God, and all our love to man, it is 
that of Nature. When we behold the beautiful’pro- 
gression of the seasons, — when we see how leaves 
and flowers burst forth and spread themselves over 

the earth by myriads in spring — how summer and 
autumn fill the world with loveliness and fragrance, 
with “ corn and wine,” it is impossible not to feel our 
hearts “ breathe perpetual benedictions ” to the great 
Founder and Provider of the world, and warm with 
svmpathetic affection towards our own race, for whom 
He has thought fit to prepare all this happiness. 
There is no time in which wre feel these sentiments 
more strongly than when we behold the moon rising 
over a solitary summer landscape. The repose of all 
creatures of the earth makes more sensibly felt the 
incessant care of Him who thus sends up his “ lesser 
light to rule the night,” and to shine softly and si¬ 
lently above millions of sleeping creatures, that take 
no thought for themselves. 

We have traveled with the year, from month to 
month, and the year has traveled with us. It. has 
brought to us the verge of December, and winter. 
Our month in prospect is the only month left to com¬ 
plete the year and calender. Frost, the harbinger of 
whole months of settled cold, has given us unmistak¬ 
able evidence of a visit, and warns us to barricade our 
premises against his intrusion. Once more, therefore, 
we may look for frosts, sleet, hail, snow, and the sharp 
salute of keen “ northwesters.” 

Now let us examine the other side of the picture. 
Nature has been both bountiful and kind to the far¬ 
mer. His garners are well filled, and his heart glad¬ 
dened by the unfailing beneficence of Providence. 
Dwelling constantly in the presence of Nature, and 
beholding the seasons in their round, he drinks un¬ 
conscious joy from the magnificence of earth and sky, 
while the continued abundance which loads his board, 
and the happy peace of his home, fill his heart with 
a sense of satisfaction. 

In the country, the farmer with his crops all in, his 
cattle in their stalls, or at the crib, calls his friends 
about him, and whence such social, jolly dinners ? 
The sound of the flail is his music, and the talk of the 
markets is his felicity. 

To the young, and strong, and healthy, how beau¬ 
tiful and charming is wfinter. The clear, sharp, bright 
days, hew they brace, the nerves ! How they make 
the blood bound ! What a feeling of pleasure lives 
through the heart and the whole being ! The splen¬ 
did heavens at night, the moon, how beautiful! The 
snow in its abundance, the hoarfrost in its silent mag¬ 
nificence, the ice-bound lake and river, with their 
throngs of sliders and skaters ! The merry bells, the 
sleigh-ride — all, all combine to render the season 
pleasant and deprive it of its terrors. 

And then comes Christmas — “ merry Christmas ” 
— with all its roast turkeys, chicken-pies, krullers and 
dough-nuts — such feasting for those who can get 
them! — then comes, anon, a “ Happy New Year.” 
Happy indeed are those who have no cause to regret 
the passing of the present year. 

We will now take a retrospective view of our farm¬ 
ing operations during the preceding part of the year. 
By scrutinizing what we may have done — looking 
closely into all our proceedings connected with our 
business — by comparing results — by minutely ex¬ 
amining into the various modes of culture pursued by 
us in our improvement of the soil, and noting the 
cost and effects produced, we may not only be able 
to arrive at something like a definite opinion as to 
the value of our labors, but discover wherein those 
labors have been fruitful, or barren of reward ; detect 
errors, if any have been committed, and correct them 
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in the future. By resorting to this retrospection, if 
we will bring to our aid that critical observation 
which long practice qualifies us to make, we may be 
enabled to improve upon our former modes, and thus 
introduce a more judicious system of culture, — one 
having for its object the melioration of the soil upon 
those principles of agricultural philosophy and en¬ 
lightened economy, which conduce alike to the per¬ 
manent improvement of the arable land, and the se 
curement of the greatest amount of good, with the 
least expenditure of labor and means. These obser¬ 
vations should always be held in active appreciation 
by all farmers who desire to be successful, as it is a 
truth that there is no class of society more dependent 
upon the exercise of far-sighted economy than they, 
for the acquisition of those elements of wealth which 
vouchsafe comfort to the homestead. 

In speaking of economy, we do not mean that con¬ 
tracted kind that would shut the door against that 
generous hospitality which brings neighbors together 
upon the broad platform of brotherhood, and imparts 
to life its most enchanting charms ; but that true 
economy which husbands means and directs them to 
noble ends, — which in the application of fertilizers, 
adapts them to the peculiar necessities of the soils of 
our several fields — which garners up manure from 
every available source, and preserves it from the de¬ 
teriorating effects of the weather, and which, in the 
setting and cultivation of our crops, is always timely 
and never out of season. 

And now, since the “ summer is ended,” and fall has 
passed, let us return thanks to an all-wise and benefi¬ 
cent Providence, for the bountiful crops he has seen 
fit to bestow on us ; and let our hearts be impressed 
with a high sense of gratitude for crowning our la¬ 
bors with success ; let us not forget that kindness to 
our domestic animals is as much our duty as its per¬ 
formance will prove our interest; that in proportion 
to our attention m feeding them well and keeping 
them warm, will they increase in value. C. N. Be- 

ment.—Po'keejpsie, Dec. 1856. 

R Turkish Flint Wheat.—The Patent Office Re¬ 
port for 1855, says : “ The Turkish Flint Wheat, 
from near Mount Olympus, in Asia, a hardy Fall va¬ 
riety, with a dark-colored chaff, a very heavy beard, 
and a long, flinty, light-colored berry, will prove high¬ 
ly profitable to the farmer and miller, from its supe- 
lior weight and the excellence of the flour it will 
produce. It appears to be well adapted to the soil 
and climate of the Middle States, and has even im¬ 
proved in the quality of its grain, both in regard to 
its color and size. It withstood the severity of the 
past winter without much injury from the cold; and, 
from its very long and thick beard, it doubtless will 
be protected, in a measure, from the degradations of 
insects in the field. The hardness of the grain, too, 
when dry, is a sufficient guaranty against ordinary 
moisture in transportation, and the perforation of the 
weevil in the bin.” 

To Destroy Weeds—The best method to destroy 
weeds, is to keep annuals and biennials from perfect¬ 
ing their seeds, and you are done writh them in two 
years. Perennials must also be kept from seeding and 
their roots cut up with the hoe frequently. Eternal 
vigilance is the watchword in war on weeds, and 
perseverance is the true passport to successful vic¬ 
tory. Benj. F. Bartolet. 

NOTES ABOUT CORN. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer:—Having planted several 
vatieties of corn this year, perhaps a few notes on 
their peculiarities, yield, &c., may interest my brother 
farmers. At any rate, I should be glad to hear from 
them on such subjects, and hope they may “ make a 
note” of many facts for your paper. 

Eight-rowed Yellow.—For afield crop I planted 
this old stand-by. I have tried “ White Red-Blaze,” 
the yellow twelve-rowed, and a pure white variety, 
but came back to the eight-rowed, better satisfied 
with that. It yields, with us, about 50 bushels per 
acre, though this year, from the drouth, and the la¬ 
bors of mice and squirrels through the season, we 
have to take up with about 36, and considerable soft 
corn at that. I hope never again to plant in June— 
the last of May is full late. 

The Brown Corn.—I planted a quart of the “ Im¬ 
proved King Phillip, or Brown Corn,” but by an ac¬ 
cident, am prevented from giving any account of the 
number of bushels which grew from it. It was plant¬ 
ed the 6th of June, and ripened in about fourteen 
weeks—a large proportion of good-sized ears. This 
corn will prove most valuable for planting in situa¬ 
tions exposed to early frosts—such as are found on 
almost every farm. We had a frost on our lowest 
ground three weeks before it fell on higher, and six 
weeks before the whole farm was frost-bitten. The 
King Phillip would have succeeded in the first named 
spot, while the common corn would have been cut 
just in the milk, as some fields were in this neighbor¬ 
hood. 

Stowell’s Evergreen Sweet Corn.—My patch of 
this variety, planted with seed from a city seed store, 
failed to come up, with the exception of three or four 
stalks that grew all summer and ripened no corn at 
last. I re planted with an early kind, and had plenty 
of fine ears for boiling as long as it lasted, and until 
the field corn was fit for use. The “ Stowell” must 
grow very large where it has a chance, and yield an 
immense amount of fodder on rich soils. 

White Flint.—From the Patent Office I received 
a small package of corn of this name, labeled, “from 
Spain.” I planted it early in May. It grew well, 
and produced about a bushel of large, short ears, 
generally well filled. The stalks were tall, with broad, 
harsh leaves, and the ears “ well up in the world.”— 
It was the toughest corn to husk I ever tried, and 
might be a good kind to plant at the West, where 
they sometimes leave corn on the stalks over winter. 

Rice Pop Corn.—The best “pop corn” I ever 
raised is the “ Rice,” with pointed kernels, more re¬ 
sembling grains of wheat than corn. It parches fine¬ 
ly, very crisp and tender, and forms a fine addition to 
our winter luxuries. A. S. B.—JYiagara Co., JY. Y. 

Wheat turning to Chess.—Some years ago, I 
cleared and sowed to wheat a field containing seven 
acres. The fall following I harvested a crop of fair, 
clean wheat. The same fall I burned the stubble on 
the ground (which left it perfectly clean and mellow) 
and sowed six acres to Rye; the remaining acre was 
sown to wheat. The next harvest I had a good crop 
of Rye, and no chess in it, but the acre that was sown 
to wheat produced about one and a half tons of chess, 
which I mowed and saved for fodder, but there was 
not one hundred heads of wheat in the whole of it 
Seth Stancliffe.—MeKean, Erie Co., Pa. 
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TWO CROPS AND HOW THEY PAID.-A CHAPTER 
FROM EXPERIENCE. 

Looking only on the favorable side of any business 
illy prepares us to judge its darker shades dispassion¬ 
ately. Agricultural papers frequently treat their 
readers with statements going to show the paying 
character of farming; only occasionally has the dark 
side been turned outward, and then with all the apol¬ 
ogies and excuses which the case would warrant. I 
own to a liking for the brighter picture, but in real 
life there is many a deeply shaded one—it may be 
well to give samples, also, of these. I do not think 
my case a very hard one—for there are many much 
worse—and shall refer only to a single field of three 
acres, and to its crops the past and present year. 

The lot in question is a clayey loam—perhaps half 
an acre is quite clayey; the remaining two and a half 
are quite loamy, with plenty of small cobbles. It 
had been a long time in cultivation, and in condition 
was well worn when it came into my possession. My 
first object was to improve it as far as I could, and 
make it “pay its way.” I thought if I put all the 
profits to improving my land, it would be all that 
could be asked by the most progressive agriculturist. 
I had muck on an adjoining lot, and could get a 
quantity of leached ashes three miles distant at eight¬ 
een pence a load. As a first crop I concluded to try 
corn, as it would give a chance for summer culture, 
and tend to the improvement of the soil. 

The plowing was well done, and as early in the 
season as the weather would permit, and only half 
the field was mucked and ashed, that the corn might 
be planted in season. The culture was all that the 
extreme rainy season would allow, and the crop did 
much better, especially on the manured part, than 
any previous crop had given us reason to expect. 
But an early frost came and cut the corn before it 
was ripe. The stalks were secured in good order, and 
the account stands as follows: 

Dr. 3 days drawing and spreading muck,..$7.50 
12 loads ashes and drawing same,.9.75 
2M days plowing and harrowing,.5.50 
2 days planting seed, &c.,.2.00 
6 days cultivating and hoeing,_5.50 
K day top dressing with ashes,... 50 
17 days harvesting, husking and stowing,. ..12.50 
Interest and taxes at $40 per acre,.9.00—$52.50 

Cr. 42 bushels (ears) sound corn at 31 cents,_$13.06 
85 do do soft do 19 do _15.94 
Stalks sold for.19.00—$48.00 

$4.50 

This only falls short .$1.50 per acre of paying ex¬ 
penses; or charging one-half of muck, &c., to next 
crop, as I think should be done, it pays $1.50 per 
acre. Had the season been more favorable, and a 
little longer, I should have had one-third sound corn, 
and a corresponding increase of profit. However, 
we take things as they are, and not as they might 
have been. 

The present year the remainder of the lot was 
dressed with muck and ashes—the latter unleached— 
and sown to barley. The expenses, calculating them 
from actual data, as before, were $48.00. The pro¬ 
duct, 30 bushels of barley, worth $33.75. Here is 
$14.25 on the wrong side, or a loss of $4.75 per acre. 
Had this crop been grown ten days earlier, or had 
there been rain occasionally through six weeks of 
drouth, every thing seemed to indicate that a profit¬ 
able crop would have resulted. One thing I might 

have done which was neglected, and that was rolling 
after sowing. In every thing else I did my best un¬ 
der the circumstances. 

I am not yet discouraged. That three acres shall 
yet produce paying crops, if there is any virtue in 
“ trying again.” I might give the minutiae of other 
fields, some of which have done far better, others far 
worse. As a general rule the farmer who gets fair 
wages for his work, and a profit equal to the interest 
on his capital, is doing as well as the majority of his 
brethren. I will be satisfied with that return, though 
I should better like the farming that pays, especially 
if there is no mistake about it, and few bad years. 

A Young Farmer. 

INDIAN CORN. 

Editors Genesee Farmer :—This is one of the im¬ 
portant crops grown in the Northern States, and yet 
many important points in its cultivation are over¬ 
looked or neglected. 

One of the first points that should be attended to 
by those who would excel in its cultivation, is the se¬ 
lection and care of seed. 

When a farmer has once procured the variety which 
he thinks suited to the climate where he is located, 
he can often make great improvements in the shape 
and size of the ear and grain by a careful select¬ 
ion of the ears for planting; in short, he can soon 
realize his beair-ideal of perfection of that variety by 
careful selection. 

Not only should seed corn be carefully selected, 
but it should be done early in the season, in order 
that it may become perfectly dry before the severity 
of winter sets in. 

The past season has been remarkable for the many 
instances in which farmers have been disappointed by 
the failure of their seed corn to vegetate, and I have 
taken much pains to converse with them on that sub¬ 
ject, and have not found a single instance where they 
selected their seed corn early and traced it up, and 
so exposed it as to have it become dry, that it failed 
to vegetate; while on the other hand, I have found 
that in every case where disappointment followed, 
they either selected their seed corn from the crib, or 
at late husking from corn that had been cut at the 
ground, and had not sufficiently dried to preserve its 
vitality through the severe cold of last winter, 

I recently had conversation with a large farmer 
who complained that his corn was late in consequence 
of the failure of his first planting; said he planted 
his whole field twice, and a part of it three times. I 
asked him how he selected his seed corn? He said 
that in consequence of the hurry of work the pre¬ 
vious year, he cut up his corn and carried it to his barns 
and sheds, where it stood until late before he husked 
it. While husking, he selected the finest ears and 
traced them up and hung them in his corn-house, 
where they remained until spring. He said his corn 
was quite damp when he husked it, and the conclu¬ 
sion was that it did not get sufficiently dry before the 
extreme cold weather, and hence its vitality was de¬ 
stroyed. Farmers should look to this, and where 
they have been thus negligent in selecting their seed 
corn, let it be hung in stove-rooms until perfectly dry 
before hanging it away where it will be exposed to 
the severe frosts of winter, and let them remember if 
seed corn is properly selected, preserved and planted, 
it never fails. G.—JYew Haven, JYov. 10, 1856. 
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MANURE FROM DISTILLERIES. 

Editors Genesee Farmer:—I write to call your 
attention, and through you the attention of my bro¬ 
ther farmers who live near distilleries, to the great 
profit they might derive from the manure from the 
cattle and hogs fed at those places. Don’t think, 
Messrs. Editors, that I am in favor of distilleries; we 
all know they are the source of nine-tenths of the 
pauperism and crime in the country, not to speak of 
our additional taxes caused by them. But so long 
as we are to be cursed with them, I would have the 
farmers in their neighborhood take the advantage of 
improving their farms by the manure which at pres¬ 
ent only goes to pollute the streams. 

What 1 have previously written on .farming has 
been from my own experience, but this is not. Nev¬ 
ertheless, I have seen experiments made with such 
manure that convinces me that it can be made very 
profitable; and if any farmer in the neighborhood of 
Seneca Falls or Waterloo, will provide himself with 
a large, tight wagon-box, and apply from 12 to 20 
two-horse wagon loads of hog manure to an acre of 
land for either grass, corn, or wheat, and if it does 
not pay him for drawing and spreading the manure 
the first crop, I will pay him for the labor. It must 
not be put on wet land. If for corn, it should be 
applied immediately; if on fallow for wheat, it may 
be applied any time next summer, or immediately be¬ 
fore seeding next fall. 

The manure from cattle will not do so much good 
the first season, but will be equally good afterwards, 
and both will continue to increase the crops greatly 
for a number of years. It is far better to manure ten 
acres, and raise as much from that as you now do 
from twenty or thirty acres. Besides, ten acres well 
manured will be the means of making more manure 
for another field. Try it and you will find it profit¬ 
able. John Johnston—Rear Geneva, A'*. Y. 

SUGGESTED ITEMS-No 3. 

™ Eds. Genesee Farmer:—The November number 
of your paper is at hand, and as full of suggestive 
articles as usual. As I read I am reminded of vari- 
rious items of personal experience—sundry notions of 
my own are called out. I send you another “ chance 
medley’’ of the same. 

Pumpkins.—Do pumpkins generally succeed best 
in late and dry seasons? I think so, and those raised 
among my corn this year are very large and heavy— 
equal, perhaps, to those mentioned by your Ohio cor¬ 
respondent. The seed planted must have been a sad 
mixture, for I find five or six distinct varieties—one 
a green, pear-shaped pumpkin, making good squash, 
when cooked like that vegetable. I shall save seed 
only of the best, and try and grow but one kind in a 
place next year. 

By the way, do not pumpkin seeds, by their diuret¬ 
ic properties, go far to neutralize the benefit which 
cows and hogs should gain from feeding upon the 
pumpkin? Some experiments tried by a New Eng¬ 
land farmer, and reported in the journal of that name, 
go to prove this. Remove the seeds, and the injury 
is avoided. 

Farms too Large.—How many “ Farmer Nows" 
there are, who get along just as easily as possible 
with pretending to cultivate their large farms, spread¬ 
ing their work so thin that it does not begin to be 
thorough or even squint that way. Such manage¬ 

ment pays no profit. “ Don’t attempt too much,” 
should be the motto of every cultivator of the soil, 
and any rod of ground half-cared for, should be taken 
as evidence that too much had been attempted: We 
want capital in labor as well as in land—we can 
scarcely have too great a proportion of the former. 
“ A little farm, well tilled,” give me. 

Thick Seeding.—One of the best arguments in fa- 
nor of this practice, is that contained in your extract 
from Mr. Hutton’s Prize Essay, on p. 340. 1 have 
tried both the thick and thin sowing, and as a general 
result, thick sowing produces the largest crops—if 
the land is sufficiently fertile. If it is poor, it needs 
rather more seed to cover the surface—but it is the 
poorest of policy to sow poor land without manure. 

Shelter for Sheer.—1 hope neither B. H. G., or 
“ A Young Beginner” wfill forget to give their sheep 
shelter as well as racks and fodder. There is a great 
saving in the trouble and expense of wintering sheep, 
where they have ample protection from the cold and 
storm—and it is both cruel and costly to expose them 
in bleak fields, or sheltered only by stacks and fences, 
Don’t do it, brother farmer! 

“Short Essays” Wanted.—I hope your offer of 
premiums for short essays on different subjects, will 
call out many replies. What could be more interest¬ 
ing and valuable than the opinions and practice of 
farmers in the cultivation of various crops, from dif¬ 
ferent sections of the country? Try for the book, 
young farmers. If you should lose it, you would gain 
from the mere exercise and thought required for 
writing, worth, perhaps, in its influence upon you, ten 
times the labor you have expended. 

Shall I itemize for your new volume, Messrs. Ed¬ 
itors? B.—Niagara Co., Nov. 7,1856. 

Of course.—[Eds. 

Should Heavy Land be Plowed in the Fall for 

Corn.—I notice that your correspondent S. W. of 
Waterloo, asks me, through the Farmer, if it would 
not be better to plow down my manure in the fall on 
my stiff soil, &c.? I answer, no; there is not an acre 
of stiff soil in Seneca county that will bring a first 
rate crop of corn, if fall plowed. It must have a'sod 
plowed down immediately before planting to insure a 
good crop of corn; such at least is my experience. 
Besides, I want the manure washed into the surface 
before plowing under. The theory of burying ma¬ 
nure deep is long since exploded with me. The gar¬ 
den of your correspondent would be too small to ex¬ 
periment upon, but if he will try both ways of ma¬ 
nuring on a field, I believe he will acknowledge my 
plan to be the best on any kind of soil. Try it far¬ 
mers, and if you find my counsel bad, let me know it. 
John Johnston—near Geneva, N. Y. 

An Egg within an Egg—A correspouuent of the 
Homestead, published at Hartford, Ct., says: 

“We have a hen in our possession, a late feat of 
which, we commend to the attention of naturalists. 
Upon breaking one'of her eggs the other day, of rather 
large size, it wa3 found to contain another perfect egg, 
with a hard shell, about the diameter of a penny. The 
shell of the large and the lesser one were preserved 
for some time, for the examination of the curious. We 
challenge Connecticut to beat our ‘biddy.’ We intend 
to exhibit her at the State Fair, and shall claim for her 
a special place—-special attention—and a special pre¬ 
mium.” 
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ARTICHOKES AS A FIELD CROP. 

Messrs. Editors: — Having seen no reply to a 
question in the September number, asking the opin¬ 
ion of some one who has cultivated the artichoke as 
a field crop, I came to the conclusion to give you my 
experience. In the spring of 1850, I obtained one 
tuber about as large a3 my thumb, and planted it out 
on the north side of a board fence, and paid no more 
attention to it until March, 1851, when I dug up the 
ground and got a peck measure level full. These I 
planted in four rows ninety feet long and about three 
feet apart. In October 1 dug the product of those, 
and had sixty-three measured bushels. The cows 
were turned into the field a few days previous to the 
time I commenced digging; they had such a liking 
for them that they commenced rooting them out be¬ 
fore I had thought of digging them. This caused 
me to feed this whole crop (save a few for seed) out 
to my milch cows. I am of the opinion that my 
cows did better and gave sweeter milk, and made 
more butter while fed upon the artichoke, than they did 
when fed upon either the mangel wurzel or sugar beet; 
both of which I have tried for several years. 

In 1852, I planted about one and one-fourth acres 
on very poor land. So poor that the adjoining 
ground of exactly the same quality, did not produce 
with good cultivation, over ten bushels of corn per 
acre. These were planted in drills three feet apart, 
and one foot apart in the drills, and plowed twice. 
In October I dug six rows of the twenty-seven, and 
got 262 bushels. It being very wet and muddy, I 
then quit digging and turned in fourteen head of 
shoats about the 20th of November; they throve 
finely on the artichokes and some scattering acorns 
until grass came in the spring. I plowed up the 
ground in April, and sowed it in oats; but did not 
turn off the hogs until the oats began to show itself 
through the ground, and at harvest I did not see 
more than eight or ten stalks of the artichoke on the 
whole piece. 

I am of the opinion that a thousand bushels of 
them can be produced off an acre of ground that 
would produce fifty bushels of corn. And I am also 
of the opinion that I reaped double the profits from 
those fed to the cows above those fed to the hogs. 
They do best planted upon moist soil; gravelly or 
sandy soil does not suit them so well as moist clayey 
lands. The farms near where my experiments were 
tried, are considered very poor lauds for raising pota¬ 
toes, and fifty bushels are considered a good crop. 
The timber te principally white oak, and dogwood 
underbrush. Some, perhaps, may wish to know why 
I did not continue to grow the artichoke, when I 
think so highly of them. To such please say I have 
quit stock farming, and have no means of experiment¬ 
ing farther with them. J. L. Galloway—Milford, 
Ohio, JYov. 15, 1856. 

Goats.—The milk of the goat is less apt to curdle 
on the stomach than that of the cow, and is thus 
better adapted for the weak and consumptive. The 
flesh of th i goat and the kid is much esteemed in 
many countries, though of a peculiar flavor, arising 
probably from the aromatic shrubs and heaths on 
which the goat delights to browse. In Portugal, and 
other countries, the goat is used as a beast of draught. 
It is a very general opinion that the peculiar odor of 
the goat has a wholesome influence. 

MANNER OF PLOWING. 

I notice in the October number of the Genesee 
Farmer, the editors call upon subscribers to contrib¬ 
ute their experience of the past season for the benefit 
of its readers. They also promise “ Our best thanks 
and the thanks of thousands of the best farmers in 
the world.” 

Now, brother farmers, you have no excuse left, and 
with this promise before you, should throw off all 
restraint, with your coat and hat, and sit yourselves 
down with pen, ink and paper, and give the readers 
of one of the best agricultural and horticultural pa 
pers in the world, something practical, something new 
or old that shall be of interest to the farmer. For 
as no one knows it all, two heads are better than one, 
and in this way you will part pay your indebtedness to 
those who have written for your pleasure and profit. 

I have learned, not this year in particular any more 
than in years gone by, that plowing is done in a very 
unworkmanlike manner by many farmers at the pres¬ 
ent time, who think themselves well skilled upon this 
particular branch of business. To be sure they turn 
a furrow as smooth and even as one could ask for.— 
But the manner of plowing is what I object to, which 
is this: plowing across the ends of lands marked out, 
shortening the distance, thereby bringing the team 
upon the plowed ground, trampiug it down at each 
corner from six to eight feet wide, making four short 
dead furrows in each land, besides the main dead fur¬ 
row, which is useless. Experience teaches me that 
there is very little grain grown in dead furrows, or 
where the soil is tramped hard as a brick. I am con¬ 
fident that any man can go into his field with plow 
and team, and turn it all over nicely, without tramp¬ 
ing so much of the plowed ground, as would make 
altogether one square yard. 

The plan is this: leave about six furrows wide for 
a single team, and more for a double team, on either 
side of the field, to turn around on; these we will call 
headlands. Plow your field in wide or narrow lands, 
as you please. When this is done, commence your 
headland farthest from your going out place, plow 
one furrow the whole length of your headland, and 
let the near animal and plow follow it back, and so 
on until it is done. Then cross to the other side in a 
dead furrow, and serve the other headland in the same 
manner. J. C. Adams—Seymour, N. Y. 

Sunflower Oil.—You say “the seed of the Sun¬ 
flower is valuable for making oil, as well as for feed¬ 
ing fowls, &c.” We have frequently seen this as¬ 
serted, but never accompanied by w-ell authenticated 
facts to prove its truth. Some eight years since, sev¬ 
eral barrels of Sunflower oil were made in Morgan 
Co., 0., and Dr. Barker, writing at the time to the 
Zanesville Chronicle, says “those who remember it 
never with to see any more.” It was tried for paint¬ 
ing, but would not dry; for burning, but from “ giv¬ 
ing out a large quantity of gas similar to that of char¬ 
coal, deleterious to life and health, it proved totally 
unfit for burning in a close apartment. Some was 
used for oiling machinery; but it was condemned even 
for that purpose.” The sunflower is easily raised on 
a rich soil, and its seeds contain a large quantity of 
oil, but its uses are yet to be developed- For fowls, 
one can raise Indian corn easier, and there are many 
other uses to which it can be applied. A Young 
Farmer. •' 
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INTERESTING LETTERS FROM THE WEST. 

Sanford Howard, of the Boston Cultivator, has 
recently taken a tour through the Western States, 
and is writing a series of interesting letters, from 
which we make a few extracts: 

Destruction of Fruit Trees.—From Princeton, 
Bureau County, Ill., “ considered one of the best sec¬ 
tions, agriculturally, in the State,” he writes: 
- It is really an unpleasant sight to see the finest ap¬ 
ple and pear trees of ten to fifteen years growth from 
the nursery, cut off just as they were beginning to re¬ 
pay the expense of their cultivation. They are sup¬ 
posed to have been killed by severe cold—the "temper¬ 
ature being lower, it is said, than it was ever known 
before. Doubtless the high winds which prevail on 
the prairie sections increased the destruction, for the 
Kveather was not colder than often occurs in sections 
where no such injury is experienced; but the cold was 
more severe than usual, and with the same force of 
wind was more than trees could bear. In some dis¬ 
tricts nearly every apple and pear tree which had 
reached a bearing state was killed, or so much injured 
that death will be the result. In some instances the 
trees have leaved out this season, and a cursory ob¬ 
server might suppose they were unhurt, but a close 
examination will show that many of them have been 
fatally injured. Some of them are now blossoming— 
an indication that the functions of the tree are radi¬ 
cally changed. * * * * 

The last winter was less injurious to young, or nur¬ 
sery trees, than to standards which had come into 
bearing. I notice, however, that some varieties of ap¬ 
ples have suffered worse than others, and this differ¬ 
ence is obvious even in the nursery. It is more stri 
king in the orchard, where trees of the Rhode Island 
Greening, Roxbury Russet, and Baldwin, are scarcely 
to be found alive, while those of the Yellow Belle- 
flower, "Willow Twig, Rawle’s Jeanette, (or Juneating), 
and generally those whose branches incline to a pen¬ 
dent habit, are less injured. 

Osage Orange and Buckthorn Hedges.—Speak¬ 
ing of a visit to the nursery of Mr. Arthur Bryant, 

of Princeton, he says; 

Mr. B. is also trying hedges, for which he has the 
Osage Orange and the Buckthorn. The former grows 
fastest, but has a more straggling habit; the latter is 
more hardy, and more readily assumes the required 
form, for which reasons Mr. B. gives it the preference. 
I have seen many hedges of the Osage Orange, or rath¬ 
er what were intended to be such, in Illinois and Iowa, 
but few of them are of much use as a fence. I was in 
hopes to have seen some which had been rightly cared 
for, and were old enough to have their value tested, as 
there are probably some such; but most of those which 
I have met with, except Mr. Bryant’s, which are yet 
young, have been neglected, and can make little pre¬ 
tension to a proper hedge. Many people seem to sup¬ 
pose that when they have planted a hedge, they have 
finished it. 

Importance of Shelter on the Prairies.—Tree-plant¬ 
ing for protection is a most important business in the 
prairie country, and should engage the attention of the 
people more than it seems to do. It is not likely that 
the prairies, where every day there is a breeze, and 
every breeze (in cold weather) is a gale, will be good 
for fruit trees. Trees thus exposed look like those on 
the bleak shores of the sea. They need protection 
against these sweeping blasts. In a few instances at¬ 
tempts have been made to secure this protection by the 
growth of trees. Locust is the most common for this 
purpose. It grows rapidly for a time, but slowly af¬ 

ter it has attained the height of twelve or fifteen feet 
In some instances the white and black walnut have 
been introduced into these artificial “ groves,” as they 
are called, and they have grown pretty well. But to 
form a good barrier against wind, evergreens are ’re¬ 
quired. A double row of Norway spruces, or the com¬ 
mon hemlock, in full perfection, would be better than 
ten times the number of deciduous trees. It may be 
harder to raise evergreens, but extensive trials should 
be made to ascertain if there are not some kinds which 
will succeed. 

Breaking up the Prairie.—The first object with a 
farmer on taking up a prairie farm, is to plough the 
ground. The natural vegetation does not make a dose 
sward, like some of the cultivated grasses, but the 
roots are very tough, and considerable force is required 
to sever them. A plough of peculiar construction is 
used. It is sometimes made wholly of steel, but a steel 
shear is indispensable, as no other metal will hold an 
edge keen enough to do the work properly. The shape 
of the plow is adapted to turning a wide, shallow fur¬ 
row, it having been ascertained that the sod rots much 
quicker when the furrows are thin. The beam of the 
plow is supported on two wheels, which give the im¬ 
plement a steadiness of operation. * * * 

Oxen are generally used for breaking the sod, from 
three to five yoke being put to a plough, and from an 
acre and a half to two acres and a half are plowed in 
a day. The plowing is done whenever it is convenient 
to do it. If it is done in the summer, the sod gets rot¬ 
ted sufficiently by spring to cross-plough it and sow 
to wheat, or it is in good condition for corn. 

If it is plowed in autumn, or early in spring, it will 
answer for “sod corn.” Holes are opened in the fur¬ 
rows with an axe, and the seed dropped in. From 
that time to harvest the field is not touched. The sod 
is so tough that it is of no use to try to use any imple¬ 
ment of cultivation on it. Such corn sometimes yields 
thirty bushels to the acre, and an average annual yield 
is fifteen to twenty bushels to tV e acre. 

The sod becomes pretty thoroughly rotted during 
the first season, and the ground is easily plowed after¬ 
wards. It becomes, in fact, too loose for either wheat 
or grass. * * * An average yield of corn, after 
the first season, is, perhaps, forty bushels to the acre, 
though sixty, seventy-five, and sometimes a hundred 
bushels to the acre are obtained. 

Crops on the Prairies.— * * Comparing 
the yield of crops, and the facility and certainty o£ 
their production, it is in Indian corn that the West 
strikingly excels. 

The prairie sections are not so good as some others 
for wheat, grass, or fruits. The wheat mostly cultiva¬ 
ted in Illinois and Iowa, is spring wheat. "Winter 
wheat is so liable to be killed by the winter that its 
cultivation is seldom attempted. I have seen but very 
few fields that have been sown this fall. It is not gen¬ 
erally killed by the heaving of the ground, but the soil 
has so little adhesiveness that the high winds which 
blow here ever and anon, sweep the roots of the plants 
bare, and they die from exposure. Spring wheat is 
therefore taken as a last resort. It yields an average, 
perhaps, of fifteen bushels to the acre, though twenty- 
five to thirty bushels are sometimes obtained. It 
brings from fifteen to twenty cents a bushel less than 
white winter wheat. The kinds preferred are the Rio 
Grande and the Canada Club. Barley has not been 
extensively cultivated, but the multiplication of brew¬ 
eries creates a demand for it, and i> may be produced 
at a handsome profit. I have heard of several instan¬ 
ces where it has yielded from thirty-five to forty bush¬ 
els per acre. Oats do not do as well as in some other 
sections. « 
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JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE. 

In reply to a request by the Editors of the Genssee 
Farmer, for the experience of its readers in the culti¬ 
vation of the Jerusalem Artichoke, we would say that 
we tried it twelve years ago, by inoculation with the 
mania which had then been imported from Middle 
Tennessee. We grew it on a light and rich clay soil, 
upon a hillside — not “side-hill” — well drained. We 
found it worthless compared to Indian corn for fodder, 
and inferior as a root crop to turnips. When our hogs 
harvested them, they injured the land by rooting — a 
process, by the way, which does sometimes benefit old 
turf or sward bound lands, if not pushed to an ex¬ 
treme— and when we dug them by hand or with a 
plow, we found that the labor did not pay. We fed 
them awhile at the rate of half a bushel per day, with 
other suitable food, to two milch cows, and both had 
in consequence a laxity of the bowels almost amount¬ 
ing to diarrhoea, and fell back in their milk 

We found that except on the richest portion of the 
land, at the foot of the hill, they did not assert their 
alleged supremacy over weeds, briars, and summer 
progress, which nearly divided the land with them; 
and the richer land could have been more profitably 
cultivated in something else. 

Some of our neighbors who devoted a much larger 
area to the crop, thought they saved corn by turning 
their hogs on the lots; but we never could see that the 
order of the hogs was very fine: and in time they all 
gave up the cultivation. Possibly they may not have 
suited our habits; and we must consult the habits of 
the laborer almost as much as suitableness of climate 
and adaptability of soil, in whatever crop we grow, or 
wish to introduce. 

It may be that in rich, sandy land, which hogs can¬ 
not hurt by rooting, or in places where labor is very 
cheap, this crop may succeed. And Boussingault, who 
is stated in the Genesee Farmer's article to have given 
it a high name, may have met one or both of these 
conditions. Certainly we would not, in giving our 
experience, be understood as contradicting his, for he 
is the ablest, most practicable, and most reliable of all 
the great writers on Agricultural Chemistry that we 
know, more honest than Leiblg, and far more so than 
Johnston. But the above facts comprise our experi¬ 
ence in and observation of the culture of the Jerusa¬ 
lem Artichoke.—The Southern Planter. 

The Value of Agricultural Exhibitions to Exhibit¬ 

ors and the Public.—A writer in the Mark Lane Ex¬ 
press, referring to the late meeting of the Royal Agri¬ 
cultural Society at Chelmsford, remarks: “ I confess 
that upon going through the vast display of machinery 
and implements, my mind misgave me, with respect to 
the profit and loss account which the exhibitors would 
ultimately have to bring a balance. Upon inquiring, 
however, of the parties themselves, I found they were 
perfectly satisfied with the results hitherto. On ques¬ 
tioning a machinist, who exhibited (among other things) 
a patent mangle, (a very neat and novel machine,) at 
Carlisle, last year, he told me he had sold since that 
meeting a thousand of them ! and if he had not exhib¬ 
ited them he probably would not have sold a twentieth 
part of that number.” 

We recollect a parallel case, in 1853—a churn, of a 
new and simple construction was exhibited at our 
State Fair, in September, and a prize awarded. We 
subsequently met the exhibitor in the Crystal Palace, 
New York, in November, who informed us that he had 
sold, since the Fair, between six and eight hundred! 
Without the opportunity thus afforded him of exhibit¬ 
ing hi3 churn to thousands, he could not haye accom¬ 
plished a like sale in years. 

From our observation, from the first Exhibition fif¬ 
teen years since to the present time, those implement 
makers and stock breeders who have most steadily ex¬ 
hibited, have been by far the most extensively patron¬ 
ized. Not only is the exhibitor benefited, but the pub¬ 
lic at large—here all have an opportunity which can 
be had no where else, of examining and comparing im¬ 
plements, cattle, sheep, swine and horses; and in a 
single day a man can acquire a more correct knowl¬ 
edge as to those best adapted to his purposes, than 
could be obtained in any other manner, even by devo¬ 
ting months of his time.—Journal N. Y. S. Ag. Society. 

EE. A THOROUGH FARMER. 

When John Quincy Adams—then a very young man 
—found himself wasting his time on a thousand differ¬ 
ent things, tasting all and enjoying none, he was led to 
ask himself what his life would amount to if it should 
be spent in that way. The answer agonized and 
alarmed him. He saw that in bis case, at least, his 
powers must be concentrated on one thing, or he would 
succeed in nothing. He was then studying law, and 
he resolved to master that one science. He acted at 
once in accordance with his resolution. He mastered 
the law. This was the turning point in his life. It 
was the condition of his great attainments in after life. 
With a taste almost universal, he created for himself a 
“master passion,” and it became the “secret of his 
success.” 

Now, we would recommend the example of the great 
statesman to our industrious farmers, especially to our 
young men, who expect to spend their lives on the 
farm, and who have a praiseworthy aspiration for a 
high position in the profession. We would say to them, 
“ master your own vocation first of all.” We do not say 
that you should leave off work during the summer for 
this. But we would say, let your reading be mainly 
Agricultural and Horticultural reading. Let your talk 
be with men who can instruct you most in your own 
business. If any person in your vicinity has excelled 
in any one thing, learn from him the cause of his suc¬ 
cess, and apply the knowledge in your own work. 
Direct your general labor, if possible, so as to make it 
serve the purpose of experiments on important points. 
If a question has been started for investigation in the 
Ohio (or Genesee) Farmer, see if you cannot settle it, 
or at least throw some light on it, without going great¬ 
ly out of your way. But these are only some of 
the ways in which your interest, once concentrated 
in your business, will show itself. Be a first rate 
farmer. 

Work hard we say, but let your work be directed 
by clear-headed intelligence. Let polities alone, when 
ever politics interfere with your improvement in your 
profession. Endeavor to be an earnest and intelligent 
Christian, but let it be part of your religion to have a 
model farm, and to be a model farmer. Endeavor to 
be a man of intelligence, but begin with that intelli¬ 
gence which is mo^t for your interest as a farmer. Try 
to be a man of taste, but let the first culture of that 
taste be manifest in all those things which go to make 
up excellence and beauty on the farm. Strive to be a 
patriot, but let your patriotism be shown first and 
most emphatically in adding one to the number of 
those who most thoroughly understand and most com¬ 
pletely mind their own business. When farmers shall 
become ambitious to be kno wn mainly as farmers, and 
when their desire to comprehend the science of farm¬ 
ing shall bear a proper ratio to its importance and dig¬ 
nity, they will be the men of broadest minds and most 
solid sense, in the land; for such are the traits which 
farming, thoroughly understood and pursued, will most 
fully mature.—Ohio Farmer. 



MALE CASHMERE GOAT. 

The property of Richard Peters, of Atlanta, Georgia, imported during the year 1849 from Turkey in Asia, by J. B. Davis, M. D., 
of South Carolina. Live weight 155 lbs.; weight of yearly fleece, 7 lbs. 

CASHMESE GOATS 

ri In 1849, Dr. J. B. Davis, of Columbia, S. C., im¬ 
ported some Cashmere goats into this country. He 
had been for some time a resident in Asia and the 
East, aDd became convinced that these animals would 
prove a great acquisition in many parts of the United 
States, especially in those districts where the soil is 
not adapted for ordinary agriculture or grazing, but 
where, nevertheless, there is an abundant supply of 
food for browsing animals, like the goat. He brought 
over with him seven females and two males. Imme¬ 
diately on his arrival, he procured a number of the 
diminutive native female goats, and crossed them upon 
a Cashmere buck. Their progony had hair very fine, 
but little longer than that of the does. He then 
crossed the females of this progeny with the other 
Cashmere buck, and “ it was difficult to distinguish 
these from the pure breed; and the subsequent cross 
cannot be detected.” 

In 1853, the entire flock of pure bred females, 
(with the exception of three previously sold, one to 
Mr. Davenport, of Ya., one to Col. Wade Hampton, 

of South Carolina, and one to Mr. Osborne, of Wat- 
erville, N. Y.) passed into the hands of Richard 

. Peters, of Atlanta, Ga. The flock now consists of 
twenty-five head, excluding the three pure bred fe¬ 
males above enumerated, and several bucks owned 
by gentlemen in Tennessee, Georgia and South Caro¬ 
lina, who are breeding grades by crossing on the 
common goat. 

At the late Fair of the United States Agricultural 
Society held at Philadelphia, Col Peters exhibited 

a number of the pure bred and grade animals, which 
attracted much attention. We have much pleasure 
in presenting our readers an excellent engraving of 
one ot these justly celebrated animals. 

Col. Peters states that the fleeces of the matured 
bucks weigh from six to seven pounds; ewes yield 
from three to four pounds. The flesh of the crosses 
is superior to most mutton, tender and delicious, 
making them a desirable acquisition to our food pro¬ 
ducing animals. The ease with which they are kept, 
living as they do on weeds, briars, browse, and other 
coarse herbage, fits them for many portions of our 
country where sheep could not be sustained to advan¬ 
tage; whilst their ability to defend themselves from 
the attacks of dogs, evidence a value peculiar to this 
race of animals. They are free from all diseases to 
which sheep are liable, hardy and prolific; and expe¬ 
rience has proven that they readily adapt themselves 
to all portions of the United States. 

It is from the hair of these goats that the beauti¬ 
ful Cashmere shawls, worth from $700 to $1500, are 
made. We attach considerable importance to the 
introduction of these animals into this country, and 
shall endeavor to furnish our readers with any new 
facts brought to light by the experiments; which we 
hope and believe will prove successful. 

It is cruel to starve animals, or to deny them pro¬ 
tection against the fierce blasts of our northern win¬ 
ters. It is, too, unprofitable, for warmth, up to a 
certain degree is equivalent to food, and cattle starved 
in winter will not recover from it till the best part of 
the summer is past. 
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ENGLISH NATIONAL SCHOOL HOUSE. 

The above engraving shows one of the National 
English School Houses erected at Tamon, at a cost 
Of about $5,000. 

It is interesting chiefly as a study of the quiet do • 
mestic character which the English give to this spe¬ 
cies of building. “ One can easily believe,” says the 
late A. J. Downing, “ that something of home affect¬ 
ions and love for good order and neatness, would nat¬ 
urally grow up in the mind of every pupil educated 
in such a school.” 

The first thing that strikes an American eye is, the 
“ very humble” appearance of the building, arising 
from the lowness of the walls. But this is, internal¬ 
ly, amply made up by the great height of the roof— 
the whole space being open, and the under side of the 
timbers and woodwork of the roof being exposed to 
view. This gives a lofty and spacious appearance to 
the interior, and an abundant supply of fresh air— 
connected, as the space is, with every means of ven¬ 
tilation. 

This style of building will hardly be followed ex¬ 
actly in this country, but there are many details, and 
some hints in composition about this domestic style, 
that are well worthy of study by those designing, or 
about erecting buildings of this class. 

Good Reading for Young People.—I perceive 
by a late number of the Genesee Farmer, that you 
are getting up another Rural Annual. I wish to be 
put on the book for one. I procured the edition for 
1856, and am delighted with it, for several reasons, 
among which I may say it is a very pretty ornament¬ 
ed book to grace the center-table, or any other situa¬ 
tion. Bnt above all, the young people are cheated 
into reading something instructive, instead of poring 
over those cheap publications with yellow covers, 
with which our country is flooded. I said cheated, 
because being a pretty book outside, it is taken up 
and opened, and when once opened it is sure to at¬ 
tract the attention by the cuts it contains; then arises 
a desire to know their history and uses, which is fully 
satisfied. D.— Gates. 

A Cheap Fence.—One way to “ save the frag¬ 
ments” of a nearly used-up rail fence, is to take the 
crooked, broken, and partially rotten rails and cut 
them into half-lengths, and then make every other 
length of the short rails thus:— 

A rider, with stakes crossing the center of every 
long length, would add materially to its strength and 
permanence.. Such a fence will last for several years, 
and answer in the room of a better one—a consider¬ 
ation worth while in these days of scarcity in fencing 
material. H.—Alabama, JY. Y. 

A Corn Husker.—A very convenient thing to as¬ 
sist in husking corn is a peg of hard wood about four 

inches long, sharp at one end, and fastened to the 

hand by a leather strap 
passing over the two mid¬ 
dle fingers. The point 

comes up between the thumb and fingers, just right 
to use instead of the thumb-nail in tearing off the 
husk, and out of the way in handling and breaking 
off the ear. It is of especial use if the corn has 
been cut a little green and the husks are thick and 
tight. B.—JYov., 1856. 

Shoeing Oxen.—One of your correspondents says, 
“ for shoeing large oxen, the shoe should be one inch 
smaller than the foot.” That is decidedly wrong. I 
have shod oxen for the last twenty years, and I want 
the shoe to come out full both at the heel and the toe, 
with a broad pan, and there is no danger of laming 
the ox. It is just as easy to shoe a large ox as a 
horse, if you understand your, business. S.—Erie, 
Pennsylvania. 

Rats and Mice are very abundant and voracious 
all over Western New York, and, perhaps, elsewhere, 
the present antumn. What will become of us, if 
they go on increasing another winter; and what can 
be done for their extermination? K. N. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF AM. POMGLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

(Continued from page 317.) 

The following varieties of apples were added to the 
list that promise well: Carolina June, Winter Sweet 
Paradise, Smith’s Cider, Faldwalder, and Broadwell. 

Discussion on Peaches. — Crawford’s Early and 
Oldmixon Clingstone were added to the list for gene¬ 
ral cultivation ; and the following varieties were re¬ 
commended as promising well: Susquehannah, Hill’s 
Chili, Gorgas, Madelaine de Courson, and Hatine de 
Ferriers. 

Bergen's Yellow.—Mr. Hooker, of Rochester, had 
found it very unproductive and unprofitable. Mr. 
Hanford stated that it was very productive in In¬ 
diana. 

Early York.—Mr. Westbrook, of North Caroli¬ 
na, stated that it was very liable to blight at the 
South. 

Morris White. — Mr. Hanford, of Indiana, had 
found this tender, but being interrogated as to the 
temperature it had been subjected to, named 31 de¬ 
grees below zero. Mr. Pinney, of Clarkson, N. Y., 
considered it a poor bearer. Mr. Hodge, of Buffalo, 
N. Y., said that with him it was a very fair bearer, 
and would always command the highest price for 
preserving. Mr. Sylvester, of Lyons, N. Y., con¬ 
sidered it as hardy as most sorts, and spoke of the 
great demand for it that existed. 

Early Tillotson. — Mr. Hanford had found it 
hardy and not subject to mildew, and considered it 
the best early peach. Mr. Westbrook esteemed it 
as one of the very best, and had known it sold for 
$15 per bushel in New York. Mr. Hodge had 
found it a bad grower and an unproductive tree. It 
mildewed badly with him, and was rarely very good. 
Mr. Sylvester had had similar experience. It was 
a poor bearer. He had had but three bushels from 
100 trees, and although very good, it was if anything 
later than Eaily York, and not suited to orchard cul¬ 
ture. Mr. Prince, of New Jersey, considered it 
“ stamped by nature with disease.” Its leaves had 
no glands, and it should be rejected. Mr. West¬ 

brooks had never found it to mildew, although the 
Early York did. He did not consider the glands a 
necessary appendage at all. 

Large White Cling.—Mr. Prince observed that 
this variety had been in cultivation forty years, and 
should be well known. It was very handsome and 
always excellent. Mr. C. M. Hovey, of Boston, had 
found it very productive. Mr. Downing, of New 
York, considered it one of the best of the clingstones. 
Mr. Barry, of Rochester, said that it was very fine 

and worthy of general cultivation. Mr. Waring 

remarked that it bore well, and was of fine quality. 
Discussion on Cherries.—The following varieties 

of cherries were recommended for general cultivation: 
Belle d’Orleans, Coe’s Transparent, Karly Purple 
Guigne, Governor Wood, and Reire Hortense. 

Downton was removed from the list for general cul¬ 
tivation. Rockport Bigarreau was recommended as 
promising well. 

Monstreuze de Mezel was decided to be synony¬ 
mous with Bigarreau Gabaulis and Wateiloo. 

JYapoleon Bigarreau. — Dr. Brinckle, of Phila¬ 
delphia, had found this a most abundant bearer. The 
Preside^ had never had a quart of fruit, and there 
was very rarely any fruit in Massachusetts. Messrs. 
Townsend and Sylvester, of New York, had had 
no fruit. Mr. Berckmans, of New Jersey, said that 
it was very productive and rich at Wilmington, and 
goodrnt the South. Dr. Brinckle considered it one 
of the best sorts in Pennsylvania and Delaware. Mr. 
Burtis, of Rochester, had seen it fine at the West 
His trees bore well. Mr. Grant had tested it for 
four years. It was most productive, and neither rot¬ 
ted ndr cracked. Mr. Barry considered it very fine. 
It never rotted except in case of rainy weather at the 
time of ripening. It was the most valuable for mar¬ 
ket of all that he had cultivated. Mr. Hanford had 
found it hardy and a profuse bearer. M r. Hodge had 
cultivated it 20 years. The fruit was very large but 
liable to crack and sometimes to rot. The tree was 
tender and not a very good bearer. NR* Hooker 

considered the Holland Bigarreau synonymous. Mr. 
Barry had generally received it for Holland Bigar¬ 
reau. He did not believe that the latter was culti¬ 
vated in this country. Mr. Prince stated the Hol¬ 
land Bigarreau of France to be distinct. Mr. Down¬ 

ing considered it doubtful. He had for two years 
been of opinion that they were synonymous. Mr. 
Berckmans concurred with Mr. Prince, and said that 
the Bigarreau d’Esperen was identical. Mr. Barry 

said that the Bigarreau d’Esperen and Bigarreau 
Wellington had both proved to be identical with the 
Napoleon Bigarreau. Recommended for special cul¬ 
tivation. 

Mr. Miller remarked upon a fine black cherry in 
his vicinity, of which he did not know the name. 
Mr. Barry was of opinion that it was the Trades- 
cant’s Black Heart. Mr. Hooker thought it distinct. 
Mr. Reid considered the Tradeacant’s Black Heart 
and Bigarreau of Savoy synonymous. Mr. Prince 

said that the Tradescant’s Black Heart, Biggarreau 
of Savoy and Black Bigarreau were all distinct 
sorts. He considered Mr. Rivers no authority upon 
the subject, and thought that Mr. Reid had not the 
correct variety. 

American [Amber—Mr. Berckmans and others 
considered it a poor fruit. Mr." Prince stated it 
to be one of the best sorts and greatest bearers.— 
Messrs. Barry and Ellwanger had both found it 
one of the most productive. 

Transparent Guigne.—Mr. Miller considered it 
one of the best sorts. Mr. Townsend agreed with 
him. Mr. Prince said that it was small, but an 
abundant bearer. Mr. Hanford had found it hardy 
and 'productive. Mr. Sylvester and C. M. Hovey 

thought it small and not very good. Mr. Hodge 

had found it very productive, but small, and there 
were many better sorts. 

Belle de Choisy.—Mr. Reid had a high opinion of 
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this variety. Mr. Hooker liad a fine crop this year* 
Mr. Barry and others said that it was a poor bearer 

Plums for General Cultivation.—The follow¬ 
ing varieties were recommended for general cultiva¬ 
tion: Princes Yellow Gage and Lombard. The fol¬ 
lowing varieties as “promising well:” White Damson, 
Fellemberg, General Hand, Bradshaw, Duane’s Pur¬ 
ple, German Prune, and Pond’s Seedling. 

Frost Gage was removed from the list for general 
cultivation. 

River's Favorite was spoken of by Messrs. Barry, 

Saul and Berkmans, as being very good. 
Pond's Seedling.—Mr. Barry had found this to 

bear large fruit, and heavy crops. He thought it 
promised to be one of the most valuable sorts in cul¬ 
tivation. 

McLaughlin.—The President stated this to be as 
hardy as an oak, and even in Maine, where it had 
sustained extreme cold, the fruit was nearly, if not 
quite equal to the Green Gage. Mr. Barry consid¬ 
ered it of the highest excellence. He had found it 
to bear fine crops, and was a large, beautiful fruit. 
Mr. Reid stated it to be a fine grower. 

Discussion on Raspberries.—French.—The Pre¬ 
sident observed that this was very late and valuable. 
Recommended for general cultivation. 

Cushing—Mr. Grant had found it very product¬ 
ive, large, late and excellent. Dr. Brinckle remarked 
that it generally, at Philadelphia, bore a second crop, 
and unless the weather was unfavorable, the second 
crop was the best. 

Wilder.—The President’s experience had been un¬ 
favorable. Dr. Brinckle stated that the first year 
of bearing, the fruit was so handsome that $200 was 
offered for the plant, which he refused. 

Cope.—Mr. Berckmans recommended this variety. 
Recommended as promising well. 

Thunderer.—Mr. Grant had found this to be very 

large, productive and vigorous, and of high flavor. 

Mr. Prince had seen no European varieties which 
were hardy except the Franconia. Recommended 
as promising well. 

American Red, or Red Prolific.—Mr. Prince had 
a high opinion of this sort. Recommended as prom¬ 
ising well. 

Ohio Everbearing.—Mr. Grant remarked that it 
wa3 a black, perpetually-bearing fruit. Mr. Prince 

had found Longworth’s Prolific synonymous. It was 
a perpetua. black cap. Mr. Reid said that with him 
it had proved poor and small. Mr. Sylvester 

thought it very good. Mr. Downing observed that 
it was larger than the Black Cap. Recommended as 
promising well. 

Catawissa.—Dv. Brinckle said that this was the 
most abundant bearer he had ever seen, and would 
recommend it for trial. Mr. Prince concurred, and 
said that it was a variety of the American Red. 
The President was much pleased with its high, mild 
flavor. Mr. Pierce stated that it had originated at 
Catawissa, where it was accidentally discovered in 
mowing, and removed to a garden. He had, after 
the second trial, succeeded in raising it, and found it 
an astonishing bearer, and a great acquisition. It 
ripened on the 20th August. Recommended as pro¬ 
mising well. 

Apricots.— Lafayette.—Mr. Prince stated this 
to be a seedling originating in New York, twice the 
size of any which had been received from Europe, 
very vigorous and excellent. 

Blackberries. Improved High Bush.—Mi- 

Prince spoke of it as a very good mild variety, not 
so large as the Imperial or Lawton. The President 
observed that it was a native of New England, and 
generally very large. He regarded it as an acquisi¬ 
tion. Mr. Lawton had been astonished to find it 
such a fine fruit. It was very large, fine and supe. 
rior. Mr. Hooker, had found it no better than the 
common wild varieties. It was not always very 
large, and not very hardy last winter. He^consid- 
ered it inferior to the Lawton, and thought that it 
should not be very highly recommended. The Pre¬ 
sident had never heard of its being injured in the 
least by the cold in New England. It was extremely 
popular, but needed high cultivation. Dr. Brinckle 

had found it very large. He wished to have it called 
the Boston, and that it and the Lawton should be 
recommended for general cultivation. Mr. Ernst 

would prefer to call it Dorchester, as that was the 
residence of Col. Wilder, by whom it had been in¬ 
troduced. The President suggested that it be named 
the JYew England. He stated that it had been ex¬ 
hibited at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society 
twenty-five years since by a neighbor of his, from 
whom he obtained twrenty-five plants, which he divi¬ 
ded with Capt. Lovett, who cultivated it highly, and 
sold it under the name of Improved High Bush. Mr. 
Ernst thought New England a too general name, and 
would prefer Dorchester. Mr. Barry was of opinion 
that it was too widely known as High Bush to change 
the name at this time. Dr. Brinckle said that all 
blackberries were high bush ones. Mr. Grant had 
known it called Dorchester in some catalogues. He 
remarked that all blackberries could not be improved 
by cultivation. Recommended for general cultivation 
as Dorchester. 

Lawton.—Mr. Carpenter, of N. Y., stated that 
this sort was known by many for twenty year*, as the 
New Rochelle. It had been found growing* by a 
fence, and introduced by Mr. Secor, who had made 
great efforts to disseminate it. He wished that it 
might retain the name of New Rochelle. Mr. Law- 
ton regretted that the subject had been introduced, 
but would state the facts in the case. The fruit did 
not exist in New Rochelle, nor never did. It was 
not discovered there or in the vicinity. The variety 
which had been sold as New Rochelle was worthless. 
He had introduced the fruit in question into his gar¬ 
den, gave many of the plants to his friends, and ex¬ 
hibited the fruit before the Farmers’ Club of New 
York, by whom it was named Lawton. Mr. Sylves¬ 

ter was of opinion that Mr. Lawton was correct, and 
wished the name to be retained. lie thought that 
Mr. L. deserved the honor. The subject was then 
laid upon the table. 

Strawberries. — The following sorts were recom¬ 
mended as promising well: McAvoy’s Superior, 
Hooker, Scarlet Magnate, Trollope's Victoria, Gene¬ 
see, Le Baron, and Longwort'h’s Prolific. 

A Productive Apple Tree.—“ There is hanging 
in our office,” says the JYew Haven Rigister, “ the 
forked bough of an apple-tree, each part of which 
measures only twenty-two inches in length, on which 
there are one hundred and forty-seven apples, thicker 
upon the wood than human ingenuity could possibly 
affix. They are of an average diameter of two and 
a half inches, and the weight of the branch is thir* 
teen pounds.” 
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NATIVE GRAPES. 

At the present time, native or hardy grapes are 
creating quite a furore in the pomological circles in 
this country, and surely no fruit deserves more atten¬ 
tion than the native grapes of America. We have 
novv acquired that great desideratum, a white native 
grape, hardy and productive, and according to my 
way of thinking, the way is now opened to obtain an 
endless number of superior new varieties. 

The Rebecca is a new white, native grape, and 
originated in the garden of a Mr. Peak, of Hudson, 
N. Y. The vine is perfectly hardy, and a moderate¬ 
ly strong grower. The bunches are medium in size, 
not shouldered, and very compact. Berries large, 
roundish, of a beautiful golden yellow color. Skin, 
thin, without pulp, seeds very small. Flavor, for a 
native, “ best,” very sweet, and having less of the pe¬ 
culiar aroma than any other. This grape is a deci¬ 
ded acquisition, both on account of its color and its 
early ripening, being nearly two weeks earlier than 
the Isabella. It may possibly be a hybrid, but the 
wooly appearance of the leaves and the flavor of the 
fruit .seem to prove it a full blooded native. It was 
recommended by the American Pomological Society 
as promising well. 

The Canadian Chief is a white grape with im¬ 
mensely large, shouldered bunches, but it is in all prob¬ 
ability a seedling of, if not identical with, the old Sweet¬ 
water, and cannot be called a native. The flavor is 
about as good as that of the Sweetwater ripened on 
an open trellis. 

| Duma.—This is a seedling from the Catawba, 
raked by Mrs. Diana Crehore, near Boston, Mass., 
and is equal in size to that variety. It is decidedly one 
of the best native variety in cultivation, ripening 
where the Isabella would fail altogether, being 
eight or ten days earlier. The vine is a moderately 
stout grower, bunches medium to large, and rather 
compact, berries round, of a paler color than the Ca¬ 
tawba; flesh juicy and very sweet, with little pulp; 
rich and saccharine, and of quality best. 

Delaware.—By many this is thought to be a for¬ 
eign variety, and I rather incline to that opinion. It 
was thought to be such by Mr. Longworth, but it 
was stated at the last meeting of the American So¬ 
ciety that he had changed his opinion. It is said to 
be very hardy and early, and is certainly a very de¬ 
licious grape, and must become very generally culti¬ 
vated. It resembles the German wine grape called 
the Traminer. 

Concord.—This variety is not so good as the Is¬ 
abella, but in consequence of being a few days ear¬ 
lier it may prove valuable where this variety does not 
ripen. 

The Sage, Hartford Prolific, JYorthern Mus¬ 
catine, and Charter Oak, are worthless foxy varieties. 

The Isabella, Catawba and Clinton are all well- 
known standard varieties, but in this climate the Ca¬ 
tawba will not ripen perfectly oftener than once in 
six years, unless in a very favorable situation. 

There are many other varieties, but none of them 
suitable for cultivation at the North, either the vines 
being too tender or the period of the ripening of the 
fruit too late for this latitude. 

The Isabella, Diana and Rebecca are the most 
suitable for this latitude, and further north, Clinton 
and Concord would be preferable. W. T. Gold¬ 

smith.—Rochester, JY. Y. 

THE GREAT PALM HOUSE AT KEW. 

We give, as a frontispiece to this volume, a beautiful 
engraving of the magnificent Palm House in the Na¬ 
tional Garden at Kew, England. In it the palms and 
other trees of the equatorial regions, growing in the 
ground and in huge tubs, reach the altitude and wear 
the same aspect as in their native clime. 

“ There is no doubt,” says the lamented Downing, 

“that this is the most beautiful plant house in the 
world.” Though not so large as the great conserva¬ 
tory at Chatsworlh, and but small compared with the 
Crystal Palace, it has an airyness and elegance that 
neither of these latter buildings can boast. This is 
owing to the exterior of the Kew Palm House, or at 
least the roof, appearing an unbroken sheet of curved 
glass—while the others, being constructed on what is 
called the “ ridge and furrow” system, present a se¬ 
ries of ploughed or angular roof lines. 

It is 362 feet long by 100 feet wide, (in the center,) 
and 66 feet high. The main ribs of the roof are 
wrought iron, as well as all the ties. The columns are 
cast iron, and being hollow, conduct the rain water 
from the gutters on the roof to rain water tanks 
formed underneath and around the whole interior of 
the building. A light gallery runs round the whole, 
from which, not only the best view of the trees and 
plants is obtained, but the tops of the trees are 
watered, the supply being obtained from a reservoir 
in an ornamental tower at some distance. 

The roof is wholly glazed with sheet glass, slightly 
tinged with green, the tint being given in making tbe 
glass, by oxide of copper. 

To heat the house, there are 28,090 superficial feet 
of hot water pipes, connected with several boilers, 
laid under the perforated iron flooring, which forms 
the paths, &c. 

N o chimneys being visible, the visitor who exam¬ 
ines the building is at a loss to know what becomes of 
the smoke. He is, in ans’wer, shown in the distance, 
(550 feet off,) a high Italian tower, to which the flues 
lead under ground. There is a subterranean passage 
the whole way from the tower to the heating appar¬ 
atus, and through this passage runs a small railway 
with iron wagons to convey the coal and take away 
the ashes. In ventilation and other details, the build¬ 
ing is equally perfect. 

The entire cost of this conservatory was about 
$160,000. The rich collection of plants which it 
contains, and the admirable way in which they grow, 
are worthy of the great national garden in which it 
stands, and which the British nation keeps up at a 
large annual cost, for the instruction and delight of 
any and every person, without any lee whatever, who 
wishes to enter. 

To prevent Babbits from Barking Trees.—Put 
two pounds of lime into about three gallons of water, 
anil stir it till dissolved. Then add several handfuls 
of soot, and apply the mixture to the trunks of tbe 
trees a little higher than the rabbits can rearh. The 
mixture should be applied before winter sets in, but 
if it has been neglected till frosty weather, let it be 
done during a bright day, while the sun shines. It 
will dry in a few hours, and is said not only to pre¬ 
vent injury from rabbits, but to keep the bark in a 
state of preservation and health, and prevent the 
growth of mobs, &c. This method has been used lor 
several years in France with complete success. 
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ITGLASHAN’S APPARATUS FOR ' 

This celebrated apparatus proves eminently suc¬ 
cessful for removing large trees. An engraving of it 
may suggest ideas which may enable some of our in¬ 
genious mechanics to construct a cheaper and simpler 
machine. The plant to be removed is surrounded 
by a stout.*rectangular iron frame (a,) which is placed 
upon the "ground. Then let the spades (bb) be 
forced nearly perpendicularly into the soil within the 
iron frame. Next suppose an extension rod (c c) to 
be so applied to the handles of the opposite spades, 
as to drive them outwards by the leverage at c act¬ 
ing upon the fulcrum a; the result will be that the 
ball of earth enclosed between their blades will be 
converted from a cube into a wedge with the point 
downwards, by which means the earth becomes se¬ 
cured between the spade blades. After this a collar 
is fixed to the stem of the plant, and to the two op¬ 
posite sides ot the iron frame, a, grasping the plant 
firmly and preventing its slipping. The spades b b, 
have blades three feet long and iron handles; and 
within the handles passes a bar of iron (d d,) to re¬ 
ceive the latteral pressure of the extension rods.— 
Two beams of timber (a* x) lie across th frame, and 
hold fast the collar (c c,) by which the trunk is grasped. 
Matters being thus adjusted, the mass is ready for 
the lift, which is managed in the following manner: 
A pair of strong timber trucks (f f) are backed up 
to the two ends of the frame, each having above its 
axle a powerful wooden upright (y.) Upon this is 
laid a frame or platform of timber (g,) through 
which pass vertical screws (h h,) attached to a pow¬ 
erful iron coupling and worked in collars secured to 
the platform. The screws are finally connected with 

TRANSPLANTING LARGE TREES. 

I the lower apparatus, which secures the roots of the 
tree by chains passed through the couplings. This 
done, the machine is ready for work. The lift is taken 
by means of the screws (h h,) which are worked by 
men standing upon the platform. When the mass is 
raised out of the ground, the trucks are chained to¬ 
gether, and may be moved in any direction required. 
On one of the trucks a crab is shown; this is for 
the purpose of moving the machinery by. means of a 
block and tackle secured to some tree or post, when 
circumstances are favorable to its employment. 

To Prevent Mice and Rabbits from destroying 
young Fruit Trees.—A year ago I set out a youDg 

orchard on the highest and driest land in Erie Co.— 
I have heard it said that high ground would be the 
least affected by frost, and I will try the experiment. 

The rabbits commenced girdling my trees. I was 
advised to try different experiments, but my own was 
to go to the saw-mill and get refuse siding and thin 
boards that did not cost anything, and saw them two 
feet long. Take thin pieces, one, two or three inches 
wide, the other two six or seven inches wide; set 
them on the ground in the form of a triangle, and 
put one shingle nail in top and bottom. They have 
stood a year and are good now. Not a rabbit or 
mouse has touched the trees since, while my neigh¬ 
bors had some destroyed by mice. S.—Erie, Pa. 

Subterranean Irrigation is destined to be of great 
value to the fruit and vegetable grower, in our dry, 
hot climate. The water can be conveyed by common 
draining pipes directly to the roots. ^ 
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■WILD FLOWERS—THEIR CULTIVATION, &o. 

(Continued from page 368.) 

One of the favorite amusements of youth is to plait 
crowns with the wild flowers of the woods and fields. 
The timid lover expresses his passion by the homage 
of a boquet; and the young belle naively abandons 
to her favorite, the flowers which decked her brow or 
withered upon her bosom. Even old age itself smiles 
on flowers. Crowns and garlands may be traced to 
the remotest antiquity. Warriors’ heads were decked 
with roses and their path strewed with flowers.—- 
Among the Greeks and Romans, the crown was, so 
to speak, the ordinary head-dress of the great philos¬ 
ophers. Socrates had always his head adorned with 
flowers. At eighty years, Anacreon intermingled 
roses with his white hairs. Caesar, who was bald at 
thirty years, was indebted for a long time to the crown 
of flowers to conceal this defect from the beauties of 
Rome, and no one could present himself in public 
without his crown of flowers. 

At the present day there is an evident inclination 
to return to the better customs of ancient Greece and 
Rome. Let us hope that in a short time the crown 
and the boquet will be vigorously enforced in every 
re-union that has pleasure for its object. Why should 
not our ladies abandon the ungraceful cap for the 
elegant and odoriferous crown of flowers? 

. It was our intention, when we commenced this ar¬ 
ticle, to redeem our promise, in a former number, of 
noticing such wild flowers as are susceptible of culti¬ 
vation; but when fairly astride our hobby, we never 
know when or where to stop. We will now, however, 
endeavor to fulfil that promise by giving the follow¬ 
ing, which are not only susceptible of cultivation, but 
highly meritorious: 

Trillium —From trilix, the parts of the flowers 
in threes. There are ten species of this plant, natives 
of this country from Carolina to Canada, all hardy, 
tuberous-rooted perennials. The Trilliums are a cu¬ 
rious and beautiful tribe of plants, and very orna¬ 
mental, flowering in April and May. The flowers are 
universally of three petals, and the leaves grow in 
threes; called by botanists trifoliate; and probably 
from this circumstance the name trillium is derived. 
They are all natives of shady woods and swamps.— 
Some one or other of the kinds may be found in most 
of our low, woody swamps, or on the borders of 
streams. We have found them on the grounds bor¬ 
dering the. Norman’s Kill, near Albany. They can 
be cultivated in common garden soil, by division of 
the tuberous roots, and by seeds, and should occupy 
the border. 

Milk-weed.—Asclepias Tuberosa.—Whoever has 
had occasion to travel on the road L ading from this 
city to Irondequoit Ray, in the month of August, 
could not fail to notice in the fields bordering the 
road, certain clusters of bright, orange-colored flow¬ 
ers. It is the Aselepias Tuberosa, of botanists, a 
species of milk-weed, by some called Pleurisy-root, a 
beautiful, showy plant. It has been proved to be an 
infallible cure for the pleurisy, and is well known to 
physicians. It is a rather rare plant, and flourishes 
in a deep sandy loam. We noticed' it on the sandy 
plain a few miles east of the bay, also on the plains 
east of Brighton, and also on the plains north-west of 
Albany. It is a hardy, herbaceous and sub-shrubby 
perennial, flowers in August, is propagated chiefly by 
division of the root in April, and by seeds, sown in 

a hot-bed soil, peat and loam, but most of the latter. || 
A few plants should be introduced in every garden; ; 
it will grow without much trouble. 

Lupines.—Lvpinus perennis.—It is a beautiful, 
showy plant, a native of our dry, sandy hills and > 
plains, scattered over certain parts of the country I 
from Canada to Florida, and well deserves a place in [ 
our garden. _ Its elegant spike of bluish-purple flow¬ 
ers appears in May, and continues for a month or more. J 
The flowers are arranged in a long terminal spike, on ' 
stalks from one to two feet high. As they produce ' 
seeds freely, it is easiest to propagate them by that | 
means. 

Three or four sorts have been introduced from the j 
north-west coast by Douglass. L. polyphyllus, Co¬ 
lumbia, 1826. There is another kind which was dis- I 
covered in 1826 (L. bicolor) flowers white and yellow, 
and very sweet-scented; native of North America. 

Golden Rod.—Solidago.—This plant is found in 
nearly all sections of this country, and were it cot so 
common, would probably attract attention. It is of 
rather coarse habit, but its bright, gold-colored, plume¬ 
like flowers are very showy at the back of herbaceous 
borders, or on the back rows of herbaceous plants in 
the front of shrubberies. It is propagated by divis¬ 
ion of the plant in spring, and is a hardy, herbaceous 
perennial. There are a number of species, all yellow- 
flowered. It will grow on almost any soil, and when 
cultivated, is very showy, and would compare favor¬ 
ably with many of our exotic flowers. 

The Harebell.—Campanula rotundifolia— is a 
beautiful little delicate plant, and is worth cultiva¬ 
ting for its poetic associations. It is of low-growing, 
and rather spreading habit, and is found generally on 
the sides of sandy banks or hills, on the borders of 
pine woods. We noticed it on the side of the ravine 
as we approached the Newport House, at the Iron¬ 
dequoit Bay. The flowers are bell-shaped, and of an 
azure-blue color. Flowers in August and September. 

Sowing Lettuce in the Fall.—Perhaps the fol¬ 
lowing account of my success in forwarding lettuce 
plants in the spring may be of profit to some of your 
readers. 

Three years ago this fall I sowed a bed of lettuce 
about two yards square, designing to have it fairly 
above the ground when hard frost should come. It 
came up as I wished, and just before 'severe weather 
set in I covered the bed with pea-brush, and on the 
brush I put my tomato vines, potato tops, &c. 

In the spring, when the mulching was removed, the 
ground was entirely free from frost, and the lettuce 
plants looked as though they were glad to see how 
fast they could grow. I had lettuce, that spriDg, 
some weeks before that sowed in the spring was fit. 

Rochester, N. Y., Nov., 1866. a. 

Old Trees should be Pruned in Spring.—The 
late S. W. Cole, who generally recommended autum¬ 
nal pruning for fruit trees, says: “ Thirty-two years 
ago in September we cut a very large branch from 
an apple tree on account of an injury by a gale. 
The tree was old, and it has never healed over, but it 
is now sound and almost as hard as horn, and the 
tree perfectly hard around it. A few years before, 
and after, large limbs were cut from the same tree in 
the spring ; and where they were cut off the tree 
has rotted, so that a quart measure may be put into 
the cavity.”^ 
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TWO INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS. 

Messrs. Editors.—In compliance with your re¬ 
quest in the October number of the Farmer, fof the 
experience of farmers, I have concluded to give you 
and your readers the result of one or two experi¬ 
ments:— 

Large and small Potatoes for Seed.—Last 
spring I planted two short rows—twelve hills each— 
beside each other, one with large’ potatoes, one in 
each hill, the other with small ones, about the same 
weight in each row. 

When I raised my potatoes this fall, I weighed and 
counted the produce of each row, resulting as fol¬ 
lows: The large ones yielded 20 pounds, numbering 
100 potatoes. The small ones yielded 13 pounds, 
numbering 155 potatoes. Taking this experiment as 
a rule, I am inclined to the opinion that large pota¬ 
toes are preferable for seed. Perhaps I should have 
put in more seed. 

The way I sated the Apple Tree.—In the win¬ 
ter of 1854, I had three young apple trees complete¬ 
ly barked by the rabbits. 

I concluded to try an experiment on one of them, 
thinking, if it would do no good, it would do no harm. 
I took an old bee box, knocked off its top, opened it 
at one corner, put it around the tree, packed it com¬ 
pletely full of earth, and put a sod on top to make it 
believe all was right, and the result was, it lived, and 
the following summer produced its first crop, which 
was a good one. 

Of the other two, which received no attention, one 
put forth a few sickly blossoms—without leaves— 
and they soon dried up, and the other made no effort 
to live, or if it did, it completely failed. 

I. H. Hamilton. 

Sandy Lake, Mercer Co., Penn. 

Preserving Apples.—If apples are carefully packed 
in hard wood saw-dust, (how it would be with pine 
we know not,) they will keep in an open garret thro’ 
our coldest winters. This we have tried, and we know 
it for a certainty. But .in packing, care should be 
taken that none of the apples touch the barrel nor 
each other. We have had them open in fine order, 
when thus packed, long after those in the cellar were 
rotten, or so withered as to be useless.—Exchange. 

One would suppose, from the number of receipts 
in agricultural books and papers for preserving ap¬ 
ples, that it was a very difficult process. Apples 
carefully picked when dry, and put in barrels, with¬ 
out bruising, will keep in a cool cellar, (the less above 
40° the better,) as long and as well as in any other 
way. 

Soil for Quince Trees.—The Quince is a native 
of Japan, a country where rains are frequent and 
abundant. Hence we should infer, what experience 
teaches, that the quince does best in rather moist, rich, 
and deep soils, or on a well drained, clay subsoil that 
is naturally very retentive of water. It may be plant¬ 
ed with advantage on the 3ides of a running stream, 
provided the bank is high enough to give a good 
foot-hold of dry soil. On ordinary "soils, heavy and 
repeated manuring, clean and good cultivation and 
mulching must not be neglected. A pound or two 
of common salt scattered round each bush is said to 
be beneficial 

Sweet Apples.—A correspondent of the Horti¬ 
culturist, writing from Waukesha, Wis., well observes 
that among the staples of “ fruit as a diet,” none are 
more deserving of eqicurean encomium than baked 
sweet apples. They are an jjgreeable accompaniment 
to the farmer’s tea table that may be enjoyed the year 
round, except during an interim of a month or two 
when the small garden fruits are plenty, and can de¬ 
lightfully atone for their absence. The following va¬ 
rieties are mentioned as suited to the climate of that 
portion of the West: 

“ A fine collection suiting this soil and climate 
might embrace—Sweet June and Sweet Bough; 
Golden, Jersey, and Haskall Sweets; Summer Sweet 
Paradise and Autumnal Swaar; Bailey, Talman, La¬ 
dies, and Green Sweet—and you have them from mid 
August to May, ripening in the order in which they 
are named. 

There are many phases of digestive disarrangement 
where acids prove so harmful that the invalid is 
obliged to abstain almost entirely from fruits—then 
the luxury of a tender, juicy, sweet apple, is readily 
discovered and appreciated. Many seem indifferent 
to all but “sour apples;” they surely cannot know 
anything about the deliciousness of a really fine des¬ 
sert sweet apple.” 

* Sowing Mountain Ash Seeds.—In one of your 
late numbers, in answer to an inquiry about planting 
the seeds of the “ Mountain A sh,” you recommend 
putting them in the rotting pit one year. This, I be¬ 
lieve is in accordance with most publications on thjat 
subject, but my experience has taught me different 
I find little more difficulty in growing these seeds 
than those of the apple. I prefer sowing them thick 
in beds instead of drills. Let the bed be well pre¬ 
pared and raked smooth, then cover the surface with 
light mould; sow the seeds on after being washed 
from the pulp, rake lightly, and the process is finished. 
Let them grow one season in the seed bed and they 
are ready to transplant into nursery rows. They veg¬ 
etate early in the spring, and the young plants being 
weak, will not come up through a heavy soil, hence 
the necessity of covering the bed with vegetable 
mould. G. 

Seedless Pear.—During our recent visit to Philadel¬ 
phia, to attend the exhibition of the National Agricul¬ 
tural Society, our friend Dr. Brinkle showed us some 
specimens of a seedless pear' It was first noticed in 
the market of that city, and traced to an old tree 
growing in the garden of Samuel Davis, of Haverford, 
Pa. The fruit is of small size, with a russety skin, and 
somewhat resembles the Seckel. The flesh is infelting 
and juicy, and the flavor rich and good. Every pear 
is entirely seedless. If the fruit, under good cultiva¬ 
tion, would attain to a medium size, it might well claim 
the attention of cultivators; independant of its re¬ 
markable quality of having no seeds, its general merits 
are sufficient to render it an acquisition to our collec¬ 
tions.—Magazine of Horticulture. 

To make a Dioscorea Batatas.—Take a small Irish 
potato, wet and weedy : add to it one turnip, tolerably 
stringy, and not too rank; splice them together length¬ 
wise, with a morning-glory vine on top; cultivate 
strenuously for two years, puffing it in agricultural pa¬ 
pers; then dig up one root, (large crops!) six inches 
long and three round (immense size !) boil and eat—if 
you can.—Correspondent of the Homestead. 
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TWO MODES OF FLATTING 'AND MANAGING FKUIT TEEES ILLUSTEATEjj. 

“LOOK here upon this picture, and on this.” 

Farmer Slapdash having purchased some apple trees 

from a pedlar, because they were cheap, proceeds to plant 

them in an old meadow, and hits on a novel and expeditious 

method of making the holes with Squire Forecast’s post- 

hole auger, borrowed for the occasion. 

Farmer Forecast, having previously underdrained, sub- 

sciled and manured the land, plants a few carefully selected 

fruit trees in large holes, carefully spreading out the small 

fibrous roots, and covering them with fine, light soil, and 

then stakes, prunes and mulches them. 

Farmer Slapdash, finding the trees do not succeed so 

well m grass land as in the cultivated field of Farmer 

Forecast, breaks up his orchard, and, in order to shade 
the land, sows it to oats. 

Farmer Forecast puts a little fresh mulch round the 

trees, and sows nothing on the land but a few beans and 

other hoed crops, in rows, and keeps the soil loose and 

free from weeds by the frequent use of the cultivator. 
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ORIGINAL DOMESTIC RECIPES. 

Two of our fair correspondents send us the follow¬ 
ing recipes, which we will guarantee are reliable and 
good. 

Sponge Cake.—Take 4 eggs—the whites and yolks 
beaten separately; 1 cup of white pulverized sugar; 
1 cup of flour; £ teaspoonful of cream tartar; £ of 
soda. Flavor to the taste. 

Soda Cake.—3 eggs; 2 cups of pulverized sugar; 
5 cup of butter; 1 cup of sweet milk; 1 teaspoonful 
of soda; two of cream tartar. Flavor with lemon 

Lemon Pies.—Beat with the yolks of 4 eggs 2 
tablespoonsful of melted butter; four of white sugar; 
the juice and grated rind of two lemons. Put into a 
rich paste and bake. Then beat the whites to a froth, 
adding two tablespoonsful of sugar. Spread it on 
the pies when done, and put them in the oven again 
for about three minutes. The above is for two pies. 

Fruit Jellies may be preserved from mouldiness 
by covering the surface | of an inch deep with finely 
pulverized loaf sugar. Thus protected, they will keep 
5 years. 

To Cure the Quinsy.—Make a poultice of com¬ 
mon white Lima beans, and apply it to the throat hot. 

To clean Kid Gloves.—Wash them in a mixture 
of equal quantities of Ammonia and Alcohol. Then 
rub them dry. The above solution will also remove 
stains and grease from silk and cloth. 

We are decidedly down on women milking cows 

at any, time, busy or not busy.—Jenny and Tillie* 

For Honey.—Take 10 ifos. of sugar, dissolved in 
the same weight of water; 2 lbs. of honey; when 
cooling, stir in 10 drops of peppermint 

For Nectar or Soda.—To 2 qts. of boiling wa 

ter, add 1 pt. of molasses and 4 lbs. of coffee sugar. 
Let it boil together, and skim it, add 4 oz. of Tartar¬ 
ic acid, after which let it boil ten minutes. Then 
strain it, and when cold, add the whites of 6 eggs, 
well beaten, and cork up. 

For use, add two tablespoonsful of the mixture to 
a tumbler of water, stirring in it, at the moment of 
drinking, a lump of soda a little larger than a pea. 

For Pickling Peaches.—For 4 tbs. of fruit, take 
3 lbs. of sugar, dissolved in one pt. of vinegar. Skin 
the fruit by putting it in hot salaratus water. Take 
just water enough to slightly cook, then add the vin¬ 
egar and spice, cooking part at a time. 

Pickling Plums.—Weigh your plums, take the jar 
ou wish to put them in, and lay some spices in the 
ottom, then alternate layers of plums and spices un¬ 

til the jar is full—cinnamon, cloves and allspice are 
used unground. Allow 1 lb. of sugar to 3 lbs. of 
fruit. Take the sugar and a little vinegar, heat to¬ 
gether, and pour over them. Then set the jar in a 
kettle of cold water, over the fire, und retain it there 
until boiling hot, or the plums are soft. Do not add 
too much vinegar, for more can be added if not suf¬ 
ficiently tart. 

Plum Cake.—1 ib. of butter, 1 do. of flour, 1 do. 
of sugar, 10 eggs, 3 lbs. of raisins, 4 lbs. Zante cur¬ 
rants, 2 nutmegs, 1 oz. cinnamon, l oz. cloves, J lb. 
of citron, $ oz. mace. For this, baked in 1 cake, 4 
hours, in moderately heated oven. 

3^9 

Fruit Cake.—Take 4 cups of flour, 3 of sugar, 3 
eggs, \ lb. of butter, 1 cup of milk, 1 teaspoonful of 
salaratus, 2 nutmegs, 2 lbs. raisins, 1 ib. Zante cur¬ 
rants. For this, baked in 1 cake, bake hours. 

To make Potato Yeast.—Take 2 qts. of hops, 
boil until the strength is out, leaving water sufficient 
to scald one quart bowl of grated potatoes, Strain 
it upon the potatoes, and while cooking stir it, ad¬ 
ding a handful of salt and two cups of molasses.— 
When cooked sufficient, it will be a thick paste.— 
Cool it in a stone jar, and when cool enough, add 
your yeast for rising. 

Turnpike, or Indian Yeast.—Take 2 qts. of hops, 
boil well, and when hot, pour over the quantity of 1 
Indian meal you wish to scald. When cool, add your 
yeast, and wheu perfectly light, stir in as much meal 
as you can with a stick, letting it again rise, so doing 
until you get it stiff enough to make up into cakes, 
then make them up and let them dry, 

To Pickle Tomatoes.—Pick not too ripe toma¬ 
toes, prick them, and throw them in salt and water, 
and let them remain 8 days. Then remove, and turn 
on* weak vinegar, letting them remain 24 hours.— 
Add to a peck of tomatoes, 12 large onions, £ oz. of 
cloves, 1 oz. black pepper, and same of mustard, and 
then add strong vinegar. 

To Keep Tomatoes.—Put tomatoes in a stew pan 
over a fire, until boiling hot, then put them in a hot 
jar and seal up. 

For Pickling.—Take 1 peck of green tomatoes, 
chop fine, letting the water drain from them when 
chopped or chopping; also, chop fine 12 large onions 
and 12 large peppers. Put together, adding vinegar 
enough to cover, with a little salt. 

To Preserve Peaches.—Take the peaches, a small 
part at a time, put a very little water to them, and 
just let them boil, then can them, sealing while hot, 

■ with soft solder. The water the first are done in will 
do them all, taking up a little liquor each time. M. 
S. B.—Aurora, JY. Y. 

On Making Bread.—Bread is said to be the staff 
of life—which we will suppose to mean good bread. 
Then how essential is the making of it, and how many, 
very many, are there, who make that which is more 
like a broken reed! 

The first essential to good bread is good flour.— 
The second, good yeast, and with all, good judgment. 

Potato yeast is the best except in very hot or 
very cold weather, when it is best to use turnpike or 
Indian. 

Take half the quantity of new milk that you wish 
to sponge with, and pour it on the flour boiling hot. 
Then take as much cold water, stirring to a stiff 
sponge, adding f of a cup of yeast. Knead up in 
the morning, and let it rise. When light, break off 
parts of the dough without kneading, and place in 
pans. When it begins again to puff up, before rising, 
put in to bake. One hour will bake a large loaf.— 
This quantity of yeast will make 6 loaves. A hand¬ 
ful of salt should be added for that number of loaves. 
M. S. B.—Aurora, JY. Y. 

Apple Sauce.—Pare, quarter and core nice sweet 
1 apples; dry them on a rack made of sacking, suspend¬ 
ed over the kitchen stove. When dry, wash them 
and stew them in new cider; when done, the cider 
will be sufficiently boiled to keep until warm weath¬ 
er. A few quinces improve the sauce. 
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Premiums for Short Essays. 

" In the hope of calling out the opinions of the readers of 

the Genesee Farmer, we have determined to offer a Book 

of the value of One Dollar, for the best article (not to 

exceed one page of the Farmer) on each of the following 
subjects: 

On the Management of Sheep ; 

On the Management of Swine ; 
On the Management of Milch Cows ; 

On the Management of Horses ; 

On the Management of Young Stock and Working 

Cattle ; 
On the Relative Advantages of Employing Horses or 

Cattle in Farm Labor ; 

On Cheese Making; 

On Butter Making ; 

On the Cultivation of Winter Wheat; 

On the Cultivation of Spring Wheat; 

On the Cultivation of Rye ; 

On the Cultivation of Barley ; 

On the Cultivation of Oats ; 

On the Cultivation of Peas ; 

On the Cultivation of Beans ; 

On the Cultivation of Indian Corn; 

On the Cultivation of Broom Corn; 

•| On the Cultivation of Millet; 

j On the Cultivation of Onions ; 

On the Cultivation of Crops for Soiling Purposes; 

On Growing Clover Seed ; 

On Growing Grass Seeds ; 

On the Cultivation of Potatoes; 

On the Cultivation of Turnips, Ruta Bagas, Mangel 

Wurzel, and other Root Crops ; 
On the Best System of Rotation ; 
On the Management and Application of Barn-Yard 

Manure; 
On the Use of Lime as a Manure ; 

On the Use of Unleached Ashes as a Manure ; 

On the Use of Leached Ashes as a Manure ; 
On the Use of Salt as a Manure ; 

On the Use of Peruvian Guano as a Manure ; 

On the Use of Superphosphate of Lime as a Manure ; 

On the Most Economical Mode of obtaining Fertilizing 

Matter other than Barn-Yard Manure ; 
l On any Insects Injurious to the Farmer ; 

On the Advantages of System in Farming Operations ; 

On the Advantages of Forethought in Farming Opera- 

ti ms; } 
On Cutting Hay, Corn-Stalks, and other Fodder, for 

Horses and Cattle: 
On the Best Means of Destroying Weeds; 

On the Management of Permanent Grass Lands ; 
On Underdraining; 

On Subsoil Plowing ; 

On the Advantages of Stirring the Soil in Dry Weather; 
On Irrigating Grass Land ; 

On the Best Means of Destroying Mice, Rats, and other 
Yermin; 

i On the Best Plants for Hedges—their Management, &c.; 
On the Management of Woodland ; 

On Planting Trees on the Prairies, for Shelter, Fuel and 
Timber; 

On the Management of a Prairie Farm— Commencing 
in its Natural State ; 

On the Best Method of Fencing a Farm ; 

On the Benefits of Agricultural Fairs ; 

On the Benefits of Farmers’ Clubs, and the Best Plan 
for their Organization; 

On the Influence of Agricultural Papers, and the Duty 
of Farmers to Write for them. 

Horticultural Subjects.—On the Cultivation of 
Pears; 

On the Cultivation of Apples; 

On the Cultivation of Peaches; 

On the Cultivation of Plums; 

On the Cultivation of Small Fruits—Strawberries, Rasp- • 
berries. Currants, Gooseberries and Blackberries; 

On the Cultivation of Cranberries. 

The advantages of shelter for Gardens, and the best I 
means of providing it; 

For the best answer to the question, “ Why do Farmers 

so generally neglect their Gardens ? and the best means of U 
rectifying the evil; 

For the best answer to the question, “ Is the Cultivation ' 

of Fruit on a more extended scale desirable ? 

On the Management of a Farmer’s Garden; 

Subjects for the Ladies.—For the best Dozen Do- i 

mestic Recipes; 

On the Cultivation of Flowers ; 

For the best reasons why our Agricultural Societies , 

should not offer premiums for a public exhibition of Lady 

Equestrianism ; 
For the best article on the other side of the Question ; 

For the best answer to the question, “Is a residence in 
the Country or City most conducive to high mental culture, 

beauty of person, health, happiness and usefulness ?” 

For the best answer to the question, “ Is it right to a6k 

the Women folk to milk the cows during the busy season ? ; 

(Open to both sexes !) 

On drying Apples, Peaches, Plums and other Fruit; 

For the best answer to the question, “ What can mothers j 

and daughters do to make farm life attractive to their sons 1 
and brothers, and prevent them from leaving the farm to en¬ 
gage in mercantile or professional pursuits ?” 

It is desirable that the articles be as short as possible,— I 

It is far more difficult to write a short article than a long 

one; and other things being equal, brevity will be consid- I 

ered as a mark of excellence. Write only on one side of 

the paper, and be sure and do not have the lines too close 

together. Many persons, to save a cent’s worth of paper, 

put us to a dollar’s worth of trouble in preparing their 

manuscript for the printer, and all because it is written too 

closely. Those who are not in the habit of writing for 

the printer, should write on ruled paper, and skip every \ 
other line. 

The articles will be submitted to competent judges, and 

the premiums announced and paid as soon as they make 

their decision. All articles must be sent in by the first of 

February. 

Kind reader ! if you have been pleased with the Gen¬ 

esee Farmer during the past year—if you think it is doing 

anything to advance the great agricultural and horticultu¬ 
ral interests of the country, aid us by sending in your 

subscription for another volume as early as possible, and 

if you can induce any of vour neighbors and friends to 

subscribe we venture to say they will not regret it. Speak 
to them at once. We will gladly send show-bills and 

specimen numbers to any who are disposed to raise a club 

for our next year’s volume. 

To Correspondents. — Many excellent communica¬ 

tions have been received too late for this number. They 

shall appear next month. 
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The next Volume of the Genesee Farmer.—The 
present number concludes the Seventeenth Volume, Sec¬ 

ond Series, of the Genesee Farmer. We will say nothing 

of its value. Our readers are the best judges on this 
point. Such as have been pleased with the paper the 

present year will, we hope, subscribe immediately for our 
next volume. We do not wish to lose a single reader. 
Our circulation the present year has been nearly doubled. 
Encouraged by this greatly increased circulation, we have 

determined to make great improvements in our next vol¬ 
ume, and also to offer an enlarged list of premiums. 

By a little timely effort, our friends will enable us to 
double our circulation the coming year. The old preju¬ 
dice against “ book farming ” has in a great measure died 

out, and there are very few farmers who would not wil¬ 
lingly subscribe to an agricultural paper, were they re¬ 

quested to do so. The Genesee Farmer is so cheap that 
all can afford to take it, even though they already sub¬ 
scribe for several other papers. 

At many post offices, we have but one or two subscrib¬ 
ers. Will not such read over our liberal list of premiums, 

in the advertising columns, and then get us up a club ? 

There is no way in which a young man can more easily 
obtain a good agricultural library. 

We have never before offered “January Premiums.” 
Thousands of our readers do not subscribe until the win¬ 

ter is nearly past, and we find that the number of such is 

increasing every year. To counteract this, we offer these 

January premiums. Those who take a January premium 
can also compete for the April premiums. There are so 
many premiums offered, that no one who tries can fail to 

take at least one, and may obtain two. 

All our friends who act as agents, do it simply with a 

desire to promote agricultural and horticultural improve¬ 
ment in their respective neighborhoods. Hence it is that 
bo few compete for the premiums. So few, indeed, make 
any effort to obtain the premiums, that we have thought 
of discontinuing them, but have concluded to offer them 
once more — and to greatly enlarge the list. Let all who 
wish for a good Agricultural Library make a little effort 
to get subscribers for the Genesee Farmer for 1857, and 

they shall have it, and one which they will not feel 
ashamed of. 

Now is the time to commence making up your list, be¬ 

fore other agents take the field. 
We will gladly send show bills and specimen numbers to 

all who are disposed to act as agents. 

Onions should be Thoroughly Boiled.—A quaint 

old English writer says of onions: “Being rawe they 

nourish not at all, and but a little’though they be boiled.” 
Uncooked onions are certainly difficult of digestion, but 

when well boiled they are not only palatable but quite nu¬ 
tritious. Indeed, analysis shows that 'they contain nearly 

as much nutriment as the potato, and probably as great an 
amount of food can be obtained from an acre of onions as 

from any other of our common esculents.?!, The'witty and 

satirical Dean Swift mentions another reason for having 

onions well boiled: 
“This is every cook’s opinion— 

No savory dish without an onion; 
But lest your kissing should be spoiled, 
Your onions should be thoroughly boiled.’ 

Onions constituted an important article of food long 

before the exodus of the Israelites from Egypt; for among 

the complaints made to Moses in the wilderness was, that 
they were deprived of the leeks, onions and garlic of 

which, said the murmurers, “ we remember we did eat in 

Egypt freely.”—Numbers xii: 5. Egypt is to this day 

famed for the superiority and sweetness of its onions. 

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directo¬ 

ry, for 1857.—This beautiful work, of 144 pages, is now 
ready. 

It contains, besides a great variety of matter interesting 
to every farmer and gardener, articles on Rural Architec¬ 

ture, with several beautiful designs of cottage, suburban, 
and farm houses, prepared expressly for the Rural Annual: 
On laying out a small Fruit and Ki+chen Garden, with a 

list of the best varieties of fruits, directions for the prepa¬ 

ration of the ground, &c., with a fine engraving: On the 
cultivation of Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, 
Currants, Gooseberries, &c.,with engravings and descrip¬ 
tions of the best varieties, &c.: On the management of 
Hedges, with illustrations of the best modes of training, 

&c.: On the Kitchen Garden: On the management of 

Grapes in cold houses, with engravings showing the best 
mode of training, &c.: On planting an Apple Orchard, 
best varieties for different localities, &c.: On the Archi¬ 

tecture of Lodges, School Houses, &e., with two beautiful 
engravings: On building a Stable, with plan and descrip¬ 

tion : On the breeds and management of Poultry—pro¬ 

fusely illustrated: On Ornamental Planting, Landscape 
Gardening, &c., with numerous illustrations: On the cul¬ 
tivation of Pears, &c. Also, a corrected list of Fruits 

recommended by the American Pomological Society, with 
lists of Nurserymen and Agricultural Implement Makers 

in the United States and Canadas. The whole comprising 

a work which for usefulness and beauty should be in the 
hands of every one interested in Rural Pursuits. 

We send it, postage paid, for twenty-five cents a 
copy. ' 

In Clubs of Eight, we ’send the Genesee Farmer and 

Rural Annual for fifty cents the two. 
To every one sending us eight subscribers to the Genesee 

Farmer, at the lowest club terms of thirty-seven and a 

half cents each, we will send one copy of the Rural 
Annual for their trouble. 

Chinese Sugar Cane. — We have received a commu¬ 
nication from Col. Peters, of Atlanta, Ga., detailing the 
results of his experiments in “ Syrup-making from the 

Chinese Sugar Millet.” The yield of fodder per acre was 
about 1,200 lbs. ; of seed, 25 bushels, of 36 lb. per bushel. 
The canes yielded 407 gallons of syrup per acre. Col. P. 
says: “ I am satisfied that this plant will enable every 

farmer and planter in the Southern States to make at home 

all the syrup required for family use ; and I believe that 
our chemists will soon teach us how to convert the syrup 

into sugar, for export, as one of the staples of our favored 
clime.” 

Rotation of Crops.—There is no absolute necessity 

for a rotation of crops, where an abundance of manure can 
be obtained. Indian corn, wheat, onions, potatoes, sugar 

cane, &c., have been cultivated for an indefinite period on 
the same land. One of the principal advantages of rota¬ 

tion is in the cultivation of plants which improve the soil, 
or exhaust it less than other plants. A judicious alterna¬ 

tion of crops enables the cultivator to attain the greatest 

amount of vegetable production, with the least manure, 

and in the shortest time. 

To our Canadian Friends. — We shall continue to 

pre-pay the American postage on our next volume. So 
that, as agricultural papers (that contain no news) go free 

in Canada, you will get the Genesee Farmer free of all 

postage. 

Missing Numbers.—We will gladly supply any miss¬ 
ing or damaged numbers of the Genesee Farmer, to any 
who wish to preserve the volume. 
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Coal and Coal Ashes as Manure. — In reply to a 
correspondent, we would say that coal ashes contain very 

little available food of plants. They are valuable princi¬ 
pally for their mechanical effects on the soil,—rendering a 

heavy clay light and porous. Unlike wood ashes, they 

may be mixed with guano or superphosphate with safety. 
English farmers use all their coal ashes to mix with these 

light artificial manures. It enables them to sow them 

more evenly. For radishes, parsnips, &c., coal ashes are 

particularly valuable in loosening the ground, and some 

recommend them as specifics for these crops. 
Coals sell for two and a half to four cents per bushel in 

the neighborhood of our correspondent, and he wishes to 

know if they would be worth this for manure. We shall 

be glad to hear from any who have used them. Coals 

probably contain sufficient food of plants to render them 

worth this sum, if it was in an available condition. All 

matter must be decomposed and rendered soluble before 

it can be taken up by plants, and we should think stone 
coal would resist decomposing influences for a long time. 

Mice and Fruit Trees.—The destruction of fruit trees 

by mice, last year, was greater than was ever before known. 

At the present time, the country swarms with mice, and if 

we should not have an open winter, or a “ January thaw” 

they will do immense damage. One of the most expedi¬ 

tious means of protecting fruit trees from their depreda¬ 
tions, is to remove all grass and weeds from round the trees, 

and then bank them up with soil. Two hundred can thus 

be done in a day. The soil should be thrown up from one 

to two feet, or even higher up the stem. It should be 

higher than the snow. This is not a “certain remedy,” in 

all cases, but it is the best, all things considered, that we 

are acquainted with. Stamping down the snow round the 

trees, is the next best means of preventing injury from 

mice. 

Sharp.—A correspondent, (from the handwriting, evi¬ 
dently a lady,) in reply to our offer of a dollar book for the 

best essay on “ Cutting Hay, &c., for Stock,” sends us the 

following: 
“The best Method oe cutting Hat, &c. — Put the 

hay into the cutter, turn the crank, and keep your fingers 
out.” 

You shall have the book. What shall we send you ? 

Godey's Ladies’ Book.—This popular Magazine, for 

December, is on our table. It is the best number ever 
issued; containing a beautiful frontispiece and a large 

number of fashion-plates, designs, &c., executed in the 

best style, and besides abounds with tales and useful read¬ 
ing, recipes, &c., interesting to every lady. See prospectus 

in this number. ----- 
Up to this date, (Nov. 25,) we have had remarkably mild 

and dry weather. A better time for fall plowing, under- 
draining, corn husking, &c., could not be desired. Wheat 

in some instances is too forward, and will require eating 

down, but as a general thing the crop never looked better. 

Premiums. — Read over our list of Premiums for sub¬ 

scribers to our next volume. It is greatly enlarged. The 

January Premiums are an entirely new feature. No one 
who tries can fail to take at least one Premium. You may 

by a little effort get $70 ; you are sure of something. 

Cheap Reading for Farmers.—One volume of the 

Genesee Farmer contains 384 pages, the Rural Annual 144 
pages. In clubs of eight, we send the two for fifty cents. 

Five hundred and twenty-eight pages for half a dollar ! 

Can any one desire cheaper reading ? 

Bone Dust. — The late A. J. Downing observed that 

“ bone dust has not generally proved as valuable here as 
in England.” This is true, — simply for this reason : The 

base of bones—phosphate of lime—has a far greater effect 
on turnips than on any other crop, and is applied to this 

great “ sheet anchor of British agriculture” to an enor¬ 
mous extent. In this country we grow comparatively few 

turnips, and hence—as bones or phosphates have little im¬ 

mediate effect on any other crop—manures containing a 
large proportion of phosphates are not generally beneficial 
here, and are not used to any great extent. It is not owing 

to climate, but to the crops, that bone dust has not “ gene¬ 
rally proved valuable” in this country. 

Large Crops of Potatoes.-There are many instances on 

record where immense crops of potatoes have been raised. 

We know a careful and accurate British farmer who states 

that he has raised six hundred bushels of potatoes per acre. 
Three hundred bushels is an average crop in Great Britain. 

In this country, since the prevalence of the disease, one 
hundred bushels per acre is perhaps not far from the av¬ 

erage, though double that quantity is not unfrequently pro¬ 

duced. The Ohio Farmer says that T. B. Crosby, of 

Euclid, Ohio, raised the past season, on a half acre of 

ground, 240 bushels of potatoes by measure, and by weight, 

264 bushels. Who can beat this ? 

“Planting and Managing Fruit Trees Illustra¬ 

ted.”—This is a new feature in agricultural literature. 

We hope to give many such sketches during the next year, 

and shall be thankful for hints on the subject from our 

correspondents. Of course we have no Slapdashes 

among our readers — they all belong tq the Forecast i 

family ! There are, however, plenty of the Slapdashes 

in every neighborhood, and it might do them good to have 
a look at this picture, and “see themselves as others see 
them.” Farmer Slapdash never reads an agricultural I 

paper, but he might be induced to look at one. Suppose j 
you try him, reader ! 

The Sugar Cane Expedition.—An expedition has 

been fitted out, under the direction of the Commissioner I 

of Patents, to proceed to South America for the purpose | 
of procuring a fresh supply of cuttings of sugar cane for 

experiment in the Southern States. The United States 

brig Release sailed from New York on the 5th ult., having 

on board the necessary lumber and materials for one 
thousand and eight boxes, each about three feet in length, 

in which to pack the sugar cane cuttings. 

The Thousand Dollar Prize for the best Mow¬ 

ing Machine Awarded.—The great prize of $1,000, of¬ 

fered by the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, for the 

best Mowing Machine, has been awarded to Heath’s 

Mower, manufactured by D. C. Henderson & Co., of 

Sandusky City, Ohio. The trial took placs at Worcester, 

Mass., but the particulars have not yet been made public. 

Short-Horn Herd-Book, No. 3 —L. F. Allen’ 

Black Rock, N. Y., is now receiving pedigrees for this 

work. They should be sent in immediately. 

The lady who sent U3 the article on the cultivation of 

Jerusalem Artichokes shall have the book she named, if 

she will send us her post office address. 

We must look to farmers’ wives and daughters for the 

social improvement of the rural districts. 
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Notuts of Nob) Books, $3mol}uaIs, &c. 

Thb Life of Charles Sumner, with Choice Specimens of his El¬ 
oquence, a delineation of his Oratorical Character, and his 
great speeeh in Kansas. By DU A. Haksua, author of “ Emi¬ 
nent Orators and Statesmen,” &c., &c. New York, Dayton & 
Burdick; G. F. Needham, Rochester, N. Y. 1856. 

This is a handsome volume of 330 pages, which will be 
read with pleasure by the friends and admirers of the 
“ Champion of Freedom.” 

Dog & Gun ; a few loose chapters on Shooting, along with which 
will be found some Anecdotes and Incidents. By Johnson J. 
Hooper, of Montgomery, Alabama. New York, C. M. Saxton 
& Co., Agricultural Book Publishers, 140, Fulton-st. N. Y. 

From a cursory examination, we judge this to be an in¬ 
teresting and useful work. It contains chapters on The 

Gentleman’s Amusement; How to choose a good gun ; 

Charging the Gun ; The Setter and Pointer; Field Train¬ 
ing ; Advice to Sportsmen ; Shooting Quail, Ducks. Part¬ 

ridge, Woodcock, Snipe, &c. Treatment of Distemper in 
Dogs, &c. We will notice more in detail in a future num¬ 
ber. Sent, postage paid, for fifty cents. 

The Rural Poetry of the English Language. Illustrating the 
seasons and months of the year, their changes, employment, les¬ 
sons and pleasures, Topically Paragraphed, with a complete index: 
By Joseph Wiiliam Jenks, (late Professor of Languages in the 
Urbana University, Ohio.) Boston, John P. Jewett &Co.; Cleve¬ 
land, Jewett, Proctor & Worthington; New York, Sheldon, 
Rlakemau & Co. 1856. 

The appearance of this elegant work is a pleasing in¬ 
dication of the awakening interest manifested at this time 
by nearly all classes of the community, in Rural subjects. 
The object of the compiler has been to bring together in 

one volume, in an attractive form, the chief rural poems 

of the English language. He has succeeded most admi¬ 

rably. The work will do much to give farmers, their sons 

and daughters, a higher appreciation of the advantages of 
country life, and of the dignity of rural avocations. It 

should have a place in every farmer’s library. ; 

Morgan Horses : A Premium Essay on the Origin, History and 
Characteristics cf this Remarkable American Breed of Horses; 
tracing the pedigree from the original Justin Morgan, through 
the most noted of his pedigree, down to the present time, with 
numerous portraits. To which are added Hints for Breeding, 
Breaking, and General Use and Management of Horses, with 
Practical Directions for Training them for Exhibition at Agricul¬ 
tural Fairs. By D. C. Linsley, Middlebury, Yt. New York, 
C. M. Saxton & Co., Agricultural Book Publishers, No. 140 Ful¬ 
ton st. 1857- 

We hare received this work just as we go to press, and 
from a slight examination, expect to derive much informa¬ 

tion from a more thorough perusal. The book is well il¬ 

lustrated and got up in superior style, and is alike credit¬ 

able to the publishers and the author. The book received 

the first premium from the Vermont State Agricultural 
Society, and the Committee, in making the aw ard, “ com¬ 

mend it to the particular notice of the Society, as one em¬ 

inently adapted to the wants of this State, (Yt.,) and as 
supplying a desideratum long felt, both in regard to the 

true history of the Morgan Horse, and in respect to the 
best methods of its perpetuation.” 

The hook is sent, postage free, for one dollar. 

Jiujuirus attlr gtofotr*. 

Balsam Fir Tree.—Two years ago I imported some 
Balsam Fir trees, and set them ,in the yard for shade. I 
cannot see that they have improved but very little in their 
growth. Can you or any of your subscribers inform me 
what method I should pursue to improve their growth.— 
A. C. South worth, Lanesville Centre, Susq. Co., Pa. 

Locust Trees from Seed.—Please inform me, thro’ 
your valuable paper, how to raise the Locust tree from the 
seed, the proper time to plant, &c., &e. J. L. Miller. 

—East Hanover, Pa, 

Sawdust and Muck for Fruit Trees.—Will it pay 
to draw sawdust a mile to put around young or old fruit 
trees ; or is it worth drawing on to any kind of ground ? 
My orchard is three quarters of a mile from home. There 
are a number of pond holes on it; one is 30 feet across 
and 10 feet deep, full of decomposed vegetable matter. I 
have drawn out two hundred loads on to the orchard, and 
put a good load around each tree, and covered part of the 
ground with it. Will this pay? S.—Erie, Pa. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
To secure insertion in the Farmer, must be received as early as the 

10th of the previous month, and be of such a character as to be 
of interest to farmers. Terms —Two Dollars for every hundred 

words, each insertion, paid in advance. 

CHINESE SUGAR CANE,; 
OR SORCHO SUCRE—PURE SEED. 

ryEE subscriber hereby informs the Planters, Farmers and Gar- 
1 deners of the United States, that he has obtained from R. Pe¬ 

ters, Esq., of this city, the control of his crop of seed of this val¬ 
uable plant, some of the properties of which may be summed up 
as follows: 

First. An acre of the Stalks, properly cultivated, will yield 
from 400 to 500 gallons of pure Syrup, equal to the best New Or¬ 
leans. 

Second. It surpasses all other plants for fodder and for feeding 
green to cattle or hogs, on account of the great abundance of 
sugary juice which it contains; and sown in close drills, will yield 
from thirty to fifty thousand pounds of superior fodder to the acre. 

Third. It is so certain and prolific a crop that planters may be 
sure of succeeding with it as a syrup plant anywhere south of the 
State of New York. 

This seed, which has been carefully kept pure, is now offered 
in cloth packages, each containing enough to plant half an acre 
4 feet by \% feet, will be furnished by mail at $1,30 or .$1 if sent 
by express, freight unpaid. 
. ^Dealers in Seeds and Country Merchants, or persons wishing 
to plant by the quantity, can be supplied at a liberal discount from 
retail prices. 

A pamphlet containing a full description of this plant, its his¬ 
tory. valuable properties, and a plate of the horse mill used for 
crushing, will be furnished by mail to all applicants. 

Address with plain directions for mailing or shipping. 
W. P. ORME Atlanta, Georgia. 

^Atlanta, Nov. 7,1856.—It.  

ANDRE LEROY’S NURSERIES, AT ANGERS, FRANCE. 
R. ANDRE LEROY, Member of the principal Horticultural 
and Agricultural Societies of Europe and America, and lately 

promoted by the French Emperor to the rank of Knight of the 
Legion of Honor, for the best Nursery products exhibited at the 
World’s Exhibition at Paris, begs leave to inform his friends and 
the public, that he has just published his new Catalogue for 1S56, 
being more extensive and complete than that of any similar estab¬ 
lishment on this Continent. It contains the prices, &c., of all tl>« 
Fruic, Ornamental and Evergreen Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Camelias, 
Stocks, Seedlings, &c., &c., with the necessary information for im¬ 
porting the same. His experience in putting up orders for Amer¬ 
ica, and the superior quality of his plants have been too well ap¬ 
preciated during a period of ten years, to require other comment* 
The Catalogue can be had on application to the undersigned Agent, 
who will also receive and forward the orders. 

Mr. A. Leroy is happy in being able to state that his Nurseries 
were not reached by the inundation which so recently devastated 
a portion of the district in which they are situated. 

ANDRE LEROY, Angers, France. 
F. A. BRUGUIERE, Sole Agent, 

Oct. 1—4t. 138 Pearl street, New York. 

STUDY YOUR PROFESSION. 
IT’ARMERS who would improve their minds as well as their farms, 

^ and who wish to have their sons love farming, should procure 
the following books: 

Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture; 60 cents. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer; 60 cts. 
Johnston’s Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology; $1. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry; $1.25. 

Sent Free of Postage an Receipt of Price. 
C. M. SAXTON & CO., Agricultural Bock Publishers, 

140 Fulton street, New York. 

Book agents, Farmers’ sons, everybody with a small cash 
capital can make money by selling our Agricultural books. Dis¬ 
count liberal. Catalogues sent free. 

December 1, 1856.—It. 

LIGHT HOUSE ISLAND, an Original Novelette, by the author 
of “ Zillah,” &c., will be published in the Saturday Evening 

Post. See Prospectus in another place. ' 
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Prospectus for 1857. 

IiE SATURDAY EVENING POST. 
ESTABLISHED AUGUST 4tt, 1821. 

THE hers of tliis old and firmly established paper, take 
pleasmc i; calling the attention of the public to their pro¬ 

gramme for t. f-. -ruing year. Surfeited with politics, the claims 
of literature wul t more than ever appreciated by the reading 
world. We ha> .ierefore, already made arrangements with the 
following briliian. list of writers : 

WM. HOWITT {of England,) ALICE CAEEY, T. S. AR- 
THUE, MES. SOUTH WORTH, AUGTSTINE DUGANNE, 
MES. M. A. DENISON, the author of “ Zillah,'’ $c. 

We design commencing in the first number in January next, 
the following original Novelet: 

TALLENGETTA, OR THE SQUATTER’S HOME. 

By William Howitt, author of “Rural Life in England,” 
“ Homes of the Poets,” &c., &c. 

This is a STORY OF AUSTRALIAN LIFE, Mr. Howitt having 
visited Australia expressly with the object of acquainting himself 
with the novel and romantic aspects under which nature and so¬ 
ciety present themselves in that singular region. 

The following Novelets will then begiven, though probably not 
in the exact order here mentioned: 

THE STORY OF A COUNTRY GIRL.' 

By Alice Cary. An original Novelet, written expressly for 
the Post. 

THE WITHEREDjHEART. 

An original Novelet, written expressly for the Post, by T. S. 
Arthur. 

LIGHTHOUSE ISLAND.^ 

An original Novelet, by the author of “ My Confession,”, 
“Zillah, or the Child Medium,” &c. 

THE QUAKER’S PROTEGE. 

An original Novelet, by Airs. Mary A Denison, author ot “ Mark, 
the Sexton,” “ Home Pictures,” &c. 

THE RAID OP BURGUNDY, 

A TALE OF THE SWISS CANTONS. An original Novelet, by 
Augustine Duganne, author of “ The Lost of the Wilderness.” 

We have also the promise of a Short and Condensed 

NOVELET BY MRS. SOUTHWORTH, 
to run through about six or eight numbers of the Post. 

In addition to the above list of contributions, we desire 
continuing the usual amount of Foreign Letters, Original Sketch¬ 
es, Choice Selections from all sources, Agricultural Articles, Gen¬ 
eral News, Humorous Anecdotes, View of the Produce and Stock 
Markets, the Philadelphia Retail Markets, Bank Note List, Edi¬ 
torials, &c., &c., our object being to give a complete record, as far 
as our limits will admit, of the Great World. 

Engravings.—In the way of Engravings, we generally pre¬ 
sent two weekly—one of an instructive, and the other of a humor¬ 
ous character. 

The postage on the Post to any part of the United States, paid 
quarterly or yearly in advance, at the office where it is received, 
is only 26 cents a year. 

Terms (cash in advance)—Single copy $2 a year. 

4 copies,.$5,00 a year. 
8 “ (and one to the getter up of the Club,)_10,00 “ 

13 “ (and one to the getter up of the Club,)... .15,00 “ 
20 “ (and one to the getter up of the Club,).... 20,00 “ 

Address always post-paid, 
DEACON & PETERSON, 

No. 66 South Third Street, Philadelphia. 

Sample Numbers sent gratis to any one, when requested. 

Decomber 1,1856.—2t. 

ROBEY’S GREATEST EFFORT. 
STILL GREATER ATTRACTIONS WILL BE OFFERED IN 

GODEY’S LADY’S BOOK FOR 1857. 
HIS work has been the standard for twenty-seven years,— 
When an imitation has been attempted it has failed. It is 

THE ONLY LADY’S BOOK 
PUBLISHED IN AMERICA. 

New Features for 1857. 
How to dress with Taste. Children’s Clothes—How to cut and 

contrive them. Painting on Glass. Patchwork. The Dressmaker 
and the Milliner. 

Drawing in all its varieties, useful to the beginner and the pro. 
ficient. 

Fashions from the establishment of the celebrated “Brodie,” 
will be in every number. 

Every-day Actualities.—A new series of these illustated articles 
will be given. 

Point, Brussels and Venetian Lace of every variety. A speci¬ 
men of the stitch to be used in each will be given. In addition to 
the above, 

ONE HUNDRED PAGES OF READING will be given monthly. 
GODEY’S SPLENDID ENGRAVINGS IN STEEL. 
LONDON, PARIS, AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS. 
GODEY’S FOUR FIGURED COLORED FASHIONS. 

EMBROIDERY PATTERNS. MODEL COTTAGES. DRESS MA¬ 
KING.—With diagrams to cut by. 

DRESS PATTERNS.—Infants’ and Children’s dresses, with de¬ 
scriptions how to make them. All kinds of CROCHET and NET¬ 
TING work. 

THE NURSE AND THE NURSERY—Yery excellent articles up- 
on these subjects will often be given. 

GODEY’S INVALUABLE RECEIPTS UPON EVERY SUBJECT. 

MUSIC.—Three dollars worth is given every year. 
In the various numbers for 1856, will be found the newest designs 

for— 

Window 'Curtains''Broiderie Anglaise, Slippers, Bonnets, Caps, 
Cloaks, Evening Dresses, Fancy Articles, Head-Dresses, 

Hair Dressing, Robes de Chambre, Carriage Dresses, 
Bride's Dresses, Wreaths, Mantillas, Walking- 

Dresses, Riding-Habits, and Morning Dresses. 

Drosses for Infants and Young Misses, Boy’s Dresses, Capes and 
Cloaks of Fur in season, Patterns for Needle-Work of all kinds, 
and Patterns to cut Dresses by, are given Monthly. 

CROCHET AND NETTING^WORK IN COLORS. SLIPPEES IN COLORS. 

DRAWING LESSONS FOR YOUTH. 

Send in your orders soon, as we expect our list for 1857 will reach 
100.000 copies. The best plan of subscribing is to send your money 
direct to the publisher. Those who send large amounts had bet¬ 
ter send drafts, but notes will answer if drafts cannot be procured. 

We think we can show how much cheaper it is to take the J a- 
dy’s Book'at Throe Dollars than any other magazine at Two Dol¬ 
lars. We will take a late number of both. 
The Two Dollar Magazine contains 36 articles, the Lady’s Book, 64. 
The Two Dollar Magazine contained 32 engravings, the Lady’s 

Book, 56. 
The Two Dollar Magazine contained 94 pages, the Lady’s Boob, 100. 
Twenty-four more engravings, twenty-six more articles, and thirty- 
six more pages, nearly double the quantity. The lowest Club price 
of the Two Dollar Magazine is $1,25; lowest club price Lady’s Boob 
$1,67, only forty-two cents difference in the price, which is three 
and a half cents on each number, and for that sum (three and a 
half cents,) you receive twenty-six more articles, twenty-four more 
engravings, and thirty-six more pages monthly—certainly a very 
cheap three and a half cents’ worth. This view of the case has 
probably never before been presented, but it is a true statement, 
which any lady can convince herself of by comparing the two mag¬ 
azines. 

THE HORSE-MOST NOBLE ANIMAL. 
npHAT indefatigable laborer in behalf of true Veterinary Science* 
JL Dr. George H. Dadd, has in press, to be published by us dur 

ing the winter, the most superb work on the Horse ever published 
in the world, entitled, ■ 

THE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE HORSE. 

In one large octavo vol. of 300 pages. Illustrated with 20 superb 
Anatomical Plates of the Horse, from a great French work. 

Price, with colored plates,....__ $4 
“ with uncolored plates,....$2 

Orders for this elegant and valuable work in advance of publica¬ 
tion, are solicited by the Publishers. 

Also, just published, the eleventh thousand of 

THE MODERN HORSE DOCTOR, 
By Dr. George H. Dadd, 

Undoubtedly the best work ever issued from the American press 
on the Causes, Nature and Treatment of Diseases and Lameness in 
Horses. Price $1. 

Every man. who owns a horse should own this hook. 
JOHN P. JEWETT & CO., Publishers, 

Nov. I—4t. 117 Washington street, Boston. 

TERMS, CASH IN ADVANCE. 

One copy one year, $3. Two copies one year, $5- Three copies 
one year $6. 

Five copies one year, and an extra copy to the person sending the 
club, making six copies, $10. 

Eight copies one year, and an extra copy to the person sending the 
club, making nine copies, $15. 

Eleven copies one year, and an extra copy to the person sending 
the club making twelve copies, $20. 

The above terms cannot be deviated from, no matter how many 
are ordered. 

SPECIAL CLUBBING WITH OTHER MAGAZINES. 

Godey s Lady s Book and Arthur’s Home Magazine both one year 
for $3,50. 

Godey’s Lady’s Book and Hamer’s Magazine both one year for $4,50. 
Godey’s Lady’s Book, Harper’s Magazine, and Arthur’s Home Mag¬ 

azine one year, $6,00 
The above is the only way we can club with Harper’s Magazine. 

The money must all be sent at one time for any of the Clubs. 
Subscribers in the British Provinces who send for clubs, must re¬ 

mit 36 cents extra on every subscriber, to pay the American post ■ 
age to the lines. Address, L. A. GODEY, 

It 113 Chestnut-street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

I 
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Geneses Farmer for 1857. 
The circulation of the Genesee Farmer during the 

present year has been nearly double what it was in 

1855. Encouraged by this success, we have deter¬ 

mined to make great improvements in the next vol¬ 

ume, and to spare neither labor nor expense in our 

efforts to make this1 Pioneer Agricultural Journal 

still more worthy of that extensive patronage it has 

so long enjoyed. 
The Genesee Farmer is not a reprint. Every line 

is set up for it, and for it alone. We believe this is 

true of no other fifty cent Agricultural Paper in the 

country. The Genesee Farmer is beyond all doubt 

the CHEAPEST AGRICULTURAL AND HOR¬ 

TICULTURAL JOURNAL IN THE WORLD— 

In Clubs of eight, you get three hundred and eighty- 

four LARGE, AND CLOSELY PRINTED PAGES, illustrated 

with numerous and cottly engravings, for the small 

sum of thirty-seven and a half cents. Surely no far¬ 

mer, for the future, will be without an agricultural pa¬ 

per. If there is any farmer who cannot afford to 

pay so small a sum, we will, on application, make 

him a present of the paper for a year, for we are 

certain he cannot afford to he without it. 

The large circulation of the Genesee Farmer is 

mainly due to the voluntary efforts of the friends of 

agricultural improvement in all parts of the country. 

We cannot reward them. The consciousness of their 

disinterested labors must be their recompense. Wish¬ 

ing to do what we can, however, we offer the follow¬ 

ing 

LIBERAL PREMIUMS FOR 1857. 
1. To every person who sends Eight Subscribers, (at our loiccst 

terms of thirty-seven and a half cents each,) we will seud, postage 
paid, a copy of our beautiful twenty-five cent book the Rural An¬ 
nual for 1857. 

2. To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers, (at our 
lowest club terras of thirty-seven and a half cents each,) one extra 
copy of the Genesee Farmer, and one copy of the Rural Annual. 

3. To every person sending us Twenty-four subscribers, as above, 
two copies of the Rural Annual, and one extra copy of the Farmer, 
or any agricultural work valued at 50 cents, postage paid. 

4. To any person ordering Thirty-Two copies of the Farmer, 
as above, three copies of the Rural Annual and one extra copy of 
the Farmer, or any agricultural book valued at 75 cents, postage 
paid. 

5. For Forty, four copies of the Rural Annual and one extra 
copy of the Farmer, or any agricultural book valued at $1, postage 
paid, or four extra copies of the Farmer. 

6. For Forty-eight, five copies of the Rural Annual and one 
extra copy of the Farmer, or any agricultural book valued at $1,25, 
postage paid, or five extra copies of the Farmer. 

For larger numbers, books or papers given in the same propor¬ 
tion. 

2^” To save expense to our friends, we pay the postage on all 
these works, and persons, entitled will state what they wish sent, 
and make their selections when they send orders: or if their list 
is not complete, if wished, we will delay sending until the club is 
full. 

Premiums for tlie Greatest Number of Subscribers. . 
In order to excite a little competition among our friends every¬ 

where, as well as to reward them for their voluntary labors in be¬ 
half of onr journal, we make the following liberal offers. Those 
who do not get the premiums offered below are sure of the above, 
bo that we have no blanks. 
. i FIFTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books (at the lowest 
prices,) to the person who shall send us the largest number of sub¬ 
scribers at the club prices, before the 15th day of April next, so that 
we may announce the successful competitors in the May number. 

2. THIRTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
shall send us the second highest list, as above. 

3. TWENTY DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books to the person 
who shall send the third highest lists, as above. 

4. FIFTEEN DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person 
who shall send us the fourth highest list, as above. 

5. TEN DOLLARS in Agricultural Books, to the person who 
shall send us the fifth highest list, as above. 

Our object in offering books is to increase their circulation 
throughout the country. If any prefer the cash they can be ac¬ 
commodated. 

Clues are not required to be at one post office or sent to one ad¬ 
dress. We send wherever the members of the club may desire. ^ 

We are particularly desirous that our friends SHOULD FORM 

CLUBS EARLY. There are thousands of our readers who every 

year put off renewing their subscription till several weeks or even 

months of the new year are gone.by, and who are thus without 

the paper during the most leisure season of the year. To rectify 

this as much as possible, we offer the following liberal 

JANUARY PREMIUMS! 
Twenty Dollars in Agricultural Books, to the person sending 

us the largest number of subscribers (at the lowest club price of 
thirty-seven and a half cents each,) before the fourteenth day of 
January, 1857, so that we can announce the successful competitors 
in the February number. 

Fifteen Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending 
us the Second highest list, as above. 

Ten Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending us the 
Third highest list, as above. 

Nine Dollars iu Agricultural Books to the person sending the 
Fourth highest list, as above. 

Eight Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending us 
the Fifth highest list, as above. 

Seven Dollars iu Agricultural Books to the person sending the 
Sixth highest list, as above. 

Six Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending U3 the 
Seventh highest list, as atiove- 

Five Dollars in Agricultural Books to the person sending the 
Eighth highest list, as above. 

There is not a town in the United States or Canadas, where any 
person, by showing his neighbors a copy of the paper and asking 
asking them to subscribe, might not take some of the above Jan¬ 
uary Premiums. 

The Premiums will be promptly paid. The Books can be selected 
by the person taking a premium from the very complete list which 
we publish in our advertising columns, or we will get any works 
which are required, and furnish them at the lowest retail price of 
the publishers. 

Persons who compete for the January Premiums can also com¬ 

pete for the April Premiums, and in this way it is not improbable 

that Two Premiums will be obtained for the same list of subscribers. 

THE RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY 

FOR 1857.—We have made great improvements in the present 

volume of this work. It is considerably larger than that of last 

year, profusely illustrated with expensive wood cuts, engraved ex 

pressly for the work; printed with new type, on better paper, and 

the pages surrounded with a neat border; while the originality, 

practical value and variety of the reading matter are such as to 

render the Rural Annual for IS57 worthy a place at every fireside 

in the country. Every one interested in rural pursuits should 

have a copy. Price, 25 cents a copy, postage paid. 

THE RUSAL ANNUAL AND GENESEE FARMER 
IN CLUES. 

Every Subscriber to the Farmer should have a copy of the Rural 

Annual. In clubs of eight, we send the Farmer for one year, and 

a copy of the Rural Annual for fifty cents. In other words, for 

four dollars we will send eight copies of the Farmer for one year, 

and eight copies of the Rural Annual. For eight dollars we will 

send sixteen copies of the Genesee Farmer and sixteen copies of the 

Rural Annual, and one extra copy of each for the person who gets 

up the Club. 

Any person sending us $3 for a cl ibof eight of the Genesee Far. 

mer shall receive one copy of the Rural Annual for his troubie, 

postage paid. 

Postmasters,'Farmers, and all friends of Rural Improvement are 

respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions. Money 

may be sent at our risk. Address, 

JOSEPH HARRIS, 

Rochester, N.Y. 
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BOOKS FOR THE FARMERS! 
FURNISHED BY THE PROPRIETOR OF GENESEE FARMER. 

Morton’s Cyclopedia of Agriculture. Two volumes beautifully 
bound in Morocco. Price $22. 

Morton’s Cyclopedia of Agriculture, bound in cloth, $18. 
Wilson’s Ru al Encyclopedia. Four vols. (second hand) $16. 
Rhind’s Vegetable Kingdom, with colored plates. Price $6. 
The Farmer's Guide. By James Webb. Price 87% cents. 
How to Choose a Milch Cow. Price 62% cts. 
Smith on the Construction of Cottages. Price $1. 
The Farm Engineer. By Ritchie. Price $3. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. Price $3. 
The Cow, Dairy Husbandry, and Cattle Breeding. Price 25 cts.' 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Kitchen Gardener. Price 25 cents. 
The American Rose Culturer. Price 25 cents. 
Prize Essay on Manures. By S. L. Dana. Price 25 cents. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture. Price 25 cents. 
The Pests of the Farm, with directions for extirpation. Price 25 

cents. 
Horses—their Varieties, Breeding, Management, &c. Price 25 

cents. 
The Hive and Honey Bee—their Diseases and Remedies. Price 

J5 cents. 
The Hog—its Diseases and Management. Price 25 cents. 
The American Bird Fancier—Breeding, Raising, &c. 25 cts. 
Domestic Fowls and Ornamental Poultry. Price 25 cents.3 
Chemistry made Easy for the Use of Farmers. Price 25 cts. 
The American Poultry Yard. The cheapest and best book pub¬ 

lished. Price $1. 
The American Field Book of Manures. Embracing all the Fer¬ 

tilizers known, with directions for use. By Browne. $1.25. 
Buist’s Kitchen Gardener. Price 75 cents. . 
Stockhart’s Chemical Field Lectures. Price $1. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax. Price 25 cents. 
The Farmer’s Cyclopedia. By Blake. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Rural Architecture. Price $1.25. 
Phelps’s Bee Keeper’s Chart. Illustrated. Price 25 rents.'ll 
•Johnston’s Lectures on Practical Agriculture. Paper, price 25 

uents. 
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry. Price $1.25. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. 

Pnce $1. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry. Price $1.25. 
Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s Manual. Price $1. 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor. Complete. Price $1. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener. 1vol. Price $1.25. 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape. Price $1. 
Youatt ou the Breeds and Management of Sheep. Price 75 cts. 
Youatt ou the Hog. Complete. Price 60 cents. 
Youatt and Martin on Cattle. By Stevens. Price $1.25. 
The Shepherd’s own Book. Edited by Youatt, Skinner and Ran¬ 

dall. Price $2. 
Stephens’s Book of the Farm; or Farmer’s Guide. Edited by 

Skinner. Price $4., 

Allen’s American Farm Book. Price $1. 
The American Florist’s Guide. Price 75 cents. ™ 
The Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper. Price 50 cents. 
Hoare on the Culture of the Grape. Price 50 cents. 
Country Dwellings; or the American Architect. Price $6. 
Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard. Price $1.25. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine. A book for every married nun and 

woman. Price $3. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. A book for every hoy in the coun¬ 

try. Price 50 cents. 
Allen’s Diseases of Domestic Animals. Price 75 cents. 
Saxton’s Rural Hand-books. 2 vols. Price $2.50. 
Beattie’s Southern Agriculture. Price $1. 
Smith’s Landscape Gardening. Containing hints on arranging 

Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Edited by Lewis F. Allen. Price 
$1.25. 

The Farmer’s Land Measurer; or Pocket Companion. Price 
50 cents, 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory. Price $1.25. 
The American Fruit Grower’s Guide in Orchard and Garden. Be¬ 

ing the most complete book on the subject ever published. 

Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping explained. Price $1. 
The Fruit Garden. P. Barry. Price $1. 
American Fruit Culturist. J. J. Thomas Price $1. 
Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. Price $1.50. 
Cole’s American Fruit Book. Price 50 cents. 
The Stable Book. Stewart. Price $1. 
Lindley’s Horticulture. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Munn’s Practical Land Drainer. Price 50 cents. 
Ladies’ Companion to the Flower Garden. Downing. Price $1.25. 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture. Price 75 cents. 
Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds. Smith. 

Price $1.25. 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory. Price 25 cents. Do 
in cloth, 50 cents. 

The above will be sent free upon reoeipt of price annexed. 

WILLIAM HO WITT, the celebrated English author, writes for 
The Saturday Evening- Pott. TALLENGETTA, OR Ithe 

Squatter’s Home. See Prospectus in another place. 

IMPORTANT TO BOOK AGENTS. 
THE Subscribers, in addition to their large list of Books for gen 

eral dealers, are now publishing a 

SERIES OF ILLUSTRATED WORKS, 

to be sold exclusively by Agents, of a style entirely new in snbBcrip 
tion hooks, rendering them far preferable to anything now in the 
hands of agents. For full particulars, address 

MASON BROTHERS, 
Nov. 1—3t. 108 and 110 Duane street, New York. 

ALICE CARY writes for the Saturday Evening Post. THE 
J3TORY OF A COUNTRY GIRL. See Prospectus iu another 

place. 

TS. ARTHUR writes for the Saturday Evening Post. THE 
• WITHERED HEART. See Prosdectus in another place. 
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